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ESSANAY-CHAPLIN REVIVAL

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

IS

Read what
All the great
first

this

great

New

Daily Says:

Yorfy

THE WORLD: MONDAY. FEBRUARY

run
FILM PLAYS

theatres and big
circuits are

showing the

of

"A

packed houses, including

Bill

Rialto and

Loew

Show" Taxes

Night at the

Capacity of Theatre— New

The Rivoli
New York, The Marcus

The

j

REVIVED AT RIALTO

Essanay-Chaplin Revivals
to

1919

24,

The

at Rivoli.

management

of

the

Rialto

Theatre yesterday began the reviv&i
of a series of film comedies made by
Charlie Chaplin several years affo and
considered not only the most popuHr

Circuit, Jones, Linick

most typical of
and pan-

of his films but the

and Schaefer, Asher Bros.,
Lubliner and Trinz and
The Stanley Booking
Company, with their

Chaplin's skill

cofriedy.

in

That it is a popular move
was shown by the crowds who stood
£nd waited outside tilt theatre. A.1
m,ost any time during- the afternoon
and evening there was a line in front
tomime.

of the Rialto.
"A N'ight at

Sliow"

the

v*as

the

spectatois
seemed to enjoy it a* much as when th
it was first producer!- The rest of the
CI

Chaplin

film,

and

the

i

hundreds

!

of theatres.

programme

etribri

1

TRY TO GET EARLY RELEASE DATES AND
TELL YOUR PATRONS YOU HAVE ALL FOUR
"A Night

in the

Show

"The Bank"

"Shanghaied"

"Police"

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System, Distributors
Representatives at all General Film Exchanges

KXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
is

One of the Digest &*ne* from

MUi b functus
Greatest Melodtatna

$&im Invelope
NO

melodramatic

feature, irrespec-

tive of costly

star

or costly production,
surpasses in any detail
the big box office power
of this Bluebird play,

"THE SEALED ENVELOPE."
you
IFthis

paid triple the rental of
Bluebird you positively
couldn't get a finer picture,
nor with more suspense or wonderful dramatic action.
WE AD-

7

VISE YOU TO BOOK THIS PLAY FOR 3 DAYS
LONGER. Your crowds will grow with each showing. GO TO IT STRONG.
BOOK THRU ANY BLUEBIRD

EXCHANGE

3

——
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Action Contrasts

H

Fans

to Tickle the

ERE'S

Blinkey Deal and his pal,
Mazie, pulling a blackmail scheme
on Roger. Outside in the hall
She had
Marie, the maid, is frantic.
innocently lured him into the trap. And
the night before, when Roger knew her
only as a beautiful, mysterious girl,
wonderfully gowned, he had led her
proudly from the great ball room after
Mazie had shrieked to the throngs that
she was a thief.
Just below you see how Roger finds
Your audiences will like this novel

her.

situation wherein

Roger

These

are scenes from

tries to reconcile

his night-time visions of her soft, velvet

hands, her warm, tender smile and regal
beauty with her day-time garb and toil
as a hotel maid.

the

second

of

the

WARNING

NEW

All

Anita Stewart Productions.

of

my

recently pro-

duced Pictures are
bein£ released through
the First National
Exhibitors Circuit, Inc

LOUIS

B.

MAYER

—

presents

ANITA STEWART
—

in

"A MIDNIGHT

ROMANCE"
A

A

Lois

"First

Weber Production

National" Attraction

ELLE

OF NEW YORK

pledfrom Ihe musicalplay by (Jusiaue Kerker and Hugh Morion.

Directed bv Julius Sieger

The Los Angeles crowds defied the influenza, they
braved the rains, they simply couldn't keep away.
Week after week they jammed Quinn's Theatre. The
wonderfulness of the picture spread like wild'fire
and for

eight solid

Directed bu

tAroi/6h
75cleaned
c
^
3

weeks they

KINQ W. VIDOR

A

held them out.

BRENTWOOD PRODUCTION

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL

ROBERTSON -COLE
c ° M p A N Y
DIVISION

OF FILMS

^TpESES

WHAT EVERY WOMAN WANT/
by
Pre^erv/ted

JE/XE

P.

featurin*

Gir>ac*

HAMPTOIsT

Barmond.

ROBERTJ"OM - COLE. COMPANY

MUTUAL

DIVISION

OK FILMJ

1

BAN KE.RJ' and EXPORTERS
for, the: producer
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Conceived with the possesses every
intention of cre-

ating a timely

element of the
special feature.

tributes to our

GODS
WOULD

It is timely.

It is histori-

would permit the
cally vital

crease prices

THE

own heroes

subject which

exhibitor to in-

WHOM

Golden service
stars are silent

DESTROY

It is poignantly

benefits of a
aplenty

form

human document

It is a connected

Its cast is superb

story of vast

It was produced

screen.
|

screen soon under
the title of

A subject

the theatre can

studio master

show with pride

It is the most

and which will en-

tertain as it

timely subj ect

startles and en-

DESTROY

which comes to the

It is suspenseful

a genius

by a a successful

GODS
WOULD

subtle background

entertaining

It is of the

THE

est story subject

and sensational

his competitor and It was directed by interest.

WHOM

peace is the great-

Its sets are

magnificent

patrons

manent league for

It is lavish.

clients, advertise

please his

ideals of a per-

society of nations. for the tense
It does so in vivid virile

attract new

novelty, over show

'

Was made to set be- in the world and it
fore the world the has been made the

romantic

extend engagements It has plots
exploit unusually

Woodrow Wilson

ever conceived and

thralls.

The

WHOM
THE

GODS
WOULD
DESTROY

rivers of the world

comes at a time
when every living
man, woman and

are swollen from

which is under the

the tears of the

auspices of

bereaved

child is reading,

Little wooden

MACAULEY

dot the
talking or writing crosses
lands of Europe
about a league of
like the sands of a INC.

PHOTOPLAYS

nations

desert
8

516

.

5th

AVENUE
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C>\ real false
that any.
body can wear
Face,

Make your
whole town
talk about
Thos H.lnce

s

the Talse Faces

Rush Your Order

To Help Crowd Your Theatre An Extra Day
-THOMAS

H. INCE'S Paramount-Artcraft Special "The False
Faces" has been a triumph in the big first run theatres. Soon
the smaller ones will be "cleaning up" with it.
Here's an accessory that will help make this big production even
a bigger money maker.
A post card that is a full-colored false face with holes for the
eyes to see through, a die cut nose so that anybody can wear it.
The card is 5% inches long by 3% wide longer than this line
of type.
The price is $7.00 a thousand. You pay the express.
A novelty that will set the whole town talking. And when you
show this Thomas H. Ince Production, they'll all be there!
A

—

—

Don't overlook this chance to set new
box office records for your theatre

Accessories

Department

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.. 485
New York City
*

m% FAMOUS
PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR
;v

» jSkictures <**i(

{Check

Here

is

j

m

Money

I

c

Jear it out ! Never mind the scissors!^
9

Theatre

Address

Ave

)

^

for

$

f„

which send

thousand False Face Post Cards
York.

@ $7.00 a thousand, F. 0. B.. A' ra
Name

St'i

.

—
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READY SOON FOR RELEASE
THE SOMETHING NEW YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR

A Tense

Dramatic

Moment from "Khavah.

ALICE HASTINGS and

GIACOMO MASUROFF
——

IN

SHOLOM ALEICHEM'S
(Jewish

Mark Twain)

Masterpiece

KHAVAH
In 5 Reels

Direction of Charles E. Davenport
The

JUive

Wi re

Exhibitor cannot afford to miss booking this picture

STATE RIGHT BUYERS ATTENTION
Write — Wire — or Phone
1400

BROADWAY

ZION PHONE
FILMS,
GREELEY
10

3992

INC.

NEW YORK

CITY

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

200 DAYS PLAYED
EACH DAY TO A NEW RECORD
WHAT OTHER PHOTO PLAY CAN EQUAL
THIS SHOWING IN THE FACE OF

— SNOW STORMS — BLIZZARDS

RAIN

MACK

SENNETT'S MASTERPIECE

IS

MICKEY
Chicago: Mar.

3,

Mabel

1919

DOING
ALL THIS

AND MORE
Chicago, Feb. 24, 1919

_

yiormana
Mickey Film Corp.
Consumers Bldg.,
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen
I

:

Mickey Film Corporation
220 S. State
Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

"MICKEY"

played

days and
you that

Wickey"

for

two

theatre.

It

the box

office.

is

in this

sure winner

a

afc

Very truly yours,

LANE COURT THEATRE

"MICKEY" is everything that
desired in the feature line and
I
sincerely hope that all your
patrons will meet with the same
success that I did.

H. M. Rouda, Mgr.

Bookings

Now

Arranged

S

State of

:

Since opening my house I have
never had the pleasure of handling
so many people as I did on your
production "MICKEY." I never
ran any picture over two days,
but could not accommodate the
crowd on your picture, after running it it four days. Am considering a return engagement.

can truthfully assure
my patrons were more
pleased with this production than
I

any picture ever shown

St.,

is

Being

for the

Yours very

Illinois

truly,

WILSON THEATRE
L. Natelson,

MICKEY FILM CORP.

CHICAGO

404

Consumers Building
11

ILLINOIS

Manager.

PHONE:
Wabash 373
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NEW ANNUAL
Subs criptions

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD & MOTOGRAPHY

week
ending Saturday, March
were received

The

HERALD

in

the
trade paper wide-awake
exhibitors

Books and accounts
to

is

buy — and read

of the

HERALD

are open

advertisers for verification of this statement.
12

8
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

PLAY A WINNER

!

GEORGE WALSH
in.

Never Say Quit

Editorial, Cqmmbnt ot the
by MartinJ- QttiGi^y
THE

nickel show, generally speaking, has ceased

to be a legitimate exhibition

enterprise.

economically unsound, a disappointment to the

may

the bargain limiting craze

lias

passed

since

to

the

that

be attracted to the hall of the exhibitor displaying

But

the worn-out 5-cent sign.

motion picture
inroads are

theatreman who
return

is

The

is

giving

into

the

business

with

surroundings that arc

a

Although he may
is

who

is

in

l>v

Mini-

if it

promises,

with

OCT

junk stage and physical

menace

realize

to the health

not the rental

patronage the

of the debris of the old exhibitors' league

which eliminates the possibility of autocratic rule

and

it.

a fair rental price

and asks

a

of

the in-

to

commission

form of management.

With the pressing needs for organization and combined effort apparent on every side the future of this
organization

fair

one of

is

equity of the scheme of

promise. The fairness and
management which has been

adopted should insure the enthusiasm and active co-

gained from this business

operation of every member.

does not justify the action of the standard distributor
in entering into competition with the

the organization

terests of a few by the introduction of the

the short-sighted

admission price.
to be

is

of

Chicago there has been born the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance, based on a constitution

catering to this type of business

The small revenue

volume

in

only cheapening the reputation of his pictures and

who pays

While, inversely, a fee

top limit is quite within
insures the theatre man a real profit. In

picture itself attracts.

lowering the value of them to the legitimate exhibitor

profit.

to be the

and the subversion
not

prohibits the exhibitor

if

price of a picture, but the

welfare of the public.

distributor

a substantial

lowest possible

that the
it

high

too

is

show.

unfulfilled

films that have reached the

Analysis of the question seems

other words, the vital consideration

the

of

asking a legitimate price and

a legitimate

public

its

at the

theatre can only exist today

5-cenl

flaming-

made

being

week's run on Chaplin pictures at

conclusion

might seem

reason

same time the
being humiliated and unwarranted

is

fee

to

theatre.

the

register

making

time

for a

New York

rental

That portion of the public, however,

nickel stage.

which

long

has

picture

a

The answer
film rental?
when we consider the fee of

limit

he "no,''

to

•$1(1,000 for a

public and a disgrace to the industry.

The motion

any

there

ISseems

is

It

WMk

*

junk exchange.

THE

music

tax

*

niu>t

fought

be

opposed

and

from everv angle until the combination is dually
crushed. The demand of the music publishers'

AARON

.MIXES whose name has been conidentified with many notable ad-

J.

combination

spicuously

vances

himself
that

for

the

altogether

in

the

exhibition

indefinite

run of an
he

runs.

business,

Mr.

.(ones

declares

recognizes

important picture should

determined

by

schedule which frequently results

not

some

pre-arranged

in

picture being

a

of promise and

a

then the plan of installing

yield

in

id'

tion

for sonic
It

is

a

published

for the possibility

The

The attempt
of

bit

side

of

profit

in

exhibitor in playing a selec-

his theatre renders

legitimate

remuneration

full

make him pay

to

graft

thai

should

is

in

an
not

adillie

tolerated.

The
time

in

exhibitor doe- not need the taxable music and

declining to pla\

publisher beg

logical

plan and gives indication of excellent results for the
theatre, the distributor and

in

vertising.

a

the public.

This policy has been asserting itself
and constitutes a big step forward.

is

sales to the public.

theatre for an indefinite run. the closing date to be de-

termined entirely by the attitude

The music

up.

Music

picture
it

without equity or reason.

in

r

reasonable position ami one which be musl eventually

removed from a theatre at the very time thai it i>
swinging into its greatest popularity. The new policy
provides for greater exploitation effort upon

is

handing the exhibitor music to he played
for the purpose of boosting sales and later coming
along with a demand for tribute is assuming an un-

publish

a

it

will

hearing

Yielding to 'his tax

the public.

higher charges later on.

15

eventualh make the music

in
at

the lihn theatre.
this

time
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Chicago Exhibitors Form

New

Association

of M. P. E. L. Decide to Drop Old Cognomen and
Exhibitors' Alliance Springs Into Being
at Meeting to Decide on Commission Form of Government

Members
Start

Anew— Illinois

—

Exit the old League enter the new.
The Illinois state branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, the second oldest body of motion picture
men in America, passed out of existence last Friday afternoon
and a new league took its place.
The name of the new association, which promises to become
a potent factor in the film industry, is the Illinois Exhibitors'
Alliance.
The new affiliation is unique in several respects. It will be
governed by a commission of twelve exhibitors, chosen from
among its members and its activities will not be confined to the
city limits of Chicago but will embrace the whole state.
The movement to establish a new and
independent organization was started
some time ago by members of the old
league and the final action was taken at
a regular meeting of the M. P. E. L.
held in Fraternity Hall on Adams street,
Friday afternoon, March 7.
At this
meeting it was decided to put the old
league away among the moth balls and
start anew.
A state-wide canvass is to
be made for members and already a large
number of prominent exhibitors have
signified
I.

their

intention

of joining

the

E. A.

The new league

have

headquarters in the Century building, corner
State and Adams streets, formerly occupied by the M. P. E. L., and it is
proposed to hold weekly meetings of
will

its

the board of commissioners these.
One
•commissioner will act as president or
chairman each month and they will
serve in' alphabetical order throughout
the year, no person being allowed to
act as chairman twice in one year.
Officers to Serve

A

permanent secretary, treasurer, business manager and sergeant-at-arms will
serve

The

throughout the year.
Exhibitors'

Alliance will
in the moindustry are confined exthe exhibition of motion

Illinois

be for those whose activities
tion

picture
clusively to
pictures.
It is the purpose of the new association to secure protection by cooperation for the exhibitor members, to raise
the standard of pictures offered for exhibition; prevent breaches of contracts
of whatsoever nature, secure reasonable
and equitable film rentals; fair insurance rates and protect exhibitors against
adverse legislation.
The new league
will adjust all labor troubles and pro-

mote good fellowship among

its

mem-

bers.

As Chairman Joseph Hopp expressed

"We are to begin right now to showthat we are determined to have clean
pictures produced by actors and actresses
-whose characters are beyond reproach."
it:

Initiation

The

initiation

for

membership

in

$10 and the dues are to
month, payable quarterly in advance. A fund to be used for
protective purposes and legal advice will
the Alliance

is

be one dollar

a

ARTICLE

1.

NAME.

The name of this organization shall he the
nois Exhibitors' Alliance.

ARTICLE
Sec.

2.

Illi-

OBJECT.

The purposes

of this organization are to
secure protection by cooperation, to raise the
standard of motion picture films and the motion
picture business generally, to secure fair and equi1.

table treatment from all with whom we have business transactions, to prevent breaches of contracts
of whatsoever nature, to secure reasonable insurance rates, to secure protection against adverse
legislation, to adjust difficulties with labor, to promote the spirit of good fellowship in all lines of
the business, to adjust minor matters of importance to the exhibitor, and to further the best
interests of all members of the Association and
the public in general in all matters pertaining to
the exhibitors' business.

ARTICLE

MEMBERSHIP.

3.

The membership of this organization
be composed only of members whose activi-

Sec.

shall
ties in

the Motion Picture industry shall be con-

fined exclusively to the exhibition of motion pictures.
Sec. 2.
(A clause to the effect that the initiative, referendum and recall will be applied, is to
be incorporated here.)
Sec. 3.
Any owner or owners of a theatre
employing a manager and wishing to join the Association may have said manager act as his or their
proxy, provided the same action shall be taken as
required in Section 2 of this article.
Such proxy

be in writing above the owner's signature; in
case of a corporation it shall bear the signature of
the president and secretary of the corporation^.
shall

Anyone who is a member in good standthe Association and who disposes of his
motion picture theatre interest, may retain his
membership so long as he conforms to the constitution and by-laws of the Association.
Sec. 5.
All members not in good standing at
least ten days prior to the annual election of officers are not eligible to vote at such election.
Sec.

ing

4.

in

4.

The

INITIATION FEE, DUES,
ARREARS.

fee shall be $10, accompanied by $3 as dues for the first three months,
both to be payable at time of making application
for membership, which shall be promptly refunded
in case applicant is rejected.
The dues shall be
$12 annually, payable quarterly in advance the

Sec.

Sec.

1.

2.

dues each

Sep-

In addition to said initiation fee and
shall pay into the organization

member

one dollar per month, payable quarterly in advance.
Such moneys to be set aside and held for
contingencies and protective purposes.
Sec. 3.
No member of this Association whose
dues are three months in arrears shall be entitled
to vote or a voice and shall not be eligible to sit
in closed meetings until the dues are paid.
When
a member is three months in arrears for his dues,
the secretary shall notify him by mail at his last
known place of residence, or theatre, and if same
is not paid within 14 days after the notification be
suspended from the Association.
The secretary shall at the first meeting
Sec. 4each

held

read

quarter

the

names

of

all

delin-

quent members.

ARTICLE

COMMISSIONERS.

5.

1.
The business of the organization shall
administered by a board consisting of twelve
members, to be known as commissioners.
Sec. 2.
Said commissioners shall be elected
from the floor of the body and hold office for
twelve months.

Sec.

lie

The Chairman of said Board of ComSec. 3.
missioners shall be elected monthly in alphabetical
order, no one commissioner to be allowed to serve
twice in twelve months.

ARTICLE

6.

MEETINGS.

meetings of the Association
shall be held the first Friday of each month at 12
sharp.
Twenty members shall cono'clock noon,
stitute a quorum at all meetings except the annual
meeting, which will require a one-half vote of the
entire membership.
Special meetings shall be called at the
Sec. 2.
option of the Board of Commissioners, or upon the
Sec.

1.

Regular

written request of five members.

ARTICLE

7.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The annual meeting of members for the
Sec. 1.
nomination and election of Commissioners for the
ensuing year, the reading of the annual report of
the secretary and treasurer, anl for such other
business as may properly come before the meeting,
shall be held at 12 o'clock noon on the regular

Should
meeting day in February of each year.
such day be a legal holiday then such election will
first
following
on
the
noon
12
o'clock
be held at
Friday.
All members entitled to vote must be
Sec. 2.
present in person and cast their own vote.
All Commissioners shall be elected by
Sec. 3.
The twelve candidates receiving the
secret ballot.
highest number of votes shall be declared elected.
Commissioners elected at such annual
Sec. 4.
meetings shall take office at the following regular
meeting.
The officers of the Association shall be
Sec. 5.
a chairman of commissioners, secretary, business
manager, treasurer and strgeant-at-arms.

(Continued on page 18)
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1.

ARTICLE

Fees and Dues
fee

also be raised by an assessment of one
dollar a month from each member.
The new association, which is the outgrowth of a suggestion made some time
ago by Samuel Atkinson, manager of
the Hoyburn theatre, Evanston, that
the management of the exhibitors' league
should be placed in the hands of a commission, rather than be ruled by a president chosen to serve for a long term,
was heartily endorsed by a large number of exhibitors attending the M. P.
E. L. meeting.
The most important parts of the constitution of the newly formed Alliance
follow:

meeting in January, March, June and

first

tember.

|

i
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Reads Them All, but
Calls "Herald" Best
THE LYRIC THEATRE

j

L. A. Haglund, Mgr.
Sweet City, Iowa
1

EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY:

To

|

Enclosed
|
|
1
1

|
|

find

check for sub-

scription to your valuable paper.

\

j

§

have seen them all and consider |
your paper the one best bet for §
the exhibitors, and ALL LIVE j
/

EXHIBITORS CANNOT AF-

FORD TO BE WITHOUT

IT.

|
j

Respectf ally yours.

initiation

17

Lyric Theatre Company,
(Signed) L. A. Haglund.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHV
Exhibitors

FORM NEW ASSOCIATION

Renew

(Continued from page 17)

Effort to Repeal

which defines the powers, and duties
officers, specifies that the Chairman of Commissioners shall preside at all meetings and represent the Association on all occasions where provision is not otherwise made.
A vice chairman actin his absence.
This article also defines the duties of the secretary-business manager, the treasurer, the sergeantat-armg and the Board of Commissioners' duties.
The latter comes under Section 0, which reads as
Article 8,

of

Tax on Film Rental
Dispatch from Capital Says

New Movement May
Be Successful
WASHINGTON, D. C—It

follows:

believed
that one of the things to be -taken up
earliest when Congress again gathers in
Washington will be the repeal of tinrental tax on motion picture films. Continued efforts have been made to secure
the repeal of this tax, a resolution having been offered in the House of Representatives by Congressman Lundeen
of Minnesota for that purpose just before
the session ended. Because of the short
time left the Congress and the great
amount of important legislation before
it,
no action was taken in the matter,
but the campaign to secure the repeal of
this section will be resumed as soon as
Congress again meets.
The tax is contained in the new revenue act as Section 906, and provides:
That on and after the 1st day of May.
1919. any person engaged in the business
of leasing or licensing for exhibition
positive motion picture films containing
pictures ready for projection shall pay
monthly an excise tax in respect to carrying on such business equal to 5 per
centum of the total rentals earned from
each such lease or license during the

preceding month.
such a film exhibits

pay
the

is

a person owning
it for profit he shall
a tax equivalent to 5 per centum of
fair rental or license value of such

Indicted

In Film

Mystery

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Henry

Lehrman. former manager of the Sunshine
Comedies. Inc.. a Fox Film Co. branch,
and Charles Hochberg, also a former
employe of the company, have been
jointly indicted on charges of larceny
and embezzlement, in connection with
the disappearance of a $35,000 film from
the

Fox

studio.

The two men furnished

sum

of $2,500 and were reBoth Lehrman and Hochberg
will contend that the disappearance of
the film is a civil matter and not crimbail

in

the

leased.

according to their attornev, Milton
M. Cohen. The film, entitled "The Bellhop's Millions." mysteriously disappeared
inal,

several weeks ago. The facts as learned
by the district attorney's office were laid
before the grand jury and the indictments returned.

The Board of Commissioners shall be
body when the organization is not

ising

meet regularly

the superin session

m. every Tuesday at the Association headquarters.
Should a
Tuesday be a legal holiday then the meeting shall
take place the following day.
Eight members of
the board shall constitute a quorum.
Special
meetings of the Board of Commissioners may be
called by the chairman.
Any member of the board
who is absent three consecutive meetings (sickness or unavoidable absence from the city excepted) his office shall automatically be declared
vacant ami his successor elected at the next regular meeting of the
The Board of
Association.
shall

it

at

1

p.

Commissioners shall elect one of its members as
chairman as .hereinbefore provided, and one as
treasurer, and he shall make a report at each
regular meeting of the Association.
Articles 9, 10 and 11 cover the expulsion of
members, amendments and the order of business
of meetings.

\K KKKN

h it A
\ \
In hi* dressing room chatting with Harry
Friend of Chicago Tribune. The I'nthc

star

I*

popular with the newspaper
in i*

ii

everywhere

Penn Theatres Are
Energetic in Fight
On 1794 Blue Laws

Tf

film at the time and place where and for
the period during which exhibited.
If
any such person has, prior to December
1918,
made
a
6,
bona fide contract with
any person for the lease or licensing,
after the tax imposed by this section
takes effect, of such a film for exhibition
for profit, and if such contract does not
permit the adding of the whole of the
tax imposed by this section to the
amount to be paid under such contract
then the lessee or licensee shall, in lieu
of the lessor or licensor, pay so much
of such tax as is not so permitted to be
added to the contract price.
The tax
imposed by this section shall be in lieu
of the tax imposed by subdivisions (c)
and (d) of Section fiOO of the Revenue
Act of 1917.

Lehrman

\

and

Enlist Philadelphia Orchestra to Assist in Winning
Over Legislature
ARRISBURG, PA., March 10.— So
1

Before adjournment members of the
Alliance expressed themselves upon
the proposed "double-barrelled" censorship bill now before the Illinois State
Legislature.
A strenuous effort will be

new

made to defeat the Buck measure as the
opposed to
generally are
exhibitors
They, however, favored
censorship.
the state-wide bill if it will wipe out
all
local censorships, as the lesser of
two

evils.

A

letter has been drafted by the secretary of the I. E. A. which will be sent
to every alderman in the city of Chicago, as well as every state legislator,
to ascertain where each one stands in
the matter of censorship.

j^ind Stolen

1

keen has become the controversy over

Rorke bill, now before the state legislature, which is designed to amend the

the

blue laws of 1794 so that concerts, lectures and motion picture shows of an
educational nature can be legally held on
Sundays in Pennsylvania, that the entire
Philadelphia Orchestra, one of the finest

musical organizations of America, has
sought and obtained permission to give
three concerts at as many hearings before the law and order committee of the
House, in three different cities of the
state, as an argument for the proposed

Sabbath regulations. The
object is to convince the members of the
law and order committee, to which the

more

Louis T. Rogers,

was referred, as well as the legislators in general, that the kind of music

orchestra would play could in no
sense be regarded as desecrating the
Sabbath.
The motion picture interests of the
state have been strongly favoring the
adoption of the Rorke bill, but the church
folk have been decrying the measure
Roth sides will
in the harshest terms.
be represented at the hearings which,
according to the tentative dates set, will
be held as follows: Philadelphia, March
10; Pittsburgh, March 17, and at the Capitol in Harrisburg, March 19.
the

which would extend
from June 1. 1920. to June 1, 1925, the
date by which all motion picture and
other theatres must be on the ground
level, alreadv has passed first and second
reading in the House and is expected to

The Zook

bill,

reach the governor's office for his signature within two or three weeks.

IS

exchange

manager of Paramount, returned yesterday from Wilkes-Barre, Pa., where Walter S. Casterlin of the Sterling Theatre.

Wilkes-Barre, was held for grand jury
Rogers declares
inquiry next month.
that a print of "Snow White," one of
"The Love Mask" and prints belonging

and Triangle were found in
possession, which were obtained by him from salesmen who stole

to World
Casterlin's

them.

liberal

bill

Films

New York

Wally Van

NEW

Is

YORK. — Wally

general of the

Host
Van.

director

Rothapfel Picture Combuffet supper .and dance

pany, held a
reception in the Bacon-Backer studio on
Friday night which was to celebrate the
completion of the first Rothapfel proLeading" members of the trade
duction.
and press attended. Mr. Van was congratulated on every side for the splendid efforts he has made in this picture
to keep away from the mediocre.

Asks Job for Yanks
J,

M.

Loughborough, captain of the
asks all motion picture
give employment preference to

77th

Division,

men

to

He especially appeals
for positions for the 77th Division vetHis, address is 280 Madison aveerans.
nue. New York.
returned soldiers.
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Pennsylvania Show
Men Organizing to
Battle Politicians
Four

Bills

Aimed

at Industry

Brings United Action

From Trade
PITTSBURGH,
Pennsylvania

PA.— Politicians

will cease

to use the

of

mo-

tion picture industry a*, a target and exhibitors of the state as the goats of all
kinds of freak legislation, petty graft and
continual annoyances, if theatre owners
of the state rally to the support of the

newly formed American Exhibitors' Association.
bills, aimed at the very heart of
industry in this state, were introduced at the present session of the legislature and the organization of the new
association is the exhibitors' answer.

Four

the

A

Bundle of Brickbats

In addition to the new censorship law,
it is proposed to place a tax of one cent
per foot on all film released in the state;
regulate the admission of children under
sixteen years of age, and place a state
license of $500, $400 or $300 on all theatres.

Responding to a call from J. E. Smith.
Chris Vollmer and Henry Poke, exhibitors of the Pittsburgh district, met at
the Idle House Theatre, Pittsburgh,
February 23, and completed the organization of the new association.
Similar organizations in other parts of
the state are already in the process of
formation. Within a few weeks, it is expected that the theatre owners will be
able to present a solid front against the
politicians
not only smashing into the
four bills hitting their business, but take
an active part in passing a Sundav opening law.
Fred J. Herrington, a hustler,
has been selected as secretarv; James E.
Smith president; Chris Vollmer. vice-

—

president, and H. E. Kliehm, treasurer.

The Prominent Members
Among the members of the organizaare:
J. C. Smith, Smith Theatre.
Pittsburgh: Walter Artzberger, Penn
Fred
Theatre,
Pittsburgh;
Ahlborn,
Garrick Theatre, Garrick, Pa.: A. H.
Berg. Berlin Theatre, Duquesne, Pa.;
W. J. Kane, Midway Theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Lawrence Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.: H. B. Kester. Cameraphone
Theatre, Pittsburgh; George Logue. Eveline Theatre, Pittsburgh; Oliver McKee.
McKee Theatre, St. Clair, Pa.: Henrv
Foke, Shiloh Theatre. Pittsburgh: D. T.
Powell. Pastime Theatre, Pittsburgh;
Fred Cho'ier, Dome Theatre, Pittsburgh;
tion

Hotel Running Films in Basement;
Chicago Exhibitors Voice Protest
Terrace Garden Cabaret Enjoys Privilege Denied
To Others Despite Protest From Fire
Prevention Bureau
Chicago, the scene of the Iroquois theatre fire, the most disastrous
theatre conflagration in history, is permitting film exhibitions in a
basement cabaret.
The following story describes a situation which is not only a
menace to the public welfare but unfair competition which should
be vigorously opposed.

An inquiry has been instituted to determine why the Morrison Hotel,
Chicago, under the management of Harry C. Moir, is permitted to exhibit motion pictures in a basement amusement hall of the hotel.
has received a large number of complaints from exhibitors
The
who claim that the hotel exhibition is unfair competition. Exhibitors further
assume the position that a lire due to a film explosion, or any cause, might
result in a disaster which would have a serious effect upon the theatrical business generally in the city.

HERALD

The hotel company recently inaugurated the policy of film exhibitions in a
basement amusement hall called the TerThe basement room, of
race Gardens.
course, is surrounded with none of the
safeguards against panic and disaster in
case of a fire which are required in the
The excase of all theatre buildings.
hibitions are a part of a cabaret entertainment. This has never been allowed
elsewhere and permits have repeatedly
been refused by the city authorities for
film shows in restaurants and in other
places not constructed along the line of
regular theatre buildings.
Constant Danger of Panic
Casual observation of the Morrison
Hotel's basement show hall revealed the
fact that in case of fire or accident ot
any other nature at a time that the place
in all probability rein a panic as the exits are not arranged in a manner to facilitate the

sult

emptying

of the place.

the hall

under the same

is

Also exit from
difficulties that

a theatre proposition in
a basement.
The city ordinances governing theatres
and setting forth fire prevention regulation explicitly prohibit motion pictures
being exhibited in such a place as the

Terrace Garden.

An inquiry conducted by the Herald
reveals that the fire prevention bureau
opposed the issuance of a theatre license
Later Mr. Moir
to the Terrace Gardens.
sought a writ of mandamus and after
encountering only a half-hearted opposition on the part of the authorities he obtained the desired permit.
Heyda Opposed License

"We

refused to approve the application
of the Terrace Gardens for a theatre
license," said Charles Hevda, chief of the
"The lawsuit was
fire prevention bureau.
carried on without consulting us. I was
against granting the license and still am.
The Garden is an unfit place for the exhibition of films."
In addition to his hotel interests. Mr.

Moir operates three small loop theatres
in

Chicago.

Injunction

Is

Sought

To

NEW

Protect Countess
YORK. --A injunction is

sought In the supreme court here to prevent the showing of $ film which con"Bernstorff and his
subtitle
tains
a

Wilkiusbur<>\ Pa.; I. W. Shearer, Wilbur
Theatre. Pittsburgh; Fred M. Smith.
Falcon Theatre, Glassport, Pa.: W. L.
Thomas, Casino Theatre, Greensbiirg,
Pa.: H. A. Victor, Victor Theatre. Mc-

Train. Pa.

lowed to operate

was crowded would

Richard Tones. Climax Theatre Pittsburgh; F. B. Tones, Rowland Theatre.

Keesport. Pa.: Chris. Vollmer. Idle Hour
Theatre, Pittsburgh; Jacob Kaiser, West
End Theatre, Pittsburgh: F. T. Norrington. Coliseum Theatre. Mt. Oliver, Pa.,
and Henry Cauding, Lincoln Theatre,
Pittsburgh. There has been many applications turned in the past week, among
whom are the following; A. Peltimo're,
Strand Theatre. New Castle Fa.: Alix
L. Moore, Pastime Theatre. South Side,
Pittsburgh: Frank Wanonolis. McKeesnort, Pa.; M. G. Naute, Grand Theatre,

usually attend removal from basement
rooms.
Mr. Moir, manager of the Morrison
Hotel, is reputed to wield considerable
political influence. This fact is generally
being given as the reason he has been al-

American wife, who were engaged in
murder and other crimes in the United
States."

The injunction is asked by friends of
Countess von Bernstorff. \vlrt> claim the
subtitle is doing her a great injustice.

Majorie Rambeau Weds
YORK. — Majorie Rambeau. who

NEW
II
\\ <m u)

I'miM'd

*iuii4>ii

ii
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MOI DIM.

expertf w ho ims
iim^ term contract With
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recently divorced Charles W. McLaughlin, known on the stage as W'illard Mack,

was

married

to

Hugh

Gallghty, an actor, here.

Dillman

Mc-

—
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Redfield Explains

Need of Government

When

Encouraging Films
Pictures Necessary to Garry
U. S. Products Into

Foreign Countries
WASHINGTON, D. C— Declaring
motion picture film is one of the
most potent forms of advertising, Secretary of Commerce, Redfield, appearing
last week before the committee on interstate and foreign commerce of the House
of Representatives, urged that a large apthat the

propriation be

made

at the next session

Congress to be expended by the department in exploiting American products in foreign countries by this method.
of

The Secretary

told the

members

of the

committee that showings of a large number of commercial films in China had
proven very satisfactory. The Chinese,
he pointed out, are noted for their desire
to see things for themselves, rather than
accept what is told them, and by showing
them the actual process of manufacture
in motion pictures more was accomplished for American manufacturers in
that market than could have been done

by any other means.
Other Countries Precede Us
Other countries have preceded us in
this work, he declared, notably England
and Canada, the former having used this
method as far back as 1913. "The Canadian government, through its department of trade and commerce," he said,
"has been using motion pictures on a
large scale, having expended for negative films and motion pictures since Feb1918, some $40,000. The governto exhibit pictures through
exchanges, at lectures before boards of
trade, rotary and Canadian clubs, and in

ruary

6,

ment plans

Films are loaned lecturers
without charge, and are also supplied to
foreign trade agents and to the Lyon
Exposition.
"It is interesting to note that owing to
the great success of the use of motion
pictures in the Province of Ontario, the
Provincial legislature during the spring
session of last year granted $52,000 for
the extension of the work.
Discuss Allied Industries
"One of the aggregations of business
men banded together to seek export
trade under the beneficial Webb law is
the Allied Industries of New York, of
which the du Pont people are among the
founders and at the head. This organization is the combined selling agent of
some sixty of our most considerable industries.
It expects to represent over
200 manufacturers and, together with the
Allied American, Inc., of Chicago, another similar concern, has not only been
constant users of motion pictures, but
has donated industrial films for use
among the Y. M. C. A. at home and
among our soldier boys abroad.
schools.

New

Indiana Corporation

MARTON, IND.—The Mecca
Company,

Theatre

owning

selling,
atres.

Tames

motion picture the
are William
Swanger, Joseph P. Murphy.
Hawkins and Hartley McClain.
of

The incorporators

Howard
S.

Clear Cut Statement Is Issued
Explaining Reason

The question of attempted misrepresentation is being raised in
connection with announcements of

For Move
DAYTON, OHIO.—The

the Capital Film Company of Indianapolis.
The Capital is the rather mysterious company which the wellknown Ike Schlank recently caused
to dawn upon the horizon of the
film business and to which the
made casual reference
in a recent issue.
The Capital Film Company announces a series of short features
with such well-known stars as

itself.

The statement

Bryant Washburn, Beverly Bayne,
Charles Ray, Dorothy Gish and
Francis X. Bushman. The trade,

Company.
The explanation is to be found
in the fact that the Capital Company has merely arranged for a list
of reissues of old one and two reel-

clearly established.

The near approach of prohibition and the conabolition of the saloon emphasize the
need of increased facilities for providing clean,
wholesome entertainment at a low cost for the

ers that have passed through the
General Film Company in the years
gone by.
No mention of "reissues," however, is made in the announcement
of the company.

sequent

Jewels Recovered
Following Accident
ROCHELLE,
NEW
N. Y—The City
Fathers of the "Queen City of the
Sound" have been spending much more
time in their own baliwick of late than
has been their previous custom, owing
to the fact that Virginia Pearson, while
riding
in
a
recalcitrant
automobile
skidded on the slippery car tracks on
spilled

Virginia,

as follows:

State Screen League stands squarely
Neither it nor its members
on two propositions.
desire to open houses contrary to the public opinion prevailing in their communities.
In Ohio it is definitely established that a few
communities do not desire any exhibitions on
Sunday. In many other communities it is equally
clear that Sunday exhibitions not alone are popThe popuular, but are a definite civic need.
larity of the motion picture theatre as a place of
resort for those desiring pleasure or relaxation is

Capital Film

and

is

The Ohio

of course, knows that these players are not making pictures for the

street,

Ohio State

Screen League has adopted a clear cut
statement of its stand on the proposed
Sunday opening bill.
It will not ask for a bill, legalizing the
Sunday theatre in every city. It favors
a local option measure, under which each
community can decide the question for

HERALD

Main

to

Seek Local Option
On Sunday Opening

to-

gether with the Bishop's jewels, into the
midst of the main thoroughfare.
The
fire department, street cleaning department, police and patrol were called into

immediate action.
It was reported that Miss Pearson did
not lose a nickel in this unfortunate accident so far as the jewels were concerned, owing to the honesty of the City
Fathers, who saw to it that each and
every gem was returned to her, and have
been trying to restore to her the health
which she lost in hitting the pavement

so hard.

citizenry of the state.
In congested industrial centers, such as Akron,
Portsmouth, Piqua, Youngstown. etc., where a
very large percentage of the population is engaged
in industry for a fixed number of hours daily,
there is a need for relaxation and pleasure which
cannot be met without the motion picture theatre.
Employers of labor are free to express the conviction that unless their employes can be pleasantly entertained during their free hours, it is not
possible to secure the help desired.
There are in the more congested areas of the
state thousands of persons whose only approach to
a home is a one-half or a one-third interest in a
bedroom, which is occupied for the remainder of

time by some one other than themselves.
Such persons must, for their moral and physical
where they can be entertained

the

health, have places

the minimum expense without danger to their
moral or physical well-being. The motion picture
theatre fulfills this condition as no other institu-

at

known to the American people.
already has won many
friends to the proposed bill, and it is expected to carry.
tion at present

The statement

Pathe to Distribute
For Virginia Pearson
Announcement comes from Pathe Exchange

Returns From War
Muriel Ostriche was a very happy girl
this
week when her brother, Major
Thomas J. Brady, returned with the old
Seventh Regiment, and as Muriel put it,
she was "the happiest girl seeking reinWe wish
statement in the pictures."
both Tom and Muriel much success.

that

Pearson

Virginia

Photo-

plays, Inc., has chosen that organization

as

its

medium of distribution. The new
company will make six or

producing

coming year,
which is "The Bishop's Emeralds," adapted from Houghton Townley's famous novel by Frank Beresford.
The other stories will be based on well
known novels and plays and at least
two stories specially written for the
star by masters of modern fiction, announcements of which will be made at
eight pictures during the
the

first

of

a later date.

•

Begin Work on "Khavah"

new

concern, filed articles
of incorporation with the county recorder.
The capital stock is given at
$10,000, four hundred shares at a_ par
value of $25 each. The business of the
incorporation consists of the buying,
a

Ohio Exhibitors

a Re-Issue
Not a Re-Issue?
Ask Capital Film Co.
Is

Picture

Is

Withdrawn

of March 22, "A Prisoner
Life" has been withdrawn from
Universal program and will be replaced with another two reel subject entitled 'The Gun Runners." featuring Neal
Hart.

The Western

for
the

?0

Work was begun

during the current
the initial production by the
Zion Films, Inc., of the first Sholom
Aleichem story, "Khavah," under the diThe
rection of Charles E. Davenport.
picture is in five reels and is being made
at the Estees Studio on West 125th

week on

street,

New

York.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

New York

Well Organized
Bring About Sunday Opening

To

State

State Wide Drive is Instituted
Exhibitors to Secure Repeal of Obsolete

Thorough

by

Blue Laws
NEW

YORK. —A

comprehensive prothe Legal

gram has been mapped out by

and Legislative Committee of the NaAssociation in co-operation with
the New York State Exhibitors in the
campaign to legalize Sunday opening in
this state, which it is expected will be
productive of big results.
At a meeting of this committee held
last week, Max Spiegel of the Strand
Theatre Circuit, who is chairman of the
Exhibitors' Publicity Committee, was
present when plans were made for addtional

ing
state

trailers

to

which are

all

publications

in

the

next few weeks and
to be supplied by the pro-

during

the

In addition to this, the news
weeklies including Pathe, Universal, International,
Gaumont and the Pictograph, are incorporating some of the
suggestions in each of their publications.
ducers.

Film Salesmen Organized

A new

of the committee's
campaign will be the organization of
tiie film salesmen in each of the districts
of the state through the meetings which
are to be held at central points, the first
being held Sunday at the 48th Street
Theatre.
William A. Brady, president
of the National Association, promptly
offered the use of his 48th Street Theatre for this purpose, and was to have
addressed the meeting, but was called
out of town.
Mr. Nathan Vidaver, chairman of the
National Association's Committee, presided
and introduced
Max Spiegel,
chairman of the Publicity Committee,
who outlined what is desired on behalf
of the film salesmen, setting forth the
plan for the campaign in which the representatives of the film companies who
are in personal touch with exhibitors
can render most valuable assistance.
All of the distributing companies arranged for their salesmen in the Metropolitan district to attend the meeting.
It is also planned to hold similar meetings in Albany and Buffalo and possibly
Syracuse, to be later determined.
feature

Campaign

Is State

requesting that resolutions be adopted
and sent to their representatives in the
Senate and Assembly at Albany.
Editorial commendation on behalf of
Sunday opening is also being sought

through the daily and weekly newspapers in each locality, and many strong
editorials in support of Sunday motion
pictures have been received during the
past

week

in entire

Men
The

the press

indicating that

sympathy with
Directing

is

movement.

this

Movement

of the committee are
under the direction of Nathan Vidaver, counsel for the World Film Corpowho is chairman, and Lewis
ration,
Innerarity, secretary of Pathe, who is
These ofsecretary of the committee.
ficers are cooperating in every way with
Max Spiegel, chairman of the PubCommittee for the State Exlicity
hibitors.
The feeling is very general throughout the state in favor of local option
Sunday motion picture legislation, and
it
is believed that the bills which are
now pending before the Legislature at

Albany

will

be

passed at the present

and promptly signed by Governor Albert E. Smith, who has always
session

Fox and Sheehan Are

On Way

to

NEW YORK.— William

Europe

Fox,

presi-

dent of the Fox Film corporation, Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager, and
Abraham Carlos, general representative,
are on the Aquitania bound for Europe,
where they will spend considerable time
planning a wide extension of Fox producing and distributing facilities.
While abroad they will establish
in

France

and

England

and

strengthen the company's organization
If time permits, they
in both countries.
will inspect the Balkan States with a
view of extending the agencies for distributing Fox pictures in Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Albania and
European Turkey.

Wide

The Legal and

Legislative Committee
distributing literature among the exhibitors showing them how to proceed
with the organization of a local Sunday campaign and offering various ideas
and suggestions, which
if
followed
should be of valuable assistance in connection with their efforts to legalize

New Berth

is

Sunday opening in this state.
The National Association's Committee
has_ undertaken to interest the civic,
social
and commercial
organizations
throughout the state in the Sunday bills,

for

Dench

play,
is

"Never Say

Trade Gossips Over

Abrams

,

New Move

Rumor Connects Paramount
With United

Artists

Future Plans
Announcement that two former officials of the Famous Players-Lasky comhave been selected as general

bination

manager and

assistant

manager

of

the

Distributing Company
this
speculation
considerable

Artists

week in trade circles.
Hiram Abrams, former president of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, has
been named general manager and Benjamin P. Shulberg, former general manager

:

of

Paramount,

assistant

general

manager.

Abrams apparently separated from
Paramount some time ago, but there has
been gossip from time to time that he is
still bound to the Famous Player-Lasky
His acting as distributor
Sennett's latest feature, "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" revived these rumors within the last few weeks.
Mr. Schulberg a few days ago indicated an important statement would be
forthcoming within the next fortnight.
companies.
for

Mack

Business Good in Denver
reports through its Mr. Claypole that
business is in a very favorable condition
and that the sales of Power's cameragraphs are very satisfactory.

Harry Musgrove, general manager
E.

Ervin, a prominent oil and mining operis planning the erection of a $100,000 theatre in Harlowton.

for

the Australasian Films, Inc., who reached
New York a few days ago, was taken
seriously ill with the "flu." and is now

con lined to his hotel.

The Verdict Of Exhibitors: The Herald Reviews Are
Independent And Dependable
21
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the pensive maiden.

Musgrove Has "Flu"

Plans $100,000 Theatre
ator,

Fox

Florence Dixon

The Denver Theatre Supply, distributors for the Nicholas Power Company,

President George Julian Houtain announces the appointment of Ernest A.
Dench as special publicity representative for the Gray Seal Productions, Inc.

HARLOWTON, MONT.— Harry

la his latest

United
caused

advocated the legislation proposed.

studios

GEORGE WALSH

activities

—

'
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FINDS CENSORSHIP BIG QUESTION
Chicago Commission

Is Compiling Mass of Data Which Will
Invaluable to Entire Nation in Solving Problems

Connection With Motion Pictures

in

fiiiniipijiiiiliiiii
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i
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Starting in a modest way for the purpose of drafting a new censorship ordinance for the consideration of the city
council,

the

Chicago

Com-

Censorship

mission investigation of the motion picture problem, has developed into the
broadest and most thorough yet attempted.
Although its task is only half completed, it already has collected a tremendous amount of valuable information
given by people who have made an exhaustive study of the matter, and it is
certain that its report, vvhen published,
is to be one of the
standard reference
books for states, municipalities and other
bodies politic in considering the question.

Many Important Angles

Find

The question

what

of

in

films

is

returning invaluable

The construction
tion,

—
—

advertising

ter

ill

iiiiiimi

plunging

u

n

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mum

iiiimifiii

has gone at the work

in,

with the usual Hurley thoroughness and
efficiency.

Mr. hurley tackled the juvenile delinquency question in Chicago nearly thirty
years ago and after twenty years of
keeping continually at it. brought about
a series of reforms, which have been
adopted generallv throughout the country.

Hurley
"I

am going

Is in to Finish

to stay to the finish," he

declared in discussing the censorship
board, "It is a big question and a vital
one.
bad no idea of its scope or importance when
started.
Hut I am
mightily pleased that I took it up and
if our work is a materia! aid in solving
1

1

problem, 1 will feel well repaid."
His only disappointment. Mr. Hurley
said, has been the lack of cooperation
on the part of motion picture producers
who to date have neglected the opportunity of presenting their ideas and

TIMOTHY

this

'•im-

moral" has been found to be but one of
many important angles. Medical specialists, called before
the commission,
have turned the study to the effect of
motion pictures on the growing child
his eyesight, nervous system, and mental development.
School authorities have been called in
Through it. the thousands of
to assist.
school teachers in Chicago have been
enlisted and are now conducting a careful study of their pupils, with
a view
of

Be

statistics.

theatres, projeceven the production
of

and distribution have been discussed
and considered.
Behind it all is Chairman Timothy I).
Hurley. Chicago attorney, who was influenced to accept the chairmanship of
the commission over his nrotest but, af-

Chairman

of

l>.

HURLEY

Chicago Censorship Commiaalon

Sol Lesser Buys Big

Mack Sennett Comedy

theories to the board.
(Special to the Herald)

An Old

NEW

Film

Selig

"A Wild Goose Chase." an

old Selig
featuring Hazel Daly, which
was made by the Selig Polyscope Company about a year and a halt ago, is just
being issued on the Triangle program.

on Way

First Feature
first

print of the Selznick Pictures

and

production
headed for

New York, and

arrive

dav or two.

in

WEDDING FEAST FROM RUSSIAN

a

"Upstairs

is

Down."

11.— Sol L. LesSan Francisco is reported to have
purchased the entire United States rights
to the Mack Sennett picture, "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin."
ser of

picture,

The

YORK, March

is

expected to

PLAY, "KHAVAH'

Hiram Abrams has been placed
charge of the sale of the picture.

Oberholtzer Still at It
JEFFERSON CITY. MO. — E.

in

P.

censorship evangelist and
member of the Pennsylvania censorship
board, threw on a screen before members of the Missouri legislature samples
The
of "cutouts" made by his board.
show was staged in an effort to secure
passage of censorship legislation for
Oberholtzer,

Missouri.

In

New

Quarters

Victor Kremer is now located in room
Tilden building, 105 West 40th
603,
street, New York, and states that the
bookings on "Denny from Ireland."

"The Snail," "The Ranger" and "The
Pen Vulture" are more than active. Mr.
Kremer is greatly pleased with the results obtained to date.

Fairbanks Leases Studio
According to Business Manager John
Fairbanks, arrangements have been completed for the leasing of the Clune studio
in Hollywood as the future home of the
Douglas Fairbanks productions for publication through the United Artists' Corporation.

Players Form Union
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— The motionWritten

i>>

of a

Bholom 4.1eichem and produced

JeweM who

defied

tin-

l*y

'/.ion

I'llms. Inc., this

lawn of Hie Talmud by marrying

tells the story
Christian.

iiln.v

>

picture players' union, recently organized
in this city, is the first of its kind in the
country.
It is affiliated with the American Federation of labor.
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THE CUTTING ROOM

1
?;

?!

1

1

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

p

—

1

*

THE

By

5]

§j

REPORTER

1

i

Well Deserved Honor
for

Nazimova

and the "Big Four"

THE 'ANNOUNCEMENT THAT THE STATEMENT
"Out

of the

picture,

Board

of

the coast that the United Artists' Asso-

for presentation before

most

pictures on the percentage basis in the
future is good news to the exhibitor and
it's the best news the entire trade has

'rare

rated, the percentage basis will

was
Review

a

educators, editors and artists as a sampictures,

is

Madame Nazimova

an artist of

the stars are over-

kill them.
they are worth more money than they
were getting, they will get it, and either

The

choice of her production for so sigan occasion is a well merited
honor.
But the vital point behind the

way

nificant

goes

whole incident is that the National Board
of Review believes that this type of picture is the most potent weapon to fight

cities

the exhibitor can't lose.

some

through,

there

interesting

when

fights

If this

idea

certainly

will

the

in

be

larger

a big story picture playing

localized censorship, because they claim

such censorship cannot help but restrict

the

and stunt the development of the motion
picture from an artistic standpoint.

Keen, merchandising men who know how
to advertise and how to sell.
Not house
managers, but outside men who will do
nothing but "sell" the picture and the
methods used in exploiting each type
of production should provide a very in-

CAN'T THIS IDEA BE CAR-

RIED FARTHER AND EDUCATORS.
ARTISTS AND EDITORS ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY BE SHOWN PICTURES OF THIS TYPE AND CON-

VINCED THAT THEIR PLACE IN
THE CENSORSHIP FIGHT IS WITH
THE INDUSTRY?
Why let a good idea sprout only to
wither

in the

space of a day?

Oberholzer Gives Concrete
Proof That Producers
Should Clean House

THIS HEADING DOESN'T

MEAN

that

the reporter loves Oberholzer;

from

it.

far

But Oberholzer, censorship Boland propagandist, backs up the
statement I made on this page last week
shevist

producers started the vicious
circle of censorship and that they noi
the exhibitor would have to do the mis-J
sionary work in unraveling the tangle.
For instance, the amiable secretary of
the Pennsylvania board is quoted as saying that one producer is "ignorant and
troublesome" and that his pictures with
their salacious titles and unclean atmosphere are the reasons why censorship
that

must

the

exist in

its

most virulent form.

In

words, the very producers who
denounce Oberholzer and bi^ ideas provide him with the ammunition that helps
to decrease the revenue from their and
other's pictures.
It's an absurd
situation and must end soon.
other

I think other big cities would answer just as well; for instance, Cleveland.
But, of course, in Detroit Garson
is playing on his home grounds and that

counts.

But getting back
of big specials

industry

of

"picture

exploiters."

teresting contrast.

bring

to

THERE'S NOTHING TO IT; WE'VE
got to hand it to that chap Garson and
his organization,
file
has ideas and
they're out of the beaten track. He certainly hasn't got a single track mind.
Every one 1 remember said his Blanche
Sweet picture, "The Unpardonable Sin,"
would not and could not go because it
was a war picture, said some, and the
star,

others.

said

I

remember

alto-Rivoli people turned

Hut

that

didn't

bother

it

the

down.

Ri-

But

Harry, and

his

showing in the Broadway Strand, Detroit, week of March 3d, shows that he
had no need to worry. Reports covering the show till Wednesday night show
receipts,

it

is

bloom,

be

A L

1

slogan of "Fewer and Better
Pictures," and it's with us again.
Goldwyn
no, not the company, but
Sam tells us it will be his banner for
the coming year and Shurtleff, recently
a debutante in producing ranks, says he
this

—

—

is

his

going to fight for the same idea in
Jack London series. Let's hope they

The

do.

move

stand up of

its

with

the

of

course,

right,

is

own

stance, distributors

but

strength.

must

sell

it

can't

For

in-,

the exhib-

of longer runs and
presupposes the exist-

idea

ence of better pictures. And the exhibitor must pay big money for the pic-

two reasons, so that he will
enough of it to go ahead and
exploit it and also because the producer
needs a big return to enable him to
ture

for

think

continue big production.
It is another
and every part is interdependent.
Several distributors are hammering along on the above idea and notable
film cycle

among them

is
In their new
Pathe.
feature policy they are getting big pictures and selling them tor big prices,

but

THEY ENCOURAGE THE

EX-

HIBITOR TO RUN THEM A WEEK
OR LONGER.
And week run> need
big houses, so you see

Paramount

and

exploitation

how

it

runs.

at

AFTEK MANY MOONS OF CON-

where Harry put it over
right.
He realized what every film man
who has sold goods in the field knows
and that is the fact that a Broadway
showing means nothing to the country.
In

should

the Crossroads

in Detroit

ter

hint

claimed, of over $14,000.

And This
But there

A

forward.

The Better Picture Idea
Looms Up Again
IT'S
A HARDY P E R E X X

this,

Stunt in
State Right Selling

the state right mar-

sufficient.

itor

A New

Producers

to the title.

for

ket should note Mr. Garson's success in
disposing of rights in Detroit because
of the box office evidence he was able

If

percentage and a big star picture playing
on the same basis compete.
It will certainly breed a new section in

WHY

I

If

their collective

She was an acquisition that the
screen is just beginning to really valuate.

is

gift.

I

would only play

ciation

had for some time.

interesting.

I

COMING FROM

current Xazimova
chosen by the National

Fog,"

ple of true artistry in

I

And

The Percentage Basis

is

Detroit, however, you've got a betaverage, cross-section of the entire

American public than

23

in

the

big

town.

jecture.
Irani s

Four."

the popular "dope" proved out.
and Sehulherg are with the "Big
Now, then, what next?

Is Paramount a repentant film Germany?
Has this jjigantic organization realized

the

economic errors that caused

lose the Big Four, or is it like
(Continued oh page 24)

it

to

Germany
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CO-AUTHORS OF "CRAIG KENNEDY

Robertson-Cole Buys
Brentwood Five Reel
Pictures for Program
"The Turn in the Road" Is.
Taken After Success at
Los Angeles
"The Turn in the Road" a rive reeL
feature, which has just completed a run
of eight weeks at (Juinn's Theatre, Los
Angeles, surpassing all records at this
house, was purchased last week by the
Robertson-Cole
Company, from the
Brentwood Film Corporation, which produced the picture.
This production will be published
through Exhibitors Mutual and will go
out as a regular feature, not a special.
It was written and directed by King
Vidor, one of the youngest and most
successful authors and directors in the
California film colony.
There is no
featured player, but the cast is well

John W.

Arthur B. Reeve

G rey
Oliver Film, Inc.

Talmadge]Sisters and Alice Brady
Starredfon Select's March Program
Select Picture Corporation's output for

month

March embraces three Star
Series productions made by Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and Alice
the

of

Brady.

"The

which
Wife,"
in
presented by Joseph

Probation

Norma Talmadge

is

M. Schenck, is by Angie Ousley Rooser
and tells the story of a young girl whose
early

life

finds her

among

the entertain-

ers in one of the tenderloin's

"show

pal-

Norma Talmadge

has the role
of Joe Mowbray, the girl, while Thomas
Meighan. her leading man, is seen as
Harrison Wade, a man who offers to
help }o". escape from her associates.
Befort ,',he can grasp the opportunity,
however, she is arrested, and spends the
next two years in a girls' reformatory.
Later she escapes, and through a stroke
of good luck again meets Wade.
Sydney A. Franklin, Director
They are married, but for Joe there
follows a period of probation which
finally culminates, in one of the sweetest
romances ever shown on the screen.
The picture was directed by Sydney A.
Franklin and the scenario was written by
aces."

Kathryn

In addition to Miss
Mr. Meighan, the cast
Billings,
Alec
Florence
B.

Stuart.

Talmadge and

includes
Francis, Walter McEwen, Amelia Summerville, A. Brooke and S. Liston.
Constance Talmadge's Select attraction for March is "Experimental Marriage," in which she is presented by
Lewis J. Selznick. It is a screen version
by Alice Eyton of William J. Hurlbut's
last season's Bijou Theatre success, "Saturday to Monday."
In this picture Miss Talmadge is seen
as Suzanne Fercoll, a young lady whose
aspirations to political fame is overshadowed by her love for Foxcroft Grey.
Harrison Ford plays the latter role. The

story itself

is

concerned with

a

proposed

marriage agreement which shall bind the
two only over the week-ends. The first
trial appears successful, but the Goddess
of Jealousy takes a hand and the original
week-end plan proves to be a very unsatisfactory arrangement.
It is directed
by Robert G. Vignola.
Alice Brady's Picture
"Marie, Ltd.," Alice Brady's Select
feature for March, is a story by Louise
Winters with scenario by Jane Murfin.
The story revolves about the fashionable
millinery shop of "Marie, Ltd.," on Fifth
avenue, and shows Miss Brady as Drina
Drina
Hilliard, daughter of "Marie."
has been educated in the West, but later
comes to New York, where she meets
men who patronize her mother's shop.
A shadow of trouble hovers over her
mother when one of Drina's rejected
suitors learns that Marie has been overcharging her patrons, but the trouble is
adjusted through the friendly offices of
Blair Carson, who has fallen in love with
Drina.

George Smith Touring
Europe for Government
George A. Smith, known throughout
the film trade through his long connection

which

with
he

the

was

Pathe organization of
manager of serial sales,

and who more recently has attained
fame as a result of his work with the
film section of the Department of Public Information, writes a Chicago friend
as follows: "Spending ten days at Nice
Visited Monte
as Uncle Sam's guest.
Carlo today."
This would seem to indicate that Mr.

Smith is making the rounds of the foreign centers in the interest of the Film
Division of the Department of Public
Information. Friends of Mr. Smith are
looking for his early return to the states
and the resumption of his place as an
executive with some of the big film distributors.

rounded.

Ben Alexander, the six-year old
Angeles boy, who created much
pathos and mirth in D. W. Griffith's
"Hearts of the World," has a strong part
in "The Turn in the Road." In fact, the
story centers about him.
Helen Jerome Eddy is "The Girl."
June Barker. Miss Eddy has been leading woman in a number of photoplay
attractions, and for a long time played
with George Beban.
Lloyd Hughes is "the boy," Hamilton
Little

Los

assigned to a difficult
who has appeared
plays Evelyn

Barker.

Nichols and Winthrop Hall
others who have prominent parts
in the enactment of the drama, not to
the play will give the old, as well as the
young, many pleasant moments.

George

are

THE CUTTING ROOM
(Continued from page 23)

— defeated, but not crushed, and ready

to-

come back if given the chance? Paramount is really today at an important
crossroads. It can embrace the big story,
big author idea and put it over in place
Some say the acquisition
of big stars.
of the Mayfair product is the start of
Or P. A. can (let it be whisthis work.
pered) perhaps swing back the Big Four
to all intents and purposes.
It did it before, I am told, with ArtcraftAnd when is a good idea ever old?

What
Turn

shall

it

be?

to the right?

Billie

SAN

Rhodes Married

FRANCISCO,

CAL.

—

Billie

Rhodes, star for the Exhibitors Mutual,
and Smiling Billy Parsons, the screen
comedian, were married here a few days
ago. It was a secret until Mrs. Parsons
had to disclose her name in applying for
a passport.

Plans Poster Campaign
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has decided to
undertake a great poster campaign for
the Ruth Roland serial "The Tiger's
Trail." which will be published on April
30.

24

He was

Perry.

Pauline Curley,
role.
in many Metro productions,

—
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Not What a Film Costs But What it Pays
A LITTLE STORY OF A BIG ATTENDANCE
It is

Illustrated by Samuel Cahan
to me, Mr.
LISTEN
Abbey," and A. E.

run.

fifty-four

when

the salesman's face,

comedian

"that

worth a nickel more
house than he was

my

a

"I've always paid a top
price of $15 a day for his

announcements,

must be
comedy.

and I'm not going
be held up for any

stuff,

more than
and

you

let

When

that.

control

lose

more then
know where to buy
for

theatre

little

pay

yolu'l'l

a nice
will
live

that

you enough

to

eyes
his.

a

that

it

most unusual

The lobby received a
thorough application of
Dubeau's
showmanship
practices, and Sauk Center began to talk.
"Get the work done
and come down to the
theatre for the first show,"

I

myself
me up

of
stick

of

made

They decided, because
the space was so much
and so different
larger
from any of his previous

in

year ago.

to

pairs

Dubeau

newspaper announcement.

not

is

the
to

for

two he was

of the

Sauk Center sat up
and blinked its two thousand one hundred and

Dubeau, owner and
manager of the Caughren
Theatre at Sauk Center,
Minn., shook an emphatic
fist in

Arms"

'Shoulder
first

comfortably."

"But he's worth more
he told his family. "I'm
today than ever. His produe to lose some money
ductions are a thousand
through
foolishness,
Listen to me, Mr. Abbey; that oomrdian isn't worth a nickel more in
so
my house today than he mis a year ago."
per cent better than any
you might as well see the
you have ever shown in
stuff that tost me my betbe painless.
Pearson and Abbey got a
ter judgment."
which he was starred." Abbey believed
one
life
had
only
he
contract out of me for Charlie Chaplin
A block from the theatre Dubeau
in persistency, and
stopped short.
in 'A Dog's Life' and 'Shoulder Arms'
to give in the cause.
a
"It's
"Bunk!" Dubeau retorted.
at four times the money I ever paid for
"Holy mackerel, something's happened," he cried .to his companion.
holdup, that's all, and I won't stand for
him in anything else.
No, dammit, I
"Look at that mob around the house.
it.
wasn't drunk either.
Nothing was the
No, sir! I'll give you $15 a day or
Great snakes, I'm stuck for a big rental,
nothing."
matter with me expecting that I saw
And two subsequent visits made by both of his First National releases and there's been a murder or something
screened.
And say, if you tell any of and nobody'll go to the show. Come
.Abbey to Sauk Center failed to induce
on, hurry up!"
the fellows round here what I'm paying
the Caughren manager to sign a confor those two pictures you'll need a
"What's the matter?" he shouted at a
Letters from the exchange in
tract.
man on the edge of the crowd.
will."
Minneapolis, written by the manager,
"When in hell are they going to open
The dates given Dubeau scheduled
E. R. Pearson, and by Abbey, brought
this
no response. It seemed that Dutheatre?" the man replied.
"The crowd's been, waiting darned
beau could not be converted to
near an hour. The manager ought
the belief that better pictures cost
more to produce, cost more to
to be shot for keeping a gang like
rent, and then justified themselves
this waiting that long."
at.

the

One

box

day,

office.

about

Then
a month

Dubeau made a
Abbey met

trip

apolis.
street.

"Come on over
say

'hello'

to

to

him

to the office

Mr.

Dubeau shoved and pushed his
way through the mob of several
hundred men and women, trying

ago.

Minneon the

Pearson,"

to get

"Cut

and

ya'?"
here

he

backed out and ran
round the theatre to a side exit
and let himself in.
It was the
work of a minute to turn on the

day."

lights,

Arrived at the office of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange they found Mr. Pearson
had just gone into the projection

that trip

"I should have known
to Minneapolis wouldn't

station his assistant at the

door and get himself into the box
office.

His family arrived less than an
hour later. After forty minutes
waiting in line they finally reached

room.
"He's running 'A Dog's Life.'
and 'Shoulder Arms' for several

assistant.

first."

Dubeau

do that," Dubeau answered,
"but you won't sell me those
comedies for more than $15 a
"I'll

exhibitors," explained a stenographer.
"Let's sit in and see them,"
Abbey" invited. "You'll enjoy them
whether you book them or not."
Dubeau arrived back in Sauk
Center the next day.
"Well, I'm a boob«" he told his

the entrance.
out
the
crowding, will
someone growled. "We're
to

the ticket

"How

window.
do we get

in?"

thev

asked.

"4>reat snakes, I'm
there's been n

stuck for a Mis rental, and HOI*

murder or something;

lobby nnd nnbod}

'II
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kii to

in

the •bow."

the

"You'll have to go round to the
back entrance and sneak in," Dubeau rejoined. "And don't let anyone see you or this mob who've
been waiting for the first show to
end will break down the rear
wall."

Among

other things, in his letter

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHV
to Mr. Pearson the next day,
said:
"I feel that an apology is

Mr. Dubeau
due you

to-

gether with an explanation for my being so darned skeptical about the First
National's Chaplins.
"I have shown every big picture, from
"The Birth of a Nation," down, and up,

but Chaplin broke all records for money
and attendance, and the best part of it
all is that he gave everybody eminent
satisfaction.
Fully
one-third
of
the
entire population of Sauk Center was in
attendance and now they are waiting
for the next Chaplin.
Moral: The public will pay the bill
give 'em what they want.

—

Albert E.
Albert

graphs,

Smith Goes
To Family Reunion
Smith,

E.
Inc..

president

plans to go

to

Vita-

of

California

about the middle of March and coincident with his departure from the East,
a number of brothers will be journeying literally, from
globe,

the

to

a

the

family

four

quarters of

reunion

at

Mr.

Grossman Wins Suit
Goldwyn's Easter
Over Octagon Films
Special Is on Way
Stock in New York
To Branch Offices
NEW YORK. — The decision rendered "The Eternal Magdalene" Is
Frlangcr in Special Sessions
favor of Harry Grossman in the
matter of sensational charges brought
against him by B. A. Rolfe and A. H.
Fischer, of Octagon
Films, Inc., in
which the plaintiffs denied the fact of
Mr. Grossman's partnership with Rolfe
and assailed his rights to transfer his
stock in the Octagon Films, Inc., a corporation formed to complete the production of the now famous Houdini
Serial.
The plaintiffs alleged that the
said stock had been given to Mr. Grossman without consideration, as against
Mr.
Grossman's contention that his
stock represented his share in the assets
of his partnership with Rolfe prior to
the formation of Octagon Films, Inc.,
which was based on these assets.
In the verdict the court set aside the
affidavits of the plaintiffs, disposing of
the charges of illegal transfer of the defendant's stock and establishing the fact

Smith's home.
Mr. Smith's father is in Santa Barbara.
George Smith, a brother of Albert E., is
now en route from London: Victor
Smith, a first lieutenant, who has been
abroad with the American expeditionary forces, is headed back to this coun-

of

P. Smith is on his way
The total number of
Australia.
brothers is seven, who expect to be at
This will be
this reunion on March 17.
the lirst family reunion in twenty years.

from

Henry Grossman's partnership with

Craig Kennedy Serial.

Ashley Miller Has Son
Ashley Miller, author of "Made in
America," is the proud father of a son.
Mr. Miller is one of the foremost directors of the country, and prior to a year
ago was styled "Captain," for the reason
that Mr. and Mrs. Miller lived on the
good ship "Flysian," a houseboat formerly anchored off City Island, N. Y., at
which point they were renowned for
their prowess as anglers and masters of
the

piscatorial

How

Nebraska Editors
View Censorship Bill

Hastings Tribune: There is about
as much excuse for the proposed

|

bill

I

[

[

1

would be

—

i

|

I

in

a

bill

—

mentioned at the women's mass
meeting Monday in any of the Norfolk picture houses and we attend

[

pretty regularly, too.
Occasional\\ there is a picture too advanced
for children, but when one of these
pictures
is
shown the parents
should keep their children away.

I

DOLORES

f

there

Fairbury News: One of the follies
before the Nebraska legislature is
a bill to create another high salaried board. This time it is a board
of censors for all movie reels, and
the proposed law provides that
they must have the "O. K." of this
board before they are exhibited in
the state.
Such a law, if passed
would not only work a great hardship and loss upon the men who
have their money invested in the
business, but it would also result
in depreciating very materially the
quality of pictures shown.
Norfolk Press: Some of the old
women male and female want
the movies censored. And there is
not a city in Nebraska where the
pictures are more carefully censored and by the movie houses
The old man has
themselves.
never seen a "smutty" picture as

art.

CASSIJVELL,I
And E. K. Lincoln In Lconct I'c-rrct'H production. The Unknown Love," being;
distributed by Pathe

as

compelling every minister in Nebraska to submit his sermon to a
board of censors.

1

i

Being Distributed for

in

Rolfe and his consequent right to the
undisputed
or
sale
transpossession,
fer of the stock in Octagon Films, Inc.,
given him in consideration of his share
in the assets of the prior partnership.
The success of Harry Grossman's presentation of Houdini in the "Master
Mystery" serial lends especial prominence to the case. Mr. Grossman's latest production is "The Carter Case," a

and John

try,

Judge

by

was

iiiifiiHtHiififflMMinmi

j

1
1
I

I
I

I

|

the Goldwyn California studios at the
eastern laboratories in New York, Goldwyn is now dispatching prints of "The
Eternal Magdalene," a picturization of

McLaughlin's famous play,
North American offices.
Trade Showings Planned
Trade showings are to be held immediately in all offices of the company,
Robert

to

f

|
|

f

I
|
j

its

giving exhibitors the opportunity to see
the production and plan their local exploitations of
of its release.

it

six full

weeks

in

advance

"The Eternal Magdalene" will have
simultaneous publication in not less than
sixty of the country's largest cities for
the week beginning Easter Day, April
Owing to the fact that behind this
production there has been devised a
more unusual exploitation and advertising campaign than any ever before linked
:.'().

a motion picture, Goldwyn has
planned to deliver the entire campaign
into the hands of its exhibitors in electrotype and matrix form, thereby giving
the exhibitor the tested and tried sales
exploitation that proved such a success

up with

with "The Eternal Magdalene"
The whole keynote of this
is to show the universality of
dalene; to show that she is

as a play.

campaign

Mag-

the

found in
every environment in life: that no person is out of contact with her or beyond
the sphere of her influence.
The production and technical uniqueness of this story is expected to challenge attention wherever it is seen. One
of the unusual facts about Goldwyn's
publication of "The Eternal Magdalene"
at Easter time is that for almost a year
this drama has been held for distribution
at this season.
Under the impetus that
publication at such a time will give^ it,
the production is expected to be an allseason success throughout the spring,
summer and fall that follow.

Sherrill Signs

Smith

president of The
Frohman Amusement Corporation, has
signed a contract with Cliff Smith to
direct the twenty-six two-reel western
dramas in which Texas Guinan is to be
starred, and has also leased the Chaplin
studios, executive buildings, developing
plant and complete equipment.

William L.

Sherrill.

Film Company

I

[

H.

of

all

:

Fails

SPOKANE. WASH.— The

WashingMotion Picture Corporation, which
was heralded about a year and a half ago
as a "bloomer,' has gone into the hands
of a receiver.
They produced "Fools
Gold." with Mitchell Lewis, which was
directed by Larry Trimble.
ton

1

I

|
\

|
\

I

Harry Rapf Recuperating
Harry Rapf

after a long siege of illgoing to Lakewood for a few

f

ness

I

weeks to recuperate.
from Lakewood he

iiiiiituiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiMiHiiniiiiiiHiifiiMiiiiiiiMmtiniiiiuiiniiiiiihr
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Exhibition
Following receipt of the negative from

new

is

picture.

Upon
will

his
start

return

on

his

:
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H. B. Warner

Is to

Be Presented
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Herald Wonderful Help

[

In Greatly Diversified Offerings

And Most Looked

Series of Eight Photoplays to Include Stories
Laid in Soudan, China, India, England

VALE'S THEATRES
Dennison, 0.

H. B. Warner, stage favorite,
has been engaged by Jesse D.

The

To

1
|

the

MOST LOOKED FOR AND

|

APPRECIATED

|

"What

AND MOTOGRAPHY
I

fourth

Warner production

is

still

continually traveling from one country
to another and yet remaining right in

to be selected. For the fifth, Mr. Hampton has selected ''Tribulation Trail," a
story of the East and West.
In this,
Warner will be seen as a wealthy society
man of New York and the scene switches
to the Arizona cattle ranges and back
again to New York. The story and concontinuity were written by George Elwood Jenks, who did the "Prodigal

the city of films.

Liar."

who
Hampton

in

a

series

eight

of

work before the
Hollywood studios, he

begins

photoplays,

camera

star

to

the

at

will find himself in the position of a

Hampton,

after

consulting with

man

offi-

Robertson-Cole Company,
which controls the world rights to the
Warner productions, and Exhibitors
Mutual, which will distribute them, has
adopted the novel plan of presenting
of

cials

the

his star in a series of travel stories.

The

first

Soudan.

picture

It is

will

be

laid

a story of the

in

his

stage

"Pagan Gods."

over

to

picture, Warner will play the part of a
sort of Chinese Gordon.
He is an attache of an European embassy, and later
becomes the principle advisor of the
Viceroy of a Chinese province. In this
capacity he is compelled to join a Chinese Tong and is accused of betraying
There are some thrilling exhis oath.
periences for Warner and the woman

who

enters the plot.

will be pictured among
the Rajahs of India, in a production
which will see him as a Britisher who
goes from the heights to the lowest
depths and back again though an affair

Next,

Warner

—

with a

woman.

j

the Picture

Warner

to

appear at his best.

more

Makes Business

Trip

Dollman, president of the Doll-Van Film Corporation,
has just arrived in New York on an extended business trip.
This is the first
visit in some time that Mr. Dollman has

made to the metropolis.
Mr. Dollman will close

It is stated that
a deal for productions of considerable note.
The Doll-Van Film Company has established the policy of buying nothingexcept these two classes of pictures, i. e..
big productions of nation-wide fame and
the best of short features, comedies and
dramas the market affords.

Rothacker in New York

—Nilen Welch, who haw the
male lead in the Harry DfacRne Webster production.
IMahle Jullenc Scott, feminine lend in a
wtudy.
character
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Did for Me"

|

derful help.
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truly yours.

{Signed) S. C. Vale.

|

Vale's Theatres,

|

|

|

Very

|

j

j
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New Plan

Joseph L. Plunkett, managing director
of the Strand theatre, is considering a
proposition made by a number of managers of large theatres throughout the
country to send complete Strand entertainments on tour.
This would mean
that the Strand management would have
to arrange weekly programs exactly as
presented at the Strand, consisting of
an orchestra of 45 pieces. A film feature,

comedy, scenic and educational.

Immense Studio Planned
LOS ANGELES. —A moving picture
plant containing at least ten studios for
as many stars, and costing in the neighborhood of $3,000,000, is the dream of
the Bonnie-Reed Film Manufacturing

Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co., left
for New York Tuesday. Mr. Rothacker
expects to remain in Manhattan four
days and is stopping at the Biltmore
hotel.

on account of

criticisms

Plunkett's

NEW YORK.— Henry

but

THE

|

^^ii i

Doll- Van President

IS

on serials.
It is hard to book a good serial,
and your department is a wonting in

|
|

Company, according

to a statement

made

the public affairs committee of the city
council.
It was stated that the project
is well along and that plans have been
consummated for the expenditure of
$1,500,000 during the coming year.

CO-STARS AND SCENE FROM "RECLAIMED

Left

"HERALD"

department.
/ could hardly do without it,
and I zvisli to thank you for put-

|

Bedouins,

the Orient to
This is a melodrama, the scenes of which are laid in
an interior province of China. In this
star

get four trade papers,

phere.
He is dickering now for the
rights to two English dramas that will

allow

wandering Arabs, entitled, "The
Man Who Turned While," and which
has been adapted for the screen by
George Elwood Jenks.
When the story of the Soudan is comHampton's intention to
pleted, it is

move

Mr. Hampton plans to make the sixth
Warner offering a crook story, a sort
of Jimmy Valentine role for Warner. For
the last two productions of the series,
Mr. Hampton intends to stage Warner
in dramas with typical English atmos-

the

the

EXHIBITORS HERALD

|

and America
When

j

for

—

'

Center Dramatic moment from the play.
(Alpha Picture*, Inc.)

Iticlir.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
ANOTHER STIRRING

SERIAL, "THE

f
Left

CARTER CASE"

#

a scene
— Looksthebadsecond
for Herbert Kaniinson, the hero of the Craig Kennedy serial, who has fallen into unkind hands.
episode.
Center—Mr. Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh compare time of day. Right — An incident from
It is

the fifth episode with Mr. Rawlinson, Miss

Marsh and William

from

I'ike participating.

Sawyer and Lubin
Macauley's Photoplay Announced;
Back in New York
Required Entire Year to Complete
And Hard at Work
Filmatizing
"Whom
Gods
Miss
has continued
January
the

of

Would

Destroy," the feature picture
which is soon to be exploited by the Macauley company, took an entire year of
the time of C. R. Macauley, author of
the story "Humanity," from which the
film is adapted.
When Mr. Macauley first conceived the
notion of producing the picture, he submitted the idea to President Wilson,
Secretary of Navy Daniels, Secretary of
War Baker, Attorney General Gregory,
all the other cabinet officers, and a number of prominent professional men to
whom the idea appealed, with the result
that Mr. Macauley went into the Maine
woods, where he spent five months creating the foundation of the story "Humanity."

Many Changes Necessary

New York from
Macauley and Nan Blair
began working on the details of the
story, and two months were spent at Mr.
Macauley's home, with several hours
each day devoted to" following the trend
Upon

Maine,

return to

his

Mr.

of changing conditions in Europe.

About

President Wilson issued his proclamation announcing the Allies' susceptibility to his proposition for
the League of Nations, and then a following proclamation conveying this declaration to the rulers of the Central Empire in his note to Austria.
The League of Nations became the allabsorbing human document, and the tide
of war changed in favor of America, following the Chateau Thierry reverses to
the

this time

German

troops.

Macauley and Miss Blair again
joined hands and devoted several weeks
at Washington extorting data for the remodeling of the story.
Mr.

Then Came the Armistice
On November 8, when the German
peace delegates came from Spa to Senlis

where Marshal Foch
Mr.
Macauley, Miss Blair, Mr. Sellers and
Mr. Borzage left Los Angeles, arrived in
New York on November 13, and again
the story was remodeled with kaleidoscopic changes in world conditions, architecturing, changing the story, and up

and thence

to Guise,

issued his

drastic

Blair
26
to
inserting important incidenta and atmospheric material to add emphasis to the
argument put forth to the League of
Nations aims in the production.
Many thousands of feet of negative
were exposed in concocting the picture
which were later rendered useless because of the rapid changes with the last
scene, that of the assassination of Kurt
Eisner of Bavaria two weeks ago.

Perret's Feature Is

To Be Published as
"The Unknown Love"
"The Unknown Love" has been substituted for the title of "Stars of Glory,"

Leonce

reel
Perret's
emotional
six
Pathe special feature, starring Dolores
It was
Cassinelli with E. K. Lincoln.
chosen from thousands of suggestions
from women all over the country, a sur-

prising

number

variation

of

of

the

whom

some

selected

title.

In finally deciding the title, subject to
the approval of the author and director
of the play, the committee of Pathe Exchange Home Office, specially selected
by Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager, had regarded the romance
from every angle, analyzed it and
closely fixed its emotional values.

Lasky Signs Houdini
Harry Houdini has been signed by the
Famous Players Lasky Corporation to
appear in motion pictures. The contract,
which is for a lo ng term, was closed by
Jesse L. Lasky and Mr. Houdini this
week and work on the initial picture
will

be

Famous

started

about

May

Players- Lasky studios

1

in

at

the

Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin
returned to the offices of S-L. Pictures
this week from Palm Beach, Florida,

where they have been for the past five
Their long stay in the South
weeks.
was necessitated through a severe siege of
illness

which attacked both executives of

S-L organization at the same time.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin will immediately commence work on the final de-

the

tails

preparatory

in the field of

"Vir-

exchanges and distribution

has been responsible for

many

innova-

tions in the selling and exploitation of
Conrad Milliken, forspecial features.
merly vice-president of McClure Productions, Inc., and responsible for the
series of Olga Petrova productions, is
also one of the leading spirits of the new
company. Completing the personnel of
the S-L organization is Ralph Ince, under whose direction "Virtuous Men" was
made. He will personally supervise the
forthcoming series of "Ralph Ince Film
Attractions."

wood, California

Kill

Picture

Censorship

PIERRE,

S.

D.—The

Bill

house of repre-

sentatives practically killed the censorship bill by voting down a motion to
put it on the calendar when the commit-

Under the direction of Tod Browning, Mary MacLaren has begun work on
a new starring vehicle entitled "Prairie

tee reported

Gold."

tion.

28

presenting

Holly-

armistice terms,

New MacLaren

to

tuous Men."
This production, to be published as a
Ralph Ince Film Attraction, stars E. K.
Lincoln and marks the debut of Sawyer
and Lubin in the field of picture makers.
In accordance with previously arranged
plans, work will be commenced on the
second Ralph Ince Film Attraction
During
within the next two weeks.
their long stay at Palm Beach the S-L
executives put in final form the continuity for their second production.
The leading factors of the S-L organization have to their credit several years
of experience in the industry. Arthur H.
Sawyer will be well remembered for his
production activities in connection with
Kinemacolor Company. Herbert Lubin,

it

in

without recommenda-
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Fox Company Declares "Salome"

Kane Goes

Biggest Success in Its History
Seventy Prints in Use Throughout the Country
— Chicago Alone Has Nineteen Busy
Breaking Records in City
The biggest money-maker in the history of the Fox Film Corporation, and
one of the biggest box-office bonanzas
published since the beginning of the film
industry.

This
is
the
record
claimed
for
"Salome," the Theda Bara super-production,
by the Exhibitors' Service
Bureau of the William Fox organization, and telegrams, letters and boxoffice statements from all over the country are offered to support the assertion.
Beats "Cleopatra" Record

"Salome," it is declared, already has
passed the mark set by the other special

Theda Bara

feature,

"Cleopatra,"

—

Childers

and

long ago surpassed the record set by
"The Birth of a Nation," one of the
standards by which film success is
measured.

Most

of the engagements for "Salome"
for a week each, and in
numerous instances, it is said, exhibitors
have had to extend their runs to two,
three and five weeks to satisfy the pub-

have

—

Chicago;
States,
Chicago where
it
played eleven days; Davidson, Milwaukee; Columbia, Dayton; Colonial, Cleveland; Colonial, Toledo; Liberty, Youngstown, O.; Bank, Akron, O. where it also
has had three additional runs; Empire,
San Antonio, Tex.; Isis, Denver; De
Luxe, Detroit; English's Opera House,
Indianapolis; Walnut, Louisville; Shubert, Kansas City; William Fox Shubert,
Minneapolis; Blue Mouse, St. Paul; Fox
Terminal, Newark, N. J.; Tulane, New
Orleans; Boyd's, Omaha; Sioux City, la.;
Victoria, Harrisburg, Pa.; Alcazar, San
Francisco; American, Oakland, Cal.; MaMetropolitan,
jestic,
Portland,
Ore.;
Washington, and Zak, Houston, Tex.

been

demand.
Seventy prints of "Salome" are in use
throughout the country.
In Chicago

With Hamilton

Hale Hamilton started work

this

his

Exhibitors in Texas
AUSTIN, TEXAS.— Arthur S. Kane,
manager

general

for

Select

Pictures

Corporation, interrupted his trip through
the South and Middle West to Select
exchanges, to plunge into the fight here
against a bill pending before the legislature which would close all theaters
Sundays.
Mr. Kane was given an audience with
the governor and prominent members of
both houses. Exhibitors were very ap-

preciative of his assistance.

Universal Gets Cash
for some time photoplay editor of the Indianapolis News, is
the latest addition to the publicity forces
of the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,

M. Lowell Cash,

according to an announcement by Tarkington Baker, director of publicity. Mr.

Cash arrived in New York from Indianapolis February 24 and will take up
his work as publicity manager of the Big
U exchange, 1600 Broadway.

week

production as a Metro
star,
in
"After His Own Heart," a
comedy romance adapted by A. S. Le
in

to Assist

Hough Back With "U"

fourth

Vino from the four-part novelette by
Ben Ames Williams which recently ran

Naomi
the All Story Magazine.
Childers will be his leading woman.

in

H. R. Hough, one of the

best

known

business executives in California motion
picture circles, has severed his connections
with Triangle and joined the executive
force of Universal as business manager
of the Universal City studio.

lic's

alone, nineteen prints are busy, despite
the fact that the Band Box Theatre has
just played "Salome" for five weeks to
a business that smashed all Chicago
records.

Buys Screen Rights
The Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

Sell

W.

"Mickey" Rights

Crichton." and Walter Browne's "Every-

Productions Co. announces
that the rights to "Mickey" for Georgia.
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina has been sold to Mr. S.

woman."

J.

tion has purchased the screen rights to
M. Barrie's play, "The Admirable
J.

Chicago Asks More Prints
Four prints of this picture were allotted to Chicago originally.
Then nine
more were loaned from the New York
vaults.
Ah* this before the picture had
played a single day in Chicago. It was
thought surely that thirteen prints of
one feature more than ever had been
sent to Chicago by any company— would

H.

Samuels.

WHEN "HOOPLA" PLAYED THE KINEMA

—

be sufficient to care for the demand of
the exhibitors, but trade showings increased the clamor for playing dates to
such an extent that the Chicago exchange of the Fox Film Corporation
was forced to borrow five more prints
from other cities.

For two weeks "Salome" was shown
exclusively

in

the

Band Box Theatre,

where, with each of

its 299 seats selling for seventy-five cents, it drew more
than $15,000 in fourteen days. The following week it was retained at the Band
Box and booked in two other loop theatres, in one of which, the new Randolph,
it
remained for eleven days following
an original booking of but five days.

Where It Had Week Runs
Some of the other leading theatres

in

which "Salome" has played engagements
of a week or more follow: Rialto and
Strand, Atlanta, Ga.; Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.; Avon, Rochester, N. Y.;
Teck, Buffalo; Colonial, Albany: Rand's,
Troy; Lumberg, Utica; Van Curler.
Schenectady;
Armory,
Binghampton;
Lyceum, Amsterdam; City Opera House,
Watertown, N. Y.; Richardson, Oswego,
N. Y.; Empire. Glens Falls, N. Y.: Bijou,

One of the many
popular

I,

iiiuiNuni atanta

on AitfrelcM theatre.

20

used to put over the Exhibitor* Mutual picture at the
The unique lobby dinpla? attracted wide aotlce.
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'He Loves

Automatic Machinery

Special Novelties

Me—"

Card Board False Faces for
The Youngsters Eight
Lobby Posters

—

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporabelieves that the exhibitor should
have easy sailing in putting over the
tion

MARJORIE

Who

DAW

appears in support of Douglas Fairin "Something; for Somebody,"
an Artcraft picture

banks

Travers Starring in
Argus Co. Production
The Argus Lamp and Appliance Company of Cleveland, O., manufacturers
of an incandescent lamp attachment for
projectors, has entered the field of motion picture production.
The initial feature of the company has
Richard
been
completed.
C.
just
Travers, formerly of Essanay and recently a major in the United States
army, plays the leading role in the production.
It is understood that the production
is
a big special in calibre and was
financed by a group of Cleveland capitalists.

reported that William A. Brady

It is

has

made

a large bid for
rights to the production.

the

world

LOS ANGELES, CAL.— A

follow-up
continuity writing is announced
by the University of California Extension as the logical outcome of a successful class in scenario writing just completed.
M. M. Stearns, scenario editor
for the Dorothy Gish Corporation, will
in

conduct the

class.

Hayakawa

Is

Popular

Thirty-four hundred theatres throughout the United States are showing the

Sussue Hayakawa features produced by
the

Haworth

Pictures Corporation, acan announcement by Ex-

cording

to

hibitors

Mutual.

Paramount-Artcraft special, "The False
Faces," the Thomas H. Ince production
starring Henry B. Walthall.
One of the special novelties it has
issued to help the exhibitor put this
seven-reel feature over is a post card
bearing an advertisement for "The False
Faces," leaving room for the exhibitor
to print his announcement on the front
of the card.
On the reverse side is a
false face or mask lithographed in colors.
All that is necessary to make this a regular
false face is to push the finger
through the die cut places where the
eyes and nose fit.
It is believed the
youngsters will enjoy this novelty immensely and that the advertising value
will be considerable.
The Famous Players-Lasky advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post
have attracted the attention of the multitude
of
Post readers.
Inasmuch as
"The False Faces" was originally contributed to the Post by Louis Joseph
Vance, it is urged that the exhibitor play
this point up in his advertising.
A mail
campaign among Post readers a list of
whom may be secured from the local
news dealers is also suggested as a
strong patronage puller.

—

—

Other Aids Furnished

A handsome
to the exhibitor

the

reviewers,

half sheet is being sent
carrying the comment of

which should prove an

effective aid.
Eight different posters in one sheet,
three sheets, six sheets and twenty-four
sheets that are said to be the finest type
of work yet put out along these lines are
also at the disposal of the exhibitor, who
is advised to bill his town, like a circus.
In addition there is a handsome retogravure one sheet that can be given prominent place in front of the theatre.
plentiful supply of cuts for use in
newspapers and house organs are availMats are free to exable at exchanges.
hibitors who can use them.
Photographs for lobb} display purposes come in various sizes. There are
the 8x10 and 11x14, as well as the large
32x28 scene photo and the 8x10 photo of
Exhibitors are urged to get a
the star.
full set of these and frame them for
lobby display as a vital source of exploitation.

A

r

Gives Scenario Course
course

Saves Human Efforts
Says George K. Spoor

Furnished Exhibitors
For "False Faces"

Use Mail Campaign
The press book contains a full

list of
accessories available, besides displaying
It also
the various ads, cuts and mats.
contains a mail campaign, various publicity stories to be sent to the local paoers in advance of showing and various
bits of data necessarv for any special
"dodger" campaign the exhibitor may
decide to use.

Marinette, Wis.
a

Fire Destroys Theatre

SAND COULEE, MONT.— The
erty theatre here was destroyed by
startinpr in the operator's booth.

Libfire

— Peshtigo

motion picture house again

is

to

have

for the first

time since the T. O. O. F. building was
destroyed by fire a year ago. Ollif Larson, former proprietor of the Stat Theatre, is erecting the new theatre.
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Inquiries have

come

in

so rapidly in

regard to the Spoor-Thompson method
of processing film by automatic machinery, that George K. Spoor has increased
his office

and sales

force, to

work under

the direction of Charles F. Stark, sales

manager.

New business also has increased to
such an extent that it has been necessary to enlarge the factory force and to
put another machine into operation.
There are now ten machines at the Chicago laboratories, each capable of processing 1,000,000 feet of film a week.

Time

to

Adopt

New Methods

am more

than satisfied with the
work of these machines," said Mr. Spoor.
"They have worked even more smoothly
than expected, and the results obtained
have surpassed the anticipation of those
who have tried this method.
"I am convinced that the time is now
ripe for all the big manufacturers of the
business to adopt this new process. Just
as automatic machinery has pushed out
individual work in other lines, so will it
"I

do

in this.

Human judgment

is

likely to

be in error and the work as the result of
such judgment to be lacking in uniformity.
The automatic machine processes
with an infallibility that no human effort can compare with and at the same
time does away with unnecessary labor
and loss from mistakes, thus saving
enormous sums for the producer.
Greatly Reduces Costs
"I am more than gratified at the great
interest shown by the industry in this
new method. It has been phenomenal
considering that it is a new process. It
is

almost always a

difficult

and uphill

task to induce the public to accept an
innovation.
Many will cling to old
methods until forced to adopt the new
through competition.
"But in this instance we have been
able to demonstrate the value of this
process, both in the quality of the film
processed and in the great reduction in
cost, that it has been adopted even more
speedily than I expected. I believe that
it will be but a short time until all the
large manufacturers adopt this processing method."

Fox Purchases Screen
Rights to "Checkers"
Screen rights to "Checkers," one of
the biggest money makers of the American drama, have been purchased by
William Fox, and Director Richard
Stanton is already at work on the production.
The cast will include fifty principals.
The racing scene, one of the strongest
points of the play, will be produced at
a southern race track.
For fifteen years Tommy Ross toured
the country in this play. The price paid
for the motion picture rights is reported
to

have been large.

Miss Ferguson Returns
Ferguson, who has been at
Miami, Fla, filming, under direction of
George Fitzmaurice. the famous A. E.
W. Mason play, "The Witness for the
Elsie

Defense,"
week.

returned

to

New York

last

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Device to Measure
Camera Vibrations
Has Been Perfected
a

Of interest to the trade in general is
new invention known as the Mercury

Seisometer. This instrument is used to
measure the vibrations of the Universal
motion picture camera.
The instrument consists of an iron cup
containing a quantity of mercury and an
adjustable

contact,

electrical

in

close

proximity to the surface of the mercury,
so that the least agitation of the surface
at the contact and
gives a visible indication in a sensitive
galvanometer connected in the circuit.

completes the circuit

By means

micrometer adjustment,
calibrated to thousandths of an inch, the
distance between the contact and the surface of the mercury may be varied a
measured amount.
In operation the mercury container
with

its

of a

contact

associated

is

mounted

on the camera or other device the vibration of which is to be measured, and the

Universal Will

Make Strong

Bid
For Export Business at Once
Carl Laemmle Announces Choice of George E.
Kann as Manager of Export Department
—Honors Dan B. Lederman

Two new appointments, within the
executive offices of the Universal Film
Co. were announced last week by Carl
Laemmle, president of the firm. Simulwith the announcement that
George B. Hammond had resigned as
manager of Universal's export department came word from Mr. Laemmle that
George L. Kann, for six years assistant
to the president, had been selected as
Mr. Hammond's successor. At the same
time it was announced that having comtaneously

pleted his

work

of

installing

new

sys-

Universal exchanges throughout the country, Dan B. Lederman was

tems

in

become

to

assistant

to

i\lr.

Laemmle,

immediately.

been so prominent

in the

ment

in

of

Universal

rapid developthe laal^few years

little

country, having been connected with
Universal for over ten years, being until
last spring, manager ot the Des Moines
exchange and later special systematizer
ror the past ten
of all exchanges.
months, he has been visiting Universal

exchanges installing a complete new system winch has already proved of exceptional value in the handling of bookThe new
ings, shipments, and accounts.
system was devised by Mr. Lederman
and its practicability demonstrated to
Air. Hammond's
Laemmle is confident he
man who is aggressive and

successor, Mr.

in

Operation, Regis-

contact is adjusted so as to just clear the
surface of the mercury.
The camera is
then operated at the normal speed,
thereby agitating the surface of the mercury and completing the circuit to the
galvanometer. While the camera is still
in operation the contact is gradually
raised a measured distance until the circuit
is
completely interrupted.
The
reading of the micrometer adjustment
is then
a measure of the comparative
vibration of the instrument under test.
The actual vibration of the instrument
is but a small fraction of the indicated
vibration of the mercury surface, the extreme sensitiveness of which magnifies
the vibration to be tested.

Morey's

March Vitagraph

offering is "Fighting Destiny." based on
a
novelette
called
"Jungleheart," by

Stanley Shaw, which was published
"The Blue Book Magazine."

The demand

for

motion picture

productions of the right sort, is becoming greater every day and with an idea
of giving good films the best distribution possible, Universal is going to make
a stronger bid for foreign business than
To carry out such a proever before.
gram is a big task, yet Air. Kann is very
enthusiastic about his new position and
hopeful of obtaining maximum results.

Statement From Mr. Laemmle
Speaking of the new appointments,
Mr. Laemmle has said: "As has often
been said, we expect 1919 to be a record
year for Universal in every way.
We
expect to broaden the scope of our film
distribution
abroad and having had
Mr. Kann working with me constantly

—

Film Blue Book Story
Harry T.

has picked a
sufficiently acquainted with foreign conditions to carry out the big task of
broadening the scope of foreign distribution in 1919. The signing of the armistice has brought about conditions in
foreign lands that are most favorable
and America's participation in the war
and the value of American films used
lor propaganda purposes during the war
has brought Yankee film products before
the world more forcefully than ever before.

in

for

six

years,

I

am
31

Air.

staff.

Lederman knows con-

ditions in all parts of the country and
has a good knowledge of the manufacturing, or producing end of the business.
He is enthusiastic, very aggressive and
in bringing him East, we have added
another 'exhibitor's man' to our already large
and practical executive
force."

First

Mutual Holds
Runs at Pittsburgh
Mutual had almost a moruns in Pittsburgh last

Exhibitors

nopoly of
week.

At

the

first

Alinerva,

played in "And a
followed by William

Henry
Still

B. Walthall
Small Voice,"

Desmond

in "Life's

Funny

Proposition."
The Cameraphone played "The Prodigal Liar," starring William Desmond for a three-day
run.
Sessue Hayakawa was on at the
a

Lyceum

in his latest release, "Bonds
Honor," for the entire week. At the
Alhambra in East Liberty, which is

of

classed as a

first

run Pittsburgh house.

"The Eleventh Commandment" played
for three days.
first run bookings on ExMutual subjects in Pittsburgh
included "The Eleventh Commandment"
and "A Trick of Fate" at the Lyric,
and "Hoop-La," with Billie Rhodes, and

Last week's

hibitors

Universal executives.
In making Mr. Kann,

tering the Camera'.* Vibrations

office

Kann and Mr. Lederman have

of their past record need be
However it is interesting to
repeated.
note that Mr. Lederman is one of the
oldest him exchange managers in the

Mercury Seisometer

and very practical system in all our
branch offices, and I am sure he will
prove a valuable addition to our home

Exhibitors

Men Honored Well Known
Air.

that

will prove equal to the task of carrying
out our program for foreign exploitation.
"Mr. Lederman has been an employee
of Universal for many years, has been
an exchange manager, and a very successful one too, a great systematizer
as he has proved by installing a new

confident

that

he

"All of a Sudden Norma," with Bessie
Barriscale, at the Alinerva.

Greiver Gets Rights

To "Spreading Evil"
B. Greiver, well-known distributor,
reenters the state right field this week
with the purchase of James Keane's production. "The Spreading Evil," for IlliS.

nois, Indiana and southern Wisconsin.
Air. Greiver has been identified with
distribution in the middle west for several years and recently had United States

distribution rights on the

Ford Weekly.

Since this arrangement was terminated
a few weeks ago Air. Greiver has been
investigating various distribution proportions and finally decided upon the release of "The Spreading Evil" in the middle west territory.

"The Spreading Evil" is the initial offering of the James Keane Productions
of Xew York and was personally produced by Mr. Keane. who was associated for some time with Thrmas H. Ince
The producas director and producer.
tion is of a sensational type and has met
with a big success in eastern territories
where

it

has boon issued.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
LINDSAY,
MR. VACHEL
Moving
and

author of "The Art of

the

Picture"

perfect

cently addressed a meeting of intellectuals at
Columbia University upon the future of the motion picture.
Perhaps the most pertinent statement that lie
made, at least the most important to those who art;
vitally

keeping with the star's personality and

A most complete and

lecturer of note, re-

GENTLEMAN OF QUALITY"

"A

Heavy, perhaps, but well clone in every de-

Williams.

partment.

concerned in the advance of the film drama, was

"THE WICKED DARLING'"
those titles which hint of

"In most cases a photoplay is good so far as it follows the scenario and bad so far as the director takes
with the scenario.

mount."
the
it

He

man who

The

scenario writer

further states that "the scenario
takes his dog to a sausage factory.

comes out he has no dog at

is

Dean

Priscilla

most

When

all."

Tom

better position to

"SATAN

pliable form, viewing it as a whole

rather than in sections, as

make

must the

director, is in the

lic.

would be well for
those in power to examine Mr. Lindsay's theory and
act upon the truths to be found therein.
is

and popular appeal are
has in good measure.

and these

it

its

Dash, fresh-

A

"LOVE AND THE LAW"
and

according

Enid

Bennett's

concerns

German

spies

their plottings

of the popular prejudice against plays of the class.

"WHEN MEN
feature, is just

tion with the

marks the return of an old
favorite. House Peters, after an absence of many months.
He has lost none of his power and appears to excellent

DESIRE," Theda

what the name

name

cerns the despicable

of the star, promises.

Hun

Bara's

latest

of the picture, in associaIt also con-

rather deeply.

"CROOK OF DREAMS"
voking

advantage, a slightly over-complex plot being the single

title

for a typically

makes a curiosity-proWorld production which

Louise Huff dominates with her best style of acting.

slight defect in the film story, a defect that will be over-

"POOR BOOB,"

looked.

with Bryant Washburn,

is

an

amusing though not highly original story. Excellent
work by the cast and the direction of Donald Crisp

"A FIGHT FOR LOVE" furnishes exceptionally
authentic background and support for Harry Carey's

count for

usual repertoire of Western stunts and characterization.

much

in the picture's favor.

"A WILD GOOSE CHASE"

picture pleases.

carries a surprise in

an unusual locale and unique development
for a story that might have been only commonplace
with other equipment. Hazel Daly is the featured player.
the

"THE MARRIAGE PRICE" may
story

gives

and propaganda, but so well has it
been detailed and executed that it works up a genuine
interest of its own more than equal to the overcoming

"THE FORFEIT"

The

she wields to the profit

company and the general pubthoroughly funny photoplay.

balanced and thoroughly satisfactory bit of entertain-

Grace Darmond explanation, is clothes.
How
one woman gets them, and the adventures into which
her need of fine raiment leads her, makes an interesting
and very beautiful photoplay.

tively "pink."

JR." equips the comically inclined Viola

ment.

to the

The

Moore.

"PARTNERS THREE"

strong points

"WHAT EVERY WOMAN WANTS,"

of

powerful personality great scope, the result being a well-

as good a vehicle

as Margarita Fisher has lately occupied.
ness, cleanliness

a mixture

of herself, the producing

It

"PUT UP YOUR HANDS !"

little.

underworld drama,

HIS MONEY,"

Dana with an instrument which

of that photoplay a thing of

beauty and artistic excellence.

another one of

is

conceals but

melodrama and straight comedy, is excellently staged
and gains considerable weight from the free-swinging
genius of

its

at her best in this

MAN AND

"A

like

It is true that the scenario writer, possessing the

picture in

is

much and

a drama well constructed and clean.

para-

is

proves a suit-

able characterization for the finished acting of Earle

the following:

liberties

ability.

satisfying composition.

sound decepand production is really in
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way

of

There is no point in the picupon which a serious objection may

Margarita Fisher in

expected.

Harry Carey

PUT UP YOUR HANDS

ture

A FIGHT FOR LOVE

Five Part Comedy Drama; American.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Published in March.

OPINION:

The West

of today,

the

modern West of motor cars and paved
streets, is made the background against
which the athletic star is shown in some
of her most amusing moods. The story
which stress

a light affair in

is

upon

the

comedy elements,

is

the

laid

more

plot being almost burlesqued.
This method of treatment does a whole

serious

remove the

flavor of the trite
Excellent choice of
types and swiftly-moving action are further points in the picture's favor. There
lot

to

from

the

story.

are moments
hesitate and

when

the action seems to
the course
which it is to pursue, moments when
there seems danger of falling into the
rut of the commonplace, but these are
safely passed without serious damage
being done.
Altogether, the play is a
nice little comedy offering which will
keep a pleasant humor prevalent among
the average audience and should more
than please those who care for the star's
peculiar personality.
George Periolat
and Emory Johnson afford notable sup-

ponder over

port.

SYNOPSIS:

Olive

athletic inclinations

Baxter,

terrify her

whose
mother,

goes west with her father and his secretary to open a mining claim agency.
Leonard Hewitt, college graduate and
owner of the richest claim thereabouts,
is
mistaken for a bandit but later is
vindicated. Olive puts life into the town,
recently gone dry, and soon has the

men and women

the place making
her gymnasium their headquarters. Her
father's secretary, after attempting to
get Hewitt's claim by honest means,
tries to pet it dishonestly.
The race
which follows ends in the frustration
of the secretary's plans and the mating
of Olive and Leonard.
of

Grace Darmond in

WHAT EVERY WOMAN
WANTS
Five Part Drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Jesse D. Hampton.
Published in March.

OPINION:
for

beautiful

The love of womankind
clothes and luxuries is
the basis for the theme of

wisely made
this very modern drama.

The male side
of the question, that of providing the
costly attire and equipment essential to
the modern woman's existence, is also
vividly depicted. The two promise deep
and widespread interest in the play
when presented to the public. The staging of the piece is carefully calculated
to satisfy the eye. Then there is a plot
of many threads and complications which
lift the whole above the grade of the
mere fashion show. And so well has
the plot been constructed that, though
the conclusion may seem perfectly obvious at times, the climax contains a
surprise that is as logical as it is un-

be hung. It has a wide appeal. It has
great story value. It is well done. That
is

about

recommendation

enough

for

any photoplay.

SYNOPSIS: Gloria Graham, stenographer for Horace Lennon, cannot dress
herself properly on fifteen dollars a
week. Her sweetheart goes to war and
in the days that follow she is persuaded
to accept financial aid of her employer.
When she hears of her sweetheart's
death she consents to marry Lennon.
After a few months they tire of each
other and he returns to an old light o'
The relove, she living only for style.
turn of her sweetheart, after the war,
and the murder of Lennon precipitate
Accused of the murder, she is
a crisis.
denounced on the stand and her past
life made to appear infamous. Acquitted,
after the confession of the real murderer, she is taken back by her soldier
veetheart, who has never doubted her
love throughout

House Peters

all

the trials.

in

THE FORFEIT
Five Part Drama; Powell-Hodkinson.
Directed by Frank Powell.
Published March 9.
OPINION: Close attention to the unfolding of the plot is necessary to grasp
the full import of the scenes which
move rather rapidly during the early
part of this straight western drama, but
the story is unusual enough to warrant
the putting forth of such an effort. Aside
from this bit of complexity there is
much to admire in the production. It
has weight and balance, force and effect.

The atmosphere of the West is nicely
established and not overdone. The acting of the cast is satisfactory.
House
Peters, returning after a long and unexplained absence from the screen, is
given a role which puts no great strain
upon his ability, the burden of the work
falling upon Jane Miller, his very capable
partner.
The remainder of the cast do
nothing
extraordinary,
satisfy.
but
Rather heavy as to type, the chief
strength of the picture for the exhibitor
lies in the fact that it marks House
Peters' return and brings him back favorably.
His past work should make his
name a certain power for drawing patronage.
The picture will please.
SYNOPSIS: Bob Masters marries Elvine Van Blooren and is disinherited.
They go to the West, where Bob's elder
brother, Jeff, has gone some years before, also because of parental wrath.
Here Bob becomes the ^ead of a gang
of bandits and a reward is placed upon
his head. Elvine, not knowing that Bob
is a member, betrays the hiding place
of the gang and Bob is hung.
Four
years later, she meets and marries Jeff,
not knowing: of the relationship. They
are happy for a while, until an old acquaintance appears and acquaints them
with the facts. They separate but when
Jeff is wounded in a pistol duel and Elvine appears in time to save his life,
they decide that their love is the only
thing that counts after a'l and go back
to their cabin in peace.
33

Six Part

in

Drama; Universal.

Directed by Jack Ford.
Published March 24.
OPINION: Real Indians who act as
real Indians, not as the hybrids common
to screen attempts of the sort, furnish an

atmosphere of realism to a typical Harry
Carey production. As Cheyenne Harry
the star has one of most fitting roles that
has been given him and makes capital of
every one of the many opportunities presented. Farrell MacDonald, as the fighting priest, scores an individual impersonation worthy of especial note.
Joseph
Harris is satisfactory as the somewhat
The
"old school" half-breed renegade.
settings and natural scenery forming the
background of the piece are eye-filling
and pleasant. Considered simply as a
story the tale is rather trite, but the
treatment given it and the details by
which it is worked out to a satisfying
finish are such as to give it the appearAll things considance of freshness.
ered, the offering is likely to attain as
much and possibly more popularity than
the usual Harry Carey publication.

SYNOPSIS Cheyenne
:

Harry, pursued

a posse of sheriffs and deputies,
reaches the Canadian border just in time
In the hills
to make good his escape.
he meets Tall Pine, an Indian chief, and
lives with him for a time, learning thus
of Black Michel, a renegade whiskey
runner, and his evil treatment of Tall
Pine's daughter. At the village store he
also meets Kate MacAleer, the storekeeper's daughter, and falls in love with
Black Michel uses his power over
her.
her father to win Kate for himself. With
the aid of a priest who is not afraid to
fight when occasion justifies it, Harry
manages to bring about the capture of
the whiskey runners and the death of
Black Michel, their leader, thus avenging the death of an Indian suitor to Tall
Pine's daughter and winning Kate for

by

himself.

Elsie

Ferguson

in

THE MARRIAGE PRICE
Five part drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Emile Chautard.
Published March 9.
OPINION: The even tenor of easy

self-

characteristic of
is
sufficiency which
Elsie Ferguson's personality is made the
It
keynote of the present production.
moves with the same steady, unhurried
assurance and registers an impression
Enacted in scenes of
quite as pleasing.
luxuriant splendor it provides a suitable
background for the beauty of the star,
and the persons chosen to make up the
rest of the cast harmonize in appearance
and carriage. The story itself is noth-

ing remarkable, having been done with
slight variations numerous times in the
past.
In it figure the loss of the girl's
fortune, her marriage for wealth and the
near ruin of her husband by a former
Familiar
unworthy sweetheart.
but
though the incidents are, the manipulation is such as to place the production
mi a rather high plane of general ex-

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
cellence. Wyndham Standing and Lionel
Atwill are given roles almost equal in

importance to that of the star, and their
impersonations are artistically and realistically done.
Perfectly clean in every
respect, it really should have been given
better

a

come

title.

this

However,

it

will

over-

defect.

SYNOPSIS:

Helen Tremaine, one of

most extravagent of the smart set,
impoverished by the sudden death of

the
is

her

father.
friends, she

Deserted by her wealthy
seeks employment, without

With but ten cents left in her
purse she is invited to lunch by Kenneth
Gordon, ne'er-do-well of her former circle of friends.
She accepts but is met
instead by his employer.
Frederick
success.

Western

Lawton,

a

come

New

millionaire

newly

York. Later she marries
Lawton, with purely mercenary motives.
to

But when Gordon tries to ruin Lawton
in the street to win her back she finds
that she really loves her husband and
ends well.

all

and

the popularity of the novel.
If
these are sufficient to draw attendance,
the picture will please in every department. The story is adult in theme and
tenor, but there is nothing in it which
cannot be safely exhibited to the entire
family.

SYNOPSIS

:

John Ashton, adopted

in

infancy by a wealthy American, is thrown
into disgrace by a mysterious woman

and disinherited by his foster parents.
Lord John Hertford, in London, is lured
away on his wedding night by the same

woman.

A

year later Ashton

the -Hertford

estate
despite

is

taken to

and mistaken for

Lord* John
his
protestations.
Here he is finally persuaded to live as
Lord John for the happiness of Lady
Mercy, whom he insists must "remarry"
him.
Seven years later the real Lord
John is found to be dead and the mysterious woman, a Sicilian, confesses the
plot and the crime, establishing also Ashton's real identity as the twin brother of
Lord John.

atmosphere and the sterling characterizations given the denizens thereof by
the star and such aids as Spottiswoode
Aiken, Lon Chaney and Wellington
Playter, lend the production artistic value
commanding great admiration.
It is
difficult to see the wisdom of attaching a
suggestive title to a picture which is perfectly capable of satisfying and succeeding unusually well on its own merits.
SYNOPSIS: Kent Mortimer, losing his
fortune, is dismissed by Adele Hoyt, to
whom he has been engaged. Mary Stevens, lady pickpocket, seeks shelter in his

They meet again when he has
taken lodgings near her home because of
their cheapness.
A string of pearls
which she has stolen but wishes to return is coveted by Stoop Connors, a
friend of the old days.
His attempts to
gain possession of it and the means by
home.

which Kent and Mary manage to return
and rid themselves of Connors' perse-

it

cutions, leading to their own happiness,
provides the rest of the action.

Earle Williams in

A GENTLEMAN OF QUALITY
Five Part Drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by James Young.
Published March 17.

OPINION: The

objection usually reg-

which burdens the star with a dual role is in this
case overcome by reason of a plot structure which dispenses with the customary
double exposure and builds up and maintains suspense of rare quality. The play
is
straight drama throughout, drama
dependent upon subtitle and emotional
acting rather than upon action for its
istered against a production

strength,

but

so

well

is

the

interest

drawn and held that there should be no
complaint on this ground.
Katherine
Adams is the star's main support, support that never varies in quality, but the
remainder of the cast acquit themselves
creditably in the lesser roles. The title
is one which throws the burden of the

drawing power upon the name

of the star

Priscilla

Dean

Tom Moore

in

A

Five Part Drama; Universal.
Directed by Tod Browning.
Published February 24.

Five-part

OPINION : A notable performance in
every detail which will be handicapped in
the consideration of some exhibitors because of the title which has been affixed
to it and the impression which that conveys.
"The Wicked Darling" is, in the
reality of the play, a young lady reared
in the slums and taught from childhood
to pick pockets.
Her reformation and
eventual rise to the world of respectability and the position of an honest man's
wife is worked out splendidly and convincingly without resort to employment
of the sex motives and incidents which
might be expected. The picture is clean,
every inch of the way. True, it is laid
for the most part in the slums of a great
city, but the faithful reproduction of this

in

MAN AND

THE WICKED DARLING

HIS

MONEY

comedy drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Published March 20.

OPINION:

Coupling the very farctensely
melodramatic, the
whole sacrifices the strength of single
striking force to gain variety.
The effect on the audience is thus broken up
into varying impressions, the sum of
which are not equal to the single one
that would have been the result of eliminating all but one.
Otherwise there is
not a weak point in the picture and this

ical

with

complaint

is

not sufficient to

a picture rich
merit.

Tom

in

Moore's role

typically

is

portrayed.

condemn

and

artistic

a typical

one and
and

technical

Seena

Owen

Syd ney Ainsworth are

the chief supof the cast and play
up to the star's lead in excellent style.
The settings are appropriately splendid
and arranged according to a scenario
which is logically constructed.
bit
adult in appeal, it makes a very creditable showing for entertainment of that

porting

members

A

class.

SYNOPSIS: Harry

Lathrop, wealthy

waster, drinks himself into the disfavor
of Betty Dalrymple, his fiancee, then
attempts to reform himself by placing
his money where he cannot get it.
He
answers an "ad" and engages as keeper
of the kennels at Betty's wealthy aunt's

home. Here he finds Betty besieged by
Walter Randall, an unscrupulous suitor,
who plots with the maid to force her acceptance of his proposal. Betty is lured
to Randall's hunting lodge, but Harry
follows, takes the automobile away from
Randall's
chauffeur,
breaks into the
lodge, where Betty is struggling with
Randall, gains control of the situation
and takes Betty back to her home.
Here Betty confesses that she loves him
and him only, with the usual result.

Cannibals

Go

Big

Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the
South Seas" are doing extraordinary
business, according to reports from exhibitors to
Exhibitors Mutual.
Manager George Fischer of Saxe's Alhambra
theatre,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin,
broke all house records with the "Cannibals."
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Viola

Dana

then to please that observer thoroughly.
Under the new title, there is every reason to believe the play will meet with no
ordinary success.
SYNOPSIS: Karl Casterline, Irish policeman, loses his job and goes into the
country, hiring out as laborer on the
farm of Adolf Bauer, German sympathizer.
Here he falls in love with Mina,
the daughter, and learns of a plan to
blow up a troop train. Frustrating the
plan he is charged with murder and sentenced to death. The events which lead
to his vindication and release, after a
sensation of national scope has been

in

SATAN JR.
Five Part Comedy; Metro.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Published March 3.

OPINION:

The

cleanly,
sprightlv
star and the steady
capable support of the cast are the dominant features of this unusual producMilton Sills' utter sincerity of
tion.
character make a capital foil for the
playful deviltry which gains for the star
the name which is the title of the play.
Remarkable, also, is the work of Herbert Blache in his direction of a plot
so light of fabric that a single blunder
would have spelled ruin. But such blunder there is none. In setting, in photography, in incident and detail, there are
few current productions to match this
one.
The title should be certain to
excite curiosity in any observer.
The
picture is of a character that solidly
backs up the choice of such a title, yet
has in it no touch of impropriety.
picture which may be shown to the
whole
family
and
entertain
should
every member thereof.

comedy

of

the

made of the case, his marriage to Mina
and the punishment of the German plotters in the little German town make up
the

SYNOPSIS:

child in appearance, meets Worden one day while riding.
She determines to invade his home and see if he
is
as bad as painted.
This she does,
falling in love with Worden and deciding

marry him.
younger brother
to

girl's

attention.

He
to

then

brings

his

try to distract the

This

failing,

matters

are brought to a head when Diana abducts him and then refuses to marry
him when he finally consents. Discovering then that he really loves her he
manages to bring about the desired
ending.

Enid Bennett

in

PARTNERS THREE
Five part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Published March 23.
OPINION: Enid Bennett has personality plus and in "Partners Three"
she wins one's sympathy at the very
start and holds it throughout the five
reels.
The story is unusual. Its realism
grips one and while most of the action

American deswhere everything is hot and depressthe action moves along swiftly and

takes place on the great
ert,

ing,

surely to a logical conclusion.

Never has Robert McKim, who plays
the renegade husband, apbetter advantage, and with
the assistance of Casson Ferguson, John
P. Lockney and Lydia Titus all score
individual hits.
It is one of the best
features in which Miss Bennett has appeared upon the screen and Fred Niblo
is to be complimented upon his clever
the

role

peared

of

to

direction.

SYNOPSIS: Agnes Cuyler, young and
beautiful, is a cabaret dancer in
York, a life against which her better
nature revolts.
She accepts the marriage proposal of a Westerner.
The
man, however, proves to be a drunkard

New

and coward.
Because she takes from
him his whisky flask, he pushes her from
his auto on the desert and leaves her
to walk to town.
Lost on the ocean of
sand, she is found almost exhausted by
Hassayampa Hardy, a desert rat, who
takes her to his dugout.

He

secures her

in

WHEN MEN DESIRE
Five Part Drama; Fox.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Published March 9.

MARION DAVIES,

Paul Worden, novelist,

mere

of the story.

Theda Bara

A

takes up residence near the country
place of the Ardways and is soon the
talk of the community.
Diana Ardway,

body

Who

stars in the Select Special production, "The Belle of New York."

a position in a distant village as waitress
at a restaurant, where she meets Arthur

Gould, who is sick. She feeds him, and,
when he falls ill, gives him shelter in her
home. Uncharitable women try to attribute wrong motives to her action, and
she is about to be driven from the town
when the man Hardy arrives for provisions.
Then the three go out into the
desert.
Cuyler follows, discovers that
Hardy has found gold, steals the location notice, and, after having drained
Hardy's water barrels, forces his wife to
return to town with him.
Hardy and
Gould pursue them to town and save
Agnes from death at the hands of her
husband. He flees to the desert, where
vengeance in a novel form overtakes
him, and where the love romance of
Agnes and Gould finds a happv denouement.

OPINION: To be of interest at this
time the play that revolves about the
recent war, German cruelty and their
famous spy system, must have the very
best of preparation and a story of great
strength to its credit.
Such a play is
the present, and it can hardly be said to
possess these qualities in measure suffiovercome the popular aversion.
Those who recall "For Liberty," a Fox
feature of a year or more ago, will be

cient to

struck with the similarity of the two.
Practically the same plot has been used',
a more pronounced application to the
American side of the theme being practically the only difference.
Theda Bara
is neither better nor worse
than usual
in the leading role.
The lesser characters are given to a cast which classifies
as acceptable,
but make no notable

achievements.
picture

indicates,

plus

man spy

stuff."

.

in

Drama; Sherry-General.
Directed by Edgar Lewis.
Published March 2.
Six Part

OPINION:
detail,

put it briefly, the
exactly what the title
a great deal of "Ger-

SYNOPSIS:

Robert

Stedon,

Amer-

diplomatic

attache, leaves
Geris declared, but Marie
Lohr, his sweetheart, is detained by the
covetous Major von Rohn. For a year
he tries to force her to marrv him.
Then, by a lucky chance, she is enabled
to impersonate a lady spy and reaches
the frontier, only to be detained again.
She gets word of her predicament to

many when war

LOVE AND THE LAW

to

To

The box office value,
therefore, can be determined only by
the exhibitor's knowledge of his patrons' likes and dislikes.
ican

Glen White

just

is

Seldom

such

pains

is

such attention

for

the perfection and maintenance of atmosphere, noticeable in the mechanical preparation of
the photoplay. And seldom is the selection of types for background carried
with such success to the most minor
character in the cast.
Much credit
should accrue to Edgar Lewis for his
efforts in this direction. He has achieved
that which nine men out of ten would
have said was impossible. "The Troop
Train" was widely read as a story in the
Saturday Evening Post. But, as the title
indicates, it has to do with the nation's
warriors, if not with the war itself. With
the signing of the armistice it would have
seemed hardly a promising attempt to
make of the story a photoplay with popular interest.
But that is just what Edgar Lewis did. Though it bristles with
German intrigue and plot, though a large
portion of the characters are German,
the story has been made to stand out and
demand the attcnt on of the observer,
;
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Stedon, in Switzerland, and he flies
across the border to her rescue.
Major von Rohn appears at the border and
forces his attentions upon Marie.
At
the last moment Robert rescues her and
they reach their machine in safety, flying back to safety and liberty.

Louise Huff

in

CROOK OF DREAMS
Five Part Drama; World.
D rected by Oscar Apfel.
Published March 8.
:

OPINION: Oscar
the

Apfel, director, is in
for the pleasant

main responsible

impression

left behind by this new pictur-'zation of a plot that has been done

before.

His arrangement of developmental incident and the grace with which
he has made one lead into another for
the easy continuity of the whole makes
a photoplay which requires no effort to
absorb and yields a fairly satisfying

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
tract, he demands the return of his five
thousand. But Simp takes over the con-

borrows money from the town
banker, and is well on the road to fortune. As he has seen his boyhood sweetheart, Tiny, who now weighs two hundred pounds, his youthful illusion has
faded, and he begins to look upon Hope
with the eyes of love.
tract,

Hazel Daly

in

A WILD GOOSE CHASE
Five Part Drama; Triangle.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Published March 2.
OPINION: So far out of the accustomed channels of photoplay construction is this story of Arctic explorers and expeditions that it makes a
claim upon the attention that will not
be denied. Technically, it will not pass
a rigid inspection.

often

dim.

The

The photography
subtitles

do

not

is

all

occur at

precisely the correct instant.
the refreshing unfamiliarity of
the locale and the action that engages
the mind. Hazel Daly is quite mistress
of her role.
Matt Moore is ideally cast
as her hero. Sidney Ainsworth is more
than equal to the impersonation of the plotter and pursuer.
The minor members of
the cast figure so slightly in the story
that they escape notice. Unusual it certainly is. And that is the aspect of the
thing which will decide its fate when
submitted to the public.

But

measure

Louise Huff
of entertainment.
gives a standard portrayal to a standard

interesting hour's entertainment out of
material that has served many another

Frank Mayo, as is his custom,
does no more than is required of him,

director.

role.

yet does that well. Into the rather dingy
story has been woven a thread of humor
which brightens it considerably.^ some
subtitles in slang possessing real "laughThere is that about
getting" qualities.
the

title

which

incites a certain curiosity.

makes the reader look twice, then
wonder why there is not more of it. ConIt

vinced that

it

is

written correctly, there

remains a curiosity to know what it is
No doubt many will come to
all about.
find out, and these the play will please.
SYNOPSIS: A certain Mrs. Waldron
hovers on the verge of insanity, pending
the return of a child stolen during its
Constance, held in the teneinfancy.
ment home of Sam, an underworld character, and his mother, is brought by that
person to Mrs. Waldron and finally accepted as her own. All goes well until
Charles Hadwin falls in love with ConAt length convincing herself
stance.
that she is doing right, Constance bethen
is
It
comes engaged to him.
brought out that she really is the child
stolen as a baby, the marriage proceeds
and all ends happily.

Bryant Washburn

in

POOR BOOB
Five part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published March 9.
OPINION: If Simpson Hightower's
ancestors were anything like him it is
hard to understand how they ever acquired a canning factory which remained
But
in the family for two generations.
that's probably another story and Zellah
Covington and Margaret Mayo, the authors of "Poor Boob," know the answer.
Nevertheless they have furnished an
amusing though not highly original story
and Donald Crisp, with the aid of a
splendid cast, has made an exceedingly

Bryant Washburn does not fit into the
"hick" role as well as his co-worker,
Charles Ray, and while he vests the part
of Simpson Hightower with a certain
amount of naturalness, still he belies in
looks the stupid, error-making clerk and
the character he plays in "Poor Boob"
will add little to his fame.
The work of the cast, however, is excellent.

We

have an entirely new and

intimate view of Wanda Hawley; a lively,
vivacious and resourceful Miss Hope she
Dick Rosson as Jimmy, Theois indeed.
dore Roberts as the blustering Piatt and
Raymond Hatton as Stephen Douglas
Comedy touches add a
are irresistible.
fast finish to routine excitement of the
piece.

SYNOPSIS

:

Simpson Hightower, known

as "Simp," leaves his

home town

a

fail-

ure.
He has been cheated out of the
local canning factory, which has been
in the family for two generations, by

Douglas also wins
Douglas.
Simp
the girl of Simp's dreams. Tiny.
goes to New York and gets a job in
Stephen

_

Piatt's Provision Factory. This he holds
for a considerable time, until he makes
one of his usual bonehead mistakes and
Piatt's stenographer, Hope, who
is fired.
has become fond of Simp, concocts a

to re-establish him. Part of her
is that he go to a near by town
posing as a millionaire, while she will be
his secretary, and Jimmy, the office boy,
Simp' decides on Hightower,
his valet.
his home town. The town makes great
preparations for the return of its successful son, and Simp arrives, welcomed
by prominent citizens. Then his luck
He is enabled to close a
starts to turn.
contract for Piatt, his old employer, for

scheme
scheme

which he gets a commission of

five thouhas let the

sand dollars. Douglas, who
canning factory go to pieces, is willing
Simp buys
to sell out for this amount.
the place and immediately afterwards is
approached by Piatt, who has received
word that his own factory has been
burned down. As he can't fill the con-
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it

is

SYNOPSIS: Eric Heddon, about to
leave on a polar expedition, declares
his love for Margaret Sherwood.
She
promises to wait for him until his return. Two years later they learn of the
failure of the expedition and the return
of the four surviving members.
But a
wild goose flies from the North, lands,
and brings a message from Eric.

She

persuades Price Latham to fit out a
searching party, promising to marry him
if Eric is not found.
In the North they
come upon Eric's tracks and as they
seem about to find him, Price betrays
the confidence she has placed in him
and exacts a promise of marriage
whether or not they find Eric.
Desperate, she consents.
Eric is found.
Then occurs a shortage of food. Price's
attempt to steal all the provisions that
are available and flee, results in his death
at the hand of an Eskimo and the reunion of Eric and Margaret.

Business Increases
As Ford Serial Runs
R. C. Cropper, of the Bee-Hive Exchanges, Chicago, Indianapolis and Milwaukee, reports bookings for Francis
Ford's latest serial, "The Silent Mystery," to be steadily increasing with each
succeeding week.
R. F. Oekler, Casino theatre, Chicago,

Mr. Cropper states, broke his house attendance receipts record on the first
episode and upon the showing of the
second episode broke the first record in
both attendance and receipts, playing to
2,563 people into the house with a seating capacity of 300. Mr. Oekler reports
that people stood in line and waited for
over an hour to get in and he was compelled to ask assistance of the police to
handle the crowds. The Milwaukee office reports a like instance and the Indianapolis office adds that a house where
the serial was booked for the matinee
only ran it all day and thereafter it will
be shown one day a week as the only picture and as the feature for the remaining
fourteen episodes.
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Robert Gordon Will
Be Leading Man for
Bessie Love in Film
Bessie Love will introduce a new leadman when she appears in her April

ing

picture, which,

it

is

now announced,

FILM EXPORTS DURING DECEMBER
Table Prepared by Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Showing Exports of Exposed and Not Exposed Film From
United States to All Parts of World

will

"A Yankee Princess." Robert
Gordon, best remembered for his recent

be called

Huckleberry Finn in "Huck
and Finn" and "Tom Sawyer," opposite
Jack Pickford, makes his Vitagraph deportrayal of

but in

this

production.

It

is

a

story dealing with the

noveau riche and develops a startling
climax inasmuch as

the

Denmark

pretenders,

who

and strut about with heirlooms,
bought but not inherited, as a back-

pose

ground, foil the man who seeks to expose them and find the rightful owner
of the coronetcy in question.
David Smith, director of Miss Love,
considers the story especially fitted for
Miss Love. He also considers Robert
Gordon well suited for the role assigned
him as Miss Love's leading man.
Mr. Gordon, aside of his appearances
in the Jack Pickford films, is remembered for his work in J. Stuart Blackton's "Missing" and "Captain Kidd, Jr.,"
in which he appeared in support of Mary
His motion picture experiPickford.
ence began while a senior at college,
where he had distinguished himself as
dramatist and player in the amateur
His
productions put on by his class.
work before the camera was interrupted
when he enlisted in the army.

-Not ExposedLinear Ft.
Dollars

—

Prance

9,901,373

202' 731

53,297

2,132

411,033

11,902

304,963

8,477

Iceland
Spain

England

Bermuda
British

"A Yankee Princess" is well under
way at the California studios of Vitagraph.

Countries

/

Honduras

Canada

Panama
Mexico
Newfoundland and Labrador

Cuba
Dominican
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
British

LOS

Seymour Given
Judgment for $1,325

ANGELES,

CAL.—Judge

Taft
favor of Miss

gave judgment for $1,325 in
Clarine Seymour, a film actress suing the
Rollin Film Company for $8,000 for alleged
breach of contract. The company, through
Attorney Morrison, declared that Miss Seymour did not obey the orders of Director
Harry E. Roach. She complained about
taking off her shoes and walking on stones
she was late at rehearsal and tardy in
;

other

respects,

they

alleged.

403,237
162,777
6,400
130,702
1,590,860
118,000
24,300
963,339
50,714
10
157,514
312,764

Republic

.',360

Guiana

974,560
143.S4S
127,432

265

China
British India
Straits Settlements
Dutch East Indies

Japan
Russia

648,394
in

18,24

34,000
1,521,378
202,663

233.993
3,173

243,512

11,319,325

Total

For Cleveland Office
Irwin Hirsch, manager of the Triangle
Exchange at Cleveland, Ohio, is able to
customers

the fact that his

his

new

wares,

offices

in

despite

Cleve-

land are not large enough to give space

projection room.
purchased a DeVry portable projection machine, and writes as follows:
"I have fitted up my private office with
a small screen and purchased a DeVry
for

a

Whenever I want to show a
projector.
picture to an exhibitor or to review a
new subject myself all that is necessary
is to pull down the shades and put the
reel on the machine and press the button.
I get equally as good a projection
as any first class theatre and not only
save the rent of a special projection
room, but can be right at my desk while
For exchange
the picture is going on.
purposes I think that a DeVry machine
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7,564,658

590,818

an excellent investment, particularly
as it is motor driven, fireproof and eliminates the expense of an operator."
is

DeVry Solves Problem

his

1,150
14,410
7,420
1..60

i

Asia

Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
British South Africa

show

19,532
216,721
113,381
44,000

*

He

Clarine

-ExposedLinear Ft.

Actor Goes on Road
Frank Wood, late leading man with
Thanhouser, assistant director with Paramount and World, has joined the selling force of Goldwyn, attached to the

New York

is

the

first

exchange. Mr. Wood says he
salesman with studio experi-

ence to go on the road.

Bert Ennis

111

Again

The renowned

publicity expert, Bert
Ennis of S. L. Pictures, has been confined to his home for the past week or
two with a recrudescence of the "flu."

Kennedy

Serial

Ready

"The Carter Case," the Craig Kennedy serial featuring Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh, will be published March 17.

—
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By

mini

seems the "Big Four" have
His full name is Oscar A.

It

J.

their

Price.

The high cost of paging in the Alexandria lobby, Los Angeles, is being investigated by a committee of well known
comedians. Publicity comes high sometimes.

The Chicago Journal prints a review
of a picture called "A Touch of Life."
Hadn't heard of it before, although we
have suffered many touches in life. Must

R.

M.

mi

liiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiNiil

i

iiiiiiimiiiuim

miinii

iiiiimminiiiiiiiili:

the other day by a person who
want to blow $2 on the DeWolf
Hopper show if he could see it all in the
film for two bits.
Our advice was not
to miss the pic.

'Ole"

didn't

California wants to make it a criminal
offense to have "hold out" crowds in
theatre lobbies.
It's easy to see those
legislators never felt the thrill of satisfaction that chases up and down a
showman's spine when these rare occasions come along.

Jim
says'

After viewing a performance

Hatton

play,

"The Squab Farm,"

of the
a New

York newspaper

sent a correspondent to
the coast to look into the morals of the
film colony. The "squab expert" reports
that the driven snow is no purer.

We

serial,

Corbett,

star

exhibitors

used

get

to

together

It is reported all the tailors of Detroit
turned out to see Harry Garson's film,

"The Unpardonable Sin."
Detroit it will be shown

If it "fits" in
in

New York

Universal

the

of

"The Midnight Man," says not

only are

press agents

but they
are dangerous liars and to protect himhelf he has to turn press agent himself
all

liars,

So have

in self-defense.
P. A.'s.

a

care,

you

we have

wireless phones, do
you suppose the hello girls will have the
nerve to tell us that the air is busy?
that

The

and hold expositions and "shake down
the
manufacturers," says one
trade
paper, and the well known manufacturers
charged the cost of such affairs to advertising which was added to the cost of
films, says an exhibitor reader, which
about evened up the score.

and Chicago.

Clara Joel "will be
seen in support of Elmo Lincoln, having
deserted the stage for the camera."
Thought she was with S-L Pictures.
How about it, "Virginia"?

Now

Well, anyway, President Wilson is giving the news weekly boys a lot of "copy"
for their screen extras.
_

be an exclusive review.

Same paper

furnish everything but the audience
even a neatly lettered "S. R. O." sign.

were asked which was "The Better

No, Miss Swanson, "The Better 'Ole"
was not written by a Swede, it is not a
Swede's play, and was not named after
the mayor of Seattle.

Gertrude Atherton says "the movies
get worse every day."
She sold the
rights to her book, "The Avalanche," to

Famous Players-Lasky

Zukor

is

still

figuring up the

losses on "My Cousin." These poor relations are expensive sometimes.

Yes, dear reader, Rothapfel plans to

week.

According to Channing Pollock, Cosmo
Hamilton "detests the movies." But apparently he doesn't detest the producers'
checks he receives for the screen rights
to his stories.

Harry's
'Tis said

last

Happy

the dynamic
picture producer, is now located at 516
Fifth Avenue. New York, and reports
excellent results to date on his production "W'hom the God Would Destroy."

Harry

L.

Reichenbach,

THOMAS H. INCE
KAY- BEE
WESTERNS
Charles

Ray

"THE CLUE"
Sessue

Hayawaka

"THE RED-SKIN DUEL"
Anna

Little

and

J.

Barney Sherry

"UNDER THE BIG TOP"
Clara Williams

"TRAPPED"
Gladys Brockwell

"STACKED CARDS"
Richard Stanton and Margaret Gibson

"THE GOLDEN TRAIL"
Rhea Mitchell

"THE PHANTOM EXTRA"

FIRST

LUCKY
WESTERNS
THEM NOW
BEE HIVE EXCHANGE
7

ONE EVERY OTHER WEEK

BOOK

CHICACO
MILWAUKEE

INDIANAPOLIS
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'

IS
URE,"

"S

THE EXHIBITOR A MERCHANT?

will be the answer of a lot of readers. "He is an amusement merchant:
Technically it may be true. But
true, too, at first sight.

Sounds

Listen !

Heine

Pickles, Skinner's Satins

and the

Gillette

Safety Razor are staple articles of merchandise.

They are products of known

standing.

The merchant has but to print the name of the product in large enough type, affix his
that people desiring the best in those lines will come to his store to buy them.
They may come today, tomorrow or next week. It is all the same to the merchant.

name

As

as agent and rest content in the knowledge

long as he sells the stuff some time, he can't

lose.

Pretty soft, eh?

Nothing

like the exhibitor job, is it?

Still, the

exhibitor

is

just a

merchant of amusement.

Why

he do the same thing?

cai't

Let's see.

There is no such thing as a "staple brand" of pictures, Stars, directors and stories vary too much for that. Then we can't rely upon
the manufacturer's name to get us the business.
Can we use the star's reputation?
Well, that is better. But he may jump his contract and go over to our opposition's program next week Rather risky.
And there's another thing.
We've got to sell this picture today!
We've got another one coming tomorrow and we have to get this one out of the way and work on that one It's going to hustle us,
too.

And

that isn't

We've got

to

picture in town,

all.

convince "the

we have

to

man

make him

We

in the street" that lie wants to see this picture.
believe that he will not be happy until he has seen

not only have to

make him

think

it

is the best

it.

we've got to do the same thing tomorrow, the next day, end every day thereafter until we sell out, close up or die.
Considerable prospect, isn't it?
No wonder the exhibitor is always a busy man. No wonder he wants to throw a film salesman oi.t of the lobby every time one of
them comes into sight. No wonder he is often grouchy.
Obviously, the thing .cannot be done according to the outline of the above. It would kill a man in no time to keep up the pace that
plan would call for.
There ought to be a better way.

And

There

A

is

a better way.

The big

the public.

it

factor in the difficulty of the

exhibitor as a merchant

is

sells

personality,

his

as

opportunity.

the fact that

he has no stock in trade. He has a store
That is, nothing
but nothing to sell.
permanent. He deals in perishables only.
Such is the conclusion which must
be drawn.
But why not create a stock in trade?
It can be done.
It has been done.
Since it is impracticable to approach,
convince and sell each individual customer each and every day, let us sell
them something that they may keep.
The successful exhibitor is the one zvho
I

— Be sure that that style pleases
Third — Remind the public of
at every
Second

Plan That Will Work

reflected

met

N

I

*

3s

*

'

y

n *»

On
*

I

and
Without commenting upon the quality
of the ad as a whole or even upon the
central idea we direct your attention to
the use of "As an idea," the phrase which
has appeared in every bit of publicity
which this theatre has put out since its
opening.
The phrase
the theatre.

house and in his method of putting on his
shozv.

To

use the obvious illustration, that

what Rothapfel

We

haven't

work

all

got

right
is

Rialtos and

Rivolis

direction.

It

is

the

policy

that

There is more to the thing than a
mere catchline.

to

with.

—

characteristic, of

NOT A CATCH LINE

we

But what he did on a big scale we can
all do on a smaller one.
And as we succeed or fail in impressing with our own personality, our own
way of putting on pictures, just so will
we succeed or fail in our business.
First
Put on your pictures with a
style all your own.

now

It is a

will win.

did.

can't all be Rothapfels, because

is

constant reminder to
those who have attended one of their
performances of the style of presentation which is typically the Pantheon's.
It may or may not be the best means
that could have been chosen to bring
home to the reader the personality of
the management, but it is a move in the

his

in

page we reproduce the adPantheon, Lubliner
Trinz's favorite Chicago theatre.
this

vertisement of the

Exhibitors, since the birth of the trade,

You have heard of Pantheon 'As an luea'
Idea'
of Pantheon 'Ai an
Acquaintance with Pantheon 'Ai an Idea'

Soma know

Afford! visual evidence of Quality offerings
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have used a single line in every ad and
in every bit of publicity.
"Follow the crowd."
"The home of the mirror screen."
"Where everybody goes."
These are veterans. They've served
exhibitors the country over. Exhibitors
have traded them about, rebuilt them.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
AN EXHIBITORS MUTUAL POSTER

Retain O. Henry Title
of the O. Henry story "The
Quantity" will be retained
for the screen version by Vitagraph.
Corinne Griffith will be featured. Tom

The

title

Unknown
Mills

directing the picture.

is

Lytell's

SE55UE HAYAKAWA
A HEART IN
HA'a'OtfTH PiCTUK.'

- TSURI

AOKI

Stone to

PAWN

CORPORATION

them

printed

in various

fancy letterings

mean nothing. Their use toreally more harmful than bene-

day

is

stamps the exhibitor as unorig-

It

ficial.

old fashioned.
after a little time, will be
found true of any catchline or slogan
adopted as thoughtlessly and with as
inal,

The same,

real purpose.
idea," the Pantheons contribution will not wear out.
Of what use
It will not be copied.
itselt
would it be to copy a line which in
little

"As an

means nothing?

What

be tempted?
"As an idea" means

exhibitor would

the
scannew reader. Coming upon it in hisreader
ning of the newspaper, the casual
It suggests
gets no definite message.
something. But it tells nothing.
Pantheon ^opIt suggests that the
some idea
erated upon a basis born of

new,
does not

which
It

how

is

it is

nothing to

different.

First, of course, comes the necessity
of having a really individual show. That
exhibitor must think
is a matter each
out for himself. It must be original. It

must be unique.

Then

utilize,
cut,

acteristic

it is

.

nor
tell what that idea is,
ot
carried out in the operation

The result is one of two things. him a
The reader carries away with
or may not
curiosity. The curiosity may
going to the Pantheon.
cannot be claimed
If he does not go, it
in the ad kept
that the use of the line
gone
him away. He would not have
result in his

go, either then or at any
curiosity or from
later date, from that
the line.
any other motive, he will recall
the
He will give especial attention to
management of the theatre.
customer from
If it pleases him he is a

^iThe' does

that, he
that time on. Further than
'in on the sea certain sense of being
inquiscret" When a friend comments
Pantheon s ads,
itively upon one of the
something to
and a line which leaves
that excites
the imagination is the kind
explain
comment, he is glad to be able to
is
is
is

not only a customer.
a business builder.
for the
a walking advertisement

theatre.

So much for the Pantheon.
Now, how about your theatre?
Have you anything in your

Three productions in as many weeks,
all of which the scenarios were furnished by Clara S. Beranger, have been
scheduled by World Pictures.
The first of the three is "The Unveiling Hand," which has been announced
It stars Kitty Gordon.
for March 10th.
The second is on the World list for
publication March 17, and is called "The
Hand Invisible." Montagu Love is the
star

ot the

same method
sort "We can't all use the
value.
or none of them will be of
paper
That is true. If every ad in the
individualcontained some such line, the
The advantage of
gone.
would be
dissimilarity would be lost.
But there are other methods.
ity

the

of

production.

The

third

is

"Hit or Miss," starring Carlyle BlackIt is scheduled for March 24.
well.
Miss Beranger, it was announced this
week, is to do at least one continuity a
month for Famous Players-Lasky. She
is now busy on "The Firing Line," by
Robert W. Chambers, for that organization.

Ince Engages New
Players for Paramount

Tom

Lloyd Hughes has been
Thomas H. Ince on a long

work

that they
have signed contracts which give them
the distribution of eight pictures to be
made during the coming twelve months
bv Lewis S. Stone.

Singer

Now Manager

HOLTVILLE,

CAL.— Frank R. Jones
of El Centro, who formerly appeared at
the Arcade theatre as singer, has purchased the playhouse and will act as
manager.

Closed Four Months

signed

by

contract

to

Star theatre of
for business again February 15, after being closed since early
this city
last

opened

October when the influenza epidemic

started.

Pathe Back in Portland
PORTLAND, ORE.— Pathe
open an exchange

in this city

is

to re-

which was

closed some time ago when an office was
opened in Seattle. B. J. Sperry, manager,
will have seven assistants.

Band Purchases Theatre
GRISWOLD, IA.— The

Griswold band

has purchased the Strand theatre and will
conduct a motion picture show, the
profits of which will go towards financing
their organization.

Pictures in Schools

GUYNION, TEX.— The

senior

class

has presented the high school with a
motion picture machine.

pictures produced by

Paramount

in

Series

ELSTON, PA.—The

for

Mr. Ince at his new Culver City studio.
Mr. Hughes is only 21, comes from Bisbee,
Ariz., and has been attending Polytechnic
in Los Angeles. Mr. Ince saw him doing a
bit of atmosphere in a picture and was so
impressed by his work that Jie makes his
pictures shortly as
for Enid Bennett.
William Conklin, who has appeared in
many motion pictures in leading and character parts, has also been signed by Mr.
Ince and among others under contract to
appear in Ince pictures for Paramount are

debut

publicity

which exerts such an effect?
Don't say if you have nothing

it.

Beranger Scenarios on
World March Schedule

feels

He
He
He

worth

,

the theatre.

the line.

form, type, display a charphraseology, outline, any

of the factors that go into the making of
an ad, to express your individuality.
It will take ingenuity.
It can be done.

But

Make

World Pictures announce

Pawn," Sessue HayakaivaN
One of the unique twenty-tour sheets used for "A Heart in warm,
luminous yellow
latest produetion. The figures are in black against a

until they

Next Picture

Bert Lytell's next picture is based upon
two of the Boyle tales, "Boston Blackie's
Mary" and "Fred, the Count," which appeared in recent issues of the Red Book.
Finis Fox made the scenario and John
Ince will direct the production.

leading

in

Paramount

man

Douglas MacLean, Doris Lee and Otto
Hoffman. W. G. Gilmour has been made
studio

superintendent at the

plant.
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Thomas

Ince

SESSUE
i

HAYAKAWA

Pathetic Scene from the RobertsonCole Picture, "Hearts in Pawn"

—

—

—
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

The Squaw Man, De

American
When

Man

Rides Alone, with William Russell Great. Best picture we
have had. Make more like it. Big busiLewis & Brisco, Princess Theness.
General patronage.
atre, Elwood, Mo.
When a Man Rides Alone, with William Russell. Drew big business. Rusa

—

—

—

—

good bet always.

a

sell

Arcade Theatre,

— Leo

Paducah,

F. Keiler,

Ky.

— Mixed

patronage.

Money

Isn't Everything, with MargaStar
Very good picture.

—
— Lewis & Brisco, Princess Theatre,
Elwood, Ind. — General patronage.
All the World to Nothing, with William Russell — Fine picture. Russell draws
well. — Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre,
Paducah, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
fine.

Artcraft

—

Shark Monroe, with William

S.

atre,

like

patronage.

Bound in Morocco, with Douglas
banks About 3,500 feet of good

—
—A.

FairFair-

We

paid tax on five
reels.
D. Stanchfield, Rae Theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

banks material.

—

for New, Demille Special
nights.
Good house both
Play took well. Chas. B. Dean,

Old Wives
Showed two
nights.

—

—

Empress Theatre, Leeds, N. D. Small
town patronage.
Bound in Morocco, with Douglas Fairbanks. Good.
Advise to book a good

—

—

two-reel subject with it. P. K. Anton,
Royal Theatre, New Castle, Ind.
Mixed patronage.

The Danger Mark, with

—A

— C.

Elsie Fergupicture with merit in all details.

M. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre,
Lead, S. D. Mixed patronage.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks

—

Fairbanks always gets the crowds. Picture O. K. Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime
Theatre, Itasca, Tex. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.
Selfish Yates, with William S. HartAction too slow.
Scenery fine.
Business fair. S. C. Vale, Dennison, O.
General patronage.
M'Liss, with Mary Pickford Excellent.
Our patrons enjoyed this one.
Subtitles very funny.
Clay H. Powers,
Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—This

a Griffith

went over good

Good music

New

production

for us two days.
P. K. Anton,
Mixed
Castle, Ind.

will help

Royal Theatre,

it.

—

—

patronage.
onmmMBBimiiiiiiiianiHmiiiiiii iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiimmiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifniinttu^

Report Dep't. Helps
On Booking Films
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Rose of the World, with Elsie Fergu-

— Production

very good.

Story very
M. KelS. D.

—

Star no favorite here. C.
Homestake Theatre, Lead,
Mixed patronage.

poor.
logg,

The Great Love, a
Not up to standard

Welsh, Star Theatre,
—
La. — Colored patronage.
S.

Griffith

The Greatest Thing

in Life, with DorGish and Robert Harron Extraordinary attraction. A positive cleanup for the exhibitor who puts it over

—

othy

Ran

it

at

advanced

—

prices.

S.

O. sign both nights. M. H. Carey,
Majestic Theatre, Willmar, Minn. General patronage.
Say, Young Fellow, with Douglas
Fairbanks Pleased capacity business.
R.

—

—

Many

favorable remarks from patrons.
D. Stanchfield, Rae Theatre, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

41

Shreveport,

with Ruth Clifford
Clifford at her best.
Brisco, Princess Theatre, ElGirl,

Miss

Lewis &
wood, Mo.

— General

patronage.

Come Through,

with Herbert Rawlinson This is a very good picture and
will please at regular admission prices.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic Theatre,
Marmarth, N. D. Middle class patron-

—

isbury

— Good

picture.

Audience well
Theatre, Ozark, Ark.
ery.

—

Sal-

Excellent scenpleased. Joyland
Mixed patronage.

—

Playthings, with
Fritzi
Star not good.
power. A.
Widaman,
S.
Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

Very poor.

—

Brunette

No drawing
Centennial

My Unmarried Wife, with Carmel
Myers Do not know if the picture was
good or not, as was not able to get any
sense out of it. Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime Theatre, Itasca, Tex. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.
Beans, with Edith Roberts A good
melodrama with lots of comedy. Ben
L. Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
Smashing Through, with Herbert
Rawlinson Star fine. Drew well. Picture good.
Lots of action. Will F.
Krahn, Lorin Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.

—

—

—

production

Star Theatre, Gibsonburg, O.
Middle class patronage.

right.

The Cabaret

— Good.

—

Exhibitors Mutual

for Griffith.— D. B.

Follett,

—A.

The Eagle, with Monroe Salisbury
Good story. Star always gets business.

—

Bussey, Idaho.

son

—

age.

That Devil, Batease, with Monroe

§

helps us a great deal in reaching
decisions on what pictures to
book.

—

—

age.

Your department,
Picture Did for Me,"

the

—

—
j

appreciate your magazine

very much.

—

—

j

To

I

Free, with Edith Roberts— Star
Picture just fair.
No drawing
power. Will F. Krahn, Lorin Theatre,
Berkeley, Cal. Suburban patronage.
All Night, with Carmel Myers Fair
comedy drama.
Cairns,
Bandbox
J.
Theatre, Detroit, Mich. Mixed patron-

Set
good.

J.

The Great Love,

Hart

last.

—

age.
-

Bluebird

it

—

I

— Unusually good. Has a great punch
— E. L. Franck, Oasis Theat the
Ajo, Okla. — Border mining town.
The Great Love, a Griffith production
—Three days at top prices, put on
Pleased
a circus, symphony orchestra.
and got the money. — Ben L. Morris,.
Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O. — General

Bill

it.

—

Fisher

rita

son

Mille Special
heavy.
Charge extra
and play for double your usual run. You
can't go wrong.
C. A. Krause, Empress
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best class of
patronage.
Private Peat, with Private Harold
Peat Most all our regular patrons disappointed. Those who seldom come except to pictures of the kind were satisfied.
Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime Theatre, Itasca, Tex.
Small town patron-

— Get

Impossible
Susan,
with
Margarita
Fisher Splendid picture.
Pleased all.
C. A. Rollins, Wigwam Theatre, Sheffield, 111.
General patronage.

—

—

—

A Game
The

of Wits, with Gail Kane
picture, though old, pleased every

—

who saw it. Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime Theatre, Itasca, Tex. Small town
patronage.
The Richest Girl, with Ann Murdock
Say, if Mutual had a heart they would
have taken this attempt at a picture and
touched a match to it instead of releasing it. C. A. Rollins, Wigwam Theatre.
Sheffield, 111.
General patronage.
one

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
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The Richest

—This

Girl,

with

Ann Murdock

did not please.
I consider
poor picture. A. C. Klug, Empress

—

Zumbrota,

atre,

Minn.

— Rural

it

a

The-

patron-

age.

A

Square Deal, with Margarita Fisher
Enjoyed by every one. Star a drawcard.
Luedke Sisters, Columbia
ing
Theatre, Keno, Wis.

—

—

First National
Daughter of Destiny, with Olga Petrova A good picture. Pleased my pa-

A

—

B. Follett, Star Theatre, GibO. Middle class patronage.

trons.— D.
sonburg,

—

John

with

Raffles,
picture.

— Leo

Barrymore — Fine

Keiler,

F.

— Mixed

Arcade

The-

patronage.
Tempered Steel, with Mine. Petrova
Nothing to get excited about, but pleased
two nights. Ben L. Morris, Olympic
Theatre, Bellaire, O. General patron-

Paducah, Ky.

atre,

—

—

age.

Wonderful production.

Star wonderful.

C. Vale, Pictorium Theatre,
son, O.
Mixed patronage.
S.

—

We

Denni-

Should Worry, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. A good picture.
The
Lee kids are starting to draw business
for me.
F. J. Gruber, Temple Theatre,
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

General
The

—

fine

—

town patronage.

Open

with Jack Gardner
Northwestern.
Lots of action.
Gardner is fine. Clay H. Powers,
Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. GenPlaces,

Excellent

—

—

eral patronage.

A

Pair of Sixes, with Taylor Holmes.
farce comedy.
One of the best
we have found. E. L. Franck, Oasis
Theatre,
Ajo,
Okla. Border
mining

— Fine

—

—

camp.

A

Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin
Roars of laughter all the way.
Raymond Pifer, Pifer's Opera House,
Virginia City, Nev. General patronage.
Great.

Sadie Goes to Heaven, with Baby McDelightful picture.
Little star

Allister.

—

—

—

—

—

Lee.

—A

—

most

clever

comedy

The kids' acting great. Cut the
sob-sister stuff.
Get the laughs. And
the exhibitors can get the patrons.

drama.

C.

M.

Lead,

The

Kellogg, Homestake Theatre,
D. Mixed patronage.
Caillaux Case.
Fox special.

S.

—

like

it.

— Fred

G. Wright, Dreamland
Linton, Ind. General patron-

Theatre,

—

Joan of Plattsburg, with Mabel NorVery good, but did not draw as

mand

—

—

as
—Just
make

to

—

—

—

pleased audience. W. D. Martin,
Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

The Face in the Dark, with
Marsh This pleased a very large

—

—

Mae
audi-

Mae is a favorite here. A. C.
Klug, Empress Theatre, Zumbrota, Minn.
Rural patronage.
Laughing Bill Hyde, with William
Rogers Dandy picture, but did not
draw. Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre,
Paducah, Ky. Mixed patronage.
ence.

—

—
—

—

erine

—

The Face in the Dark, with Mae
Marsh Excellent.
Fine business and

—

—

—
—

entertaining as it is possia clean picture.
Madge
and Tom Moore are there in this one.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

—

E. K. Lincoln
Fair picture.
Played it
too late. Did not draw. E. L. Franck,
Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Okla. Border mining town.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy
Best Kennedy picture that I've ran.
Pleased all that saw it. Give us more

well

with Evelyn
fair.
Picture
Nesbit Business good.
Lacks pep. S. C. Vale, Dennison, O.
General patronage.
The Plunderer, with William Farnum
Very good. Would have been better if
man in support had not played so much
Clay H. Powers, Strand
of star's part.
Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
Peg o' the Pirates, with Peggy Hyland- Star is good, but the picture is
poor. It is like a fairy tale and did not
give satisfaction. F. J. Gruber, Temple
East Jordan, Mich.— Mixed
Theatre,
patronage.
Rough and Ready, with William Farnum A good picture, but not as good
Will please.
as "Heart of a Lion."
Harold Daspit, Atherton Theatre, Kentwood, La. Small town patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand
Star very good.
Star well cast, with
good support.
My patrons convulsed
with laughter at situations and captions.
C. M. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre,
Lead, S. D. Mixed patronage.
Swat the Spy, with Jane and Katherine Lee The play is one continuous
laugh from the start to finish. J. T.
Marshall, Colonial Theatre, Big Rapids,
Mich. Mixed patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William
Farnum This picture pleased.
One of the best we have shown. J. L.
Meyers, Liberty Theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
Small town patronage.
Doing Their Bit, with Jane and Kath-

—
—

—

ble

Fox
Woman Who Gave,

—

picture and

The Danger Game, with Madge Ken-

—

—

—

nedy

—

—

Madge Kengood business,
but not up to Miss Kennedy's standard.
W. D. Martin, Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
For the Freedom of the World, with
Fair Pretender, with

— Good

—

The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln Better than "Tarzan of the
Capacity business. D. B. FolApes."
Star Theatre, Gibsonburg, O.
lett,
Middle class patronage.
The

The

well as it should with such a cast. J.
Marshall,
T.
Colonial
Theatre,
Big
Rapids. Mich. Mixed patronage.

Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo LinWill repeat
coln Turned them away.
same. J. T. Marshall, Colonial Theatre,
Big Rapids, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

Mixed patronage.

age.

—

—
—

—

—

of
Farrar's
best
pictures.
Leo
F.
Keiler, Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky.

nedy

Gift O' Gab, with Jack Gardner—
picture.
Pleased. J. L. Meyers,
Liberty Theatre, Ivesdale, 111. Small

A

—

siasm shown. J. C. LeBell, Family
Theatre,
Portland,
N.
D.— General
patronage.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar One

—

Laughing Bill Hyde, with William
Rogers Played to capacity and everyone seemed pleased. Fred G. Wright,
Dreamland Theatre, Linton, Ind. Gen-

—

a cru-el world and cold for lots of

It's

people.
Take this scene, for instance,
from Metro's "The Way of the Strong."
Anna U. Nilsson is the clinging vine.

—

Clay H.
pleases well.
Dunsmuir,
Theatre,
patronage.

Powers, Strand
Cal.
-General

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Heart of the Sunset, Rex Beach Spe-

—

—

Excellent picture. E. L. Franck,
Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Okla. Border mining town.
cial

—

Goldwyn

Hodkinson

Sinner, with Mary Garden This has a sad ending, therefore I
rate it as zero in entertainment value.
The only poor Goldyn picture I have
played, and have been using them for a
year.
A. C. Klug, Empress Theatre,

Burglar for a Night, with J. Warren
Kerrigan Good mystery story.
Enjoyed by all.
"Glad to see Kerrigan
back" was the chief comment. Majestic
Theatre,
Lexington,
Neb. Small
town patronage.
Three X Gordon, with J. Warren Kerrigan
Best picture of Kerrigan.
Patrons very much pleased.
Book it.
Lewis and Brisco, Princess Theatre, Elwood, Mo. General patronage.

The Splendid

—

—

Zumbrota, Minn.— Rural patronage.
Just for To-Night, with Tom Moore
Clever comedy. Leo F. Keiler, Arcade
Theatre, Paducah, Ky. Mixed patron-

—

—

age.

Back

mand —

to the Woods, with
Fine story. Scenery

—

Mabel Norbackground
C. M. Kel-

great.
You can boost it.
Mixed patronage.
logg, Lead, S. D.

—

—

Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh Another good one. Goldwyn pictures draw
us full houses and pleases them. What
more could you want? C. A. Rollins,
Wigwam Theatre, Sheffield, 111. General patronage.

—

America's

War)

— Too

Answer,
late

to

42

—

(Official

draw.

No

U. S.
enthu-

—

—
—

—

—

The White
scale

Lie, with Bessie Barripicture. Pleased large
Barriscale well liked here. A.

—Very

good

crowd.
C. Klug, Empress Theatre,
Minn. Rural patronage.

—

Zumbrota,

—
Rachel, with Bessie Bar— "Bestofpicture
riscale
she ever made,"
The Heart

was our patrons' comment.

She is truly
a fond favorite with our people.
Will
try and get her new releases.
Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class patronage.

—

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—

Metro
Paradise Garden, with Harold LockGave good satisfaction. H. H.
Billings, Pleasant Hour Theatre, Pine
Island, Minn.
Small town patronage.
A Man's World, with Emily Stevens
Very good and very interesting subject.
Clay H.
Powers, Strand Theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
His Bonded Wife, with Emmy Wehlen.
Star
pleasing
and the picture
good. F. J. Gruber, Temple Theatre,
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.

wood.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

The
Lytell

—

Trail

to

—Very

without
Franck,

Yesterday,

good

much rough

too

Oasis

Western

stuff.

Theatre,

Bert

with

picture.

— E.

Ajo,

L.

Okla.

Border mining town.

—

—

Zumbrota, Minn. Rural patronage.
Red, White and Blue Blood, with
Bushman and Bayne Excellent comedy drama. E. L. Franck, Oasis TheaBorder mining town.
tre, Ajo, Okla.

—

—

—

The Only Road, with Viola Dana.
Picture took well and was well liked.
Marshall, Colonial Theatre, Big
J. T.
Rapids, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

My Own

—This

United States, with Arnold

good picture of its kind,
but I think it should be shown in school
rooms or places of like nature. For enDaly

is

a

—

tertainment it is no good. A. C. Klug,
Empress Theatre, Zumbrota, Minn.
Rural patronage.
The Trail to Yesterday, with Bert Lytell.
One of the best Westerns I ever
ran.
L. A. Hasse, Majestic Theatre,
Mauston, Wis.— Small town patronage.
The Brass Check, with Bushman and
Bayne A very good comedy drama.
H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour Theatre,
Pine Island, Minn. Small town patron-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Resurrection, with Pauline Frederick
Worse than the others we have
run.
No entertainment value in the

— Poor.
whole
Strand

— Clay

reels.

five

H.

Powers,

—

Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Secret Garden, with Lila Lee
My people all liked this respecting the
star.
Personally, the story is weak.
Mrs. Lon
Bacon, Pastime Theatre,
Itasca, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

Her

Toys of Fate, with Nazimova Very
good picture, but drew only a small
crowd. A. C. Klug, Empress Theatre,

—

C. A. Krause, Empress
in such as this.
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best class of
patronage.
Sandy, with Jack Pickford A story
suitable for Jack and liked by all his
fans.
P. K. Anton, Royal Theatre, New
Mixed patronage.
Castle, Ind.

Final Reckoning, with Pauline
Frederick Fine production.
A high
class picture.
Weather bad. Business
fair.
S.
C. Vale, Dennison, O.— General patronage.

—

—

Her Country First, with Vivian Martin
Weak. They called it silly. Fair

—

business.

— W.

F.

Krahn, Lorin Theatre,

Pleased patrons. S.
Jamison, Rex Theatre, Ontonagon,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—

Pathe

—

—

—
—

—

Firefly of France, with Wallace
extra fine war picture that will
please.
little different from the rest.
Loefholz Bros., Auditorium Theatre,
Cuba City, Wis. Middle class patronage.

A

—

with Ethel Clayton.
Star is good card and this is fair
in
interest.
C.
A.
Krause, Empress
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best class of
patronage.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish
A credit to the star and producer. A
few complained that it did not follow
the story.
Otherwise an A. No. 1 production.
P. R. Matson, Crystal Theatre,
Flandreau, S D. General patronage.

—

Girl,

—

—

—Story

Photography bad.
Picture not
strong enough to boost. J. Schainburg,
American Theatre, Davenport, la.
The Border Raiders, with George Larkin
Very poor production. A. S. Widaman, Centennial Theatre, Warsau, Ind.

—

—

—

The

Recoil, with William Courtenay
extra fine Secret Service picture.
Loeffholz Bros., Auditorium Theatre,
Cuba City, Wis. Middle class patron-

An

—

—An

The Mystery

Gaby Deslys

Infatuation, with
fair.

The

—

—

Innocent, with Fannie Ward. Good,
but we
have run better. Loeffholz
Bros., Auditorium Theatre, Cuba City,
Wis. Middle class patronage.
Winning Grandma, with Baby Marie
Osborne Baby Marie at her best.
Work of little Sambo sure did please
audience. Mrs.
Lizzie
E.
Ohming,
Dreamland Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
Mixed patronage.

age.

Berkeley, Cal.

Reid

—

drew big crowd.
A.

—

—

His Father's Son, with Charles Ray
Old picture, but advertised it big and

Select

The Safety

Curtain, with Norma Talmadge. Star and story good. Business
above average. E. D. Prigmore, Idle
Hour Theatre, Charleston, Miss. Mixed

—

—

—

patronage.
Her Great Chance, with Alice Brady
Not the best Brady has done, but a good
production. A. S. Widaman, Centennial
Theatre, Warsau, Ind.
The Secret of the Storm Country, with
Norma Talmadge Very old, but a very
good picture. E. L. Franck, Oasis
Theatre, Ajo, Okla. Mining town.

—

—

The Burden

—

—

of

Davies Star not
other Select stars.

From

—

with Marion
same class with
Did not draw at all.

Proof,
in

class of pictures

made

so far will

age.

NORMA'S A TWENTIETH CENTURY GIRL

of Beatrice, with May
picture.
Drew only fair.

The Winning
Allison

— Great

—

Appealed to all who saw it. Luedke
Sisters, Columbia Theatre, Keno, Wis.

Paramount

—

Viviette,
with Vivian Martin Fair
story.
Has a queer ending. Clay H.
Powers, Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

— General

patronage.

Tyrant Fear, with Dorothy Dalton
Very good snow scenes in the North
Woods. Acting perfect. Also a good
drawing card. —-A. J. Hill, Glen Theatre,
2852 Armitage avenue, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Seven Swans, with Marguerite
Clark A fine picture for children and
enjoyed by grown-ups too. Took well
here.
Chas. B. Dean, Empress Theatre, Leeds, N. D.
Small town patron-

—
—

—

age.

Love's Conquest, with Lina Cavaliera

Nothing but a film with a picture on it.
Star not a drawing card. Clay H. Powers, Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

General patronage.

Naughty, Naughty, with Enid Bennett
picture that went over with my pa-

—A

trons better than 90 per cent of the comWhy not have more? C.
M. Kellogg, Homestake Theatre, Lead,
S. D.
Mixed patronage.

edy dramas.

—

—

The Hope

Chest, with Dorothy Gish
It delighted.
Dorothy
Gish will certainly draw if they keep her

—Very

good.

In

"The Probation Wife" Miss Tnlmadfre
Seleet press aprent awNiireN

iin

to study the cook hook, although the
she really knows a Kreat deal

lias

about the enllnary art
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—

—

—
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—

never draw. Leo
Theatre, Paducah,

F.

Keiler,

Ky.

—Mixed

Arcade

a double role

patron-

ing.

age.

Cuba

tre,

Good Night Paul, with Constance
madge It is such pictures as this

Talthat
are rapidly bringing this star to the
front.
Each one of Constance Talmadge's productions gives us an increase in business. P. R. Matson, Crystal Theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
General
patronage.

—

—

—

Magda, with Clara Kimball Young
Extra good production. D. B. Follett,
Star Theatre, Gibsonburg, O. Middle

—

class patronage.

The

—
Brady— Excel-

Knife, with Alice
lent.
Gripping.
Ran with a Sunshine
comedy which packed the house to ca-

— Clay

H. Powers, Strand TheaDunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

pacity.
tre,

—

Her Only Way, with Norma Talmadge

— Fine picture. Business good.— Fred
G. Wright, Dreamland Theatre, Linton,
Ind. — General patronage.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young — Star has suffered a slump
in attractive powers
this have contributed

and pictures

and

— Loeffholz

City,

keep you guessAuditorium TheaMiddle class pat-

will

it

Bros.,

Wis.

—

ronage.

The Pretender, with William Desmond — Very enjoyable. — Mrs. Lon BaPastime Theatre,
Small town patronage.

con,

Tex.

Itasca,

—

—

banks.

— Poorest

tures.
Too
to keep up

the

of

many jumps

Fairbanks

—

Atherton
Small town patronage.

Fighting Back, with William

—A

Desmond

mighty good one.
dance

as

hall

Claire Anderson,
makes a hit. All

girl,

—

Roy Stewart

good. R. E. Kimmy,
Pastime Theatre, Merryville, La. Local
patronage.
It's

—

Miss Hoover, with Marguerite
Lon Bacon, Pastime TheaSmall town patronage.
Itasca, Tex.

Little
tre,

— Mrs.

Baird,

—

—

Crystal

Theatre,

Plattonsburg,

Mo. Rural patronage.
High Tide, with Harry

One

Mestayer

of the poorest Triangle pictures we
have run. Mrs. Lizzie E. Ohming,
Dreamland Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.
Middle class patronage.

—

—

Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart
This splendid Western made one press

—

O. K. Raymond Pifer,
Pifer's Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.
General patronage.
sheet good.

It's

Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart
extra good Western. Stewart plays

An

—Cleveland,

O.

— Better

la.

—

—

—

Rosalind at Redgate, with Ruth Stonehouse Poorest picture
I've
run in
months. Did fair business on account of

—

B. Stine, Gem
——Mining town.

popularity of the book.
Theatre, Clinton, Ind.

J.

Vanity Pool, with Mary MacLaren
You won't go wrong on this one. It

ROBERT ANDERSEN
Famed

as "Monsieur Cuckoo" in D. W. Grif"Hearts of the World," Who Will
Appear In "Fires of Faith," the
Famous Players-Lasky Salvation Army Film.

pleased.

— W.

—

—

—

D. Martin, Badger TheaWis. Small town pat-

—

Craving, with Francis Ford
Boost this strong as a novelty. Most
remarkable photographic work I ever

ronage.

saw on

The Law of the Great Northwest, with
Margery Wilson Toggle-jointed, crude

Theatre,

Did please a few unruly kids.
Raymond Pifer, Pifer's Opera House,
Virginia City, Nevada. General patron-

Dean

—

affair.

—

Decides, with Roy Stewart
lots say it was best picture they ever saw. J. L. Stapp, Lyceum Theatre, Platton City, Mo. High
class patronage.
Little

Red

Had

—

The

Neillsville,

— Good.

—

here.
C. E. Waughop,
Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn. Small
town patronage.
The Talk of the Town, with Dorothy
Phillips
Real business on this and it
held a big audience from start to finish.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

was well received

age.

Clark

—

Brazen Beauty, with Priscilla Dean
Excellent acting, story and settings. J.
C. LeBell, Family Theatre, Portland, N.
D. General patronage.

tre,

Silent Rider, with

111.

Mary MacLaren A good
Well acted and satisfying to a
audience. J. J. Harwood, Na-

—

fith's

this.

H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,

Madison street, Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

Three Mounted Men, with Harry
Carey A fairly good western. Business
satisfactory.
J.
H. McDonald, Strand
Theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.

Good Night

The
Book

— Charles

2844

—

Roses, with Magood production.
Theatre, Gibsonpatronage.

Triangle

us.

Theatre, Milford,

patronage.

—

—

—

S.

—

The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean Plenty of rough stuff and action.
Title ought to bring them in. It did for

Roped, with Harry Carey Fine picOne of the best I have run. Good
crowd.
Bad weather. Everyone more
than pleased. A. M.
Leitch,
Roval

this.

Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur
picture if your patrons like war
pictures.
G. A. Duncan, Lyric Theatre,
Carlisle, Ky.
Good class of patronage.

Universal

ture.

— P.
— Everyone well pleased with
K. Anton, Royal Theatre, New Castle,
Ind. — Mixed patronage.
The Safety Curtain, with Norma Talmadge — A very good picture indeed.
Kellogg.
Pleased
everyone. — M.
C
Homestake Theatre, Lead,
D. — Mixed

The
Good

—

critical

Alice Brady

ronage.

—

tional
Theatre,
class patronage.

like

—
Paul, with Constance TalStory pleased
madge. — Star popular.
large crowd. — E. D. Prigmore, Idle Hour
Theatre, Charleston, Miss. — Mixed pat-

—

Bread, with

—

—

Heiress for a Day, with Olive Thomas
This will make a hit with almost any
kind of an audience
Extra good comHarold Daspit, Atherton Theatre,
edy.
Kentwood, La. Small town patronage.

story.

D. B. Follett, Star Theatre,
Gibsonburg, O. Middle class patronage.

—

—

pic-

the picture
with it. Harold Daspit,
Theatre,
Kentwood, La.

—

Cecelia of the Pink
rion Davies A fairly
D. B. Follett, Star
burg, O. Middle class

Good.

in

to

Her Great Chance, with

with William Desmond
Lots of action.
Business fair.
Due to flu scare. Mrs. Lizzie E. Ohming, Dreamland Theatre, Michigan City,
Ind.
Middle class patronage.
Life,

Double Trouble, with Douglas Fair-

The Easiest Way, with Clara Kimball
Young — A good production. Capacity

—

—

Wild

—

Love's Pay Day, with Rosemary Theby Picture good.
Box office value
good.— A. J. Hill, Glen Theatre, 2852
Armitage avenue, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

her decline.
C. A. Krause, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best class of patronage.

business.

but better than average entertainmentHarold Daspit, Atherton Theatre, Kentwood, La. Small town patronage.

—

—

A

B. Stine, Gem
— —Mining
town.

the screen. J.
Clinton, Ind.

Wife With a Past, with

— Good

—

Priscilla

every way. J. C. LeBell, Family Theatre, Portland, N. D.—
General patronage.
Creaking Stairs, with Mary MacLaren
Did fair business though Mary is no
drawing card here. I consider this her
in

—

best
tre,

picture.

Clinton,

B. Stine,
—Ind.—
Mining

Gem

J.

Thea-

town.

Vitagraph

Cactus Crandal, with Roy Stewart
Stewart always goes big. Turned them
away. Fred
Wright,
G.
Dreamland
Theatre, Linton, Ind. General patron-

AH Man, with Harry Morey Regular
program picture. F. J. Gruber, Temple
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed
Theatre,

age.

patronage.

—

—

Mile. Paullette, with Claire Anderson
Miles of smiles. Pleasing to man, woman and child alike. Well acted. Raymond Pifer, Pifer's Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Limousine Life, with Olive Thomas
as amusing as Heiress for a Day,

Not
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—
—

—

The Man

Who

Wouldn't

Tell, with
Secret Service story.
Well acted by star and support.
Business extra good. A. J. Hill,
Glen Theatre, 2852 Armitage avenue,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

Earle Williams

—A splendid

—

—

The Soap

Girl,

with Gladys Leslie

—
——

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
A

good clean

picture.

— R.

Kimmy,

E.

Pastime Theatre, Merryville, La.

Men, with Florence Reed

patronage.

Woman Between Friends, with
Alice
Joyce Good picture, but not
Light business. W. D.
extraordinary.
Martin, Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

A

—

—

—

Within the Law, with Alice JoyceBroke house records in our two years
Second day brought new
of business.
people and had people come again second day to see it again. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha, Neb.— Neighborhood location.
The Other Man, with Harry Morey—
Very good, but they ought to keep

—

Morey out

of

He

"whiskers."

—

pleases

smooth shaven. Clay H. Powers,
Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. Gen-

better

—

eral patronage.

Mar— Fair picture only.—W. D.Wis.—

Moreno

Badger Theatre, Neillsville,
Small town patronage.

tin,

Wild Primrose, with Gladys

Leslie
Star resembles Mary Pickone.
ford so much that many thought it was
Ben. L. Morris, Olympic Theatre,
her.

Good

—

O.

Bellaire,

—

General patronage.

The Adventure Shop, with Corinne
This star never made us any
Griffith

—

money. People do not like her action
and walk. She is far from being a good
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theaactress.
Omaha, Neb.— Neighborhood pattre,

—

ronage.

World

—

—

—

—

—

age.

A

Heart of Gold, with Johnny Hines
dandy little story. Will please all.
World has a nice clean bunch of features
now p. K. Anton, Royal Theatre, New
Castle, Ind. Mixed patronage.
America's Answer (Official Government) Good of the kind, but war pictures are dead. W. D. Martin, Badger
Theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town

A

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.
Bluffer, with June Elvidge— Much
than the usual World picture.
patrons spoke well of it.
Most of
Supporting cast is excellent. Charles
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, 2844 Madi-

The

better

my

son street, Chicago,
patronage.

—

111.

— Neighborhood

By Hook or Crook, with Carlyle
Star
Blackwell Mighty clever story.
has a light comedy role that he plays
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae Theato a finish.
Mixed patrontre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

—
—

—

Pleased all my patrons.
derful picture.
Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre, PaduMixed patronage.
cah, Ky.

—

—
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tournier production— Good. Excellent. — H. H. Wilson,

Sherman Theatre,

High

Sullivan,

Ind.

class patronage.

Hearts of the World, a Griffith production Eighth day in Ann Harbor and
capacity to well pleased audiences. A.
D. Stanchfield, Rae Theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

The Grain

of Dust, with Lillian

Walker

— Poor picture. Nothing good in
Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre, Paducah,
Ky. —Mixed patronage.
Red Blood and Yellow, with G. M.
Anderson— On the whole good. Good
business.
Some flaws in direction and
double exposure rather crude. —
H.
MacDonald,
Strand
Theatre,
Walla
Walla, Wash. — General patronage.
Enlighten Thy Daughter, with an
star cast — A 100 per cent box office attraction.
a picture everybody
should see.
Book
—Loeffholz Bros.,

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in ExhibiHerald and Motography's
tors
"What the Picture Did for Me"
!

department.

Your box

office

is

the

test

of

NOW

Fill in the blank
popularity.
and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn

Chicago.

street,

—

all-

It

Wanted

for Murder, with Elaine Hamfar short of being high
class feature.
Business good first day
with heavy advertising. Balance of run
very poor. J. H. McDonald, Strand

—

—

— Falls

Theatre,

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

Walla Walla, Wash.

The Inn of the Blue Moon, with Doris
Kenyon Great and beautiful. Book it.

—

This

is

quality.

Theatre,
patronage.

cess

— Lewis and
Elwood,

Brisco, Prin-

Mo.

— General

Wives of Men, with Florence Reed
Florence Reed certainly carved a niche

Name

for increased popularity in this wonderful screen play.
The women will certainly go out and talk about it.
You
could hear a pin drop in our house, so
tense was the interest. Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield Theatre, 2844 Madison street,

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

—

Chicago,

111.

—Neighborhood

—

—

of Theatre

age
Title

patronage.

The Lust of the Ages, with Lillian
Walker Poor picture. No one liked it.
Leo F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky. Mixed patronage.

Star

Producer

—

Weather

National Board of Review
Reports
Why I Would Not Marry (Fox) — En-

How

Advertised

Competition

tertainment value, fair; story, insignificant;
coherence of narrative, loose;
acting, fair; photography, good; technical
handling, fair; scenic setting, adequate;

Admission Prices

moral

Remarks

effect, fair.

The Hell Cat (Goldwyn)— Entertainvalue, fair; story, fair; atmospheric
good; scenic setting, good; acting,
fair; technical handling, fair; coherence
photography,
narrative,
adequate;
of
good; as a whole, fair.
value,

—

is

Auditorium Theatre, Cuba City, Wis.
Middle class patronage.

ment

—

Star

it.

the Nation Fit (Official Government) Very good of the kind, but
exchanges ought to begin to realize that
war pictures are dead. W. D. Martin,
Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis.— Small
town patronage.
T'Other Dear Charmer, with Louise
Huff Pleased capacity Saturday business.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae Theatre,
Ann Harbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

Making

Title

J.

age.

—

What

—

merstein

America's Answer (Official U. S. Government) Good picture, but patrons did
not care much for it. J. L. Meyers, LibSmall town
erty Theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
patronage.
America's Answer (Official Government) Disappointed. Photography fierce.
—Raymond Pifer, Pifer's Opera House,
Virginia City, Nevada. General patron-

.

Wives of
Good picture. Star fine. Support good.
—J. T. Marshall, Colonial Theatre, Big
Rapids, Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Warrior, with Maciste A won-

it.

Right of Possession, with Antonio

By

Specials

— Local

—

Love's Pay Day (Triangle) Entertainment value, fair; atmospheric value,
good; scenic setting, good; acting, fair:
technical handling, fair; coherence of
narrative, fair; photography, good; as a
whole, fair.
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A STAGE PLAY FOR MARGUERITE CLARK

Exhibitors Declare

Drew Comedies Are
Winning Popularity
A

complete follow-up system has been
inaugurated by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation to ascertain the demand on the part of the theatre owner
as well as on the part of the public, for
the new two-reel Drew comedies being published by them.
This plan was tried out on the first
release "Romance and Rings" and consisted of a request to the theatre managers booking that attraction to have
the cashier make a note or tabulation
of all patrons who made any inquiry
concerning the Drew comedies and to
forward such returns to the local Para-

mount exchange.

A tabulation is now being made of the
returns from all first-run houses, and
the surprising result is revealed that
every first-run theatre returns a statement showing that at every performance
inquiry was made at the box office by
a substantial number of patrons with

—

respect to, first "How many reels
the Drew comedy?" and second "Is

—

is
it

new one?"

a

Film Exports to

little Paramount star will next appear in an adaptation of Edward Child*
Carpenter's stage sueeess, "The Three Bears," to be published Mareh 16

The popular

All

Parts of the World
WASHINGTON, D. C—American mopicture films are shown pretty near
over the world, according to the Government's report from the Department of
Commerce. During the month of December, 1918, we exported exposed films to
25 countries, a total of 7,564,658 feet, with
a value of $590,818. Our field for unexposed film, however, is more limited, exports during December being made to but

Me"
A New Fisher Film

"Charge

It to

tion
all

countries and totaling 11,319,525 feet,
with a value of $245,512.
Our greatest market for unexposed film
was France, which took nearly 90 per cent
of the total shipments, while England and
Australia took the largest amounts of exposed film. Mexico appears to be coming
right along as a valuable market, our December exports to that country being ten
feet valued at one dollar.
six

Feminine

Magnate

in Country
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— E. J. Righton, moving-picture magnate of New Zealand, arrived here for the purpose of looking into studio conditions in this country.
Righton owns forty-five theatres in
Zealand, about 85 per cent of the silent
drama houses in that country. He conducts his own exchange and has practically
a monopoly on the business there.
According to Righton, there are few
"legit" theatres on the islands, as there

few large cities, most of the towns
running under 20,000 in population, so that
motion pictures have a field virtually to

are

many

ing

Handle Mix Series
published the first of the
Mix" two-reel series in Indiana

Illinois

March

1.

offer some real
is
a safe guess

will

tion.

a

some of

target of

who favored
"Having

bill in Indiana, made
his brother senators

the blue laws.

aided in making Indiana a parched and barren desert," said
blithely

the senator, "I have viewed unmoved the
distress of my fellow-citizens curing on
the vine, but now I confess that the proposal to restrict the picture shows and
abolish the Bevo filling stations occasion

me some

discomposure.

"Which is more demoralizing to the
public, Theda Bara in 'Cleopatra,' the
plump rotundity of Fatty Arbuckle in a

and motion picbeen engaged by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
appear on the screen in an adaptation
of Robert W. Chambers' popular story,
Castle, dancer

has

star,

Senator Wolfson in rompers and
suede spats chasing a golf ball about the
links on Sunday afternoon? Is the picture
of Douglas Fairbanks kneeling before
Pauline Frederick in a field of golden buttercups and vowing to pay off the mortgage on the old home when he is released from prison any more scandalous
than a group of legislators with suspenders at half mast playing pinochle at
the club? Is there anything more reprehensible in the entire calendar of vice
than the greatest of all indoor sports
where a player draws one card to a
straight open in the middle and bumps
the opener with aces up?"
tion of

Lasky Signs Castle
Irene

ture

Senator Metzger, d uring the discussion

on the Sunday theatre

bathtub, or a glimpse of the south eleva-

Dwight S. Perrin, for more than a year
director of publicity for Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has resigned, effectHe has not made known
ive March 1.
his plans except so far as they involve
a vacation long deferred.

"The Firing Line."

New
Walter

films

are very popular with New Zealand audiences, more than holding their own with
the English pictures, the production of
which have become negligible during the
last year or two.

and

laughs,

It
food for thought.
that the average woman who beholds
the production will inveigle her husband
L. V. Jefferson
into witnessing it also.
furnished the story and continuity and
Roy W. Neill is directing its produc-

themselves.

"Tom

going

an economic phase of married life from
an original angle, and besides afford-

New

Doll-Van

are

Perrin Resigns

New Zealand Film

Righton states that the American

patrons

theatre

to find much to interest them in "Charge
It to Me," a Margarita Fisher feature
now in the making at the American Film
Company studios at Santa Barbara, Cal.,
it is said. This comedy-drama deals with

Senator Turns Laughs
On Hoosier Reformers
During Sunday Debate

Publicity

Brooks,

Coatesville,

Pa.,

ceeded Henry
of

publicist

former manager of
Auditorium, has suc-

MacMahon
for

Davenport Theatre

Man

the

in the position

Educational

Film

Company.

Vote

On Sunday Shows

FOSTORTA, O.— The

citizens of Fostoria probably will be given a chance to
vote for or against Sunday motion picture shows.
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Men

Fight Sunday Closing
DAVENPORT, IA.— Davenport theatre

men

will lead the fight in this state

against the threatened blue laws, which
if passed will close theatres on Sundav
throughout the state of Iowa.
The managers voted to tax themselves
two cents a seat for a fund to fight the
passage of any bill favoring the closing
of the theatres on Sunday. It is declared
such a law would put most of the small
theatres out of business.

CTIN^DLTINWTILM NEWS
The Day
10.
The

Building Campaign

Gains

Momentum

Mystery."

Theatre for
Toronto Williams and
Morley to Build
$200,000

—

Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen of Toronto,
had barely finished their beautiful Bloor
Street theatre in Toronto when they
announced that another large theatre
would be erected by them on St. Clair
avenue, near Dufferin street, Toronto,
to cost $200,000

and

to seat 2,000 people.

This house will have a frontage of 135
feet on St. Clair ave.
Unlike several
houses which the Aliens have recently
opened, the new theatre will have a
bancony and which will hold 500 persons.
The Aliens will carry out a big building campaign throughout Canada during
the year.
Before next January more
than fifteen new theatres will be under
construction in Canada under their direction.
The statement is made that
each of these new theatres will cost from
$125,000 to $300,000 each.
The Aliens are not alone in the theatre
building boom in Canada, however. The

Paramount Theatres Limited, which

is

a subsidiary of Regal Films, Limited, is
fast extending its chain of theatres in

Eastern Canada.

Alexander Pantages,

the Western theatre man, is extending
the scope of his operations to Eastern
Canada. Announcement is made of the
reorganization of Griffin theatre interests
in Canada under the name of Griffin
Enterprises, Limited, for the purpose of
acquiring further houses and of constructing several lew theatres.

Harvey Williams and Rex W. Morley,
two Toronto exhibitors, have arranged
build an 1,800 seat theatre in the
Beach District of Toronto. This house,
which will be started on April 1, will
take in the Peter Pan Theatre at Queen
street East and Waverly road but the
new structure will be easily three times
the size of the old house.
R. Kershaw
has rebuilt and reopened the Osborne
theatre in Winnipeg and the Loew theatre enterprises have started to build
new theatres at London and Ottawa.
The Monarch and Avenue theatres at
Winnipeg are to be reconstructed and
improved and many other theatres
throughout the Dominion are to be rebuilt, replaced or changed.
to

March
Master

etc.

The name Houdini was

Throughout Canada
New

of Days is Monday,
Serial is entitled "The

type on a line by

itself

printed in large

whenever

it

was

used throughout the large advertisement.
The arrangement was not confusing and
the text

was

attractive.

Regal Gets Weekly
Following closely the announcement
that Regal Films, Limited, of Toronto,
would distribute Select Pictures through-

Canada

out

conies

that the Regal

the

company

announcement
will

handle the

Ford Educational monthly throughout
the Dominion. This arrangement started
on March 1. It has been stated that the
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, had arranged for the services of

cameramen
Dominion

various parts
take scenic and
views for the Canadian edition
Ford Educational. The picture
in

to

of the
topical
of the
will be

handled

through all six offices of the
company and a nominal fee of only $1
per booking is made.

Specialty

Makes Record

The Specialty Film Import, Limited,
Canadian Pathe Distributors, Montreal,
created a record in the matter of prints
of a picture for Canadian usage when
twenty-two prints of the 1,000 foot reel
showing the burial of the late Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the great Canadian statesman, were made and rushed to a dozen
different cities of the country within a
few hours after the funeral was held.
This number of prints was exceeded on
only one other occasion in Canada when
thirty-three prints of the Victory Loan
pictures were made for Canadian consumption. That was for a patriotic purhowever.

pose,

ADROIT HANDLING OF
PATRONS COMPLAINTS
DRAWS LARGE CROWDS
Will M. Elliott, manager of the Regent
Theatre Toronto's magnificent do,wntown film house, apparently has the courage of his convictions. After receiving
a rather scorching letter from a patron
regarding the newspaper advertisement
for "The Common Cause" in which exception was taken to the statement that
it was
a picture that would appeal to
Canadians, Manager Elliott exhibited the
letter in the lobby of the Regent along
with several local reviews of the picture.

.'.
.

One statement
lows:— "This

is

the letter was as folnot the kind of adverin.

tisement that appeals to decent intelligent people." Mr. Elliott therefore put
the heading "What Intelligent People
Say" over the reviews in two of the
local newspapers while
"What Some
Silly Ass Says" was the heading over
the complaint.
The Regent played to capacity business all during the week when "The

Common Cause" was ,the attraction and
the theatre also was filled to the limit
three times daily during the week of the
presentation of "Virtuous Wives." During the first week in March ..the' big
attraction was Bert Lytell, the Toronto
actor, in "The Spender."
Plaster Causes Scare
Nearly

a panic was caused at the
Dominion Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, on
Saturday, March 1, when the falling of a
i

small piece of plaster caused an excitto raise the cry of "fire".

able person

There was an immediate rush to the
exits and an alarm was turned in to
fire
headquarters.
The theatre was
crowded with man}' children and they
began a sudden rush to the exits until
halted by attendants and guardians. Not
the slightest trace of fire was found by
the

firemen.

Several patrons sustained

minor bruises during the confusion.

When Manager

Lavoie of the National
Ottawa, Ontario, secured a
second run of "The Common Cause"
the war picture made under the auspices
of the British-Canadian Recruiting Mission in the U. S., immediately after the
feature had had its first local run at
the Imperial Theatre, arrangements were
Theatre,

made

for a special presentation of the
feature at the National Theatre on Sunday, March !). for the benefit of returned

Manager Laurie Uses

soldiers. The latter were admitted without charge for the performance.

Clever Advertising
Manager Archie Laurie

of the Strand
Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, used clever
advertising copy in the Ottawa Journal
to announce the presentation of the first
episode of "The Master Mystery." the
serial in which Houdini is starred.
The first big line in the advertisement

was "The Day" and this was followed
by the statement that "In the History of
Motion Pictures the Day of Days has
Come Motion Picture Fans who see

—

the

Houdini Serial

will

have their day.

Midland Theatre Burns
The motion

picture theatre at Midwas totally destroyed by
on Saturday, March 1, from an un-

land, Ontario,
fire

known

moment from the thirteenth
episode of the FrnnclH Ford aerial,

Drnmntlc

"The

Silent

47

Mystery"

cause. The theatre had recently
been remodeled.
It was operated by
A. Bugg.
A portion of the building
was occupied by a drug store which was
also destroyed by the flames.
The loss
is

estimated at $25, 000.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Unique Ad. Pays
The newspaper advertisements for the
New Grand Theatre, Montreal, on Monday, March 3, were unusual in that they
were linked up with a current happening.
It was the first day of the run of "Kiddies in the Ruins," the English special,

and the newspaper ads, announced "Two
big events in Montreal today— One is
General Paul Pau and the other is " 'Kiddies in the Ruins.' "
Another feature
in "Sis Hopkins."
Manager George Rotsky of the New
Grand Theatre was recently married.

Selznick Exploiting
"Upstairs and

CANADIAN BRIEFS
i

1

I

-

„,J

Small has taken over Turner's
at Peterboro, Ontario, and
the house will be continued as a moving
A.

J.

Opera House

picture theatre.

Alexander Pantages, head of the chain
of Pantages Theatres in Western Canada, has organized the Pantages Motion
Picture Company, according to an announcement. Pantages is also extending

operating on Sundays along with all
other theatres of Montreal and suburbs,
the Allen Theatre of Westmount, which
is virtually a part of Montreal, is now
closed on the Sabbath.
This step was
taken voluntarily, it was announced, out
of respect to the wishes of a number
of patrons. The New Grand Theatre, in
Montreal proper, which is operated by
the Allen interests, is operating as usual
on Sundays.

scope of his theatre operations to
Eastern Canada, it has also been officially stated, by the erection of new theatres in Toronto, Montreal and probably
other centers.
That he proposes to
operate a film exchange of his own is
now intimated through the latest announcement.
Wednesdays and Thursdays are now
"bargain days" at the new Garden Theatre, College and Spadina Ave., Toronto.
These were the weak days of the week
with the result that the current program
has been increased to the extent of an

Appeal Tax Assessment

additional five-reel feature.
On March
5 and 6, the bill included Bushman and
Bayne in "A Pair of Cupids" and Roy

the

Theatre Closes Sundays
Although

it

enjoyed the privilege of

The Regent Theatre, Toronto, has
pealed

to

the

Ontario

Railway

ap-

and

Municipal Board for a reduction of the
assessment for the City of Toronto which
was fixed by Judge Winchester. Originally the assessment on this property
stood at $104,000 on the land and $80,000
on the building. The judge reduced the
land assessment to $98,800 and the building assessment to $75,000 but the appellants still contend that the tax valua-

Judgment was

tions are too high.
served by the Board.

senting Canadian

in

"The Devil Dodger," and

a

The Ottawa Valley Amusement Comwill erect a new theatre at Almonte,
Ontario, it has been announced.
The
company has been presenting its picpany
ture

performances

in a public hall at
for several years but it is now
intention to erect a theatre build-

Almonte
the
ing.

Labor Question Up
AUGUSTA,

GA.— Prospects of an
settlement
between theatre
owners and operators are bright.
amicable

Loew Theatre
Lawrence Solman

re-

Stewart
comedy.

at

London

of Toronto,

Loew

repre-

Selznick

Down"

Corporation

Pictures

has
launched a campaign of national advertising for its star Olive Thomas, with
special reference to the first production,
"Upstairs and Down," which has just

been completed under the direction of
Charles Giblyn at the Pacific Coast
studios.

This campaign was begun several
weeks ago, when two electric signs were
installed at Times Square announcing
the forthcoming production.
Another
and still larger installation of the same
sort is being erected on the Godfrey
building, and will be one of the largest
theatrical signs in the world.
Still another contract has just been closed for a
sign in Buffalo facing Lafayette Square,
and this will be illuminated within a
week. Negotiations are under way for

more

still

other

in

of these advertising displays

cities.

The second phase
campaign

of the national ad-

being conducted
throught the fan magazines. Advertisements in photoplay and motion picture
magazines will appear shortly.
vertising

is

William Desmond Back
In Western Film Again
In his newest Jesse D.

Hampton

pro-

"The Prodigal Liar," which will
be published by the Exhibitors' Mutual,
William Desmond's returns to the western country, a locale in which his most
popular screen work has been accomduction,

while the conventional garb of
as commonly regarded in
centers of population has been eliminated in favor of the fuzzy "chaps" of
the cowboy and the sombrero.
plished,

civilization

theatre interests

Hawaii Theatre Burns

and owner of the Royal Alexandra TheaToronto, has officially announced
tre,
that a Loew Theatre will be erected
The
immediately at London, Ontario.
house is to seat 2,500 people, it is declared.
The London house will split
weeks with the new Loew Theatre at
Hamilton, Ontario. The site is at Dundas and Wellington Streets, London.

SPRECKELSVILLE, MAUI, HAWAII — The motion picture theatre at
Camp

1 was destroyed by a fire, believed
have been caused by a lighted cigar
being dropped in the waste basket. The
building was formerly a warehouse of

to

the

Hawaiian Commercial Sugar com-

pany.

To Remodel Theatre
Colleton With Regal

GLOVERSVILLE,

port,

Canadian Pathe distributors,
of the St. John
of Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto.

Ltd.,

become manager

has
office

Exhibitor

eliminations were made by the local censorship board during the past month, in
viewing 515 reels, which included 167

local town council, having recently been
elected to office.

Building operations on the

subjects.

new Loew

Ottawa, the Canadian Capital,
are to be rushed, it is announced so that
the new house will be ready for use
in

early next

fall.

Y.—J. Myer

Few Films Objected To
PORTLAND, ORE.— Only fourteen

Town

Officer
Manager Al Cooper of the Lyceum
Theatre, Huntsville, Ontario, now holds
the distinction of being a member of the

Theatre

N.

Schine, manager of the Hippodrome for
the past two years, has purchased the
building in which his theatre is located
and will remodel the structure so as to
materially increase its seating capacity.

Colleton, formerly manager of the
Toronto office of the Specialty Film ImJ. J.

ELLIOTT DEXTER

Who

appear* In Cecil B. DeAIille's new
Artcraft picture, "For Better,

For Worse."
4*

To Build at Oshkosh
OSHKOSH, WIS.— Mandel Rice,

well
theatre man, is planning to erect a 2,000 seat motion picture
theatre here at a cost of $60,000.

known Milwaukee

Hoyburn Theatre, Evanston,

Starts

Unique Travel Club for Children
With Aid

of Burton

Holmes Films Will Teach

Geography —Prizes Offered
Best Answers

A movement

that promises to

become

scope was launched
this week in Evanston, 111., at the Hoyburn theatre, of which Samuel Atkinson is director. It is to be known as
the Travel Club for Children.
The purpose of the Club is to teach
nation-wide

in

its

of Burton Holmes travel
history,
geography
two
and

for

the opening night of the Travel Club
Picture, March 21.
Replies must be
filed on or before March 26.
If the movement proves successful in
Evanston the Famous Players-Lasky
corporation intends to inaugurate the
same scheme throughout the country.

means

by

films,

pupils

Doll- Van Will Assist
Exhibitors to Adverties

interest in the travel
club, Burton Holmes, of the Famous
Players-Lasky corporation, is offering
sixteen prizes to the school children of

Doll-Van Film Corporation is
one of the few state right companies
which maintain a department of adver-

Evanston.

tising

studies often
to master.

To

found

for

difficult

stimulate

Prizes for Children

These prizes
pupils

who

Hoyburn

fill

be awarded to the
out and return to the

will

theatre,

the

best

swers to ten questions on
shown.

of aneach picture
set

The first Burton Holmes travel picture will be "Glorious Versailles" and
the questions embrace various features
to be found in the travel film, such as
"For whom was the palace of Ver"What did it cost," etc.
sailles built?"
These points will be embodied in the
film.

prizes are unique. The first prize
class, of which there are three.
B and C, consists of a motion picture
portrait of the winning child showing
him in school, at play and at home.
Class A includes children between the
ages of 10 and 12; Class B, from 12 to
14 years, and Class C from 14 to 16
years of age. Friday, April 4, has been
chosen as the date for showing the
picture of the winning child at the Hoyburn theatre.

The

in

each

A

Second Prize Awards

The second prize will be 52 tickets,
admitting bearer to 52 Friday performances at the Hoyburn, on which days
Burton Holmes Little Journeys will be
shown. These prizes will be given with
the compliments of Samuel Atkinson,
manager
will

of the

Hoyburn

theatre.

There

be three second prizes.

The

third prizes (of which there will
in each class) will consist of a
photogravure of Burton Holmes, auto-

be ten

graphed by Mr. Holmes.
Blanks upon which the questions are
printed and space for the children's answers are being distributed by the
various schools.
Burton Holmes will
personally address the children upon

The

men who

devise advertising aids

on their various

for the exhibitors
tures.

pic-

Whenever the Doll-Van Film Corporation closes a contract for a picture,
these men immediately start working on
a complete advertising service for the
exhibitor.
Art advertisements are conceived and
Plain cuts
electrotypes are then made.
for use in connection with readers are
devised, and a variety of original press
stories are written. After all of the different styles of advertising are gotten
out a publicity bulletin is published
which contains the whole campaign and
gives clear instructions for the use of
all the matter contained therein.

Rice Succeeds Mack
Universal Exchange
Tarkington

Baker, general publicity
Universal Film Mfg.
Company, has appointed Harry Rice
publicity manager of the Universal exchange, Chicago, to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Irving
director

of

the

Mack on March

8.

has had experience along
line,
having promoted publicity
this
He hancampaigns for several films.
dled the advertising and publicity work

Mr.

for

Rice

the

Obey?"

successful

He was

feature "Should She
also a member of the

Chicago American staff, from which pogoes to Universal.

sition he

Drews Complete Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew completed
"Squared," the Paramount-Drew comedy
on which they were working in Chicago
before ending their engagement at the
Woods Theatre and starting on a long
road tour.

Motion Picture Is
Guide to Children,
Declares Professor
Speaker Before Commission
Says Theatres Have
Big Influence
That motion pictures have a more important influence on the growing child
than the church is the opinion of Prof.
Ernest W. Burgess, teacher of sociology
at the University of Chicago, who reported to the Chicago council censorship
commission the results of observations
made by 237 teachers of the fourth, sixth,
eighth and some high school grades of
the effect motion pictures have

on

chil-

dren.

He

said of the 100,000 children tested

over 50 per cent were vitally affected by
the motion picture.
"Parents of today are confronted with
a different child welfare problem than
.

by our forefathers," said Pro"The average child is
more influenced by the motion picture
than by the church, and it is the parents'
duty to see that children are kept from
that faced

fessor Burgess.

seeing harmful pictures."
Dr. Fred Z. Zapffee, reputed neurologist, advised that children be permitted
to go to theatres only once a week and
that the show be not longer than one

hour and a half. He said modern pictures cause children to become irritable,
nervous, excitable and that of the 500,000 who visit the theatres weekly over
40 per cent visit the theatres at least
three times a week.
Chairman Timothy D. Hurley and the
other members of the commission expressed surprise at the statistics.

Exhibitors' Supply

Has

Enlarged Quarters Again
Compelled

by constantly increasing
business to seek larger quarters, the Exhibitors' Supply Company has leased the
entire second floor of the Famous Players-Lasky building, 845 South Wabash
avenue, covering 4,000 square feet, and
will have their general office and sales
there.
The Chicago sales office,
however, will continue to be located at
407-8 Mailers building.
Organized four years ago, the company has had a remarkable growth due
to the enterprise of Messrs. Dutton,
Douglas and Lincoln. It was started in
the Peoples' Gas building with only 300
office

square feet of floor space in July, 1915.
took 600 square feet in the Mailers
building the following May, and then
doubled its space in the Mailers building in January, 1917.

The Same Policy In New Form-Independent And Dependable Reviews
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CHICAGO NOTES
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By

J. S.

MacH
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visitor

to

Louisville
a

recent

the local office.

H. Holah, manager of the Omaha
First National office, spent a wee visit
here, telling Chi how they get 'em out
there.
Oh yes, he is a member of the
famous Holah film family.

Meyer Silverman

arrived in the
city to arrange affairs on behalf of the
"Fit to Win" film, endorsed by the
Provost Marshal General of the U. S. A.
Back in Pittsburgh Meyer tells us it's
going like a forest fire.

Even
Little

that "cute"

just

film palace, the

little

World Theater, on West Ranweek-run
Been playing Nazimova in "Out

dolph

street, is getting in the

class.

nun

giiiuiiiuiuiii

Goldberg,
manager
National office, was

Lee
First

Fog" week
hear you can't do
of the

of

March

5.

Still

we

it.

niiiiiiiuiiii
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H. H. Friedman, of Keokuk, Iowa, is
busy digging up the dirt for a new theater to go up in Springfield, 111.

Our

carrier

erection of a
ville,

to

111.,

pigeon

unit reports the
for Edwardsthe Rialto.

new theater
be known as

At

the Warrington theater of
breathes again under the banner of filmdom.
understand H. H.
last

Oak Park

We

Goldson

the directing genius.

is

Apropos

SERVICE HINT

a real

to all

exchange managers. In case any
of the boys showing signs of ennui, slip
'em a dime and chase them to that wonlocal

der

show

State

Hammonds, the
way out south on
They must hear that

place of the

Vendome

theater,

street.

"Phoenix breakdown" originated by an
orchestra that is second to none. It will
anything.

Aaron J. Jones leaves for Los Angeles
March 17 for a two-weeks' stay. Please
hurry back A. J.
Every absentee is a
vote for prohibition.

Lee Herz,

of the Silee

Film Exchange,

is all lit up with "The Profiteer" smiles
and the next breath he slips us the info
he has just closed for two more big
ones. Have a heart, Lee. Leave a little

for the rest of us.

Uffenheimer and S. Katzenbach, of
American theater of Terre Haute,
Ind.,
beat the Hoosier state out of
March 5 by looking old Chi over. Come
S.

the

again boys, always glad to have a chat
with our neighbors.

John Jones is a recent addition to the
Central Film Company's sales force.
Best wishes, Jack.

G. W. Puttinger reports the sale of
his Grand theater at Centralia, Illinois,
Hall.
to Griffin

Al Rosenthal was discovered, accompanied by "Rabbi" Paul Smith hopping
What's up Al?
a flyer for Indianapolis.

erection

Aw

come

on, let us all listen.

&

of

his new
to be

ham, Illinois,
pheum.

theater

known

at Effingas the Or-

terrible going.

Harry Weiss leaves March 10
two weeks' romp in the South.

thing imaginable
fussed if you
stare at it too long. Yep, only ten days
mean that hirsute dash below
old.
the dearest

little

all

We

the nostrils.

Mueller, of Rock Island, 111.;
Sarantas, of the Family theater,
Elkhart, Ind.: Mearle Eastburn, of the
Star theater, Watseka, 111.; and Charles
Pahler, of the Abingdon theater, AbingCarl

Pete

111.,

Nalional
Pete

were

the

rehabilitated

at the City Club last
night the following officers were

Friday

Clyde W. Eckhart, president;
Aiken, vice-president; Frank B.
Rogers, treasurer; Cress E. Smith, secretary.
Several matters of local importance were discussed, among them
being city Ordinance requiring the reelected:

Fred

C.

moval

of all

exchanges from the "loop."

order takes effect in May, 1920,
and already plans are being made by the
big film companies to comply.

George Levine, for the past two years
and a half a member of the Universal
Film Exchange sales force, has resigned.
Mr. Levine has become a salesman for
the Celebrated Players Film Corporation.
George is regarded as one of the
best short subject film salesmen in the
city and there is no doubt that he will

make good with

Celebrated.

Among the screen notables in our
midst last week were Mae Marsh, with
her husband, Louis Lee Armes, and
Madge Kennedy, with hers, Harold Bolster,

who

is

now

a

Wall

street broker,

having deserted the film game a couple
of months ago. The Armes stopped out
on Buena avenue with Mr. Armes' siswhile the Bolsters spent the week
taking in the various stage attractions.
ter,

Backed Into Theatres
Charles Sevrinski, 9 years old, who for
weeks has been annoying Chicago theatre owners by mingling with the crowd
leaving picture shows and walking in
backwards, was picked up by the police
and sent to the parental scheol.

While in Kansas City Make Your

A.

for a
'Tis

the

Westgate Hotel
200 Rooms
200 Baths
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

said,
he recently purchased (or borrowed) an armful of auto guides, so it
seems like he might be on an automo-

bile jaunt.

Some one

Walt Spoor, of the Academy theater
of Waukegan, reports a record run for
"Hearts of the World." week of Feb. 24.

don

of

Home at

Zelikow of the Broadway theater
at Waukegan,
111.,
has been stricken
with the "flu" and is seriously ill.

It's

At a meeting
F-I-L-M Club held

George Karras has now completed the

"Yes, everything is fine," breezes Ed
Mordue of Pathe. Fren wife refuses to
stay ill any longer. Glad to hear it, Ed.
That Thompson "chow" must have been

and Cress Smith gets

Madison, Wis., in which he says he is
breaking all records for the Bee Hive
film concern, whom he is now representing in Wisconsin.

This

CURE

W. Van Gelder has resigned from the
Pathe sales department. Van has surely
been an old timer by right of residence
with this wide awake exchange.

•

visitors to the local First

office.

Schaefer

surely
looked
like
optimism itself the other day seated at
the big round table in the Winter Garden.
That lawn tennis, as played in
Florida, must be
wonder worker
a
Come on P. J., most of it was "porch
golf."
Are we right?"

told us the "boys" were
delve into the mysteries of
Big "Vita" Salter and
polite pugilism.

about

to

"Schrapnel"

Mordue ought

to

make

a

Will their respective managers please get in touch with Smiley
Corbett or Ed Smith and have this
properly arranged.

good

starter.

Among

the film notables that were
around the Universal Film Exchange during the past week were Jerry
Abrams, of New York: J. F. Frisch, of
Des Moines; Curly Culvert, of Omaha:
James Bryson, manager of Universal
exchange, Minneapolis; and Henry Berman, general sales manager of Uni-

seen

versale

New York

office.

A. L. Silverman, the well known purveyor of celluloid, drops us a note from

50

Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Capture Thief After
Downtown Theatre

Sydney Garret Gets
"Virtuous Men" Film
For Foreign Countries

Is

Robbed at Cleveland
CLEVELAND, OHIO— One man was
and

shot

fatally

wounded when

An

extensive advertising and exploitacampaign has been inaugurated by
Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank

two

tion

armed thugs held up the Strand theatre
Cleveland and robbed the cashier of
receipts $99.23.
After an exciting
chase through the downtown streets one
robber was captured.
The robbery occurred March 1 at the
supper hour. The Strand is located at
East Ninth and Prospect avenues in the
in

Brockliss, Inc., in the interests of "Vir-

—

the

tuous Men," the

Mr.

who

fired

tion,

Houdini makes another escape. An episode from "The Master Mystery" serial
produced for Octagon Films, Inc.

Des Moines Letter

per hour.
*

*

died at

Camo

week.

Taylor, Ky., of pneumonia
Before joining the army he

was engaged with his father in the management of the theatre. He had a host
of friends who were shocked to hear of
his death.

*

*

*

The Sundav opening

law.

sponsored

by the Ohio State Screen League, which
is planned to legalize Sunday motion picture performances, is making good progress since it was introduced in the Ohio

House of Representatives.
The bill was referred to the cities committee, which body will make a report
which

decide whether it will be
voted on or not by March 15.
The committee held hearings on the
bill the week of March 2. at which Fred
Desberg and Henry Lustig, Cleveland
attorneys and theatre owners, argued its
will

merits.
*

Winslow Pope

*

of

*

Plaza theatre,
Sanduskv. Ohio, has severed his connections with the Schade theatre interests
there and is now connected with the Star
the

its publicity man.
Mr. Pope has been manager of the
Plaza for nearly two years and had
charge of the Lyceum since last Septem-

theatre as

ber.

Associates of Mr. Pone nlan to build
a large new theatre in Sandusky soon.
*

*

*

Ed Cohn, Cleveland film man, has purchased the Lincoln theatre on the west
Ed

savs everybody is giviner bim
the laugh, but he will show them iust
like he did with two or three o'ther
houses he bought. Frank Greenwald. his
partner, also in the business of setting
juice out of lemons, savs he is looking
for another like the Troy, which he
bought a month ago.
side.

by Messrs. Sawyer and

A

in

it

is

said.

behalf of the picture in all countries
exclusive of the United States and
Canada. This advertising will be closely
co-ordinated with the material which
has been used to exploit "Virtuous Men"
by the producers. A series of beautiful
color inserts, the work of famous artists, published in the Exhibitors' Herald
will be distributed abroad, in addition to
a specially prepared series of publicity
stories suited for foreign consumption.
•

"Once

Claude Marcus, son of Max Marcus,
owner of the U. S. Theatre. Cleveland,
last

exclusive

K. Lincoln

in

was the

*

the
E.

Impressed with the out-of-the-ordinary qualities of the first S-L offering,
Garrett immediately outlined an advertising campaign, which he will execute

The chase extended five blocks until
one of the robbers, James Marco, 19, ran
into an apartment house and took refuge
in a room.
Policeman Herman Berhendt
followed and captured him.
Cleveland has for several months been

were broken into at night. Managers
were taking unusual precautions when
the ticket booths contained large amounts
of money, but they had no idea that a
robbery would be attempted at the sup-

the

the foreign film markets.
private showing of "Virtuous Men" in
semi-finished form was given for the
benefit of Garrett recently, at which time
he enthusiastically endorsed the produc-

Charles Meyers

experiencing a wave of crime, btit this
first time a large theatre had
been robbed. Previously the American
and National theatres, small houses,

distribute

feature sponsoied

abdomen.

in the

to

Lubin

section and the streets were
black with people. Several who saw the
at the pursuers, hitting

Ralph Ince film

holds

Garrett

rights

downtown

robbery pursued the crooks,

initial

attraction.

DES MOINES, IOWA— Ottumwa

is

have a new picture house to be opened
May 1, owned by Morris Lince. The
building is being remodeled at a cost of
$40,000 and will have a seating capacity
of 700. It is planned to have a symphony

to Every Man"
Is in Great Demand

The Frohman Amusement Company
closing of several contracts

to

report

orchestra.

on their special "Once to Every Man."
The following contracts were signed
within
the
past week, Greater New
York,
Long Isiand and Westchester
County to Merritt Film Exchange of

Morris

Lince

has sold the Princess
to D. Baker, formerly owner of the Rex, who will remodel the building and put it in first class
theatre at

Ottumwa

condition.
District

Manager

Universal spent the
boosting the new

Goldman of
week in Des Moines
serial,
"The Red
S.

J.

the

New York city; New England states to
the Major Films, Inc., of Boston; Michiigan, to Arthur S. Hyman Attractions of
Detroit; Northern New York and Northern New Jersey, to Nathan Hirsch of
New York

city;

Delaware, Maryland and

District of Columbia, Virginia and North
Carolina to the Super-Film Attractions
South Carolina,
of Washington. D. C.
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee to W. E. Drummond of Knoxville.
;

Glove."

Jack Cohen, formerly road man for
Pathe in Iowa, who has completed his
service in the army, is covering the
northern part of the state for Universal.
Manager Day of the Palace advertised
"The Eleventh Commandment" by suspending over the sidewalk a painting of
a lar'ge bible with these words across
the page, "Ladies, do you know what is
the eleventh

commandment?"

Paul H. Tessier is the new manager
of the Pathe exchange at Des Moines.

He was

formerly assistant manager for
Pathe at Cleveland.
L. A. Sheridan, formerly manager of
Pathe at Des Moines, has accepted the
management of a rug cleaning compound

company.
M. J. Frish, manager of the Universal
office here, has returned from a sales
meeting at Chicago.

Texas Exhibitor Moves
C. G. Frame has disposed of the Pastime Theatre at Miami, Texas, and purchased a new house at Claude, Texas.
51

Produce White Stories
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The

Great
Authors Pictures, Inc., has leased a part
of the Robert Brunton studios and will
produce several stories by Maj. Stewart
Edward White, who recently returned
from France.

New Theatre

for

Sharon

SHARON, PA.— Options

have been
secured by local business men on a large
piece of property here, upon which will
be erected a 2,000 seat playhouse at a
cost of $150,000.

Cutting "Marrying Mary"
Marion Davies having finished "Marrying Mary." which Director Alan Dwan
is now cutting, will rest next week prior
to beginning
studios on a

work at the Backer-Bacon
new production.

jendarofprogrampublicatiq;
—"Too Many Millions,"
—
—"Good-Bye,
"String Beans,"
Mystery
—
— "The
"Quicksand,
Miss Hoover."
—
— "The Hope
Chest"

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

8
16

{Available at Pathe Exchanges.)

28
88
22
89
39

five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
five
reels, with William Russell.
in a Hurry,"

"Eves of Julia Deep,"

"Money
"Hobbs

MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING
five

Still

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
final

five reels,
five reels,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

CORP.

fire reels.
Billie

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

2
2
9
9

9

2

2

9

16

23
23

—
—

Jan.
Feb.

— "Sporting Life,"
—
Women,"
16—"False Faces,"

Dec

88

Dec

Billie

Girl

'80
4

Dee.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

89

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reels,
Elinor Field.
"They Did and They Didn't," two reels, with Elinor Field.
"Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
'Some Mother." two reels, with Elinor Field.
"Easy Payments," one reel.
to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Merely Marrying Mary," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
"Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field. _
"The
System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"The Door Between," one reel.
"His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
"The
of a Maid," one reel.

in

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6—

—
—
2 — "How
9—
16—
23 —
—
Wigwam
9—
16 —
23 —
Way
12
26

2

6

17—
84—

1—
8—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

seven reels.
seven reels.
five reels.

1

"Little

S

Tropic Melting Pot," one reel.
'Black Feet and Flat Heads," one reel.
'Bad Men and Good Scenery," one reel.
'Peaks, Parks and Pines," one reel.
'A Maori Romance," one reel.

6—' "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles," one
12— "Geesers and Geysers," one reel.
19—' 'Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."

Dec

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

Dec.
Dec.

Dec
Dec
an.

an.
eb.

Apr.

five reels,

—
—
—
8—
15— "Squaw Man,"
Hart
16— "Branding Broadway."
with William
6— "Out of the Shadow,'
with Pauline Frederick.
12— "Under the Top,"
Fred
Stone.
with
19— "His Parisian Wife,"
Ferguson.
with
19— "Here Comes the Bride,"
with John Barrymore.
—
26 "The Romance of Happy Valley,"
26— "Don't Change Your Husband,
DeMille.
2— "Breed of Men,"
Hart.
with William
2 — "Alias Mike Moran,"
with Wallace Reid.
1

1

May

reels,

Ian.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

S.

five reels,
Mar.
Mar. 9 "Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9 "The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16 "The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 26— "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)

—
—

Oct
Oct

five reels, with Wallace Reid
five reels, with Lila Lee.
five reels, with Enid Bennett.
five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
five reels, with Billie Burke.
five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
five reel*, with Vivian Martin.
five reels, with Enid Bennett

from Funeral Range,"

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Dec

1

Little

—

i

VICTORY PICTURES

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Say So," five reels, with George Walsh.
"Treat 'Em Rough," five reels, with Tom Mix.
19—' 'The Call of the Soul," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
2—' 'Luck and Pluck," five reels, with George Walsh.
18
"Hell Roarin' Reform," five reels, with Tom Mix.
2—' 'The Forbidden Room," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
16—' 'Never Say Quit," five reels, with George Walsh.
30—' 'Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
13—' 'Pitfalls of New York." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
27—' 'Help Help! Police!'' five reels, with George Walsh.

"The Strange Woman,"
"I'll

I

EXCEL PICTURES

—
Pirate,"
a
— "Such
"When Do We Eat?''
—"The
"The Gypsy Trail,"
—
Make-Believe Wife,"
—
"Woman's Weapons,"
—
"A
Daughter of Old South."
—
Smiles,"
—"Mlrandy
"Fuss and Feathers,"

18
18
17
IT
84
84
84

20

1
Dec.
Dec. 16
29
Dec.
Jan. 26
9
Feb.
Feb. 23

PARAMOUNT
6— "The Man

five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, All Star Cast.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song," five .reels, with Theda Bara.

to

—"Buchanan's Wife,"
with Virginia Pearson.
—
with Peggy Hyland.
the Act,"
"Caught
—
with Madlaine Traverse.
"The Danger Zone,"
— "The
with Peggy Hyland.
with No Regrets,"
—
with Virginia Pearson.
"The Love Auction,"
—
with Jane and Katherine Lee.
"Smiles,"
with Madlaine Traverse.
9 — "Gambling
Souls,"
—

—

Oct.

—"The She-Devil,"
Forget,"
15— "I Want
29— "For Freedom,"
12— "The Light,"
26— "Woman! Woman
9 — "Every Mother's Son,"
23 — "The Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
9
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
—
1

t

Dec.
Dec.

six reels, all star cast.
S.
five reels,
1
five reels,
five reels,
Elsie
five reels,
five reels,
Griffith Special.
five

Stitch,

"East Lynn with Variations."
— Sennett,
"Love."
— Arbuckle,
9— Sennett. "The Village Smithy."
16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg, ''Beresford of Barboons."
2

STANDARD PICTURES

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

with Wm. S. Hart.
"My Cousin," five reels, with Enrico Caruso.
"Under the Greenwood Tree," five reels with Elsie Ferguson.
"Arizona," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
"Greatest Thing in Life," Griffith Special.

Nov. 17

9

23

reel.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Border Wireless,"

*

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

2—' 'Doing the Dells."
9—' 'A Bit of God's Country."
16—' "Out Wyoming Way."

5— "The

1

2
2

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Oct.

—
Impropaganda."
—
Flagg,
Day Out."
Sennett, "Cupid
—
Stagg, "One Every Minute."
—
—
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
Tailors."
— Sennett, "Rip &

19
26

BIG. TIMELY PICTURES
"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

Dec 16—' 'Vacation Land," one reel.
Dec 29— "High and Hungry," one reel.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— Sennett.
Flagg, "Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."
18
"Never Too Old."

FOX FILM CORPORATION

OCT-DOOR SUBJECTS

—"A

Clark.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

reel.

.

Clark.

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

five

STRAND COMEDIES
1

Lila

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Cavalieri.
Girl
five reels,
five reels,
a Girl," five reels,
five reels,
in Full," five reels,
Girl," five reels,
five reels,
Billie
Lila
five reels,
five reels,
a Girl," five reels
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
five

—"Keep Smiling,"the one
8— "The
Box," one
16— "The Tale of a Hat," one
— "Are Brunettes False"? one
Oct.'
Nov. 18— "Just Home Made," one
Dec.
— "Dan Cupid, M. D„" one with
—
Dec. 23 "Beans for Two," two
—

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Wash-

in

reels.

Mar.
Mar.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

reels,

s

Affiliated,

Man

burn.
—
"Out of the Shadow,"
with Pauline Frdeerick.
—
"Jane Goes a-Wboing."
with Vivian Martin.
12— "The Secret Garden/'
with
Lec
19— "The Du>» "
with Wallace Reid.
26— "Venus
the East"
with Bryant Washburn.
— "Hard Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
—
"Happy Though Married,"
with Enid Bennett
—"Mrs.
Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,"
with Margaret
— "Two Brides,"
with Lina
—
"The
Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16 — "You Never Saw Such
with Vivian Martin.
23— "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
23 — "Paid
with Pauline Frederick.
28— "The Winning
Mason.
—"Good Gracious, Annabelle," with Shirley
with
Burke.
—
"Puppy Love,"
with
Lee.
— "The Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
16— "Three Men and
with Marguerite
—
6

— "The Daredevil."
with Gail Kane.
"Cannibals of the South Seas,"
—
Martin Johnson
Rhodes.
with
"The Girl of My Dreams,"
—
—
Small Voice "
with Henry B. Walthall.
"And a
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"All of a Sudden Norma,
—
with Wm. Desmond.
a Funny Proposition,"
—"Life's
"Bonds of Honor,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
—
with
Rhodes.
"Hoop-La,"
—
Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart
—"The
"Trick of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
with
Henry B. WalthalL
"Long Lane's Turning,"
—
Prodigal Liar,"
with William Desmond.
—"The
with All Star Cast.
"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart in Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "The Lamb and the Lion,"
Rhodes.
with

17

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

"Little

89— "The Way

"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.

EXHIBITORS'

five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Bill," five reel*, with Shirley Mason.
five reels, with Charles Ray.
Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
five reela, with Dorothy Gish.
of a
with a Maid," five reels, with Bryant

Mar.
Mar. 23
Apr.

Nov.
Nov.

52

6

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

in

Girl

five

reels,

in

five reels,
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with Albert Ray.

"The Rebellious Bride,"

—"Married

in

Haste,"

17— "Fan Fan."
26— "Ali Baba and

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
the Forty Thieves."

EXHIBITORS HERA L D AND MOTOGRAPHY
FORT PITT THEATRE

THE GREAT NINE SERIES
"Fighting Blood."
— William Farnum"The Serpent."
6— Theda Bara
12 — "Regeneration."
Law."
— William Farnum "TheTwoBroken
Flags."
86—Theda Bara
— "Infidelity" (Dr."Under
Rameau).
9— Valeska Suratt
"The Soul of Broadway."
1«—Theda Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
28 — William Farnum
"Hoodman Blind."
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
16— "The Fatal Marriage."
89— "The Son of a Hun."
12 —Tom Mix
"Hearts and Saddles."
16— "Oh, What a Knight."
9 —Tom Mix
"A Roman Cowboy."
28— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret."
28— "Money Talks."
23 — "His Musical Sneeze," two
with Tom Mix.
9 — "Six-Cylinder Love," two
—
29

Dec.
!an.

in

The

Italian

Battlefroat,"

in

an.
an.
an.
eb.

19

"No Children Wanted," five reels.
Miss Mischief Maker." five reels.
"Little Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels.

in

"The Locked Heart,*'

in

in

Dec.
Dec.

in

Jan.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.

five reeU.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

reels.
reels,
reels, with

Tom
and Jerry," two
— "Tom
"The House of Terrible Scandal," two
— "A
Bell-Hop's
Secret,"
two
Lady

6

20

May

4

"Our Bridge of Ships," two

a Fox Farm," one reel.

RANCHO SERIES

Mix.

(All Two-Reel Drama*.)
'lp the shadow of the Rockies."
•Where the Sun Sets Red."

reels.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOON*

AMERICAN RED CROSS
"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one reel.
"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave." one reel.
"The Helping Hand of Sicily." one reel.

"Doggone Tough Luck."
—"Landing
an Heiress."
Gas."
16— "S.000 Miles on a Gallon
28 — "The Pousse Cafe."
—
"Fireman, Save My Child."
—
— "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
26

RAINBOW COMEDIES

8

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

9.—"The Bearded Lady."

"How She Hated Men," one

of

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.

"Hoovenzing," one

'Parson Pepp," one reeL
'Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

reel.

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
BROADWAY STAR FEATURE

"Hearts of Love " six

"The Married Virgin," seven

reels.
reels.
reels.

split reel.

Dec

reel.

Dec.
Dec.

CLOVER COMEDIES

Dec
Ian.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

"A Widow's

Camouflage," one reel.
"Love's Lucky Day," one reel.
"Oh! the Women/ one reel.

FILMS, INC.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

reels.

EBONY COMEDIES
"Some Baby," one reel.
"Good Luck In Old Clothes," one reel.
"When You Hit. Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.
"Fixing the Faker," one reel.
"When You're Scared, Run," one

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,
reels.

COSMOFOTOFILM
AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS.

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

five reels,
reels,

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,
five reels,

reels

five reels,
five reels,

reels.

reels.

18— "What Uncle Sam
20— "The Truth About

27—"Hang

Do for Two Cents."
the Liberty Motor."

Will

—
the Seven Seas."
Old Glory
— "Carrying
"Canada's Mountain of Tears."
—"Where
'The
That Won' Was Born."
It

All I"

8

10
17

to

84— "Rough

Spirit
Stuff."

CAPITOL COMEDIES

—
Pair of Pink Pajamas," two
—"A
"Proposing
two
16—'The
Fish," two
89—"Poor Innocent," two
18 — "You Know What
Mean," two
26— "The Big Idea."
7 — "Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."

reels.

Bill,"

1

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

reels.
reels.
reels.

Jelly

I

INC.

reels.

"GO-GET-'EM" POTTS SERIES

drama.

•"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-tl."

five

six

Inc.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.
reels.

reels,

to

Nov. 17

"Bunco Billy," two reels."
"BUJy in Harness," two reels
"Bombs and Bull," two reels.

"Her Moment," seven

1

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

"Camille," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maeiste," six reels.
"Monster of Fate."'

"Hypocrites," six
"I Believe." six

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,

"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood " six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.

Bolsheviki," five reels.

two

five reels,
five reels,

Bill

"The Manx-Man," seven
reel.

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM COHP

"Billie in Society,"

—
with Tom Moore.
"Just for Tonight,"
—
with Madge Kennedy.
Kingdom of Youth,"
—"The
Hyde," with Will Rogers.
"Laughing
7—
"Hidden Fires."
with Mae Marsh.
17—"Thirty a Week."
with Tom Moore.
84— "A Perfect 86,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
"The Hell Cat,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
8— "A Perfect Lady."
with Madge Kennedy.
—
16 "Too Fat
Fight,"
with Frank Mclntrye.
22— "The Racing Strain,"
with Mae Marsh.
89—"Go West, Young Man."
with Tom Moore.
12 — "Day Dreams,"
with Madge Kennedy.
26— "Shadows,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
2—"The Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsh.
16— "Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
28— "The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Frederick,
20— "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
9 — "The Brand." seven
(Rex Beach Special).
—
23 "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
30— "Spotlight Sadie,"
with Mae Marsh.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS

ESSANAY COMEDIES

Why —the

Turn of • Wheel," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar
"Peck's Bad Girl," five reels, with Mabel Normand.

"For the Freedom of the World," seven

"Slippery Slim's Stratagem," one reel.
"A Snakeville Epidemic," one reel.
"A Hot Time in Snakeville," one reel.
"Snakeville's New Sheriff," one reel.
"Sophie's Birthday Party," one reel.

'

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

split

Caterpillar to Butterfly," one reel.

DUPLEX

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

Oct.

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day,"

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
sept.
9
Sept.
Sept. 16
Sept. 88
Sept. SO

New Job," two
Night Out," two

"The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day,"

reels.

8—
—"The

CHAPLIN COMEDIES

"Shame," seven

Edna Mayo.

with

reels,

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS

HI I K RIDGE DRAMAS—Ned Flnlrj
"The Raiders of Sunset Gap," two reels.
"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere." two reels.

"From

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION

INC.

"Tobin'i Palm," two reels.
"The Rose of Wolfville," two reels
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two reels.

"A

reel.

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

reel.
reel.

"Hit

reel.

"The Camouflage Baby, one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace," one reel.

"William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
— "Out
and In Again," half
—
"A Cow's Husband," half
6 — "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half

"The Tramp," two

reels.

PROGRESSIVE FILM

reels.

Draft Board."
89 — "Throwing the Bull."
6—
"The Lion Tamer."
12— "Here and There."
19 — "The Hula Cabaret."
—

Ian.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

PICTURES

Committee Public Information

22—"The

Dec.
Dec.

WAS

OFFICIAL

in

Mar.

reels.

in

in

S

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

eight

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

— "The
23— "The
—
6
"The
9

New
Potum

Breakfast

of Swat."
MidniRht Alarm "

Food."

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
BENNlSON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny,"

Through Pathe Exchanges.)

(Available

Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

—
Challenge Accepted,"
with Zena Keefe.
— "The
"The Drifters,"
Warren Kerrigan.
with
—
"The
Law
That
Divides,"
with Kathleen
—
"Fighting Through,"
with E. K. Lincoln.
—
"Come
Again
Smith."
with
Warren Kerrigan.
16— "Made
America,
episode of eight one-reel
23 — "The Love Hunger,"
Walker.
with
9 — "The Forfeit,"
with House Peters and Jane Miller.
—
80

reels,

five

J.
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
J.

in

series.

first

reels,

"The End

of the

Game,"

five

Lillian

five
reels,

five

23

Clifford.

with

reels,

J.

—
—
—
—
—
20— "The Divorcee,"
with
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
—
"Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five

3

five

reels,
five reels,,

Ethel fiarrymore.
with May Allison.

five reels, with Edith Storey.
reels, with Hale Hamilton.
five reels, with
Allison.

24 —
May
3 — "Satan Junior,"
with Viola Dana.
10 — "Blind Man's Eyes,"
with Bert Lytell.
17 — "The Way of the Strong,"
with Anna Q.
24 — "That's Good,"
with Hale Hamilton.
31 — "Jeanne of the Gutter,"
with Viola Dana.

"Johnny on the Spot," five
"Peggy Does Her Darndest,"

17

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

SCREEN CLASSICS.

INC..

Mar.
Apr.

— "Her Man," six
— "Infatuation,"
— "Common Clay," seven
27 — "Stars of Glory,"
2

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

INC.

five

and E. K.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

five reels,
five
reels,

o'

1

five

7—
— "The

Oct.
Oct.

Lure of Luxury,"

with Ruth Clifford.'

—
28 — "The Light of Victory,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
30 — "The Sea Flower,"
with Juanita Hansen.
80— "The Cabaret Girl,"
with
Ruth Clifford.
— "The Natures Girl,"
6
with Violet Mesereau.
13 — "The Craving,"
with Francis Ford.
20 — "The Game's Up,"
with Ruth
27 — "Who Will Marry Me?"
with Carmel Meyers.
— "Sue of the South,"
with Edith Roberts.
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
with Fritzi Brunette.
24 — "The Little White Savage,"
Carmel Meyers.

Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

Oct.
Oct.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

with Bessie Love.

with Betty

with

five reels,

—
—

14
"Together," five reels, with Violet Mersereau.
Nov. 18 "Hugon, the Mighty," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Nov. 26 "Dealing with Daphne," five reels, with Priacilla Dean.
Nov. 26— "All Night," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Dec.
9 "Set Free,' five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Dec. 16— "The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.

Nov.

reels,

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Corners," five reels,

— "The Border Raiders,"
Larkin.
— "Milady
the Beanstalk,"
29 — "Dolly's Vacation."
26 — "A Vagabond of France," four
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
5

2
9

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

3

Sept

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Oct.

—
—
—
16—
23 —
29
26

Clifford.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

five

"Carolyn of the

1

8

Sept.

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
22 — "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
17 — "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
15 — "The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
12 — "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
9

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

FEATURES

Lincoln.

Sept.

Nov.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

reels,
six reels,

1

Nov.

Dec

"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"Lven as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

with Elaine Hammerstein.
with Gaby Deslys.
reels, with Fannie Ward.
six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

8

Sept.
Oct.

Oct

five reels, with Jack Abbe.
five reels, with Pauline Starke.
five reels, with Jack Richardson.
five reels, with Claire Anderson.
five reels, with Francis McDonald.
five reels, with William Desmond
five reels, with Belle Bennett.
five reels, with Rosemary Tbeby.
five reels, with William Desmond.
five reels, with Roy Stewart
five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
five reels, with Claire Anderson.
"Wife or Country," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
"Unto the End," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
"Restless Souls," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
"Secret Marriage," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"Child of M'sieu," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
"Breezy Jim," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS

PATHE EXCHANGE,
SPECIAL,

Sept

SPECIALS

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

PATHE

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

— "Mystic Faces,"
—
"The Atom,"
—
22 "Desert Law,"
29 — 'The Grey Parasol,"
6— "Tony America,"
18— "The Pretender,"
17 — "Reckoning Day,"
— "Love's Pay Day,"
24— "Deuce Duncan,
— "The Silent Rider,"
16— "Irish Eyes, "
22— "Crown Jewels,"
—

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.

Dec.

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.

Nilsson.

"Draft 268," seven reels, with Mabel Taliaferro.
"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, the Fall of the Hohenzollerns,"
seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

Sept.

—

8
Sept.
Sept. 16

Lytell.

reels,

Constance Talmadge.

—"The
—

Warren Kerrigan.

Dec 2 "The Testing of Mildren Vane," fiv ereels, with May Allison.
Dec 9 "Hitting the High Spots," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Dec 16—"Sylvia on a Spree, five reels, with Emmy Wehlan.
Dec 28 "The Poor Rich Man," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
Dec. 80 "Her Inspiration," five reels, with May Allison.
6
"The Gold Cure," five reels, with Viola Dana.
Jan.
Jan. 18— "The Spender," five reels, with Bert Lytell.

reels,
five

reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Alice Brady.
five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
five reels, with Marion Davies.
"Children of Banishment," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
World to Live In/* five reels, with Alice Brady.
"The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
—"Experimental Marriage," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Marie, Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.

five reels,

6

20
27
10

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

HODKINSON CORPORATION

W. W.

— "Who Cares,
with
— "Cheating Cheaters,"
—
"The Indestructible Wife,"
— "Romance and Arabella,"
—
— "The Belle of New York,"

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
'^Speedy Meade." five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets, ' five reels, with Louis Bennison.
five reels,

Compson and George

— "Modern Love,"
28—"The Talk of the Town."
— "Fighting for Freedom.
12 — "Three Mounted Men,"
18 — "Kiss or Kill,"
— "Vanity Pool,"
16— "Wild Cat of Paris,"
80— "Danger, Go Slow,"
13 — "After the War,"
27 — "Roped,"
with
10 — "Creaking Stairs,"
24 — "The Wicked Darling,"
—
9

five reels,

Mae Murray.
Dorothy

Phillips.

2

Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24

five reels, with Harry Carey.
five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
five reels, with Mary Maclaren.
five reels, witJi Priscilla Dean.
five reels, with
Murray.
five reels, with Grace Cunard.
five reels,
Harry Carey.
five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with Mae Murray.
"Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Fight for Love," six reels, Special, with Harry Carey.

Mae

—
— "A

with Baby Marie Osborne.
Baby Marie Osborne.

reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

with

six reels, with

6

VITAGRAPH
"By the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

"A

Diplomatic

Mission,"

five

reels,

with

Earle Williams.

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.

PERFECTION PICTURES

"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Hoarded Assets,' five reels, with Harry Morey.
_

m
{ an.

—
10—
7

"Quo Vadis," eight
"Brown of Harvard,"

Kleine,
Selig,

reels.
six reels,

with

Tom Moore

and Hazel

Daly.

Feb.

1— Essanay, "Men Who Have Made

Love

to

Me,"

six reels, with

Mary

MacLane.
Essanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap." six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Jan. 21
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Essanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, 'The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

—

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

—
Great Chance,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Her
"Road Through the Dark,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
"The Heart of Wetona,'
Talmadge.
— "In the Hollow of Her Hand," with Norma
with Alice Brady.
—
"A Lady's Name,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Code of the Yukon,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five

"The Captain's Captain," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
27
"The Enchanted Barn," five reels, with Bessie Love.
8
"The Highest Trump," five reels, with Earle Williams.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

—
—
10 — "Fortune's Child."
with Gladys Leslie.
—
17
"Silent Strength,"
with Harry Morey.
24 — "The Lion and the Mouse" (special — Alice Joyce).
— "The Girl Problem,"
with Corinne
10 — "The Wishing Ring Man."
with Bessie Love.
10 — "From Headquarters," Special,
with Anita Stewart.
with Earle Williams.
17 — "A Gentleman of Quality,"
24 — "Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"
with Gladys Leslie.
with Harry T. Morey.
"Fighting Destiny,"
——"The
7
Cambric Mask,"
with Alice Joyce.
—
14
with Corinne Gri..th.
— "The Unknown Quantity,"
five reels,
five reels,

8

five reels,
five

31

21

"A Yankee

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Princess," five reels, with Bessie

Griffith.

Love.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Oct.
Oct.

Dec
Dec
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.

Dec
Dec
an.
ian.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

7—
— "The
9

»

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

— "The Light
26— "Adele,"
23 — "A Man

14

UMTICD PICTURE THEATRES

Man

5

— "Her

26—

—
80—
—
6
8—
18 —
20—
—
3—
—
10
17 —
24—
8—
10—
17 —
24 —
31 —
28

317

7

Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
Quickening Flame," five reels, with Montagu Love.

21

Appearance of Evil,"

five reels, with June Elvidge.
"The Road to France," five reels, with Carlyle BlackwelL
"Hitting the Trail," 6ve reels, with Carlyle BlackweU.
of Bronze," five reels, with Lewis S. Stoat
"The
"The Zero Horn," five reels, with June Elvidge,
"Just Sylvia," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"The Grough " five reels, with Montagu Love.
'The Love Net," five reels, with Madge Evans.
'The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"What Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castletoa.
"Under Four Flag*," five reels,
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle BlackweU.
"The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two," five reels, with Carlyle BlackweU.
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
"The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"The Hand Invisible, five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle BlackweU.
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.

—
—
Id—
—
18
14

— "The
— "The

Apr.
Apr.

of Western Stars," seven reels, with Dustin
six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.

Farnam.

SERIALS
Wharton, "The Eagle's Eye"
Pathe, "The House of Hate"

Vitagraph, 'The Woman in the Web."
Universal, "The Lion's Claws."
Vitagraph, "A Fight for Millions."
Universal, "The Brass Bullet."
Gaumont, 'The Hand of Vengeance."
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. 'The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Pathe, f'Tbe Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.

—

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION

'The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one

—

'The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
'The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"My Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

"Before Breakfast," one

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
— "Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
— "An
Indian Love Story," one
—
— "A Day With Caranza," one

Jan. 31
Feb.
1
3
Feb.
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb. 24

five reels.

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

CO.

Mar.

"Nine-Tenths of the Law," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Devil's Playground, seven reels.

3

reel.

Is a Mexican," one
— "What
"The Washington Air Patrol,"

"The Marriage Bond,"

"A

reels.

five reels,

with Nat Goodwin.

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

"Enlighten

Thy Daughter," seven

reels.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION
eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

DAVID BERNSTEIN
"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

one

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

REAR STATE FILM COMPANY

Woman,"

— "Five Hundred or Bust."
16—-"Oh, Baby."
—
23
"Good Gracious, Bobby."
30— "You Couldn't Blame Her."
6 — "For Love or Money."
13 — "Salvation Sue."
20— "Four of
Kind."
27 — "Welcome Home."

"Birth," six reels.

9

EXPORT

a

F.

FEIST

with Kitty Gordon.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

reels.

"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-RobertM*
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

'The Frozen Warning,"

five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

"Daughter of Destiny,"

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY
of Eve," seven reels, with

reels,

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

'The Curse

IMPORT FILM COMPANY

FELIX
"Stolen Orders," eight

CLCNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

ft

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."

"Tempered
"Italy's

Enid Markey.

five reels,

Steel," five reels, with

Flaming Front." Italian

Mme. Petrova.
Mme. Petrova.

with

official

war

film.

"Pershing's Crusaders.

"Romance

of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
"The

Gir!

Who

"The Panther Woman,"

Didn't Think," six reels.

five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
six reels, with Anita Stewart.
seven reels.
two reels, with Charles Chaplin.

"Virtuous Wives,"

"Our Teddy,"

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION

The

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

reels.

"The Vigilantes," seven

"Joan the

one

reel.

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY

REX REACH PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Barrier," ten

reel.

reel.

"Sunnyside,"

Chosen Prince," eight

reels.
"The Grain of Dust," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
Romance of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert

"A

FOUR SQUARE PICTURE8

Hall.

"Madame

Sherry," five reels, with Gertrude McCoy.
"The Submarine Eye," seven reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe
"The Cast-Off," five reels, with Bessie barriscale.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
"The Wolf
"Nature

(Robert C. Bruce Scenict)
of the Tetons," one reel.

— Rest

and Motion," one

"Horizon Hunters," one
'The High Horse," one

reel.

"Men."
"A Woman's Experience," seven

reel.
reel.

55

reels,

with

Mary Boland.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FRATERNITY FILMS,

JOHN W. NORLE PRODUCTIONS.

INC.

"Shame,"

"The Devil'* Playground." with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan,"

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION

five reels.

"The Lust of the Ages,"

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES.
"A Mormon Maid,"

six reels, with

F ROHM AN

INC.

INC.
"The Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

Mae Murray.

AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Hand of Fate."
'The Russian Revolution."
"Man's Law."

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

The

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

HARRY GARSON

with Blanche Sweet.
eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
reels,

six reels, with

Jane

HARRY RAFF

reels,

The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick.
The Struggle Everlasting," with Florence
"Wanted

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"Moral Suicide," seven
Betray,"

five reels.
reels, with Leah Baird.
six reels, with Gail Kane.

D.

Murder,"

W. GRIFFITH

Ham

"The Prodigal Wife,"
"Humanity,"

HAWK

in

FILM CORPORATION

six reels.

Brunette.
City of Purple
Santehi.

reels.

80 Days," six

Mary Boland.

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Sanssht
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santehi and Helen War*.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santehi ana Pitas*

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
World

with

reels,

8ELIO SPECIALS

CORPORATION

'Civilization," ten reels.

five

six

SELECT PHOTOPLAY COMPANY

reels.

"Monster of Fate,"

Reed.
with Elaine Hammerstein.

RIALTO DBS LUXE PRODUCTION"
"The Unchastened Woman," seven reels.
"Conquered Hearts."

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
FILM.

reels,

SCREEN CRAFT PICTURES

HOPP HADLEY
"The Vow."

HARPER

five

'The Public Defender," with Frank Keenan.
"The Hand of the Hun," four reels.
"The Master Crook "
'The Liberator," serial, with Maciste.

"The Birth of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Qsh, Lillian Gish and Robert

"Maciste," six

for

HARRY RAYER

"The Woman and the Beast,"

the

of Glory," six reels, with Dolores CassinellL
Soul Adrift," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.

Gail.

with Elizabeth Risdon.
reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

"Around

eight reels.

LEONCE FERRET PRODUCTIONS
"A

"The Warrior," seven

"When Men

Whip,"

"Sun

GENERAL ENTERPRISES
"Mother," six

with Lillian Walker.

five reels,

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS,

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

"The Liar,"

ENG.

Zeaa Keefe.

six reds, with

"The

Dreams,"

"Parentage."

FRANK J. SENG
SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

reels.

six

reels,

with

Bessie

and Taasaas

Eyton

"Upstairs and Down," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

KILLER AND WLLK

S-L PICTURES

"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."
"Wrath of the Gods."
"Woman," eight reels.
"The Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

WILLIAM STOERMER ENTERPRISES
"The Tidal Wave,"

eight reels.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS
A»r.

"Beyond the Law,"

six

with Enunett Dalton.

reels,

iO— "Christus."

"The Bargain,"

six reels,

ERNEST SHIPMAN

THOS. H. LNCE
with W. S. Hart.

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

five reels,

with Enid Markey.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
'Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"Human Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

"The Crime of the Hour,"

five reels.

PRIVATE FEATURE FILMS
"Ignorance," six

reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

"Lady of the Dugout,"

INC.

"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred
For Hnsbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."

The

Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.

JESTER COMEDIES
One

two-reel

comedy

a month, with

WILLIAM

"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

LEA-RELL COMPANY

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,
reels,

INC.

"Persuasive Peggy," six reels, with Peggy Hyland.
S.

a

Gun,"

five

U.

S.

EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTIONS
"Souls Redeemed," with Sheldon Lewis and Charlotte Ives.

L LAWRENCE WERER PRODUCING
"Weavers of Life,"

five reels,

NEWFIELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION
six reels, with

EXHIBITORS BOOKING CORP.

"The Zeppelin's Last Raid," five reels, with Enid Markey.
"Those Who Pay," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.

MOSS

"The Power of Evil," five reels.
"The Girl Who Doesn't Know," five reels.
"In the Hands of the Law," five reels.

"Alma, Where Do You Live,"

reels,

with Christine Mayo.

MAYFAIR FILM CORPORATION
R.

Billy.

with BToncho Billy*
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

"Son of

reels.

"Who's Your Neighbor?" seven

SHERRY

"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

Evil," seven reels.

"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

"Berlin Via American," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"A Man of Today," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"The Fourth Generation," six reels.

SERVICE.
L.
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

Twede Dan.

JAMES KEANE
"The Spreading

six reels.

FORD PHOTOPLAY

Harris.

Ruth McTammany.

with Helen Hayes and

WESTERN IMPORT
"Mickey," seven

reels,

with Mabel Normand.

CO.

Howard

Hall.

SO.
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STATE RIGHT BUYERS

For Territory Rights address

J.

FRANK HATCH ENTERPRISES,
9

12

LONG A C R E BUILDING
N E W YORK CI T Y
6

Inc.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

P. S.Harrison, in

Motion

Picture News, March 1 st
issue, says of

the

William Russell

"With 'Where

last

release:

the

West

Begins' Russell adds another good picture to

long

list

the

of his successes.

WILLIAM
RUSSELL
« IN
BRASS
BUTTONS
By STEPHEN FOX

Directed by

HENRY KING

The plot is full of action and
it has been handled well. It
holds the interest undiminished from start to finish."

LADIES will gasp at the
way Russell woos and
wins the society girl he
thought a ladies , maid.

MEN

thoroughly
enjoy the scenes in
which Russell, as a New
will

York cop, bluffs the gun-

men

of Sawtooth, Arizona, who had boasted
that no sheriff could

tame them.

EXHIBITORS will proclaim this picture one of
the peppiest they ever
screened and make arrangements to repeat it.

WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Distributed by

PATHE
Now
Hurry"

William Russell Successes

"Hobbs

in a

Available:

"AH the World to Nothing"
"When a Man Rides Alone"
"Where

7

the

Weil Begins"

—

/

m

HALL

Tl\e Lotvo
Latve^r T\irrvirvO
Produced by THE NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA

A

timely and forceful subject that has strong advertising features

bearing on the prohibition situation. It naaa mighty appeal
every audience in the forcefulness of it's gripping story. It is
from the book by Hallie Erminie Rives. One of the bi66est
popular ficlion successes in years

in
to

It's

through

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL

ROBERTSON - COL.E
C O M P^AK
s]

ssrs&'SSEK

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

She has done

Anita Stewart
the

first

played

in

"A

it

again

Midnight Romance

time thejPicture'was shown anywhere

to

MORE

762

than "Virtuous Wives'* the
in Paterson> N. J.

The Reason:

It

s

first

a

day

paid admissions

Garden Theatre

at the

Woman's

Maker
Story by Marion Orth, Author of "The
Directed by Lois Weber,

Produced by Louis B.

Picture

Money-Makers
Price of a Good Time"
Mayer
of

A

First National

Money-Maker

EXHIBITORS HERALD 'AND MOTOGRAPHY

A GREAT

SERIAL

"The Demon's Shadow"
The Reissue Extraordinary
Featuring

Mitchell Lewis

Snow

Marguerite
For First Run Contracts

in

Indiana and

Illinois

APPLY TO

AL.

ROSENTHAL
Suite 402
220 So. State Street

CHICAGO

MITCHELL LEWIS

S^ G i*5£E: "THE LAW OF NATURE"
ta

Ready Soon

ARROW

Exclusive Sales Agents

for

State Rights

FILM CORPORATION
New York

Times Bldg.
10

Nineteen Nineteen's
Most Massive and
Impressive Feature

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

YOU EVER!

DID

PLAY A SURE THING?
Over 300 Exhibitors have
Played this Great Surprise

MICKEY"
$ Mickey $ Mickey $ Mickey $ Mickey $
Ask

who

the Exhibitor

Wonder

played this Sensational
Give yourself a treat.

play.

February

Mickey Film Corporation,
220 S. State St..
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen

.......

:

24,

1919.

My

third day on my
I never believed it possible that my house, with a seating capacity of 2600. could maintain a picture over three days.
largest picture has always gone for naught, but with "Mickey" I must confess, after playing an engagement of three days, I was forced to extend
the engagement two more days.
I do not believe there will be a production to equal "Mickey" as to drawing power and pleasing of 100 per cent for a long time to come.
I
am thinking seriously of bringing this picture back for two days in the near future and will be glad to hear from you as to open dates.
Yours very truly,
Wishing you and "Mickev" the most deserving success, I am,
.

COVENT GARDEN THEATRE,

Samuel Trinz, Manager.
Mickey Film Corporation,
220 S. State
Chicago, 111.

St.,

Gentlemen:

\

Congratulations on securing "Mickey"
Pantheon Theatre Februarv 4th, and ran
"Mickey" has broken all records for
It is a clean up.''
davs.
Sorry I cannot hold it over, as I

\\

February

.....

,

8,

1919.

.

for this state, as it is the biggest drawing card put out in years.
As you know I started at the
five days, every day being bigger than the day previous.
the Pantheon Theatre, also broken all precedents of the house by running a picture more than three

have another big production booked

tn

follow

it

up.

Yours very

\

truly.

PANTHEON THEATRE,
Martin A.

4f

A.

\<

Saxe,

Mgr.

NOW ARRANGING BOOKINGS FOR ILLINOIS

MICKEY FILM CORPORATION
Consumers Building, Chicago
\

F. O.

NIELSEN,

Gen. Mgr.

1

1

Illinois

PHONE
Wabash 373

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

NEW ANNUAL
Subs cnptions

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD & MOTOGRAPHY

endingf

m

week
Saturday, March 15

were received

The

HERALD

the
trade paper wide-awake
exhibitors buy — and read

Books and accounts

of the

is

HERALD

are open

to advertisers for verification of this statement.
12
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ENTERTAINS! IT THRILLS!
LEAVES A THOUGHT BEHIND!

IT
IT

3

james.keAnFs

Now

Second

In Its

Hon. Josephus Daniels,
says:
of

an

"It

is

Week

at

Band Box Theatre, Chicago
Hon. Julius Kahn, father of the
Draft Bill, says: "I wish your picture drama could be seen by all
the boys and girls in our schools."

Sec. of Navy-

a powerful portrayal
whose ravages the

evil to

public must be awakened."

There's a love story of pure unsullied devotion.

There's a

murder mystery, who

killed the artist

She was waiting at the altar; he
discovers he must not marry.
Excites

It

Send for

it's

a

That

Bump

of Curiosity In Every Audience

The most artistic and elaborate
ever prepared on any picture.

free descriptive matter.

SIMEON GREIVER PRODUCTION

FLOOR FILM EXCHANGE BLDG.

6th

Exclusive Distributor
P.S.

Harrison 2451

Illinois,

DID YOU SEE OUR PAGE AD

IN

207 SO.

WABASH

AVE.,

CHICAGO

Indiana and Southern Wisconsin
SUNDAY'S CHICAGO HERALD EXAMINER?

& mi MimAmm^LMi m.

fl^oiaflMiz^^afaa^
13
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CJhe

LINK
BETWEEN

'PRODUCTION
AND

'Perfection

After each operation our gears

—

— both

Bronze and Steel are
placed in special compartment
boxes that protect them from all
injury.

The same careful
which

suggested

this,

thought
governs

every step in the manufacture of
our product. It is one of the
big

factors

in

maintaining

the

SUPREME PERFECTION of
Powers Cameragraph
Catalogue No. 19
gives full details

Nicholas Power Company
INCORPORATED

Pioneers of Projection

90 Gold

Street

New

York, N.

Y

!

Editorial Cqmmbnt q£ the
i

WILLIAM RANDOLPH

HEAEST

has made

the big leap that he has been threatening for

invasion of William Fox, accomhis associates, Wintield E. Sheehan and
Carlos, is typical of the initiative and en-

Abraham

Mr. Hearst, as a producer of good pictures, based
largely upon the very valuable literary material at
his command and nurtured under the golden influence of the Hearst fortune, will be a very desirable

terprise of the

However, if the apprehension that has been widely
voiced that the celebrated newspaper proprietor is
looking forward to a film dictatorship is wellgrounded, then the announcement of his new plans
takes on quite a different significance.

mo.-YX\rcrrrx-.f ncc rm'i

European
THE
panied by

sometime.

acquisition to the trade.

WMk

Fox organization. Mr. Fox goes abroad
of the American-made film and
standard-bearer
as a
whatever success he achieves is in reality a step
toward insuring the supremacy of the American producer both in this country and elsewhere. May good
luck attend him

current
THE
introduction on

legislative season has witnessed the

a large scale of the first revenue
hitting the motion picture industry.
Although there are many of these bills aimed to
collect tribute from the industry a great many more
may be expected. With the elimination of the revenue
incidental to the liquor business there will be a big
bills

TAWDRY

sensationalism and the cheap notoriety
that is within the gift of the police courts has
long since ceased to be fit subjects for capitalizing
upon the screen.

In this connection Mr. Carl Laemmle has made a
commendable pronouncement.
Mr. Laemmle in an interview printed elsewhere
in this issue declares in unequivocal terms that ^he
Universal Company will have none of this sort of
thing.
He referred particularly to a recent Chicago
case of a young woman whose father stood trial for
the murder of an antique gray beard who was charged

with seducing the

The

had

girl.

the wholesome romance and inspiring adventure that the few facts here enumerated
would seem to indicate, yet the young woman was
early accorded the favor of mention for screen honors.
Mr. Laemmle has taken a creditable stand and it
is so logical and consistent with the essential dignity
of the motion picture, that we sincerely trust it will*
be speedily followed by every reputable producer.
case

all

deficiency in city, state and national treasuries. The
motion picture will be called upon to contribute
largely to meet this deficit.
This brings home the necessity of serious consideration by the exhibitor of what should be his
attitude,

to

film companies

—those

in

reference

fact that with liquor
eliminated that great army of official busy-bodies
who have been getting a livelihood out of campaigning against liquor cannot be expected to go to work:
it may be expected that thousands of them will next
busy themselves by annoying the film industry, a
conspicuous target.
$ $
sie

•

ELSEWHERE

in this issue there are printed two
seem to indicate almost inevitable
One mentions that
prosperity for the industry.
studio space is at a premium and the other recites the
stories that

fact

brick
GOLD
propositions

purely in a financial sense,

impending prohibition.
Another consideration is the

that everywhere there is a great

demand

for

theatres.

stock-selling

which are conceived in bad faith
and destined from the start to a bad end are rank
menaces to the industry at large. They create an illfeeling toward the business that constantly widens
in scope.
Every innocent investor caught becomes
an assailant of the business, charging the whole industry with dishonesty.
It creates a situation in
which it is practically impossible to obtain financial
support from the general public for a motion picture
enterprise committed to a reasonable and practicable

—

prospectus.

The Herald in an early issue will review in detail
several of these wild-cat propositions, endeavoring to
expose in plain view the individuals who have had a
hand in this dirty business.

15

With fully seventy per cent of the people devoutly
attached to motion pictures and with the rough seas
of the past year safely weathered the immediate
future looms up very encouragingly.

AN

indication of the trend of public opinion in
reference to the Sunday opening of picture
theatres may be seen in the attitude of various important daily newspapers throughout the country. In
vigorous editorial expression these newspapers deplore
the intolerance that is behind the movement to pre-

vent the exhibition of pictures on Sunday.

The example of these newspapers will he followed
elsewhere. Let your local newspaper lead your light
for Sunday pictures.

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Motion Picture Theatre Values Boom as Prohibition Approaches
17

World Company To Readjust Finances;

New

Issues

Stock

Nebraska Citizens

17

Win

Censorship
Vitagraph Quits Program

Fight

To

Kill

State
18

;

New

Deal for The18

atres

New

Jersey Lawmakers Have Drafted Another
Censorship Bill
19
Rival Exhibitors Figure in $25,000 Suit for
Slander
20
Picture Engineers to Hold Convention at Philadelphia, Pa
20
Scarcity of Studios Indicates Big Year Ahead
for Industry
21
Albert Capellani To Produce Screen Version of
22
"Oh, Boy"
William Randolph Hearst To Enter Feature and
23

Spectacle Field

Thomas

Carrigan Is Given Title Role in Fox
24
Feature "Checkers"
Barbara Castleton To Be Leading Woman in
26
Henry B. Warner Film
Goldwyn Plea for Better Pictures Meets Ap27
proval of Exhibitors
Carl Laemmle Takes Positive Stand Against
29
Starring Notorious Women
Film Clearing House Is Preparing To Exploit
Rothapfel Unit Program
30
J.

Hodkinson Company

Is

Distributor for

Four

Star Pictures

31

"The Probation Wife," Select D, five parts, with
Norma Talmadge
34
"The Lion and the Lamb," Exhibitors Mutual
C-D,

five parts,

with

Billie

Rhodes....

"Good Gracious, Annabelle," Paramount
parts, with Billie Burke

Comrade," Paramount C-D,
with Vivian Martin
"Go Get 'Em Garringer," Pathe D,
with Franklyn Farnum
"It's

A

lor

33
five

parts,

33
five parts,

33

Bear," Triangle C, five parts, with Tay-

Holmes

"The Carter Case," Craig Kennedy

34
serial,

with

Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh.

"The Amazing Wife," Universal D,
,
with Mary MacLaren

Volume VIII

...

34

five parts,

34

MARCH

35

36
36

The Cutting Room

25

Heraldgrams
Exhibitors' Bureau

37
39, 40
44, 45, 46, 47
49, 50
51, 52

What The Picture Did For Me. .43,
Canadian Film News
Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications
The Open Market
.

53, 54, 55

56,

57

Advertisements

Arrow Film Corporation
Bluebird Exchange
William T. Braun
Central Theatre Supply

Company

Coburn Organ Company
First National Exhibitors Circuit

with Bert Lytell
"Little

35

Departments

Fox Film Corporation
"The World To Live In," Select C-D, five parts,
33
with Alice Brady
"Never Say Quit," Fox C-D, five parts, with
33
George Walsh
"The Blind Man's Eyes," Metro D, five parts,

35

"Miss Dulcie From Dixie," Vitagraph D, five
parts, with Gladys Leslie
"Gambling in Souls," Fox D, five parts, with
Madlaine Traverse
"From Headquarters," Vitagraph D, five parts,
with Anita Stewart
"Three Men and A Girl," Paramount C-D, five
parts, with Marguerite Clark

DeBerri Scenic Company

Reviews

35

C, five

10
3
58
58

58
58
9

4

Fiat Laboratory
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

58

Simeon Greiver Productions
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

13

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Company

37
6

Frank Hatch Enterprises, Inc
Mickey Film Corporation

J.

Pathe Exchange, Inc
Nicholas Power Company
Robertson-Cole Company
Westgate Hotel
William Russel Productions
T. L. Robinson & Company
Select Pictures Corporation
St. Mary-of-the-Woods

Toggery Shop

29, 1919

1

2

11

60
14
8
52
7
58
5

58
58
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World Company

to

Readjust Finances;
Issues New Stock
Take
Auth-

Directors Adopt Plan to

Care of Future

—

Motion Picture Theatre Values
Boom as Prohibition Approaches
Liquor Men in Spirited Bidding for Playhouses
Building and Remodeling Going on

Throughout Country

orize $4,000,000
Plans of the directors of the World
Film Corporation for refinancing the
company were disclosed this week.
The following- statement was addressed to stockholders and holders of
voting trust certificates:
The Board of Directors of the corporation have adopted a plan for the
readjustment
of
corporation's
the
finances, which they believe will meet
all
necessary
requirements.
future
This plan contemplates the authorization and issue of $1,000,000 par value of
7 per cent Cumulative First Preferred
Stock, and $3,000,000 par value of 7
per cent Non-Cumulative Second Preferred Stock, shares to be of the par
value of $5 each, with the right to each
voting trust certificate holder to subscribe for the same on the following

One thousand more motion picture houses will be in operation in the
United States in the fall of 1919 than were doing business in the fall of 1918.
Of this number, nearly one half will be newly constructed theatres. The
other half will be houses which a year ago were closed down not on account
of the influenza or some temporary local restriction but apparently per-

—

manently.

Theatre Values Advance Steadily
Theatre values throughout the country have been advancing steadily since
January 1. Few playhouses are for sale, and those which are still offered are
demanding considerably higher prices than a few weeks ago.
Building activity promises to set a new high mark during the coming
summer. In addition to the new structures to be erected, there are buildings
being remodeled to meet the needs of exhibitors, who are demanding increased
seating capacity.

Information gathered by The Herald
and other
its
correspondents
sources of information scattered over the
country show that the theatre boom is
not local in any sense of the word, but is

from

basis

Upon deposit of outstanding voting
trust certificates
duly assigned in
blank, and payment of 40 cents per
share represented thereby, each depositor of one share shall be entitled
to receive, when the plan shall have
been declared operative and the new
stock ready for delivery, First Preferred Stock to a par value of 80 cents,
and Second Preferred Stock to a par
value of $2.50.
It has been known to the trade for
some time that the officers and directors
of the company were planning to reorganize the finances of the company.
It has been reported that the company has greatly increased its volume
of business during recent months and
that its position has been considerably
strengthened.

Clause on

Home

Rule

Stricken
(.Special

to

the

From

Bill

Herald)

SPRINGFIELD,

ILL., Mar. 18.— By
a vote of 21 to 17 the senate today eliminated an amendment to the Buck Motion Picture Censorship bill which gave

Chicago what amounted to "home rule"
relating to control of motion pictures.
The motion to strike out the amendment was made by Senator Effington of
Streator.
The bill as amended was advanced to
third reading.

national.

motion picture fans
announcement Jacob
Fabian of Paterson, owner of the Regent
and Garden Theatres at Paterson, is to
erect a million-dollar playhouse, which

At Newark, N.

J.,

are pleased at the

people and that high class
motion pictures will be presented with
a musical setting by a 50-piece orchestra.

Frank A. Tichenor, for the last sevmonths vice-president and general manager of General Film Company,
announces his resignation from that
company.
Mr. Tichenor was elected by the dienteen

rectors to manage this pioneer distributing company, and continued to do so,
he states, long after his own business
affairs suffered from his lack of time to
give them. Mr. Tichenor, from now on,
will devote himself entirely to the business which he conducted before going
with General Film Company.

Failures have
gone over everywhere.
been few and the few have been easily
explained, the cause being unfavorable
local conditions.

One-day houses have been experimenting with three-day runs and have conThree-day
ducted them successfully.
houses have successfully put over week
runs.
Week-run houses have stretched
their successes in ten days, two weeks
and in some instances as high as five and
six weeks.

Advanced Prices Accepted

will seat 3,000

Same Story Told Everywhere
Residents of Crockett, Calif., are just
as thrilled with the news that two San
Francisco men have leased Crolona hall
there and will open a motion picture theatre for the little town.
Pine Bluff, Ark., is talking about the
plans of the Elks Club to open a theatre
Vicksburg, Miss., citizens are
there.
waiting expectantly for the opening of
a new playhouse there.
The same story is coming from the big
cities and the little hamlets of every
state in the country.

Prohibition Aids

Boom

Real estate men explain the spirited
bidding for desirable theatres and the
seemingly unlimited supply of money being put into new theatres as partially
due to the approach of national prohibition.

Frank A. Tichenor Quits
General Film Company

—

In many of the larger cities, especially
has been found that scores of saloonkeepers and others in different angles of
the liquor business are anxious to get
into some other business before July 1,
and scores have selected the motion picture business as the most profitable undertaking.
Indications are that theatre values will
advance for some time to come, and the
number of prospective buyers will increase steadily.
it

Exhibitors have been surprised at successfully advancing prices on special features.
The 75-cent and dollar performances are now almost as common as the
25 and 50-cent performances were a few
years ago. The nickel theatre has disappeared. The dime theatre is now the exception instead of the rule.
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no secret that attendance figures
theatres for the first three months of
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I take great pleasure in joining you through this subscription.

Very

truly yours,

M.

It is

1919 far exceeded expectations.
Big features, well advertised,

find postal
dollar for

which please send to my address
your valuable publication for one

S. Smith, Jr..
1277 Washington St..
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NEW VOTERS LEAGUE

Nebraska Citizens

Win

Fight to Kill
State's Censorship

Lincoln Flooded With Petitions and Resolutions

Opposing

Bill

Mar. 18.— The motion picture censorship bill was effectukilled

postponed

today,

when

consideration

the

legislature

of

it

indefi-

nitely.

Hundreds of persons have signed pewhich
proposed bill
titions

recite

the

fact

that

the

have the effect of depriving small towns of practically all the
will

healthy amusements they are now permitted to enjoy during the winter time.

No Need for Censorship
They deny that conditions exist which
make censorship a necessity and they
contend that the passage of a

bill

of this

character would practically drive the
small town exhibitors out of existence
and this would have a depressing effect

on business.

Community

clubs in the various towns
joining with the commercial clubs
and with private groups of citizens in the
protests.

The Woman's Club

of Alliance

sent

communication to the house that it
had signed an endorsement of the bill
under an erroneous impression and
begged that this endorsement be withdrawn. The governor was also apprised
of their action by telegraph and was
asked to withdraw the names of the
a

of the Alliance

Woman's Club

from the petition of endorsement.
Representative Smith read a letter
from 40 of his constituents asking for
him to vote against the bill.
Petitions Are Arriving
Petitions

of

protest with over 200
received from
Bruning,
while over 300 residents of Sargent registered a vigorous kick against the proposed bill, stating it would leave their
town colorless of amusement and that it
would be a blow to the business of the
community.
The Alliance
Business
Men's Club sent in a numerously signed
petition of protest, as did those of
Spaulding.

names

were

Minnesota Censorship
Quashed in Senate
(Special to the Herald)

ST.
state

PAUL, MINN.— There

will be no
censorship of motion pictures in

Minnesota for at least two years, as
the senate has adopted a motion indefinitely postponing the consideration of
Senator F. H. Peterson's bill, which
would have created a censorship board.
Senator F. E. Putnam of Faribault made
the motion for the postponement. Senator Peterson led the fight on his proposal, but the senate stood with Put-

nam.

Soldiers

of

New

secretary
signed them.

of

state,

who

has

since

The league has 50,000 potential members and the first meeting
was held at 1480 Broadway on Monday, March 17-.
One of the featured planks of the new
league is for Sunday moving pictures
throughout the state, with a minimum of
censorship.
President Golden proposes
to get in touch with William A. Brady,
president of the N. A. M. P. I., with an
idea of cooperating with the National
Association, so that in case the legislature fails to enact laws permitting Sunday picture shows there will be a physical
force available on election day,
which will insure the election of senators and assemblymen who are favorably
inclined toward Sunday amusements.

and Quinn on Road

NEW

YORK, March 17.— Vitagraph.
has abandoned its fight to maintain its program system.
After having maintained for sometime
a stubborn effort against the inroads
upon its business of the open booking
plan this company has finally decided
to yield to the newer order of things.
According to announcement Vitagraph
intends to effect a rearrangement of
existing contracts with exhibitors along
the line of individual booking?.
In this connection Albert E. Smith,
president, and John M. Quinn, general
Inc.,

manager, are making a hurried crosscountry trip with a view of effecting the
readjustments incidental to the new
plan.

New Theatre Planned
(Special to

are

members

and Sailors Voters'
York, Inc., has just been
incorporated with John B. Golden as
president. The papers were signed last
week by Judge Bijur and forwarded to
the

LINCOLN, NEB.,

ally

The

League

Program;
New Deal for Theatres
Old Company Forced Into
New Booking Plan — Smith

Vita. Quits

FOR SUNDAY SHOWS

the

N. Y. Film

JERSEY CITY, N. J.— At the Five
Corners junction a New York syndicate
has purchased a site for a new moving
picture theatre.
The company contemplates erecting a $500,000 theatre with a
seating capacity of about 3,500. This is
one of the busiest sections of Jersey
City and is at a point where thousands
oi transients change cars daily.

Men

Elect
Officers of New Club

Herald)

NEW

(Special to the Herald)

YORK. — At

a regular meeting
newly formed Motion Picture Club
of America, Inc., held this week, the
following officers were elected:
John
H. Hammell, of the General Film ComKlein,
pany, president; Joseph
vicepresident; George Schaefer, second viceof the

president: J. T. Connors, sergeant-atarms; Samuel Eckman, treasurer.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
House Peters

Is

Back

New

Jersey Lawmakers Have
Drafted Another Censorship Bill
Assemblyman Greaves' Measure Asks for Appointment of One Woman and Two Men
—Salary, $2,500 a Year
Dark clouds of censorship continue
to gather in various parts of the counThe latest is a bill introduced in
try.

New Jersey. This measure is sponsored
by Democratic Assemblyman Erick C.
Greaves of South Orange, and provides
for one woman and two men to constitute a board to pass on all motion pictures exhibited in that state.
The House Social Welfare Committee now has the bill under advisement
and it will probably be- reported out of
committee this week when the Assembly

and

Senate

whence
his

it

will be
will go to

asked

Forfeit," produced by
Inc., and distributed
by W, W. Hodkinson through

Sunset Pictures,

Pathe.

Gentry Films

Suing
Educational for $25,000
NEW YORK.— The Gentry Film Cor-,
Is

poratipn has filed suit in the United
States District Court against the Educational Films Corporation of 729 Seventh avenue, to recover $25,000, alleging
breach of contract in the manufacture
of a feature motion picture entitled

"The Key to Power."
The State of West Virginia and several organizations of bituminous coal
operators are interested in the suit by
reason of the fact that they contributed
largely to the fund for the manufacture

of the picture, which was to
of a propaganda character.

have been

The plaintiffs in the suit allege that
the defendant corporation has failed in
many ways to, live up to its contracts.

F. P.-L.

Stock

Is

Up

K. Rice & Company, 36 Wall street.
York, stated to a representative of
the Herald, Friday, March 14, that Famous Players-Lasky stock was being
J.

New

dealt in rather briskly at from 52 to 55.
This would seem to indicate that there
is a slight upward trend to the Paramount stock since the announcement of
activities of William Randolph Hearst
in that organization.
Famous Players-Lasky directors have
declared a dividend of $1.05 per share,

payable April

1.

Schaefer Quits General
Fred Schaefer, known for the last two
years as advertising and publicity director for General Film Company, has retired from the company to go into business for himself as a producer of educational and industrial films.
This step
had been contemplated by him for some
time.
The form in which he will conduct his new activities will be ready for
announcement in a few dav.

pass

it,

the governor for

Old Mutual Studio
Sold to Hal Benedict

signature.

Resembles Other

A scene from "The

to

Bills

As provided in similar measures introduced in New York, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, and several other states, a
handsome appropriation to work on will
be asked. In the case of the bill introduced in New York, the head of the
censor board would draw a salary of
The New Jersey bill is some$7,500.
what more modest

in

this

respect,

as

each reviewer only receives a salary of
$2,500.

In other respects, the bill now before
the legislators in Trenton is much along
the same lines of the Ohio, Pennsylvania, Kansas and Maryland measures.

The board

is

to

examine and censor

all

to be exhibited in the state and
no negative can be shown unless it bears
the seal of the censor board.
One Dollar a Reel

films

The

fee for

which was defeated. A large delegation
of clergymen from all parts of the state
for the passage of the measure, which
was vigorously opposed by the exhibitors of the state.
The argument advanced at that time was that official censorship is bad in theory and worse in
practice; that the very idea upon which
it
was based denied the fundamental
truth that real growth and development
must be free. It was also shown that
there was a selfish interest back of it.
The bill was defeated.

examining a

Hal Benedict Studios, Inc., has purchased the motion picture plant formerly
owned by the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, located at College Point, L.

I.

George K. Hennings, president of the
Benedict concern, makes the statement
he will produce a twelve-episode
serial in his newly acquired plant, and
will be able to take care of the needs of
other producing concerns as well. The
that

plant

consists

working space

of two large floors of
sufficient for the produc-

tion of several features, with carpenter
shops, wardrobe and prop rooms, laboratories, etc.
One of the unique features
of the place is a complete kitchen and
dining hall where lunches may be properly prepared for working companies.

reel of film

be one dollar and a dollar will be
charged for split-reel subjects. Every
film exhibited must carry a trailer showing it has been passed by the board and
must bear an approval number. The
certificates issued for each film, accord-will

bill, must show the title of
the film and list the eliminations made
by the censors.
If the measure goes through, no films
may be publicly exhibited in New Jersey after next September unless they
have been approved by the board of

ing to the

censors and stamped and numbered with
a

five-foot trailer attached.

Goldwyn Leases

Offices

Roy. Scherick,

representing the Air
Nitrate
Corporation,
has leased the
eighth floor at 469 Fifth avenue, New
York, to the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation for executive offices for a term of
ten years.
The aggregate amount of
the lease is said to be $250,000. Edward
It is
J. Hogan represents the owners.
•

understood that the Goldwyn Company
will eventually take another floor in this
building.

Heavy Penalty Imposed

A fine of not less than $25 nor more
than $300, or imprisonment for hot less
than thirty days nor more than one
year, or both, will be imposed upon the
person, firm or corporation exhibiting
any film not so approved. The penalty
also applies to the person or firm loaning, renting or leasing of pictures before
they have been passed upon by the censors.

Screencraft Signs Star
The Screencraft Pictures Company
has just secured a new star for the forthcoming picture and is about to start
work on the first production at the Mirror studio in Brooklyn.
The first production will be a six-reeler and of the
same high order which characterized
their initial productions.

Only films of a "moral, educational,
amusing or harmless nature and which

New

are not sacrilegious, obscene or tend to
debase or corrupt morals" are to be
given a permit to be shown within the
confines of the state.

The Jester comedies featuring Twcdo
Dan and produced by William Steiner

Old Bill Defeated
year ago a censorship bill was introduced in New Jersey by Assemblyman Emmer Roberts of Moorestown,

have been secured for domestic distribution by the newly formed Territorial
Sales Corporation, with headquarters at
Itioo Broadway, New York.

A
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To Hold Convention

j

'Worth Weight in Gold'

Philadelphia, Pa.
Will G. Smith and Joe
Moulton Prepare Stage
For Gathering
The Society
neers

Motion Picture Engi-

of

hold

annual convention
Hotel Adelphia,
Philadelphia, April 14, 15 and 16.
This society has for its purpose the

and

will

banquet

improvement

its

at

all

rangements and catching

York

at

West

New

a train for
Philadelphia at 9:02, thus

up all details in two hours.
Mr. Smith says the Hotel Adelphia is
well equipped for their purposes.
It is
confidently expected that this convention will be the most successful the sofixing

ciety has enjoyed.

One

of the biggest "family" reunions
ever held in the Los Angeles film colony

week

Universal City
when the big Universal family got together for the first time in over a year.
The occasion for the big reunion was
the arrival of President Carl Laemmle
at the studios from New York.
Harry
Carey and Mildred Harris were the only
members of the Universal family misslast

at

H. Carey was on a 5,000-mile trip
through the West while Miss Harris
was spending a brief vacation in New
York.
ing.

j

|

|
|
|

weight in gold for giving information on any picture. Every
exhibitor should be a subscriber.

AND MOTOGRAPHY:
The HERALD is worth

its

Into Court
OTTAWA, ILL.—A remark

j

j
|
j

Stephen Arnott,

j

Bruceville, Ind.
3

Owners Carry Feud

j

truly yours,

Very

H
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Dean Martin
Heads Board of Review

Everett

NEW YORK.— Everett

Dean Martin,
Cooper Union forums,

supposed
have been casually dropped by Mrs.
Mildred Taylor, whose theatre was destroyed by fire at La Salle, November
20 last, in which she charged her competitor, Miss Olg'a Heilstedt, proprietress of the Marquette Theatre, with beto

ing responsible for the conflagration, led
to a $25,000 libel and slander suit filed
in

the circuit court.

stimuli.

Mrs. Taylor was the owner of the Majestic Theatre, which was left in ruins
after the November fire.
Origin of the
blaze remained a mystery, it is said, and
in her search -for some one to place
blame upon, Mrs. Taylor is alleged to
have charged Miss Heilstedt, her principal competitor in the motion picture
business, with applying the torch.
The remark out of which has grown
Miss Heilstedt's claim is supposed to
have been:
"She (meaning Miss Heilstedt) is the
one who burned the Majestic Theatre."
When Miss Heilstedt heard of the
allegation she consulted her lawyer and
instructed him to begin suit in an attempt to collect balm for her injured

tures

reputation.

director

of

conducted

the

under

the auspices of the
People's Institute of New York City, has
just been elected chairman of the Na-

Board of Review of Motion PicMr. Martin has been influential

tional
tures.
in

developing the

university" at

"little

Cooper Union, the underlying idea of
which is to offer an opportunity for the
masses of the people to thresh out moot
questions of fundamental social significance.

Mr. Martin sees

in the

wide range of

questions raised by the motion picture
drama the chance to further arouse the
intellectual processes which so often lie
dormant in the masses for sheer lack of

He believes that motion picfrequently constitute the stimuli
through which people may be moved to
contribute as intellectual beings to the
stream of thought of the world.

Universal Family Reunion
occurred

§

EXHIBITORS HERALD

To

the

things pertaining to
the mechanical branch of the industry
and the uplift of the business in general.
H. A. Campe is presiden..
The last meeting was held in Cleveland last November and met with great
success.
If the energy and "pep" which
are being put into this one count for
anything, it ought to excel the last.
Will C. Smith, the general manager
of the Nicholas Power Company, Inc.,
is
treasurer of the organization and
chairman of the arrangement committee
in association with Joe Moulton of the
General Electric Company.
They started the ball rolling last
Monday, leaving on the 5 o'clock train
for Philadelphia, reaching there at T.
calling on four hotels, making final arir.

Tribute

Is Exhibitor's

At

Rival Exhibitors
Figure in $25,000
Suit for Slander
Ottawa Women Theatre

Abramson

in Chicago

Fined for
Showing Uncensored Film
BALTIMORE. MD.— For allowing a

Exhibitor

is

president
of
the
(iraphic Film Corporation, is registered
at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago.
Mr.
Abramson is negotiating with several
Chicago exchangemen for the exploitation of his latest feature, "The Echo of

motion picture film to be shown without first having been censored by the
Board of Motion-Picture Censors, Louis
Bell, 821 North Broadway, manager of
the Blue Mouse, was fined $25 and costs
by Magistrate Dawkins at the Central

Youth."

Police Station.
The film in question
bears the title of the "Amazing Impostor" and, although bearing the stamp of
approval, it was alleged, was never reviewed by the board, according to
Charles E. Harper, one of the members.
Bell said he thought the seal was au-

Ivan

Abramson,

Diggs

Now Manager

Harry

P. Diggs. formerly director of
publicity for Independent Sales corporation,

has been

made business manager

of Rothapfel Pictures Corporation.

'MARIE, LTD.," ALICE BRADY'S

thentic.

NEXT SELECT PICTURE

Miss Ilrndy, »n "Marie," fight* to protect her own good nnme and her mother's reputation in this engrossing metropolitan romance. It Is said to give the Select star unusual opportunity to display her artistry.
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Charlie and

Scarcity of Studios Indicates
Big Year Ahead for Industry

Edna

Independent Producers Seeking Plants to Put
Plays in Work Both East and West Coast
Going at Top Speed

—

Things are looking up in the industry.
Never in its history have studios been
in such demand.
On both the east and
west

by both independent and old

line

com-

panies.

The various studios at Fort Lee, New
Rochelle, Long Island and those on
Staten Island are in demand now that
the distracting influence of war and war
conditions are removed and it is freely
predicted that the present year will be
the biggest in point of output and money
invested in the history of the game.

Many Companies Return
Last

witnessed an exodus of

fall

rectors, players

and

officials

from

di-

New

York; anticipating

a coal shortage and
inconveniences they decided to
take time by the forelock and locate in
California where there was plenty of
sunshine and very little heat required.
Now a great man}' of these have returned, the eastern location offering unlimited opportunities for securing New
York stuff. Los Angeles street scenes
never fooled anyone yet, even when labeled "in New York."
The early summer will, however, see

other

from the Essanay-Chaplin
Comedy, "Police," Being Reissued Through General
Film Exchanges

Scene

Virginia Pearson Able

To Resume Work on Film
Jack O'Brien will resume the direction this week of the first of the series
of pictures which will be published
through Pathe, called "The Bishop's

Emeralds," starring Virginia Pearson.
Work on the picture was stopped for
the time being because of an automobile
accident to Miss Pearson, which resulted in her suffering slight bruises and
a severe shock.
The Southern favorite
has, however, entirely recovered from
the effect of both, and says she even
feels good results from the enforced

productions on the west coast.
R. C. Cole, of the firm of RobertsonCole, is now in Los Angeles looking
over the plants of the National Film
Corporation of America, making features
starring Henry B. Walthall and Billie
Rhodes, the B. B. Features, starring
Bessie Barriscale. the Jesse Hampton
plant,

where William Desmond

workHaworth Pictures Corpora-

ing and the

is

tion.

The presence' of Carl Laemmle and
P. A. Powers of the Universal Film Mfg.

DETROIT,

Company

Keane

has disposed of the Michigan rights to
"The Spreading Evil" to the Penoyer
Enterprises, who will exploit the feature
throughout the state.
Mr. Keane expects to return to New York this week,
having closed for the following territory: Illinois, Indiana, Southern Wisconsin and Michigan.

California is regarded as
and an announcement is expected soon of this company's additional
in

significant

activities.

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
who recently returned to New York,
states that both the eastern and western
studios of that concern will soon be

humming.

Thomas H.

North Closes Big Deal
Robert North of the Apollo Trading
of the Longacre Theatre building, has just returned from an extended
business trip throughout the country.
He reports many sales and the acquisition of several large productions.
Mr.
North has just closed a deal on the entire foreign rights of Blanche Sweet's
latest picture, "The Unpardonable Sin."

Company

well-organized producing

Shipman-Curwood

now

at work in his
plant at Culver
City, preparing a series of features star-

spacious

Ince

is

and modern

ring Dorothy Dalton. Charles Ray and
Enid Rennet, as well as several special
features.

Enlarge Studio

The Goldwyn

studios, both east and
west, are working full time. Norma Talmadge, the Select star, is preparing to
take care of the increased demand for
her screen plays by enlarging the New

company—-the

Company—which

is

scripts for this foreign company.
Margaret Clayton, who entered upon her
screen career as an Essanay star, has
been engaged to appear in these French

the

made

films.

Brady Quotes Wilson
In Address Favoring

Sunday Opening
ALBANY,

N. Y.

Bill

— Representatives

of

churches and Sunday observance societies of

at

a

the state were on hand in force

hearing before a joint legislative

committee on the Foley-Donohue

bill to

permit motion picture shows on Sunday.

Only two representatives of the motion picture industry appeared.
Roscoe
Mitchell, an attorney for the exhibitors
of Buffalo and vicinity, and William A.
Brady, a producer.
Spokesmen for
labor organizations, Health Commissioner Copeland of New York and others
favored the bill, which would have each
municipality determine by popular vote
if
the Sunday shows should be permitted.
The Rev. O. R. Miller charged that
the majority of films were objectionable
on account of their "rottenness." In reply Mr. Brady said that while the opponents of the bill had laid stress on the
commandment to keep Holy the Sabbath
Day, they had overlooked the commandment "Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor."
He spoke of the assistance the motion
pictures had been to the government in
propaganda for Liberty loans and against
anarchy, and he read a communication
from President Wilson in which the

President said:
"You may be sure I shall value the
support of the theatres and the motion
pictures for the League of Nations as a
very potent help."

The Herald's Reviewing Service Is For The Exhibitor—The
Producer "Knows His pictures Are Winners."
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in

preparing to turn out some big productions for the Canadian Photoplays, Inc.
Harry Aitkin, for some time connected
with the original Mutual Company, and
later with Triangle, is completing arrangements, it is said, to produce several
features abroad.
It is rumored John
Emerson and Anita Loos are to prepare

large

Universal Active

Rights
MICH.—James

The many independent producers

the field who are seeking studios to compete with the old line companies, spells
the death of the program system.
The
prices for good material for photoplays
has also jumped due to these same independents who are in the market for the
best stories, as well as the best talent.
Nor is the present activity confined to
the
United States.
Canada has a

number of companies engaged
simultaneously in the making of new

a

rest.

Sells State

ute.

coast

spirited bidding is taking
place for the available producing plants

A

York plant and the Select companies on
the west coast are not wasting a min-
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HARRY KNAPP IS NEW
CHAIRMAN OF CENSORS

Hits Landlord

"Flu

FOR PENNSYLVANIA
Dodge, owner of the Hippotheatre at Jerseyville, 111., refused to pay rent for the time he
was closed owing to the influenza
Zed Reddish,
epidemic quarantine.
the owner, brought suit, and the
court decided Dodge was in the
E. A.

(Special to the Herald)

HARRIS BURG,

PA— Governor

Sproul
of Philadel-

has appointed Harry Knapp
phia chairman of the state board of motion picture censors, to succeed the late
Frank R. Shattuck. The appointment
has received the hearty endorsement of

motion picture men throughout the state
as it means that the ambition of J. Louis
Breitinger, former chairman, is not to

drome

right.

Breitinger's hope of reinstatement at
the head of the Keystone state censor
board rested on the chances of the measure now pending before the legislature,
which would repeal the present plan and
substitute for it a scheme for the creation of a bureau of amusements under
a single head or commissioner to take
over the censoring of films.
Breitinger, it was popularly believed,
had his eye on that commissionship, but
the fact that Governor Sproul has now
appointed a new head for the board of
three censors is taken to mean the chief
executive is in favor of retaining the
present plan of censorship, otherwise
the governor would have waited before
filling Shattuck's place until he learned
what was to be the fate of the Bureau
of Amusements bill in the legislature.
Harry Knapp, the new chairman, has
been dramatic critic on the Philadelphia Inquirer for twenty-seven years.

May Move

Universal

be realized.

General Offices West
LOS ANGELES, CALIF— That

the

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
may remove its general offices to Los

Angeles and make
international

this the national and
point of distribution, was

reported in film circles recently.
The current report is given credence
by the presence in Los Angeles of President Carl Laemmle, Treasurer P. A.
Powers, Joe Brandt, general manager of
exchanges: P. D. Cochrane, manager of
the poster department, and Tom CochIt further is
rane, Oriental manager.
said a number of the other officials of
the company shortly will be in Los Angeles.

Albert Capellani
To Produce Screen
Version of "Oh, Boy"
Creighton Hale and June
Caprice Will Co-Star in
Picture
"Oh, Boy!" the successful musical
comedy, is to be produced as a motion
picture by the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., and published by Pathe.
Creighton Hale, who with June Caprice is to co-star in the motion picture
version, created the principal
role in the stage production.

juvenile

who negotiated the
the motion picture rights
to "Oh, Boy!" stated that the decision
on the part of the company to produce
that piece was due to the fact that the
huge success of the stage production
was attributed not only to the excellent
music and staging of the play, but also
to what is seldom the case with the musical
comedies
a
real
uproariously,
funny story.
"This important ingredient, coupled to
the cumulative value of the enormous
advertising both in the big cities and on
the road, is bound to revert and be of
tremendous assistance to the exhibitors
in packing them in, when they play the
motion picture," said Mr. Osso.
"It is doubtful whether there is a perAdolphe

purchase

Osso,

of

—

country who has not heard
Boy!' and who would not immediately identify it as the greatest
comedy success in years. Although it
was extensively presented as a stage
piece, it is a fact that it always played
to capacity business everywhere, and
could have played on indefinitely, were
the theatres available for much longer
is
Furthermore,
Boy!'
runs.
'Oh,
uniquely and exceptionally suited for
screen production and offers even greater
opportunities to present the rapid-fire
comedy than did the stage version."

son

this

in

of 'Oh,

Harry Carey on Tour
Harry Carey, the Universal star, who
arrived in Chicago on Monday, is making personal appearances at as many
picture theatres as he can cover each
evening.
On Monday he talked to patrons at the Casino Theatre, at the 20th
Century on Tuesday, and at the various

Ascher houses on Wednesday.

Exchange

Man

Indicted

After Film Fire Probe
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Ten indict-

Sell

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of the
sold the
Delaware. Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North and
South Carolina, Georgia. Alabama, Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana rights to
David G. Fisher's "The Law of Nature"
to Edmund K. Fox of Washington, D. C.
Mr. Fox will have ten prints for use
at once, and plans to exploit the feature
as a road show with advance men and
the necessary paraphernalia for attract-

Arrow Film Corporation, has

which ten lives were lost. A true bill
was returned in the case of each death.
The information, made by Coroner
Samuel C. Jamison, holds that the fire
and explosion was caused by negligent

and reckless use of lye
tion which generated

in a watery solusufficient heat to

ignite the film.

VIVIAN M. MOSES,

Hold Alleged Thief
DAYTON. OHIO— Barnard King

court on a charge of burglarizing the
cash drawer of the Elite Theatre, on
Troy street. King entered a plea of not
guilty.

"Malefactor" Under

Way

"The Malefactor," John Barrymore's
new Paramount picture adapted from E.
Philipps Oppenheim's story, is well under way. The scenes are being taken in
and near

New

York. Marcia Manon
playing opposite Mr. Barrymore.

advertising

the Select Pictures Corporation, is the responsible factor for
the distinguished appeal of the advertisements of the Select company

manager of

was
bound over to the grand jury under $2,000
bond when given a hearing in municipal

is

Southern Rights
of Nature"

To "The Law

ments charging involuntary manslaughter
were returned against Joseph Radonn, a
film exchange employe, by the grand
jury in connection wth the Sauer building fire and explosion January 7, in

which

are widely acclaimed little
masterpieces in idea and execution.
Mr. Moses brought to his work as
Select advertising manager a thorough knowledge of the intricacies of
exploitation by type and half-tone,
having been associated in an executive capacity with several leading
popular publications in New York

and London.

Mr. Moses

is

regarded

Tuidely as a real expert in his particular work and is, incidentally, one
of the most popular men in his particular branch of the industry.
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ing big crowds.
The Ritchey Lithographing Company has secured the advertising contract and already has in

preparation a big line of paper.

Richman Now Producer
Charles Richman. formerly of Vitagraph. J. Searle Dawley, and C. A. Perkins have formed Charles Richman, Inc.,
to
produce pictures.
Work will be
started within a short time.

L-Ko Comedy
"A Skate

at

Titles

Sea" and "A Movie Riot"

have been selected as the L-Ko comedy
published for April 2 and 9, through
Universal exchanges.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
William Randolph Hearst to Enter
Feature and Spectacle Production
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation Selected
Distributor— Work Begins on Pictures

as

Early in April
William Randolph Hearst, owner of the Hearst newspapers and magaand president of the International Film Service company, who for
some time has been producing news weeklies and animated cartoons, is to
enter the feature picture and spectacle field at once.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is to act as his distributor. The
Paragon Studios in New Jersey and a part of the Biograph Studios have
been leased. Nine features and two spectacles are to be produced durzines,

ing the present year.

Hearst's Decision Not Surprising

The announcement came as a surprise to the trade only as to the
Famous Players-Lasky as the distributors. It was gener-

selection of the
ally known for
activities in

some time that Mr. Hearst was determined to enlarge his
motion pictures and was entertaining a number of propositions.

The new product

will

be

known

as

"Cosmopolitan Productions" and among

who will contribute are RobW. Chambers, Rupert Hughes, Peter
Kyne, E. Phillips Oppenheim, Cosmo

the authors
ert
B.

Hamilton, Willis

J.

Locke and

Statement by C. F.

others.

Zittel

In announcing the plans of the

new

organization, C. F. Zittel, vice-president
and general manager of the International

Film Service Company, Inc., said "Cosmopolitan Productions will be produced
by us and distributed through the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. Next year
and the year thereafter we will be producing twelve special features and probably three spectacles. This year we will
produce nine of the former and possibly

two of the latter types of
"Our arrangement with
Players-Lasky

pictures.
the Famous
Corporation covers a peThe first film will be "The

riod of years.
Dark Star," adapted
Chambers' story.

We

Paragon studio

in
of this film.

from

New

Robert

W.

have leased the
lersey for the

Allan Dwan, recogtaking
nized as one of the leaders in the production of film classics, will be director-in-

run on a strictly business basis."
In connection with the new arrangement, Adolph Zukor, president of the
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation,
said: "Personally, I am very much satisfied to know that Mr. Hearst not only
can publish the works of our most eminent authors, but also can put them into
pictures.
This meets a public demand.
It makes possible the producing of pictures that could come only with the aid
of Mr. Hearst.
"Mr. Hearst's genius is supreme in
many spheres. I know the public and
trade will be delighted to know that this
affiliation has been completed. I am con-

will be

fident that Mr. Hearst will produce pictures on a very elaborate scale to make
them as big and as impressive as money
and talent can make them."

by Arthur Somers Roche; "The Door of
Dread," by Arthur Stringer; "What

Would You Have Done

in

Her

Place,"

by Edith MacVane; "Jack London Short
Stories"; "The Restless Sex," by Robert
W. Chambers; "Miracle of Lo," by
Cosmo Hamilton; "Kingdom of the
Blind," by E. Phillips Oppenheim; "The
Gray Hair," by Arthur S. Roche; "The
Crimson Tide," bv Robert W. Chambers:
"What Do You Think," by Adele Burleson; "April Folly," by Cynthia Stockley; "The Juryman," by
John Galsworthy, and by the same author the following: "The Apple Tree," "Beyond"
and "Saint's Progress."
Also included in this list are the following Oppenheim works: "Mr. Blunt's
Three Clients," "The First of the Fools,"
"The Singing Bird" and the "Uncertain
Elements."
Others to be filmed by the CosmopoliProductions are
the
following:
tan
Henry Leverage;
"Checkmated,"
by
"Thirst" and "Tinker Tailor," by I. A. R.
Wylie; "Husbandry," by W. W. Jacobs:
"The Passionate Pilgrim," by Samuel
Merwin; "This Light Must Live," by
Arthur Stringer, and "Penny of Top Hill
Trail," by Belle K. Maniates, author of
"Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley."

Lee Back on Broadway
Joe Lee has returned to New York
from Detroit, where he arranged for the
opening of "A Midnight Romance,"
which opens in Kunsky's Madison next
week.
The Stewart offices have been
informed that the "Romance" did more
business than "Virtuous Wives" at Tom
Moore's Rialto, Washington.

Arrow Go. Moves
The Arrow Film Company is moving
to new and larger quarters at 220 West
street, New York, on the fifth
the former offices of the Cosmofotofilm Company, where they will have

42nd

floor,

List of Stories Available

Among

the
motion picture rights
the International Film Service
and which are to be drawn from for
production in the Cosmopolitan Productions are:
"The Dark Star," by Robert W. Chambers; "The Career of Katherine Bush,"

owned by

by Elinor Glyn; "The Twin Sisters," by
Justice Miles Forman; "In the Dark,"

a projecting

room and more comodious

offices.

Publication for April
"The Unknown Quantity," Vitagraph
feature starring Corinne Griffith,

is

rap-

idly nearing completion and will be published some time in April.

We

chief.
will also lease the upper floor
of the Biograph studio. The erection of
permanent studios will be started in the
near future. Beginning April 1, Robert
Z. Leonard will join our staff as a director and will have charge of another big
production as his pictorial debut in our

Every artist appearing in our
service.
casts, every director and every scenario
writer attached to our very large system will bring with him a wealth of
experience

and world-wide recognition.

Indicates Surprise

"On June

1

Soon

one of the best directors

United States will join us. I cannot mention his name at present as I
do not wish to have his present duties
His name, howinvite complications.
ever, is a synonym for greatness in the
realms of the shadow play.
"The spectacles which we contemplate
will set a new record in that phase of
in the

the industry. They will consist of from
eipht to twelve reels.
Our organization
will be without a question the biggest
thing in the motion picture business and

The Zukor-Hearst Combination
William Randolph Hearst is the biggest figure in the publishing business
United States.
•
Adolph Zukor as head of the Famous Players-Lasky-Paramount-Artcraft
group of film interests has been one of the most influential figures in the
motion picture industry for some time.
A co-operative agreement bringing these individuals in association in the
film business is an important development.
It has been generally accepted for some time that Mr. Hearst has been
anxious to widen the scope of his motion picture activities; consequently, the
new alignment with the Famous Players-Lasky organization does not come

in the

as a distinct surprise.

Mr. Hearst's activities in the film business up to the present time have
been characterized with a greater quantity of failure than of success. But
as Mr. Hearst's reputation proves that he has never resigned himself to defeat
in any proposition that he has ever undertaken it may be expected that he will
make a supreme effort to force into popularity the forthcoming "Cosmopolitan
Productions."
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A

Thomas

J.

NEW

Carrigan

GRIFFITH-ARTCRAFT PRODUCTION

Given

Is

New

Title

Role in Fox Feature, "Checkers"
Veteran Film Actor Returns to Screen to Take
Lead in Picturization of Stage Success
Thomas J. Carrigan, one of the veteran film actors who for several years
has been appearing on the stage, has
been selected to play the title role in
William Fox's "Checkers," which is being produced from the stage success
script by Richard Stanton.
The picture is being filmed at the
Metro

studios.

As soon

as

companies

now

using two of the William Fox studios in Fort Lee have finished their work
Director Stanton will take over these two
studios for the photographing of a number of unusually large sets. Some of the
exterior scenes will be taken in the South,
and the big race track scene, showing
Checkers driving his horse to victory,
will be photographed at one of the Southern race tracks.

and the Suburban Garden Com-

cago,

pany

Louis.
Last season he played the lead in
"Mother Carey's Chickens" at the Cort
Theatre, and also played the lead in "The
Copperhead," supporting Lionel Barryin St.

well equipped for the
role of Checkers.
He started in the motion picture profession when it was in
its infancy.
He was one of the first film
actors to go to California and for some
time was starred in one and two-reel
Western pictures. He was the star of
the first multiple reel feature, "Cinderella," and also played in the -first serial
picture, "The Man in the Street."
After that he left motion pictures and
toured South America, playing leads in
a stock company. Then followed a season in vaudeville with Mabel Talliaferro
is

and two seasons with Edith Wynne
Mathison in "The Deadlock" and under
David Belasco's direction in "The Girl of
the Golden West."
He played the lead
in the farce "Going Some" at the Republic Theatre, and then played the lead
with Lew Fields in "The High Cost of
Loving."

He was

Germany when

the war
country, he
was co-starred with Mary Miles Minter.
Later he played important roles in the
Castle Square Theatre at Boston, the
Baker Stock Company in Portland, Ore.,
the College Theatre Company in Chistarted.

in

Returning

to

this

Jenks

is

a western.

Write Salisbury Story
Stuart Paton and John B. Clymer have
collaborated in writing the story for
Monroe Salisbury's next Universal Special Attraction, "The Great White Darkness."

more.

Navy

Enlists in the

Following
in

engagement he
the Navy and was assigned to
this

He made

port.

across the
ocean, having charge of entertainments
for soldiers and sailors aboard the Zealandia.
He was at a naval training station, studying for a commission, when
the armistice was signed.
Others in the cast of "Checkers" are
Jean Acker, Evelyn Cassidy, Robert Elliott and Bert Marbury.
five

One Man Who
Not Forget

enlisted
a trans-

Simone, who is in
Charles
charge of the General Film Company's Albany, N. Y. office, is one
of the men who has not yet forgotten the Hun. The following is
an extract from a letter to the
Herald:
(

am

justly proud of the good
firstin France by
born, Corporal Peter C. E. Simone,
Company L, 101st Infantry, 26th
Division. He fought the Huns for

"I

my

work done

Forty- Six Theatres

Added

for

Kinograms

Will

—

trips

Carrigan Well Equipped

Mr. Carrigan

Kerrigan Picture

The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
announces that March 24th is the date
set for the publication of "The End of
the Game," J. Warren Kerrigan's next
picture for Jesse D. Hampton ProducThis story by George Elwood
tions.

will screen Kinograms.
The experience
of the World with Kinograms discloses
that the World has, in less time than in

consecutive months, going
over the top several times and
cleaning up a bunch of machine
nests.
It was while leading his
squad against the deadly fire of
nine hidden guns that he fell

any other news weekly, placed

frightfully

World

Pictures announce that begin-

ning next week forty-six more theatres

reel

in

a

this,

news

maximum number

of houses.
Kinograms. in its short existence, has
scored a number of news beats, the most
important of which was the return of

President Wilson from France.

Six

On Keeney

String

Frank Keeney's new theatre, the
"Keeney Theatre" of Kingston, N. Y.,
opened last Friday to a capacity house.
Another of Mr. Keeney's theatre enterprises, the "Keeney Theatre" of Williamsport, Pa., will be open to the public
about three weeks.
All
Mr.
Keeney's theatres are over one thousand
seating capacity.
This makes the sixth
in Mr. Keeney's string.
within
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four

wounded.

For

more

than seven months he has been at
Bordeaux,
hospital,
base
a
France.
(He is still there) fighting a greater fight even than the
one he waged against the Boches,
until now he is believed to be out
of danger. If all goes well, it will
be many months before he will be
able to detach himself from a bed
of torture.
At the best the boy,
the strength of a giant,
the agility of a tiger and the heart
of a lion, will be a cripple for life.
Ask me whether I am in favor of
welcoming the Huns into the
league of nations the league of
damnation is the only league for

who had

—

them."

—
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

*

THE

By

REPORTER

mous Players combine announced this
week was no news to many along the
Rialto.
The Reporter was informed a
few months ago that our friends of the
International were looking for some

making film material of this nature
should be very much encouraged.
The writer personally knows of one
educational company operating in New
York State that has made a considerable
success and a very large profit, so much
so, I am informed, to enter upon a national organization for the distribution

money

of its material.

Constructive Publicity

The Hearst-Paramount

and Other Kinds

Deal

ers

QUITE SOME LONG DRAWN OUT THE NEWS OF THE HEARST-FAargument Messrs. Hodkinson and Williams have been having in the pages of

one

our esteemed contemporaries.
have no argument with the idea
of airing one's views at length, I do think
the debaters should concentrate on the
focal point.
In this case, Mr. McAdoo
was the bone of contention -at first
but the range has been widening steadily
until the last letter is calmly headed
"Mr. McAdoo, Chaos and Other Matof

While

I

—

ters."

Personally,

some

I

would say that

it

is

quite

put over the

The man
dustry

men

is

concerned,

is

looking to such

and Hodkinson for
Practical Help.
Concrete material is
what he wants and appreciates.
as

Williams

the
is

some mighty

Big Picture, the Big
getting boosted higher

Perhaps the United Artists were wise
all.

of Reissues

IN

THE MAGAZINE SECTION OF

the

New

9th, there

York Times
appeared an

issue

of

March

article of interest

It was headed "Lo
Movies Have Achieved a Revival."
The first paragraph is quoted as follows:
"Who called the movie the roughneck of
Does
arts? Let him stand and answer!
Does a
a roughneck art have revivals?
roughneck art have vintage pictures?
Does a roughneck art have repertory?
Th§ article continues to answer these
questions by pointing out the complete

to the entire trade.

the

- '

success of the Chaplin reissues or revivas the Times calls them.
And, by the
real

was our friend Kashin of Montand New York who first pulled the
it

Chaplin reissue idea and not Riesenfeld,
who gets the credit in the Times.
But the article in a reputable paper
clearly shows that the public is taking
kindly to the reissuing of old master
pieces of the masters and this is of importance to many producers because it
means an additional source of revenue
that must not be sneezed at. And from
the other side, it would seem as the
Times states that the screen is hereby
definitely established as

one of the Arts.

Pathe Puts

I

am

With

The Power

A SPLENDID EXAMPLE OF

WHAT

organizations in the industry can do has
been effected by the exhibitors in Iowa
who have defeated Sunday closing legis-

and the South Dakota exhibitors who have triumphed over
the adherents of Sunday Closing and the
Censorship Bill.
At the time of writing, it is not yet certain whether Nebraska will be successful
in killing the Censorship Bill, but certainly this state deserves the success of
its neighbors, as every effort was put
forth to combat this impending menace.
New York exhibitors have nothing on
their Western brothers in the estimation
of The Reporter.

Here's wishing Nebraska success.

to meet.

it

Over

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE
organizing of Pathe into a feature organ

most interesting from more
The Reporter remembers and in fact was inclined to agree
with the opinions which were expressed
on the' matter a short twelve months ago
that an organization selling short maization

is

one

angle.

could not successfully dispose of
demanding high prices and spe-

terial

features
cial

exploitation.

Pathe, however, has done just this very
thing.
As a matter of fact, I have been
informed that they are able to bring back

money from
quick

the field on productions as
not quicker than any other or-

if

ganization. With the installation of this
special feature department it would seem
that

this

tion

was entering on an era of very

well-established

old organiza-

broad prosperity.
It is interesting to note that in all the
references made in regard to changes
ets., that go on in the trade, Pathe's name

conspicuously absent.
Perhaps it
the case of the hare and the tortoise.

is

The Potential Value

of

Educational Pictures

Will Lubin

als,

way,

any individual concern

than

lation in their state

The Importance

fact,

their intention.

for

the way,

a big deal and

of Organization
in the street, as far as the in-

In

ceased.
is

a result.

it's

after

publicity.

have
informed, this
activities

the combination of the Y. M. C. A. they
will certainly be formidable competition

However,

really of constructive value.

aired,

The Community Motion

Picture Service will undoubtedly do a
big work in this line as soon as war

big stories will be given to the screen as

Director idea,
every day.

have been stated and opinions
but the result has been simply

the

—

But here's the point. In all these artiHodkinson nor Mr
cles neither Mr.
Williams have said anything that is
Beliefs

filming of

ment.

By

territory to cover.

to

Cosmopolitan stories.
And then, Walter Irwin joined Paramount, and well use your own judg-

IN

ONE OF THESE PAGES WAS

discussed an editorial that appeared in
the Denver Post on the effect of

Mormon

Pictures on childish minds.
As a corollary to this, the report made
by Professor Ernest N. Burgess of the
Chicago University that the three most
important influences on children are the

home, the school and the Picture Theatre
is most important and interesting.
If this report is accurate, and there is
every reason to believe that it is, as
Professor Burgess has an excellent rcpu
tation, certainly film producers and oth-

is

Come

Back?

THE REPORT THAT
is

now

reenter

in

"POP" LUBIN

Los Angeles and expects

the

film

business

is

to

certainly

meat

for thought.
If Lubin does come
back, the return of one of the old mas
ters will doubtless be hailed with much
enthusiasm and pleasure.
The general
opinion is, however, that if Mr. Lubin has

just

about one-tenth

of

the

wealth of
with he
will be content to rest on laurels already
secured and leave the field to his younger
and more active successors.

commonsense he

is

accredited
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OFF TO GIVE EUROPE THE O-O

Victor

Kremer Handling

Shorty Hamilton Series
Kremer has repurchased

Victor

Hamilton

Shorty

the

which he
was the originator and which were sold
about a year ago.
He has established
stories

of

offices in the Tilden building, 105 West
Fortieth street.
His plans are to sell

pictures, "The Ranger,"
Ireland." "The Pen Vulture," and "The Snail," and as soon as
the territory is disposed of, to bring out
another picture, as yet unnamed, which
will be sold on state right basis.
Headquarters will be located in Chicago, while the New York office will be
used for publicity and supplies. Helen
Santoro, formerly a special representative of the "Hearts of the World" Company, will be in charge of the publicity
department, and all prints for films will
be shipped by the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.

the

first

four

"Denny From

New
"A

Williams Picture

Gentle -ian

Quality," a VitaEarle
Williams,
is
ready. Katherine Adams, Mr. Williams'
new leading lady, appears for the first
time in his support. Others in the cast
are Joyce
Moore, James Carpenter,
Robert
Bolder,
George Pierce and

graph

of

featuring

Ronald Byram.
The picture was directed by James Young, and was made
from the novel of the same title as the
play by Frederic Van Rensselaer Dey.
Snapshot taken just before 'William Fox, Winfleld R. Sheehan and Abraham Carlos
sailed. Left to right
WiiiHeld It. Sheehan, Jack G. Leo, William Fox and James E.
MacBride, chairman of the Executive Committee of the Fox Film Corporation.

—

Barbara Castleton to Be Leading

Woman in

Henry

Barbara Castleton, one of the prettiest

young

actresses of the stage or screen,
has been engaged as leading woman for
Henry B. Warner, who has just arrived
in California to begin production for
Jesse D. Hampton, who will publish the
Warner features through Exhibitors'
Mutual. The selection of Miss Castleton
to play opposite him was Warner's first
official act after getting himself a home

Hollywood.
Barbara Castleton is well known to
motion picture enthusiasts, having apin

in a considerable number of features, including those on the World program. She had a leading role in "Parentage" and other independent films.
Miss Castleton is a native of Arkansas,

peared

but was educated in New York.
She
began her stage career in "It Pays to
Advertise" and was accorded a prominent role in "Madame Sherry." She is
an athletic young woman. This will be
her first appearance in motion pictures
produced by Jesse D. Hampton.
"The Man Who Turned' White," which
will reintroduce Warner, is the work of
F.
It

McGrew

Willis, a

was picturized

Jenks

of the
locale is

Los Angeles author.
by George Elwood

Hampton

scenario

staff.

The
Soudan.
Warner began work on his first production last Monday and is supported
bv Robert McKim. who has played "bad
man" in many of William S. Hart's productions, Walter Perry and Frank Lanning, who have been assistants for William Desmond in a number of his starring vehicles, and J. Dwiggins, another

Warner Films

B.

of the Desmond troupe, who had the
part of a Central American governor in

"W

hite-washed Walls."

Cowling,

chief

cine-

Holmes, has
just returned to New York from a two
years' trip in which he has been taking
motion pictures in the Orient and the
islands of the South Sea for the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogues. He
left New York February 2, 1917, accompanied by Mr. Holmes, and since then
has

Burton

covered over 200,000 miles

in

his

piflHniiiiiraiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

Soldier Seeks Place

|

Frank E. Maffioh, 218 North
Main street, Rockford, 111., who
served six months in the U. S.
Army, found his former position

§

filled

|

honorable discharge.

|

show business twelve years,
and assistant manager of a motion
picture theatre for six years. Can
you find room for him? He is 33

|

|

|

I
|

when he returned with an

He

has been

in the

years old. married, and a University

8,000 Soldiers See
"Made

Film

America" was shown Monday and Tuesday, March 3d and 4th, at
Camp Meade, Md., to 8,000 officers and
men. Four performances were given in
in

the Liberty Theatre. Lieut. Arra Chaney,
U. S. A., attached to Headquarters
Fourth Development Battalion, was in
charge of the screening.

Health Films Coming
The Public Health Films Corporation,

travels.

|

Dean and others, which was reported
favorably by the committee, provides
that injunctions may be procured by the
attorney general or county attorneys
against picture shows which operate on
Sunday, and that the attorney general
may take such action in Travis county
or in the county where the offense is
committed.

Cowling Returns to U. S.
After Touring Two Years
Herford Tyne
matographer for

Hits at Sunday Theatre
AUSTIN, TEX.— A bill by Senator

of

Illinois

man.

|
f
|
I

located at 1493 Broadway, New York, is
energetically preparing for its forthcoming releases, the nature of which have
not as yet been revealed, but will undoubtedly prove to be out of the ordinary, as the name would indicate.

Shoot Exteriors in South

|
|
|
§

Director John S. Robertson, Assistan
Director
Frank Walton. Cameraman
Jacques Monteran and the members of
the cast of "Come Out of the Kitchen."

§

Marguerite Clark's new Paramount picture, have gone to Pass Christian, Miss.,

|

|

where the work of filming the exteriors
for the production has already commenced."

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitoniMiiiM
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Goldwyn

Plea for Better Pictures
Meets Approval Among Exhibitors
Leading Showmen Wire and Write Endorsement of Fewer and Higher Class Films
During Coming Year
Samuel Goldzvyn's prediction thai- fewer and better pictures are necessary
maintain the quality standard demanded by exhibitors and the public has
resulted in many letters and telegrams of approval from prominent theatre
to

owners in several territories.
Mr. Goldzvyn departed last week for the Goldwyn studios in Culver City,
Col.
Before leaving, he made the following prediction:
"Goldzvyn for its third season will have fewer pictures to offer exhibitors
next year and better pictures.
"The fact is that at the rate at which exhibitors are going now they

—

threaten to exhaust all the literary material in the world. Even with a thrice a
bill, they are consuming pictures that cost the producers at
This is not only zuastcful but impossible.
least $250,000 a zveck.
"I prophesy that before long the other large companies zvill follozu suit.
Where Goldzvyn has made a star series of eight pictures with a single star, we
shall perhaps make only four.
Next year I believe you are going to see big
pictures that command attention running tzvo, three or even four zveeks in the
The one-day
larger cities of America instead of for one week as at present.
houses zvill run their pictures for two or three days and so forth."

week change of

Jr., managing direcParkway Theatre Company's

Bernard Depkin,
tor of the

houses in Baltimore, supports
Mr. Goldwyn's contention in the following letter: "I hope Mr. Goldwyn's prediction will come true. We simply must
have good stories and quality pictures
and the over-production now going on
is detrimental to the future welfare and
I,
for one,
progress of the industry.
know that Goldwyn will keep its quality up and not sacrifice dramatic value
chain

of

More exploitafor quantity production.
tion and better advertising will result in
longer engagements and aid the industry
in general.
Count on me to support any
plan that may materialize from Mr. Goldwyn's prediction."
Duluth Exhibitor Approves
the well known exhibitor of Duluth, Minn., wired Goldwyn
that he is heartily in favor of fewer and
"Better pictures, better
better pictures.

Henry N. Azine,

Charles Branham,
showman, directing
magnificent

Goldwyn's prophesy is
true and that other leading producing companies will follow
suit.
"I have always been in favor of
quality pictures," writes Mr. Branham,
"and the first step toward obtaining

Samuel

.that

bound

is

eliminate
is
to
quality
productions
crowding. An exhibitor can run a picture longer than customary if he advertises and exploits properly and this, as
Mr. Goldwyn predicts, is exactly what
I am sure the
is needed in the industry.
prophecy will come true and that other
companies will follow the lead of Goldwyn."

New

go on record now as standing
by Samuel Goldwyn in anything he does,
because I know his energies and retures,

I

sources are directed in the right way.
personally, have proved that pictures
can be given longer runs by extra publicity and exploitation.
And if Goldwyn,
for example, would give me six good
stories and quality productions, I would
prefer to have these six than nine productions of less dramatic value."

Foreign Buyers

Apollo Trading Company, a newly organized firm, announces that they are in

good

special features to
the foreign market.
Lawrence Weber is the president of this
new outfit with Robert North, treasurer.
acquisitions
company's
first
The
were "Life's Greatest Problem," by J.
Stuart Blackton, and Frank Reicher's
"Suspense*," with Mollie King
Benjamin Hicks has sailed for London, where he is going to open the company's London office.

the

for

field

be

distributed

in

Zierler Is

manag-

ing director of the Rex Theatre and one
of the most progressive showmen in the
northwest.
Harvey C. Horater, managing director
of the big Alhambra Theatre, Toledo,
Ohio, expressed his approval of fewer
and better pictures in the following letter:
"I
have always contended that
over-production is hindering the progress
Having
of the motion picture industry.
implicit confidence in Goldwyn's efforts
to provide exhibitors with quality pic-

come

to

exploitation, longer runs will aid the exhibitor and the producer.
I agree with

Samuel Goldwyn." Mr. Azine

Detroit's distinctive
the destinies of the
Majestic Theatre, believes

Samuel

Honored

Zierler, general sales

manager

U

exchange, New York, was
of the Big
the guest of honor at a dinner given by
members of the exchange sales department at Murray's, recently. Mr. Zierler
celebrated his twenty-seventh birthday.

LaFayette Film Scores
We Come," the patriotic

"Lafayette

spectacle released by Affiliated Distributors Corporation, is playing to big money
in

New

from

England, according to a letter
Ideal theatre at Roxbury,

the

Mass.

I,

Edwards Directs Farnum
J.

Gordon Edwards, who staged "Cleo"Salome" and other big William

patra",

Fox super-productions, has been appointed as William Farnum's director.

PATHE OFFICIALS HANDLING NEW SELLING PLAN

Paul Brunet
Vice-Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.

Tom

Fred C. Quimby
Director of Exchanges

North

Feature Sales Manager

W.
Serial

S.

Sales
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Wessling

and Short Reel

Manager

a
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a

Changing a Ten Year Policy

The story of how a Wisconsin theatre manager made the
tenth birthday of his theatre the turning point in its career; the
value of capitalizing a unique form of home talent; the trick
Df making one production serve another, and of the value of
making advertising tell something about the action or story in
a picture, instead of expecting the public to feed its curiosity
and interest on the brief reference to title, star and theatre,

o

of 30,000
INinga town
grandmothers,

inhabitants, count-

babies and every-

shows have hard
might be an appropriate
time to quote the famous poem "We Are
Seven," especially the line which remarks
body,

seven

sledding.

picture

It

that several of us are dead. The Bijou
might be one of those, but it isn't. It
stands at the head of the list with its
seating capacity of a meagre five hundred, counting the two chairs placed in
the corner on a crowded night.
The other day Harry Hall Burford,
manager of the Bijou, counted up the
years he had been in the theatre business in La Crosse, Wis., and found he
needed all of his fingers and his two
thumbs to accommodate the numbers.
"Ten years with 500 seats at ten cents
"But just for
is a long time," he mused.
an anniversary present I'll book a regular picture and double my admission
price. I am going to change the Bijou's
policy and prices as a mile post." The
next day a salesman for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit of Milwaukee
called and found Harry H. still in the
anniversary mood.
In ten minutes he
was signed up for the first Tarzan picThe price
ture, "Tarzan of the Apes."
was higher than he had ever paid for
a single show, and with the admission
price doubled, it was a gamble whether
those five hundred seats would all be
filled with various sizes of La Crossians
or whether he would enjoy Tarzan's antics alone!

Confides Plan to Organist

The

first

person he told of the "birth-

day present" was

his organist.
Most
don't care much about the
picture, and sort of follow the story
along any old way for the first showing
and then do but slightly better through
the succeeding shows.
But that is another point where the Bijou differs! The
Bijou's organist has been an active member of the house force for seven years
and promises to be there as long as the
Bijou stands.
He is a regular feature
on the programs and people have grown
accustomed to saying to their out-oftown guests, "Oh, my dear, you simply
must go up to the Bijou with me and
hear that blind organist play.
He is
simply wonderful!" That is the reason
why the Bijou realizes his value. One
blind player made a fortune for himself
touring the country La Crosse paid no
attention to him when he came to their
town a genius of that sort makes his

organists

—

—

home

in their

midst!

"Tarzan of the Apes" was heralded
with such advertisements as La Crosse
had never seen except for fire sales. The
daily papers printed ads setting forth
the fact that Tarzan slew lions and
tigers with his bare hands right on the
screen before the astonished eyes of
awe-stricken audiences.
The manager
said the stealthy panther was but a
babe in his hands and wound up one
particular paragraph by noting that all
the terrible beasts of the jungle skulked
away at his approach. Again he hinted
that Tarzan was a Californian seven feet
tall and then he hinted at the coming
of the beautiful white girl! Then, as a
master stroke, he said, "Don't miss the
.

of the

first

Tarzan

pictures.

There

is

another one coming!"

Birthday

Was

Big Event

Burford was determined that his advertising of the anniversary change in
policy, price and character of attractions

The theatre's
should get attention.
birthday was a big event for him and
he wanted the town to feel equally interested.

The

picture arrived the day before

it

was scheduled. With painstaking care
it was run off on the screen for the blind
organist. The story was told to him as
it
was unfolded, foot by foot on the
screen. The subtitles were read to him.
/

&

all was the announcement that the blind organist's concert
would be a feature of the program.
The first show opened at 1:30 with

ground, and over

every one of the 500 seats occupied. It
was an innovation in the show business
of La Crosse, but before the four days
had ended it had become a regular feaThe ten years recture
at the Bijou!
word was broken to bits!

—

Follows

Up

His Success

Later the "Romance of Tarzan" was
booked. This time the previous exploits
of
the jungle-man were played up
The majority of the photostrongly.
graphs used in the advertising campaign

showed him in the jungle attire that had
become familiar to the patrons during
Only one photograph
the first show.
showed him in modern attire, and that
was the smashing scene where Tarzan
puts a few of his tormentors out of the
ring in a fashionable hotel, despite the
embarrassment of his fiance. Again the
lions and the tigers were mentioned, and
a huge picture of Cantor, the elephant,
bearing Tarzan and his sweetheart to
safety, was the chief poster display. For
five days the records suffered a second

smash.

The Bijou became famous as a 500
seat theatre that brings real pictures to
La Crosse. "Virtuous Wives" will be
used as a celebration that the Lenten
Harry H. expects to
season is over!
bring out a celebration as frequently as
he can find an excuse and for a person
who has the ingenuity of H. H. it is
expected that he will find them frequently.

Salisbury as Immigrant

change of
music was
Then
scenes.
practiced to properly harmonize with
the great scenes in "Tarzan of the Apes."
The birthday of the Bijou found every-

Following a brief rest, Monroe Salisbury will begin work on a new Universal

thing
Bijou
ideas
tered

Raj and Elinor Fair in a scene
from their flrsi l'o\ production,
"Married in II:inI<-"

will appear soon in the stellar role
of a Burton George production.
Smith.)
(Kirby

and, with the usual keen mentality of
the blind, the organist memorized them,

and timed

Allx-r*

VIOI.ET PALMER,

Who

in

all

substitles and
his rousing

readiness.

was too small

The lobby

of

the

admit of

city
of decoration, but it was plaswith huge posters of the attracTarzan's huge figure and the
tion.
petite form of Enid Markey were pic-

to

tured many times with the ever-fascinating pictures of the jungle in the back-

28

production shortly, entitled "The Open
Road," and written by Bernard McConThe story has an Italian setting
ville.
and Mr. Salisbury is seen as an immigrant

who

adopts Western ways quickly

and makes things interesting for those
who have mistreated him during his first
days

in the

new

country.
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Carl

Laemmle Takes

Positive Stand

Decision of Witness in Chicago Murder Trial to
Enter "The Movies" Arouses Ire of
Universal President
at the

motion picture industry from time to time
for exploiting pe-ople whose only claim to
prominence is the part they have played in
a sensational criminal

trial

— too

often an

unsavory one.

The

and

principal witness

central figure

Chicago's latest murder trial was a nineteen year old girl, worldly wise, who took
in

the occasion of her father's crime to bask
in

the glare

of publicity.

Day

after day,

she posed for newspaper cameras and consented to interviews, apparently rejoicing in
|

The cat escaped
the notice she attracted.
from the bag just as the trial ended the

—

confidently and triumphantly announcing she was "going in the movies."

girl,

One producer

at least will not

welcome

columns of free advertising
she has been given in all parts of the country. He is Carl Laemmle, president of Universal.
He has taken a step in the right
direction. His attitude is well expressed in
the following interview-'
her, despite the

I

I

By Carl Laemmle.
(President of Universal)

actor.
Had this young woman, at the
time of this tragedy, been a motion picture actress, had she, indeed, occupied
a stellar position, her value, because of
this notoriety, would have decreased,
over night, at least fifty per cent. I very
much doubt whether she would, as a
matter of fact, ever recover her prestige.
Is

photoplaygoer, photoplay producer and
photoplay exhibitor, upon the screen,

upon

A

Universal Doesn't

theatres

the

permit

and newspapers to

young woman

to use their
exploitation of her
notoriety and to exploit this notoriety
as a possible asset for preferment in
the world of the motion picture.
Nothing, in my opinion, is a greater
drawback to actor or actress than
notoriety. I believe in clean pictures and
in nothing but clean pictures. And I believe in making clean pictures with clean
people.
Notoriety cannot get a hearing
this

columns

in

—

Insult to Industry

It is unfair to the spectators of motion pictures; it is unjust to the producers of motion pictures; it is an insult to
the self-respecting actors and actresses
engaged in the making of motion pictures; it is, in a word, a reflection upon

for

the

Universal studios.

Credit to Director
On

Vitagraph's current

list

David

Is

for

"Virtuous Men," the
of the

S-L
and

coln

first

production

Pictures, starring E. K. Lindirected by Ralph Ince, is

ready for presentation by its sponsors,
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin.
It was six months in the making and is
more than seven reels in length.
The picture cost over $150,000 to pro-

Five cameras were used to inthirty
perfection,
photographic
massive and unusual sets were constructed for the production under the
direction of Charles Chapman, five disduce.
sure

tinct spectacular efforts costing thousands of dollars, mark the unfolding of
the story, and over 10,000 supernumeraries were used by Ralph Ince in several

exterior scenes.

The star role will be interpreted by
E. K. Lincoln, supported by Clara Joel,
Broadway favorite; Grace Darling, W.
B.

Mack, Robert W. Cummings, William

Irving
Talbot,
Edward
Brooks, William Cohill, Danney Hayes,
and others well known on stage and
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin will
screen.
present "Virtuous Men" in the near fuBlonkhall,

ture

on Broadway as a special screen

entertainment.

Publish Delayed Film
"Toton,"

starring

Thomas,

Olive

which was completed by Director Frank
Borzage last fall, is to be presented as
Triangle special March

McDonald,

Norman

Francis

30.

Kerry

and

Jack

Perrin are included in the cast.

of publica-

"The Wishing-Ring Man," a
Bessie Love feature based on the book
of the same name by Margaret Widdemer. The production was directed by
tions

Men"

Showing;
Exceeds Seven Reels

a

Recently a young woman in Chicago
Her
became suddenly conspicuous.
father eventually came to trial for the
murder of the young woman's middleaged suitor. The newspapers, naturally,
saw in the tragedy the sort of "humaninterest" story which newspaper readers
like to read, and naturally also, they
made the most of their opportunity.
This was well and good. No one objects
least of all, I am sure, the young
woman round whom the sordid details
reof the tragedy were gathered.
porter found the "heroine" and interviewed her. She supplied "copy" for a
To
two-column, "illustrated" article.
this end, evidently, she needed no urging.
And one of the Chicago's leading
newspapers published the interview. It
gave it first-page position. It "doubleleaded" the article. This paper, it happens, is one of the greatest journals in
the world.

An

Ready

Women

Against Starring Notorious

Deserved criticism has been aimed

"Virtuous

is

Smith,

and

is

being

generally

Macauley Photoplay Sold
Rather persistent reports have

"Whom

the

Gods Would

special, will be taken

credited as the best of his productions

Macauley

with Miss Love.

First National.

?

that
Destroy," the
it

over by

EVENING CROWDS AT RIALTO THEATRE, NEW YORK

Want Her

Again well and good. And again no
one objects certainly not I, for I found

—

myself,

interested in
the
attention.
But I found throughout that article
varied and various statements to the
effect that this young woman "was going into the movies."
Perhaps she is.
I
am quite positive, however, that she
is
not "going into the movies" through
the medium of the Universal.
I am quite
positive that she will not "go into the
movies" by way of any self-respecting
story.

willy-nilly,

It

held

my

producing company.
Personally, I would not insult the intelligence of the millions of spectators

who enjoy
ing this

Universal productions by add-

young woman

Universal

players.

recommendation
picture

actress

to

or

to the roster of

Notoriety
either the
the motion

is
no
motion

The Popular Playhouse n< -l^d Street and Si-v«-ntii Avenue Dre*i Large Crowd* \n Week
With (he Putin- Production "Common Clay." (Insert) i»r. Huso Rieaenfeldi
HaiuiKiiiK Dlreetor.

picture
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"THE SPIRIT OF LAFAYETTE"

AUTHENTIC

IS

IN SETTINGS

Directed by James Vincent, this historical spectacle presents a vivid story of the incident of Lafayette helping America and the
payment of the debt by the U. S. A. Earl Schenck, Violet de Hiccary, Marion Barney, It.. Id. Elliott, Paula Shay and
Kittens Richert appear in the cast.

Film Clearing House Is Preparing
To Exploit Rothapfel Unit Progam
With three successes on the Independent market, Frank Hall, head of the
Film Clearing House, is preparing for
the distribution of trie Rothapfel Unit
Program, the production of which is already well under way.
Mr. Hall believes that in the Rothapfel program, he has one of the biggest
business getters offered to exhibitors in
recent years.
Enthusiastic Over Unit
"People are not only going to be given
what they might expect but novelties
in program units that will rise far and
above the expectancy of Mr. Rothapfel's

most optimistic follower,"

said Air. Hall
plans in this connection.
"Mr. Rothapfel and I have gotten together on this matter and it's difficult
in outlining his

convey to the picture world just how
important his acquisition to the producing branch of the industry is. The experience of years as one of the most
successful exhibitors in America, the
knowledge of one who has had to cater
to

to the most critical audience in the
world New Yorkers and the creative
genius of one who has brought into be-

—

—

two

ing

world

York

to

the

of

and

who

his

theatres

finest

brought

has

places

in

all

the

New

amusement

of

because he knew what they wanted in the
way of picture entertainment these are
the qualities and Samuel L. Rothapfel
is the man who is working on the Rothapfel Unit Program that will be given
to the public soon.
"It marks the birth of something entirelv new to the exhibitor.
He will
not have to book his feature at one exchange, his scenic at another, his news
reel at another and his comedy at another he will get served by Rothapfel
Picture
Corporation with his entire

—

—

program and he

will

be

served

and representing the Rothapfel comedy

The Rothapfel program

is assured
success and
that of the exhibitor is assured.
"Independent Sales' product so far released is meeting with every success.
The 10-20-30 series is doing business far
beyond anything that I had expected.

idea.

and

Comedy Already Produced
"The Rothapfel program has passed

—

series was meant to make money
for the exhibitor and it's doings so as
our records and their records will show.
After a series of the biggest exploitation campaigns ever inaugurated in the
interest of any production, Harry Rapf's
production of 'Wanted for Murder' is
going big in every section of the country where it is or has been playing. This
statement can be verified by the way in
which John H. Kunsky, Detroit exhibitor, packed them in to his Detroit

houses

when he ran this
man was on

exploitation

Kunsky

Mr.

to

make

his

run

of

this

feature

a big success.
'Independent's'
other feature 'A Romance of the Air'
is reported doing big business.
Taking
everything into consideration, I am
gratified with results that Independent
Sales has accomplished and I expec*
bigger things for 'Independent' and for
the exhibitor."

Independent Takes Kelley
Joseph L. Kelley, for many years on
the staff of the Motion Picture Nczvs, has
resigned his post with this publication
and has ioined the forces of the Independent Sales Corporation and Rothapfel Pictures Corporation, as "Lieutenant
of Publicity."

Atkinson on Long Trip
W.

that's going
of real laughs

E.

Atkinson,

Metro's

business

manager, has started on a cross-country
trip visiting all

"Experimental Marriage"
Believed to Improve
Original
Many

Is

Name

from exhibitors

in widely
separated points are being received by
Select Picture Corporation approving
the change in name of Constance Talmadge's Select Picture for March, in
which she is presented by Lewis J.

letters

from "Saturday to Monday"
"Experimental Marriage."
As previously announced, Miss Talmadge's
March attraction, "Experimental Marriage," was changed from
"Saturday to Monday" owing «to the
Selznick,

to

among exhibitors
the name "Saturday to Monday"
might lead to confusion in the minds of
the play-going public.
It was
feared
that patrons would confuse the name of
the attraction with the play dates at the
theatre, and be led to believe that "Saturday to Monday" was playing from Saturday to Monday only. With the new
title, "Experimental Marriage," this possibility is eliminated.
opinion that obtained
that

The name "Experimental Marriage"

is

said to be especially adapted to this attraction, inasmuch as the theme of the

play concerns an experimental marriage
between Suzanne Ercol and Foxcroft
Grey. Suzanne believes in suffrage and
Foxcroft believes in nothing but Suzanne.
In fact, his love for her is so
great that he agrees to her plan for
experimenting with a week-end plan of
matrimony, a marriage that will bind
them to each other only between Saturday and Monday of each week.
The plan works fairly well the first
time,
but
an incident arises which
piques
jealousy
Suzanne's
and
the

happy air castle of matrimonial freedom
comes tumbling about her shoulders. It
is said to be one of the most humorous
stories Miss Talmadge has ever done.

Metro exchanges.

Decide Publication Date
Colored People's Theatre
CHARLESTON, S. C— A motion
picture

full

week,

Our

the ground, Miss Lillian Hall a member of the cast made personal appearances at the Kunsky houses and
everything was done to cooperate with

people

be real comedy,

last

feature.

comedy and one

to

its

The

the talking stage it's in preparation,
the first factor of the unit having been
started under the direction of Wally
It's a

any judge,

with

features that he can present to any audience, in any house and at a profit to
himself in money and his patrons in
entertainment.

Van.

am

I

if

Exhibitors Approve
Change In Titling
Talmadge Picture

theatre
is

exclusively

to be erected at

spring.

for

colored

Anderson

this

Pat'he has announced that the publica
tion date decided upon for Leonce Per-

-

production, "The Unknown Love."
with Dolores Cassinelli and E. K. Lin-

ret's

coln,

30

is

April 27.
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IHodkinson Company
Four New Goldwyn
Is

Distributor for
Four Star Pictures

iSix to

Be Produced Annually
First Film Nearing
Completion

—

Uncertainty
i

|

i

I

I

I

J

i

as

I

!

I

:

the

Thomas "As

a

Man

will

produce

six

pic-

Canada.
a Man Thinks," the first picture,
nearing the final stages of completion,
after seven weeks of work at the Biograph studios where Four-Star pictures

"As

is

are made.

F.

Ray Hancock Moves

Hancock has taken over the Columbia Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and renamed it the Temple. All business and correspondence is being hanF. R.

dled there instead of Charlotte.

—Scene

From

"Probation Wife" (Select)

to follow

the current successful trio of Goldwyn
pictures
Mabel Normand in "Sis Hopkins," Pauline Frederick in "The Woman
on the Index" and Rex Beach's powerful
story of Alaska, "The Brand" are near-

—

—

Tom

Moore, Madge
Kennedy, Mae Marsh and Pauline Fred-

ing-

completion.

erick are the stars.

"A Man and His Money"

Thinks."

tures each year, allowing two months
Parfor the completion of each one.
ticular emphasis will be given to the
selection of supporting casts for Miss
Baird.
Arthur F. Beck, treasurer of the company, who conducted the negotiations
for the distribution of Four-Star pictures, is highly optimistic over the prospects for the coming year.
J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., has secured
the entire foreign territory for the first
year's output and is arranging to give
The
these pictures a wide circulation.
only open territory remaining on FourStar productions is the Dominion of

Celebrities

Frederick at Work at
Culver City
Four productions scheduled

Stands for Norma

And Norma Talmadge' s Clothes
Are the Envy of Many Screen

Moore, Kennedy, Marsh and

distribution

Brockliss, Inc., the foreign rights, covering the first year. The first production
is an adaptation of the play by Augustus

The Four-Star
|

to

mediums to be employed by. Four-Star
Pictures, comprising Augustus Thomas,
dramatist; Leah Bird, star; George IrvHarry Raver, proing, director and
ducer, has been cleared away by the
company's announcement that the W.
W. Hodkinson corporation has secured
the American distribution and J. Frank

N

Are Being
Rapidly Completed

Pictures

Under

the

direction

Tom Moore

mont,

is

of Harry Beaufinishing the last

scenes of "A Man and His Money," from
the popular novel by Frederic S. Isham.
It is a satire embracing the adventures
of a young man whom circumstances
force into the ridiculous position of valet
to a kennel of toy dogs owned by a rich

woman.
Madge Kennedy's newest production
is

from the pen

wyn's

of
director.

art

Hugo
In

Mine" Miss Kennedy

is

Gold-

Ballin,

"Daughter of
given

oppor-

tunities to prove that she is a dramatic
actress as well as a comedienne, though
the light comedy element is the main

An

unusual feature of the prothat it gives the star and every
member of the supporting company the
chance to play two separate and distinct
theme.
duction

is

roles.

Marsh

in "Spotlight Sadie"

Lewis Allen Browne is the author of
Mae Marsh's new picture "Spotlight
Sadie."
It
is
directed by Laurence
Trimble.
Though the title suggests a
story of the theatre, such is not altogether the case. It is a comedy-drama
of everyday life, with the playhouse as
a background, no conventional stage
scenes being necessary for the develop-

ment of the plot.
The story of Pauline Frederick's second Goldwyn Picture also is from the
pen of Cosmo Hamilton. Willard Mack
prepared the screen version of the pro-

Week

"One

duction,

called

which

under the direction of Hobart

is

Henley,

who

directed her

first

of

Life,"

Goldwyn

Next Essanay-Chaplin

To Be Issued March

System. The release date is March 29,
although there are a number of preruns in down town theatres of the larger
cities for

now

is

Active

the
feature,
"Satan on
Earth"; the Rita Jolivet spectacle, "The

News
mont

the Gaumont
and Graphic weeklies. The Gauserial is receiving heavy bookings.
of

Life,"

playing

first-run

in

throughout the country,

Vengeance";

Masque

22.

houses
meeting with
as great a success as "A Night in the
Show," it is said.
In "Police," Chaplin upon being released from prison, is exhorted by a fake
minister to walk the straight and narrow.
Being hungry, Charlie fills himself up at
is

Fontenelle

March

"The Bank," the second picture which

vehicle.

The Fontenelle Feature Film Company of Omaha, Neb., has arranged to
distribute in Iowa and Nebraska the ten
episode Gaumont serial, "The Hand of
and

29

"Police" is the third of the EssanayChaplin quartet of revivified comedies
to be issued through the George Klcine

is

When he reaches for his
one and only five-dollar bill he finds that
the spurious parson has "frisked" him.
This results in a battle with the fruit

a fruit stand.

vender.

Wandering along

Lappen with Keeney
F. A.

Lappen, formerly with William

L. Sherry and late of the First National,
Sales Division, has just been appointed
special representative for Frank Keeney

fflSRFORD T. COWLING,
Paramount-Barton Holmes photographer,

who

jiiNt

aft«-r

returned <<> I alted States
globe trotting two years
with a camera.

Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Lappen has
had over ten years' picture experience
and is looked upon as one of the most
aggressive and capable booking representatives

in

the country.
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•

in

a spirit of dejec-

he is held up by a highwayman,
who proves to be an old pal. They plan
to rob a house, but when the young
woman pleads with them not to disturb
her mother, who is ill, Charlie has pity.
Not so his pal, who gathers up everything in sight. Chaplin tries to prevent
the theft, but the police arrive and capture him, while the real burglar escapes.
The woman saves Chaplin, however, by
telling the police he is her husband.
tion

EXHIBITORS HERAL/D AND MOTOGRAPHY

DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
''HE day of the international picture is at hand,"
remarked William Fox as he embarked for Europe
[
last week, where he will establish producing plants
in France and England. It is his belief that motion pictures will be one of the most important means employed
in the bringing about of a new international feeling
of brotherhood upon which will depend in great measure
the success of the League of Nations.
Certain it is that America today feels a greater curiii'

than ever before regarding

osity

the great covenant.

its sister

The

to satisfy this curiosity is evident.

or evil which

it

possesses

members

of

assume that these

It is logical to

nations are similarly affected.

fitness of the film

The power

the next thing to be con-

is

American manufacturers have
instrument that
selves

and

may

hands an

in their

be wielded to great profit, to them-

Thought along

to the nation.

story

presented

(Select)

with modern

is

a very

trappings

and

enacted in modern style by Alice Brady and a cast

As productions

that satisfies amply.

of this star go,

the present ranks high.

"NEVER SAY QUIT"

(Fox)

seems to be the

motto adopted by George Walsh, who, as "Tough Luck"
Jones, the unluckiest

man

made

story."

the world, finds

in

to engage his athletic ability in

what

is

much

labeled "a hand-

Subtitles designed to "get a laugh' suc-

ceed in doing so and in aiding the picture over certain

weak points

Lytell's lateset publication, is a

ferred to the screen.

The

Bert

mystery story that enis

well trans-

which the story was
the picturization, and it presents
class for

intended should relish
no mean appeal to the unfamiliar.

Franklyn Farnum's sobriquet in his

(Pathe)

which

latest play, is

a hard-riding, gun-toting story of the West and its
ways. It is the old West of rustlers, bandit gangs, captured maidens and timely rescues, but it is done in good

and snappily.

Helen Chadwick

is

co-starred

and

PEOBATION WIFE"

(Select)
with
quite familiar as to basic theme
but developed -in detail that gives it freshness. Norma
Talmadge is her usual capable, engaging self, surrounded by a company that set off her work to good

advantage.

is

The composition should

find a

warm

recep-

tion in any locality.

"THE LION AND THE LAMB"

(Exhibitors

Mutual) sounds just like what it is, the title of Billie
Ehodes' Exhibitors Mutual publication. The admirers
of Billie, and they are many, will like the picture.
It
is built for the star and fits.
That is what the public
will be most interested in knowing.

"GOOD

ANNABELLE," ParaBurke, according to the lithographs, but presents that lady in combination with
Herbert Eawlinson, than which union none could be
better for picture purposes. The play is a comedy. A
serious strain which runs through it threatens at times
to pull it down but is overcome in time.
A pleasant
hour may be spent in witnessing the production.
GEACIOUS,
Billie

"MISS DULCIE

FBOM DIXIE"

(Vitagraph)

may

be used as an every-day program picture without
seriously disappointing. Gladys Leslie is the featured
player and does what there is to do with fair ability,
but there is very little to do. The same is true of the
rest of the cast. A familiar story, told in a familiar way.
laine Traverse just the sort of

(Fox)

work that she

gives

Made-

is fitted for.

Heavy

it is, and based upon the revenge motive, at all
times a dangerous one, but capable presentation and
even, steady development have made it interesting and

worth while.
(Vitagraph Spewith Anita Stewart, seems to be an amplification
of a story calling for about three reels. Addition of subtitles and similar tactics have brought it to the fivereel length. Despite all of which it should please moderately in a majority of houses. It is clean, and Anita
Stewart performs in her best manner.
cial)

"THBEE MEN AND A GIEL"

pleases.

A BEAR"

(Triangle) brings Taylor Holmes
to the light of the screen again. It is a play dependent
almost wholly upon the personality of the star for its
success. There is little action and few high lights, but
the story is mildly interesting and the star makes the

most of

its

"FBOM HEADQUAETEES,"

"GO GET 'EM GAERINGEB,"

"IT'S

"THE

Norma Talmadge,

"GAMBLING IN SOULS"
(Metro)

joyed a certain vogue between covers and.

style

admirable technical finish complete the catalog of

to a general success.

"THE BLIND MAN'S EYES,"

affords

to do

virtues.

mount) features

"THE WOELD TO LIVE IN"

(Universal)

some real acting. That
she rises to the opportunity and makes of her role a
thing of realism and appeal is but one of the picture's
good points. A modern plot, good arrangement and

this line is

certainly to be strongly encouraged.

modern

Mary MacLaren a chance

for good

sidered.

is

"THE AMAZING WIFE"

I

it.

"THE CABTEE CASE"
name

(Oliver). That is the
of the serial featuring Herbert Eawlinson and Mar-

garet

Marsh and based upon the Craig Kennedy

stories

which were so popular in magazine form. If the three episodes viewed are fair examples the serial should be one
of the finest that has ever been produced.
It ought
to convert to serial patronage many who now devote
themselves to the five-reel feature only.

32

(Paramount)

is

thing dependent chiefly upon the winsome charm of Marguerite Clark for its appeal. It is
based upon "The Tree Bears," a play with a Broadway
run to its credit, but lacks the advantage of the play's
a pretty

little

dialogue. A play, none the less, that will please Marguerite Clark's following, and that means practically
everybody.

"LITTLE COMEADE," (Paramount)
Vivian Martin,

is

featuring

at fault only in the tardiness of its

It was designed and executed, apparently,
before the armistice was signed, and calculated to have
the proper propaganda effect upon Americans. None the
less, it is a clever bit of film fiction and may succeed
despite this drawback.

publication.

'

Alice

Brady

in

THE WORLD TO LIVE IN
Five-part comedy-drama; Select.

Directed by Charles Maigne.
Published in February.

>

OPINION:

Rather unusual

in

plot,

of a sort that appeals to all because of its distinct modernity, the present publication presents Alice Brady in
the most becoming celluloid attire she
There are
has worn for a long time.
comedy bits distributed throughout the
play with a hand that was skilled in the
•ways of picture construction. The backgrounds are typically Select, which is
•equivalent to saying that they are luxuartificiality;
beautiful
without
rious
without frailty. Support that is always
•efficient gives the star assurance that is
evident in her work. Back of the story,
that of the girl who accepts attentions
she knows are not wholly unselfish, but
gives nothing in return, there is a moral
as old as drama and told in a thousand previous pictures. But it is not by
It
this that the picture will be judged.
is a realistic fac-simile of certain phases
of present-day life, and that is what the
public wants to see.
SYNOPSIS: Rita Charles finds it difficult to live and enjoy herself upon the
twenty-five dollars which is her weekly
wage as stenographer for one Oliverson,
so goes about of nights with Harrison
.and

<

I

|

!

!

|

Chalvey. a wealthy waster. Oliverson's
son is attracted to her and his father
sends the girl on a month's vacation to
Her heart's
break up the infatuation.
choice is Doctor Varian, a poor settlement worker. At Atlantic City she accepts the attentions of young Oliverson
and narrowly escapes being named as
corespondent in his wife's action for divorce, a service which she did the latter
when in poorer circumstances being her
means of escape. Chalvery has followed
her to Atlantic City, as has also Doctor
Varian. The circumstances which bring
her to a sober realization of affairs and
lead to her choice of Varian as a life
partner make up the big scenes of the

George Walsh in

NEVER SAY QUIT

;

j

<

|

first subtitle

informs

spectators that the picture to follow is
to be strictly a "hand-made" affair,
thereby putting them in just the frame
of mind necessary to the play's success.
It is typically a George Walsh concoction, a mass of complications furnishing

the star opportunities to display his
physical agility strung upon a story

thread a

little

stronger than customary.

These gymnastics afford

a certain pleasant exhiliaration to the beholder, but the
real appeal of the piece lies in the subtitles, cunningly devised similes, metaphors and puns which vary in quality

from low comedy

to

brilliant

wit.

Alcazar, Chicago, a mid-day
•ence,
seeking
refuge
from a

the

Five-part drama; Metro.
Directed by John Ince.

Published March

OPINION:

10.

The

novel from which
taken enjoyed a rather wide
reading among the class devoted to the
detective school of fiction.
These will
doubtless think well of the picturization
of the story. The unfamiliar will see in
it simply a mystery story with a unique
twist and a capable cast to portray it.
Much attention has been given to the
upholding of suspense, with a result that
is noteworthy in this regard.
The unrelieved tension has an inclination, howthe play

-

is

At
audichill,

drizzling rain, consequently in no espe-

Vivian Martin in

LITTLE COMRADE
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Chester Withey.

Published March

OPINION:

If

30.

old Bill Hohenzollern

could have been persuaded to hold out a
year longer, "Little Comrade" would
have made fine propaganda material for
the "back to the farm" and "all must do
our bit" movements. It was evidently

made

last fall, just prior to Bill's decision to quit, and concerns a "mamma's
boy" who didn't want to leave the old
farm to become a soldier and a city-

bred maiden

who gave up dancing and

social

engagements

ette.

It

is

to
a pleasing

become a farmerenough story and

Vivian Martin and Niles Welch disport
themselves creditably. If it doesn't go
over the trouble must be laid at the door
of ex-Kaiser Bill. The scenes of camp
life, farm life and the comedy touches
furnished by the farmerettes are well
handled and convincingly done.
SYNOPSIS: Genevieve Hale, pampered daughter of wealthy parents, decides to become a farmerette to help
win the war. She arrives at the Hubbard farm in her limousine and goes to
work with a group of other girls. Bob
Hubbard, youngest son of the farmer,
falls in love with Genevieve, and when
he enters a training camp the life becomes so distasteful he commits a. w.
Genevieve pero. 1. and returns home.
suades him to return to camp, but they
are discovered together and the elder
Hubbard sends the city girl away. Bob
obtains leave of absence and goes home
to explain matters to his father and the
girl's name is cleared in the eyes of the
farmer and farmerettes. Bob becomes a
good soldier and determines to marry
Genevieve when the war is over.

'

tire the spectator.
Mechanical
equipment of high grade and a cleverly
evolved scenario make for logic and realism. Frank Currier, Naomi Childers and

ever, to

SYNOPSIS:

Directed by Edward Dillon.
Published March 16.

The

in

THE BLIND MAN'S EYES

Hugh

Overton,

coninnocent, escapes and seeks Basil Santoine,
a blind corporation lawyer of repute,
whom he knows has papers that will
prove his innocence. Latrone. the man

victed of a

Five-part comedy-drama; Fox.

OPINION:

Bert Lytell

the star work well together.
The published picturization is well qualified to
give satisfaction to those who are interested in plays of the kind.

play.

•

humorous mood, laughed heartily
several times during the play's exhibition.
In better circumstances the offering should prove a genuine success.
SYNOPSIS: "Tough Luck" Jones,
born on the thirteenth of the month,
with numerous circumstances of similar
omen surrounding the event, is possessed of a jinx which he seeks to overcome.
Due to inherit a fortune, providing he attends the funeral of the
deceased, he is thrice delayed in attempting to rescue ladies in distress who do
not wish to be rescued, finally losing
the fortune and shipping aboard a' sailing vessel fitted out by Colonel Lattimore to locate a lost treasure. Helen,
Lattinlore's daughter, is also aboard and
the two discover a mutual attraction.
The captain of the ship attempts to
force Lattimore to wireless a confederate a hundred thousand dollars, threatening his daughter's life as well as his
own. Jones finally loses his "jinx," summons a battleship cruising in adjacent
waters, saves the girl and effects the capture of the culprits.

cially

he

murder of which he

is

supposed to have murdered, is in
hiding to escape prosecution for misuse
of the mails. His agents also seek posis

papers.
On a railroad
assaulted by Latrone's
agent and Overton, known as Eaton, is
suspected.
Santoine's
recollection
of
Eaton's voice leads him to take Eaton
into his home to await developments.
Eaton falls in love with Harriet, Santoine's daughter, the blind man's eyes.
Latrone comes in person to get the papers from the safe, Eaton making the
attempt the same night. Latrone is accidentally shot and killed by his accomplice. The papers are then read, Eaton's
identity and innocence are established,
and the ending is happy.

session

of

the

train Santoine

is
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Franklyn Farnum in

GO GET 'EM GARRINGER
Five Part Drama; Pathe.
Directed by John Clymer.
Published March 23.

OPINION: Whether or not he is
guilty of concious imitation, it is not
to be denied that the person coming in
after the characters and players have
been announced will be more than likely
to mistake the star for Douglas Fairbanks.
Which may or may not be a
point in favor of the picture but is cerThe
tainly a thing worthy of mention.
play, as the title suggests, is a western
melodrama with more attention given
to the procuring of continuous and
highly animated action than to the finer
shadings of characterization and acting.
There are bad men in plenty, a bandit
gang unusual enough to hold interest,
riding, shooting, abductions and rescues galore, all the cogs and gears
that go into the make-up of the standard western thriller. But the thing is
well done in every department.
There
is every reason to believe that audiences
which care for the style of which this
is representative will find in it the sort
of amusement which thev desire.
SYNOPSIS Go Get *Em Garringer.
famous for his skill with the horse and

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
is called upon when the Triple Arrow
gang has terrorized a certain western
community to the point of submission.

gun,

Shag, the leader of the gang, takes a
fancy to a girl who lives alone with her
aged father, stating that he intends
to win her whether she will or no.
His
lieutenant offers rescue in the form of
matrimony, supposedly a subterfuge but
really legal.
The girl accepts, learning
her fate too late. Garringer, whom she
really loves, fights with the gang and is
pursued to her cabin.
She hides him
and holds the gang at bay while help
comes from a near-by town.
In the
pistol duel that follows, Shag and his
aide are killed and the gang despersed,
leaving the road to happiness open to
Garringer and his bride-to-be.

Taylor Holmes in

IT'S

A BEAR

Five Part Comedy; Triangle.
Directed by Lawrence Windon.
Published March 16.

OPINION:

Taylor

Holmes'

the personality that made
success of "A Pair of Sixes,"

ity,

personalsuch a
is

very

much

in evidence throughout this, his
Triangle publication.
It is
that
which carries the play to a rather successful conclusion. There is not a great

first

deal of action in the piece, and there is
little in the way of plot to hold the interest.
It is simply, a case of judging
the value of the production by the popularity of the star.
Those who like his
work will overlook the weak spots in
the picture.
Those who pass judgment
upon the photoplay solely upon its merits as such will care less for it.
There
is nothing in it to displease, but neither
is there anvthing to create a furore.

SYNOPSIS: Orlando Winthrop, wealthy
son of a ranch owner living in the East,
gives up his study of bugs to go west
and straighten out the affairs of his
father's ranch.
Cogney, foreman of the
ranch, a man without morals or honor,
plots to bring about the downfall of the
newcomer. The clothes Orlando wears
and the general carriage of the man at
much

laughter, Cogney deciding to let matters take their course,
believing he will leave the west of his
own accord. But Orlando plays poker,
drinks
whiskey
and
rides
bucking
bronchos so well that he gains the respect and allegiance of the rough westerners.
He wins the girl, foils the villain and proves a real hero all in good
time.
first

elicit

H. Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh

in

THE CARTER CASE

OPINION Serials are serials and there
are certain fast rules, which cannot be
broken, i. e., the hero and heroine must
be in a hair raising plight at the end of
each eoisode.
But aside from this and
the other necessaries, the Craig Kennedy serial is a welcome departure from
the usual run of installment pictures and
should make many new friends for this
form of entertainment.
•'

Herbert

Rawlinson

and

attempts

villain

means
The

novel

and

scientific

of gaining his ends.
thrills

are -new ones.

teries are deeper than usual.

The mysThe escapes

are

surprising ones.
Dyed-in-the-wool
fans are going to receive it enthusiastically and many, who in the past
have turned up their nose at serials, are
going to be found in the picture theaters when the installments are shown.
serial

SYNOPSIS:

Margaret Marsh takes the
Anita Carter, daughter of the
owner of a large chemical plant, the
secret formulae of which is being stolen
and sent to foreign competitors.
Her
father has a mysterious past and in constant fear of death has a secret room at
the top of his home, where he thinks he
is secure.
When his daughter learris that
her father is receiving death threats, she
seeks the aid of Craig Kennedy (Herbert Rawlinson), a scientific detective.
The mysterious villain enters the secret
room by aeroplane, however, and kills
her father before Kennedy reaches the
house.
Miss Carter and Kennedy are
then set upon by a gang of ruffians and
are roped to the aeroplane, which starts
up to pull them to their death as the
first episode ends.
Kennedy, by tying the rope around a
pillar, saves them.
Miss Carter is then
locked in a vacuum drying cabinet and
part

of

Kennedy bound hand and foot in the
second episode. Kennedy releases himself by a spectacular trick and manages
to save Miss Carter from suffocation by
placing a chemical solution on the cabinet, which burns a hole in the steel roof
and lets in air. Anticipating the return
of the villains, Kennedy sends Miss Carter to the cellar and hides in a clock to
the gang.
The four ruffians are
down cellar and set upon Miss Carter.
The aeroplane villain enters and shoots
trap

three bullets into the clock.
cludes episode three.

This con-

Margaret

for the leading roles and are given excellent support.
The settings are elaborate.
The difference between this and other

herself with money tfc buy her mother]
medicine, turns back from the brink on
suicide to pose as the wife of another
John Ashton of wealthy parentage, who
is supposed to be killed in France.
Her
plan succeeds and she is happy in thd
love of the elder Ashtons, until the unexpected return of John, whose death
was falsely reported. John is quick to
grasp the situation, but, after hearing her
story, carries out the deception.
Lucile
has become a close friend of John's
cousin, a lame but unconscientious club
man, who has secretly learned her identity.
He lures her to a roadhouse and]
attempts familarities. John's attempt to
protect her leads to a fight between the
men and the subsequent solemnization
of their wedding.
!

Norma Talmadge

in

THE PROBATION WIFE
Five Part Drama; Select.
Directed by Sydney A. Franklin.
Published in March.

OPINION: Though

told

as

a

story

within a story, a device which always
operates to the destruction of suspense,
the excellent telling the tale has been
given and the manner in which it has
been builded gives it entertaining power
of unusual quality. As the orohan struggling ever to better things Norma Talmadge has opportunity to do some real
acting, and she is mistress of the situation at every point of the play'« progress.
Thomas Meighan and Alec B. Francis
lend co-operation, which means much to
the success of the production.
Boiled
down to its elemental ingredients, it is
the old story of the woman who plays
upon her husband's jealousy to hold his
love.
But added threads and subtitles
that have real weight in their utterances
make the scheme seem new. None will
call it trite.
But all will consider the
hour the unreeling takes well spent.
SYNOPSIS: Harrison Wade, novelist,

goes with his fiancee and a wealthy roue
to a resort where wine and woman are

Mary MacLaren

in

THE AMAZING WIFE
Five-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Ida May Park.

Published in April.

OPINION:

Mary MacLaren has in
production one of the best roles
she has been given to date.
There is
opportunity in almost every scene for
the display of real ability and she measures up to the demand in each instance.
Frank Mayo, with a part almost equally
exacting, also performs capably and inthis

The team work of the two
admirable.
The story is based upon
an idea which should make it of general
appeal.
Everybody in the country has
heard of at least one case of the woman
who declared herself the widow of the
hero killed in action, and the situation
thus brought about is one that permits
of pleasant speculation.
It has a freshness not an attribute of the stereotvped
photoplay plots which litter the release
It has
schedule of the average week.
been done in better than average style
and shows the evidences of thoughtful
painstaking
execution
planning
and
throughout. It is a step upward for the
terestingly.

Craig Kennedy Serial; Oliver Films, Inc.
Directed by Donald Mackenzie.
Published March 17.

Marsh were happy choices

serials is the manner chosen by the mysterious villain to kill the hero and heroine.
Instead of burning down a house,
throwing them in a lake, resorting to
dynamite, or other rough methods, the

is

star.

SYNOPSIS: Lucile Ashton, widowed
On her wedding night through the
death of a husband married to provide
34

to be had for the asking. Disgusted with
his fiancee's flirtation, he meets Jo. an
orphan here held caotive. and gives her
money to escape. She fails in her attempt and is later sent to a reformatory,

from which she escapes and makes her
way to the city. To save her from recapture Wade marries her, promising
to divorce her when her probation is
served.
His former fiancee, having married the millionaire, continues to take
Wade, whom she really loves, about
with her. McMerton, Wade's best friend,
persuades Jo to appear with him at various cafes and thus excite Wade to a
declaration of the love which he is sure
exists.
This Wade is forced to do. the
plot is then explained to him. and all
ends happily.

Serial

Has Been Started

Work has been started on the new
Robert W. Chambers' serial, "In Secret."
which Pearl White will be starred.
Director George B. Seitz spent most of
last week in making location scenes for
the earlier episodes and on Thursday
in

took his company to the famous Barber
Castle, near Paterson, N. J., which will
figure as an European stronghold in the,
serial.
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Billie

Rhodes

country place.
at Wimbledon's
Here also comes Rawson, her husband,
whom she does not recognize. Love develops between them and Annabelle
wishes she were single. A trick gains
She learns
possession of the shares.
that her present love is her husband of
yesteryear and they then begin to be man
vants

in

THE LION AND THE LAMB
Five Part Comedy Drama; Exhibitors'
Mutual.
Directed by Francis B. Grandon.
Published in March.

OPINION: The personality of the star,
a personality which made her rise from
single-reel

comedy

t'o

five-reel

and wife

event clamored for by the fan body of
the country, is the chief attraction of
In it she
this, her latest publication.
has the role of the child bandit who is
used as an instrument of revenge by a
society matron disappointed in love. Her
gradual change of character is well done
and calls forth that sympathetic admiration which makes for popularity among
Melbourne Macthe family audiences.
Dowell, as the stern guardian, registers
Maude
an impressive bit of acting.
George is ideally cast as the disappointed
and vengeful society woman. A rather
extended last-reel explanation of events
transpiring years before slightly weakens
the conclusion, but the class to which
the star appeals will hardly find fault
with this flaw. The play is well qualified to please that portion of the public

which

to

MISS DULCIE FROM DIXIE
Five Part Comedy Drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Joseph Gleason.
Published March 24.

A

OPINION:
story that is as familiar to
the close followers of the screen as any
that can be recalled, plotted and developed along the old familiar lines, the
play is not one that will excite comment.
Gladys Leslie has one of those simple
"little girl" roles which put no great
strain upon the ability. Her light beauty
and mannerisms are thus free to engage
the admiration of those who care for
her style.
There is little else in the
picture to excite that emotion. Toward
the end of the thing there are substitles
setting forth certain speeches in dialect
bv a colored "Mammy" who seems real.
These are good. The settings are satisfactory, the acting of the cast passes
acceptably, but they are handicapped
somewhat by lack of worth-while things
Altogether, the picture is one
to do.
which may be played as a program publication without seriously disappointing.
SYNOPSIS: Dulcie Culpepper lives
with her grandfather, a southern gentleman whose plantation is buried beneath
many a mortgage.
quarrel of long
standing has estranged his son, Dulcie's
uncle, who now lives in the north and is
wealthy.
will calculated to mend the
breach stipulates that Dulcie must live

SYNOPSIS:

"Boots," orphan reared by
gang of crooks, insists
upon going with them to rob the Sylvester home.
Mrs. Sylvester captures
"Boots," but does not turn her over to
the police, educating her instead that she
may marry her to the son of a man who
leader of a

the

The gang make
numerous attempts to rescue her but
fail.
She falls in love with the young
man as desired and the wedding is about
to take place when she breaks down and

has spurned her love.

A

the truth about herself.
It is then
brought to light that she is really a
descendant of famous Virginia and English families and perfectly qualified for
the position which her wifehood will
tells

offer.

Billie

A

six months with her uncle and attempt
to bring about peace, receiving five thousand dollars at the end of that time,
whether or not she is successful. Uncle
John has a step-son with
Dulcie
falls in love, but his mother objects.
When John threatens to leave all his
money to Dulcie, having been won over
to her side, his wife encourages
the
match, thinking to secure the money for
her son by way of marriage. The quar-

The wedding proceeds.
Burke

whom

in

GOOD GRACIOUS, ANNABELLE
Five Part Comedy; Paramount.
Directed by George Melford.
Published March 2.

OPINION

When

;

the

picture

opens

rel

a feeling that it is going to be
"another one of those stock market
things." A little later it shows signs of
becoming the old "cave man-abduction"
affair.
Then the comedy element enters
and the play takes on individuality, an
individuality that is thoroughly diverting.
A comedy is what the production
really is.
The drama which threatened
to overshadow the first reel is incorporated merely to emphasize the lighter
plot element.
Herbert Rawlinson and
Billie Burke, the central figures, make
as pleasing a screen couple as could be
desired.
In roles of this character there
there

earnest.

Gladys Leslie in

will appeal.

it

in real

drama, an

is

is

finally

made up and

the

mating

permitted to continue, a pleasant ending
for all concerned coming about naturally.

Madlaine Traverse

in

GAMBLING IN SOULS

peculiar

Five Part Drama; Fox.
Directed bv Harry Millarde.
Published March 9.
OPINION: The mature talent of Madlaine Traverse is perfectly suited to the
role she is given in this straight and
rather heavy drama. Revenge is not always productive of the best results when
made the motivating impulse in a photoplay, but in this case it has been coupled
with mother love and the result is an
interest doubly strong and of finer quality.
The mechanics of the production
are about evenly divided.
The scenerio
might have been prepared with more care
and the action might have been made
to move with more uniform speed.
But
the settings are lavish and authentic and
photographed attractively. Every scene

unknown to her, after the two shares to
give him control of the mine. His rival,
iGeorge Wimbledon, secures the shares
by fraud. Annabelle and her companions.
equally poverty-stricken, engage as ser-

a serious one, there is no relief to the
strain of application, but the story is
one that many will find interesting. The
picture will not establish a precedent
for the producer, hut it will maintain

is

no reason

why Rawlinson

should not

make

for himself a place at the top. The
picture is ideally suited to the neighborhood house and the family audience, but
it is just as well qualified for exhibition
in

any other atmosphere.

SYNOPSIS:

Annabelle lives at a very
expensive hotel and overdraws her bank
account.
the two
[she

1

A

friend

borrows money on

shares of mining stock which

owns.
A husband, married under
circumstances years before, is,

Throe MoeneH from "The Lion mid the
Lamb," with BUlle Rhodes. (Kxhlbtorn'

Mutual.)
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the standing that his pictures have at-

Dalton Sells Rights to
His "Beyond the Law"

tained.

SYNOPSIS:

When Thomas

Philborn

ruins her hsuband in the market and
causes him to suicide, Marcine Dunning
vows vengeance. Failing to gain atmittance to Philborn's office, she goes
to an old friend, who operates a gambling
house and presides over the roulette
wheel, knowing that Philborn's son
comes there to play. By means of a
magnetic ring she wins his money and
taunts him to steal bonds from his
father's safe.
When Philborn comes to
plead for the return of the bonds to save
his boy from prison she reveals her
It
identity and her revenge is complete.
then develops that her daughter has married the boy and she gambles herself
against the bonds held by the house, wins
them, returns them, forgives, and marries the man who has made her revenge

Emmett

the picture.

New York state and northern New
Jersey have been bought by Nathan
Hirsh, president of the new Aywon Film
Corporation.
Mr. Hirsh has arranged
with Dalton a side-deal involving spe-

FROM HEADQUARTERS

the

Five Part Drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Published March 10.

The female

fact

and repetitions it is a drama of unusual
strength and will prove satisfactory to
majority of theatre goers.
Anita Stewart is given full opportunity
to display her emotional ability and takes
advantage of it. The success of the play
depends almost entirely upon her. While
she has appeared in pictures more pleasing from many viewpoints, she has never
performed more creditably to herself
than in this Vitagraph special.
Anders Randolf and Earle Williams,
the only two others appearing in leading
parts, give Miss Stewart capable supthe

Frolimnii

"Bill Hart,"

Amusement

reel

appearing in

Broadway

Adirondack mountains on her wedding
Richard Barthelmess, Percy Marmont and Jerome Patrick are the three
women-haters, who vow to eschew the

day.

society of all women for all time, only to
fall victims to the smiles of Miss Clark.

The scenes around Loon Lake, N.

In one particular, the picture is a
It is free from sugpleasant surprise.
gestiveness, despite the fact that its central theme is a man's trifling with a

are pleasing to the eye and artistically

affections.

Rose Peters, daughter of
Detective Sergeant Peters, accepts a position
stenographer for William
as
Brown. He amuses himself by making
love to her and then turns from her to
another stenographer in his office.
In
anger, she stabs him with a paper knife
and flees to her home, believing she has

murdered him. Her father is assigned
to the case and establishes her guilt. As
he is struggling between his sense of
duty and love of his daughter, undetermined as to whether to return a true
report, a telephone message comes that
Brown is not dead and requests the
investigation to be dropped.

After re-

covering from his wound, Brown finds
he was in love with Rose Peters, wins
the forgiveness of the girl and her father,
and marries her.

Marguerite Clark

in

THREE MEN AND A GIRL
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Published March 16.

OPINION:

"Three

Men and

Y.,

photographed.

SYNOPSIS:

Sylvia

Weston,

at

the

man

of wealth.

At Hymen's

altar,

however, she revolts and runs away to
a lodge she owns in the mountains.

Here she comes upon a lawyer, a physiand a violinist, who have renounced

cian

womenkind because

wood

Artcraft

studio.

"For Better, for Worse," is the title,
the story having been written by Edgar
Selwyn and scenarized by William C.
DeMille. Alvin Wyckoff is the photographer.

As

the

title

suggests, the play

hinges upon a marriage, but the picture
is not a discussion of marriage problems,
it being totally different in this respect
from Mr. DeMille's previous production,
"Don't Change Your Husband."
The
problems arising from marriage as an institution are not touched upon at all in
the play.

"A Taste

of Life"

"A Taste

of Life" is the permanent
given the latest Edith Roberts Uni-

romance.

scheduled for

Buy Novel For Hamilton
Metro Pictures Corporation has purchased the picture rights to "After His
Own Heart" a popular novel by Ben
Ames Williams. The novel originally
appeared in serial form in the All-Story
Weeklv during the month of January.
Hale Hamilton will star in it.

Rechristen Picture

from Edward Childs Carpenter's stage
"The Three Bears," which enjoyed

former title of the production having
been "When the Boys Come Home."

You
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Women!"

versal film.
One of the last stories
written by Paul West, who recently died
in Paris, the Roberts' play was produced under the tentative title "Wher,
Cherries Are Ripe." Jack Dillon produced the film and in support of Miss
Roberts are "Smiling" Billy Mason

George

Hernandez,

Harry. Todd.

May Emory

"A Taste
March 3

of

Life"

anc
i:

.

New World Photoplay
Is Not a War Picture
At the Port Lee studio of World Pic
work is in progress on the all
story feature, "The Price of Doubt," ii
which Montagu Love, June Elvidge
Evelyn Greeley, George MacQuarrie
Jack Drumier and Johnnie Hines wil
This photoplay is not
be starred.
tures

i,

The next John Emerson-Anita Loos
Production for Paramount has been re"Oh,

New

Edith Roberts Film
title

christened

play,

New

Cecil B. DeMille this week satisfied
the curiosity which has been widely manifested concerning the theme and title of
his next Artcarft picture, on which work
is well under way at the Lasky Holly-

of their fickleness,
and is forced to leave the house for the
caretaker's hut, because they had previously rented it from Sylvia's agent. A
dead-line is established between the two
houses, but as the days pass each of the
'three bears" declare the others are at
fault for the barrier, and finally Kent,
the youngest, plights his troth and the
others acquiesce reluctantly in the love

Girl"
makes its principal appeal through the
winsome charm of Miss Clark. Taken
a

DeMille's

behest of her aunt, agrees to marry an
old

SYNOPSIS:

himself.

western dramas.

run, it presented certain
difficulties to the scenarioist and the director by reason of the absence of the
sprightly dialogue which put the play
over. The only punch in the play comes
in the first reel, where Sylvia throws her
bridal bouquet into the face of her
astonished fiance and runs away to the
a

Law"

Corp. two-

port.

woman's

it

"For Better, For Worse"

TEXAS GCIXAX,

that this
production is obviously a three reel feature stretched into five reels by devoting
an unusual amount of space to subtitles

and exploitation, and

Dalton announces also the sale of all
southern territory to the First National
of Richmond, Va.
This sale, he states,
was made on the strength of the box
office receipts of the theatres throughout
the territory where he played "Beyond

Anita Stewart in

Despite the

publicity

cial

has been decided that in some theatres
Dalton will make personal appearances.

possible.

OPINION:

Dalton, sole survivor of the

Dalton Brothers, has returned to New
York after a tour of the southern territory with his production "Beyond the
Law." Besides the account of tremendous business at the houses, in many of
which he appeared personally, Dalton
reports two sales of territorial rights on

the

war

The

picture.

was writtei
and Harry O. Hoyl

scenario

by Wallace Clifton
under the direction of Charles Sarvei
scenario editor of World Pictures. De

Henderson

is

directing.
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Sol Lesser paid $150,000 for "Yankee Doodle" the other
Can't be said, however, he got it for a song.
day.

McAdoo says he's not a star; just a legal pilot.
getting a star's salary.

Still,

he's

The Gentry Film Corporation is all "het up" over its coal
"The Key to Power," which the Educational Films
Corporation was handling. They want $25,000. Some coal bill.

picture,

And now the reformers want to abolish chewing gum.
There's where they get in bad with the telephone girls. We'd
like to see one try to get a number after that goes through.

Somehow this sounds familiar: "The exhibitors are going
have the most equitable distributing proposition they have
lever had."
Bennie Schulberg.
'to

—

About the only guy left who hasn't pulled that "it was
a frame-up" fight stuff is one Bill Hohenzollern.
Oh, well,
give him four or five years to think it over and maybe he will.
Somebody's always taking the joy out of
of the Longacre building,

New

life.

The owners

York, have ordered the actors

keep moving and not loiter in the big hallway. Many of
the stenographers in the building have quit their jobs since
the order went into effect.

.to

Ford has invented a $250 auto.
along with a $250 up-keep, we're

all

Now,

if

—

Paris expects to be an oasis for thirsty Americans after
July 1, if the U. S. goes dry, says a news item. It's going to
be a long wait between conferences if the film magnates go
out to wet their whistles at noon, ain't it?

From Waste Space

Your

in

Theatre Lobby
Here's a machine you'll find an ornament to your
lobby
one that will prove a drawing card
be-

—

—

making money for you.
Takes up less than five square feet of floor space
26 x 32 inches exactly. Needs hardly any atten-

sides

—

—

operates itself as well as paying for itself.
Picture Theatres,
$600 to $3,120 yearly income
Ball Rooms, Skating Rinks, Amusement Parks, Cartion

nivals,

FAMILIAR HEADLINES

—

Summer

Resorts.

Own Company.

Will Make Eight Pictures a Year.
Star Plays a Dual Role.
Most Important Co-operative Move in History of Industry.
Writers of International Prominence Will Furnish Plots.
Denies Rumor of Affiliation.
Will Not Join "Big Four."

McAdoo

probably heard that Raymond Hitchcock was
going after government ownership of railroads and decided
to duck out while the ducking was good.
'Member what
Hitchy said about Bryan and Billy Sunday.

That pugilist who was sent to Leavenworth for a post
graduate course, for making lead dimes, got the wrong hunch
about making money easy. He should have horned into the

LtirK)
Com Madxb
Here's the machine that gives the people what they
its
Its fascinating mechanism attracts notice
want.
its distinct
coaxing fragrance brings trade for blocks
flavor makes steady customers.
Everybody loves pop corn, everybody wants the ButterKist kind and everybody has the money to pay for it. An
average of 90 bags a day means about $1,000 a year profit.

—

Fig leaves for wearing apparel will be about one's limit
flag that peace congress bunch.
They've
forgotten all about the war and are now discussing a thirteenmonth calendar. Twelve gas bills a year is about enough
for one salary.

The Coupon Brings the Book

Boston doctor has discovered it is dangerous to kiss
And yet there's a lota guys who will go right ahead
without looking up the 'phone of the nearest' hospital.
j

Many

an exhibitor will be glad to put those four stars
service flag— if he can get 'em on the percentage basis.
And our star reporter says that's the latest dope from the
w. k. west coast.
in his
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—A Small

Deposit Brings the Machine
Buy your machine out of the profits it makes. Our
Easy Payment Plan makes it possible.
Don't let anything stop you. Fill in and mail the coupon
now. Be first in your neighborhood to seize this opportunity.

Valuable fEs*
This

somebody doesn't

blondes.

—

—

game.

George Washington Grant of Cleveland, owner of a string
of motion picture theatres in London, Eng., paid $400,000 last
week for an interest in the Boston Nationals. If the Braves
don't finish first this season he'll wish he'd stuck those
400,000 smackers into more picture houses.
if

Make
Money

set.

of our Constant Readers complains that he broke a
leg last week rolling off of a couch after reading that "Better
'Ole" joke and wants to know what we're going to do about
it.
As a testimonial, it's worth about thirty cents if we had
the thirty.

film

Pays the
Rent
Pays a Profk

some one comes

One

Forms

Pays for
Itself

started

coupon has
many a show

man on the
new profits.

road

to

\

For Proofs, Photos, Prices

to

know

»

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
102 V. in Burcn

Each read an "ad"
like this and had the
horse-sense

r

St., Indianapolis, Ind.

obligation, send me your
free Butter-Kist book— ''America's New
Industry"
with photos, sales records
and estimate of how much I can make

Without

—

nothing but
a postage stamp to

with your machine.

investigate.

Name

t

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
102 Van Burcn St.

Business

t

it

costs

Indianapolis, Ind.

i

*
t
:

Address

...

J

'

;
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Norma Talmadge Film
BOBBY'S

Corporation Enlarges
Its New York Studio

The

TheChristie Comedy Star, Bobby
Vernon, Back from War Soon

The Norma Talmadge Film Corporation has just purchased the six-story red

Appear in "Bobby Comes
Marching Home"
to

East 48th Street,

brick building at 324

W. H. Productions Dispose
Of All Rights to "Mickey"

HOME

New York City, adjoining the Norma
Talmadge Studios at 318 East 48th, and
work will shortly be started to convert
this flat-house building into a new wing
When the renovations
Norma Talmadge
the
Studios will have a frontage of one hun-

dred and twenty-five

feet,

chase is another move on Joseph M.
Schenck's part which is quite in accord
with his determined policy to give Miss
Talmadge even bigger pictures and better productions than ever.
When the new wing of the Norma Talmadge Studios shall have been completed, it is planned to transfer the
offices to that section, so that the executive offices, director's rooms, scenario
and title writers, press department, and
stenographers' quarters, will all be conveniently located within the same build-

Hiram Abrams has secured George
latest production, "Hearts of
Men," which is the first production
Beban has ever offered to independent

Would End Delays
Fox Film Corporation
Hiring All Service

tributing Corporation.

distribute

his

pictures

states.

Peggy Hyland Begins
New Film at Hollywood
Under the direction of Lynn F. Reynolds, Peggy Hyland has just begun
another William Fox Excel Picture at
Hollywood. This is the second Hyland
picture which Mr. Reynolds has directed,
the other being "The Unkissed Bride"
which has its setting in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri.
The new picture bears the temporary
title "Miss Adventure."
The story was
written by J. Anthony Roach, and in her

Webb

LINCOLN, ILL.— With
the

petition

tion of

requesting

605

that

ques-

Sunday theatres be submitted

to

the people here in April, it is now certain that the proposition will be on the
ballot.

Fox

of

fold.

Another to return is Sergeant M. C.
Felder, formerly of the Fox Film Corporation's New York Exchange, who enlisted in September, 1917.
He was sent
to

Camp Upton, where

in

charge

the

territories

of-

he was placed
motion picture entertain-

of

in

Film by Mail

At a meeting of the Transportation
Committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry held at
the Association offices in New York City
last Friday morning, it was decided to

make

a

strenuous attempt to have unr!

delivered shipments of film returned to
the exchanges postage collect.
According to the present law and the
rules and regulations of the post office
department, if a film shipment is uncalled
for or cannot be delivered, the postmasters are not permitted to return it
to the exchanges until the postage has
been forwarded. This causes an enormous delay and the loss of a great deal
of money as the film is frequently lying
idle in the post office for several days.

ment

College Play Author
Directs Alice Brady

Discharged last month, Sergeant Felder
is now back at the New York exchange.

that

Later he was
at the camp theatre.
transferred to the photographic division,
48th Service Company, Signal Corps,
where he served as personnel officer.

Schwalbe
A

names on
the

Men

taking back all men of the
Fox Film Corporation who left the organization to enter the army, two more
Fox employes returned to the employ
of William Fox this week.
Leon Bamberger, formerly head of the
contract department, who entered the
army last September and was sent to
Camp Greene, S. C, has been honorably
discharged and is once more in the Fox

and Rockwell Mason.

Vote on Sunday Question

Return

In compliance with the William
policy

supporting company Miss Hyland has
Ed. Burns, Frank Brownlee, J. Dwiggins,

George

States

by the following exchanges: Magnet Film Exchange, New--!
York City, for Greater New York;
Gardiner Syndicate, Buffalo, N. Y., for

Midwest Greater Features Company for
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New
Mexico, and Sol. Lesser, All Star Features Distributors, San Francisco, for
California and Nevada.

Beban's

future

United

\

'

State Rights Market

the

the

controlled

Samuels for Georgia, Florida, Ala-bama, Tennessee. North and South Carolina; Kentucky to Big Feature Film
Company; Mickey Film Corporation of
Chicago for Illinois; Wisconsin Film
Corporation of Milwaukee for the State
of Wisconsin; J. Horwitz Productions
for Michigan; Leon Victor of Kansas
City for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and!
Nebraska; De Luxe Feature Film Company of Seattle for Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana. Minnesota. North
and South Dakota, Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi;

Hiram Abrams Enters

in

In

J.

ing.

through independent exchanges.
Sol Lesser, it is announced, has purchased the rights to the Pacific Coast

now been

State north of Westchester.
County; Boston Photoplay Corporation,
Boston, Mass., for New England; Supreme Photoplay Productions, Pittsburgh, Pa., for Pennsylvania, Ohio and
West Virginia; Sidney B. Lust, Washington, D. C, for Maryland, Dela., District of Columbia and Virginia; Mr. S.

which means

George Beban's former pictures have
been released by Paramount, and this
first departure on the part of the star
from program releasing indicates he will

"Mickey,"

New York

that the Select star is to own the largest
of any of the downtown motion picture
studios in New York City.
This pur-

buyers.
This is the last picture that
will ever be offered to the trade by Mr.
Abrams on a state rights basis, as he is
soon to devote his efforts to the general
managership of the United Artists' Dis-

to

world.
are

of the studios.
are completed,

Mack Sen-j
superproduction, have
disposed of for the' entirei

rights

seven-reel

nett's

Is

Honored

dinner to Harry L.
Schwalbe, secretary-treasurer of First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, as an evidence of appreciation for his loyalty to
testimonial

the Circuit and his allegiance to his
associates in it, was given at the Hotel
Astor recently by a number of the
franchise owners and employees.
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Select Pictures Corporation announces

Kenneth

B.

to direct Alice

Webb
Brady

has been engaged
in a forthcoming

Select Picture, the one which will follow
her latest attraction, "The World to Live

which is being distributed as a February production. The title of the picture has not been announced.
Miss Brady's new director is the
author and stage director of several very
well known Columbia University comic
operas, including "The Dream Girl,"
In,"

"The

Forbidden
City,"
"Leap Year
Land," "The Mountaineers," and "The
Best Sellers."

A PERSONALITY
Of

the

PROGRAM

mass of programs, newspaper clippings, heralds, pluggers, etc., brought in with the
power to impress than the little folder put out by Charles H. Ryan, manager of

striking in their

daily mail none are more
the Garfield theatre, Chi-

and reproduced below.

cago,

And it has, to our
is a practical application of the "individuality idea" advocated in this department last week.
knowledge, two years of history to bespeak the genuine worth of the theory.
Ryan's program is not a work of art, as that term is commonly interpreted. It is printed upon heavy salmon-colored
It is durable, readable, convenient yet
stock and measures A}^ by S J 2 inches. There are no cuts used in its make-up.
Here

/

sufficient.

these

All

things

make

for

economy,

always a point to be considered,
yet they are not to be considered as
which

is

desirable for that fact alone.
There is especially noticeable economy
of words.
Economy of words is one of the most
valuable assets an ad can possess, whatever the article advertised.

No stilted composition here. No long
descriptions.
No superlatives.
No
statement that cannot stand the test of
attendance.

always in good shape, always a truly
"ready" reference.
Can those things be said of the pretentious, showy, manicolored programs
it is

affected

by the man who

"It Chases Dirt."
"Mild? Sure. Yet They Satisfy."
The firms that buy the space against
which these brief lines are thrown in a

\

national campaign
certainly
do not consider
'monetary
economy alone in

same.

their
advertising
plans. The space
that they use to
back up a single
of
their favorite line

tells

of

I

Neighborhood
patronage

quickthe
quality of the var i o u s programs
offered by thea-

from

its birth in
the mind of the
loriginator to the
present,
plus
a
forecast
as
expensive as desirable.
Still
there
is

tres
They

The

known

Garfield

up

with

these

program does not go

as

contains a bit of information about every picture listed as an
attraction of the week.
It gives such

'details as

It

admission prices, matinee and

evening, adult and juvenile.
The short
subjects are listed.
Everything that
jcould possibly occur to the inquisitive
iprospective customer is there for him to
lcar.n.

But there isn't a wasted word in the
whole composition.
Note also, the phraseology in which
J
);the matter is written.
I

learn

that

poorest

pic

t

u

the
r e

is

bet-

than the best
on another.
At
least they form such beliefs.
And the
weekly queries they voice are not. "What
kind of an actress is So-and-so?" or,
"What kind of pictures does the This-orthat Company turn out?"

world

far as that.

(

.

ter

prod-

lines.
;

h o o d

on their favorite

of

over
inseparably linked

r

quickly

program

the
afe

that

in

•neighbo

words.
ucts
the
land

learns

ly

product

And

prothat

week, no more
and no less.

accom-

economy

much

the
of

grams

a history

their

always

It

just so

about

Exhibition
modate

willing to

that the way to get the best is to get
the most expensive?
Can these things be said of the miniature magazines published as house organs by some of the larger theatres in
the country?
In the Garfield's neighborhood the
little
red folder
is an established
institution. It arrives in the mail
every week.
It
always looks the

"Eventually— Why Not Now?"
''A Case of Good Judgment."

:would

is.

spend money for advertising and thinks

Just snappy, clean, American English.
It
doesn't take too long to read it.

Therefore

it

is

read.

doesn't take much room to keep it.
star, the play, the outstanding
point of the production.
The day, the
price, the added attractions.
Therefore,
It

The

it

is

It

of interest.
His patronage is interested in it.
His competitors are interested in it.
It is an "old timer'* in
the field, and none of the younger generation of program schemes have as
yet surpassed it.

ject

The

kept.
is

They ask, "What is the idea of Soand-so's play this time?" and that is
the information Ryan gives them.
Altogether, Ryan's program is an ob-

not easily destroyed.

/.
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Therefore

pecially

program
the

itself,

principles

and more eswhich underlie
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its

designing

be

examined

La Crosse

and composition, should
by every exhibitor who

advertises.

tails.

was

Harry Hull Burford, manager of the
Bijou theatre, La Crosse, Wis., put on
a celebration not long ago which has
a double value as an example of showmanship.
La Crosse, a city of thirty thousand
population, is possessed of seven moObviously, there
tion picture theatres.
In a city of that
is keen competition.

rheatre that is successful must
value received for the admission
charged, and it must compete with the
opposition on merit alone.
The policy of each theatre is known

The

every person in town, and by that
policy is the theatre judged.
Burford discovered one day that it
would soon be ten years since he "set
up shop" at the Bijou. Looking back,
he saw the many changes that had taken
place in the industry in that time. He
to

also saw that picture prices had changed
considerably, that expenses generally
had gone up and up and up, but never

down.
selling

still

for

tickets

ten cents each, just as he had on the
opening day. The facts seemed not to

change of price

harmonize.

Still,

a

a town
danger.

that

size

of

A

is

fraught

few cents makes

when

a

man

across
street doesn't change with you.
difference

the

*

The

*

in

with
great
the

*

result of his cogitation

was an

in-

novation.

He bought "Tarzan

of the Apes."

He

paid more for it ^han he had ever paid
for a picture in the history of the house.
At the same time he contracted for
"The Romance of Tarzan," the follow-

up picture.
He bought space with a free hand and
built his copy upon the "Tenth Anniversary" idea.

"Tarzan of the Apes," because of the
unique nature of the story, presented
unusual opportunities for advertising.
Burford took full advantage of these
and ran a series of ads culminating in
a half-page spread which was a masterpiece.

The people came.
five

to

They taxed

the

hundred seat capacity of the Bijou

La Crosse came to see,
admire and went away to

the limit.

paused

to

remember.

The picture was of a new variety to
them. The manner of presentation, the
atmosphere of the house, was new.
Incidentally, but so well had Burford
managed it was only incidentally, the
price was new.

.

W.

Taylor,

branch

manager

Omaha

At least, they continue to come as
often as before.
By thus combining his anniversary
celebration and his change of policy, he
put over the latter under cover of the
former.

brought to the attention of
office recently an example of
tion between tradesman and
that is worth passing along

is

showmanship.

The practical value of a suggestion to
exhibitors for local advertising on "Virtuous Wives," first of the Anita Stewart productions to be distributed by
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, which
is made in the press sheet for that release, is given in an experience reported
by Harry Weiss, manager of the Central
Film Company of Chicago as the result
of a recent trip to St. Louis.
Mr. Weiss carried with him a sales-

give

—

C.

Select

Suit Manufacturer
Uses Press Book to
Advertise His Wares

ferior pictures.

Shoe Shop Go-Operates
With Theatre Manager;
Result Big Houses

change.

That

size the isolation of the neighborhood
theatre is not to be depended upon to
keep a certain portion of the population
Neither is it
true to any one house.
possible to put over a day by day policy
involving flagrant advertising and in-

he was

a factor.

Burford does not charge ten cents
any more. But it is not likely that ten
persons in La Crosse really realize the

REAL SHOWMANSHIP

And

liked the innovation.
And
the whole they liked the deThe change in price and policy

liking

in

man's manual for "Virtuous Wives," in
which are a number of stills from the
picture, together with a series of star
photographs of Miss Stewart, showing
her in various costumes that lead the
current fashions.
In visiting with an
exhibitor, Mr. Weiss was introduced to
a representative of a large ladies'

suit

company, to whom he
manual as an example of

manufacturing

showed

the

how

film salesmen are equipped to visualize their wares.
The clothing salesman immediately requested a copy of
that part of the manual which includes
the photos of Miss Stewart.
He explained that he wanted it to show to his
customers and prospec'is and to enable
him to point out to them the popularity
of the models with a motion picture

set of photos of Miss Stewart for display in the windows of the leading local
\adies' furnishings stores, getting the
dealers to show, at the same time, models from stock which are similar to those
worn by Miss Stewart in the stills. In
this way local feminine interest can be
aroused in the costuming of the production.
The clothing salesman voiced
his intention to strongly urge every retailer he calls on to take advantage of
this possibility for co-operatinve advertising to the benefit of his store and to
the theatre as well.
"The big fellows in other lines of business appreciate the value of seemingly
small opportunities such as this for doing something a little bit novel and
unique."
said
Air.
Weiss, "so why
shouldn't it have just as much value and
importance to the exhibitors?"

Texas Exhibitor Plans
Two Modern Theatres
E. H. Hulsey of Dallas, Texas, and
one of the best known exhibitors in the
United States is in New York.
Mr. Hulsey contemplates erecting two
new theatres, one at Dallas, and another
He is a First Naat Houston, Texas.
tional
holder.

Exhibitors
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Circuit

franchise

of

exchange,
the

home

co-operaexhibitor
to other
exhibitors who read this paper.
The point of co-operation in question
concerns Constance Talmadge's recent
picture,
"Mrs.
Leffingwell's
Boots,"
which was billed at the Strand theatre in
Omaha. Realizing the many possibilities
of getting this attraction over to the public, Manager Stolte of the Strand got in
touch with the proprietor of Omaha's
most exclusive shoe shop and arranged
a deal whereby he placed a pair of embroidered slippers in his show window,
supplemented by pictures of Constance
Talmadge, with a sign reading: "These
are the boots see the play at the Strand

—

week."
On the other hand Manager Stolte arranged a table in his lobby on which

this

were shown a pair of slippers borrowed
from the shoe shop.
In this manner
both the theatre manager and the proprietor of the shoe shop got a fair amount
of free advertising.

Sign Important Contract
One

of the most important recent
engineered by the Film Market,
Inc., was the placing of a long term
contract with Sres, Gonzalo Varela S.
en C, leading film importers and exchange men of Mexico, for the exclusive
agency throughout Mexico, Guatemala
and San Salvador of the Precision Machine Company's Simplex Projectors and
parts.
The contracts calls for Simplex
deals

Service

Stations

to

be

established

throughout the three republics.

star.

Mr. Weiss explained that it is suggested to exhibitors that they use this

Pictures'

Film Goodwin Success
Earle Williams is embarking on a
screen version of the late Nat C. Goodwin's
famous starring vehicle, "The
Usurper," for Vitagraph.

"Peggy" Rights Sold
The S. A. Lynch Enterprises has sold
the rights for "Peggy," covering the territories of Kentucky and Ohio, to Mr.
Burt Barliett, representing the Star Feature Film Service.

Pathe Secures Gray
George Arthur Gray, magazine writer
and reviewer, and recently on the ed
itorial staff of the Dramatic Mirror, ha
joined the Pathe organization as assist
ant manager of serial publicity. Sever"
other additions have been made, neces
sitating larger quarters for the advertis
ing and publicity departments.

Theatre Resembles Church
DAVENPORT, IA.— The new Vande
Veer Park Theatre, to be erected by H
Winters and Dr. W. A. Stoecker
It wil
closely resemble a church.
cost $40,000 and will seat 700 people.
E.

will
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The

St ar vs.

The St ory

A DIGEST OF CASH DRAWER DECISIONS BASED
UPON THE CECIL B. DeMILLE PRODUCTIONS
The reports beginning on this page are selected as representative of a nation-wide response by exhibitors
upon questionnaires designed to determine the actual box office values of the Cecil V. DeMille Specials and the
principle which they represent.
DeMille Special Productions rely for their strength upon the excellence of their stories and the way that story

The

is told.

star

is

a secondary consideration.

DeMille's effort is directly in line with the theory that has been advanced by every exhibitor that has had to
turn his profit over to a star whose name has placed him or her in a position to demand it. That means just
about every exhibitor in the business.

In this effort to ascertain the real check-book value of that theory in application Exhibitors Herald and
influence in either direction. The answers are the results of actual expe-

Motography has exerted absolutely no
rience. They are authentic.

They

tell

an important story.

Summary
In answer
your patrons

to

the

like the

first

H. H. WILSON,
SHERMAN
THEATRE, SULLIVAN, IND.—
My patrons like the De Mille pic-

H.'
SCHLEUSENER, SUPERBA THEATRE, ALHAM-

tures fairly well because they are
clean.
The absence of a star's
name is no handicap, nor is the

but
question,

"Do

DeMille pictures?"

four-fifths of the exhibitors reply in the

would be hard to find a
would elicit a more
The pictures must
favorable response.
affirmative.

name is no handicap,
name does not carry

of a big star

It

class of pictures that

The second query brings
be pleasing.
out the reasons.
"If liked, what are the chief points
of popularity?"
Excellence of production and direction
seems to be the most popular answer.
The story comes second, quality and
uniformity of casts third and one man
mentions photography as the strongest

De

Mille's
the pictures.

O.

BRA, CAL. — The story and director make the De Mille pictures
favorites with our patrons.
The
name of the director is as good as
that of any star in this locality.

SAYWARD AND WILLEY,

CO-

LONIAL THEATRE, ROCHES-

N. H.— De Mille is the most
consistent producer producing for
Famous Players. The chief reason
for the popularity of the pictures
is the fact that they are different
from others. The absence of the

TER,

point.

significant that the work of a
single actor or actress is not mentioned
in one of the reports.
"Is the absence of a big star name a
handicap to these pictures?" That was
the most important question of all.
It

is

Two

general

dissatisfaction with the star system that
a careful search of the whole mass of
answers reveals but two affirmative. Two
men, out of the whole field, believe that
the picture depends upon the star.
Are the two right? Or is the overwhelming majority right?

The

field

tion.

%

division of answers shows
that the question is not a definitely settled one in the mind of the exhibitor.
Read the reports and make your own
decision.

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
INGTON, NEB.— Played

LEX"Till

I

Come Back to You." Patrons divided.
Some said great. Others
said too much kid idea to story.
The

story, not the star, is the chief
point of popularity. The absence

MONT.— De

productions are liked by
our patrons because of their gripping stories, beautiful sets and excellent casts.
The absence of a
big star's name is no handicap and
De Mille's name has carried the
plays lately. He is one of the best
directors in the game.

WILL F. KRAHN, LORIN
THEATRE, BERKELEY, CAL.
—We find that our patrons like

J.

B.

KOPPEL, RIVIERA THEA-

much, chiefly because they
are so well directed. The name of
the producer serves as well as
would that of a star.
"Don't
Change Your Husband" is one of
the best pictures made. If we had
fewer pictures and more like "The
Squaw Man" the whole business

very

was evenly divided upon the

The equal

BILLINGS,

Mille's

TRE, CHICAGO, ILL.— Our patrons like the De Mille pictures

last question.
"Does the. name,

DeMille, carry these
pictures with your patrons?"
In the light of the first three answers
it would not be strange if the producer's
name were given credit for the success
of the pictures.
But the giving of such
credit would reduce the scheme advocated to a mere matter of substitu-

KEEFE, REGENT THEA-

E. O.

TRE,

the De Mille productions because
of their general all-around excellence. The absence of the big star
name seems no handicap. The title
is what many of our patrons are
guided by. Author or director does
not matter.

Favor Star

It is a telling indication of the

name sufficient to carry
the pictures. Advertise the picture.

producer's

would
R.

Cecil

name

It.

Uc

Mille

profit.

T.

MEGIBBON,

TH EATRE,
MISS.

— In

REGENT

CLEVELAND,

our case the De Mille
their popularity to
their general excellence. De Mille's

owe

no handicap, but the
producer's name does not carry the
pictures. We Enow we can depend
upon the pictures, so we go the
limit on the advertising. Did our
biggest
Saturday
business
on
"Don't Change Your Husband,"

name carries the pictures; the lack
of a big star name is no handicap.
I advertise De Mille and the usual
excellent quality of his productions.
Types and characterizations always

but

good.

star

it's

is

the advertising.

HATCH, WONDERLAND
J.
THEATRE, KAUFMAN, TEX.—
T.

The De Mille pictures arc all good.
Our patrons like them for their
stories. The director's name is as
good

as that of

any
41

star.

specials

M.
H.
CAREY, MAIESTIC
THEATRE, WTLMAR, MINN.—
My patrons like the De Mille pictures very much because they are
always built upon good subject

matter.

The

lack of a star's

name

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
is

made up

not

for

out. The casts are also a valuable
asset. The name of the producer
absolutely does not carry the pic-

by that of the

director.

THEATRE,

STAR
BURG,

O— Our

GILSON-

ture with my patrons. About "Class
C" rating should be paid for these
pictures, instead of the "Class A"
rating which we have to pay. De
Mille's name means no more to our
box office receipts than does the
author of the story, and you know
how much that counts.

patrons like the
De Mille productions because they
are always good pictures. Lack of
a star's name is no handicap. The
producer's name carries with the
public.

RELF, STAR THEATRE,
DECORAH, IA.—The De Mille
R.

J.

pictures are liked by our patrons
when the subject matter appeals.
Their popularity is chiefly due to
the well directed stories told.
find the absence of a star's name
a handicap which the name of the

We

producer does not overcome. Have
never featured a producer.
A. S. PICKER, REX THEATRE,
IRONWOOD, MICH.— I advocate

The De

production and producer.
Mille pictures are liked because of

The name

points.

these

of

the

producer serves as well as would

Under- Water Sets Will
Feature Macdon Comedy
"Neptune's Step-Daughter" is the title
the first two-part Macdon Comedy
which was written and directed by Frank
P. Donovan and stars Gertrude Selby,
former Sennett and Sunshine Comedy
of

star.

Short Programs Popular
Manager J. E. Burke of the Crystal
theatre, Okemah, Okla., has built up his
weak business days with novelty programs, he advises. Mr. Burke states in
a letter to the Universal exchange, Oklahoma City, "I consider 'The Lure of the
Circus' with a two-reel Western and a
Nestor or Lyons-Moran comedy a first
class

program

to

offer

build up an off day.

you want

if

This

The De

fairly

created

C. E.

ZINK,

ALHAMBRA THEA-

KNIGHTSTOWN, IND.—

TRE,

Mille pictures are just
well liked by our patrons.
The absence of a star's name is a
handicap and the producer's name
does not carry witii the public.

THOMAS, RIALTO
M.
H.
THEATRE, OMAHA, NEB.— My

patrons like the De Mille pictures
very much. They are the best
made pictures today. The absence
of a big star name is no handicap,
the name of the producer carrying
I
the pictures with the public.
think the series

is

great.

JACK TRUITT, S ED ALIA
THEATRE, SEDALIA, MO.—
My patrons are about evenly di-

vided on the subject of De Mille
Special Productions. The absence
of a star's name seems to be a
handicap not 'overcome by the
name of the producer. I consider
the title a more important businessgetting factor than the name of the
director. The box office value of
the series is fair, but as to entertainment value, they are not for
the masses.

favorable comment."
Brophy of the Yale theater,

W.

L.

I

much

Muskogee,
exhibitor

Okla.,

who

is

another

Southern

has had success with short

reel subjects.

Washburn Rube Again
Convinced by

from exwants to see
Bryant Washburn in small-town roles,
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
has started another Paramount production in which Washburn will be seen
hibitors

that

the

its

reports

public

type of characterization.
The
is titled "The Village CutUp," taken from a story which was pubin

that

new

picture

lished serially in the Pictorial Review.

The Macdon Comedies will
make twenty-six two-reel farce comedies
comedy.
a year.

New Studio to Open
SANTA CRUZ. CAL.— Mr. and

to

have done.
We are constantly receiving compliments
on Universal productions we show regularly and these novelty programs have

that of a star.

The comedy is the first to be produced
entirely under water, with spectacular
sets and specially constructed properties
designed by William B. MacNulty with
Albert Fowler, late technical and art director for Clara Kimball Young, acting
in the s,ame capacity for the Macdon
Comedies. The picture is said to offer
something new in the line of farce

Mrs.

H. J. Mitchell and Harold
McAlpin have arrived here from New
York for the purpose of locating a studio here.
Ted Howland, formerly of

J.

L. French,

Vitagraph, will be director.
will produce comedies.

The com-

pany

Find Stolen Films
CLEVELAND, O.— Managerial

ambi-

tions of a sixteen year old employe of a
down town film company were nipped in
the bud when Detective Woodring interrupted a motion picture show which the
Five hundred dollars
lad was staging.
worth of films were found in his possession.

Leases Minneapolis House
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Lease of
the Shubert theatre to James V. Bryson'
well known motion picture man, has been
announced by L. N. Scott and the Shubert
corporation. Mr. Bryson announces that
he will play only big feature pictures.

STEVE FARRAR, ORPHEUM
THEATRE, HARRISBURG, ILL.

—The

casts in these pictures could
not be improved upon, and they
are almost perfect pictures from
every angle. The people like them
because of the perfect casts. The
name of the producer does not
draw, but the title makes up.
F. R.

SMITH, BIJOU THEATRE,

FOND DU

LAC,

WIS— Because

stories and productions are
not sacrificed for a star, my patreal

rons like the De Mille Specials
very much. The name of the producer suffices. Stars are not necessary. Give us more pictures like
these and forget the stars. Better
box office attractions than any star

we

have.

CHARLES H. RYAN, GARFIELD THEATRE, CHICAGO,
ILL.— I find that the box office
value depends upon the titles and
the popularity of the story, like
"The Squaw Man." The entertainment value is very good. My patrons like the De Mille Specials because of the sincerity and the perfect detail in which they are worked

Olive

Thomas

stars in

42

tills

feature direeted by Frank Borzage.
in her support.

Norman Kerry appears

—

—
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

Rose

American-Pathe
The Amazing

with

Impostor,

—

Mary

Miles Minter. A fair program offerHayman, Lyda theatre,
A.
ing.
S.
Grand Island, Neb. Down town pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Mantle
Fisher.

guerita

Charity, with
This is a very

of

—

comedy and your patrons
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic

light
it.

—

Marmarth, N. D.

— Middle

Mar-

fine
will like

theatre,

class patron-

age.

Mqney

Isn't

Everything,

—

with

son.

of the

— Picture

World, with Elsie FerguStar at her best. Did

fair.

—

not draw well here. J. T. Snushall,
Colonial theatre, Big Rapids, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
The Silent Man, with William S. Hart.
Fine.
Should appeal to any class.
Business good. W. H. Ingraham, Rex

—

—

theatre,

Fairfax,

Okla.— High

class pat-

ronage.

Women,

special production.
Picture very pleasing. Good for family
Little

a

Man

—
—

That Devil Bateese, with Monroe SalisRemarkable. Pleased all. If you
like Northwest stories book it.
C. E.
Leininger, Grand theatre, East Palesbury.

—

—

O.

tine,

— General

patronage.

in-

tellect.

111.

Rides Alone, with Wil-

The Amazing Impostor, with Mary
Well
subject.
Minter. Good
worked out. Fred Busman, Electric
Mixed patrontheatre, St. Joseph, Mo.

—
—

Bluebird

one.

Star good
Russell. Very good.
drawing card. L. F. Keiler, Arcade
theatre, Paducah, Ky.— General patronage.

Miles

—

—
Story won't strain anybody's
— R. L. Hensen, Bijou theatre,
Carrollton,
Beans, with Edith Roberts. — A very
good program picture.
Good story.
Good comedy drama. — C. E. Leininger,
Grand theatre, East Palestine, O. — Gen
eral patronage.
All Night, with Carmel Myers. — Excel-

Mar-

—

When

—

She Hired a Husband, with Priscilla
Dean. Our Saturday crowd liked this

guerita Fisher. A dandy light comedy
drama. Good business to good house.
W. H. Ingraham, Rex theatre, Fairfax,
Okla. High class patronage.

liam

Private Peat, with Private Harold
Peat. The only big thing about this is
the rental price.
No acting. Less plot.
P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

Heard more favorable comment
than was heard on some big

lent.

on

this
specials.

—

R. L.
Carrollton, 111.

—

Hensen, Bijou theatre,

age.

Exhibitors Mutual

Wives and Other Wives, with Mary

—

Miles Minter. The kind of picture that
will please any audience. Exceptionally
good. Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theMarmarth, N. D. Middle class
atre,
patronage.

—

Eleventh Commandment, with
Lee Stewart.- A fine picture for
box office. J. Day, Palace theatre, Des
Moines, la. Down town patronage.
Up Romance Road, with William Russell. —-Can't hand it much.
E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border min-

The

Lucille

—

—
—

Artcraft
Mr. Fix It, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Did not hear the
Capacity business.
usual pleasing comments. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, MichMixed patronage.
Wolves of the Rail, with William S.
Better
Hart. Drew well and pleased.
than most of the Harts. H. G. Thorpe,
New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Mining town.
Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
Pleased better than some of star's
Photography beautiful.
western plays.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Usual Fairbanks picture that

ing town.

A Hoosier Romance, with Colleen
Moore. Here is a real picture. Something that appeals to all.
Book it and

—

—

—

—

drew

fairly well.

—

J.

Henkle Henry, Em-

Winchester, Va.
Missing, J. Stuart Blackton production.
One of the very best pictures we have
had in a year. We got many fine comments on it. Worth advanced prices.
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, ParNeighborhood patronage.
deeville, Wis.
A. Doll's House, with Elsie Ferguson.

pire theatre,

—
I

,

|

I

'

—

— Not

—

boost

A

—

—
—

drawing card. Drama liked by
Indifsome.
Others wanted action.
ferent to theme.
Majestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.
Small town patronage.
a

—

—

—

——

scene from "A Wild Goose Chase," starring Hazel Daley. (Triangle.)

— D.

Burgum, Garden theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa. Down town patronhouses.

C.

—

age.

He Comes Up

Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks'
best
but
drew good business and pleased. Regent theatre, Cleveland, Miss. General
patronage.

Fairbanks.

— Not

—

—

Blue Blazes Rawden, with William S.
Hart. Fair.
Too many bar scenes.
Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
Private Peat, with Private Harold
Peat.
Played a Sennett Western comedy
with this and it went over well to good
business.
Regent
theatre,
Cleveland,
Miss.
General patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
A wonderful picture with good drawing power. Play up producer. James J.
Palmer,
Harrington,
Palace
theatre,
N. J. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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it.

— C.

E.

Zink, Alhambra
Ind.
Mixed

—

Knightstown,

atre,

thepat-

ronage.
In Bad, with William Russell. Very
good. Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Long Lane's Turning, with Henry
Walthall.— Best Walthall I have
B.
played in some time. A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

First National
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
A wonderful picture. Pleased

—

all.— D. B. Follett, Star theatre, GibsonMiddle class patronage.
burg, O.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
Good. Don't fail to pet this one.
Geo. W. Summer, Dixie theatre, Clay
Center, Neb. Small town patronage.
Empty Pockets, with Bert Lytell.—
Very good. Pleased my patrons.— D. B.
Follett,
Star theatre. Gibsonburg, O.
Middle class patronage.

—

—

—

—

———

——

—
—

4
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The Romance

of

—

Tarzan, with Elmo

Lincoln. Played this one day and made
as much as I did with Tarzan of the
Apes in two. Had I known what I do
now I would have played both the same
night in a pretentious manner at 50c
and pleased my patrons better, saving
Henkle
the extra day's expense. J.

—

Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
A good comedy. D. B. Follett, Star
Middle class
theatre, Gibsonburg, O.

—

—

—

ever saw. C. E. Leininger, Grand theEast Palestine, O. General patron-

I

age.

Strange Woman, with Gladys
Brockwell. Excellent.
Good title but
did not draw.
Star not known here.

The

of Tarzan, with Elmo
business.
Good
Lincoln.— Splendid.
On the historical
Pleased everybody.
order.
Sure to please. C. E. Zink.
Alhambra theatre, Knightstown, Ind.

—

Mixed patronage.
The
Italy's Flaming Front, topical.
best war picture that I have ever seen. —

—

D. B. Follett, Star theatre, Gibsonburg,
O. Middle class patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. The best out to get the business as a followup for Tarzan of the
Apes. Geo. W. Summer, Dixie theatre,
Clay Center, Neb. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

Fox

—

—

reissue.
Broke all Wednesday records. C. E. Leininger, Grand
theatre, East Palestine, O.
General pat-

—

—
ronage.
Mr. Logan, U. S. A. — Good picture.
Star well liked here. — A. Hammerly,
Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O. — Mixed patronage.

Western Blood, with

Theda Bara.— If

Devil, with

your patrons like Theda Bara this should
get the money. It is well produced and
it pleased the majority.
Regent theatre,
Cleveland, Miss. General patronage.
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Kellermann. Cannot call it great or cannot
knock it. Roland B. Riggs, Liberty
theatre, Cheboygan, Mich.
High class

—

—

—
—

—

patronage.

—

The Forbidden Path, with Theda Bara.
Good picture. Fair business. A. Ham-

—

Hamilton,

merly,

Lyric theatre,
Mixed patronage.

O.

Marriages Are Made, with Peggy Hyland.

— Very

good

picture.

Photography

Well liked by all.— J. T. Snushall,
Colonial theatre, Big Rapids, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
The She Devil, with Theda Bara.—
Drew well but not the kind we lfke to
see Theda in. S. A. Hayman, Lyda
fine.

—

— Down

town

The Broken Law, with William

Far-

theatre.

Grand

Island, Neb.

patronage.

num.

— If

you want

picture that will
send your patrons out pleased, book it.
C. E. Leininger, Grand theatre, East
Palestine, O.
General patronage.

—

a

—

Say So, with George Walsh.— It
gets by on speed and pep alone. Average business. Regent theatre, CleveI'll

—

land, Miss.

— General

patronage.

The Broken Law, with William Farnum.

—

S.

— Not
A.

as

good as

his late releases.
theatre, Grand

Hayman, Lyda

— Down

town patronage.
Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.

Island, Neb.

— Great

picture.

One

Tom

—

of the best fights

—

—

Hensen, Bijou

R. L.
fensive to some.
theatre, Carrollton, 111..

The Service Star, with Madge Kennedy. Good picture but not business.
A. Hammerly, Lyric theatre, Hamilton,
O. Mixed patronage.
The Beloved Traitor, with Mae Marsh.

—

—
— Gen— Liked by
Title caused
Mix. — Good
advertised,

Miss.

picture.
Star fine. This picture has lots
of pep.
Princess Elwood theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patronage.

all.
They said so.
to look for war stuff.
however, that it was not.
theatre,
Lexington,
Neb.

I

most
some

Majestic
Small town patronage.

The Man Hunter, with William Far-

Laughing

Hyde, with Will Rogers.

Bill

Much
— Excellent. Big. A typical Far- — Great picture. Pleased them
num picture. — Regent theatre, Cleveland, favorable comment from patrons. — C. A.
Rollins,
Wigwam theatre, Sheffield,
Miss. — General patronage.
The Woman Who Gave, with Evelyn — General patronage.
Nesbit. — This
without any exception
Kleine General
num.

all.

111.

is

the best picture she has ever made and
I
can truly recommend this picture.
Roland B. Riggs, Liberty theatre, Cheboygan, Mich. High class patronage.

—

A

Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
of the most delightful pictures
I've ever presented.
100 per cent pure
enjoyment. R. L. Hensen, Bijou theatre, Carrolltown, 111.

—-One

—

of the Wheel, with Geraldine
Farrar. Acting
fine.
Settings good.
Story fair. Patron's interest in picture
lacking.
C. M. Kellogg, Homestake the-

—
—

atre,

Lead,

S.

D.

— Mixed

—

A

Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
One of Normand's best. Pleased packed
houses. A. S. Widaman, Centennial the-

—

Ind.

Friend Husband, with Madge Kennedy. Exceptionally clever production
throughout. The comedy situations fine.
Give us more comedy and see the box

—

show

—

better results for

all.

— C.

M.

Kellogg, Homestake theatre, Lead, S. D.
Mixed patronage.
Joan of Plattsburg, with Mabel Normand. Not as good as some of her
others, but she usually draws well.
Ben
L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
The Venus Model, with Mabel Normand. Pleased a fair sized audience.
A. C. Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota,
Minn. Rural patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. Extra good.
Say, this picture pleased our patrons immensely.
C. A. Rollins, Wigwam theatre, Sheffield,
111.
General patronage.
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy.
One of Goldwyn's poorest pictures.
Not up to standard. Leo F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. Mixed patronage.
Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore.
Fine settings and photography.
Our
patrons like star. C. A. Rollins, Wigwam theatre, Sheffield, 111. General
patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.

—

—

—

patronage.

Men of the Desert, with Jack Gardner.
—They didn't care for — E. L. Franck r
it.

Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
ing camp.

—

—

—

—

— An

excellent picture.
Heller, Strand theatre,
High class patronage.

—

—

—

Boost it. F. E.
Anderson, Ind.

The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
slow moving western that doesn't
give the star much chance to act. Scene
in bedroom rather risque.
Might be of-

—A
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min-

Metro

—
— L.

Pleased
atre,

A. Hasse, Majestic, the-

all.

Mauston, Wis.
Trail

Gem

Yesterday,

to

—

Lytell.
Fine.
theatre,

with

— M.
Kans.

Book

J.

it.

Waverly,

Bert

Bailey,

Pay Day, with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew.

— Poorest

Metro

have shown.
Mauston,

I

L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,

Wis.
Hitting

the

—A
—

High

with

Spots,

Bert

Lytell.
good clean comedy drama.
This star is getting over here better all
the time. A. S. Widaman, Centennial
theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

His Bonded Wife, with

Emmy Weh-

— Fine program offering. — A.
Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. — Down town patronage.
len.

S.

•

Cure, with Viola Dana.—
Was a pleasure to show this. Everybody commented on it. Excellent busiPeople still laughing over Viola
ness.

The Gold

Dana's

comedy.

Modesto

theatre,

—

—
—

— Border

Lend Me Your Name, with Harold
Lockwood. Good.
Drew big crowd.

The

—

office

These do not go well for us.
All are about the same class.
Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

patronage.

Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
This is an old one but they don't make
them better now. We'll say it is a regular feature and if you play it boost it.
H. P. Thompson, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

Warsaw,

The Fibbers, with Bryant Washburn.

— Fair.

— General

Goldwyn

atre,

The She

Cleveland,

The Turn

On the Jump, with George Walsh.
Star at his best. Fine support. Drawing
power good. J. T. Snushall, Colonial
Mixed pattheatre, Big Rapids, Mich.
ronage.
Under Two Flags, with Thera Bara.
Very good

theatre,

eral patronage.

—

—

—

Regent

patronage.

The Romance

—

ater,

— Harry

Kelling,

L.

Modesto,

Cal.

Paramount
Little
tin.

Miss Optimist, with Vivian Mar-

—We

advertised

Tom Moore

and'

packed them in on this. Some one overlooked a good one when they passed'

—

Tom

over.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic
General patronage.
theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

—

Castles for Two, with Marie. Fine
Picture a little
Play. Star at her best.
too dark. J. T. Snushall, Colonial theater, Big Rapids, Mich.
The Call of the East, with Sessue Haypleased
well.
Ben L.
akawa. Star
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
Out of the Shadow, with Pauline Fred-

—

—

—

erick.

— Paramount
—

killed

her.

Goldwyn

the victim. J. T. Hatch, Wonderland
Neighborhood
theatre, Kaufman, Tex.
is

—

patronage.
Bab's Matinee Idol, with Marguerite
Clark. Just a good program picture.
Not so good as Bab's Diary or Burglar
but will get by. H. P. Thompson. Lib-

—

—

erty

theatre,

Pardeeville,

Wis.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
The Mystery Girl, with Ethel Clayton..

—A

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—

AN EPISODE FROM "THE LIGHTNING RAIDER"

consider this the best picture this
appeared in since she has been
with Paramount. J. T. Hatch, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
Let's Get a Divorce, with Billie Burke
Very good. Star is pleasing and story
Clay H. Powers, Strand
is very good.
Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
Less Than Kin, with Wallace Reid
This is a feature that will please all
classes.
G. A. Duncan, Lyric Theatre,
Good patronage.
Carlisle, Ky.
The Cook of Canyon Camp, with
Fine
George Beban Enjoyed by all.
Draws well. J. T. Marshall,
picture.
Colonial Theatre, Big Rapids, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
Huck and Tom, with Jack Pickford
Good kid picture. Clay H. Powers,
Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray Although the part taken by Ray
in this production would have been more
adaptable to W. S. Hart, it gave good
satisfaction and brought us a splendid
P. R. Matson, Crystal Theabusiness.
General patrontre, Flandreau, S. D.
I

star has

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

with Jack Pickford—
Pleased
drama.
Temple
Forsyth,
A.
everyone. W.
Theatre, Standish, Mich. Small town
patronage.
Believe Me, Xantippe, with Wallace

Jack and

high'

class

—

—

Jill,

—

drew

and
Good picture
Reid.
pleased well. Clay H. Powers, Strand
General patrontheatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
that

—

—

age.

Shadow, with Dorothy
Dalton,— A good German spy picture.
If your patrons like war or spy pictures
Clay H. Powers, Strand
this is a dandy.
General pattheatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

The

Kaiser's

—

—

ronage.

Flare-Up

Too many

with Dorothy Dalton.
rough bar room scenes.

Sal,

Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn.

The Hired Man, with Charles Ray.
Star new here but pleased and drew.
Splendid picture. W. H. Ingraham, Rex

—

Fairfax, Okla.

theatre,

— High

class pat-

ronage.
of Marcella, with Dorothy
especially liked this
Dalton.
Men enjoyed the
because of gowns.
Has the life of city wealth well
story.
Lexington,
theatre,
shown. Majestic

The Mating

—Women

—

— Small

town patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid.

Neb.

—

This
always draws. Picture very good.
Business great. Roland B. Riggs, Liberty theatre, Cheboygan, Mich. High
star

Wu

comedy

—

—

class patronage.

Rimrock Jones, with Wallace Reid.
Satisfactory story of a lucky prospector.
No adverse comments. E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining Camp.
Come On In, with Shirley Mason.—
Drew light busiSatisfactory picture.
ness.
Star not known. Regent theatre,
Cleveland, Miss. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

Fang, the crafty individual at the table, realizes others are in the room. A scene
from "The Baited Trap," tenth episode of Pearl White's Pathe serial.

Tyrant Fear, with Dorothy Dalton. —
Very clever picture and will please them
all.
Roland B. Riggs, Liberty theatre,
Cheboygan, Mich. High class patron-

—

—

The Gypsy

—

—

String Beans, with Charles Ray. Not
as good as Ray's best in rube parts but
good just the same. C. A. Krause, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Best
class of patronage.

—

—

—

—

Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish.
This picture went over big and pleased
immensely. Roland B. Riggs, Liberty
theatre, Cheboygan, Mich.
High class
patronage.

—

—

Such a Little Pirate, with Lila Lee.
Did not prove much of a drawing card.
Picture fair. James J. Palmer, Palace
theatre,

—
Harrington,

N.

J.

— Mixed

pat-

ronage.
In Pursuit of Polly, with Billie Burke.
Pleased a large audience. Billie Burke
always gets us a big business. P. R.
Matson,
Crystal
theatre,
Flandreau,
S. D.
The Hungry Heart, with Pauline Fred-

—

—

—

erick.
About 4,500 feet of "foolum" and
500 feet of star. The only pleasant feature connected with it was very light
business.
Kerr,
Cut this one.
J.

—W.
— Small town

Star theatre, Southport, Pa.
patronage.

Select

The Marionettes, with Clara Kimball
Young. One of the best Young pictures

—

ing town.

—

Bryant Wash-

—

Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Bor•
der mining camp.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace Reid.
A
It will delight any class audience.
good, safe bet. C. A. Krause, Empress
theatre, Owensboro, Ky.
Best class of
patronage.

—

Trail, with

burn.
Nothing big about this but drew
well and seemed to satisfy. P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

ever played.

—

—

The Whirlpool, with

Alice Brady.
Alice Brady has strong drawing power
here.
Good picture. J. T. Hatch, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

age.

The Secret Game, with Sessue Hayaone.
L.
kawa. They liked
this
E.

—

—

two days. Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

New Grand

—

All pleased.
H. G. Thorpe,
theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Min-

—

The Son

of a Gun, with G. M. Anderson.
A dandy picture that went big, and
the prices are right on Sherry's Service.
William Thatcher, Salinas, Kans.

—

—

Magda, with Clara Kimball Young.
Very satisfactory story and drew well
45

—

The Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge. The best Norma has done yet,
and that's saying something. A. S.

—

—

Widaman, Centennial

theatre,

Warsaw,

Ind.

The Claw, with

—A

Clara Kimball Young.

good
program

picture, far above the average
picture.
Splendid business.
Capacity.
Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

—

—

Cecilia of the

Davies.

on

Pink Roses, with Marion

— Wonderful. You can't go wrong
— Chas. Dale, Topic theatre. Fair-

this.

fax,

Minn.

The Whirlpool, with

Alice Brady.
Star good.
Support fair.
Snushall, Colonial theatre, Big
Mich. Mixed patronage.

Fine picture.
T.
—
Rapids,
J.

—

The Honeymoon, with Constance Talmadge. Well liked here, as we have not
shown ver}' many of this star. Everybody does not know her well but her

—

—

next picture will draw better. Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
Good attendance for three days. D.

—
—
C.

—

Brugum,

—
—

Garden

theatre,

Des

Moines, la. Downtown patronage.
The Foolish Virgin, with Clara Kimball Young.
Good. Chas. Dale, Topic
theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
Poppy, with Norma Talmadge. Very
good. Many favorable comments. Large
house on a slow day. E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining camp.
The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.
Fine picture. Was liked better than the
special we had on the previous day.
Mrs. J. M. Gardner, Arc theatre, Delphi,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—
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The Pretender, with William Desmond. Here is a picture full of pep
and punch. Extra good. Book it and
push it. A. J. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago, 111. Middle class patronage.

—
—
—
The Price
ingston. — A

of Applause, with Jack Livgood war story, but these
H. G. Thorpe,
are getting tiresome.
New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn.

—

Mixed patronage.
Untamed, with Roy Stewart.
Stewart

to the standard with

— Not

up

but got by.

— William Thatcher, Salinas, Kans.
The Golden Fleece, with Joe Bennett.
— One of the best well-balanced pictures
from every standpoint. Good business.
M. Gardner, Arc theatre,
— Mrs.
Delphi, Ind. — Small town patronage.
J.

O.

—

— General

patronage.

is

in Metro pictures.
This
a scene from "That's Good."
.

Triangle
Mary Brown,

with Casson Ferguson. Was well received by our paDid fair business. Mrs. J. M.
trons.
Gardner, Arc theatre, Delphi, Ind.
Small town patronage.
Alias

—

—

—

Mystic Faces, with Jack Abbe. Very
draggy story with a poor plot. Let it
alone.
H. G. Thorpe, New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Mining town.

—

—

The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.—
Good western. Star well liked here. A.
Hammerly, Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

— Mixed patronage.
Who Killed Walton, with
Barney
Sherry. — A good picture.
Triangle are
—
J.

sure putting out the pictures. -Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba
City, Wis.
Middle class patronage.

—

—

By Proxy, with Roy Stewart. A good
western with comedy mixed in. A Red
Saunders story. H. G. Thorpe, New
Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. Mining
town.
Truthful Tulliver, with William S.

—

— Some

—

picture.
One of the best
Harts I ever ran. Book it. C. E. Leininger, Grand theatre, East Palestine, O.

Hart.

—

— General patronage.
The Pretender, with William Desmond. — Audience well pleased.
Good
comedy and western picture. — Louis G.
Sewing, Crown theatre, Calumet, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
The Devil's Double, with William S.
Hart. Went good.
William Hart always goes good. These reissues are in
good shape and Triangle's prices are
right.
I do well with Triangle.
William
Thatcher, Salinas, Kans.
I
Love You, with Alma Rubens.
Splendid
picture.
Everybody
well
Lots of comments. L. A.
pleased.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
The Law of the Great Northwest, with
Margerv Wilson. A good, pleasing picture.
Good photography. C. E. Leininger, Grand theatre, East Palestine, O.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Wild

Through,

Smashing

with

Herbert

Vanity Pool, with Mary MacLaren.
Had this on stormy day and drew a

Would call it fair picture, only
Mary MacLaren has no drawing power

blank.

A

Bachelor's Children, with Harry
A splendid picture from start
Everyone was well pleased.
to finish.

Morey.

—

<

Brockhouse and Weeks, Electric
Arenzville,

111.

— Rural

our audience.

Danger, Go Slow, with Mae Murray.
three ways title, star and proGood business. Regent theaduction.
General patronage.
tre, Cleveland, Miss.

—
—
—

She Hired a Husband, with

them

Dawn

The

ton,

—

-J.

Ind.

picture pleases
Gem theatre, Clin-

in and the
B. Stine,

— Mining

— Good, with

box

it.

— Ben

all

Morris,

L.

— General

J.

the

Highest Bidder,

World
Interloper, with Kitty Gordon.
Pleased good business.
Star grows in
popularity.
Better than her earlier pictures.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,

—

Ann

j

see
theatre,

ronage.

|

|

|

I

|

Desired Woman, with Harry
Morey. A very good story. Very approH. G.
priate for a Sunday showing.
Thorpe, New Grand theatre, CVosby,
Minn. Mining town.
By the World Forgot, with Hedda
Nova. This picture should be the world
forgot. It's too bad it was ever rememMrs. J. M. Gardner, Arc theatre,
bered.
Delphi, Ind. Small town patronage.
Over the Top, with Guy Empey.
Played two days to good business. Is a
good drawing card. H. G. Thorpe, New
Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. Mixed
patronage.
A Mother's Sin, with Earle Williams.

—

—

—

—Very

—

— Brockhouse

good

picture.
Electric theatre,

&

Arenzville, 111.
Weeks,
An American Live Wire, with Earle
Williams. Not much of a story to this

—
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Coal Miner Acquires
Fortune in Peanuts;
Is Now an Exhibitor
example of thrift, even under handicap, is suggested in the announcement that Teddy Hoffman, for years
a vendor of peanuts at Pittsburgh
street corners, had purchased the
Palace theatre and would soon open
it as a motion picture house.

Hoffman was dwarfed

Vitagraph

—
—
—

— Mixed

PITTSBURGH, KANS.— An

|

—

Arbor, Mich.

^HiiuiimiiimiitiiiimiM

Priscilla

—

if

The

This star draws as good as
Hart. Big business. A. L. Picker, Rex
Mixed pattheatre, Ironwood, Mich.

The

Alice

—

when they

Olympic

—

with

fine.

I

— Great.

Hill,

111.

conditions had not been against us.
Mrs. J. M. Gardner, Arc theatre, Delphi,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

|

A Woman's

with

— Something that would please a
mixed crowd. Well directed. Star good
here. — W. T. Hayes, Dreamland theatre, Providence, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
The Seal of Silence, with Earle Williams. — Very
Good drawing card

patronage.
Fool, with Harry Carey.

Bellaire, O.

Understanding,

of

PrinInd.

— A very good picture. Fine
value. — A.
Glen theChicago,
—Middle class patron-

office

atre,

good advertising pos-

and pleases

sibilities

Brisco,

Elwood,

Bessie Love.

town.

The Two SouJ Woman, with
Dean.

W.

theatre,

Priscilla

Dean's work is
knockout.
The title
different and she's a comer.
them.

patronage.

— Lewis

Elwood

—

gets

theatre,

Love Watches, with Corinne Griffith.
Not much to this picture. Displeased

here.— J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton,
Mining town.
Ind.

—A

theatre,

—

To

—Very good. Has unusual
stuntb. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining town.

Dean.

in

is

H. G. Thorpe, New Grand
Crosby, Minn. Mining town.

Joyce.

Rawlinson.

— Good

with Alfred Whit-

Strain,

story which will
—Just an ordinary
better
westerns.
get by. Whitman

age.

Universal

HALE HAMILTON

—

man.

General patronage.

—

fine

Small town patronage.

age.

—

—A

picture we have
had.
Good drawing card. Mrs. J. M.
Gardner, Arc theatre, Delphi, Ind.

Morey

Best

picture.

cess

—

Flirting with Fate, with Douglas Fairhanks. Might have been a good picture
when new but too much gone. C. E.
Leininger, Grand theatre, East Palestine,

making good

—

Man, with Harry Morey.

All

Wife or Country, with Gloria SwanA fairly good plot with some more
spy mellor. H. G. Thorpe, New Grand
Mixed patrontheatre, Crosby, Minn.
son.

Is

—

H. G. Thorpe, New Grand theatre,
Crosby, Minn. Mining town.

one.

while he
than

is

now

at birth and
31 years old, he is
feet in height and

1

four
weighs less than 90 pounds.

I

had

|

ever, since his youth.

|

1
|

|
1
1

1
|
1

|

less

to

make

his

way

in

He

life,

open about March

|

|

|
|
|
|

|
I
§

|

|

1

j

|

|

I

j

has

Eight years ago he worked in the
mines and while he couldn't shovel
as much coal as the other miners,
he managed to shovel a little each
day and save a little money. One
day he purchased a small peanut
wagon, and some time later became
Pittsburgh's "peanut king" by owning four wagons and having the
local peanut-vending business pretty
well

j

how-

cornered.
He owns his own
home which he bought since getting
into the peanut business and he is
going to spend considerable money
remodeling the theatre, which he will

|

Hiring

|
|
|
f
{

|

f
|
§
|

f
|
1

j
j

7.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
To Him

that Hath, with Montagu
acceptable.
Clean.
Story
that our patrons enjoyed. J. J. Harwood, National theatre, Cleveland, O.
Better class patronage.
Wings of Victory, Official Government. Best
airplane
pictures
ever
shown here. Revelation as to progress
in air work.— W. D. Martin, Badger the-

—Very

Love.

—

—

—

Lure of the Circus, with Eddie Polo
(Universal) One of the most interesting we have shown. A money getter.
J. S. Welsh, Star theatre, Shreveport,
La. Colored patronage.

—

—

—

High class patronage.
The Golden Wall, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Good production. Play very well

—
Joyland theatre,
—
Mixed patronage.

Ozark,

laid.

The Lure

of the Circus (Universal).
records. Could not accommodate the people. Lewis Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.

Broke

Ark.

Joan of the Weeds, with June Elvidge.

—

—Pleased big business. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

and States Rights

Staking His Life, with William S.
Hart. Good, but we have run others
with more pep. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba City, Wis. Middle
class patronage.

—

—

Is

all

—

—

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland

(Pathe).

Strong drawing power. Lots
of "pep."
W. T. Hayes, Dreamland
theatre,
Providence, Ky. Mixed pat-

Going

Is the film you are running in- your
theatre a money maker?
Pass the
word on
Does the picture draw the
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi!

Herald

tors

"What
Your

box

popularity.

—

—

Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan (Vitagraph). Very good and

street,

Chicago.

Title

—

—

Star

increasing right along. -Gem
theatre, Peoria, 111.
Middle class neigh-

Producer

borhood.

Weather

business

is

—

—
—

class patronage.

Competition

Staking His Life, with William S.
Hart. Fine picture.
Scenery perfect.
Patrons well pleased. L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.

Allied War Review (Pathe).— These
pictures are fine, but rental is too high
for small town.
A. R. Bird, Opera
House, Arlington, la.

—

—William

—

The Spreading Evil, with James Keane.
Not the questionable picture as one

would suppose. After having local censor board review same we got fine business at a 25c scale.
Played same one
day on sharing basis. J. Henkle Henry,
Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.

—

Carmen
Williams.

Klondike, with

of the

—Very

good

—

derful fight scene. A.
theatre,
Milwaukee,
Wis.

Clara

Won-

picture.
Bartell,

hood patronage.

Her Fighting Chance, with Jane Grey.

— Never
Good

saw

in pictures before.
no cast. J. T. Hatch,

star

picture but

—

Wonderful theatre, Kaufman,
Neighborhood patronage.

Tex.

—

Mickey, with Mabel Normand. Three
days' engagement to a holdout every

House

night.

seats 1,200 people.

Busi-

ness absolutely remarkable.
Playing
return engagement. A. Bartell, Juneau

—

theatre,

Milwaukee, Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Hearts of the World, a Griffith producIn a class by itself.
Capacity at
a dollar top.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining camp.
tion.

—

—
—

Mickey,
with
Mabel
Normand.
Played repeat after three houses to turn
away business. Playing return date.
Rainbow theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Neighborhood patronage.

Wanted
merstein.

Pleased

Ham-

good advertising from

although they are getting tired of war films.
H. G. Thorpe,
New Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Mining town.

title.

all,

The Great White

—

Trail,

with

Doris

— Personally thought
was
poor, but the house liked
so
have no
kick coming. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theAjo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Kenyon.

it

it,

atre,

Admission Prices

Remarks

Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan (Vitagraph). Fell off 50 per
cent,
but "flu" is the cause. Lewis
Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

—
Hands Up,
— Everybody

with Ruth Roland (Pathe)
delighted.
Nothing but
Best serial yet. Princess the-

praise.

—

Elwood, Ind.

atre,

The Fighting
can

William Dun-

Trail, with

(Vitagraph).

—

you want

to run
It's great.
a serial, book
A. R.
Bird, Opera House, Arlington, la.
If
this.

The Lure

—

of the Circus, with Eddie
(Universal). Biggest drawing se-

Polo

them

—

Name

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age

Advertise it big and it
will go over big.
Thrilling action and

Title

good story. Eddie Polo a
Charged 5 and 10 cents.

Star

rial

of

Gem

of Theatre^

all.

theatre,

Clinton,

favorite here.
J.
B. Stine,
Ind.
Mining

— —

town.

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland— Still
holding its own.
The best serial we
have had. Loeffholz Bros., Auditorium
Theatre, Cuba City, Wis. Middle class
patronage.
The Iron Test, with Antonio Moreno
My best day is serial day, and I run
good pictures all the time, too. This
serial is holding up fine.
Mrs. Lon Bacon, Pastime Theatre, Itasca, Tex.
Small town patronage.
Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe)
Best serial I have ever shown. Capac-

—

—

—

—

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

for Murder, with Elaine

— Very

A

Advertised.

—

—

Juneau

— Neighbor-

I

of

NOW

and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn

Thatcher, Salina, Kans.

—

is
the test
the blank

big.

A

big, business fair.
all.

office

Fill in

How

Went

picture.

picture that will please

Motography's
Did for Me"

department.

Hands Up (Pathe). This is worth
while.
Made us money. Anton Gilles,
Grand theatre, Breckenridge, Minn. All

Dandy

and

Picture

the

ronage.

Wild Honey, with Doris Kenyon.

A

the Picture's

Box Office Value?

Am

all records for serials.
repeating it to big business. Paul Zerilla,
Grand Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.

Joan of the Woods, with June Elvidge.
Miss Elvidge is very good, but she is
cast in too many types of plays.
B. H.
Sink, Pastime theatre, Areenville, O.

—

What

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe)

— Broke

Wis.

ater, Neillsville,

—

Serials

for Millions (Vitagraph)
If you want a real serial book it.
Pictorium theatre, Dennison, Ohio.

—

Specials

and

Series

The Fight

ity business.
Wish it were twenty episodes.
L.
P.
Begnaud, Lee theatre,
Breaux Bridge, La. Family patronage.

—

The

—

Lightning

— A sure-fire
ever played. — A.

Raider,

White

hit

I

S.

with

Pearl

and the best serial
Widaman, Centen-

Theatre, Warsau, Ind.
Hands Up, with Ruth Roland— Best
Western serial we ever ran. Book it.
A sure money-getter. Ludke Sisters,
Columbia Theatre, Keno, Wis.
nial

—
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Neal Hart Returns

About as Popular
As Smallpox

To

—

The Omaha Chamber of
Commerce, Omaha Hotel
association,
Omaha
Manufacturers' association and
the Omaha Clearing House are

Men's

on record as opposed House
Roll 355, which provides censorship over motion pictures
Nebraska.
The general
opinion of the members of the

in

association

was that the

bill,

aimed

at the motion picture
industry, is radical and oppressive.

Fourth-Glass Packages
Must Be Clear of Marks
WASHINGTON, D. C— When you
ship motion picture films and other
fourth-class matter through the mails be
sure that the cartons, boxes and other
containers do not bear any cancelled
postage, special delivery or revenue
stamps. These must be removed. The
Department has instructed
Postoffice
postmasters not to accept such packages.
Postmasters already have been instructed
to see that old sWdress labels or tags are
removed from reused containers.

Screen Through
Independent Market

Neal Hart, the Westerner, who will
remembered by exhibitors and fans
for his work in "The Border Wolves,"
"Love's
Lariat,"
and
"The
Lion's
Claws," and numerous other subjects,
be

returns

again

to

the

screen,

this

time

through the medium of the independent
market, having placed his attraction with
the Arrow Film Corporation for distribution.

Hart's present vehicle, which will introduce his return again to the screen is
being produced under the working title
of "Love's Round Up," but this title will
likely be changed before the picture
reaches the buyers.
It is expected that the picture will be
ready for state rights buyers by April

and immediately upon its completion
Hart will again leave for the cattle country in Wyoming to produce another big
1,

story he has just secured.

atre here and will take possession

James A. George

nia.

Neal Hart

"My reason for placing my pictures on
the Independent Market through Arrow
is that the tendency of the Independent
producer seems to be leaning to the
state right market rather than the sale
of the negative outright," stated Mr.
"By encouraging the state right
Hart.
man a good market is insured for the
producer of special attractions."

a comedy starring TayHolmes, completed, Director Lawrence Windom has started work on
"Upside Down," the comedian's next
picture, a screen adaptation of George

on the first Neal Hart picture and the
Eastern Feature Film Company of Boston has purchased the New England

Agnew

Chamberlain's

Harper's

Maga-

zine story, "Lovely Reason."

rights.

Mutual Trade Showing
The Exhibitors Mutual

Fire Damages Theatre
GARY, IND.— Fifteen minutes after
the Eagle Theatre had been emptied of
its evening crowd a fire broke out which
resulted in $1,100 damages.

in-

in

Brunet Has Anniversary

The Export & Import Company has
already contracted for the foreign rights

With "Taxi,"

Pictures in Schools
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—The next big

be

the school system of this
city will be the installation of motion
picture machines and the use of them
generally in the study courses of practically all of the classes.

Complete Holmes Comedy
lor

4.

as

novation

side market house district in the vicinity
of W. 25th street and Lorain avenue is
scheduled to have a new motion picture
theatre, costing approximately $150,000.
It will be known as the Rialto.

Paramount's new pictures are
being screened in the "wilds.''
Near
Tucson "Hearts and Horsethieves," starring Lila Lee, is being made. "The Valley of the Giants," starring Wallace
Reid, is being filmed in northern Califor-

May

retained

will

manager.

New Cleveland Theatre
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— The west

of

—

PA.
The Stanley
Booking Corporation of Philadelphia,
which owns a string of theatres in the
state, has purchased the Victoria The-

for Good Housekeeping
Leslie's Weekly.

Find Wild Locations

two in it.
Parsons is quite serious about his proposed world tour. He believes it would
be made a unique cinema record of comedy manners and customs in other coun-

Harrisburg House Sold

Mygatt, recently discharged
from the army, has joined the W. W.
Hodkinson corporation as director of
advertising and publicity. Before enlisting in the Regular Army early in the
war as a private and advancing to the
rank of Captain, Mr. Mygatt was promo-

Two

America and

star in and creator
Comedies, proposes to take his
comedy company on a picture-making
tour of the world, visiting every country
that makes more than a spot on the map
and making a CapitoL Comedy in each.
Mr. Parsons has under consideration
the locale of the
a suggestion that
comedy to be made in Holland be Amerongen, where William Hohenzollern is
Smiling Bill thinks a comedy
a guest.
with Scowling Bill at the business end
of a slapstick ought to be a great hit in
the civilized countries of the world and
expresses the belief that even the German Bolsheviki might find a laugh or

tion of

of Capitol

HARRISBURG,

Mygatt Joins Hodkinson

manager
Magazine and

William H. ("Smiling Bill") Parsons,
president of the National Film Corpora-

tries.

Gerald

tion

Parsons May Conduct
His Comedy Company
On Trip Around World

Distributing
hold a
weekly exhibition of current pictures for
the benefit of the trade and press and
will stage a picture every Monday afternoon in Wurlitzer Hall, 120 West 41st
All exhibitors are
Street, New York.
invited to these showings.

Corporation

have

arranged to

48

Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager of Pathe, completed his
first year as the directing genius for
Pathe Exchange, Inc., March 7.
Employes of the home office presented him
with a handsome Tiffany silver cigar and
cigaret humidor as a reminder.

K.

& B.

Paint Offices

The Kessel and Baumann

offices

in

the Longacre building, New York, have
just been refurnished and re-decorated.
Ad. Kessel, always having an eye to
beauty, has spared no expense in making
his offices, not only the most comfortable, but among the most sumptuous in
the city.

Ince Signs De Grasse
Joseph DeGrasse, motion picture director, whose screen career dates back
to 1909, has been engaged by Thomas
H. Ince and is now directing Dorothy
Dalton in her new picture, which, written by John Lynch and scenarioized by
C. Gardner Sullivan, is as yet untitled.

Lewises in Hawaii
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis are
the

now

Hawaiian and Phillipine Islands.

in

CA N7i D MNWFI LM N EWS
Ottawa Manager Uses
Horse Race to Boost
"The Master Mystery"

Exhibitors Pleased

Over Lifting of Ban
Governing Children

Manager Archie Laurie of the Strand
Theatre, Ottawa, put over a neat stunt
on the occasion of the presentation of
the first episode of "The Master Mystery."
Laurie seized the opportunity to
secure considerable publicity by reason
of the

fact

that a horse

named

Broad -Minded Measure Provides Separate Classification for Films

"H.ou-

won a race at New Orleans on the
day of the run, Monday, March 10.
The horse was a 10 to 1 shot, which
fact made the boost more interesting.
He got into touch with the sporting editor of The Ottaiva Journal, who readily
consented to feature the winning of this
dini"

first

horse in the report of the races. The
newspaperman also referred to the horse
as "The Master Mystery" and then used
a portion of his comment column to tell

how

a local race track devotee had
cleaned up a pile of money by noting
that Houdini was being featured at the
local

theatre

on the same date as the

horse was scheduled to run at Jefferson
Park track down South. As a result of
this publicity, all the sport followers
around town were talking about the
hunch which the Strand Theatre had
provided.
Laurie clipped the race report and the
sport comment from the paper and
placed them in a large frame in the theatre lobby.

SHIPMAN-CURWOOD
of prominent

men

of Cal-

gary, Alberta, including several members
of Parliament, have subscribed to stock
in the new Canadian Photoplays, Limited,

of Calgary, the authorized capitalof which is $250,000.
The new

ization

company has entered into an agreement
with the Shipman-Curwood Company to
produce the stories of James Oliver
Curwood and Director David Hartford
already seeking locations at Lesser
Slave Lake for the first release, "Wapi,
the Walrus," which is booked to be presented at the Grand Theatre, Calgary,
is

on June 5.
Nell Shipman, the leading actress of
the new company, is already on the
ground and made personal appearances
at the Regent Theatre, Calgary, for one
week.

One

of

her

pictures,

"God's

Country and the Woman," plaved to
packed houses at the Regent Theatre
during one whole week. The company
proposes to sell the U. S. and foreign
rights to its releases on a profit-sharing
basis, but will retain exclusive control of
the Canadian rights.

from "Miss Dulcie from Dixie," with
Gladys Leslie. (Vitagraph.)

Busy Publicity Man
Turns Out
Walter

Greene,
Toronto
manager for Messrs. Jule and
the

more broad-minded

80

Ads

publicity
J. J.

Allen,

Canadian

theatrical and exchange
men, recently put in the busiest week of
his life.
For the Toronto newspapers
alone he wrote no less than eighty different advertisements and reading notices.

CO.

SEEKING LOCATIONS
A number

Soi'ne

This work included an advertis-

campaign for the special English
picture, "The Inter-Allied Boxing Touring

nament," consisting of views of the
military and naval bouts at Albert Hall,
London. The Aliens had secured the
Canadian rights to these pictures and
the first Canadian run was at Massey
Hall,
Toronto, during the week of

March

Raise

St. Clair Theatre.
He also looked after
several details in connection with advertising for the Allen Royal Theatre.
Eight hundred convalescent soldiers
from various military hospitals in Toronto were the guests of the Aliens at
the opening performance of the "Boxing
Tournament" feature. This picture attracted wide attention.

Amusement Tax Stands
Hon. Mr. McGarry, provincial treasurer for Ontario, has intimated that
there is no intention of abolishing the
amusement ticket tax for the present.
He explained that the tax was not a
war measure and that the revenue would
be needed by the province for some time
come.

policy.

Age Limit
of the new law

Another clause
raises
the age limit for children attending the
moving picture theatres unattended from
15 to 16 years when pictures other than
those for children are on the bill.
Instructions for the Quebec Board of
Censors are included in the measure for
labeling of all pictures which are considered suitable for children.
The way
is
paved for special children's shows
and it is the first time in Canada that
such have been legalized.
The programs for the children's performances
will have to be announced as such and
penalties are provided for exhibitors who
present other than children's pictures at
these shows.

10.

Greene also wrote the advertisements
and readers for the Allen Theatre, the
new Allen-Bloor theatre, which opened
on March 10, and for the projected Allen

to

Hon. Walter Mitchell, provincial secretary for Quebec, sprang a pleasant surprise on exhibitors of the province when
he put through a measure providing for
a separate classification by the censors
of Quebec of all pictures suitable for
children and also giving the exhibitors
the privilege of permitting the admission of all children without guardians or
parents to theatres where such pictures
are being shown.
Mr. Mitchell introduced this measure
in place of a promised bill which had
for its purpose the total exclusion of
children from all moving picture theatres at all times and under all circumstances.
It is understood that he had
considered such a move at the request
of the moral reformers, but in place of
following their wishes he adopted a far

Children's Subjects

Considerable

leeway

is

promised

shows.

Hon. Mr. Mitchell explained in the
House that it was recognized that there
was much of an educational nature for
children at the moving picture theatres.

The Oakwood Theatre,

the large subur-

ban Toronto house, holds matinees on
two days of the week. Wednesday and
Saturday.
At each afternoon performance special pictures are presented to
attract the children.
At the mid week
show the theatre has been presenting
"Boy Scouts to the Rescue." At the
Saturday matinee the added picture is
" The Lure of the Circus" serial.

The Same Policy In New Form-Independent And Dependable Reviews
49

in

the selection of subjects for the children.
Tt
is
understood
that
educationals.
scenics,
comedies,
patriotic
releases,
topical weeklies, certain dramas as well
as official government pictures, will be
passed for presentation at these special

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
M. Wilbur Honored

A.

I

exchange

Winnipeg,
was
elected president of the Manitoba Association of Film Exchange Managers at
the annual meeting of the association
on Monday, March 10. J. A. Wilson,
graph

manager of
was selected

at

Bayard

Veiller
Story for Dean

Substantiating its recent statethat during 1919 it would provide its stars with the best stories
possible to obtain, Universal has
secured a vehicle for Priscilla
Dean, written by Bavard Veiller.
The title of the Veiller story has
not as yet been made public, but
it is known that the action of the
drama develops around a maie and
female crook who find trying to
live an honest life more difficult
than they expected it would be.

ment

|

the

Universal

local

office,
|

for the office of vice-president, and W. S. Jones, representing the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit at
Winnipeg, was re-elected to the post of

secretary-treasurer.

I
|
f
I
1
\

|
|

CANADIAN BRIEFS

j

I
f

The premises

Film
Toronto, were
Import,
Limited,
at
threatened by fire on March 8, when two
lower floors of the building at 56 King
street West, Toronto, were swept by

The

flames.
cialty

of

fire

or

offices

Specialty

vault,
is

The
however.
the
Canadian

Pathe distributor.
Carl H. Pierce, special representative
of the

1

|

Law" and "Thirteenth Chair" proving among the biggest stage hits

|

in

|

|

years.
Mr. Veiller,
recent
though the author of several stage
plays, has not heretofore written
directly for the cinema, and the
story Universal has obtained for
Miss Dean's next vehicle is the
first Mr. Veiller has submitted to

|

film producers direct.

1

I
|
|

|

Miss Dean, now at work on a
new drama tentatively entitled
"Raggedy Ann," at Universal City,
under the direction of Tod Browning, will begin work on the Veiller

Famous Players-Lasky Company,

Ottawa, the Canadian
capital, and Toronto, the Ontario caparound March 10.
He visited a
ital,
number of exchanges and theatres and

was a

Bayard Veiller is known as one
of the most successful playwrights
of the past decade, his "Within the

i

did not reach the Spe-

company

Specialty

the

visitor

which has for its purpose the abolition
of the theatre seat tax, thereby depriving the province of from $12,000 to $15,000 annually. The bill was given its second reading.
Jule and J. J. Allen of Toronto have
the Canadian rights to "The
Unpardonable Sin."

acquired

Grace Darmond Joins
Wallace Reid's Cast
Darmond,

who

|
|
J

film-play within a few weeks, it is
will direct Miss
expected.
Dean in the Veiller drama, or who
will be in her supporting cast, are
details as yet undecided.

1

Who

1

The Manitoba legislature, at its session on March 11, received a bill to
amend the Amusements Taxation Act,

Grace

|

in

conditions generally.

investigated

appeared

I
|
|

Williams, will
supporting Wallace Reid in "The Valley
of the Giants," according to announce-

ment from Paramount.

Kay Laurel of Zeigfeld's Follies will
The story
also appear in the picture.
originally appeared in The Red Book.
The picture will not be published for
some time.

To Write For Tom Mix
Richard Schayer, scenario writer and
known New York and Chicago
newspaper man, has been assigned by

well

as a special scenario writer for

Tom

be Schayer's duty not only
to write scenarios for Mix, but also to
convert into scenario form many of the
most dramatic incidents in Mix's career.
It will

role

•

in

"Made

in

Another Hart Ready
William

S.

Hart has finished work on

Corral," his
picture, a western.

new

|
1
|
1

j
}

j
§
|
I

f
f
j
}
{
j

|
I

f
I

|
I

|
1

|

|
1
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W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation, has
been in moving pictures just eighteen
months and in that time has made sixMr. Burns has had no
teen pictures.
previous stage experience.
the

Artcraft

O.— "Putting

more

the Ohio film censorship law"
might be the title of a little drama concerning the introduction in the state
senate of an amendment to the present
law, whereby all posters and slides are
to be censored, and giving the censors
teeth

in

to employ assistants.
The amendment was introduced by

powers

1

Ashley Miller's production,
America" for distribution by

Senator Bebee of Mt. Gilead, and it
caused an uproar among the folks of
the film industry in Cleveland.
Immediately a special meeting of all exchanges
was called and vigorous opposition was
developed.
Home offices were notified
and an exchange manager was sent to
Columbus to lobby against the bill.
The purpose of the amendment, according to politicians, is to raise additional revenue as one of the means of
offsetting the loss that will occur when
the state goes dry.
A charge of 50
cents for each slide is provided and 25
cents for each poster censored.
The newspapers also devoted considerable space in condemnation of the idea,
one paper saying:
"We suppose if we call up a theatre
and ask the manager to put a slide on
the screen calling our doctor, we will
have to suffer and die while the manager
sends the slide to Columbus to get it
censored."
From information at hand, when the
exchange men held their meeting, there
was no evidence that the members of
the censor board instigated the amendment, although they recently asked for
substantial increases in salaries.

John J. Murray, owner of the Opera
House, Warren, Ohio, has just installed
new equipment in his booth, purchasing
Powers 6-B from the Cleveland branch
of the U. T. E.

The Alhambra Theatre, Cleveland, has
booked Universal's new serial, "The Red
It is a first run house, 1.500
and catering to a high class trade.

Glove."
seats,

Paul, of the Royal Theatre, GaOhio, has purchased from the
Cleveland U. T. E. complete new Powers
equipment and will make several other
improvements about the theatre.

A.

J.

lion,

Kerrigan Breaks Record
Carlos
the

E.

Moore, representative for

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation

Rob

St.

Louis Exhibitor

ST. LOUIS, MO.—John James, manager of motion picture theatres at 2110
and 2351 Market street, was held up and
robbed of a suit case containing $320, the
receipts of his theatres.

Hamilton

as

Haberdasher

Hamilton plays the role of a
town haberdasher in "That's
Good," his newest starring vehicle, now
under production at the new Metro studios in Hollywood, with Harry L. Franksmall

lin

directing.

50

Edwin S. Porter, president of the Simwas in Cleveland last week, arrang-

in

Pittsburgh, reports that "The Drifters,"
starring J. Warren Kerrigan, the J. D.
Hampton star, broke all house records
at the Lyric Theatre, where it played
first run for two days.

Hale

"The Money

|

in

pictures opposite Earl
be included in the cast

Mix.

CLEVELAND,
|

16 Pictures in 18 Months
Edward Burns, who plays the leading

many Vitagraph

Fox

Expect-Exhibitors to
Meet Revenue Lost by
National Prohibition

Universal Buys

A. M. Wilbur, manager of the Vita-

plex,

ing

for

the

installation,

through

the

Argus Theatre Supply Division, of complete and up-to-date Simplex equipment
in

the

new Euclid Theatre.

Farnum

as

Man Hunter

Declared to be one of the bigest and
strongest pictures yet produced for William Farnum, "The Man Hunter," has
been published as a William Fox Standard Picture. It is described as a story
of hypocrisy and the sea. and is said to
give the star a role which displays his
acting ability at

its

best.

New Comedies
Some
augurate

in April

time in April, Vitagraph will inits

new Larry Semon comedy

service.
The comedies will be published
once a month and will be directed by
the star himself.

—

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Floyd Brockell and Clyde

Open

New

Elliott

Exchange

in

Censors Bar Title

Chicago

But Film Draws Big
Harry

Organize the Greater Stars Productions, Inc.
Will Handle George Beban's New Feature
Information

of

considerable

interest

motion picture circles and particularly in the Chicago territory is conin

tained

the

in

announcement

of

the

organization of the Greater Stars Productions, Inc. Its managers will be Floyd
Brockell and Clyde Elliott, both well
known in Chicago and national film
circles,

will

be

Beban
Men."

and the company's first feature
Hiram Abram's new George
special production, "Hearts of

Mr. Brockell and Mr. Elliott will open
temporary offices in the Consumers
building, April 1, and from there will distribute the Beban picture and other productions featuring stars of like magnitude.

Mr. Brockell for three years was manager of the Chicago branch of Paramount-Artcraft and is leaving the manof Seattle office of Goldwyn to
Elliott,
join Elliott in the new venture.
who for two years was sales manager
of the Paramount-Artcraft offices, Chicago, is leaving a post as special ;epresentative on the Pacific Coast for Select.

agement

The new organization

will operate

on

the state rights, basis, both of its managers believing the trend of the exchange business is rapidly swinging in
that direction.
They believe exhibitors
should enjoy the privilege of booking big

and productions without having to
contract for mediocre subjects to get
them and that their connections and
knowledge of the film business will
enable them to keep their patrons supplied with the very best pictures featuring only stars whose reputations and
drawing power are of proven box office
value.

have booked Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seas" and will open it
at the Randolph Theatre for an indefinite

run,

to begin shortly.

One'

Their

represents the actor's own efforts, money
and time, he having produced it him-

an experiment after retiring from
Lasky galaxy of luminaries.
Both Elliott and Brockell have many

self as

the

exhibitor friends in the Chicago territory and judging from past achievements thej' should soon have one of the
most prosperous exchanges in Chicago.

Little Mary is Better
Little Mary McAllister, who formerly
played jifvenile roles with the Essanay
company, has just recovered from a serious attack of bronchial pneumonia.

Mutual
Manager to Entertain

Exhibitors
Max

Levey, manager of the Exhibitors
Exchange is preparing an
elaborate reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson next Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. Johnson and his wife will stop off
in Chicago on their way back to the
South Seas, to view the final installment
of his Cannibal pictures, which opens at

Mutual

the

sheet

stands

will

be

members
sentatives

Figure Seven

Is

Lucky

for R. C.

Cropper

R. C. Cropper, manager of the Bee
Hive Exchange, has adopted the number

"7" as his lucky one.

He

has seven

let-

name and is now exploiting
His campaign
"The Lucky Seven."
started March 7 and he had signed up
The
seven exhibitors before 7 p. m.
ters in his

scattered

city.

first

exhibitors booked the features for

seven weeks.

Screen

vs.

Stage Plays

Chicagoians are enjoying the novel experience of seeing two screen plays being
produced simultaneously upon the speak-

In fact, they have been seen here
but once, on the occasion when Martin
Tohnson was the guest of the Hamilton
Club.
yet.

ing stage.
"The Better 'Ole," which
opened a week's engagement at the Rose
Theatre on Madison street, is opposition
to the musical production at the Illinois
Theatre, and "Scandal," which is drawing large crowds at the Garrick Theatre,
has opposition upon the screen at the
Star Theatre.

Fielder in Chicago
E. C. Fielder, former Cleveland manager for Hodkinson, has come to Chicago to manage the Chicago office for
"W. W." He entered the film business
in Cleveland several years ago, going
with World as a salesman. When Hodkinson opened a Cleveland office a year
ago, Fielder was picked to take charge.
He made good. His promotion is the

of the trade press and repreof the daily newspapers is

being arranged by Mr. Levey for Tuesday noon.

of the

The Randolph is the newest and finest
of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer string
of motion picture houses and is located
in Randolph, near State street.
"Cannibals of the South Seas" have
not been shown publicly in Chicago as

sequel.

Randolph theatre March 23.
luncheon for Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,

One

accompanied the showing of any picture in Chicago has been arranged. Supplementing an unusual newspaper advertising campaign, more than 200 twentythroughout the

in his ads.

to

biggest advertising campaigns that ever

four

in the

same announcement

A

Jones-Linick-Schaefer
Houses Book Cannibals
Jones, Linick & Schaefer of Chicago

"When Men

Desire," either
lobby of
his theatre.
Hence he placed a
placard across the front of his
house reading: "The Chicago Board
of Censors will not allow the title
of this latest Theda Bara production to be advertised," and packed
them in. Mr. Miller also used the
tion,

upon the screen or

stars

first offering, the world rights
which have been acquired by Hiram
Abrams, Messrs. Brockell and Elliott
assert is the best thing George Beban
has ever done.
He has been working
on it for seven months. The photoplay

manager of the

Miller,

Alcazar Theatre, demonstrated that
he could put over a picture without advertising its title last week.
Through an order of the Chicago
censorship board, Mr. Miller was
not allowed to display the title of
Theda Bara's latest Fox produc-

Chicago Cadets in Film
The

E.
\\

ho haa been
IIk-

C.

I'IKI.Dl'.U.

made Chicago manager
HoilkhiKuii
51

Corp.

for

first high school boys to get army
uniforms are shown in pictures from Chicago by International News Weekly.
They are from Lane Technical high

school.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
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CHICAGO NOTES

I

By

milling

]

Again we face the handsome Pat

He

MacH

Dil-

tive for the Rialto

now affiliated with the local
Pathe branch. And lest we forget, have
is

Makes a
all been up there recently.
chap believe spring is now with us with
so many cute girlies flying about there.

you

So Jack Chadkin climbs aboard the
"wagon" July 1. What's the number of
the year this is to take place. Nix Jack,
watch your vote in April we need 'em

—

all.

Phil

Solomon

is

off fillums for life, so

quoteth rumor. Still he is plying mighty
hard with that Prudential "life" gossip
the trade are listening to around about
the

Consumers

building.

A

recent notice sent to all local exchanges within the Loop, that they must
vacate present locations by April 30,
1920, did not

question
here ?"

is:

even cause a stir. The big
"Where do we go from

Another epochal move in filmdom has
been recorded. That famous team, Appelbaum & Kahn, have just completed
arrangements announcing the greatest
"pick-up"

film

ever

service

attempted.

How many

Time
customers? Steady.
Besides, after
is
a .miracle worker.
slanting this, A. & K. will be sitting
pretty as long as they care to become
identified with their history-making ven-

Who is that shirt that is seen buzzing
about the Bee Hive? Nix, Eddie, that is
the big brother of Billy West and it is
duly protected by copyright.
Marks
Square went and did
off

Louis

the

collar

and

it

of

Talking about advertising possibilities
the screen for local neighborhood
merchants. Just take a slant at those
Rothacker Film Mfg. Company offerings. We have seen film features that
would have to go some to even keep up
with them. Looks like Watty has another gold mine under cover.

via

Those

Vod-A-Vil Movies of H. A.
Spanuth's seem to have caught on, if
that newly acquired Chalmers talks any.
H. A. says nothing, but smiles a whole
lot.

Yes sir, the State-Lake Theatre opened
March 17 with the film production of
Exhibitors-Mutual "What Every Woman
Wants."
Society note: Willie "Shakespeare"
Hirschberger warbled "Where the River
Shannon Flows" before one of the local
Clan N'Gaels gatherings on Paddy's Day
Watch your step, Bill.

W. Van Gelder, Pathe salesman for
the past six years, and W. S. Altand, formerly with Doll Van, have been added to
the staff of salesmen working under F. J.
Flaherty at the Film Clearing House.

it.

Yep, the fur

looks

like

Bravo,' Louis.
construction we'd mutter.

playing

a

full

Real re-

"cow pasture

and that his brassie shots deAnother live
positive direction.
lead for dealers in remade golf balls.
billiards"

note

Guess spring

is

really here.

George

down

of the Orpheum is
the storm doors and Sig. "ACE" Fauler
is all dolled up in his new light sartorial

Moore

taking

ideas.

R. C. Cropper, manager of the local
Bee Hive, just returned from his Broadway trip with a flock of honey, 'tis whispered.

Hayes & Orr of the Amalgamated
Film Service solved a difficult problem.
A recent visitor after gazing about their
shipping department (Ahem) remarked:
"It must take a heap of money to mainNot at all, just
tain a film exchange."
rent any vacant office and press the button and old Sam Instill will deliver with
gobs of illumination. For at least a few
months, anyway.
George E. Luxton,

Corporation

Chicago.
"The Carter Case" are
now being made at a rapid rate throughout the country; enthusiastic reports
from the various exchanges are being
received daily at fhe offices of Oliver

Bookings

special representa-

in

for

Films, Inc.

Congratulates Rothacker
George Fischer, manager of Saxe's
Alhambra Theatre at Milwaukee, has
written the following letter to the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company:
"After screening 'A Midnight Romance'
we have concluded that First National
has again secured another winner, Anita
Stewart as well as Louis B. Mayer are
again to be congratulated on producing
another assured success.
In my long
experience as a theatre manager I have
seen many costly productions ruined by
poor developing or laboratory work.
You are certainly also to be congratulated on the high standard you have set,
especially in printing, toning and clearcut, all around work that you have done
on 'A Midnight Romance.' "

Names Theatre

"Select"

William E. Parr has taken over the old
Theatre, 43rd street and Vincennes avenue, and renamed it the

G. K. Hanks, owner of the Princess
Theatre at Andrews, S. C, who has met
with a series of successes with Select
pictures, has decided to rename his playhouse "Select."

"Parr." He is installing a new ventilation system and making other extensive repairs and will open up about
April 10.

While in Kansas City Make Your

is

It looks as though Chick Evans, the
golf champ, will soon hunt another athletic pastime.
They say R. C. Seery has

discovered

Film
Corporation of Chicago
have
booked "The Carter Case" for the entire circuit of theatres
controlled by
Lubliner & Trinz. Mr. Grossman states
that this booking followed immediately
behind the initial showing of several
episodes by the Celebrated Players Film

Home at the

Marshall

the

grown Bennie.

been

of

Harmony

ture.

So

Theatre Supply ComMinneapolis, Minn., passed
through the city enroute for gay Manhattan with a trunk full of live wire merchandise seeking wide awake eastern
representation. He hinted big things in
the near future for his company, so let's
keep our eyes on this rapidly growing
concern.

pany

Harry Grossman, of Oliver Films,
announces that Celebrated Players

Inc.,

J. S.

fiiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimm

lon.

Lubliner and Trinz to
Play "The Carter Case"

Burton Holmes to Film
Europe During Summer
Burton Holmes, traveler and lecturer
and creator of the Paramount-Holmes
travelogues, who has been delivering a
series of lectures on "The Yanks" at
Orchestra Hall, will go to Europe during the coming summer to obtain matefor a sequel to his current series.
His next season's series will show Europe in the remaking, the pictures and
lectures dealing with liberated Belgium
and Flanders, the occupied Rhineland,
"Italia Redenta" and vanished Russia.
rial

Westgate Hotel
200 Baths
200 Rooms
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

Circu-

Popular

lating

Priced

Ice

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
Every

Room
Has

Exhibitor in Record
Thomas

C.

Private

McGlaskey, proprietor of

the Liberty Theatre, Bloomfield

town

of 400 inhabitants, took in $500 in
one day with the Hearts of the World.
His house seats 230. He charged $1 for
matinee and evening and 75 cents for a
He advertised
morning performance

picture with the aid of a sixteenpage publicity bulletin written by H. G.
Dollman, vice-president of Doll-Van.

the
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Bath

Ky., a

Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.

—
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ENDAR-0FPROGRAMPUBLICATIG
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Dec.

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

(Available at Pathe Exchanges.)

"Eves of Julia Deep,"

with

five reels,

Mary Miles

Minter.

"Money

Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

Dec.

Dec

"Hobbs

Dec.

"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

"When

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Man

Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
a

MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
—
17
with Gail Kane.
"The Daredevil,"
"Cannibals of the South Seas,"
— Martin Johnson's
Rhodes.
with
"The Girl of My Dreams,"
—
with Henry B. Walthall.
Small Voice,"
—"And
a
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"All of a Sudden Norma,
—
with Wm. Desmond.
Proposition,"
— "Life's aofFunny
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Honor,"
— "Bonds
with
Rhodes.
"Hoop-La,"
—
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Eleventh Commandment,"
—"The
"Trick of Fate/'
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
with Henry B. Walthall.
"Long Lane's Turning,"
—
with William Desmond.
Prodigal Liar,"
—"The
with All Star Cast.
"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "The Lamb and the Lion,"
Rhodes.
with

EXHIBITORS'
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
final

Affiliated,

Still

five

five reels.
Billie

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five

reels.

Mar.
Mar.

in

five reels,
five reels,

Nov.

reel.
Tale of a Hat," one reel.
'Are Brunettes False"? one reel.
Made," one reel.
'Just

"Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor
Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.

Field.
Field.

12— 'Some
Jan.

26—'"Easy Payments," one

2—' 'How

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16—
23—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

16—
23—

reel.

Be Happy Though Married," one

reel, with Elinor Field.
reel, with Elinor Field.
reel, with Elinor Feild.
'Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"The
System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
'The Door Between," one reel.
'His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
'The
of a Maid," one reel.

to

9— 'Merely

Marrying Mary," one

'

Wigwam

— "Sporting

Life,"
—
Women,"
—"Little
"False Faces,"

Dec

28

Way

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
'A Tropic Melting Pot," one reel.
Nov. 17—' 'Black Feet and Flat Heads," one reel.
Nov. 84— 'Bad Men and Good Scenery," one reel.
1— "Peaks, Parks and Pines," one reel.
Dec.
8— "A Maori Romance," one reel.
Dec.
Dec. 16—' 'Vacation Land," one reel.
Dec. 29— "High and Hungry," one reel.
6Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles," one
Jan.
"Geesers and Geysers," one reel.
Jan. 12
19— "Bulls and Bears."

1
5

26— "Western
2

1

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

'The Border Wireless," five reels, with Wm. S. Hart.
Oct.
Nov. 17—' 'My Cousin," five reels, with Enrico Caruso.
1
Dec.
"Under the Greenwood Tree," five reels with Elsie Ferguson.
1— "Arizona," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Dec.
8— "Greatest Thing in Life," Griffith Special.
Dec.
'

16— "Squaw Man," six reels, all star cast.
Dec 16— "Branding Broadway," five reels, with
Dec.

William S. Hart
6—' 'Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
12—' 'Under the Top," five reels, with Fred Stone.
19
"His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
19—' 'Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
26—' The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.
26—' "Don't Change Your Husband,
DeMille.
2— "Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
eb.
Mar. 2— 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9— 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.

— Arbuckle, "Love."
— Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
— Drew, "Once a Mason."
23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg, "Beresford of Barboons."
FOX FILM CORPORATION

4

'

Mar. 9—' 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16—' 'The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 25—' 'The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griflith.)

Apr.
Apr.

Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Dec

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

53
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VICTORY PICTURES
—"The Strange Woman,"
with Gladys BroekweD.
with George Walsh.
Say So."
—
with Tom Mix.
"Treat 'Em Rough,"
19— "The Call of the Soul,"
with Gladys Brockwell.
— "Luck and Pluck,"
with George Walsh.
with Tom Mix.
18— "Hell Roarin* Reform,"
2 — "The Forbidden Room,"
with Gladys Brockwell.
16— "Never Say Quit,"
with George Walsh.
30— "Fighting for Gold,"
with Tom Mix.
—
8

22— "I'll
5

2

1

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
York," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Police!
five reels, with George Walsh.
five

"Pitfalls of New
— "Help!
Help!

13
27

PARAMOUNT
"The Man from Funeral Range," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
13
"Such a Little Pirate," five reels, with Lila Lee.
18
"When Do We Eat?" five reels, with Enid Bennett.
17
'The Gypsy Trail," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
17— The Make-Brli eve Wife," five reels, with Billie Burke.
24— "Woman's Weapons," five reels, with Ethel Dayton.
24— "A Daughter of Old South," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
24— "Mirandy Smiles," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
1— "Fuss and Feathers," five reels, with Enid Bennett

—

20

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit
five reels, All Star Cast
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
"Thou Shalt Not," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.

to

May

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

'

Oct.

TIMELY PICTURES

— "The She-Devil,"
16— "I Want
Forget,"
—
29 "For Freedom,"
12— "The Light,"
26— "Woman! Woman
9— "Every Mother's Son,"
23 — "The Man Hunter,"
9 — "When Men Desire,"
—
1

Apr.

Dec

—

„

/

2

Mar.
Mar. 23

'

J

s

9
16

STANDARD PICTURES

Wyoming Way."

.

Stitch,

"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

Stuff."

,

/

2

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
reel.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES

an.
an.
an.
an.
an.
an.

/
/

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

—

>

2

'Doing the Dells."
'Out

reels.
reels.

— Flagg, "Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."
12— Sennett. "Never Too Old."
19— Flagg,
Impropaganda."
26— Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
Every Minute."
— Stagg, "One
—
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9 — Sennett, "Rip &
Tailors."
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."

BIG,

9—' 'A Bit of God's Country."

16—

seven
seven

five reels.

Oct.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Waak-

—
—
—
—
—
—
——
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

16

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

'Almost a Hero," one

2—
9—

five reels,

—
—
—
—
—
—

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

4

6

Giah.

of

burn.
6— "Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline Frdeerick.
6— "Jane Goes a-Wooing." five reels, with Vivian Martin.
12
"The Secret Garden, five reels, with Lila Lee.
19 'The Du»>." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
26 "Venus in the East," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
2
"Hard Boiled," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
2
"Happy Though Married," five reels, with Enid Bennett
9
"Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
9
"Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
9
"The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
16 "Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
16 "You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
23 "Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
23 "Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
23 "The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
2
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
2
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
9
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
16 "Three Men and a Girl," five reels with Marguerite Clark.
16
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
23 "Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
23 "The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
30 "The Malefactor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
30 "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
30 "Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

16— The
20—
13—
Home

"Dan Cupid, M. D.," one reel
Dec 28— 'Beans for Two," two reels, with Elinor Field.
Dee. 89
They Did and They Didn't, two reels, with Elinor
Dec.

"Little

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

1— 'Keep Smiling," one reel.
8— The Girl in the Box," one
'

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Girl," five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Bill,"

Billie

STRAND COMEDIES
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

—'Too Many Millions,"
with Wallace Reid.
—
"Good-Bye,
with Shirley Mason.
22 — "String Beans,"
with Charles Ray.
22— 'The Mystery
with Ethel Clayton.
22— "Quicksand,
with Dorothy Dalton.
29—
Miss Hoover."
with Marguerite Clark.
29— 'The Hope Chest,"
with Dorothy
29— "The Way
a Man with a Maid,"
with Bryant
8
15

— "Buchanan's

—
—

—
—
9—
23 —
—
9

23

6

I'M Tl

It

ES

five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
"Caught in the Act," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"The Danger Zone," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"The Girl with
"The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
"Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
"Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.

16—
29
26

EXCEL
Wife,"

No

]

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

Nor. 17— "Fan Fan."
Nov. 26 "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieve*."

—

•The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-81."

FORT PITT THEATRE

THE GREAT NINE SERIES

The

— William Farnum"The Serpent."
"Fighting Blood."
6—Theda Bara
12 — "Regeneration."
19— William Farnum
"The Broken Law."
26—Theda Bara
"Under Two Flags."
—
(Dr. Rameau).
"The Soul of Broadway."
—Valeska Suratt "The
16—Theda Bara
Darling of Paris."
29

Dee.
Jan.
Jan.

Italian

Battlefront,"

in

in

"No Children Wanted,"

in

Jan.
Jan.

2
9

23

"Little

"Infidelity"

in

— William

in

"Hoodman

Blind."

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Feb.

reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.

OFFICIAL

15— "The Fatal Marriage."
29— "The Son of a Hun."
12 —Tom Mix in "Hearts and Saddles."
26— "Oh, What a Knight."
9 — Tom Mix in "A Roman Cowboy."
23— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret."
—

Dec.
Dec.

reels.

"Wanted, a Brother," five reels
'The Locked Heart," five reels.

in

Farnum

five

"Miss Mischief Maker," five
Miss Grown-Up," five
"The Midnight Burglar," five

in

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

eight

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

WAR

PICTURES

Committee Public Information
"Our Bridge

of Ships," two reels.

Committee Public Information
**">»»

May

Talks."
—"Money
"His Musical Sneeze," two
—
with Tom Mix.
9
"Six-Cylinder Love," two
6 — "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
— "A Lady Bell-Hop's Secret," two

Dec.
Dec.

22— "The Draft Board."
29— "Throwing the Bull."

a

Fox Farm," one

reel.

Mar. 23

23

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

RANCHO SERIES

reels.
reels,
reels,

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

reels.

4

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

'Jn the

reels.

"Where

AMERICAN RED CROSS

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
6

"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one reel.
"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave," one reel.
'The Helping Hand of Sicily," one reel.

9.

"How She Hated Men," one

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

— "The Lion Tamer."
12 — "Here and There."
19 — "The Hula Cabaret."
26 — "Doggone Tough Luck."
2— "Landing an Heiress."
—"The Bearded Lady."
16— "5.000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas."
23— "The Pousse Cafe."
2 — "Fireman, Save My Child."
9 — "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
16— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
23 — "Out and In Again," half

Mar.

30

Apr.

6

an.
an.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

RAINBOW COMEDIES
'"Hooverizing," one reel.

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

reel.

—
—-"A

Cow's Husband," half reel.
"Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half

'Parson Pepp," one reel.
'Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

reel.

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

"Hearts of Love " six

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE

reels.
reels.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

"The Man from Nowhere," two

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A

Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.

2

six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

7

reels.
reels.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
;
five reels,

1

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
'The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day,"
"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day,"

to

split reel.

five

split

reel.

six

CLOVER COMEDIES

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,

"A Widow's

9

Camouflage," one reel.
"Love's Lucky Day," one reel.
"Oh the Women," one reel.
I

DUPLEX FILMS,

reels

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

INC.

reels.

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

EBONY COMEDIES

Freedom of the World," seven
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"For the

"When You Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

ESSANAY COMEDIES

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
Why—the

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

Bolsheviki," five reels.

an.
an.
an.

HANOVER FILM COMPANY'
"Camille," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maeiste," six

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.

"Monster of Fate.'"

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness," two reels

"Bombs and

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Bull," two reels.

COSMOFOTOFILM
"Hypocrites," six reels.
"I Believe," six reels.

"Her Moment," seven

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

18— "What Uncle Sam
20— "The Truth About
27— "Hang It All!"

INC.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

drama.

54

— "Carrying
—
"Canada's

8

10

17— "Where
24— "Rough

Nov. 17

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

reels.

"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood " six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.

"Snakeville's New Sheriff," one reel.
"Sophie's Birthday Party," one reel.

•

reels,

five reels,
reels,

2

Caterpillar to Butterfly," one reel.

"Shame," seven

reels.

Bill

reels.

"The Bank." two

"From

with Edna Mayo.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
—"The Turn of a Wheel,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
9 — "Peck's Bad Girl,"
with Mabel Normand.
16— "Xust for Tonight,"
with Tom Moore.
23 — "The Kingdom of Youth,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Laughing
Sept. 80
Will Rogers.
— "Hidden Fires,"Hyde," withwith
Oct.
Mae Marsh.
Nov. 17—"Thirty a Week,"
with Tom Moore.
Nov. 24 — "A Perfect 86,".
with Mabel Normand.
— 'The Hell Cat,"
Dec.
with Geraldine Farrar.
8— "A Perfect Lady,"
Dec.
with Madge Kennedy.
Dec. 15— 'Too Fat
Fight "
with Frank Mclntrye.
Dec. 22 — "The Racing Strain,"
with Mae Marsh.
Dec. 29 — "Go West, Young Man,"
with Tom Moore.
12 — "Day Dreams."
Jan.
with Madge Kennedy.
—
26
"Shadows,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
Jan.
—
"The Bondage of Barbara,"
Feb.
with Mae Marsh.
—
16
Feb.
"Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
Feb. 23
"The
Woman
with Pauline Frederick.
on
the Index,"
— "The Brand." seven
Mar.
(Rex Beach SoeciaH
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
Apr.
with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.

Finley

of Sunset Gap," two reels.

"O'Garry Rides Alone," two

reels,

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
"The Married Virgin," seven

BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS —Ned
"The Raiders

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION

INC.

"Tobin's Palm," two reels.
"The Rose of Wolfville," two reels
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two reels.

"Police," two

reel.

"The Camouflage Baby, one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace," one reel.

—
—
23 —
—
23 —
—
7
9
6

Stuff."

CAPITOL COMEDIES

Pink Pajamas," two reels.
Bill," two reels.
'The Jelly Fish," two reels.
"Poor Innocent," two reels.
"You Know What I Mean," two reels.
"The Big Idea."
"Have Another."
"A Master of Music."
"The New Breakfast Food."
"The Potum of Swat."
"The Midnight Alarm."

—
—
—

1

29
12
26

Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
Mountain of Tears."
Won' Was Born."

'The Spirit That

— "A Pair of
— "Proposing

15

Do for Two Cents."
the Liberty Motor."

Will

—

—

''

'

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
BENNISON STAR SERIES

"High

Pockets,

with

reels,

five

Bennison.

Louis

30
6

Mar.
Mar.

Through Pathe Exchanges.)

—
with Zena Keefe.
Challenge Accepted,"
— "The
Warren Kerrigan,
with
"The Drifters,"
—
20 "The Law That Divides,"
with Kathleen
27 — "Fighting Through,"
with E. K. Lincoln,
—
10 "Come Again Smith,"
Warren Kerrigan,
with
16 — "Made in America,
episode of eight one-reel
—
23 "The Love Hunger,"
with Lillian Walker,
— "The Forfeit,"
with House Peters and Jane Miller.

Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

'
'

'

'

SPECIALS

five reels,

five

reels,

Clifford,

five reels,
six r eels,
five reels,

J_.

series,

first

9

five

23— "The End

of

the

reels,

five
reels,

Game,'

"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.

J.

'

five

with

reels,

Warren Kerrigan.

J.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Cares," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Cheating Cheaters," five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
"The Indestructible Wife " five reels, with Alice Brady,
"Romance and Arabella," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"The Belle of New York, five reels, with Marion Davies.
five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"Children of Banishment,
"The World to Live In,' five reels, with Alice Brady,
"The Probation Wife," si x reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Experimental Marriage,' five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Marie. Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
(Available

"Who

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Benhison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

with May
—
Testing of Mildren Vane,"
—"The
with Bert
"Hitting the High Spots,"
18— "Sylvia on a Spree,
with Emmy Wehlan.
28— "The Poor Rich Man,"
with Francis X. Bushman.
30— "Her Inspiration,"
with May
with Viola Dana.
— "The Gold Cure,"
13 — "The Spender,"
with Bert
20— "The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May
— "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
17 — "Johnny on the Spot,"
with Hale Hamilton.
—
2

Allison.
fiv ereels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
"Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The
of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Jeanne of the Gutter." five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with Mary Allison.
"Out of the Depths, ' five reels, with Bert Lytell.

9

6

3

Nov.
Nov.

Dec
Dec

7

SCREEN CLASSICS,

INC.,

'
'

'

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

'
'
'
'

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Way

'

'

Dec.

May

3—
10 —
17 —
24 —
31 —
—
14 —

'

—
—

Dec

,

24

'Tony America," five reels, with Francis McDonald.
18—' 'The Pretender," five reels, with William Desmond.
17— 'Reckoning Day," five reels, with Belle Bennett.
1
'Love's Pay Day," five reels, with Rosemary Theby.
24
'Deuce Duncan," five reels, with William Desmond.
8— 'The Silent Rider," five reels, with Roy Stewart.
15— 'Irish Eyes, " five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
22— 'Crown Jewels," five reels, with Claire Anderson.
29— 'Wife or Country," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
26— "Unto the End," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2— 'Restless Souls," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
9— 'Secret Marriage," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
18— 'Child of M'sieu," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
23— 'Breezy Jim," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2—' 'Wild Goose Chase," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
9—' 'The Railroader," five reels, with George Fawcette.
16— 'It's a Bear" (specail), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
23—' 'The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
30— 'Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.

Oct.
Oct.

'

'

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

SPECIALS

'The Lure of Luxury," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.'
14— 'Together," five reels, with Violet Mersereau.
18—' 'Hugon, the Mighty," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
26 ' 'Dealing with Daphne," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
86—' 'All Night." five reels, with Cartnel Myers.
9— "Set Free,' five reels, with Edith Roberts.
16— 'The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
28—' 'The Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
30—' 'The Sea Flower," five reels, with Juanita Hansen.
80—' 'The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
6— "The Natures Girl," five reels, with Violet Mesereau.
13— "The Craving," five reels, with Francis Ford.
20
"The Game's Up," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
27— 'Who Will Marry Me?" five reels, with Carmel Meyers.
3—' "Sue of the South," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
7

Oct.
Oct.

"Draft 268," seven reels, with Mabel Taliaferro.
"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, the Fall of the Hohenzollerns,'
seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

—

Dec.
Dec.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye" seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the rog," seven reels, with Nazimova.

'

10—' 'Millionaire Pirate," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
17—' 'Sealed Envelope," five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
24—' 'The Little White Savage," five reels, Carmel Meyers.

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS

PATHE EXCHANGE,

"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"Even as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

INC.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
8- -"Her Man," six reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
1- -"Infatuation," six reels, with Gaby Deslys.

Sept.

Dec.

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

2- -"Common Clay," seven reels, with Fannie Ward.
Mar.
Apr. 27— "The TJnknown Love," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli and E. K.

Lincoln.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
Sept.

No
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

22- -"A Japanese Nightingale," five reels, with Fannie
17- -"The Bells," five reels, with Frank Keenan.

Ward.

15- -"The Narrow Path," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
'The Midnight Stage," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
9— 'Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
9—-"Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
6
"The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.

Jan.
Feb.

12

Feb.

—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES
Oct.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

5- -"The Border Raiders," five reels, with Betty Compson and George
Larkin.
1- -"Milady o' the Beanstalk," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
29- -"Dolly's Vacation," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
26- -"A Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
23- -"The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
23 -"Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

Feh.

"Quo Vadis," eight
— Kleine,"Brown
of Harvard,"
— Daly.
— Essanay, "Men Who Have Made

reels.
six reels,

Selig,

1

Love

with
to

Tom Moore

Me,"

"A

—

Mary

lov.
Jov.

—
Great Chance,"
— "Her
"Road Through the Dark,"
— "The
Heart of Wetona,'

reels, with Alice Brady.
five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with
Talmadge.
"In the Hollow of Her Hand," five reels, with Alice Brady.
Lady's Name," five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"Code of the Yukon," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
five

—
— "A
—

with

Mae Murray.

six reels, with

Dorothy

Phillips.

Freedom.

12—

'Three Mounted Men," five reels, with Harry Carey.
18—' 'Kiss or Kill," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
2
'Vanity Pool," five reels, with Mary Maclaren.
16—' 'Wild Cat of Paris," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
80— "Danger, Go Slow, five reels, with Mae Murray.
13—' 'After the War," five reels, with Grace Cunard.
27—' 'Roped," five reels, with Harry Carey.
10—' Creaking Stairs," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
24—' 'The Wicked Darling," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
10— 'The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with Mae Murray.
17— 'Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
24— 'A Fight for Love," six reels, Special, with Harry Carey.
31
'A Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.

—

Diplomatic

Mission,"

five

reels,

with

Earle Williams.

"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Hoarded Assets," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Captain's Captain," five reels, with Alice Jovce.
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
27
"The Enchanted Barn, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Jan.
8
Feb.
"The Highest Trump," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Feb. 10 "Fortune's Child." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
Feb. 17 "Silent Strength," five reels, with Harry Morey.
Alice Joyce).
Feb. 24 "The Lion and the Mouse" (special
8
Mar.
"The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. 10 "The Wishing Ring Man." five reels, with Bessie Love
Mar. 10 "From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Mar. 17 "A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Mar. 24 "Miss Duloic from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
Mar. 31 "Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
7
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
Apr.
Apr. 14 "The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Gri. .th.
Apr. 21 "A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.

—

McKee.

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
>ec.
)ec.
3ec.
5ec.

for

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.

and Haze)

six reels, with

5— "Fighting

VITAGRAPH

MacLane.
Essanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor HcJines.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
Jan. 21
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Essanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

five reels,

28—' The Talk of the Town."

"By the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

PERFECTION PICTURES
7
Jan.
Jan. 10

'Modern Love,"

Norma
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WORLD FILM CORPORATION
7—
— "The

Oct.
Oct.

14

Dec

2

—
—
—
—
—

9
Dec 16
Nov. 18
Nov. 26

Dec.

21

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

26
23

Appearance of Evil,"

five reels, with June Elvidge.
"The Road to France," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwelt
"Hitting the Trail," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The
of Bronze," five reels, with Lewis S. Stone.
"The Zero Horn," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Just Sylvia," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"The Grough." five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Love Net," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"What Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"Under Four Flags," five reels.
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two." five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
"The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"The
Invisible,
five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.

Man

— "The
— "The

Apr.
Apr.

14

Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
five reels, with Montagu Love.

Quickening Flame,"

PICTDRB THEATRES
— "The LightUNITED
of Western Stars," seven
with Dustin Faraom.
—
with Kitty Gordon.
—"Adele,"
"A Man
with Dustin Farnum.
the Open,"
— "Her Code of Honor,"
with Florence Reed.
5

reels,

six reels,
in

five reels,
five reels,

Dec 28—

Dec.
an.
an.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—
6—
18—
20—
87 —
3—
10—
17 —
24—
—
10—
—
SO
6

Mar. 8
Mar.
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
Apr.

SERIALS
Wharton, "The Eagle's Eye"
Pathe, "The House of Hate."
Vitagraph, "The Woman in the Web."
Universal, "The Lion's Claws."
Vitagraph, "A Fight for Millions."
Universal, "The Brass Bullet."
Gaumont, "The Hand of Vengeance"
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Pathe, ''The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.

Hand

—
—
—
7

THE OPEN MARKET
STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"Too Accidental Honeymoon," sue reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one

—

"Before Breakfast," one

Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb. 24
Mar. 3

CO.

"Nine-Tenths of the Law." six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Devil's Playground, seven reels.

Is

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

Thy Daughter," seven

"Enlighten

Woman,"

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

'Alice in

Wonderland,"

six reels.

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

"Birth," six reels.

-"Five Hundred or Bust."
16—"Oh, Baby."
23"Good Gracious, Bobby."
30— "You Couldn't Blame Her."

EXPORT

—

—
"For Love or Money."
—"Salvation
Sue."
20— "Four of a Kind."
27— "Welcome Home."
6

Bobby Comes Marching Home."

FEIST

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

reels.

"Empty Pockets." seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mmc Petrova.

five reels, with Charlotte
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

"The Light Within,"

reels,

Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front." Italian official war film.

"Tempered

with Enid Markey.

"Pershing's Crusaders.

"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside," two reels, with Charles Chaplin.

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
©idn't Think," six reels.

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Chosen Prince," eight reels.
"The Grain of Dust," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
"A Romance of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert

FOUR SQUARE PICTURES

Hall.

with Gertrude McCoy.
"The Submarine Eye," seven reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe.

"Madame

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
(Robert C. Bruce Scenics)
of the Tetons," one reel.

"Nature Rest and Motion," one
"Horizon Hunters," one reel.

"The High Horse," one

five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

"Daughter of Destiny,"

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY
"The Curse of Eve,' seven

Sir Johnston Forbes-Roberta**

"A

"The Frozen Warning,"

—

F.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

"The Wolf

IMPORT FILM COMPANY

FELIX

"BTides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."

Who

ft

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyal tjr."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

13

Girl

reels.

ESSAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION

"The

with Nat Goodwin.

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

DAVID BERNSTEIN

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
"A

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

reel.

reel.

"The Marriage Bond,"

Vigilantes," seven reels.

"Joan the

one

reel.
reel.
reel.

reels.

REAR STATE FILM COMPANY
"The

reel.

reel.

EFFANGB FILM COMPANY

REX REACH PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Barrier," ten

reel.

reel.

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
— "Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
—
Indian Love Story," one
"An
— "A Day With Caranza," one
—
a Mexican," one
—"What
"The Washington Air Patrol," one

"My

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

PRODUCTIONS

SPECIAL,

Sherry/'

"The Cast-Off,"
"Men."

reel.

"A Woman's

reel.

56

five reels,

five reels,

with Bessie. Barriscale.

Experience," seven

reels,

with

Mary

Boland.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FRATERNITY FILMS,

JOHN W. NOBLE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.
"Shame,"

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan,"

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION

five reels.

the Ages," five reels, with Lillian Walker.

"The Lust of

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES.
"A Mormon Maid,"

INC.

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS, INC.
"The Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

Mae Murray.

six reels, with

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"The Hand of Fate."
"The Russian Revolution."
"Man's Law."

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

HARRY GARSON

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

"The Whip,"

with Blanche Sweet.
eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
reels,

"Stars of Glory," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
"A Soul Adrift," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.

"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

HARRY RAFF
The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick.
The Struggle Everlasting," with Florence
"Wanted

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

Murder,"

for

The

W. GRIFFITH

Public Defender," with Frank
Hand of the Hun," four reels.

RIALTO DE LUXE PRODUCTION!

reels,

"The Unchastened Woman," seven

SCEEENCEAFT PICTURES

HOPP HAD LEY

"The Prodigal Wife,"
"Humanity,"

„

reels.

FILM CORPORATION

Boland.

six reels.

Brunette.

five reels.

"The City of Purple Dreams,"
Santchi.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION

six

FRANK

reels,

with Bessie

and Thoamaa

Eyton

SENG
SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

"Parentage."

Days," six

reels.

J.

"Upstairs and Down," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

HTLLER AND WILK
"Raffles," six reels, with John
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

PICTURES

S-L

Barrymore.

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

"Wrath of the Gods."

WILLIAM STOERMER ENTERPRISES

"Woman,"
"The

Mary

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton._
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas S inrrhl
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santchi and Fritxis

""Civilization," ten reels.

in 80

with

reels,

SELIG SPECIALS

HARPER FILM CORPORATION

"Around the World

six

SELECT PHOTOPLAY COMPANY

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

HAWK

reels.

"Conquered Hearts."

"The Vow."

"Monster of Fate,"

Reed.
with Elaine Hammerstein.

reels,

Keen in.
"The
"The Master Crook."
"The Liberator," serial, with Maciste.

with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrost

"Maciste," six

five

HARRY RAYER

Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.
"When Men Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

"The

D.

eight reels.

LEONCE PERRET PRODUCTIONS

GENERAL ENTERPRISES

"The Birth of a Nation," nine

INC.

Zena Keefe.

six reels, with

eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"The Tidal Wave,"

eight

reels.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS
A»r.

"Beyond the Law,"

six

reels,

with

Emmett

Dalton.

»0— "Chriatus."

•The Bargain,"

six reels,

ERNEST SHIPMAN

THOS. H. INCE
with W. S. Hart.

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTION!
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

five reels,

with Enid Markey.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of

"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
"Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

the Hour," five reels.

PRIVATE FEATURE FILMS

"Human

"Ignorance," six

reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

"Lady of the Dugout,"

INC.

"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin.v
"pie Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.

FORD PHOTOPLAY
"Berlin Via American," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"A Man of Today," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"The Fourth Generation," six reels.

JESTER COMEDIES
One

two-reel

WILLIAM

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

Evil," seven reels.

"Marriage,"

LEA-HELL COMPANY
"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

"Whom

the

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,
reels,

five reels,

with Catherine Calvert.
Billy.

"Marriage for Convenience,"

six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

INC.

Gods Would Destroy."

"Who's Your Neighbor?" seven

SHERRY SERVICE.

"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.

reels.

MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS,

L.

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

JAMES KEANE
"The Spreading

six reels.

INC.

with Christine Mayo.

U.

The

MAYFATR FILM CORPORATION

S.

EXHIBITORS BOOKING CORP.

Zeppelin's Last Raid," five reels, with Enid Markey.
Who Pay," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.

"Those

"Persuasive Peggy," six reels, with Peggy Hyland.

EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTION!
B.

S.

MOSS

"Souls Redeemed," with Sheldon Lewis and Charlotte Ives.

"The Power of Evil," five reels.
"The Girl Who Doesn't Know,"
"In the

Hands of

the

Law,"

five reels.
five reels.

L.

"Weavers

LAWRENCE WEBER PRODUCING

of Life," five reels, with

NEWFTELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION
"Alma.

Where Do You Live,"

six reels, with

CO.
Helen Hayes and Howard

WESTERN IMPORT

Ruth McTammany.

"Mickey," seven

57

reels,

with Mabel Normand.

Hall.
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Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION

LABORATORY

The

PRODUCER OF PRINTED AND

HAND MADE

FIAT

ILLUSTRATED

THE

TITLES IN ALL LANGUAGES

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE LABORATORY
FOR TITLES AND TRAILERS

SCREENS

We Have

Write for Prices

220 W. 42nd

REPUTATION
QUALITY

Do

PRICE

De berri Scenic

NEW YORK

suite 2o<«-n

St.

All

It

922

W.

MONROE

It

Now

Co.
CHICAGO

ST.

YOU WRITE FOR OUR PRICES

IF

DESIGNING

YOU'LL SEND US YOUR

-

CONSULTING

-

SUPERVISING

ORDER
William

A

Full Line of

Theatre Supplies

T.

Braun

ARCHITECT
189

Central Theatre Supply Co.

W. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO

South State Street

220

CHICAGO

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS

CHARLIE HELLSTERN

MANHATTAN

has a
SHIRTS

Lobby Display
of classy Shirts and Ties
that look like

Coburn Organs

PHOENIX

Perfect tonal results signify

HOSE

Special Features

every instrument

we make

Look them over at the

TOGGERY SHOPS
Palmer House Lobby

54

W. Washington
Near Dearborn

State Street Entrance
51IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINI1

111!

Ill

I

We

Illll

Ill

Ill

COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
Builders of Quality Organs

Street

WASHTENAW AVENUE

220 N.

St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

IlllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllir.

manufacture Complete

EXIT
SIGNS
65
70
to

St.

Mary -of -the -Woods
-College

and Academy

Academy-

College

cents in quantity

Standard courses leading

Signs
Shipping Cases and
other Specialties

Fire Escape

T. L.
105

to degrees A. B. and B. S.
Departments of Expression,

Household Economics, Conservatory of Music, School
of Arts.

ROBINSON & CO.
West Monroe

St.,

for Girls

Four Year High School
course,

78th Year.

For Bulletins and Illustrated Booklet, address

SISTER SECRETARY, Box

Chicago

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Man; nf \\\a Wnnrlc
Inil
VY OOUb, Mil.
OU mary-OI-me58

45

Both College and Academy are accredited by
tne Indiana State Department of Education

ol.

VIII

CHICAGO, APRIL

5,

1919
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Theatres Battle For
Essanay= Chaplin Films
"There

is

a battle on in

New

York between the vaudeville

over the bookings of the Chaplin reissues (Essanay).
79 days.'

Only,' followed by

a

Coast to Coast Theatres
Using S. R. O. Signs

record

The

audience
business Monday.
which filled the house enjoyed Chap'A Night in the Show,' an
lin in
Essanay of the vintage of 1915, as
though it had been made last week

New

and released yesterday."
Review.

For Essanay-Chaplins
Marcus Loczv

&

Schacfcr (Chicago)

&

Lit bli tier
Trinz (Chicago)
Stanley Booking Company (Philadelphia)
Majestic Theatre (Detroit)
Strand Amusement Co. (Cincinnati)
Circle Theatre (Indianapolis)
Star Theatre (Portland, Ore.)
Rex Theatre (Seattle, IVash.)
Shea's Hippodrome (Buffalo)
Pay's Theatre (Rochester)
Packet Theatre (Syracuse
Wonderland Theatre (Kansas City)
New Astor Theatre (Minneapolis
Majestic Theatre (St. Paul)
Dayton Theatre (Dayton, Ohio)
Strand Theatre ( Milzvaukee)
Lyric Theatre (St. Louis)
Strand Theatre (Louisville)
Colonial Theatre (Columbus, Ohio)
Orphcuiu Theatre (Cleveland)
Strand Theatre (Cleveland)
Colonial Theatre (Toledo)

Chaplin comedy entitled 'A Night
in the Show,' brought shrieks of
laughter at the Rialto." New York
Morning Telegraph.
audiences, which filled the
Rialto to overflowing from midday to
midnight, put their seal of approval
on the 'revival' with uproars of apBrooklyn
plause and laughter."

"The

—

(N. Y.) Citizen.

"The pictures are chock full and
brimming over with boisterous fun,
flashes of genuine humor and the

TAKE THE

unique action betokening genius."
Exhibitors Herald.

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System, Distributors
Representatives at

all

York)

(New York)

Ascher Brothers (Chicago)

York

1333 Argyle

Circuit (Nczv

Rialto Theatre
Jones, Linick

"A

B^Ca f&"|907

signed for

— Variety.

"At the Rialto Theatre on Sunday
there was an entire day of 'Standing

Room

Loew

factions

General Film Exchanges

•

TIP!

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

(tty newjjtamona grnedcreen

mierlatest andmost sensational
UMVERSAL SPEC/AL ATTRACTION:

WICKED
DARLING"
""Y^f

E have made repeated appeals to

your office for another Priscilla
Dea n picture," writes the Regent of
Blackwell,

what the

Oklahoma — "we don't

the picture is, just so it's
Personally, we think she has
any of the other stars backed off the
title of

a Dean!

boards."

HANG ON TIGHT, OKLAHOMA
—WE'RE COMING!
You mopped up on "THE

WILDCAT OF PARIS," Oklahoma — but when you

see

"THE WICKED DARLING"
and foot up your receipts
you'll want to give Miss Priscilla Dean an oil well or two.

You can

say what you like
about the stars of the day,
but here's a Star and here's
a Play that can't be stopped.

See

it

sure

— today.

Hook thru your nearest
Universal

Exchange,

communicate with

or
t

he-

Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
Carl Lacramle, president,
1600 Broadway,

New York

3
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"

»

mm

mm

^RICHARD BENNETT

DAMAGED GOODS
The Host Sensational Film Play In Year?

Kead These

State Rights

Endorsements

PaWic

from

canben^^aveg eat

bsh

now being

—

8

Washington

of

S^gation-

^

Hebrew Cong™*ononea serm
on .
could preach
lf l

P

^^Jfcfcved
°
1 na

tenth as
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SELECT(MD)PICTURES

J£ YOU are a 100% American
m

*r

you
•
'

will be

proud io show your patron

Select Pictures' great

Special^

H

promgal
L D A
^^/7/e<f//JKSE.D. HAMPTON

Roars of laughter will greet

this

picture.

You'll feel proud to face the happy

crowds as they leave your
It's

jammed with funny

theatre.

situations

and has some corking good ad'
|

*,

vertising angles.

Tteleased through,

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

COMPANY
DIVISION OF FI LMiP
BANKERS and EXPORTERS

ROBERTSON - COLE

FOR, THE PRODUCER

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

WHEN

ED IT

Accuracy

Efficiency

rush hours are your money
YOUR
makers! Cash in on them!
that line at the ticket office
let your patrons in.

it's easy to pick it up
even with gloves on. No counting of change; no money slipping
between the cashier's fingers; no
annoying and delaying mistakes.

cup, where

Keep
moving

and

A Lightning Changer will

put

The Palace Theatre, Milwaukee,*writes:
"The Changers are in constant use from 1
we handle an average
p. m. till 10 p. m.

SPEED

into your service. It will
pay out change so fast that no patron
need even pause hejustslaps down
his money, takes his change, and
moves on. There'll be no
blockade at your doors,
people kept out in the
cold or perhaps impatiently deciding to go
to the show around
the corner instead.

—

.

.

—

lutely indispensible."

Two are in use at the
in the

Pantheon, two of Chicago's largest and finest

moving
Write

picture houses.
for descriptive

circular to

You

Cashier
just presses a key
efficient.
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LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER

two

Riviera and

The Lightning
Changer is accurate
and

—

the changer
of 50,000 people weekly
enables us to handle crowds with a speed
absolutely impossible under
it is absoold method

your business TODAY, if you want
give

UP-TO-

DATE

service.

to

CO., 34-36

8

W. Lake

Street,

CHICAGO

DUST OFF

&

SEATS!

SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR PROGRAM AND BOX OFFICE

BOOK THEM NOW
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by "The Spreading Evil," the motion picture

endorsements
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any dramatic production before the
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candidate for mayor, added his approval to the testimonials
the

Navy Josephus

"Father

of the

Daniels, U.

Draft

Bill,"

S.
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alreac!

Senators Chamberlain, Henderso]

and many others have already endorse

Mr. Hoyne said: "In a time like this when the better elements the world ovf
the chaos into which war plunged us, it is just, proper and utterly fitting that tl
It is fortunate that the attack should be a motion picture of the character
and accurate warning to the youth of America. Every man and woman wl
today, should see this picture and take its moving and thoughtful lesson

"The picture will strip away ignorance and prudery; in will align many
right and tells the necessary and the clean truth about an unclean plague-sp

The

BAND BOX

is

on Ml

This half page advertisement appeared Thursditi

COOK COUNTY'S FEARLESlA
NOW

IN ITS

THE
SPREJl
3rd WEEK AT BAND BOX THEATRE. VcL

6th Floor Film Exchange Building

It's

d
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Exclusive
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10

ANfOl

1

the Sailor's Paper

—THURSDAY, MARCH

20,

1919.
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Says:

BAND BOX

Band Box Theatre, that it possesses the most distinguished
strenghtened today when Maclay Hoyne, state's attorney and

kt the
;

;ven by a host of nationally prominent statesmen.

Secretary of

|>merene and Thomas; Congressmen Osborne, Raker and Kahn,
vii

Washington; seeing
new

in

it

an awakening force needed

cleanliness, a

new

morality, a

in this hour.

new humanity

out of
which has thrived on parental prudery and ignorance should be attacked.
Jlie Spreading Evil" which I have seen and know to be a powerful, stirring
jjes to be of help in the crucial reconstruction times that are upon the world
,B

striving to bring a

iJi,

Jrt.

youth on the side of cleanliness and progress.
world today."
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20th, in the Chicago Herald- Examiner

DATE'S ATTORNEY ENDORSES
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VME OF ADVANCE BOOKINGS SMASHING ALL RECORDS
PR.^)DUCTI^)N 'Phone Harrison 2451, Chicago,
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

The Eyes

W. H. Clune's Lavish Motion
1,600,000

Say:

—

—

Kelly, Chicago Herald-Examiner.

"THE EYES OF THE WORLD"
Produced by W. H. Clune from the novel by Harold
Bell Wright. Presented at the Randolph Theatre.
An elaborate production, based on a very popular book,
is attracting large crowds into the Randolph thearte. Ten
reels of celluloid have been devoted to the visualizing
of Harold Bell Wright's novel, and miles and miles of
mountain loveliness have been caught by the camera. The
author himself also makes his bow to his readers in the
picture. For it is safe to^assume that the majority of
viewers of the picture have read the story. * * »
These scenes will stir the most hardened movie fan, and
make him glad he came to see the picture. « » * The
scenes are wonderful. Genevieve Harris, Chicago Evening Post.

—

"THE EYES OF THE WORLD"
From

8,000,000

Famous Novel

They come to see it they stay to see it and they
like it. The Randolph has scored with "The Eyes of the

— Kitty

Picture Spectacle

Based on Harold Bell Wright's
of Adventure

BOOKS SOLD

Read What the Critics
World."

World

of the

Exhibitors

photography. So judged this is not a special feature, but
it is far above the average programme picture.
There
*
*
*
is a bigness of theme and general production.
The scenes are laid in California. Much of the action
takes place in the mountainous regions and the majesty
of the scenery lends its glamour to the events of the tale.
The feature is beyond doubt valuable entertainment.
Virginia Dale, Chicago, Evening Journal.

Wisima Film Co.,
Consumers Bldg., City.
Dear Sir:
Without solicitation, I wish to inform you that your
picture, "The Eyes of the World," more than doubled
our average business at the Randolph Theatre. It looks
like a veritable gold mine, and I only wish we had more
like

it.

You may use

is strongly convincing, and the remaining players are
evenly distributed and fit their respective roles. W. K.
Hollander, Chicago Daily News.

—

you see fit in recommending
Yours very truly,

this letter as

your picture elsewhere.

(Signed)

PETER

J.

SCHAEFER.

Of Jones, Linick and Schaefer, Chicago.
It affords me considerable pleasure to make you feel
happy by advising that your splendid production, "The
Eyes of the World," which I gave an extended, longer
than usual run in my Strand Theatre in this city, broke
all attendance records. The opening day we stood a line
for almost a block despite the fact that the theatre has
a large capacity. W. C. Quimby, Strand Theatre, Fort

Wayne,

—

Ind.

We

turned people away both nights. There were at
least 400 people that were unable to buy seats.
can
recommend this picture as a high-class special production
and a picture that should get money for any exhibitor.

We

(Signed)

Our prices
—and
50c.

P. S.
?5c, 35c

BUCKLEN THEATRE,

By Harry E. Lerner, Elkhart, Ind.
for matinees were 25 cents. Nights,

My patrons were all well pleased and would like to
play a return engagement some time this spring.
(Signed) E. J. SALISBURY,
Manager Schelling Music Hall, Valparaiso, Ind.

TELEGRAM
Des Moines,

la.,

Jan.

13, 1919.

H. A. Sims,
726

* * * The acting of Monroe Salisbury, particularly in the
role of the cynic, continues to be the feature of the play.
It stands out prominently like a beacon light in the
night. Jane Novak as the heroine of the modern story

Report:

H. A. Sims,

the Story by Harold Hell Wright, Presented at the

Randolph
In the spacious Randolph Theatre "The Eyes of the
provides
entertainment
World"
worthy of consideration.
A "special feature production" has come to be associated
with large mobs of people and spectacular events and

Who Know

READERS

Consumers

Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.:
Picture surpassed expectations in every way. I put
over bigger than anything in history of city as production and box office attraction second to none. You are
to be congratulated for owning territory. Proper exploitation will get a mint of money.
(Signed) ELLER METZER,
Rialto Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa.
it

NOW BOOKING
Ohio, Indiana,

=

WIRE, WRITE

Illinois

OR PHONE FOR DATES IMMEDIATELY TO

Wisima Film Company
H. A. SIMS, Manager
724

Consumers Building

PHONE WABASH

1477

OR

1478

Chicago, Illinois
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PREA
WISE DISTRIBUTORS
Who Bought

at a Fair Price

and

Are Cleaning Up Big
SOL.

L.

LESSER

Ca!.

'Great Picture Returns will equal 'Mickey'."

—Ariz. — Nev. — writes:

SIMEON B. GREIVER—in.-ind.-so.wis.-reports:— u Band Box Theatre, Chicago, $6,000 first week."
R. R. ROBERTS Va ~w VabutM coT.-say8: — 'Maximum bookings, all exhibitors pleased."
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY METRO—n. j.-advise*:— "Picture sells itself."
'

PENOYAR—Mich-writes: — "Make some more like it, quick."
STRAUBERG & BLEENDES New GTeI^er^ewYork) — Negotiating for more territory."
—
O. E. HAUSE—t
—
"Send me three more prints immediately."
GREATER NEW YORK BD°° d— "Has made returns of over $15,000 in nine weeks."

W. W.

side

'

'

exas

Okla.

Ark.

:

ke
ec t

STATE RIGHT TERRITORY
FOR
=^=^^= Write Wire SOLOMON
JAMES KEANE PRODUCTIONS
or

D.

220 West 42nd Street,

13

NEW YORK CITY

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

A

COMMON- SENSE POLICY

/~*EY ready

for the big clean-up!

It's

bound to come sooner or later, for the
moving picture industry is fast waking up
to the fact that advertising in more than
the five trade journals, which depend entirely upon the industry for support, is not
There is good,
speculating
it's wasting.

—

common

sense in the statement by
William Sievers, concerning the practical
restrictions in the First National Exhibitors'

plain

Circuit's trade journal advertising policy.
I

feel confident that this limitation of its

advertising to the five trade journals de-

voted entirely to the film industry

the

members, and I as an
exhibitor can say to them as exhibitors
that they have expressed the opinions and
order of

.

is

its

exhibitor

thoughts of the majority of our fellow

exhibitors— HARRY
Owner

CRANDALL,

of the Metropolitan, Crandall's, Knickerbocker, Meade's,
Apollo, Savoy and Avenue Grand Theatres, Washington, D. C.;

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

A

Pay Your Way With Program
Make Your Money With Special:
99

"The Echo of Youth
LEAH BAIRD
and CHARLES RICHMAN

Featuring

THE PICTURE THAT WILL PULL
AT YOUR HEART STRINGS
LEAH BAIRD

en Men Betray
Featuring

and

A

GAIL KANE

STUART HOLMES

STIRRING DRAMA OF
FRAILTIES

HUMAN
GAIL KANE

SPECIALS

THAT ARE SPECIALS
Soon

to be

Released by

Unity Photoplays Co.,
15

207 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

in

METRO
16

—
e
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Editorial Comment oe the
by MartinJ- QtjiGl^y
AN

exceedingly intelligent and illuminating in-

quiry has been conducted by Mr.

James D. Wil-

the shipment of films into that state.
that no other course

is

open.

liams in reference to publications actually in, and

rageous provisions of that

those which pretend to be in the motion picture

and common sense

field.

We

Mr. Williams' inquiry has revealed an overwhelming opinion

among

leading exhibitors of the country

that the five publications committed solely to the

motion picture trade cover the
effectively,

rendering

the

vaudeville,

dramatic,

circus

completely and

field

function

and

of

theatrical,

merely that of parasites upon the industry

no good purpose yet collecting

The general advance
dustry has carried

it

papers

carnival

— serving

a big tribute.

past that point at which

should for any reason allow

itself to

bill

It

would seem

accede to the out-

would be commercial

suicide.

are inclined to think that the responsibility for

even allowing the consideration of such a measure
should be put squarely up to the exhibitors of the
state.

With one hundred and eight theatres in the state,
exhibitors know so little of the influence of molding public opinion through the screen when every
if

right

the motion picture in-

of

—

To

is

on their side then they deserve to be

left to

their fate.

it

be imposed upon

in reference to the vital subject of advertising.

Journals devoted exclusively to the industry that
intelligently and completely reflect the thought and
news of the trade are big factors in its success.

AGAIN we ask
zation

summer

:

what about the

exhibitors' organi-

and the convention scheduled for

in St. Louis

?

Is it to be another

mock

sembly, or are steps going to be taken before

Sheets of no importance or standing in the trade

late to bring together a representative

that seek to obtain advertising support either by the

men

scandal shaft or by offering quantities of witless puff

thing

are an insult to the financial

mon

numerically strong enough

to

it is

this
as-

too

body of theatre-

accomplish some-

?

judgment and the com-

sense of the motion picture advertiser.

*

N

*

all this

discussion about the present popularity

war pictures a very important point is being
It is true that the day is definitely
passed when any sort of a picture with a war theme
will get over as was the case when the war spirit of
the public was running at fever heat.
of

comes
NOW
scheme which
Arizona

overlooked.

forward with a legislative

is a graphic example of where
anything even remotely resembling intelligent and

equitable censorship ends and actual persecution of

But the war picture

the industry begins.

of real merit

world of interest for the public.
This proposed legislation cannot even be considered

an

effort to regulate the business in

Arizona

:

it is

tion of the public

an

The

bill

is

and trembling
war
when
the American
the

was taking a big part in the struggle will
view a war picture at this time with greater interest
and will not be subjected to the poignant realization

providing for the establishment of branch

etc.,

holds a

soldier

in Arizona, deposits from exchanges, the filing

of financial statements,

still

that great por-

lived in fear

during the latter days of

audacious attempt to run the business.

offices

who

And

of the dangers facing the

probably the vilest

men

at the front that could

not be escaped while the struggle was on.

attempt yet made by political vultures to gain a
mastery over the business.

To

see

through

It has been suggested that in event this bill be-

comes a law, that the national exchanges withhold

traction.

17

what their loved ones who have come
have

missed affords in

itself

safely

a real

at-

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Energetic Fight on Censorship

Bill

House
Arizona Will Be Without Pictures

"Toton,"

Waged

Illinois

Signed
Sunday Question
beth;

No

19
If

Bill

Is

19
Is Settled

by Court

Eliza-

in

Fines

20

Lead Fight Against "Race
Prejudice" Measure
Marion Davies May Be Star in Initial Cosmopolitan Film
Wisconsin Asked to Adopt Censorship by Assemblyman Oakes
Brady, Irwin and Cromelin to Talk to Chicago
Censorship Commission
Select Company Purchases Timely Production
"Bolshevism on Trial"
Tourneur Completes Another Big Feature "The
White Heather"
William Fox Features for April Include First
With Ray and Fair
Martin Johnson Again on His Way to Film Savages of South Seas
New Orleans Board Wants Mexican Hero in
Occasional Film
"The Carter Case" Smashes Records for Bookings Throughout Chicago
Fairbanks Completes Propaganda Film for Fifth
Victory Loan
San Franscisco and Bakersfield Angle for Picture
California Producers

21

21

22

Studios

Pave

Way

25

28
29
30

31

for

Reviews

"The Poppy

Girl's Husband," Artcraft D, five
with William S. Hart
35
"Hit or Miss," World C-D, five parts, with Carlyle Blackwell
35
"The Silver Girl," Pathe D, five parts, with

parts,

with

Anna Q.

"Thou Shalt Not," Fox D,
lyn Nesbit

"The Turn

35
parts,

35
parts,

Nillson
five parts,

Harry T. Morey
"The Light of Victory," Universal D, five
with Monroe Salisbury
"The Rebellious Bride," Fox C-D, five
with Peggy Hyland
"Forbidden Fires," J. Parker Reed D, six

Olive

38
parts,

38
parts,

38
parts,

with Louise Glaum

The Cutting Room
Heraldgrams
Exhibitors' Bureau
What the Picture Did For Me
Canadian Film News
Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications
The Open Market

38

Eastman Kodak Co
Essanay
Fiat Laboratory
Fox Film Corporation

2
58
9

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Greiver Production

i

10,

W. W. Hodkinson
James Keane Productions
Lightning Coin Changer Co
Marquette Piano Co
Metro Pictures Corporation

II

4
13

8
39
16

Pathe Exchanges, Inc

60

Tom

58
7
6
50

Phillips

Film Exchange
Unity Photoplays Corporation
Universal Film Manufacturing Co
YYisima Film Co
Woodstock Typewriter Co

APRIL

5

58
58
58
58
58

Select Pictures

the Road," Exhibitors Mutual D,
with Helen Jerome Eddy
36
"Brass Buttons," American-Pathe C, five parts,
36
with William Russell

56, 57

DeBerri Scenic Co
DeVry Corporation

36

in

53, 54, 55

American Film Co
Wm. T. Braun
Coburn Organ Co

Robertson-Cole Co

with Eve-

27
39
41, 42
43, 44, 45, 46, 47
49
51, 52

Advertisers

36

five parts,

Volume VIII

with

37
"Experimental Marriage," Select F, five parts,
with Constance Talmadge
37
"Her Code of Honor," United Picture Theatres
D, five parts, with Florence Reed
37
"Fighting Destiny," Vitagraph D, five parts, with

31

32

Frank Keenan
"The Scarlet Shadow," Universal C-D, six
with Mae Murray
"The Way of the Strong," Metro D, five

parts,

Departments
24

32
to

six

23

;

Fox Missionaries in Mexico
American Films

D,

Triangle

Thomas

in

Silee

5,

1919

".

.

.

.

15
3
12
52

Number

15
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Arizona Will Be

Energetic Fight on Censorship

Without Pictures
If Bill Is

Law Compelling Exchanges
In State Will End Film

in Illinois House
Measure Passed by Senate, 32 to 10, Expected
To Be Beaten by Representatives; Protest

PHOENIX, ARIZ.— The

state of Arideprived of motion pic-

is

to

tures

if

Governor Campbell

be

his

affixes

signature to a bill which would compel
all motion picture distributing companies to maintain branch offices in the
state.
The bill was passed by both
houses of the Arizona legislature March

13th.

The

Southern

California

Ex-

Film

change Board of Trade, in special session, voted to discontinue distribution
of pictures in Arizona if the bill becomes a law, and appointed a committee
to take the matter up with Governor
Campbell.

Send Committee of Twelve
The committee appointed to take the
matter up with the chief state executive
comprises twelve prominent Los An-

exchange officials, among them
Bershen of Universal; Charles
Miley of Triangle, and Harvey Grossman of Goldwyn.
The proposed legislation would serigeles

Dave

ously menace the activities of the film
industry.
If the bill is signed, not only
must exchanges be established, but a
fee must be filed with the state treasury
every time a production is released. No
provision is made for a refund of this
deposit. Also, an annual report of financial standing to
the commissioner of
corporations would be required, the exchange to stand this expense.

May

Close 100 Theatres

The expenditure, argue the board
trade members, would be too great
both distributor and exhibitor

to

of
to

war-

rant the distribution of films in that territory.
In every way the law, if enacted,
would be harmful to the film business.
If Governor Campbell declines to accept the protestations of the picture men
and signs the bill, picture theatres in
excess of 100 will be closed in the state
and the vast army of fans who regularly
patronize the "canned" drama will be
forced to seek other amusement.

Censorship Defeat in

OMAHA, NEB.— That

censorship has
been killed as far as Nebraska is concerned for the next ten years is the
belief of exchange
ture fans.

men and motion

pic-

Just before consideration of the measure was postponed indefinitely by the
house March 18, a test vote was taken on
a motion to advance the bill to third
reading. The motion lost, 62 to 20. The

motion to postpone

indefinitely

it

was

then carried.

Osso Goes to France
Adolph Osso, who
ret

Picture

Co.,

is

ILL. Although the senate has passed the Buck censorby a vote of three to one, the measure which would establish a censoring
body in Illinois similar to that in Pennsylvania, is not expected to have easy
sailing in the house of representatives.
Chicago representatives who have taken the trouble to find out the ideas
of their constituents in regard to the bill, are opposed to it, and down state
bill

legislators are rapidly being aligned against

head of the Perin France on

landed

March 26, which is his native country.
Mr. Osso is making a business trip in the
interests of his firm and expects to be in
Europe for about eight weeks.

it.

The

Nebraska

decisive defeat of a similar bill by the
days ago is having a strong moral affect.

The senate machine passed

the

Buck

Chicago senaPowerful influtors protesting in vain.
ences had apparently been at work and
bill

by a vote of 32 to
decisiveness

the

10,

was not

vote

the

of

-

unexpected.

legislature a

few

It is significant, a theatre man pointed
out, that Buck, who sponsored the senate
bill, and Havill, who is the author of the

house

Monmouth and

from

are

bill,

Mount Carmel, towns

of about 6,000

and

2,000.

Word

of the senate's action aroused a
in Chicago from city officials and members of the council's cen-

strong protest

sorship commission.

Chicagoans

"The senate

in

Protest

good

did not act in

faith

with us," declared Chairman Timothy D.
Hurley. "When we appeared before their

committee we were promised Chicago
would be given the right to recensor
films approved by the proposed state
board.

"The motion picture problem is the
greatest educational problem facing our
It is a greater problem
people today.
than the schools or the church. Chicago
must be allowed to continue its own censorship, because of peculiar conditions

Propose Deputy Censor
For Pittsburg Office
HARRISBURG, PA.— Senator Mearkle has offered a bill in the senate creatthe position of deputy censor of
motion picture films in Pittsburg. The
measure is designed to relieve the film
exhibitors of the western end of the state
of many embarrassments through lack
of proper co-operation between the board
of censors here and their local inspectors
and failure of the railroads and express
companies to make prompt deliveries of
films that have been O. K.'d by the censors.

ing

here.

"What would be proper for a small
downstate community might be objectionable to a great portion of our 3,000,000 citizens."

Second Deputy Superintendent of Police Frazier indorsed Mr. Hurley's con-

Sunday

Bill

(Special to the

ALBANY,

N.

day opening

bill

Threatened
HERALD)

Y.— Although the Sunmay be reported favor-

ably out of committee, political dopesters
declare its chances of passage are dubious.

tentions.
I'liiiiiiiiiiiini

Newspapers Fight Measure
Practically

all

Chicago news-

the

of

papers and the majority of the downstate
dailies have entered the fight against the
censorship bill, condemning it in editorials
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a long-felt want.

Wishing you continued sucam,
Very truly yours,
(Signed) John Kolctis, Prop.,
American Theatre,
Rock Island, III.
miiDM
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hands.

endorse your paper

for every exhibitor.. I feel the
tills my every requirentent for tiews.
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are not favored by one in a hundred of
the people who enjoy a good motion picture."

Island,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

To

Censors

to be their

§

AND MOTOGRAPHY:

of the state shall see.

"The people want

Showman

AMERICAN THEATRE

it.

Exhibitors of the state have been working quietly for weeks and are now redoubling their effort to win votes against
the measure in the house.
Springfield motion picture theater men
are prepared to fight the bills and will
take the lead in the statewide opposition.
Harry Loper, manager of the Lyric theatre, yesterday characterized the bill as
vicious legislation not wanted by the
thousands of Illinois people who patronize the picture shows, and intended to
place in the hands of a few men the right
to decide what kind of films the people

sors,"

ii!Iii:i;iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!i^

'Herald' Fills the Bill,

and calling upon representatives to

defeat
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owners of the Garden Theatre, 51 Broad

Sunday Question Is
Settled by Court in

street.

No

Fines
Theatre Men Released But
Told That Law Must
Elizabeth;

Walter D. Schafer, manager of the Fox
Theatre, 1121 Elizabeth avenue.
William Madden, manager of Proctor's Broad Street Theatre, 19 Broad
street.

Harry
Gaiety,

Weiner and
Bond street.

Fred

Sheppard,

Be Obeyed
ELIZABETH, N. J.— The situation
resulting from the opening of the theatres in this city on the first three Sundays in February for the exhibition of
moving pictures was disposed of finally,
when Judge Carlton B. Pierce, in the
Court of Special Sessions, suspended
sentence on nine of the amusement promoters. The other three who were indicted were arraigned in court previously
and were dealt with in the same manner.
Retract Former Pleas
All of the men were allowed to retract previous pleas of not guilty and
to plead non vult to the indictments returned by the January grand jury charging them with being technically guilty
of maintaining disorderly houses.
Judge Pierce, before passing sentence,
said that he intended to treat all the
cases alike, because he was of the opinion that the law had been upheld and
that it had not been wilfully violated in
He referred again to
the first place.
what he said he understood to have been
an understanding between the theatre
men and the city authorities. If the defendants had put up a fight he would

have been
them, he

more severe

Cohen and John

senting the City

activity in the sale of
theatres and theatre leases has
been noticed during the past few days.
The theatre at Twenty-fifth street and
Allegheny avenue, Philadelphia, has been
sold by Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger to the

West Allegheny Avenue Realty Company.
A. W. Suavely, treasurer of the Hershey Bank, has purchased the Iroquois
Theatre, at Palmyra, Pa., from Julius
Slimer.

Cal Moyer and C. F. McQuilkin have
bought the Majestic Theatre, at Enid,
Okla., from Roy Wirt.
F. Ray Hancock, proprietor of the

Arcade, at Charlotte, Mich., has purchased the Columbia Theatre at Grand
Rapids, Mich., and after extensive re-

modeling will rename it the Temple.
James A. Carrier has sold the lease,
and equipment of the Avon Theatre at
Decatur to the Avon Amusement Company, which will put R. L. LaVoise in
charge as manager.

Sunday Theatre

Fine,

repre-

Amusement Company,

^iiiiiininiiiiiniiitimiiiinnif iiitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiirii niniiii innirifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiitiiiifiii iiiim^

|

Considerable

picture

sentencing

in

Those arraigned were:
Edward M. Hart, manager Proctor's
East Jersey Street Theatre, 1146 East
Jersey street.
Herman Stern, proprietor of the Avenue Theatre, 508 Elizabeth avenue.
Martin P. Cross, proprietor of the
Royal Theatre, 843 Elizabeth avenue.

|

Theatre Sales
Occur During Week

said.

Those Before the Court

Philip

Many

'Herald' Gets Tribute

From Exchange Manager
FOX FILM CORP.
Minn.

Minneapolis,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Sidetracked at Trenton
TRENTON, N. J.—Just as the liberal
Sunday advocates were assuming that

Assemblyman Hyland's bill to permit
motion pictures, theatres, baseball and
other amusements on Sundays on a referendum vote in municipalities would
come to a vote this week, they were

recommendation,

without

be

sent back to the committee on social welfare for a hearing.
This motion prevailed.
Whether the bill will ever come
out again is a question.
Since the legislature voted against the
ratification of the federal dry amend-

|
|

ai.d.

j

been following the
same ivith keenest interest since

|

my

|

ment, much pressure has been exerted
against the open Sunday bill by Republicans, who say that the Republicans in
some sections of the state have already
enough to answer for to the church people and that the party had better not
add to its troubles by standing for a

I
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more
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Weisfeld,

Branch Manager,
Fox Film Corp.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The
Artists' Corporation,

Pickford,

Chaplin

composed

United
of

Mary

Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie
and D. W. Griffith, has an-

nounced plans to build a chain of
American style theatres through all
of the allied and neutral countries of
Europe for the production of Americanmade motion pictures. Work on the construction of the chain of playhouses,

it

was declared, will be begun within the
next few months.
The first of the new theatres will be
constructed in London, where the corporation has already opened general offices
In succesfor the distribution of films.
sion, new theatres will be built in Glasgow, Dublin, Paris, Stockholm, Copen-

and Brussels.

a pleasure for me to renezv my subscription to the Her-

AND MOTOGRAPHY:

"Big Four" Will Build
Theatre Chain Abroad

for the week Assemblyman Warner, Republican, of Union, moved that the Hyland bill, which had been reported in the

To

It is

ROTHAPFEL

hagen, Lisbon and Madrid, and later it
is planned to branch out to Petrograd

|

I

L.

is giving personal attention to details
of his Rothapfel Unit Program to be distributed by Independent Sales Corp.

rudely jarred last Friday.
Before the house of assembly adjourned

morning
|

Bill Is

SAMUEL

Who

liberal

Sunday.

re-

turned from overseas, where he has been
serving with the 77th Division, has been
appointed manager of Loew's Garrick
theatre, St. Louis, Mo., which Mr. Loew
took over a few weeks ago and which
has proved to be a bonanza ever since
the opening.
Mr. Moskowitz has had
a wide experience in the managerial end
for

Loew's

circuits.

?0

to assist in the search for Lieut. William H. Stuart, son of Duncan S. Stuart,
12 Maple street, Oneonta, N. Y., who

disappeared in New York City, January 18.
He is 27 years old; returned
from overseas January 13, receiving his
honorable discharge at Washington. He
is 5 feet 8 inches tall, has dark brown
hair and blue eyes and a ruddy complexion.
He has a brown mole on the left
side of his nose.
He has three gold
service chevrons on his sleeve if in uniform.

Ministers Urge Boycott

Appointed Manager
Arthur Moskowitz, who recently

Seek Missing Lieutenant
Motion picture exhibitors are asked

At the Philadelphia conference of the
M. E. church all members were urged to
boycott any and all motion picture places
which are appealing for the passage of
the

open

Sunday

bill

now

before

the

This would seem to be in
legislature.
The Hatters' Union
restraint of trade.
was fined for instigating a boycott a year
or two ago, which the court ruled was
unlawful, unconstitutional and in restraint of trade.
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Marion Davies May
California Producers Lead Fight
Be Star in Initial
Against "Race Prejudice'' Measure
Cosmopolitan Film
Anderson Bill Declared by Newspapers to Be
Trade Gossip Indicates That
Attack on Free Speech and Freedom of Press
Hearst Will Feature
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Consider-

Select Star

introduced by Senator
Anderson in the California legislature
to prevent the production of pictures
or the publication of cartoons or illustrations that tend to incite race hatred has been postponed to Wednesday, April 2.
ation of the

Marion Davies is to be featured in the
of the Cosmopolitan Productions,
to be produced by William R. Hearst
and distributed by the Famous PlayersLasky Comporation, according to report.
"Getting Mary Married," the comedydrama just completed under the direction of Allan Dwan, and now in the cutfirst

ting stage, is reported to be
the last
Davies picture to be distributed by the
Select Pictures Corporation.
First
information tending towards
verification of the gossip came in the
form of a press announcement from Rose
Shulsinger, 812 Times building, New
York, who has been handling publicity
for the Marion Davies Film Corporation.
It is as follows:
"Marion Davies, who has been resting two weeks,
following the release by Select Pictures bf "The
Belle of New York," and the cutting by Allan Dwan
of her comedy drama, "Getting Mary Married,"
will start work next week in the Paragon Studio,
Fort Lee, which has just been leased for her use on
a pretentious new production directed by Allan
Dwan, the title of which has not yet been made
public, according to C. F. Zittel, head of the Marion
Davies Film Corporation.
It is believed that the
new story will be the screen version of a wellknown novel, and the supporting cast will be an
all-star
one."

The

leasing of the Paragon studios;
that Allan Dwan is directing
picture: the announcement coming
from Mr. Zittell, and the suggestion of
a well known novel, recalls the following paragraph from the announcement
made by Mr. Zittel a week ago of the
the
the

fact

formation of Cosmopolitan Productions:
"The first film will be "The Dark Star." adapted
from Robert W. Chahmers' story.
have leased
the Pagagon studio in New Jersey for the taking
of this film. Allan Dwan, recognized as one of the
leaders in the production of film classics, will be
director-in-chief.

We

A

storm of protest against the passage of the measure has broken out
Motion picin all parts of the state.
ture producers are taking a leading
part in the fight on the bill and are
being joined by leading newspapers
of the state.
The bill is generally construed as
being aimed at D. W. Griffith's "The
Its terms are so
Birth of a Nation."

Warren

F. B.

NEW
Warren

broad, however, that newspapers contend
it will take the "life out of cartoons and
pictures."

The Los Angeles Examiner brands the
measure as "an attack on free speech and
press."

Protest Halts Measure

The

has passed from committee
scheduled to come up for
An
passage in the senate this week.
energetic protest, however, secured conbill

was

and

sent to the delay.
Opponents declare the bill is in violation of the constitutional right of free
speech, and that

it

would

act as a

bludgeon

against the production of motion pictures and the publication of magazines
or newspapers.
The text of the bill, which is No.
311A, is as follows:

Hodkinson Corp.

Joins

(Special to the Herald)

YORK, Mardh

24.

—W.

as vice-president of the

W. Hodkinson today announced election
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, effective

of F. B.

April

1.

"This means my retirement as vice-president and a director of the Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation," said Mr. Warren in reference to the announcement of
Mr. Hodkinson. ."I have retained my stock in the Goldwyn company and in fact
bought more the day of my retirement."
In connection with the appointment of Mr. Warren it is learned that the
Hodkinson corporation has perfected plans for greatly widening its scope and
has already completed negotiations for increased product.
It is emphatically denied that the appointment of Mr. Warren means any
alliance between the Goldwyn and the Hodkinson companies.
Mr. Warren has been associated with the Goldwyn company since its organization and is credited with the direction of its publicity and advertising activities,
which are generally credited with setting an exceedingly high standard.
Recently Mr. Warren has been more closely connected with the distribution
and sales organization activities of the Goldwyn company and has established
a strong reputation in this work.

Miss Davies has finished four pictures
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses,"
"The Burden of Proof," "The Belle of
New York," and "Getting Mary Marfor Select

bill

—

WILL APPEAR TOGETHER

IN "OH, BOY!

ried."

Corp. Simone Back
Corporal Peter C. E. Simone, the son
of Charles Simone, General Film Company branch manager, Albany, N. Y., has
just returned to America.
He is a member of the 26th Division and is now recuperating at the government hospital,
Grand Central Palace, New York, from
wounds received in battle.
Corporal
Simone is reported to be doing nicely
and there is a possibility of his being
restored to health sufficiently to enable
him to resume his laboratory work for
the Universal Film Company, in the
near future.

Honor Harry Knapp
Harry

L. Knapp, dramatic critic of the
Philadelphia Inquirer, who was lately appointed chairman of the board of censors for the state of Pennsylvania, was
tendered a dinner by newspaper friends
at the Bellvue-Stratford hotel, Philadelphia,

on March

26.
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creen version

Cupellanl production to
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distributed

of the ucoeaaful musical comedy.
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FOUR STARS OF THE UNIVERSAL GALAXY

Left to Right

—Monroe
Salisbury, .soon to appear in "The
of Humanity." Mary MacLaren, star of

Wisconsin Asked to
Adopt Censorship by
Assemblyman Oakes
Proposed Law Similar to
Measures in Other Central
States
MADISON, WIS.—A

bill

providing

motion films, stereopticon views or slides, and providing
for a method of examination and approval has been offered in the lower
house by Assemblyman George Oakes of
for the regulation of

St.

Croix

county.

The

bill

tends

to

create a committee composed of three
residents and citizens of Wisconsin "well
qualified by education and experience
to act as censors under this act." These
members shall be appointed by the governor for a term of three years. The
board shall be known as the "WisconThe bill
sin State Board of Censors."
then provides that the board "shall examine or supervise the examination of
all firms, reels or views to be exhibited
in Wisconsin; and shall approve such
films, reels or views which are moral and
proper; and shall disapprove such as are
sacrilegious, obscene, indecent, or immoral, or such as tend, in the judgment
board, to debase or corrupt
of the

morals."

Salary

The board
of

all

is

to

Be

$2,500

directed to keep a record

examinations made of films and

report in writing annually to the governor giving a statement showing all
prosecutions for violations of the act.
The members of the board shall receive
an annual salary of $2,500 each. Rooms
shall be provided in the State Capitol for
the board. For the examination of each
film the bill provides that a fee shall be
charged of $2 for 1,200 lineal feet of
film and $1 for each duplicate or print
All fees received shall be paid
thereof.
The members
into the State Treasury.
of the board and their employees are
directed and empowered to make inspections of

moving

picture houses to ascer-

Great White Darkness." Dorothy Phillips, who scored a hit
"The Amazing Wife," and Eddie Polo, popular serial star.

tain whether the films used are in
pliance with the statutes.

com-

Provides for Fines

Members

shall violate any of
the provisions of the measure shall pay
a fine of not less than $25 or more than
$50 for the first offense.
If any person
shall fail to exhibit on the screen the
"approved seal" as issued by the board
he shall be subjected to a fine of not
less than $10 or more than $20.
The
provisions of this measure are not to
apply to exhibitions of or use of films,
reels, or views, for purely educational,
charitable, fraternal, or religious purposes, by any religious association, fraternal society, library, museum, public

school or private school of learning. If
the measure passes it is to take effect immediately.

A.

Bach Resigns Post
With Hodkinson Co.

W. A. Bach,
W. Hodkinson

sales

manager

for the

W.

Corporation, resigned his

with that concern March 21.
Bach, who originally entered the
firm business some three years ago with
the Universal Company, in Canada, was
position

Mr.

promoted
kinson

to sales

P. Business

manager of the Hod-

Company upon

the resignation of
E. Shurtleff some time ago.
Beyond the statement that he contemplated a trip to Canada, Mr. Bach would
make no statement at this time, saying
that there was nothing to say of any interest, but that later an announcement
C.

would be forthcoming. Rumor couples
the name of Bach with the new corporation under the control of Mr. Shurtleff
for the production of the Jack London
stories and the works of other noted

authors.

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporaplans to erect a studio in Long

tion

City.
It is said that the .company will make this the most complete
and up-to-date institution of its kind in
this country.
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Men

try,

committee appointed
matters appertaining to the

of the

to look into
new club of

the motion picture induswhich came into being through a

suggestion of C. F. Zittell at a recent
dinner given to William A. Brady, in
York, and at which time $20,470 was collected from among those present, held a
meeting at Sherry's last week, and important plans were discussed and decided upon.
The first question taken up was the
name under which the club should be
known and the title decided upon was
the Motion Picture Business Men's Club.
C. F. Zittell appointed a subcommittee, consisting of himself, Adolph Zukor,
J. L. Brulatour, J. Stuart Blackton and
P. L. Waters to find suitable quarters
for the club. According to present plans
a suite of six or seven rooms, in one of
the big hotels, will be engaged for this
purpose.
It was also decided that the
membership is to be limited to 100 resident members.
This club has no connection and is
not affiliated in any way with any other
club, and is not to be confounded with
the Motion Picture Club of America.
New contributions have been received
from P. L. Waters, $1,000; William Fox,
$1,000, and Paul Brunet, for Pathe, $1,000.

Pennsylvania Exhibitors
Active for Sunday Bill
PITTSBURGH, PA.— Meetings in all
parts of the state are being conducted

by motion picture exhibitors

Serial
1

to convince

the legislature that the demand for the
Sunday opening of theatres is a popular
one.
Representative William R. Rorke of
Philadelphia, who introduced the bill,
is taking an active part in the campaign.

Long Island City Studio
Island

"The Heart

Seek Club Quarters

Any person who

W.

M.

in

Work

Under Way

progressing rapidly on

the
Pearl White-Robert W. Chambers serial,
"In Secret," which is being produced by
is

George B.

Seitz,

through Pathe.

Inc.,

for

distribution
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Prizma Studio
Threatens Valued Film

Fire at

A

JERSEY CITY,

defective flue
N. J.—
the chemical building adjoining the
main plant of Prizma, Incorporated, at
3193 Boulevard, Jersey City, was the
cause of what might have been a bad fire
Wednesday afternoon, March 19, but for
the quick action of the Jersey City fire

Brady, Irwin and Cromelin to Talk
To Chicago Censorship Commission

in

The fire barely missed
department.
vaults containing more than $300,000
worth of original color negatives taken
Prizma camera
all over the world by
men during the past two years. The loss
of these negatives, most of which could
never be replaced, would, of course, seriously have delayed the production of
Prizma color pictures.
The fire was quickly gotten under control, however, and it is announced today
that the damage was slight and will not
delay production.

Officials of N. A.M.P.I. Will Present Producers'
Side of Question; D. W. Griffith Representative Gives His Opinions
Why the motion picture producers oppose censorship of films is to be
by the Chicago Censorship Commission Friday afternoon, when William
A. Brady, Walter E. Irwin and Paul H. Cromelin, prominent figures in the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, will appear before that

told

body.
It will be the first time the industry has been officially represented at a
hearing of the board, although several individuals connected with the production, distribution, or exhibition of pictures have voiced their opinions at previous

sessions.

Mr. Brady, president of the N. A. M.
I., formerly head of the World
Film
Corporation, and now an independent
producer, is considered one of the foremost authorities on censorship in the
country, having studied the problem for
P.

Thousands Petition
For Sunday Theatre
DAYTON, OHIO.— Twenty-five

thou-

sand names have already been secured to
petitions by the Miami Valley Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League as an indorsement of the Banker bill, which has
for

its

purpose the legalizing of picture

shows Sunday afternoons and evenings.
The league expects to add many thousand more names to its petitions within
the next few days. More than two hundred telegrams have been sent to various
legislators

asking their support of the

bill.

New

English Films

Harry Maze Jenks, president

of

the

Harma Productions, Inc., of 101 Wardour street, London, W. I., is stopping at
the Hotel Astor.
Mr. Jenks brought
with him several English productions
which he is trying to place on the
market.

many

years.

is chairman of the executive
committee of the N. A. M. P. I., and one

Mr. Irwin

of

the

officers

of

the

Famous

Arthur Ryan, personal representative
of D.

W.

associated in the
United Artists' Corporation, of which Mr.
Griffith, Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin,
and William S. Hart are members, and
former Secretary of the Treasury William G. McAdoo is chief counsel, appeared before the censorship commission last Friday to voice Mr. Griffith's
opposition to censorship.
"Mr. Griffith is unalterably opposed to
censorship," declared Mr. Ryan.
"The
question is a broad one, but it simmers
Griffith, and'

down

to this.
You cannot have a hero
with a villain, and you cannot have a picture without red blood in it.
"The dime novel and the melodrama
disappeared a few years ago. They went
into the movies.
But they are rapidly
being eliminated, so rapidly that it is
surprising. Let the motion picture industry work out its own destinies and you
will have more satisfactory results.

Industry Growing

"There

LEAH

Players-

Lasky Corporation. Mr. Cromelin is a
director of N. A. M. P. I., and president
of the Inter-Ocean Film Company.
Arthur Ryan Gives Talk

lots of trash

but they don't want to be harassed by
censorship boards."
Mr. Ryan declared that Mr. Griffith
had never produced a picture to which
censors could object, and that Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin and William
S. Hart had never appeared in pictures
which censors could object to.
He declared that the difficulty of censorship is the question, "What should be
censored?" and "Who will censor it?"
"Give the industry three or four more
years and it will cleanse itself," he concluded.

Following his talk, members of the
board questioned him in regard to various parts of his address and questions
arising in connection with censorship.

Hon. Littleton
{Special to the

to

Attend

HERALD)

NEW YORK.— Martin

W.

Littleton,

famous attorney, and Gabriel L. Hess,
chairman of the Censorship Committee
of the N. A. M. P. I., will attend the
hearing before the Chicago Censorship
Commission on Friday afternoon.

Up

among

the pictures being made, but you must remember that pictures started as a nickel entertainment and have grown, up to a $2
entertainment in some instances.
Mr.
Griffith was the first producer to make a
$2 picture.
"If
you permit censorship boards,
which know nothing about art, to cut
into pictures which are works of art, you
are going to stultify art and ruin the
fourth biggest industry in this country,
the fifth biggest in the world, and the
largest in California.
"It is Mr. Griffith's aim to give the
people bigger and better productions.
Bad productions are being eliminated by
the public.
Take 'Salome' for instance.
The public sat upon it and it was a failure.
I
understand that its producers
have lost half a million dollars on it.
IS \

licit

Starred by Harry Haver in "Am a Man
Thinks," from AukunIum Thomas' l*lay,
ItrNt Of a series of four Star Specials
distributed by W. W. Hodklnson.

is

Objects to Censorship
"Mr. Griffith and the other big producers want all the co-operation they can
have in improving the quality of pictures,

23

VICTOR

Who

KHr.MI-.lt

has established Offices In tfevi
will handle a series
of pictures on a state

York and

rights basis.
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Purchases Timely
Production "Bolshevism on Trial"

Select

Now Facing Entire

Film Dealing With Problem

World

Is

A

"Bolshevism on Trial" is the astounding title of the sensational new timely
special production which Select Pictures

contract has already been signed for
a large electric light sign at 46th Street
and Broadway and orders given for a

Corporation has drawn for

thorough billboard campaign which will
vicinity
with
plaster New York and
Besides this, adtwenty-four sheets.
vertising in trade journals and newspapers has been planned on a scale far
exceeding anything Select has done

the year's big attractions.
The photodrama, as its title implies,
deals with that most burning question
of the day, the spread of Bolshevism.
But the picture is not propaganda, it is
drama, but drama every reel of which
becomes more convincingly an addition
to the discussion pro and con of the
Bolshevistic bogey.

Film

is

Being Printed.

The production work on "Bolshevism
Trial' has been entirely completed
this feature is now in the printing
Select is bending every effort to
stage.
putting prints on the market at once, and
throughout
the
exchanges
Select's

on
and

United

States

and

Canada have

been

accept immediate playNo publication date is being set
dates.
as prints will be furnished to the firstrun customers as fast as they can be
completed, and the custom of first come
first served will be observed.
President Lewis J. Selznick and other
officials of the Select Corporation are so
firmly convinced that in "Bolshevism on
Trial" they have one of the biggest special productions of recent years that they
have arranged for the most far-reaching
campaign of advertising and publicity
that has yet been put behind any Select
Picture's
offering thus
backing their
judgment with a liberal supply of funds

authorized

to

—

from

Select's

war

chest.

is

behind each presentation and endeavor
to assist the theatre making it to obtain
results at the boxoffice commensurate
with the importance of the undertaking.

The

basic story from which "Bolshevism on Trial" was fabricated is contained
Thomas Dixon's successful novel
in
"Comrades," but the story has been
adapted and developed so as to meet
the present international situation. The
story that is told on the screen is an
intensively human and thrilling drama

liver the

de-

GOODS.

j

Mo.

Americans of the average type. "Bolshevism on Trial" is not a war picture
and has no war scenes in it, the
closest approach being the rapid fire
gun of a United States Navy Coast
Patrol boat which is called into action.
The scenes are laid in a community on
this side of the Atlantic, not in Europe.
The men and women who find themselves soon engulfed in the vortex of a
of

Titanic

More-

over, Select Pictures will be the first
in the field with a photodrama dealing
with this subject, and it is felt that
exhibitors will find that their patrons
have an enormous interest in this subject which will reap a golden harvest
for the theatres when this picture is
shown. Every aid that can be extended
to exhibitors, therefore, has been planned, and the Select officials will stand

1

You
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Bonanza.

bonanza.

|

is

have been looking for.

Theatre,
Frcdcricktown,

so timely a subject as Bolshevism, presented in as well made a photoplay as "Bolshevism on Trial," Select
officials feel that they have a production
a

what we

publication

|

Gem

With

which should prove

|

j

{Signed) A. H. Thost,

before.

Believe Picture

EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Your

Extensively Exploited

from

j

To

1

Completed and Will Be

itself

Commended
By Missouri Showman

'Herald' Is

|

women

such men
struggle are
as can be gathered into a

vention Hall

in

any American

—

city.

and
ConThere

for there is a
a love story, of course
beautiful and charming girl and a cleancut young man of high ideals and the
situation is inevitable.
But aside from
the human touches which vivify and
lighten the intensely dramatic subject
through the entire length of its six
is

—

»

reels,

there

is

one

big,

moving, driving

theme which pushes

steadily on from
start to finish, and that is the struggle
of Bolshevism to assert itself and to
dominate.
the play handles this
is best left to be told by the reviewers.

How

Produced by Mayflower.
"Bolshevism on Trial' was produced
by the Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, of which Isaac Wolper is President.
Its sole distribution in the United States
and Canada lies in the hands of Select
Pictures Corporation.
Harry Chandlee
has received credit for the strong continuity and also for the exceptionally
interesting, titles which are poticeable
throughout the photoplay.
Robert Fraser, "Leslie Stowe, Howard
Truesdell, Valda Valkyrien and Ethel

Wright

are prominent members of the
which is of general excellence, and
which proves' itself wholly equal to the
calls upon it made by the story.
cast,

Stop at Pescos Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis are sojourning at Pescos Valley, near Artesia,
New Mexico. Their stay at this point is
both for health and business.
Pescos
Valley has one of the largest fresh water
gusher wells in the world located in its
center.
The enactment of the prohibition amendment probably has nothing
to do with Mr. Lewis picking this spot
for

safety's

sake,

but

it

shows

fore-

thought.

Legalize

Sunday Shows

HARTFORD, CONN.— The

Connecti-

cut Senate has passed the Sunday: opening Act which will legalize Sunday-showings in that state. The House is to take
up the measure today and favorable action is anticipated. A bill legalizing Sunday 6penings was passed last year, but
was vetoed by the Governor. It is understood that the Governor has no objections at trws time.
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Tourneur Completes
Another Big Feature,
"The White Heather"

"The White Heather," Maurice Tour-

tor's

judgment.

who

Screen observers

York.

has one of the

It

neur production.
Mabel Ballin has the leading feminine
role in the screen version of "The White
Heather," the part that was created in
the New York footlight production by
Amelia Bingham. Ralph Graves has the
leading male role; H. E. Herbert is the
"heavy," and such excellent players as
Jack Gilbert, Spottiswood Aitken, and
Ben Alexander appear in the photoplay.

Unique Photographic Effects
There are any number of singularly
beautiful "shots" in "The White Heather"
among the more notable being Mr.
Tourneur's remarkable scenes in the
shims of London.
The newest invention of the Williamson Brothers, which permits of a new
sort of
sub-sea photography, is emf
~"
' *.' "
'
:.'
f' *rr
,the
consider this picture a nivver
];e
:

,

•

I

;ause of the

war element

in

ued
But Harry is a great little worker a the
~
he landed it safe and sound with uc
First National after a resounding P'°£
y
licity campaign.
'jjk
So after all if a picture having a \
theme is made in a big way and a
man who knows his business handlec
there should be no reason why it sho
not go over and make a nice P r cds
"The Unpardonable Sin" and "Wh
the Gods Destroy" prove this.
cu j t
it.

'

^

An Opportunity
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•ing

for Accurate,

the

Sincere Counsel
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REPORTER
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amazed by the number
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lution

laws."
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The Eastman Kodak Company has
made an important improvement in

perforated negative motion picture
Hereafter all negative stock perforated by the Company will be furnits

film.

entirely different numbers: as, for instance, thirty-six feet from 8216 to 8252.
When it has been decided to use a
particular scene and the first print has
been made, it is then only necessary to

rewind

without extra
cost, with
ished,

bers,

footage num-

which
have been

one foot

bers

which

apart,

will appear

marked

upon

c

devel-

men

t

the

negative
the
of that scene
find
the
to

con secutive
edge num-

the

New

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii

just

o p

most remarkable punches ever screened,
according to observers, and is staged
with all the beauty, discrimination and
artistic judgment which fans and exhibitors have come to expect in a Tour-
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Adapted Stage Play

Music,

inn

Eastman Kodak Company Makes Important Improvement by Furnishing Footage Numbered
Negative Saves Time and Labor No Extra Cost

have seen this latest feature at private
showings declare it to be the biggest
thing yet done by Mr. Tourneur.

"The White Heather" is adapted from
Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton's
melodrama, which had a sensational
stage success at the Drury Lane Theatre,
London, and later at the Academy of

ii

Innovation in Film Manufacture

Noted French Director's First
California Production
Former Stage Success
neur's latest production which will have
its premiere within a few weeks at a
leading New York theatre, marks the
director's first California production.
Mr. Tourneur had long felt the need
of a bigger canvas upon which to work
and he decided to produce several photodramas on the coast.
"The White
Heather" proves the value of the direc-

i

or
h e c ked on

the positive
of that scene
as
described

on

opposite

edge from
usual

the

above, and

words "East-

thus

man Kodak,"
" 1-

arrive within
the space of
one foot of
the point at

sim-

which it has
been decided

exam-

as, for

p

1

e,

"10001,"

" 10002,"

0003."

By

a

ple change in

the

printing

the
In
each foot.
other words,
it is simply a
case of following the figures even though
the action carries through several rolls
each bearing entirely different figures.
This notable improvement will be
supplied without extra charge on all
negative film perforated by the Eastman
to

new system

Positive and negative, showing the

numbering
machine,
which is accomplished by cutting a slit 5/64ths of
an inch wide on the left side of the
aperture plate, the measuring numbers
can be printed and made to appear on
The
the edge of the finished positive.
figures will run from 0 to 99999 before
being duplicated.
The advantage of this system of consecutively registering the footage of the
negative and positive, is in its application to the final cutting and assembling
of the successive scenes which portray
or carry out the action of the story, and
in addition will be invaluable when selecting scenes for duplicate prints or

quickly

of

cut

action.

Kodak Company.

Hansen Supports Mix
Juanita Hansen, who has been a star
in her own right, is to be leading woman
for Tom Mix in the star's forthcoming
production, which bears the temporary
of Cow Hollow."
picture will be made under the
direction of Arthur Rosson, at Hollytitle,

re-orders for making repairs.
Simplifies Assembling.

This

The method of locating the portion
or portions of each negative scene to be
used for final printing has been heretofore to compare the negative with such
marks or checks as have been placed
on the positive after decision on the
action and footage to be used has been
determined by projection.
This method aside from being slow
and tedious, particularly in the cutting
and assembling of large productions,
also entails frequent and often serious
damage to the negative, due to the
image becoming scratched or otherwise
marred as the result of constant handling when comparing the negative with
the positive.
It is also expensive because specially skilled labor is required.
Eastman edge numbered perforated
negative motion picture film materially
cheapens and simplifies the cutting and
assembling, and also does away with the
possibility of selecting the wrong scene,
particularly if selection has to be made
from among several re-takes. For ex-

wood,

"The Romance
Cal.

,

ample: scene No. 15 begins with footage
figures 26530 and runs thirty-six feet to
26566.
If re-takes are
made on the
same roll the numbers will be higher
or possibly run into a new roll having

?5

Dean and Snm De Grnaar In a
scene from "A Silk Lined Burglar."

Prlscllla

(Universal.)

a
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Lithographs

Mean Bigger Crowds

Ritchey in Interview Explains Possibilities of Posters
as Business Getters and Urges Exhibitors to Give More
Attention to This Phase of Advertising Feature Productions

J. B.

Recognition of the importance of the
motion picture industry and the solidifying of those interests upon sound
commercial principles is had by the announcement of the Richey Lithograph-

ing Corporation of New York to conduct an extensive trade paper campaign
in an endeavor to establish a demand

among

exhibitors,

particularly

for

a

higher form of posters and lithographs.
J. B. Ritchey, president of that company, and one of the pioneers in the
specialization of lithographing for the

and motion picture industry,
some very pertinent
remarks concerning the manufacture and
theatrical

gives expression to

use of posters in the exploitation of

mo-

tion picture attractions.

Lithographs Are Important
"I

feel,"

said

Mr. Ritchey, "that my
motion picture
was such in the early

practical experience as a

producer, for I
days of the industry, gives

me

peculiar
qualifications to speak on the question of
lithographs, as far as it applies to moThere is no doubt that
tion pictures.
exhibitors appreciate that a proper lithographic display on any production is
bound to increase the attendance at his
theatre, and that oft times a picture is
either made or marred by the character
of the advertising matter circulated.
"We hear the cry for 'Posters with action,' and there is a substantial reason
for this.
If the lithograph is inane, insipid or dull, if there is no real punch to
it, the public naturally receives the impression that the picture is no stronger
than its advertising matter, and pass
it by.

"The American public being a virile,
aggressive and forceable race, wants action in everything they see or do.
They
love the great outdoors; they love the
struggles of youth, both the physical and
mental; they love to see right conquer
over might.
In short their very souls
dote on action. In the making of lithographs producers and exhibitors have
come to learn that thought, detail and attention must be put into them in proportion to the detail and attention expended upon the picture

"Then there

itself.

psychological asColor naturally attracts
it is properly blended and
is

the

pect to it all.
the eye, and if
chosen so as to draw optical attention
of the passerby, it is accomplishing its
advertising purpose. You may ask what
has the Ritchie Lithographing Corporation got to do with all of this. The answer is simple. It has taken us the past
twelve months to comb the country for
men whom we believe to be the best
lithographing artists possible to secure.

To

Advertise Extensively

"We

have re-equipped our plant with
the most modern machinery the world
can deliver, and we are going to spend
our money through the medium of advertising in an endeavor to assist producers and exhibitors in the proper use
of lithographs, and to add our technical

knowledge

Rothapfel Selects
Cast for Feature;
First Scenes Shot
The Rothapfel United Program is
progressing at the Bacon-Becker studio,
where Mr. Rothapfel and his staff of assistants are producing the various factors of this unit. The comedy, conceived
by Mr. Rothapfel and scenarioized by
George V. Hobart, one of America's best
known playwrights, has been completed.
Helen Weir, who was with David Warfield
in "The
Music Master;" Yvonne
Sheldon, of Ziegfeld Follies fame; TemSaxe,
Walter
McEwen, Alex
Herbert and Eugene Acker are seen in
prominent roles.
Mr. Rothapfel is giving his personal
attention to every detail relative to pro-

plar

The

duction.

cast for

the

feature

has

been selected and assembled and the first
scenes have been shot.
The cast contains the names of prominent artists of
the silent drama, their names to be announced later.
For the magazine reel, one of the important factors of the Rothapfel unit, Mr.
Rothapfel has assembled a collection of
subjects that are original in every sense
of the word.
Interesting and timely
short subjects make up this factor of the
program.

Films in Passenger
Coaches Violate Law
Complaints have been received by the
Transportation Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry from several of the rail-

to theirs so that all those interested in the industry may be educated to that point where a billboard
will never again show an inferior or
weak poster.
"Having a pardonable pride in our
work, and our ability, we are going to
make use of it to the end that 'Better
posters for Better Pictures,' will become

exhibitors, have been making a practice
of carrying motion picture film into the
coaches of passenger trains.
This is in direct opposition to the
rules of the railroad companies and the
Interstate Commerce Commission, which
state that film must be checked in the

an

baggage

accomplished

fact."

roads, that messengers in the

DRAMATIC SCENES FROM "VIRTUOUS MEN"
~

.

car.

^^v^o
upon

is

employ of

it

Buuny equal
rt.o*,»i
made by the story.

Stop at Pescos Valley
and Mrs. Edgar Lewis are soat Pescos Valley, near Artesia,
V Mexico. Their stay at this point is
for health and business.
1
Pescos
ley has one of the largest fresh water
her wells in the world located in its
ier.
The enactment of the prohibiamendment probably has nothing
io with Mr. Lewis picking this spot
;.

wing

:

safety's
ight.

sake,

Legalize

but

it

shows

fore-

Sunday Shows

ARTFORD, CONN.— The

CormectiSenate has passed the Sunday: openAct which will legalize Sunday ^Showin that state.

E. K. Lincoln untl

The House

is

to take

he measure today and favorable aci.s anticipated.
A bill legalizing Sunopenings was passed last year, but
-ij-Vetoed hv the Govern'^ "
Clara Joel hnve the leadings ru m in this S. L. picture, said to be teeming with action It was personally directed
by Ralph Ince and will hooii be placed upon the market.
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

THE

By

*

REPORTER

Ifr^iiraifryTi^iTT^iT^

More

Well versed in production, these men
seem to be babes in the wood as far as

Stars for

United Artists
IS
REPORTED
United Artists are to invite the partici-

THAT THE

IT

pation

of

more

stars

their

in

associa-

tion.

To

the "Reporter" this looks like a very

short sighted policy from the standpoint
themselves.

of the stars

Everyone in a position to judge will
admit that the people who compose the
Association now are the real stars.
That is, they are the people for whom
the exhibitor will pay the price and
whom the public scrambles to see.
They have a prestige a reputation
which will undoubtedly be enhanced by
association with one another. Now then,
if they bring other artists into the combine, even if they are good, but not top-

—

notchers,

the

prestige

collective

reputation must suffer and

I

or

other words, the old adage of the
chain being no stronger than its weakest
link will apply.

Indulging in Personalities

Moment

pose

of

the

NOT THE PUR-

"Reporter"

to

indulge

personalities, an exception can

be

made

in

this

case.

in

no doubt

Harry Reichen-

bach deserves considerable credit for his
handling
of
the
Macauley
picture
"Whom the Gods Destroy." Many peoconsider this picture a flivver because of the war element in it.
But Harry is a great little worker and
he landed it safe and sound with the
First National after a resounding pubple

licity

campaign.

So after all if a picture having a war
theme is made in a big way and a big
man who knows his business handled it
there should be no reason why it should
not go over and make a nice profit.
"The Unpardonable Sin" and "Whom
the Gods Destroy" prove this.

I

may

for

say, the

An Opportunity

for Accurate,

Sincere Counsel

REPORTER

HAS

BEEN

amazed by the number of independent
producers who have come to him lately
and asked for advice and help in distribution

matters.

above

good many

a

is

in

fairly tall order

the

film

business

today.

Too

THE UNIVERSAL

THE

IN

DIS-

tinuance of the Bluebird brand adds concrete force and proof to the above. Open
market, increasing number of big houses,

development

demand

the

of

run

first

market,

and the elimination of the deadly commonplace.
all

House Cleaning Coming
Mutual

big

pictures

at Exhibitors

AM TOLD THAT A HOUSE

Exhibitors Mutual.
Not officials this time, but stars.
It seems that the "Exhibitors" have too
much material that is not getting by.
Several stars, it is said, are not getting
the results.
So they are going to be
cleaning

This

is

due

the

at

cause

significant,

be-

only proves the statement made
columns repeatedly that the ex-

it

in these

and public want big

hibitors

Cochrane's Caustic

Comments

stuff

and

that the mediocre material will not get
by.

A

mediocre story or star is absolutely
useless today, with the glutting of product on the market.
For an example,
when the "Reporter" was in Indianapolis

THE REPORTER HAS BEEN READing with great interest the series of ads
appearing in one of the trade journals
under the signature of Carl Laemmle of
the Universal.
Of course it is an open

Laemmle

are "there."
I

don't see

There are
help this

was

program

of the

to

ads

why

he confines his writing

when he could

most

stuff

leaves this to

Mr. Cochrane.
And I think every exhibitor should read
this material carefully, because while it
is ad stuff, it also contains truths that
are salient and well worth realizing.
"R. H." has a caustic pen and it bites
deep, but at that it strikes home and
Bob's straight-from-the-shoulder talks

a short while ago, there were over 200
pictures waiting for first run and only
three or four houses available.
And
of this

Deep

Bite

secret that Mr.

and

interesting

is

turn

his

expe-

many exhibitors.
big men who could

rience to the aid of so
a lot of

way

if

they wished.

variety.

Tichenor Leaves

Again

— General

seem

to

go,

hang right

on.

IT?

but

PRO-

distributors

Take the

old

General for instance, it has been always
going but the "wee drap o' whuskey"
seems to have always been on hand at
the critical time to revive the patient.
But today the General is apparently hard
hit.
Gradual diminution of product, etc.,
seems to have finally had effect and the

27

in

the East

THE HARD WINTER A YEAR AGO

HOW DO THEY DO
come and

More Production
Once

Door

at Death's

ducers

THE

And,

eliminated.

IT IS

Universal Proves

a reputation to

fidence of his prospective clients.

It

doubtful.

it

start with, that will gain the entire con-

I

In

ALTHOUGH

But the man must have

Mutual did a
would seem

acrobatic flop that the
while ago and hang on?

ble.

believe that

prices will suffer too.

for a

disposing of the picture after it is made.
occurred to the "Reporter" that there
was a wonderful opportunity for a man
of brains, ability and experience and one
absolutely square to work up a splendid
business for himself and render invaluable service to others by giving expert
counsel, help and advice to independents
starting out and others already in trouIt

news that Frank Tichenor has left is
not reassuring to the man in the street.
I
personally believe that the General
never did fully recover from the antipathy it created in the trade in the
old days. Will the General do the same

rushed every one to California this winter for production and now the available
news would indicate that the East is
going to claim its share again. Lasky is
going to build on Long Island Peerless
will resume at Fort Lee
signs which
indicate considerable activity back 'ome
for the coming season.
From every
angle 1919-20 looms mighty big on the

—

moving

picture horizon.

—
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APPROVES HERALD' EDITORIAL

CONDEMNING NICKEL SHOWS

Work For

Wouldn't

$1

To Exhibitors Herald and Motography,
Chicago,

Your

article

111.

on the "Nickel Show," appearing

in

your issue of March 22nd,

is

very

Ninety-eight per cent of the exhibitors are with you strong on this matter,
while a mere handful of the "5 centers" seem to be powerful enough to disgrace the
appropriate.

whole industry.
If you really want to accomplish something worth while for the business, please take
this matter up with the N. A. M. P. I. and keep after it as they can rid the industry of
these obnoxious pests at one stroke.
Very truly yours,
Congratulating you again, I am,
L. L. BARD,
(Signed)
College Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal

William Fox Features for April
Include First With Ray and Fair
Variety marks the William Fox features scheduled for publication in April.

Comedy, drama and Western romance
will be found in the five pictures which
will be sent out to exhibitors under the
Fox banner. There will be one William
Fox Standard picture, two Victory pic-

two Excel pictures.
The Standard picture to be published
is "Wolves of the Night," featuring William Farnum. Mr. Farnum only recently
tures and

completed

which is deof the northwest
copper country and the fight of a mine
owner to save his property and his wife
scribed

as

picture,

this

a

story

from unscrupulous financiers. The picture is based on a story by E. Lloyd
Sheldon, and was directed by J. Gordon
Edwards.
who
staged
"Cleopatra,"
"Salome" and other Fox successes. The
feminine
lead
is
played
by Louise
Lovely, and others in the cast are:
G.
Raymond Nye, Charles Clary, Al Fremont and Lamar Johnston, all well

known film players.
The two Victory pictures

set for pubBig City," featuring Gladys Brockwell, and "Help!
Help! Police!" starring George Walsh.
"Pitfalls of a Big City" is described as
The
a stirring story of the underworld.
story was written by Bennet R. Cohen,
and in the cast are: William Scott, William Sheer, Al Fremont, Ashton Dearholt and Helen Wright. The scenes for
"Help! Help! Police!" were taken at
Palm Beach, which is the locale of the
story. The story was written by Irving

lication are "Pitfalls of a

McDonald.

Edward

The

Dillon,

picture

who

was directed by

staged the last two

Walsh subjects. "Luck and
Pluck" and "Never Say Quit."
The first picture made by Albert Rav
and Elinor Fair for William Fox will
be published next month. This is "Married in Haste." The storv is of a whole-

George

some

Her

great

success

in

"The

Caillaux

Case" placed her in stardom. "The Love
That Dares" was directed by Harry Millarde.
The story is by Elmer Harris,
and the scenario is the work of Dennison Clift.

Theatre

Man

Opposes

New Orleans Ordinance
NEW ORLEANS, LA.— "There no
is

more danger around

a film exchange than
there is around a drug store or a dry goods
store where celluloid goods are kept."
This statement was made in a letter to

Commissioner Stone from J. L. Williams,
manager of the Crescent City Film Exchange. The letter protests against the
ordinance Mr. Stone plans to introduce
which will, if passed, require motion picture exchanges to provide concrete vaults
for the storage of films, to guard against
explosions, and to install sprinkler systems.
Mr. Williams maintains the passage of
the ordinance would work a great hardship on the small film exchanges.

"The Iron Test"

William H. Hart against the W. H. Productions was resumed by Examiner John
R. Dowlan of the Federal Trade Commission yesterday and final decision is
expected within a short time.
Hart complains of "unfair competition," pointing out that W. H. Productions has assumed his initials, and is reissuing old Hart pictures under new

Sets

Thanhouser

New Vitagraph Record
Last week Vitagraph announced that

Antonio Moreno-Carol Holloway
serial "The Iron Test," as evidenced by
the figures of the New York branch office, would take rank as the most successful of the entire line of Vitagraph

the

serials.

The home office states that the figures
of three other branch offices gone over
this week more than substantiates the
success indicated by the figures of the
New York territory.

of Mr.

tor.

Hart-W. H. Productions
Hearings Are Resumed
NEW YORK.— Hearing of the suit of

names.

nature, suitable to the personalities

Ray and Miss Fair.
Mr. Ray's work stamps him as a star
of talent in comedy roles, and he is ably
supported by Miss Fair. The picture was
directed by Arthur Rosson, this marking Mr. Rosson's debut as a Fox direc-

Gladys Leslie, star of Vitagraph's "Miss
Dulcie from Dixie" recently found southern talent had gone up. "You all make
'bout a hundred dollars on ma pitcher, an'
you only pay me a dollar? No sah, I don't
pose for any such compensation," said the
little cotton picker.

Buys Many Machines
The Southern Theatre Equipment of
Ga., who equipped the Strand

Atlanta,

Theatre,

Knoxville,

Tenn.,

with

two

NEW YORK.— The
pany, one of the

Mutual and which made

a fortune for
stockholders, will sell its assets April
The assets
3 and go out of business.
include studios at New Rochelle* and
Jacksonville, Fla., and negatives for 60
200 two-reelers, and 100
five-reelers,
Dr. W. E., J. F. and Wilsingle-reels.
bert Shallenberger and Crawford Livingston are the big stockholders.

old
its

Favors Sunday Films
ALBANY, N. Y. — Assemblyman Slacer
of Buffalo has introduced a bill permitting the showing of motion pictures for
educational and recreational purposes on
Sundays between 2 and 6 p. m., in armo-

schoolhouses and state, county and
municipal buildings.

ries,

Powers' 6-B Cameragraphs for the Sig-

that Dares," starring MadTraverse, is the other Fox Excel
picture to be published next month. This
Miss Traverse's third picture as a
is
William Fox star, the others being "The

nal Amusement Company of Chattanooga, Tenn., report that they have sold
this concern fourteen 6-B Cameragraphs

contemplating a

Danger Zone" and "Gambling

within the last year.

April

"The Love

laine

in

Souls."

first

to Quit
Thanhouser comcompanies in the
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Rosenberg on Trip
Mike Rosenberg
1.

of

trip to

Seattle,

Wash.,

is

Manhattan about

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Martin Johnson Again on His Way
To Film Savages of South Seas
Intrepid Photographer and His Wife Address
Chicago Theatre Crowds to Be Gone

—

Three Years
Martin

renowned

world

Johnson,

and intrepid motion
picture expert, accompanied by Mrs.
Johnson, arrived in Chicago on Tuesday
and during their few hours stay made
"personal appearances" at the Randolph
Theatre, where Martin Johnson's film
"Cannibals of the South Seas" is the
traveler,

explorer

attraction this week.

Mr. Johnson related

in

detail,

many

the thrilling experiences he went
through to get the film that the patrons
of the Randolph are enjoying this week.
Mrs. Johnson, too, spoke of the numtoo-near-death-to-be-comfortable
erous
adventures she had in these savage inof

habited islands.

The Johnsons have just started on
another voyage to the South Seas where
they will visit islands that have as yet
never been explored by white people,
and incidentally push far back into the
bush country of several islands they
visited on their first trip to the South
Seas.

bushmen

These

are

cannibals,

head hunters and the like and the opportunity to study them at close range
and with the valuable assistance of a
motion picture camera seems almost too
good to let pass, according to the Johnson estimate of what is good and otherwise.

On

Three-Year Trip

The present
Johnsons
than

will,

three

voyage
it

is

of

the

Martin

expected, last more

years.

They

will

carry

said:
of

in

discussing his equip-

motion

picture cameras
have been made to order, with special
for
apparatus
tropical
photography.
They are made of special metals to resist
the humid atmosphere, and have special
dissolves and improvements that will
enable me to 'shoot' in all sorts of
atmospheric and other conditions. Then,
too, I shall have special lenses for microscopic work, so that I shall be able to get
a celluloid record of small insects and
flora.
I
shall have, too, long distance
lenses for
photographing
long shots
while a special apparatus will enable
me to get the pictures of animal life
under the seas around the coral reefs.

"All

For

my

our

'stills,'

I

shall

immediately.

a

Robertson-Cole company

who have

general charge of the MartinJohnson pictures, releasing the product
through the Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges.
Not the least bit adventuresome part
of the Johnsons' journey will be their
visit to old Chief Nagapate, the most
noted as well as the crudest of South
Sea Island chieftains. When the Johnsons previously visited the country of
the Big Numbers, over which Nagapate
rules they were virtually made captives'
their motion picture cameras, three in
number, were confiscated although by
sheer good luck they later had one restored to them, while their very lives
were threatened as Nagapate smacked
his hideously painted lips while he contemplated the delicious delicacy the white
fair flesh of Mrs. Johnson would provide
for a dinner.
But for the timely arrival
of a

British man-of-war in the nearby
harbor there would not be any Martin

Johnsons

dif-

entrust it to
traders for delivery at Sydney, Australia,
whence it will be shipped to the New
York offices of the Robertson-Cole company.
"One of the novel features of my
equipment will be a projection machine
and screen by the use of which I shall
be able to project our pictures whenever we may care to do so. I shall also
take with me a number of films, largely
travel and 'trick' pictures
which we
shall
project to the amazed and delighted eyes of the savages. I have often
seen, in my imagination, the wonderful
experiences
we shall have with an
audience of some thousand of black men,
squatted before our screen, and watch
I

printing their film as rapidly as it is
"shot," and the finished negative will be
sent back to Sydney, Australia, by traders and thence expressed to the New
offices of

five

and printing apparatus which has been
made for my special purposes and which
will enable me to develop and print my

complete equipment for developing and

York

carry

ferent kinds of cameras, so that I shall
be able to work in all sorts of conditions.
I shall also carry a complete developing

film

as

own

selves,

project on the screen their

walking

alive today.

29

shall

about

their

own

huts and clearances, performing their
native dances and going through their
Even I, who am
religious ceremonials.
rather well acquainted with the savage
peoples of the islands, cannot realize
how they will receive these pictorial
reproductions of their own actions.

Gewgaws

Mr. Johnson,

ment

we

them

for Natives

"Aside from our photographic equipI shall take many boxes of magicians' tricks, jumping jacks and other
toys as well as crates of tobacco sticks,

ment

knives,

hatchets,

bolts

calico, beads, old hats,

of

gaudy hued

fancy dress cos-

tumes and other things of a similarly
spectacular appearance for the black men
like color above all else.
Of course
shall have an uncommonly complete
equipment of rifles, revolvers and all
manner of fishing tackle, from the smallest hook and line to the large harpoons
and granes.
"While I have received scores of requests from all sorts of people for a
chance to accompany our expedition, I
have been compelled to refuse all such

we

applications
because
experience
has
taught me that it is infinitely better to
rely upon the native mission boy police
and such other help that we may be able
to get in the Islands than to take our
assistants from our home country.

"Only Mrs. Johnson and myself

will

represent the United States on our
journeyings, so we are rather confident
of our American 'crew,' because we both
have had experience in the sort of life
that we shall be compelled to live for
three years, each is determined to make
the trip a great big success and Mrs.
Johnson says that she'll go where I go
and that goes double, so far as I'm
concerned."

Lesser Going to N. Y.
Sol L. Lesser is expected in New York
on or about April

10.

This will be Mr.

Lesser's

to

the metropolis in

first

about a year.

trip
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INQUIRY FROM ORIENT
Doll-Van Film Corporation
"Successful Pictures Only"
2o7 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago.
Feb. 26th, I9I9.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY,
Chicago,

III.

Gentlemen
It makes the world seem

like a
smaller place to receive a letter

one that came in yesterday afternoon; either that or it
makes the "Exhibitors Herald
and
otography" seem a bigger
like the

M

paper.

We
ter,

enclose a copy of the let-

which you may be interested

in reading.

Yours very

truly,

DOLL-VAN FILM

CORP.,
W. Vandawalker,

(Signed) D.

General Manager.

(Copy)
In -Heart's Asleep" Bessie Barriseale rises from a lowly scrub
society. It is an Kxhibitors Mutual feature.

New

Orleans Board

In Occasional Film
Objects to Mexican Being

Chester

on

request made of Mayor Behrman
by R. E. Muzquiz, local consul general
of Mexico, to aid in preventing the exhibiting of motion pictures depicting

Mexican

villains without showing Mexicans of better nature and character, the
board of directors of the Association

of Commerce have adopted resolutions
protesting against the exhibiting of this
type of film.
Copies of the resolutions, which read
as follows, were sent to Mayor Behrman, Consul General Muzquiz and the
various motion picture producers:

The Resolutions
"It it the sense of the board of directors of the
Orleans Association of

New

that the constant exploitation

of Mexican bandit life and other unfavorable phases of Mexico by the moving picture concerns in the United States,
in the absence of the exploitation by
these moving picture concerns of the
life
favorable
side
Mexican
is
of
detrimental and contrary to the best
interests of the two countries, and calcumisunderstanding and
lated to cause
unfavorable opinion whereas the best
interests of both countries require the
best possible understanding, each of the
other, and the best appreciation of the
better side of each country by the other.
"Therefore, be it resolved, that the
New Orleans Association of Commerce
call the attention of the moving picture

production companies to this matter
and- urge them to encourage the exploitation of the favorable rather than the unfavorable side of Mexican life."

film

exporter,

who

out the allied and neutral countries of
Europe, expects to return to America on
the "Aquatania" on its next trip.
Mr. Beecroft writes that the foreign
market is in a wonderfully receptive condition for American film productions.
He has established headquarters in Norway, Sweden, Denmark. France and
England. Prior to this trip he had already established headquarters in Madrid,

the

Commerce

Beecroft,

is now in Paris, France, having just finished an extended business trip through-

Villian Continually in
Reel Life

ORLEANS, LA.— Acting

to a position in

Foreign Outlook Bright,
Says Chester Beecroft

Wants Mexican Hero

NEW

Brirl

*

Spain, and Melbourne, Australia.
Mr. Beecroft's business has grown to
such proportions that he has found it
necessary to appoint eleven foreign representatives to handle the vast volume
of American films which pass through
his hands.
He states that one of the
chief drawbacks at the present time in
the foreign market is the extreme and
seemingly unnecessary delay in getting
cable messages through in time to consummate a deal, but adds that when the
oress matter on the Peace Conference
is over cable
conditions will undoubtedly improve greatly. The mail service
between the United States and the foreign market has greatly improved.

Buys Special Feature
has just been learned that the First
National will distribute the feature,
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," and
It

which was produced by the Macauley
Pictures Corporation.
The feature has
been indorsed bv ninny societies throughout
It is reported that Harry
the country.
Reichenbach is sending out some ten
thousand letters per week from the Macauley office as a novelty advertising
scheme for the production.
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FILMS THAT FILL THE

HOUSE

LEO ELLEGARD
FILM AGENCY

IMPORTERS OF FILM
From Every Corner
Offices

:

of the Globe
I9 Doubreh St.

Cairo, 22 January

I9I9

DOLL-VAN FILM CORP.
Film Agents
ILL.
Gentlemen:

CHICAGO,

Thru the EXHIBITORS
HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY we learn that you have released in your Territory a ONE
REEL NOVELTY entitled:
"HOW STARS TWINKLE
AWAY FROM THE

!

j

I

STUDIO"
and as we

be pleased to purchase this feature for our Country, your lozvest price with synopsis, will greatly oblige.
We enclose you an advertisement which appeared in a leadsliall

ing Trade Review in London
with regard to a film featuring

Charlie Chaplin,

Could

you

\

etc.

supply

us

zvith

I

Awaiting the pleasure to hear
from you by return mail, we are,

j

same?
j

Gentlemen,
Faithfully yours,

(Signed) Leo Ellegard.
P. S. We expect to receive your
quotation with regard to the

Film "HOW STARS TWINRLE AWAY FROM THE
STUDIO" by CABLE. We will
immediately

open

you

a

cable

L. E.

credit.
IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII'INimilllllllMfl

Mililllllllimilllllfi

\

\

\
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"The Carter Case"Smashes Records
For Bookings Throughout Chicago

"Doug" and "Hi"
Fairbanks and Hiram Abrams,
Recently Engaged General
Manager of United Artists
Corporation

Lubliner and Trinz and Ascher Brothers Head
Long List of Exhibitors Who Will Show Serial
Booked solidly through the Lubliner
and Trinz and the Ascher Brothers circuits

in

addition to

many

of

the finest

independent houses, "The Carter Case,"
Craig Kennedy serial being disthe
tributed by the Celebrated Players company for the Oliver Films, Inc., promises
to break all records for serials in Chicago and the immediate vicinity.
The success being attained locally is
parallel to that in the east,

where

distri-

buting companies have been swamped
with orders for the serial from exhibitors.
Policy
J.

L.

Changed

Case" has been of an unusual character
and illustrates a departure from the general form of picture advertising.
There
is no doubt that it has borne results and
that the ready-made audiences are await-

ter

ing the exhibitor when he releases the
first episode, as
was the case at the
Symphony Theatre, in New York.
The cast of "The Carter Case," in addition to Herbert Ra,wlinson and Margaret Marsh, includes Ethel Gray Terry,
Coit Albertson, Kempton Greene, Joseph
Marba, William Pike, Donald Hall, Gene
Baker, Louis R. Wolheim, D. W. McReynolds, Leslie Stowe. Franklyn Hanna,

Frank Wonderlee and John Reinhard.

for Picture

Friedman, general

manager

of

Celebrated Players, in placing the contract for the series with the Lubliner and
Trinz, obtained the highest price ever
Lubliner
paid for a serial in this city.
and Trinz immediately announced that
the serial would be shown at evening
performances as well as matinees a distinct departure from policy.

—

Mr. Friedman states that bookings are
being completed throughout the city and
that announcements of a long list of
contracts will be made within a few days.
Oliver Films, Inc., believes that "The
Carter Case" reaches the pinnacle of
picture serial achievement.
When exhibitors start "The Carter Case" they
are expected to reap the benefit of the
exploitation campaign on this serial, and
the interest already aroused throughout
the country, not to speak of the wide
popularity of Craig Kennedy, is considered sufficient to crowd their theatres
every day "The Carter Case" is shown.

Has Two Popular

Stars

The names

of Herbert Rawlinson and
Margaret Marsh, as co-stars, are in
themselves a drawing card, but Oliver
Films, Inc. has not been satisfied to depend upon the popularity of their stars;
they have given the serial a special production and have the added benefit of
showing on the. screen one of the Craig

Kennedy stories.
The advertising campaign

for "the Car-

Fairbanks Completes
Propaganda Film for
Fifth 'Victory' Loan
"Knocking Knockers" Will
Be Used by U. S. to
Boost Bonds
Douglas Fairbanks has completed his
propaganda film "Knocking Knockers,"
specially produced at the request of Secretary Tumulty and Frank R. Wilson,
Director of Publicity, Treasury Department, to be used in the advance campaign for the Fifth Victory Loan.
The Fairbanks Victory Loan film is
now en route to the Treasury 'Department, national capital, where it will be
shown to Secretary of the Treasury
Glass and members of his department in
charge of exploitation work connected
with the next government bond drive.
A schedule of distribution is now being
perfected by Director of Publicity Frank
R. Wilson.
The various parts in this allegorical
picture are played by Frank Campeau,
Sara Mason, Charles Stevens, Spike
Robinson, Bull
Montana and W. \.
Wellmari, the American ace, under the
stage direction of Ted Reed.

Willat Sues

Committee

Carl A. Willat has brought suit in the
supreme court against Jacob S. Popper,
of the Metropolitan Canvas Committee
of the Liberty Loan campaign, to recover $4,710. The complaint states that
the members of the committee authorized

Popper

to

employ someone

to pre-

pare a motion picture scenario and furnish a production for the Liberty Loan
drive. Mr. Popper made a contract with
Willat to do the work. Willat says he
had a picture and scenario ready for
delivery before September 1, which was

approved by the committee and a payment of $3,500 was authorized. He says
he spent $2,210 in connection with the
production, making a total of $5,710. and
he has only received $1,000 on account.

FORTHCOMING AMERICAN PLAYS OF WIDE RANGE
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NOTED ILLUSTRATOR
San Francisco and
Fox Missionaries in
MAKES
DRAWINGS
FOR
Bakersfield Angle
Mexico to Pave Way
SAWYER
AND
LUBIN
For Picture Studio
For American Films
Lasky Considering 'Frisco;
Warwick's Company
Seeks Location

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— San
cisco's first

established

Franmotion picture studio will be
within

two

months

if

the

present plans of Jesse L. Lasky, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who left here a few days ago
for Los Angeles en route to New York,
do not miscarry.
Lasky has been in the city two days
going over the situation, and he returns
to place before the directors of his corporation in the East much data favorable to the building of a studio in San
Francisco.
At the Fairmont Hotel before his de-

Lasky said:
"Although nothing can be decided un-

parture,

after I reach New York, I can say
that the chances of opening a studio here
are very good.
Heretofore pictures
til

were taken by natural

but artificial
light is used almost exclusively now, so
the fogs would not hinder our work.
The advantages offered here are greater
than in Los Angeles. For one thing we
could get better street scenes. Moreover,
there is an entirely new field in San
Francisco for better dressed "extra"
characters, for no one can deny that the
girls here know how to dress. The scenery around the water front and docks
and across the bay and down the peninsula is also what we need."
Lasky will return to San Francisco
early in April to put through the deal if
his directors agree to the plans.
light,

Studio for Bakersfield

BAKERSFIELD, CAL.— The

R. G. Morgan, the noted artist, has
been engaged by Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin to create four original
drawings to be used as illustrations to
exploit the S-L picture "Virtuous Men,"

starring E. K. Lincoln.
Special sittings have been made for Mr.
Lincoln, Grace Darling,
Clara Joel, R. W. Cummings and William B. Mack.
Mr. Morgan also "did a
special crayon portrait of E. K. Lincoln
in a character study.
The drawings will be used as the dominant theme of the Viext insert to be pub-

Morgan by Mr.

lished by Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin in
their advertising campaign for "Virtuous

Men."

Publish "Marie, Ltd."
"Marie, Ltd." Alice Brady's Select Picture for March, will be published this
week, and prints are now being distributed to first run theatres by the vari"Marie, Ltd."
ous Select Exchanges.
is from a story by Louise Winters, which
appeared recently in one of the popular
magazines, and the scenario is by Jane
Murfin, who has collaborated with Jane
Cowl in a number of successful stage

Kenneth

plays.

Webb

Hutchinson Returns
Hutchinson, president of the
American Film Company, Inc., sailed
from Liverpool March 8, on the "Carmania" and arrived in Chicago this week.
He has been away since shortly before
Christmas, touring France and England
in the interests of "Flying A" films.
S.

S.

MAURICE TOURNEUR
Losanco

Super-plays Incorporate
Company is
angling with the Commercial Club here,
with a view of locating its studios in
Bakersfield.
George E. Price is president; Robert Warwick, general manager;
F. C. Adams, vice president, and S. M.
Sweet, secretary and treasurer.
Mr. Warwick informed the Commercial Club that the company has a contract to supply the General Film Company with twenty-six motion pictures
during the next two years, and has also
contracted for ten super-plays of from
five to seven reels each.

Hearl with A. E. F.
A. Hearl, former advertising and
J.
publicity man for Herbert Brenon and
the Ford Productions at the time he was
drafted into the ranks of the U. S. A.,
is now with the 229th Company, Q. M.

C, American

Expeditionary

directed.

Forces

in

France.
Mr. Hearl writes that he expects to be on his way home within the
next six weeks or two months.

Joe Brandt Goes East
Brandt, assistant treasurer and
in charge of sales of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, passed
through Chicago on Friday en route to
New York.

Joe

manager
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Following closely the departure of WilFox, Winfield R. Sheehan and
Abraham Carlos for Europe, where they
will establish producing centers and en-

liam

the Fox distribution system, the
Fox Film Corporation this week gave

large

another indication of the tremendous
growth of that organization, when it announced that E. J. Neubeler and M. T.
Colon have been sent to Mexico City
for the purpose of extending the Fox
organization
throughout
Mexico. The mission of Messrs. Neubeler and Colon, it is understood, followed
the receipt of information that conditions in the republic to the south have
become more settled, and that the people
are demanding more high-grade motion
distributing

pictures.

Messrs. Neubeler and Colon will make
their headquarters in Mexico City. There
they will open a Fox branch office and
then make a tour of the principal cities,
setting up other branch offices or providing for agencies for the distribution
of

Fox

films.

For the last few years the unsettled
state of Mexico affairs has been a serious obstacle to the shipping of American
Last summer,
films to that country.
however, under the direction of the division of films of the Committee on Public
Information, a number of American pictures were taken into Mexico by Abra-

ham

Carlos, general representative of
the Fox Film Corporation. A large proportion of the consignment were Fox
Film; and so great was the enthusiasm
shown by the Mexicans over these pictures that it was apparent the time had
arrived for big development of Mexico
as a field for American motion pictures.

IN

THE SPOTLIGHT

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

BEGINNING

IN

NEXT ISSUE

Hell With
Yesterday

To

By Roy

L.

McCardell

HERALD

In next issue the
will commence a series of

and direct articles by
Mr. McCardell who lias grown
up witb the film business,
forcible

who

equipped with the real
facts of the industry — and
with the ability to tell them.
is

SEE NEXT ISSUE FOR FIRST ARTICLE
!
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
SUCH
great

and said regarding
assistance rendered by the 'screen and
motion picture industry in general during
Liberty Loan campaigns to date, probably not even
freest imagination has attached to that assistance
as has been written

the
the
the
the
its

just importance.
Certainly no other medium was as
well qualified to keep the subject ever before the public,
eye.
No other medium can possibly lie said to have
reached so great a number of people.

"THE TURN IN THE ROAD"
tual)

tion

is

a religious play asking

"What

Is

God?"

sincerity.

And now another loan is at hand. It presents a
greater problem than any that have gone before.
It
places a greater tax upon those concerned in its floating.
Exhibitors, actors, every branch of the business has another big chance to help.

A

"HIT OR MISS" (World) resembles closely a
•'comedy with music" of the type more or less popular
on the speaking stage. Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn
Greeley are the featured players and do rather well with
the trifling material in hand.

its

recep-

Alexander.

"BRASS

BUTTONS"

(American)

contains

more than make up what is lackand logic. William Russell is his
to

ing in plausibility
usual self in a picture of the usual style.
It is well
constructed and pleasantly engaging.
Russell fans
should like it.

"TOTON"

(Triangle) affords difficult problems for
star, yet problems which she solves
admirably. It is given an extra reel to accommodate a
rather bulky story and extraordinary technical attributes
Using the war but sparingly as
to enhance the same.
a plot factor, it should please generally.
Olive

Could there be asked a better opportunity to prove
power of the screen ?

(Artcraft)
presents William S. Hart in a role which has nothing
to do with cowboys, bandits, sky pilots or damsels in
distress.
It is a play of San Francisco crookdom carrying a story that possessed great possibilities but was
slighted somewhat by faint-hearted direction.
good
picture, however, and a welcome change for the star.

readily apparent,

upon the class of audience to
which it is shown. Helen Jerome Eddy heads a cast
containing George Nichols, Lloyd Hughes and Ben

for all time the farreaching

"THE POPPY GIEL'S HUSBAND"

is

Mu-

tion will depend largely

enough good things

That the government is grateful there can be no
doubt.
Such appreciation has been voiced by George
Creel and other men in similar positions in unmistakable

As

(Exhibitors

and answering the ques-

Thomas, the

"EXPERIMENTAL MARRIAGE"
up

(Select) lives

Constance Talmadge's
is another farce in which she
There can be no question of its

to the expectations born of

past performances.
It
scores another success.
desirability as an attraction.

"HER CODE OF HONOR"

(United) was not a

very pretty story to begin with. Consequently the skillful but dragging presentation given it succeeds in makFlorence Reed has a
ing it only optically beautiful.
role well suited to her type, but the play lacks a worth-

while point, which might have redeemed

it.

"FIGHTING DESTINY"

(Vitagraph) sets forth
an example of straight-away drama as has recently been filmed. Harry Morey plays the leading role
and has never done anything better. It has all the
qualities which go to make up first-class photoplays.
as fine

"THE SILVER GIRL"

(Pathe) depends largely

upon the personality and unquestioned ability of Frank
Keenan, the star, for its dramatic value. The story is a
familiar one, but the work of the star is sufficient to

make

its

"THE LIGHT OF VICTORY"

viewing thoroughly worth while.

"THE SCARLET SHADOW'
as very heavy

(Universal) classi-

drama

or very light comedy, according to the whim of the audience. It is no epoch-making
achievement in either case, but followers of Mae Murray
will probably deem it sufficient as a vehicle.
fies

-THE WAY OF THE STRONG"

(Metro)

fol-

lows familiar lines during the early incidents laid in the
Yukon country, but achieves individuality in the latter,
when the locale shifts to New York. In both cases the
play is very well done and is excellently carried by
Anna Q. Nillson and Joe King.

"THOU SHALT

(Universal)

chiefly at fault in the tardiness of its publication.

NOT" (Fox) is the story of a
small town girl who rebels against the narrow despotism
of the neighborhood.
Evelyn Nesbit is the star, but
the burden of the play is borne by a set of small town
It, lias
types which could not have been better chosen.
been done before, frequently, but never better.

is

Mon-

roe Salisbury's work is high grade as usual. That is the
Great exsupporting cast is less notable, but passes.
pense was involved in its making. It is to be regretted
that it did not see the light of the screen at an earlier
date.

"THE REBELLIOUS

BRIDE" (Fox), a story of
the Ozarks, is a better choice for Peggy Hyland, the star,
than she has lately enjoyed. Excellent characterizations
are contributed by George Hernandez, George Nichols
and Charles LeMoyne. Pell Trenton makes a satisfactory hero.

"FORBIDDEN

FIRES" (J. Parker Reed Prod.)
presents Louise Glaum in a play calculated to bring out
It is a wonderfully constructed
the best of her talent.
The story is
photoplay, impressive and convincing.
adult in appeal, but the appeal is one of great scope. A
splendid production in every way.

ma

REVIEWS
William

Hart

S.

in

THE POPPY GIRL S

HUSBAND

SYNOPSIS:

Five Part Drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Published March 16.

OPINION

:

It

scarcely

is

J. Butterfly Conroy, press
given tive hundred dollars of
his father's fortune and told that more
will be his when he does something
worth while for humanity. At a cafe he

agent,

necessary to

wisdom of giving
Mart a role in no way related to the
West. To satisfy the public demand for
D such a change was but a natural step.
the wonder being that it was not taken
sooner. As a convict and later as a reformed crook he makes of the present

comment upon

I

It is not up to
an attempt to amuse.
the standard of the present day general
market.

the

I

I

part as interesting and genuine a char||
any that have gone
acterization
as
I
before.
It promised to be an excellent
I story, too, but the director or the author
seems to have lost confidence as the
I
play approached the crisis. Here a wonderful opportunity for a strong finish
' was worked up, only to he passed over
so hastily as to rob the picture of much
It is,
of the good effect already made.
I

|

I

is

meets Mary Bruce MacDowell, daughter
of an eccentric entymologist, and later
goes to a summer resort near her home.
Frank Morrison, idler, seeks to win her.
So does Ybor Cavallo Escammillo, Bra-

Her father disapproves
of Conroy, the lady herself accepting his
proposal.
They are secretly married,
then apparently compromised by a storm
which keeps them away from the house
Next morning Ybor atover .night.
tempts to rifle the safe, imprisoning the
professor in his laboratory and setting it
afire.
Conroy arrives in time to rescue
zilian naturalist.

stands, a human little story that
It
should
give fair satisfaction.
have been one of the best photoplays
ever made.

as

it

will

Mayall the star gives it strength.
photoplay that will qualify as
"better class" before any audience. And
any exhibitor should be able to market
it advantageously.
SYNOPSIS:
Jefferson
Hunter and
"Chuck" Wilson are partners in a mine
which will pay big returns if capital for
development is procured. Hunter marschell
It

is

ries

a

Anne Kepple, some years

his junior,

and yields to her request that they go
East.
Here they enter society and he
manages to obtain backing. Anne meets
Nathan Hargrave, whom she has previously known in the west, and they plan
to leave
Hunter.
Parton. a western
lawyer, seeks to jump Hunter's claim
and Hunter leaves his wife to go back
and straighten matters out. Returning
unexpectedly he finds Anne in Hargrave's arms, just as her courage fails
her and she realizes she loves her husband.
Hunter and Hargrave engage in
a duel, in which neither is killed.
Hargrave flees and Anne begs forgiveness.
Hunter takes her back to the West with
him and they resume their old life at
the cabin by the mine.

SYNOPSIS:

"Hairpin Harry" Dutton
released from prison after serving ten
years of a fourteen year sentence. Boston Blackie, his old pal, takes him back
to Frisco, where he learns that the wife
he has believed faithful has divorced
him and married the policeman who
testified against him.
He meets his tenyear-old son and they become great

Mae Murray

is

surreptitiously.
His
former
wife learns of his presence and her husband promises to "plant a gun on him"
and send him back to prison. But his
son overhears their plot and innocently
lets his father know of it in time. Harrythen goes to the detective's home and is
about to brand his former wife upon
the cheek when his son intervenes and
asks him to take him away. Harry leaves
the woman unharmed and takes his son
to the wilderness, where they find happiness in each other's love.

THE SCARLET SHADOW
Six Part

Five-part

comedy drama; World.

Directed by Dell Henderson.
Published March 24.

OPINION:

If

the group of

resort girls who appear now and then
in the course of the play, without plot
justification or advancement, were al-

lowed to sing a few light numbers about
the "lonesome moon" or the delights of
"beach bathing," the composition could
be classed as one of those hybrids known
as a "comedy with music." It is just that
sort of a story, acted in just that style.
But the music is missing, and the play
shows plainly the absence of its support.
As it stands, it is simply a sequence of
i
mildly engaging incidents through which
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
conduct their wooing and the thwarting
of the light comedy villain. There wasn't
much to do with in the first place, but
Dell Henderson has made the best of it.
The actors seem never more than actors.
M No chance is given to forget that it is
I

;

|

'

!

little in the way of distinguishing originality or startling execution.
The plot
is
one that has served frequently for
stars of similar mien.
Very heavy, if
you wish to take it seriously, and very
light if you prefer to look upon it as
comedy, it is so constructed that the

audience
tion

A

drsimatic scene from "The Poppy Girl's
Husband," an Artcraft feature,
Starring William S. Hart.

may

upon the

place

story.
sort of

its

own

classifica-

Miss Murray

is

just

exactly the
a girl in the play
that her picture would lead one to believe
she is in real life.
Her support is in
keeping with the style of the play, the
necessity of keeping to the borderline

between 'comedy and drama making their
difficult.
Clarissa Selwynne

young people

work most

well.

registers the best individual bit in the
production.
Mae Murray's admirers
will doubtless accept the comedy angle
and find satisfaction in the offering.
SYNOPSIS: Elena Evans, who lives
with an old maid aunt of very narrow
views, lets herself down from her window to attend a motion picture show
with a young admirer. Van Presby,
visiting in the small town.
Unable to
make the return ascent alone, she is
assisted by Van and the two are caught
in Elena's room by her aunt, who insists
upon a marriage early the next morning.
Van's uncle arrives in time to prevent
this but has to promise to keep Elena at

Frank Keenan

summer

Universal.

OPINION: Mae Murray, she of the
golden curls and the innocent smile, is
the mainstay of a production that has

the professor and catch the villain. The
are forgiven and all ends

HIT OR MISS

Comedy Drama;

Directed by Robert Leonard.
Published March 10.

friends,

Carlyle Blackwell in

in

in

THE SILVER GIRL
Five Part Drama; Pathe.
Directed by Frank Keenan.
Published April 6.

OPINION: A

title which does not make
appeal to the curiosity is the
one weak point of the composition.
Keenan's forceful personality and keen
appreciation of dramatic values makes
his work in the play its strongest point.
A role that would not otherwise have

a

great

impressed as strikingly individual is by
him made intensely human and appealing.
Present in almost every scene of
the picture he dominates the whole, yet
never tires.
The plot has little to lift
it
out of the rut of the ordinary, but
Katherine
with
the
co-operation
of
\dams, George Hernandez and Her-
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his city home until Van is old enough
to marry.
Here Van's mother attempts
to marry Elena to a wealthy but aged

admirer.

Harvery Presby, Van's

uncle,

love with Elena and is loved in
return.
The wealthy suitor is thwarted.
Van is relieved of his obligation and all
ends happily.
falls

in

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Evelyn Nesbit

in

is taught by his son that "God
love," and finds happiness in the love
of his son and his sister-in-law.

returning,

THOU SHALT NOT

is

Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Charles Brabin.

Published March

William Russell

23.

OPINION: The

old story of the small
town girl with the stern parent and the
romantic nature, her elopement, desertion and return to the parental fireside
to save her heartbroken mother's life, is

given another telling and a telling which
endows it with life and power. There
is
a scenario that has been perfectly
constructed. There are a score or more
small town characters that could not be
improved upon. Small town events are
staged convincingly and in wise moderation.
Crawford Kent, Ned Burton,
Florida Kingsley and Gladden James
make their roles walking, breathing realities.
The star is a bit out of her sphere
as the high school girl in the first reel
or two, but does noteworthy work when
the story takes on a serious aspect.
It
is sentimental and a searching expose of
hypocrisy.
It is adult in appeal.
But

EVELYN NESBIT

it

In a scene from her latest Fox picture,
"Thou Shalt Not."

Anna Q.

Nillson in

THE WAY OF THE STRONG
Five part drama; Metro.
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
Published March 17.

The acting of Anna Q.
has never done better than
in this instance, plus the steady support
of Joe King, a veteran as yet unstarred,
but certainly worthy of the honor, are

OPINION:
who

Nillson,

the best points of the picture.
the story to excite
little in

There is
comment,
been done

It's
favorable or otherwise.
before, sometimes better and frequently
not so well. The present version has the

advantage of easy continuity, excellent
background and a man-fight at the closing, which has the stamp of sincerity.
Beginning in the Yukon country, the
story changes at the end of the second
reel to New York's Wall Street as it
in

is

pictures.

The

contrast

is

effected

without a break in the story, thus overcoming a popular aversion to the device.
The action is well directed and evenly
It is a program picture above
paced.
In the

Yukon country

steals Alexander Hendrie's hoarded gold, his wife and child,
leaving the latter two to die in a blizBut the child lives and is taken
zard.
in by Monica Norton, half-sister of its
mother. Leyburn and Hendrie later become rivals in Wall Street, Leyburn
Hendrie
keeping his identity secret.
meets Monica, falls in love with her,

James Leyburn

proposes and
worsts Heyburn

is

in

Hendrie
accepted.
"the street" and the

She
slanders him to Monica.
breaks the engagement, Hendrie refusing to tell her of her half-sister's perBut Henfidy even to save their love.
drie goes Leyburn's office, learns the
man's identity and a fierce battle ensues.
Monica overhears the truth and brings
latter

boy to his victorious father. There
no longer a barrier between them,
and the engagement is resumed.
the

is

SYNOPSIS:

Ruth Hayes graduates
from the small town high school where
she has been educated and begins "going with" Alec Peters, a railroad brakeman, whom her father dislikes. Forbidden to see him again, she elopes with
him to New York. Here he postpones
their marriage indefinitely and finally
tells her to leave.
She goes to a home
Her mother wears herself
for girls.

with waiting until her life is despaired
of.
The town minister then goes to New
York and brings Ruth back. She is
given her old place in the choir, but the
congregation and the rest of the choir
The minister denounces his
object.

from the pulpit, is denounced in
and leads Ruth from the church

flock
turn,

amid their
upon the
world

They

sneers.
little

turn their backs
into the

town and go
anew.

to start life

Helen Terome Eddy

in

THE TURN IN THE ROAD

Five Part Comedy; American-Pathe.
Directed by Henry King.
Published March 10.

OPINION
things

go

:

There

are

enough

good

the

latest Russell touch-andperformance to more than make up
in

for whatever shortcomings in the way of
plausibility and realism that may be detected by the super-critical analyst.
Of
logic there is little present, but of speed
and sprightly, refreshing activity there
is an abundance.
These are the qualities
demanded by the Russell devotees.
These are essentials of the light romance
which is coming to be the most popular
of film
forms.
Therefore the picture
'should satisfy.
Russell's role is well
chosen and taken.
Bull Montana and
Frank Brownlee yield excellent support.
Eileen Percy has little to do, yet does
that little ably.
typical Russell production for the general public.
SYNOPSIS: Kingdon Hollister persuades Officer Callahan to loan him his
uniform and his beat that he may make
the acquaintance of a lady's maid whe*
walks daily thereon, not knowing that
the maid is really Bernice Cleveland,
mistress of the house.
He makes her
acquaintance and an affair of the heart
develops.
The mayor of Sawtooth,
Arizona, comes to town to find a gun
man from the office of chief of police for
his terrorized community.
"Jake, the
priest," killer, accepts the job and attempts to kill officer Callahan before
leaving for the west. Hollister, as Callahan, thwarts the killer and accepts
the commission, exacting of Bernice the
promise of her hand if he cleans up the
town in twenty-four hours.
This he
does and they are wed.
"Jake, the
priest" is made a friend.
Officer Callahan becomes a hero and it ends well for

A

all

concerned.

Five Part Drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Kin.g W. Vidor.
Published in March.

OPINION:

Differing radically from the

ordinary run of pictures, this will undoubtedly appeal especially strongly to
the class of people who do not attend
the motion picture theatre regularly. It
an opportunity to bring to your playhouse the serious minded to whom

is

comedy and
traction.

expectations.

SYNOPSIS:

one of the best pictures that Fox

is

has turned out in a long time.

in

BRASS BUTTONS

and

It

light romance
is a religious

answering the

have no atplay asking

question

"What

is

Alexander
Ben
George Nichols.
shares
Helen Jerome Eddy and Lloyd Hughes

God?"

Six-year-old
honors with

in the cast.

The

success of the film will

depend entirely upon the class of patronpresented to.
Paul Perry, son of a
money-mad father, marries the daughter
His wife's
of an
orthodox minister.
When
sister is deeply in love with him.
his wife dies in child birth, Paul loses
faith in the "God to Whom the will of
man should meekly bow" and running

age

it

is

SYNOPSIS:

from the house wanders for six years.
Tn the meantime, his sister-in-law raises
the son whom Paul has never seen. Little Bob is the means of softening the
heart of Perry's father and incidentally
saving him from death at the hands of
his employes, who demand better living
Perry,
conditions and higher wages.

William Russell has just found "the right
blonde" (Arline Percy) in "Brass
Buttons." ( American-Pathe.)
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTO GRAPH
Olive

Thomas

in

TOTON
Six Part

Drama; Triangle.

Directed by Frank Borzage.
Published March 30.

OPINION

Seldom is it given the puband natural scenery
of greater beauty more splendidly photo:

to view settings

lic

graphed.

And

it

is

not often

that

a

group of actors combine to produce a
more perfectly balanced cast characterThese points make the chief
ization.

demands

for

attention

in

which Triangle has seen

fit

this

feature

to give

an

The story is
reel of footage.
of artists and Apaches, their loves
their hates, and the personality of

extra

one
and
;

|

i

the people as well as the atmosphere
of their Paris surroundings is realisThe plot is an affair
tically presented.
of many angles and two generations,
which fact always frustrates singleness
of impression, but the telling is graceful

and

taining.
for it.

It is clean and enterThere should be a good market

logical.

SYNOPSIS:
artist, is called

David

Lane, American
Paris shortly

home from

after marrying Yvonne, his model, by
His father detains
his mother's illness.
him and arranges through lawyers to
break up the union. Pierre, an Apache

Constance Talmadge

EXPERIMENTAL MARRIAGE

At last she
ing or becoming angry.
wearies of the arrangement and it is discarded.

also loved Yvonne, takes care of
her until her death at the birth of Toton,
then taking charge of the baby. Seventeen years later an adopted son of David
Lane reforms Toton, then the cleverest
pickpocket in Paris, and employs him as
Lane returns to Paris and
studio boy.
establishes a chateau. Pierre tells Toton
of his parentage and the boy attempts to
be revenged for what he believes is a
wrong done his mother. How the boy,
a girl in disguise, learns the truth about
her father, marries her adopted brother
and finds happiness makes up the interesting and unusual conclusion of the

Five-part farce; Select.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.

Florence Reed in

play.

be married
of the "Saturday to Monday" recipe for
marital happiness.
Walter Hier, Harrison Ford and Vera Sisson are co-involved with Miss Talmadge in the tangles which result when the plan is put

who

in

March.

OPINION:

When

Published

in

HER CODE OF HONOR
a star maintains as

high a standard of production as does

Constance Talmadge, there

little

is

comment upon an
publication. The present one

cessity for

ne-

individual
is

quite in

with what has gone before. What
it lacks in speed is made up in novelty
of basic idea.
And it is an idea which

line

will

make

Those who

for

universality

are,
will

have been or hope to
enjoy the working out

of

appeal.

into operation, the quartette combining
to excellent advantage.
The situations
are as delicate as usual, but no more so.

There are about usual number of unexpected twists and laughable situations.
It

is

come

just the
to

be

sort of picture that has
identified with the star's

name.

SYNOPSIS:

Suzanne Ercoll, femibecomes engaged to Foxcroft Grey,
lawyer clubman.
She is then elected
nist,

president of the Feminist Club. To preserve her leadership as "deliverer of
womankind" without sacrificing her
heart's desire, she insists upon a contract specifying that the marital state
shall

exist

from

Saturday to

Monday

only, both contracting parties to be free
and unencumbered the remainder of the
week. Rut the first Monday morning, as

Suzanne

is

leaving

Grey's

Dot Harrington, who has

apartments,
visited

the

apartment above as a prank, appears,
and Suzanne becomes jealous. The girls

The janitor forcibly ejects Suzanne, refusing to believe her story. She
then visits Arthur Barnard, novelist,

quarrel.

HELEN JEROME EDDY
Turn in the Road," Brentwood film Corporation production jiiNt

Star of "The

purchased by Robertson-Cole for distribution through Exhibitors Mutual.

sending her husband an "anonyletter," and he follows.
Hut he
refuses to break his contract by objectfirst

mous
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Five-part drama;

United Picture The-

atres.

Directed by John M. Stahl.
Published March 24.

OPINION: John M.

Stahl lived up to
directed the present
pretentious but essentially commonplace
photoplay.
His settings are beautiful
to behold and a glance at a single scene
would convey the impression of painstaking magnificence, but when they are
strung together end to end over a long
stretch of only mildly interesting and
unnaturally retarded action, they lose
power. The story told is not a pleasant
one and lacks the redeeming asset of a
point to be made or a lesson taught. It
is also one which only the adult mind
will understand and there is little reason
for its classification as entertainment
William Deseven to the grown-up.
mond does the best work in the piece,
the story moving so slowly that even
his earnest efforts lose effect.
The star
poses becomingly, but does little acting.
There is not a great deal to recommend
it for general exhibition.
his

name when he

SYNOPSIS

:

Alice,

who

uses a sur-

name not her own, innocently, becomes
engaged to Eugene La Salle, whom she
meets through an automobile accident.
He attends a house party at the home
of her benefactor, a man whose love
for her mother has made him raise her
from babyhood, and on a moonlit night
their passion overcomes their patience.
La Salle goes abroad for a few months
and returns to learn there is to be a
They agree to be married the
child.
next day.
By reason of a ring which
La Salle exhibits, a duplicate of that left
Alice by her mother, it appears that
they are half-brother and sister.
She
asks La Salle to shoot her and he is
about to do so when she learns that he
is an adopted son of her father.
They
decide to be married as planned.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Harry T. Morey

Monroe Salisbury

in

in

attempts

to

lure

FIGHTING DESTINY

THE LIGHT OF VICTORY

range.
laying

Five part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
Published March 31.

Five-part drama; Universal.
Directed by William Wolbert.
Published March 17.

Peggy Hyland

OPINION:
given

When Harry Morey

is

straight, strong role in a story
that is logically and compactly put together the result is an example of screen
acting as it should he done.
In this
play, which fulfills such a prescription,
a

he demonstrates what can be done by
sheer force of personality. At no time
does he seem to be acting. Rather does
he move through the scenes and react to
the pressure of circumstances exactly as
such a man would move and act in real
life.
The play is a serious thing, but
not made artificial by too concentrated
attempts to make it impressive. There
is
an important element of mystery
which is incorporated in such a manner
as
to
create
commendable suspense.
Betty Blythe and George Majeroni figure largely in support and effect distinctive characterization.
The production
is clean, strong and worth while.
It is of
the best type of film drama.

SYNOPSIS

:

Larry Cavendish, a power

good in city politics, becomes engaged to Caryl Rundledge, daughter of
Judge Rundledge, candidate for govfor

ernor.
On the night of his farewell
dinner to the boys his financee disappears

mysteriously.
Rundledge
Judge
is
strangely loth to give aid in finding her,
and a note from Caryl tells Larry not
to look for her.
But he becomes convinced that she is held captive, willingly
or otherwise, by one Levarro, chief of
the pan-handlers in the city.
Disguising
himself as such a person he enters Levarro's den and a fight ensues.
The
house burns, but he traces Caryl, spirited

away, to a Chinese opium den.
Here
is accidentally shot and killed. Then
it develops that her twin sister, an opium
addict, has been used by Levarro as an
influence upon Judge Rundledge.
Larry
and Caryl are reunited.
she

OPINION: -The Man Without a
Country" has furnished the theme for
yet another photoplay. In this case no
attempt is made to follow the story of
the poem.
It is used simply because it
states more effectively than would new
phraseology the point to be fnade. The
play is of rather larger than program
dimensions.
Submarines, ocean liners
and lighthouses are made use of in the
telling of the story and considerable
care has been taken to make the drama
measure up to the same scale. It is to
be regretted that the story was hardly
big enough to fill the container.
Still,
Monroe Salisbury's characterization is,
as usual, a work of genius and his support is in most cases satisfying,
(liven
spirited
projection
and
constructive
presentation, it possesses possibilities.
Advertising centered about the star
should bring his followers, a goodly
sized body, and his followers will like
the play.

SYNOPSIS:

George Blendon, lieutenant in the U. S. Navy, has neglected
his work and his fiancee, devoting his
time to drink.
When he becomes intoxicated and embarrasses his fiancee
she returns his ring.
declared and he leaves with his
ship.
At a British port his commander
seeks to bring him to his senses and
entrusts him with an important mission
ashore. He loses the secret code and is
picked up by brother officers intoxicated.
He is then stripped of his uniform and
set ashore on an out-of-the-way island
and reported dead. He becomes a beachcomber, marries a native woman who
supplies him with gin, and sinks lower
and lower.
His fiancee learns that he
is alive and sets out to rescue him, but
her ship is torpedoed and she is taken
aboard a German submarine
The submarine puts into the island harbor and
at

a

War

social affair,

is

Blendon

down

a

battleship

within
himself by
to save the cruiser.

redeems

his life

in

THE REBELLIOUS BRIDE
Five Part Comedy-Drama; Fox.
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Published March 23.

OPINION : Given a story more suitable
to her talent than the last few published
and supplied with an exceptionally good
supporting cast, Peggy Hyland should
be well received in "The Rebellious
Bride." Romance has always been linked
with the Ozark Mountains, and they
form a pleasing background for an unusual love story, primed with plenty of
action. The story calls for several character parts, well presented by George
Nicholls as Grandpa Quimby, George
Hernandez as Tobe Plunkett, and Charles

LeMoyne

as Jeff Peters.

as Arthur
hero.

Pell Trenton
Calloway makes a pleasing

SYNOPSIS: Grandpa Quimby
to
to

compell

Cynthy,

his

attempts

granddaughter

marry

Tobe Plunkett, the village
school master. Jeff Peters, a worthless
character in love with Cynthy, volunteers to break up the ceremony and with
his aid Cynthy runs away.
In rage,
Grandpa Quimby after finding her declares he will compel her to marry the
first man they meet.
Arthur Calloway,
a

wealthy young

man from

St.

Louis,

who

has landed nearby in his airplane,
happens to be the first man they meet
and is escorted to the minister at the
point of a gun. Both are rebellious but
after three days they fall in love with
each other and are well satisfied. Calloway is forced to flee from the neighborhood when the villagers suspect him of]
burning the village store and set out to
lynch him. To save a scandal, Grandpa
Quimby then attempts to marry Cynthy
to Tobe Plunkett again.
She escapes
and makes her way to St. Louis and is
happily reunited with her husband.

Louise Glaum in

FORBIDDEN FIRE
Six-part drama;

J.

Parker Reed Prod.

Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Published State Rights.

OPINION:

C.

Gardner Sullivan wrote

a strong story, Arthur Rosson gave it
logical direction, and Louise Glaum contributed a forceful delineation of an exacting role. Sahara, a background well
suited to the star's personality and style,
is
represented with attention to detail

and general

effect

which removes any

suggestion of artificiality. Matt Moore
and Edwin Stevens are excellent in support.
The story is one for the mature
and the serious minded, yet it has nothing in it which will offend the most exacting. If there is an author writing for
the screen today whose name means
anything to the public that man is C.j

Gardner Sullivan.
Use his name and
that of the star, emphasize the fact that
the play is characteristic of both and
done in their best manner, and there is
no reason why the play should not be
exhibited to a goodly profit.
SYNOPSIS: Mignon Stanley, French
wife of an American engineer, is the center of a circle of male worshipers in
Paris when her husband is assigned to
work in the Sahara desert. She consents
(Continued on page 4o)
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Beautiful Sprig!

Sprig,

Hurrah! Spring is here.
'em, are putting on their furs.

Same Place
looks as though the w.
going to be stung by a Bebee

Twice

The

ladies,

God

bless

instead

in the
It

k.

M.

bill in

P. industry

The

Cremona

as a possibility in connection with the "Big 5" as legal advisor.

Slipping the Infant Industry the Paregoric
to Springfield, III., dispatches "Drug
will be censor czar if the Buck bill goes
through. Dodd, who was formerly secretary of state
board of phannacy, helped draw the censor bill

According

-

Dodd

has been lobbying

an expense

Ohio.

Speaking of Bigness
William Howard Taft was suggested

arid

of

was

Harry's There With New StuffWell, Harry Reichenbach slipped one over on the
wise ones by pulling that injunction stunt.

gist"

Your weekly music bill
can be made an investment

Theater OrchestraOrgans will do it for you.

in its behalf.

More Trade Paper Talk—

And now I see it has been decided that five trade
papers are enough. What's become of the old-fashioned opinion that one and possibly two was all that
was necessary.
Style

William Sievers Said a Chinful
He holds the First National

franchise in St. Louis

D. Williams said:
"Who is there in the business wants to pour
through a lot of information about the legitimate
stage, vaudeville, carnivals and circuses to pick up
random shots about the motion picture industry?"

and

in replying to

Troubles Never

J.

Come Singly—

We

just read in the paper where Charlie Chaplin
reported to be almost broke. And his mother-inlaw is coming on to visit him. 'Stuff, ain't it?
is

Exit Thanhouser
April 3 will

mark

the official passing of the old
Farewell, old friend,
is said.
how we'll miss those familiar draperies and newel
They were always in every
posts of bygone days.
Thanhouser picture and we got to know them so well
it will be like the passing of a dear friend.

Thanhouser company,

"Illinois
valuable bit of information:
will have state censorship of motion pictures if the
Assembly passes the Buck bill and Governor Lowden
signs it."

Beware

this

Two

with

the

system enables operator to follow the action of the
picture with ease and accuracy.
roll

Plays any 88 note player

roll.

134 note solo roll is a complete
orchestra within itself.

Why

not write us today for
information regarding this most
modern instrument and its
adaptability to your theater?

of the Blondes

One Herald

reader writes that he took this col-

umn's advice and hasn't kissed any blondes this week.
It seems he lives in Tokio and there ain't no such
animal there.
Speaking of Blondes
Pity the poor movie leading man.
Most all the
female leads are blondes at some stage of the game,
you know.
Place for Them—
They're making it harder for press agents in Utah.
The legislature is going to pass a bill making it compulsory for the P. A. to tell the exact truth about his
show. Thus many a $100,000 production will shrink

Utah's

The Solo instrument
human voices.

it

Hollander Has Inside Dope
From the Chicago correspondent's report of the
Illinois censorship measure in the New York Telegraph

we glean

O

THE MARQUETTE
PIANO COMPANY
Factory and General Offices

No

to a

mere

$750.

2439 Wallace St.

CHICAGO
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Next Beach Drama

"The

"Crimson Gardenia"
Has Notable Cast

Rupert Julian, whose "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin" proved one of the most

"The Crimson Gardenia" will be the
next Rex Beach drama following that
author's "The Brand," conceded to be
the most powerful and satisfying Rex
Beach production ever made. "The
Crimson Gardenia" holds every promise
of equaling the impression made by the

sensational pictures of the great war,
be seen upon the screen shortly
playing the dual leading role of "The
Fire Flingers" a screen-drama recently

will

completed at Universal City.
Provided with a story, adapted from
W. J. Neidig's Saturday Evening Post
narrative, Julian is said to have done
some exceptional acting and directing

of the Yukon and at the same
the
revealing another phase of
author's story-telling genius. As a novel
it
has steadily increased in popularity
since its publication three years ago and
today still holds its place among the
best sellers.
Work on the production is progressing
at the Goldwyn studios in Culver City,
Calif., under the direction of Mr. Beach
and Reginald Barker, who contributed
his directorial skill in adding to the boxoffice magnetism of "The Brand."

drama
time

New

Orleans Story
Alaska and the

Frozen
Rex Beach
places the locale of "The Crimson Gardenia" in romantic New Orleans at the
Forsaking
North for the moment,

height

the

of

carnival

season.

The

in full swing and every
detail of the brilliant pageant is shown,

Mardi Gras

is

background for a story in
which romance, adventure and intrigue
have equal parts, with constant action
serving

as

always.
plot of a band of coundefraud the Government
is shown, together with evidence of their
seeming success, until by the very force
of a tender romance their workings are
uncovered and the wheels of justice
crush them. This web of love and incharacters
involves interesting
trigue

The amazing
to

primitive men and women
usually infuses with life. The
bored New York society men, the dashing Creole girl, the cunning leader of
counterfeiters
and his desperate
the
aides these are the people who pool their
destinies in the gay carnival and each is
finally overwhelmed by the forces he has
the

unlike

in his latest screen offering.
The cast
includes Jane Novak, Fay Tincher, Will
Jefferis, Fritzi Ridgeway, William Lloyd,
Clyde Fillmore, E. A. Warren and Fred
Kelsey. Julian has enacted the parts of
Richard Olwell, a wealthy but unfaithful printer and that of Richard Hatton,
an ex-convict who poses as the printer
following the former's untimely death.

Tacoma Boards Demand
Ethel Clayton in the title role of "Private
Pettigrew's Girl," her latest

Rex Beach

—

New

York
The activities shown by the
office of the United Theatre Equipment
Corporation in installing Powers' Cameragraphs

are

particularly

noticeable

concerned.
The company recently sold twentytwo Cameragraphs to the various divisions of the Red Cross as follows: Fort
Sheridan, 111., Base Hospital No. 10,
West Roxbury, Mass.; New York City,
U. S. Debarkation Hospital No. 1, Ellis
Island; U. S. General Hospital No. 38,
Eastview, N. Y.; Camp Merritt, N. J.;
Fort Des Moines, Iowa, Fort Dodge,
Iowa; Fort McHenry, Maryland; Camp
Custer,

Mic.h.;

Camp

is

Eustis, Va.;

port News, Va.;

;

Camp

Funston, Kansas;
Island, N. Y. Base

Camp Upton, Long
Hospital, Mineola,

Long

Cast

Samuel

Goldwyn,
extraordi-

nary

cast.

with

"The

Crimson

Gardenia"

brings back Owen Moore to the screen.
A leading figure in motion pictures in
his own right, he is equally well known
as the husband of Mary Pickford. His
return to the cinema could hardly be
made under more auspicious circumstances.

Island.

Better Service Booklets
The Transportation Committee of N.
A. M. P. I. has received a quantity of
"Better Service Leaflets," issued by the
American Railway Express Company.
These tell in detail little things that can
be done by the shipper to aid in the
improvement of the express service.
A copy of this booklet will be sent
to exchange managers on request.

Other players of reputation are Hedda
Nova, who assumes the leading feminine
role; Tully Marshall, promising to duplicate

his

successful portrayal in

Madge

Kennedy's "Daughter of Mine" with

a

part entirely unlike that of sympathetic
Papa Mendelsohn in the Hugo Ballin
picture, and Edwin Stevens. The famous
creator of the Devil in Molnar's stage
sensation makes his debut in Goldwyn
Pictures.
Hector V. Sarno, chosen bv
Mr. Beach for his "Heart of the Sunset"
has a more important part to play in

"The Crimson Gardenia."

that

histrionically

Rex Beach production
flaw.

the

will be

coming

without a

for Nesbit

"My Little Sister," one of the season's
best sellers, has been bought by William
Fox as a starring vehicle for Evelyn
Nesbit, who will begin work on it immediately. "My Little Sister" was written by Elizabeth Robins, an English author, and more than a million copies
already have been sold, on both sides of
the- Atlantic.

London Film Man Here
who is general manager of
the Motion Picture Sales Agency, Ltd.,
of London, reached New York last Saturday. He is stopping at the Astor hoB. Nichols,

tel.

40

for

Craig Kennedy Serial
Following the precedent Oliver Films,
Inc.,

established

in

progressing a

step

beyond the usual in its production of
"The Carter Case," a Craig Kennedy
Serial, and in the publicity campaign
which launched this episode photoplay
success,
Harry
for distribution
among exhibitors a collection of posters
which in striking attractiveness and attention riveting originality, equals anything thus far attempted in display advertising.

instantaneous

Grossman has prepared

New

Fisher Vehicle
To

The screening

Me,"
of "Charge It
in which the American Film Company,
Inc., is starring Margarita Fisher, has

now been

Buy Story

With Sydney

Ainsworth. Alec B. Francis, Sydney
Deane. Kate Lester, Gertrude Claire
and Tina Marshall it is confidently expected

Unusual Posters

Nor-

Richmond ColCamp Stuart, New-

folk, Va., Quantico, Va.
lege, Richmond, Va.;

eral,

into

in

Rex Beach has assembled an

Co-operating

motion picture business in genand higher ideals and more lofty
sentiment in future photoplay productions, members of the Film Board of
Trade, comprising exchange managers
and representatives of producing and
distributing companies, met at the Tacoma Hotel at luncheon with theatre
managers from Tacoma, Seattle and
Southwest Washington.
It was generally conceded by the exchange heads and the managers that the
photoplays of the immediate future must
exemplify more lofty ideals, and have
in them an appeal for the more clean and
wholesome things in life.
of the

Red Gross Divisions
Buy 22 Cameragraphs

set in motion.

Owen Moore

Gleaner Picture Films
TACOMA, WASH.— For a discussion

Paramount produetion.

where the Red Cross

terfeiters

Fire Flingers"
Rupert Julian's Next

completed.
be published April 27.

The

picture will

FORBIDDEN FIRE
(.Continued from page 38)

go along, her desire

to see Cairo being the real motive.
They go first to
the desert, and developments then postpone the trip to Cairo until Mignon
grows impatient and finally elopes with
Baron Alexis, a Russian nobleman. He
establishes her in a palatial home and
for a while she is happy, but the love
for her child brings her to a realizatior
of her mistake.
Going into the "Streel
of the Beggars" she finds her husbanc
among them, his mind having failed be
cause of her desertion. She takes hin
and the child back to the desert an<
nurses him back to health.
to

TWO WAYS TO
A
A

circus

is

"CIRCUS" A FEATURE

a periodic visitor.

and always, a bargain.
There never was a circus of standing that didn't give more entertainment for the admission charged than could be bought with that
same expenditure at any other place.
No circus goer ever complained that he didn't get his money's worth.
You may have heard complaints that the show wasn't as good as expected, that it didn't come up to last year's standard, that this or
that feature was not as good as advertised to be, but you never heard anyone say that they didn't see more for their money than they
could have seen anywhere else in the same time for the same price.
Remember these things when you "circus" a picture.
circus

is first, last

THE DETAILS OF THE JOB
exhibitor who decides to exploit
a certain feature along what are popularly known as "circus' lines knows at
They
once what steps he must take.
are simply adaptations of those taken
by the management of the circus.
He must advertise far and wide.
He must use space, space, and then
more space.
He must use bill boards, windows,

He was

newspapers, ash barrels, fences, houseto-house heralds, banners and street
cars.

He must

use red ink, black ink, blue
ink, big type, little type, pictures and cutouts.

In brief, he must forget everything
but the one big object, to let everybody
in town know he is offering a bargain.
The First, the Easiest Way

That is all there is to the first way to
"circus" a feature.
That, unfortunately, is the way all too
great a number of exhibitors do the

right, as far as he

Advertising

The

is

No one act in a circus ever carried the
whole performance on its back.

went.

everything.

But you must have something to ad-

Had he

followed up the circus idea a
further the story would have been
different.
He would have had a real
little

show

for

his

people

when

his

people

came.

He would have had a big show. Because the picture was two reels longer
than the usual program release he would
not have cut down on his short subjects.
have had just as many reels
comedy, maybe one or two more. He
would have had a news reel, a travel
feel and an animated cartoon.
He would have added a singer or a

He would

of

soloist for the occasion.
In effect, he would have divided the
responsibility of his shozv.
It is not possible that a certain picture
is going to please everybody.

thing.

week

it

of

the

last

by

means, should

all

come

first.

Quantity

never a satisfactory substi-

is

tute.

BUT—
By

it

is

a

mighty

means

all

fine assistant.

"circus"

the

feature.

But—
Be sure you have
Be sure you back

a feature.
it up.

Does Lobby Spread Pay ?

Way

theatres, say some.
to pull them, say

is the truth of the matter?
Study of the proposition boils it down
to a very simple statement.

One must

be careful

of

establishing

precedents.

That

which

becomes

familiar

loses

value.

That which is expected does not thrill.
There can be no doubt that the lavdecorated lobby brings business.
time it is used it sets everybody to talking. Word of mouth adishly

The

learn.

the Better

much

too

What

success

His mistake was a simple one.
He thought that advertising was everything.

appoints.
Quality,

others.

out.

may

But back it up with so many short,
added attractions that some of them
must please those whom the feature dis-

Costs

prompts the exhibitor to buy. He makes
another campaign as big as the first one.
But it doesn't work.
What follows depends upon the man.
He may sell out. He may have to sell

The Second,

Advertise the feature. Emphasize the
Promise everything for the fea-

feature.
ture.

Not enough big

economizes generally.
Anon comes another feature salesman
with another picture that can be cir-

lie

picture

erally practiced.

down house expenses and

Memory

feature

not more widely adopted and more gen-

business drops off the following
week he wonders what is wrong, writes
a lot of letters to his various program
exchanges asking a reduction in rental

cuserl.

a

many advocates of
that particular form of advertising are
at a loss to know why the scheme is

If

cuts

make

to

various big pictures,

a success.

prices,

try

it?

Considering the great number of examples which recent history supplies
of lobby decorations, which have "made"

brings the business. Then
the exhibitor leans back in his office
chair, counts his earnings, wires the producer an account of the marvelous success of his attraction, gets his name in
an ad in a trade paper and counts the

Of course

Why
do

vertise.

Andrew

Knr/iis, of Woodlawn Theatre,
Chicago, used the above striking
display with telling- ell'eet
when putting on "Out
of the Fog."
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first

vertising is the best variety obtainable.
Tlie second time it is used people say,
"Well, I see the Palace has another
foxy lobby this week."
The reply is.
"O, have they?" The conversation turns
to other things.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
WORKING UP INTEREST

IN

A SERIAL

munity who saw the picture when before
exhibited.
Full names and addresses

The comments

are given.

are

all

favor-

able.
If there is anyone left in the neighborhood who has not seen the picture
they certainly must feel a desire to see
it now.

Book Display Aids
Serial Exploitation

A

source of advertising which is creating a great volume of public interest in

"The Master Mystery,"
super-serial

starring

A.

B.

Rolfe's

Houdini, produced

for Octagon Films, Inc., is the method
employed in exploiting the novelization
of the story published by Grosset &
Dunlap. The book was written by Ar
thur B. Reeve and John W. Grey after
the scenario created by Arthur B. Reeve
and Chas. A. Logue.

Through

Window display suggested by Grosset & Dunlap,

publisher**, to arouse publie interest in
the Houdini serial, "The Master Mystery." (Octagon Films, Inc.)

The third time it is done the passerby
notes the effort in silence, remembers
perhaps, but is not impulsed to mention
the fact to the next man he meets.
But the third attempt, and each succeeding attempt, costs just as much as
the

first.

The expense continues.
The revenue stops.
The lobby spread pays — if you
do

it

too often.
A Better

To do

so is to cheapen that merchant's
goods and your advertisement as well,
consequently your theatre.
Keep your display distinctively individual.
The cut reproduced elsewhere
in this department, showing a set used
by Mr. Andrew Karzas, Woodlawn
Theatre, Chicago, is a good example to
follow.

don't

and give the merchant with
you trade the same consideration.
Identify yourself in no way with his
window.
Both of you will profit. And it will be

Be

Medium

But the basic idea is sound.
There is a way to make it a permanent
value.

to real advantage.
Fit up such a window attractively as
a general display window.
Then approach a merchant in your
neighborhood who has a desirable window and suggest a trade in window space.
The merchant will profit by exhibiting
in your window by reason of
the patrons that come to our theatre
nightly, patrons who must pass the window. In addition you may run a screen
advertisement for him gratis.
Then set up your display in his win-

wares

dow.
It

should

not

be

very

difficult to

When You

you play the next return date
picture we know of no better
stunt to use in exploiting it than that
which we find carried out in the "Gem
Movie News," several copies of which
come to our desk from the Harris-Lynch
Enterprises, operating this theatre on
the outskirts of Peoria, 111.
The paper is just about as interesting
a house organ as has come to hand in
It is a four-page affair,
a long time.
very similar in style to the small town
newspaper, attractively broken up by
cuts which illustrate the matter taken up
a

Give a different merchant
every week.
the advantage of your location every
week.
The shifting about will provide the
novelty which the strict lobby display so
soon loses. Appearing weekly in a new
and unexpected place the ad will gain
the advantage of circulation and become
in effect a general canvass of the neighborhood or town.
Never make the mistake of linking
your display with the goods sold by the

date.

change

of

merchant whose windows you are using.

written in newspaper style and treats of past incidents
which lead up nicely to the description
of the picture or pictures to be presented on that day. It is anything but
"cut and dried" in character and certainly must enjoy a wide reading.
The Gem recently returned "The Lad
in

every

the

theatre.

its

And

third

fifteen

showing

at

hold face type
signed stateresidents of the comin

paper sets forth the

ments of

bu

Lenten Film Success

ings on the five-reel feature, "From th
Manger to the Cross," a presentation o
the life of Christ from His birth i
Bethlehem to the final tragedy on Cal
vary.
It is the only picture ever take
in Palestine and Egypt.

Joins Goldwyn Staff
Thompson

Buchanan,

author

o

Week," and other plays, has
been engaged by Goldwyn Pictures, and
is now on the west coast as a member
"Thirty

a

of the scenario department.

Mr. Buchanan was formerly a LouisKy., newspaper man and dramatic
critic, and is the author of several sue-;

cessful novels.

instance

and the Lion" for
thai

embellishments,

ville,

columns.

Each headline consists of a day and
But the matter which follows

is

photograph

lobby

advises each of their customers to appl
to the nearest theatre showing the Hou
dini serial for them.
As a consequence
the exhibitor is brought into actual con
tact with the book dealer with the resul
that both co-operate to the benefit of al
concerned.

Lenten season is witnessin
extraordinary activity in the Vitagrap
branch offices in connection with book

Return

When

on

in its

a

a

agencies

The

Date

windows weekly.
Place your display in a new location

manage

Play

distributing

display consisting of an attractively ar
ranged lay-out of the books, embellished
by the use of a quantity of 11x14 and 22x
28 lobby photos.
So that booksellers will co-operate
with the exhibitor and make
the dis
play at a time mutually beneficial, Gros
set
& Dunlap does not furnish th

a steady profit, not a "flash in the pan."

Take the display out of the lobby.
It is more than probable that your
theatre building has store rooms in the
same building. If you have or can get
control of a window right beside your
lobby you can use the decorative scheme

his

fair,

whom

its

&

Dunlap is placing the novel
ization of "The Master Mystery" in the
book stores of every city where the pic
ture is being shown.
Each shipment of
books made by Grosset & Dunlap is ac
companied by a suggestion for a window
Grosset

42

Bordoni on Screen
Irene Bordoni, at present starring in
the stage production "Sleeping Partners," will be seen in the cast of "Vir-

Men," the forthcoming S-L picThis marks Miss Bordoni's debut
upon the screen and in the several scenes
in which she appears, it is said, wears
some striking and distinctive gowns.
tuous

ture.

——

—
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What

Me

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

Hearts

Artcraft

—

—

Theatre,
eral patronage.

—

—

—

First National
Virtuous Wives, with Anita

—

Book

Henkle Henry, Em-

—

first

tre,

—

Border

May

Allison would prefer playing on her
ukelele instead of a frying; pan. A
scene from Metro's "Island
of Intrigue."

—Dandy

patronage.

picture.

—

—
Stone. — We

The Goat, with Fred
can
not understand why this picture has
It drew fair and more
been roasted.
than
pleased.
R.
Smith,
Bijou
F.
Theatre, Fond du Lac, Wis. General
patronage.

—

—

Border

Wireless, with William S.
Hart. One of Hart's best.
Good business for two days. A. H. West, Babcock
Theatre, Billings, Mont. General patronage.

—

How

—

—

Could You Jean,

Pickford.
Theatre,
ronage.

— C.

J.

With Mary
Woodmance, American

New Ulm,

Minn.

— General

pat-

with Douglas Fairbanks.
Fairbanks' best. Drew big.James Palmer, Palace Theatre, Hammonton, N. J. Middle class patronage.
Heart of The Wilds, with Elsie Fer
guson. A better picture than we looked
for.
F. R. Smith, Bijou Theatre, Fonddu Lac, Wis. General patronage.
of

—

—

The Deciding

—

—

Bluebird
The Sea Flower, with Juanita Hansen.

Just an average Bluebird to average
—
business. —
B.
Stine, Gem
Theatre,
Clinton, Ind. — Mining town.
J.

star.

Kiss, with Edith Roberts.

made money on

I

this

Give me more of this kind.
Henry Nelson, Rex Theatre, Blooming
Middle class patronage.
Prairie, Minn.
The Cabaret Girl, with Ruth Clifford.—
Fine story, well proGood picture.
duced. Will F. Krahn, Lorin Theatre.
Berkeley, Cal. Suburban patronage.
When a Girl Loves, with Mildred
Harris. Not up to the standard of her
former productions. Box office receipts
proved
it.
F.
G.
Heller,
Starland
Ind.
Theatre, Anderson,
High class
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Exhibitors Mutual
The Prodigal
mond.

Arizona

One

big.

day.— Fred Bosnian, Electric TheaJoseph, Mo.— Mixed patronage.

—

Ideal

Theatre, Omaha,
Neighborhood patronage.

with
William S.
Record breaker with
us.
Get it if you can. Will. F. Krahm,
Lorin Theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Suburban
stuff.

—

St.

Dostal,

Wireless,

— Great

Stewart-

go over

Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart—
of the very best pictures ever shown
at our house.
Very high class. This is
our second record breaker. Mrs.
J A

age.

Hart.

will

One

—

—

it

— Neighborhood patronage.
Our Teddy (Formerly The Fighting
Roosevelts) — Did not draw well after

Could You Jean, with Mary Pick-

—

this picture, as

Title has great drawing power.
Charles
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chicago, 111.

ford.
One of Mary's best.
all classes.
A. S. Picker,

Will please
Rex Theatre,
Ironwood, Mich. Mixed patronage.
Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart.— S. R. O. The best Hart yet.—W.
H. Griffith's, Union Hall Theatre, SmithMixed patronage.
field, Utah.
Mr. Fix-It, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Fine.
Good business in spite of snow
storm. Geo. W. Summer, Dixie Theatre,
Clay Center, Neb. Small town patron-

—

patronage.

pire Theatre, Winchester, Ya.

How

— Gen-

—

—

Rail,

J.

111.

Lee Stewart Fine.
Better than
most so-called specials.
Pleases good
crowds at 25c admission. P. K. Anton,
Royal Theatre, New Castle, Ind. Mixed
cille

—

and drew poor.

Sheffield,

The Eleventh Commandment, with Lu-

—

with William S.
Hart. Best Hart picture we have had
on the Artcraft program. It will put new
R. L. Hensler,
life into the Hart fans.
Bijou Theatre, Carrollton, 111.
Private Peat, with Harold Peat. Poor
of the

William

with

—

Wigwam

town.

Wolves

Diamonds,

or

Russell.
Very good picture.
Star is
great. Support also good.
C. A. Rollins,

Mr. Fix-It, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Played for the American trade on this
and got it. Very good picture. Change
from the Westerns that we have had
Douglas in lately. E. L. Franck, Oasis
Ariz.
Border mining
Theatre,
Ajo,

—A

drama.

would

William Deswestern
comedy

Liar, with

corking

More
help

of this
kind
.exhibitors.
K.
P.
Theatre,
Castle, Ind.
pictures

all

New

Anton, Royal
patronage.

— Mixed

The Ghost

Rosy Taylor, with Mary
good. Photography
shows sweet little star to best

Miles Minter.

and tinting

—

of

— V.ery

—

advantage. C.
A.
Theatre, Sheffield,

Rollins,
111.

— General

age.

A

bitors
first

should

advertise

Trick of Fate, with

Bessie

Rarri-

—Very good picture. Should please
— A.
Picker, Rex Theatre. IronS.

wood, Mich.

— Mixed
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patronage.

the

fact

was not complete.

picture

that

This

caused complaint from everybody—
Henkle, Empire Theatre, Winchester,
Va.

A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin
Pretty good.— Geo. W. Summer.
Dixie
Theatre, Clay Center, Neb.— Small
town
patronage.

—

Virtuous Wives with Anita Stewart—
Exceptionally heavy business.—J.
Sayre, Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash.—
All classes of patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart—
I hree
days capacity. A great matinee
picture.
F. G. Heller, Starland Theatre
Anderson, Ind.— High class patronage.
Tempered Steel, with Olga Petrova.—
Good picture. One of Petrova's bestFred Bosnian,
Electric
Theatre.
St.
Joseph, Mo. Mixed patronage.

W

—

—

Fox
The Queen

of

Hearts, with

Pearson.— Star and plot

scale
all.

Our Teddy, (Formerlv The FightinRoosevelts.)— Lay off of it. A big flivver at an outrageous price.— A. S.
Widaman, Centennial Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.— Drew the same in two nights
that
Romance of Tarzan did in one. Exhi-

Wigwam
Patron-

Neb.—

great,

Virginia
but she

should be put in bigger stuff.
Fox
getting better.— William Francis. South
Side Theatre, Greensburg, Ind.— Middle
class patronage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Les Miserables, with William Farnum.

— Extra good. — Charles De

Paul,

Dream-

land Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
General patronage.

The Blindness

—A

star

cast.

the

divorce

of Divorce, with an

powerful

all

arraignment of
More powerful

courts.
preachment against the evils of divorce
than the pulpit. Highly entertaining as
Draws
All classes should see it.
well.
second night. J. C. Jenkins,
better
Auditorium Theatre, Neiligh, Neb.

—

Riders of the Purple Sage, with Will-

iam Farnum.— Best Farnum ever made.
Big business for two days. Charles De
Paul, Dreamland Theatre, Sault Ste.

—

—

Marie, Mich. General patronage.
Theda Bara. Great,
Salome,
with

—

Played to largest Sunday crowd in hisCapacity business all
tory of house.
week. E. Metzger, Rialto Theatre, Des
Moines, la. Down town patronage.
I'll
Say So, with George Walsh.

—

—

my patrons.
pictures
please
Plenty of pep and action. R. H. Sink,
Pastime Theatre, Greenville, O. High

Walsh

—

—

class patronage.

The Moral Law, with Gladys Brock-

— Pretty

Stormy weather
good.
spoiled
business.
Geo.
W. Summer,
Dixie Theatre, Clay Center, Neb. Small
town patronage.
For Freedom, with William Farnum.
Couldn't take care of people. Broke box
Many good remarks.
office receipts.
William Francis, South Side Theatre,
Greensburg, Ind. Middle class patronwell.

—

—

—

age.

Under the Yoke, with Theda Bara.
Very good picture. Plenty of action.
C. J. Woodmance, American Theatre,
New Ulm, Minn. General patronage.
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Keller-

The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
Delightful.
Do not recall anything better this star has done.
Good story well
acted.
Good business. R. L. Hensler,
Bijou Theatre, Carrollton, 111.

—

The

Service Star, with

—Drew

James
—
monton,

well. Picture

nothing extra.

Palmer, Palace Theatre, HamN. J. Middle class patronage.

—

The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
Not as good as Farrar's former pictures,
S.

although a good production.

—A.

Widaman, Centennial Theatre, War-

saw, Ind.
For the

Goldwyn
picture.

Pleased
Theatre,

Freedom

of

the

World, a

—A great patriotic
one.
We recommend
everyone. —
W. Baird, Crystal
Plattonsburg, Mo.
Special.

this

J.

Oh

Johnny, with Louis Bennison.
Star should make good with better grade
of story.
Well directed/ A. H. West,
Babcock Theatre, Billings, Mont. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

— R.

Relf,

J.

—

Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. Star
Well dia perfect fit into good story.
rected.
A. H. West, Babcock Theatre,
Billings, Mont.
General patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
Fine play, fine star and well produced.

—

—

—

—

Give us more like this. A. S. Widaman,
Centennial Theatre, Warsaw, Tnd.
Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
Good picture. Business good. C. J.
Woodmance, American Theatre, New
Ulm, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

—

J.

Mo.

this

star,

fine

cial.

J.

J.

all.

•fine

J.

W.

For the Freedom of the World, Gold-

wyn

—Tlie

greatest story we
have seen on the screen in three years
as an exhibitor. This will surely please
your patrons. Night battle a great scene.
J. W. Baird, Crystal Theatre, Plattonsbug, Mo.
Special.

—

Day Dreams,

with Madge Kennedy.
good business. Star well
liked.— A. H. West, Babcock Theatre,

Very

—

nifty to

Billings,

Mont.

— General

patronage.

Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy.
Too much fairy stuff. Drew on her past

Our Mrs. McChesney, with Ethel
Barrymore. Above the average. Drew
good crowds on a two day run. E. R.
Prigmore, Idle Hour Theatre, Charles-

—

—

— Mixed patronage.
Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. — Good picture.
Fair business. —
W. Sayre, Strand Theatre,
Seattle, Wash. — All classes of patronage.
ton, Miss.

The

Great

J.

The Risky Road, with Viola Dana.
Dandy Western. Star well liked. Plenty

—

punches. William Francis,
South
Side Theatre, Greensburg, Ind. Middle
class patronage.
of

—
—W. H. Mart, Strand Theatre,
Revenge, with Edith Storey. — Fine
— College town.
picture.
seemed to please everybody.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. — Fair
— L. A. Hasse, Majestic Theatre, Mauspicture.
Business poor. — F. G. Heller,
ton, Wis. — Small town patronage.

reputation.
Grinnell, la.

It

High

Starland Theatre, Anderson, Ind.

class patronage.

Paramount
Hungry Heart, with Pauline
Frederick. Top notch business and it
The

Jewel
Too Fat
tyre.

—

to Fight, with Frank MclnGood, but no business. War stuff

dead.— W.

Mart,
Strand Theatre,
Grinnell, la.
College town.
For Husbands Only, with Mildred
llarris.
A really good production. A.
S. Widaman, Centennial Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
For Husbands Only, with Mildred
Harris. -Played this picture on a Sunday night to a full house. E. Saunders,
Saunders Palace Theatre, Harvard, 111.
The Doctor and the Woman, with Mildred Harris. An average picture. Rental
too high.
I advertised this picture but
made no money. Henry Nelson, Rex
Theatre, Blooming Prairie, Minn.
Middle class patronage.
Sirens of the Sea, with Jewel Carmen,
Pulled
unusually well and pleased
again.
F. G. Heller, Starland Theatre,
Anderson, Ind. High class patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pleased.

—

—

—

—

Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. Best
picture shown here. Star always draws
the crowd.
Book it. Lyric Theatre,

—

Fort Atkinson, Wis.
The Gold Cure, with Viola Dana.
most pleasing comedy drama.
Metro
is coming.
A. S. Widaman, Centennial
Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. Drew well and a very fine
and pleasing picture. J. Henkle Henry,
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
My Own United States, with Arnold
Daly.
F.xtra
big
business.
Picture
pleased
generally.
Charles
De Paul,

—

—

—

—
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— General

Olympic Thea-

Own Home Town,

His

patronage.

with Charles

—Very good. He should please
— A.
Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Ray.

S.

all.

The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— Bully.
Pleasing program picture that will delight and entertain any class of audience
anywhere any time. C. A. Krause, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best
patronage.
Uncle Tom's Cabin, with Marguerite

—

—

—

Clark.
Star draws well, picture draws
big and with proper music pleases all.
A. S. Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood,
Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

In Pursuit of Polly, with Billy Burke.
Good comedy drama. Fair crowd well
satisfied.— W. H. Griffiths, Union Hall

—

Theatre,
ronage.

The

—

L. Morris,

O.

Smithfield,

Way

of a

Man

Bryant Washburn.

Metro

—

—
— Ben

Bellaire,

tre,

H.

Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
no remarks one way or other

into a good drawing card.
Star Theatre, Decorah, la.

fair

in

all

— Heard

but personally I thought it a pretty fair
Believe Rogers could be made
picture.

Marie,

Ste.

— Good picture. Many favorable Kildare of Storm, with Emily Stevens.
comments. — E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre,
— Like
pictures with
not
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining town.
worth the express charges. Didn't draw
Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
or please. — E. R. Prigmore, Idle Hour
— Picture very much out of the ordinary. Theatre, Charleston, Miss. — Mixed PatSatisfying.
Fair business. — F. R. Beitronage.
man, Tacoma Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — Drew
— Middle class patronage.
big and pleased.
A
picture. —
Heart of the Sunset, a Goldwyn SpeHenkle Henry, Empire Theatre, Win— Pleased everyone. — W. Baird, chester, Va.
Crystal Theatre, Plattonsburg, Mo.
The Winning of Beatrice, with May
All Woman, with Mae Marsh. — Drew
Allison. — Fine picture, pleased
— L. A.
and pleased. —
Henkle Henry,
Hasse, Majestic Theatre, Mausto, Wis.
—'Small town patronage.
Empire Theatre, Winchester,
Va.

—

Goldwyn

Sault

— General patronage.
The Adopted Son, with Bushman and
Bayne. — Fine story. Picture great. Film
shape. —
W. Baird, Crystal
Theatre, Plattonsburg,
Mich.

nedy.

—

man.

Madge Ken-

Dreamland Theatre,

Utah.— Mixed

pat-

with a Maid, with

—They

liked it.
Star
has power to draw and will do so if
placed in an appropriate picture.
C. A.
Krause, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. Best class of patronage.

—

The Man From Funeral Range, with
Wallace Reid. Very good.
Book it.
Title is against it to some extent.
Will.

—

—

Krahn, Lorin Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.
Green Eyes, with Dorothy Dalton.
Drawing power very good. Well satisfied.— W.
Griffith's
Hall
H.
Union
Theatre, Smithfield, Utah. Mixed patF.

—

—

ronage.

The Hun Within, with Dorothy

— Fine

picture.

— H.

Gish.

H. Wilson, Sherman

—

—A

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND. MOTOGRAPHY
—

Theatre, Sullivan, Ind. High class patronage.
The Source, with Wallace Reid.
Drew well and pleased. A fine picture.
J. Henkle Henry, Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
DrawViviette, with Vivian Martin.
Patrons not
ing power below average.
satisfied.
W. H. Griffith's Union Hall
Theatre, Smithsfield, Utah. Mixed patronage.
The Marriage Ring, with Enid BenVery good picture. Business fair.
nett.
F. R. Beitman, Tacoma Theatre, InMiddle class patronage.
dianapolis, Ind.

IT'S

A TOUGH JOB BEING A SERIAL HEROINE

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Secret Garden, with Lila Lee.
They are playing a joke upon us by
placing this new star in such plays — decidedly not the kind the public wants to
At that this is not a poor
see her in.
picture.
C. A. Krause, Empress Thea-

—

Owensboro,

tre,

Ky.

— Best

class

of

patronage.

Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
is one of Ray's best. Large
crowd well pleased. W. H. Griffith's
Union Hall Theatre, Smithfield, Utah.—

A

Ray.

—This

—

Mixed patronage.

The Man From Funeral Range, with

—

Pleased our audience.
R. Smith, Bijou Theatre, Fond du
Lac, Wis. General patronage.

Wallace Reid.
F.

—

The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray. The picture got the money for
Book it.
us on the poorest nights.

Margaret Marsh as Anita Carter being set upvii >> tour Husky villians in one of the
episodes in "The Carter Case," the Craig Kennedy serial. (Oliver Films, Inc.)

—

Will F. Krahn, Lorin Theatre, Berkeley,
Suburban patronage.
Cal.
A Woman of Impulse with Lina Cava-

—
— Cavalieri, Caruso
pullee — no pleasee. We

all

lieri.

alikee

—no

hope they stay
Grand Opera forever. C. A. Krause,
Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best

in

—

—

patronage.
Viviette, with Vivian Martin.
F.
R. Smith, Bijou
picture.

—

Fon du Lac, Wis. —

—A

good

Theatre,
General patronage.

A Woman

of Impulse, with Lina CavaHer
production.
excellent
Business good. F. G. Heller,
best.
Starland Theatre, Anderson, Ind. High
lieri.

— An

—

—

class patronage.

A

Daughter

—

Frederick.
drew well here.

ine

—James
Hamrnonton,
star.

Old South, with PaulVery good acting and
Pauline Frederick good

of

Palmer, Palace Theatre,
N. J.— Middle class patron-

age.

—

find fault with a picture like this
should move forward a couple of rows
and have another look. Very good business.
W. J. Kerr, Star theatre. Southport, Pa.
Small town patronage.
The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray Although the part taken by Ray
in this production would have been more
adaptable to W. S. Hart, it gave good
satisfaction and brought us a splendid
business.
F. R. Matson, Crystal Theatlre, Flandreau, S. D.
General patronwill

—

—

—

—

Jack and Jill, with Jack Pickford—
high
class
comedy drama.
Pleased
Forsyth,
Temple
everyone. W.
A.
Theatre, Standish, Mich. Small town

—

—

patronage.

Little Pirate, with

borne.

— Greatest kid

picture ever played.

—

Played up kids and cleaned up. A. S.
Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

William
Russell.
A dandy picture.
Liked by all, and a big house. E. Saunders, Saunders Palace Theatre, Harvard,

—

—

The

—

—

Colonial Theatre,
Mixed patronage.

—

Big Rapids, Mich.

Huck and Tom, with Jack Pickford
Good kid picture. — Clay H. Powers,
Strand Theatre,
eral patronage.

The

Dunsmiur,

Woman God

dine Farrar.

— Fine

Cal.

— Gen-

Forgot, with Geral-

picture.

Anyone who

— House

&

Marion, N.

The

Grand Theatre,
town patronage.
Imposter (American),

Justice,

C.

— Small

with

Amazing
Mary Miles

fine

business,

— Good story,
— C. Wood-

Minter.

capacity.

J.

mance, American Theatre, New Ulm,
Minn. General patronage.
Rosemary Climbs the Heights, (American), with Mary Miles Minter.
Poor
picture.
Played to fair business. E. R.
Prigmore, Idle Hour Theatre, Charles-

Mixed patronage.

Miss.

Margarita

drama
House
N. C.

— Mixed

Isn't

patronage.

Everything (American),
Fisher.

of the Range, with George
Larkin. Most excellent.
Full of pep.
Draws well. J. S. Welsh, Star Theatre.
Shreveport, La.

—

—

—

—

—

— Good

comedy

good patronage well pleased.
& Justice, Grand Theatre, Marion,
Small town patronage.
to

Where

the West Begins (American),
William Russell. Good Saturday
or Sunday. Good picture. Did not draw
well
through
week. Fred
Bosman,
Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Mix-

—
—

with

The Terror

—

—
—

with

Baby Marie Os-

Cook of Canyon Camp, with
George Beban Enjoyed by all. Fine
picture.
Draws well. J. T. Marshall,

—

—

Mary Miles Minter. This star
always goes good with us. This picture
brought us good patronage and pleased.

Money

When a Man Rides Alone (American),
with William Russell. Although this is
not his best, he surely draws people no
matter what the weather may be.
He
is a big drawing card here.
Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hoobs in a Hurry, (American), with

—

Wives and Other Wives, (American),
with

ton,

Pathe

String Beans, with Charles Ray. This
is without a doubt one of the best Ray
has ever made, but business below
average. F. R. Smith, Bijou Theatre,
Fond du Lac, Wis. General patronage.
Let's Get a Divorce, with Billie Burke
Very good. Star is pleasing and story
Clay H. Powers, Strand
is very good.
Theatre, Dunsmulir, Cal. General patronage.
Less Than Kin, with Wallace Reid
This is a feature that mill please all
classes.
G. A. Duncan, Lyric Theatre.
Good patronage.
Carlisle, Ky.

—

Theatre, Grinnell,

—

age.

A

— W. H. Mart, Strand
la. — College town.

—

ed patronage.

The Mantle of Charity (American),
with Margarita Fisher. Not a very good
Fisher
picture.
C.
Woodmance,
J.
Liberty Theatre, New Ulm, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

X Gordon (Plodkinson), with
Warren Kerrigan. Picture very good.

Three
J.

—

—

Kerrigan big favorite.

—

F. R. Beitman,
Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Middle class patronage.

Tacoma

111.

Money Isn't Everything, (American)
Mary Miles Minter. — A very good

with

—

Two days to fair business. E.
R. Prigmore. Idle Hour Theatre, Charleston, Miss.
Mixed patronage.
picture.

—

—

Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. Got
over for one day. Fair program feature.
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Select

A

Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance
Talmadge. Pleasing
picture,
satisfied audience.
Good business. F.
R. Beitman, Tacoma Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Middle class patronage.
The Silent Master, with Robert War-

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
'v'rk.

— Mvsterv.

Well made. Comments

Hasse, Majestic Theatre, Mauston,
Wis. Small town patronage.
A Red-Haired Cupid, with Roy StewA.

Triangle

—
art — Good

Drew

picture.

as well as any

—

program picture does here. Mrs.
Gardner, Arc Theatre, Delphi,
Small town patronage.

J.

M.

Ind.

United
The Light of Western Stars, with
Farnum Fine production. Won-

—

Dustin

Business excellent.
Theatre,
General patronage.

derful scenes.

Woodmance,
Ulm,

Minn.

The

— C.

—

Light

of

Dustin Farnum

—

J.

New

American

Western Stars, with
you do not show this

If

picture you are denying all classes of
your audience a treat. E. Saunders,
Saunders Palace Theatre, Harvard, 111.
The Light of Western Stars, with
Dustin Farnum Very good, and did an
exceptional business on a three-day run.
F. R. Smith, Bijou Theatre, Fond du
Lac, Wis.
General patronage.
The Light or Western Stars, with
Dustin
Farnum Picture fine. Everybody liked it. Star very good. J. T.
Snushall, Colonial Theatre, Big Rapids,

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

Mich.

Talmadge

— Another

Three Mounted Men, with Harry Carey
picture.
Star climbing and sure

— Some

pleasing.

Kiss or

— Col-

picture.
ried the

Minn.

Prigmore,
E. R.
Charleston, Miss.

Idle

ness good.
tre,

—
— F.

G. Heller, Starland TheaHigh class patron-

Anderson, Ind.

—

age.

The Honeymoon, with Constance
madge — The picture took well as

—

Talthe

very well liked here. F. R. Beitman, Tacoma Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Middle class patronage.
The Burden of Proof, with Marion
Davies -Some frost. Worst picture we
have run in months. C. J. Woodmance,
American Theatre, New Ulm, Minn.
General patronage.
The Cavell Case, with Julia ArthurPatrons saifl it was great. It holds you
to the finish.
A war play not out of
William
date.
Francis,
South
Side
Theatre. Greensburg, Ind. Middle class
patronage.
star

is

—

—

—

—

—

own

patronage.

Kill, with Priscilla

Dean

ordinary.

picture.

—W.

Dean

— Good

Rawlinson car-

H. Mart, Strand

— College town.
Harry Carey — Capacity

with

la.

W. Sayre, Misson Theatre,
—
Wash. — General patronage.
J.

The Wild Cat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean —-This title gets them and after
you have them they are satisfied. F. G.

—

BEATRIZ MICHELENA
Starring in her

production, "Just

Squaw."

Theatre.
patronage.

Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady Very good picture.
Busithe

Seattle,

Hour

— Mixed

In

Roped,
business

— General

At the Mercy of Men, with Alice Brady
—Pleased at least 1 per cent. Not a picture for children or a mixed crowd.

Hammerly, Lyric Theatre,

—Mixed

Theatre, Grinnell,

—

New Ulm,

—A.

Hamilton, O.

The Savage Woman, with Clara KimNothing extra, but drew
ball Young
good house. C. J. Woodmance, American Theatre.
patronage.

—

—

Her Only Way, with Norma TalGood star
madge — A 1 production.
Good business. W. H.
cast and story.

—

—

Universal

—

—

with

Stars,
this

Hell Bent, with Harry Carey Nothing
to rave about, but will go.
C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

la.

— Played

—

—

Mart, Strand Theatre, Grinnell,
lege town.

Western

of

Farnum

against
"Mickey" and "The Shepherd of the
Hills," and did a holdout business for
two nights. Ralph W. Crocker, Star
Theatre, Elgin, 111.- General patronage.

—

—

patronage.

Light

Dustin

peacn 01 a
comedy drama, so finely produced by
Widaman, Centennial
Select.
A.
S.
Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
Norma Talmadge
Pa.nth.ea, with
Don't usually do much
real picture.
business on this class of picture, but I
did on .this and everybody liked it.
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining town.
Her Better Half, with Alice Brady
Alice Brady does not seem to put them
A. S. Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironover.
wpod, Mich. -Mixed patronage.
stance

— Mixed

The

Heller, Starland Theatre, Anderson, Ind.
High class patronage.

—

Smashing Through, with Herbert Raw-

—

business on a week night. E. R. Prigmore, Ide Hour Theatre, Charleston,
Miss.
Mixed patronage.

—

The

Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart
Fair Western.
Slow at first, but action
toward the end. Stewart goes good with
us.
House & Justice, Grand Theatre,
Marion, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

The Child

Baby Marie
average
picture.
Pleased the kids and played to good
business.
E. R. Prigmore, Idle Hour
Theatre, Charleston, Miss. Mixed paOsborne

of M'sieu, with

— Just

an

—

111.

Roped, with Harry Carey

Unto the End, with Crane Wilbur
Wilbur well liked.
Good picture. E.
Cameron, Como Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Middle class patronage.

kind.
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this.

—

—

The Wild Cat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean Lots of action and should go anywhere. C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre,

—
—

Detroit,

Minn.

— Small

town patronage.

Vitagraph

A

Diplomatic Mission, with F.arle Williams Star does not draw.
Bad title.
Production fair program feature. A. S.
Picker. Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

—

—

Mixed patronage.

Ashes of Hope, with Belle Bennett
picture with plenty of action.

— Book

good.
I
can't get enough of this
A.
Hammerly, Lyric Theatre,
Hamilton, O. Mixed patronage.
It's

—

tronage.

Good

—

linson
New star to us, but production
was well liked. Action all the time.
R. L. Hensler, Bijou Theatre, Carrollton,

— L.

The
Bessie

Dawn
Love

of

Understanding,

— Poor.

Poor.

'

No

with

draw-

—

—
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Vitagrapli

ing card.

poor

stuff.

some

getting out

Woodmance, Liberty

J.

New Ulm,

Theatre,
tronage.

The

— C.

Minn.

— General

pa-

His House, with

in

— Fair

Charles

De

Paul,

Earle

offering.
program
Dreamland Theatre,

Sault St. Marie, Mich.
age.

— General

patron-

Griffith
will stand

If they will stand for this they
anything. W. H. Mart, Strand Theatre,
College town.
Grinnell, Iowa.

—

—

The Lion and

the Mouse, with Alice

— Failed

although it satDon't promise
too much in your advertising. We raved
about it because of the flowers it received at the hands of the review sharps.
Wish we had been more modest. C. A.
Krause, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. Best patronage.
to attract,
isfied at advanced prices.

—

—

The King of Diamonds, with Harrj
Morey Good picture. Drew good house.
Woodmance,
C.
liked.
well
Star
J.

—

—

American Theatre,

New Ulm,

Minn.

The Man Who Wouldn't Tell, with
Earle Williams Business heavy. Coliseum Theatre, Seattle, Wash. General
patronage.
One Thousand Dollars, with Edward
Earle Pleasing picture. John Scharnberg, American Theatre, Davenport, la.
Middle class patronage.
The Triumph of the Weak, with Alice
Joyce Strong story, with good acting.
Everyone pleased. H. G. Thorpe, New
Grand Theatre, Crosby, Minn. Miningtown.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

World

—
—

E. Cameron, Como Theatre,
are good.
Middle class patronage.
St. Paul, Minn.

—

The Rough Neck, with Montagu Love
One of the best pictures we have ever
Better than some of the so-called
run.
specials.
Sure drew good for us. W.

—

—

F. Carson, Violet Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis. Middle class patronage.
The Man of Bronze, with Lewis Stone
Not enough rough stuff for a Western.
Star slow.
Plot and photography good.
William Francis, South Side Theatre,
Greensburg, Ind. Middle class patron-

—

—
—

—

Soul Without Windows, with Ethel
Cameron,
picture.
E.
Clayton Good
Como Theatre, St. Paul, Minn— Middle
class patronage.
Inside the Lines, with Frank Stone
Fair picture.
Usual
Star very clever.
Saturday
business. A
D.
capacity
Stanchfield, Rae Theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Grouch, with Montagu Love.
Photography, plot and stars good. Co-

—

—

—

A

hint
star Dorothy Green made a hit.
to World.
William Francis, South Side
Theatre, Greensburg, Ind. Middle class

—

—

patronage.

T'Other Dear Charmer, with Louise

— Beautiful

Cameron,

Como

and reserved
not live up to

Showed at 50c top
but production did
billing.
R. L. Hensler,

seats,
its

—

Bijou Theatre, Carrollton, 111.
Those Who Pay, (Thomas H. Ince
Production), with Bessie Barriscale

good picture and a true moral.—
Widaman, Centennial Theatre,
Warsaw, Ind.
The Million Dollar Mystery (Arrow)
Very disappointing. Gets money, but aureally

A.

S.

—

dience very disappointed. A. S. Picker,
Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich. Mixed
patronage.
Production)
Intolerance,
(Griffith
Did only
Picture still in good shape.
fair.
John Scharnberg, American TheaMiddle class patrontre, Davenport, la.

—

—

—

The Public Defender (Harry Raver),
with Frank Keenan Good picture. BusiComo
E.
Cameron,
ness
excellent.
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn. Middle class
patronage.

—

—

—

Serials
The Iron Test, with Antonio Moreno,
(Vitagraph) Second episode was good
Held up interest. Lewis W. Brisco,
Princess Elwood Theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

—

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi!

and

Herald

tors

"What

the

Picture

Motography's
Did for Me"

department.

Your

box

office

is

the

test

Motography,

South

417
street, Chicago.

of

NOW

Fill in the blank
popularity.
and send to Exhibitors Herald

and

Dearborn

Title

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

— General

patronage.
The Lightning Raiders, with Pearl
White, (Pathe.) Every episode equal to
Book it.
a big special at the box office.
Regent Theatre, Cleveland, Miss.
General patronage.
The Lure of the Circus, with Eddie
One of the best
Polo,
(Universal.)
Plenty of action. A Hammerly,
serials.
Lyric Theatre, Hamilton, O. Mixed patronage.
The Man of Might, with William Duncan (Vitagraph.) Best picture Duncan
has played.
Good picture from box office standpoint.
L. Prosser, Star TheaDowntown patrontre, Des Moines, la.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

age.

A

Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan (Vitagraph) Tenth chapter and
going strong. Vitagraph serials are all
good patronage makers for us. House
& Justice, Grand Theatre, Marion, N. C.
Small town patronage.
The Lightning Raider, with Pearl
White (Pathe.) Pearl draws the crowd.
Great with this serial E. Cameron,
Como Theatre, St. Paul, Minn. Middle
class patronage'
A Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan (Vitagraphl This got a poor
start but has picked up.
well satisfied with business on it, although it does
not seem to appeal to women. A. C.
Klug,
Empress Theatre,
Zumbrota,
Minn. Rural patronage.
Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe)
Played last episode to capacity. Splendid Western serial that got us money.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae Theatre,
Vnn
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan (Vitagraph) It gets the money.
Nuf ced. S. C. Vale, Dennison, O.
General patronage.

—

—

age.

—

—

—

The Beloved Blackmailer, with Carlyle
World pictures
Blackwell Drew well.

TTuff

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

—

age.

General patronage.

—

have run out of about fifteen. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium Theatre, Cuba
Middle class patronage.
City, Wis.
Civilization, (Thomas H. Ince ProducThis was undoubtedly a big piction)
ture four years ago.

Love Watches, with Corinne

A

What

—

Girl

Williams

Joyce

Specials and State Rights
The Bargain (W. H. Productions),
with William S. Hart — The best Hart we

picture.

Drew

Theatre,

St.

well.

— E.

Paul, Minn.

— Middle class patronage.
Love in a Hurry, with Carlyle Blackwell — Fair
program
picture. — C.
E.
Waughop, Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn.
— Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Am

Name

of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age
Title

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

•

—

—

—

—

—
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Cleveland Exhibitor's
Strong Box Too Strong
For Pair of Burglars
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Burglars who
broke into the Norwood Theatre, Cleveland, and stole the strong box containing
$250 and some liberty bonds, had such
a hard time opening the box that they
gave it up and tossed the valuable iron
container in an alley. The owner, Paul
Gusdanovic, recovered it the following
day. Only recently the Strand Theatre,
Cleveland, another house owned by Mr.
Gusdanovic, was robbed, the cashier
having been held up during the busy
supper hour, and Paul is beginning to
think they are picking on him.

Tom Colby, former salesman for the
Universal, out of Cleveland, is one of the
few Cleveland film boys still in France,
and he expects to remain there for some
Mr. Colby has written Manager
time.
Smith of the Universal that he is with
the A. E. F. Co. B, 6th Am. Train and
from the way the troops were being
moved at the place where he was stationed, he expected to be away for a
year.
Abe Levy, well-known showman,

the

Opera House

purchased

been

by

C.

Company Planning
Two More Big Features

"Khavah," the

J.

Vanderwerf,

old-time exhibitor. Mr. Vanderwerf recently disposed of the Paris Theatre, on
the west side of Cleveland.

initial

Sholom Aleichem

production by the Zion Films,

Inc.,

co-

starring Alice Hastings and Giacomo
Masuroff, will be finished this week.
Work on the exteriors is being rushed
by Director Charles E. Davenport because of the demands from exhibitors
According to
for an early showing.
present plans the picture will have a private showing at one of the Broadway
theatres by April 15.
The story is working out well, and
the prediction is held out by those who
have seen the picture in the making that
it will prove a sensation in the world of
the silent drama. It is expected to prove
a relief from some of the sex and triangle stories that have glutted the market for the last few years.
The plans of the Zion Films, Inc., now
include a trip to Palestine this summer,
where a massive production will be
Prior to this, however, it is exstaged.
pected that a feature play by David
Pinski, the Jewish dramatist, will be produced.

Gets Trenton Contract
Charles C. Hildengler and a company
which he is the head have awarded a
contract for the erection of a theater on
east State street in Trenton, N. J., which,
it is stated, will have a seating capacity

of

of 1,400.

in Bellefontaine.

The Family Theatre, Cleveland, has

Kin Hubbard Writing

Is 'Completed

Humorous Sayings for
New Screen Magazine

Zion

of

the
Ohio, has bought
Garden Theatre, Pensacola, Florida, and
The
has moved to the sunny south.
Garden is a fine new house, seating 900,
and was built by Cleveland interests.
The deal was negotiated by D. N. Grill,
Mr. Levy formerly
Cleveland broker.

Bellefontaine,

owned

"Khavah"

Adopts Bonus System

Kin Hubbard, Hoosier wit and

,

puns originated.
Mr. Hubbard recently coined the definition of a "cootie" and told of its difference from the common louse, because of its military training.
Others
of his witty Abe Martin sayings recently "released" are:
"All is not gold that glitters, and some
red noses are caused by indigestion."
"Some girls were born with big feet
an'others v/ear white shoes."
"Ther' ain't nothin' so hard as an easy

payment."

"Some girls look good in anything and
some in hardly anything."
"Every time the world gets better
somebody designs a skirt to spoil it."
"The only time a woman tells her right
age is when she starts to school."
"Joe Lark, who used to publish a newspaper that pleased everybody, is in the
poor farm."
"The trouble with a flat is that you
can't cross your
legs without kickin'
your wife."

Houdini's Close Call

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporainaugurated

bonus
the branch

"In Master Mystery"

weekly

a
tion has
plan for its sales force in all
exchanges, effective March lf>.

How

Fleisher, one of Ed Smith's lightsalesmen for Universal films in
Northern Ohio, captured three prizes for
His 12-cylinder Ford
business latelv.
and beautiful lingo certainly are a great

Nat

dangerous

to himself are the
liberation performed by
Houdini, the handcuff king, may be
judged by those who see the ninth
episode of "The Master Mystery" produced by B. A. Rolfe for Octagon Films,
Inc.
feats

ning

of

self

In this episode Houdini is bound by
the emissaries of his enemy, the Automaton, and placed in an elevator shaft
under a descending freight elevator. To
escape being crushed, Houdini is compelled to free himself and get out of the
shaft. He accomplishes the feat, but his
escape is so narrow that the ropes with
which he is bound are caught between
the elevator cage and the floor.
•Houdini has had many close calls in
his career, but this he regards as one of

help.

The new Euclid Theatre, in downtown
Cleveland, which opens the fore part of
April, will have one of the finest projection booths in the country.

Thieves Get Nothing
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO — Sneak

his closest.

thieves who hid in the theatre during
the evening performance broke into the
office of the Strand theatre but secured
nothing. Two keys and a pair of pliers
were left behind by the intruders.

Another Kelly Story
"A House

Divided,"

ton's next feature,

Shows

to

Stuart Black-

Blackton feature produced from an
Kelly script.
It
was
adapted by Mr. Kelly from the novel,
"The Substance of His House," by Ruth
Holt Boucicault.

New Agency Pays

Picture Men Organize
ATLANTA, GA.— An organization
exchange men and exto be formed here to make
Trade probcloser relations.
lems will be discussed from time to time.

J.

the third consecu-

Anthony Paul

OWOSSO, MICH.—

the Nicholas Power
has established in Buenos
Aires, Argentine, through Morse & Co.
has been amply justified, it is reported,
as many orders are coming in for Pow-

The agency which

Company

will include

hibitors
possible

is

tive

Draw Trade

To attract trade
to this citv. merchants are planning to
rent a building as a community house and
give free motion picture shows every
Saturday night.

which

phil-

who

has becorfie known to millions of Americans because of his daily
Abe Martin stories in scores of newspapers, and who recently signed a contract to supply the New Screen Magazine being published by Universal, with
witty paragraphs, has coined numerous
of the sayings that have been used by
the American public for laughing purposes, without knowledge of where the

osopher,

KLSIK FKIUiUSOIV

is

In

an artistic

potto

from the Artcrnft

ture, "Kyt-M of the Soul."
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pic-

er's

cameragraphs from that

territory.

C^N^DWNW'FILM NEWS
Canadian Exhibitors Seek Relief
From Fifteen Cents a Reel Tax
Send Secretary Scott to Ottawa to Intercede in
Their Behalf Many Being Forced to Wall

—

Ottawa the Canadian

became
the Domin-

capital,

the center of firm interest in

ion on March 19, when Thos. Scott, of
Toronto, invaded the Parliamentary pre-

serves

as

official

representative

the

of

Motion

Picture Exhibitors' Protective
Association, of Ontario.
Mr. Scott, who is secretary of the
Ontario association, was seeking relief
from the Federal tax of 15 cents per reel
per day, which, he declared, was forcing
a number of small exhibitors throughout the country to the wall. If he could
not have the tax abolished entirely, he
wanted consideration for the little exhibitor, but everybody in the film business was being taxed half a dozen different ways by every government that
had the right to impose an assessment.

He pointed out that the moving picture
business was being taxed proportionately
and comparatively 25 per cent more than
its

share.

Expenses Have Increased
In his statement of claims, Secretary
Scott noted that the expenses of operating a moving picture theatre in Canada

Harry Pomeroy Pulls
Neat Business Getter
Manager Harry Pomeroy

of the

Hol-

man

Theatre, Montreal, pulled off a neat
stroke of business during the week of
March 17, when he presented "Tempered
Steel," starring Olga Petrova, simultaneously with the appearance of the
noted screen star in a feature vaudeville
act at the Princess Theatre, Montreal.
Pomeroy ran half-tone portraits of

had increased 300 per cent during the
war period.
The theatres were also
hard hit by the influenza epidemic.
In conclusion Mr. Scott stated: "The
Motion Picture screen has proved the
greatest asset to the Allies for the servrendered during the war in securing
recruits,
helping national loan campaigns, conservation of fuel, Union Government elections, patriotic funds, Red
Cross fund, the War Lecture Bureau and
a.number of benevolent institutions.
deserve consideration at the hands of
the government."

'ice

In Ontario Centres
Julia Arthur, the celebrated Canadian
actress, has arranged to make a personal
appearance at a number of moving picture theatres in Eastern Canada in connection with the presentation of the feature, "The Cavell Case," in which she
played the leading role.
Miss Arthur, who is a native of Hamilton, Ont., was scheduled to appear at
the Allen Theatre, Toronto, on Monday,
March 24; at the New Grand Theatre,
Montreal, on the previous day, Sunday,

March

Exhibitors

Have

Affiliated

Mr. Scott announced that if he could
not secure consideration on his representation alone, a large deputation representing the exhibitors of all provinces in
Canada would wait upon the Canadian
Federal government to request relief.
He also announced that the Ontario
Association, which he represented, had
just affiliated with the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Associations of Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces, these organizations covering the
whole of Eastern

Canada.

New

Organist at Rex

tre,

one

of

Winnipeg's

largest

film

houses, has become organist of the Rex
Theatre, Vancover, B. C, after having
been a theatre organist in Brooklyn, N.
Y.. since last summer.

at

Ottawa and Hamilton,

centres.

A

$450,000 Theatre

A

charter for a company with a capitalization of $450,000 has been granted
by the Ontario Provincial Government
to the Waverley Theatre Corporation,
Limited, Toronto, which is to build a
large new suburban theatre in the Kew

Beach

district of

The men

Toronto.

as-

sociated with the new company already
have a small theatre in this district, and
this will be replaced by a much larger
house, it has been announced.
According to the plans, it will seat 1,500

Changes Theatre
Paramount
ronto,

Professor Metcalfe, who presided at
the concert organ in the Dominion Thea-

and

23,

Ontario, later in the week.
Her bookings may also take her to other Ontario

We

which

Theatres,

Name

Limited,

To-

owns

quite a string of
moving picture theatres in Eastern
Canada, as a subsidiary of Regal Films,
Limited, has decided to change the name
of the St. Julian Theatre, Bloor street,
Toronto, to the King George Theatre.
The company also owned the Prince

George Theatre, on Bloor street, but this
house has been replaced by a new and
large theatre known as the Alhambra.

Edmonton

Attractions

Kdmonton,

Alberta, moving picture
theatres presented three special attractions during the first half of the week
of March 17, two of which were Britishmade specials. "The Better 'Ole" was
the feature at the Empire Theatre, while
"Kiddies in the Ruins" was shown at the
new Allen Theatre. The third special
was "Virtuous Wives," at the Empress
Theatre.

Madame Petrova in the newspapers as
advertisements for his attraction, and
the result was that he played to capacity
business all week.

Two Managers Change
Two

resignations of moving picture
theatre managers were recorded in Ottawa, Ont, during the week of March
17.
On that date, Manager J. T. Moxley
of Allen's Regent Theatre announced
that he had acquired the lease of the
house,
legitimate
a
Russell Theatre,
which he proposed to convert into a
moving picture theatre after improvements had been made. His association,
with the Allen Theatrical Enterprises,
was due to expire on March 26. The
Regent, at Ottawa, is one of the best
paying theatres controlled by the Allen

100 Per

Cent Membership

Hamilton. Ont., boasts of a 100 per
cent membership in the Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
Protective Association of
Ontario.
There are seventeen moving
picture theatres in Hamilton, and the association's active membership in the city
is seventeen.

Comedies
"Smiling

for

England

Parsons
and
his
Comedies are about to invade

interests.

Manager J. Lavoie of the National
Theatre, Ottawa, also terminated his
connection with the National on Saturday, March 22.
He stated that he expected to secure the management of an
important theatre in Montreal.

Julia Arthur Appears

Bill"

Capitol
the European field.
The distributing
rights for England to these inimitable
Capitol Comedies have just been pur-

PAULINE FREDERICK
Whose second

product Ion for Goldnrn
entitled "One Week of Mfe."
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chased from Goldwyn Distributing Corporation by George King, general manager of the Stoll Film Co.
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Mary Miles Minter

Universal's Scenario
Department Corrects
Error Regarding Film

Name

Is

Dancer in New Picture
feature,

tentatively

"Yvonne
week at

the
purchase of a
entitled "La Femme et La Pantin," for a future vehicle for Priscilla
Dean, recently the Universal scenario department erroneously announced that
the screen version was to be an adaptation of the famous French play by Pierre
Louys.
The film story will not be an
adaptation of the play, but will be put
into scenario form, adapted from the
"La Femme et La Pannovel, direct.
tin" has, like the famous Bizet opera
"Carmen," a Spanish setting, and it has
been obtained for Miss Dean, due to
the fact that it is especially suitable to
the talents of the star of "The Wildcat
of Paris," "The Wicked Darling," "Raggedy Ann," "The Silk Lined Burglar"

ter

and other recent Universal Special At-

Theatres in Eugene to
Operate Without License
EUGEXE, ORE. — Motion pictures will

announcing

In

American's Santa Barbara studios
under the direction of Emmett J. Flynn.
Prepared for the screen by Frank Howard Clark from an original story by
Joseph Franklin Poland, it is said to be
one of the most unusual vehicles Miss
Minter has ever had. The story relates
the adventures of a little Parisian dancer
who comes to America and learns that
the highways to success is not strewn
Miss Minter has been
with primroses.
surrounded with a cast of well-established players, including Alan Forrest, J.
Barney Sherry, Vera Lewis, Rosemary
Theby, Bert Grassby and F. E. Warren.

expected that "La Femme et La
Pantin," under the tentative title of "The
Woman and the Puppet," will be produced following the completion of a
Bayard Veiller story, which will serve
as Miss Dean's next vehicle.

Yankee

gene without license, according to action taken by the city council. The question of eliminating the license on this
class of business in cases where a theatre is permanently located, was brought
up at a previous meeting of the council
and referred to the judiciary commitThis committee reported that it
tee.

part of "A
Princess," has forsaken the win-

some,

wistful,

that

so

is

hereafter be allowed to operate in Eu-

Bessie Love Film

Love

much

in

the

first

mischievious little sprit
a part of her personality,

deemed advisable to remove the
license and the council adopted the report. The license on traveling theatrical
trouper, will be retained.
was

and has become a regular backyard holligan, the fear and terror of a neighbor-

hood known as Flannigan's

this

the

It is

New

titled,

from Paris," was started

tractions.

Bessie

For Bankrupt Corporation
NEWARK, N. J. — To assure proper

Production of a new Mary Miles Min-

story

Flats.

Ancillary Receiver

films at Fort Lee and
said to be the property of
the Ivy Picture Corporation of 52 Broad-

possession

of

Grantwood.

way, New
bankruptcy
Haight in
Court here,

York,

which

court

in

New York

receiver.

concern is in
York, Judge

New

United States District
appointed Robert Wood of
New York ancillary receiver of the concern for New Jersey. Mr. Wood is the
the

The Ivy

Picture

Corporation

to be the producer of the picture
as "The Lure of Lady Liberty."

is

Chinks Like the Drews
That the popular comedians. Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew are great favorites in
China is shown by a recent article in
"The Revue," published at Shaghai.
Under the caption "A Welcome Return."
the Chinese cinema critic writes enthusiastically about the return of the Drews
to the screen and their entering into a
contract with President Amedee J. Van
Beuren of the V. B. K. Film Corporation for the production of two-reelers.

Arrow Acquires Feature
The Arrow Film Corporation has

George Elliott, Jr. It was produced
Garden of the Gods, near Denver.

the

with your sweetheart in another's arms

A

all!

Quality Production
FEATURING

ALMA HANLON

and

JACK SHERRILL

IN

"The
Is

the

woman

Profiteer"

justified in killing
-

assails

her honor ?

WRITE, 'PHONE, WIRE

r

EXCHANGE

SILEE FILM
Consumers Building

him who

phone Harrison
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3742

ac-

quired the world rights to the Otis B.
Thayer production, "Miss Arizona," starring
Bondhill
and
Gertrude
James
O'Xeil.
The story was written by

What Would You Do?
Startling story telling

said

known

Chicago, Illinois

in

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Hundreds Dance at
Chicago Exchange
Popular Film Man's
Men Aid in Fight
Reception Mar. 18
On Wisconsin Bill
Assist Exhibitors to Organize

Against Censorship
Introduction

of

a

Law

censorship

bill

in

the Wisconsin legislature has added additional

who

worry

Chicago exchangemen,
weeks have been deeply

to

for several

concerned over the Buck censorship bill
now pending before the Illinois senate.
If both- bills pass,

the distributors here

will be hit hard, as practically all of the

local offices serve

both

Illinois

and Wis-

consin.

Tarbell

Delivers

Ultimatum

E. F. Tarbell, manager of the Chicago
of Vitagraph, and representative
of the National Motion Picture Associaoffice

tion, hurried to Milwaukee a few days
ago to attend a meeting of the state
motion picture managers.
He served warning that if the Oakes
censorship bill is passed, no more films

will be

snipped into Wisconsin.

Managers of other exchanges have
made trips to Milwaukee and other Wisconsin cities assisting exhibitors in organizing their fight on the measure.
It is probable that extensive co-operation will be given the Wisconsin 'exhibitors and exchange men from Chicago.

exhibitors are making an
issue of the fact that state censorship
will draw motion pictures into politics.
including
Neil
managers,
Appleton
Duffy, Joseph Wininger and A. M. Beglinger, have already interested the citizens of their city in the dangers of the
bills, and other cities are being organized.

"Mickey'' Bookings
Close for Chicago
O. Nielsen, general manager for
Mickey Film corporation, announces
that his company is to close its books
April 30 for any further bookings on the
phenomenal feature, "Michey," starring
Mabel Normand, for Chicago dates.
F.

the

This untold condition is brought about
through the splendid success this film
is
enjoying throughout the state, as
evidenced by the heavy return dates the
exhibitors are establishing.
P.
Noonan of the Palace
theater, Danville; C. E. Irving of the
Irving theater, Bloomington; Charles
Lamb of the Palm theater, Rockford;
also Johnson Bros, of the Royal, same
city and William Burford of the Fox
theater, with M. A. Rubens playing his
two Jbliet theaters, the Lincoln and
Princess.
They are all playing return
engagements with two-day runs and in
some cases longer.
Illinois

Thomas

9

Years

Madison Square Hall, adjoining the
Madison Square Theatre, at Cicero and
Madison streets, was the scene of a very
pretty and delightful dancing party and
reception tendered to Fred H. McMillan
on the evening of March 18.
The committee in charge of the affair:
William Heaney, of the Madison Square
and Crawford theatres; F. J. Flaherty,
manager of the Independent Sales Company; Charles Sedell of the United Picture Theatres of America, and Morrie
Salkin, Pathe salesman, arranged a most
enjoyable program of dances, which was
rendered by a selected orchestra, and
with the novel decorative idea prevailing, the hundred or more couples in attendance presented one of the prettiest
of local film affairs seen in some time.
There was present representatives from
every exchange in the city.

H.

Fred

more

who perhaps is
known to the trade
Central West as "Little

McMillan,

faTniliarly

throughout the
Mc," was a busy and smiling host greeting his numerous friends with the same
Mr.
old-time fervor and genial jests.
McMillan wishes to .thank his many
friends who so splendidly supported this
worthy affair and contributed to its suc-

Harry Carey, Universal Star, meets
mother in Chicago, where he is
making personal appearances

his

cess.

Exchange

Harry Grossman Meets

Mid-West Exhibitors

Exhibitors Are Active

Wisconsin

Reunited After

Harry

Grossman, vice-president

and

general manager of Oliver Films, Inc.,
is
in Chicago this week, where he is
meeting by appointment the prominent
exchange men of the west to give private showings of the initial episodes of

"The Carter Case," the Craig Kennedy
serial. Mr. Grossman made this arrangement of meeting the exchangemen half
way to avoid their coming across the
continent to view the picture.
The west is the only territory in which
the serial is not yet booked and it is expected that the showings will imbue the
western exchange men with the same

enthusiasm that

filled

the exchanges of

when the initial showwere made. With the completion

other territories
ings
of the

western bookings, "The Carter
Case" will be in the hands of the leading exchanges throughout the country.

then booked the attraction
seven days at the Star Theater in
downtown district. Close on to the
Star contract and the Lubliner & Trinz
bookings came the order for play dates
at each of the fourteen Ascher Brothers'
for
the

theaters.

Crowds Greet Star
Harry

Carey,

thriller star,
cial

productions,

With

the Messrs. Shubert advertising
in one of her old
Select pictures, "Scandal," in which she
presented by Lewis J. Sclznick, in
is
order to put over their own stage production at the Garrick in Chicago, and

Constance Talmadge

working
Chicago
Exchange
Select's
double time to take care of the re-issue
bookings at the first-run houses, "Scandal" has literally taken this city by the
ears.

Lublincr
dall" over

& Trinz re-booked "Scantheir

entire

51

circuit.

Select's

put

rious theatres

of the

western

featured in spein

a

making personal appearances

Windy

busy week
at the va-

City.

He

appeared in twenty theatres during the
week and greeted upwards of 25,000
people.
Carey has covered about 10,000
miles in his trip from the coast east.
During the week Carey's mother,
widow of the late Judge Harry P. Carey,

New York

of

York

to

spend

and there was

"Scandal" Holds Stage
And Screen in Chicago

Universal's

now being

nine-year

City, came on from New
a few days with her son
a happy reunion after a

Harry's brother
mother.
Mrs.
Carey is the owner of a large dairy farm
near New York and supplies dairy products to Mt. Vernon, New Rocheile. and
surrounding towns.

also

separation.

accompanied

his

At

the
regular
weekly meeting of
commissioners of the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance last week, W. D. Burford was appointed chairman of a comthe

mittee to secure additional members for
the association within the confines of
the state, and George D. Hopkinson has
similar
a
chairmanship, his territory
being the city of Chicago.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
U.
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CHICAGO NEWS IN BRIEF

1

army, has hooked up with the
department of Universal's local

S.

sales
office.

(

T. Flannagan has resigned his poas solicitor for the Herald to
handle the north side of Chicago for the
Universal sales department.
J.

sition

Van Husen's opinion

If seller

registers,

considerable credit to
United Theatre Equipment Corp. Van
reports Power's Cameragraphs being in-

it

surely reflects

most everywhere.

stalled

Exhib Appelbaum begs

many

film

.

"The

Still

screen

at

representative

to

inform his

friends

that

Alarm" did not occupy
the Ardmore theatre on

his
St.

Patrick's evening.
Just a symptom of
flame trying to get the best of it in the
Everything quieted
operator's booth.
nicely and the change continued to flow
through the cashier's window as usual.

Looks like Cress Smith, manager of
Metro, was taking up walking exercise
here of late. What's the matter, Cress,
the old Overland fussing again? Ahem!

With Al Friedlander back from overseas, M. J. Mintz, manager of Unity phois
arranging for an abundant
supply of those contract forms to care

toplays,

for Al's future sales raids.

That automobile list of leads, Salkin
Florine, Mordue and Dillon, as yet ha-:
shown no results, for these live-wire
sellers can be seen any evening getting
the contracts with the pedal
as the means of locomotion.

Sam
the

operandi
:

W. W. Hodkinson exchange

now

handling automobile fire insurance
for one of the well-known national com
panies.
With Sam's large acquaintance
is

oodstogK
BALL BEARING

STANDARD"

SINGLE SHIFT

~-=.-_JzJ9

Woodstock

You Will Find

that no other typewriter does— (The
best operators say this).
Only a close-up view, an actual touch
and trial of this excellent typewriter

can convince.
(nvsstlcats by all means— We are at
your service. Let us show you how

Phone Central
write—

6603; call

up-call in—or

^iaS

-*

*

Woodstock Typewriter Company,
Chicago

the

in

bills

good old coin

of the realm,

all.

H. A. R. Dutton, president of the ExSupply
Company,
returned
March
after an extended business trip
to New York City.
He would not di-

hibitors

:.'4

vulge the nature of his trip, other than
denying emphatically his company had

no idea

of opening another
at least for the present.

branch

office,

Dolls may be purchased at most any of
Chicago's best retail stores, Mandel's,
Marshell Field, the Fair, and others too
numerous to quote. Just ask the wellgroomed floor-walker and he will graciously direct one to the toy department.

?

the

Elliott,

between the excitement

near-arrival

of

his

Goodman having

just been honor-

No, Si Greiver is not out campaigning
for any politicians.
Just Si's natural
sales talent for putting over a winner.
The way "Spreading Evil" is bringing
in the currency, it looks as though Uncle
Sam will have some job checking Si's
income tax for next accounting period.
Jack N. Schwartz, who has just returned to the loop after serving in the

52

C.
C. Klever, Universal's industrial
returned to the New
representative,
York headquarters after a few days' so-

journ

in

Chicago.

Morrie Livingston, former president
Nu-Movie-Lite Company of Peo-

of the

has jointed the sales staff of
111.,
Universal. Mr. Livingston, although not
yet 31 years old, is the inventor of many
devices to replace the old carbon style
He
of light for projection machines.
was the first "pick-up" man employed
by Carl Laemmle in this city and the
Universal's first feature salesman. This
was eight years ago, when the infant
still
in
its
swaddling
industry was

ria,

clothes.

If

Morrie can

as

talk

inter-

estingly to the exhibs. as he did to a
Herald representative last Saturday, his
road should be paved with contracts in
a short time.

Pyle After Site
The

I.
L.- M. Association of Chicago held an extra session on March 20
at the City Club, at which time they

F.

finished the details of organization and
appointed committees.
Charles Pyle, the energetic salesman
formerly connected with the Bartola
Instrument Company, was appointed to
inspect various sites suitable for a new
film

exchange building.

The

Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance is
circularizing the state to get expressions
from exhibitors on city and state cenThese opinions will be used
sorship.
as additional arguments to knock out
the Buck bill when it comes up before
the House.

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at the

Westgate Hotel
200 Baths
200 Rooms
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

co-partner,

ably discharged from service has left for
New York City. Del will be remembered
as a member of Pathe's sales department.

favorite features of the other standard
makes which you wish your machine had.
Yet in the Woodstock you will find this
aggregation of high point features much
Improved and simplified, to fit the
touch, the person, the mood, in a way

one.

Talking about S. R. O. signs gracing
our best motion picture theatres. They
were surely keeping manager E. F. Tarbell of Vitagraph busy keeping them in
line March 17.
Just paying their rental

Del

Every time-tested worth-while feature
which you like in the machine you are
used to, and you will also find the

own

Carl Mueller of the Spencer Square
theatre, Rock Island, 111., has left for a
six weeks' sojourn at Hot Springs, Ark.
Watch him, boys, he is a great believer
in getting all spruced up.
Be sure you
got the goods and your prices are right.

furore this production has caused in Californian film circles. The famous Tivoli
theatre has requested another week's
run. F. M. Brockell is expected to arrive
in Chicago on or about April 5.

——

to try one; to

a little

exhibiting

Flody Brockell, and getting the quarters
of the new local exchange of the Greater
Stars Productions, Inc., prepared for
business, is just beaming with smiles.
Clyde received a telegram last week requesting the setting back of their initial
offering,
"Hearts of Men," starring
George Beban, one week, owing to the

Improved-Simplified-Modernized
Simple Artistic— Durable EfficiSingle
42 Key
ent—Standard
Shift— Ball Bearing— Quiet— VisTouch—
Light
Action.
ible— Soft

it is

money these days in
end of our great game.
Lee Herz of the Silee Film Exchange
has taken over the De Luxe theatre on
(i3rd street for a two-day run on "The
Finger of Justice," April 10 and 11.
Must be

the

of

—

eaHy

saw that live wire go get 'em
"Mickey" purveyor, I. Maynard Schwartz,
strutting about the local Rialto arm and
arm with one of Broadway's biggest theatrical magnates here the other evening.
Let us in on it, Maynard; curiosity at
times makes nervous wrecks of some of

Clyde

ing Machines all harmoniously combined in one handsome NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality
In which you will find
your own favorite feature of your
own favorite typewriter, and the
others beeides.

In the

should prove a big
exchecquer.

We

strike

The Leading Features of the Lead-

—

this
his

Some one informed us Maury Rubens,
the "loop" globe-trotter, was in the market the other day.
What's the matter,
Maury, are the Joliet merchants on a

6 in One
—

circles

money-getter for

that's

Stoughton, formerly manager o

local

film

in

Popular

Circu-

Priced

lating

Ice

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
Every

|

Room
Has

I

Private

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.*

—
—
'''

JENDAROFPROGRAMPUBLICATIG
MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
17 — "The Daredevil,"
Gail Kane.
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals with
of the South Seas,"
—
"The Girl of My Dreams,"
with
Rhodes.
—
Small Voice."
a
with Henry
Walthall.
— "And
"All of a Sudden Norma,
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
a Funny Proposition,"
with Wm. Desmond.
—"Life's
"Bonds of Honor,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.

EXHIBITORS'
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

reels,

five reels.
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
B.
'
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Hoop-La," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"The Eleventh Commandment," five reels, with Lucille Lee Stewart.
"Trick of Fate," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Long Lane's Turning," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
"The Prodigal Liar," five reels, with William Desmond.
Every
Wants," five reels, with All Star Cast.
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas," final installment, five
reels.
Heart in Pawn," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The
and the Lion," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"The Turn in the Road" (Special Cast), five reels.
"Hearts Asleep," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Diane of Green Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.

Affiliated,

Still

—
—
—
—
—

— "What
—
— "A
Lamb
——
—
—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Woman

STRAND COMEDIES
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

"Keep Smiling," one reel.
8— "The Girl in the Box," one

F<rl>.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
Boiled,"
— "Hard
Though
— "Happy
"Mrs. Wiggs of

2
2
9
9

9
16
16

—
—
—

—
—

five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Married,'' five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
"Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
'The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
'"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"Three Men and a Girl." five reels with Marguerite Clark.
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

23
23
23

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

23
30
"The Malefactor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
30 "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
30 "Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
30 "The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

1

16—
20—
13—

Feb.

—
—
—
2
—
2
—
9
—
16

—
—
—
—
—
—

16

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

—

"Sporting^ Life,"
— "Little
Women,"

1

Faces,"

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

'Just Home Made," one reel.
'Dan Cupid, M. D.," one reel.
'Beans for Two," two reels, with Elinor Field.
29—' 'They Did and They Didn't," two reels, with Elinor Field.
5— 'Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
12— Some Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.
26— "Easy Payments," one reel.
2—' 'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor Field,
y
'Merely Marrying Mary," one reel, with Elinor Field.
16
"Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
23 "Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2
"The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
9
"The Door Between," one reel.
16 "His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
23
"The Way of a Maid," one reel.

4

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

— "A Tropic Melting Pot," one
17 — "Black Feet and Flat Heads," one
84— "Bad Men and Good Scenery," one
Parks and Pines," one
— "Peaks,
—
"A Maori Romance," one
16— "Vacation Land," one
29 — "High and Hungry," one
— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles,"
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
—
6

—
Fiendish
Sennett. "Never Too Old."
—
— Flagg, Impropaganda."

Dec.

22

Jan.
Jan.

12
19

Ian.

26

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1

—
Sennett, "Cupid's Dav Out."
— Stagg, "One Every Minute."

2

—
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
"Rip &
Tailors."
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
— Arbuckle, "Love."
— Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg, "Beresford of Barboons."
2

16

9— Sennett,

Stitch,

2

9

BIG,

one

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

reel.

"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

reel.

"Bulls and Bears."

26— "Western

Stuff."
the Dells."
Bit of God's Country."

2— "Doing
"A

STANDARD PICTURES

16— "Out Wyoming Way."

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES

Jan.
Jan.

"The Border Wireless," five reels, with Wm. S. Hart.
Nov. 17—' 'My Cousin," five reels, with Enrico Caruso.
1
Dec.
'Under the Greenwood Tree," five reels with Elsie Ferguson.
1— "Arizona," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Dec.
8— 'Greatest Thing in Life," Griffith Special.
Dec.
Dec. 16— 'Squaw Man," six reels, all star cast.
Dec. 16— 'Branding Broadway." five reels, with William S. Hart.
5—' 'Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
an.
12—'"Under the Top," fire reels, with Fred Stone.
»n
19—''"His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
an.
19—'"Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
an
Oct.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

'

,

Apr.

May

-

i

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

,

-

i

26—'"The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.
26—'"Don't Change Your Husband," DeMille.
2
"Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar. 2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9— 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.

.:»«•
,

an.

?eb.

—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar. 9— 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16—' 'The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 25—' The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
'

Apr.
Apr.

— "The She-Devil,"
16— "I Want
Forget,"
29— "For Freedom,"
—
"The
Light "
26— "Woman Woman
—

five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"Every Mother's Son," five reels, All Star Cast.
"The
Hunter," five reels, with William Farnum.
Desire," five reels, with Theda Bara.
"Thou Shalt Not," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.

1

to

12

I

—
Man
9 — "When Men
23 —
—
20
—
9

23

4

VICTORY PICTURES

— "The

Strange Woman,"
—
Say So."
—
"Treat 'Em Rough,"
19 — "The Call of the Soul,"
2 — "Luck and Pluck,"
16— "Hell Roarin' Reform,"
— "The Forbidden Room,"
2
16— "Never Say Quit."
—
30 "righting for Gold,"
13 — "Pitfalls of New York,"
8
22
S

27

"The Man from Funeral Range," five reels, with Wallace
13— "Such a Little Pirate," five reels, with Lila Lee.
18— "When Do We Eat?" five reels, with Enid Bennett.
17— "The Gypsy Trail," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.

Reid

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov. 17—' The Make-Believe Wife," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Nov. 24—' "Woman's Weapons," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Nov. *4— "A Daughter of Old South," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Nov. 84—' "Mirandy Smiles," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Dec 1— "Fuss and Feathers," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Dec 8 "Too Many Millions," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Dec. 16—' 'Good-Bye, Bill " five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Dec 82—' "String Beans," five reels, with Charles Ray.

— "Helpl

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

88— The Mystery Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
89— 'Quicksand," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
89— "Little Mis* Hoover," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
89— "The Hope Chest." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
SO— "The Way of a Man with a Maid," five reels, with Bryant Wash

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

•Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline FrdeericV.
ne
five reels, with Vivian Martin.
P° e* -Wooing."
18— »ii
The Secret
Garden,
five reels, with Lila
19—' The Du»» " five reels, with Wallace Reid. Lee.
8»— 'Venus in the East," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.

Ian.

9
23

Nov.

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES
Wife,"

five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Girl
five reels, with I'egifv Hyland
"The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
"Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
"Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.

in

Feb.
Feb.

Nov

'

'

Tom

—
"Caught
the Act,"
— "The
Danger Zone,"
—
"The
with No Regrets."
—

16

29
26

Apr.

Help!

— "Buchanan's

1

—
—
—
6—

Mar. 9
Mar. 23

—

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
reels, with George Walsh.
five reels, with
Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five teels, with George Walsh
five reels, with
Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
five reels, with
Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Police!" five reels, with George Walsh.
five

"I'll

PARAMOUNT
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

TIMELY PICTURES

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

reel.
reel.
reel.

6

Flannagan."

Flagg, "Perfectly

FOX FILM CORPORATION

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

19

reels.

TWO-REEL, COMEDIES

22—

8

live

reel.

'The Tale of a Hat," one reel.
'Are Brunettes False"? one reel.

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Oct.

seven reels.
seven reels.

5

16— "False

17

— "Fan

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Fan."

25— "Ali Baba and

the Forty Thieves."

THE GREAT NINE SERIES
89
6

in

12
19
86

in

an.
an.
eb.

Feb.

53

—

William Farnum
"Fighting Blood."
—
Bara
"The Serpent."
—Theda
"Regeneration."
— William Farnum "The Broken Law."
— Theda
Bara
"Under Two Flags."
8— "Infidelity"

Dec.
an.
Ian.

burn.

9— Valeaka

in

in

(Dr. Rameau).
Suratt in "The Soul of Broadway."

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—
Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
William Farnum
"Hoodman Blind."
—Thedm
WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Dec. 18— "The Fatal Marriage."
Dec. 29— "The Son of a Hun."
and Saddles."
Jan. 12 —Tom Mix
—"Oh, What a"Hearts
Knight,"
Jan. 26
9 — Tom Mix
Feb.
"A Roman Cowboy."
Feb. 28— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret."
Mar. 28 — "Money Talks."
— "His Musical Sneeze," two
Feb. 23
— "Six-Cylinder
with Tom Mix.
Mar.
Love," two
—
Apr.
with Tom Mix.
— "Tom and Jerry," two
Feb.
Feb.

It
28

FORT PITT THEATRE

in

The

in

"The House of Terrible Scandal,"
—"A
Lady Bell-Hop's Secret," two

May

4

two

five reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
Brother," five reels
Heart," five reels.

"Wanted, a
The Locked

OFFICIAL AVAR PICTURES
Committee Public Information

reels.

"Our Bridge

reels.

of Ships," two reels.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Dec.

Dec
Jan.
an.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Committee Public Information

22— "The

Draft Board."
29 — "Throwing the Bull."
—
Lion Tamer."
"The
12— "Here and There."

**"*•»

a

Fox Farm," one

reel.

6

— "The Hula Cabaret."
26— "Doggone Tough Luck."
——"Landing an Heiress."
"The Bearded Lady."
16— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon

.

'In the shadow of the Rockies."
"Where the Sun Sets Red."

2
9.

23— "The

Pousse Cafe."
—
— "Fireman, Save My

of

AMERICAN RED CROSS

Gas."

Child."

"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one reel.
"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave." one reel.
'The Helping Hand of Sicily," one reel.

"Wild Waves and Angry Women."
—
— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."

Apr.

6

"Out and In Again," half
"A Cow's Husband," half
"Mutt, the Mutt Trainer,"

—
—

reel.
reel.

•

half reel.

RAINBOW COMEDIES

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
WM.

L.

RANCHO SERIES

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

19

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

"How She Hated Men,"

INC.

one

"Hoovenzing," one

"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with BToncho Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.

Parson Pepp," one reel.
'Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

"The Married Virgin," seven

Finley

2
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept. 28
Sept.
Oct.

,;
of Sunset Gap,
two reels.
"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere," two reels.

7— "Hidden

Dec
Dec

'The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day," split
"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day," split reel.

Dec.

Dec
Dec

reel.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

CLOVER COMEDIES
reel.

Apr.
Apr.

FILMS, INC.

Madge Kennedy.

Mae Marsh.

—
— "The Hell Cat,"
8— "A Perfect Lady,"
—
15 'Too Fat
Fight,"
22 — 'The Racing Strain,"
29— "Go West, Young Man."
—

six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

reels, with Madge Kennedy.
six reels, with Frank Mclntrye.
five reels, with Mae Marsh.
five reels, with
Moore.
"Day Dreams," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Shadows," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
'The Bondage of Barbara," five reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Sis Hopkins," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"The
on the Index," five reels, with Pauline Frederic!
five

to

—
—
16—
23—
— "The Woman
Brand." seven
16— "A Man and His Money,"
—

12
26
2

6
13

reels

Tom

(Rex

Beach

Soeciall

Tom

Moore.
five reels, with
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Sadie." five reels, with
Marsh.
of Life," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.

"Daughter of Mine,"

— ''Spotlight
—
"One Week

Mae

GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
'The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood." six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
'The Border Legion," six reels.

"When You Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

ESSANAY COMEDIES
"Snakeville's New Sheriff," one reel.
"Sophie's Birthday Party," one reel.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
Belsheviki," five reels.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
"Camtlle," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maeiste," six reels.
"Monster of Fate."*

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

"Billy in Harness," two reels.
"Bomb* and Bull," two reels.

Nov.

COSMOFOTOFILM

Dec

"Hypocrites." six reels.
"I Believe, " six reels.

Dec.

Dec

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,
reels,

— "What Uncle Sam Will Do for Two Cents."
20— 'The Truth About the Liberty Motor."
27— "Hang
All!"
8 — "Carrying Old Glory
the Seven Seas."
10— "Canada's Mountain of Tears."
17 — "Where The
That Won' Was Born."
18

It

to

Spirit
"Roueb Stuff."
2
"Good to Eat."
!)— "The Story of Steel."
16
"The Land of Enchantment."

24—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 23

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."

"Her Moment," seven

with

Hyde," with Will Rogers.

Fires," five reels, with

reels.

EBONY COMEDIES

Tan.
Jan.

INC.

Feb.
Feb.

drama.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
The

Bill

six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
of Youth," five reels,

1

Mar. 9
Mar.
Mar. 30

"A Widow's

Why— the

reels.

Nov. 17—"Thirty a Week." five reels, with Tom Moore.
Nov. 21 "A Perfect 86, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

reels.

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY

'

"The Kingdom

80— "Laughing

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES

DUPLEX

with Edna Mayo.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
— 'The Turn of a Wheel,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
—
9
with Mabel Normand.
"Peck's Bad Girl,"
16— "Just for Tonight,"
with Tom Moore.
—

"The Raiders

"Shame." seven

reels,

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE

Caterpillar to Butterfly," one
Camouflage," one reel.
"Love's Lucky Day," one reel.
"Oh! the Women," one reel.

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
"Hearts of Love " six

'Tobin's Palm," two reels.
"The Rose of Wolfville," two reels.
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two reels.

"From

reel.

SCRANTONTA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS — Ned

reel.

'The Camouflage Baby," one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace, one reel.

SHERRY SERVICE

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"A Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.
"Police,'' two reels.

reels.

"Miss Mischief Maker," five
Miss Grown-Up," five
"The Midnight Burglar," five

reels.
reels,
reels,

9
6

eight

"No Children Wanted,"
"Little

in

20

Battlefront,"

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

in

Apr.

Italian

Mar.
Mar.

Last Raid of Zeppelin L-Sl."

Apr.

54

—
—
— "What

Uncle Sam Had

Up

'

His Sleeve."

CAPITOL COMEDH5S
—
Pair of Pink Pajamas," two
—"A
"Proposing
two
16—'The
Fish," two
29—"Poor Innocent," two
12 — "You Know What
Mean," two
26— "The Big Idea."
7— "Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
9— "The New Breakfast Food."
23 — "The Potum of Swat."
6— "The Midnight Alarm."
17

reels.

reels.
reels.
reels.

Bill,"

1

Jelly

I

reels.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPI1Y
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

UENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets,
five reels, with Louis Bennison.

Nov.
Nov.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

Dec.
Dec.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
an.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

—
with May
Testing of Mildren Vane,"
—"The
with Bert
"Hitting the High Spots,"
16—"Svlvia on a Spree,
with Emmy Wehlan.
28— "The Poor Rich Man,"
with Francis X. Bushman.
80— "Her Inspiration,"
with May
6— "The Gold Cure,"
with Viola Dana.
18—"The Spender,"
with Bert
20— "The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May
8 — "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
—
2
9

Allison.
fiv creels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
"Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
Allison.
"Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The
of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
-"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with Mary Allison.
-"Out of the Depths,
five reels, with Bert Lytell.

—
—
10 —
17 —
24 —
31 —
—
17
24

3

7

May

Way

"Blue Jeans," seven

INC.,

SPECIALS

reels,

"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.

reels,
reels,

and

E. K.

Mar.
Apr.

Oct.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

five

6

PROGRAM
— "The BorderPATHE
Raiders,"
Larkin.
—"Milady
the Beanstalk,"
29 — "Dolly's Vacation,"
26 — "A Vagabond of France," four
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer,"

FEATURES

five reels,

1

o'

five

with Betty Compson and George

five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

W. W. HODKI5ISOX CORPORATION

Dee.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2
9

2
9

"It's

—
Lure of Luxury,"
with Ruth
— "The
"Together,"
with Violet Mersereau.
—
with Monroe
"Hugon, the Mighty,"
26— "Dealing with Daphne,"
with
26— "All Night,"
with Carmel Myers.
9—
"Set Free,'
with Edith Roberts.
16— "The Cabaret Girl,"
with Ruth
—

five

reels,

J.
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,

Clifford.

J.

episode of eight one-reel
in America,
—"Made
with Lillian Walker.
Love Hunger,"
—"The
9
"The Forfeit,"
with House Peters and Jane Miller.
23 — "The End of the Game,"
with
Warren Kerrigan.

16

series.

first

five

five
reels,

reels,
five

reels,

J.

"Money

"Hobbs in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
_

"When

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS
"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"Even as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

FEATURES
— "Modern Love,"UNIVERSAL with
Mae Murray.
—
"The Talk of the Town."
with Dorothy
—
for Freedom.
—"Fighting
with Harry Car«v
"Three Mounted Men,"
—
with
or
Dean.
—"Kiss
with Mary Maclaren.
"Vanity Pool,"
16— "Wild Cat
with
Paris,"
Dean.
80— "Danger, Go Slow,"
with Mae Murray.
13 — "After the War,"
with Grace Cunard.
27 — "Roped,"
with Harry Carey.

reels.
reels,

1

reela,

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
— "A

10
24
10
17
24
31
7

Phillies.

"A

Diplomatic

Mission,"

five

reels,

with

Earle

Williams.

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.

and Haiel
with

Mary

MacLane.
Casanay, "Rugglet of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Jan. 21
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
rsaanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Csaanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison. "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

six reels,

five reels,
Priscilla
Kill," five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
ol
Priscilla
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Creaking Stairs," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"The Wicked Darling," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with Mae Murray.
"Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
"A Fight for Love," six reels, Special, with Harry Cares'
Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with Priscill? Hear
"The Amazing Wife," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.

"By the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

PERFECTION PICTURES

— Kleine, "Quo Vadii/* eight
"Brown of Harvard," six
with Tom Moore
— Selig.Daly.
— Etsanay, "Men Who Have Made Love to Me," six

Dec

five reels,

VITAGRAPH

Man

7
an.
an. 10

Clifford.

—
—
—

Apr.

Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
a

reels,

Dean.

—
—
—
—
—
—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

"Eyes of Julia Deep,"

Salisbury.

Priscilla

— "The
"The

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

6

five reels,
five reels,

Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbun.
Sea Flower," five reels, with Juanita Hansen.
80— "The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
6
"The Natures Girl," five reels, with Violet Meserea.*.
ian.
13
an.
"The Craving," five reels, with Francis Ford,
"The Game's Up," five reels, with Ruth Clifford,
an. 20
27
an.
"Who Will Marry Me?" five reels, with Carmel Meyers.
3
Feb.
"Sue of the South," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Feb. 10 "Millionaire Pirate," five reels, with Monroe SalisburyFeb. 17
"Sealed Envelope," five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
Feb. 24 "The Little White Savage," five reels. Carmel Meyer*.
Mar. 3 "A Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
28
80

23

five reels,

Clifford.'

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five

Dec.
Dec.

— "The Challenge Accepted,"
with Zena Keefe.
—
with
Warren Kerrigan.
"The Drifters,"
20— "The Law That Divides,"
with Kathleen
27 — "Fighting Through,"
with E. K. Lincoln.
10— "Come Again Smith,"
with
Warren Kerrigan.
—
30

five reels, with Francis McDonald.
five reels, with William Desmond.
five reels, with Belle Bennett.
five reels, with Rosemary Theby.
five reels, with William Desmond.
five reels, with Roy Stewart.
five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
five reels, with Claire Anderson.
five reels, with Gloria Swansoa.
five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
five reels, with Alma Rubens.
five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
five reels, with Hazel Daly.
five reels, with George Fawcette.
(specail), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Little
five reels, with Hazel Daly.
(special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.

7
14
18

9
Sept.
Sept, 28
6
Oct.
Oct. 12
Nov. 18
2
Dec.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Feb.

1

Nov.

Dec.
Dec.

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

5

Dec

Dec

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "The
Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "Todd of the Times,"
9
with Frank Keenan.
— "Carolyn of the Corners,"
9
with Bessie Love.
— "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.

22
17
15
12

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

reels,
reels,

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

—"Tony America,"
18— "The Pretender,"
17 — "Reckoning Day,"
—"Love's Pay Day,"
24— "Deuce Duncan,"
—
8
"The Silent Rider,"
16—"Irish Eyes, "
22— "Crown Jewels,"
29 — "Wife or Country,"
26— "Unto the End,"
—
Souls,"
— "Restless
"Secret Marriage,"
—
16 "Child of M'sieu,"
—
23 "Breezy Jim,"
— "Wild Goose Chase,"
—
"The Railroader,"
16 —
a Bear"
23 — "The
Rowdy,"
30 — "Toton"
6

Oct.
Oct.

Lincoln.

Sept.

SPECIALS

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

— "Her Man," six
with Elaine Hammerstein.
— "Infatuation,"
Gaby Deslys.
— "Common Clay,"six seven with with
Fannie Ward.
27 — "The Unknown Love," six
with Dolores Cassinelli
8
1
2

reels,

"The One Woman," with AJl-star cast.
"The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES

Nov.

five

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Apr.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Oct.
Oct.

with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rota Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, the Fall of the Hohenzollems,"
seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast,
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

Dec.

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
reels,
five reels,
five

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

—

14

SCREEN CLASSICS.

Sept.

—
with Alice Brady.
Great Chance,"
— "Her
with Clara Kimball Young.
"Road Through the Dark,"
—
Talmadge.
"The Heart of Wetona,'
— "In the Hollow of Her Hand," with Norma
with Alice Brady.
— "A Lady's Name,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Code of the Yukon,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—
with Clara Kimball Young.
"Cheating Cheaters,"
—
with Alice Brady.
Indestructible Wife,"
— "The
with Constance Talmadge.
"Romance and Arabella,"
—
with Marion Davies.
"The Belle of New York,"
— "Children of Banishment."
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
with Alice Brady.
World
Live In/'
—"The
with Norma Talmadge.
Probation Wife," six
—"The
"Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.

McKee

"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Hoarded Assets, five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Captain's Captain," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Enchanted Barn, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Jan. 27
S--"The Highest Trump," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Feb.
Feb. 10 —"Fortune's Child." five reels, with Gladys Lesl'e.
"Silent Strength," five reels, with Harry Morey.
Feb. I 7

—

—

,

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—

—

Feb. 24 "The Lion and the Mouse" (special Alice Joyce).
Mar. 8— "The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. 10 "The Wishing Ring Man," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Mar. 10 "From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Mar. 17 "A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Mar. 24 "Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie
Mar. 31 "Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
7
Apr.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
Apr. 14 "The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Apr. 21 "A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.

——
—
—
——
—
—

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
—"The Appearance
with June
—
France,"
with Carlyle BlackwelL
'The Road
8— "Hitting the
with Carlyle
— "The Man Bronze,"
with Lewis
Stone.
16— "The Zero Horn,"
with June Elvidge.
—

Oct.
Oct.

7
14

Dec
Dec
Dec

t

!

five reels,
Blaclrwell.
Trail," five reels,
of
five reels,
S.
five reels,
'"Jus* Sylvia," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"The Grough," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Love Net," five reels, with
Evans.
"The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"Under Four Flags," five reels. _
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Moral Deadline." five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.

.

,

,

]

an.
anan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

—
—
"What
6—
18—
20—
XT —
8—
10—
17 —
24—
8—
10— "The Unveiling
6

Madge

Hand,"

five

reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Little

five reels,

five reels,

6

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

—
— "The

united picture: theatres
Light of Western Stars," seven reels, with Duttin Farnum.
reels,
Kitty Gordon.
five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
in
five reels, with Florence Reed.

with
six
—"Adele,
"A Man
the Open,"
— "Her
Honor,"
Code of

26
23
Mar. 30

SERIALS

Elvidge.

of Evil," five reels,

Nov. 18
Nov. 25—
/an.
an.

Apr.
Apr.

Wharton, "The Eagle's Eye"
Pathe, "The House of Hate"

to

Dec 28—
Dec 80

—
with Montagu Love.
Hand Invisible,"
—"The
with Carlyle Blackwell.
or Miss,"
—"Hit
with Madge Evans.
"Love Defender,"
— "The
with Johnny Hines.
Intruder,"
14 — "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
21 — "The Quickening Flame,"
with Montagu Love.

Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
7
Apr.

Vitagraph,
Universal,
Vitagraph,
Universal,

'The Woman in the Web."
"The Lion's Claws."

"A

Fight for Millions."

"The Brass Bullet."
Gaumont, "The Hand of Vengeance"
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test." with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
"The Carter Case." with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.
Oliver,

with Kitty Gordon.

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
ARROW FILM CORPORATION

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
(.Robert C. Bruce Scenics)
of the Tetons," one reel.
"Nature Rest and Motion," one reel.
"Horizon Hunters," one reel.
"The High Horse," one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"The Wolf

—

"My

Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six
"Sunset Princess."

reels.

—

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

CO.

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
— "An
Indian Love Story," one
— "A Day With Caranza," one
—
a Mexican," one
—"What
"The Washington Air Patrol," one

"Nine-Tenths of the Law." six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The Devil's Playground, seven reels.

Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb. 24
Mar. 3

REX REACH PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Barrier," ten

reels.

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
"The Vigilantes," seven

reel.

Is

reel.

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY
"The Marriage Bond,"

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

five reels,

with Nat Goodwin.

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
"A

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION
Woman,"

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
"Enlighten Thy Daughter," seven

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
Baby."
— "Ob,
"Good Gracious, Bobby."
30— "You Couldn't Blame Her."
6— "For Love or Money."
13— "Salvation Sue."
20— "Four of a Kind."
—

"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY
"Birth," six reels.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY

27 "Welcome Home."
"Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."

—A

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

FELIX

Bridegroom."

Look and Listen."

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION
"Spanuth's Original

1

with Charlotte.
'od-A-Vil Movies."

"A

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY

"The Light Within,"

',"

reels,

"Italy's

Girl

Who

Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Flaming Front." Italian official war film.

"Pershing's Crusaders.

"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.

Bidn't Think," six reels.

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Chosen Prince," eight reels.
"The Grain of Dnat," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
"A Romance of the Air," five reels, with Lieut Bert

five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

"Daughter of Destiny,"

"Tempered

with Enid Markey.

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
"The

Sir Johnston Forbes-Ro

Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mme. Petrova.

five reels,

"The Curse of Eve," seven

FEIST

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

eight reels.
of the World," seven reels.

"The Frozen Warning

F.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona,"
"The Eyes

reels.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

16
23

"Lost
"Stop,

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

reels.

DAVID BERNSTEIN

"Joan the

one

reel.

Hall.
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FOUR SQUARE PICTURES

MAYFAIB FILM CORPORATION

"Madame

"Persuasive Peggy," aix reels, with Peggy Hyland.

"Men."

"The Power of Evil," five reels.
"The Girl Who Doesn't Know," five reels.
"In the Hands of the Law," five reels.

Sherry," five reela, with Gertrude McCoy.
"The Submarine Eye," seven reela.
"Should She Obey," seven reela, with Alice Wilaon.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doria Kenyon.
"One Hour," aix reela, with Zena Reef?
"The Cast-Off," five reela, with Beasie Barriacale.

"A Woman's

Experience," seven

reela,

with

B.

Mary Boland

FRATERNITY FILMS.

NEWFTELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION

INC.

"Alma, Where Do You Live,"

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan,"

"Shame," six

with

six reels,

INC.

The

Lust of the Ages,"

The

Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION

HARRY GARSON

The Hand of Fate."
The Russian Revolution."

with Blanche Sweet
eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

reels,

"Man's Law."

GENERAL ENTERPRISES

The

Whip,"

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

eight reels.

"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

LEONCE FERRET PRODUCTIONS
"Stars of Glory," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
"A Sou] Adrift," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.

HARRY RAPF

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
and the Beast,"

The Mad

Lover," with Robert Warwick.
'The Struggle Everlasting," with Florence Reed.
"Wanted for Murder," five reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.

five reels.

"Moral Suicide," seven

"When Men

reels, with Leah Baird.
Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

D.

HARRY RAVER

W. GRIFFITH

'The Public Defender," with Frank Keenan.

'The Hand of the Hun," four

"The Birth of a Nation," nine

reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert

Harrm

Master Crook."
Liberator," serial, with Maciste.

"The Unchastened Woman," seven

SCRE ENGRAFT PICTURES

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

"The Prodigal Wife,"

six

HARPER FILM CORPORATION

'Humanity,"

five

reels.

80 Days," six

in

six reels.

Brunette.

"The City of Purple Dreams,"
Santchi.

reels.

"Raffles," six reels, with

John Barrymore.

S-L

eight

six reels,

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS.

PICTURES

reels.

"Mother,

I

Need You,"

"The Crime

reels,

with Enid Markey.

PRIVATE FEATURE FILMS
reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS
"Lady of

the Dugout," six reels.

FORD PHOTOPLAY
"Berlin Via American," six reels, with Francis Ford.
of Today," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"The Fourth Generation," six reels.

"A Man

U. S.

"Those

"*Soula

reels.

Pay,"

five reels, with Enid Markey.
five reels, with Beaaie Barriacale.

Redeemed," with Sheldon Lewis and Charlotte

LAWRENCE WEBER

Ives.

L.
PRODUCING CO.
"Weavers of Life," five reels, with Helen Hayes and Howard Hall.

INC.

Gods Would Destroy."

AM A FEATURES,

Who

EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTIONS

LEA-BELL COMPANY

MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS,

EXHIBITORS BOOKING CORP.

"The Zeppelin's Last Raid,"

Evil," seven reels.

reels,

five

of the Hour," five reels.

"Ignorance," six

JAMES KEANE

I) it

Dalton.

INC.

JESTER COMEDIES

MASTER

Emmett

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

"Who's Your Neighbor?" seven

with

ERNEST SHIPMAN

(

"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

reels,

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTION*

The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."
'The Sinking of the Lusitania."
"r
rashine Throueh to Berlin," seven parts
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

the

six

THOS. H. INCE
with W. S. Hart.

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

"Whom

and Thaau*

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY

"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
'Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"Human Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

"The Spreading

Eyton

WILLIAM STOERMER ENTERPRISES
"The Tidal Wave,"

HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS

10

two-reel

Bessie

J.

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

reels.

"Beyond the Law,"

Oae

with

SENG
SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"The Bargain,"

reels,

"Upstairs and Down," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

"The Battle of Gettysburg."
"Wrath of the Gods."

— "Chrietua."

six

FRANK

"Parentage."

KILLER AND WILK

eight

Boland.

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Saateaa
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santchi and FritsW

FILM CORPORATION

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
"Around the World

Mary

SELIG SPECIALS

HAWK
"Monster of Fate,"

with

reels,

SELECT PHOTOPLAY COMPANY

'Civilization," ten reels.

A»r.

reels.

"Conquered Hearts."

"Maciste," six reels.

"The

reels.

The
'The

RIALTO DK LUXE) PRODUCTION!

HOPP HASLET
"The Vow."

"Woman,"

with Lillian Walker.

five reels,

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS, INC.

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

Woman

INC.

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION

Mae Murray.

"My Own

"The

Ruth McTammany.

with Zena Keefe.

reels,

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

six reels, with

JOHN W. NOBLE PRODUCTIONS,

five reels.

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES.
"A Mormon Maid,"

MOSS

8.

WESTERN IMPORT

INC.

with Christina Mayo.

"Mickey." seven

57

reels,

with Mabel Normand.
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Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

EASTMAN

THE

FILM
SCREENS

We
made motion

first

tical

in

— to-day

it

making the

Have

part

its full

l

^§ F

N

Do

c

de berri scenic

pictures prac-

plays

RE

All

It

922

W.

MONROE

It

Now

Co.
CHICAGO

ST.

best pictures pos-

sible.

TOM

1 dentifiable by the words "Eastman
in the film margin

" and "Kodak"

FILM CONSERVATION

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER,

PHILLIPS

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO

By my method

of cleaning and softening
results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my proce.it mnd be convinced
films,

N. Y.

A.

you reap maximum

TEITEL,

112 No. La Salle

Su Chicago

Telephone Franklin 3S16

Pre-eminent in
portable

the

projection

Coburn Organs

of

field

— ideal

for

screening, etc.

Perfect tonal results signify

The DeVry
Let us show you

can profit by

how you

its use.

too

Write to

COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
Builders of Quality Organs

THE DEVRY CORPORATION
1232

CHICAGO,

Marianna Street

we make

every instrument

220 N.

WASHTENAW AVENUE

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ILL.

DESIGNING

LABORATORY

-

CONSULTING

-

SUPERVISING

PRODUCER OF PRINTED AND

HAND MADE

FIAT

ILLUSTRATED

William

TITLES IN ALL LANGUAGES

T.

Braun

ARCHITECT

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE LABORATORY
FOR TITLES AND TRAILERS

189

W. MADISON STREET. CHICAGO

Write for Prices

220

W. 42nd

St.

suite

2003.11

NEW YORK

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS
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-Well III Be
*8
1

I

em wild"
new feature

will "set

with

his big

comedies.

E. Smith, President

Larry the

lid

Larry spent
till

on

this

a

Albert

of Vitagraph,

told

one.
I'll

Be

comedy of super

Go

cf

was off the cash-box and
93% of what was in the

Well
is

this first

feature quality.

to it—and clean up!
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"The Price

Time"

of a Good

"The Doctor and the Woman"
"For Husbands Only"

"Borrowed

"When

Clothes"

a Girl Loves"

MILDRED HARMS
Show

her without
her five

fail

in

WEbEFL

LOIS

Triumph?

Obfainable.

'

1600

\
(

1

thru

onltj

Productionr-

Broad-vdy-

Mc^VorV

,- c

Q\iy

RAYwim ELINOR FAIR
ALBERT
OF A SERIES OF THE SWEETEST
THE
IN

FIRST

STORIES EVER TOLD

Directed by Arthur Rosson

CLEAN, BRIGHT, SNAPPY-TYPICAL OF

AMERICAN MANHOOD AND

VOUNG

WOMANHOOD

A WILLI AAV FOX PRODUCTION

FOX
EXC EL PICTURES

FILM CORPORATION

Could there beany
timelier photoplay
tor your

theai

Wavch the papers for
Sensational announcements

»£.*•

^PICTURES
presents

Bolshevism on Irial"
(jF

ever offered to the nation s exhibitors
this is the most timely, as it reaches the theatres at a
moment when the fate of the entire world seems to hang upon
the progress or the downfall of Bolshevism.
all

tlie

specials

In this great photodrama is shown what might happen to an American community if it should he dominated by a Bolshevistic leader.
It is a story which enthralls and fascinates from start to finish.

"Bolshevism

on Irial

—

—

—

not propaganda
is not a preachment
is not inspired
is not "made to order
or projected by any person or group of persons as a moulder of public opinion. It
is a photodrama only, but a pbotodrama whose theme and central interest happen
It is entertainment
to be the most interesting topic of the civilized world today.
of the sort which grips and thrills, which amuses and terrifies, and which never
is

fails at

any moment

to entertain,

Bolshevism on Irial
is

The production will be kept before the
ready for immediate presentation.
advertising
and publicity.
consistent
campaign
of
by a

public

This feature

is

Thomas Dixon s great novel, 'Comrades, with
by Harry Chandlee. The story was produced by Mayfl ower

adapted from

continuity and titles
Photoplay Corporation, Isaac W^olper, President, and

is

presented in six

reels.

Book Immediately Through All Exchanges

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
u nited States and Canada

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Watch Th ese Get the Money!
B.

M ayer — First National

playing to crowds everywhere

In "Virtuous Wives,
In a "Midnight

Attractions

Romance, running

it

a close

second

NEXT RELEASE
will

prohahly he

"Mary Regan
The Sensational

A "Best

New

York Underworld Story

Seller

Widely syndicated

3ig

in

m

book form
newspapers

Star— Big Story— Big Directors

First National

Money-Makers

EXHIBITORS

EVERYWHEKE PROCLAIM

IT

Moore's Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C. put some

what

they say

"The
set

in

the

Washington

Star of

March

1

AN EXTRAORDINARY
big pictures

on the shelf

to

SPECIAL

show

it- read

6th

strongest alignment of film plays ever booked for premiere presentation in Washington has been
at the Rialto this week for the most human drama ever enacted before the camera.'

back to make room

Kunsky shelved a regular booking

to

play

it

a

week

at the

Madison,

Detroit,

Michigan's

exclusive picture theatre.

A

R^ased throat

EXHIBITORS

Brentwood Production

directed by King

MUTUAL

W.

Vidor

SS^FS^SSS!?
SSS™5£r,£35S£

&E55IE
MRHfCALE

HeartJr
AJIEEP
A romance that will make your
audiences say they have seen

a mighty good picture—and a
star

that

never

fails

to big business.

Kel eased through,

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY

DlVrSlOM OF FILMS

BANKERS AND EXPORTER?
FOR. THE. PRODUCE

to play

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPH

A COMMON-SENSE POLICY
ET

ready for the big clean-up! It's
bound to come sooner or later, for the
moving picture industry is fast waking up
to the fact that advertising in more than
the five trade journals, which depend entirely

upon the industry

for support,

speculating— it's wasting.

There

is

is

not

good,

common

sense in the statement by
William Sievers, concerning the practical

plain

restrictions in the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit's trade journal advertising policy.
I

feel confident that this limitation of its

advertising to the five trade journals de-

voted entirely to the film industry

is

the

members, and I as an
exhibitor can say to them as exhibitors
that they have expressed the opinions and
order of

its

exhibitor

thoughts of the majority of our fellow
CRANDALL,
exhibitors.—

HARRY

Owner

of the Metropolitan, Crand all's, Knickerbocker, Meade's,
Apollo, Savoy and Avenue Grand Theatres, Washington, D. C.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

I

til

CMncZ One Turned

to

TJE was baptized there. We

Gold

older ones of the congregation

member how he shrufcfced his tiny shoulders and smiled up

at the minister when the

drops of water trickled from the downy
baby nose. The fcold star's for Jim-and for those of
us who loved him well, there's a £old star in
our hearts for him.

head

to his

The blue

ones?

Bless your soul, they're half of them back
and
the rest of them coming soon. For every
one of those blue stars
we'll £ive thanks forever.

What are the blue stars worth? They're worth smiles of
solid
contentment, they're worth all the heart-aches
and tears that
never happened, they're worth a world of
thankfulness.
What

are they worth in

money? There couldn't be an estimate
on such a proposition.
But we're £oinfc to subscribe to the
Victory Liberty Loan with such a rush
that you'll know how
ready we are to prove our gratitude for
the stars that didn't
turn to fcold. We're ready to pay
the bills for the fci&antic

preparations that

made
9

the

Germans

quit a year ahead of time

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

ATTENTION
EXHIBITORS!

A CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
By Special Arrangement with Mr.

W.

D.

Griffith

TO BE RELEASED ON RENTAL CONTRACTS
R estricted

(in

Territory)

APRIL 20th, 1919
D. W. GRIFFITH'S
SUPREME TRIUMPH

OF
THE

HEARTS

WORLD

THE SWEETEST LOVE STORY EVER TOLD
SOON

RENTAL

—maximum number of days you can play
production — capacity of your bouse — conditions of equipment

Send us your best
tbis

IN

offer

and

full particulars.
ADDRESS

GEO. H. DAVIS, GENERAL

MANAGER

MID-WEST HEARTS OF THE WORLD
1205

SOL.

GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

199

ILL.
Controlling

WISCONSIN

LESSER. PRESIDENT

ALL STAR FEATURE DISTRIBUTORS

CO.

CITY HALL SQUARE BLDG.

CHICAGO.

L.

Controlling

— MINNESOTA

CALIFORNIA —ARIZONA

NORTH AND SOUTH
DAKOTA
NEBRASKA—IOWA

[NEVADA—IDAHO

OREGON-WASHINGTON
MONTANA—WYOMING
UTAH— COLORADO

KANSAS-MISSOURI

OKLAHOMA—ARKANSAS
and

and

TEXAS

NEW MEXICO
10

MEN

VIRTUOUS
Starring

EK-blNCObN
Is The Great Melodrama

ofthe year
because

if contains

Passive Sets; Gorgeous- Qowns,
Suspense, Tnrills, Zo ve Wate, Beauty
y

AFig/it ffiat w ill ma/ce Screen Wistortf
9500 Teople inThe Qrea t Carnival Balf Scene

and
The most SpectacularDratnatic Scene ever

screened in which 5000 people participate
Seven months in the mahngBy t/iefyasterDirector

RflbPA INCE

PICTURES
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
J.

Frank. Brockliss, Inc.

grace darling

~ &XJ&eoln
In

a "Big cMpment
*<me Initial

eiara Joel ~l&>t.'W(?ummin0s ~JK3.Jl{ack
rrom 1/irtuous Jf{en
Ralph 7nee 3?ilm JTttraction

-

pictures

Fourteen Seventy-Six Broadway

New York

March 17th, 1919.

Llr. John

H. Kunsky,

Madison Theatre Building,
Detroit, Mioh.

My dear Mr. Kunsky:
Tour inquiries of February 28th and March
10th regarding our initial production "VIRTUOUS MM," starring
E. K. Lincoln, have been received.

My delay in answering your letters has been
due to the fact that I did not wish to make any statement in
regard to the picture until it was finally assembled and titled
so that I could see it in its completed form.
Appreciating that you are a leading exhibitor
with extensive theatre interests and knowing that your success
has been due solely to sound judgment, - I wish to call your
attention to the fact that in the making of this picture our
first consideration was that it should contain all the basic
elements of box office value.

How that I have seen the picture on the screen,
can say with real conviction that under the masterful hand of
Ralph Ince, this exacting standard has been fulfilled.
I

Combining a powerful story, a notable cast,
elaborate sets, perfect photography and last but not least,- a
wonderful title, it leaves nothing to be desired to spell success
and make it the biggest box office clean-up of the year.

We know that we have a great picture and we
would like to have you see it so that you may decide whether you
will book it in your Madison Theatre for one week, two weeks or
longer.

Very truly yours,

EXHIBITORS HERALD, AND MOTOGRAPHV

EXTRA ATTRACTIONS

That Boom Business

When Do You Play Them?
Bookings placed by
Independent Sales Corp.

Distributed through

Film Clearing House,

FRANK

G.

HALL, President
11

Inc.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Sovereign of the West

Exhibitors £ Herald

and

maintains incontestable

Middle

We st

and

Motography today
mastery

We stern

over

the

territory.

Within twenty-four hours after an issue is off
the press it is in hands of exhibitors in fifty
percent of the productive area of the film
trade
almost telegraphic service

—

!

Exhibitors Herald and Motography is unique
unique in service and unique in the
opportunity it offers to advertisers to reach
directly and quickly the most productive area!
in the trade.
in style,

12

Y
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Backed by the Government!
Public Health Films announces
that it has been designated by the
United States Public Health Service to be the Sole Distributor of

TO WIN"

"FIT

Originally produced for the

War

Depart-

ment Commission on Training Camp
Activities during mobilization and now constituting the
fired
life

opening guns

by the Government

of the

to

campaign

make

civilian

cleaner.
With

Complete
Line of

Sergt.

Advertising

Matter

Ray McKee
as

BILLY HALE
PERSONALLY DIRECTED BY
LIEUT. E. H. GRIFFITH

PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS
New
1493 Broadway,

Suite 211,

Phone: Bryant 9496,
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Chicago Has Been Awakened!
Thousands of Chicagoans have been jarred into serious
thought by the thrilling power of the motion
picture sensation of the hour---

The
Spreading
99

Evil
So many other Chicagoans have been unable
that

it

is

held for another big

week

to see this astonishing picture

the

at

BAND BOX

A

tumult of approval has met this revolutionary photo-drama, a score of
United States Senators and Congressmen approving it SECRETARY OF

THE NAVY JOSEPHUS DANIELS INDORSING
HOYNE urging every Chicago man and woman to see

—

IT and

MACLAY

it.

story of the artist's model who yielded to the fascination of Bohemia and
life, ruined thereby, carries a terrible blight to the world about her is
one of the strangest plots in all drama.
Its

whose

Every
this

Mother

picture

should

and bear

see
its

Every Father will be shocked
out. of

silence

his

into just

and righteous education
warning to daughter before
it is

too late.

his

son,

by

picture.

£5^\ND
A

this

of

startling

Young Man

Woman

fate of the hero in this vivid

Every Young
will understand more clearly her sacred duty
of purity after seeing the truthful
expose of Bohemia which "The
Spreading
Evil"
so
powerfully

story.

makes.

Every

needs a

bracing, stirring warning to

hold

him from the

awful

box MADISON ST

near LA salle
Personal Management of JOHN KEANE
-

Repetition of advertisement in Chicago's Sunday papers

FOURTH BIG WEEK
AT THE BAND BOX
FOR BOOKINGS
GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
6th Floor Film Exchange Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL*
2451
Indiana and Southern Wisconsin

Phone Harrison

Exclusive Distributors Illinois,
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YOUR WAY WITH A PROGRAM

Make Your Money With

Specials

LEAH BAIRD

The PiLfe

A

Wat Will

oyfc

HUMAN

STIBrInG DRAMA OF
/
FRAILTIES

SPECIALS

are

Heart Strings

SPECIALS

Released by

Unity Photoplays Co.
207 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

GAIL KANE
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HEADLINER
|pHOLDS
THE

SPOTLIGHT
1729
POWERS
CAMERAGRAPHS
SELECTED TO PROJECT PICTURES

FOR THE BOYS OVERSEAS

DELIVERED
THE GOODS

IN

THE HISTORY OF

PICTURE
PROJECTION
"Nicholas Power Company
INCORPORATED

Pioneers ofpPO/'ecUorp
90 GOLD ST. NEW YORK.N.Y.
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THROUGH
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picture

industry

its

tion

thoroughly

a

Chicago

Friday

last

comprehensive

and

announced

effective

To William A. Brady. Walter W. Irwin, Paul H.
Cromelin and Gabriel L. Hess the industry owes a
big debt of gratitude.
This committee faced in Chiall

the

diffi-

on the part of the proponents of censorship has built up. and acquitted

manner that

medium

no doubt as to
the validity of the principle for which they are fighta

the

motion

picture

as

an

lie

for

In no way so effecgreat problem of the moment.
tively and graphically can the evils of this movement
be impressed upon the masses as by the motion picWhat can be accomplished in no other way
ture.
can be forcibly driven home to the masses by the

culties that years of effort

themselves in

of

tested in a special production just
publication by the Select Pictures
Corporation, "Bolshevism on Trial."
As has been recognized by every government of
importance this spirit of anarchistic unrest is the

opinion will

manner.

cago a censorship situation pregnant with

effectiveness

educator of the masses and a inolder of public

attitude toward the censorship ques-

enunciated
in

in

THE

mo-

quartet of capable leaders Ike

leaves

of the screen.

In the short space of a few weeks millions

will be
by a picture of this type, principles of good
government will be instilled more deeply and those
rank disorders of social and political life will be
branded so decisively that the misguided will be
warned away from those tendencies which lead to
a fleeted

ing and. as to their entire sincerity and earnestness.

Since the very start of the attempt to control and
harness the motion picture by legislation there prob-

more intelligent and convincEven those members of the Chicago
commission who are adamant against any proposition
ably has never been a

inevitable disaster.

ing argument.

$

BEFORE

$

#

the Pennsylvania judiciary the board of

for the elimination of pre-publication censorship at

censors was recently called severely to task as

time admitted freely that the position assumed

reported elsewhere in this issue. The notorious E. P.
Oberholtzer, secretary of the board, assuming the position that the theme of a Goldwyn picture, "The
Brand." is immoral found great difficulty in attemptAs a
ing to get the court to share his viewpoint.
result the action of the board was characterized as
"stubborn and unreasonable" and the picture received
the approval of the most highly respected branch of

this

by these representatives of the industry

is

perfectly

secure and that the only difficulty remaining

is

the

practical administration of the situation.

One of the biggest developments of the meetings
was the declaration by Mr. Irwin that the industry
is

not only willing but anxious that the entire quesup squarely to the people

—

tion of censorship be put

our form of government the judiciary.
Oberholtzer's boasted record in reference to
versals is gradually becoming weaker.

by referendum vote.
This proposition while receiving informal discussion at various times never previously had been announced as the formal attitude of the industry.

*

THERE

Mr. Brady in closing his argument declared that
the industry does not intend to submit to any injustices whatsoever in the matter of the censorship
of motion pictures and that if it is driven into a
defensive position it will make a determined effort to
use the screens of the country politically for the first
time for the defense of the business.
A matter that occasioned considerable comment
was the fact that despite the assurance of the chairman that the commission was maintaining an open
mind on the subject a considerable portion of the
session was taken up by arguments of members of the

of this

*

re-

*

room for discussion as to the soundness
community booking plan that is coming

is

into use.
Certainly, giving three, four or five houses in a
particular zone the same picture for identical runs
is eliminating any great chance of complaint from
the exhibitor who is greatly anxious about what his

opposition

is

playing.

But the aggregate attendance

of all the theatres

concerned in such a plan is almost certain to be considerably less than in a situation wherein the people
of the district are given something in the way of a

commission.
A very significant result of the hearing was the
narrowing down of the entire question simply to
the consideration whether or not pre-publication
censorship has the sanction of public opinion.
This situation comprises in itself an unquestionable solution to the entire problem.

choice of pictures.

Giving the same picture to a group of theatres on
same day is inclined to look very much like
humoring the exhibitors at the expense of the public.
Except in very rare cases diversified offerings at se\
the

-

era! theatres in a certain zone will attract
aggregate attendance.

iniMnmii'iii'iiiiiffliiiiiraiiifflniimiffliiiniiinffliiii
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Men Demand Popular Vote of People
On Censorship, Before Chicago Board

Film

William A. Brady, Walter W. Irwin, Paul H. Cromelin
And Gabriel L. Hess Make Strong Pleas for "Square
Deal" Participants Engage in Verbal Battles
Over Complex Question Many Exhibitors Present to Support Speakers

—

—

"Submit the question of censorship of motion picture films to a popular vote of the people, and
withdraw all my objection. I am confident that the people are overwhelmingly opposed to
all forms of censorship."
Walter W. Irwin, chairman of the executive committee of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, hurled this challenge to the Chicago censorship commission during the
course of the hearing given officials of the N. A. M. P. L, Friday, March 28.
His statement followed insistence on the part of members of the commission that censorship was popularly demanded that the great maj Drity of people insisted upon it. It brought forth
a reply that 1,200 judges, ministers, social workers and other representative citizens and the public
school teachers, in response to letters, had unanimously expressed themselves as favoring censorship, and that several large organizations had passed resolutions in favor of censorship.
"I don't care a snap of my finger for the resolutions," returned Irwin. "The people who passed
those resolutions did not hear both sides of the case, and did not realize that their rights as American citizens were being trammeled. If you are so sure that censorship is popular, why don't you
I will

—

submit

it

to a vote?"

appeared for a time that the speaker had swept the censorship committee from its feet.
Rev. Father F. G. Dinneen immediately declared he would be willing to submit the question to the
It

people.

Chairman Hurley, however, pointed out that the board had no authority to call an election
and the discussion ended. It was evident, however, that Mr. Irwin's insistence on his point had
made a deep impression and a recommendation from the commission of a popular vote on the
matter is not unlikely.
Mr. Irwin, Paul H. Cromelin, William A. Brady and Gabriel L. Hess addressed the commission, presenting the motion picture industry's side of the censorship debate. All four gave forcefull addresses.
So interested were members of the commission that the usual adjournment hour
of 5 :30 o'clock was ignored and the meeting extended well into the evening.
Enlivening the session were frequent verbal fireworks indulged in between the speakers
and members of the Chicago commission, Rev. Fleming and Rev. Dinneen leading the discussion
for.

the board.

Gabriel L. H«ss, secretary-treasurer of
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and
chairman of the censorship committee,
was in charge of presenting the case of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry to the Chicago censorship commission and introduced the various speakers.
the

Censorship Before Presentation
"In referring to the word censorship,"
he said in opening the meeting, "the motion picture industry means censorship
before presentation. I speak for the industry when I say we are opposed unalterably to every form of censorship.
are not opposed to the suppression of
immoral and salacious pictures and we

We

every aid to prevent their being
shown.
"The National Association of tin- Motion Picture Industry has fought censorship consistently.
It is a broad theory
and its basis is un-American, undemocratic, and a violation of the spirit if not
offer

.

the

letter

of

the

constitution

of

the

United States and the constitution of
every state in the union."
He then introduced Paul F. Cromelin.
vice president of the N. A. M. P. I., president of the Inter-Ocean Film Company,
American representative of the London
Film company., president of the Cinema
Distributing Corporation, and former
representative in the United Kingdom
for Thomas A. Edison.
Cromelin Asks Fair Hearing
"I am a business man with a pretty
wide national experience.
have had
unusual opportunity to consider censorship here and abroad.
am pre-stipposing that this commission has not a predetermined idea on the subject.
am
pre-supposing that it will grant that the
overhelming majority of producers want
only clean pictures.
"I don't want you to view the industry
from the viewpoint of today but from
that of tomorrow.
No industry in the
past ten years has shown such improveMotion pictures are the vogue.
ment.
I

I

I

10

They have an enormous power for either
good or evil.
trust that you give
I

credit to the majority of producers that
they strive to direct' this great force for

good

— not

evil.

"Don't condemn
cause there is an
privilege.

industry beoccasional abuse of

this great

There are bad

pictures.

The

question is 'what can be done to prevent
them?' A irood many good people say
'censorship before publication' the appointment of a board or commission to
consider and determine that which the
people shall and shall not see.
Considers Question Nationally
"Pet us consider this question nationally.
Do you consider the motion picture of today a spreader of tilth and corruption a diseased and unclean thing
which cannot be shown the public for
profit until a commission, politically ap
pointed or otherwise, shall determine
what they shall or shall not see?
"Don't take such a course.
It
is
dangerous.
Consider the picture in-

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
dustry ten years from now.
Do not
think that the manufacturers, who have
their dollars invested in this industry,
will see it prostituted to immorality.
"What if prior to publication, every

his picture for judgment to men, receiving $1,200 to $1,400 a year, who often
go to sleep while viewing pictures."

newspaper owner and magazine owner
had to go before a police sergeant's desk
and submit what they are going to print.
That is what they did in autocratic Russia.
That is just what you do when you
insist on censorship prior to publication.
"Because there are a few bad pictures,
don't set up as your remedy the censoring of every foot of film.
Treat the
subject from our angle.
The producers
will support any and every movement
intended to improve their art. Do not
make every man producing pictures sub-

voters to register before they voted in

Fleming asked Mr. Cromelin if
he did not believe it was fair to require
Rev.

Chicago. Mr. Cromelin said he did.
"Then if you approve of regulation as
to voting, why do you object to regulation of motion pictures?" demanded Rev.
Fleming.
"I see no parallel," returned Mr. Cro-

The questioning

shifted to the question

of school children attending motion picMr. Cromelin stated that
ture theatres.
he considered that a matter of "parental
control," but that he favorably regarded

a law in New York which prohibited
children under 16 years of age from attending motion picture theatres unless

Laws Are Adequate

accompanied by an adult.
"Are you connected with the National
Board of Review'" asked Rev. F. G.

who attempts
will be

to flaunt indecent pictures

punished severely.

believe that legalized censorship
leads to graft, corruption, politics, greed,
revenge, religious and social hatred and

a thousand other evils.
The enforcement of your present laws, fines and im-

prisonment for their violation, will make
censorship unnecessary. Repression after
action is the remedy. Then the industry
will be preserved.
"If a clergyman

writes a sermon, he
may preach it with all the power and
vigor God has given him. There is no
power in the land to prevent him. If
he takes what is destined to be the

most modern way of expressing his
thoughts writes it so that every child
can understand he must submit it to a
committee to be censored."
"Our object is to prevent crime and
not to punish it," interrupted Rev. W. S.
Fleming.
'Then how would you suppress immoral pictures?" asked Alderman George
Maypole.
"I would stop them when shown,"
returned Mr. Cromelin. "The majority
of producers would like tp see the law

—

—

strictly enforced."

Asks Freedom of Expression
Mr. Cromelin then stated that he believed a Socialist, for instance, had the
right to produce a film presenting his
ideas to the public.

"And I would hate to see that time
come when a Socialist cannot have the
freedom of expression," he declared. "I
would hate to see him have to submit
1

"

a failure."

is

it

has

no

legal

—

pictures, made by the Chicago
board, which would make you blush
with shame," said Father Dinneen.
"It has done as much as most humans
can do," said Mr. Cromelin.
A discussion of the legal right of
censorship followed, which came to an
end on the order of Chairman Hurley.

Irwin Takes Floor
Walter

am."

"Then how do you reconcile your statement that you are opposed to all forms
of censorship?" asked Father Dinneen.

"We

Because

It-is

not a failure but it is not perreturned Mr. Cromelin.
"It has
accomplished a great deal of good."
"It hasn't cleaned up the industry,"
said Father Dinneen.
"Nor has your Chicago board of censors," returned Mr. Cromelin.
Offers to Show Cutouts
"We can take you to the tenth floor
of this building and show you cutouts
"It
fect,"

Dinneen,
"I

Why?

from

melin.

mit to the onerous, tiresome, expensive
delay of censorship.

"Each city has the power to suppress
immoral pictures. Put real teeth into
your city ordinances whereby any man

tion.

power.

Father Dinneen's Question

"The national board

is

a

W.

chairman

Irwin,

of

the

executive committee of the N. A. M. P.
I., vice president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, and former official
of the Vitagraph company, then took
the floor.

An

voluntary

Experience with Censors

which sets upon pictures
for the purpose of making suggestions
to improve pictures and try to devise
some means to get away from indecent
pictures," replied Mr. Cromelin.
"It is
not a censorship in the general mean-

In opening his talk, Mr. Irwin told of
one of his experiences with censorship.
He said that he had planned an excursion to Russian with motion pictures to
bolster up the morale of the Russian

ing."
"Isn't that invoking censorship?"

Kerensky government.

organization

de-

manded Father Dinneen.

army and people and strengthen
permitted
fied

that

the

If he had been
to go, he said, he was satisthe Russians would have re-

in the war and the spring drive
1918 which cost the lives of 58,000
American soldiers would not have taken

mained
in

N. B. of R. Defended

place.

"Why, every producer censors

his

own

and welcomes suggestions," returned Mr. Cromelin.
"Every newspaper editor censors his items, to guard
against libel and immoral statements.
That is not censorship as we speak of it."
films

"And the national board has failed to
eliminate bad pictures," said Father Dinneen.
"It has not failed," replied Mr. Cromelin, "It has not struck 100 per cent
efficiency.

"Boston,

Massachusetts,

accepts

the

recommendations of the national boardas a sufficient guarantee as to a picture,"
interposed Gabriel L. Hess.
"The picture 'Hypocrites' is an insult
to everything you and I hold sacred,"

declared Father Dinneen. "And it had
the O. K. of the national board.
The
national board is a discredited organiza-

I

"And the arbitrary act
ment official, who said

of

one govern-

'no', prevented
going," he said. "It was taste
of censorship which I will never forget."
Continuing he pointed out how the
motion picture was acquainting the various nations with each other, teaching
people that fundamentally, their hopes
and aspirations are the same. He declared that upon this work, the success of

me from

League of Nations depended.
"Will the motion picture industry be
permitted to grow to fulfill its destiny?"
he asked. "It isn't right to let three or
four men, I don't care who they are, say
how this industry shall be run.
"In Europe, we find censorship in
Russia, Germany and Austria, not in
England and France. France will not
permit the execution of a human being to
be shown. That is the only restriction.
In autocratic Russia and the central
a
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"Why Brand

the Industry?

"If the present ordinances prohibiting
|

ship.

|

filthy,

1

'

Asks William A. Brady

immoral pictures are enforced, there

will be

no need

of censor-

|

|

go on record that I will participate in the prosecution and punishment of any man who places a §
immoral, impure and indecent picture on the screen. You secure one conviction and the need of j
censorship will end.
Put one blackguard behind the bars.
"Why brand the motion picture industry? Co-operate with us. Would you like to try an experi- |
ment? Put the motion picture on its word for one year in Chicago and I will come out here and aid you §
in the prosecution of any producer or any theatre owner producing or displaying an unclean or improper 1

|

picture.

"I

|
1

"Censorship before publication is what we object to. The motion picture men are responsible for
William A.
If they produce unclean pictures, they violate the law and should be punished."
their acts.
Brady, theatrical and motion picture producer and president of the N. A. M. P. I.

—
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CENSORSHIP COMMISSION SECRETARY AND PROMINENT FILM MEN ATTENDING CHICAGO HEARING
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Martin J. duigley, publisher of the Exhibitors Herald; Walter W. Irwin, chairman executive committee, X.
Left to ri^ht
M. P. I.; William A. Brady, president, N, A. M. P. I.; Arthur Ryan, representative of D. W. Griffith; Gabriel L. Hess,
chairman anti-censorship committee IV. A. M. P. I„ and Peter J. Schaefer, national president of the Exhibitors Ass'n.

we found strict censorship. In
Germany, no criticism of even the smallest government official could be made.
powers,

Is

Founded on Intolerance

fundamentally based on
intolerance.
Those who urge it are of
the temperament of those who burned
"Censorship

people?"

at Oberholtzer

the
"Oberholtzer
of
Pennsylvania
board of censors is going through the
country, I am told, with a string of dele-

ceit.

film

showing them as horis a fraud and a deIt is unfair to show a part of a
without showing its connection
from

films,

examples.

It

with the rest of the picture. You can't
successfully show good, without contrasting it with the bad.
"A bad scene removed from a picture
and displayed by itself is simply bearing
false witness, a fraudulent evidence.
No
court will receive in evidence a sentence
<>r

a

small
foist-

is

Why not
vote of the

people.
to

a

people ?"

Explains Board's Action

"The majority

in Chicago favor censorship," declared Father Dinneen. "Our
board sent out 1,200 letters to ministers,
judges, school teachers and other representative citizens. Every answer insisted
on high class people censoring films.
then sent out questionnaires to

We

school teachers and every one suggested
board of censorship.
"I don't consider that a determination
of the mind of the people," returned Mr.
"I would not take those letters
Irwin.

paragraph

from an

article.

No

scene stands independently, they are put
in for contrast and to show both right

as a fair indication until I had examined
the letters and answers."
"The Holy Name society with 50,000
members, and the Foresters with 35,000
men and an equal number of women,

have passed resolutions favoring censorship." resumed Father Dinneen.
"I

don't

censor
would not
to

Then why censor this new
thought transmission?
The
reason is that the people are busy with
other things and are not giving the quespermit

vehicle

it.

of

"And

I'll

tell

you why.

declared Mr. Irwin.
"If
will vote now to submit this question to a vote, then the
motion picture industry will close its
side of the case right now."
"This commission has not the authority to call an election," interposed Attorney Kraus.
right,"

commission

"Hold

on," exclaimed Chairman Hurrapping for order. "We do not intend to be swept from our feet by our
New York visitors. You are here at our
invitation to give us light on the censorship question, not to tell us how to run
our board. Proceed with the hearing."
"Newspapers have destroyed thousands
of people, often unfairly," resumed Mr.
Irwin.
"But it is far better that those
people be destroyed than the principle
of freedom of the press be tampered
with.
It is far better that bad picturebe shown than that the freedom of expression be tampered with."
ley,

The

personnel of those organizations didn't
hear both sides of the question. They
did not realize that their rights as American citizens were being trammeled."

Asks Popular Vote

Censorship Dangerous
Asked if censorship would not save
children from seeing these bad pictures
be referred to, Mr. Irwin declared that
censorship if carried to the extreme
would make children "mental slaves with
no

"They got both sides of the question
bv seeing the pictures," declared Father
Dinneen.

"Then if you are so sure a majority
favors censorship, why don't you submit
the question to the people?"
71

!

neen.
"All

resolution-;
their
finger," returned Mr.

and wrong.
"Tt is useless to attempt
the press, because the people

aril willing to submit the question
popular vote," declared Father Din-

consider

worth a snap of the
Irwin.

"I
to a

this

a

Rap

rible

why

country are

That

is

witches at the stake. They are leaders
of the Bolsheviki, who are the worst advocates of intolerance.
What is the
meaning of these small movements today
of men who want to become their
brothers' keepers?
If it's
a people's
question, why not submit it to the

tions

tion proper attention.
minorities all over the
ing censorship on the
submit this question

initiation."

"You

are
connected with Famous
Playcrs-Lasky ?" asked Rev. Fleming.
"I am," replied Mr. Irwin.
"Then I want to say that 'Carmen' is
the most unsatisfactory and indecent
film
" began Rev. Fleming.

—
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"The one part

"Censorship

win

Means

Political Graft"
"Do you consider the motion picture of today a spreader
of filth and corruption a dis-

—

eased and unclean thing which
cannot be stiown the public for
profit until a commission, politically appointed or otherwise,
shall determine what they shall
and what they shall not see?
"Every city has the power
to prevent the showing of un-

Put real teeth
your ordinances whereby
any man who attempts to flaunt
immoral pictures can be punclean pictures.
into

ished severely.
"We believe that legalized
censorship leads to graft, corruption, politics, greed, hatred,
revenge, religious and social
hatred, and a thousand other
evils."
Paul F. Cromelin,
president of the Inter-Ocean

—

Film Company and vice-president of the N. A. M. P.

I.

men back

of the film which would
to their church," he said.
acts arbitrarily, it can be

"If a board
brought into court," suggested Father
Dinneen.
"If all censorship was stopped; what
assurance would we have that the Famous Players-Lasky company would
give us clean pictures?" asked
Rev.
this

commission

see

that

ing the
shops.

factories and the sweat
When the film was shown, he
said, it accomplished
great work, but
that hundreds of
Hebrews protested
against a Hebrew being placed in the
part of the owner.
finest

The Race Question

Wants Due Process of Law
we want is due process of
Where anything is shown that is
"All

law.

immoral, cancel the theatre's license. Then
we will get our day in court and have
not an arbitary heara judicial hearing
ing before three or four men
an American proceeding.
"If the Famous
I'layers-Lasky Cor
poration puts out a picture, your committee thinks is immoral, prosecute us;
line us so hard it will hurt.
Make your
state's attorney do his work*; make your
license commissioner do his work."
"Then you want court censorship instead of censorship by a commission?"
demanded Rev. Fleming.
"I want a judicial hearing, which as
an American citizen I am entitled to.
Let us go ahead.
I will assist you in
prosecuting people who display immoral

—

—

assisted

in

Fleming.
"No," replied Mr. Irwin.

Words Are Passed
"You are using double words." returned Rev. Fleming. "Let me cite you
an example. We have a tubercular hospital here which cost thousands of dollars.
We investigated and found that
most of the tuberculosis developed in
crowded sections of the city. Now
are trying to improve conditions so
that there will not be tuberculosis. PreThat is the same with
vent not cure.
censorship we want to prevent, not
prosecute."
Your illustration
"I see no parallel.
is not logical," returned Mr. Irwin.
"Do you think that a court would be
as able to judge pictures as well as a
board of experienced men?" asked Alderthe

we

—

man Maypole.
I
have seen are not made
experienced, nor even educated
men," replied Mr. Irwin.
"If such a board was created, would
you prefer it to going into court?" asked

"Boards

up

of

Alderman Maypole.

man who

ture."

—

own

right."

Irwin Is Emphatic

"There arc plenty

of
the

your race in the
Jewish people,"

industry to protect
inteT)nsc'1 Mr. Brady.
Mr. Irwin then cited an instance where
a beautiful film portraying the life of
Christ was censored, the censors ordering the showing of the crucifixion cut
»o

liv*-

feet, a

mere

flash.

"As long as the motion picture producers make insulting and debasing pictures" stated Rev. Fleming.
"I won't stand for that," shouted Mr.
Brady.
"You are insulting business

—

men. You are slandering the good men
and women of the stage."
"I didn't."
"You did."

"Gentlemen, this,
York," interposed

"Irregardless of picture houses bei" r
closed, and companies being dragged
into court rcpeatedlv, you prefer that

way

to

censorship?"

asked

Alderman

Ma vnole.
"Ves. sir!
Yes, sir'" exclaimed Mr.
"It is American."
Irwin emphatically.

22

Chicago,

is

Chairman

NewHurley.

not

"We don't want to be insulted. We are
here to follow our authority and receive
light on censorship."
We have a right to tell you our views
on the situation and make a recommendation to .you," declared Mr. Irwin.
"We have a right to defend our property."

'And we have a right to defend our
children," returned Rev. Fleming.
"Don't misconstrue my sincerity," said
Mr. Irwin in concluding his talk after
order had been restored.
"I hope you
will believe me, when I say that if I
didn't have a dollar invested in this inI

"You went out of your way to find the
crookedest nose and homeliest face possible," interposed Attorney Kraus.
"I did not," returned Mr. Irwin.
"I
selected a well known Jewish actor
practically a star in his

A Warm Exchange

dustry,

"It would
"No," replied Mr. Irwin.
not give us a hearing in a judicial way."
"You have got all the personal weaknesses and prejudices to contend with
without the advantage of a judicial hearing," he said.
"You never can tell what
any individual is going to do with a pic-

is

censor-

demanded William A. Brady.

tin

prosecuting an immoral producer?" asked Rev.

Brady, leaping to his feet.
"No," replied Rev. Fleming.
"Why do you permit 'Carmen' in grand
opera or on the stage?" demanded Mr.
Brady.
"Stop the man who pays $0 a
seat for his grand opera, not the man
who pays ten cents to see the picture."
When the fireworks died down, Mr. Irwin resumed. In answer to a question
raised earlier in the proceeding by Attorney Kraus in regard to Jewish people
in undesirable parts in pictures, Mr. Irwin told of a film produced to carry
home the lesson of the Triangle Building fire in New York, where several
hundred girls died because the exit in a
sweat shop was locked.
He said that
a Hebrew was selected because Hebrews
controlled the clothing industry, includ-

films.

films.''

"Have you ever

Brady Enters Argument

showing of immoral

"Do you prevent murder by

present laws are enforced," responded
Mr. Irwin. "See that the state's attorney
prosecute men who display immoral

films."

"Did you see the stage play and the
grand opera?" demanded William A.

the

ship?"

Eleming.

"Let

In regard to the Chicago censorship
board, Mr. Irwin said he had found it
"narrow minded, prejudiced and following arbitrary rules."
As Irwin was finishing, another clash
occurred.
Rev. Fleming arose to say
that censorship was intended to prevent

am

would be here just the same.
you my honest views of

I

telling

the question."
William A.

Hess

Is

Brady

was

the

next

Opposed

To All Censorship
"In referring to the word
censorship, the motion picture
industry means censorship before presentation.
I speak for
the industry when I say we
are opposed
unalterably to
every form of censorship.
are not opposed to the suppression of immoral and salacious pictures, and we offer
every aid to prevent their be-

We

ing shown.
"The National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry
has fought censorship consistently. It is a broad theory and
its basis is un-American, undemocratic, and a violation of
the spirit, if not the letter, of
the constitution of the United
States, and the constitution
of every state in the Union."
Gabriel L.
Hess, secretarytreasurer of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation and chairman of
the censorship committee of
the N, A. M. P. I.
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Urges Walter W. Irwin

to People,

I am opposed to censorship because it is against the principles
"I am here as an American citizen.
which men died in the Revolutionary war and in the war just closed.
"Censorship is fundamentally based on intolerance. Those who urge it are of the temperament of
those who burned witches at the stake. They are leaders of the Bolsheviki, who are the worst advocates
What is the meaning of these small movements today of men who want to become their
of intolerance.

|

for

|
1
j

a people's question, why not submit it to the people?
"My solution is thoroughly consistent with Americanism. Let this committee attend to its own city,
see that its own laws are enforced. Then we won't be having our property taken away without due process
Let us have our day in court." Walter
of law; we won't be subjected to censorship before publication.
W. Irwin, vice-president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and chairman of the Executive Committee of the N. A. M. P. I.

keepers?

brothers'

j

|

If

j
I
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He punctuated

speaker.

remarks

his

with many salient facts concerning the
legitimate stage as well as the picture
screen. He stated he is the second oldest
producer of plays for the legitimate
theatre in the country, and in 1901, with

Thos. A. Edison, made the first 'motion
picture ever shown upon the screen.
Tells of His Productions

produced

"1

Down
many

"Little

Women," "Way

"The Shepherd King" and
Shakespearian plays and never

East,"

made an unI ever intentionally
In the past two
clean picture or play.
or three years, there have been eliminations made from my pictures in Chicago
hut never any serious ones."
At the beginning of the war, Mr. Brady
he was appointed by President
stated
Wilson to- represent the motion picture
industry in the war work and stated
that the industry as a whole, had rengovernment an invaluable
the
dered
service without charge, aiding the Red
Cross drives, the Y. M. C. A. and other
organizations, as well as the Liberty

have

Loan campaigns.

Gives Facts on

War

"1

say

if

the

present ordinance pro-

hibits the showing of improper pictures
in this city and an exhibitor shows an
improper picture his license should be
revoked and he should be jailed. I will
go on record and assist in the prosecution of an}- man who shows any indecent, immoral or obscene picture upon
the screen.
I
will
say it to the people
of the United States.
I
say it to the
gentlemen of this commission, you secure one conviction in the city of Chicago, and there will be no need of cen-

sorship.
There are blackguards in every
walk of life. Put them behind the liars.
There are some in your flock,
dareI

Father Dinneen.
will make this
statement: the motion pictures are improving.
There is an attempt to keep
say.

I

out the

filth,

to drive the

Why Brand

immoral out of

"The day is coming, gentlemen, when
every classroom in the country will have
The children will be eduits
screen.
cated by motion pictures.
If you have
discovered that the motion picture is
such a great educator, why brand that
industry?

my own

expenses.

I

am

my

am an

bit.

old
defend the
to

We

•

"My

general argument is that there
things wrong in the world."
continued Mr. Brady. "You should not
legislate the pictures out of business and
let
the others go.
The United States
government is at present preparing a
picture showing the acts of the Bolshe-

are

many

it

is

shown

to the public.
Noa dramatic production
exploited.
'The Little American.' with

it

is

Mary

Pickford, suppressed here?"
"Because it depicted atrocities committed by the Germans." said Martin J.
Ouiuley, secretary of the commission.
"But we were at war at the time.
Perhaps somebody here had political aspirations," returned Mr. Brady.
"Why should an industry said to be
the fifth industry of the United States

I

Who

—

tin

of

like to try an experiment?
Put the mot'on picture industry on it>
word for twelve months in Chicago. We
will show you how to clean up the industry.
We want to get your angle.
don't want to be treated like mad dogs.
W e don't want to be muzzled.
"We will admit that in every home in
America, the liner the home the surer
the case, you will find the works of William Shakespeare.
Vet you know according to the laws of censorship you
cannot place those stories upon the
screen.
Take Richard 111. King John,
etc.
Why don't you prevent your children from reading Shakespeare?
Suppose you took the stories of. the Bible
you couldn't show them upon the screen
according to your tensorship."
Father Dinneen objected, stating he
thought Mr. Brady was unfair.

"Why was

am no longer young. I
man of the theatre who will
men and women of the pro-

Comes

uiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiAiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii^

Suggests an Experiment

before

con-

Church Family

''My father was a pastor of San Francisco.
My wife is Grace Georee. As
gbpd a woman as ever lived.
She has
been doing constructive work for war
sufferers.
My daughter, who is Alice
liradv, is as good Christian girl as there
is in New York.
I
represent the theatrical people.

|

Would you

before

came first to render aid
stricken in the Iroquois fire, the
Johnstown Hood, and other disasters?
The men and women of the theatre.
fession.

F

body can judge

siderably over 50 years of age. The motion pictures gave me my opportunity to

do

|

viki.
They propose to circulate it
through the United States. Don't brand
the industry.
The United States is furnishing pictures to Japan, Siberia, and
oven Germany. We want the aid of the
church, we don't want to antagonize the
church. I have been thirty years in the
business, and cannot today judge a plav

C. A. has recognized the
theatrical profession has
rendered a great service and it has been
admitted over the signature of John R.
Mott, that the finest method of preserving the morale of the men over there,
is to give
them good, clean entertainment.
Our men are still going over.
These men of the legitimate stage work
for nothing.
It is quite true that the
theatre and everything pertaining to it,
has been spoken of as the devil's workshop.
I
am not paid to come here. I

have paid

|

Sees Discrimination

the

that

I

Industry?

"The Y. M.

fact

1

it's

—

1

|

BETTY

Who

HOWE

uppearN
tilt-

in Niipport of I. call llnlril
HiMlkliiNOii production "Vn ii

Man Thtnkb."
23

be subject to censorship because live ormaybe ten pictures are off color?"
Father Dinneen then asked if Mr,
Brady thought the country should have
pure food laws and the inspection of
meats to protect the physical health of
the people.
Brady thought we should.
Several exhibitors, prominent among
whom was Sam Katz, spoke in oppos
tion to censorship, stating that exhibitors censor their own films'.
;

In
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NAZIMOVA

Produced at a cost of a quarter of a million
in cut.

St.

IN

SCENES FROM "THE RED LANTERN"

dollars, this

It is the first of

a

Nazimova production

new

is said to be the distinguished artist's greatest achieves
series of pictures to be distributed •>> Aietro.

Louis Exhibitors and Musicians
Will Fight Copyrighted Music Tax

Theatres Bar A. S. C. A. P. Music and Play
Numbers Furnished by Publishing Houses

Not

in

Combine; Move

Is

Successful

The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers, which has
been reaping a harvest from exhibitors all over the country, struck a snag when
opened its campaign to collect tribute down in St. Louis, Mo.
Convincing Missouri theatre managers that they must pay 10 cents per
seat per year to the A. S. C. A. P. for the privilege of playing copyrighted
music proved about as easy as attempting to collect a tax on the air patrons
it

breath.

come into northern Ohio and force
the exhibitors to pay a license to play
the music of its members or play other
to

music.

And

the exhibitors say they will boythe organization's music and get
along with that composed by others.
The society has established headquarters
1019-1020 Guardian building,
at
Cleveland,
and engaged Frankel &
Frankel, a firm of well-known attorneys,
to put on the "clean-up."
These lawyers have sent out letters to
all
theatres notifying them of the society's purposes, and that they must have
permission of the authors to play their
copyrighted music.
To get this, the
attorneys inform the exhibitors that they
cott

must call at their office "and arrange
for the issuance to you of a license to
perform such musical compositions.

Exhibitors Organize to Fight
Instead of paying up and signing a contract, the St. Louis exhibitors with
he cooperation of their orchestra leaders are selecting music not controlled
by the A. S. C. P. A. and the results up to date have been very satisfactory.
t

They also give the exhibitors due
notice that if they do not secure such a
license they must immediately desist
from using such compositions, and enclose a copy of the copyright law, copies
recent court decisions rendered
favor of the society and a list of

of

In fact, publishers connected with
the A. S. C. A. P. are said to be bending every effort to get their music back
in several of the theatres which have
thrown it out and are waiving the tax
privilege.

Thomas

Terry,

orchestra

the Lyric theatre, is
active of the theatre

leader

at

one of the most
men opposing the

combine.

Thomas

Terry's Statement

"The Schirmer and Carl Fisher Publishing companies, representing two of
biggest music publishers of any
kind of music except ragtime in the
country, and Jerome H. Remick, representing the ragtime music, besides numerous smaller concerns throughout the
country, are not members of tbe society
and their music can be played without
tax," declared Mr. Terry.
"Some of the leading picture show
musicians in St. Louis have not only
cooperated with the managers but have
gotten together and decided upon refusing to play any of the A. S. C. A. P.
music, not only for the time being but
in the future unless their rules are modified considerably.
the

have noticed rubber stamps and
printed permission on numerous orchestrations
for
performances in
public
"I

Others Expected to Follow
step taken by the St. Louis exhibitors and musicians is expected to
result in a determined effort to avoid

The

the tax in other parts of the country.
Many states have already signed up
contracts with the combine for the coming year, but are expected to organize
their opposition before the present contracts expire in 1920.
Buffalo, N. Y., is one of the latest
cities to be invaded by the A. S. C. A. P.
and on threat of being called into federal courts, most of the exhibitors are
said to be signing up.
A representative of the Herald,
who recently toured Illinois foand the
music tax the principal topic of discussion
among all exhibitors. Feeling
what is termed "excessive
against
charges" runs high.

Now Invaded
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— At
Is

last

members.
list contains the names of most
composers and publishers of note
but there arc many well-known authors
and pubb'sher^ not on it, among them

This

of the

theatres on the society's music."

Ohio

in
its

the

American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers has made good its threat

Von

the

&

Tilzers

and

Terome H. Remick

Co.

The exhibitors say there are enough
composers and publishers not in the society to keep an ordinary theatre going
year without repeating any music and

;t

that they will get along nicely without
music by the society's members.

Thanhauser Directors

Form New

Corporation

(Special to the Herald.)

NEW YORK.— The

Eugene

Moore

Productions, Inc., has just been incorporated with its headquarters at New
Rochelle.
Eugene Moore, former director for Thanhauser, is president, and
Harris Gordon, former assistant director for Thanhauser, is vice-president.
George H. Mohr, local cierar manufacturer and secretary to Mayor Waldrof

of

New

eral

Rochelle,

manager.

is

treasurer and gen-
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Pennsylvania Censors Put on Grill
'Herald' Is the
piiniiiiiipiiinip^

By Judge

in

Common

Pleas Court

Paper
Says Bloomington Man

|
|

Oberholtzer and Assistants Branded as
Stubborn and Arbitrary and Rebuked for

Abusing Their Authority
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Under sharp questioning by Judges Rogers
Wessel, in Common Pleas Court, members and employees of the State

and
Board of Moving Picture Censors were compelled to admit that they had
overstepped the authority vested in them by law in arbitrarily and unqualifiedly rejecting and condemning the seven-reel photodrama, "The Brand,"
by Rex Beach.
Judge Rogers himself interrupted the proceedings to put into the
record his own statement that during a view of the picture given the two
judges in the Board of Censors' projecting room, Thirteenth and Cherry
streets, just before the trial began, Mrs. Katherine M. Niver told him no
matter what changes were made, either in the picture or the sub-titles, it
would not be accepted.
Board Stubborn and Arbitrary
The judge's statement allowed of no inference, but that he personally
was convinced that the board was acting under a stubborn and arbitrary
use of its supposed authority, and later on he said so in so many words.
The only witnesses
ceedings,

;

called in the pro-

which were brought by the

Goldwyn

Corporation
Distributing
against the board's refusal to pass the
picture on an appeal, were connected
with the board, with one exception, and
all admitted that the picture had been
rejected, not because it visualized anything calculated to corrupt the public
morals, but because its 'theme" was immoral.

,

"Theme!

Theme!"

Judge

Rogers

"Drop this
interrupted sharply.
talk about the 'theme' and tell us what
there is immoral about the picture. I've
just seen it, and I'm frank to say that
with two sub-titles eliminated, as the
plaintiffs have voluntarily agreed to do,
finally

i

immoral about it.
Authority Is Questioned
"Do you people know the law under
which you view and pass these pictures? The trouble seems to be more
in your condition of mind than in the
I

see nothing

picture itself.
stated in the

The

Oberholtzer Is Quieted
"Well," said Ellis Paxson Oberholtzer,
secretary of the board, who was then on
the stand, "the story is of a wife who
leaves her husband to live with another
man, and the theme is immoral."
"But you haven't any authority over
the theme, as we understand the Act,"
said Judge Rogers. "What is there immoral about the picture?"
"We found its immorality in that," answered Mr. Oberholtzer. "Of course,
we may be wrong in considering our
authority to go that far. I have listened
with a great deal of interest to the com"
ments of the court
"You needn't proceed any further with
that," ordered Judge Rogers sharply.
"We're not interested in what you think
of our opinions."
Oberholtzer flushed and started to
apologize, and Judge Wessel took up the
reprimand. "It was a most unusual re-

legislature distinctly

Act creating the Board of
Censors what its duties and its authority
were to be. It didn't give the board any
authority to pass upon or even assume
what construction some persons might
put upon something imagined, but not
shown upon the screen at all."
"There is no place in the world," interjected Attorney Wolf for the plaintiffs, "where property rights are so arbitrarily thrown in the gutter as they
are by this board."
"It seems to be true,"

Judge Wessel, "that

we

I

i

is

AND MOTOGRAPHY:
consider the

/

1

EXHIBITORS

|

HERALD JUST THE PAPER
for the exhibitor. Am watching

I

closely

1

your Exhibitors Bureau
on Hozu to Advertise.

|

Very

truly yours,

W

(Signed)

.

j
|
j
j

R. Lyon,

Castle Theatre,

Bloomington,
fjxmm

milium

III.

j
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mark," he said. And he then ordered the
stenographer to eliminate it from the
record.

Thaddeus R. Hellerman, a justice of
Cheltenham township when

the peace in

isn't viewing films as inspector for
the Board of Censors, gave his reasons
as similar to those of Dr. Oberholtzer
He then
for condemning the picture.
started to criticize sub-titles and mentioned several.

he

Testimony Valueless

Calls

witnesses's testimony on subtitles is valueless," said Judge Rogers,
peremptorily, "because he's not telling
the truth. I've seen the picture and if
the witness is expressing a personal
opinion it is radically different from

"This

mine."

The court

finally ordered both sides
submit briefs, which will be done
next week, and Deputy Attorney General
William I. Swope, who, as representa-

to

tive of the Board of Censors, was trying his first film case, seemed glad of
the respite offered to prepare his arguments in the privacy of his own office.

Governor Campbell
Of Arizona Vetoes
Film Exchange

Bill

not."

was

it?"

§

tinuance of picture theatres in the state.
Following a conference with representatives of the Southern California
Film Exchange Board of Trade, Governor Campbell took immediate action
to kill the bill.
The delegation notified the governor
that the expense incident to establish
ing exchanges was too great to justify
establishing exchanges.
The result of
the bill, if signed, they said, would be to
keep film out of Arizona and would close
up the lOfi theatres in the state.

supplemented

someone might put on

§

veto of a bill which would have
required every company distributing film
in Arizona to establish a branch exchange within the state assures the con-

are dealing with

in Alaska a comparatively short
time ago," said Judge Wessel, "and although conditions have changed, I had
pointed out to me the dilapidated places
and abandoned buildings which were the
scenes of just such incidents as are portrayed in this picture. What is wrong
with the film itself, leaving aside the
board's interpretation of what construc-

tion

III.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

To

bell's

with anything immoral, or even alleged
to be immoral, that is shown in this
picture.
The board thinks that theological conclusions to be drawn would
be immoral, but admits that the picture
"I

Bloomington,

j
1

PHOENIX, ARIZ.— Governor Camp-

a peculiar condition of mind, rather than

itself

j

CASTLE THEATRE

E. P.

McGowan Joins Goldwyn
Kenneth

WILLIAM FAHNVH
The

l<'ov

tin-

Star, in a kcciic from "VVolven of
Night," a Standnrd picture.
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McGowan,

a

former

of the New
York Tr&tmte has been appointed
Advertising Manager of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation^

Member

of

the

staff
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W. W. Hodkinson Corporation Begins

3 in

Enlargement of Business Activity
Addition of F. B. Warren to Executives
Simultaneous With Announcement of
Acquiring Zane Grey Pictures
Election of F. B. Warren as vice president of the W! W. Hodkinson Corpora-

and announcement that the Hodkinson organization is to handle Zane Grey
Pictures, coming within a few days of
each other, forecasts an immediate ention

largement of the Hodkinson activities.
As vice president and director of the

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, Mr.
Warren has established a name for himand advertising activiand is thoroughly familiar with
ties,
everj' phase of the distributing and saleend of the business,
self

publicity

in

Mr. Hodkinson's Statement
"] think Mr. Warren shares my own
opinion a> to the necessity for the integrity of product and the improvement
of relations existing between the ex-

hibitor and distributor of motion pictures," said Mr, Hodkinson in making his
announcement "J have watched his development in the industry, and have felt
that his previous experience as an editor
and publisher of .important newspapers
gave him a soimd base for straight thinkAfter all. both the making and the
ing.
selling of motion pictures is a publishing
function, and the most successful publisher of pictures will be the one. who
rejects unfit materials in hi}: search for

the selective, finer materials upon which
he can place his imprint.
'"During the past year the W.. W. Hodkinson Corporation has proceeded with
great deliberation to build- an. internal
organization capable of doing the big

Is

1

I

I

The Zane Grey Announcement
The identity of the second of the big
new lines of product to be handled by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is
made public this week, with the anouncement that the Hodkinson organization
is to handle the Zane Grey Pictures. Inc.
The announcement of the first of the
new Hodkinson lines was made in this
paper two weeks ago, when it was offiAugustus
that
the
Raver Artco Producthe Four Star series, directed by George Irving and featuring
Leah Haird, would be put on the market
by the Hodkinson Corporation.
It
the opinion of Mr. Hodkinson
is
that the Zane Grey Pictures are thoroughly worthy of being offered to the
exhibitors and to the public as producgiven

cially

out

Thomas — Harry
tions, known as

—

tions of the highest type
genuinely big
pictures, big in every sense of the word,
thoroughly in keeping with the Hodkinson policy of handling only the best productions that can be secured.

Film

industry has been mobilized for the Victory Loan drive.
More than 3,000,000
feet of film will be employed in explaining the necessity for buying bonds "and
more bonds." One 5,000-foot film, "The
Price of Peace," contains battle scenes,
including
the
American
attack
on
Chateau-Thierry.
Among the actors
who have made films are Douglas Fairbanks and Julian Eltinge.

—

Return From Service
JOLIET. ILL.— H.

A. and Claude B.

Rubens of the famous Rubens family, are
back

the exhibitor business here again.
a sergeant in the army, while
Claude B. was in the naval aviation servII.

in

-A.

was

ice."
•'

'»

New Film
htnr of

Jdi

\ lta(?rni»h*H lutt-xt

<

k
production! "The

Cambric Mn»k."

Processing Machine Is Also Expert Chemist and Engineer

1

To Boost Victory Loan
.WASHINGTON.— The motion picture

i:

Fred B. Thompson, Inventor of

things we have in prospect.
We have
not wished to expand too quickly, for
that has been one of the big faults of the
industry both in its business and production sides.
am now gathering about
me both the men and the product that
will make our company's name stand for
a definite quality in production and service.
And by service
mean our business relations with the exhibitor as well
as the aids rendered the exhibitor in con
junction with the pictures he receives
from us.
shall next week make a comprehensive announcement of the product
that 1 have assembled for our new season together with some plans for a ream certain
leasing innovation which
wjll win exhibitor support immediately."

2,000,000 Feet of

ami

1

=

Rights Sold

Jacquez Tyrol of the Tyrad Pictures,
has acquired the American and
Inc.,
Canadian rights to the feature. "Your
Wife and Mine."

FR10II B.

THOMPSON

Fred B. Thompson, who perfected the
new Spoor-Thompson automatic processing machine for the development
and printing of films, at the instigation
of George K. Spoor, president of Es-

not only an inventor, but an
engineer and chemist.
Knowledge of both were necessary in working
out this process, as the work involved
not only the construction of the machines, which are forty feet in length and
weigh fifteen tons each, but a thorough
knowledge of the action of chemicals on
sanay.
expert

is

films.

Formerly With Edison
the Edison Company he was
charge of the Little Home pictures
and later western manager for the talk-

With

in

ing pictures.

He went

to

Europe with

Pathe to develop the technical end of
the film work.

Among his inventions is a water-proofing process on films.
He was also a
pioneer in color photography and the
three process in photo-engraving.
Mr. Thompson spent more than a year
in
experimental work on the SpoorThompson process before he had a practical working machine.
Since then he
has constantly made improvements until
the machine has reached its present
stage of perfection.
Machines of Great Worth
These machines have not only prove
their worth under the most exactin
conditions, but are now turning out mi
lions of feet of film of uniform, hig
grade quality, film that is evenly proc
essed
in
1,000-foot
lengths,
witho

flaws or

imperfections.
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Four

Men

Indicted

Pennsylvania Buri

In Fire Prevention

Bureau Graft Case
New York

Exhibitors

Win

in

Outlook Bright
Theatre Men Win and
Opening of Pictur

Fight to Stop Tribute

Easter

Collecting

NEW YORK.—The
graft

vestigating

grand jury

charges

against

in-

Fire Prevention Bureau and certain motion picture theatres returned indict-

ments against Dr. William

P.

Doyle,

chief of the bureau; Captain Frank McGinnis, head of the Department of Public Assemblies of the bureau; Leon Walrestaurant,
lace, a manager of Healy
land Frank McGoey of Far Rockaway,
on charges of conspiracy and bribery.

Captain McGinnis, Wallace, and McGoey appeared before Judge Rosalsky in

General Sessions to answer to the indictments. Wallace was released in $1,000 bail and the others in $2,500 each.
It was said that Dr. Doyle would appear
today.
Fire Commissioner Drennan, who had
received complaints from several motion
picture houses, referred them to the
District Attorney with the evidence he
had obtained. The indictments are based
on allegations that certain favors were
to be granted to motion picture houses
payments of various
for
return
in
amounts, through the Colonial Film exchange at 144 Columbus avenue.
According to Assistant District Attorney Talley, this exchange sold no films
and was used exclusively for collections,
ranging from $10 to $25, and reaching a
total of $1,500 weekly.

The Herald.)

(Special to

the

HARRISBURG, Pa.—The
Committee

Special

of

the

Judiciary

House

of

Representatives voted, 18 to 6, to report
with a negative recommendation, the

Rorke

which would have amended

bill

the Blue Law of 1794 so as to permit
the showing of motion pictures on Sundays, in Pennsylvania.
Thus vanished the hopes of the motion picture industry which was practically a unit behind the bill and which
had made a vigorous fight for its passage.
It was in behalf of this measure
that William A. Brady appeared in Harrisburg last week, in company of a number of other prominent motion picture
men, and argued before the committee
for its adoption.
The famous Philadelphia Orchestra
gave three free public concerts at legislative hearings in three parts of the
state to prove that the kind of music it
played could not offend any one on the

Sabbath.

There is now no hope for the Rorke
measure unless it should be voted on
the floor of the House to revive it despite the committee's negative report,
but such action is out of the realm of
probability.

Wins Point In New York
N. Y.—The codes commit-

ALBANY,
N. A.

M.

P.

I.

Officials

Enjoy Chicago Visit
Officials of the N. A. M. P. I., who
came to Chicago last Friday to attend

meeting of the Chicago censorship
commission and express the views of the
industry on the problem, remained in
Chicago until Sunday, returning via the
Twentieth Century.
Friday noon they were entertained at
luncheon at the Blackstone Hotel by
Martin J. Quigley, publisher of the
Herald and secretary of the censorship commission.
Those present were
William A. Brady, Walter W. Irwin,
Paul H. Cromelin, Gabriel L. Hess,
Peter J. Schaefer, Roy D. Keehn, and
Arthur Ryan.
a

Tippett in Country
John D. Tippett, managing director
of the Trans-Atlantic Film Co., Ltd. of
London, has arrived in New York for a
brief business visit prior to a visit to Universal City, Cal., and returning abroad.
Mr. Tippett is in charge of Universal's
film distribution abroad and is in America

for the purpose of

conferring with

Carl Laemmle, president of the firm, and
to arrange for great distribution of the

Big U's productions in Europe and Africa
during the present year.

tees of both branches of the Legislature took favorable action on the Sunday motion picture and Sunday baseball
bills, by reporting them out of the committees so that action may be taken on
the floor.

The Assembly committee, which had
under consideration the bill introduced
by Assemblyman Charles D. Donohue,
the Democratic leader in the lower
house providing for Sunday motion pictures, reported it out of committee, but
decided

to

make amendments

so that

The Wharton Brothers started work
Monday on a new production, which it
expected will be ready within three
months.
is

the

it

vote of 6 to 4.
One member of
the committee was absent, but desired
that he be recorded in favor of the bill,
which would make the vote seven to
four.
It appears that the provisions of
the Sunday motion picture measure pre-

a

pared by Senator Thompson was considered more favorable than the similar
bills
prepared by Senator Foley and

Assemblyman Donohue, and for that
reason the Thompson bill was substituted.
The full text of Senator Thompson's

bill

follows:

any

town or

motion pictures are now exhibited on the first day of the
week, they may continue to be so exhibited during
such time after two o'clock in the afternoon as' the
exhibition of motion pictures shall not have been
prohibited by an ordinanc hereafter adonted by
"If.

in

citv,

village,

common council or other legislative body of
such city, town, or village, the adoption, repeal or
rcadoption of which is hereby authorized.
"If, in ally city, town or village, motion pictures are not now exhibited on the first day of the
week, they shall not be so exhibited except during
such time after two o'clock in the afternoon as
shall
be permitted by an ordinance hereafter
adopted by the common council or other legislathe

Wharton Feature

to

would conform with Senator George F. Thompson's bill, which
was also reported favorably out of the
Senate Codes Committee recently by
bill
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tions in the various municipalities.
Mayor Charles P. Gillen, of Newark;
Mayor George N. Seger, of Passaic, and
Henry Hilfers, secretary of the State
Federation of Labor, also spoke in favor
of the bill.
"The miner, who works in the bowels
of the earth for six days a week," said
Mr. Brady, "cannot be made to sit for
any length of time on his porch, sucking
his thumbs, because he has no place to
go, while the wealthy man enjoys himThe miner must
self in his automobile.
have some sort of recreation."
Mayor Gillen said ninety per cent of
the residents of Newark want Sunday
motion pictures and Mr. Hilfers said organized labor also favors them.

Prospect Bright in Ohio

CLEVELAND, OHIO. —The

bill

in-

the Ohio House of Representatives by the Ohio State Screen
league, to make the showing of moving
pictures on Sundays possible in all communities, through local option elections,
scored considerable success the week

troduced

in

ending March 29, when it was reported
upon favorably by the Cities committee
which was considering it, and went back
to the house for an early vote.
The vote on the bill is expected before
April 10. If the house acts favorably, it
has excellent chances of passing the
senate.
big delegation of exhibitors from

A

Toledo, Akron. Columbus,
Dayton and Cincinnati will be in Columbus when the bill comes to a vote in the
Cleveland,

house of representatives.

Injured Watching Parade
Joe Blaisdell of the Winnipeg Film
Exchange was injured while viewing the
27th Division parade at 23rd Street, New
York, by being caught in a jam which
wedged him up against an iron railing,
which resulted in two broken ribs.

Beecroft Gets Comedies
Beecroft has just consumdeal by which he is to handle
the entire European rights on the Post
Travel Series, said to be one of the
best series of one reel comedies on the
market today.

Chester

mated

a
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Submarine Feature
Provides Thrill in
"The White Heather"
"The White Heather," Maurice Tourneur's latest production, which is being
bandied by Hiller and Wilk, will soon
have its premier showing at a leading
New York theatre.
This will be the director's first California picture.
Mr. Tourneur had long
felt the need of a big subject upon which
to work, and he decided to produce several photo dramas on the Coast.
"The

White Heather" was Mr. Tourneur's first
selection.
It was adapted from Cecil
Raleigh and Henry Hamilton's famous
Drury Lane Theatre success in London.
It later played at the New York Acad-

emy

of M*isic.
In this production Mr. Tourneur employed a noteworthy cast and the settings of the play are wonderful.
Mabel
Ballin has the leading feminine role, the
part that was created in the New York

Two

scenes from the

S.

which opens at the Fulton Theatre,
April 6 for an extended run.

L. picture

Sawyer and Lu bin's
Big Feature to Be
Presented April 6
Premiere of "Virtuous Men"
Is

Arranged for Fulton
Theatre

The premiere

of "Virtuous Men, " the
Ince Attraction, will take
1

inaugural Ralph
place at the Fulton Theatre, New York,
on Sunday evening, April 6. It stars E.
K. Lincoln and was produced under the
personal direction of Ralph Ince.
The presentation of "Virtuous Men"
at the Fulton Theatre will be surrounded
with many distinctive features. A special musical score has been written in
which are introduced several innovations.
The musical setting is perfectly synchronized with the action, due to the
composer spending several days with
Ralph Ince during the making of various
scenes.

Lobby Display

Interesting

An

New

York, on

the showing, in addition to representatives of the New York leading newspapers, including several out of town
dailies.
It is said a distinct surprise will

be sprung by Sawyer and Lubin through
the presence of a personage distinguished in public life, who will witness
the

presentation.

Will be First Showing
at the Fulton Theatre
marks the first public view which distributors, exchange men, exhibitors and
the press have had of "Virtuous Men."
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin have steadfastly refused to permit special exhi-

The showing

production, despite innumerable requests which have come to
their office during the past four weeks.
Carrying out this idea, the spirit of fair
play has been uppermost in wishing to
give buyers and all other interested
parties an equal opportunity in sizing
up the production.
bitions

of

their

Miss Condon Brings
Film to New York

extraordinary lobby display has
been prepared under the direction of
two experts in matters of this kind.
Original paintings by Clarence F. Underwood, R. G. Morgan, Gustav Michelson and other well known illustrators

Mabel Condon arrived in New York
from Los Angeles on Saturday. She
brought a six-reel film with her which
was made by the New Art Film Company at Long Beach, Calif., under the

will have a prominent place in this display.
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert

Jack Mulhall, Helene Chadwick, Pauline Curly,
Leo Pearson, Emmett King\ Charles
Spears, Gordon Griffith, Wharton Jones
and Ann Schaefer.
It is expected Miss Condon will offer
this picture to the New York buyers, or

sponsors for "Virtuous Men,"
have also taken advantage of the extensive lobby of the Fulton Theatre to
display many other original pictorial
effects and illustrations which have been
prepared to accompany the picture.
A distinguished assemblage of guests
will witness the premiere of "Virtuous
Men" on April 6. Due to the great
interest displayed by the entire industry
in the inaugural Ralph Ince Film AtLubin,

traction,

many

of the leading exhibitors

and exchange men of the country will be
present. It is understood some of these
representatives of the industry are coming from points as far distant as San
Francisco, Seattle, Denver and Chicago.
Practically every leading distributor of
the business will be on band to witness

direction of Fred Sullivan.
includes such celebrities as

The

cast

this, will state right it herself.
It is stated that George B. Waters, gen-

failing

New

eral manager of the
Art company,
will assist Miss Condon in the selling of
film.
The title has not been determined upon, but it is suggested that
it may be called "The Helping Hand."

the

Mayer

in Chicago

Louis B. Mayer is a Chicago visitor.
He expects to be in Chicago about four
days, after which time he will return to
New York and then make a trip to
California.
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production by Amelia Bingham. Ralph
Graves has the leading male role.
The scenes which put the pep into the
picture and will bring the audience to its
feet are the submarine scenes, which
show the divers in a life and death strug-

bottom of the sea. By spearrangement with the Williamson

gle at the
cial

Brothers
their
deep
sea
and
tube
patent appliances were used for the filming of the scenes, which is the only
known way of taking this kind of photography.

Foreign Buyers Are

Rushing to the U.
The rush
abroad

still

arrived in

S.
from
which
York Saturday, brought

of European buyers
continues. The Baltic,

New

Wainwright of Cine Productions,
London. We have learned that
Mr. Wainwright secured the English
rights to "The Carter Case," the Craig
Kennedy serial.
Other arrivals are Tom Davis, Western Import, George Green of Green
Edinburgh;
Frank
Films,
Ltd.,
J.
Brockliss of London, Hyman Winik,
Olaf S. Vorg of Copenhagen, Cinema
Productions and Howard Uhl of the
C.
Ltd.,

J.

Scandinavian Exchange. It is reported
that the English motion picture men
contemplate reestablishing London as
the world's greatest center for film export and import.
1

Row

Over Picture

The Buffalo Motion Picture

Corp., of
Buffalo, N. Y., has just completed a
special entitled "Price of Innocence,"
in which Stella Talbot plays the lead.
There seems to be some difficulty about
the finishing of this picture, as it was
started months ago in the Plimpton

Studio at Mt. Vernon.

A. S.

Kane Returns

Kane, general manager of
Select Pictures, has just returned from
a six weeks' trip throughout the counMr. Kane is most optimistic as to
try.
the outlook for the immediate future.
Tie has covered the South and Southwest and says that all the picture men
are making money and everybody seems
to have money.

Arthur

S.

Y

!

;
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To Hell With Yesterday!
A

SURVEY OF THE MOTION PICTURE ART-INDUSTRY TODAY AND TOMORROW
The Era

of

Stupendous Star Salaries

By Roy

WAS
I

L.

McCardell
The yesterdays

discussing motion

pictures

past,

present

the

turgid,

in

more or

—
— contemporary

the one and two reeler
and the men ivho made them
was stupidly slobbered over.
"Oh!" I exclaimed, proof

fanely

McCardell

T..

them —

problems

today and tomorrow

Speaking of "Good Old Days"

Where

of

!"

men

will you write your concluyou. consider
from a sane and common sense view, for the Herald?"

"Will
sions,

the

consider

asked the publisher.

"Your opinions

will be of

a

man for years on

but yet enough detached to be of the

your survey

tvill

be unbiased,

frankly, yet calmly

and you

and without abuse.

more

the 'inside,'

value, because

will write freely

and

are they now, these, as they thought, mighty

minute films they produced be shown today in the most
benighted community, in the murkiest "jitney" theatre that
survives without the beholders hooting them from the
screen ?
It

Because, while you

ill

becomes these fatuous veterans that survive to

pictures as a writer of scenarios since the beginning, yet you

Griffith,

have none to fear and none to favor, and most likely would

in

prejudice you if

me

—

Hell with Yesterday'?"
"I will," I replied.

And

here I begin.

"Yesterdays of Flattered Conceit"

of the greatest

that comes closer to the great
tion than

any other art

mass of the world's popula-

—moving pictures — should

have

its

begin, then,

we

so delegate the perfervid past of

motion pictures because they had a fatal success that operated

upon many men of limited vision and small souls

What

as

A

and the results will be the arrogance of ignorance suddenly
become opulent, the egotism of small men suddenly suc-

the other great activities of

man-

field of

endeavor pays any participant who works

and more?

Rockefeller vs. Chaplin Millions

appeals ballyhooing the easily amused.

months

we consider

in it a million dollars a year

in the art-industry by accident, not as business
men, but as side showmen with no ideas above their gainful

near-millionaires in a few short

men

kind.

who were

Make such men

such

what should be produced for the screen in America, and
it should be produced, the average made-in-America
film was a fearsome thing to see
How many of these old timers took warning from the
great and artistic films the Italians first sent us?
Had
George Kleine not shown "Quo Vadis" to a wondering and
appreciative America, had not Harry Eaver staked his all
on introducing that wonderful picture from the same artistic foreign sources
"Cabiria," a picture that had intelligence and art in every thrill of its wondrous presentation
would Griffith have been encouraged from "Judith of Bethulia" to produce "The Birth of a Nation"?
We must consider the art-industry of motion pictures
as seriously as

yesterdays consigned to limbo.

To

is till

—

"To Hell with Yesterday !"
briefly stating why all the yesterdays of one
arts and industries of modern times, one

Frankly, we cannot say,
without at least

The truth

Ince and others came into their own and had a say

how

you had.

a series of truthful and sane articles
on the motion picture industry with that as your text 'To
"Will you write

are the

motion pictures of yesterday? Could these men manufacture and distribute today?
Could the crass, crude five-

speak of "the good old days."

let it

Where

of the motion pictures of yesterday?

are interested through your close connection with motion

not

agent puffery,

—

emphatically

meaning what I meant. "To
hell with yesterday! Let us
Roy

press

—

in which "the good old days"

but

conceit,

and oblivion.
Most of these accidental pioneers of moving pictures
were men of mountebank antecedents and mountebank minds
and ethics; and they found themselves lifted out of the
narrow limits of their capacities by a mighty force the
forward movement of a great and popular art. An evolution of a new industry that was to rise and rank, with the
money expended on it and from it. in a few short years with
all the long established and universal businesses by which
the world sustains itself
such as agriculture, mining and
commodity manufacturing.

fulsome flubdub
an esteemed

less

motion picture, art-industry are

of the
flattered

of the picture pioneers to ruin

discussion being inspired by

article

of

vulgar ostentation and vanity and jealousy that led most

and future with the publisher of the Herald, the
a

yesterdays

Bockefeller, a Carnegie or a

Schwab may make

their

millions annually through their great manufacturing industries,

but these great increments of theirs

on the

toil

is

through profit

of thousands of individuals.

But Charles Chaplin. Mary Piekford, Douglas Fair-

cessful.
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banks and William S. Hart

—

to

name

the foremost

millions for their actual and direct services

— are paid

—for goods made

by them and by them delivered.
It is not by favor they are paid sums as astonish the
mind and following them are literally scores of other

—

popular screen artists and capable screen directors whose
annual incomes are more than the President of the United

and his entire Cabinet
Incomes and salaries that the Steel Trust or Standard
Oil would not dare to arouse their stockholders by paying
States

the

men who

control

and

and dominating

direct these great

industries.

These are the salaries of motion pictures of today.
will they be tomorrow?
Already Chaplin and Pickford and Fairbanks, believing that the goods they actually

What

make do not net them
are made from them,
produce, but to

sell

Twelve Pictures

When it was announced that Chaplin was to receive
over six hundred thousand dollars a year, free and clear,
for twelve two-reel pictures
work he had done for fifty

—

week— the

whole world rubbed its astonished eyes.
Yet it came about simply through the simple situation
of demand and supply.
Chaplin was paid this vast sum

money as a
in the movies, because for the exclusive sales rights to these twelve pictures it
was figured that

mummer

the profits, over his salary and the cost of taking
the pictures, would be nearly three million dollars
at a moderate
estimate

was concerned in the forming of the Lone Star Film
set all the motion picture stars bigmoney-mad when it contracted with Chaplin to pay him
I

Corporation, which

$670,000 for making twelve two-reel pictures inside a vear
This was in 1916.
We cannot say, "To Hell with Yesterdav!" when we
speak of 1916, for this was the year that, taking
their cue
from Chaplin, all the motion picture stars who knew
or
who believed they were box office attractions, began to clamor
lor compensation like Chaplin's.
This was the start and beginning of the astounding
star salaries, bonuses, guaranteed participations
in the gross
sales of their films, and what not, that
we have today and
will have tomorrow!
re follows a true C0
P3 of the prospectus of the Lone
Star ??i
Film Corporation, which (it is significant) was formed
on or about April 1, 1916.
r

The

capital stock of this corporation was $1,500
000 of
which the preferred stock, $400,000, in cash, was
raised and

contributed

$2,954,7,00.00

Cost of Production
Less Cash from Preferred
Profit United States
Australian Bid, Net

$870,000.00
400,000.00

and Canada

470,000.00

$2,484,700.00

$100,000.00

England, Net
300,000.00
Russia, France, Spain and Other Foreign
Countries
300,000.00
Total profits on 12 reels
Preferred Stock at $110 redeemable
7% Dividend Preferred Stock One Year

700,000.00

$3,184,700.00

$440,000.00
28,000.00

TOTAL NET PROFIT (First Year)
Comedies to Cost $200,000

468,000.00

$2,716,700.00

It will be seen that it

making the proposed twelve
$200,000,

exclusive

of

was estimated that the cost of
two-reel Chaplin comedies was

Chaplin's

salary

of

$670,000,

of

course.
It will also be noticed that the preferred stock of $400,-

000 was to pay seven per cent and a ten per cent bonus, and

In this matter of surprisingly stupendous salaries alone
the art-industry of motion pictures is sui generis!

of

52.500.00
36,750.00
52,500.00
42,000.00
63,000.00
105,000.00

in.

?

$670,000 for

dollars a

$

5351,750.00

so they have combined, not only to

the films they appear

One Per Month.

Tear's number of releases
12
Total gross income on basis of 150 copies of 12
two-reelers
$4,221,000.00
Cost of distribution 30%
1,266,300.00
(This is to be paid the Mutual Film Corporation.)

a just proportion of the profits that

Think it over. Why should such sums be paid these
people, when in no other field of human endeavor does a
tithe of what the Chaplins, the Pickfords and the Fairbanks'
of the film industry receive, and still ask more— ever be
apportioned

Income on 12 Two-Heelers a Year,
150 Print Copies,
7 Days at $50 per day
150
150
14
25
150
14
20
150
28
15
150
70
10

by the same group that had produced

$10,000 prize idea
1915:

serial,

my

"The Diamond from the Sky "

in

then be retired.
The balance of the suppositious and expected profits,
supposedly most conservatively estimated at $2,716,700 the
first year, was to apply as dividends on the $1,100,000 of
common stock, of which each purchaser of the preferred
stock was to receive one share with every share of the preferred stock they paid for.
Up to this time the cost of the average two-reel comedy
that Chaplin had appeared in, had cost from $3,000 to
$10,000 to take.
Allowing $16,666 as cost of taking each of the twelve
proposed two-reel comedies was considered almost a double
estimate.

But, alas, the cost of taking the Lone Star Chaplin
comedies rose to most unbelievable amounts
I heard many strange stories of the wheres and whys,
but, as I was not at the Lone Star Studios in Los Angeles,
1 have no personal knowledge of why they cost what they
did.
But it was an astounding case of burning film and
burning money.
I have heard it stated, but have not seen the figures,
that some of these two-reel comedies cost as high as $90,000
They did not show it.
!

Commenting on "The Floor Walker"
The

first "The Floor Walker," was a fairly good Chapmain laughs being the star's acrobatic humor on
a department store moving staircase, or escalator.
But it was not nearly so good as "The Bank" or

lin

—the

"Shanghied," the
lin

was

Angeles he was disposed to accept an offer made him by

Jay Cairns, for the Mutual Film Corporation, for a salary
of $2,000 a week, but some of the Mutual heads thought
this price preposterous at that time

The succeeding Chaplin Lone Star Comedies
no such furor

Arms
SPECIAL CHAPLIN CO.

as his recent

created

independent picture, "Shoulder

!"

In fact one of them "A Night Out," in which he
cavorted alone upon the screen with a taxidermist's collection
it was the third of the series
was a failure and was
cancelled everywhere.

("Lone Star Pllm Corporation")
Figured by Its Promotors)

—

(Prospectus! as
Capital Stock

$1,500,000
400 000
1,100,000
Preferred to be retired, after paying one dividend of 7 per
cent, at

last two pictures he had taken for Essanay.
divert here a moment and state that while Chapmaking these last two pictures for Essanay in Los

may

I

Preferred

Common

1

10

30

—

(To be continued)
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

THE

By

REPORTER

American Recreation League
Gets Out Splendid

Will Attract

Censorship Folder

MANY THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE

las't

who

mired Warren.

'whoever

is

folder entitled

responsible for

"The Menace

Motion

of

Amer-

Picture Censorship," issued by the

Recreation

ican

league,

Warren With Hodkinson

Big Authors and Big Stories
New Audiences

the working out and publishing of the

;

*

deserves

great

moment

right at this

come

ies will

TWO MUTUAL ADMIRERS ARE AT
mov-

despise

house to see

to the picture

not distorted and cramped to

porter so.

way and

big fiction produced in a big

fit

splendid piece of

work and con-

tains

material of great value.

value

is

as

not in passive publicity
suggestions

the

in

it

gives

combating of the censorship
Ideas of
tity

And its
so much

all

for

the

evils.

sorts are available in quan-

through the medium of

new

Nazimova

umes

for

mova

is

making great

make

give

short time.

And

cards
it

will

within

very

a

be a popularity

on artistry rather than bunk, on

built

ability rather than
will only

AUGUSTUS THOMAS GETS A FULL
page article

in a

Mr. Thomas, while

he presents a good case for the author

and the story, does not really get down
fundamentals of the matter.

to the

matter of

a

fact,

the value

story and the author to
lies

in

the

fact

mean

own on

to her

good looks. And that

that she

only coming

is

the screen as well as the

stage.

current issue of a con-

temporary journal.

As

that

moving
moving

of

A

Real Victory in
Connecticut

THE VICTORY FOR SUNDAY
tures in Connecticut

the

pictures
pictures

bear or should bear a closer relationship
to Literature than the speaking stage.

Pictures Are

A

ing.

is

Pic-

most encourag-

clean cut win that had a

One

majority.

THAT'S THE POINT. A FAMOUS
made more

faith-

on the screen than the stage.

When

author's story can be

one reads a book, the brain visualizes

The moving picture simply
the moving image from the

the matter

good

was the statement made by

New Haven

Senator Leonard of

that he

opposed Sunday moving picture shows

attracting a volume
The Reporter
days.

tainly

these
ple

closer

to

and that

literature
is

why

the

than

is

rea-

dollars

to his

own.

into

Then

new

the

Capital Theatre in

Star

Not Wanted

to
is!

politician

behind

the

is

screen

the

realizing

before

the

power

industry

does.
realization of this

political

circles

power

is

growing

and what the writer

predicted before on this page will hap-

is

really

pen

the

stage

that

if

the industry doesn't

wake

up.

And

in

EXHIBITORS WILL MORE READbelieve this than producers. A star

politics.

The

New

This Picture

known on two

it

this

York, claimed as the largest theatre in
the world, is said to be a venture that
is very close to the Du Pont people and
that if the house is a success, the big
powder crowd will consider very seriously a big investment in film.
A
It really is a wonderful business.
business of magnificent amounts and
there is no legitimate reason why it
should not be business of magnificent
profits for everybody concerned in it.

cast in a

There

business

the

year.

was

her

suit

big Past programs

big picture
perfectly.

seemed

that

The

producer

brought the picture east and showed it
to two important distributors. Both of
these distributing bodies told Mr. Producer that if he would remove the necessity of featuring and billing the star
several
the
picture was worth
thousand dollars to them and they would
pay in cash an amount to cover double
the cost of production. What do you
that

think of that?
to

author

is

at

last

is

a quiet gaining of control of the

screen by political forces.

Not

possible,

t

coming

capital

personally

who

well

in

it

of

of three groups of financial peowill put a total of over one

knows

a dangerous element into local and state

The

Therefore,

Into

Motion Pictures

ily

transfers

sonable claim that the screen

plan.

Coming

Capital

much pub-

the

of

revival

because he was afraid that the moving
picture people would develop and inject

the action.

brain to the screen.

is

"W. W."

interesting side light on

Vitalized Fiction

fully

a

million

study.

The Author Speaks

publicity

if

MOTION PICTURES ARE CER-

that she will be one of the

drawing

careful

it

New

Nazi-

very modest predic-

a

it

And Warren,

Hodkinson

licized

and the

strides

ad-

i

biggest

should

production

coming popularity.

its

Reporter thinks

this 22-page

and every exhibitor and exhibitor

organization

on the
"The Red

stills

Lantern," and they certainly speak vol-

tion to

folder

PRIVI-

indicate

lege of examining a set of

always

often told the Re-

Well they are two big men and should
make a great combination if two such
imperious natures can agree and work
This duo would seem to
in harmony.

a star.

Nazimova Scores Again

THE REPORTER HAD THE

He

to be believed, thinks a lot of

praise.
It is a

Hodkinson

together.

you say? Well, then watch Hearst.
31

However, Mr. Producer cannot eliminate
his contract won't let him
so

the star

—

the deal

still

—

waits.

E
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"The Carter Case"
Is Well Received
At First Showing
Following months of preparation and
utilization of every method of ex-

the

known

D.

W.

Griffith Petitions

Congress for a

Law

To Protect Works
D. W. Griffith, the motion picture producer,
through
Representative Julius

Cahn

California,

of

will

petition

Con-

the Oliver Films, Inc., serial, "The
Carter Case," based on the Arthur B.
Reeve and John W. Grey story of Craig
Kennedy, and starring Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh, has reached

gress to pass a law making it a criminal
offense to plagiarize a motion picture or
the name of a motion picture producer.
According to Mr. Griffith, his name as
well as the names of other authors and
producers, has been falsely used in connection with certain motion pictures,

the screen.

whose sponsors

ploitation

to

the

picture

indus-

try,

An

auspicious opening was given the

serial

Theatre,

where

New York

in

it

urday.

Symphony

the

Symphony

95th
street
and Broadway,
was shown last Friday and SatManager Morris Kashin of the
is

authority for the statement

was

that the opening
cess,

the

at

a

tremendous suc-

an occasion that will substantiate
fondest expectations of the pro-

tions to

attribute

their

produc-

men who have had nothing

to

do with the making of the pictures and
who are in no way concerned in their
exhibition.

Mr.

Griffith
cites
several instances
his own name has been falsely
used, and calls the attention of Congress
to newspaper advertisements and an-

where

nouncements-exploiting motion pictures
of inferior make as "Produced by D. W.
Griffith."

to

Two instances of this misrepresentation have been found, one in Trenton, N.
In
J., and the other in Cleveland, Ohio.
both cases, "The Hun Within" has been

the trade, that "The Carter Case" creates a new standard for episode pictures.
Tremendous popularity for the serial is
indicated by the glowing reception it
was given by the public in the first New

exploited both in advertisements and
newspaper announcements as "Produced
by D. W. Griffiths."
Exhibitors are warned not to use Mr.
Griffith's name as the producer of any

ducers,

exchangemen and

the

and

tributors,

justifies

pressed following

its

the

initial

the

dis-

opinion, ex-

showing

York showing. The Symphony Theatre
was packed to capacity at every performance.

shown

A

has

serial

at

the

never before

been

Symphony, which made

departure from its policy by reason
of the unusual character of "The Carter
Case."
Following this success, the Pioneer
Film Corporation, controlling the territory of New York City, State, and
Northern New Jersey, completed bookthis

ings for a large
theatres,

and

will

number

of

announce the

list

than any other episode picture yet produced.
Harry Grossman, of Oliver Films,
Inc., states that bookings are being completed at a rapid rate throughout the
country.
The latest big circuit to take
''The Carter Case" is that of Lubliner
& Trinz of Chicago.

included

"The Birth

list:

ance,"

Great

in the following
of a Nation," "Intolerof the World," "The

"Hearts
Love," "The

Greatest Thing

in

"A Romance of Happy Valley,"
Girl
Stayed at Home," "The
Fall of Babylon," "The Mother and the
Life,"

Who

"The

Law."

New M.
It

B. P.
B.

P.

Fineman on Tour

Fineman, manager of the ac-

cessory sales promotion department of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
left New York last week on a tour of
the

all

Famous

Players-Lasky

ex-

changes. Mr. Fineman's immediate purpose is to consult with managers on the
handling of accessories with the idea of
enhancing the service to exhibitors of
this material.
He will also explain in
detail the new system of advertising and
publicity whereby complete co-operation
of exhibitors and the exchanges will be
effected.
In connection with his promotion work, Mr. Fineman also will visit

Abe Cantor,

that

a

syndicate

New

will

Rochelle,

N. Y., at the corner of Main and Church
with a seating capacity of 1,200.
The Nicholas Power Company will instreets,

stall

two of

graphs

their

modern 6-B Camera-

new

theatre, it is said, and
there is to be an innovation in the way
of a screen so that many novel effects
will be secured by the use of a water,
in this

curtain.

All of these houses play to capacity and
there is said to be a most lucrative field
for another motion picture house there.
It is reported that Trench and Hall have
secured the contract for the building.

Denver

Anita

Dana Leaves Lasky
P. D. Dana has resigned as assistant
advertising manager for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and will take up his
duties as Director of Advertising and
Publicity for the Arrow Film Corporation, Times Building, New York, at once.
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Man Buys

Film

H. O. Kyler, of the Supreme Photoplay Company of Denver, has been in
New York completing arrangements for
the purchase of many pictures, one of
which is "Once to Every Man," the Sherrill
production picture.
He purchased
that production for the territory of Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming and Utah.

Picture Studio Leased
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— R. A. Rowan

of the technical staff of

Stewart Productions Company, who has been supervising the
laboratory work on "The Midnight Romance" at the Rothacker Laboratories
in Chicago, has returned to Los Angeles
to assist in the filming of Miss Stewart's
next production, which is being made
under Marshall Neilan's direction.
the

Daniel* in a rollicking Holln-I'athe comedy,
"Next Aisle Over."

reported

erect a $200,000 theatre in

Cantor Returns to Coast

Relx-

Theatre
For New Rochelle

There are only three motion picture
in New Rochelle, Loew's American, the Little Theatre on Rose street,
and the La Rochelle on Hugenot street.

as many of the large first-run exhibitors
as possible.

Harold Lloyd and

is

P.

houses

in a

They say that the serial will
be shown in more New York theatres

not

picture

New York

few days.

Marion Davies In the Select Picture. "Getting Mary Married," an Allan Dvran
production. The story is by Anita
Loos and John Emerson.

&

through their leasing department,
the old Biograph
Girard
corner
Georgia
and
studio,
streets, to the Katherine MacDonald PicThis lease covers
tures Corporation.
quite a period, and runs well up into the
thousands of dollars.
Co.,

report having leased

Weeks Goes

to Coast

C. A. Weeks, treasurer of' the Zane
Grey Pictures, Inc. and Great Authors

New

York for
Pictures, Inc., has left
a flying trip to Los Angeles where he
will confer with B. B. Hampton, president of the two organizations.
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films is exceptionally good. Long
lines stand patiently in front of the box
offices waiting their turn to witness the

showing

Hutchinson Sees Great
Future for American Made Films

Samuel

S.

performance and the admission prices are
than those in the
United States.
Speaking of the labor unrest, concerning which so much has been printed in
American newspapers, Mr. Hutchinson
said it seems to be the general opinion
that the British laboring men are undergoing a period of readjustment fear.
They know employers are compelled to
reduce wages in many industries and are
protesting in the hope that the cut in
considerably higher

President of American Company Returning from
Europe, Says U. S. Pictures Are Popular
Throughout England and Continent
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the
American Film Company, Inc., returned
I to Chicago last week after spending
He left
linearly three months abroad.
.America on December 21, arrived in LonI don on December 30, and aside from a
single week spent in Paris was busily en:

gaged
'

at his

London

during the
On his return

offices

"Flying

A"

Is

entire period of his visit.

he sailed from Liverpool on March 8,
aboard the "Carmania," which landed at
Halifax on March 17, and from there
President Hutchinson returned to

New

York via rail.
While abroad he not only inspected
extensive

laboratories

and

offices

his
in

Great Britain, but also closed contracts
for the distribution of his product abroad
in a far bigger, better way than it has
American Picever been done before.
tures are known as "Flying A" productions on the other side, and Mr. Hutchinson reports he was delighted to find them
in high favor wherever he went, and received

many

worth as box

testimonials

as

to

their

office attractions.

Is Picture of

Health

Interviewed by a representative of the
his return to Chicago, Mr.
Hutchinson, looking the picture of health
and as though the trip had done him a
world of good, said: "Yes, indeed, I am
glad to be back at home and am mightily
pleased over the results attained by my
trip.
Things here in America have been
moving steadily along since I left, and
though I haven't yet been able to see
them on the screen myself I am told that
several of our latest feature releases are
receiving such favorable comment on the

Herald upon

I

part of exhibitors.
"In the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland 'Flying A' pictures, as
they are called over there, are to be distributed by H. W. Thompson of Leeds,
one of England's foremost film distributors, and a man whose interests reach
into every nook and corner of the British
Isles.
As usual, all the printing and developing will be handled at the 'Flying A'
laboratories in England, but the films
are placed on a royalty basis with Mr.
Thompson for distribution to the exhib-

Mr. Thompson is held in high regard and trust by the English exhibitors
and was a member of the English film
committee that oc-operated with the government all through the war, which gives
one a faint idea, at least, of the esteem
in which he is held by his fellow Brit-

itors.

ishers.

&

"John Olsen
Co. of Copenhagen entered into a contract <vith me for the
distribution of 'Flying A' pictures in
Scandinavia and Finland. This concern
also is known to its customers as one of
the foremost distributors in the territory it undertakes to cover and stands
equally high with the governments of

sible.

Popular

ish

"Not one but several contracts were
entered into with Cinematograph Harry
of Paris for distributing 'Flying A' pictures in France, Switzerland, Holland,

Belgium, Greece and Egypt. The above
mentioned countries are included in one
contract, while other and distinctly separate contracts provide for the same firm
handling of our product iw Spain, Portugal and Italy, and still others for other
and more distant portions of the globe.
I was delighted to find all 'Flying A' pictures popular with the exhibitors of Europe and to see them shown in the finest
theatres on the Continent as well as in

Engand. For example, I discovered with
pleasure that the London Opera House,
the famous theatre erected by Oscar
Hammerstein some years ago, is now
showing pictures and that among the
prominent features advertised were the
Mary Miles Minter, William Russell and
Margarita Fisher subjects, released in the
United States some months ago, but only
now being offered for the first time in
Great Britain."

"About what percentage of the foreign
American made pictures, would you estimate?" queried the
theatres are showing
interviewer.
"I should say fully 85 per cent of all the
films exhibited abroad are of American
manufacture," replied Mr. Hutchinson.
"By that I mean, of course, are subjects
made by film manufacturers of the United
States, the word American not referring
specifically to the product of the American Film Company. I am proud to know,
though, that our own particular brand is

ranked among the very top-notchers by
all the foreign exhibitors, and was told
time and again that 'Flying A' pictures
were so popular because all of the stories
have a touch of real heart interest in
them, are interpreted by well balanced
casts and photographed with unusual
clearness.
I was told in
England and
France that our brand name, 'Flying A,'
is a household word.
You would scarcely

wonder

at the popularity of American
pictures if you could see some of
the "photography in some of the English
and French films. They don't seem as
yet able to anywhere near equal even the

made

mediocre stuff shown on this side."
Explains British Customs
Mr. Hutchinson explained that practically all British houses book on a three
day-run basis, there being two changes
weekly, one feature running Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday, and a new attraction offered on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Very few houses run Sunday
shows and all of the speaking stage theatres are closed on Sunday throughout the
entire British isles.
The patronage at
both speaking stage theatres and those
-
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own wages may

be as slight as poslooked upon as quite the natural thing for them to do, and not as an
indication that they are inclined to accept
the doctrines of Bolshevism, as all Brittheir

,

.

/

the allied nations, who imposed many
restrictions on such film organizations as
they deemed unworthy of trust. 'Flying
A' pictures have, of course, been shown
for years in the Scandinavian countries,
but I know that in future we shall do
even more business there.

It is

laborers are far too intelligent and

possessed of too much sound sense to
wish to see their country ridden by an
outbreak of riots and property destruction such as Berlin and Budapesth have
been undergoing.
Women are still employed, said Mr.
Hutchinson, in the majority of the transportation systems, acting as conductors
and collectors on trains, trolleys,_ subways, busses and even as porters in the
railway stations. He mentioned that his
own offices in London had been managed
for some months by Mrs. W. C. Scott,
wife of the manager, who was called to
the colors and who but recently furloughed from army service only to be
immediately confined to his bed by tuberSince Mr. Hutchinson sailed
culosis.
from Liverpool he has received a cable
saying that Mr. Scott passed away. Mr.
Scott is another prominent film man who
gave up his life for his country.
Visits His Soldier

Son

One week of Mr. Hutchinson's sojourn
abroad was spent in Paris, whither Mr.
Hutchinson went to see to his son Hobart, who is connected with Headquarters Regiment and attached to the staff
Hobart described
of General Pershing.
to his father many thrilling experiences
that befell him during the war, and though
he believes he played in great luck and
escaped many of the hardships experienced by many other boys in service, his
father still shudders when he recalls that
Hobart was driving an automobile
through a shell torn area under heavy
fire, running at nearly sixty miles an hour
over roads that would be considered decidedly bad in this country when an
enemy shell burst just behind the car,
blew the tonneau completely off the body,
smashed the windshield to bits and yet
never even scratched young Mr. Hutch"I guess Hobart must bear a
inson.
charmed
it

life,"

commented his father, "for
humanly possible to have

doesn't seem

been through such an incident and escaped alive." Hobart was the first American driver to enter the city of Metz after
the signing of the armistice and had extreme difficulty in getting in with his officer passengers, for the Germans had
mined the roadway and the car was halted
by a cavity in the road fully seventy-five
feet deep which had been deliberately
blown open by the Germans to delay
Hobart found a way round the
pursuit.
hole, though he nearly capsized the car
in getting it back into the road on the

other side, but at last he reached Metz
and was hailed as "the first car in."
Mr. Hutchinson is already busy with
new plans for the advancement of American productions, but announcements concerning them will be made later on.
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

NO

individual example of progress has been

extraordinary

From

than

that

the

of

short

surprise in the

a position of almost negligible importance

come

as late as three years ago it has

to

is

no longer a hit-or-miss

tions

affair

a

A

field

at

The story, too, is unique, and many complicamake up a plot mystifying but never confusing.
good picture.

really

It is a serious part of the exhibitor's problem.

"FIGHTING FOR GOLD" (Fox)
Tom Mix western.

Of corresponding importance, then, is the announcement of the Christie Film Company that each

•

That

title
it

is

ample description.
But it is necessary to say and worth saying that his
stunts are as numerous and apparently hazardous as the
veteran fan could ask.
Slightly better than the Tom
typical of his recent publications

of their two-reel special comedies will be accompanied

nished by the makers of standard length features.

the

is

chosen for the latest

with a musical score as carefully prepared as those fur-

is

(World) brings

of a really engaging role for Louise

Huff and a cast of supporting characters that might
large.

to be left to the discretion of the operator or the door

man.

way

have been selected by popular vote from the

occupy a place

second only by a small margin to the five-reel feature.

Choice of short subjects

"THE LITTLE INTRUDER"

more

subject.

It

a step forward, and a step which every exhibitor

Mix

is

average.

should watch with interest.

"THE SHERIFF'S SON"

"HEARTS ASLEEP"

(Exhibitors Mutual) equips

Bessie Barriscale with a story of ample proportions.

The undoubted
tant thing in
to

make

that actress

skill of

it,

but that

The

"A

A

has to sheer novelty.

takes

curious mixture of comedy

drama, with even a dash of religion thrown
impressively unusual.

in,

in

it

is

Well done and pretentiously,

it

fine

comedy and

discloses

which her worshippers should

slap-stick

An

excellently prepared offering

(Pathe-Hodkin-

It is

it

Warren Kerrigan

bination

is

is

Hampton and

recommendation.

as

obviously one with possibilities.

The comThe finished

product realizes them.

"CANNIBALS OF THE SOUTH SEAS"

is

is

Mutual) proves forever beyond the shadow of
doubt that successful pictures can be made without the

splendidly

in every instance of the

may view with

safety, it is

(Ex-

hibitors

use of star, story or

play essentially emotional and a

thing that the family

(Artcraft)

J.

and a few
not another "Hearts of

Technically the composition

A

JR."

Griffith discoveries

The support

National)

in a mischievous combination of light

"THE END OF THE GAME"

(Hiram Abrams) returns
the long obscured George Beban in a play typical of

highest quality.

(First

son) has the combined efforts of Jesse D.

program drama.

put together.

MIDNIGHT ROMANCE"

find wholly amusing.

"HEAETS OF MEN"

the man.

which his

different

"CAPTAIN KIDD,

(Art-

the World," nor yet a "Birth of a Nation," but

mighty

play, however,

and unique.

"THE GIEL WHO STAYED AT HOME"
of the old familiar ones.

as

Mary Pickford

favor depends upon the individual.

some new

A

against him.

angles and too numerous

it

and

a play which will be remembered, whether or not with

craft) uncovers

many

from her first publication under this
banner as Anita Stewart and her co-workers could make
it.
It is romance, pure and simple, and most of it happened at the noted hour.
is

(Goldwyn)

lacks

No

of notable aspect.

"DAUGHTER OF MINE"

is

(Paramount)

the usual efficient delineator of

is

followers will condone.

result is a film

Madge Kennedy away from that style of picture
which she has made her fame and owes what weight

is

incidents

sufficient

decidedly worth while.

the production

Ray

character, but a plot of

the most impor-

more than

skill is

department has been neglected.

drama

is

Charles

unity.

name

of national fame.

The second

^instalment was big in promise.

one

to the

promise and goes beyond

The

first

lives

up

it.

of the best types of drama.

"THAT'S GOOD"

"FIT TO WIN"
Raymond McKee, once

(Metro) marks somewhat of a

(Public
seen in

drop for the ambitious and energetic Hale Hamilton.

later a sergeant in the

There

ment with a big purpose,
which to circulate. But it

is

not enough story in the

first place,

the story

is

U.

Health

Films)

stars

"The Unbeliever" and

A

clinical preach-

S.

army.

it

has a restricted realm in

is

powerful in appeal and of

new nor strong in the second place, and it is but
mediumly well done in the last place. It is below the

unquestionable value as a means toward the end which

standard of both star and producer.

it

neither
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aims to reach.
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Bessie Barriscale in

Five Part Drama; Exhibitors-Mutual.
Directed by Howard Hickman.
Published in March.
OPINION: If there is an actress in
motion pictures who deserves the widely
but not always wisely bestowed title of
'star" that lady is unquestionably Bessie
Barriscale.

If

there

is

a star who can,
a picture out of

an incident and a camera,

it

is

she.

But

in this instance she is not called upon to
do so. The production is a worthy one
in every particular. There is a real story,

a good scenario, faultless background
and understanding direction, plus a cast
that measures up to every requirement.
It is a production which would have
overshadowed a lesser star. The more
to her credit, then, that she
dominates the whole and adds to her
personal laurels while delivering an exceptionally worth-while photoplay. It is
an attraction that fans of any age may
see and enjoy. The screen is not often
given a better example of film drama
as it should be made.
SYNOPSIS: Nancy is the orphan charge
of Mother Hawkins, underworld "fence,"
in whose home she has managed to remain honest despite her patrons' instruction intended to make her a thief. "Gentleman
Chi,"
notorious
second-story
reflection

man,

visits

Mother Hawkins and buys

her rights to the girl, taking her with
him as he goes to loot a residence. She
escapes to the home of John Lewis, who
sends her to school. "Gentleman Chi"
is arrested and sent to prison for five
years.
Five years later she is introduced by Lewis as his niece and moves
in society until "Chi," released, comes
to a house party and tries to force her
to aid him in a contemplated theft of
jewels. She refuses, but the daughter
of the host aids in the burglary and
Nancy takes the blame to shield her.
But the girl confesses at the last moment and saves Nancy. Lewis tires of
the "Uncle" role and asks Nancy to
marry him. She accepts.

Madge Kennedy

i

M Lii)iiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiiiujii
i

will find
role.

HEARTS ASLEEP

when necessary, make

ii

much

to

l
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i
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them
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in

her

SYNOPSIS:
Rosie
Mendelsohn,
daughter of a Jewish tailor, is in love
with George Howard, struggling author,
of other faith.
Her father forbids her
to see him again. She finds employment
as the secretary to Joseph Rayberg, a
publisher, whose interest is not wholly
pure.
She persuades him to publish an
unfinished novel of Howard's, promising
him the reward he asks in case the
author is found. But when George Howard appears she runs away from the publisher and takes him to her home, where
her father reluctantly acknowledges that
he was wrong in denying their happiness because of the difference in reliHappy ending.
gion.

W.

Griffith's

THE GIRL WHO STAYED AT

HOME
Published March 25.
OPINION: There

"Not as good

will

be those

some

as

of Griffith's

k

,

The same is true of several
of the characters, some excellent types
not familiar to the film enthusiast being
included.
Tully Marshall is responsible
for one of these', a Jewish parent, that
will live long in the public memory.
Madge Kennedy and John Bower get
along well together in the leading roles,
though the burden of the work falls upon
and is well borne by the star alone. The
originality.

who

is

behind

the

German

lines.

menaced by a German offishot by a German whom she

has befriended. After many adventures
the boys return to their sweethearts,
Monsieur Le France swears allegiance
to the American flag and all ends hap-

in

HEARTS OF MEN
Five-part drama; Hiram Abrams Prod.
Directed by George Beban.

Published March

28.

OPINION:

with a soul." A better line could not
have been chosen. This one comes as
near describing him as any other com-

A

star

second importance.
Mabel Van Buren
portrays an Italian adventuress that
thoroughly satisfies. The story is typically
Beban. It has an irresistible
appeal and angles enough to give it
body without making it clumsy. It is
as fine an example of the emotional
school of photoplay fiction as has recently been caught by the camera.
SYNOPSIS: When his mother's illness dictates that she be taken to a
high, dry climate Nicollo Rosetti trades
his California flower garden for an unseen tract of land in Arizona. Leaving
his mother with a neighbor, he takes his
son to the new property. It proves arid
and cactus-covered. But a gang of railroad laborers take kindly to the child
and help Niccolo build a house and clear
part of the land.
His mother arrives
too late and dies shortly after. Niccolo
then writes to Italy for a woman to

marry him and mother his child. A
mercenary Italian girl comes in response
and marries him, but carries on an af-

symmetry of the production may be
marred for some by the introduction of
a melodrama villain who seems hardly

with

the clerk of a village store.
learns that his first wife's
mother is about to leave his son her fortune, on condition that the son returns
home for a visit. His wife tries to convince him that the bov is dead, after
returning to Italy, but the railroad boys
frustrate the plot.
fair

Then Nicollo

in

The frlvolouH wlrl In D. VV. GrIHHh'a piny,
"The Girl Who Mined nt Home"
(Artcraft).
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,1

is

bination of words that occurs. And the
is the picture.
splendid cast has
been gathered for his support in the
photoplay which breaks a long absence,
and sterling photography of fitting
scenes lends the picture the mark of the
genuine. But after all Beban is the life
of the story.
Besides playing the leading role he has directed the picture with
a sure judgment, and his three or fouryear-old son occupies a position of

play of parts, some
good and some bad, but altogether acceptable.
The story has the asset of

,

hole

be expected of Griffith.
Disregarding
the director, the picture is a mighty
fine piece of work. It has a cast of unusual dimensions and certainly of unusual quality. It has a story that possesses a real appeal and the power to
"get under the skin." There are twists
in construction that have not been seen
before. Above all, there are characterizations that leave nothing to be desired
and genuine acting by every person in
the play. There is a war element, and a

A

keeping with the otherwise romantic
nature of the offering.
It looks like
poor judgment on the part of the author.
But there are good points sufficient to overcome it in the estimation of
the majority. The followers of the star

shell

Blossom

The advertising copy
characterizes George Beban, "the actor

It isn't.
isn't far

in

23.

meet in the trenches. Jim brings rescue
to Ralph and his patrol, caught in a

But that
doesn't mean that it
and away
ahead of nine-tenths of the program releases of the day. Edison does not invent as good an article as the incandescent lamp every day, nor every
month, nor every year. No more should
former productions."

Five-part comedy drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Clarence D. Badger.

OPINION:

his adoration of "Cutie" Beautiful, cabaret singer. Ralph Grey, elder brother,
enlists and goes to France, where lives
Blossom Le France, his sweetheart.
The draft catches Jim and training
makes a man of him. "Cutie" promises
to be faithful. Mons. Le France, Blossom's father, is a Confederate of the
Civil War who has never surrendered
and now lives in France. The brothers

George Beban

who

DAUGHTER OF MINE
Published March

:

pily.

Seven Part Drama; Artcraft.
Directed by David Wark Griffith.

say,

W

prominent one, but the atory does not
depend upon it. The programs offer
no better amusement.
SYNOPSIS
Jim Grey, younger son,
seeks to evade the draft and continue

cer,

D.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Hale Hamilton

in

THAT'S GOOD
comedy drama; Metro.
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
Published March 24.
OPINION : Properly done, there is
nothing that makes more entertaining
and thoroughly worth while screening
than the light type of comedy in which
Five-part

.

But when
specializes.
same style is attempted without
success it makes a correspondingly strikBecause light comedy has
ing failure.
Hale Hamilton
this

such favor of late, much is expected
Which perhaps accounts for the
of it.
keenness of the disappointment which
follows a witnessing of "That's Good."
There is little in the play to condemn.
In fact, that is the chief fault of the
production there is little of anything in

won

—

Hale Hamilton smiles and ejaculates
"That's Good" at every opportunity, and
there are many. But patrons are apt to
tire of even his pleasant way of saying

it.

it.

to

And

there

engage

is

their

little else in

the picture

attention.

confidence.
Edward Kent, her brother,
falls in love with her.
The Conklins
quarrel and part.
Virginia promises to
run away with Harding, bringing her
jewels.
But the supposed niece manages to exchange the jewel box for a
candy box and to effect the arrest of
everyone concerned.
At the station
there are many complications.
But it
develops that the strange girl is really
the niece that was expected and failed
to arrive, that the jewels are safe at
home, and the young couple are married while their elders become reconciled.

in

FIGHTING FOR GOLD
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Edward J. Le Saint.
Published March 30.

OPINION: To

theatre-goers

who

like

western dramas, with plenty of action,
a bit of gun play and clever horsemanship, nothing very original in the line of

instead.

Introduced

as

his

quickly taken into Virginia's

as it was possible to obtain. And
again, whether or not that is the sole
reason, he fails to entertain as well as
expected. Again the west is the locale
of the play. This time he is the longabsent son of a sheriff noted for his
bravery and murdered because of it, returning from college and forced by circumstance to avenge his father's death.

dom

a lot of good actors in the cast. The
technical points of the production are
well done. The types ring true. But the
story is obviously "labored over" and,

consequently,

artificial.

A

good

fight

a fight which may
the eyes of the pubatone
lic.
But those who come to see a typical Ray picture will be disappointed.
SYNOPSIS : Royal Beaudry returns from
college to a little western town and
opens a law office. His father, a famous
sheriff, has been murdered twenty years
previous by the Rutherford gang, who
still own a range and terrify the counFollowing a robbery and the retry.
covery of the money by Dave Dingwell, Dave is captured and held prisoner on the Rutherford range, tortured
in hope of regaining the money, which
he has hidden. Beaudry overcomes his
fear and goes to the Rutherford place
to learn what he can of Dave's whereThe Rutherfords learn his
abouts.
identity and he is wounded in a battle,
with the gang. Beulah Rutherford falls
in love with him. Dave is rescued. Later, in town, Beaudry meets the bully of
the gang and bests him in a street brawl.
Beulah and Beaudry continue their
courtship as the Rutherford gang determines to reform and become respectable citizens.

marks the

finish,
for much in

THE LITTLE INTRUDER

is

in

with an inborn physical fear; this without explaining how so brave a father
comes to have a craven son. There are

Louise Huff in

employed

Ray

Remembering, perhaps, "The Coward,"
first "hit," they have endowed him

hero.

niece, she

Charles

and makes

his

She accepts. The leader of the gang
is run out of town by the

on an affair of the heart, much to the
displeasure of Virginia's husband. Leaving them at Atlantic City he returns to
New York to hire a detective. In his
house he finds a lady burglar whose
cleverness impresses him and she is

Kilmeny, is shot in a melee
his confession before dying.

Five Part Drama; Paramount.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Published April 20.
OPINION : Again they have given Ray
a role as far removed from the "rube"
style in which he established his star-

appears and

Five-part comedy-drama; World.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Published April 7.
OPINION: Extraordinary complications of plot worked out with skill and
a keen sense of dramatic values account
for the rather lasting impression made
by the play. Beginning mildly enough,
and in the usual World style, events soon
develop which stamps the play as wholly
Some half dozen characters
"different."
are given almost equal prominence, and
the players chosen for their delineation
are satisfactorily proficient. The return
of Stuart Holmes, once supreme among
screen villains and absent for many
months without explanation, is in itself
Johnny Hines and
a -matter of note.
George MacQuarrie are also kept very
busy by the convolutions of the plot.
Albert Hart does his little well. It is a
compact little offering, well made and
A picture
in every way presentable.
that all may view with safety and bound
to please the majority.
SYNOPSIS: Virginia Conklin and
Harry Harding, society butterflies, carry

don to give him the stolen money and
leave the girl. Returning, Kilmeny finds
his claim occupied by the mining company's squatters, who have trapped Lady
Farquar. He kills the squatters; rescues
Lady Farquar a second time, and wins
her hand.
Brandon, returning to clear

THE SHERIFF'S SON
Tom Mix

SYNOPSIS: Marcellus Starr is manager of a small town dry goods store.
A band of confidence men, aided by
Josephine Pollock, learn that he has fifteen thousand dollars in cash and plan
to annex it by the time-honored wiretapping game. Starr falls in love with
Josephine, as planned, and comes to
Chicago to consider a business proposition arranged for his benefit. The race
horse plot is worked in and he seems
ready to fall an easy victim. After his
return Josephine goes to the little town
where he lives to bring him in for the
But she has fallen in love
final touches.
with the victim and warns him of his
danger, only to learn that he knew it all
along and wants to marry her in spite of
it.

mits highway robbery and flees to Mexico.
Kilmeny is suspected, but avoids
arrest and going to Mexico, forces Bran-

A

scene from "Fighting for Gold," featuring Tom Mix (Fox).

seems to be necessary and consequently Tom Mix's latest vehicle will
The play is well
be very satisfying.
staged, the cast js uniformly good, and
Mix apparently doesn't care how often
he risks breaking his neck to make his
pictures successful.
Director LeSaint
has contrived two or three thrills, new
even to westerns, and they should go
over big. As in Fox's other late productions, the subtitles are given an intimate
tone which add greatly to the value of
a plot

Chester Films Sold

action and punch which
wanted, the picture fills the bill.

The Exhibitors Film Exchange has
made a contract with the Outing-Ches-

SYNOPSIS: Jack Kilmeny and Curly
Brandon have a mining claim, coveted
by a London mining company. While
Kilmeny is defending the claim from
squatters hired by the mining company,
Brandon is in town drinking whiskey and
making love to a dance hall girl. Bobyan
Verinder, official of the London com-

ter Pictures for the distribution of their

pany, arrives to inspect the property
and brings with him Lord Farquar and
daughter, Kilmeny meets Lady Farquar
by rescuing her in a runaway. Spurred
on by the dance hall girl, Brandon com-

H. Thomas Rich has joined the VitaCompany scenario staff. Mr.
Kraph
Rich was at one time editor of "The
Forum" and contributing editor of
Smart Set.

the film.
is

If

it is

36

cinema product in Alaska, Washington,
Oregon, northern Idaho and part of
Montana. It is reported that they will
be shown on the Von Herberg Circuit,

Joins Vita's Staff

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Mary Pickford

Anita Stewart in

A MIDNIGHT ROMANCE

CAPTAIN KIDD,

Seven-part comedy-drama;

Five Part Comedy; Artcraft.
Directed by William D. Taylor.
Published April 6.

First National.

Directed by J_ois Weber,
Published by First National.
OPINION: Followers won to the
First National-Anita Stewart combination by "Virtuous Wives," the first publication that caused such a furore, may
or may not be disappointed to iind the
second wholly different in general char-

"A Midnight Romance" is just
that and nothing more. The moon plays
a great part in the affair, as the moon

acter.

generally supposed
romantic.
The story

is

do

to
is

in

a simple

affairs
little

thing, light enough to put no great
strain upon the emotions yet sufficient
to bear the weight of the incidents
strung upon it.
Lavish settings surround the whole with a pleasantly

opulence.
Jack Holt serves
the star's complement and the
remainder of the cast move sedately
and satisfyingly through the production.
It provides just what the title prom-

agreeable
well as

ises,

no more and no

direction

typical

is

less.

of

Lois Weber's
her past per-

formances.

SYNOPSIS:
Seaview

a

A

shipwreck brings to
young lady of mysterious

who

accepts

position as
chamber maid.
Roger Sloan, young
millionaire, is stopping at the hotel with
his
parents and sister.
"Slim" and
"Blonde Maizie," crooks, are also present, plotting
annex a portion of
to
Sloan's funds.
Sloan meets the mysterious miss on the beach at midnight
and the two enjoy a moonlight dip. He
is unable to learn more of her identity.
Later, Maizie attempts to compromise
Sloan.
The girl averts the impending
scandal.
It then develops that she is a
princess incognito.
She accepts Sloan's
proposal of marriage.
identity

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

a

Drew

in

AN AMATEUR LIAR
Two-part Comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Mrs. Sidney Drew.

OPINION:
moving

It's

and

a

the latest of the Artcraft-Pickfords.
light little thing of no
as near an approach to
downright "slapstick" as is often published without that label. Humor is the
big consideration at all times, and the
action moves swiftly and uninterrupt-

The

has never appeared in
better style. .Not an inch of film is
wasted in idle posing, nor is sentiment
dwelled upon needlessly at any time.
star

It
is
just clean,
snappy comedy of
the lightest type, not logical, not plausible, but wholly interesting and doubtless entertaining to a Pickford audience.

Spottiswoode Aitken, Douglas MacLean
and Willie Carleton are foremost in
support, but the lesser figures are types
well chosen and in every instance capaIt will hardly break any sort of
record for Mary, but it will provide a
ble.

satisfying
attraction.

and

SYNOPSIS:

money-making

feature

Mary

MacTavish lives
with her eccentric uncle and an aspiring author whom the latter has given
shelter in his basement antique shop.
The author buys a set of books at an
auction. Well-dressed strangers appear
in bewildering succession wishing to buy
the box of books at fabulous prices.
Mary discovers that one book contains
a map showing the location of buried
treasure on a certain farm. Closing the
shop, they journey thither and begin excavation.
An officious town constable
intrudes and is taken into partnership
as a means of silencing him. The true
heir to the fortune is already a member
of the party. When the farmer becomes

troublesome, Mary spends her cherished
inheritance to buy the farm. The treasure box is found and contains only a
note of advice. They return to the curiosity shop in despair. Then comes a

offering of a practically universal
appeal.
It cannot be denied that the
Drews' delineation of the "average married couple" is a thing of artistry. It is
acting carried to that degree of perfection where it ceases to be acting and
becomes living. In the present comedy
they have a subject which presented
It is well done, although
not the best that the couple have made.
SYNOPSIS: Henry is to meet Polly at
twelve for lunch. Polly arrives on time.
Henry's intentions are also good, but
he meets a lady of their mutual acquaintance and Polly's disfavor. The
lady detains Henry twenty-one minutes
to identify her at the bank. Arriving at
the cafe, Henry invents a story involving the husband of Polly's best friend.
Unfortunately, the man appears, takes a
neighboring table and, after Henry
leaves, innocently betrays Henry's secret.
After that the fibs multiply with
increasing rapidity until Henry is cornered at the country club by the woman
he had befriended.

possibilities.

)

swift-

this,

edly.
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Warren Kerrigan

buy the
profit.

in

THE END OF THE GAME

The story is a
serious moment,

Drew

.

light-hearted,

J.

unconcerned
Mary that dashes and tumbles through

:

'

JR.

essentially

Published in April.
OPINION
George Washington may
not have fibbed to his wife. And there
may be a more recent instance. But
the practice, or necessity, is, nevertheless, so general as to assure the latest
'

manufacturer who wishes to
farm and Mary sells at a big

in

Five Part Drama; Pathe-Hodkinson.
Directed by Jesse D. Hampton.
Published March 23.

OPINION : The sterling display given
the action of the piece by the excellent
photography and carefully calculated
tinting of its many scenes delivers the
story unhandicapped.
As its star J.
Warren Kerrigan

is

his

usual self-suffi-

cient and satisfying self. Jesse D. Hampton directed with the sure touch of long
experience.
Thus prepared for, it is a
poor story, indeed, which cannot make

The present one

good.
there
it,

if

is not poor.
If
nothing strikingly original about
there is no new and weighty subject
is

treated, there

is

still

a series of events

which deserve to be chronicled. And
with the advantages enumerated, the tale
proves thoroughly interesting and diverting. The minor members of the cast
behave with good judgment and aid in
giving the production realism and a certain depth.

SYNOPSIS: Frank Miller and his
sister Mary come to Brazos in search
of gold.
Dan Middleton, the local bully
and leader of the lawless element, is attracted by Mary and attempts to make
Frank his friend that he may use him
in his quest for Mary.
Burke Allister,
a southerner who has not forgotten the
chivalrous teachings of boyhood, becomes Mary's best friend.
Frank is
killed in a barroom fight and Burke becomes Mary's protector. They take up
adjoining claims in the hills. Middleton
entices Mary into his power, first being
sure that Burke is held captive in town.
Burke escapes in time to rescue Mary
and the usual ending follows.

Steadman Joins "U"
Vera Steadman, formerly one of the
leading comediennes of the Keystone
comedies has joined the Universal forces.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
CANNIBALS OF SOUTH SEAS
(Second Installment)
Five-part educational; Exhibitors Mutual,
Photographed by Martin Johnson.
Published in February.
OPINION : Coming as the second
and final installment of an educational
picture which has taken the entire country by storm, the box office value of
It is an asthis film is not debatable.
sured success, and deservedly so. Modestly classing himself as an "amateur"
with a camera and expressing confidence
that he will be able to give the theatregoers something better in his next effort,
Martin Johnson has set a difficult goal
for himself to achieve. His photography
appears to be perfect. His selection of
views reveals a keen knowledge of showmanship.
Too often in presenting features of
this nature, the "meat" is crowded into
the first installment to win the public at
any cost and the following chapters are
devoid of interest. In the Johnson pic-

however, the second installment
surpasses the first in its appeal to eye.
It strengthens Johnson's hold on the
public.
It insures a demand for his futures,

ture offerings.

Sergeant

Raymond McKee

Six-part drama; Public Health Films.
Directed by E. H. Griffith.
Published by Public Health Films.
OPINION: If considered in the light
of the purpose for which the picture
was made, it is undoubtedly valuable.

One

of the

people and their strange customs. The
second installment carries you to islands,
where few white men have ever been,
and acquaints you intimately with tribes
and races on which geographies are silent and encyclopedias touch very briefly.
The Johnson pictures are the type
which build up permanent patronage for
the distributor and the exhibitor; win
friends for the motion picture industry, and silently but forcefully rebuke
critics who term all pictures "trash."

Bryan to Return
Paul M. Bryan, advertising and publicity manager for Gaumont, who has
been making an extensive European trip
the interests of the

pany and who

striking features of the
in

the

is

now

Gaumont Com-

London, exthe United States
in

pects to return to
within the next two weeks.

recent

was the campaign made against sex

war
dis-

The present picease and its results.
ture has been made as a sort of followup, that the good influence of the training and treatment given the men while
in the service be not lost because of
The drama which has
their discharge.
been worked in to give the composition
added interest is rather well done, but
first consideration, of course, is due the
purely clinical phase of the production.
There may be difficulty in finding a suitable means of exhibiting it, but if such
can be found the instructive value of
the thing is great.
SYNOPSIS: Billy Hale, Chick CarlKid McCarthy, Hank Simpson and
Jack Garven are taken into the national
army and given instruction on the sub-

Carried over a cliff and into the sea
by a runaway automobile, Peggy Hyland, William Fox star, narrowly escaped drowning last week, according to
a dispatch from Los Angeles. The accident happened at Catalina Island, Cal.,
where Miss Hyland and her company
were filming scenes for "Miss Adventure," her latest William Fox Excel Picture.

Miss Hyland, with Director Lynn F.
Reynolds, Cameraman J. Dev Jennings
and an assistant cameraman, were going to a location on the edge of a sharp
bluff overlooking the Pacific.
The road
was narrow, but as it was straight and
there were no visible difficulties, Mr.
Reynolds, who was at the wheel, was
driving at a rather rapid pace. Coming
suddenly upon a hairpin turn, he was
unable to swerve the car quickly enough
with the result that the machine shot
over the edge of the cliff raced down
the sharp incline and plunged into the
surf.

ton,

A

little later
of venereal disease.
they go to town on leave and visit a
Billy
house in the red light district.
refuses to indulge and returns to camp.
Kid McCarthy and Jack Garvin take
the prophylaxis upon returning and esBut Hank and Jack Garvin fall
cape.
After a long hike the two unforill.
tunates are confined to bed, where they
suffer loss of respect as well as physBut the army rules are
ical torment.
such that they are cured thoroughly
before they are discharged.

new

in

most

government's work

ject

The first installment of Cannibals of
the South Seas takes you to the gate
of the mysterious south sea islands and
gives you interesting peeps at strange

Fox Star Narrowly
Escapes Being Hurt

in

FIT TO WIN

Praises

"Made

in

America"

In a letter of recommendation and endorsement of the motion picture series

"Made

in

America," Dr. George

J.

Fisher,

Director of the Physical Department of
the International Committee of Young
Men's Christian Association says that
the series "should be recognized by the
exhibitors throughout the country as a
valuable addition to their programs."

Tri-State Theatre
Circuit in South
CUMBERLAND, Md.— The Tri-state
Theatre Circuit has been formed for the
purpose of operating a chain of theatres.
It is stated that the company controls
eight theatres in Maryland and West
Virginia, and plans to erect several new
houses during the summer are being
rushed. One of the largest houses will
be erected at Cumberland. It is stated
that Floyd Liniger of Westport, is president and -Earl E. Reece, of Washington, D. C, is vice-president.

Rosenberg in Cleveland
Mike Rosenberg,

of Seattle, Wash.,
stopped off in Cleveland last week for a
conference with James Keane, producer
of "The Spreading Evil," in regard to
securing future productions.

Blumenthal

Sails

Ben Blumenthal, president
port and Import Film Co.,
week for Europe.

of the Exsailed last

CONTRASTING SCENES FROM "BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL"

\.. iiM.it

will thrill, amuse and terrify
could bp morr timely than this vivid story of a present-day menace. There are moments which(Select.)
by their reality. It Is said, and the whole Is presented in an entertaining manner.
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PATHE'S LATEST SERIAL POSTER

Strand Theatre to

THE TIGER S TRAIL
Ruth Roland
SUPPORT

6* * DISTIN&J jM

artistic posters to be used by Pathe in a nation-wide billboard campaign to
exploit "The Tiger's Trail," serial of mystery and adventure. The poster is
the work of Dan Smith, famed as a portraycr of animal life.

To

Star Mack Swain
In Comedy Pictures

New

Corporation Is Formed
On West Coast to
Produce Series

William L. Sherrill has organized a
corporation in San Francisco
for the production of twenty-six comeseparate
a

dies

year

for

three

starring

years,

Mack Swain.
Is

Known

as "Ambrose."

Mr. Swain after appearing in legitimate
attractions ranging from musical comedy
to dramas then joined the Keystone as
comedy lead. It was while with that comedy he first employed the character name
of "Ambrose," which has stuck to him
ever since. He was then starred in a series of Sennett-Paramount Comedies, after
which he organized the Mack Swain
Photo Comedy Company for the production of a series of two reel comedies.

Harry Leonfyardt, the principal stockand managing director of the
California Theatre in Los Angeles, is

holder

President, Mr. Sherrill, Vice-President,
and Gene Perry, long associated with the
motion picture industry on the West
Coast, is Secretary and Treasurer of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation of
California.
The
of the Frohman

New York organization
Amusement Corporation

owns

a substantial amount of stock of
the West Coast organization, and in addition to
producing will publish the
Mack Swain attractions.

Two

Reeler Every Week.

The comedies
the

conjunction with
two reel Westerns,

will, in

Texas Guinan

now being produced by the Frohman
Amusement Corporation in Los Angeles,
make

the publication of a Western production every other week and a Mack
Swain comedy every other week.
This program will not interfere with
the plans of the Frohman Amusement
Corporation to produce and publish
three big specials a year.
The next
seven reel production has already been
chosen and the scenario is in preparation.

This attraction, however, will be made
at the Eastern Studios of the Frohman
Amusement Corporation under the supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg, General

Manager

of that

company.

Great Britian Buyer
Gets Outing Chester
Pictures for Abroad
The new

series of fifty-two OutingPictures produced by C. L.
Outing
in
co-operation
with
Chester
Magazine, has been sold to the Moving
Picture Sales Industry, Ltld., of London, for Great Britain through the efforts
of B. Nichols.
Mr. Nichols, who controls the Sales Industry and is one of
the best known film men in London,
arrived in New York a short time ago*
and gives an interesting account of the
demands of English moving picture
audiences as compared with our own.

Chester

"The English people go to moving
pictures to be entertained," said Mr.
Nichols, "and they fight shy of anything
which sounds ponderous and instructive
'high-brow' you call it. For that reason, the heavy educational film is not
popular among our exhibitors.
"But the sort of thing that Mr. Ches-

—

ter has been producing in this new series
of outing pictures is a different matter.
These films are always amusing, always
picturesque and with as much action in
them as a five-reel melodrama. The
incidents caught by the camera in all
parts of the world are really thrilling
and the titles make the people laugh.
"That is what we want these days to
thrill people and make them laugh. After
the strain we have all been through it
is what moving picture men want on
both sides of the water. I have bought
the Outing-Chester pictures because they
have what the ordinary educational lacks
originality and humor."

—

—

Saenger Books Houdini
Criterion Film Service, of Atlanta and
Orleans, distributors of the Houdini'

New

serial, "The Master Mystery" produced
by B. A. Rolfe for Octagon Films, Inc.,
announces that contracts have been
closed for the showing of the serial in
the house of the Saenger Amusement

Company

of

New

Orleans.

In

all likeli-

hood the Saenger Company will play
"The Master Mystery" in twenty to
twenty-five of their theatres.
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week

the

New

of

April

York,

20

will

the
cele-

fifth
anniversary.
Manager
Plunkett has commenced the
arrangement of an elaborate program,
which he promises, will be the talk of
the town, if not the United States, for
during the Strand's anniversary week,
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
will have its yearly convention in New
York, and each visiting exhibitor will
witness the Strand show.
One of the
features will be a special screen presentation, which is now being filmed under the direction of Mr. Plunkett.
Referring to the anniversary show Mr.
Plunkett said:
"Instead of presenting
our patrons with souvenirs, issuing sou-

brate

One of the

L. Sherrill

During

Strand Theatre,
its

L.

Jos.

EC CAST. iNCLUdNC CZCR'^ .Akrt

PAT HE SERIAL

William

Celebrate Its Fifth
Birthday April 20

programs and things

venir

which

of this sort,

am

sure the majority of our
patrons do not care for particularly, I
am going to use the appropriation generally expended for anniversary souvenirs, on the stage during the week of
April 20, and if the Strand show is not
proclaimed the most pretentious ever offered in any motion picture theatre
in
the world, I miss my guess."
I

Power's Cameragraphs
Placed in Hospitals
Motion pictures are an especially great
boon to the sick and unfortunate, and it
is
the exception now where the well
equipped
tertain

does not possess a.
with which to en-

hospital

moving picture
its

outfit

patients.

The Nicholas Power Company,

Inc.,.

manufacturers of the Cameragraph, have
been very successful in placing their machines in hospitals, and make mention of
these installations.
Nebraska State Normal School, Peru,
Neb.; South Dakota State Sanatorium,
Custer, S. D.; State Homeopathic Hospital, Middletown, N. Y.; Norwich State
Hospital, Norwich, Conn.; Danville Hospital for the Insane, Pontiac State Hospital, Pontiac, Mich.; Peoria State Hospital, Peoria, 111.; Western Washington
State Hospital, Fort Steilacoom, Wash.;
Riverside Hospital, New York; Essex
County Hospital, Cedar Grove, N. J.;
Dayton State Hospital, Dayton, Ohio;
Toledo State Hospital, Toledo, Ohio;
Willard State Hospital, Willard, N. Y.;
Hospital for the Insane, Battleford
Canada; Utica State Hospital, Utica, N.
Y.; Western State Hospital Hopkinsville, Ky.; The Insane Hospital, Retreat,
Pa.;

American Red Cross U. S. General
16, New Haven, Conn.

Hospital No.

Interocean Gets Film
"The Goddess

of

Lost Lake," a Brun-

ton production, in which Louise Glaum
starred, has been purchased by the Interocean Film Company for foreign exploitation.
The Federal Photo Plays,
Inc., handled the transaction.

Exhibitor May Be Mayor
WESTVILLE, ILL.— Mike Gerrib. this
270-pound exhibitor, is a candidate
mayor, and has a mighty good chance

city's

for

of winning.
April 15.

The

election

takes place

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MO TOGRAPIIY
Alma Rubens Is in
Florida Working on
First

Mutual Film

The Alma Rubens Company,

in

pro-

ducing "Diane of the Green Van," which
will be her initial publication, through
Exhibitors'
Mutual,
traveled
largely
through the country which the author,
Leona Dalrymple, wrote about in her
From Los
$10,000 prize winning story.
Angeles, the Rubens Company journeyed
all the way to the Everglades of Florida,
and then into the country of the Seminole Indians, who have a small part in
the forthcoming feature.
"Diane of the Green Van" is a story
containing
interesting
film
material.
Diane's cousin plots to obtain the Westmillions to which she is the heir;
the Prince seeks to kill off the heroine
in order to insure the throne of Houdania for himself, believing that she is
coming into the crown; the Baron seeks
to find the rightful heir to the throne,
while Phillip, the young and handsome
American hero, is ever present to see
that the girl of his ideals is protected.
According to officials of Exhibitors'
Mutual, there is more action in "Diane
of the Green Van" than in any other
starring vehicle ever produced for Miss
Rubens. In it she is compelled to act
with forcefulness to put over the big

SEE US TODAY

on

"-And The

fall

Children
BURTON HOLMES,

Pay."

(Paramount)

Blackton Film Sold

Splendid direction and an exception-

Played

to capacity

Weeks

published by Exhibitors' Mutual.

Six

Welcome 27th Boys

Loop: Chicago

Back

to

To Star
new company,

the

is

the

basis.

Another Stewart Film

SELLING

is

for the latter part of April.

The story is altogether different than
drama offered in "From Headquar-

the

ters," a contrasting tale of the

Cameo

of

reported that Howard Chandler
has joined the Rothapfel Pic-

Photos for "Reclaimed"
novelty photo has been gotten out
on "Reclaimed." consisting of ten postal
card photos, showing the stars, the action and the settings in a most impressive way.

pure love

of woman on one hand
and of the faithless spirit of another
Most of the story is
type of woman.

Pictures

tures and that the artist will appear in
a satire called "The Face on the Barroom Floor."

A

Vitagraph Schedule

Vitagraph has announced that its second Anita Stewart production, "Two
Women," has been set for publication

to be starred in

Noted Artist to Pose
It

On

STATE RIGHTS

Corporation,
which
has
just
been
formed.
Albert Capellani will direct
her.
The pictures will be published
through Pathe.

Christy

Selig.

Robert Priest of the Film Market has
accepted the appointment of sales agent
for the production, to which the American rights have not been disposed. It
is said, it may be issued on a state rights

Cassinelli

Dolores Cassinelli
a

in

New York

Three commanding figures in the film
industry were conspicuous in the 27th
Division Parade of last week, namely:
Captain Merrit Crawford of the new 7th,
Lieut. Arthur James of the Metro Company and Sergt. Jack Meador, all three
of whom belong to the machine gun
company of the 7th Regiment, which met
the old 7th, (or 107th as it is now known)
of the 27th Division.
They acted as
escort to the veterans on their march to
the armory.

Van Siclen & Company, a new
firm in the export and import field, as
far as pictures are concerned, but one of
the old and reliable houses in the export
market has secured the foreign rights
to the Blackton production, "A House
Divided," and under the direction of L.
C. Wheeler will start distribution immediately. Prints will be distributed to
the thirty foreign offices of the firm at
Mr. Wheeler was formerly in
once.
charge of the London office of W. N.
Bech,

situations.
ally fine production is promised exhibitors when "Diane of the Green Van" is

uniform of a war correspondent.

In the

one

type

mountain country. "Two Women"
was directed by Ralph Ince and was
edited by Mr. and Mrs. George Ranset in

TYRAD PICTURES^.

dolph Chester.

Foreign Rights Sold
729 Seventh Ave.

NEW YORK CITY

foreign rights of the "The Goddess of Lost Lake." a Brunton made
production in which Louise Glaum is

The

starred, were this week purchased
the Inter Ocean Company.

—Phone Bryant 5426—

Title Harris Picture
"Home" is the permanent title

by

given
Mildred Harris' latent Jewel production
directed by Lois Weber and to be published
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shortly.

STORY-IZE YOUR ATTRACTIONS
The widely read story makes a popular picture.
History proves it.
Every exhibitor has found it out for himself.

t.

Every exhibitor bemoans the scarcity of features based upon novels of sufficient popularity to influence his business with them.
Every producer is on the alert for story rights of this nature. The avidity with which every Saturday Evening Post
story is seised upon for picturization is indicative of their faith in the scheme.
Unfortunately, stories of national fame are few and far between.
It is only at rare intervals that such features can be obtained.
But the principle holds good.
And a principle can always be utilised.

i

ANY EXHIBITOR CAN DO
Every exhibitor
s

'

1

1

'

!

in

the

IT

country

can

take this principle, shape it to fit local
conditions and reap real and permanent
Because the story
profit from its use.
of a certain coming attraction was not
published as a novel or magazine serial,
or if published was not popular, is no
reason why the exhibitor should pass
up the chance of getting just that kind
of publicity for the play.
Practically every newspaper in the
country, big or little, has a story page.
There would be difficulty in getting control of this page from a big city paper,
because other considerations dictate the
policy of that page and the price would
be prohibitive. But the house organ of
the big city theatre can be used as well.
The small town man is under no such
handicap.
His local paper pays a syndicate for
the rights to the stories which it uses.
In few cases does the editor attach great
importance to the page, using it largely
as a convenient filler of space.
It

is

more than

likely that

it

is

thrown

little or no attempt at
attractive presentation, just
as a necessary factor in the composition
of the conventional newspaper.
It should be a comparatively easy matter to convince him that a change in pol-

together

artistic

with

or

icy regarding this

page would work

to

advantage. It can be argued that a
series of short stories will be more
widely read than a long-winded serial,
his

by necessity broken up into brief and
unsatisfactory lengths.

The suggestion

that this page be given an especial appeal to the motion picture enthusiasts
should also be well received. It is logical to believe that the subscribers who
already read the page are also those
who give most attention to the film attractions at the local theatres.
At the worst, a small consideration
should suffice to influence the editor to
believe that he can profit by running
the stories of your coming attractions
before their exhibition.

The next step, of course, is the procuring of the stories.
Where to Get the Stories
It looks like a problem, at first glance,
but is it?
Some half dozen magazines are being
printed today in the interest of motion
picture devotees.
All of them contain
stories written from photoplays of the
day.

The

stories

are

attractively

pre-

sented and elaborately illustrated with
scenes from the play.
Just what stand the magazines would
take if you asked them for permission
to use the stories is a matter of editorial
viewpoint and accordingly variable. But
it is reasonably to believe that some of
them, at least, would be willing to have
their stories used, providing they were
duly credited. Certainly the story is of
no use to them after its appearance in the
book.
Their use in your local paper
would have an advertising value to the

magazine.
Granting that such stories can be obtained, it remains for you to secure star
cuts and "still" cuts from the manufacturer or exchange to illustrate them,
brighten up the display given the story
page, introduce your stories with the
right amount of publicity and be assured
of attention being given the innovation.
Follow-up measures to support the campaign will present themselves.
A better way, though perhaps more
expensive in the long run, may be to arrange with a local reporter or other person possessing the necessary qualifications to write the stories for you from
press matter secured through the usual
trade
paper and publicity channels.
Every hamlet has its local O. Henry.
Every high school has a literary prodigy
all

its

own.
Real Publicity

However you manage

the attempt, the
result can be but one thing: Every story
that appears in your paper will be just
as widely read as the most popular novel
ever written. Even the novel that sells
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over the million mark, and they are few,
reaches but one in a hundred of the
country's citizens.
Certainly one person out of a hundred of youi* townspeople will read the newspaper stories
of your productions.
You can make every story that you
use exert the same drawing power that
is exerted by the most famous story ever
written.
It certainly

is

worth a

trial.

The Contest Angle
Though it might damage the permanent

value

of

the

idea,

another

which certainly has publicity

plan

possibili-

presents itself.
Contests conducted

ties

by theatres are
usually the most forlorn efforts of the
exhibitor.
There are exceptions, of
course, but the mere mention of a contest has come through sad experience to
hold a certain terror for the exhibitor.
But here is one that could be made
really effective.
It hasn't been done before.

Practically everybody has written at
one scenario.
Most people have
written more than one.
Few have sold
them. They don't try it any more.
Give them a chance to write a story
from the picture.
least

The change will be welcome.
Then one of two courses may be
adopted.
If you intend to go on with the plan
of publishing the stories of coming attractions in the paper you can offer permanent employment in that line to the
winner of the contest providing the merit

of their composition warrants it.
If you wish to make the contest a
separate .enterprise you can offer a suitable prize, plus publication of the story
the local paper and whatever else
in
you choose to give.

Almost boundless possibilities present
themselves for the exploitation of the
contest.

The school board can be interested.
The educational angle can be worked
upon

to great

advantage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Get Women's Clubs Interested

women's clubs.
forget
the
Don't
Every hamlet has its Literary Society,
Browning Club, or Study Circle. And
the women who make up the membership of such organizations will be industrious in their support of your effort.
The3^ will also be interested contestants for the prize.
In case you have not antagonized the
clergy through "Sunday Opening" controversy or other difficulty, here is a
good chance to better yourself in its
Support from the pulpit is
estimation.

hard to get, but

it is

have done capacity business on the feature chosen for the contest.
*
You have got your theatre talked
about. And it was mentioned in connection with such terms as "originality,"
"progress," "art."
Mighty good companions.
If the idea is carried no further the
contest has yielded a good profit.
If it is "carried on" there is no end
to its possibilities.

Novelty of the Obvious

of undeniable value.

When

has been
sufficient
interest
aroused, exhibit a feature of real merit,
one chosen for its story possibilities.

Appoint an impressive committee of
Here again is a chance to anjudges.
nex the influence of the church. A minister, a teacher and the newspaper edi-

make a capital committee.
can be enlarged to include leaders
of the women's clubs, another valuable
would

tor

Or

it

"Mortal inventions progress from the
to the unique," said someone,
thereby stating an interesting truth
which would have been apparent to any
of us had we chanced to think of it.
But none of us thought of it. It was

complex

you decide to continue the story
announce it with the name of the
winner, whether or not the winner is
engaged to continue writing for you.

Advantage of Scheme
These things you have gained.
You have drawn the attention of the
entire town to your theatre and to the
space in the paper which you will oc-

to overlook that which
under our nose" is common

"right
to us all.
is

What

advertising

is

if

it

is

It consists in inventing new ways of
appealing to the public. In a sense it is
as truly invention as is the making of a
machine to do a certain work.

There
ment.

is

a hint

in

this

man's state-

.

fore.

of clay.

your advertising

You

the stories, keep
Don't let
in that space.

dignified
your
theatre
have
through connection with the leading
powers of the town. That respect is a
paying asset.
Getting down to dollars and cents
that you can count in your hand, you

have been told

in a thousand words of
said more effectively than
any number of words could say it.
Additional credit should be given the
creator of the display for confining the
whole of his appeal to two words, and
for displaying those two words in utter
simplicity and unadorned.
Two words and a figure.
Surely not a pretentious effort.
Here is an example of invention, as
advertising may as well be known, which
has reached the summit of simplicity.
It is simplicity itself.
And while it speaks in clarion tones
for itself it is also an excellent lesson
in advertising policy.

advertising

is

Reproduce Cartoon

As Poster

not inven-

the public forget the contest.
You have drawn into your theatre
people who have never been there be-

Keep it there.
If you do not run

The

display functioned perfectly.
The statue is a woman made of clay.
That woman is, after all, but clay is the
point of the picture.
In the statue everything that could

tion?

And here is a case where an exhibitor
has not overlooked the obvious.
In this department we have reproduced a photograph of the lobby of
Poli's Theatre, New Haven, Conn.
A
glance at it will confirm its effectiveness.
The statue in the foreground is made

cupy.

—

the title names ordinary, old,
clay?
brain that originated the lobby

common

too obvious.

The tendency

aid.
If
idea,

what

"Common

Clay"

is

the picture adver-

tised.

What
What

could be more simple?
could be more intimately connected with the name of the play, with
the theme of the play as well, than just

A LOBBY DISPLAY OF DISTINCTION

for

New

Select Production
The New York Herald has given
ect

Pictures

Sel-

Corporation permission to

reproduce as a three-sheet poster for
"Bolshevism on Trial," the full page cartoon which appeared in its issue of March
10.
This cartoon, which has since been
reprinted in many leading newspapers
throughout the country, depicts figures
representing Labor and Capital united
to repulse a crawling, bearded, unkept
figure representing Bolshevism and push

him

off

In the

the face of the globe.

background stands the Statute of Liberty under its beneficent and truth-revealing rays the industrial forces, which
have built up America, have joined hands
to avert the common peril and preserve

—

our native land as the home of the free.
Who inserted this cartoon in the Herald remains unknown to the public, but
there is every evidence of a powerful,
concerted movement to throttle the sinister influence of Bolshevism before it
gains headway and strength in the
United States. Press, pulpit, statesmen
and other leaders of thought everywhere
are working together with utmost zeal
in this campaign.
Attraction,
Pictures
Special
Select
"Bolshevism on Trial," has absolutely no
connection of any nature with this campaign, nor is this picture put out as propaganda, but only as a highly dramatic
entertainment telling a story of America
and average Americans. "Bolshevism on
Trial" comes, however, at a time when
the subject behind the picture is the universal topic of the hour and the ques-

—
—

tion which will remain most prominent
and it is with
for many months to come
reason, therefore, that Select calls this
production "the timeliest photoplay ever

screened."

Paramount Down
J.

Poll'* Theatre, \<-vv llnven, Conn., during <•"' run of "Common Clay," the I'nthe feature.
The inoilel la elitht feet hitch. Incidentally, the thentre sentx 5,000
people and played to eapnelty nil week.
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K.

Rice

and

Company,

36

Wall

Street, stated to a representative of the
Herald on Friday, that Paramount stock

had taken a drop during the
and was now quoted at 50.

last

week

——

——

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOT.OGRAPHY

"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

The criticisms contained in this deportment of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
to the actual box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

write us your experience with the pictures you are showing.

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

—

Artcraft
Joan the
rar.

Woman,

— Excellent

with Geraldine Farthe
E. L.

Satisfied

picture.

—
—

audience and made me money.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining camp.
Border Wireless, with William S.
Hart. Drew big and pleased more than

—
usual. —
Henkle Henry,
Winchester,

Empire

J.

theatre,

Va.

Riddle Gawne, with William

Hart.—
Very good picture. Drawing power fair.
W. H. Griffith's, Union Hall theatre,
Smithfield, Utah.
Mixed patronage.
Border Wireless, with William S. Hart.
This is a Hart standard, a fine West-

—

S.

J.

Welsh, Star theatre, Shreveport,

S.

— Colored

patronage.
Sue of the South, with Edith Roberts.
Last Bluebird I will run of this star.
Just a picture, that's all. Ran it with a
serial.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
La.

—

—

—

The Game's Up, with Ruth Clifford.—
One of the best Bluebirds. Made for
Well

the star.

liked

Henry Nelson, Rex
Minn.

Prairie,

by

my

patrons.

theatre, Blooming
class patronage.

— Middle

—

—

—

Girl, with Ann Murdoch.
very poor picture. Features of this
type make people lose interest. T. H.
Nagle, Crescent theatre, Shawano, Wis.
Small town patronage.
A Hoosier Romance, with Colleen
Moore. Got our high school to sell
tickets for this.
Went over big. All
well pleased. H. H. Cone, Lyric theatre, Wymore, Neb.
Railroad town.
Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. Best comedy drama we

The Richest

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—
E. Condon, Star theatre,
—
DeKalb,
— Mixed patronage.
Hoop La, with
Rhodes. — One of
the best pictures we have had
months.
— F. F. Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell,
N. Y. — General patronage.
All of
Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale. — This
star's
name alone

—

J.

111.

—

Billie

in

—
—

"a

patronage.

Branding Broadway, with William S.
Very good story. Big business.
Everyone delighted. J. S. Welsh, Star
theatre, Shreveport, la.
Colored pat-

—

—

ever offered.

ern picture.
Big business. Guy W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. Middle class patronage.
Stella Maris, with Mary Pickford.
Good story. Popular star. W. K. Stull,
Unique theatre, Bussey, la. Small town

Hart.

And a Still Small Voice, with Henry
Walthall. Very satisfactory. F. F. Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell, N. Y.
General patronage.

A

draws them

in.
very good picture
that pleased all.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood

— —

—

patronage.

ronage.

How

First National

Could You Jean, with Mary PickWill go anywhere. Book it, as it will get the money.
H. H. Cone, Lyric theatre, Wymore,

ford.

— Exceptionally good.

The Romance

of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. Both Tarzan pictures the best
money getters I have had. F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

— Railroad town.
Heart of the Wilds, with Elsie
guson. — Not good.
Company has
Neb.

Fer-

very

The

few good pictures of late.
Can't get
the money out of them.
Paramount &
Artcraft trade mark means nothing to
me. Chas. Dahler, Abdington theatre,

—

Abdington,

111.

— Mixed

A

will

—

Carmel

Myers. Star good.
Ordinary picture
and poor title. Lewis W. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General.
The Brazen Beauty, with Priscilla
Dean. Did not care much for this picture.
Cannot see how this star ever

—

—

—

reached stardom.

next Select Picture, "The Veiled
Adventure," a story about a piece
of chiffon thnt doesn't belong to "Connie."

In her

Marry Me, with

Business

fair.

— M.

B.

Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
She Hired a Husband, with Priscilla

—
Dean. — Star

Together, with Violet Mesereau.

—

—

—

patronage.

The Eagle, with Monroe Salisbury.
Good story. Star always gets business.

—

Mixed patronage.
His Birthright, with Sessue Hayakawa.
showing in our house of this
star and know he will be one of our
biggest drawing cards if all his pictures
are as good as this one.
Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
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atre,

satisfactory

— H.

business for

three

McKerring, Princess theClare, Mich.
Small town patronJ.

—

age.

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
is the best one he has made yet.
S. R. O. both shows in the evening.
H.
H. Cone, Lyric theatre, Wymore, Neb.
Railroad town.
The Kaiser's Finish, with an all star
cast.
Good but had a poor ending.
Loefelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre,
Cuba City, Wis. Mixed patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. Drew
better
than
Tarzan.
Both these pictures pleased our patrons
more than any other pictures ever shown.
—William L. Shelton. Ashland theatre,

—This

—

—

His Birthright, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Excellent. Did not draw for us. R. C.
Wilson, Grand theatre, Staples, Minn.

— First

shows.

—

Exhibitors Mutual

program picture. Attendance only fair. Lewis W. Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General
for a

—

patronage.

—

—Very good

—This

was well liked and drew a big
crowd. M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood
picture

well liked, business good.
Mrs. C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre,
Carnegie, Okla. General patronage.
Sue of the South, with Edith Roberts.

—

—

— Drew

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

Who

Life Mask, with Olga Petrova.
good program picture.-l-D. B. Follett,

Star theatre, Gibsonburg, O. Middle
and high class patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.

patronage.

Bluebird

—

—

—

Kansas City, Mo. Mixed patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.—

The

best Chaplain

have ever run. Good
Gruber,
Temple
theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed pat-

moneygetter.— F.
ronage.

I

J.

—
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Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.

—This

get the
future date.

picture

will

money

—

Man, with Tom
kind of pictures make
people want more. H. H. Wilson, Sher-

William
repeated at some
L.
Shelton, Ashland theatre, Kansas
Mixed patronage.
City, Mo.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. Not as good as Tarzan of the
New Majestic
Apes. Bert Goldman,
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn. Better class
patronage.

—

man

—
—

—

Marmarth,

—

—

them in. All
good as "The

But

satisfied.

Woman Who
not so
Gave." Star popular.— William Francis,
South Side theatre, Greensburg, Ind.
Middle class patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
F. F.
Can't be beat for action.
Great.
Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell N. Y.
General patronage.
The Devil's Wheel, with Gladys Brockwell.
Fine production. -A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
The Liar, with Virginia Pearson.
Fine picture. H. H. Wilson, Sherman

—

—

— High

class

pat-

ronage.

A Camouflage Kiss, with June Caprice.
Delightful comedy. Everybody pleased.
Poor business. Star don't draw.
Shreveport,
J. S. Welsh, Star theatre,
La.
Colored patronage.
Mr. Logan, U. S. A., with Tom Mix.
Best western I ever played. S. C.
Hagan, Owego theatre, Monde, 111.

—

—

—

General
Wild

Honey

a
—Justthe
Business
like

(Sherry),

Doris

with

fair picture.

Old

story.
picture.
F. G. Heller,
Anderson, Ind. High

—

—

Starland theatre,
class patronage.
The Inn of the Blue Moon (Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon. This is a pleasant
picture but drew only a fair crowd. A.
C. Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota,
Minn. Rural patronage.
The Street of Seven Stars (Sherry),
with
Doris
Kenyon. Good
picture
which failed to pull, but it's good.
Lewis W. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Goldwyn
A

Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
100 per cent picture in every

— Great. — A

pat-

Star pleasing.

—W.
la.

—

theatre, Toledo, O.

The Doctor and the Woman, with Mildred Harris. This picture was well liked
by most of those who came in time to
see the beginning. Others could not get
the run of the story, so did not like
it.
P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
For Husbands Only, with Mildred
Big first day.
Harris.
Fine.
Not so
good second day. Miss Harris a star in
her own right.
Her work is fine and
the picture beautiful.
Better class patronage praised it highly. J. B. Stine,
Gem Theatre, Clinton, Ind. Mining
town.
Pay Me, with Dorothy Phillips. Very
Drew good
good western picture.
crowds. W. K. Stull, Unique Theatre,
Bussey, la. Small town patronage.
The Price of a Good Time, with Mildred Harris. Good program picture.
Business fair. L.
F.
Keiler,
Arcade
Theatre, Paducah, Ky. General patron-

—

ZASU PITTS
As Nancy Scroggs
Times," a

way.

—

from "Better

in a scene

new King Vidor production
Brentwood Film Corp.

A.

C.
Sheffield,

—

Mich. Mixed patronage.
to Forget, with Evelyn Nesbit.

Want

Kenyon.

class

of

—

of the

The Fallen Angel, with Jewel Carmen. Story too big for five reels. Too
many subtitles. Otherwise it is all right.
theatre, East
F. J. Gruber, Temple

Ind.

— Middle

Jewel

Border mining camp.

—

D.

Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
We were unable to accomodate all who wanted to see this masterpiece on the fourteenth day of our run
and will soon show it again for at least
one week. H. C. Horator, Alhambra

—

Sullivan,

N.

The Heart

—
—

theatre,

and Mabel

H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
College town.

—

—

liked this

Not above average.

—

—

— Packed

— My patrons

Normand is a good drawing card for
me. Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Oh, Johnny, with Louis Bennison.

ronage.
Tell it to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. Wonderful work in producing but too long drawn out. F. F.
Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell, N. Y.
General patronage.
Fox
I'll Say So, with George Walsh.
will destroy the popularity this star has
won unless stories are improved. J. J.
Harwood, National theatre, Cleveland,
O. Better class patronage.
Mr. Logan, U. S., A., with Tom Mix.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

I

class

ronage.

—

Jordan,

—High

The Venus Model, with Mabel Nor-

to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. C. E. Zink, Alhambra
Mixed pattheatre, Knightstovvn, Ind.

—

—

Sullivan, Ind.

theatre,

mand.

—

it

—This

patronage.

Fox
Tell

Young

West

Go

Moore.

if

Rollins,

111.

— General

Wigwam

theatre,

patronage.

Hopkins, with Mabel Normand

Sis

Mabel pleased

in this picture.
Business
laughs during run. Fred
C. Wright. Dreamland theatre, Linton,
Ind.— General patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
Just as good a Western as it is possible to get.
Pleased all. C. A. Rollins,
W'igwam theatre, Sheffield, 111. General
patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.
Good play. But people seemed to be
disappointed in it. Had good attendance.
H. H. Cone, Lyric theatre, Wymore,
Neb. Railroad town.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.

—

Many

good.

—

—

—

—

—

Good comedy.

—

Moore

Good

well liked.

M. Hartman, Liberty

business.
Mrs. C.
theatre, Carnegie,

Okla.

— General

pat-

—

—

— —

—

—

—

—
—

—

age.

Metro
With Neatness and
Bushman and Bayne.

Dispatch,

—A

and

fine

with

picture
Did a

please any audience.
business. T. H. Nagle, Crescent

will

—

ronage.

fair

The Manx Man, with Elizabeth Risdon. Fine picture but somewhat slow.

Theatre, Shawano, Wis. Small town
patronage.
Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.
One of Harold's best productions.
Fred Bosman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. General patronage.

—

—

Big business. W. D. Martin,
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

Badger

Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.
Mabel has appeared
in.
However draws. Good star and
play.
Fred Bosnian, Electric theatre,
St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. One of the best western pictures.
Clean H. H. Wilson,
Sis

One

of the poorest

—

—
—

—

Sherman theatre,
class patronage.

Sullivan,

Ind.

— High

The Kingdom

of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy picture of
merit.
Star well liked here. M. C. Kellpg, Homestake theatre, Lead, S. D.

Kennedy.

— Another

—

Mixed patronage.
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with

—

Louis

Bennison. Rather disappointing
from standpoint of story. Acting and

photography excellent.

—R.

Bijou theatre, Carrollton,

The Beloved

— This

Traitor, with
not please.
A

did
Marsli picture.

theatre,

L.

Hensen,

Mae Marsh.
very

poor

— Guy W. Johnson, Mystic
Marmarth, N. D. — Middle class

patronage.
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—

The

Romance, with Harold
Lockwood.
Fine
picture.
Beautiful
scenes and good business. Charles De
Paul,
Dreamland Theatre, Sault Ste.
Great

—

Marie, Mich.

— General

—

patronage.

of Mary, with May Allison.
good picture that pleased a large
crowd. E. R.
Prigmore, Idle Hour
Theatre, Charleston, Miss. Mixed pat-

The Return

—A
—

—

ronage.

Cyclone Higgins, D. D., with Bushman
and Bayne. When you play this don't
meet your people at the door when they
come out that's all. Chas Dahler,
Abingdon Theatre, Abingdon, 111.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

Peggy Does Her Darndest, with May

— Good. Suitable to
classes.
Bosman, Electric Theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
Lest We Forget, with Rita Jolivet. —
Allison.

111.

—

— Fred

all

think is one of the best war pictures produced. Big business at advanced prices.

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
— G.

&

Hill

Grand Theatre, Le-

Son,

— General patronage.
The Haunted. Pajamas, with Harold
Lockwood. — Dandy good comedy drama.
Book
— M. Bailey, Gem Theatre,
Waverly, Kans.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — Old pic-

banon, O.

J.

it.

but paid

ture,

of film to tell

left

Not enough
whether good or not.

new

Charged advanced

—

price.

prices.

Chas.
yet.
lering
Theatre, Abingdon,

People hol-

Abingdon

Dahler,
111.

— Mixed

patron-

age.

Five Thousand an Hour, with Hale
Everyone
comedy.
Hamilton. Fine
Mrs. C. M. Hartman, Libwell pleased.
General
erty Theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

—

—

patronage.
Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.
A picture that will please any class of
Chas.
Different than all others.
trade.
Dahler, Abingdon Theatre, Abingdon,
111.
Mixed patronage.
Opportunity, with Viola Dana. Fine
Went big with me. J. M.
drama.
Waverly, Kans.
Bailey, Gem Theatre,
In for Thirty Days, with May Allison. A happy picture and a good hour's
entertainment. It is a good clean comedy and it will please. Chas. Ryan, GarChicago, 111.— Neighborfield, Theatre,
hood patronage.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

In Exile, with Olga Petrova. Should
please any audience. Title misleading.
C. E. Waughhop, Scenic Theatre, Detroit,

Minn.

— Small

town patronage.

Less Than Kin, with Wallace Reid.
fine picture, and will give satisfaction
Good patronage. H.
to any audience.
H. Cone, Lyric Theatre, Wymore, Neb.

A

—

Railroad town.
The Price Mark, with Dorothy Dalton.
Average picture that did not draw.
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—
— Border

mining camp.
Prunella, with Marguerite Clark.— Not
These kind of
a picture, an imposition.
star.
W. H.
killing this
is
pictures

—

Union Hall Theatre, Smithfield,
Utah. Mixed patronage.
Claws of the Hun, with Charles Ray.
One of the best no-fighting war pictures
Everybody pleased.
on the market.
Book it.— G. A. Duncan, Lyric Theatre,
Good class of patCarlisle, Kentucky.
Griffiths,

—

—

—

Indian Joe, looks like the real one
himself, the older people tell me. This
picture will get the money in this locality.
E. A. Keitlily, Lyric Theatre, Cen-

but failed

tor,

—

—

Mo. Mixed patronage.
Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. Very good picture and drew fairly

ter,

A

—
well. — F.

R. Beitman, Tacoma Theatre,
Middle class patronIndianapolis, Ind.
age.

—

His Majesty, Bunker Bean, with Jack
Pickford.

— Not

as

good as Jack's other

pictures.
Picture not nearly as good as
the story. Weak work in adapting it for
the screen. Good business. W. D. Martin, Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.
The Biggest Show on Earth, with
Enid Bennett.— A fine picture. Advertise
and it will go big. J. L. Stapp, Lyceum

—
City,

Theatre, Platto
patronage.

Mo.

— High

class

Good-bye Bill, with Shirley Mason.
resembles the two-reel comedy "Geezer
of Berlin."

If

we were

picking features

we never would have booked

this one.

Chas. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chicago,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Cruise of the Make Believe, with
Lila Lee.- Star is good.
Picture fair.
Well produced.
Good business. Will.
F. Krahn, Lorin Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.
When Do
Eat, with Enid Bennett.
A nice little picture that will please
most everyone. F. E. Heller, Strand
Theatre, Anderson,
Ind.
High class
patronage.

—

—
—

—

We

—

—

,

Pathe
Hobs

in

a

Hurry (American), with
This picture drew well

William Russell.

—

—

—

Huck and Tom, with Jack Pickford.
"Huck" and "Tom" fine actors. The ac-

—

Paramount

Many came back to see
and pleased.
E. R. Prigmore,
it again the second day.
Charleston, Miss. General patronage.
Todd of the Times, with Frank Keenan. Slow action. Not a pleasing story.
Fred Bosman, Electric Theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo. General patronage.
Burglar for a Night (Hodkinson), with
Warren Kerrigan. A good picture,
J.

—

—

draw over average busiDonovan, Portsmouth
ness. —-M.
Theatre, Portland, Ore. Neighborhood
to
B.

—

patronage.

The Drifters (Hodkinson), with
Warren Kerrigan. This star a very

—

J.

big

But this picture is not his
A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Neigrhorhood patronage.
A Little Sister to Everybody, with
Bessie Love. Not a big picture, but got
Average business.
over pretty well.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre,
Portland, 'Ore.— Neighborhood patron-

drawing card.
best.

— Mrs

J.

—
—

age.

The Amazing Impostor (American),
Mary Miles Minter. Very best of
Mary Miles Minter. A few more like
this and the star will again make good.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha,

—

with

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Kidder & Ko, with Bryant Washburn.
Did not get
Just a fair production.
Business average.
over very strong.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre,
Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patronNeb.

—

—

age.

The Yellow

— Generally

Ticket, with Fannie

satisfactory.

— F.

F.

Ward.
Peters,

—

Majestic Theatre, Hornell, N. Y. Genpatronage.
The Ghost of the Rancho, with Bryant
Washburn. Best Pathe play for a long
time.
Very good. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
NeighborIdeal Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
hood patronage.
Molly of the Follies (American), with
Margarita Fisher. Not a very strong
feature.
Did not draw well. Fred Boseral

—

—

—

—

—

ALICE BRADY IN A SCENE FROM "RED HEAD"

—

ronage.

Music Mountain, with Wallace
Scenery great
picture.
Story fine. Star well liked by all— C. M.

Nan

Reid.

of

— Good

Lead,

Kellogg, Homestake Theatre,
D. Mixed patronage.

—

S.

His Majesty, Bunker Bean, with Jack

—

—

Business ordinary. S.
Fine.
Pickford.
General patronC. Vale, Dennison, O.

—

age.

The Fair Barbarian, with Vivian Mar— Some picture. Lots of pep. Big
business.
Don't be afraid to book it.
tin.

Ludke

Sisters,

Columbia Theatre, Keno,

Wisconsin.

When Do We
nett.

Eat, with Enid BenBennett picture we have
Patronage unsatisfied. W. H.

— Poorest

played.

—

Union Hall Theatre,
Mixed patronage.

Griffiths,

Utah.

—

Such a

Smithfield,

Little Pirate, with Lila Lee.
Fair only. H.
H. Wilson, Sherman
Theatre, Sullivan, Ind. High class patronage.

—

—

A

Petticoat Pilot, with Vivian Martin.
fine picture.
You can't get any to
beat it. Star good. J. L. Stapp, Lyceum
Theatre, Platto City, Mo.— High class
audience.

—A

—

Miss Brady's lending mini, Conrad IViikcI, in this Seleet piny, nlso
the Mtnge In "Forever After."
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plitys

opposite her upon
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money with

can't get the

—

know

why. Chas.
Theatre, Abingdon,

Don't

Select.

Abingdon
Mixed patron-

Dahler,
111.

—

age.
City, with Xorma TalAdvertised this as something

The Forbidden

Universal
picture, which drew a big
gave entire satisfaction. M.

—

—

A good
crowd and
P. Dono-

Hell Bent, with Harry Carey.

Portsmouth Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—
—
Big turnout. All went away
Kiss or
with Priscilla Dean.
pleased. — H. H. Cone, Lyric Theatre,
Very, very good. This star with Herbert
Wymore, Xeb. — Railroad town.
Rawlinson, scored
Such as these
Wife or Country, with Xorma TalA. Dostal, Ideal
ways please. — Mrs.
madge. — Very good. Star well liked.
Omaha, Xeb. — Xeighborhood
Theatre,
Paul,
E. Cameron, Como Theatre,
patronage.
Minn. — Middle class patronage.
Roped,
Harry Carey. — Best picWho Cares, with Constance Talmadge. ture have with
ever seen of Carey's. Patrons
— Excellent business. Star becoming well pleased. — Mrs. C. M. Hartman, Libmore popular here with each production.
Theatre, Carnegie, Okla. — General
— F. G. Heller, Starland Theatre, Ander- erty
patronage.
madge.

van,

different.

Kill,

big.

al-

J.

St.

High
Hollow

son, Ind.

class patronage.

of Her Hand, with Alice
Brady. This picture more than satisfied
her followers. Select pictures are never
failures.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre,
Omaha, Xeb. Xeighborhood pat-

In the

—
—

—

ronage.

New

in

MARY MILES MIXTER
mammy to seek a
York.

fortune
scene from "The In-

A

Isabel." an American
Co. production.

trusion of

Film

man, Electric Theatre,

St.

Joseph, Mo.

General patronage.
When a Man Rides Alone (American),
with William Russell. This star makes
He is as
westerns entirely different.
popular with the ladies as with the men.
—Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre,
Omaha. Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Naulaka, with Antonio Moreno.
Good posters, but picture is padded to
death.
Some people did not stay
through
show.
Good photography.
Beautiful scenes. Capacity business. M.
B. Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre. Portland, Ore.
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Little Patriot, with Baby Marie
Osborne. Good picture. The little star
is well liked here.
W. K. Stull, Unique
Theatre, Bussey, La. Small town pat-

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

ronage.

When a Man Rides Alone, with William Russell. This is a mighty fine picture.
Russell well liked here. Drew big.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic Theatre.
Marmarth, X". D. Middle class patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Terror of the Range, with George
Larkin. Most excellent.
Full nt pep.
Draws well. J. S. Welsh. Star Theatre.

—

— — Colored

Shreveport, La.

patronage.

—

ply wonderful.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Mrs. J. A. Dcstal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha,
X'eb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The One Woman, with an all star cast.
With the proper advertising you can

your price and please everybody.
H. Smith. Lyric Theatre, Clinton, Ind.
General patronage.
The Claw, with Clara Kimball Young.
Drew a fair crowd, but failed to please.
Xot much to it E. R. Prigmore. Idle
raise

—

Hour Theatre,

Charleston, Miss.

— Mixed

patronage.
The Safety Curtain, with Xorma Talmadge. Picture fair. Star good. But I

—

— M.

B.

—

Donovan, Portsmouth
Ore. Xeighborhood

—

Theatre, Portland,
patronage.

—

High Tide, with Jack Livingston. I've
ran Triangle for three years and consider
this the poorest Triangle yet.
Fred G.
Wright. Dreamland Theatre, Linton,
Ind.
General patronage.
Secret Marriage, with Mary McLaren.
Just a picture, neither good nor bad.

—

—

Too many
Idle Hour

subtitles.

— E.

R.

Prigmore.

Theatre, Charleston, Miss.
Mixed patronage.
An Honest Man, with William Desmond. Xot a very strong picture. About
enough story for a one-reeler. M. B.
Donovan. Portsmouth Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Shoes That Danced, with Pauline
Starke.
Excellent picture of Xew York
gang life. Good business. W. D. Martin. Badger Theatre. Xeillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Wolves of the Border, with Roy Stewart.
A good western. Drew good attendance and pleased. Triangle releases
are O. K.«— M. B. Donovan. Portsmouth
Theatre. Portland, Ore. Xeighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Gave perfect

Owego

satisfaction.

Theatre, Monde.

Three

—

S.

C.

Hagan,

111.

Mounted

Men, with Harry
western.
Big business.
Pleased
everyone. M.
B.
Donovan,
Portsmouth Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban natronage.
Carey.

—A

fine

—

Vitagraph
The

—

Captain's

Joyce. Although
here we received

on

this

subject.

—

Hour

Theatre.
Mixed patronage.

Captain,

with Alice
is
popular
numerous complaints
E. R. Prigmore, Idle
Charleston,
Miss.
this

star

The Triumph of the Weak, with Alice
Joyce. This picture seemed to please,
but did not draw very well for an Alice

—

—

—

—

—

—

art.

The Heart of Wetona, with Xorma
Talmadge. The best yet of X'orma
This star biggest drawing card out. Sim-

—

—

A Red

Select

—

Desert Law, with Jack Richardson.
Big business. One of the best western
pictures I ever ran.
Fred G. Wright,
Dreamland Theatre, Linton, Ind. General patronage.
Paying His Debt, with Roy Stewart.
A knockout. Pleased everyone. Big
business.

—

—

Triangle

Is loath to leave

or Kill, with Priscilla Dean.
A real picture. Attendgood.
ance for two days good. Lewis W.
Brisco, Princess Theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean. Truly worth the money. Packed
them in, although a little bit rough.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha,
Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Craving, with Francis Ford.
Fine production.
Something different.

Kiss

—Very

Haired Cupid, with Roy Stewpicture.
Like every Stewart

— Good

it drew capacity.
Pleased everybody.
Stewart is short on acting, but
long on personality. M. B. Donovan.
Portsmouth Theatre. Portland, Ore.
Xeighborhood patronage.

release

—

United Picture Theatres
The Light

of Western Stars, with DusFarnum.
Splendid
picture
with
great drawing power. Star's work is fine.
Harwood, Xational Theatre,
J.
J.

—

tin

—
Cleveland,

— Better
Farnum. —
O.

The Light
tin

class patronage.

of Western Stars, with DusSplendid, well staged west-

ern.
Wonderful photography. Did big
business on rainy night. Dustin a favorite, and makes good.
J. B. Stine, Gem
Theatre, Clinton, Ind. Mining town.

——
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Who

KATHERIXE MacDOXALD

has started her first picture with her
mi n company. Colin Campbell is directing and Thomas Meighan

appears

in

support.

————

——

.
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Joyce subject.— M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre, Portland, Ore.— Neigh-

Specials

&

Carnegie, Okla.

— General

Griffith,

—

Very good, although war or spy
liams..
pictures are not wanted. People tired of
Earle gets them in, no matter
them.
what he appears in.— Mrs. J. A. Dostal,

hood patronage.
Wild Primrose, with Gladys Leslie.—
Just fair.— Charles De Paul, Dreamland
Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.— Gen-

—

eral patronage.

Everybody's Girl, with Alice JoyceAlice Joyce is one of our best bets. ExO. Jarodski, Colonial
cellent picture.
Theatre, Danville, 111. General patron-

—

age.

The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. Best picture this star ever appeared in. This picture one of the biggest dramas ever 'shown in our house.
Everybody highly pleased. Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha, Neb
Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl Phillipi, with Anita Stewart.
—Went big.— Charles De Paul, Dreamland Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—
General patronage.
Fortune's Child, with Gladys Leslie.
Did not draw well. Somehow people do
not care for her. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal Theatre. Omaha, Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

special

with

Carlyle

good

enough

Drew

feature.

well.

—A.

L.

Robarge, Majestic Theatre, Wausau,
Wis. Mixed patronage.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Official).—

—

this right off the downtown run,
failed to make any money for me.

Had
but

it

—

good picture of its kind. M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Inside the Lines, with Lewis Stone.
Very good. Six reels. Business excellent.
E. Cameron, Como Theatre, St.

Was

a

—

—

Minn.— Middle

Paul,

class

patronage.

To Him That Hath, with Montagu
Love. A very good program picture,
but did not draw for us. A. L. Robarge,
Majestic Theatre, Wausau, Wis. Mixed
patronage.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Official).—

—

—

Took

First class.

big.

—

House

filled.

Meldrim and Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.
Heredity, with

Good

Como

Barbara

Theatre,

St.

Castleton.

— E.

Cameron,
Paul, Minn.— Middle

Drew

picture.

well.

class patronage.

The Man
Stone.

of

Bronze, with

Lewis'

Wausau,

— E.

Minn.

Carneron,

— Middle

Como

—

—
—

—

—

—Just

Theatre, St.
class patronage.

—

—

—

—

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi1

and

Herald

tors

"What

Picture

the

Motography's
Did for Me"

department

Your box
popularity.

is
office
Fill in the

the

test

blank

of

NOW

and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn
Chicago.

street,

•

Title

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

(

—

Serials

—

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland,
It's

(Pathe).
a whirlwind. Best money-getter in

the serial line.
They keep coming and
bring others. H. Smith, Lyric Theatre,
Clinton, Okla.
General patronage.
The Master Mystery, with Houdini (B.
A. Rolfe.) Houdini does good work, but
people do not seem to care for it. H.
Smith, Lyric Theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—
—

—

—

General patronage.
The Master Mystery, with Houdini (B.
A. Rolfe.)
S. R. O. every performance.
Wonderful business. Story very interesting.
Welsh, Star Theatre,
J.
S.
Shreveport, La.
The Lure of the Circus, with Eddie
Polo (Universal). This serial is drawing fine, but I consider it very weak.
Impossible stroy. Padded. M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban patronage.
Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe).
Without a doubt the best drawing
serial I have ever run.
Would like to
get more like it. F. J. Gruber, Temple
Theatre,
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed
patronage.
The Iron Test, with Antonio Moreno
(Vitagraph). Now on fifth week and
going strong.
Different from average

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Name

of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age
Title

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

—

serial.

— C.

M.

Butterfield,

Theatre, Clay, Ky.

— Small

Dreamland
town patronCity and State

age.

The Lure

Wis.-

Vengeance, with Montagu Love.
a story.

Paul,

S.

Just an ordinary program pic—
No action. — A. L. Robarge, Majes-

ture.
tice Theatre,

F. Peters,

—

World
for

— F.

—

Omaha, Neb.— Neighbor-

His Royal Highness,
Blackwell.—This picture

all.

Majestic Theatre, Hornell, N. Y. General patronage.
Raffles (Hiller & Wilk), with John
Barrymore. Very fine. Best one of its
kind we ever had. No fault to find with
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theait anywhere.
Border mining camp.
tre, Ajo, Ariz.
The Shepherd of the Hills, with all
Photography very good. Pic'star cast.
ture has great drawing power on account
of the book.
Can get more than usual
Scharnberg,
American
prices.
John
Theatre, Davenport, la. Middle class
patronage.
Today, with Florence Reed Drew big.
Picture well worth seeing. James Palmer, Palace Theatre, Hammonton, N. J.
Middle class patronage.
Those Who Pay, with Bessie BarriThis did not
scale (U. S. Exhibit.)
please a small crowd. A. C. Klug, Empress Theatre, Zumbrota, Minn. Rural
patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. We ran it two days after it
played four days in this territory, and
did capacity with it.
You exhibitors in
"the sticks" book this one for at least
two days, even if you have to switch
some other features. Give it your personal recommendation in your advertising and print the "Mickey" chorus on
any advertising you get out. It is a picture that will do business on good Friday. -Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—
—

The Highest Trump, with Earle Wil-

—

—

entirely satisfactory to

is

—

What

Too
Woodmance,

of a picture.

—

age.

Ideal Theatre,

much

General patronage.
Her Mistake (Film Clearing House)
with Evelyn Nesbit. Drew well, but not

gaining favorable
patronage for us.— O. Jarodski, Colonial
Theatre, Danville, 111.— General patronGriffith

— Not

Very tiresome. C. J.
American Theatre, New Ulm, Minn.

patronage.

Miss Ambition, with Corinne

— Corinne

Wilk).

long.

—

.

John Barrymore (Hiller

Raffles, with

borhood patronage.
The Beloved Imposter, with Gladys
L es li e Best picture I have ever run of
Everyone well pleased.
Vitagraph.
Mrs. C. M. Hartman, Liberty Theatre,

Circus, with

of the

—

Eddie

Best box office attraccan find. Book it. C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn.

Polo (Universal)
tion

—

I
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HERALDGRAMS

Frederick L. Collins

Showing up the censors
It's
a cinch Pennsylvania's censor,
Oberholzer, won't pack a roll of that
satirical film around with him to show
the women's clubs of the country.

And we thought it an
No one ever heard

arid desert
of Arizona in a
film way until they pulled that law compelling film companies to cover deposits with a bond filed with the state.
Now they're on the map.

be worse when he comes again
The seventeen-year locusts, according

THERE IS
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

It'll

to

the latest dope, are going to give Chicago
Probably saw the portions
the go-by.
served at some of our best restaurants.

Yes, indeed
Those spring real estate ads. which
"Buy one of our bungalows and
read:
live in the open," are probably written
by the same birds who get up the win-

company

ter film

are millions in

"Want

ads. stating that "there

it."

a nice Five-reel serial today?

ABOUT

Frederick

L.

Collins,

president

of

McClure Productions, Inc. and publisher
of McClure's Magazine has sailed on the
for Europe.
He expects to
England, France, Belgium, Holland,
and Italy and will be gone several
months.
In addition to important business for
his magazine, Mr. Collins will devote a
large part of his time to consumating
extensive motion picture projects, which
are said to be of international importance.
Mr. Collins has been 'busy upon
"'Adriatic"

visit

plans

for

these

enterprises

for

several

months.
Mr. Collins has been preceded to
Europe by a special representative of

Your Wife

McClure Productions, Inc., who will
transact the preliminary details for all
the McClure motion picture activities
abroad.
In this way it is expected all
the minor features of the business will
have been completed by the time Mr.
Collins arrives, and he will be able to
interview principals and complete the
negotiations without delay.

and Mine

MORE TERRITORY SOLD

—

That Manhattan delicatessen proprietor who was caught selling New Yorkers four eggs for a dozen ought to be
running an exchange. A guy with that
much business in him is wasting his
time around a cheese emporium.

Abroad on Business

FOR "SPREADING EVIL"
Leon

B. Netter, manager of the Masterpiece Film Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
arrived in Chicago on March 24 and after
viewing the James Keane production

This got a Laugh
"I'm very familiar with 'The Little Girl
said a witness before the
Chicago censorship commission last zveek
and nearly broke up the meeting.

Next Door,' "

Ought
It

to develop

is

reported

STATE RIGHTS

some speed
Charles

Chaplin

is

about to establish an airshin line between Los Angeles and Catalina Islands.
The airplanes will be equipped
with new Liberty motors operated by
hot air. A corps of press agents will
furnish the hot air.

Some weird

SELLING

"The Spreading Evil" purchased the
Ohio and Kentucky rights to the picture.
Mr. Netter was in the Windy
City just twelve hours. He looked over
several other big features and decided
the Keane feature was the one best bet.
Mr. Netter won a lieutenancy in the
aviation corps of the U. S. army and has
just been discharged from service.
He
was formerly a partner of Sol L. Lesser, who now controls the west coast
rights to "The Spreading Evil."

tale

anybody can work up a better story
over a cat and a kettle drum than one
That
T. Ramsaye, we'd like to see it.
If

one about the Rialto orchestra pit tabby
had the late Mr. Poe hanging onto the
ropes for mysterious plots and things
like that.

Married
Harry

Among

the Lions
Chicago exhibitor who
runs the New Oak Theatre, gave $100 to
a couple to be married in a lion's den at
Miller, a

Territorial Sales Ships
Films Out for Viewing

Booking

NEW YORK
and

NEW JERSEY

his theatre as an advertising stunt. Somebody told Harry afterwards he'd oughta
keep the cage handy so the poor boob
could come back and crawl into it in about

six months.

Home

Sweet, Sweet Home
Well, Chaplin will have a home to go
His wife's next Jewel proto anyway.
duction will' be "Home", Universal announces.

Conrad Nagel

to Play
Opposite Alice

Beg Your Pardon!

The Herald in a recent issue printed
a story about an Oshkosh reader who
fell off of a couch and broke his leg
while reading this column.
were in
error in stating he lived in Oshkosh.
He lives in Oak Park. And he didn't
break his leg. Only sprained his back,
and he informs us he was not lying on
a couch but a bed and was not reading
the Heraldgrams but the Chicago News
Notes.
J. R. M.

We

Prints of each of the first three Jester
comedies, which will be sold by the Territorial Sales Corporation on the state
rights plan, will be shipped to eighteen
different film centers during the coming
week.
This step has been taken in accordance with the announced plans of the
Territorial Sales Corporation to screen
every one of its offerings to every buyer
before alloting a franchise. The Jestors,
which will be forwarded to the distribution centers are "In the Wild West,"
"Peace and Riot" and "The Tenderfoot."

Tyrad Pictures,

Inc.

729 Seventh Ave.

combination of star and leading man
which is believed will prove one of the
most successful ever seen on the screen,
is -reported by Select Pictures Corporation

NEW YORK CITY
Phone Bryant 5426
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Brady

A

in

the

announcement

of

Alice

Picture,
Select
forthcoming
"Redhead," in which the star will be supported by Conrad Nagel, Miss Brady's
leading man in her popular stage production, "Forever After," which is now in
its twenty-seventh week on Broadway.

Brady's

C^N^DDWWlFILM NEWS
TORONTO EXHIBITORS
OBJECT TO METHODS
USED BY CHURCHES

Quebec Abolishes

Tax on

All Tickets

But City Tax Stands

collection of the assessment.
The municipalities throughout the
Province so eligible were authorized to
collect the following tax:
Two cents on all tickets valued up to
35c.

"The Unpardonable Sin" was seen for
Canada at the Windsor

the first time in

Theatre, Windsor, Ontario, during the
week of March 24 with 50c top prices.
The motion picture was shown four
times daily. This theatre is on the circuit of Jule and J. J. Allen, who also
control the Canadian rights for the
feature.

'The Heart of Humanity" had its first
run in Ontario at the Grand Opera
House, Hamilton, Ontario, during the
week of March 17, as a special road at-

Announcement was made that
was sold out in advance for
every performance during the week at
traction.

the house

$1.

top prices.

TAYLOR HOLMES
Is a regular fellow in the Triangle play,

"A Regular Fellow," which goes
exhibitors April

Merchants Cooperation
Thomas

The exhibitors of the Canadian Capital are all members of the
Retail Merchants' Association and Mr.
Scott urged them to swing their allegiance to the
exhibitors'
association,
whose activities were of direct interest
to the theatre interests.
theatres.

of

churches

up

against

when

prints of the welcome in the Canadian
capital extended to the Princess Patricia's
Canadian
Light
Infantry,
the

famous

Canadian

which was

regiment

the first Canadian infantry unit to see
service in France. The official film was
presented at the Imperial theatre immediately after the home-coming.

Charles Brownridge, formerly general
of the defunct Canadian National
Features,
Limited,
announced
during a visit to Ottawa the other day
that the studio of the .former company
at
Trenton, Ontario, was being re-

manager

i

opened for the purpose of making several features.
One, at least, of these
pictures is being financed by the Canaand

Pacific Railway, it
star is Tyrone

the

is

a

instituted

.it

is

Manager Lavoie Resigns
Lavoie of the
National
theatre. Ottawa, announces that he has
severed his connection with that theatre,
his resignation taking effect on Saturday, March 22.
Lavoie may take a
theatre in Montreal.
Under his direction, the National enjoyed considerable
success.
He gave the theatre an improved front, added an orchestra, chose
real pictures and used considerable advertising space in the newspapers with
the result that the National soon took
a

new

lease of

life.

'49

Calls

Out Firemen to
See "The Still Alarm"

The Empress Theatre, Edmonton,
Alberta, pulled off a great stunt during
the first four days of the week of March
24 when "The Still Alarm" was the attraction.
At 7:30 each evening a still
alarm was sent in from the theatre and
the local department responded with alt
eagerness.
Each night in front of the
theatre the hook and ladder companies'
went through a special demonstration.
The melodrama was presented on the
screen of the Empress under the auspices of the Edmonton Fire Department,
an arrangement having been made between the management and the department officials for the stunt. Great crowds
were drawn to the theatre each night.
Local
newspapers gave considerable
editorial space to the picture because of
the stunt.

declared,

Power,

understood.

Manager

local

church
shows. One local film man
pointed out to the officials of the union,
it is declared, that the church performances were only a means to an end in
that the churches were apparently trying
to do harm to the theatres.
It is understood that the operators suddenly became too busy to help out with the
church shows and the special performances came to a finish within a few
weeks after they were started.

In Official Films
After taking the Canadian Government's official picture of the state funeral
of the late Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Canadian statesman, Harry Brouse, proprietor of the
Imperial and Family
Theatres, Ottawa, secured the official

Scott of Toronto, secretary

Motion Picture Exhibitors' Assoof Ontario, covered Ottawa on
March 20 and 21. He interviewed a number of government officials relative to
the 15c per day reel tax which he wants
the Federal Parliament to abolish altogether and he made the rounds of the
of the
ciation

to

16.

Canadian Regiment

dian

Secretary Scott Urges

ran

recently

a
plan to present motion picture performances in the Sunday school rooms every
^Thursday evening.
It was found that
some seven churches had made arrangements for these shows and films had
been booked from exchanges in the regular way.
The churches charged a low
admission and were not compelled to
collect a war tax from patrons because
the shows happened to be staged by the
religious organizations.
The theatre men met the competition
very forcibly, it is understood, by making an appeal to the motion picture
operators' union to refuse to supply
projection machine operators for the

had charged a local
before the Province
tBok over the revenue to resume the

Carson's Production
Plays Windsor Theatre

exhibitors

opposition

number

nicipalities which
theatre ticket tax

Three cents on all tickets priced from
35c to 74c.
Five cents on all tickets priced from
75c to $1.49.
Ten cents on all tickets worth $1.50
or more.
One cent of the tax on all tickets is
to be turned over to charitable institutions by the cities or towns and the
balance of the revenue is to go to the
general fund of the municipalities. From
the portion which is to be turned over
to charities, a city may deduct the cost
of the collection of the whole tax. The
practically
the
therefore,
get
cities,
whole benefit of the amusement tax.
The tax rates authorized by the Province for the municipalities are slightly
lower than those which were collected
by the Province during the war.

Toronto
formidable

*

The government of the Province of
Quebec recently decided to abolish the
Provincial tax on amusement tickets but
the Legislature gave permission to mu-

Canadian Company
Rents New York Plant
It is rumored that a Canadian company has made a deposit of $5,000, ad-

vance rent for the Ideal studio, New
York City, and that the company is
backed by the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
It

is

said

the

company intends

filming

Jack London's stories of the great northwest, in which will be shown the trapping industry and also the advantages of
farming and ranching in Canada. The

rumor further states that this picture
show many reasons why the farmers
of America with adventurous spirits
should seek advancement and riches in
will

the Canadian Northwest.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Large Membership
Toronto M. P. E. P. A.
The

regular

Motion

meeting

April

Exhibitors'

Picture

of

the

Protective

Association of Ontario was held at the
headquarters,
143
Yonge
Street, on April 1.
Announcement was
made that the association now boasts a
membership of 211 exhibitors, about 94
of whom, are located in Toronto. A last
call was issued for members to take
stock in the association's co-operativt
exchange which has been incorporated
with a Canadian Federal charter at a
association

"Hearts of World"
Goes to Exhibitors
On a Rental Basis
At

last exhibitors

tion,

W.

who

are desirous of

master produc"Hearts of the World," will be

playing D.

Griffith's

given that opportunity.

The Mid-West Hearts of the World
Company, Chicago, organized by Sol. L.
Lesser, has been besieged with requests
for this picture for

some

time.

George

capitalization of $100,000. Announcement
made that this capital may have to
*
be increased.

H. Davis, general manager therefore
took the matter up with Mr. Lesser, who
controls the western territory, and on
March 27 received the following tele-

"The Spreading

gram:
"As per your telegram, have seen Mr.
Griffith.
Have made all arrangements
for prices and secured his permission to
allow rentals confining however the

is

Evil"

Proves Big Success
The
loop,
Evil,"

big

sensation

film

James

of

"The

Keane's

Chicago's

Spreading

being exploited in Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin by the
Greiver Productions, now in its fourth
week at the Bandbox Theatre, seems to
have caught added popularity from the

glowing tribute

Cook

recently received from
County's state's attorney, Maclay
it

Hoyne.
Arrangements have already been comthis production to the
for an extended run directly after it closes at the Bandbox.
Simeon Greiver announces that his company has closed with the Lubliner and

pleted
Bijou

to

take

Dream

Trinz. Balaban and Katz, Schoenstad
and Ascher houses and other well-known
local managers for runs immediately
after the loop engagements have termi-

rental operations to restricted districts.
Think plan a good one and am quite
sure that the exhibitors throughout the
territory will immediately take advantage of the opportunity this affords.
(Signed) Sol L. Lesser."

There are now twenty road shows out
with "Hearts of the World' operating in
certain territory. Commencing April 20,
however, exhibitors in restricted districts
which do not conflict with these road
shows, will be able to get the picture on
a rental basis.
The mid-west territory consists of

Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas.

nated.

Sol Lesser to Have
Bathing Girls Appear

With Sennett Comedy
Picture fans who have, heretofore, had
to be content to view those Mack Sennett bathing girls only upon the screen
will soon be given an opportunity to see
them in the flesh, if the plans of Sol L.
Lesser, who owns the U. S. rights to
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" materialize.
Mr. Lesser expects to arrive in Chicago
about April 8, en route to New York to
complete the details of booking the fivereel comedy and will open the picture
both in Chicago and New York with a
bevy of pulchritudiness in attendance at

The Sennett bathjjjg
properly chaperoned
from the coast and will appear in conjunction with the film wherever it is
shown. Mr. Lesser will have six companies on the road in a short time.
each performance.

girls

Bee-Hive to Distribute
Gale Henry Comedies
Gale Henry Comedies will be distributed in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin

from the Bee-Hive Exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis.
R.

Officials Visit

Exchange

Litchman. general manager of
Famous Players-Lasky and John C.
Flinn, in charge of advertising and publicity, were Chicago visitors last week.
Al

Theatre

Man Robbed
$600 by

of

Auto Thieves

O. H. Hilmes, assistant manager, was
held up and robbed of $600 while on his
way from the Marshall Square theatre
to the Broadway Strand theatre Sunday
night while collecting the day's receipts
from the two theatres. Miss Libby Goldberg, pianist at the Marshall Square, was
with him at the time. The thugs were
in an automobile.

Cropper,

C.

Manager of

General

Bee Hive, closed the deal when
York" two weeks ago.

in

the

New

Gale Henry is said to be the latest
comedy discovery in Los Angeles, advance reports indicate something new in
the field of feature comedies, and along a
new line of laugh producing. Vincent
Bryan is writing some of the scenarios
and the first three titled, "A Slavie,"

"Cash" and "Wild Women," are now on
the
in

In addition to the many prominent
national endorsements this great picture
has received, a tremendous newspaper
advertising campaign has been continuously
supplementing its
increasing
popularity.

come

will

way
two

to the exchanges. They will be
reels and published every other

week.

Has English Films
Harry Maze Jenks, of the Harma

Company

who

&

now

stopping
at the Hotel Astor, New York, states
that his pictures are expected to arrive from England at any time.
Mr.
Jenks said that for the time being he
would have nothing to say relative to
them, as they must be re-edited for the
pictures,

American market and

is

re-cut.

SENNETT'S BATHING GIRLS AT THE TIVOLI THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

Through an

n

r rji ni;

<

in

<

1. 1

with the comedy director, Sol L. Leaner will have thin beauty chorus appear at each performance o*
in Berlin." The picture opens in New York and Chicago with nix companies on the road.

"Yankee Hoodie
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Jones, Linick

&

Schaefer Secure

Valuable Site for

I.

New Theatre

Progressive Firm Leases Property at Monroe and
State Streets for Term of Fifteen Years at
Aggregate of $3,000,000 for Term
The

largest building lease ever closed

Chicago has just been consummated
whereby Jones, Linick & Schaefer have
in

from the Ledyard Trustees, the
Frederick
Ayer Building, southwest
corner State and Monroe streets, for
fifteen years from May 1, 1922, at a
rental which with taxes and insurance is
said to aggregate over $3,000,000 for the
leased

term.

The building is five stories and has a
frontage of 120 feet on State street and
Part
120 feet on Monroe to an alley.
of the buildi/ig is occupied by the Or-

pheum

theatre.

This property is considered one of the
choicest corners in the loop and one
of the best retail corners in the world.
Numerous offers have been made by
local merchants and non-residents for
a lease of the property, but Mr. Ayers,
the owner, took into consideration the
standing of the firm of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer and the fact that they already
held a lease on a portion of the premises

May

until

The

1,

1922.

Ledyard

Trustees were represented in this transaction by John Dorr
Bradley of the firm of Aldis & Co., while
Jones, Linick & Schaefer were represented by E. F. Koebler & Company.
Aaron J. Jones, Adolph Linick, and

Federal Authorities
Asked to Investigate
Lafayette Film Go.
Attention of federal authorities, now
investigating stock selling companies,
has been called to the Lafayette Film

company, of which Anthony B. Mazurk
is president and which has offices in the
Otis building. Mrs Minnie Fifield, 2723
Fifty-Eighth court, Cicero, and A. T.
Kay, of Chicago, complained.
This concern is the successor to the
Lincoln Pictures Classic, Inc., which recently went into bankruptcy. The assets
of the Lincoln company were assumed
by the new Lafayette company.
The
old concern used pictures of the famous
President as advertising.
They sold stock mostly

among Ne-

Their picture, showing the life
emancipator, was never made.
Neither has a picture of the life of Lafayette been started. The company has

groes.
of the

taken Liberty bonds as well as cash for
stock.

Schaefer, who operate under the
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Co., began business about twenty years
ago. Each member of this firm is today
rated as a millionaire and the firm is
one of the largest in the theatrical and
amusement line in the country. In addition to large interests in out-of-town
theatres and in film concerns and booking agencies, the firm owns and operates
the new Rialto theatre on State street,

Peter
firm

J.

name

between Jackson boulevard and Van
Buren, which they recently erected, part
of which is occupied as their general
offices.
They also own McVickers
theatre on Madison street, the Randolph
theatre on Randolph street, the Orpheum and Bijou Dream theatres, both
on State street. The daily attendance
in all their Chicago theatres averages
approximately 50,000 persons.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer state that
they already have plans prepared for
one of the finest theatre buildings in the
country with a capacity of 3,500 seats
to be erected on the lot just leased, including the lot adjoining on State street,
owned by this firm, and now occupied as
The new building
the Bijou theatre.
will be a combination office and theatre
building and will be built at a cost of
after
plans
$1,000,000
by Architect

Thomas Lamb.

Linick and Jacoby
Lease Ziegfeld Theatre
Fred Linick and Ray Jacoby, operating under the name of Linick & Jacoby
Enterprises, have leased the Ziegfeld
theatre on Michigan Blvd. and will take
possession immediately.
The lease is
said to be for five years at a total rental
of $100,000.
Linick & Jacoby are, at
the present time, operating seven outlying motion picture theatres.
At the
Ziegfeld they will present only first-run
features with an admission price of
twenty-five and fifty cents.
The lease
was made direct from the Chicago
Musical College.

P. A.

Powers in

Town

P. A. Powers, treasurer of Universal

Film Manufacturing Co., passed through
Chicago on Saturday, en route to California.
The Universal company, it is said,
is to produce a feature to exploit in a
satirical manner the various forms of
censorship existing in this country.

Goldburg in Chicago
Jesse J. Goldburg, general manager of
the Frohman Amusement Corp., arrived
in

in
|

,

Chicago on Monday, and after putting
sixteen hours' hard work, grabbed

a train for the coast.

A

number of stars have been engaged for
the picture and it is rumored that Mr.
Griffith will take an active part in its direction.
Additional

Chicago

News on Opposite Page
51

E. A.

Takes Action
On State Censor

Bill

the regular meeting of the commissioners of Illinois Exhibitors Alliance,
held in the Century building, last week, a
letter was mailed to every exhibitor in
the state of Illinois urging them to use
every effort to defeat the state censorship bill passed by the senate and which
is
now pending before the House in
Springfield, and calling attention to a
Sunday closing bill also about to be introduced. Upwards of 800 letters were
mailed by the commissioners.
The new organization is conducting a
state-wide canvas for membership and
endeavoring to weld together the real
exhibitors of the state into a powerful
organization, to combat legislation, settle
disputes arising between members and
film exchanges and deal with labor problems.

At

The newly appointed commissioners

Sam Atkinson, Clyde R. Bates, Wm,
D. Burford, John -H. Frundt, Fred D.
Hartman, Wm. E. Heaney, Geo. Hopkinson, Joseph Hopp, Charles Lamb, V. R.
are

Langdon, Henry Meeteren and William
Rohe.

W.

Bert

Alberts

i

Wins

Managership With Ford
Bert W. Alberts, intimately concerned
with film affairs in this community for
the past twelve years and lately of Goldwyn, left Chicago Saturday, March 29,
for Detroit, Mich, where he will take
charge of the Ford Weekly in the capacity of national exploitation manager.
Returning, he will take up offices with
Fitzpatrick and McElroy in the Century
Building, from where he will direct the
business of this film publication throughout the country.

The

reel will continue to be published

through Goldwyn Exchanges.
berts'

position

will

Mr. Albe that of general

manager, working between producer and
distributor.

Goldstine Resigns Post
With Lasky Corporation
Max

Goldstine, divisional

manager

for

Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation at
its Chicago branch, resigned on April 1.
He has a big promotional project in
hand, particulars of which will be announced at a later date.
Mr. Goldstine was the first Chicago
manager for Artcraft. He is one of the
best known men in the film game in the
central west and established a name for
himself by his series of successes in

salesmanship direction.

No Sunday

Express

At a meeting of the F. I. L. M. club
last week, a notice from the American
Railway Express company was read
which states that, effective April 6, no
more Sunday pick-up service of films will
be maintained in Chicago. Films, however, may be left at the express company terminals on Sundays.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
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A

been received by our
informing us that our good friend
Bennie Edelman has been ill the past
four weeks and the lad feels terribly
lonesome way down South. Bennie will
be remembered by his host of fellow film
salesmen as the live youngster who was
affiliated with the Universal films for the
past six years.
Let's cheer the boy up
a bit by scribling a few bright thoughts
brief note has

office

to

muui

him

Beech

to 1531

Street, Louisville,

Ky. Come on, fellows, and get that old
fountain-pen going.
I. H. Parness, an old timer in the trade,
is now traveling Indiana for Exhibitors
Mutual, and Phil Seelig, who has just received his honorable discharge from the
service, is covering the southside terri-

Welcome home, "Buddie" Phil.
Morris Hellman of LT niversal, who re-

tory.

cently returned from an extended trip
through the Canadian territory, informs
us his increasing avoirdupois is fast

taking him from recognition as Louis
Brecka's "double." This mistaken identity angle has been quite a joke instigator
about the trade to the expense of both
the Unity Photoplays Corp. and the
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Is

OODSTOC

B Ail BEARING
-

-

STANDARD

SfNGLt-SHJFT

M<IC H.
that

why

pert,

is

6

One

Postl, the physical culture exreceiving so many visits from
Morris these days?

For the solace

of

gossip circulators,

Sidney Goldman, who is the most concerned and probably the best informed
on the subject, let it be said his rumored
resignation as district manager of Universal is all wrong. There is positively
nothing to it but Universal as far as
Sidney is concerned.

"Tiny" Meyers of Pathe informs us,
by popular acclaim he has been selected
to referee all filmdom's fistic exhibitions

and anxiously awaits news of the

Come

bout.

Isles.

Just hie over to the Randolph theatre
and see the film, "Cannibals of the South
Seas," and then give one of our best
Northside busses a tryout as far as Wilson Ave. and Sheridan Road, the wanderers' paradise, and let your judgment decide,

ahem!

—

—

—

In the

Woodstock

to think, the wily Ralph Kettering, P. A. par excellence, hails from that
throbbing but staid metropolis, Evanston.

*^

We

identified with

"The Spreading

Evil," has

established himself in the offices of the

Doll-Van Company. The latter concern
will care for the shipping of the Greiver
attractions and "Si" wants all his friends
to drop in and see him.

"Hank" Peters, the ever-ready contract
dispenser for Unity, says it makes him
feel like a boy again to talk "The Echo
of Youth."
Not that "Hank" is so old
as to hear only the echo. But the thing
sells so easy he feels like he's on a vacation.
I.

this

Lesserman of Universal claims that
some record: The Bowen theatre,

is

3019 East 92nd street, with a seating
capacity of 298, played "The Heart of
Humanity" for three days ^nd took in
just $1,093.17.
And he has an affidavit
to

back

up.

it

Jerry Abrams, special representative of
Universal, was a Chicago visitor last
week.
Woman was the cause of Fred Dunn's
downfall.
It wasn't his wife, either, as
one might gather after a look at Fred's
bandaged finger and damaged physiogomy.
Indeed, there was even another

man concerned
is

in
his

the

affair.

name.

Maurice

was

It

"Woman"

When

that widemanagerial director, R. C. Crop-

found,

let

fellow associate Harry Willard, of the
local Metro exchange, surely experienced
a thrilling drive, March 22, to Detroit,
piloting the recently purchased Studehave not
baker of M. C. Hughes.
seen Harry, but Cress carries quite a
decoration. Why not get in touch with
Harry Weiss? He has oodles of road
in

the

news

line this

when he met

etc.,

his fate.

Home at the
200 Baths
200 Rooms
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

Popular

Circulating

Priced

Ice

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
Every

Room
Has
Private

Bath

etc.

mem

write—

Doll-Van hints darkly of an innovation
involving the annexation of six reel comedies, the like of which was never seen
on land or sea.
Here's hoping the
evaporation of the veil of mystery uncovers something of typical Doll-Van
quality.

Manager Neis
111., was a

Ohio,

of the Star theatre at
visitor in our midst last

52

his

that Fred, shipping clerk for
Doll Van, was trying to "shelve" while
perched upon numerous chairs, boxes,

Westgate Hotel

week," says the rotund and jovial Lansing between filling out General contracts.
"Love and the Law" keeps him
so busy, says he, that he hasn't time to
notice little things like fires, earthquakes,

Woodstock Typewriter Company.
Chicago

Al Lyon, for long a familiar figure in
loop film affairs, is now occupied with
the booking of pictures for six big vaudeville houses in Illinois, Iowa and Indiana
which intend going over to a straight
picture policy for the summer.
Si Greiver, who is just now chiefly

H-E-N-R-I, please) Ellman of the local
Bee-Hive exchange have been reported
The party that dons the rawther
lost.
emphatic silk shirts is one and Henri is

"Nothing doing

Improved and simplified, to

1

Kalitis,

While in Kansas City Make Your

maps.

favorite features of the other standard
makes which you wish your machine had.
Yet in the Woodstock you will find this
ajftrrojcationof hitch point features much

I

tale.

the power behind the
Colonial at Rock Island, was also present
last week, signing contracts for this,
that and the other thing.

John

By special wire service, we have been
informed that the two busy bees, George
West and Monsieur Henri (note the

We

You Will Find

your service.
us bhow you how
•any it is to try one; to own one.
Phone Central 6663; call up— call in—or

"The One Card Wonhangs a

POSSIBLE?

have full details. We thank you.
Cresson E. Smith, manager, and his

Every time-tested worth-while feature
which you like in the machine you are
used to, and you will also find the

fit the
touch, the person, the mood, in a way
that no other typewriter does— (The
best operators say this).
Only a close-up view, an actual touch
and trial of this excellent typewriter
can convince.
Investigate by all moans—
are ot

striking sobriquet,
der," and thereby

per,

—

—

week, booking attractions hither and yon.
Incidentally, he booked a brand new and

Tourneur

And

awake

ing Machines all harmoniously combined in one handsome NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality
In which you will find
your own favorite feature of your
own favorite typewriter, and the
others besides.

—

initial'

on, ye gloved gladiators, lets

get definite dates.
L. J. Klar, former Metro auditor, is
now affiliated with the Exhibitors Mutual as chief clerk.
Why so curious, Ralph? It occurred,
they tell us at the recent dinner given at
the Hamilton Club in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson, the famous explorers, en route to the Pacific coast to
depart once more for the excitement of
the wild cannibal haunts of the South Sea

the other.

The Leading Features of the Lead-

Improved-Simplified-Modernized
Simple Artistic— Durable— Efficient— Standard 42 Key
Single
Shift— Bail Bearing— Quiet— Visible
Soft Touch Light Action.

\
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Could such a thing be

in

11^

Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction
Delaware at Ninth

On Main and

-KANSAS CITY, MO.-

ENDAROFPROGRAMPUBLICATIG
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— "The Daredevil,"
with
Kane.
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of theGailSouth
Seas,"
—
"The Girl of My Dreams,"
with Billie Rhodes.
—"And
a
Small Voice."
with Henry B. Walthall.
—
"All of a Sudden Norma,
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
Proposition,"
with Win. Desmond,
— "Life's aofFunny
Honor,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "Bonds
"Hoop-La,"
with
Rhodes,
—
Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
— "The
"Trick of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
"Long Lane's Turning,"
with Henry B. Walthall.
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
Desmond.
—"What Every Woman Wants," with William
with All Star Cast.

Nov. 17
Dec.

Dec

five

five reels.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Cannibals of South Seas," final installment, five

Affiliated,

Dec.

Still

an.

Ian.
an.
an.
an.
eb.

five

r

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

— Martin Johnson's
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The Lamb and the Lion,"
with
Rhodes.
——"The
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "Hearts Asleep,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

in

"Diane of Green

Apr.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels,
five

Billie
five reels.

reels,

in

five reels,
Van," five

reels,

Dec

STRAND COMEDIES

— "Keep

—

Jan.
Feb.

one reel.
8
"The Girl in the Box," one reel.
16— "The Tale of a Hat," one reel.
20 "Are Brunettes False"? one reel.
IS
"Just Home Made," one reel.
4
"Dan Cupid, M. D.," one reel.
"Beans for Two," two reels, with Elinor Field.
29— 'They Did and They Didn't, two reels, with Elinor Field.
_ "Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
12
'Some Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.
26 "Easy Payments," one reel.
2
"How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Merely Marrying Mary," one reel, with Elinor Field.
9
16
"Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
23 "Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2
"The Wigwam System, one reel, with Elinor Field.
9
"The Door Between," one reel.
16
"His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
23 "The Way of a Maid," one reel.
1

Smiling,"

five

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—
—
—

—
—

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

'

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

— "A Tropic Melting Pot," one
17— "Black Feet and Flat Heads," one
—
24
Men and Good Scenery," one
— "Bad
"Peaks, Parks and Pines," one
—
"A
Maori
Romance," one
16— "Vacation Land," one
29— "High and Hungry," one
— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles,"
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
6

1

five reels,
five reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
9
five reels,
five reels
16 "Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
23 "Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
30 "The Malefactor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
30 "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
30 "Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
30 "The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.

in

—
—
—
—
—
—

— "Sporting Life,"
—
"Little Women,"
—
16 "False Faces,"

seven reels.
seven reels.
five reels.

1
5

Fiendish Flannagan."
— Flagg, "Perfectly
—
Sennett, "Never Too Old."
Impropaganda."
—
Flagg,
—
Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
— Stagg, "One Every Minute."
2 — Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16 — Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
Tailors:"
— Sennett, "Rip &
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
Arbuckle,
"Love."
—
— Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg, "Beresford of Barboons."
22
12
19
26
2

9

Stitch,

2
9

FOX FILM CORPORATION

8

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

reel.
reel.
reel.

6

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

19— "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16

2— "Doing
9— "A Bit

— "Out

one

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

reel.

"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

reel.

the Dells."
of God's Country."

STANDARD PICTURES

Wyoming Way."

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES

Oct.

— "The Border Wireless,"
with Wo. S. Hart.
—
Cousin,"
with Enrico Caruso.
—"My
"Under the Greenwood Tree,"
with Elsie Ferguson.
—
with Douglas Fairbanks.
— "Arizona,"
8
"Greatest Thing
Life,"
Special.
16— "Squaw Man,"
16— "Branding Broadway,"
with William
Hart.
6— "Out of the Shadow."
with Pauline Frederick.
12 — "Under the Top,"
with Fred Stone.
19— "His Parisian Wife,"
with Elsie Ferguson.
19 — "Here Comes the Bride,"
with John Barrymore.
—
26 "The Romance of Happy Valley,"
26— "Don't Change Your Husband,' DeMille.
—
2
with William
Hart.
— "Breed of Men,"
6

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
an.

,

,'an.

|an.
,fan.

,

Jan.
Jan.
?eb.

Jan.

five reels,

Nov. 17

Feb.
Feb.

five reels,

1

five

1

reels

Mar.
Mar.

five reels,

in
Griffith
six reels, all star cast.
five reels,
five reels,
five

five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, All Star Cast.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
"Thou Shalt Not," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"Wolves of the Night," five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.
1

9

9

23—

Apr.

20

May

4

—
—

VICTORY PICTURES

reels,
five reels,
five reels,

reels,

— "The She-Devil,"
15— "I Want to Forget,"
29 — "For Freedom,"
12 — "The Light,"
26— "Woman Woman
— "Every Mother's Son,"
23 — "The Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
1

S.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Special.

Griffith

five

S.

Mar. 2 "Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9 "Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9 "The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16 "The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 25— "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)

—
—
—

—
Strange Woman,"
— "The Say
So,"
—
"Treat 'Em Rough,"
19— "The
of the Soul,"
— "Luck and Pluck,"
16— "Hell Roarin' Reform,"
— "The Forbidden Room,"
8

22
5

2

2
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 30
Apr. 13

Apr.

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
Call
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Never Say Quit," five reels, with George Walsh.
"Fighting for Gold," five reels, with
Mix.
"Pitfalls of
York," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Helpl Help! Police!'' five reels, with George Walsh.
five

"I'll

—
—
—
27—

Oct

Dec
Dec.

Range," five reels, with Wallace Reid
five reels, with Lila Lee.
five reels, with Enid Bennett.
five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"The Make-Believe Wife," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Woman's Weapons," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"A Daughter of Old South," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"Mirandy Smiles," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Fuss and Feathers," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"Too
Millions," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
"Good-Bye, Bill." five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"String Beans," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"The Mystery Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Quicksand," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Little Miss Hoover," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"The Hope Chest." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The
of a
with a Maid," five reels, with Bryant

—
—
—
—

—
16—
28 —
22—
1

8

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec 22—
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Little

Nov.
Nov. 17—
Nov. 24
Nov. 24
Nav. 24

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Many

—

29—
29—

Way

Man

burn.
— '"Out
of the Shadow,"
6— "Jane Goes
a-Wooing,"
12— "The Secret Garden/'
19— "The Du* "
with
*•— "Venus
the East,"
6

Tom

in

reels,
Wallace Reid.
five reels, with Bryant

1— 'Buchanan's

Wife,"

five reels,

with Virginia Pearson.

16— 'Caught in the Act," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
29— The Danger Zone," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
26— 'The Girl with No Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.

9— "The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
23—' 'Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
9—' 'Gambling

23— "The
6

in Souls,
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
Rebellious BTide," five reels, with Peggy Hylartd.
in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.

—"Married

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

Nov.
Nov.

— "Fan
25—

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

—
William Farnum
"Fighting Blood."
—
Bara
"The Serpent."
— Theda
12
"Regeneration."
19 — William Farnum
"The Broken Law."
26— Theda Bara
Two Flags."
— "Infidelity" (Dr."Under
Rameau).
9— Valeska Suratt
"The Soul of Broadway."

17

Fan."
"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

THE GREAT NINE SERIES

Wash

five reels, with Pauline Frdeerick.
five reels, with Vivian Martin.
five reels, with Lila Lee.

five

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES

— "The Man from Funeral
Pirate,"
— "Such
a
"When Do We Eat?"
—
—"The
Gypsy Trail,"

6
18
15
17

Tom

New

PARAMOUNT

Oct.
Oct.

TIMELY PICTURES

BIG,

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

,

reels,
five reels,

reels,

five

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Oct.

reels,

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

—
—
—

——
—
—

five

2
9

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

Alma Rubens.

with

—
Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
— "Hard
"Happy Though Married,"
with Enid Bennett.
—
"Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,"
with Margaret Clark.
9 — "Two Brides,"
with Lina Cavalieri.
9 — "The Girl Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16 — "You Never Saw Such a Girl,"
with Vivian Martin.
23 — "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
23 — "Paid
Full,"
with Pauline Frederick.
28— "The Winning Girl,"
with Shirley Mason.
2 — "Good Gracious, Annabelle,"
with
Burke.
2 — "Puppy Love,"
with Lila Lee.
— "The Poor Boob,"
Bryant
with
Washburn.
16— "Three Men and a Girl,"
with Marguerite Clark.
2

Washburn.

53

29
6

in

in

in

in

2

in

]

'

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—Theda
Bara
Darling
Paris."
—William Farnum"The "Hoodmanof Blind."

18
28

Feb.
Feb.

FORT PITT THEATRE

in

in

"The

Italian

Battlefront,"

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINB AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
16—"The

Marriage."
— "The Fatal
Son of a Hun."
—
Tom
Mix
"Hearts and
26— "Oh, What a Knight."
9 —Tom Mix in "A Roman
23— "A Lady Bellhop's

Dec.
Dec.

in

"Little

Cowboy."

—"Money Talks." Secret."
23 — "His Musical Sneeze," two
—"Six-Cylinder Love," two
—
— "Tom and Jerry," two

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

"Wanted, a
"The Locked

reels.
reels, with
reels, with

9
6

20

May

4

five reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
Brother," five
Heart." five reels.

—

Tom Mix.
Tom Mix.

"The House of Terrible Scandal," two
"A Lady Bell-Hop's Secret," two reels.

"Our Bridge

Draft Board."
—
"Throwing the Bull."
—
"The
Lion Tamer."
12— "Here and There."
19—"The Hula Cabaret."
26— "Doggone Tough Luck."
2— "Landing an Heiress."
— "The Bearded Lady."
16— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas."
—
23 "The Pousse Cafe."
2 — "Fireman, Save My Child."
9— "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
16— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
—

of Ships," two reels.

Committee Public Information
"On

89

a Fox Farm," one

reel.

6

an.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

RANCHO SERIES
(All Two-Retl Drama*.)

AMERICAN RED CROSS
"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one

half reel.
half reel.
the Mutt Trainer," half reel.

RAINBOW COMEDIES

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

INC.

SHERRY SERVICE

WJl, L.

"How She Hated Men," one
"Hoovensing," one

"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with B-roncho Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.

"Parson Pepp," one reel.
"Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS —Ned

Finley

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

of Sunset Gap," two reels.
"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere," two reels.

"Hearts of Love "

reels.

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
reels.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
—
Sept.
"The
Turn
with Geraldine Farrar.
of a Wheel,"
9 — "Peck's Bad Girl,"
Sept.
with Mabel Normand.
—
Sept. 16
"Just for Tonight,"
with Tom Moore.
—
Sept. 28
"The Kingdom of Youth,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—
"Laughing
Sept. SO
Hyde," with Will Rogers.
—
7
Oct.
"Hidden Fires,"
with Mae Marsh.
Nov. 17—"Thirty a Week,"
with Tom Moore.
Nov. 24 — "A Perfect
with Mabel Normand.
—
Dec
"The Hell Cat,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
—
Dec.
"A Perfect Lady,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—
Dec. 16 "Too Fat
Fight,"
with Frank Mclntrye
—
Dec. 22 "The Racing Strain,"
with Mae Marsh.
—
29
Dec
West, Young Man."
with Tom Moor*.
—"Go
"Day
Dreams,"
with Madge Kennedy.
Jan.
—
with Geraldine Farrar.
Jan. 26 "Shadows,"
—
Feb.
"The Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsh.
Feb. 16— "Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
Feb. 28 — "The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Frederick
Mar. 9 — "The Brand." seven reels (Rex Beach Special)
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 —-"Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
Apr.
with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
six reel*,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

five reels,
five reel*,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,

86,

1
8

"Police," two reels.

to

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day,"

Edna Mayo.

six reels, with

Bill

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES

"The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day,"

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION

2

"The Raiders

Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.

reel.

"The Married Virgin," seven

"Tobin'a Palm." two reels.
"The Rose of Wolfville," two reels.
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two reels.

reel.

"The Camouflage Baby, one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace, one reel.

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"A

reel.

"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave." one reel.
"The Helping Hand of Sicily," one reel.

and In Again,"
—"Out
"A Cow's Husband,"

6— "Mutt,

Apr.

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

'In the

"Where

9.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

five reels,

split reel.

12i

six

split reel.

five reels,
reels,

2

CLOVER COMEDIES
"From Caterpillar to Butterfly," one
"A Widow'* Camouflage," one reel.
"Love's Lucky Day." one

"Oh

I

the

Women,

one

"Shame," seven

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,

reel.

reel.
reel.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

DUPLEX

FILMS, INC.

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

reels.

EBONY COMEDIES

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.

"When Yon Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

ESSANAY COMEDIES
"Snakeville's New Sheriff." one reel.
"Sophie's Birthday Party," one reel.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
"Why—the

Bolsheviki," five reels.

an.
an.
an.

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
"Camille," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maciste," six
"Monster of Fate."'

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,
"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Banco Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness," two reels.

"Bombs and

Inc.

Dec
Dec
Dec

reels.
reels.

"Her Moment," seven

reel*,

Jan.

INC.

drama.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-il "

—
8— "Carrying
10— "Canada's

Do for Two Cents."
the Liberty Motor."

Will

Old Glory to the Seven Sea*."
Mountain of Tear*."
That Won' Was Born."

17—"Where The Spirit
24— "Rouirh Stuff."

—
—

CAPITOL COMEDIES
—
"A Pair of Pink Pajamas," two
—
"Proposing
two
16— "The
Fish," two
29— "Poor Innocent," two
12 — "You Know What
Mean," two
26—"The Big Idea."
7— "Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
9— "The New Breakfast Food."
23 — "The Potum of Swat."
—

Nov. 17

COSMOFOTOFILM
AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

18— "What Uncle Sam
20 "The Truth About
»7—"Hang It AH I"

Mar. 2 "Good to Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."

Bull," two reels.

"Hypocrites," six
"I Belt***/ six

PICTURES

Committee Public Information

22—"The

Jan.

j

WAR

OFFICIAL

reels.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Dec.
Dec.

,

"Miss Mischief Maker." five
Miss Grown-Up," five
The Midnight Burglar," five

Saddles."

Mar. 28
Feb.

reel*.

"No Children Wanted,"

99

12

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

eight

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

Tan.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

reels.

Bill,"

1

reels.
reels.
reels.

Jelly

I

6

"The Midnight Alarm."

reels.

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

BENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"High Pockets,
five reels, with Louis Bennison.

Nov.
Nov.

_

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

Dec.
Dec.

Dec
Dec
Dec.
an.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

—"The
with Mar
of Mildren Vane,"
9— "Hitting the High Spots,"
with Bert
1*—"Sylvia on a Spree,
with Emmy Wehlan.
28— "The Poor Rich Man,"
with Francis X. Bushman.
30— "Her Inspiration,"
with May Allison.
6—
with Viola Dana.
Gold Cure,"
—'The
18
'The Spender,"
with Bert
20—"The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May Allison.
8 — "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
17 — "Johnny on the Spot,"
with Hale Hamilton.
24 — "Peggy Does Her Darndest,"
with May Allison.
—
2

Allison.
fiv ereels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The
of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with Mary Allison.
"Out of the Depths, five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Testing;

'

—
—
31 —
7—
14 —
3

10
17

Way

—

24

SCREEN CLASSICS.

INC.,

—
with Alice Brady.
Great Chance,"
—"Her
with Clara Kimball Young.
"Road Through the Dark,"
—
Talmadge.
"The Heart of Wetona/
— "In the Hollow of Her Hand," with Norma
with Alice Brady.
—
with Constance Talmadge.
"A Lady's Name,"
— "Code of the Yukon,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—
with Clara Kimball Young.
"Cheating Cheaters,"
—
with Alice Brady.
Indestructible Wife,"
— "The
with Constance Talmadge
"Romance and Arabella,"
—
with Marion Davies.
"The Belle of New York,"
—
with Mitchell Lewis.
"Children of Banishment."
—
with Alice Brady.
World
Live
—"The
with Norma Talmadge.
"The Probation Wife,"
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Taknadge.
—"Marie,
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.

SPECIALS

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
In,
five reels,
to
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
'The Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur:
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production."Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.
_

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
6—'Tony

"Blue leans." seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reel*, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.

Nov.

"To Hell With

Dec

Dec

14—

Nov.

8—

Dec

16—

—
26—
2—
9—
16—
23 —
2—
—
—

Dec.

the Kaiser/' seven reels.

"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, the Fall of the Hohenzollerns,"
seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

22

29—

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye** seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

Dec.

Mar.
Apr.

FEATURES
— "Her Man,"PATHE SPECIAL
with Elaine Hammerstein.
—
"Infatuation,"
with Gaby Deslys.
—"Common Clay," seven
with Fannie Ward.
27 — "The Unknown Love,"
with Dolores Cassinelli
8

2

reels,

six reels,

and E. K.

Lincoln.

Sept.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

Oct.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

five

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

PROGRAM
— "The BorderPATHE
Raiders,"
Larkin.
—"Milady
the Beanstalk,"
29 — "Dolly's Vacation,"
26 — "A Vagabond of France," four
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
6

FEATURES

five reels,

1

five

Compson and George

with Baby Marie Osborne.
reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
five

o'

with Betty

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

M— Sella.

"Brown

Tom Moore

1— Easanay, "Men Who

Have Made Love

to

Me,"

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

8—

Diplomatic

Mission,"

five

reels,

with

Earle Williams.

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce

and Haiel

six reels, with

Phillina.

IS 'Tnree Mounted Men," five reels, with Harry Care*.
Nov. 18 "Kiss or Kill," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Dee.
"Vanity Pool." five reels, with Mary Maclaren.
Dec. 16— "Wild Cat of Paris," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
five reels, with Mae Murray.
Dec. SO "Danger, Go Slow,
"After the War," five reels, with Grace Cunard.
Jan. 13
"Roped," five reels, with Harry Carey.
Jan. 27
Feb. 10 "Creaking Stairs," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"The Wicked Darling," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Feb. 24
Mar. 10 "The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with Mae Murray.
Mar. 17 "Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Mar. 24 "A Fight for Love," six reels, Special, with Harry Carer
Mar. 31 "A Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with Priscill? lear
7
"The Amazing Wife," six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
Apr.

"A

Mary

MacLene
Kaaaaay, "Rugglea of Red Gap." six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Jan. 11
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
Easanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Bsamnar, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borage.
taTaon. "The Wall Invisible" six reels, with Shirley Mason.

Oct.
Oct.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
9— "Modern Love," five reels, with Mae Murray.
Talk of the Town." six reels, with Dorothy
6—
—"Fightine for Freedom."

28—"The

VITAGRAPH

Vadia," eight reels.
of Harvard/' six reels, with

Sept

"Br the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

Daly.

r«h.

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS
"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"Even as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

—

PERFECTION PICTURES
T—Kleinc, "Que

3

—
—
—

"Eves of Julia Deep," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Money Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Hobba in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights,'* five reels, with Mary Mile* Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wivei/ r five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, With Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William Rouell
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies,
five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.

Ian.
Tan.

—

24

Mar.

Sept.

Challenge Accepted," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
6
Jan.
'The Drifters," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
20
'The Law That Divides," five reels, with Kathleen Clifford.
Jan.
"Fighting Through," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
Jan. 27
Feb. 10 "Come Again Smith," five reels, with j. Warren Kerrigan.
Peb. 16
"Made in America, first episode of eight one-reel series.
Feb. 23 "The Love Hunger," five reels, with Lillian Walker.
9
Mar.
"The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 23 "The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

with Ruth Clifford.'

five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
five reels, with Juanita Hansen.
five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
Girl," five reels, with Violet Mesereaas
five reels, with Francis Ford.
five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
five reels, with Carmel Meyers.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
five reels, with Fritzi Brunette
"The Little White Savage," five reels. Carmel Meyera.
"A Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.

reels,

Dec 80— "The

five reels,

—
—
—
28— "The Light of Victory,"
80— "The Sea Flower,"
80— "The Cabaret Girl,"
6— "The Natures
— "The Craving,"
IS
20— "The Game's Up,"
—
27 "Who Will Marry Me?"
3 — "Sue of the South,"
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
—

Dec.
Dec.

reels,

five

Lure of Luxury,"

14 'Together," five reels, with Violet Mersereau.
Nov. 18 "Hugon, the Mighty," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Nov. 26—"Dealing with Daphne," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Nov. 26 "All Night," five reels, with Carmel Myers.
9
Dec.
"Set Free/ five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Dec 16— 'The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.

Dec

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS
—"A Japanese
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells," Nightingale,"with Frank Keenan.
—"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
—
"The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9— "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
— "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.

22
17
15
12

7—
— "The

Oct.
Oct.

six reels,
six reels,

1

—
—

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
Sept.

five reels, with Francis McDoaaM.
five reels, with William Desmond.
five reels, with Belle Bennett.
five reels, with Rosemary Theby
five
"Deuce Duncan,
reels, with William Desmond.
'The Silent Rider," five reels, with Roy Stewart.
"
"Irish Eyes,
five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
"Crown Jewels," five reels, with Claire Anderson.
"Wife or Country," five reels, with Gloria Swanaoa.
"Unto the End," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
"Restless Souls," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
"Secret Marriage," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"Child of M'sieu," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
"Breezy Jim," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
"Wild Goose Chase," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
"The Railroader." five reels, with George Fawcette.
"It's a Bear" (specail), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
"The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
"Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.

America,'*
1$— "The Pretender,"
17— "Reckoning Day,"
1—"Love's Pay Day,"

Oct.
Oct.

MeKee.

"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Teil," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie
"Hoarded Assets, five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Captain's Captain," five reels, with Alice Joyce
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Enchanted Barn, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Jan. 27
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
"The Highest Trump,"
——"Fortune's
Child,"
— "Silent Strength,"

8

10
17

five reels, with Earle Williams.
five
reels, with
Gladys Lesl-'e.
five reels, with Harry More}.

t
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Feb.

—
— "The
"The
—
"The

24

Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
7
Apr.
Apr. 14
Apr.

Oct.
Oct.

Dec
Dec
Dec

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
—"The Appearance of Evil,"
with June

— "The

14

Road

to

an.
an.
an.
j*n.
an,

]

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

in

)J7

UNITED PICTURB THEATRES
—
"The Light of Western Stars," seven
with Dustin
—
"Adele."
with Kitty Gordon.
—

6

— "Her

Wharton, "The Eagle's Eye"
Pathe, "The House of Hate."
Vitagraph, "The Woman in the Web."
Universal, "The Lion's Claws."
Vitagraph, "A Fight for Millions."
Universal, 'The Brass Bullet."
Gaumont, "The Hand of Vengeance."
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
ARROW FILM CORPORATION

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
(Robert C. Bruce Seenict)

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"The Wolf of the Tetons," one
"Nature Rest and Motion," one

—
"Horizon Hunters,"

"My

—

CO.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

REX REACH PICTURES CORPORATION
reels.

31
3

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
"Enlighten

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

—
Baby."
—"Qh,
"Good Gracious, Bobby."
30— "You Couldn't Blame Her."
— "For Love or Money."
13— "Salvation Sue."
20— "Four of a Kind."
—

Thy Daughter," seven

"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY

6

"Birth," six reels,

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY

27
"Welcome Home."
"Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."

—

FELIX

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

seven

reels,

Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front." Italian official war film.

with Enid Markey.

"Pershing's Crusaders.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside," two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
Who

Didn't Think," six reels.

"The

Girl

The
The

Chosen Prince," eight

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
reels.
reels, with Lillian Walker.
of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert

Grain of Dust," six

"A Romance

Sir Johnston Forbes-Roberta**

"A

with Charlotte.
'od-A-Vil Movies."
r," five reels,

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY
of Eve,'

FEIST

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

eight reels.
Eyes of the World," seven reels.

"The Curse

F.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

"Ramona,"

"Spanuth's Original

reels.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

16
23

1

with Nat Goodwin.

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

"The Frozen Warnin

five reels,

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
"A

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION

The

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

Is

"The Marriage Bond,

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

one

reel.

reels.

DAVID BERNSTEIN

Woman,"

reel.

1

reel.

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY

"Joan the

reel.

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
10 — "An Indian Love Story," one
17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
24 — "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one

"Nine-Tenths of the Law." six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Devil's Playground,
seven reels.

"The

"The Vigilantes," seven

reel.
reel.

one reel.
"The High Horse," one reel.
The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

five reels.

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

"The Barrier," ten

Fimum

PEN MARKET

TH
Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

reels,
six reels,
in the Open." five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.

"A Man

SERIALS

Carlyle BlackwelL

five reels, with June Elvidge.
five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
five reels, with Montagu Love.
five reels, with Madge Evans.
five reels, with Louise Huff.
five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
five reels.
five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
five reels, with June Elvidge.
five reels, with Louise Huff.
five reels, with Montagu Love.
five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
five reels, with Frank Mayo.
five reels, with Louis Huff.
five reels, with Kitty Gordon.

6

Little

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Elvidge.

"The Zero Horn,"
—
"Just Sylvia,"
—"The
Grough,"
28— "The Love Net,"
80— "The Sea Waif,"
— "What Love
Forgives,"
"Under Four Flags,"
—
18 "Love
a Hurry,"
20— "The Bluffer,"
—
"Heart of Gold,"
8— "The Roughneck,"
10— "Mandarin's Gold,"
17 — "Courage for Two."
24— "The Moral Deadline,"
8— "Crook of Dreams,"
10— "The Unveiling Hand,"
If

7

26
23
Mar. 30

2— "Hitting the Trail," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
9—
—"The Man of Bronze," five reels, with Lewis S. Stone.

Nov. 18
Nov. 26

Dec
Dec

France,"

five reels,
five reels, with

—
with Montagu Lore.
Invisible,"
—"The orHand
with Carlyle Blackwell.
Miss,"
— "Hit
with Madge Evans.
"Love Defender,"
— "The
Intruder,"
with Johnny Hines.
14 — "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
21 — "The Quickening Flame,"
with Montagu Love.

Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31

Wishing Ring Man," five
"From Headquarters," Special,

reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williami.
"Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.

—
—
—
——
—
21 —
7

—

Lion and the Mouse" (special Alice Joyce).
Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

Hall.

56
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FOUR SQUARE PICTURES
"Madame Sherry

" five reels, with Gertrude

MAYFAIR FILM CORPORATION
"Persuasive Peggy," six reels, with Peggy Hyland.

McCoy.

"The Submarine Eye," (even reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe
'The Cast-Off," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Men."

"A Woman's

Experience," seven

with

reels,

R.

The Power of
'The Girl Who

Doesn't Know," five reels.
"In the Hands of the Law," five reels.

Mary Boland.

FRATERNITY FILMS.

NEWTTELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION

INC.

"Alma, Where

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan,"

"A Mormon Maid,"

"Shame,"

six reels, with

Do You

INC.

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION

Mae Murray.

The

Lust of the Ages,"

The Hand

with Blanche Sweet.
eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
reels,

Jane

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

"The Whip,"

Gail.

LEONCE PERRET PRODUCTIONS

with Elizabeth Risdon.
reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

"Stars of Glory," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.
"A Soul Adrift," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.

HARRY RAFF

GRAPHIC FUJI COMPANY
Woman

and the Beast,"

The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick.
The Struggle Everlasting," with Florence

five reels.

reels, with Leah Baird.
Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

"Moral Suicide," seven

"When Men

eight reels.

reels,

"The Warrior," seven

"The

of Fate."

'The Russian Revolution."
"Man's Law."

GENERAL ENTERPRISES
six reels, with

Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION

HARRY GARSON

"Mother," six

D.

"Wanted

for

Murder,"

five

reels,

Reed.
with Elaine Hammerstein.

HARRY RAVER

W. GRIFFITH

"The Birth of a Nation." nine

reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrei
.

'The Public Defender," with Frank Keenan.
"The Hand of the Hun," four reels.
"The Master Crook "
'The Liberator," serial, with Maciste.

RIALTO DE LUXB PRODUCTION!

HOPP HADLEY

"The Unchastened Woman," seven

"The Vow."

reels.

"Conquered Hearts."

S CREE2ST CRAFT PICTURES

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

'The Prodigal Wife,"

"Maciste," six reels.

HARPER FILM CORPORATION

six

FILM CORPORATION

five reels.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
"Arouad the World

in

Mary

Boland.

'Humanity,"

six reels.

SELIG SPECIALS

HAWK
"Monster of Fate,"

with

reels,

SELECT PHOTOPLAY COMPANY

'Civilization," ten reels.

80 Days," six

"Raffles," six reels, with John
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas 3— te»
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santchi and Prtnos
Brunette.

'The City of Purple Dreams,"
Santchi.

reels.

Barrymorc.

six

reels,

with Bessie Eyton

and Thomas

FRANK J. SENG
SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

"Parentage."

HTLLER AND WILK

"Upstairs and Down," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

"Wrath of the Gods."

"Woman,"
"The

with Lillian Walker.

five reels,

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS, INC.
The

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

"My Own

"The Liar,"

with Zena Keefe.

six reels,

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

McTammany.

Live," six reels, with Ruth

JOHN W. NORLE PRODUCTIONS, INC

five reels.

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES.

MOS8

8.

Evil," five reels.

eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

S-L PICTURES
"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

WILLIAM STOERMER ENTERPRISES
A»r.

— "Chriatut."

HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS

'The Tidal Wave,"

10

eight reels.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

"The Bargain,"

six

THOS. H. INCE
with W. S. Hart.

six reels,

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five reels,

"The Crime

of the

Hour,"

INC.

LABORATORY
PRODUCER OF PRINTED AND

HAND MADE

ILLUSTRATED

TITLES IN ALL LANGUAGES

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

JAME9 KEANE
"The Spreading Evil," seven

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE LABORATORY
FOR TITLES AND TRAILERS

reels.

LEA-RELL COMPANY
"Modern Mother Goose,"

"Snow White," four

five reels.

reels.

MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS,
the

with Enid Markey.

five reels.

JESTER COMEDIES

"Whom

Dalton.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Geezei of Berlin."
Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Throueh to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

two-reel

Emmett

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS

"The
"For
'The
"The

One

with

ERNEST SHIPMAN

"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
"Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
"Human Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

reels,

Write for Prices
INC.

Gods Would Destroy."

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,
"Who's Your Neighbor?" seven

reels,

INC.
with Christine Mayo.

220 W. 42nd

St.

suite aoos-n

NEW YORK
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CUT OUT THE COST OF BANNERS
Here's a handsome sign, with interchangeable letters (not
lighted) to extend over sidewalk, hang under canopy, or on
front of building.
It takes the place of the banners you now must have made
for every show looks better can be read farther and cuts
out all expense of making banners.
Practically indestructible changed on a minute's noticeno disappointments when you get an unexpected film.
money-saver, and good advertising at the same time.

—

—
—

—

A

Specifications
One, two, or three line readers.
158 metal panels, with assorted letters, and blank spacers.
14 metal panels with punctuation marks and "&," "In," and
"The."
2 boxes to hold letters, etc.
Letters are white enamel. Background of all panels, and
sign, finished in black, with handsome blue stippling, finished
with two coats of Vernosite spar varnish. Border in brown
and red, or any color desired.

Prices

PAYS FOR ITSELF
Figure up what you
pay each month for
banners. You'll save
all

that

when

you

have this Perpetual
Banner r e a d y for

—

complete— F.
2 line single
F. O. B.,

We

talk

any unexpected
change — easily read
elegant

double face, 12

2 line

it

pay for
few months.

it

in

face,

same

size,

— 172

panels,

all

$225.00

100

panels,

complete,

all

Chicago

160.00

also handle illuminated signs.
over.

weatherWhat it saves

will

high

in.

O. B., Chicago

If

you need one,

let's

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

—and

proof.

long, 32

ft.

MAIN OFFICE,

84S

SO.

WABASH

Branch Sales

a
407-408

Chicago
Mailers Bldg.

IF

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

1S7

AVE.,

CHICAGO

Offices

Indianapolis
Illinois Street

N.

133

Milwaukee
Second Street

YOU WRITE FOR OUR PRICES

YOU'LL SEND US YOUR

ORDER

THE

A

Full Line of

Theatre Supplies

SCREENS

We Have

It

All

REPUTATION
QUALITY
PRICE

de berri Scenic
922

W.

MONROE

We

Do

It

Now

Central Theatre Supply Co.
220 South State Street

Co.

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

ST.

manufacture Complete

EXIT
SIGNS
65
70
to

An Advertising Service
Exhibitor

cents in quantity

Fire Escape

Let us help you do advertising that will
get you results. We SPECIALIZE
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
:-:
that's why we do it better.
:-:

Signs

Shipping Cases and
other Specialties

T. L.
105

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

St.,

PROGRAMS
TYPE ONE SHEETS

SEND FOR SAMPLES

ROBINSON & CO.
West Monroe

for the

The National Poster

Chicago

&

Printing Co.

5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago

WHITE FOR CATALOG

PRINTERS
58

exclusively for the theatre

ol. VIII

CHICAGO. APRIL

19.

1919

No. 17

CHAPLIN REVIVALS WILL

PACK YOUR THEATRE!
Here are
and

a few of the biggest circuits

run houses that are being packed

first

the

to

just

doors by the Essanay- Chaplin

revivals:

"A

Night in the Show," "The

Bank,** ''Police,** and "Shanghaied.'*

What
Look
Marcus Loew
Jones, Linick

Lubliner

&

Circuit

&

they are doing,

over

do.

this list:

(New York)

Strand Theatre (Cleveland)
Rialto Theatre (New York)
Ascher Brothers (Chicago)
Stanley Booking Company (Philadelphia)
Strand Amusement Co. (Cincinnati)
Star Theatre (Portland, Ore.)
Fays Theatre (Rochester)
Wonderland Theatre (Kansas City)
Majestic Theatre (St. Paul)
Strand Theatre (Milwaukee)
Strand Theatre (Louisville)
Orpheum Theatre (Cleveland)
Colonial Theatre (Toledo)

Schaefer (Chicago)

Trinz (Chicago)

Majestic Theatre (Detroit)
Circle Theatre (Indianapolis)

Rex Theatre (Seattle, Wash.)
Hippodrome (Buffalo)

Shea's

Eckel Theatre (Syracuse)
New Astor Theatre (Minneapolis)
Dayton Theatre (Dayton, Ohio)
Lyric Theatre (St. Louis)
Colonial Theatre (Columbus, Ohio)

FIRST

you can

SHOWING OF NEW PRINTS

BBiaBgaaaaaEBa
1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System, Distributors

Representatives at

all

World Film Exchanges

—
EX

11

1

B

I

T

( )

RS

11

E RA L

I)

AN

I

)

MOTOGR A

'love

P

1

1

Y

and life

—prison
or

twenty years in

hung on
—
one-word
all

his

reply.'

^. News Index says:
strong picture that keeps

The M.

"A

interest alive all

through"

while their Exhibitor
ment runs as follows:

Com-

"Dandy story. Universal Special's usual fine photography.
Cast is headed by 'that little

We claim
the honor of having^'discov-

devil of the screen.'

ered' Priscilla from
hibitor's standpoint.

an exFine

attendance."

What more can we say— what
more do you want?

Featu ring the Season's New Wonder Star

Pean

Priscilla
A Universal Special

Attraction that you shouidnot mis§ sewing today.
BOOK THRU ANY UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

3
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THE FIRST
SERIES OF

OF A
THE

SWEETEST STORIES

EVER TOLD

MARR
INTRODUCING

HASTE
TWO NEW

STAR.S

ALBERT RAY-ELINOR FAIR
IN ROLES TYPICAL OF IDEAL AMERICAN YOUTH
A WILLIAM FOX PRODUCTION
EXCEL PICTURES

FILM CORPORATION

4

.

Loi/e,

hate,

revenge

mercy

—and ihis
JULIA

DEAN

and

EDWIN ARJDEN

— brillian-t pkoiodrama

are featured in this
/turn an passions
Written

and

directed by

"Tkelfellow Passport','

...

ABRHAM

S.

SCHOMER

o/ ike

author of

"Today" and "The Inner Man,"

WALTHALL
Modern
Husbands
Produced by National Film Corporation of America

The

full

force of Walthall's com-

pelling acting

is

strongly registered

in this production.

In story, construction, dramatic

entertainment value

it

is

and

regarded

as Walthall's most notable achieve-

ment.

The

gripping story pits

a love pirate
'

in

is

his

tion of friendship has

more

instrumental in

home. The splendid
which he rises to the protec-

wrecking

way

who

him against

beautifully

never been told

or convincingly.

Released through

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY

Exhibitors Mutual

DIVISION

OF

FILMS

B.nker. «nd Exporter, for the Producer

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Wealthy Adults
in

New

York, Chicago, Bo ston, and Philadelphia,

have packed the ballrooms
Bellevue - Stratford and

they

all

of the Plaza, Blackstone,

Symphony Hall

paid

A First National
Money Maker
8
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AMERICA
PtYINC
"A"

n

PICTURES
AMKRICAN

FILM CO.

INC.

your patrons this picture presents Mary
Miles Minter in the very kind of a story they'd
pick for her themselves if the selection were

Tell

up

to

them

Tell your patrons the cast includes good looking Alan Forrest, dependable George Periolat,

and Margaret Shelby, Mary's very own

sister

Tell your patrons the story reaches its climax
in the home of a millionaire where little Miss
Minter has gone because she believes she has
been invited there, whereas she is really re-

garded as an intruder

THEN

watch the box

office for results.

American vFilm ^Cbmpany, Inc., Presents

The Intrusion «f Isabel
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

Here's
"Wonderful

clean-up on
last Mary Miles Minter."
Bijou Theatre, Racine,
Wisconsin.

—

Produced by
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
Samuel

S.

Hutchinson, Pres.

What

Directed

LLOYD

IN GRAHAM

Exhibitors Say of Recent Minter Releases:

"All box office records were broken on Sunday
with the 'Amazing Impostor' and hundreds were

turned away."
Manager A. S. Megahan, Strand
Theatre, Denver, Colorado.

These Mary Miles Minter Subjects
Inc.

by

"The Eyes of

Julia

Deep"

/— il the
rT.
u la »>
Heights
y Climbs

'id
'ff osernar

•

9

Now

"

'The

Amazing

Impostor.'

a

good subject well worked out."
Fred Busman, Electric Thea-

—

ire, St.

Joseph, Missouri.

Available at Pathe Exchanges:

"Wives and Other Wives"
>>
a
w
a
The Amazing
impostor

iitl.

Distributed by

PATHE

—
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v

Another Service

Chevron
every thread
the
FOR
adorn the
of our
in

chevrons that

men,
there are miles of weary marching through
mud and dust and snow for every glint that
sleeves

fighting

—

catches the sunlight, there are thousands of
lonesome, wistful, homesick, tortured hours
for every atom of woven metal, there are tons
of labor that you and I would scorn
backbreaking labor, tedious, perilous, soul-weary-

—

ing labor.

—

Here's another service chevron
a chevron
that says: "I'm one of the many who served
America by lending her my dollars to wind
up our war account. I volunteered for my
part in making a permanent and just peace."

Subscribing to the Victory Liberty Loan is
like carrying a wounded man to a dressing
station
his fight is over, but your responsibility has not ended.

—
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Two

Big

Moments from "K.HAVAH"

first

Sholom Aleichem Story

A MASTERPIECE!

IT IS
So said the family

first

Sholom Aleichem, who saw

of

screen story

You Mr.

"KHAVAH"

the Jewish

in the

Mark Twain's

making.

Exhibitor will say the same.

THE ZION

FILMS,

Inc.

present

ALICE HASTINGS,

MASUROFF

the

and

Broadway Star, with GIACOMO

ALEX TENENHOLTZ,

in

"KhavaH"
By

the late

Sholom Aleichem.

The

picture

you

Direction Charles E. Davenport
will

be proud

to exhibit.

State Right Buyer's Attention!
Ready

for

Release Soon.

Write, Wire or

ZION FILMS,
Greeley 3992

Phone

Inc.

1400 Broadway,

11

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD

AND

MOTOGRAPHY

Sovereign of the West

Exhibitors

Herald

and

maintains incontestable

Middle^We st and

Motography today
mastery

We stern

over

the

territory.

Within twenty-four hours after an issue is off
the press it is in hands of exhibitors in fifty
percent of the productive area of the film
almost telegraphic service
trade

—

!

Exhibitors Herald and Motography is unique
unique in service and unique in the
opportunity it offers to advertisers to reach
directly and quickly the most productive area
the trade.
in style,

m
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T

SPECIALS ^< SPECIALS
"WHEN MEN BETRAY"
Featuring:

LEAH BAIRD

/

/

"THE ECHO OF YOUTH"
Featuring:

f

GAIL KANE

=

-Released by

Z^

Til

U*
nity r hotoplays L.o.
FRANK ZAMBRENO,
13

Pres.

1

207

S.

Wabash Avenue

Chicago, m.
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ORDERED TO FIRE THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Office of the

Surgeon General
In Replying
Address the
Surgeon General
U. S. Public Health

FIT

Bureau of the Public Health Service

WASHINGTON
Division of Venereal Diseases
228 First Street, N. W.

Service

March

To:

21st,

TO
WIN

1919.

State Boards of Health,

Municipal Boards of Health,
State and Municipal Executives,
T.

W.

C. A.,

FIRST GUN!

and Kindred Organizations.

Subject:

Presentation of the motion picture, "Fit to Win."

This picture was produced by the War Department as part of
the campaign launched during mobilization by the Surgeon General of the Army for the purpose of combating venereal diseases.
It was shown at camps and other places to over 1,500,000 fighting
men of the army and navy. The good accomplished through it is
incalculable.

Personally directed

The bearer is a representative of Public Health Films of
which Mr. Isaac Silverman is managing director. Public Health
Films has been designated and authorized by the United States
Public Health Service as the sole distributor through regular commercial motion picture channels of "Fit to Win," as part of the
United States Government campaign against the venereal menace.
The Government maintains that the repressive measures put in
operation to meet a war emergency are equally essential for the
protection of the health of civilians during time of peace. This
picture is one of the most effective of these repressive measures.
In carrying forward this campaign throughout civilian life,
the United States Public Health Service asks the co-operation of
State and Municipal governments and requests the abrogation or
suspension of such censorships as might impede this very essential missionary work.
"Fit to Win" will be shown to both men
and women, but always at separate screenings, except where audiences may be absolutely segregated according to sex. Children
under the age of sixteen will be rigorously excluded.

Originally "Fit to Win" was not made for commercial purposes, all of its screenings beir.g free.
When it was decided to
carry the campaign against venereal disease into civilian life commercialization was found absolutely necessary in order to bring
the film's message to the greatest number within the shortest possible space of time.

By

Public

nounces
the

by E. H. Griffith

Health
its

United

Films

an-

designation by
States

Health Service

to

Public

present

direction of the Surgeon General.*

Respectfully,
(Signed) C. C. PIERCE,
Assistant Surgeon General.

this

famous film as

THE OPENING SHOT OF THE BIG BATTLE
TO MAKE THE WORLD CLEAN AND SAFE
FOR POSTERITY
1

PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS
1493 Broadway,

New York

Suite

City
14

211

(Phone: Bryant 9496
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NEW ANNUAL
Subs cnptions

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD & MOTOGRAPHY

were received

in

week

ending Saturday, April 5

The

HERALD

the
trade paper wide-awake
exhibitors

Books and accounts

is

buy — and read

of the

HERALD

to advertisers for verification of this

are open

statement.
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Editorial Gqmmbnt ot the^^k
by MartinJ- QuiGlj^y
THE
with

prohibition vote in Chicago last week carries

industry

a vital consideration with reference to

insistent

it

At the recent hearing before the Chicago
Censorship Commission Walter W. Irwin made plain

tion

the contention that censorship of motion pictures has

censorship.

bound up in this question. The public is
upon higher and still higher quality in mopictures and the cost of a picture is a tremendous
is

factor in achieving the desired quality.

matter was violently assailed by those who con-

The only hope of relief is in the exhibitors' hands.
They are collectors for the industry and unless they
meet the demands of their position the artistic and

tended that the will of the people was correctly expressed by the people's representatives in the City

commercial advance of the industry will be menaced.
The public has demanded more and is receiving

Council who had sanctioned censorship.

more in motion pictures. If they do not begin to
pay more they, too, will be eventual losers and the

not the sanction of public opinion.
this

The prohibition

His opinion on

vote was another graphic example

more mis-representative than
Without question the
Chicago council at this time would have passed
promptly an anti-saloon measure, harassed and bul-

of the fact that there

representative

is

government.

lied as they are

by the bigoted reform element, yet

the voice of the people by a great majority threw

it

out.

In the face of this

it

certainly cannot be conscien-

tiously maintained that the

mere passage

responsibility

sorship ordinance by a board of aldermen or a state

be properly placed at the exhibi:|:

AT

meeting in

a

leaders

in

$

:|:

New York

matters

last

ganization in fact, as well as in form.

The

chief development of the session

tration of the association in the

hands

tives of each state of the union.

of the people.

toward the elimination for
^

THE
facts

author of publicity matter which disregards

and truth

is

a

all

This

of representais

a big step

time of clique dom-

ination in the affairs of the exhibitors and should

•

Sf!

was the sanc-

tioning of a plan which places the practical adminis-

any conclusive proof whatsoever that such an act is an expression of the will
s£

week a group of

exhibitor-organization

of

adopted a plan which should result in the building
of an association which should be an exhibitors' or-

of a cen-

legislature carries with it

may

tor's door.

most obnoxious menace and
liar. There is undoubt-

result in a really representative association of thea-

tremen.

should be branded as a plain
edly

much

less of this sort of

thing today than there

has been during the earlier days of the business, but
we still have the unscrupulous space-grabber whose

aim largely

is

trade upon

to

the trade.
ally

in

This type of fakir

name and
and companies in

the good

prestige of substantial individuals

be seen occasion-

is to

announcements of the acquisition of

stars

WITHIN a short time the motion

try will hear of a plan of startling importance

with reference to the part the motion picture is to
be called upon to play in creating a friendly understanding among the nations of the world, which is
everywhere recognized as an essential for the success
of the

tricks of deceit.

This

is all

ift

other similar

plain thievery and does

not belong to the legitimate business.

League

of Nations pact.

Naturally, America, the master

that are utterly beyond reach; in claims for credit
that rightfully belong to others and

picture, is called

upon

nately the leadership
a

man of

A

of far-reaching sign ificance has

been undertaken by the Associated Motion Pic-

ture Advertisers.

The movement

is

an educational

impress the exhibitor with the vital necessity
of a gradual increase in admission charges.

effort to

The importance
mated.

In

of this

fact, the entire

work cannot be

over-esti-

future prosperity of the

'iiiMiimmiiitiini™™
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THE

hand

to lead in this
is

of the

and
*

motion

work and fortu-

to be placed in the

ideal experience
*

MOVEMENT

picture indus-

hands of

capability.

*

courts of Pennsylvania have held that the

action of the state board of censors in attempting

withhold from public view (Johlwvn's, "The
Brand," a Eex Beach story, assumed an attitude that
"unreasonable, unbinding and arbitrary.'' The
is
terms the court applied to this particular ease seem
to

to

fit

the entire censorship situation very aptly.

I
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General Film Co.
Peter J. Schaefer Is Re-elected Head
To Quit Report
Of National Exhibitor Organization

—

Tempestuous Career

of Old-

est Distributor Believed to

Be Drawing
The present week

to

A

Close

doubtless witness the passing of the General Film
Company, the pioneer distributing organization of the industry.

resignations

the

of

several

ex-

change managers were accepted and notices

given to

office

cutting down of
about April 1st.

Montgomery, tendered his resignation
two weeks ago to become effective at
once, but he stayed on and helped
straighten the affairs of the exchange
out until this week.
The employes of
the Chicago exchange were laid off on
George Kleine, who
holder

in

General,

is

a

arrived

heavy stockin Chicago

on Sunday and on Monday was closeted
for several hours with George K. Spoor.
When asked for a statement by a
Herald representative Mr. Kleine said
that General had not quit, but that they
were curtailing expenses and therefore
had to lay off some of the help at the
various exchanges.
In regard to the

Essanay-Chaplin
films
being withdrawn from General
and given to World Film Corporation
for distribution Mr. Kleine said:
World Gets Chaplins
"I inspected the World's distribution
methods and found them the most complete and perfectly organized of any
company today. Therefore I turned the
Chaplins and one other big feature over
to them to be handled through their
exchanges. The arrangement was made
between myself and Ricord Gradwell."
Mr. Kleine hinted at the formation of
a new combination, the plans of which,
if
the deal goes through, will be announced within thirty days.
Auditors are at present going over the
books of the company in Chicago.

Important Announcement
Is Expected From Brady

NEW

(Special to the Herald)

YORK,

April 7.— William A.
Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
left last week for Hot Springs, Va., for
a ten days' rest.
It is learned that immediately upon
his return to New York Mr. Brady will
make an announcement of big importance in reference to certain work which
he is undertaking at the instance of
President Wilson.

Glaum Enters Judgment
NEW YORK. — Louise Glaum has entered judgment against the Paralta Plavs
for $1,177.73 upon a promissory note delivered to Miss Glaum on May 20, 1918,
for $1,100 with interest.

and the American Exwhich occurred at Chi-

last September, was perfected and completed at the national meeting
of the executive committee of the new organization in a three day gatherYork city, April 3, 4 and 5.
ing at Hotel Astor,
All details for carrying on the organization were agreed upon and a
most comprehensive plan instituted. The name of the national organization is Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., incorporated under the
laws of the State of Illinois and with offices in Chicago and Indianapolis.

New

The

two of the principal topics of discus-

Officers Elected

—

President Peter J. Schaefer, Illinois.
Vice President Marcus Loew, New
York.
Secretary Frank J. Rembusch, Indi-

—

—
Treasurer — Ernest

ana.

Horstmann,

Mas-

sachusetts.

There was further elected
state,

a

list

of

whom

will

a

member

from every
be given as

Under the
plan of organization, the executive comsoon as

all

have qualified:

mittee, comprising one member from
each state, has full responsibility in conducting the affairs of the organization,
elect the president and other officers
and direct their work.
St.

The National Convention
Louis, Mo., June 17,
nitely decided.

The greatest campaign

will be held
it

for

was

active part in

defi-

member-

ship ever instituted will be put out at

An organization plan has been
adopted, the details of which will be
given later, whereby every exhibitor in
the United States will be solicited for
membership with such inducements and
returns to every exhibitor member that
there will be no doubt the largest membership in this organization in the history of the business.
Solicitors will
be active in every state in the Union
at once, and all exhibitors are asked to
send their application for membership to
the National Secretary immediately.
Every member of the executive committee was very enthusiastic over the
success of the meeting. All felt a sense
of responsibility as to the necessity of
having a permanent and effective national organization.
The national organization will depend on individual
membership in each state. The state
membership will elect one representative
on the executive committee. Only questions of national bearing will have place
in the work of the national organizaonce.

in

exclusively announced in the Herald
early in January based upon statements

made by Mr. Schaefer and Mr. Rembusch, who have been chosen president
and secretary, respectively.
Sunday closing and censorship were
19

an

take

to

leg-

which will aid or hurt exhibitors
parts of the country.

all

A motion introduced by Hector Pasemezoglu of St. Louis, asking that the
exhibitors draft a set of resolutions to

be sent to Secretary of the Treasury
Carter Glass, offering the Government
the use of theatres, stages and screens
to assist in the coming Victory Loan,
was adopted by a unanimous vote.
It was announced that the fire, theft
and casualty insurance arrangement the
committee agreed to make with the exhibitors, now members and those coming

into the organization, will be a valuable
privilege and will mean a saving of 25
per cent on all insurance offered them.

The

spirit of the meeting is summed
the address of President Schaefer:
"That this organization shall work entirely for the best good of the whole
industry. We- shall be a means and medium of progress and defense for every
exhibitor who becomes a member. Our
function is to encourage every part of
the industry and bring harmony and
unity into the ranks of the exhibitors.
are opposed to any side issues or
any plan of support except through the
in

We
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Atherton Doesn't
Want to Miss Paper
Gem Theatre,
Clinton, Wis.

|

my

§

|
|

subscription from Dec. 8, 1918 to
Dec. 8, 1919, as per bill rendered
and overlooked.
Would be very sorry to miss
any copies of the
It
gets a thorough going over evcrx

AND MOTOGRAPHY:
Enclosed find $1.00

|

|
I

to

pay

HERALD.

week and

enjoy

1

very much.
Think
"What
The
Picture
Did
^
For Me" department worth man\
times the price of the subscription.
Be sure to keep mine on

|

your

|
|

I
l

To

|

§
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|

tion.

Announced in January
The plan of organization followed was

intends

promoting or fighting

islation

up

Louis Convention June 17

at St.

The league

sion.

were elected as follows:

of the executive committee

6.

Louis Convention

cago

Officers

H.

St.

The amalgamation of the Exhibitors' League
hibitors Association into one national organization,

help that a general
forces would occur

Chicago Manager Resigns
The Chicago office manager, G.

April

Arrange For

will

That all was not well with General
was indicated two weeks ago when
Frank A. Tichenor, vice-president and
general manager for the past seventeen
months, resigned. At about this same
time

Amalgamated Exhibitors' Leagues Hold Interesting Session at Astor Hotel, New York

I

it

§
f
|
I
j
j
1
§

|

list.

Cordially yours.
F. V. Atherton. Prop.
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membership of the organization. Our
organization is for exhibitors only. We
have no entangling alliances with other
branches of the industry, or any other
organization of other branches of the
industry.
We believe that our work
will be mainly to offset the evils of adverse legislation and' bring about constructive
legislation,
and these are
problems that must be handled entirely
by the exhibitors' organization. Other
branches of the industry may assist, but
the exhibitors must be the leading and
guiding spirits in any matters pertaining to legislative work, as this has been
proven by the past."

Among

those

who answered

the

roll

were W. H. Linton, Utica, N. Y.;
M. Mosher, Buffalo. N. Y.; J. Gerson,
New York; Peter J. Schaefer, Chicago;
L. F. Blumenthal, New York; Alfred S.
call
I.

Black,

Rockland,

Me.;

Ernest

Horst-

FEDERAL TRADE BODY
COMPELS COMPANY TO
CLASSIFY RE-ISSUES
(Special to the

WASHINGTON,

HERALD.)

C—

D.
An agreement has been reached between the Fed-

Trade Commission and the Lasso

eral

Films Company, a copartnership of
Jacob Weinberg and Joseph M. Goldstein, of New York, producers and distributors, whereby the commission will
issue an order for the company to cease
and desist from changing the titles and

names of old films already displayed to
the public and substituting new names
and titles unless it is clearly, definitely,
distinctly and unmistakably shown to exhibitors and the motion picture theatregoing public that the films so renamed
and retitled are old films being reissued.
The re-issue of old films has for some
time been a subject of controversy in the
industry, films of a number of stars who
are now prominent, which were made
several years ago, having been renamed
and sent out to the theatres with no indications that they were not newly released productions.
While there was no objection to the
continued use of these films, even under
new names, it was felt that their reissuance as new was an imposition upon the
patrons of the theatres and would react unfavorably both upon the stars appearing therein and upon the industry
in general.

Louis Vandals
Destroy Fourteen
Reels of Feature

St.

(Special to the Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO.— Fourteen thousand

positives of the Nazimova production, "Eye for Eye." being distributed by the Metro Film Exchange of
feet of

has been completely destroyed
by vandals.
Complete mystery surrounds the identhis city,

tity

PETER

J.

maun,
Boston;
Daniel
Chamberlin,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Frank J. Rembusch,
Indianapolis;
Dr. Charles
H.
Hespe, New Jersey: I. Chittenburger,
Indianapolis; William Fait, Jr., Utica,
N. Y., and Hector Pasemozoglu, St.
Louis.
is

the

men who

perpetrated what
"worst outrage'' in the

is
termed the
history of motion pictures here.

SCHAEFER

President of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of America, Inc.

Every exhibitor

of

Two different mornings, seven reels
of the film returned from two different
theatres were found to have been literally cut into ribbons, by some small instrument.

York; Mysterious
Trip Is Not Explained

application at once to Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., care of Frank J. Rembusch, national secretary.

James R. Grainger returned to New
York last week after a six weeks' visit
to Los Angeles. Mr. Grainger just prior
to his trip to the coast was district manager for Fox Film Corporation with

Thanhouser Corporation
Will Split Big Melon

headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Grainger has enshrouded his visit
to the coast with considerable mystery,
but it is learned that he has been negotiating an important producing proposition.
An announcement in this connection is expected within a short time.
Mr. Grainger has had a wide experience in the motion picture field and his
present negotiations have aroused con-

his

On
New

Thanhouser Studio at
Rochelle was sold at auction. The
entire plant and equipment was purchased by Dr. W. E. Shalenberger and
Mr. Crawford Livingston.
The price
paid for it was not mentioned.
It is
reported that the Thanhouser CorporaApril

3,

the

tion has about $250,000 which is to be
distributed to stock holders. Just what
is to be done with the plant by Messrs.

Shalenberger and
been announced.

Livingston

has

not

siderable

Immediately

interest.

Down

State Exhibitors Lead
Fight Against Law at

Springfield
SPRINGFIELD, ILL— The

Buck
motion picture censorship bill which was
recently passed by the state senate is
expected to be voted upon by the house
of representatives this week.
The bill goes to committee at once
and there the real fight on the measure
will begin with down-state exhibitors
taking the lead.
Amendments which
practically

kill

the force of the

bill

are

being considered.

As the proposed law will put the Chicago censorship board out of business,
considerable hostility is being manifested by Chicago representatives who
favor local censorship in Chicago.
Springfield exhibitors have been putting up a strong fight for several weeks,
and have enlisted the aid of many other
cities.
Representatives are being deluged with letters protesting against the
measure being passed.

Ochs Ambitious to
Organize National
Exhibitors Circuit
(Special to the Herald)

LOS ANGELES. April 7.— It is
learned here that Lee A. Ochs, vicepresident of the United Pictures Theatres of America has been at work upon
a plan to float a "Second National Exhibitors Circuit."

According

to details of the reported
circuit would be financed
by certain local capital and would absorb the United Picture Theatres of

plan the

new

America.
Mr. Ochs was called to task severely
by Richard A. Rowland, president of
the Metro Pictures Corporation for an
alleged announcement that the United
had contracted for certain Nazimova

Mr. Rowland said he "took

New

requested to send

Be Voted on
By House This Week

Bill to

pictures.

James R. Grainger Back
In

Censorship

Illinois

after

Fox organization he
Los Angeles and commenced a

portunity

to

repudiate

the

this

op-

and

lie,"

added that Nazimova is under a longterm contract with Metro and that she
has entered into no negotiations with

Ochs

or the United.

Film Leader to Aid
League of Nations

NEW

YORK, April 7.— It is
learned that one of the most distinguished executives of the film
trade has received a commission
from President Wilson to launch a
work

of international importance in
with motion pictures.

connection

The

work

which

cannot

be

an-

resigning from the

nounced

went

connection with the League of Nations and is expected to create for
the motion picture a sphere of influence never before attained.

to
series of conferences with several stars
and directors of international promi-

nence.

20

at this time has an intimate
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Sunday Opening Laws Near Passage
In Both New Jersey and New York
Fight Now Half Won in Two Eastern States;

Repenting at Leisure
Albert Ray
a Scene

Anti's Clinch Success in Pennsylvania;
Local Contests in Illinois

and Elinor Fair in
From the Fox play

"Married

in

Haste"

Advocates of Sunday motion pictures have won half of their fight in
New York and New Jersey. The New York state senate passed a bill
which would give municipalities local option on the Sunday question April 3.
The house of representatives in New Jersey passed a similar bill April 2.
During the present week, the New York house of representatives and
the New Jersey senate are expected to take action on the bills.
If they act
favorably, both governors are expected to sign the measures.
both

Fight Lost in Pennsylvania

The Sunday opening bill, which was beaten in committee in Pennsylvania
ten days ago, was effectually buried April 1. Supporters thought there was a
chance to revive the bill and sought to have it brought up despite the comThe vote was 130 to 20 in favor of upholding the committee,
mittee's action.
however, and

all

hopes of a law at the present session of the legislature ended.

The Hyland bill, which is expected to
become a law in New Jersey, legalizes
not only Sunday motion pictures, but
athletic sports and recreations as well.
The house passed by the measure by a
vote of 34 to 19.
senate will adopt
tight

It
it,

expected the
although a hard
is

promised.

is

bill

carries with

it

a

referendum

provision by which any municipality may
vote to accept or reject the proposed
Another clause permits the rejeclaw.
tion

of

a

license

for

sports or recreations

Sunday

when

pictures,
conducted for

profit.

In Illinois, several local contests are
waging during the present week over the
Sunday opening question. The state has
local option on the matter, and Galesburg and Streator are two of the larger
communities which will vote on the ques-

month.
Recreation

tion this

home

in

their

he

if

but sees rich

machines

for

is

forced

men going

golf,

seaside

other amusements.

trips or

Pictures
all

Combat Unrest

the forces which are of great

combating the spread of unMr. Austin, the motion
picture house is by far the greatest.
It
is amusement and education combined, it
can preach a gospel of law and order
and it can show, in its worst forms,
what bolshevism can do to a nation.
Unless the motion picture interests of
the country get together and fight the
S. O. S. movement along a well-mapped
plan of campaign, the people back of
the scheme will have but little difficulty
in
swinging legislation their way, as
service in

rest,

declared

League Action
D.

C— Indications

that Washington will be the
headquarters of the fight against Sunday
closing.
The Recreation League of

are

America has opened

offices here
its
fight
will tend to

inaugurated

already

out

ripe for trouble

is

stay

they did with prohibition.
in

WASHINGTON,
now

Sunday
to

Of

Referendum Provided For
The

who works hard six days a week and
who can take his amusement only on

and has
against
discon-

legislation which
tinue Sunday amusements.
Officials of the league have sent out
men and many letters to States where the
fight against Sunday closing legislation is
now being waged, and report that they
With
are meeting with good success.
the near approach of the extra session,
efforts are being made to line the motion picture interest up for this fight,
with the argument that it was only lack
of concerted opposition which enabled
the prohibition forces (which are behind
the "Save Our Sabbath" movement) to
swing the entire country from wet to
dry.
In a recent statement before a gathering of exchange men, former Congressman Austin, presi'dent of the league, declared that Sunday amusements were one
of the most potent forces which can be
arrayed against
the
spread of bol-

Contented workmen, he defight shy of agitation which may

shevism.

clared,
result in unsettled conditions.

The man

Parsons Renews His
Goldwyn Contract
"Smiling Bill" Parsons, whose Capitol
Comedies are being distributed by Goldwyn, has just renewed his Goldwyn contract.

April and May will bring four new
Parsons comedies through Goldwyn,
"The Midnight Alarm," which will be
issued April
will
be followed by
"Wanted— A Baby," "The Sea Woof"
and "Circumstantial Evidence."
The
last of these is described by those who
(i,

seen

it

in

"Smiling

production as the best thing
has yet done for the

Bill"

National Film Breaks
With Robertson-Cole

NEW YORK— Robertson-Cole

and

the National Film Corporation of America will not renew their contract when
it expires June I, according to William
Parsons of the National.
The hitch apparently is over advertising given the features starring Billie
Rhodes, who in private life is Mrs. William Parsons. Parsons states that Miss

Rhodes was not exploited sufficiently.
The Robertson-Cole Company made no
statement.

Hadley Puts One Over
Hopp

Hadley, advertising manager
and publicity expert for the Independent
Sales Corporation and Film Clearing
House is receiving congratulations from
sides for the masterly manner in
which he organized and managed the
Monster Minstrel Show, at Kew Garden, L. I., which is llopp's own town.
The Minstrel Show, it was stated, was
all

given

for

the

benefit

of

the

deserted

widows and orphans.

screen.

George D. Waters East

NEW YORK— George

D.

Waters,

who owns and controls ten houses in
the middle West and is now president
of the New Arts Film Corp., is stopping
at the Hotel Astor.
Miss Mahle Condon
is
also stopping at the Hotel Astor.
Miss Condon and Mr. Waters are in
New York for the exploitation of a new
production which thev brought from the
coast with them.
The trade showing

was given

this

week.
21

Buyers in

New York

Among

prominent state rights film
buyers who have recently arrived in
New York are Charles Harden of Kansas City. E. Pierce of New Orleans. Alex
C. Bromberg of Atlanta, Ga., and Newton Flynn.

Pictures

Tempt Keith

reported that the B. F. Keith Circuit contemplates entering the motion
picture production field at an early date.
It

is

Y

"
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Rothapfel Unit Program Will

First

Be Completed the

First

Week in May

Howard Chandler Christie to Appear in Satirical
Comedy Number Titled "The Face on
The Drug Store Floor"
Samuel
pleted the

com-

L. Rothapfel has nearly
first

Rothapfel Unit Program.

The comedy number

is

finished.

Many

of the musical numbers have been arrarfged, and one specialty in the musical
phase of the program, a paraphrase of
"The Elegie," by Maussenet accompanying a picturization of same, is said to be
one of the most novel numbers ever seen
in connection with a motion picture theatre's program.
E. Lloyd Sheldon did
the scenario.
It is titled
"His Final

Hour."

The comedy was written by George V.
of America's best known

Hobart, one
playwrights.

Mr.

Hobart

wrote

the

script from a suggestion as offered by
Mr." Rothapfel.
The working title is
"Wild Flowers," subject to change. In

the cast are seen Helen Ware, Yvonne
Shelton, Templar Saxe, Walter McEwen,
A. J. Herbert and Eugene Acker, all
prominent screen or stage artist.

Feature Not Yet Announced

Announcement

of the feature

number

on the program, a screen version of a play
by E. Lloyd Sheldon, has not been made.
Mr. Rothapfel, who is personally supervising this production and others on the
program, has completed the first two
reels and the working title only is

known.

With no one exception,
decidedly

popular,

many appearances

in

every respect.

Noted Artist to Appear
With this much of the first Rothapfel
Unit Program completed, Mr. Rothapfel
announces that he has been given the consent of Howard Chandler Christie to appear in a satirical comedy number'
titled "The Face
on the Drug Store
Floor," and in this number, motion picture lovers will be given a treat that in
itself is a big feature.
Mr. Christie is
internationally known for his works of
art, especially his girl-heads, which have
appeared on the most popular and

widely-read magazines.
During the week, word was received
from Mr. Rothapfel's personal representatives, Charles F. Schwerin and Leon J.
Rubinstein, now touring the country in
the interest of the Rothapfel Unit Program, that, without exception the exhibitors of the sections which they have
visited to date, have, upon learning that
Mr. Rothapfel's representatives were in
town, requested personal interviews for
the purpose of getting first call on the

program.

the players are

and have
in

numbers gives a description
by the editor of Everybody's Magazine
of the Marines at Belleau Wood. This
magazine number is entirely away from
the conventional news reel, and is novel
magazine

by their
the silent drama,

In
these

Advance Bookings Heavy
some of the larger cities visited,

program

of star.

action

many

interesting
subjects,
including
taken by Sergeant Owens, U. S.
Marine
Corps,
exclusively
for
Mr.
Rothapfel. These scenes show the veterans of the battle of Chateau-Thierry
and the famous trench scene, with Sergeant Dan Daly in person, said to be the
most decorated hero of the war. Sergeant Daly is shown issuing his famous
challenge "come on you
do you
want to live forever?"
One of the
scenes

in three

on

the

something big,
and
Mr.
planned and produced
something big, novel and different.
expecting
Rothapfel

—Again

Jerome Beatty, advertising manager of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, is a father again.
Seven more Beattys and Jerry will
have a baseball team. The newest in the world is a boy.
Eight
pounds, looks like his father
and has already applied for membership in the A. M. P. A.
In speaking of the future of his
son, Mr. Beatty said: "My boy is
still
in his infancy.
Unlike his
father he is inclined to stay up late

—

He

is the most wonderthe world and says
'Goo' with perfect enunciation. I

at night.
ful child

in

have discussed with him in detail,
President Wilson's fourteen points
but his opinion is not ready for
print he preferring to wait until
the decision is over, when he will
simply say, 'I told you so.'
Both Mrs. Beatty and the babe
are doing well. As to Jerry he's
actually taking on weight around

—

—

—

the chest.

Whartons Interested
In Houston Project
HOUSTON,

TEX.— In

conjunction

Wharton brothers of Ithaca, N.
Y., Maclyn Arbuckle, well known Texan,
is to organize a producing company in
Leroy Wharton has already
this city.
with the

arrived to look over the ground.
Irving Cobb, Holman Day, Harry Leon
Wilson and other American writers will
furnish the script for the photoplays to
be filmed here.

have placed the
and four theatres, which

part of the exhibitors
proves the confidence they place in the
value of the Unit Program as a big thing
regardless of competition. These representatives have been assured that the
exhibitors throughout the country are

Theatre for Suburb
PITTSBURGH, PA.— A

motion

pic-

ture theatre with a seating capacity of
1,000, which will cost $85,000, is to be
erected in Corapolis, a suburb, by a
syndicate of local men.

New Texas Theatre

has

EL PASO, TEX.— Announcement

of

expected that the first program in
its completed form, with music accompaniment and all, will be ready for a
trade showing about the first week in

the plans for a new $75,000 motion picture and vaudeville house in South El
Paso street were made here by Syd and
Ed Blumenthal, proprietors of the l'eer-

May.

less

It-is

FIRST SCENES

Alma

Father

representatives

proved that they are entitled to the name

The magazine number on the first program has been assembled, and contains

Jerome Beatty's A

Itaben'x initinl production for Robertson Cole,

Film Exchange.

FROM "DIANE OF THE GREEN VAN'

which was made by her own company, known ns the Winsome Stars Corporation.
(Exhibitors' Mutual.)
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Lewis J. Selznick Buys Adolph Zukor
Interest in Select for Half Million
Becomes Sole Owner of Big Company Which
Has Had Sensational Rise in Popularity
During Its Existence
NEW YORK, April — Lewis Selznick has become sole owner of
7.

J.

Select Pictures, having purchased the interest of Adolph Zukor.
Mr. Zukor
is said to have received a half million dollars in addition to a sum equal to his
total investment in the company.
Gossip of the trade today indicates that the Olive Thomas pictures, now
being distributed by Myron Selznick, 'president and general manager of the
Selznick Pictures Corporation and son of Lewis J. Selznick, will be taken over
by Select. It is also reported that Eugene O'Brien is to be starred by Select.

Myron
eral

James

Corbctt. star of the

J.

serial,

new

Universal

"The Midnight Man."

Considerable mystery surrrounds the
erection of what is stated to be the
biggest film studio in the world at 55th
street, between 9th and 10th avenues,
New York. It was stated today that this
building will have a 500 foot front and a

depth
it

300

of

feet,

which would make

Rumor

the largest studio in the world.

has

that this building

it

is

being erected

"Big Five."

for the

There

is

at present

on the

which

lot

comprises the entire square block about
1,000,000 bricks, together with steel girders, etc.
It was stated by an employee
on the lot that the building was being
erected as a studio for the "Big Five."
The "Big Five" met at the Hotel Astor on Friday.

of

president

the

Selznick

and genPictures

Corporation, and his entire producing
staff, will return to New York this week,
and will produce the next two Olive

Thomas

Mysterious Studio Is
Blamed Onto "Big Five"

Selznick,

manager

pictures in the east.

Mystery as to Visit
mystery surrounds

Considerable

this
has to
in the

move, and it is hinted that it
do with important developments
company, of which no announcement is
made. Two Olive Thomas pictures have
been completed by Director Charles Gib-

Los Angeles. The first of these
is "Upstairs and Down," made from the
play by Frederic and Fanny Hatton. The
name of the second has not been stated.
lyn in

An

extensive system of exploitation has
been worked out for these and the succeeding
productions
starring
Miss
Thomas, of which there will be eight
yearly.

understood that the move to New
York has nothing to do with producing
facilities, but is in connection with new
developments in the company's affairs.
There are no officers of the company
now in the east, and the following statement was the only information issued
bv the New York office:
It is

Company Makes Statement
"Myron Selznick is not merely

presi-

dent of the Selznick Pictures Corporation but also, having had valuable experience in studio management, keeps his
eye on all details of production as well.
Certain important future developments

coming up for consideration, demanding his personal attention, and he
is coming east for this reason.
Believ-

are

to be for the best interests of the
to keep the administration concentrated, he is bringing his entire staff

ing

it

company

with him, and has informed us that the
next two Olive Thomas pictures will
be made here."
Not long ago Myron Selznick was
joined in Los Angeles by his brothers,
Howard and David, and Mrs. Selznick
also went to the Coast for a visit. They
will all return together, arriving* in

York Sunday, April

13,

New

accompanied by

Miss Thomas and Director Charles Giblyn.

Hamilton in "Full

of

Pep"

"Full of Pep" is the working title of
the new Hale Hamilton picture, which
will be produced at- the new Metro studios in Hollywood under Maxwell Karger's personal supervision.

OLIVE AND HER BOSSES

Farnum Operated Upon
William Farnum was operated upon at
the Clara Barton hospital, Los Angeles,
last week.
The star's tonsils were removed and he is reported as doing nicely.
Farnum had been suffering each winter
with tonsilitis, and a few days ago came
to the decision that he would go under
the knife.

Moss Acquires Broadway
B. F. Moss has obtained a long lease
upon the Broadway Theatre, New York,
which takes effect May 1.
Mr. Moss
operates a circuit of theatres, which are
devoted to vaudeville and motion pictures at moderate prices.
From June
until September, Mr. Moss will present
photo-plays at the Broadway, but in the
fall he contemplates adding vaudeville to

the bills.

Dismiss Lewis Suits

NEW YORK.— Attachments
bankruptcy petition
ert

E.

Worthem

in the

against

and

a

case of Rob-

Edgar Lewis,

which were brought by Worthem during
Mr. Lewis' absence, have been vacated
and set aside.

Olive Thomun,

GIblyn

(left)

Mar

of "UnKtairx and Down." on locution with lllrector-Gcnernl Chnrlea
and Myron Selznick, president nnd Koncrnl mnniiKcr of Selznick Pictures.
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TWO POPULAR UNIVERSAL PLAYERS

Charles Pathe Will

Come

America to
Look Over Property

Head

to

Great Organization
Expected to Arrive About
of

April 15
Charles Pathe, head of the great organization whose activities circle the
earth and which has afforded a broad
and efficient service to the allied nations
during the war, is expected to arrive in
America about April 15. Already the
service he has rendered to the French
government has earned him the high distinction of the Legion of Honor; and
that the war is over he is turning
his attention to the vast problem of peace
and the large opportunities which are
promised with the great resumption.

now

The world war, he has

said,

revealed

cinema as a tremendous intellectual,
moral and industrial force.
What its
most inspired prophets foresaw in the
distant future was accomplished in a day,
so to speak; and the plaything and show
of the millions suddenly became a giant
of dignity and power to sway the world.
the

M arie

Wal camp

Priscilla

Red Glove

'"Trie

Dean

Star of

Star of Serial
'A Silk

Charles Pathe, in the very beginning, at
the birth of the child, was possessed of
the gift of prophecy and previsioned the
things to come, which now have been

Lined Burglar

^l|llii;;:|lli:rnillllllllilllllllllllM

Explanation of

I

Exhibitors

Must Foot

New Film
the Bill

Rental Tax

Under Terms

of

Law

fllllllllilllliillllllllllllillillllllllllllUM

From

the

number of

queries which

are being received by the
relative to taxes

nue law,

it

is

HERALD,

under the new reve-

apparent that consider-

able doubt exists in the minds of
exhibitors as to the exact application
of the new rental tax, and our Wash-

ington Bureau
explanation
Because of the vague wording of Section 906 of the revenue law, many exhibitors believe that they will no longer
be taxed upon their films. This section

furnishes the following

supersedes the tax included in the 1917
law, providing for assessment of the
footage tax, which the producers passed
along to the theatre men.

While the actual wording of the
is none too clear, it is evident

tion

secthat

this year, as last, the exhibitor will pay
bill, and, in fact, provision is else-

the

where made

the law to pass the tax
along to the theatre operators.
As this tax becomes effective May 1,
exhibitor in
it
is important that every
the country be thoroughly acquainted

with

its

measure

in

wording

and

provides

that

meaning.
"on and

The
after

May 1, 1919, any person engaged in the
business of leasing or licensing for exfilms
motion-picture
hibition
positive
containing pictures ready for projection
shall pay monthly an excise tax in respect to carrying on such business equal
to five per centum of the total rentals
earned from each such lease or license
during the preceding month. If a person
owning such a film exhibits it for profit
he shall pay a tax equivalent to five per
fair rental or license
centum of the
value of such film at the time and place

where and

for the period during

which

ANY SUCH PERSON
HAS, PRIOR TO DECEMBER 6, 1918,
MADE A BONA FIDE CONTRACT
WITH ANY PERSON FOR THE
LEASE OR LICENSING. AFTER
THE TAX IMPOSED BY THIS SECexhibited.

IF

TION TAKES EFFECT,
film

for

exhibition

for

of

profit,

such a
and IF

SUCH CONTRACT DOES NOT PERMIT THE ADDING OF THE
WHOLE OF THE TAX, THEN THE
LESSEE OR LICENSEE SHALL, in
lieu of the lessor or licensor, PAY SO
MUCH OF SUCH TAX AS IS NOT
SO PERMITTED TO BE ADDED TO
THE CONTRACT PRICE. The tax
imposed by this section shall be in lieu
of the tax imposed by subdivisions (c)
and (d) of section 600 of the revenue
act of 1917."
From the above, it will be seen that
while the producer or exchange is required to pay and report the tax, he
may collect the amount thereof from
the exhibitor, on all contracts made before the passage of the bill. And this,
of course, implies that he may pass
along to the exhibitor the tax on all
contracts made hereafter.
Efforts have already been made by
motion picture men to secure the repeal
of this tax, and will be continued after
the extra session of Congress convenes.

The

tax, it is declared, will be a serious
burden upon the industry, already one

the most heavily taxed of all businesses. While this tax is somewhat easier to figure than the footage taxes provided for in last year's revenue bill, they
pre still very inconvenient, especially as
the exhibitor is called upon to stand
ilicir payment.
Burt.

'of

in an overflowing measure.
Mr. Pathe's last visit to America was
about two years ago, and this time it
takes on a greatly increased importance.

fulfilled
j

He will find the organization broader,
stronger and more aggressive in its activities, with a steadily growing business,
including the selling and distributing for
some of the strongest groups in the in-

A test of the fundamental
strength of Pathe was afforded by the
"shut-down period" formally adopted by
the industry during the height of the
influenza. Though, as a natural result of
the epidemic business had decreased,
Pathe, with its vast organization, continued, as under normal conditions, without curtailment of force. And now the
organization has entered upon a phenomenally successful year and while Mr.
Pathe will find the various departments
enlarged with increased operation and a
constant accretion of new business, he
may have something highly important to
dustry.

announce concerning new developments
and broader projects.

Drews Entertain Governor
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, co-stars
Paramount-Drew comedies, recently
entertained Governor and Mrs. Samuel
R. McKelvie of Nebraska at a dinner
party in the Fontenelle Hotel in Omaha,
where the comedians played an engagement in "Keep Her Smiling" at Boyd's
Theatre.
The Governor and his wife
are very enthusiastic about the Drews
and their comedies produced by the V.
B. K. Film Corporation.
in

Book Semon Comedies
Denver's beautiful new America Theatre has booked Yitagraph's Larry Semon Comedies beginning with "Well.
!"
I'll Be
Larry Semon's second
comedy has arrived in New York from
Los Angeles and Yitagraph will announce its title next week.

—
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Robertson-Cole Will Distribute
Jury's English Films in America
Important Contract Assures United Kingdom
Market for Exhibitors Mutual Productions
And Brings British Successes Here
Robertson-Cole Company's importance as a factor in motion picture affairs
throughout the world, is further emphasized by an announcement this week in
a cable from London, that a contract has jus't been effected whereby Jury's
Imperial Pictures, L^d., will distribute in the United Kingdom all the film controlled by Robertson-Cole with the exception of the pictures starring Sessue
Hayakawa, J. Warren Kerrigan and Martin Johnson's Cannibals of the South
Seas and other individual productions which had been previously disposed of.

The drawing power and

merit of the stars whose subjects are released through Robertson-Cole met so strongly with the approval of Jury's that
they have undertaken the exploitation of these to the exclusion of all other

American-made

artistic

^_i(>>::iuijiiu»iiriiiiiuiiiiiitrii]iuxii]iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiii]ii(riiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiliiiitiii]>^

Has Saved
Day for Mr. Dale
TOPIC THEATRE

'Herald'

1

C. F. Dale,

|

Mgr.

Fairfax, Minnesota.

EXHIBITORS HERAED
AND MOTOGRAPHY

I

To

I

some of

the

g

played of

late.

Please find enclosed reports on

I
I

|
|
|

programs I have
I wish they zvould

report on the pictures they
play as I watch these reports
closely, and it has saved the day
for me many a time. Thanking
\on for past favors I remain,
(///

Yours

j

truly,

§
j
j

j
§
|
§
j
j

C. F. Dale, Mgr.,

§

features.
liiimiifrtiiutifliiiii Uii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitii iiitMiuiiutitiuiituii Jin iriiiiinnti J iHiftf (nnKtmiintHBt^s

The cabled news further states that a
number of pretentious specials produced
this country are to be purchased by
Robertson-Cole for distribution through

in

Jury's in the British Isles, while Jury's
will secun the foremost European cinema attractions for release in the United
By this arStates by Robertson-Cole.
rangement Robertson-Cole become the
accredited American representative of
Jury's, an honor aspired to for many

years by numerous film concerns on this
side.

Means English Pictures Here

No

foreign

picture

transaction

can

compare with the magnitude of this engagement, which affiliates two of the
most substantial film organizations in
the United States and Great Britain. To
motion picture theatres of the
the
United Kingdom it means they can book
one of the greatest collections of American screen stars through Jury's branches
in every province throughout the British
Isles.
To the exhibitors of the United
States it means they can present to their
patrons the select few of Europe's premier contributions to the silent drama.
In this indenture are included three
super-features to be produced each year
by Louis Mercanton, the noted French
director, the United Kingdom rights of
which Jury's control, and Robertson-Cole
control the American rights. During the
next twelve months Mercanton will stage
an elaborate picture in Egypt, a second
in France and the third in Italy.
The

stories for these super-specials will have
universal appeal, and will find favor in
New York as well as in London or Paris.
Mercanton needs no introduction
to American filmdom, for several of his
features have been shown in this country
with marked success.
Sir William Jury, managing director
of Jury's, Ltd.. is recognized as the
dean of the film industry in Europe and
a man who has made every exhibitor in
the United Kingdom his friend by the
practice of square dealing. For the past
four years, however, he has devoted but

of his personal time to his cinema
business, subordinating all his interests
to his desire to bring victory to Britain
in the war against the Hun.
Because of
his untiring efforts in the management
of the Ministry of Informafion, Sir Willlittle

iam was knighted by King George.
Returns to Civil Affairs
Recently Sir William was retired from
the Ministry Board but returned to civil
only after assurance that the armistice had brought his work to a successful conclusion. Now the British peer
intends to devote all his efforts to giving
the patrons of Great Britain's motion picture theatres the best in films that he
can obtain.
It is one of Sir William's earnest de-

affairs

sires to improve the quality of the positive prints used in the theatres, which,
because of their uncertainty and usually
low artistic standard, have always been
'

one of the greatest handicaps to English

SCENES FROM

TWO

motion pictures
end

in

view,

structed in

in

he

London

the past.
is

With

now having

this

con-

the largest film lab-

oratory in the United Kingdom, with a
capacity of two million feet per week.
In addition to furnishing Jury's photoplays for distribution, Robertson-Cole
will also supply the entire equipment for
this tremendous plant, providing exclusively the Bell & Howell cinemachinery,
to which they control all export rights.
Reports state that the laboratory will
not only surpass in quantity of production any now existing in England, but
will also be one of the biggest in the
world.
The distributing organization of Jury's
Ltd. has no rival in the United Kingdom. With headquarters in all the important centers of the British Isles,
Jury's has unlimited exploitation possibilities.

Warner English Favorite

whom Jury's obtain under
arrangements with Robertson-Cole

The
the

stars

all established their popularity with
H. B. Warner, whose
British film fans.
father was one of the foremost actors

have

on the English stage some years ago,
will undoubtedly prove a real favorite on
the British screen.
Others on the list
are Billie Rhodes, Alma Rubens. William
Desmond, Bessie Barriscale and Henry
B. Walthall, and
productions already
successfully launched in this country,
such as "What Every Woman Wants"
and "The Turn in the Road."

EPISODES OF "THE CARTER CASE

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Motion Picture Exhibitors Asked
To Assist in Liberty Loan Drive
Twenty-Seven Revised Films and Ten New Subjects Available at
picture industry has again

been honored by the government, in
having been called upon by the Treasury Department, to lend its aid in making the Victory Liberty Loan a success.
Arrangements for the motion picture
drive have been completed by the committee appointed by the National As-

Exchanges

in All

sociation of the Motion Picture Industry to co-operate with the Treasury Delast
partment, and were announced
Saturday by Adolph Zukor, chairman.

"The motion picture campaign in behalf of the Victory Liberty Loan will
afford every exhibitor the opportunity of
doing his bit," said Mr. Zukor. "Our
new drive has been carefully planned
and will undoubtedly prove the most
powerful campaign yet prepared by our
industry for the government.
Some
thirty-seven subjects are now being finished, and there will be a total of three
thousand five hundred and four prints
Not only
available to theatres, gratis.
will these films give the exhibitor the opportunity of doing his patriotic duty in
this most important Liberty Loan drive,
but at the same time they will afford
him the chance of showing the most
famous stars in motion pictures in timely
films that will prove most acceptable to
The industry has played a
the public.
With
great part in winning the war.
the light of victory now in our eyes and
new records of American achievements
before the eye of the world, we must
put forth every effort to make the new
loan a greater success than any previous
drive.
helped to put the soldiers in
the trenches and it is now just as important that we help to a greater degree if
possible than ever before, to bring them

We

back to fathers, mothers, wives and
dren throughout the country."

chil-

The Committee in Charge
The committee, of which Mr. Zukor

Spirit

that

Alice Joyce, "The
Pickford, "100 Per Cent

Wins;"

Mary

American;" Harry T.
Blythe, "The Grouch."

New

Morey and Betty

Subjects Available

"A Call for
subjects are:
Liberty," with Julian Eltinge; "Knocking
the Knockers," with Douglas Fairbanks,
and "With Pershing in Germany." The
last mentioned presents eight pictures
comprising the dramatization of the
Heroic Deeds taken from those cited by
General Pershing for conspicuous gallantry.

These pictures were made

"over there" and were
pared for the new loan.

chiefly

pre-

especially

The showing of these pictures starts at
Prints are now in work, and will
once.
be shipped to the various chairmen
throughout the country, who will establish central booking offices where all
bookings will be made. Local exchanges
will assist these chairmen in the physiFilms may
cal handling of the prints.
be routed on circuits or direct to and
Every print will be
from exchanges.
kept working daily from April 6th until
the end of the drive. No charge will be
made to any exhibitor for the exhibition
of the films and no exhibitor will be permitted to book two subjects for the
same day.
Details of Shipment
•

of

length

will

All films irrespective
be on reels in one thousand foot cans.
Substantial wooden shipping boxes with
reinforced covers will also be supplied.

is

Loan

drive

is

The

over.

title

of this

filr

"Holding On" and is an argument for
the retention by original subscribers, ol
Liberty Bonds and against their resale
Savings Stamp films will also follow
campaign is through.

after the loan

Hal Hodes Promoted
The Universal New Screen Magazine
has a new editor.
Following the announcement that Jack Cohn, editor ol
the Magazine since its creation, had resigned, Universal announced the appointment of Hal Hodes to the position. Mr
Hodes has been assistant general manager of Universal exchanges for the past
four months.

Exchanges Handling
Liberty Loan Films
The twenty-five chairmen or

dis-

trict managers who will book the
pictures to the exhibitors throughout
the country are:

— Harry Asher, Fa—
729 Seventh avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Frank W. BuhStanley Company, 1214 Market
street
Buffalo, N. Y. — R. C. Fox, Famous
Players Lasky
Corporation,
145
Franklin street.
Washington,
D.
C. — Sidney
B.
Lust, Superfilms.
New Haven, Conn. —H. T. Scully,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
(temporary), 132 Meadow street.
Atlanta, Ga. — Tracy Barham, Fox
Film
Corporation,
55%
Watlon
street.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — H. Buxbaum, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Boston, Mass.

mous Players-Lasky Corporation, 3
Shawmut street.
New York, N. Y. A. G. Whyte,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
ler,

-

(temporary), 1150 Pennsylvania avenue.

New

Orleans,

La'.

—H.

W.

Wilkes,

S. A. Lynch Enterprises, 814 Perdido
street
Cleveland, Ohio W. E. Lusk, First
National Exhibitors Circuit, Sloan
building.
Cincinnati, Ohio H. P. Wolfberg,

—
—
Famous Plavers-Lasky Corporation,
107 West Third street.
Detroit. Mich. — W. E. Wilkinson,
secretarv, Board Motion Picture Ex.
Mgr., 605 Film Exchange building.
Chicago.
— L. Friedman.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
207 South Wabash avenue.
Louis, Mo. — G. W. Weeks. Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
3929 Olive street.
Kansas City, Mo. —A. H. McLaughSelect Pictures Corporation, 920
Main street.
Des Moines, Iowa—R.
LiBeau,
Des Moines, Iowa— R.
LeBeau,
111.

J.

St.

John C. Flinn, director of publicity.
Twenty-seven of the films used in the
last Liberty Loan drive have been revised and retitled for the new drive.
They are: Marguerite Clark in "The
Biepest and the Littlest Lady in the
World;" Dorothy Dalton in a "Liberty
Loan Appeal;" George Behan, "When It
Strikes Home;" Mme. Nazimova, "A

lin,

C.
C.

Famous Plavers-Laskv Corporation.
415 West Eighth street.

—

Minneapolis. Minn. E. R. Pearson,
First National Exhibitors Circuit,
400 Film Exchange building.
Omaha, Neb. T. D. Graham, Pathe
Exchange, Inc., 1417 Harney street.
Denver. Colo. M. H. Cohn, Fa-

France;" Geraldine Farrar,
"The Bonds That Tie;" Norma Talmadge, "A Liberty Loan Appeal;" Edith
Storey, "Edith's Victory for Democracy;" Charles Chanlin, "The Bond;" Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew, "Financing the
Victory:" Charles Ray, "A Liberty Loan
Appeal;" Mack Scnnett, "It's a Cinch;"
William Duncan, "The Decision;" Goldwyn All Star Cast, "Stake Uncle Sam to
Play Your Hand;" Wallace Reid. "His
Extra Bit;" Dnstin Farnum, "Ready
of

mous
1747

—
—
Players-Lasky

Welton
Lake

Salt

Famous

Corporation,

street.
City, Utah

—L. Marcus,
Players-Lasky Corporation.

133 East Second street.

—

Wash. J. A.
Seattle,
World Film Corporation.

Koerpel,

—

San Francisco, Cal. M. H. Lewis,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
821 Market street.
Los Angeles, Cal. H. G. Ballance,
Famous Plavers-Lasky Corporation,
112 West Ninth street.
Dallas, Tex. W. Saal, Old Mill

—

—

Money

Hayakawa,
Ringfield ;" Sessile
"Banzai;" Alice Rrady. "A Liberty Loan
Appeal;" William S. Hart, 'A Bullet for
Berlin;" "Fatty" Arbuckle, "Scraps of

booked along

will be

The new

chairman, consists of Walter W. Irwin,
George K. Spoor, J. Brulatour, with Al
Lichtman, manager of distribution, and

Woman

which

with the Victory Liberty Loan subjects
and to be continued after the Victor}

War

Paper;" William Farnum, "A Liberty
Loan Film;" George M. Cohan, "A Liberty Loan Appeal;" Corinne Griffith, "A
Wise Purchase;" Gladys Leslie, "Sylvia's
Last Pledge;" Elsie Ferguson, "The
Choice;"

Treasury Depart-

will also be a

film,

is

Distribution Centers
The motion

.There

ment

TREATING 'EM ROUGH
A Mcene from the Houdini serial. "The
Master Mystery." (Octagon Films,

26

Inc.)

Theatre.
Portland,

Ore.

—

J.

A.

World Film Corporation.

Koerpel,
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

Hart Comes Back

Bill

New Role
ONE OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES
in

of screen strategy that has yet been dis-

played is the change that "Bill" Hart
has made lately.
"Fill" was certainly some Wildvvester
while Wildwesting was good, but just
as soon as the public tired of his twogun fighting what did he do? Sit down

—

J
I

!;

|

sir,

someone

the role of a golden-hearted

sinner

and crook.
It all goes to show that an actor (and
I think Bill can act, contrary to some
people) a real actor

I

will tire of

!

time.

No doubt
|

really clever switched

him to new roles and he certainly has
come back.
"The Poppy
Girl's
Husband" that
played the Rivoli in New York a week
or so ago made a distinct hit with "Bill"
in

ity will

*

REPORTER

from the people.
if one really tries
the salesmen of any distribut-

it

is

like

fish,

with one dressing

people
all

the

renewed popularhelp him make the "Big Four" a
that Hart's

day,

They

announcement that "Plunder," that stirring story by Arthur Somers Roche, will
be his first picturization for Mayflower
listens mighty well.
I've referred to this Mayflower crowd
before in these columns they're worth

—

are easy to get
fact,

in

ing organizations can give lots of infor-

mation

if

called upon.

watching.

at Select

Note.

CHANGES ARE TAKING PLACE

BIG

seems Mr. Selznick has assumed control of that distributing organization and
that Mr. Zukor has withdrawn from participation in the administration upon reIt

ceiving a substantial

sum

in

cash

— some

If

the above

is

no doubt the new

true,

Select will have the Olive

Thomas

pic-

whispered the new Eugene O'Brien pictures and also a spe-

tures and
cial

it

is

Constance Talmadge may
understand that Clara K.
Alice

stay,

but

I

Young and

Brady are going.

One way

*or

the other,

it

would seem

:

!

j

!

1

i

\

j

;

.

and unless a change is made my bet is
that Kerrigan will lose all the prestige
Paralta gave him.

Producers Should Consult
Public

.

as the Mayfair

apologize for

to

company

my

here-

carelessness

in so doing.

United Over the Top

SO IT SEEMS

THAT THE UNITED

Theatres organization is over
the top. The Reporter was always one
Picture

of the biggest scoffers as far as the suc-

was concerned
and therefore it is only fitting that he
should pay tribute at this time.
United has solved two problems: to get
exhibitors tied in to support them and
supply these exhib-

to get products to

Back

itors.

If the

Speaking of Eugene O'Brien

THE REPORTER BELIEVES THAT
this young man is a real bet and if the
reports that Selznick will have him for
Select are true, Mr. Selznick is to be
congratulated.

O'Brien

is

coming very

fast.

As

of

all

too,

this,

problem of

third

of course,

All

finance.

world say he is unbeatable and they
have always raved because he was a
support rather than a lead. But it seems
that he is now to have his chance. With
the right kind of stories— for instance
some of the kind that George Randolph
Chester has written I feel certain that
in a year he'll be a top notcher.
Exhibitors mark my words!

—

—

Chautard's First Looks
Like a Winner

WHEN EMIL CHAUTARD,
Master, cast his

lot

the Old
with Mayflower, it

certainly augured well for their success
and for the acquisition by Paramount of

producers
didn't
consult
the
public
more. Why they didn't take more pains

some big material. Chautard, the teacher
of Tourneur and other first graders to27

foundation

is

secure, there

is

no

reason why, from what I saw in my examination of the United at close quarters, the organization should not be one
of the big factors in the industry within
twelve months.

a lover,

the female portion of the motion picture

OFTEN WONDERED WHY

I'VE

Company
I

drawn

referred to this Mayflower

these have apparently been overcome.

is

they don't want him in big action scenes,
but rather that they want the polish of
the drawing room to pervade.
Kerrigan's last pictures have hurt him

I

tofore.

was the

the Hint

|

attention has been

cess of this proposition

of big s-tory-author pictures.

line

Kerrigan Should Take
another star
that should take the above hint, or
Jesse Hampton his director should take
it for him.
Kerrigan is another "virile actor" that
people don't want to see in overalls and
a bunch of muscle.
And the reporter is not now speaking
for himself, but for the people he has
talked with all over the country.
The
public want Kerrigan in evening clothes.
He is essentially a matinee idol and the
ladies love him when he loves.
Not that

— My

the fact that

say a half million.

a Select line of productions.

"JACK KERRIGAN"

is

—

What's Happening

our friend Selznick will lose nothing and
the exhibitors will still be able to get

"Big Five."

undoubtedly a master and the

to secure opinions

within the Select organizations.

and quit?

No

THE

Where Are

the Other

Cooperative Schemes?

THE UNITED SITUATION BRINGS
back to mind the ideas of Hodkinson
and the Affiliated, etc.

Where

are they

Affiliated

now?

submerged

Mutual, the

in

the

common garden

Exhibitors
variety of

and Hodkinson confessedly
out of the running as far as the co-operadistributor

tive

idea

is

concerned.

Both of these ideas foundered on the
rocks that nearly wrecked the United.
Product, Money and Copartners were
there names, and what made all three
so dangerous was the lack of confidence
displayed by a much-abused and trimmed
industry.
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CONSTANCE TALMADGE

this Select picture which is said to be the most pleasing attraction in which Miss Talmadge has ever
appeared. Harrison Ford enacts the role of Reggie Crocker. The story is by Julia Crawford Ivers.

Emphasizing Story

Pathe's

May End

Star Evil,
Is Hampton Belief
President of Zane Grey Pictures Predicts Change
In Trade Policy
Asserting that the exhibitor is being
taxed constantly increasing rentals for
the services of popular stars without
these stars producing corresponding increases in the returns to the exhibitor,
Benjamin B. Hampton, president of Zane
Grey Pictures, Inc., in an interview given
this week in Los Angeles, declared that
the time has come when the industry
must make a readjustment in its methods
of operating.

Hampton's
not so much upon holding

screen's future, in Mr.

belief,

the

FROM "THE VEILED ADVENTURE"

Edwards directed

Wiilter

The

IN SCENES

rests

millions

who

are

already

"fans," but in reaching the

picture

many more

who, notwithstanding the tremendous advances made by moving pictures, still remain indifferent to their
appeal.
These millions for the most
part, he contends, are the book lovers of
the country who find their principal entertainment between the covers of the
books of their favorite authors and who,
when they do attend moving picture
theatres to see these works screened,
millions

come away disappointed because

of the

taken with the story to adapt it
to the needs of the particular star fea-

New Serial

Published April 20,

Bookings Are Heavy
With advance bookings

that give every

promise of breaking records throughout
the country, Pathe's forthcoming serial
production, "The Tiger's Trail," in which
Ruth Roland is starred, will be published
on April 20.

"The Tiger's

Trail," in addition to its

Miss Roland, has a notable cast
headed by George Larkin. The story is
by Arthur B. Reeve, author of several
successful Pathe serials and creator of
the Craig Kennedy detective stories, and
Charles A. Logue, author of many screen
successes. It was done in scenario form
by Wilson Willets.
In connection with the publication of
the new Pathe serial, a few general figures compiled from home office records
star,

will serve to

show

the popularity of these

productions in the United States. It is
estimated that there are 15,000 theatres
showing motion pictures. The current
Pathe serial, "The Lightning Raider," is
being screened in 3,000 of these houses.
This means that the serial is being
shown in one out of every five picture
houses in the country.
Approximately 1,000 houses of this list
show Pathe serials on standing order, to
use exchange parlance. In other words,
these houses use every Pathe serial that
is issued, and in them the current serial
production may be seen every week of
the year.

liberties

tured in

it.

real solution of getting new picture audiences into the theatres, according to Mr. Hampton, is the production
of the works of front rank authors in a
manner that will bring their books to
life.
This* can only be done, he insists,

Palestine Film Seeks

Location in Canada

The

by placing

all the
emphasis upon a
picturization of the story, as a
story, rather than upon the personality
of the star.
This is tlo policy back of Mr. Hampton's new company, the Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., and one which, in his opinion,
marks a new era in the moving picture
industry that will not only add a multitude of new converts to the screen, but
will ultimately eliminate the much discussed "star salary evil."

faithful

Announces
Three "Star Series"
For Present Month

Select

ST. JOHNS, N. B.— The Palestine
Film Company of San Francisco is about
to establish a subsidiary corporation in
Canada, with a capitalization of $1,000,000, and plans to open its studios in St.
John. A suggestion of this effect was
made in a letter from Archibald R. Addison, head of the company, sent to the

Marion Davies, Constance
Talmadge and Alice
Brady on Program
Select Pictures Corporation announces

three Star Series attractions for distribution during the

month

of April, including

Marion Davies in "Getting Mary Marrie," Constance Talmadge in "The Veiled
Adventure," in which she will be presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and Alice
Brady's "Red Head."
"Getting Mary Married" is a comedy
with a dramatic theme, dealing with the
life

of a

young

girl

who

is

left

to the

mercies of arrogant and grasping relatives.
The story contains romance and
human interest, with good-natured comedy.

"The Veiled Adventure" concerns the
experiences of a young woman who delights in showing other people the error
or their ways. She finds a grey chiffon
veil in her fiance's pocket, so she proceeds to teach him a lesson. While occupied in this pleasant pursuit, she becomes acquainted with another young
man, which tends to minimize the importance of the veil. Further developments
show that Reggie, her fiance, has a very
dangerous rival. The story is brimful of
comedy, in which there is more than

drama to make it one of the
most interesting attractions Miss Talsufficient

madge has ever made.
The story of "Red Head" concerns

the

adventures of a dance hall entertainer,
who succeeds in tricking a wealthy man
to marry her, but in the end they grow
to have a real love affair for each other.
Miss Brady is said to be very charming
in this picture.
She flirts, dances and
makes love in a very fetching manner.

citv council.

Gaiety Gets Feature
CLEVELAND. —James Keane's

feaEvil," will open at
the Gaiety theatre on May 4 for an indefinite run.

ture,

"The Spreading

28

Baugh

Visits N. Y.

Fred Baugh, of Alberta, Canada, arrived in New York April 2. Mr. Baugh
represents a company which contemplates making pictures in the Canadian
Northwest.
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Arthur Kane Finds
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Film Board

of

Trade Success

Troubles of St. Louis Exchange Men and Exhibitors
Are Solved By Organization, Insisting on Fair
Dealing All Around.
I
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ST. LOUIS, Mo.— Organized for the
purpose of ironing out the difficulties be-

tween exhibitors and exchange men, the
St. Louis Film Board of Trade is setting an example which can well be followed in other communities.

With

practically every distributor in
Louis as a member, it is rapidly
smoking out the careless exchange men
and exhibitors and making the trade
safe for good, clean business men.
Exhibitors Well Satisfied
Exhibitors who viewed it with suslipicion at the time of its organization are

Exchanges affiliated are the Grand
Central, World, Central, General, United,
Metro, Film Clearing House, Vitagraph,
Triangle, Select, Pathe, Universal, Standard,

Capital,

Consolidated of Memphis,
Famous Players-Lasky

Tenn., Goldwyn,
and Fox.

Harry E. Nichols.

heartily in favor of its continuance,
all possible co-opera-

and are extending

|

tion.

i

upon fair play
The exchange man

Its investigators insist
I

all

who

I
{

j

I

I

[
1

the

way around.

promises

first

and

run

double

crosses an exhibitor on it, is compelled
to pay a heavy fine.
The exhibitor who
fails to pay for his film, cancels a date
without reason or bicycles, finds himself
"in bad" all the way around.
Competition is now clean and on merit
only.
Exhibitors are reaping benefit in
better service and better films. Exchange
men are escaping innumerable annoyances and losses.

Hearing on All Complaints
Violations of business rules result in
a complaint being lodged against the offender, whether he is an exchange man
exhibitor.
The Board of Trade
conducts a hearing and renders a decision.
Every effort at fairness is made.
or an

Bennie Schulberg Quits
United Artists Payroll
B. P. Schulberg, who was recently appointed assistant general manager of the
L'nited Artists Distributing Corporation
in conjunction with Hiram Abrams' appointment as general manager of that
organization, has resigned from that office in order to devote all his time and

attention to a new international film
organization, as yet unnamed, which will
operate distributing centers throughout
the entire world, outside of the United
States and Canada.
The announcement would be a greater
surprise to the trade than it is were it

not accompanied by a statement from
Hiram Abrams, which indicates that he
has released Mr. Schulberg from the
obligation of remaining with the United

and that there is as cordial and
friendly a relationship between these two
old-time business associates as ever
existed.
Artists,

Mr. Schulberg
rary

To Be
Bedouins
desert

in

"at
their

making

his

tempo-

at the Fitzgerald building,
will organize the American
link of this international film chain.
office

where he

Rothacker Outdoor
Pictures Promise
"An Eyeful

is

Prosperous

Throughout Country
General Manager

Select's

Back at Desk After Six
Weeks' Trip

iiuuiiliitiuitiuuiiintiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiit.iiriiiiHiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiifiiuiiitijmiiiiiiitiiHiiii^

St.

Ijnow

Showmen

Arthur
Select

S.

Kane, General Manager of

Pictures

Corporation,

has

re-

New York

from a six weeks'
trip which he has been making through
territory in the South and Middle-West,
and is back at his desk.
Mr. Kane had many interesting things
to say about his trip, and especially was
impressed by the signs of prosperity to
be found on every hand. This is evidenced in particular by the numerous
turned to

new

theatres in course of construction
projected by prosperous exhibitors
who have an eye to future business.
In Kansas City, for instance, Mr.
Frank L. Newman is putting the finishing touches on his new two thousand
seat house, the Newman, at the corner
of 12th and Main streets, and expects to
open it in May. In the downtown district in Kansas City other large picture
theatres are projected. In Omaha the
Goldberg Brothers, owners of. the Sun
Theatre, are building a large new picture house alongside of the Rialto, and
have projected another theatre across
the street on the opposite corner. In
St. Louis Mr. Marcus Loew is building
on Washington avenue a new theatre
which is to be devoted to vaudeville and
pictures. In Dallas Mr. E. H. Hulsey
has announced a thirty-five hundred seat
house to be devoted to pictures only,
and another large house for Houston.
or

Everywhere Mr. Kane found exhibitors basking in the sunshine of a wonderful season's prosperity.
Kicks have
disappeared; plans for future aggrandize-

ment have replaced them.

HUMOROUS SCENE FROM

"OH,

YOU WOMEN!'

Interesting

Egypt," showing the
home" on the Sahara

of

moments

of

relaxation

from their pastime of robbing caravans
and sand-bagging travelers, is an interesting
outdoor picture produced by
Rothacker and published by Exhibitors'
Mutual.

Other pictures

in the Rothacker subare titled "In Pyramid Land," a
tour of the mystic land of the Ptolemies,

jects

and

fakirs

Pyramids,

mummies

and

camels. "Mid Sahara Sands," a peep into
the boudoir of an Egyptian bride, the
ceremonies of an Egyptian wedding, and
a honeymoon trip across the desert on
an Arabian ruminant.
"Glimpsing the
Gondolas," a trip through the canalstreets of ancient Venice, showing historic St. Marks and the Palace of the
Doges, with "a palace and a prison on
each hand," the most beautiful and romantic spot in the world.
"A Palestine Pilgrimage" is the title
of the Outdoor published April 6. Scenes
in the Bethlehem market place, with picturesque types of the present inhabitants
of the Holy Land, the Sea of Galilee,
the City of Tiberius and the Ancient
Ruins of Baalbek, make this Outdoor

—

one

of

absorbing

interest.

Thin John E
iinti.

raon-Anlta kooa special production (tarring Ernest Trans and Louisa
ko to exhibitor* by Itaelf, the Paramount Company announces,

ill
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N. A.M.P.I. Opens
Drive to Organize
Exchange Centers
President Brady Planning

More Work

"The Red Lantern"
for "Zit"

To Be

Greatest

days after his arrival in Hollywood, Calif., whither he had made a
special trip from New York, Richard A.
Rowland, who, together with Maxwell
Karger, presents the Nazimova de luxe
screen dramas, viewed a studio showing
of the distinguished star's newest superfeature, The Red Lantern.
The completed print, as cut and assembled under
the personal supervision of Mr. Karger,
is in seven parts, exactly as it will be
released as already announced by Mr.

Cities
Comprehensive plans are now being
considered by President William A.
Brady of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, for a very wide
extension of the association's activities
whereby it will have direct representation in all important exchange districts.
It is proposed to create local branches

—

of the national association in the cities

where there now exist local maangers'
associations and exhibitors leagues. In
such localities where the exchange managers have no organization they will be
urged to organize by their home offices

New York

Rowland — in

City.

thoroughly organized in some localities,
in such cities as Detroit, St. Louis, Cleveland, Seattle. Minneapolis, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Boston, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, the exchange managers' associations have rendered prompt and effective co-operation with the national associations' committees in connection with
legislature campaigns, and it is with a
view of organizing the exchange managers and exhibitors in other centers that
this plan has been decided upon.
Brady in Direct Charge
President Brady has direct charge of
the work in conjunction with Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the Producers' Division, and Walter W. Irwin, chairman of
the Distributors' Division.

Mr. Hearst's film activities.
that Mr. Hearst is going to branch out into producing fivereel features and twelve-reel spectacles
under the name Cosmopolitan Productions, has turned the spotlight on Zittel

screen production.
"Nazimova has fairly surpassed herself
in 'The Red Lantern,'
said Mr. Rowland after having seen the super feature.
"That great and constantly growing
army of motion picture goers which already has acclaimed Nazimova as the
reigning queen of the silent drama
because of her work in 'Revelation,'
in 'Eye for Eye' and in 'Out of the
Fog,' will find to their delight that she
has attained new histrionic heights in
her impersonation of Mahlee, the Eurasian girl in 'The Red Lantern.'
"Nor is her delineation of Mahlee, so
complex in her make-up, with Chinese
and Anglo-Saxon blood ever at variance
within her, the only notable feature of

again.

Nazimova's interpretation.

'

What Arthur Brisbane is to William
Randolph Hearst's newspapers, C. F. Zittel is

to

Announcement

To

this

dynamic executive, the

lion's

share of the success of Hearst's news
weeklies and animated cartoons belongs.
Upon his shoulders will fall most of the
work of "putting over" the features and
spectacles. As "Zit" is a bear for work,
he is probably as happy a man as can
be found in the picture game today.

Next Universal Serial
Is "The Modern Hercules"
Upon

his

return from Universal City

week Joe Brandt, Universal's assistant treasurer, announced that a new selast

in eighteen episodes has been purchased by Universal and would be pubIt is to be
lished within a short time.
called "The Modern Hercules."
The new serial, adapted from a story
rial

Miss Ostriche Returns
who has been tourthe New England states, making
personal appearances in connection with
the film "What Love Forgives," has returned to New York. Her press agent.
Regenia Kruh. accompanied her and the
trip was made in an automobile presented to Miss Ostriche by the Moxie
Muriel Ostriche,

ing

Comnanv,

for

posing

as

the

"Moxie

by Mr. Brandt and Julius Stern, deals
with the adventures of a forest ranger
and features Elmo Lincoln and Grace
Henry McRae has produced
Cunard.
the serial and it is said to be replete with

marvelous feats of strength.

Girl."

Advertise

Rob Scenario Writer
NEW YORK— E. Cooper Willis,
known

well

scenario writer, while passing
through West 50th street on the night
of April 3, was black-jacked and robbed
of a considerable sum of money, and was
left lying unconscious on the street.

April.

Mr. Karger's glowing reports by telegraph from Hollywood to New York
prior to Mr. Rowland's special trip west
had prepared the latter for something
exceptional in the way of a dramatic and
photographic triumph in "The Red Lantern."
After viewing the special showing, however, Mr. Rowland declared that
Mr. Karger had been, if anything, too
faint in his praise of Nazimova's latest

Action Most Important
This action is one of the most important which has been taken by the national
association since its inception nearly
three years ago and carries out the original idea of having territorial representation, except that the plan now under way
will give wider representation to the
national association.
The splendid organizations which have
been perfected by the exchange managers in several localities have proven of
great value during the censorship campaigns of the past three months and
President Brady and his associates have
realized the tremendous value which
these local units can be to the industry
while working in co-operation with the
representatives of the local exhibitors'
leagues or other organizations representative of the motion picture exhibitors.
Although the exchanges have not been

Triumph

Two

Branches in All Large

in

Nazimova's

New

Feature

Select Pictures Corporation has given
a contract to the Thomas Cusack Company for a Metropolitan billposting campaign on "Bolshevism on Trial." which
will plaster New York and Brooklyn
with twenty-four sheet stands announcing this most timely of subjects.
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She also enacts the role of a true-born and gently
reared English girl, half-sister to Mahlee.
And sue makes the two astonishingly
and completely different.
"Without hesitation I can recommend

—

'The Red Lantern' as a great work as
a screen masterpiece that should not only

enhance the fame of Nazimova and

in-

crease the number of her admirers, but
also as a sure-fire box office winner. It
combines in the most delightful way a
strong, stirring story of intense human
appeal with a colossal spectacle that
brings to the eye picture after picture
of regal splendor and massive magnificence as it exists in the temples and
shrines of the Chinese."

Empey

to

Make Second

Production for Select
Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select
Pictures Corporation, announces that
contracts have been signed between that

company and Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey, author and star of "Over the Top."
for the production of a new and especially timely big special feature photonlav, which will bear the title, "Hell on

Earth."

Production work will start in the verv
near future, under the direction of Wilfred North, who also directed Serareant
Fmpey in his picture "Over the Top."
"Hell on Earth" will not be a war story,
but a story laid in America, and dealing with modern conditions.

EXHIBITORS HERALP AND MOTOGRAPHY
W. Hodkinson Makes Revolutionary
Change in Company's Sale Policies
All Pictures to Be Sold to Exhibitors Singly
Under Contract: Other Distributors Expected

To Abandon Program

Plan

Bidding farewell to the program and star series system of picture
selling, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has this week given telegraphic
instruction to its representatives in the thirty Pathe branch offices of
America that, effective at once, all productions past and future that are
marketed through the Hodkinson organization are to be offered and sold
to exhibitors singly on their individual values and merits.
This step marks one of the most revolutionary changes in picture
merchandising that the industry has ever witnessed and goes directly in
the face of all motion picture conventions, since professional picture men
always maintain that selling a sustained volume of releases one at a time
can be done only by assuming a tremendous overhead cost of operation.
Not only does the new
order

to

its

Hodkinson

representatives

apply

to
their

thirty or more
productions in
hands during the past twelve months,
but it has emphasized application to
the first of the big new productions to
be marketed through Hodkinson men
beginning April 20. The first production

be so offered is Harry Raver's picturization
of
Augustus Thomas' big
stage success "As a Man Thinks," starring Leah Baird and directed by George
Irving.
few weeks later the first of
the Zane Grey Pictures Inc. productions.
"Desert Gold," picturized from Zane
Grey's biggest drama by T. Hayes Hunter
under the executive direction of
Benjamin B. Hampton, will be offered
on a similar sales basis.
to

A

Means Big Departure
Old timers, as well as the newer generations in the picture industry will rub
their eyes in amazement to see W. W.
Hodkinson, who was the father of the
program system, so radically depart from
methods which he devised and brought
into being.
And they will likewise won-

der at his seeming daring in beginning
a series of releases in mid-April of a
size and caliber that have always been
held up for fall-time release.
But while adopting a new sales
method, the Hodkinson forces have decided to stage two sensations simultaneously. They foresee that the coming
spring and summer are to be the most
prosperous that exhibitors have ever
known. Their reports from exhibitors
in every section of the country indicate
record-breaking patronage and an era
of money spending by the public of
every state in the Union. Unquestion-

BERT LYTELL

The Popular Metro Star Who AVill Soon
Appear in "Blaekie's Redemption"

Corbett Serial Will
Be Published In Fall
Simultaneously with the publication
"The Red Glove" starring Marie Walcamp, comes the announcement from
Universal City that work on the Universal serial "The Midnight Man" which
will introduce James J. Corbett to the
screen,
had progressed rapidly, but
"Gentleman Jim's" cinema debut will not
of

ably this condition has been stimulated
by the demobilization of a million and
three-quarter American troops, with the
promise of an equal number to come
back from France in installments from
now until October. These demobilized
troops are being restored to American
industrial payrolls at prevailing wage
standards as against the limited pay
that the men received as soldiers and

made until fall.
The Corbett serial

be

sailors.

Therefore, the Hodkinson organization
is the time to provide the
exhibitor the biggest possible produc-

tributing circles to indicate that the
larger organizations contemplated some
radical change in selling methods for
the season that customarily begins in

September.

This move by

W. W. Hod-

kinson, with an assured product for the
twelve months ahead ranging from
twenty-four to in excess of thirty productions of assured value may be taken as
a fair forecast of some of the changes
that are to come.
No equivocations or double meanings
are hidden in the Hodkinson instructions
to their representatives.
An exhibitor
can buy four pictures or all the pictures
of a star if he wants them; he can buy
all the Hodkinson product if he wants
it; he can buy one picture of each star

he desires. But he can buy any one
production without signing up for more
than that one: or any combination of

episodes,
Universal's advertising and
publicity forces are now at work on the

big campaign book posters and numerstories for newspapers and magazines, so that the serial may receive the
utmost in boosting.

ous

Producer Considers
Quincy Studio Site
QUINCY,
|
|
|
|

if

One of the prineipnlM

in the Select special

attraction "BoInIicvIniii on Trial."

units that he desires.
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film.

cast for

Joseph Singleton as Detective Arnold,
Orral Humphrey as Ramah, a Hindu,
Georgia Woodthorpe as Martha Gilmore,
William Sauter as Fred Hargreaves and
Noble Johnson as Spike, a roustabout.
The Corbett serial will be in eighteen

to

take on other productions and stars that
he does not want at the moment.

Change Was Long Expected
For months there has been a strong
under current in producing and dis-

being adapted

"The Midnight Man" includes Kathleen O'Connor as Nellie
Morgan, Joseph W. Girard as Mr. Morgan, Frank Jonasson as John Gilmore,

The

tions and to offer them under a sales
policy that permits the buyer to buy

what he wants without having

every foot of

in

feels that this

just

is

from an original story by James W.
Home and Kenneth B. Clark. Harvey
Gates has put it into scenario form and
the versatile star is said to be kept busy

I
|

ILL.

— Representatives

of one of the largest motion picture producing companies were here
recently seeking a site for a motion picture studio. It is said Mississippi river scenery and atmosphere, the steamboats, railroads,
and improved highways are wanted
for a series of pictures.
iMinaDinHiHinimiiiinniiiiiauuii

wiiiunnniiiiHiiinnimiiiMtinnmiiiHiiiMinniiiHi

|
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Finds the 'Herald'
Great Help to Her
ELECTRIC THEATRE

I

Beban Wants

Chicago

Since

Has Completed Three

When Has

Feature Productions

the

Following the announcement by Beatriz Michelena and her own company of
the completion of "Just Squaw," word
comes from San Francisco that two other
productions starring this noted screen
actress, which have been months in the
making, are about ready for screening.
Miss Michelena has been quietly working
on these three pictures for a period of
twelve months. The pictures which are

Measure of a Man's Intelligence Been Judged

III.

by the
at the

EXHIBITORS HERALD

To

Beatriz Michelena

Know

g

La Monte, Mo.,
March 14, 1919.
|

to

AND MOTOGRAPHY:

Amount He Pays
Box Office"

Find enclosed check for one
dollar ($1.00) for which please
send me the Exhibitors Herald,

|

|

|

for one year.
it a great help to me, as
the picture show business is new
to me and I am endeavoring to
give the public the best shows
that I can for the money.
Thanking you for your kind
attention to my letter of March

|

8th.

|

etc.,

|

Find

|
|
|
|

now

|

|
iiiiiiiiiiiiin

imliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimuiiiiiiiiuiii

Spitfire."

According to the information from
San Francisco the sample print of "Just
Squaw" will be forwarded east within
the next week. A national publicity and
advertising campaign is being arranged

1

Michelena pictures and, according
Miss Michelena, no big film attraction

for the

Very truly yours,
Mrs. Dan Settles.

*ilipiiii)ii

receiving their finishing touches are

"The Deadline" and "The

to

of the past has ever received

iniiiiniiiiii)

more

elab-

orate support from a promotion angle.

mil

As soon

as the campaign on the first
Michelena pictures is well under
way, Miss Michelena will begin big preparations for the filming of another series

three

First

National Will

Send Out 100 Prints
The

First National Exhibitors Circuit
send through their various distributing exchanges, one hundred prints of
will

newest feature

their

Would Destroy."

"Whom

Efforts

to

the

Gods

affect

a

simultaneous
cities,

showing in one hundred
either on April 15 or 21 are being

made.

The first booking received comes from
Harry Scherer of the Cambria Theatre,
Johnstown, Penna., who will close his
film season with the Macauley feature,
by playing it at seventy-five cent top
prices April 21, 22 and 23.

representative will

Men" at
made

of

cago,

a tour of the First National Eastern exchanges in behalf of the film, and an-

nounces that concern's willingness to
play the film anywhere on a percentage
scale.

The League to Enforce Peace, of which
ex-President Taft and other noted men
are heads, and of which over four hundred thousand people are participating
members, are getting behind the picture
in

a

substantial manner, and it is exnow that an immense advertising
campaign, coupled with the hundreds of
discussions and conventions on the subject of a League of Nations, will be beshortly.

Peace League Gives Aid
Already over a million letters have
been written on the subject of the film to
sympathizers with the movement, suggesting to them to support the film; have
been sent out with thousands of others
going forward each week.

four

pic-

same
and

arranged for, the big advertising campaign will be opened.

Ziegfeld Theatre.

peared

Chi-

deep impression upon

his

He

ap-

:uiditors in his little daily talks.

immediately

following

presentation dressed
in

in

the
the

the photoplay,

New

carried out the illusion by his inimitable

and characterization.
his talk, in which he
advocated clean pictures, by giving an
excerpt from "The Sign of the Rose,"
Italian

dialect

Beban augmented

the vaudeville sketch that

won him

fame.

Hiram Abrams and

Benj. P. Schulberg
handling the exploitation of Mr.
Beban's product throughout the country.
Upon the completion of his next
picture Mr. Beban expects to tour the
country and give a talk in every large

city.

Messrs. Brockell and Elliott of the
Greater Stars Productions, Inc., are handling "Hearts of Men" in the Chicago
territory, and it is being shown this
week at the Bandbox Theatre, on Madison street.

Ralph Ince Completes

pected

gun

the
a

are

make

Virtually

will be devoted to the making of
each feature, for under the present arrangements, a full year will be given the
popular screen star to complete the three
pictures.
Early in April the releasing and other
details in connection with the issuance
of the initial Michelena picture "Just
Squaw" will be announced.
As soon as the print of "Just Squaw"
York and the premiere at
arrives in
one of the Broadway picture theatres is

George Beban, who has been making
personal appearances in connection with
his first independent production "Hearts

costume he wore

Pennsylvania Exhibitor First

productions.

months

ture's

The Macauley

three

of

Of Macauley Feature

Gladys Leslie Picture
Word comes from the Vitagraph
studio that Gladys Leslie, under the direction of Ralph Ince, has completed "A
Stitch in Time."
Mr. Ince expressed
himself as thoroughly satisfied with this
production after having had a complete
screening of the picture in the semi-finished state.
Work is being rushed on
the final titling and editing, and the picture will shortly be ready to show exhibitors.

Elinor Field Starred
"In Peggy's Burglar"
The latest Strand comedy published by
Exhibitors' Mutual, featuring Miss Elinor Field, is "Peggy's Burglar," a farce
comedy in which a young wife suspects
her husband has turned burglar in order
to buy her furs, and the husband thinks
his wife a burglaress when he finds her
manipulating some burglar tools. When
a cop suddenly appears at the house,
each tries to save the other, resulting in
some hilarious comedy. "Don't Worry"
and "Too Many Sweethearts" are forthcoming numbers.

Exchange Claims Record
With Houdini Pictures
Criterion Film Service of Atlanta and
Orleans, distributors of the Hou-

New

serial, "The Master Mystery," for
Octagon Films, Inc., in North and South
Florida,
Alabama,
Carolina,
Georgia,
Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana,

dini

believes it can lay claim to a record in
that it has not had a single cancellation
nor a single misout since it published
the first episode on December second of
For a serial this is an espelast year.
cially

remarkable

fact.

The Houdini

se-

has been tremendously successful in
the South, as it has in other territories.
rial

'
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Goldwyn Announces Five

Spring
Publications Including Beach Film

Goldwyn announces

productions

five

for early spring publication expected to
add to the popularity of Mabel Normand,

Farrar,
Tom Moore and
Madge Kennedy, and concluding with
another Rex Beach production.

Geraldine

Leading

off

is

Mabel Nor-

the latest

mand broad comedy, "The Pest," which
Samuel Goldwyn confidently predicts
will surpass in popularity her recent suc"The Pest," which
cess, "Sis Hopkins."
is set for publication April 20, gives the

comedienne more opportunities for her
clowning and funmaking than any

art of

previous vehicle ever offered her.
W.
Christy Cabanne supervised the production

of

"The Pest,"

his

first

Goldwyn

assignment.

A week following "The Pest" comes
Geraldine Farrer's screen offering, "The
Stronger Vow." She is supported by Milton Sills and Ton Santschi, who contributed not a little to the success of her
previous
Goldwyn productions, "The
Hell Cat" and "Shadows," as well as
by Hassard Short, who distinguished
himself in Miss Farrar's support in "The
Turn

of the Wheel."
in the list is

Third

Tom

Moore's new-

Marion Davies at Work

On New

Feature Picture

understood, C. F. Zittel has taken
over for her for a short period. Allan
Dwan, who did 'Getting Mary Married,"
soon to be published by Select, is again
Miss Davies' director, Max Norman
Kerry her leading man, and Matt Moore
is

and Dorothy Green figure prominently

Much secrecy is
in a well selected cast.
being maintained as to the production's
story, but it evidently is one requiring a
large

number

of clothes, as

Miss Davies

has been seen much recently in the various New York shops.

Penn Board Approves
"A Midnight Romance"
William H. Leahy, connected with the
Anita Stewart Productions, made a flying visit to Philadelphia last week, where
he awaited the decision of the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors, who were
passing on the merits of the latest Anita
Stewart feature, "A Midnight Romance."
With the elimination of two or three subtitles the picture was passed with the
board's O. K.

Nell

Shipman

Stars
In Canadian Go. Film

Work on one of James Oliver Curwood's recent stories has been started
by the. Canadian Photoplays. Ltd., of
Calgary, Canada.
Nell Shipman is to be the star in
the
picture.
Dal Clawson and Joe
Walker will do the photography. Ernest Shipman is the promoter for the

new company.
The company has entered

into

in

tor.

"Leave It to Susan," Madge Kennedy's
newest Goldwyn production, will be pub-

May

lished

11.

Though

the light

comedy

element is the main theme, the star is
given opportunity to display her versatility.
Wallace MacDonald is leading
man and Clarence G. Badger directed.
Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
a picturization of one of the famous
author's best sellers, is his newest contribution to the screen.
It bids fair to
equal the impression made by Mr.
Beach's recent success, "The Brand."
New Orleans at the height of the carnival season is the locale of "The Crimson
Gardenia," published May 18. The Mardi
dras has been reproduced and every deof the gorgeous pageant is shown in
of romance, adventure and in-

tail

a story
trigue.

The new Beach drama brings

Owen Moore back

popular

to the screen.

with Shipman and Curwood for
production of two of the author's
best stories, namely, "Wapi the Walrus" and "The River's End."
tract

Marion Davies, with a large company,
is busily engaged on a new production
in the Paragon Studios, Fort Lee, which,
it

comedy-drama, "One of the Finest,"
which he is said to duplicate his brilliant performances in "Thirty a Week"
and "A Man and His Money," which
scored in every section of the country.
He has vivacious Seena Owen as his visa-vis, and Harry Beaumont as his direcest

con-

the

Doll-Van Corp. Buys
"Once to Every
Jesse
of

Goldburg,

J.

Man"
manager

general

with the Doll-Van Film
Corporation of Chicago and Indianapolis for the
Illinois and Indiana rights
of

closed

special

their

"Once
last

to

part

six

attraction,

Every Alan," while

in

Chicago

week.

Henry

leave

Dollman,

president

without closing the

and

when Mr.

him

in

of

Doll-

Goldburg

contract,

called

upon

Chicago the deal was consum-

mated.
Contract

been

closed with
of Minneapolis, Minn.
This concern, which is
very well known in the states right field
of the Northwest, bought "Once to
the

Exhibitors'

was blighted

in

has

also

Supreme Systems,

Every Man"

Inc.,

also.

Sixth 10-20-30 Special
"When a Woman Strikes"
"When a Woman Strikes," a Western
melodrama, presenting the

rapid-fire acthe sheriff was

of the days when
more powerful than the mayor or politician, is announced as the sixth publication

on the 10-20-30 specials of IndependSales Corporation.
Ben Wilson,
Neva Gerbcr, Rosemary Theby and Robert Brower, all stars in their own rights,

Mutual has

of

Exhibitors

just closed the biggest deal

of the year by signing up the

new

State-

by the Orpheum circuit, for the remainder of 1919.
The State-Lake, which seats 3,100 persons, opened two weeks ago, and as its
motion picture feature staged "What
Every Woman Wants," the Jesse D.
Hampton five reel film featuring Grace
Theatre,

controlled

Darmond. The following week "The
Turn in the Road," produced by the
Brentwood Film Corporation and purchased by Robertson-Cole for release
through Exhibitors' Mutual, was the photoplay

attraction
the
at
State-Lake.
the other Exhibitors' Mutual
stars who will find their way into this
new amusement palace by way of the
screen are Billie Rhodes, Bessie Barriscale,
Sessue Havakawa, Henry B.
Walthall, H. B. Warner, William Des-

Among

mond and Alma Rubens.
The management,

in booking the enoutput of Exhibitors' Mutual for a
year, followed 'the footsteps of some of
the best first-run houses in Chicago.
tire

Dintenfass in Politics

ent

33

Up State-Lake

The Chicago exchange

tion

are seen in the principal roles. The picture is in five reels and is set for immediate publication.

Mutual

Signs

Lake

Van Film Corporation, was in New
York a short time ago, but was obliged
to

Sally, before her career

"Sally's Blighted Career" (Christie)

Frohman Amusement Corpora-

the

tion,

PAY TINCHER

As

On

Friday at the Hotel Astor, Mark

M. Dintenfass, blushingly acknowledged

Tax Party" of New Jerrunning him for Governor of the

that the "Single

sey

is

state the

coming

election.
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

WITH

Samuel

L. Rothapfel's

Unit Program due

for its premiere early in May, speculation naturally arises as to the reception which it will be

accorded by the public and the influence the move is to
have upon the industry in general. It recalls vividly
the attempt along similar lines made by Triangle at the
time of that organization's birth.
That the Triangle
effort failed is popularly ascribed to the lack of a suffi-

cient

number

programs

of big theatres to exhibit the complete
by their

at the admission prices necessitated

costly preparation.
Are there enough theatres today
big enough to handle the Unit program ? Has the public advanced to a stage where it will support the more
pretentious offering?
Rothapfel has never guessed
wrong before. Will he win this time? It is, indeed, a
question worthy of speculation.

,

"PETTIGREW'S GIRL" (Paramount) stars Ethel
Clayton but depends for its power chiefly upon the work
of Monte Blue, whose Private Pettigrew is one of the
Though
best characterizations in current film fiction.
concerned with the war, the story is strong enough to
stand alone. And it's a story no one could resist.

"THE LOVE DEFENDER"
June Elvidge

in the play of that

(World)
name. It

describes

not an

is

But directorial
unusual play, nor an original one.
finesse and skilled presentation make it mildly enjoyable.
Just an ordinary World publication.

"WHITEWASHED WALLS"

(Exhibitors

is

"A

a screen satire

REGULAR FELLOW"

(Triangle)

is

"SPOTLIGHT SADIE"
at her best.

not a

(Goldwyn)

Mac Marsh

is

The

play allows her every freedom for the
employment of the vast screen wisdom which is hers.
Supporting cast and details are quite "in character."
The result is a "sure fire" winner.

"THE TIGER'S TRAIL"

(Pathe)

promises to

follow the footsteps of Ruth Roland's previous serial
productions to the same end. It has all the snap and
go, all the improbability and exaggerated romance of the
type. Episodes 1 and 2 promise to eclipse "Hands Up."

"THE PARISIAN TIGRESS"

(Metro) demonViola Dana is ever a capable
young player, but even she could not have raised such
a time-worn plot to distinction were it not for the
excellent dress supplied by artistic production and support.
As it stands, it has a good chance of success.
strates the value of dress.

"YOUR WIFE AND MINE"

(Tyrad Pictures)
Eve Dorrington, an actress of ability, in a play
of many angles, speed and convincing realism. It's way
out of the ordinary, well done and thrilling. It should
presents

succeed on

Mu-

upon Autocracy and autocrats.
William Desmond as the patriotic young American being the featured player. It has an unusual locale and
story, which will doubtless compensate for a certain lack
in speed and wealth of incident.
tual)

Pauline Frederick keeps a daring theme well witbin
the bounds of the acceptable.
The play is one which
the high class audience particularly and the intermediary classes incidentally will welcome favorably.
tion.

its

merit.

"THE UNKNOWN QUANTITY"

(Vitagraph)

story can be made into a fiveIn this case the story furnished sufficient
reel feature.
material and there is no evidence of padding to gain
length.
Corinne Griffith is featured on paper and film,
but the story treats all characters as of equal importance
and the result is a program offering of average quality

proves that an 0.

Henry

and with average pleasing power.

great improvement

upon "It's a Bear," the production
with which Taylor Holmes joined the Triangle forces.
Again Holmes is made to bear the whole burden of
entertainment with about the same degree of success.

"THE ROARING ROAD"

(Paramount)

consists

two automobile races, Wallace Reid, Ann Little,
Theodore Roberts and a breezy, interesting tale of
love and business. It makes excellent light amusement.
of

"PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY"

(Fox)

modern

forms creditably and with good support.

(S-L Pictures)

of large proportions involving a

heralds

a

theme

of wide appeal.

It has all the qualities necessary to plays of the type

and should receive the earnest consideration of the

ex-

hibitorial body.

"MARIE LTD."

satisfies

recipe for screen entertainment, at the same
time recalling vividlv the melodrama of Lincoln J.
Gladys Brockwell is the star and perCarter's period.

the

"VIRTUOUS MEN"

new producing company and is of consequent interest.
E. K. Lincoln is so well known to picture people generally as to need no comment. The play is a melodrama

(Select)

endows Alice Brady

with an entirely new set of character qualities and reThe play has
sults in a success of no mean dimensions.
a really novel idea for its basis and some very clever
work is done by the cast at large. Broken continuity
is a handicap which is overcome by other advantages.

"CHILDREN OF BANISHMENT"

(Select) was
designed, evidently, to fit Mitchell Lewis, who leads.
As is usual in made-to-order publications, the result is
a play that will please those who care for the star or

no one who comes to
Minter in a Mary Miles Minter picture.

To

his type.

"ONE WEEK OF LIFE"

"THE INTRUSION OF ISABEL"
will disappoint

(Goldwyn) owes much
and presenta-

of its success to its unique composition

see

(American)

Mary Miles

It is just that.

the telling of the tale rather than to the tale itself
the production owes its entertainment value. If other
Mintor pictures have pleased your audience, this one will

keep up the good work.

PL,

REVIEWS
man

with more

money

Ethel Clayton in

her affections to a

PETTIGREW'S GIRL

*nd breaks the engagement. Dr. Meredith dies and Frank marries Hope. Then
Anita, tiring of her wealthy husband, attempts to resume her relations with

Five part drama; Paramount.
Directed by George Melford.
Published March 23.
OPINION; The popular and well
founded assumption that the public
wants nothing in their photoplays to remind them of the recent war does not
serve as an objection to this really
creditable performance. Though adapted
a
Girl,"
Pettigrew's
from "Private
Saturday Evening Post story, it has but
It is essenlittle bearing upon the war.
tially a character study, with a love story
as the magnifying glass held up to two
young people of fresh and wholly lovable
characteristics.
Monte Blue, as Private
Pettigrew, is really the star of the play,
but Ethel Clayton satisfies thoroughly
in her role. The two are perfectly mated.
An unusual sense of dramatic values is
displayed in the prominence given the
various plot elements and excellent taste
A splenis evident in every particular.
did

program

Frank, fascinated, asks Hope for
Heart-broken, Hope deter-

Frank.
a

divorce.

suicide, and writes Frank of
her intention. Realizing his love for her
he returns just in time to prevent her
:ash deed.

mines upon

William Desmond

in

part

comedy drama;

Exhibitors

Mutual.

As

;

a delicate satire

upon

autocracy and the principles which animated the lately deposed Kaiser in his

publication.

SYNOPSIS:

Private Pettigrew, withor friend in the world,
visits New York shortly before his detachment is to leave for overseas. Romantically inclined, he buys a picture
seen in a stationer's window. Discovering that the original is a chorus girl in a
Broadway show he meets her at the
stage door to ask permission to carry

out a

An

Daisy Heath, the

ice

is

junior

to
the well known Doctor
Meredith, announces his engagement to
Anita Day, a young lady of slightly mercenary tendencies.
Hope, Meredith's
daughter, who loves Frank in secret, is
in despair.
But Anita suddenly transfers

assistant

.

The

lack

of

originality

Millicent Fisher, the heroine,

is

Dalion Pemberton must

;

and then compel him to assist them in
robbing a house, which turns out to be
the home of the girl he is pursuing.
Pemberton whips his fellow thugs and

THE LOVE DEFENDER

Rodney,

OPINION;

and punch in the stor\' of "It's a Bear,"
the first Taylor Holmes comedy produced by Triangle, stamps his second effort.
Again we have Taylor Holmes
The plot is mothand little besides.

Christy, a girl whom he
has never seen, or lose out under his
grandfather's will.
He decides to forAn automobile breakfeit the legacy.
down is the means of giving him a
glimpse of a pretty face and he immediately falls desperately in love. Stripped
of his money by a pickpocket, he is
forced to stow away in a seagoing vessel to follow the girl.
When New York,
the destination, is reached, Pemberton
is jailed.
Two thugs help him escape,

in

Frank

•

Five part comedy drama; Triangle.
Directed by Christy Cabanne.
Published April 13.

SYNOPSIS

breaking of the engagement. His influence
moves her to war work, occupied with
which she awaits his return.

SYNOPSIS;

Taylor Holmes in

wed Virginia

impressed with

Five part drama; World.
Diiected by Teft Johnson.
Published April 7.
OPINION; There wasn't a great deal
in the way of dramatic material to begin
with.
Which doubtless accounts for the
stress put upon details by the careful
director, stress which exerts a pleasing
influence while consuming the necessary
footage.
Care has also been given the
choice of settings with the result that
•.he
composition is a pretty thing to
look upon, if not powerful in entertainment value. June Elvidge makes as much
of her role as could be expected. Frank
Mayo, ever a competent assistant, is his
usual efficient self.
Madge Evans supplies a juvenile characterization typical
cf her past work. The result is a photoplay that will serve as a program attraction, but cannot be expected to score any
great triumph.

title.
But Larry manages to smuggle
through a message calling for help. At
the last minute the rescue party arrives
Larry,
who marries the
and frees

a

Holmes creates several funny situations,
but hardly enough to stimulate an audience through five reels.

his worship of her, and asks him to come
to see her before he leaves for Europe.
She then becomes engaged to a millionaire, whose sole attraction is his money.
Pettigrew's last visit results in her

June Elvidge

princess

given no opportunity to do anything exShe does this
cept smile occasionally.
very sweetly. The supporting cast is fair.

cream soda follows.

girl,

The

with the American, and
pleads for him.
A local vampire with
aspirations
numerous
conspires with
leading statesmen to bring about their
own betterment through the death of
the American, thus assuring herself of

eaten.

relative

the picture.

reprieve.

a

love

in

A REGULAR FELLOW

Directed by Frank Frame.
Published in April.

OPINION

gain

to

falls

princess.

WHITEWASHED WALLS
Five

ity

Mm

log

Ethel Clayton in a scene from "Pettigrew's
Girl," a Paramount feature.

conquest for world dominion, the picture
A diminutive monarchy is the
is novel.
site
chosen for triflingly ponderous
manipulation of a comic opera potentate, William Desmond, the American
youth who breaks up the old regime.
There might be more in the way of

and a greater variety of
would have been a force for
betterment.
But the picture is well

spirited action,

incident

made structurally, attractive in appearIt
ance and has a cast wisely chosen.
is

not a great picture.

It

will establish

no precedent and break no record.

But

novel little program offering,
which should mildly entertain.

it

is

a

SYNOPSIS

;

Romero

is

the

pompous

of
kingdom.
sovereign
a
"banana"
Larry, an American, is foreman of a
gang of sculptors working on his new
palace.
The Americans celebrate the
Fourth of July, and Larry strikes a
police
death,

who dies. Sentenced to
Larry plays upon the king's vanofficial,
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then
have

two society thieves who
overpowered his mystery sweet-

battles

heart.
Of course, the girl turns out to
be Virginia Christy, and Pemberton wins
a bride and saves his legacy.

Wallace Reid

in

THE ROARING ROAD
Five part comedy drama; Paramount.
Directed by James Cruze.
Published March 30.
OPINION; The race is one of the
oldest

tricks

by which

the

maker

of

dramatic amusement has found it convenient to create suspense and consequent interest.
Reasoning, doubtless,
that if one race is powerful in this respect two must be doubly so, the author has built up a story which consists
almost entirely of those two incidents.
But he has not depended upon those incidents alone.
There is a clever exposition of human emotions as well, an
exposition involving the destinies of at
least three very interesting characters.
And the point made is a point worth

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
lumber camp. He has saved his. money,
and is anxious to buy a strip of timber
land which he has discovered. The company also wishes to buy it. Bream accepts Allen Mackenzie, a stranger with
money, as partner and buys the land.
Hill becomes Dick's enemy.
Operating
their
newly
formed
company,
Mackenzie is tempted and attempts
to
sell
his
share
to
Hill.
Dick
prevents

Allen's

it.

wife

pleads

and Dick makes a man
of him.
Then Dick falls in love with
Allen's wife and leaves the country.
for her husband,

Allen follows to bring him back. The
two narrowly escape death in the rapids.

Dick dies of pneumonia
the

woman

in

the

arms of

he loves.

Pauline Frederick in

ONE WEEK OF LIFE
Five Part Drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Published April 5.

OPINION

:

A

continuity device that

might have ruined the play had it been
manipulated with less artistry presents
the story in swift and logical sequence

making. Wallace Reid and Ann Little
impersonate two of these characters very
well indeed, but it is to the genius of
Theodore Roberts that the piece owes its
has

quality in
abundance, and all the good points of
current popular successes in addition.
individuality.

It

SYNOPSIS:
is

Grand

the

season.

salesman,

Ward,

determined to

manufacturer,
Prize,

D.

J.

that

biggest

is

Ward

the
the

crack
but
fancied

She refuses and Spike declares if he is
caught, he will tell.
Molly follows him
in f o ti e Pemberton home to attempt to

motor

wj'n

of

his

ambitious to drive

it.

"calls him down" for a
shortcoming to prove his spirit and
"Toodles" resigns. Ward's three racing
cars are wrecked and he gives up the
race, but "Toodles" patches the pieces
together and wins the race on his own
hook. He is re-engaged. Then, to win
the hand of Ward's daughter, it is necessary for him to break a record for stock
cars running between Los Angeles and
San Francisco. It is this race and the
circumstances surrounding it that make
up the big point of the picture.

Gladys Brockwell

in

PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY
Five-part drama; Fox.

Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Published April 13.
OPINION.- Built along the lines of
Lincoln J. Carter's famous old melodramas, this picture is just what its title
implies.
Gladys Brockwell. taking the
part of Molly Moore, who has returned
to the "straight and narrow." does it
well. William Scott and William Sheer,
the hero and villain, respectively, and Al
Freemont, in his familiar role of a detective, feature a well selected supporting
cast.
The settings, especially the exteriors, are well chosen.
There is action
aijd a thrill.
It is better than the average of this type.

SYNOPSIS:

womanhood and might find out. Marion
becomes engaged to Ted Pemberton, a
wealthy young man. The night the engagement is announced, Spike decides to
rob the Pemberton home and tries to
compel Molly to assist, on threat of telling the Pemberton family of her past.

'

race

"Toodles" Waldren,

gang, refuses to. Molly's reason is the
fact. that her sister, Marion, whom she
has sent through college, has attained

Moore, a thief,
the old life and Jerry

Molly

decides to quit
Sullivan, her swetheart, reforms with her.
Spike Davis, the third member of the

dissuade him. The police arrive.
escapes and Molly is arrested.

Spike
Jerry

learns the situation and goes to avenge
himself.
Police break in, and in the

melee. Spike shoots and kills an officer.
He is jailed. Molly is freed and marries
Marion and Pemberton are marJerry.
ried without learning of Molly's past.
Mitchell Lewis in

CHILDREN OF BANISHMENT
Five part drama; Select.
Directed by Norval MacGregor.
Published in February.
OPINION : A glance at the rugged
physique and roughly likeable personality of Mitchell Lewis indicates that his
following must be composed of those
people whose preference is for the
strong story, strongly presented. Select
may have realized this in choosing the

northwoods and

a

lumber camp for the

present locale. The story also received
due consideration. It is a strong, logical
tale of human ambitions and emotions.
It might have been presented to better
advantage, but is of rather greater than
average impressive power despite a certain tendency to drag and an occasional
air of insincerity.
Bessie Eyton and

Herbert Heyes have the secondary
but George Nichols contributes

roles,

the

best

characterization

production which
without scoring heavily.
It

is

a

in

the

will

SYNOPSIS Dick Bream is
for Hill & Burchard in charge
:
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play.
satisfy

of incidents.
Only the high lights of
the action are shown, a studied series of
fade-ins and fade-outs conveying the
connecting details effectively without
wasting footage in depicting the nonessential.
The story is an adult affair with
a strong appeal. Logic is subjected to
some little strain at times, but circumstances are supplied that should satisfy
the most critical.
Though the star has
a dual role, there is but one scene in
which she appears as both characters
and this is brief. She differentiates the
characterizations ably.
Thomas Holding and Sydney Ainsworth lead the support with splendid individual portrayals
of difficult roles. The better class audiences particularly should receive the offering warmly.
SYNOPSIS: LeRoy Scott, wealthy
idler, loves the unhappy Mrs. Sherwood,

whose husband suspects and seeks to
drown his sorrow in drink. Marion
Roche, a small-town girl, comes to New
York to study painting with Lola Canby,
girlhood acquaintance, who has a studio
there.
meets Marion and is
Scott
struck with her resemblance to Mrs.
Sherwood. He tells her of Mrs. Sherwood's unhappiness. painting Sherwood
as a brute and inventing a story of a
child whom he has forced his wife to
leave in care of a nurse. With a forged
telegram he convinces her that the child
is
dying and persuades her to impersonate Mrs. Sherwood in the latter's
home for a week, that she may go to
He
her son's bedside.
She does so.
takes Mrs. Sherwood to a mountain resort.
Sherwood learns of the deceit.
Mrs. Sherwood and Scott are drowned.
Marion has learned to love Sherwood.
They agree to marry after a suitable
period.

New Mexican

tion of America.

foreman
of their

Pictures

George D. Wright has just supplied
two more of his series of single-reel
productions describing "Mexico Today,"
which have been completed for distribution by the Educational Films Corpora-

"A Day with Carranza"

and "What Is a Mexican?" are the
of these newest subjects.

titles

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
American

serial of to-day is present in
gilded improbability and engaging
Ruth Roland, the
disregard of logic.
good-looking and sprightly heroine, enits

gages in fistic encounters with grown
men and bests them with ease. George
Larkin, the athletic hero, uproots trees
and scatters bandit bands with dispatch
and abandon. The story is as fantaschockful of action
Pathe's past successes in the serial
line.
The settings are unusually lavish
and splendidly photographed. The cutting has been well and thoughtfully done.
There is every reason to believe that it
will be as popular as the past efforts in
the same direction.
tically imaginative, as

as

SYNOPSIS : Grim Gordon, owner of
several silver mines, is visited by Belle
Boyd, holder of one-third of a contract
governing possession of a mine of fabulous wealth. Jack Randall comes west at
the same time to engage in business as
mining engi.aeer.
band of Oriental
workmen employed in the mines are
secretly Tiger Worshipers, holding their

A

A mysin an abandoned mine.
leader known as "Tiger Face,"
attempts to gain Belle's portion of the
contract.
Gordon also covets it. Belle
seeks to obtain the remaining two-thirds,
possession of which will entitle her to
the mine, hers by rightful inheritance.
The captures, escapes, battles and the
circumstances surrounding them are too
numerous to chronicle.
meeting
terious

MAE MARSH
Star of the

New Goldwyn

Play, "Spotlight

Sadie"

Mae Marsh

in

SPOTLIGHT SADIE
Five part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Laurence Trimble.
Published April 6.

A happy selection of plot,
and settings give Mae Marsh the
most pleasing vehicle she has had in
OPINION

S

cast

many

i<

I

a day. The star has the fullest opunique
her
displaying
of
portunity
dramatic power and whimsical appeal,
and responds wonderfully. Eight members of her supporting cast enjoy important roles and enact their parts creditadds
photography
Excellent
ably.
greatly to the general affect. Mae Marsh
wins sympathetic admiration in the part
of a little Irish immigrant, who turns
to the stage with the avowed intention
of marrying a millionaire, and being
happy ever afterwards. The story of
how her dream came true makes unusually good entertainment.

SYNOPSIS:

Sullivan,
fresh
Sadie
Ireland and innocent, obtains a
small part in a Broadway musical comedy.
Through the offices of a press
agent seeking something new to feed
the. public, she becomes a minor star
almost immediately.
Under the press
man's orders, she reads a prayer book
between scenes and the newspapers
promptly herald her as "the saintly
showgirl."
Dick Carrington, a millionaire, tired of the ordinary run of show
girls, falls in love with her.
When he
finds that her reading of the Bible was
inspired by a press agent, he becomes
suspicious, but matters are straightened
out nicely in a well developed climax.

from

:

•

i

Ruth Roland

in

THE TIGER'S TRAIL
Episodes 1 & 2, Pathe.
Directed by Robert Ellis.
Published April 20.
Serial;

OPINION.- The highly colored advenspeedy action, the superhuman

tures, the

heroics, the impulsive responses of person to
circumstance that marks the

Viola Dana in

THE PARISIAN TIGRESS
Five Part Drama; Metro.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Published March 31.
OPINION: An antiquated and at all
times obvious plot is the one flaw in a
production which has been constructed
in every other particular with every
Better
consideration for the modern.
black and white photography is seldom
Settings that are at once beauseen.

and natural provide a background
splendid cast supports
of realism.
the star, each member satisfying the
demands of his role without seeking to
dominate the production. The direction
of Herbert Blache displays a fine understanding of dramatic values and screen
pleasantly romantic lolimitations.
cale is quite in keeping with the subject
matter.
The familiarity of plot design
may detract from the play's value in the
opinion of many, but it is possible that
artful presentation may remedy this detiful

A

A

fect.

SYNOPSIS

Count de Suchet, failing
Henri Dutray of a daughter whom he has not seen since babyhood and whom he would like to locate
and make amends to before he dies. In
a cabaret Henri witnesses an unusual
:

in health, tells

Apache dance, the female member of
the team escaping her partner after a
struggle and hiding in his rooms without his knowledge.
Next morning he
her and plans to pass her off as
missing daughter.
Her partner of

finds

the
the

night before, a brother, is also
taken into the plot. After educating the
girl he brings her to the count and she
is accepted by the family.
She falls in
love with Albert Chauroy, also of the
nobility, but refuses to marry him because of her deception.
Her brother
attempts to rob the safe and is shot.
His dying statement proves that the girl
is

really

the

count's

daughter and

all

ends happily.

"Thunderbolt" Big Film
Katherine MacDonald's first feature
production under her own company, "The
Thunderbolt," by J. Grubb Alexander, is
nearing completion under the direction of
Colin Campbell.
A number of special sets have been
built for the production at the Los Angeles studio and it is said that the picture
will be a big sensation. Miss MacDonald
is under the management of Sam E. Rork
and Charles E. Evans.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Eve Dorrington

in

Corinne

YOUR WIFE AND MINE
Six-part drama;

Tyrad Pictures,
Directed by Winifred Dunn.
Published by Tyrad Pictures, Inc.

Inc.

and displays that

ability

lightfully in this production.

acterization

is

remembered.

one

Scarcely

the performance of

man

that

will

less

most deHer charbe

long

striking

is

Orlando Duozett, a

extraordinary physical proportions plus real talent. Of the Maciste
type, he excels that well known giant in
agility,
strength and cleverness.
The
of

was

France and Engphotography and the sets
which are used are as correct and satisfying technically as could be desired by
the most critical. It is a big story, a
story of complications and many incidents. Well made, attractively presented,
it seems bound for popularity.
picture

filmed in

land, yet the

SYNOPSIS:

in

E. K. Lincoln in

VIRTUOUS MEN

Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Tom R. Mills.
Published April 14.

OPINION: Eve Dorrington is really
possessed of wonderful ability and she
acts

Griffith

THE UNKNOWN QUATITY

Lord Gregory, wealthy

bachelor, idles his time away in pleasureseeking,
until
he
meets one Joan,
daughter of the soil, whom he marries.
Alorton, his younger brother, is deep in
debt and rejoices to hear of Gregory's
reported death. With Flora LeLune, a
show girl, he goes to verify the report
and collect the fortune. But they find
instead that Lord Gregory and his bride
are living. Joan's brother, a clown, is
made the instrument by which Morton
brings about an estrangement between
Lord Gregory and Joan, with a view to
effecting Gregory's death. Kip, another
clown, with Kop, a dog, aid greatly in
bringing about
a
reconciliation
and
frustrating the many attempts on Lord
Gregory's life.
Adventures are many
and varied. The ending includes the
death of Morton and his lady love and
the happiness of Joan and Gregory.

Seven Reel Drama; S-L Pictures.
Directed by Ralph Ince.
Published on a Special Basis.

OPINION: Characters typical of O.
Henry's drawing, portrayed intelligently
by a cast quite up to standard, lend the
picture something of the charm which

OPINION:

The initial S-L producbig melodrama, massive in
construction and involving a theme of

marked the printed works of the author.
The story, though it deals with problems of great economic importance, impresses

with

chiefly

which concerns the
of
of

some very human
the

that
lives

angle

of

Some

SYNOPSIS:

Septimus

convicted of a murder of which he
innocent and sent to prison.
Mary,
the daughter, sews for her living.
Dan
Kinsolving, the millionaire's son, learns
that his father has caused these hardships and attempts to pay back the
losses.
Peter Kenwitz, a philosophical
jeweler and friend of all, shows him the
is

impossibility of

Dan goes on
about
elder

the

ture in

making

reparation.

But

with his attempt, brings

release

of

Sammy and

Boyne and marries Mary.

incidents

of

considerable

production.

Especially notescenes of north
woods logging camps and extensive
shots of great ship-building yards, all of
which are used effectively in the telling

Kinsolving,

is

several

its

worthy

attraction.

financial genius, puts over a corner in
flour that nets him a million in profits.
Thomas Boyne, a poor merchant who
runs a bakery in a poor section of tfje
city, is forced to raise the price of bread
from five to seven cents. His trade cannot pay the advance and poverty results.
Boyne and his daughter being evicted
for non-payment of rent.
His mind affected, Boyne sets fire to the store and
is taken to an asylum.
His son, Sammy,

Supporting Mr. Lincoln

dramatic strength are touched, and the
production on the whole is a virile melodrama giving evidence of lavish expendi-

power to thrill, others of more
unique design carrying the burden of
the entertainment. The play is not one
about which a great amount of fuss will
be made.
It is, however, a very satis-

program

interest.

story

elements are old familiar
and consequently lacking in

their

factory

wide

a

characterizations of the various players
are excellent and the action is rapid and
convincing. During the narration of the

it

plot

figures,

is

are a cast of capable players including
Clara Joel and Grace Darling.
The

and destinies

characters.

tion

of the

are

several

A moment of big effectafforded in a fight scene in

story.

iveness

is

which Mr. Lincoln

SYNOPSIS:

figures.

The

narrative

centers

about the regeneration of a young man
in the great north woods.
Proving his
calibre there, he returns to a great Eastern ship yards, where he overcomes the

machinations of a crew of desperate
safe-guarding the launching of
a "mystery ship" and winning the love
of the daughter of the president of the
plotters,

company.

Alice Brady in

MARIE, LTD.

the

Five Part Drama; Select.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Published in March.

OPINION
more

:

A

scenario written with

attention to continuity might have

given a more graceful uniformity to the
play and resulted in greater striking
power. But there is striking power despite

the

many

starts

which the offering
due,

is

and stops with

unfolded.

This

is

doubtless, to the freshness of. the

basic idea from which springs the story.
Alice Brady's role calls upon her for

than the usual amount of emotional
contortions and she is, as a result, more
than usually pleasing throughout. Next
in importance in the cast stands Frank
Losee.
His role is typical of him and
his delineation of the wealthy roue is
neither overdone nor insufficient. Beauless

backgrounds appear in profusion.
of the whole composition is one of wealth and luxury.
It
is a clean -story, and one which should
have a wide appeal.
tiful

The atmosphere

SYNOPSIS:
is

Marie, whose hat shop
famous among the very wealthy, edu-

cates her daughter, Drina, in ignorance
{Continued on page 41)

THE AD PROJECTOR
You

can't project a picture without a lens.
can you get along zvithout condensors.

No more

You must have a
Given

these,

spotless, flawless screen as well.
still at the mercy of film conditions.

you are

Unless the print

is

free

from blemish

the advantage of

and the spotless screen, is lost.
Exhibitors generally have learned these things. Nine out of ten, may be a higher percentage, have long since perfected their mechanical apparatus. Exhibitors are unanimous in their demand for clean prints.
But how many of them are as careful of their advertising?
Is your advertising matter without a blemish/
Have you got advertising condensors and a lens?
Does your advertising reach its screen in as good condition as your picture'
Do you realise the similarity? The importance?
the perfect lens, the clean condensor,

1

Cogs and Gears

The

mechanics

reached

a

of

standard

projection have
of quality which

Still it is safe
scarcely needs comment.
to say that a great many advertisers are
stumbling along with "ad projection" of
about the same quality that characterized picture projection in 1905.
There are excuses.
The solving of the projection problem
was simplified because the man who
sought to better projection had cogs,
sprockets, lights, all mechanical articles, all concrete objects which could
be handled, arranged this way and that,
experimented with, changed about, until
the
desired combination was struck.
Once found, the combination could be
made permanent. It served as well one
day as another.
Still, it took several
years to perfect it.
It is not strange, then, that the advertising projector has been less rapidly

Your advertising may be likened to the
you insist must be as good as
new when you exhibit it. You know

print which

scratched,
experience
what
a
"butchered" print can do to a story that
was once good. You were justified in
the complaint you made to the exchange.
Are you as critical of the advertising
matter which presents your theatre to
the public?
Do you inspect it with
the same demand for perfection?
Do
you call yourself or your advertising
man to account with the same enthusiasm ?

from

Have you

a

set

of

condensors and

A Working

this plan,

some

and see how

time,

works.

The coming attraction presents many
angles, as many perhaps as there are
rays of light emanating from the arc in
your lamp house. Arrange these in a
mass.
Make no effort to put them in
order. Just list them on a sheet of paper
Write down a
as they occur to you.
word or two to represent every angle
that presents itself.
When you think you have listed every
possibility, let your sense of judgment
act as a condensor. Consider the mass.

is

little

more than

that, a

The

public

blank surface

with possibilities.
Do not seek merely to cover the entire
surface.
Seek to cover as much of it
as you can cover well. Let the rest of it
go.
The practice is not wasteful.
Suppose you have a picture like "W hat
Every Woman Wants." It is obvious
from the title that womankind will be interested first of all. Therefore center on
the women.
Focus your copy on the
wives, mothers and daughters of your
r

community.

Never mind the men.

The

very fact that you make no attempt to
get them in, yet urge their dear ones to
attend, will bring them.
Why waste
space on them ?

Your theatre is the thing to be presented.
It corresponds to the story of
the picture. As it is presented pleasingly
or displeasinKly, so it is popular or unpopular.

obvious.

Try
it

Plans Suggested

Write them down.
Then examine your screen.

Likeness

Your first duty is to give your theatre
that perfection which you demand of the
producer of motion pictures. The like-

?

Two

intangible

position.

is

your booth

of the. others.

substances, it
is infinitely more difficult to rearrange,
transpose and adjust the material in
hand.
Yet it is obvious that improvement in
this line is every bit as important as improvement in projection. Viewed from
a box-office standpoint it is even more
important.
Possibly it will simplify matters to
reduce the intangible items to concrete
parts by means of an anology which
lends to each its relative importance and

ness

the same accuracy, the same unfailing
precision that you demand of those in

Certain aspects will stand out stronger
than the others. A few angles will soon
engage the attention to the crowding out

developed and improved.
Advertising units are always intangible.
Consisting almost entirely of ideas,
visualizations,

the
projecting
shaping
and
thoughts behind your advertising with

lenses

Appeal to the
Again, you are

One of «h«- lobby frame* hmocI in the StnteLake Theatre, Chicago, showing the
diKiilflfd
itN

manner

of ml \ < ri
(Exhibitors
Mutual.)

pictures.
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Men

playing "The

Poppy

Husband." It's a man's title. Appeal to the men.
Get them to come.
No need to worry about the women. It
is a law of nature that neither sex is so
Girl's

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
deeply interested in any one thing as in
the opposite sex.

Appeal to a
principle is clear.
If the classification is not one
of sex it may be one of age, of nationality, or even of religion. There is scarcely
a feature offered that presents no possibility of centering on one class.
There remains but one necessity.
Lend your copy the perfection which
you demand of your films. Examine it
for continuity, for clarity, for coherence,
just as you examine the finished producStudy it from
tion of a manufacturer.
every angle.

The

class.

Be sure
Be sure

that

is

it

focused 'sharply.

that there are no flaws in

its

make-up.

Measure

by the same standard you
the quality of your

it

use to measure
projecton.
It will

pay you.

Reliable

Program Copy

Wilson's notes, whatever else
said of them, were read.

may

be

There were several reasons.
had something to say. But so have
previous statesmen whose writings have
gone unread.
He had national circulation. But so

He

have the editors of the national publications.

He wrote in a style that
easy, pleasurable.

made reading

That, perhaps as much
portance of what was said
accountable for the wide
notes received.
the old story.

It is

the imthem, was
reading his
as

in

The

difficulty of

writing advertising that will be read
be overcome by study of these examples which, while having nothing to
do with theatricals, are splendid samples
word combinations and sentence
of
structures which attract attention.
You've come across the difficulty in

may

preparing copy for your papers and for
your program. And it is once in a long
time that a specimen appears which calls
attention first last and always to the
copy itself.
Such a sample is reproduced in this
department.
E. O. Weinberg, manager of Elmwood
Theatre, Buffalo, New York, is the producer of this work, probably the best
example of the copy-writer's art that
is to be found in a month's journey.
Contains Snappy Copy

The program

a striking composition.
Every exhibitor who wishes to get the
best that there is to be gotten out of his'
program would do well to write Mr.
Weinberg for a copy. The best of repro-

ductions could not do it justice.
It is printed in black upon lavender
stock 12 1-4 by 5 3-4, folded so as to
provide six pages of matter, front cover
and a back page designed for addressing.
The folded program is just the right size
for convenience.
There is no crowding of copy, no running together of items, no sandwiching
in of cuts that do not fit, just straight
printing logically arranged.
But read that copy.
Start with the first line and read every
word of it. But two pages are reproduced. Unless we are much mistaken you
will wish the whole program had been
printed.

Note the snap there

SHIRLEY MASON
A TIGRESS TAMED

GOLDEN TORNADO
OF
THE
SOUTHWEST

with

when you

hurry-up
your eyes on the paprika-

Rex Beach

people.

Screened at 7:15

reel classic of real

— 9:30

Lincoln Steadman
Niles Welch
Clara Nprton

The Aviator
Vivian
Shirley's tinv in stature.

with

Mason

Theodore Roberts
Harold Goodwin

Jack
Percy

Robert Taber

ctLSt

Shirley

Milligan

Her Father

E. L. Fernandez
Jane Miller

like act!on of this

in

THE ACTION ACES
Jemmv

Yovir pulse will take on one of those
g-arts

WELCH

"THE WINNING GIRL"

SUNSET"

the
THE FROLIC FIXERS
Alaire Austin
Anna Q. NiHeon
Dave Law
Herbert Heyes
Rosa

NILES

whizz-bang-punch.

Yes, but she's abrim
She'll

satisfy

it,

your

writing.

Where Dignity Counts
Enough has been written upon "dignifying the motion picture" to have closed
forever a less stubborn topic.
But it
isn't often that serious attempts along
this line are found.
The illustration reproduced in this department depicting a lobby frame used
by the State-Lake theatre, Chicago's new
combination house, is an example of this
all too rarely attempted project.
Vaudeville, of course, is the first consideration of the owners of the theatre.
Yet here we find the motion picture receiving the same high grade exploitation.
There is dignity in the massive outline of
the frame. Dignity naturally attaches to
the play, incidentally to motion pictures
in general.
Picture theatres might gain
by emulating the style. Many of them
already have striking frames for their
theatre entrances.
More of them need

them.

Vaudeville Appearance
Boosts Petrova Films
Petrova Pictures Company reports
that the recent return of Madame Olga
Petrova to the speaking stage has resulted in a distinct spurt in sales of their
five feature films in which she stars
"Daughter of Destiny," "The Light
Within," "The Life Mask," "Tempered

BERT LYTELL

RHODES

THE HAPPY STAR

THE PERSONALI I*Y MAN

—In—

—In

THE GIRL OF MY DREAMS"

"FAITH"

COMEDY HIGH SPOTS IN DRAMA
THE STARS

A PLAY FOR ALL OF US

.

Charity

i.

Martha
Mrs. Harrington

Abner Harrington

Billie Rhodes
Jack McDonald
George Bassett
Lamar Johnston
Kenneth Stewart
Golda Mawden
Madeline Stewart
Here's a few of the big stunts in the play:
automobile plunges down side of mountain: an
avalanche in .the mountains wiping out homes;
a midnight mountain storm. And the love In

The Weed

Bert

T.ytell

Rosemary Theby

Edythe Chapman
Nancy Chase

Edwin Stevens

Wlll-o'-wlsp of fame.
It's a butterfly.
But
the boy from the green pastures turned into the

"The

Panther

Woman."

longings for some time to come. The play has
lots of spunk.
Screened at 7:15—9:30

BILLIE

PLAY BUS

and

First National, which is distributing the
pictures, has informed Frederick L. Collins, president of Petrova Pictures, that
the widespread publicity given Madame
Petrova's vaudeville engagement and her
appearance in several cities has resulted
in a revival of interest in Petrova pictures, as shown bv increased bookings.
During Madame Petrova's stage appearance at Rochester, N. Y., recently, "The
Panther Woman" was shown in a motion
picture theat-e in the next block, and
the noted star had he unique experience
of competing in person with herself on
the screen.

W.

THIS
Qeo rge Fanclly

in the

There's a wholesome frankness about
and it breathes enthusiasm.
There's personality, individuality to it.
It's
the week's best lesson in ad

Steel,"

March 19 and 20

REX BEACH'S

Longoiio

to the style.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

March 17 and 18
Twin Film Headliners

Ed Austin

is

It ripples as freely as though it were
the easiest thing in the world to write it.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

"THE HEART

is

There's not a line of "old stuff"

whole thing. Yet there is not a line that
seems to be labored over or artificial.

Gee whiz!!

path of staunch love ami was of much satisfacHere's a play with a Gibraltar foundation.
tion.
Serened at 8:15

It!

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Pathe Newt.

1

Screened at 8:30

— Elmwood

Current Events.

Reproduction of two pages from E. O. Weinberg's Elmnood Theatre program, an
line an example of the copywriter'!) art as you will And In a month's search.
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A.

Bach

to

Manage

Lasky Corporation's
Booking Department
W. A. Bach, formerly sales manager
for the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
has been appointed manager of the booking department of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and assumed
duties at the

home

office last

his

new

week.

Mr. Bach comes to his new position
well equipped in experience. Previous to
joining Hodkinson he was special representative for Universal, his work taking
him to all the exchanges of the company in the United States and Canada.
In January, 1918, he went to Hodkinson as assistant sales manager and succeeded to the position of sales manager
early this year.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
(Continued from page

repentant and

circumstances.
will prove a
They have
revelation to New Yorkers.
lawns, hedges, and everything on West
End avenue it seems, just like Califor-

38)

nia.

SYNOPSIS:

Following the death of
Clevors and her
brother Chester find themselves penni-

When

she calls
her mother to account for her dishonesty a barrier is raised between them.
Then her mother attempts to marry her
to Colonel Lambert, a roue of age but
She refuses, but when
not discretion.
Blair Carson, whom she really loves, is
said to be engaged to Lambert's daughter
she accepts his attentions. Her
mother's affairs approach a crisis and
Lambert offers financial aid, asking his
Carson appears at
reward of Drina.
the critical moment, proposes to Drina
and is accepted, averting the catastrophe.

overcharge

fifty-fifty.

Mary Miles Minter

better

in

The "New York" scenes

of business details. But Drina is bound
to enter her mother's institution and
does so as sales girl without her
Here she learns
mother's knowledge.
that a ten dollar hat is sold for sixty,
the shop and the fair buyer splitting the

their

parents,

Isabel

They decide to go to New York
make a living. He secures a position
as butler to Jack Craig, a wealthy West
End avenue youth, and while the master
is in his cups takes a roll of money from
less.

to

his pocket.
He fears detection and goes
west. Isabel, believing that her brother
has become Craig's partner, moves her
belongings to the New Yorker's home
and soon has become established in the
household.
Her brother, upon his return, finds Jack in love with Isabel.

They become engaged and

all

ends hap-

pily.

in

THE INTRUSION OF ISABEL

Veteran Minnesota

Five-part Comedy-drama'; American.
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Published April through Pathe.

OPINION: This is a typical Mary
Miles Minter play and, like most of her
recent efforts, it is not so much in the
tale itself as in the telling of

that the
charm lies. As to production the film is
a finished piece of work.
In direction,
sets, photography and acting the American Film Company has given its best.
The subtitles, too, are artistic and the
print is beautifully tinted.
The story
is entertaining although a little thin and
lacking in originality, concerning, as it
does, a boy and his sister, who, left desit

Exhibitor to Retire
H. C. Robertson,

Auditorium
since

Slary Miles Minter in a Seene from "The
(AmericanIntrusion of Isabel."
Pathe.)

it

at

opened,

who

has managed the

Stillwater,
Minnesota,
retires from the thea-

titute,

game, April 15th., the house having been leased to J. E. Chandler, of
I ronton,
Minnesota.
The Auditorium
will play an occasional road show but
will be in the main a motion picture

He

house.

seek a fortune in New York City.
from his employer, his sister
thinking he has become a partner to the
wealthy youth, takes up her quarters in
his house, only to find out her mistake
Her brother later returns
eventually.
steals

trical

Mr. Robertson was connected with the
old G. O. H. of S. but will devote all his
time to his bank work, he being one of
the officers of the First National Bank.

Just Think Of Iti
DAYS

in Chicago
and broke (Chaplin's) (Pickford's) and (Fairbanks')

Played to over 400

RECORDS

with the

SENSATIONAL

"MICKEY"

The Feature
That Made
Picture History

Exhibitors in the STATE OF ILLINOIS get ready to
make your patrons happy and your BOX OFFICE

GLAD

MICKEY FILM CO.
F. O.

NIELSON,

General Manager

220

SOUTH STATE STREET
CHICAGO
41

PHONE
Wabash 373
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Add Famous

Her aid grams
By

An

j.

R.

Sayings

"At present I have several offers from
big companies under consideration, but
1 will take a much needed rest."

M.

'1

eastern lawyer accuses a Chicago
hang him.

l>ank of trying to

We'll Bite— Do They?—
Channing Pollock in a recent article
asks: "Do Married Men Make the Best

Husbands?"

Returns Not All In

Now that the First National circuit is
an established success we hear rumors
of a Second National and a Third.
They'll be as thick as National Banks
at Wheatville cross roads by and by.

A

How

About It Pete?
While Claire Briggs is about it he
ought to draw a strip of cartoons picturing "What a motion picture reviewer
thinks about while
projection room."

dozing

stuffy

a

in

Glutton for Fillum—
Albert Capellani's voracious appetite
for celluloid is said to have caused the
break with Metro. He used 100.000 feet
of film it is reported to make "The Red
Lantern."
Lucky for Metro he didn't

make

a

whole carnival.

'Twas Expecting a little too much
It
was a serious case too. Mrs.
Brown, it seems, wanted to live in New
York, while Brown preferred Chicago,
where he worked and made his money,
and as it was too much of a job to move
Manhattan here, he asked Mrs. Brown

New York where

to leave

it

was. Hence

the blow up.

"We

Must

home"

protect the
for me

—vote

came dangerously near
when he said back of every
censorship move there were usually cerBrady

Bill

the

tain

truth

citizens

with political aspirations.

Speaking of exchanges
Here's our idea of an up-to-date exchange
:

A Run

Botany Note

Among the "floivers that bloom in the
spring, tra la," will shortly appear "Mayflower Specials," George Loane Tucker's
own

productions,

Need Some More Adjectives
By and by when every one
"super features"
"super features"

and nothing

is

making

but
are they going to
advertise a really big picture?
else

started the craze with "Virtuous
Wives," then Sawyer and Lubin made
"Virtuous Men," and now Fox has a
comedy called "Virtuous Husbands" and
Pioneer gives us "Virtuous Sinners."
That only leaves "Virtuous Girls." Who
tional

how

Extra! Extra!
We have an exclusive story about
Shakespeare having signed with one of
the big film companies to write scenarios
for a well known actress. "Bill's" P. A.
slipped it to us just as we were going
to press.
Watch for it next week in
this

on "Virtuous" Films
My, what a lot of "Virtuous" pictures
we are having these days. First Na-

column.

i:;:,

is

next.

Score Another for the Pictures
A lota things have been blamed on
to the moving pictures, but it took a
Chicago judge to discover that they act
as a soothing lotion to troubled couples.
"Go out and see a movie and
make up," said Judge David to Mr. and
Mrs. Brown, and it is reported the
darned thing worked.

iM^uMiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinfiiijiiii.riiiiniriiifiiiiii::...

DOLL VAN A nnounces

i..;;;!:!]]].,;!!!.

::.

the exhibitor alights from the
elevator his gaze will be met by a well
stocked bar from which all goods will
be served gratis by several courteous
attendants. When the exhibitor has had
his fill he will be escorted to a private
screened room, beautifully appointed,
where dollar cigars and monogrammed
(Name of
cigarettes will be supplied."
exchange furnished upon application.)

"As

Strand Books Briggs
Arrangements

have been completed
with Managing Director Joseph L. Plunkett of the Strand Theatre, and Briggs
Pictures,

Inc.,

whereby

the

the big

films

Breadway

ii:r;[[iiini!ii[iiiJiiini[ii]!n;[|[iii:;:[ii]jini;iiiij:;;f;ii)i^::;:!Mi::::L:iiiiiiiiiiiiii:;iiiiii::.iiiiN:[i

theatre.
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the release of six two-reel comedies

starring Fatty Filb ert.
a scream from start to finish, and the multitude of comical situations combined with the drollery of the star,
and the brilliance of the sub-titles, are sure to keep your audience
rocking with laughter.

These comedies are

These comedies are second to none except Chaplin's, and
mean enormous profits to exhibitors.

A

will

chuckle a foot

A laugh

a rod.

DOLL-VAN FILM CORPORATION
1606 Merchants t

Bank

Build. n^.

t

jj
Indianapolis, Ind.

NOTE:

j-

We

^^vh^

207 S.

one-reel

being made from the
famous cartoons of Briggs appearing in
the New York Tribune, will be shown at

comedy

Wabash Avenue,

control the exclusive rights to the entire states of Indiana

and

Chicago.

Illinois.

111.
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

Playthings,

Artcraft
Hit-The-Trail Holliday, with George
Cohan. Very good. Pleased my patrons. D. B. Follett, Star theatre, Gibsonburg
O. Middle and high class
patronage.

—
—

—

with Mary Pickford.
Good photography. Fine picture. E. J.
Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Stella

Maris,

—

—

Bound

Morocco, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Good picture. K. H. Hulquist,
Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111. Mixed

—

in

—

—

with

Fritzie

Brunette.

Book this one and boost it. You will
make money on it. Henry Nelson, Rex
theatre, Blooming Prairie, Minn. — Mid-

—

dle class patronage.

A

Millionaire Pirate, with Monroe
Salisbury.
A poor Salisbury release.
Good business but picture did not get
over.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The

Grand

Phillips.

— Some

Passion, with Dorothy
sensational picture that

—

star

all

Under the Greenwood Tree, with

Elsie
awful.
Picture
Ferguson.
Business
awful. A good picture to shelve.
F. G.
Heller, Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind.
High class patronage.

Carmel
Drew fine and
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
Portland, Ore. Neighborhood

—
pleased. —
theatre,

—

patronage.

—This

money on
atre,

Moon."

—

—

The Nature
eau.
ran.

Olympic theapatronage.

with Violet MeserOne of the biggest cheeses I ever
Looks like it was made ten years

—

No

Girl,

No

Nothing at all.
Donovan,
Portsmouth
theatre,
B.
Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patron-

ago.

—

story.

cast.

—

age.
is

this.

a

good

— Henry

Blooming

Made
Rex the-

picture.

Nelson,

Prairie,

Minn.

class patronage.

comedy drama which drew

—

fairly

well and seemed to please.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

to

it.

Paid too

money.

—

J.

P.

exceptionally

—

good

one.

Will

all.
F. F. Peters, Majestic theaHornell, N. Y. General patronage.
Lafayette,
Come, with E. K. Lincoln.
Exceptionally pleasing and gave
general satisfaction to all patrons. F.
F. Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell, N.
Y. General patronage.

—

—

We

—

—
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—

tennial

Warsaw,

theatre,

A

Ind.

Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
Got the money. O. H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Calif. Middle

—

—

class patronage.

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
far the best Chaplin I have run
and a money-getter. F. J. Gruber, TemMixed
ple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.

— By

—

—

patronage.
coln.

His Birthright, with Sessue Hayakawa.

An
— Middle —
please

Set Free, with Edith Roberts.— A fair

—

Apes," but broke our house record at
advanced prices. A.* S. Widaman, Cen-

the Apes, with Elmo Linbig crowds in two days.
Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.

Tarzan

Exhibitors Mutual

tre,
little

(Select.)

pleases.
Ben L. Morris,
General
tre, Bcllaire, O.

The Love Swindle, with Edith Roberts.

—

—

TAL, MADGE
Marc McDermott at Saranac Lake,
N. Y„ taking scenes for "The

NORMA
New

with

—

The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln.
Not as good as "Tarzan of the
And

Society Sensation,
Myers. A fair picture.

a

is

patronage.

Rural

—

A

—This

Neist, Forest theatre, Forest City, la.

Stella Maris, with Mary Pickford.
Fine picture. Star gets them out for me.
A. R. Bud, Opera House, Arlington,
la.
Rural patronage.

—

town patronage.

Our Teddy.— Nothing
much for it and lost

—

—

—

First National

—

Brazen Beauty, with Fritzi Brunette.
Just what you might expect of Bluebird. Very poor production.
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

town patronage.

—

—

Bluebird

— Small

An Amazing Impostor, with Mary
Miles Minter. Good, as usual. This star
draws and pleases always. E. J. Hause,
Small
Grand theatre. Marion, N. C.
town patronage.

House, Kenosha, Wis.

—

Ind.

of
theatre,

Pastime

patronage.

a Griffith Production.
picture. Capacity
business for three days. Rhodes Opera

—

Craffets,

—

Road, with William Rusdandy. Anything with
Russell is good.
E. Craffets, Pastime
Small town
theatre,
Seelyville,
Ind.
sell.

The Great Love,

good

The Dare Devil, with Gail Kane
Good play. War stuff getting out

Up Romance

—

— Exceptionally

Omaha,

—

C— Small

cast.

Better than the previous Blackton productions.
Roland B. Riggs, Liberty
High class
theatre, Cheboygan, Mich.
patronage.

—

pictures fine.— Orpheum theatre,
Neb. Middle class patronage.

a Still Small Voice, with Henry
B. Walthall.
Fair picture to fair patronage. Rather too abrupt an ending.
E. J. Hause, Grand theatre, Marion, N.

patronage.

Wild Youth, with an

—

Cannibals of the South Sea Isles. Did
better on this than I expected and
ran both 1 and 2. Personally, liked the

much

And

—

— General

—

date.
E.
Seelyville,

Say Young Fellow, with Douglas FairThe poorest Fairbanks picture
we have run. Doug does nothing but
jump around. Story impossible. Clay
H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,
Ca!.

—

—

patronage.
banks.

Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. Picture is very good.
This picture was shown in conjunction
with Pearl White in "The Lightning
Raider."
Attendance
capacity. W.
Hibbs, Lyceum theatre, Peoria, 111.
Downtown patronage.

— R.

of

— Pleased
J.

Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
Broke house records. A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

—

Tempered Steel, with Olga Petrova.
to draw here. Picture fair.
D.

Failed
B.

—

Follett, Star theatre,
Middle and high class

—

Gibsonburg, O.
patronage.

—

—

—
A
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Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Xormand.
This picture, while not great, gets over
nicely if you charge regular admission

Picture differs from the book in

prices.

some ways.

Children will enjoy it and
Not as good as
them.
Chas.
H.
Ryan.
Garfield
Chicago,
111.
Neighborhood

attracts

it

—

Mickey.
theatre,

—

j
j

patronage.

A

Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.-rwell for two days, although we
have not played Mabel Xormand much.
Believe that patrons like her better in
comedy. Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Xeb.
High class suburban patronage.

'

Went

—

—

Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh.
About her best since "Cinderella Man."
Star

fails to

pull.— R.

Decorah,

tre,

J.

Relf, Star thea-

la.

Strain, with Mae Marsh.
can boost your prices on this one
and there will be no squawks. A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre. Warsaw,

The Racing

— You
Fox

—

Salome, with Theda Bara. Full house
Elaborate producat advanced prices.
tion, well put together.
E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining
camp.

—
—

Woman, Woman,

— H.

— Only

fair.

theatre,

Sullivan,

with Evelyn Xesbit.
H. Wilson, Sherman

Ind.

— High

class

pat-

ronage.

Fan Fan.

— Ran

matinee and did not know there were so
many kids in town. They said it was
great.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.
Border mining town.
this at children's

—
—
Swat the Spy, with Jane and Katherine
Lee. — Got more laughs from old and
young alike than any picture of the past
year. Book
— F. F. Peters, Majestic
theatre, Hornell, N. Y. — General patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara. — Standard
attendance at advanced prices of 25c and
Picture very good. — H. D. Mc35c.
it.

Nally.

Empress

Downtown

On

theatre,

Peoria,

111.

patronage.

the Jump, with

George Walsh.

—

picture. Walsh is a star.
A.
erly, Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O.

Good

— Good melodrama, but not up to the
quality of the average Fox Standard
brand. — Harold Daspit, Atherton theaKentwood, La.
Cleopatra, with Theda Bara. — This
bit.

Ham-

— Mixed

patronage.

Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix.—
Exceptionally fine. Will go over big
with any class of audience. Roland B.
Riggs,
Libert}^
theatre,
Cheboygan,
Mich. High class patronage.

—

—
The Rainbow Trail, with W illiam Farnum. — The house was packed for Riders
the Purple Sage and they all came
back for this one. These two were liked
by all. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre.

tre,

is

an old one but we put it over at 50c
Money
three big houses.
prices
to
maker. Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

Convenience, (Sherry"!
Calvert.
His pictures
are liked better all the time.
One big
house. Eugen Saunders, Palace theatre.
Harvard, 111. General patrona'ge.

Marriage

Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix.
picture. Star good. A money getter.
A. Hamerly, Lyric theatre, HamilMixed patronage.
ton, O.

—

for

—

Catherine

with

—

—

—

The Inn of the Blue Moon, with Doris
Kenyon (Sherry). Picture good. Pleased all patrons. John Schainberg, Amer-

—

ican theatre.

—
Davenport,

la.

The Inn of the Blue Moon, with Doris
Kenyon (Sherry). — Pleased the most of
them.
Very good twin sister story.
Good scenery. Double exposures worked
nicely.

— Majestic

Lexington,

theatre.

—

—

Salome, with Theda Bara. Played to
packed houses at an advanced price
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre,
saw, Ind.
I

Want

to

—

War-

Forget, with Evelyn Xes-

Go

West,

Moore.

—

Moore

is

G.
M. Anderson. Big. And got us the
money. Eugene Saunders, Palace thea-

—

—

Harvard,

tre.

111.

—General

patronage.

The Son-of-a-Gun, with G. M. Anderson (Sherry). Picture well liked. This
star will please.
Fair business. E. J.
Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge.
Xeb. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

a

Man,

Tom

with

fine

—

a money-getter.
H. H. Cone,
Lyric theatre, Wymore, Xeb. Railroad
town.
big.

It's

Souls of Honor, with
Fair, but not as good as
Marsh's pictures. A. R.

—

House. Arlington,

la.

—

Mae Marsh.
some of Mae
Opera

Bud,

— Rural

patronage.

Baby Mine, with Madge Kennedy.
Another old one but a sure fire comedy
that gets them going and coming. We
did good business with it and all liked
it.
H. P. Thompson, Libert}' theatre.
Pardeeville, Wis.

—

Nearly Married, with Madge Kennedy.
regret to say I live to run my first
poor
Goldwyn. A.
R.
Bud.
Opera
House, Arlington, la. Rural patronage.

—

I

—

The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
One of her best. Having a horse race

in

—

—

brought out the sports and

it

away with smiles on
Cone, Lyric theatre,
Railroad town.

their faces.

all

*

went

— H.

H.

Wymore. Xeb.

—

—

—

—

Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.
Fine picture and packed house both
nights.

One

—

—

The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Ferrar.
Good drawing card on account of star,
but the story was disappointing. Jim
Clemmer theatre, Seattle,
Clemmer,

—

Wash.— First
Too Fat

—A

— A.

class patronage.

to Fight, with

good picture but

Frank Mclnnot draw

-did

S. Widaman, Centennial theaWarsaw, Ind.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.

tre,

—

—

very clever comedy. L. F. Keiler, ArPaducah,
Ky. General
cade
theatre,
patronage.
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—

Lockwood's

of
theatre.

l.othrop

West, Young Man, with Tpm
is
fair.
Picture
Attendance
fair.
W. R. Lyon. Castle theatre,
Bloomington, 111. General patronage.
Moore.

As the Sun Went Down, with Edith
Storey. Very poor picture. Should be
taken off market. Direction terrible.
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph. Mo.
General patronage.

class

Goldwyn

tyre.
well.

Young

picture and Tom
at his best here. Advertise it

It's

Metro

The Son-of-a-Gun, (Sherry) with

—
—
The Danger Zone, with Madlaine
Traverse. — A good melodrama, but far
below the quality of The Calliaux Case
in which Miss Traverse made such a big
hit.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre
Kentwood, La.

Ind.

Neb.

Go

Good

—

General

of

Kentwood, La.

—
—

Cupid's Roundup, with Tom Mix.
Picture good. K. H. Hulquist, Chicago
Mixed patronage
theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Omaha,

Xeb.

best.

— High

suburban patronage.

Why

Germany Must Pay, with an

all

— Xot a timely picture from
the box-office standpoint. Acting good.
Picture
— B. A. Wormald, Marquette
theatre,
LaSalle,
— Downtown patstar

cast.

fair.

111.

ronage.

The House
cast.

of Mirth, with an all star
interest.
Clay H.
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

— Fair.

Holds

—

Powers,
General patronage.

—
A Man's World, with Emily Stevens.
—A picture that pleased — L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston. Wis.
— Small town patronage.
The Great Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. — Bad weather but business
was
Pleasing picture. — F. G. Heller.
all.

fair.

\
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Starland theatre, Anderson,
class patronage.
Satan,

Jr.,

with Viola Dana.

Drew

offering.

good

—High

—Pleasing
— Fred

business.

theatre, St. Joseph,

Cosman, Electric

— General

Ind.

Mo.

patronage.

The Spender, with Bert

Lytell.

— Lytell

is gaining popularity with my patrons
and this kind of pictures are getting the
money. A. S. Widaman, Centennial the-

—

Warsaw,

ater,

—

Wallace Reid. Very good. The star is
a favorite here and always draws. Roland B. Riggs, Liberty theatre, Cheboygan, Mich.

(Paramount Artcraft
Business good but did not
Special).
compare with The Whip, as claimed
by Paramount. F. G. Heller, Starland
High class pattheatre, Anderson, Ind.
Sporting

—

Spirit of '17, with Jack Pickford.
good picture in all respects. C. M.
Kellogg, Homestake theatre, Lead, S.

—

patronage.

production.

The Marriage Ring, with Enid BenGood picture, but patrons like
nett.

—

star in pictures like Naughty,
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre,
Ind. Mixed patronage.

New

Castle,

Billie

Burke.

—

In Pursuit of Folly, with

— Good

Made

picture.

—

Naughty.

good

on

it.

Burke draws every time. Chas. B. Dean,
Empress theatre, Leeds, N. D. Small
town patronage.
Her Final Reckoning, with Pauline
Frederick. I cannot remember when
we have had a good picture of this star.
Drew good, but displeased. Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal

—

—

—

— General

patronage.

Love's Conquest, with Lina Cavalieri.
beautiful picture, but this kind will
not go for us. P. K. Anton, Royal theaMixed patronage.
tre, New Castle, Ind.

—A

—

—

Rich Man, Poor Man, with Marguerite
Good. Can't beat it. One of her
Clark.

—

best.
J.

L.

Mo.

Would like more of
Stapp, Lyceum theatre,

— High

Such a
Lila

this

kind.

Platto City,

class patronage.

not satisfied.
Hall theatre,
patronage.

—W.

H.

Union
Utah.— Mixed

Griffiths,

Smithfield,

fine

picture

picture

you can

from
faith-

111.

Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish.
Did a fine business. Star is a real comer.
F. G. Heller, Starland theatre, AnderHigh class patronage.
son, Ind.

—

—

with

Jack Pickford. Drewgood business and pleased a particular
crowd. Rhodes Opera House, Kenosha,
Wis.
Sandy,

—

Romance and Rings, with Mr. and
Sidney Drew.— Good, high class
comedy to run with scenics. E. J.

Mrs.

—

Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

Sporting

Life,

— Best

Maurice

a

Tourneur

Sunday

I
business
have had almost all winter although the
picture did not pack them, I understand,

production.

downtown snowing. Patrons liked
fine.
Apollo theatre, Omaha, Neb.

at

—

it

Suburban patronage.

Pathe
Burglar for a Night (Hodkinson), with
Warren Kerrigan. Good patronage

—
went away well pleased. Kerriand
— H. H. Cone, Lyric
gan
a coming
theatre, Wymore, Neb. — Railroad town.
The Amazing Impostor (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. —Very good.
J.

all

is

Little Pirate, with Lila Lee.
Patrons
first showing here.

Lee's

A

—A

fully recommend to your patrons. Title
offers many advertising, possibilities.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-

cago,

F.

F.

N. Y.

Peters, Majestic theatre, Hornell,

— General

star.

patronage.

the West Begins, with William Russell (American). They liked
this one. Picture has plenty of action.
F. G. Heller, Starland theatre, Anderson,
High class patronage.
Ind.

Where

—

—

The

—M.

with

Mystery,

Hillcrest

Castle.

much

Don't Change Your Husband, a De
every angle.

The

—

ronage.
Mille

—A
D. — Mixed

Life,

—

Ind.

Paramount

—

Irene

—Just a picture. Cannot find very
to recommend. Small attendance.

B.

Portland,

Donovan, Portsmouth theatre,
Neighborhood patronOre.

—

age.

Wedlock, with Louise Glaum (Hod-

— No

Glaum in these
her in the vamp.
Majestic theatre, Lexington, Neb.

kinson).

goody

one

likes

Want

stories.

Molly of the

Follies, with

— Attendance

Margarita

good.

Picture fair,
nothing to brag about. R. B. Francis,
Duchess theatre, Peoria, 111. Downtown patronage.
Fisher.

—

—

Cupid by Proxy, with Baby Marie Os-

—

borne.
Patrons reported this one of the
best Osbornes and it got over fine. Business good.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Amazing Impostor (American),
Mary Miles Minter. — Big house as
Minter pictures. Eugene
usual
with
with

—

Harvard,

Saunders, Palace theatre,
Mixed patronage.

—

111.

Hobbs in a Hurry (American), with
William Russell.— Great picture. Pulled
us a crowd of delighted fans. Give us
more like' it. Lewis W. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

Two Gun
Bessie
liked.

Betty

Barriscale.

(Hodkinson),

— Good

play.

Had good house and

—

all

with

Well
went

away smiling. H. H. Cone, Lyric theaRailroad town.
tre, Wymore, Neb.
The Eyes of Julia Deep (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. Picture good

FRANK HALL'S LATEST

—

—

10-20-30

FEATURE

Tyrant Fear, with Dorothy Dalton.
Scarcely as good as Miss Dalton's usual
productions, but good at that. Good business and all pleased. W. D. Martin,
Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.
Less Than Kin, with Wallace Reid.
Not up to Reid standard. Star always
draws well. Business good. W. H. GrifUnion Hall theatre, Smithfield,
fiths,

—

—

—

— Mixed patronage.
The Mystery Girl, with Ethel

Utah.

Clayton.
Picture is
good.
Bijou theatre, Decatur, 111.
good.
Downtown patronage.

—Attendance

very

The Source, with Wallace Reid— Ran
two days.

Did good average business

but did not find

many

picture.

theatre,

— Grand

enthusiastic about

Omaha, Neb.

Suburban patronage.
Jane Goes a-Wooing, with Vivian
Martin. This star always draws and
never fails to please. Roland B. Riggs,
Liberty
theatre,
Cheboygan, Mich.
High class patronage.

—

—

The House

of Silence, with Wallace
one was a dandy. Pleased
and drew well. Clay H. Powers, Strand
theatre, Dunsmuir,. Calif.
General patReid.

—This

—

—

ronage.

The Man from Funeral Range, with

Ben Wilson and Neva Corner arc two of the player* In "When n Woman
western melodrama Issued by Independent Snles Corporation.
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Strike*," a

——

—A—

——A—
.
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but poor attendance.
audience. Lewis W.

—

Elwood, Ind.

theatre,
age.

Too tame

for our
Princess
General patron-

Brisco,

—

Select

Her

Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady.
A-l in every respect. B. C. Brown,
Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

—

—

The Code

Yukon, with Mitchell

of the

—

Lewis. Fine outdoor Northern. Good
photography. Star not at best as a lover.
E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Midnight Patrol, an Ince producRan for two days. Picture fine.
Patrons well pleased. Geo. J. Dorman,
Colonial theatre, LaSalle, 111. Down-

tion.

—

—

action.
Capacity business and pleased
absolutely everyone. M. B. Donovan,
Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Mother Instinct, with Belle Bennett.
A good picture of the sea. Drew a good
house and pleased. Ran Chester Outing
picture with it. These are extra good
-ingles.
B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Vir-

—

oqua, Wis.

Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.
clean picture. Will please most
any kind of an audience. Clay H. Pow-

—

Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,
General patronage.

ers,

Calif.

— First

—

United Picture Theatres
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Far-

town patronage.

Good

Enemy

—

—

mim.

— Good

story. Star's acting perfect.
Beautiful outdoor scenes. Drew heavy.—
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.

—

The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.
Drew big and pleased. — Ben L. Morris,
Olympic

theatre,

O.

Bellaire,

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara KimYoung. Did an excellent business
and picture kept them guessing until the

—

The

An-

— Best

peared

Norma
Norma has

City, with

picture

Action

—

tre, St.

Joseph, Mo.

so

good

It

is

M.

Talap-

Stewart.

— Not

with

Olive

were

right

this

was the

poorest of the Olive Thomas pictures.
I booked it because it was boosted by
the exhibitors. This is the first time I
could not agree with the exhibitors'
opinions on a picture, which I think is
a good record for "What the Picture
Did for Me." Harold Daspit, Atherton

—

theatre,

Kentwood, La.

Closing In, with William Desmond.
fights

in

this.

Drew good

—

and got over fine. M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

attendance

Soul

in Trust,

with Belle IJennett.
Good picture. But should be in five
reels instead of seven.
L. A. Haase.
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

Keith of the Border, with Roy StewA knockout. Full of pep. Lots of

art.

—

customers
thea-

Ind.

—

111.

— Downtown

patronage.

pleasing and this
J.

is

one of her best

ef-

theatre, Clinton,

—

—

A Man

—A

in the

—

Open, with Dustin Far-

good picture for the type.
myself personally, was pleased with
and heard no one complain about it.
num.

I,

—

—

The Light
them

Western

of

Farnum.

—This

is

for three days.

ever played.
mission and

Orpheum

Stars, with DusPacked
great.

The

best western

Raise your adSteve Farrar,
up.
111.
Harrisburg,

Get

it.

mop

theatre,

—

Mixed patronage.

Universal
The Cabaret
Pleasing

Stormy weather
but pleased
tre.

with Ruth Clifford.
elaborately produced.
and poor attendance,

Girl,

picture
all.

—

Clinton, Ind.

J.

B. Stine,

— Mining

Gem

thea-

town.

Modern Love, with Mae Murray. —
cjood picture for better class audiences,
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111.

Miss Ambition, with Corinne Griffith.
picture. Did not draw at all.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre.
Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patron-

— Fair

—

age.

it

Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
tin

B.

Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
An American Live Wire, with Earle
Brockhouse
Williams.
Fair
picture.
and Weeks, Electric theatre, Arenzville,

—

Adele, with Kitty Gordon.— About the
average. Drew big. Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre. Harvard. 111. General
patronage.

—

big

—

Chaplin Comedy

—

A

Warsaw,

tre,

my

with

Widaman, Centennial

The Mating, with Gladys Leslie.
little comedy drama. Not a
M.
picture, but seemed to please.

One of the Many Funny Scenes from
"Shanghaied,"' An Essanay-

I

Some good

S.

—

patron-

—

—

lately.

pleasing

—

Thomas. The reviewers
when they all agreed that

—
— A.

taken a flop

ronage.

theatre.

Love's
Pay Day, with Rosemary
Theby. Picture fair. Photography good.
Star not up to standard.
Attendance
lair.
J. E. Mitchell, Apollo theatre, Ottawa, 111.

Hand,

have

—

age.

a

That Devil Batesse, with Monroe Salpicture.
Bluebirds
Mediocre

isbury.

—

—

Takes

—

Vitagraph

patronage.

Donovan, Portsmouth
Portland, Ore. Neighborhood

Betty

111.

A Gentleman's Agreement, with Nell
Shipman. My folks were undivided in
their comments on the star and the picture. I think the star is good, but the
story was weak. F. J. Gruber, Temple
Mixed pattheatre, East Jordan, Mich.

other Stewart pictures.
but business was capacity.

B.

— W. Hibbs, Lyceum theatre,
— Downtown patronage.

— B. Stine, Gem
Ind. — Mining town.

as the

fair,

was

Clifford.

the way through. Patthe best picture seen

—

forts.

Triangle
The Fly God, with Roy

all

All Night (Bluebird), with Carmel MyVery suggestive story, but this
ers.
sure did get a lot of laughs and seemed
to please everyone. Big business.
M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore.

is

is

— General

Peoria,

Up, with Ruth

Is

The Game's Up, with Ruth Clifford.—
Run on Sunday to fine business. Clifford

a little slow in
spots. Drew good business. Star well
liked here.
Fred Cosman, Electric theain.

it

months.

in

Peoria,

—

The Forbidden

rons said

— Ran
ture
— F.

Shuttle,
with
Constance Talmadge. Select pictures have proven extra good.
Have not had a bad one.
B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

madge.

The Game

Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla Dean.
two days to capacity houses. PicPatrons well pleased.
is very good.
Jagodzinski, Columbia theatre,
J.

—

—

—

patronage.

Painted Lips, with Louise Lovely.
average picture that will please
the average audience. Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

— General

end.
F. G. Heller, Starland theatre,
derson, Ind. High class patronage.

—

boxoffice
standpoint. R. J.
LaVoise,
theatre, Decatur, 111.
Downtown

Avon

A good

patronage.
ball

Wild Cat of Paris, with Priscilla Dean.
Attendance great. Picture is fine from

Picture good

the Law, with Jack Richtime that I have seen
Richardson in years. Still a good actor
and well liked. This picture pleased, but
did not draw.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

His

ardson.

but two slow for the average crowd.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

A

Girl of

Today, with Corinne

— Attendance

Griffith.

good. Picture fair. That
is all that can be said of it.
K. Lloyd,
Palace theatre, Peoria, 111. General patronage.
A Gentleman's Agreement, with Nell
Shipman. Attendance good. Picture is

—

—

—

Nothing exceptional. Photography good. Star theatre, Clinton, 111.
General patronage.
Everybody's Girl, with Alice Joyce.
Good picture with good drawing power.
pleasing.

—

—

— Charles

De

Sault Ste.
ronage.

A

Paul,

Marie,

Dreamland
Mich.

theatre.

— General

'pat-

Today, with Corinne Grifgood picture. Star well liked.
Average attendance.— M. B. Donovan.
Portsmouth theatre, Portland. Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
fith.

Girl of

—A

—
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Merely Players, with Kitty Gordon.
poor title but an extra good film. The

A

picture over in a surthat makes a hit.
B. C. Brown,
Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

last reel puts the

—

prise

Inside the Lines, with Lewis J. Stone.
Splendid all the way. J. J. Harwood,
National theatre, Cleveland, O. Better
class patronage.

—

—

—

The Purple

Lily, with Kitty Gordon.
very interesting six-reeler.
Waughop, Scenic theatre, DeSmall town patronage.
troit, Minn.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Government). Exhibitors should cash in on
this big.
R. H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
High class patronage.
Greenville, O.
The Bluffer, with June Elvidge. Just

— Book
— C. E.

it.

A

—

—

—

—William

serials we ever ran.
L.
Shelton, Ashland theatre,
Mixed patronage.
City, Mo.

drawing

World

—

Kansas

—

What

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

Lure of the Circus (Universal), with

—

Eddie Polo. It is getting better all the
time.
C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre,
Detroit, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Lightning Raider (Pathe), with
Pearl White. Fine serial. Pearl White
very

popular

— L. F. Keiler, Ar— General patronage.

here.

cade, Paducah,

Ky.

Lure of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo.— Picture all O. K.— H. H.
Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind.

— High class patronage.
Hands Up (Pathe), with Ruth Roland.
—Went big during complete run. People more than satisfied. — A. A. Jewett,

Grand
theatre,
Annandale,
Minn.
—
Neighborhood patronage.
program picture. — C. E. Waighop,
a
The Brass Bullet, with Jack Mulhall.
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Minn. — Small
— Started this August. Closed four
town patronage.
and a half months by the
draws
Specials
at the finish now. — John Reimer, Majestheatre, Avoca,
— Small town patAn Accidental Honeymoon (Arrow), ronage.
with Robert Warwick. — Elaine HammerThe Fight for Millions (Vitagraph),
Warwick did not
stein
the real
with William Duncan. — Chapter
This
Story great and
look,
or
makes me more money than any
L.
Morris,
pleased big crowd. — Ben
ever had. — Rae Peacock, Mystic theaOlympic theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
Stafford, Kas. — Small town patron-

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi!

and

Herald

tors

"What

Picture

the

Motography's
Did for Me"

department.

Your

box

popularity.

office

Fill

in

is
the test
the blank

of

NOW

and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn
Chicago.

street,

in

flu.

Still

la.

tic

star.

is

suit

Star

Producer

10.

it

fit.

Title

serial

Weather

I

patronage.
The Zeppelin's Last Raid (Thos. H.
Spectacular.
Ince), with Enid Markey.
Capacity house. Rae Peacock, Mystic
Small town pattheatre, Stafford, Kas.
ronage.
Those Who Pay (U. S. Exhib.), with
Bessie Barriscale. A good picture with
a great moral. True to life.
R. A. Shobe,
theatre,
Kentland,
Ind.
Kentland
Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

The Whip (Paragon Film).

—

—A

good

picture.
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre,
Small town patronage.
Stafford, Kas.

tre,

How

Advertised

age.
If

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe)
you want a serial that will make you

money, book

this.

— E.

Craffets,

Theatre,
Seelyville, Ind.
patronage.

Pastime

— Small

town

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe)
One of the best serials ever run in my
house.
Book it. Boost it. You can't

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

go wrong. William Thatcher, Salina,
Kans.
The Lightning Raider, with Pearl
White (Pathe) Breaking
all
records.
A better serial than * The Iron Claw."

—
—
Mickey, with Mabel Normand (WestCairns, Bandbox Theatre, Detroit,
—
capacity.
ern
Import.). — Attendance,
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Picture greatest ever put out for this
The Lure of the Circus, with Eddie
type. Mabel Normand certainly makes
Polo
(Universal) — Great
seriah — A.
the picture go over. — G. W. Martin,
Hamerly, Lyric Theatre. Hamilton, O.
— General —
vin theatre, Bloomington,
Mixed patronage.
patronage.
The Iron Test, with Antonio Moreno
The Frozen Warning, with Charlotte
(Vitagraph) — Started this with capacity
(Commonwealth). — While the story
business. — E Craffets, Pastime Theatre,
poor, the skating of Charlotte, beautiful
Seelyville, Ind. — Small town patronage.
interiors and exteriors, superb photogThe Fight for Millions, with William
raphy and general novelty made
a very
Duncan (Vitagraph) — Big business.
offering — Harold
acceptable
Daspit,
Enough
said. — A.
Hammerly,
Lyric
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Theatre, Hamilton, O. — Mixed patronThe Bargain, with William
Hart
age.
(Thos. H. Ince). — Good picture.
SetThe Fight for Millions, with William
tings always good in Hart pictures.
Duncan
(Vitagraph) —A good drawing
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
card.
Very good photography of the
Wis. — Small town patronage.
western mountain country. — H. G.
And the Children Pay (Matrix).— Pho- Thorpe, New Grand Theatre, Crosby
tography very good. Story very good.
Minn. — Mining town.
A good sensational picture. Book
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
Schainberg,
John
American theatre,
Polo. — Attendance good.
Playing the
Davenport,
Playing the seventeenth episode.
The
The Eyes of the World (Clurie).— picture
great — E.
Striewing, CrysPleased those who had read the book;
Theatre, Decatur,
— Downtown
others seemed to think continuity not
patronage.
clear.
Great drawing card. — Majestic
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
theatre, Lexington, Neb.
with Eddie Polo. — First chapter of this
serial added
dollars to our regular
Serials
Monday business. — Ben
L.
Morris,
Hands Up (Pathe), with Ruth RoOlympic Theatre, Bellaire, O. — General
land. — This serial
going to break the
patronage.
house record. — F.
Gruber, Temple
Hands Up, with Ruth Roland (Pathe).
theatre, East Jordan, Mich. — Mixed pat—
The best drawing serial we ever used.
ronage.
Book
— Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
Theatre,
Hinsdale,
111.— High
class
with
Eddie Polo. — One of the best
suburban patronage.
ft

J.

Name

of Theatre

Ir-

111.

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age

is

Title

it

S.

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

it.

Admission Prices

la.

is

J.

tal

Remarks

111.

fifty

is

J.

it.
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"The

Washington Exchange
Places Houdini Film

Is Ready for Publication
"The Fire Flingers," adapted from the

In 'No-Serial 'Houses
the large number of theatres in
territory playing Houdini in "The
Master Mystery," the super-serial produced by B. A. Rolfe for Octagon Films,
Inc., no small percentage consists of
houses that have never used a serial before, says A. Dresner, manager of the

Of

his

Exhibitors Film Exchange, Washington,
D. C, distributors for Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and District of Columbia.
The list is a long one and in it are
represented many of the best theatres in
the territory, including such houses as
the Circle, Olympic, Apollo, Virginia,
Stanton, Howard and Lyric, all in Washington; Roanoke Theatre, Roanoke, Va.;
Colonial Theatre, Hagerstown, Md. Rex
Theatre, Richmond, Va. Trenton Thea;

;

New

Fire Flingers"

Saturday Evening Post story of William
Neidig, and which brings Rupert
the screen, has been
Julian back to
scheduled for publication by Universal
as a Special Attraction late in April.
The new Julian film brings the star
before the public again almost one year,
to a day, following his great triumphs
as the kaiser in "The Kaiser, the Beast

J.

of Berlin."

In contrast to the war film, "The Fire
Flingers' is a photoplay that will live
long and one that millions of people
have read about, is a Saturday Evening
Post serial story and in book form, "The
Fire Flingers" has proved enjoyable, but

Lynchburg, Va., and the Walbrook,
Schanzes, New Grand, Bridge, and Gert-

as a photoplay
greater.

rude McCoy,

Mr. Julian has not only played a double role in the production, but has directed it as well. In his supporting cast,

tre,

in

Baltimore.

An

indication of how well the serial is
being received in this territory is provided in Mr. Dresner's report that to
date not a single exhibitor who has
booked "The Master Mystery" has canceled his contract.

Stewart Films Popular

which has been acclaimed exceptional by
all New York reviewers who view the
film at a pre-release showing at the
Broadway Theatre, are Jane Novak,
Fritzie Ridgeway, Fay Tincher, Clyde
Fillmore and E. A. Warren.
The film
is in

six reels.

So successful are the exhibitors' runs
on "From Headquarters," Vitagraph's
first

Buys

Anita Stewart production, that the

announcement

of

"Two Women,"

the
second Vitagraph Anita Stewart publication, has met a response of bookings that
will easily rival the big showing made on
the first release, the company states.

appeal will be even

its

Tom Mix Reels

The Film Market,

Inc., closed with the
Jans Distributing Corp., for the negative

rights

to

forty

Westerns which

Tom

single reel
Mix
will be published on

the state rights market.

Idea in Titles

For "Virtuous

ideas.

N

An

main title, introducing
Ralph Ince, director of the production,
E. K. Lincoln, the star, and certain memunusual

supporting cast, has been
a staff of artists under the
supervision of Ernest Stern. These illustrations have been leproduced from original crayon drawings.
Throughout the picture the matter~of
illustrative titles has received careful
consideration, and only introduced where
they interpret a thought or to serve the
purposes of decoration. They have all
been executed by poster and magazine
bers

of

the

worked out by

All of the pictorial backgrounds
skillfully merged with the
continuity of the story so as to fit
smoothly throughout in their relation to
the various scenes.
The matter of wording the sub-titles
was one of the most important considerations in connection with the production.
They are the work of Bert Ennis and
Arthur H. Sawyer, and have been written in a style calculated to arouse and
hold the interest of the spectator.
artists.

have

been

WATCH
FOR
"MACISTE"
"WILD WOMAN"
"SLAVEY"
"CASH"

BEE
HIVE
EXCHANGE

"THREE OF A KIND"
THAT WILL DRAW
"A FULL HOUSE"
TWO REEL
WHOOP-EM-UP
LAUGH PROVOKERS

EVERY TWO WEEKS

BOOK-EM-TO-DAY
TOY BUILDING
MILWAUKEE

(R. C.

W. MARYLAND
INDIANAPOLIS

107

48

Men"

In keeping with the importance of
"Virtuous Men" as a production of big
caliber, special care has been taken to
embellish the story with sub-titles of an
unusual nature. Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, responsible for the picture, have endeavored to replace the
usual methods of titling, both as regards
illustrations and wording, with original

CROPPER, Gen. Mgr.)
207 S.

WABASH

CHICAGO

C^N^DI^NWTILM NEWS
Legislature

Exhibitors Enter Protest Against

15c Reel

Tax Being Continued

M. P. E. P. A. Passes Resolutions at Ontario Meeting April 1 To Send Delegates to
Ottawa If Tax Is Listed

—

At the general April meeting of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors* Protective
Association of Ontario, held on April 1,
a strong resolution of protest against
the continuance of the 15c per reel per

day excise tax imposed by the Canadian
government was unanimously adopted.
The meeting was attended by seventy
exhibitors of Ontario.
Arrangements
were made for the sending of a large
deputation to Ottawa to protest against
the tax in case the Minister of Finance
has included it in his budget for the

coming

A

was received from the Canadian Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Montreal in which it was pointed
out that the Montreal organization was
sending a circular letter to every exhibitor in Quebec and the maritime provinces
to urge an agitation against the reel tax.
All exhibitors were urged to communicate with their member of Parliament in
the matter.

Prepare to Go to Ottawa
Ontario association decided

to
notify all other exhibitor organizations
in Canada to prepare to send deputations
to Ottawa if the tax is listed i
the budget for another year.

The Canadian Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Montreal also asked
for copies of the prospectus of the Cana-

dian

Exhibitors'

Exchange

Company,

which is the new co-operative exchange
in Canada.
It is being organized under
the protecting arm of the Ontario association. The Montreal body promised
to send out the literature with current
circular letters to members and others.

An application was received from
George Graham of Winnipeg, a Western
exhibitor, for several shares of stock in
the exchange, which is
capitalized at
$100,000.
About twelve exhibitors of
Montreal have already taken stock in the

company,

while about

Overcharged for Posters
was also received from the
Board of Trade, Toronto, which contained the information that there was no
regulation of any kind for the fixing of
letter

the prices for lithographs and other paper
for moving picture theatres. The exhibi-

are of the opinon that they are
being overcharged by exchanges for the
paper. It was decided to have Secretary
tors

letter was received from a man in London, Ontario, in which he asked the secretary to help him get a 600-seat theatre

Toronto.
Another letter asked for
on projection machines, genera-

in

prices

tors,
transverters, etc.
are to be encouraged.

Operators Draft

Wage

Such inquiries

New

Scale for Sept.

The Motion Picture Operators' Local
of Ottawa, Ont., has selected a
tee to draft a

become

new wage

scale,

commitwhich is

September. The
committee consists of William Hartnett,
Felix Montreuil and J. Thibault. It has
not yet been stated as to how much of an
to

increase

effective next

is

desired.

W. H.
Lane and W. Maynard have been selected to act as a committee to represent
President M. Ventura, Secretary

the

operators to co-operate with
of arrangements for the annual convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
which is to be held in Ottawa during the
the

local

making

week

of

May

26.

The Ottawa operators have decided

to

double the initiation fee for their local,
the new fee bejng $50 in place of $25.
The projectionists of the Canadian capital are proud of their organization, and
claim that they have one of the strongest
on the continent.
A recent visitor in Ottawa was General
Organizer James E. Matthews of NewYork. He made the trip to arrange several details for the coming convention.

To

Censor Hepburn,
Vancouver's Censor

Interesting Developments Expected at Hearing Censor
Says He'll "Spill the

—

Beans"
Walter Hepburn of Vancouver, chief
motion picture censor for the Province
of British Columbia, has been having a
battle royal with various members of the
provincial legislature, which is now in
session in Victoria.
The outcome has
been that a commission has been appointed by the Attorney General of the
province to investigate certain charges
against the censor, while various motions have been offered before the legislature.
J. S. Cowper of Vancouver and
Major Burde moved and seconded that
Mr. Hepburn be dismissed from office,
but they agreed to permit their motion to
stand until after the investigation.
previous motion asked that the salary of
the official be reduced from $2,040 a year
to $40 a year.
One charge against Censor Hepburn is
that he showed preference in granting a
license to a projection machine apprentice while acting as a member of the
Provincial Board of Examiners.
He is
also critcized for the manner in which he
has been handling various pictures, while
the legislature has been asked to censure
the censor because of statements which

A

upon the dignity of the House.
Mr. Hepburn is alleged to have called

reflected

several
heads."

members

reports.

There

is

talk that Mr.

Attracts in Toronto
"The Unpardonable Sin" as

a

special at-

week of March
The orchestra was augmented to

traction starting with the
31.

twenty-five pieces for the occasion and
special prices
prevailed, top matinee
price being 50c and top evening price
being 75c. The feature played to good
houses.
An interesting detail arranged by Manager Cronk to show the times for the
presentation of the feature each day was
the reproduction of an illustration of a
clock dial with six hands indicating the
starting hour for the picture throughout
the day, the twelve hours being evenly
divided by the six indicators.
4<;

Hepburn

is

to

be dismissed publicly from the employ
of the government, one statement of the
Attorney General being "It looks as if he
will have to be beheaded."
Mr. Hepburn is reported to have declared that he would "spill the beans"
regarding one or two members of the

Cowper, member for
to have declared that
it is impossible to expect a "former contractor" to have the proper perspective
of life to be able to judge what is fit for
presentation
on the moving picture
J. S.
is said

Vancouver,

The Allen Theatre, Toronto, presented

of the legislature "pin-

Premier Oliver is practically the only
one who has said a word in defense of
Censor Hepburn, and his statement was
that it was not quite proper to condemn
any official on the strength of newspaper

legislature.

Blanche Sweet Film

seventy Ontario

exhibitors have already bought stock.
The National War Savings Thrift
Stamp Committee of Ottawa has asked
the members of the Ontario Exhibitors'
Association for permission to use the
various theatres for five-minute lectures
on the subject of thrift.

A

"For Sale and Exchange"
a
bureau for the benefit of members. A
tablish

year.

letter

The

Scott confer with various exchange managers in Toronto.
The Ontario association decided to es-

Asked

screen.
esting.

The

sif'.tion

is

decidedly inter-

Winnipeg Sunday Shows
New Rex Theatre, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, has been holding a series of
"Song and Story Services" every Sunday evening, when various moving picture features are presented along with
the lecture and hymns.
On Sunday,
The

;

March 30,
"The Sign

the

attraction was
Sunday shows are

feature

Invisible."

not permitted, but the theatres have been
holding these "services" instead. A silver collection has been taken.

Y
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Aliens'
The Aliens

New Theatre

will

erect the

largest

mov-

ing picture theatre in the Canadian West
at Calgary, Alberta, according to an

announcement
This theatre

and

it

will

just

made

at

Calgary.

is to be built immediately
have a seating capacity of
Jule and J. J. Allen al-

about 2,000.
ready have a theatre in Calgary, but during the past four years the chief difficulty with the house has been that it was
too small to accommodate the crowds.
Local capital will be used to a large extent in the financing of the construction
of the new theatre which will be built on
the downtown thoroughfare.

Julia Arthur on

A

Tour

Two Real
Gold Mines
For the Exhibitor
Is Prospecting for

Who
THE

ELUSIVE DOLLAR.

"The Profiteer"

greeted Julia Arthur, the
Canadian actress, when she arrived in
Ottawa on March 28, to make personal
appearances at the Regent Theatre in
connection with the presentation of the
feature, "The Cavell Case," in which she

Featuring

Alma Hanlon
and
Jack

played the leading role. Miss Arthur had
a busy week, having made personal appearances at Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton and London before reaching Ottawa.

and

Ivan Abramson's

Newspaper Co-operates

"Ashes of Love"

in

First

two

Guinan Complete

managing

and business man-

editor,

Quigley, 417 S. Dearborn

J.

111.

Editor, Martin J. Quigley, 417 S. Dearborn St.,
111.

Editor, Joseph S.

St.,

Chicago,

MacHenry, 417

S.

111.

Business Managers, None.

That the owners
addresses of individual
tion, give its name and
of stockholders owning
2.

James K. Hackett
Effie

Ruby De Remer

Shannon

Hugh Thompson

and

Paula Shay

All Star Cast

the

names and

(Give

are:

owners,

or,

if

a corpora-

names and addresses

or holding 1 per cent or
total amount of stock.)
Exhibitors Herald Company, 417 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
Martin J. Quigley, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

more of the

cago,

111.

Joseph S. MacHenry, 417 S. Dearborn
cago,

St.,

Chi-

St.,

Chi-

111.

John E. McClellan, 417

S.

Dearborn

111.

That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
3.

Series

Advices come from the West Coast
Studio of the Frohman Amusement Corporation to the effect that the first of the
twenty-six two-reel Texas Guinan subjects, entitled "South of Santa Fe," has
been completed under the direction of
Cliff Smith, and the second production,
"The She Wolf," is well on its way.

if a daily newspaper, the
of the aforesaid publication for
in the above caption, required by

Martin

Chicago,

Dearborn

or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)

who

reels each.

editor,

Publisher,
St.,

cago,

comedies

1919.

etc.,

shown

Managing

6 Reels

Interpreted by

has recently completed an engagement as leading woman
for Taylor Holmes in a screen version of
"Taxi," started work this week at the
Biograph studio as leading woman for
Johnnie Duley, star of "Listen Lester,"
who has formed his own producing company, and will make a series of twelve

1,

the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:
That the names and addresses of the pub1.

Chicago,

newspaper.

Hall,

for April

management (and

the date

lisher,

of the stunts of the week was the
distribution of some 375 pairs of complimentary tickets under the auspices of the

New Comedy

Illinois,

agers are:

One

Lillian

the

Of Exhibitors Herald and Motography, published Weekly at 417 South Dearborn Street,

ership,

latest creation

Theatre, Toronto, had first
run of an English picture, "The Romance
of a Munition Girl," during the week of
March 31. Violet Hopson, an English
feature.
this
actress, is
the
star
of
Prices were not raised.

has

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc., Required by
the Act of Congress of August 24, 1912,

circulation),

Arthur everywhere.

Rialto

Inc.,

Gregory

County of Cook, ss.
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
Martin J. Quigley, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the
publisher of the Exhibitors Herald and Motography, and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the own-

visited

The

Co.,

style.
Stephen Fox is preparing the
scenario,
and Henry King, Russell':
special director, will boss the production.

Chicago,

making two

Eighteen moving picture theatres of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, co-operated with
the Winnipeg Tribune in the holding of
a "Motion Picture Week" in Winnipeg
during the week of March 31 to April 5.

Film,

Jackson

State of Illinois,

appearances at the Regent, Miss Arthur
the House of Commons, saw
places of interest around the city and
attended a meeting of the Kiwanis Club,
as well as a reception in the Chateau
Laurier.
Crowded houses greeted Miss

from

screen rights to "Six-Feet Four," a novel
which
All-Story
Weekly
published
serially and which has just appeared in
book form.
Mr. Gregory has a long
and brilliant record as
a newspaper
man and story-writer. He is the author of "Under Handicap," "The Outlaw,-" "The Short Cut," "Wolf Breed,'
"The man, From Painted Post," an
numerous other well known novels anc
photoplays.
William Russell will star in the production, which is said to be peculiarly
well fitted to his physique and screer

Sherrill

6 Reels

Manager James Moxley of the Regent
Theatre was flooded with invitations for
Miss Arthur to attend club meetings, reIn addition to

The American
purchased

1

blizzard

ceptions, etc.

Jackson Gregory Story
For William Russell

Two Screen

Masterpieces

None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and securholders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is
given
also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation, has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.
Martin J. Quigley, Publisher.
(SEAL)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th day
Robert B. Wallace.
of March, 1919.
(My commission expires January 16, 1922.)
ity

Write

— Phone—Wire

Si lee

Film

Excahnge
Lee Herz, Pres.

Consumers BIdg.
Chicago,
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Film Salesman in
France Is Cheered
Up by the Herald

State-Lake Theatre

Government

Chicago' s Latest Amusement
Palace Seating 3,100 Persons
And Using Exhibitors Mutual
Films for a Feature

Receiving four copies of December and
January issues of The Herald was almost
as good as having a few hours' chat with

some of his old friends around the film
exchange for Nat Wolf, former salesman
for Goldwyn and Celebrated Players, but
now in 310th Supply company, Q. M. C,
with the A. E. F. at Montoir, France.
After reading them from cover to
cover, Wolf sent them on to his brother
Joe,

who

is

now

at

Wittles,

Germany.

Joe was in the infantry and was under
fire 67 days in the famous St. Mihiel and
Meuse-Argonne offensive, coming out
without a scratch despite the fact that
he was a batallion runner, about as dangerous a job as there is in the army.
"Made me rather homesick to read of
the dinner party given at the Pathe Exchange on Christmas day and would have
given a great deal to hear my old friends,
Skinny Meyers, Morris Salkin, Shorty
I
Brickhouse and Chub Floriene sing.
often wonder if Ted Meyers still goes
to the Maine hotel at Galesburg for his
midnight lunch of what does he call it?"
says

Wolf

censoring was done outside of the city
Only three of the censors are as-

hall.

signed to duty outside of the city hall.
pictures in the projection rooms. No action was taken on any
The commission,
of the suggestions.
wants the city to have control over
"movie" signboard advertising outside of
It was asserted that some of
theatres.
the lithographs are worse than any picture could be.

The others review

Dunas and Harry Weiss

met

there.
"It's a pity the
write to me.

boys over there don't
former employer, J. L.
Friedman, has been a true friend and his
weekly letters have helped wonderfully.
Sid Goldman wrote several times, but I
guess he thought the signing of the armistice required no more letters."
Wolf states that he does not know how
long he will remain in France.

My

Louis Mayer Pleased
With Stewart Film
Louis B. Mayer spent several days in
Chicago last week giving the finishing
touches to his forthcoming production,
"Mary Regan," starring Anita Stewart.
This production, judging from the
comments heard at the Rothacker Film
Mfg. Co. studio, where the final laboratory finish is being added, will give Miss
Stewart unusual opportunities for artistic
attainment never before offered this win-

—

Nielsen Signs Up
Exhibitors in Illinois
F. O. Nielsen, general manager of the
Mickey Film Corporation of Illinois, has
just returned from a brief jaunt through

the central part of the state.
to

He

returned

the office with over $3,000 worth of

bookings on "Mickey" after a three-day
trip.
The outlook for the picture business the coming season, in all towns visited, Mr. Nielsen states, looks bright, and
every indication points to bigger and
better business everywhere.
Exhibitors
are looking forward with great anticipation and favor to large productions, Mr.
Nielsen adds.

next four or five weeks, it is said.
Mr. Mayer, ever on the alert to attain
the utmost in art value for his film presentations, announces the purchase of the

close its
and after

the present time.

I

Jesse J. Goldburg in

some and much sought-after screen idol.
The picture will be released within the

well-known story, "Her Kingdom of
Dreams." He will present Anita Stewart,
supported by one of the strongest casts
ever placed before the camera and directed bv Marshall Neilan.
Mr. Mayer also confirms the report gf
his recent purchase of the screen rights
of "The Typhoon," from the pen of Harold McGrath, but is not prepared to announce his plans for this production at

"blue

of

activities

The motion picture censorship commission conferred with the city censor
The commission
board last Friday.
seemed of the opinion that not enough

"Sorry I couldn't have been a member
of that party at the New Harper House,
Rock Island, when Meyers, George Levy,
Phil

investigation

turned during the past
week to the United States Moving Picture Company, which a few years ago
sold $110,000 worth of stock to small inIts assets are said to have
vestors.
dwindled to a $30,000 share in a local
theatre and a lease which at last accounts was yielding $25 a month.
Otto E. Freund, who with three brothers, is in the engraving business at 20
East Randolph street, whose name appears on one of the company's circulars,
states that he put in $4,000 in cash and is
holding on in hope of getting it back.
sky"

Censorship Commission
Criticises Lithographs

in part.

Ed Mordue,

Another Stock Company
Is Under Investigation

The
will
until

Mickey Film Corporation will
books on Chicago bookings on

May

which time there
be no bookings accepted for Chicago
1,

after

next season. The company will devote its entire time and energy toward
exploiting and playing the balance of the

Chicago for Frohman
Jesse J. Goldburg, general manager of
the Frohman Amusement Company, arrived in Chicago March 31 to arrange
for the distribution of Frohman productions here, and left the following evening
He will visit Seattle
for Minneapolis.
and San Francisco on his way to Los

Angeles.

will take back to New York the
print of "South of the Santa Fe," a
two-reel Western production, starring

He

first

Texas Guinan, which has just been comand "The She Wolf," the second
production which Miss Guinan and her
company have well under way.
pleted,

Fox Managers Meet
Herman Robbins Here
A conference was held in Chicago last
week between the Fox branch and district managers and Herman Robbins. assistant general manager of the Fox Film
Corporation.

Mr. Robbins

Arbugest Joins Bee-Hive
George M. Arbugest has joined the
Indianapolis Bee-Hive Exchange.
He
is well known in
Indiana film circles,
having represented Universal in the
southern part of the state for sorrte time.

51

is

on one of the periodi-

office men to explain
departures in policy of sales methods
and production. He met the following
managers at the Chicago branch: Louis
Levin, Minneapolis; C. W. Eckhart,
J.
Chicago; C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis; J.
E. McKean, St. Louis: Lester Sturm.

cal tours of

state of Illinois.

home

Cincinnati; Sydney Meyer, Omaha; E. TT.
Wachter, Southwestern district manager.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Zambreno

CHICAGO NEWS IN BRIEF
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J. L. Southey, former K. E. S. E. representative, has been appointed manager
of the Milwaukee sub-branch of Vitagraph, relieving the popular Terrey, who
becomes sales manager for the Bartola
Musical Instrument Co. for the territory.

Mac H. m

„„

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuimuiiuiuuiiitiiiuimitiu

I
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Lester Sturm, for some time manager
of the local Fox exchange, spent a few
days in the city during the week of
March 31 attending a branch managers'
conference.
He is now manager of the
Cincinnati exchange.

Mintz of Unity Photoplays gave the old Hoosier State a considerable portion of his valuable attention during the week of March 31 in the
interests of their two big specials, "Echo
of Youth" and "When Men Betray," the
Alhambra Theatre, at Indianapolis claiming the honor of initial runs

registered in this territory for some time,
just get Frank Zambreno to show you
mean "The
their booking records.
Echo of Youth" and "When Men Betray."

Manager M.

J.

The newly rejuvinated F-I-L-M

club
plans a banquet to be given at an early
date this month at the Hotel Morrison,
and all salesmen, assistant managers, and
bookers of all exchanges in Chicago will
be invited guests, when the objects and
aims of the club will be explained in detail.

Floyd M. Brockell, associated with
Clyde Elliott in the management of the
new Greater Stars Productions, Inc., ar1 from Seattle, where he has
had charge of the Goldwyn exchange.
Yes, we believe Floyd is with us again
for a long, long stay, for Mrs. F. M.
Brockell and the cute Brockell kiddies
came along and we are all mighty glad

rived April

to

welcome

Chicago

this interesting family to old
we> trust for keeps this time.

We

When

150 reels of film have been inspected, renovated and cleaned and get
the "rise" that Abe Teitel received in
the form of a glowing tribute to his
prowess, he is perfectly entitled to toot
his horn. This time it comes from General Manager George H. Davis of the
Mid-West Hearts of the World Co.

manager of Vitagraph,
April 1 to the Milwaukee
branch, to sort of see if the suburb was
stirring along the lines of the throbbing
Chicago office. With James Salter, the
north side "go get'em" and the peppery
H. C. Holah marking time right alongside last week certainly smashed some
Get
records.
can't state further.
in touch with Assistant Manager T. J.
Delaney, he holds the official register.
E.

F. Tarbell,

took a

trip

We

H.

Pierce,

So they tell us, Indianapolis has given
Louis B. Goulden of the Celebrated Players Company, a nom de plume, "Hondini." Somebody must have informed the
Hoosiers of Louis' Chicago serial record,

C.

Flynn,

eh wot?

Looks like a gathering of the clans
at the
local
Paramount headquarters
this week. There's Al Lichtman, Paramount's general manager of sales; Carl
special representative; John
director of advertising and
publicity; Buxbaum of Pittsburgh; Kemp
of Kansas City; Ross of Detroit; Allen
of San Francisco, and B. P. Fineman of
New York. "Just a business gathering
to talk over sales plans for the coming
year," says Fred C. Kreswell, Chicago

manager.

Comes an announcement from the loWorld offices that that concern has
purchased the rights to "Wives of Men"
and "The Still Alarm" for Wisconsin,
Minnesota and the Dakotas. The Chical

cago exchange will control the destinies
of these attractions in the above territory.

Ralph O. Proctor, Pathe's former effidistrict manager, spent a goodly
portion of the week in Chicago going
over this, that and the other little thing
with Frank "Bonus" Rogers and the
sales staff of the local exchange.
Speaking of the Pathe exchange, it
has just emerged from beneath a trestlework of painters' ladders and now looks
quite nifty with it? newly painted w'alls
and woodwork.
L. R. Nelson, Wisconsin representacient

tive 4»r Select, met with quite a serious
accident in Madison, Wis. He was hit
by a speeding automobile and sustained
several fractures in his left arm.
A. G. Lubin, formerly an aviator in
Uncle Sam's forces, is now associated
with Select Pictures Corporation. It is
the policy of the Select Pictures Corporation to provide the boys who have
done their "bit" with a position whenever possible.

"Echo of Youth," an Ivan production,
featuring Charles Richman and Leah
Baird, has been purchased for the middle
western

Lee Herz returned April 4 after a flydown state and reported record
runs on his two features, "Ashes of
Love" and "The Profiteer." Sam Rieger,
ing trip

by

states

Photoplays

Unity

Company, according to announcement
by Frank Zambreno, president of that
company.

Scheduled for immediate pub-

Manager M. J. Mintz announces
number of bookings have been made

lication,

a

you think those last two specials
that the Unity Photoplays Company has
just purchased are not the biggest buys
If

Distributes
Ivan Production

New

the Chicago territory and a loop enis being arranged in that city.
Several unusual advertising stunts are
being worked out by the Unity forces to
augment the producing company's aids
to the exhibitor.
in

gagement

Exhibitor's Wife Dies
Suddenly in Chicago
The many Chicago friends of Charles
Dahler, for the past ten years manager
Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111.,
were shocked to learn of the loss of his
Mrs. Dahler came to
wife last week.
Chicago on a shopping trip and was suddenly stricken with pneumonia, dying six
of the

hours after being taken to the hospital.
She leaves a five-year-old daughter.

Wins Government Contract
The

Rothacker

Company

have

campaign

in

connection

with

safety

methods.

George Beban's first idependent production, "Hearts of Men," is playing to
crowded houses at the Bandbox theatre
on Madison

street.

he of the smiles that never fade, held the
managerial reins for the Silee Film Exchange in the absence of President Herz.

While in Kansas City Make Your

Had an inquiry from a well known outof-town exhibitor desiring the location
of the famous "peacock alley" of Chicago.
Will some of our "fashion-plate" automobile-owning film salesmen see what
they can do for us? By the way, slip
this communique to that rosy-cheeked
monarch of the field, Pat Dillon. Seems
we have seen Pat doing Mich. Boule off

Westgate Hotel

Home at the
200 Rooms
200 Baths
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

and on.
Martin

Niederberger, formerly connected with the Pathe sales force, but
more recently in the employ of his country, has shed the khaki for the good old
white stiff collar and unconfined trouser
legs.
Civilian life looks pretty good to
him, he says, but the film game seems
to have lost its charms, another and unannounced occupation claiming his attention from now on. Truly, the army is a
great little teacher.
The diminutive first-born of Tom
Mitchell, Doll Van's pride and joy,
recently exhibited for the first time under
any auspices a brand new tooth. Daddy
Mitch's sentiments are too tender to bear
recording. Ask him about it.

Maurice Tourneur's seven

reel feature,
"Woman," is to be the attraction at the
Ziegfeld theatre, Michigan boulevard, for

the

week beginning April
52

12.

re-

cently been awarded the exclusive printing
and laboratory contract of the
Bureau of Mines of the Department of
the Interior and are now engaged in the
printing of several hundred thousand
feet of educational subjects which the
bureau will use in their forthcoming

Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

-KANSAS CITY, MO.-

ENDAROFPROGRAKPUBLICATia
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

with Gail Kane.
17 — "The Daredevil,"
"Cannibals of the South Seat,"
— Martin Johnson's
with Billie Rhodes.
"The Girl of My Dreams,"
—
with Henry B. Walthall.
Small Voice,"
—"And
— "All ofa a Sudden
with Bessie BarriscaJe.
Norma,
—
with Wm. Desmond.
a Funny Proposition,"
— "Life's
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Bonds of Honor,"
— "Hoop-La,"
Rhodes.
with
—"The Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
— "Trick of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
with Henry B. WalthalL
—"Long Lane's Turning,"
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
Desmond.
—"What Every Woman Wants," with William
with All Star Cast.
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart in Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "The Lamb anH the Lion."
with Billie Rhodes.
—
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "The
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Hearts Asleep,"
— "Diane
with Alma Rubens.
of Green Van,"
five

reels,

five reela.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
final

Affiliated,

Still

five

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

five reels,
five

reels,

five

in

five reels,
five

reels.

reels,

STRAND COMEDIES
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Ian.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

IS—' "Just Home Made," one reel.
1
"Dan Cupid, M. D.," one reel.
22—' 'Beans for Two," two reels, with Elinor Field.
29—' 'They Did and They Didn't," two reels, with Elinor Field.
5
'Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
12— Some Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.
26— "Easy Payments," one reel.
2— 'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
9
"Merely Marrying Mary," one reel, with Elinor Field.
16
"Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
23 "Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2
"The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
9
"The Door Between," one reel.
16 "His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
23
"The Way of a Maid," one reel.

—

'

Field.

ian.
an.
an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—
—

Feb.

— "Black Feet and Flat Heads," one
— "Bad Men and Good Scenery," one
— "Peaks, Parks and Pines," one
8 — "A Maori Romance," one
16— "Vacation Land," one
29 — "High and Hungry," one
5— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles," one
— "Geesers and Geysers," one
12
19 — "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."
— "Doing the Dells."
9 — "A Bit of God's Country."
16 — "Out Wyoming Way."
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
an.
an.

an

-

i

an.
*n
an.
<

i

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov".

Nov.
Nav.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
.

,

•»<
an.

an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.
reel.
reel.

1

2
2
9

—
—

23
23
30
30
30

—
—
—
6—
—
13 —
13 —
13 —
20 —
27 —
27—
6

Law

Life,"
—— "SportingWomen,"

reel.
reel.
reel.

reel.

— Flagg, "Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."
12 — Sennett. "Never Too Old."
19 — Flagg,
Impropaganda."
26— Sennett, "Cupid's Dav Out."
Every Minute."
— Stagg, "One
— Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16 — Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9 — Sennett, "Rip & Stitch, Tailors."
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2 — Arbuckle, "Love."
9 — Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
Mason."
16 — Drew, "Once
23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg. 'Beresford of Barboons."
6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 — Sennett. "The Foolish Age."
20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Widow."
22

2
2

a

— Sennett,

"The

1—
1

with

Wm.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
S. Hart.

'My Cousin," five reels, with Enrico Caruso.
'Under the Greenwood Tree," five reels with

— 'Arizona,"

8—

five reels,

five

reels,

'Greatest Thing in

Elsie

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

Ferguson.

with Douglas Fairbanks.

STANDARD PICTURES

Life," Griffith Special.

'Squaw Man," six reels, all star cast.
15— 'Branding Broadway," five reels, with William S. Hart.
5—' 'Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
12— 'Under the Top," five reels, with Fred Stone.
16

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

19— 'His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
19— 'Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
26— 'The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.
26— 'Don't Change Your Husband. DeMille.
"Breed of Men,"

Apr.

May
May

reels, with William S. Hart.
2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
9—' 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
9—' 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
16—' 'The Poppv Girl's Husband." five reels, with W. S. Hart.
25—' 'The Girl
Griffith.)
Stayed at Home," five reels. (D.
6
'Capt. Kidd.Jr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
'Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
"The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
For Worse." five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
'For Better

2

—

June
June

five

— "Woman! Woman
9 — "Every Mother's Son,"
23 — "The- Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20 — "Wolves of the Night."
— "The Siren's Song."
reels
18 — "A Fallen Idol,"
— "The Jungle Trail,"
15 — "A Woman There Was,"

I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels. All Star Cast
six reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five
with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.

26

9

4
1

VICTORY PICTURES
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

W.

Who

20—
20—
27—

TIMELY PICTURES

BIG,

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Border Wireless,"

Little

FOX FILM CORPORATION

2

— "TV
17—'

reels.

seven reels.
"Little
16—' 'False Faces," five reels.

reel.

6

seven

1

5

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr. 27

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

five reels,
a
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels
a
five reels,
"Partners Three." five reels, with Fnid Bennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"The Test of Honor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Let's Ebpe," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"The
"The Roaring Rood." five reels, with Wallace Reid.

in

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

Dec.

—

Nov. 17
Nov. 24

reels,

five

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

1

—

—
—
—

— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
— "You Never Saw Such
Girl,"
with Vivian Martin.
23 — "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
23 — "Paid
with Pauline Frederick.
Full,"
Mason.
28 — "The Winning Girl,"
— "Good Gracious, Annabelle," with Shirley
Burke.
with
— "Puppy
with Lila Lee.
Love,"
— "The Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
16 — "Three Men and
with Marguerite Clark.
Girl,"
16 — "Extravagance,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
16
16

19_"The

— "Luck

and Pluck," five teels, with George Walsh
Roarin' Reform," five reels, with Tom Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell
reels, with George Walsh.
"Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
"Pitfalls of a Big City." five reels, with Gladys Brockwel.
"Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
"The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
"The Divorce Trap," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

2

18—
— "Hell

Mar. 2
Mar. 16
Mar. 30
Apr. 13

PARAMOUNT

Apr.

13—'"When Do We Eat?" five reels, with Enid Bennett.
17—'"The Gypsy Trail," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
17—'"The Make-Believe Wife," five reels, with Billie Burke.
24—'"Woman's Weapons," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
24—'"A Daughter of Old South," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
24—'"Mirandy Smiles," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
1— "Fuss and Feathers," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
8—' 'Too Many Millions." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
16
'Good-Bye, Bill " five reels, with Shirley Mason.

May
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Call of the Soul," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

—
—
—
27 —
—
11
25 —

"The Forbidden Room,"
"Never Say Quit," five

— "The
9— "The

20

EXCEL PICTURES
Girl with

No

—

22— 'String Beans," five reels, with Charles Kay.
22— 'The Mystery Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
22— 'Quicksand," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
ti- "Little Miss Hoover," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
lt— "The Hope Chest." five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
29— "The Way of a Man with a Maid," five reels, with Bryant Wash

five

five
in

reels,

in

Nov. 17
Nov. 25

Jane and

Katherine

— "Fan Kan." FOX EXTRAVACW/.AS
— "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."
THE GREAT NINE SERIES

Dec.
an.
an.
B „.
an.

2—
2—
9—

Feb.
Feb.

53

"Fighting Blood."
—Theda
William Farnum
Bara
"The Serpent."
—
12 — "Regeneration."
— William Farnum "The Broken Law."
Two Flags."
26—Theda Bara
— "Infidelity" (Dr."Under
Ramrau).
29

in

6

in

19

in

i"

2

— Valeska

9

Suratt In

Lee.

five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with Albert Ray
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
fite reels, with Albert Ray.

4

mini.
"Out of the Shadow," five reels, with Pauline Frdeerick.
"Jane Goes a-Wooing," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
1
"The Secret Garden? five reels, with Lila Lee.
19— The Du u " five reels, with Wallace Reid.
26— 'Venus in the Ea«t." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
'Hard Boiled," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
'Happy Though Married,'' five reels, with Enid Bennett.
'Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
9— 'Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalicri.
9— 'The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.

five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
reels, with Virginia Pearson.

Regrets,"

Love Auction,"
with
23 — "Smiles,"
Souls,
Mar. 9 — "Gambling
—
23
Bride,"
Rebellious
Mar.
"The
6 — "Married
Haste."
Apr.
—
Apr. 20 "The Love That Dares."
— "Miss Adventure,"
ay
3
May 18 — "Words and Music,"

"The Soul

of

Broadway."

_

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—Theda
Bara
"The
William Farnum

19
28

Feb.
Feb.

in

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

Darling of Paris."
Blind."

in

—

"Hoodman

"No Children Wanted,"

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.

—Tom Mix "A Roman Cowboy."
—
"His Musical Sneeze," two
— "Money
Talks."
6 — "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two
with Tom Mix.
25 — "The Merry Jailbirds," two
15 — "Virtuous Husbands," two
9

in

23

reels.

Mar. 28
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
June

reels,

(All Two-Reel Dramas.}

shadow of

'In the

the

the Rockies."

Sun Sets Red."

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

Apr.
Apr.

AMERICAN RED CROSS

— "Doggone Tough Luck."
——"Landing
an Heiress."
"The Bearded Lady."
16— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas."
28— "The Pousse Cafe."
— "Fireman, Save My Child."
9 — "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
—
16
— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."

"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one

26

"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave," one

2

8.

Mar. 2
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
6
13

"Out and In Again," half
"A Cow's Husband," half
"Mutt, the Mutt Trainer,"

—
—
— "Subbing for Tom

"The Helping Hand

RAINBOW COMEDIES

half reel.

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

reel.

'Parson Pepp," one reel.
"Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

INC.

"Hearts of Love "

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"Son

of a

Gun."

five

reels,

"Marriage for Convenience,"

"The Married Virgin," seven

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

(Edgar Lewis production.)

Oct.-

Nov.
Nov.

"Tobin's Palm," two reels.
"The Rose of Wolfville," two reels
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two reels.

BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS — Ned

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Finley

Gap," two reel*.
"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere," two reels.
of Sunset

Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

ESSAN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night in the Show." two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.
"Police," two reels.

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
"The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day," split
"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her' Necklace and His Hoodoo Day," split reel.

reel.

May
May
May

six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Bill

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,

1

to

five reels,

six

Caterpillar to Butterfly," one
Camouflage," one reel.
"Love's Lucky Day," one reel.
"Oh I the Women, one reel.

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,

reels

fl

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
It To Susan," five reels, with

4

11

18

"Leave

— Rex

reel.

DUPLEX FILMS,

INC.
~'

reels.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

"When You Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

one reel.
"Sophie's Birthday Party," one reel.
Sheriff,"

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
'

Why— the

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

Nov.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

"Billy in Harness," two reels.
"Bombs and Bull," two reels.

COSMOFOTOFILM
reels.
reels.

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

Mar.
Mar.

INC.

Apr.
Apr.

drama.

May
May

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

Italian

Battlefront,"

eight

Do

for

Liberty

Two

Cents."

Motor."

to

Spirit

to

*

—
Pair of
—"A
"Proposing
—

CAPITOL COMEDIES

Pink Pajamas," two reels.
1
Bill," two reels.
15
'The Jelly Fish," two reels.
29—"Poor Innocent," two reels.
12
"You Know What I Mean," two reels.
26 "The Big Idea."
7 "Have Another."
23 "A Master of Music."
9
"The New Breakfast Food."
23 "The Potum of Swat."
«
"The Midnight Alarm."
20 "Wanted A Baby," two reels.
4
"The Sea Wolf," two reels.
4
"Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
17

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

BENNISON STAR SERIES

"The Last Raid of Zeppelin

"The

8
10

Inc.

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."

HI."
FORT PITT

the

Visit to

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

reels,

Will

A11I"

It

It

"Camille," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maciste," six reels.
"Monster of Fate.'"

"Her Moment," seven

"The Truth About

20

27— "Hang

2

Bolsheyiki," five reels.

"Hypocrites," six
"I Believe/ six

13— "What Uncle Sam
—

— "Carrying Old Glory the Seven Seas."
—
"Canada's Mountain of Tears."
17—''Where 'The
That Won' Was Born."
24 — "Roueb Stuff."
— "Good Eat."
Mar.
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
6— "Cut
Apr.
Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A
New Orleans."

ESSANAY COMEDIES
New

reels.

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.

EBONY COMEDIES

"SnsJceville's

Madge Kennedy.

Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia," six

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

"A Widow's

"Shame." seven

five reels,
reels,

2

CLOVER COMEDIES
"From

reels.

—
Turn of a Wheel,"
with Geraldine Farrar
— "The
"Peck's Bad Girl,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
with Tom Moore.
"Just for Tonight,"
—"The Kingdom of Youth,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—
"Laughing
Hyde," with Will Rogers.
7—
"Hidden Fires,"
with Mae Marsh.
17—"Thirty a Week,"
with Tom Moore.
24 — "A Perfect 86,"
with Mabel Normand.
— "The Hell Cat," six
with Geraldine Farrar.
8— "A Perfect Lady,"
with Madge Kennedy.
15— "Too Fat
Fight,"
with Frank Mclntrye.
22— "The Racing Strain,"
with Mae Marsh.
29 — "Go West, Young Man."
with Tom Moore.
— "Day Dreams,"
12
with Madge Kennedy.
26— "Shadows,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "The Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsh.
16— "Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
28— "The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Frederic!
— "The Brand." seven
(Rex Beach Special)
16— "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
—
30 "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
6 — "Spotlight Sadie,"
with Mae Marsh.
13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
27 — "The Stronger Vow."
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
with Tom Moore.
—

2
Sept.
9
Sept.
Sept. 16
Sept. 28
Sept. 10

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE

"The Raiders

Edna Mayo.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

Billy.

with Broncno Billy.
six reels, with Catherine Calvert.

six reels.

six reels, with

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS

"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"Love and the Law,"

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION

SHERRY SERVICE

L.

reel.

"The Camouflage Baby," one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace," one reel.
"Hooveruing," one reel.

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
WM.

reel.

reel.

of Sicily," one reel.

"How She Hated Men," one

reel.
reel.

Mix." half

reels.

raNcho series

reels.

reels,
reels.
reels.

"Where
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

"Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels
"The Locked Heart." five reels.

"Little

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

THEATRE

reels.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Dec.
Dec.

'

2—"The Testing of Mildren Vane," fiv
9— "Hitting the High Spots," five reels,

ereels, with May Allison.
with Bert Lytell.
a Spree,
five reels, with Emmy Wehlan.
Rich Man," five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
SO "Her Inspiration," five reels, with May Allison.
8
"The Gold Cure," five reels, with Viola Dana.
13— "The Spender," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
20 "The Divorcee," five reels, with Ethel Barrymore.
27
"In for Thirty Days," five reels, with May Allison.
8
"Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
10
"As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey.
17
"Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
24 "Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with May Allison.
3
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
10
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
17
"The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24 "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
31
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
7
'The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with Mary Allison.
14
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
21
"Madelon of Redwoods." five reels, with Viola Dana.
28 "The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
5
"After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
12
"Orchestra D-2," five reels, with May Allison.

Nov.
Nov.

Dec 16—"Sylvia on
Dec 23 "The Poor
Dec.
Jan.
j:

Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

INC.,

SPECIALS

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Oct.
Oct.

Dec
Nov.

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Dec.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
— "Her Man,"
six
with Elaine Hammerstein.
— "Infatuation,"
six
with Gaby Deslys.
—
"Common
Clay," seven
with Fannie Ward.
27 — "The Unknown Love," six
with Dolores Cassinelli and E.
Lincoln.
20 — "The Sawdust Doll,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
8

Sept.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

1

2

reels,
reels,

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

—
—

30—

'

6—

13—

27—

BLUEHIRD PHOTOPLAYS

reels,

Dee.
Dec.

Dec 28—' The

—

— "The Border Raiders,"
with Betty Compson and George
Larkin.
— "Milady
the Beanstalk,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
29 — "Dolly's Vacation,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
26 — "A Vagabond of France," four
with Henri Krauss.
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
with Marie Osborne.
23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
with Helene Chadwick.
20 — "The Sawdust Doll,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
5

five reels,

1

o'

five

five
reels,

reels,

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

The

80

— The
The

Challenge Accepted," five
Drifters," five reels, with
Law That Divides," five

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS
"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"£.ven as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

with Zena Keefe.
Warren Kerrigan.

reels,
J.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Selii,

"Brown

Tom Moore

Love to Me,"

"A

Am

Mae

Diplomatic

Mission,"

five

reels,

with

Earle

Williams.

"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Hoarded Assets, five reels, with Harry Morey.

and Hazel

six reels, with

Mary

MaoLane.
Csaanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six recta, with Taylor Holmes,
an.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
•aanay, "A Pair of Sixes," aix reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Csnaa'r, "The Curse of fto," seven reeis, wftfc Frank Borzage.
tdisra, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

H—

27
10

Phillioa.

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.

Daly.

1— Easanay, "Men Who Have Made

six reels,

five reels,
Kill," five reels,
Priscilla
five reels,
five reels,
Priscilla
"Danger, Go Slow," five reels, with Mae Murray.
"After the War," five reels, with Grace Cunard.
"Roped," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Creaking Stairs," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"The Wicked Darling," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with Mae Murray.
"Light of Victory." five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Fight for Love," six reels. Special, with Harry Carer
Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with Priscill? lear
"The Amazing Wife." six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"What
I Bid?" five reels, with
Murray.
"Fire Flingers," six reels, with Rupert Julian.

—
—
—
—
24
10 —
17 —
24 — "A
31 — "A
7—
14 —
21 —
13

reels,

VITAGRAPH

Vadia," eight reels.
of Harvani," six reels, with

80

five

"By the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.

PERFECTION PICTURES

—

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
— "Modern Love,"
with Mae Murray.
—
"The Talk of the Town."
with Dorothy
—
"Fighting for Freedom.
—
"Three Mounted Men,"
with Harry Car«*
18 — "Kiss_ or
with
Dean.
2 — "Vanity Pool,"
with Mary Maclaren.
16— "Wild Cat of Paris,"
with
Dean.
—

9
Sept.
Sept. 28
6
Oct.
Oct. 12

reels,

"Eyes of Julia Deep," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Money Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Hobbs in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives,' r five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reefs, with William Russell.
"The Amazing I m poster." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
j|Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.

7— Kleine. "Quo

9
16

"Set Free,' five reels, with Edith Roberts.
'The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Rath Clifford.
Light of Victory," five reels, with Monroe balisburv.
Dec. 80—' The Sea Flower," five reels, with Juanita Hansen.
Dec. 80—' The Cabaret Girl," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
6
"The Natures Girl," five reels, with Violet Meserea*
Jan.
13— "The Craving," five reels, with Francis Ford.
Jan.
20—
"The Game's Up," five reels, with Ruth Clifford.
Jan.
Jan. 27— 'Who Will Marry Me?" five reels, with Carmel Meyers.
3—' "Sue of the South," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Feb.
Feb. 10—' "Millionaire Pirate," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Feb. 17— 'Sealed Envelope," five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
Feb. 24— "The Little White Savage," five reels. Carmel Meyer*.
Mar. 3—' 'A Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.

Japanese Nightingale," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
five reels, with Frank Keenan.
five reels, with Fannie Ward.
five reels, with Frank Keenan.
five reels, with Frank Keenan.
"Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
6— "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.

with Kathleen Clifford.
27— 'Fighting Through," six reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
10— 'Come Again Smith " five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
16— 'Made in America.' first episode of eight one-reel series.
24—' The Love Hunger," five reels, with Lillian Walker.
Mar. 10—' 'The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
Mar. 24— 'The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
6— 'Thunderbolts of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anna
Apr.
Lehr.

f«».

23—

Oct.
Oct.

— "The Bells,"
—
"The Narrow Path,"
—
Midnight Stage,"
—"The
"Todd of the Times,"

Jan.
Ian. 10

29—

7—' 'The Lure of Luxury," live reels, with Ruth Clifford.'
14—' "Together," five reels, with Violet Mersereau.
Nov. 18—' "Hugon, the Mighty," five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
Nov. 26—' 'Dealing with Daphne," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Nov. 26—' 'All Night," five reels, with Carmel Myers.

K.

— "A

22
17
15
12
9
9

20

The

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Oct.

five reels, with Francis McDonald.
five reels, with William Desmond.
Day," five reels, with Belle Bennett.
1
'Love's Pay Day," five reels, with Rosemary Theby
'Deuce Duncan, five reels, with William Desmond.
Silent Rider," five reels, with Roy Stewart.
1
'Irish Eyes, " five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
82—' 'Crown Jewels," five reels, with Claire Anderson.
'
'Wife or Country," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
26—' "Unto the End," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2—' 'Restless Souls," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
9—' 'Secret Marriage," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
16—' 'Child of M'sieu," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
'Breezy Jim," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2—' 'Wild Goose Chase," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
9
'The Railroader," five reels, with George Fawcette.
16
'It's a Bear" (specail), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
23—' 'The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
'Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
'A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
20
'Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
'The Follies Girl," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

reels,
reels,

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Nov.

Tony America,"
18— The Pretender,"

Mov. 17—' 'Reckoning

"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of Pate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

Sept.

— "Marie.

SPECIALS

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
'The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly
'The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser," seven reels.
"Pals First." six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Oermany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All Star Cast.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
Ltd.," five reels, with Alice Brady.
five

"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.

—
—
—
—
—

SCREEN CLASSICS,

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
— "Her Great Chance,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Road Through the Dark,"
with Clara Kimball Youugj.
— "The
Talmadge.
Heart of Wetona,'
— "In the Hollow of Her Hand," with Norma
with Alice Brady.
— "A Lady's Name,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Code of the Yukon,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
— "The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "The Belle of Ne,w York,"
with Marion Davies.
— "Children of Banishment."
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
World
Live In,
with Alice Brady.
—"The
"The Probation Wife," six
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadge.

MeKee

"The Captain's Captain," five reels,_ with Alice Joyce.
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
27
"The Enchanted Barn, five reels, with Bessie Love.
3— "The Highest Trump," five reels, with Earle Williams.

Jan.
Feb.

55

—

'

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10— "Fortune's

— "Silent Strength."
—
"The Lion and the Mouse"
—
Problem,"
— "The

17
24
8

Mar.
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
7
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

with Gladys Lesl'e.
with Harry More}.
Alice Joyce).
(special
five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Girl
"The Wishing Ring Man," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart,
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie
"Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
Child,"

five reels,
five reels,

—

—
—
—
——
14 —
21 —
28 —
28 —

—

May

5

—
—
—
—
—

Mar. 24 "Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Mar. 31— "Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
7
Apr.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
Apr. 14 "The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
Apr. 21 "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
Apr. 28 "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and

—
'The Light
—
—"Adele,

5

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

26
23
Mar. 30

"A Man

— "Her

of Western Stars," seven reels, with Duitin
six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.

Code of Honor,"

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Dec. lft— "The
Nov. 18 "Just
Nov. 26 "The
Dec. 88—- "The

Zero Horn," five reels, with June Elvidge.
Sylvia," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
Grough," five reels, with Montagu Love.
Love Net," five reels, with Madge Evans.
SO—"The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
6—"What Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.

—
—

Dec
,

an.

,'an.
,

,

;

an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

—"Under

8

Four Flags,"

five reels.
five reels, with Carlyle Blaclcwell.
reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two." five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
"The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love

18— "Love in a Hurry,"
80—"The Bluffer," five

—
—
10—
17 —
34—
8—
10—
17 —

87
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"A

Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Tianse," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.
>

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
(Robert C. Bruce Scenic*)

"The Wolf of the Tetons," one
"Nature Rest and Motion," one

—

CO.

"Nine-Tenths of the Law," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Devil's Playground,
seven reels.

'The

REX BEACH PICTURES CORPORATION
reels.

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY

Mar.

reel.

Is

reel.

"The Marriage Bond,"

"A

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

Thy Daughter," seven

"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

-"Qh, Baby."
—
Gracious, Bobby."
—"Good
"You Couldn't Blame Her."
6— "For Love or Money."
18— "Salvation Sue."
20— "Four of a Kind."
27 — "Welcome Home."

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY

80

"Birth," six reels.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY

Feb
Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."

FELIX

—ALookBridegroom."
Listen."

"Lost

,

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

reels.

"Empty Pockets." seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

"A

Dog's Lite," two
Ambassador Gerard's

The

Frozen Warning," five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spsnuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

(

"Daughter of Destiny,"

"Tempered

with Enid Markey.

"Italy's

Chosen Prince," eight

.

five reels,

with

Mme.

Petrova.

Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Italian official war film.

"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.

Didn't Think," six reels.

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
reels.

six reels, with Lillian Walker.
of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

Grain of Dust,"

"A Romance

_
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.

_

.

Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertsoa

with Charlie Chaplin.

Flaming Front."

"Pershing's Crusaders.

HEATIVE FILM CORPORATION

The
The

reels,

"My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY

Who

FEIST

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES COBPORATION

reels,

F.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

and

Girl

reels.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

28

The

with Nat Goodwin.

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

"Enlighten

'The Curse of Eve," seven

five reels,

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION

"Stop,

one

reel.

reels.

DAVID BERNSTEIN

Jan.
Jan.

reel.

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
—
Indian Love Story," one
"An
— "A Day With Caranza," one
—
"What
a Mexican," one
3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one

31
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb. 24

Jan.

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.
reel.

—
"Horizon Hunters,"

one reel.
The High Horse," one reel.
The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

five reels.

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

Woman,"

Fight for Millions."

'The Brass Bullet"
Gaumont, 'The Hand of Vengeance."
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, 'The Lure of the Circus."

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

"My

"Joan the

with Florence Reed.

"The Woman in the Web."
"The Lion's Claws."

Vita graph,
Universal,
Vitagraph,
Universal,

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
'The Deemster." nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"The Vigilantes," seven

reels,

SERIALS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES

"The Barrier," ten

five

Farnom.

PEN MARKET

TH
Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
POUR SQUARE PICTURES
with Gertrude McCoy.
"The Submarine Eye," seven reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe
"The Cast-Off," five reels, with Bessie barriscale.
"Men."

"Madame Sherry,"

five reeli,

"A Woman's Experience," seven

reels,

with

EASTMAN

Mary Boland

FRATERNITY FILMS,

INC.

FILM

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hqur," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan,"

five reels.

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES,
"A Mormon Maid,"

with

six reels,

INC.

Mae Murray.

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
United States." with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

"My Own

HARRY GARSON
Hushed Hour,"

tical

with Blanche Sweet,
e Unpardonable Sin," eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

he

reels,

five

made motion

first

plays

it

making the

in

GENERAL, ENTERPRISES

— to-day

pictures pracits full

part

best pictures pos-

sible.

"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace

Darmond.

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

Identifiable by the words ''Eastman"
in the film margin

"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

"When Men

Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

D.
"The Birth

and " Kedak"

W. GRIFFITH

H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Hanoi.
of a Nation," nine reels, with

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

HOPP HADLEY

ROCHESTER,

"The Vow."

N. Y.

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
"Maciste," six reels.

HARPER FILM CORPORATION
'Civilization," ten reels.

FORD PHOTOPLAY

HAWK
"Monster of Fate,"

five

"Berlin Via American," six reels, with Francis Ford.
of Today," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"The Fourth Generation," six reels.

FILM CORPORATION

"A Man

reels.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
"Around the World

in

80 Days," six

U. S.

HILLER AND WILK
"Raffles," six reels, with

EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTIONS

John Barrymore.

'Souls Redeemed," with Sheldon Lewis and Charlotte Ivea.

"The Battle of Gettysburg."
"Wrath of the Gods."

"Woman,"
"The

eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

A#r.

10— "Chriatus."

LAWRENCE WEBER PRODUCING

L.

"Weavers

of Life," five reels, with

HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS

six reels, with

W.

S.

reels,

"Ignorance," six

reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

"Lady

"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
Married In Name Only," six reels, with Milton SUls.
•Human Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

MAYFAIR FILM CORPORATION
B. S.

The
INC.

'T«

a

the

Who

Hands

"Shame,"

the

The

The

six

reels,

with Zena Keefe.

Lust of the Ages."

five reels,

with Lillian Walker.

INC.

Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION
The Hand

of Fate."

"The Russian Revolution."
"Man's Law."

reels.

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

INC.

"The Whip," eight

Gods Would Destroy."

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,
reels,

McTammany.
INC.

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS.

five reels.

"Who's Your Neighbor?" seven

Live," six reels, with Ruth

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION

reels.

MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS,
"Whom

five reels
five reels.
five reels.

Mother,"

JOHN W. NOBLE PRODUCTIONS,

LEA-BELL COMPANY
'Snow White," four

to

Know,"
Law,"

of the

Where Do You

JAMES KEANE

"Modern Mother Goose,"

Doesn't

NEWFIELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION
"Alma,

month, with Twede Dan.

"The Spreading Evil," seven

MOSS

Evil," five reels.

"Break the News

JESTER COMEDIES
comedy

Power of

'The Girl

and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."
|TThe Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

two-reel

of the Dugout," six reels.

"Persuasive Peggy," six reels, with Peggy Hyland.

""The Doctor-

One

with Mabel Normand.

PRIVATE FEATURE FILMS

Hart.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

CO.
Helen Hayes and Howard Hall.

WESTERN IMPORT
"Mickey," seven

THOS. H. INCE
"The Bargain,"

EXHIBITORS BOOKING CORP.

"The Zeppelin's Last Raid," five reels, with Enid Markey.
"Those Who Pay," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.

reels.

reels.

LEONCE PERRE3T PRODUCTIONS
INC.

"Stars of Glory," six reels, with Dolores Casainelli.
"A Soul Adrift," six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli.

with Christine Mayo.
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CUT OUT THE COST OF BANNERS
Here's a handsome sign, with interchangeable letters (not
lighted) to extend over sidewalk, 1 ang under canopy, or on<
front of building.
It takes the place of the banners you now rtiust have made
for every show looks better can be read farther and cuts
out all expense of making banners.
Practically indestructible changed on a minute's notice
no disappointments when you get an unexpected film.
A money-saver, and good advertising at the same time.

—

—
—

—

Specifications
One, two, or three line readers.
158 metal panels, with assorted letters, and blank spacers.
14 metal panels with punctuation marks and "&," "In," and
"The."
2 boxes to hold letters, etc.

Background of all panels, and
with handsome blue stippling, finished
with two coats of Vernosite spar varnish. Border in brown
Letters are white enamel.

sign, finished in black,

and

red, or

any color desired.

PAYS FOR ITSELF
Figure up what you
pay each month for
banners. You'll save
all

that

have

this

when

you

will

complete— F.
2 line single
F. O. B.,

We

Perpetual

Banner — r e a d y for
any unexpected
change — easily read
elegant — and weatherproof.

Prices
2 line double face, 12

What

it

pay for

it

talk

face,

same

panels,

all

$225.00

complete,

all

Chicago

160.00

84S

Chicago
407-408

If

you need one,

let's

SO.

WABASH

Mailers Bldg.

157

AVE.,

CHICAGO

Offices

Indianapolis
Illinois Street

N.

133

Milwaukee
Second Street

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

THE

SCREENS

We

ARGOSY FILM SERVICE
Chicago,

St.

— 172

panels,

100

also handle illuminated signs.
over.

stone and others. Two and Three Reel Westerns.
Three, Four and Five Reel Sensational and Society
Dramas. All
American Makes. Every Reel
featured by stars. Big list; ready to place your
bookings for one day or one year, $1.00 per
reel, no war
tax, no charge for Posters,
Photos, etc.
Come in and let us prove that we
can give you full value for your money.

WM. ORR, Manager

size,

Branch Sales

One and Two Reel Comedies — Cubs. Vogues, Key-

W. Randolph

high

in.

O. B., Chicago

MAIN OFFICE,

HEADQUARTERS

64

long, 32

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

saves
in a

few months.

f"

it

ft.

Have

All

It

REPUTATION
QUALITY
PRICE

DE BERRI SCENIC

111.

Phone Central 7926

922

W.

MONROE

Do

It

Now

Co.
CHICAGO

ST.

FILM CONSERVATION
Pre-eminent in
portable

projection

the

field

— ideal

By my method

of cleaning and softening
results at a
minimum cost. I am serving the foremost concerns in the country.
Try my process and be convinced

of

films,

for

screening, etc.

A.

The DeVry

TOM

CHICAGO,

112 No. La SaHe St.,

Chicago

PHILLIPS

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
CHICAGO
5728 S. State St.

THE DEVRY CORPORATION
Marianna Street

TEITEL,

Telephone Franklin 3516

Let us show you how you too
can profit by its use. Write to

1232

you reap maximum

ILL.
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DYNAMITE!
The big W. W. Hodkinson Corporation productions, beginning April 20 and including
all past product released
through this
organization
Can be rented singly by the exhibitors, on
their value and on their merit, without
signing up for series or groups. Can be
booked on the sane and only sound principle
of permitting the exhibitor-customer to
buy what he wants with his money.

You can buy

one, two, four, ten or thirty

without signing away your
own liberty and the independence of your
productions

theatre.

What a misfortune it has been for the great
Rialtos and Strands and the equivalent
theatres like them in the large cities of the
country to have to sign up solid from thirty

weeks of their calendar year,
thereby shutting themselves out of available big productions in the market.
to fifty-two

This would not be a misfortune if the thirty
to fifty-two pictures they contracted for
were of a maintained standard, but they
have not been and under present producing
faulty conditions never can be.

The producing allies of fine talents and
capacities who are now making productions
for release through W. W. Hodkinson Corporation are working slowly and carefully
under selective operating conditions to
deliver the best productions in the market
and to insure better pictures by making
fewer pictures.
Under such conditions they not only desire
us but prefer us to offer them singly to
exhibitors of the nation.

HODKINSON
means eleven years
neering

in

of pio-

motion pictures.

means confidence and
by

the

nation's

means much

trust
exhibitors.

bigger profits.

W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue, New York City

Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
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The World

Greatest Exhibitor

s

Marcus Loew
saw

1*1

*

1

then booked
j

»

it

That

it

solid

itself to tlie

A First National
Money-maker

York and

Brooklyn Theatres

er
eat

sell itself to tlie

public as quickly as

it

sold

Loew Theatres

make American women
Title

New

$10;02

Picture will

It will

for his

Announced Soon

s

blood boil

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H

money and Mary
enough star to know it.

Big stones cost big

Pickford

is

big

/

TO

M arshall

and worth every cent

it

Neilan says: "It

I

s

the greatest film

The magnificent photography

is t>y

cost.

ever directed.

Charles Rosher.

''Daddy Long Legs
will

6 or

be

m

More Reels
A First National
Money-maker

nrecvea vy

HOWAPD HICKMAN
A

picture

popularity of

ity

its

of
star

extraordinary drawing power in its unusual merits, the
and the fame of the book from which it has been adapted.

Miss Barriscale already a, prime favorite will
in this subject which furnishes her a role rich

A

rise to the

pinnacle of popular-

in big opportunities.

distinguished supporting cast has been supplied

and includes Nigel

Barrie,

Kathleen Kirkham, little Ben Alexander, Jos. Dow ling, Leslie Stewart, Margurite
DeLamott, Josephine Crowell, George „ Hackatron, Helen Dunbar and Tom Guise.

1

B.B.FEATVI?eS

lese,

Miss Norris' graphic pen has furnished
perhaps, is "Josellyn's Wife."

many

best sellers.

The

greatest of

theme it strikes a big note and has all the elements of love, suspense,
empathy and romance. In its characterizations it is unique and brings to the
r.reen a new kind of story, the popularity of which will be long-lived.
In

long-run records in many theatres and be recognized as the
wholesome entertainment offered on the motion picture screen in some time.
It

lit

liost

F

its

will register

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY

leased through

DIVISION

Exhibitors

Mutual

OF

Banker. «nd F.iportrri

(or

FILMS
|h«

Hrodutcr
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1

Men

Virtuous

Read What Those Who Know Say:
PROFITABLE

•SHOULD PROVE A

SUCCESS."— Wids

GORGEOUSLY STAGED— HAS AT LEAST SIX BIG PUNCHES."

'IT IS

Harriet Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.

GREATEST FIGHT

HAS THE

*'IT

WILL EAT

EVER saw, EVEN INCLUDING 'THE SPOILERS.' the audience
UP."— Robert E. Welsch, Managing Editor, M. P. News.

IT

I

"NUMEROUS MOB SCENES— all

of them realistically directed by ralph
coln WAS SEEN TO ADVANTAGE IN THE STAR ROLE."
M. Head,

|
ince.

e.

k. Lin-

N. Y. Herald.

MELODRAMA, WITH EXCELLENT COMEDY RELIEF— POSSESSES REAL ENTERTAINMENT QUALBALL ROOM SCENES are the most extensive ever shown on the screen."

"IT IS A BIG

ITIES—THE

Edward Weitzel, Associate

M.

Editor,

P.

World.

'STRONG MELODRAMATIC APPEAL— FULL OF ACTION— EXTRAORDINARY FIGHT SCENES — PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS EXCELLENT—ACTING OF A HIGH ORDER A SURE FIRE CLIMAX."
Helen Rockwell, Exhibitors Trade Review.

"THERE ARE MANY EXCITING AND THRILLING SCENES WHICH WILL APPEAL TO MOVIE AUDIENCES—
HAs GREAT COMEDY RELIEF and wonderful MOB and FIGHT SCENES."
W. Stephen Bush,
"IT

Billboard.

A REAL ENTERTAINMENT— IS SURE TO BE A BIG

IS

Henry

M.

Cole, Exec. Sec'y.

MAKE BIG MONEY for

**WILL

SUCCESS.'

the exhibitor."

SYMPHONY AND BROADWAY THEATRES, New

Morris Kashin, Managing Director

WOMAN AND

"EVERY MAN,

BOX OFFICE

P. Exhibitors' League, N. Y.

CHILD SHOULD SEE

York.

IT."

Paul Sweinhart, Managing Editor, N. Y. Clipper

"A SPECTACULAR FOREST FIRE marks one of the high points,
SELECTION FOR THE STAR."— Wid's

e.

k.

Lincoln

is

admirable

IS BIG MELODRAMA WITH rapid series of big punches, the production
EXTRAORDINARILY STAGED AND EXCELLENTLY PLAYED BY NOTABLE CAST."

•VIRTUOUS MEN'

Martin

J.

Managing

Quigley,

is

Editor, Exhibitors Herald-Motography.

MELODRAMA WELL ACTED PHOTOGRAPHY SUPERB FIGHT SCENES ALONE
WORTH THE PRICE OF ADMISSION."—

'RIP-SNORTING

Mark Vance.
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shing Big Success!!!
|

A

Flood of Letters, Wires and Phone Calls from

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
From Coast to Coast has followed
first New York presentation of

the

§

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
Starring

E.

K.

j

LINCOLN

Personally directed by

j

RALPH INCE
Something new in the picture industry— "THE PICTURE PLUS."
The most comprehensive, unique and original "Direct to
the Public" exploitation campaign ever offered.

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
The Greatest Money Getting

A

Title of the

Year

Ralph Ince Film Attraction

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
Wire

— Write—Phone

or Call to secure

Arthur H. Sawyer

Bryant 3271

your Territory

Herbert Lubin

PICTURES

1476 Br °adway, N. Y.

Foreign Rights Sold to

J.

FRANK BROCKLISS,
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

q^MWMinn

''"""'"mi™:!""

iiillNliiNniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiim^^

Inc.

|

PICTURES

SELECTljMp) PICTURES
Lewis

be

J.

1

2

n ck
i

presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
*
•

in

-"

.

"EXPERIMENTAL

MARRIAGE"
j

r

0

m

play

the

"SATURDAY TO MONDAY"
hy

William
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NEW ANNUAL
Subscriptions to
EXHIBITORS HERALD & MOTOGRAPHY

were received

in

week

ending Satur day, April 12

The

HERALD

the
trade paper wide-awake
exhibitors

Books and accounts
to

is

buy — and read

of the

HERALD

are open

advertisers for verification of this statement.
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NAZIMOVA
LtX

portrays two

and

distinct roles

each

is

daz2ling

in the brilliance

MM

of its realism

*

V

—
—

atch, for Lb

wait for

it

METRO

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Harry Reichenbach,
who

startled the

World with

his

great

" Tarzan of the Apes" (Rothacker
who now heralds " Whom the Gods Would Destroy,"

exploitation

of

Prints) and
enthusiastic in his praise of the screen insurance given the great
work of Messrs. Sellers and Borzage by Rothacker Prints.

is

Mr. Louis Mayer selected a
star, Miss Anita Stewart, who justifies
his faith

and delights everybody

in

" Virtuous Wives/

9

"A Midnight Romance," and "Mary Regan." And, Mr. Mayer
with equally good judgment selected his distributing agency, his
all Rothacker Prints.
directors and laboratory

At Los Angeles during
January, while

a group of the
America were enjoying- a

notable exhibitors in
showing of "The Unpardonable Sin' Harry Garson
feature will be a sensation

was

and a

credit to

most

private
"This
the screen." Garson
said:

right— Prints by Rothacker.

First National Members
about Rothacker quality and service

Ask

aristocrats of Screenland are big enough to
big things and still have time for a big hearty "well done"

These

praiseworthy achievement.

14

do
for

m

"3

T(

THE

past year witnessed the false

booking.

and without tying up to a
was something very close

many

of

open

Realizing that the privilege of going

out and buying what he wanted

desire,

dawn

when he wanted

have come into wide prominence are the

recently

Prizma colored

pictures.

it,

After years of exhaustive effort the Prizma com-

lot of hit-or-miss pictures,

pany has developed a process of color in the film
which achieves a result of exquisite beauty and points

the exhibitor's heart's

to

come out with what

distributors have

they were pleased to call open booking but which

way

the

a tremendously greater motion picture

to

of the future.

under careful analysis was only a step toward open

Incidentally, there

booking.

both in

But now comes the announcement through F. B.
Warren of the plan of the W. W. Hodkinson Corpo-

capacity a few of

ration to inaugurate a policy which

actually open

is

is

Obviously,

many companies

are tied to contracts

which do not admit of

schemes of distribution

commerce and finance.
Both from 'the quality

But the demand
the

of the

exhibitor

open market, without

unmistakably

is

qualifications,

and

nothing short of the fulfillment of the demand in

and spirit will be acceptable.
Meanwhile the whole movement has been given a
big stimulus by the Hodkinson announcement.
letter

*

#

in their advertising with the progress of the pictures

they are showing.

Too often the theatre front

be-

comes a discouragement rather than an attraction.
This is a question of greatest importance to every

who

values the future of his business.

odeon stage of the business are not consistent today.
"circus" a picture does not

mean

to

make

the

front look like the approach canvas of a side-show.

Do

of its product

and from the

not insult

the

of

intelligence

of the

<C

AN

interesting thought for a logical

The

sider:

currently,

film,

mind

to con-

"Topics of the Day," issued

a compilation of paragraphs assembled

is

by the Literary Digest from newspapers throughout
the country. Obviously, these excerpts are uncensored

when printed

in the

Again

American newspapers.

uncensored when reprinted by the

Literary Digest.

But, lo!

when they

are transcribed

upon the screens of
must be submitted
then
theaters
they
motion picture
to a strip of film for projection

to a board of censors in certain localities.

BEFORE

certain

members

of the Chicago Censor-

Commission have spent all their energy
making speeches and writing articles against supposed transgressions of the motion picture they might
ship

Advertising methods consistent with the nickel-

To

in the world of

to play a big part in the current evolution

they remained

number of cases that have come
INto anouralarming
attention exhibitors are not keeping step

exhibitor

company

in a directorial

motion picture industry.

casting off immediately the old bulk sales procedure.

for

associated with this

management and
the biggest names

personalities interested, Prizma, Inc., seems destined

booking.

and

its active

your patrons

which may be ganged by their appreciation of the

reserve a little attention for the spoken stage which

announces for presentation currently in Chicago a
play called "The Unmarried Mother, or Born Out
of Wedlock."

really fine film plays.

Advertise and advertise strongly

— but

let

your ad-

vertising be consistent with the quality of the product

upon your

screen.

plan now being
THEBrady,

carried into effect by William

president of the National Association of

A.

Motion Picture Industry, for the creation of local
branches of the National Association throughout the

the
I

AN

*

*

#

outstanding development of recent months

is

the increasing importance of short subjects of real

i

i

iS

quality.

It is

now

generally accepted that the length

of a picture does not either place

from the feature
Conspicuous

it

in nor exclude it

classification.

in

country

15

a big constructive work.

successfully

equipped

Under
from

to

it

will

mean

vital

a

If carried

through

nation-wide organization

meet assaults wherever they

this plan policies

and the

the group of short features that

is

may

be shaped in

may

occur.

New York

personal work which cannot be handled

New York

will be placed in responsible hands.

1

1
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Victory Near in Fight on Program System
Metro Follows Hodkinson and Vitagraph In Decision
To Publish All Films Separately; Albert E. Smith

Says Continuing System

Would Mean Ruin

Exhibitors appear to be on the eve of a sweeping' victory

in their persistent fight

against the

program system of booking attractions which for the past two years has been an ever-present
bone of contention between the distributors and the theatre owners.
W. W. Hodkinson took the lead when he startled the trade recently by an announcement that
he would put every one of his pictures on an independent booking basis. Vitagraph added a spectacular feature to the "revolution" by cancelling thousands of contracts with exhibitors and permitting them to renew those which they wanted.
From the Pacific coast this week comes the announcement that Metro will absolutely abanthe
program plan in the fall and will set a price on its pictures only after they have been proidon
duced and the value established.
An increasing number of "special features" offered on an independent basis by big companies,
(still maintaining the program system, are believed to be feelers sent out preparatory to taking the

!

important step of offering

all

productions singly.

That adherence to the old plan of compelling an exhibitor to take pictures
he didn't want in order to secure the features he wanted would have carried
producers and exhibitors to ruin is one of the statements made by Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, in an interview given out at Los Angeles
the first

comment on

his

company's recent step

abandoning the program plan.

in

In his interview the veteran executive refers to the program plan as an
"experiment" which has come to an end and says in the future pictures must
be published on a "booking by merit" policy.
Give Public What It Wants
The success of expansion of the motion picture business, he declares,
depends entirely on producers and exhibitors giving the public what it wants.
Big nights, he continues, will not tide a theatre over weak nights, as on big
nights, the crowds can't get in. while weak nights more than eat up the profits.
First intimation of Vitagraph's plan to

away from

break

by

given

the

program plan was
Herald two weeks ago
the

when President Smith hurried through

I

\

Chicago on his way to the west coast.
"Never in all that time has the outlook
been brighter than it is today," said Mr.
Smith. "The industry as a whole is back
to the healthy business conditions that
existed at an earlier period when competition

,

1

was confined

to

the

merits of

each production and the drawing power
of each star, and now with the war over,
business conditions readjusted, and vastly
improved equipment to work with, I anticipate an era of unprecedented prosperity.

"The

I

!

I

'revolution' that has occurred in
the industry within the past few months
has removed the limit from the possibilities of the picture theatres
the faulty
system of using a strong star to support

—

weaker associates has been changed, and
with the theatres free to book such pictures as they want without the necessity

Egf taking pictures they don't want, patrons will be given constant satisfaction
;

;

,

and with the public satisfied, the producmotion picture plays will rise to

tion of

undreamed

of artistic heights.

Co-Operation

Is

Necessary

"It was the struggle in the early days
of the industry that taught me the value
of studying the public wants and co-operating with the exhibitor," continued Mr.
Smith. " This co-operation must be of the
practical kind.
It should start at the

box

office

and take the basic form of giv-

ing the exhibitor only such pictures as
the public will patronize in full strength.
No other consideration should be allowed
to interfere with this rule, the soundness
of which has been again proved by recent
experiments.

"These experiments have now come to
end and pictures will hereafter be
shown on the 'booking by merit' policy.
This change had to come, else the entire
industry producers and exhibitors alike
would have gone down in ruin. To
one who has studied the business since
an

—

—

inception, the ultimate result of the
recent experiments was always plain:
the answer was to be found with the public.
The public will readily buy what it
wants and will pay well for it, but you
cannot force upon the public anything it
doesn't want without courting ruin.
its

Strong and

Weak

Nights

"The motion picture business was
born of public favor. It has been nurtured by the nickels and dimes and quarters of the public and it can continue to
exist only by public approval. The thousands of dollars that have been turned
from the doors of the motion picture theatres through dissatisfaction never have
been and never could be made up on 'the
big nights' when 'strong' attractions have
been shown, and all of us have suffered
as a result.

"The public has suffered because the
class of pictures it wanted and was willing to patronize was not presented. The
exhibitor has suffered because his house
was not large enough on the big nights
17

make up for the loss of weak nights,
and the producer of meritorious features
has suffered because the exhibitors' average profits were small and booking conditions prevented the presentation of
to

other strong features."

Rowland Makes Announcement
Richard Rowland, president of Metro,
announced his company's decision in an
interview given out at Los Angeles.
"Metro's pictures will be bigger and
better and fewer in the next twelve
months.
Our policy will be the aban-

—

donment

1

of

—

program

pictures,

and the

—

production of only high-class features
greater star series," he said.
"We are
going to spend more time on each picture and spend as much money as is
necessary to make it appeal to the high-

and theatregoer. We
want the exhibitor to pay what a picture
is really worth.
For a good picture he
will pay a good price.
For an ordinary
picture he will pay accordingly. For this
est class of theatre

reason we are not going to set the price
of a picture before it i's made. It will be
completed first and then its actual value

computed.

The program system

is

due

We

will drop the onerelease-a-week plan entirely.
"During the year we will produce perhaps thirty-six or forty pictures, and we
Of
intend to sell each one separately.
course, the exhibitor demands to know
what he will get.
can promise him
so many Lytells, so many Danas, so
many Allisons, and so on. during the
next year. But the price will not be set
until the picture is finished and we have
seen what it is really worth. All our production, practically, will be in the West.
will keep our Sixty-first street studio
for emergencies, but will concentrate
everything in our Holywood plant."

for a fadeout.

We

We

Sue General Subsidiary

NEW

YORK— Following

closely

upon the report that General Film Company may suspend, the General Film
Contracting Company, a subsidiary corporation, has been made defendant in a
petition in bankruptcy filed by creditors,
including the Interstate Film Company,
Herbert H. Vudkin and Frank M. Williams.
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Sidney Drew, Noted Screen Comedian
Parted by Death
Dies Suddenly After Being Stricken
Nervous Breakdown Brought on by Grief Over
Son Being Killed in France Causes Death
of Popular Actor
Sidney Drew, noted actor of the screen
and stage, died on Wednesday, April 9,
his

at

home

in

New York

years ago, and one of his earliest successes was "Goodness Gracious," and
the first three-reel comedy to be featured
on Broadway.
Kimball
Clara
Young appeared with him in this com-

City, after a

brought on by a nervous
breakdown. The immediate cause of his
death was uremia.
The famous comedian had never fully recovered from the
shock of the death of his son, S. Rankin
Drew, in France, where, as a member of
brief

the

illness

He

in action.

in

Detroit,

Had Worked

Mich.,

Two

when he

Comedies Were Headliners
Mr. and Mrs. Drew had been appear-

Paramount-Drew comedies, having
signed a contract last August with President Amedee J. Van Beuren of the V. B.
ing in

K. Film Corporation for the making of
two-reel pictures, a subsequent arrangement being consummated for publishing
the films through Paramount.

The new

comedies have been well received by
audiences,
place in

the

Drews holding

all

secure
the hearts of the picture-going
a

Their latest picture, "The Amawas headlined on the comedy week bill at the Rivoli Theatre.
New York, during the week of March 30,
and their previous picture, "Once a Mason," was accorded the same distinction

Paramount-Drew comedies while filling
engagements on tour.
Mr. Drew was born in New York City
in
1864.
His father was John Drew of
Dublin, Ireland, and his mother was the
Mrs. John Drew, who was for many years
their stage

one of the foremost comediennes

Liar,"

at the Rialto early in

Sidney

March.

'began his screen work
with the Vitagraph Company about four
^frrjijDiitirrjiJifffiirrrfinjjiirriiMiriiiiirrFjijiiiiif
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in an all-star cast of "She Stoops to
Conquer," including Kyrle Bellew and
Eleanor Robson. He returned to vaudeville in "Billy's Tombstones," and following the death of the first Mrs. Drew,
who appeared with him in that sketch,
joined the Vitagraph Company to appear
in motion pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew have made
thousands all over the world laugh with
them in their comedies which never offended the finer sensibilities of the most

kin"

in this

his first professional

work attracted the attention of the late
Charles Frohman, who engaged him to
play

leading roles with

Ada Dyas and other

Was

Rose Eytinge,

stars.

"They Keep You
audience.
Smiling," was the slogan used in advertising their Paramount comedies, and it
aptly epitomized their work both in pictures and on the stage.

Starred in Vaudeville

particular

In 1896 Mr. Drew turned his attention
to vaudeville, and was the pioneer in presenting legitimate drama on the variety
stage.
In fact, he was virtually the first
actor with a "name" to enter the two-aday.
His first playlet was "When Two

Hearts

Drew

He made

country.

The Late Sidney Drew and Mis. Drew,
Who Kept Thousands Smiling by Their
Wholesome Comedies

appearance with Leonard Grover in "Our
Boarding House," at the Walnut Theatre, Philadelphia, and scored an instanHis
taneous hit as a light comedian.

public.

teur

Metro

for

years ago

their contract they decided to retire from
the screen for awhile and devoted all
their time to their stage production,
"Keep Her Smiling," until Amedee J.
Van Beuren persuaded them to return to
pictures.
For the past several months
they had been producing the two-reel

condition as serious, Mr. Drew insisted upon being brought to New York.
Mrs. Drew accompanied him on the jourhis bedside

the

Mr. and Mrs. Drew
joined the Metro Pictures Corporation
and produced Metro-Drew comedies at
the rate of one a week. At the end of

his

ney here and was at

McVey, who became

Miss Lucille

where he had been playing with Mrs.
Drew in the stage play, "Keep Her Smiling," but although Dr. Russell D. Brown,
the specialist who was called, pronounced

died.

Vitagraph

present Mrs. Drew. Soon thereafter the
couple started producing the type of
polite comedies which came to be recognized as distinctly their own.

suffered a complete

breakdown

physical

at the

Theatre.
It was at the Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn that Mr. Drew met

Lafayette Esquadrille, he was shot

down

was shown

edy, which

Are

Won."

He

continued

Big

in

for a brief

i

mum

engagement

as

"Tony Lump-
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NEW

YORK, April 14.— In the
past two weeks a series of conferences have been held here which
may result within a few days in an
announcement of great interest to
the trade at large. Participating in
the conferences have been several
of the "pioneers" of the industry

imiimiiiii|

High Praise From Exchange Manager
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Branch

Office

218 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N. Y.

To EXHIBITORS

Company Formed

vaudeville for several years, only leaving

whose names have been prominent

HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:

Personally I want to compliment you on your various snappy,
peppy "Editorial Comments of the week." These are a sort of a salt
and pepper to my brain.
Every Saturday a few hours is enjoyed in scanning your publi-

I

in the film trade for a dozen years.
It is learned that plans are under
consideration for the formation of

|

a big feature organization, capitalized for upwards of a million dollars, to engage in the exploitation
of big special productions.

1

|

cation.

You

Opening up

surely have a real live-wire trade paper.

Yours
(Signed)

C. A.

TAYLOR,

'
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Governor
Smith

will

hear arguments, relative to the Sunday
local option bill, April 16th.
It is an-

Mgr.

Pathe-Buffalo.
"

to

NEW YORK.— Governor

truly,

ticipated that Governor
this favorable film bill.

Smith

will

sign

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M 0 TOGRAPHY
Seek Half Million From Public
To Float Another "Feature Film"
Chautauqua Workers and Small Town Bankers
Make Debut in Motion Picture Field With

Hope

of Gathering

A chautauqua lecturer,

Immense

Profit

a lyceum bureau manager, and a small town banker

are about to depart from their familiar vocations with a hope of making a
fortune for themselves and their backers in the motion picture field.
By the sale of stock to the public, they hope to raise a half million dollars,
with which to finance a twelve reel feature picture under the title of "Democracy," the returns of which will not only reimburse their stockholders but
will place on a firm financial footing a producing corporation which will take
its place among the leading companies of the nation.

The Men Behind

the Venture

The men behind

the stock company are Lee Francis Lybarger, introduced
on the title page of the prospectus as "one of the world's greatest thinkers,
authors, and orators," president and general manager Frank M. Chaffee, president of the Century Lyceum Bureau, Chicago, secretary, and Hon. David L.
Glover, president of the Miffinburg Bank, Miffinburg, Pa., treasurer. If any
of the three have had experience in producing or distributing pictures, the
;

prospectus fails to mention

The scenario
cribed

for

"the

as

the

it.

picture

intellectual

is

labors

de-

of

a

lifetime" of Mr. Lybarger.

"Were

I

able to pocket the whole of

the $500,000 to be raised,

would not

it

expect to make out of my
part of the net earnings of the picture,"
says Mr. Lybarger over his signature,
"and many times that amount would not
equal what

I

buy from me

my

condition that

it

screen to

make

scenario,

was never

its

if

to

upon the
go on the

appeal to the eyes and

hearts of humanity.

"The story of 'Democracy' which I have
prepared is not the product of a few
years but of decades of arduous and per'Democracy' is
sistent intellectual toil.
the fruits of labor of a lifetime.

Failure

meaning and blessings of
whole world would be
the most lamentable and crushing defeat
my life's ambitions could know. I shall
concentrate all my thought and energy
to the hope of making 'Democracy' a
literary and dramatic monument to the
heroism and valor which have utterly
destroyed the armies of Autocracy and
given mankind one more chance for
Democracy, Brotherhood, Justice and
to picturize the

Democracy

to the

money from a salary or from wages,"
and from Andrew Carnegie that "Fear
is old-womanish and has kept millions
from making a fortune."
"If Democracy nets as much per cent
as 'The Birth of a Nation,' every $100
will return
$30,000," the

and every

invested

$3,000,

$1,000,
out.

prospectus

points

back inside cover

is

informed:

further reserve the right, in event

on an oversale of the stock, to reject any
subscription when received, and refund
the amount paid on the same."
Why the Public Is Let In
Perhaps, the prospective purchaser of
stock is curious to know, why men of
wealth have not seized upon this opportunity instead of permitting the stock to
go to everybody.
The prospectus anticipates this and

answers:

Freedom."
Prospectus Cleverly Done
The prospectus shows clever compilation.
The reader is told on the second
page the immense profit possibilities of
successful
motion pictures that the
"Birth of a Nation" netted about 3,000%
on the investment; "Neptune's Daughter,"
1,200%; "Civilization," 000%; "Traffic in
Souls," 3,000%, and the "Million Dollar
Mystery," 600%.
A series of quotations from wealthy
men on the "Nothing ventured, nothing

bookkeeping

difficulties, detail, expenses,
he decided to limit investors to 500
shares of stock each.

etc.,

Comments Are Kindly
Four pages are given over to kindly
comments on the scenario by men in public life, many of whom apparently have
appeared on chautauqua platforms. Two
pages of letters pertaining to the character, honesty and integrity of Mr. Lybarger, Mr. Glover and Mr. Chaffee follow.

Only preferred stock will be sold, two
shares of common stock being given
away with each share of preferred. After
the preferred stock has been retired, the
plan is to place 20% of the surplus profits
aside for the production of additional

The Democracy Photoplay Company
offices in the Woods Theatre Building, 56 W. Randolph street, Chicago.
It
is
incorporated in
Jersfcv
for
$1,000,000.
Par value of shares "is $10

has

New

each.

Ralph Proctor Gets Post
With "Big 4*' Company
Ralph O. Proctor has been appointed
assistant general manager of the United
Artists Distributing Company, succeeding B. P. Schulberg, who resigned to enter the export field.
Mr. Proctor is one of the best known
men among the younger executives of
the distributing field, having been associated as branch and divisional manager
with several of the largest national exchanges. Mr. Proctor resigned from the
Pathe Exchange, Inc., to take up the
work with the "Big Four."
Mr. Proctor is particularly well known
in Chicago and the middle west, where
he is personally known to thousands of
exhibitors.

Government Views Film

NEW YORK.— "Open

Your Eyes,"
Warner Brothers' Pathological picture is
being shown this week in Washington
to Surgeon General in the Government

—

gained" idea are given, among them a
statement from George M. Reynolds,
president of the Continental and Commercial National Bank of Chicago, that
"Nobody can make a fortune by saving

means 'the people,' therefore, he felt it
just and right to permit the people to
assist in the financing of their own cause
and to share in the profits.
"A gentleman in New York wanted to
furnish all the money necessary for the
production and distribution of the picture but Mr. Lybarger would not entertain the thought for reasons above mentioned, besides, this man would naturally
have wanted the lion's share of the
profits and the sole and exclusive control
of the company."
Continuing, it states that Mr. Lybarger's first idea was to limit each person
to one share of stock, but on account of

pictures.

The person who hesitates when he
comes to the subscription blank on the

"We

"Mr. Lybarger prefers to have the pubassist him in financing 'Democracy'
because it will give him cooperation
throughout the various portions of the
United States, as the stock is being sold
from many branch offices in several
cities.
Then, again 'Democracy' literally
lic

Health Department.

Beecroft at Capital

NEW YORK.— Chester

Beecroft, who
returned from Europe on the Mauratania

K. K.

Playing;

LINCOLN

lead in Zane Grey's western
stnrj, "Desert Gold"

*•>«'
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on Saturday last, left for Washington,
D. C, immediately.
Mr. Beecroft expects to be in Washington about a week
to arrange for the export of more than
2.000,000 feet of film.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Charles Miller Productions, Inc.
To Make Independent Features
Frank Hall and Noted Director Form Company

—To Screen Popular Novel— Clearing
House Will Distribute

Charles Miller, who first came into prominence as a director with the
Ince forces during the Fine Arts days and who since that time has given to
the screen some of its best dramatic features, has been signed by Frank G.
Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation, to produce a series of
special productions under the corporate name Charles Miller Productions, Inc.
Mr. Miller is president and Mr. Hall is vice-president and general manager
as well as one of the directors of the corporation. Work will be started next
week on the first of this series of Miller productions, at the Bacon-Backer
studio which has been engaged by Mr. Hall for the Miller company.

The

Miller

productions

will

be

dis-

tributed by Independent Sales Corporation through its Film Clearing House
exchanges. Mr. Miller plans to produce
six specials during the current year.
The first of the series will be a screen
version of a popular novel with an allstar cast.
Since the days

when the five-reel productions were the exception and not the
rule, Mr. Miller has held the megaphone
over the silent drama in its creation.
And during the time intervening since
the days when only a Griffith would attempt a longer feature than two and
three reels, Mr. Miller has been in the
rising with
studio,
the rapid
strides
taken by the silent art and gaining by
experience all the finesse that is reflected in such examples of perfect artistry in production and direction as
"The Ghost of Yesterday," conceded by
the press and public to be the most popular

and finished picture

in

which Norma

Talmadge has ever appeared.

Many Plays to His Credit
His ability to bring out and place in
prominence the simplicity and homely
character of star and story has never
been more convincingly impressed than
by his production of "The Sawdust
Ring," starring Bessie Love, which picture is said to have played to one of the
•

biggest weeks the Rialto theatre, New
York, ever recorded. His production of
"The Flame of the Yukon," starring
Dorothy Dalton, was one of the biggest
successes of its time and is reported to
have had extensive runs in nearly every
instance, owing to the public demand.
Mr.' Miller in making the announcement of his independent venture, said:

Outlines His Policy
"What has been done toward advancing the silent drama as an art everyone
knows. I hope I have contributed something to this advancement. I have tried
during the course of my direction to
bring out the worthwhile phases of the
drama that has become the biggest individual entertainment medium of the

time,

and now that

I

have free rein and

put into actual practice my ideas
of production, I feel that my venture
will be a success.
I
have always contended that the first consideration should
be given to the story and the story will
be first and foremost in my productions.
With a good human story and a capable
cast working with me, 1 consider the
hardest part of my work done. Mr. Hall
and I expect to give the public pictures
with appeal, logical, human stories and
productions that will meet the demands
of both the big and little theatres."
can

Sunday Theatres Lose
In

Two Western

COLORADO

Cities
SPRINGS, COL.— The

proposition of permitting motion pictures and other places of amusement to
open on Sunday, submitted to the voters
at the city election, was beaten by 861
votes.
At North Platte, Neb., the Sunday motion picture proposition was beaten by
a decisive vote.

Rialto to Celebrate
Rialto theatre, New York,

The

will

celebrate its third anniversary with a
special program the week of April 20.
The theatre was opened on April 22,
1916, and has developed into a world-

famous

Broadway institution.
Hugo
the managing director, is

Riesenfeld.

arranging an unusually pretentious presentation for the anniversary.

Crane in New York
A. Crane, formerly a Hodkinson
representative in Washington, D. C, has
been promoted by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation to the New York office,
where he will be in charge of Hodkinson
sales throughout the Greater New York
E.

territory.

FORTY-TWO LAMBS ALL READY FOR EASTER

this photo of member* of the Lambs' Clabi now disporting themselves on
tin- Famous Players-Lasky director, niihi»im'<I
mint. Those in the picture arc (left to right): Top row
Friink ('use, George O. linker, Mnhlon Hamilton, Edwin Cnrcwe,
Politer, William DeMllle, Marshall JMcilan, ThomaM Mcighan, Antonio Moreno, Albert Parker, Robert Cain, .lames Bradbury,
Charlie Evans, ilea Wilson, Sidney Alnsworth, Hardy Kirkland, Walter I'crcival, Joseph Kllgour, Milton Kills, James IVeill.

Hugh

Rord,

West «
Henry

i

—

row:
WUlard Lewis, William Parnnm, Dnstln Parnnm, Frank Carrier, Walt Williams, Admiral Bleecker, Frederick
Warde, William H. Crane, William Desmond, Louis GottSchalk, George Faweett, Fdward Conlcy, hurst on Hall, Donald Crisp,
Hugh Ford, William BtirresS,
W illiam Russell. Ilottom rowt ICdwin Stevens, William Conklin, Bert I.ytell, Rudolph Cameron,
Richard McParland.
Second

'I'
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TORS

He's President of "Big 4"
Oscar A. Price and Douglas
Fairbanks' Brother John
Looking Over the Fairbanks
Studio at Hollywood

O'Grady Incident Expected to Kill
Censorship Bill in New York State
Failure of Critic to Return Specific Answers to
Questions Defending Pictures Discounts
Charges Against the Industry

—

NEW

YORK. Prompt action of the Association of Motion Picture Adand the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry to take
issue with Deputy Police Commissioner Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, who in a talk
before the Humanitarian League attacked motion pictures in impassioned generalities, is believed to have killed what little chance the Slater Bill, providing
for censorship, had of passing the New York Legislature.
vertisers

Reformers Hurrying to Albany
to be flooded with professional reformers and reprewomen's clubs, it is expected that the censorship measure will be
killed by an overwhelming vote.
The impending defeat of censorship legislation will mean two big victories
for the picture industry in New York state this spring. The Sunday opening
bill, recently passed by the senate, was approved by the house by a vote of 84
to 58 and only awaits the governor's signature to become a law.

Although Albany

is

sentatives of

The Mrs. O'Grady incident started a
week ago, when the deputy police commissioner

in

itarian

League

quency

to

addressing

lurid

the

Human-

blamed juvenile delinand suggestive motion

O'Grady offering

to cooperate with her

the exhibition of obsence
or immoral pictures, or to point out the
statutes and laws now existing under
which authority is given to prohibit such
exhibitions."
"to

prevent

pictures.

Avoids Answering Questions

Arthur Levey Returns
NEW YORK.— Arthur Levey, late

of

HeadCorps
Mr. Levey has

the 307th Infantry and also of the
quarter troops of the 2nd Army
is

back

in

embarked

our midst.

the film export
which business he was in prior
to war.
Mr. Levey expects to
the Lapland, April 15, for a
in

trip in the interest of his

Great

business,

going

to

leave on
business

house, through

and Scandanavian coun-

Britain

tries.

As the most effective way of answering her general charges, the Advertisers'
Association propounded ten questions to
Mrs. O'Grady asking her to cite specific
instances to prove her charges. Most of
The direct
the questions were evaded.
The
answers were in general terms.
questions and answers were as follows:
Can you name ten theatres in New York
1.
City in which, to your knowledge salacious pictures
have been shown?
Answer: Let the

general

public

answer

that

question.

To Produce
NEW YORK.— The

Scenics
Eastern

Motion

Picture Co. with studios at Providence,
R. I., and New York offices at 1451
Broadway, announce that they are about
to produce scenic and industrial pictures.
They contemplate a large advertising
campaign on these pictures.

Hist! Who's Got It?

NEW

YORK,

14.— Considerable mystery is surrounding a
two reel film depicting the former
April

Crown Prince of Germany cavorting about his place of banishment.
It is learned that the film was recently brought to New York by a
representative of the British War
Office under whose auspices it was
made.

The

immediately atamong buyYork and many requests
film

tracted great interest
ers in

New

were made for a screening.
shortly after his
representative
from the scene
has been heard
to be a novelty

But

arrival, the British

withdrew
and nothing more
of what promises

quietly

sensation.

Can you name

three salacious or licentious
films which you have seen or which you know to
have been shown in New York during the past
year ?
Answer: I am not going to be a medium of
advertising those pictures.
3.
Can you name one motion picture exhibitor,
who makes a practice of exhibiting suggestive, immoral, or licentious films?
Answer: I have seen a picture where a man
attacks a girl in a most bestial manner, using his
teeth to tear a young girl's clothes.
4.'
Do you claim to be a better judge of films
than the parents of children who attend the
theatres ?
Answer: The parents never see half the pictures that the children see.
5.
Do you know that (SO per cent of the films
shown in New York are later shown in schools
2.

Distributors Decide
Exhibitors Must Pay

New Government Tax
NEW

YORK—

Distributors'
The
Division of the N. A. M. P. I. has decided that the exhibitors will be required
to pay the 5 per cent film rental revenue

May 1, and will embody a
The
clause to that effect in contracts.
charge of 15 cents per reel per day will
be discontinued.
Companies represented at the meeting were: Famous Players-Lasky, First
National, Fox, Goldwyn, Metro, Pathe,
Select, Triangle, Universal, Vitagraph,
World, and International Film.
tax, effective

Censor at Pittsburgh
HARRISBURG, PA.— Pittsburgh

will

have a deputy motion picture censor if
the House concurs with the Senate,
which has passed the Mearkle bill, providing for the appointment of such an
official,

by

a vote of 33 to

5.

and churches throughout America?

Answer: In my mail today are letters from
school principals, clergymen, societies, and respectlaw-abiding men and women, and others,
praising my stand.
0.
Can you produce one child of the many you
say have been ruined by the films?
Answer: I can, but I hesitate to do that. Girls
have been brought here and have made confessions.
If I get the consent of the parents I
will make the names public, but why should I
brand those unfortunate girls?
7.
Are you aware that the law gives the
license commissioner the power to close any theatre showing an indecent picture?
Answer: Let the license commissioner answer

|

Nickel Theatre

able,

Pay Admission Taxes

I

Under the terms of the new federal revenue act which became efApril 1, nickel theatres
fective
must pay a tax of one cent on each

|

was made

1

1

admission.
the law.

Can you give the name of any one

film

exception, such as

Gabriel L. Hess, Chairman of the Censorship Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
made public a letter he sent to Mrs.

tax of 1 cent for each 10
or fraction thereof of the
amount paid for admission to any
place on or after such date, including admission by season ticket or
subscription to be paid by the person for such admission."
cents

producer that has obtained an injunction to restrain the commissioner from performing his office?
Answer: That also can be answered best by the
license commissioner.
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No

last year, is included in
It is as follows:

"A

that.
S.

Must

|
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
OLIVE THOMAS IN "THE FOLLIES GIRL"

A

notable cast appears in support of Miss

Thomas

Triangle special screen play,
nurse to a millionaire

in this

telling- of

a

%.

in Politics

Urges Insisting on Anti-Censorship Pledge Before
Supporting Any Candidate for Seat in
Legislature
An

appeal

to

exhibitors generally, and

the exhibitors of Virginia in particular, to

take an active interest in politics

and help

the state

men who

elect

to

to

legislature

dangerous to the
motion picture industry is sounded in a
communication to "The Herald from J.
Henkel Henry, proprietor of the Empire
Theatre at Winchester, Va.
Mr. Henry, who was the leader in a hot
and successful fight to prevent a censorship
bill being passed in Virginia by the last
oppose

will

legislation

legislature,

believes

newed next

fall,

the

will

fight

and declares

be

theatre

re-

own-

ers have no time to spare.

His communication is of special interest
view of the statement before the Chicago censorship Commission recently of

in

William A. Brady, who declared the reformers were driving the motion picture

means of defend-

industry into politics as a
ing

itself.

Mr. Henry's communication

is

as

fol-

lows:

By

Henkel Henry
The time has come when exhibitors
and theatre managers must make a fight
J.

for their rights.
Just as long as we sit
and fail to interest ourselves to the
extent of seeing that men are selected
for the legislative halls who are disposed
towards us we are going to have censorship, high licenses, restrictions against
still

Sunday operating,

Who
It is

etc.

the leaders of censorship?
none other than this same reform

element

are

who have

apparently succeeded
in putting the country dry without submitting the question to the people. That
these people are well organized and
never cease to work is a question beyond
dispute.
ginia?

What

are

the

results

in

Vir-

We

would have had censorship
in Virginia today had our last session of
the legislature lasted one or two days
longer, and unless more liberal representatives

are

elected

this

fall

we

are

going to have censorship just as certain
The
as the Lord made little apples.
writer was the lone exhibitor of Virginia
present during the closing hours of the
last legislature and succeeded in getting
the license reduction bill through; therefore knows whereof he speaks.
Reformers Behind the Bill
The patron of the censorship bill, Dr.
Cannon, is the president of the AntiSaloon League of Virginia and one of
the leading prohibition workers in America.
He, in conjunction with the State
Morals Commissioner, the Rev. J. Sydney
Peters, have been busily engaged for the
past weeks paving the way for the election of men who will vote them more
power, more money that they may enjoy
a $10,000 salary per year to enforce prohibition and carry out censorship and
other so-called "moral reform" laws.
This they will do unless we exhibitors
get busy immediately and pick men who
believe in equal rights and who will
promise us to go forth and represent
the people without their hands tied by
Dr. Cannon and Rev. Peters.
cannot afford to sit still and trust
our fate into the hands of men who are
tied by the anti-prohibition party.

We

own men who

stand by us and unless they are
willing to give us this promise we don't
will

We

should put it square up
those candidates before the August
primaries. August will soon be here, so
let every man who has his own interest
Primaries will
at stake get busy now.
be held in Virginia in August, when candidates for the legislature and senate will
be selected. Cannon and his forces have
their men slated. What are we going to
do? Let's all get busy now and persuade some fellow to run who will stand

want them.
to

by

us.

Time

Is

Now

There never was

Opportune

time to elect
than now. The feeling is against
this reform element stronger now than
what it was two years ago when Governor Davis was given more votes than
It
his two dry opponents combined.

our

a better

men
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be easy sailing for inen who will announce themselves along, the same line
as Governor Davis did,, It took a good
many dissatisfjed dry voters to change to
elect Davis when you stop to think that
Virginia went state-wide prohibition by
nearly 38,000 votes, biit they did not
favor such stringent laws;. and if given a
vote today it is the general opinion of all
that the state would go overwhelmingly
wet. Davis was a straight, out wet candidate and defied the dry forces, which
'

would Verify

this opinion.

.

Whether we

are wet or dry, let's forget this and get busy now to hunt out
men who will at least stand by us in op-

posing censorship

in

our next legislature.

exhibitors and theatre men in other
states will take similar action there is no
If

telling

what can be accomplished.

Grace Darling to Be
On Rothapfel Program
NEW YORK.— Grace Darling is one
of the players

who

coming

will be in the

Mr.
Productions.
is rather silent about the plans
of his company, but Miss Darling has
been mentioned as one of the reasons
why folks will clamor to see Rothapfel

Feature

Rothapfel
Rothapfel

pictures.

Wally Van who

is

director

general for the Rothapfel pictures has
spared no expense or time in making the
Rothapfel pictures as artistic and at the
same time as interesting as possible.

We

have got to select our

.

a

will

Virginian Declares Exhibitors

Must Become Active

who becomes

llttli? jfsotfhrette

Title

MacDonald Film

NEW YORK.—The
Katherine

manager

MacDonald

of

Pictures

the

Cor-

poration, Sam Rork, said "The Thunderbolt" will be the title of the first production of the MacDonald Pictures Corporation.

Sam Rork

is

directing,

Our

First

Child as he fondly terms "The ThunderIn this production there are such
bolt."
stars as Katherine

MacDonald, Thomas

Meighen, Adda Gleason, Forrest Stanley
and Spottiswood Aiken.

Mayer Well Pleased
With New Production
Louis B. Mayer made a hurried trip to
Chicago last week for a test screening of
Stewart production,
the latest Anita
"Mary Regan," at the Rothacker studio.
Mr. Mayer left for the East on Saturday, very
production.
"It's

Mayer.

a

much

elated

world

beater,"

s

over his
declared

latest

Mr.,

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Sunday Opening Bills
Interesting Experiments in Merger
Uncertain in Two States
And Monopoly Tried in Central West which
NEW YORK— Sunday opening laws,
New
were regarded as assured
Theatre Owners in Chillicothe, Ohio, and Hut- Jersey and Connecticut a short time ago,
At Hartford
are now uncertain again.
chinson, Minn., Try Different Means of
there are persistent rumors that Govin

Eliminating All Competition

i

I

New

Two interesting experiments, the progress of which will be carefully
studied by men in every branch of the motion picture industry, are under
way in the Central West.
At Hutchinson, Minn., Manager A. W. Dibble of The Rex theatre has
been promised a monopoly on the theatre business under an agreement whereby
he will share his profits" with the city. At Chillicothe, Ohio, managers of four
rival motion picture theatres have formed a stock company aimed to "eliminate
wasteful competition" and will share profits with each other.

Experiments Differ Radically

At Hutchinson, the monopoly is created on the theory that the city is
large enough to support only one first class house and that if two exist, both
must be second rate. At Chillicothe, the experiment is purely a financial one
with a view of cutting down overhead expenses, getting better terms from distributors and doing away with all forms of competition.
The two experiments are putting in
'operation theories which have long been
discussed. The monopoly idea has been
suggested for cities as large as 25,000
population on the assumption that if the
people were compelled to go to one
theatre instead of having a choice, the
one theatre could present a better performance for a smaller admission price
than any one of several houses.
:

Mergers Are Usually

Difficult

The merger or combination of every
theatre in a community under one management as a stock company has also
been agitated for years, but seldom

atfailed to
tempted, as rival
agree on the comparative value of their
.playhouses when the merger was at-

one

management,

would do
all

thereby

eliminating

One man, under

competition.
all

financial matters.

It is figured that the

obtain

better

pictures

combination can
for

less

money

from distributors as it would end the
argument, "Well, if you don't take it at
Cutting down
that price, Mr. X will."
overhead expenses is another big item
counted upon.

The

company

officers of the

Hart Wins His Suit
Against Lasso Films

WASHINGTON—The Federal Trade
Commission has found the Lasso Pictures Corporation guilty of unfair trade
competition in the selling of reissued
films under new names and new titles
and passing these films on as brand new
The complaint was based
subjects.
largely on reissuing old Hart two reelers.
The Lasso case in many particulars resembles the suit William S. Hart has
pending against W. H. Productions.

this plan,

booking and handle

of the

Holcomb may veto the bill. In
Jersey a test vote in the senate indicated that the measure passed by the
house would probably be beaten and
consequently efforts to pass the Sunday
bill have slowed up.
ernor

are:

S. S.

Wortley, president; Allen Scott, secretary, and W. W. Boulger, treasurer.

Fail to Disturb

Sunday

Picture Show in Vermont
BURLINGTON, VT.— Without comfrom the state or city officials, layor clergymen, for the first time in
the history of Vermont, motion pictures
were exhibited on a Sunday for amusement purposes at a local theatre Sunday.
The exhibition was contrary to
the old "blue laws" of the state, dating
plaint

men

from

1787.

SCENE FROM SELECT'S NEW RUSSIAN PICTURE

managers

tempted.

The Hutchinson Plan
On condition that only high grade
pictures and other entertainment be
given and that the city receive a share
of the profits from his house, the city
jcouncil of Hutchinson, Minn., has agreed
to grant a theatre license to only one
plavhouse in Hutchinson. The license
will go to Manager A. W. Dibble, manlager of The Rex.
Mr. Dibble and Manager Jack Murnan
of the Idle Hour have been rival exhibThey talked the
itors for some time.
'matter over and decided the town would

Then
support only one good house.
they consulted the city council on the
monopoly plan.
With the assurance

of competition be-

permanently removed, Manager Dibfble bought out Murnan and closed the
He is now remodeling The
Idle Hour.
jing

'Rex theatre.

When

alterations have been comwill have a seating capacity of at least 500, and will have a
sloping floor, something new for Hutchinson.

pleted.

his

The Rex

The

Chillicothe Plan

There are four motion picture theatres
Sherman,
Ohio
the
Chillicothe,
Royal, Star and Queen.
The Chillicothe Picture Theatre Company proposes to merge the four under

in

—

Norma

I

'n

I

in

ntlg <

is

principal fl|*ur«> around which the slory of "The Nimv
revolveM, Nuld to throb with tense moments.

tin-
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Trade Showing of "Virtuous Men"
At Fulton Theatre Draws Crowd
Leading Distributors and State Right Buyers
Attend Premier Elaborate Campaign

—

Book Ready
"Virtuous Men" was presented for the
time at the Fulton Theatre, New
York, last week. This production, which
stars E. K. Lincoln and was directed
first

by Ralph Ince, is the initial feature bearing the brand name of S-L Pictures.
The audience which witnessed the
premier of "Virtuous Men" consisted of
the leading distributors, exchange men,
state right buyers and representatives of
the daily press and motion picture trade
papers. The Fulton Theatre was taxed
to its capacity by the crowd which attended the trade showing.
A twentypiece orchestra under the direction of
Carl Edouarde, leader of the Strand
Symphony Orchestra, provided the
musical setting for the presentation.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin utilized the
beautiful lobby of the theatre for a
display

distinctive

the

of

advertising

matter which will accompany "Virtuous

The

Men."

original poster sketches, as

K. Lincoln by

well as paintings of E.

Clarence

Underwood and

R. G.

Morgan

attracted considerable attention.

Issues Exploitation Guide

"The Picture Plus

—

,"

an original, ex-

ploitation guide of sixteen pages contain-

ing an elaborate campaign for the use
of the exhibitor in connection with his
presentation of "Virtuous Men," was also

favorably commented upon.
This is a
sixteen page booklet printed on India
tint paper in brown ink.
The outside
front and back covers are illustrated
with
scenes
from "Virtuous
Men,"

drawn by
The book itself

specially

R. G. Morgan.
is
eight columns

in

has been prepared in type
which the exhibitor can quickly digest
and also find exactly what he wants without delay.
The various pages are devoted to a carefully prepared campaign
of publicity for "Virtuous Men" consisting of stories, paragraphs, special
advertisements, star cuts and a variety
of copy for use in programs, newspapers,
magazines, etc.
width.

It

In addition to this matter, stories for
use of the exhibitor prior to his

the

presentation of the picture and also following the showing have been prepared.
This matter can be used by the exhibitor
without revamping in any way.
One
page of "The Picture Plus " is devoted
to
reproductions of the lithographs

—

which accompany "Virtuous Men" comprising three one
sheets,
two three
sheets, one six sheet and one twenty-four
sheet.

For Free Distribution
Copies of "The Picture Plus ," together with direct aid from the S-L

—

Service Bureau will be available to all
exhibitors who present "Virtuous Men."
It is believed it will prove of great help
in giving the production widespread exploitation.

Among

the guests present at the pre-

mier were the following:
D. Williams, general manager of
J.
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit;
Robert H. Lieber, president of the First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit;
Harry
Schwalbe of the First National Ex-

Lewis J. Selznick, M.
H. Hoffman, Frank Hall, Al Lichtman,
Walter Green, Herman Jans, Harry
hibitors'

Circuit,

Cohn, Irene Bordoni, Irving Berlin,
Joseph Skirboll, J. Leonard Mason,
James R. Pew, Mrs. E. K. Lincoln, Ralph
Ince, Lucille Lee Stewart, Frank Gerston
and many other figures well known in
the theatrical profession and motion pic-

Thinks

in

The Randolph Theatre, Chicago, in

its

Johnson's

advertisements of
Cannibal pictures

carries this line

NAKEDNESS WITHOUT
VULGARITY.
A bad way

Emergency

R. I.— J. Fred Lovett,
Royal theatre, did a bit
of quick thinking which made him many
friends a few days ago. All of the lights
in the business district were suddenly
extinguished through an accident.
To
reassure his audience, Lovett quickly
ran automobiles up to the two entrances
so that their headlights would illuminate
the theatre.
The crowd remained and

when

of the

the

half hour
tinued.

electric
later,

brightened a
con-

lights

the

performance

good

picture

and screen

star,

here during the

Baggot, stage
ill
suddenly

was taken
first

act of

— or

kind of a picture.

advertise a
any other

The

territory
last
-.old
was
western states purchased by
Ricord Gradwell Washington, Oregon.
California, Nevada, Arizona. Montana,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota, North and South Dakota and
northern Iowa.

Films.
fourteen

—

was taken

to his hotel.
Physicians said
he will recover after a complete rest.

4

Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces that,
beginning Sunday, May 4, it will publish
weekly the famous "Topics of the Day,"
selected from the press of the world by
the Literary Digest.
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Canadian Rights

contract

was closed between

the

Mr. R. E. Scott representing the AmalFilm Company. Limited of
Canada, for the rights of "Once to Every
Man" for the territory of western Canada.
The Amalgamated Film Company
operate a chain of theatres in Western

gamated

Canada

in

addition

to

their

affiliation

with the First National Exhibitors' Exchange, operating in the same territory.

Robinson With Gray Seal
President George Julian Houtain announces that Samuel L. Robinson has
accepted the vice-presidency of Gray
Seal Productions.
While the Brooklyn
office at 44 Court street will couth. ue in
charge of Mr. Houtain, the New York
office at 665 Fifth avenue will be under
the control of Mr. Robinson.

"The Viola-

which he was appearing. Shock
caused by news of the death of his
friend, Sydney Drew, is said to have
been the cause of the actor's illness. He
tion," in

New Weekly May
to

NEW

Frohman Amusement Corporation and

PROVIDENCE,

manager

serial,

YORK.— World rights have
disposed of for Houdini in "The Master,
Mystery" by B. A. Rolfe and Octagon

Sell

Providence Exhibitor

new

World Rights are Sold
For "Houdini" Feature

A

King Baggot Stricken
to Advertise

EASTER WALTERS
plays the spy in I'athe's
"The Tiger's Trail"

ture industry.

PEORIA, ILL.— King

How NOT

Who

Selznick Buys Studio

NEW YORK—The

Backer Studio in
been purchased
from the George Backer Company by
Lewis J. Selznick for a reported price

West

.'!8th

street

has

of $150,000.

Publish Fairbanks Film
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— The first

in-

dependent production of Douglas Fairbanks "The Knickerbocker Buckeroo'.' isj
to be published through Famous Players-Lasky as a special.
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To Hell Witk Yesterday!
SURVEY OF THE MOTION PICTURE ART-INDUSTRY TODAY AND TOMORROW

A

Written Exclusively For trie Herald
By Roy L. McCardell
II.

—Adolph

He Means to Motion Pictures, Together With The Mary
Two Million Dollar Mystery!

Zukor and What

NDOUBT-

with his basic idea
of Great Plays By
Great
Players,

With the advent of such men as Adolph Zukor, then the
conscientious and honorable men in the manufacturing and
distribution of moving pictures took heart.
He was followed
by other new-comers who believed in business based on
sincere service and honest dealings.
William A. Brady,
Joseph L. Rhinock, after these scores of able and honest business men came in the field to encourage the best of the
pioneers, and the moving picture gold-brick man, the moving
picture quack and the moving picture shyster was relegated

marked the great-

to the rear.

edly

U:Zukor

Adolph
one

is

of the Giants!

His advent into

moving

stride

est
of

pictures

A

man had come into a big business, and the strength
purpose and the honesty of his intention aided at a
critical time to make it a bigger business and a more substantial and respected one.
Big Men Encouraged Griffith
This is not meaning to reflect upon any of the honored
pioneers, such as Spoon Blackton, Smith, Selig, Kleine, Marion,
Marvin and others of the better element in pictures, in their
first golden days of dividends, but the entrance of such men
as Adolph Zukor, Daniel Frohman, Joseph Rhinock, William
A. Brady, Samuel L. Rothapfel and the like, did more to
encourage the great producing directors, such as Griffith and
Ince, to make better pictures, and the financiers of America
to invest in an at last stabilized industry, than any other
event that I am aware of!
I
first met Adolph Zukor through Edwin S. Porter, that
pioneer with vision.
I had known Porter when he was cameraman-director for
Edison in the one-reel days. He had made the first big specific
production that was to be the initial successful and money
making feature to be named and noted anions exhibitors and
though it was but a two-reeler.
the picture loving public alike
But a two-reeler in those days was a feature, for it was the
era of half-reel, and, at most, one reel story pictures.
This first "feature picture" was the famous, "The Great
Train Robbery."
It made Edwin Porter an outstanding figure in the moving
picture world.
He left Edison and formed the Rex Moving
Picture Company. He took his Rex Company into the Universal combine. With Joseph Engel he sold the Rex company
to the Universal interests and looked about him for oppor-

forward

motion pictures
in America.
It was my good

Zukor's coming

in

to the art-industry
of cinematography

— when
much

he did so
to

turn

it

into the foremost
of the graphic arts
as it universally

—
is

today.

Adolph Zukor developed in America,

together

with

Wark
Thomas

GrifInce.

David
fith,

And

let

it

be

'

Edwin Porter and

camera that had seen a glorious birth

remembered

—

others the art of
the screen and
in Italy.

that Italy is the cradle of al!
of life
since the golden ages

—

the arts and all refinements
of the Renaissance.
To Italy the whole world is indebted for most of the
marvels that beautify existence, not alone in music and the
arts, but in the more materialistic niceties of our mundane
existence from forks to fashions.
From Italy came "Quo Vadis" and "Cabiria" at a time we

—

tunity to progress.

here

i

berg and Lois Weber.
"Bennie", as wc all
called him, was in his
teens, but his work as
an editor of film, a
writer of titles and an
advertising man, supplemented the success
of Lois Weber, the first

of Clean Ideals

These ideals were and still are, clean and honorable business methods, broad-based on practicability, and worthy of
an industry and art that had become one of the wonders of
the world
This is not said in any spirit of flattery. But it is to be set
down as a fact of importance, for the reason that millions have
been made and millions have been lost in moving pictures
and more than one of the men who made them were cheap
John tricksters, the vulgar accidents of the hour.
The methods of many of these men were offensive, untruthful, unreliable and ridiculous where they were not disgusting!

of the

— and

women
still

directors

one of the

foremost of
of either sex.

directors

With Daniel Frohman, Joseph Engel and
Adolph Zukor, Edwin

get-rich-quick nature of the moving picture
bus iness, when the nickel theatres broke out all over the
country, a rash of peep-shows, had developed so many pinch
back Wallingfords, blatant and as impudent as street corner
corn-doctors, that many of the observant wondered if there
was anything in the scent or touch of celluloid film that killed
honor, decency, truth and business fairness!
fact,

in

development of moving pictures. These two
Benjamin Schulare

his ideals realized.

In

may

be mentioned
passing that the
old Rex Company produced two other prominent figures who have
gjone forward with the
It

were taking two-reel dime novel dramas, and chambermaid
romances.
The association I was privileged to have with Adolph
Zukor when he came into motion pictures as his future field
of great endeavor, was simply a friendly and social one.
But I came to know the man and his ideals well, and in
time to honor both him and them.
For he has remained the same, simple, sincere, honorable
man he was when I first met him, and he has worked to see

A Man

big

of his

fortune to be associated with Adolph

Adolph Zukor

Pickford

the

Porter

Famous

formed
Players'

the
Pic-

.loiiu

it.

Premier

ture Corporation.

And
in
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here indeed was
America.

a distinct

advance

in

motion pictures
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Their first picture was not produced by them.
It was
produced in France, starring the great Sarah Bernhardt. But
it
WAS a famous player in a famous play and the first
presentation of this sort on the screen, or at least one of the
first, for the picture was a film version
and most artistically
produced of Sarah Bernhardt's repetoire drama, "Queen

I

—

—

—

Elizabeth."
In this, unfeatured and unannounced, appeared that graceful
and finished actor, Lou-Tellegen. He was twenty-four years
of age, and was Bernhardt's leading man at that time.
Later he created a furor on the speaking stage in New York,
as a subtle, unscrupulous Spaniard of the lower classes, in
"Maria Rosa," in which he appeared as co-star with Dorothy
Lou-Tellegen told me at that time that he had
Donnelly.
directed Bernhardt in this first Famous Players' screen play,
besides enacting the role of the unfortunate Earl of Essex.
I had wired to William N. Selig, for whom I was writing
scenarios at the time, of the possibilities of Lou-Tellegen as'
Selig sent a representaa screen star.
tive on to New York to see Tellegen.
This was about seven years ago. LouTellegen asked Selig for a year's contract at $3,000 per week.
At that time
there was not that much profit in a tworeel picture, and Selig did not close
with Tellegen.

said.

H|ffl

B
I

I

jfl

B. R,

—

to,

discussion ran on their

Those plans would have sounded extravagant and grandiose

Then Porter went to Rome to take Viola Allen in Hall
Caine's "The Eternal City," and succeeded, despite the efforts
of powerful Italian picture interests to prevent him.
Upon his return some clash at the studio brought about
a desire on Porter's part to withdraw from the Famous
Zukor enPlayers.
It is my understanding that Adolph
deavored to dissuade Porter from doing this, as the men who
associate with Zukor are assured of considerable and equitable
treatment, but Porter desired still to withdraw.
Porter told me that he was paid $800,000 for his interest in
Famous Players. He thought it a good price. I have been
assured that it was a generous price at the time. But since
then, such an interest as Edwin Porter held in this concern
would be well worth $800,000 several times multiplied!

We

screen stars an idea
incorrect as to their
earnings for personal

—

Salaries astounded the minds of all manservice or effort.
kind, from the Kaiser, then on his throne, to the coolie in
the streets of Canton.
Dissatisfied

may

of

Hampton was one
Tobacco

of the vice-

Company.

the walk Hampton said to me, "I have
a contract for Mary Pickford's services
Will you go see your
for one year.
friend, John R. Freuler, President or

who has Chaplin, and ask
him what he will take over the contract
for?
Of course, a contract for perthe Mutual,

Jesse Lasky Enters Producing Field
L. Lasky, in

was John R. Freuler's
engaged him for one

He had dabbled in financing or re-financing the Lubin Company, and he had long been a close personal friend of Albert
E. Smith, of Vitagraph. And Hampton
saw, as Zukor had seen, that stars were
to pictures what popular brands were
to tobacco and cigars.
On Sunday, March 19, 1916, he telephoned for me to come over to his
house at Yonkers, as he wished to see
me on an important mattei.
I
went over to Yonkers and saw
Hampton and we took a walk. During

Star players and star plays followed in rapid succession,
and The Famous Players went to forefront in record time, and
they are still there.

company with

were both going to an
upper New York vaudeville theatre to see one of Lasky's
musical tabloids. Lasky told me he had decided to go into
producing motion pictures. I remember laughingly advising
him to go in, but not to risk his own money.
"Give your brains, but let some one else furnish the capital."
subway.

it

distributing.

—

met Jesse

figures,

He had
always cast a longing gaze at the picture industry, especially
the profits that were said to accrue in their manufacturing and

—

I

unheard of

At that time Benjamin B.
presidents of the American

ears of the established producer of six short years ago.
But those plans have had full fruition since, under the capable
and far seeing direction of Adolph Zukor and his associates.
Joseph Engel did not stay long with the Porter-ZukorDaniel Frohman combine the Famous Players. Shortly after
this Engel associated himself with Metro, his present affiliations, and has been one of the heads of that leading picture
producing and distributing corporation ever since.
The next picture the first all-American star and support
Famous Players' pictures, was "The Prisoner of Zenda", with
{fames K. Hackett in the star role that he had made famous on
the speaking stage.
in the

his brilliant sister, in the

then,

than she did!
It was a comfortable thought to inspire one's pride, and
"Our Mary's" mother, always her business manager, and other
of her friends agreed with her.

PICTURES OF THE FUTURE!

In November, 1913,

—

Miss Pickford appreciated what Adolph Zukor had done
her.
The kindliest personal relations existed then and
have always existed betwen the star and the man who had
made her renowned throughout the world.
But "Our Mary" held that, as a matter of prestige, she
could no longer remain, in the opinion of her admirers, the
foremost star of the screen, if Chaplin received more money

my

The

until

miracle money to Chaplin, when he
year at $070,000, that gave the leading
some times correct and in some cases
value to themselves in the matter of

for

We

Joseph Engel was with them.

of

with a suitable vehicle for the
star.
He brought to the screen the advanced standards of:
the speaking stage at its highest in these elements of
popularity through satisfaction to audiences.
But, while Zukor advanced the salaries of picture stars
the star to pictures

$670,000 a year.

beautiful day resort nearby.

plans for

— coupled

in-

not be amiss, at this point, to give a little inside
the famous dickerings of Mary Pickford with
Benjamin B. Hampton, John R. Freuler, myself and others.
The others especially including the man who had made her
world famous as a screen star, and who had paid her the
largest salary every paid to any actor or actress, on the*
screen or on the stage, up until Chaplin was engaged at

the mother of two delightful children,
a pretty dark eyed boy and girl.
spent the day pleasantly together
home and at Glen Island, the
at

Hampton

for financiers."

—

It

.

£HJ

is

picture art-industry in the greatness of their stars, the artistic

history

—

I

for capitalists, financing

Mary Pickford Becomes

Afterwards Lou-Tellegen played for
Lasky-Famous Players, both before
and after he married the American
grand opera star, Geraldine Farrar
and I suppose he received $3,000 a week
perhaps more.
Pictures of the Future Discussed
Just about the time Porter and Zukor
had purchased the Bernhardt "Queen
Elizabeth" picture, I was honored by
having them both call on mi one s m
day at my home in New Rochelle.
With them were Mrs. Adolph Zukor.
a beautiful and charming woman and

^LflHj^^fl

is

and dramatic excellence of their productions not only
America, but throughout the world!
It is Adolph Zukor, who first foresaw the importance

the

'StjjmM/^^
JM
j

"Capital

Mr. Lasky and his sister both laughed at my earnestness,
but I did not inquire further as to whether my advice would
be followed or not.
It matters little, however, Lasky went
into motion picture producing with those wizards of the
studio, Cecil and William DeMille. Later this group combined
with Adolph Zukor to form the Lasky-Famous Players', and
from that moment the Zukor interests dominated the motion

26

sonal service cannot be sold, per se,
but Miss Pickford is willing to ma,ke
a contract with Mr. Freuler and the
Mutual, provided her salary will be
greater than Chaplin's."
I saw Mr. Freuler the next day, Mr.
Freuler agreed. There were a half dozen
Edwin Porter
conferences with those concerned, and
on the night of March 2H, 1916, John
R. Freuler, with his lawyer, who was also counsel for tht
Mutual, Samuel Field, met Mr. Hampton at the private residence of Hampton's lawyer, whose name, by personal request
I withhold, but he is one of New York's greatest corporatiot
attorneys.

(Continued on page 34)
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

A Coming Trio
reporter

)

THE
I

no doubt

has

been

watching with interest the progress being
made by the combination of Alice Joyce
and Tom Terriss. Some time ago TerSriss found it pretty hard to get anyone
to recognize his real ability and give
him the opportunity he wanted. But with
Miss Joyce he got just what he wanted

I to a large degree.
1 Certainly as director

and star they have
been making strides and with the addiI tion of big stories, such as they have
getting lately, for instance, the
I been
I "Cambric Mask" by Robert W. Chambers, it should be a winning trio.
I
I, Miss
Joyce had some very flattering
I offers to go to the coast with other orhappen to
I
I ganizations a while ago,
I know, but she refused except for a cerapparently too
I tain price, which was
I high for the people who wanted to get
It would seem that she has made
} her.
I no mistake in "sticking to the ship."
Next year should see Miss Joyce up with
I

I!

the big ones.

M. H. Hoffman Comes Back

THE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THIS

1 week that the Pioneer Film Company
I has obtained the Henry Walthal special
t "The Boomerang" made by the National
I people brings back to the front rank, M.
I H. Hoffman one time general manager
Hoffman
It of
the Universal Company.
I made his own venture into distribution
I about two years ago under his own name
He then tied up with
I with fair success.
I Backer of 729 Seventh Ave fame with
ReI increasing prestige and importance.
I: cently,
his affiliation with Pioneer was
I announced, at which time the writer felt
I: that it presaged big things because Hoff1| man is dynamic, he is a merchandiser and
I understands exhibitor wants and distribution from every angle. I believe that
I' Pioneer
intends to open exchanges in
I, the East and take on more specials from
II National and other producing units.
It
said they have ample capital and if
If is
|i so, Hoffman will certainly be heard from
I. in
a big way from now on.
I'm not
If impressed
with their present exploitaR tion of "The Boomerang," because I
|i don't
feel that the industrial appeal or
I labor angle will
satisfactorily sell any

1

picture.

The Selznick Signboard Idea
SELZNICK HAS RUNG THE BELL
J
|

THE

again. He certainly does stride out, when
he gets going.
That signboard idea of
his that he has been quietly putting
through for some months is a crackajack and is typically "Selznick."
The
idea of giving an exhibitor who buys a
Selznick franchise a splendid colored
electric light signboard is nothing, if not

ambititous, and nothing if not unique and
ahead of the game.
Of course our old friend makes the exhibitor pay for it in the price of his film,

*

REPORTER

—

but at that I think the exhibitor should be glad he has to do it
because it means a special quality exploitation that will bring many dollars
into the till.
It is publicity that smacks
of Broadway and the people like it and
fall for it.
From Selznick's angle it is
economically right, too, for it ties up his
product in a permanent, good will creating manner all over the country and of
course signs can be switched from one
location to another, you know?

—

"Ravished Armenia" to
First National?

IT

LOOKS LIKE FIRST NATIONAL

in their new $10
a seat picture.
It is a spectacular production that soYork, Chicago and a half
ciety in
a dozen other cities took up and made
a lot of money for relief purposes. The
picture is said to be excellent, if a little

has secured a big card

New

unusually frank and candid, concerning
the pleasant manners of the "unspeakable Turk."
At any rate, it ought to be a good picIt will help
ture from every viewpoint.
us understand conditions in the East
brought about by autocratic Turkish misrule and it will be a good box office attraction.

Maxfield Parrish, Alma Gluck, Stephen
Leacock, and Wallace Irvin, who made
up the hundred guests or so, that "moving pictures need you and America
needs moving pictures. They have come
She
to take a vital part in our life."

urged the writers to give more attention
to the screen.
Such seed cast in

the potential soil of
leading artists in allied arts of literature,
sculpture, painting and music may well
produce fruit and if it does the industry
Miss Arthur is
can't help but benefit.
to be congratulated and praised for her
enthusiastic support of pictures and her
courage to state her convictions in a
company that -had without doubt many
members who have not exactly prospered
at the hands of the motion picture in-

—

dustry.

Coming Events Cast Their
Shadows First National
Meeting This Month

—

THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OF THE
National Exhibitors circuit will
conference at the Hotel Astor,
New York, this month. It is said that
several matters of extreme importance
will be discussed and decided upon at the
First

'meet

in

gathering. The Reporter is informed that
more extensive and concentrated campaign of sales exploitation will be sugIn other words, the First Nagested.
tional would seem to realize that with
its gathering of new and important product and increased and highly efficient

a

F.-L. to

Be Congratulated

THE NEWS THAT FAMOUS-LASKY
would not release the second Caruso film
but would shelve it and not enforce the
playing of the contracts signed

is certainly a change of tactics on the part of
the big organization but it is good business.
Every exhibitor ought to appreciate what
this means to Paramount in dollars and
cents and fully understand that it is really
a splendid piece of fair-minded business
policy that will cost them a lot of
money and help the exhibitor a good

program is necessary immediately.
and the Reporter believes it
an absolute necessity for the First Nasales

If this is so

J. D. Williams will have gone
another big step forward and made the
aggregation he represents truly formidable as a national distribution agency,

tional,

overcoming the defect of isolated
local control by individual members that
has been a drawback in the past.
entirely

deal.

Perhaps

it is

significant of

coming events.

Who

can tell?
At any rate, contract
holders of Caruso who played "My
Cousin" and tried not to remember that
they had a second picture in line will be
in a pleasant mood when they receive
the news.
And at that, it is strange that Caruso
didn't go over.
I
thought he was a
rattling good comedian and so did many
exhibitors with whom I discussed the
picture
but well perhaps one can't have
a good voice and "everything."

—

Julia Arthur Makes Appeal
for Pictures in Important

Gathering
part of the recent gathering of literary
artistic

lights

in

New York

at

Sherry's, was Julia Arthur's speech for
an appreciation of pictures.
Miss Arthur told such people as Rupert Hughes,
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Combination

THE STORY OF THE ROBERTSONCole affiliation with Jury of England has
been hailed as a big deal and so it is.
Two really big houses are internationally
connected.
It will provide for a better
interchange of real pictures between the
two continents and it will undoubtedly
mean the introduction of English capital
into the

American

field.

English production should benefit, too.
Robertson-Cole, of course, is backed by
English capital the House of Graham of
London and, therefore, this mutual
basis of good will must have played a
With the Expart in the proceedings.
hibitors Mutual, the distributing outlet
of Robcrtson-Colc, giving the exhibitors
the benefit of its selective process in
picking pictures, the new English special
pictures will likely go through the same

—

TO THE REPORTER, THE BEST
and

Robertson-Cole- Jury

channel.

—
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Goldwyn's Special
"Eternal Magdalene"
In Chicago Apr. 20

out into the hearts of audiences powerfully and movingly, yet without any sacrifice of the refinement which has always
been associated with the Goldwyn name.
It was Chicago initiative that jumped
in and arranged for this first view of one
of the great pictures of the year. Behind
it is
the initiative and cooperation of

Bandbox Theatre Plans Big
Goldwyn.
Publicity Campaign To
Run Four Weeks
Claims Stage Play Was
All precedents in advance motion picTaken From Film Story
ture publicity will have been smashed,

—

claimed, when the big Goldwyn
"The Eternal Magdalene" enters
the
Chicago loop district, April 20,
where it has been booked at the Bandbox Theatre for an advance run of four

Harry O. Davis, through his attorney,
Arthur Butler Graham, has instituted suit
in the United States
District
Court,
Southern District of New York, against
David Belasco and John L. Hobble, un-

weeks by Manager James Keane.
Manager Keane has planned a campaign of publicity that is aimed to reach
every home in Chicago and penetrate
far and wide into the territory that looks
to Chicago as its metropolitan center.
Not only will every publicity medium be

der a claim for infringement of a copyright owned by Mr. Davis.
When Mr. Davis was associated with
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
he copyrighted the literary rights to a
play entitled "The Little Belgian," and

it

is

special,

but a special publicity representative has already been appointed to
push this important special, and to see
that no possible opportunity is wasted
to draw the attention of the public to it.
Aiding him will be the cooperation of
Goldwyn publicity and Goldwyn billing.
enlisted,

"The Eternal Magdalene" by Robert H.
McLaughlin, a Cleveland newspaper man,
presents one of the most fascinating and
gripping stories the stage has disclosed
in the last decade.
When it was produced in Cleveland by a stock company,
New York producers competed with each
other for a chance to produce it. When
finally saw the boards, it became one
of the sensational successes of the year.
The Goldwyn production of the story is
said to be in every respect one of the
finest bits of creative work, in treatment, handling and action, that has come
from the Goldwyn studios. Touching on
a subject that lies deep at the foundation
of family life in America, the Goldwyn
direction
has
exercised
the
utmost
delicacy and discretion in developing the
it

theme. "The Eternal Magdalene" reaches

two years
Mr.

ly

ago.

Selznick, as

a n nounced

Her-

in the

a

1

last

d

week,

Mr. Belasco
to present

is

the Zukor

Famous
PlayersL a s k y in-

it.

terests,

picture for state

Lewis
right buyers has been
reel Mitchell

announced by President W. E. Shallenberger of the Arrow Film Corporation.

As

yet the

title

for this picture has not

been decided upon.
"Glittering Gold,"
retained.
According to the

is

The working
which

title

title

may

be

state right buyers
already viewed this picture it
is by far the best Mitchell Lewis picture
ever made. Unlike most of the big features that are being produced today this

who have

picture was made in the northwest woods
and the scenery is unusually beautiful.

New Minter

Fox has decided

from

Play

which

his

Mary

No

title

special

to

swerve

line

Miles Minter will be
has yet been given out.

Gale Henry Makes Hit
manager

of the

Bee-Hive
Exchanges in Indianapolis,
Milwaukee and Chicago, has received an
advance print of the first Gale Henry
release, which he is distributing in the
central states.
The title is "A Wild
Woman," and the Chicago office is showing it to exhibitors daily. Thus far not
a single exhibitor who has seen it has
failed to book it.

"The Love That Dares"
An

extravagant woman's sacrifice to

save her husband's honor forms the unLove that
derlying theme of "The
Dares," the next Madlaine Traverse picture to be published as a William Fox

Excel Picture.
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to

whom

Star Mitchell Lewis
In "Glittering Gold"
Another big seven

the

holdings of

claimed by the plaintiff

R. C. Cropper, general

from aervlce.

organi-

bought

in

.-^ni

s

t

zation near-

a successful run at
is so similar in plot
and incident to "The Little Belgian" as
to give him a right of action for infringement.
The defendant, John L.
Hoble, is the author of the play and

starred.

i-.-i.h

i

now enjoying
Lyceum Theatre,

of tales of
masculine heroism, and write a girl
story. He has just finished the adaptation of Jackson Gregory's novel, "Six
Feet Four," for William Russell. The
new scenario is a mountain girl drama

<i

J. Selznick has acquired the enstock of Select Pictures Corporation,
of which company he has been the presid e n t since

the

Stephen

been

Lewis

tire

dies,"

aside

iins jiixt

Distribute Films Throughout World

produced it in a motion picture of that
name. He claims that the play, "Dad-

Writes

ARTIII ll LE\ BY
Well-known motion picture exporter, who

Selznick Acquires
Entire Control of
Select Pictures
Well Pleased With Deal— to

he
paid a clear

profit
Lewis

J.

Selznick.

of
half a million dollars
on their iniinvesttial

ment

in the stock of Select Pictures Corporation. The entire transaction is said
to involve the payment by Mr. Selznick
of more than a million dollars.
This purchase gives to Lewis J. Selznick not only complete control, but also
one hundred per cent ownership of Select
Pictures Corporation with its twentyone branches throughout the United
States, six branches in Canada, and agencies and offices operating all over the

world.

Mr. Selznick, when seen at the Select
expressed himself as well pleased
with the transaction. "I wish to say that
I consider this purchase as the greatest
offices,

bargain I ever got in my life. Select Pictures has built up since its establishment
in August, 1917, a most wonderfully efficient distributing organization, the success of which has created a sensation in
the motion picture industry.
"I propose, in the future, to continue
its
operation purely as a distributing
agency. Select Pictures Corporation will
make no productions after existing contracts have expired. Select will become
the distributing channel for the brains
plan to market
of the world. It is
through Select exchanges such splendid
attractions that producers will naturally
turn to it as the most efficient channel for
the marketing of their pictures, and exhibitors everywhere will come to rely
upon the fact that a picture has been
booked through Select as an absolute
guarantee that it is one of the premiere
attractions of the screen."
Mr. Selznick said that he felt so happy
over the consummation of this most important transaction that he had telegraphed to California to his wife and
three sons, Myron, Howard and David,
to come east and join him. Mrs. Selznick
and the boys arrived in New York Sunday, April 13.

my
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HOW TO COMBAT

I

CENSORSHIP

Film Rental Tax
|

Effective

American Recreation League Prepares Valuable
Booklet Outlining Methods for Theatre Owners
To Use in Fighting So-Called Reformers

The

new

May

rentals will .go into effect

Offering co-operation to exhibitors in
fighting against local, state or national
censorship and urging ceaseless vigilance,
the American Recreation League, with
national headquarters in the Riggs building, Washington, D. C, has prepared a
twenty-page booklet on the censorship
question which should be in the hands
of every motion picture theatre owner.
It is perhaps the most complete publication of its kind which has been comIn addition to an outline of how
piled.
to intelligently combat censorship agitation, it contains a series of forceful articles, editorials and cartoons, outlines for
four-minute talks against censorship, and
forms of petitions protesting against censorship legislation.

Valuable Editorials Given
the editorials presented

Among

are

well-worded comments on the subjects appearing in the Saturday Evening Post, the
Excelsior,

the

New

York Mail,

Portland {Ore.) Journal, New York
Times, Atlantic City Press, New York
Tribune, Philadelphia Evening Telegram,
Indianapolis News, St. Louis Star and
many other leading newspapers and magthe

azines.

The statement

of the late

Mayor W.

J.

Gaynor of New York City, whose indictment of a motion picture censorship bill
passed by the board of aldermen in 1912,
still stands as the most powerful argument against censorship, is reproduced
in

May

1.

Exchanges, which have contracted

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiu^

Omaha

1

under
which theatre owners must pay a
tax of 5 per centum on all film
law

revenue

full.

In the introductory page, the following
said: "This booklet has been prepared
under the auspices of the American Recreation League with a view to supplying
information and material which will be
of value to motion picture exhibitors and
is

others interested in combating the

men-

for furnishing films at a stated
price prior to December 6, 1918,
have the right to collect the tax
from exhibitors. The law is as
follows:

ace of motion picture censorship.
The
material you will find herein is for your
use without restriction."

Summary of Suggestions
Continuing, it states how exhibitors
can help, referring by page number to
cartoons, petition forms, slides and other
contents. It is as follows:
"Your newspaper editor is undoubtedly opposed

of

"That on and after the 1st day
May, 1919, any person engaged

in the business of leasing or licensing for exhibition positive motion-picture films containing pictures ready for projection shall

motion picture censorship, since censorship of
that character is a threat at the newspapers and
to

This booklet is filled with material
which will be of value to the editor, who should
be your strongest ally in opposing censorship of
motion pictures.
''Go to your editor and talk with him before
planning your local campaign against censorship.
Give him a copy or copies of this booklet and
magazines.

pay monthly an excise tax in respect to carrying on such business
equal to 5 per centum of the total
rentals earned for each such lease
or license during the preceeding
month. If a person owning such
a film exhibits it for profit he shall
pay a tax equivalent to 5 per
centum of the fair rental or license
value of such film at the time and
place where and for the period
during which exhibited.
If any
such person has, prior to December 6, 1918, made a bona fide contract with any person for the lease
or license, after the tax imposed
by this section takes effect, of
such a film for exhibition for profit
and if such contract does not permit the adding of the whole of the
tax imposed by this section to the
amount to be paid under such contract, then the lessee or licensee
shall, in lieu of the lessor or licensor, pay so much of such tax as
is not so permitted to be added to
the contract price."

request that he use as much of the material as
possible in the columns of his newspapers. He will
rind many editorials from the leading newspapers
of the country which can be copied, or which can
be used as the basis of an editorial or editorial?
of his own composition.
"The petition is the next most effective weapon
in opposing censorship. On page 14 you will find
suggested forms for three types of petitions one
opposing a federal censorship bill, one opposing a
state censorship bill and one protesting against the
adoption of municipal censorship. If federal, state
or municipal censorship is an issue in your community, by all means make use of the suggested
petition for such an emergency you will find in this
booklet. These petitions can be printed at small
cost, and can be circulated among the moving
picture theatre patrons, in business houses or
through the co-operation of newspapers. One influence that will make itself felt upon any legislator
is an expression of opinion from a voter in the
form of a petition.
"If you are a theatre manager, make use of
your own screen to conduct a campaign of publicity against motion picture censorship.
On page
17 you will find reproductions of a number of
slides which can be had at a small cost to yourThese slogans and cartoons, shown during
self.
your afternoon and evening performances, will
have the effect of awakening many of your patrons
to the dangers of censorship.
"Pages 6, 11 and 12 contain reproductions of a
number of censorship cartoons which will be found
highly effective in a publicity campaign against
censorship.
Mats of these cartoons are supplied
free of charge.
See if your newspaper editor
cannot use one or more of them.
"The pages of your program or house organ
offer other effective mediums for fighting censorship.
The material you will find in this booklet
is particularly suited to this purpose.
You will
find editorials of all lengths, catch lines, expressions of opinion from prominent individuals and
news stories. Use as much of this material as you
can in each issue of your program or house organ.
"Still another means of combating censorship of
motion pictures will be found on pages 11, 12,
13.
The suggested four-minute talks contain material that can be used in any community with a
few slight changes. During the Liberty loan and
other public campaigns the four-minute speakers
rendered exceedingly valuable service to the government. There is no reason why you should not
avail yourself of this same method of combating
film censorship.
"On the outside cover you will find a number of
questions which have a direct bearing upon the
question of film censorship. It would be a well
worth while proposition to have these questions
printed on small cards and distributed among

—

i*:i

They indicate that the motion picindustry is sincere in its determination to
keep motion pictures clean and wholesome.
"Ceaseless vigilance is always the price of
liberty.
Be on your guard constantly against any
attempt to censor motion pictures.
Report any
such attempts to the American Recreation League,
Riggs building, Washington, or the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, 70 Fifth avenue,
New York City, both of which will be glad to
advise or co-operate with you in conducting your
local campaign."
your patrons.
ture

Regulation at Toledo
TOLEDO, OHIO— An ordinance
W ho

mi. mi:

BURKE

haa signed a new contract with the
Famous Players-Laaky Corporation

in-

troduced in the city council here would require all children under 17 years of age
to be chaperoned by an adult if admitted
to any place of amusement.
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dancing costume

in

cene from 'VRedhead"

the cabaret
(Select)
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Hayakawa Takes Place Among
Most Popular Screen Actors of Day

Sessue

Japanese Star, Featured in Robertson-Cole Publications, Adds Another Success to Long
List in

"The Courageous Coward"

Tom Moore, the noted exhibitor of
Washington, D. C, has accorded a most
unusual honor to Sessue Hayakawa, the
Japanese star whose Haworth features
are published by Robertson-Cole Company through Exhibitors' Mutual. Moore
had booked the entire Hayakawa series
for his Garden Theatre in Washington
and met with such success with each
feature that he decided to shift the series
to the Rialto, his leading house in the
national capital.
his

The Washington showman inaugurated
new policy with "The Courageous

Coward," which played the Rialto last
week.
The picture met with instantaneous success, and Mr. Moore congratulated himself as well as the Exhibitors'

Mutual officials in Washington on the
happy move he h^d made, and the high
type of picture which Exhibitors' Mutual
had furnished him.
Popularity Is Growing
Hayakawa's popularity grows apace.
Beyond question he is one of the most
popular players on the screen today, and
a glance at the Exhibitors' Mutual bookings records is sufficient to prove this
assertion.

There are many contributing factors
the remarkable success of Sessue
Hayakawa, but there is one in particular
which many critics have overlooked. The
Japanese star is a past master in the art
of repression, the one thing which so
few male actors pay any attention to.
Again, Hayakawa is always very correct
in his technique, which results in ease of
action and naturalness which gives him
such a powerful appeal on the screen.
All these factors will go to make his
next Exhibitors' Mutual release, "The
Courageous Coward," another splendid
addition to his long list of triumphs on

at no time does he step over the line of
demarcation between brilliant acting and
the ridiculous, which many other actors
might have done if accorded a similar

Hayakawa's
throughout

in

is

this

new

production, yet

Is

Play of

Many Moods

"The Courageous Coward" is a play of
many moods. Chiefly, it is a story of
San Francisco's Chinatown without the
usual amount of sordid and uneducating
"stuff" with which most pictures of this
nature are crowded. It is lifted from
the rut of typical underworld plays by
the sparkling good nature and strongly
appealing Tsuru Aoki, in private life
Mrs. Hayakawa, for whom Suki sacrifices his all to make her happy.
Chinatown in carnival regalia on New
Year's eve is magnificently shown in
"The Courageous Coward." College life
in a leading eastern university in its most
interesting phases has a part in the production, but what will appeal mostly to
women followers of the movies is the
Americanization of Tsuru Aoki, which
takes place in this play.
Tsuru adopts the powder puff, the tight
skirt and the Occidental shoes in this

the left

Is

its

branch

offices a

prints, ad-

complete statement
pending and in

contracts taken,
prospect and all data

of

all

regards the
inception for
these other pictures, so that branch
managers and salesmen for the World
are in a position to pick up the reins
exactly where they left off.

campaign since

as

its

which all goes to make it highly
entertaining from the woman's angle.

Cleveland Theatres
Figure in Combines
OHIO—

CLEVELAND,
One big combine of Cleveland picture theatre interests and another in the making was the
record of activities in that city for the
week ending April 12.
Announcement was made that the Mall
and
Alhambra theatres, owned by
Strong, Desberg, Laronge and Greenbaum, had combined with Loew's Stillman, and very shortly would go under
the operating control of Marcus Loew.
It was also stated that the new Euclid
theatre, a downtown house seating 2,000,
which opens Easter Sunday, would become a Loew theatre in the fall and by
that time Messrs. Strong, Desberg, Laronge and Greenbaum, who built the
Euclid, would have another big house
finished or well under way in the Euclid
East 105th street district.

—

The other combine, which

picture,

World

Handle

to

Essanay-Chaplins
As

announced

in

the

Herald

last

week, The World Film Corporation has,
through an arrangement made with
George Kleine, taken over the selling
and distribution of five Charlie Chaplin
pictures.

Four

of these are revivals

and

one a newer picture. The revivals are
"Night at the Show." •'Police," "The
Bank," and "Shanghaied."
The newer
picture

bears

the

title

of

"Triple

is

reported

between Paul Gusdanovic and Joseph Grossman.
The
former owns two downtown houses, the
Strand and Orpheum, and three neighborhood theatres, the Homestead, Eclair
and Norwood. Grossman owns the Standard, a downtown house, and is promoting a big new theatre in the Euclid
to be well along,

East

10.5th

is

street district.

Book "Unpardonable Sin"

NEW YORK.—The
of
at

premier showing
"The Unpardonable Sin" will be held
the Broadway Theatre, May 2, under

the

direction

and management of Lois
North, who have se-

Weber and Bobby

The branch

offices of the

Company have

TWO REPRESENTATIVE

The houae on

all

role.

Trouble."

an emotional character

World Film Corporation

vertising matter and accessories of these
five
Chaplin
pictures.
General has
turned over to the World Pictures and

sales

to

the screen.

home office and George Kleine to
turn over to the branch offices of the
the

General Film

received instructions from

ST.

cured New
production.

York

state

rights

for

this

LOUIS MOTION PICTURE THEATRES

the Perahing Theatre and the one on the ritrht is Klnjt's. Both are
owned by the Consolidated Amusement Company of St. Louis,

30

managed by
>l<>.

I.ouis

K. Sidney and are
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FIVE SCENES FROM A FORTHCOMING FOX PRODUCTION

Mndlnine Traverse, the beautiful Pox star, is here depicted in what niigltt he termed "sripnins moments," from "The Love That
Dares," a story of a woman's sacrifice for love.

New Dean

"The Westerners" Based

Feature
Meets Success at

On

Broadway Showing
Dean's popularity, like that
of Dorothy Phillips, has been increasing
in leaps and bounds of late, but the great
appeal of the former star to the public
has never been more clearly demonstrated than in New York, where the
Priscilla

(

Universal star was seen recently at the
Broadway Theatre in "The Exquisite
Thief."

Miss Dean's Broadway reputation was
really established when "The Wild
Cat of Paris" was played at Manager
Kashin's theatre the week prior to the
opening of the long run of "The Heart
first

This photodrama became
York, and when "The
Wicked Darling" and "The Silk Lined
Burglar" were shown capacity business
of Humanity."
the talk of

Custer's Massacre

Work on

Stewart Edward White's fa"The Westerners," which is
to be the first production of Great Authors Pictures, Inc., is rapidly nearing
completion.
"The Westerners" is a story of the
opening of the Black Hills to civilization.
It covers the period of the Custer massacre, and the onward march of civilization
that drove the Sioux out of Dakota. The
Indians who are being used in the cast
are real Ogallala Sioux, with the exception of Clark Comstock, who plays the
chief, Lone Wolf. Mr. Comstock lived
for many years among this tribe, and in
addition to playing the part of Lone
Wolf, acts in a technical and advisory
capacity with Director Edward Sloman.

mous

daily

resulted.

However,

Kashin admits that not since the showing of "The Hearts of Humanity" has
the Broadway Theatre played to such
crowds as witnessed the showings of
Miss Dean's "Exquisite."
The film drew such large crowds the
opening day that Mr. Kashin was forced
to shorten his program and run the feaiture once more than his schedule called
for in order to handle the crowds. The following days, after every New York critic
had lavished praise upon the production
and star, overflow crowds were the rule.
Universal has prepared some very attractive advertising on "The Exquisite
Thief," and exchange men and exhibitors
who have seen the production at prerelease showings are of the opinion that
lit will prove one of the distinct successes
"The Exquisite Thief"
of the spring.
will be published late in April.
;

i

Rollo Tours the South

NEW YORK.— S.
ft
:

Rollo,

who

is

manager of the Exhibitors Mutual
has recently returned from a trip through
the South, which extended as far as New
Orleans.

'sales
I

J.

E. E.

Shauer Returns

E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer of
the Famous Players-Lasky Company returned from Europe on the Mauritania,

week.
Mr. Shauer has been in
Englend and France for the past few
months studying film conditions in these
countries and returned with a wealth of
valuable information and unlimited enthusiasm on the subject of the greatly
improved conditions of the film industry
last

in

For "Virtuous Men"

novel,

New

Manager

Sawyer and Lubin
Have Many Offers

these countries.

While

in

England, Mr. Shauer met his

son Melville

who

has recently received
his commission in the army.
Melville
was formerly assistant studio manager
of the Famous Players-Lasky Studios in

New York and enlisted in the army as a
private at the beginning of the war.
Mr. Shauer also brings glad tidings of
Captain Albert A. Kaufman, formerly
studio manager of the Famous PlayersLasky

studio,

whom

it

is

expected will

return to America shortly.

Abramson Seeks Studio
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Here for the
express purpose of establishing a studio
in Los Angeles, Ivan Abramson will return to New York as soon as he completes his arrangements.
31

Following the premier of "Virtuous
Men" at the Fulton Theatre on April 6,
the offices of Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, sponsors for the production,
have been in receipt of many inquiries
regarding the marketing of the picture.
The presentation on Sunday evening was
attended by distributors, state right buyers and exhibitors from various parts of
the country. The S-L picture, which stars
E. K. Lincoln and was directed by Ralph
Ince, was hailed by many present as one
of the big productions of the year. Several big bids have been received from
leading distributors, it is said.
Prominent buyers of state rights from
coast to coast have wired offers for their
respective territories on "Virtuous Men."

Owing

importance of the picture
value as a "special" production
of big caliber, it has not yet been decided
what methods of distribution will be
taken advantage of. It is said that "Virtuous Men" may be placed in a Broadway theatre at an early date for an ex-

and

to the

its

tensive run prior to its showing in various motion picture theatres throughout

the

country.

likely

lowed
of

New

If

similar

a
in

cities

this

is

done

it

seems

procedure will be
of

fol-

prominence outside

York.

Sawyer and Lubin will issue an announcement next week, giving the full
details as to the method of distribution
to be followed in connection with "Vir-

tuous Men." The enthusiastic approval
with which the picture met on Sunday
evening, together with the various offers
from distributors and buyers of territorial rights, have convinced the executives of S-L Pictures that "Virtuous
Men" will be one of the big special film
attractions of the present year.

Theatre Is Destroyed
SOUR LAKE,^ TEX.— Fire recently
destroyed tin- Crescent
with a loss of $8,000.

theatre

here
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Lieber Declares Duplication of
Advertising Is Senseless Waste
Urges Motion Picture Industry to Advertise in
Papers Devoted to the Trade Exclusively
And in None Others
Convinced that there
passive interest

is

more than

a

among

exhibitors in the
methods and mediums employed by producers and distributors in advertising
their productions to exhibitors, and especially in their use of publications not
devoted exclusively to the interests of
the
industry,
Exhibitors' Herald and
Motography has obtained an interesting
statement from Robert Lieber, president
of First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
and who, as an exhibitor and owner of
the famous Circle theatre of Indianapolis, discusses several aspects of the subject from new but practical angles.
Four weeks ago there was published
in the Moving Picture World a statement

by William Sievers, owner and manager

the New Grand Central theatre of
Louis, and the First National franchise holder for Missouri, in which he
charged some of the producers and distributors with wanton extravagance and
wasteful inefficiency in their selection
and use of publication in which to advertise their productions to exhibitors.
These statements by Mr. Sievers were
excerpts from a letter he wrote to James
D. Williams, manager of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, in reply to a
formal announcement from that concern
to its members and the producers and
stars whose productions are distributed
through it, explaining why the Circuit
of

waste of thousands of dollars annually
unproductive, useless space.
Mr. Lieber, in the following exclusive

in

interview

with

Motography,

Exhibitors'

Herald and

clearly defines the exact rea-

sons for the policy of limitation by the
large exhibitor-owned organization, of
which he is president:
"Perhaps it is because we are spending our own money, taken direct from
our box offices, to advertise
First
National attractions in the trade journals, that we have shown an unusual degree of circumspection in the adoption

an efficient and satisfactory advertising policy," said Mr. Lieber. "Any exhibitor, no matter how successful his
theatres are, never for an instant forgets an item called 'overhead.'
His afof

St.

considered

it

wise and eminently

This announcement stated specifically
that the Circuit, as an organization of
exhibitors representative of every section of the country, would continue, as
in the past, to restrict its
expenditures
for advertising to exhibitors to the five
recognized film trade journals, and that
for it to go beyond this limit would

Exhibitors Endorse Plan

lowed by scores of letters from exhibiAlmost without exception these
men, for whom the producers and distributors maintain elaborate and highly
organized advertising and publicity departments, endorsed
First
National's
tors.

trade journal advertising policy with a
heartiness and spontaneity that leaves
no question of the importance they at" tach to the continuation of a performance they characterize as the deliberate

Means Waste

"With this as the premise for the opinion that any potential prospect for the
productions of every producer and distributor can be reached through Exhibitors' Herald and Motography, Moving Piciure
World, Exhibitors' Trade Review,
Wid's, or Motion Picture News, I repeat
that money spent for advertising space
in other than these journals is an expense without profit. It serves no sensible purpose.
It does not benefit the

advertising patronage.

The publication of Mr. Sievers' statement in Moving Picture World was fol-

prejudiced information about forthcoming releases.
He cannot successfully
continue in business without this indispensable trade knowledge. In its essentials this information covers too broad
and too complex a range of material
matters to be condensed into brevities.
Therefore, I feel, as an exhibitor, that no
publication with but a small amount of
space 'dedicated' in each issue to our
industry, can serve any exhibitor satisfactorily. It follows that any motion picture theatre owner or manager is a hopeless and unprofitable prospect for any
form of advertising in any mediium, if
he is not sufficiently concerned with the
welfare of his particular business and
with that of the industry, as a whole, to
subscribe regularly to one or more of
the trade journals published entirely in
Repetition

suffi-

their circulation.

We

his interests.

cient for all purposes to confine its advertising to exhibitors to the five trade
journals which are wholly dependent
upon the industry for their support and

achieve nothing short of useless duplication.
More than this, it was declared
that publications with a multiplicity of
editorial interests could not at any time
or under any circumstances render to
the industry any signal benefits in assisting to solve its problems or speed up its
progressive efforts for the reason that
their
degree
of
effectiveness
was
minimized by the scattering range of

want to shoot at random, trusting that
quantity, rather than quality, in his copy
is going to get business for him.
Hence,
it cannot be said that the exhibitor members of First National are not converted
to the value of advertising.
They are,
thoroughly and absolutely.
But their
faith in advertising, whether to the exhibitors or to the public, is limited to the
mediums which command reader confidence and reader interest.
"We all know that there are only a
certain number of exhibitors in the country.
also know that it is necessary
for every exhibitor to have, each week, a
certain minimum amount of .honest, un-

exhibitor.
He reads the same or simila radvertising about the same pictures in
one or more of these five mediums. Its
repetition does not add to his conviction:
that the releases so advertised are in;
any sense superior.
"The members of First National Exhibitors' Circuit know these points as
facts.
They are exhibitors, with great
theatre interests.
They are constantly
in immediate association with other exj
hibitors in their respective territories.
This means that we are well fortified
with information that gives strength to
our personal assurance that we car
safely restrict our trade journal advertising.
Knowing the exhibitor's side ol*
the trade journal advertising question
we believe that any elaboration of oui
present policy would be nothing but «]
matter of spending money that repre-,
sents a certain percentage of the renta
prices exhibitors pay, and for purpose;
which we do not recognize as at al
essential to the welfare and progress o
First National.
1

ROBERT LIEBER
President First National Exhibitors'
t

fairs are

irouit
in financial units of

conducted

hundreds, instead of thousands, of dollars.
He is obliged to look upon the
equivalent of a page of advertising as so
many admissions. This is not an ultraconservative disposition, nor is it belittling or minimizing the importance of
a page ad. To a man or a concern doing
a national business, where the financial
units are one thousand dollars or more,
the item of one hundred or two hundred
dollars for an ad does not seem worthy
of serious consideration.

Know

Value of Advertising

"The money we might spend

"This does not imply that a successful exhibitor is not keenly conscious of
the value of advertising.
His success
is founded on it.
Advertising is just as
important in his plans as the theatre
itself.
But he exercises the utmost discretion

in

his

which to buy

choice

of
advertising.
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mediums

He

in

does not

way

is,

instead,

being devoted

in

thi;

to

th<

kind of advertising that we know will
benefit us and other exhibitors who US'
First National attractions. This include
the preparation of layouts, illustrations

specimen newspaper ads, in fact, all 0:
the accessories which exhibitors can US'
to build up patronage for their theatres.
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Alfred D. Bell
of Nicholas Power
Company, Inc., a Hard

Treasurer

Worker and Keen Sportsman

golf links or off on a hunting trip in
the Canadian woods.
There are many things about Alfred
D. Bell that speak for character. He is
democratic to a degree and absolutely
without "side." It is this quality above
all others, perhaps, which makes of him
a likeable man.

Jewel to Star Dorothy
Phillips in "Destiny"
Supported by one

of

the

strongest

casts that ever has appeared in a Univer-

production, Dorothy Phillips will
shortly be seen in a Jewel production
entitled "Destiny."
This film play has
been adapted from an original story by
Charles N. Buck by Elliot J. Clawson
and has been produced by Rollin Sturgeon, who produced "God's Country and
the Woman" and other big Vitagraph
productions.
sal

Haswell and Nanine Wright as

Mrs. Burton.

Censorship Agitation

>ranched out into the field of real estate,
vhere his efforts met with signal suc:ess.

this time Mr. Bell became inThis interest was
erested in politics.
;hared to such an extent by the Repubican voters of the 29th Assembly Disrict
of
York county that they
elected him for two successive terms as
epresentative to the
York State
legislature.

About

New

New

Exchanges
First-run showings of Select Pictures'
big special attraction, "Bolshevism on
Trial," will now be announced very
shortly, as shipment of prints is well
under way. During the last few days
prints of this timely subject have been
shipped to Select branches at Boston,
Seattle, San Francisco, \Los Angeles,
Buffalo and Detroit, and Select officials
expect that the end of the current week
will have placed every Select branch
in possession of at least one
print of this eagerly awaited big special.

manager

The photoplay has been somewhat

boards of censorship on motion picture
films, composed of not technical vice experts, but of mothers and fathers, who
are better able to discern what is best
for their boys and girls to see on the
screen, are being agitated by the National Council of Women, the Y. W. C. A.
and the Social Evils committee of Mel-

bourne.
Chief Secretary

Bowser

the Vica special
appeal was made for such boards, assured the reform organizations that an
amended bill dealing with pictures was
in
the
hands of the parliamentary
torian

government, to

of

whom

duced

ever since the production was first anVarious labor organizations
nounced.
have expressed the desire to have the
picture shown to their members, and
there have, on the other hand, come requests from every part of the country
from employers of labor who were
equally desirous that the members of organizations working for them should
have the opportunity to sit through a
presentation of this subject which deals
with the most disturbing influence which
has thrust itself into commercial life
within the last ceptury.

Dismiss Lehrmann Case
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The case
against Henry Lehrmann, former director of Sunshine comedies for Fox,
charged with embezzlement of a film
valued at $32,000 from the Fox company,
has been dismissed because of lack of
evidence.

draughtsmen.

When

the opportunity presented itself
to enlist for the war, Mr. Bell showed
is real worth by scorning to take advantage of any influence that would advance him over the heads of others; enisting, in May, 1918, as a private in the
Ordnance Officers Training Camp at
lamp Hancock. Here he rendered valuable service as an instructor in machine
*un operation and performed his duties
I

Is Reaching Australia
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA — State

New

Yorker,
laving been born in the metropolis in
August, 1886. Upon completing his education there he entered the banking business in which he remained for almost
our years. Having thus obtained a good
he
business,
vorking knowledge of

on

From present indications "Bolshevism
on Trial" is bound to make a stir wherever shown. Requests to see the picture
have poured into Select's home office

as Mrs.

a native

of "Bolshevism
Trial" on Way to All

another man's wife. Hamilton Burton,
is played by Antrim Short, and
Paul
as a man, by William Stowell.
Burton, as a boy, is played by Tom
Ashton and as a man by Stanhope
Harry Hilliard is cast as
Wheatcroft.
Jefferson Edwards, Walt Whitman is
cast as Thomas Burton, Gertrude Astor

is

Prints

rein length and is now presented in
six reels. Striking illustrated titles have
been incorporated and give an added attraction to the picture.

sister

as a boy,

Alfred D. Bell

To Be Shown Soon

is cast as Mary Burton,
Burton, who
of Hamilton
craved only for power and who never
gave love a thought, and of Paul Burton,
who thought only of his music and of

Miss Phillips

the

i

Select Feature Is
Cut to Six Reels,

Houdini Film Breaks

ji

•vith

such

fidelity

and

ability

that,

at

he time of his honorable discharge, he
,iad risen to the rank of second lieutenant.

Free to follow his own bent, Mr. Bell
s
now devoting his entire time and
pergies to his duties as treasurer of
lie Nicholas Power Company, Inc.
He
s at his desk early and late and is a very
Important cog in the executive machinery of this very busy corporation,
Although not an ardent clubman,
Mr. Bell belongs to the Union, Metropolitan, Republican and Citv clubs, and
i

:

j

also a member of the Sons of the
^Revolution.
He is a keen sportsman
md vacation time finds him either on the

3s

Records in Manhattan
What

film distributors unanimously
concede to be the largest number of
bookings ever obtained for any serial in
the borough of Manhattan has been obtained by Carey Wilson, manager of the
Effano Film Exchange, for Houdini in
B. A. Rolf's super serial, "The Master
Mystery."
Mr. Wilson, in his report

Octagon Films, shows that the Houhas been booked in one hundred and twenty-five houses in Manhatto

dini serial

tan

Island

Never
ness has
so many

alone.

in the history of the film busiany one serial been shown in
houses in Manhattan, it is said.

Galesburg Exhibitors Lose
GALESBURG,

ILL.— The

proposi-

open theatres here Sundays was
beaten by a majority of GOO. The men
tion to

favored

the

measure,

but

the

were overwhelmingly against
33

it.

women

ELSIE FERG1 son
in the

Irtcraft picture,

"Eyea of the snui
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To Hell With Yesterday
(Continued from Page

26.)

was present as a much interested
party.
Papers were drawn up and
They were then turned
agreed upon.
over to Mr. Fields to be corrected and
clean copies made of the contracts, and
Benjamin B. Hampton was to be at the
Mutual offices at Twenty-third street
and Sixth avenue, the next morning at
I

10 a. m., to sign the contracts with

Mr.

Freuler, Mr. Field and myself.

Miss Pickford was to be at the office
the day, through promise and
agreement, to sign a contract with the
Mutual for one year for a million dollars!
later in

The Deal

We

left

Falls

Through

the residence of Mr.

Hamp-

William Desmond in a scene from the Robertson-Cole Exhibitors Mutual play,
"White Washed Walls"

ton's lawyer at about 10:30 p. m.
Mr.
Hampton called a taxicab and drove off.
His last words to Mr. Freuler, Mr. Field
and myself were that he would be at the
Mutual offices, sharp at 10 a. m., the
following day to sign the contracts, with-

Fox Buys Belasco

out fail.
"But," he added omniously, "I must
see Albert Smith tonight. I am morally

'

Stage Success for
Theda Bara Film
William
picture

Fox has purchased motion
to David Belasco's "La

rights

Belle Russe."

This play, which has been adapted for
screen, by Charles J. Brabin, who
also is directing the motion picture, is
being filmed at one of the Fox studios
in Fort Lee, N. J., with Theda Bara as
the

the star.
"La Belle Russe" as a spoken play
helped to establish Mr. Belasco's fame
as a dramatist. It wae produced first in

San Francisco and enjoyed an unusually
long run. Since then it has been played
by stock companies throughout the
country, has all the elements of stagecraft in which Belasco is supreme and
in dramatic schools and textbooks for
playrights has been held up as model
of dramatic craftsmanship.
Although 'fLa Belle Russe" is unusually well adapted to Miss Bara's talents, it marks a radical departure from
the type of plays she has been enacting.
It is a mystery story, and the suspense
held right up to the last reel, when
an intensely dramatic situation reveals
that the heroine has been the victim of
of singular mistake in identity.
The price paid for the motion picture
rights is said to be one of the largest
ever given by a motion picture producer,
and is a measure of the enterprise of
William Fox in seeking the best work
most famous novelists and
of
the
dramatists for his productions.
is

Urge Film Censorship
For Norfolk, Virginia
NORFOLK, VA. — Motion picture cenasked by Major
I. Walke Truxton in an ordinance to be
submitted to the city council within a
short time. The matter is being delayed
pending an investigation of censorship
organization in other cities.
Major Truxton is considering barring
children under 16 or 1*? from certain
It is proposed to give
classes of films.
the censor some police authority.
sorship for Norfolk

is

bound

to

"WHEN MEN BETRAY"

do so!"

Then he drove away.

Messrs. Freuler,
Fields and myself took the Fifth avenue
stage, the meeting had been in the neighborhood of 72d street, off Fifth avenue
and we rode down to Forty-fifth Itreet,
alighted, crossed to Sixth avenue to
Rogers' restaurant and had supper.
It was the first thing to eat the three
of us had had since noon, for we had
been writing and talking Pickford millions with Hampton since noon that day!
But, Benjamin B. Hampton never
appeared at the Mutual offices at 10 a. m.
the next day to sign those carefully typed
contracts.
What Albert Smith had said to him,
or what he had said to himself that kept

him

from his appointment, I do not
But after weeks of excursions
and alarums, and much press matter in
the trade journals and daily newspapers,
Miss Pickford signed again with the
man who had made her rich and famous
Adolph Zukor!
I can only say that I was at the Muual offices, New York, promptly at 10
a. m., Wednesday, March 29, 1916, waiting, watching, worrying for Benjamin
''now.

—
B.

Unity Pkolo Plays Co.
FRANK ZAMBRENO, Pres.
M.

J.

Hampton.

And well I might wait and watch and
worry.
For the contracts, that were
waiting to be signed by all concerned,
and to be duly witnessed and sworn to,
stated that the Mutual Film Corporation

207 So.

MINTZ, Mgr.

Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO

to pay Benjamin B. Hampton and
L. McCardell, a commission of five
per cent on the gross rentals of the Mary
Pickford features, distributed through
the mutual exchanges for one year.
Of this five per cent the said Benjamin
B. Hampton and the said Roy L. McCardell were to split fifty-fifty!
Mr. Freuler had figured out that the
gross sales, or rentals, of ten Mary Picture star features, in one year the whol*

was

Roy

world

would agregate from
upward!
share would have been minimum,
round,

$2,000,000

My
mind

you— ONE

—

HUNDRED THOU-

SAND DOLLARS!

I have all the documents, letters, telegrams, etc., to prove all that I state.
One hundred thousand dollars in one

vear!

Oh, to Hell With Yesterday!

(To be continued)
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The Export

Catherine Calvert

Field

Star in an Adaption of Elinor
Glynn's Novel "The Career
of Katherine Bush" (Famous Players Lasky Corp.)

Foreign Trade Information
RESUMPTION OF TRADE
WITH POLAND
Acting concurrently with the cometent authorities of the other associated
overnments, the War Trade Board anounce that all persons in the United
States are authorized, on and after April
II,
1919, subject to the rules and regulations of the War Trade Board, to trade
and communicate freely with persons residing in Poland.
In accordance with this authorization,
applications will now be considered for
licenses to export or import all commodities to consignees or from consignors in Poland.

For the exportation of commodities to
Poland, applications should be filed on

Form X-A.
American exporters are advised that
merchandise is permitted to be exported
to Poland only upon the understanding
that it is intended to supply the internal
domestic needs of that country, and that
the re-exportation of such merchandise
from Poland to countries, commercial
relations with which are not authorized,
forbidden, and that such re-exportalis
tion constitutes a violation of the TradI

ing with the

Enemy

Act.

All shipments to
routed via Danzig.

Poland

should

be

IMPORT RESTRIC-

BRITISH

TIONS
The following commodities, which
have heretofore been importable only un-

may now

der special license,

be imported

under general license:
Cinematograph Films.

freely

Electrodes.

with the competent authorities of the other associated
governments, the War Trade Board announce that all persons in the United
States are authorized, on and after April
concurrently

1919, subject to the rules and regulations of the
Trade Board, to trade
and communicate freely with persons residing in German Austria.
For the exportation of commodities to
2,

War

German

Austria, applications should be
on Form X-A. No supplemental information sheet will be required, unless
the commodity is a manufacture of gold,
in which case supplemental information
sheet X-29 should be attached.
Postal communications should be addressed via France or Italy or Switzerland, and sent either on French or Italfiled

ian licensed liners

Cablegrams
should be

made

carrying mail.
cable
remittances

and
via

French cable

RAC-54 becomes effective April 7, 1919,
and permits the exportation via freight
or express, by indorsement of the shipper's export declaration and without individual export license, of shipments as
follows:

Shipments of commodities not on the
Export Conservation List, provided:
(A) The value of no one commodity,
including

its container, exceeds $100.
(B) The shipment is consigned to a
consignee not on the Enemy Trading

List.

(C)

The shipment

is

destined to one

of the following countries:

Oman

Abyssinia
Afghanistan
China

Persia
Portugal,

Liberia

its

col-

possessions
protectorates

onies,

Monaco
Morocco

and
San Marino

Nepal

Siam

Spain
The colonies, possessions and protectorates of the Netherlands, except in
South America.
Shippers should note that Special
License RAC-54 pertains only to shipments by freight or express and that it is
unnecessary to apply to the War Trade
Board for permission to ship under that

and no special document issued
by the War Trade Board is necessary.
Exporters who desire to make shipments
of the character outlined above need
license,

RESUMPTION OF TRADE
WITH GERMAN AUSTRIA
Acting

—

R. 554), which was issued to the Customs
Division of the Treasury Department
and to the branch offices of the War
Trade Board, permitting the exportation
of small shipments of unconserved commodities to certain destinations, has been
revised and reissued.
The revised Special Export License

lines.

Merchandise should be shipped on vesproceeding directly to Adriatic

sels

ports, preferably Trieste.

REVISED SPECIAL RULES FOR

SMALL

SHIPMENTS BY
FREIGHT OR EXPRESS

The War Trade Board announce that
Special Export License RAC-54 (W. T. B.

only present their shipper's export declaration (Customs Cat. 7525) in quadruplicate to a Collector of Customs or to a
branch office of the War Trade Board
for indorsement to permit the shipment
to

proceed under RAC-54.

The

attention of exporters is called
fact
that the
use of Special
License No. RAC-54 does not relieve the
shipper of the responsibility of complying with the import restrictions of the
country of destination, and it is suggested that exporters avail themselves
of the facilities of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C,
in obtaining information respecting the
import regulations of foreign countries.
Shipments of the character outlined
above to be shipped by mail may be forwarded under Special Export License
RAC-52, as described in W. T. B. R. C18.
to

the

DANISH SHIP RULING
The Danish Special Committee has issued orders placing picture film on the
nonessential list for shipment on Danish
vessels.
This is a temporary ruling, but
it is causing much
loss to shippers, as
there are many consignments already on
the docks.

EXPORT NEWS
Beck,

Van

Siclen

&
35

Co., Inc.,

have just

secured the foreign rights for the Edgar
Lewis production, "Calibre 38," starring
Mitchell Lewis, and also the Sherry production, "Wild Honey," starring Doris

Kenyon.
Ferdinando V. Luporini, who represents Albert Sestini of Rio de Janeiro,
has opened offices at 220 West 42nd
street,

New

for South

York, and will handle film
American export.
James Bcccroft.

Finnegan With Goldwyn
Frank X. Finnegan

the newest adscenario staff and
is responsible for the script of Pauline
Frederick's present production. Mr. Finnegan, widely known as a writer of short
stories for several years, abandoned New
York for Hollywood three seasons ago
and until recently was with Lasky.
dition to the

is

Goldwyn

Hodkinson Joins U. A. C.

NEW YORK.— Kenneth

Hodkinson

is

reported to have accepted an important
position with the United Artists Corporation.

Projectionists

Banquet

NEW YORK.— The

American Projecbanquet and dance

tion Society held a
at
the Pennsylvania

Hotel Saturday.
Riesenfeld, managing director of
the Rivoli and Rialto, was the principal
speaker.

Hugo

Balboa Studio Sold
LONG BEACH, CAL.— It is reported
that the Balboa Studios have been purchased by the Master Picture Companj',
in which Messrs. Forsythe and Furley

are heavilv interested.
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

DR.manCHRISTIAN

REISNER,

E.

executive chair-

Men and

of the Methodist Minute

New York

of one of the leading

pastor

churches of

that denomination, has just crossed the continent to
invite

David Wark

Griffith to act as advisor in a pro-

jected plan to introduce the motion picture into every

church in the country.

The plan

A

powerful teacher in the world.

perhaps, as to appeal, but intrinsically worthy.

"THE RESCUING ANGEL"

springs from a stated

motion picture has become the most

realization that the

(Swedish Biograph), was written by Selma Lagerlof,
shares with Kipling the Nobel Prize for literature, was produced in Sweden by a wholly Swedish
organization.
Yet it is a high class photoplay, even
when measured by American standards. A bit localized,

who

projection

room

will

be added to every church and specially produced pictures will be distributed by an organization formed for

less

is

her in good

no limit

Intelligently handled there

to the benefits

And

dustry as a whole.
lishes the right

man

which may accrue

in the right place.

But it is the star, first and last,
which must be considered by the prospective booker.

(Exhibitors

illustrates graphically the value of a studied

The production

the story perfectly.

And

both attractively.

the story

The

star

details present

well chosen for

is

Altogether a highly meritorious pub-

screen purposes.

considerable

A

fine piece of

(Hodkinson-

Pathe), marks the second appearance of House Peters

There are many angles to the
some interesting and some trite, the whole qualifying as Hodkinson average.

after a long absence.
piece,

"MARRIED IN HASTE"

(Fox), introduces Fox's

Fair and Albert Ray.

latest "finds," Elinor

The young

people impress very favorably in a play that has real

laugh-provoking power and

is

well done in every particu-

If the pair keep up
no question of their future success.

an excellent beginning.

the good work there

is

"THE TEST OF HONOR"
John Barrymore,

if

work in every respect and thoroughly

"SOMETHING TO DO" (Paramount), is the label
adorning Bryant Washburn's latest appearance.
The
play progresses along familiar lines to an easily foreseen culmination. Bryant Washburn conducts himself

the best sense of the word.

the picture

well made, but a bit tardy.

offering.

It is a big, serious play,

little interest to

the juvenile mind,

"LET'S ELOPE" (Paramount), must have been
"happy thought" occurring to somebody in a position
to bring about its manufacture.
It is a problem play
done in mock seriousness verging on the farcical, and
provides Marguerite Clark with excellent working material; her admirers, with a change.
Thoroughly good.

"PEPPY POLLY"

(Paramount), depends greatly
Dorothy Gish, for its power. The story
not a pleasant thing, nor a novel one. And there are

upon the
is

bits that

star,

well produced

and

herself famous.

interesting, so

it is less

The

a ques-

tion of the play's quality as the star's popularity in your
It

is

typical

patrons' attitude and

"A

(Fox), gives Theda Bara

made

of the star.

You know

your

must draw your own conclusion.

"THE GIRL FROM THE MARSH CROFT"

•nmmiiiiimitiimiiitmiimi

much

The audience that
The casual

approach the horrible.

server will not be

"THE SIREN'S SONG"

may
made

like the thing.

YANKEE PRINCESS'

that

is

Bessie Love

little

the lady in question, but

of substance.

much

better

material might have been provided for her use.

audience fervently Irish
it

is

ob-

(Vitagraph), contains

pleasing to the eye but
is

ap-

a convert.

may

take to

it

kindly,

An
but

scarcely the play to impress the general public

deeply.

iiilliimiiiiiMiiiiiniiii
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is

It

a

thoroughly.
the sort of role in which she

(Universal),

might have impressed
more favorably before the armistice was signed. The
presently popular "Boston Blackie" is present in the
cast, co-operating with Priscilla Dean in the star role.
Fair entertainment. Nothing unusual.

proves of the star

locality.

please his admirers, but

program

at best just a

is

but one that the mature will appreciate keenly and enjoy

is

may

well throughout, which

(Paramount), proves

such proof be needed, an actor in

a play that will be of

play

a

"A SILK-LINED BURGLAR"

"THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE"

It is

(Universal), attained

Saturday Evening Post
story. As Rupert Julian produces it with himself playing both the leading roles, it loses nothing of its power.

lication.

lar.

popularity as

satisfying.

combination of story, star and production.
fits

to the in-

the selection of Griffith estab-

"DIANE OF THE GREEN VAN"
Mutual),

carefully draped about her, it presents

style.

"THE FIRE FLINGERS"

great promise for the future of the photo-

play in this recognition.
is

and

for the star

the specific purpose.

There

(Paramount), is
Designed

a play than a vehicle for Shirley Mason.

mniir

REVIEWS
Alma Rubens

DIANE OF THE GREEN VAN
Five Part Drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.

Published in April.

OPINION

Many a ream of paper will
:
by writers of photoplays before
another story so eminently fitted for the
And countless
screen is brought out.
miles of film will pass through the
camera before another feature of equal
be used

merit

is

made

of that story.

The

optical

pleasure of witnessing the exhibition is
alone worth the time spent. But as much
might as truly be said of the acting, the
direction,
the developmental incident,
and certainly the story. Alma Rubens
Nigel
is the ideal type for the star role.
Barrie fits in nicely as the opposite.
Irene Rich, Lamar Johnstone and Josephine Crowell are especially worthy of
The play is suitable
note in the cast.
for exhibition to any and all classes of
audience and sure to satisfy under any
circumstances.
SYNOPSIS: Diane Westfall is heiress
to the Westfall fortune, which is coveted by Carl Granberry, a cousin, cut
Failing to
off with a small allowance.
gain her hand in marriage, he learns
that the girl is really the stolen princess
of Houdania.
She, tiring of the gilded
life of luxury, sets out for Florida in a
green van.
mysterious stranger from
Houdania appears with his aids and
seeks to bring about her death.
The
real prince of Houdania appears and
follows her to tell her of her inheritance

A

and identity.
Mystified and perplexed
by an attempted murder and other
strange incidents, she finally makes her
way to a white man who has lived most
of his life with the Indians in the Florida
everglades.
He proves to be the real
king of Houdania and all ends happily.

House Peters

is
determined to marry
for the sake of his position.

Wingfield
Wingfield
Brewster,

but

in

falls
in love
with Eleanor
daughter of a political enemy who forbids her to see him.
For political reasons he marries Adele, as planned. Lennox transfers his affections to Eleanor
and is murdered, Eleanor's brother being convicted of the crime and sentenced to death.
Adele finally confesses the murder and is drowned in
seeking to escape. After a year, Wingfield return,; to

Albert

John Barrymore
Fair in

MARRIED IN HASTE

pretty settings, Mr. Ray and Miss Fair
appear on the screen in one of the
cleanest, happiest and most humorous
comedies of the post bellum productions.
It is not of the slapstick variety.
Adding greatly to the value of the picture
are the clever sub-titles.
If Director
Arthur Rosson can keep up the standard
he has set in his initial effort with these
young people, room must be made for
two more stars in the front ranks. The
box office value of this picture is assured.

Sam Morgan,

a

in

THE TEST OF HONOR

Five Part Comedy; Fox.
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Published April 6.
OPINION: The debut of William Fox's
new juvenile stars is an auspicious one.
Provided with a mirth-provoking scenario and given a competent supporting
cast, exceptionally good direction, and

:

respect for the value of money.

claim Eleanor.

Ray and Elinor

SYNOPSIS

"N. G." As a result, he and his bride
spend most of their honeymoon in a
taxicab, which he cannot dismiss as he
cannot pay the bill.
A knowledge of
Spanish gives Morgan the opportunity
of acting as go-between in a sale of a
large shipment of herrings, and after
some difficulty, he earns $20,000 commission. The story ends with Mrs. Morgan happy over her husband displaying
a knowledge of business and an increased

wealthy

young spendthrift, marries Constance
Winwood, a sensible girl, who determines to teach him the value of money.
Morgan starts his honeymoon with $10
and his check book.
Miss Winwood
has arranged with her husband's trustee
to abscond, so that Morgan's checks
are worthless.
One embarrassing situation follows another as the young millionaire's
checks come back marked

Five Part Drama; Paramount.
Directed by John S. Robertson.
Published April 6.
OPINION : It's not the sweetest story
ever told, there are two or three gruesome scenes in its composition, and John
Barrymore's make-up is so heavily laid
on as to occasionally appear palpably
artificial
but it is still one of the best
pictures that have been made in months.
Barrymore proves himself a real actor
when he makes of a role that Keenan
would have reveled in, a better portrayal
than even that sterling character man
could have created.
His support is at
all times judicious and sufficient.
The
story, an expose of the ways of an unfaithful woman and their results, is not
the choicest morsel for young minds.

—

But it rings true to logic and actuality,
and the adult seeker of screen entertainment will go far and find nothing
worthier of his attention.
Drama of
deadly seriousness, it stands high in the
ranks of its class.
SYNOPSIS: Mrs. Curtis carries on
affairs of the heart with various male
members of her social circle. Her husband finds her in the arms of Martin
Wingate, whose resistance he does not
recognize, and dies of heart shock. Mrs.
Curtis and Dr. Lumley, another admirer,

in

THUNDERBOLTS OF FATE
Five Part Drama; Hodkinson-Pathe.
Directed by Edward Warren.

Published April

6.

OPINION: A

plot of many complications and calling for a host of incidents
does not impress as strikingly original,
yet has a certain novelty due to the
minute care taken by the director to
make each detail seem genuine. There
are spots where the good beginning

I

_

seems wasted,
stereotyped
sub-titles
and incidents threatening to counteract
its good
influence, but after the third
reel there is a distinct tightening of construction and a commendable suspense
is created
before the end of the play.
The old familiar scheme of having the
candidate for governor love the daughter
of his political enemy is brightened by
the injection of the 'storm at the hunting lodge' idea, but good acting by a
capable cast is the play's chief attraction.
Hodk inson production detail presents the piece in dress good to look
jupon.
The whole is about typical of
!the organization which produced it.
SYNOPSIS: Robert Wingfield, candidate for governor, is engaged to Adele
Hampton, who loves Howard Lennox,

H

Alma Itubenn

In n

dramatic

ncciic

from "Dlnnc of the Green Van,
(mil feature
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swear that Wingate struck Curtis and is
Wingate serves
therefore his murderer.
seven years in prison and comes out
Mrs.
Curtis,
now
seeking revenge.
the wife of Judge Ferris, is forced
to introduce him into her set upon
Dr. Lumley, still
threat of exposure.
her clandestine worshipper, at her bid-

It is beautifully done and admirably cast. The action moves with snap
and dash. Continuity and direction are
of the best.
However, it is a trifling
story and unless your audience is of the
above-mentioned type or can be put into
the mood of that type temporarily by
skillful presentation it is not likely to
draw a great amount of favorable com-

class.

ding attempts to poison Wingate. Juliet
Hollis, an orphan whom Wingate has
educated and provided for, discovers the
He pretends to be
plot and warns him.
very ill and brings about a confession
from Lumley which is overheard by the

ment.

SYNOPSIS:

Lumley and the woman are sent
away and Wingate marries his ward.

until
in

father

THE SIREN'S SONG

:

Here

another

is

loves

typical

—

first

man

Inconsistencies
ness by marrying him.
of the plot are counterbalanced by the
elaborateness of the sets and intelligent
direction. Few people are neutral as far
she is either
as Miss Bara is concerned
If your patrons like
liked or disliked.
this type of picture, proper advertising
will bring them in.
SYNOPSIS: Marie Bernais, a songbird
of Brittany, after defying her parents to
accept the attentions of Raoul Nieppe,
a young clergyman, is cast aside by him
as his wealthy uncle disapproves of the
proposed marriage. She leaves the village with an old musician and under
his

tutelage

becomes

a

famous

singer.

education is furnished by Gaspard Prevost, who falls
in love with her, but is unable to marry
Returning to her native village
her.
with him, she is beset with tragedy.
Frightened by the tragic deaths of her
father and brother, she permits Nieppe
to influence her to give up Gaspard and
then finds Nieppe acted through selfishness and wants to marry her himself.
In singing for soldiers leaving for the
front, she ruins her voice.
Just when
her misery seems complete, Gaspard returns and marries her.
her

for

Greta Almroth in

THE GIRL FROM THE MARSH
CROFT
Six Part

THEDA BARA

Directed by Henrik Jaenzon.
Published by International Press Association.

Selma

Lagerlof,

Hanley,

believing

himself

who

shares with Rudyard Kipling the Nobel
prize for literature, is responsible for the
story, a story which shows the skill of a
master in fiction creation. It is a serious
treatment of a big theme, popular intolerance and condemnation of the unfortunate sisterhood, and one which lets in
the light of truth upon the frailties of
those who condemn not wisely but too
readily.
American film folk will be surprised to learn that a foreign producing
company, given worthy dramatic material, can turn out as fine an example of
well-rounded screen entertainment as

reconciliation.

Song" (Fox)

this

been

Rupert Julian

The

details of production have
handled as well as in most of our

is.

American-made productions and better
than in a great number of them.
The
typical aspects of Swedish life are shown
with striking veracity and the Swedish
cast could not be improved upon.
It is
the best available offering of its type.
SYNOPSIS: Helga, the girl from the
Marsh Croft, appears in court against
Peter Martenson, father of her child, but
withdraws her charge as he is about to
perjure himself, thus winning the admiration of young Gudmund Erlandson,
who persuades his parents to take the

disgraced young woman into their home
as servant.
Gudmund becomes engaged
to Hildur, daughter of a wealthy neighbor, but becomes involved in a drunken
orgy wherein a man is murdered. Believing himself guilty, he confesses on
his wedding morn.
Hildur turns from
him.
Helga, having proof of his innocence, seeks to reunite the couple before
she proves it. But Gudmund learns, during the crisis, that Helga is the one he
really loves.

When

his

innocence

is

es-

tablished he marries Helga.

Shirley

Drama; Swedish Biograph.

OPINION:

him.

In a striking scene from "The Siren's

—

The money

accidentally
learning
that
her
faces bankruptcy.
Without his

Whitely that she has married him for his money.
Whitely denounces her and they part. But Whitely
quickly learns the truth and seeks to find
his lost bride.
Angela applies for a divorce and accepts Slade's proposal as
effective
as soon as the divorce is
granted.
A rumored accident involving
Whitely brings Angela back to a realization of her love.
When the two finally
locate each other both are ready for the

lover, accepting the attentions
of the world, learning to love
him and finally, after great suffering and
a series of misfortunes, winning happi-

of a

a

justified, tells

Theda Bara production the tragedy of
an innocent young woman, cast aside by
her

Deming,

prefers to post-

knowledge she marries Whitely at once,
realizing after the ceremony that she

Five Part Drama; Fox.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Published May 4.

OPINION

who

pone love indefinitely, is sought in marriage by Joseph Whitely, capitalist; Eliot
Slade, idle rich, and William Hanley,
just a boy.
She keeps them all at bay

judge.

Theda Bara

Angela

daughter of wealth

Mason

in

THE RESCUING ANGEL
Five Part Comedy-Drama; Paramount.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Published April 6.
OPINION : If your audience contains
a goodly percentage of young people the
caprices of Shirley Mason in the present
lightweight role should be warmly re-

you cater instead to the mature of mind and logically inclined there
ceived.

If

assurance of such success. It is
another retelling of the standard tale involving the girl who 'doesn't want to
think of love and marriage, the bankrupt
father whom she seeks to aid without his
knowledge, plus a comic ending that approaches the single-reel-parlor-comedy
is

less
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in

THE FIRE FLINGERS
Six Part Drama; Universal.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
Published April 21.

OPINION: A really novel plot, with
complications that are intricate but at no
time confusing, has been painstakingly
worked out and logically developed.
Rupert Julian attempted a man's size job
when he undertook the dual role which
plays such an important part in the play
and acquitted himself nobly. Suspense,
that quality always sought but seldom
gained, is created early in the picture
and kept alive until the last scene. Finished details and polished performances
of lesser roles impart to the whole
realism. It is a story for the mature and
one that every adult will find to his
liking, but it has nothing in it that could
offend the most exacting. Rupert Julian
has a long string of successes to his
credit, but in none of them has he had
better material to work with or worked
to better advantage.

SYNOPSIS: Richard Hatton and a
friend are released from prison and gain
employment in the printing establishment of Richard Ollwen, who learns of
their history and discharges them. That
evening, Ollwen steals his wife's fortune
and prepares to run away with his proof
reader.
His wife has fed Hatton and
his friend and Ollwen, drunk, finds them
in his home.
fight ensues and Ollwen
is accidentally killed.
resemblance between Hatton and Ollwen results in the
former masquerading as the latter. The
missing fortune, the death and numerous
other difficulties are cleverly explained
away, when Hatton confesses to Mrs.
Ollwen and throws himself upon her
mercy. She has learned to love him and
with the aid of her cousin, a police
magistrate, they manage to be married
and Hatton's occupancy of Ollwen's personality becomes permanent.
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Bryant Washburn

Priscilla

in

Dean

Marguerite Clark in

in

SOMETHING TO DO

A SILK-LINED BURGLAR

LET'S ELOPE

Five Part Comedy Drama; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published April 13.

Six-part drama; Universal.

Directed by Jack Dillon.
Published March 31.

Five Part Comedy; Paramount.
Directed by J. S. Robertson.
Published April 13.

A drama is improved by
comedy element. The same is often
true of the comedy which is given body
OPINION

by the introduction of an interwoven
drama of not too great weight. But when
the two elements are evenly balanced in
what is popularly termed the "comedydrama," the events that transpire and
the manner in which the whole is presented must be of the highest quality to
furnish meritorious entertainment.

The

present composition has the two elements

As a consequence,
equal portions.
though the star behaves in his best manner, though the support is at all times
and the general production
capable
standard, the whole leaves but little impression in its wake. It is mildly engaging as it unfolds itself upon the
There is no
.screen, but only mildly.
surprise or strikingly unusual combination of circumstances to lend the play
in

individuality.
offering, but

OPINION:

The

subtitle

first

an-

:

a

It
is

pleases as a

no more than

program

that.

SYNOPSIS: Jack Merrill, wealthy
apostle of idleness, is advised by his
physician to find "something to do" if he
wishes to live long. His valet, posing as
Lord Sidney, seeks to win the hand and
fortune of Mrs. Parkin, newly rich, who
has had her relative, Peter Renwick, declared insane and confined to an asylum.
Janet Renwick, his daughter, is permitMerrill
to stay on as secretary.

'ted

learns of his valet's exploits and Janet's
He also masquerades as a
nobleman to gain admission to the house.

predicament.

Peter Renwick escapes and returns home.
His keepers follow. Jack is instrumental
in establishing his sanity, proving Mrs.
Parkin a crook and winning Janet.

nounces that the story takes place in
•1916, which "step in time" does away
with the necessity of making Bolsheviki
of the German plotters with which the
The compoplay is deeply concerned.
sition is of just the sort that was popuThough Priscilla Dean
lar at that time.
is
the featured player in the electric

Sam De Grasse, as "Boston
Blackie," carries the burden of the work
and registers the best individual bit of
Ashton Dearholt,
acting that occurs.
whom the story casts as hero, has but
a slender role, yet makes the most of it.
There is not a great deal in the way of
novelty or originality to mark the production as unusual, but technical details
have been well cared for and the averlights,

age audience should find

it

here treated with mock seriousness for
two or three reels and then openly burlesqued in a manner which leaves nothing
to be desired and furnishes Marguerite
Clark with as fine an opportunity as she
has recently been given. Frank Mills is
an excellent opposite and achieves distinction on his own. The rest of the cast
are well chosen, the play is staged with
care and incident placement has been
well guaged to sustain interest throughout.
Delicately farcical, yet at all times
in mock seriousness, it is as
a type of screen entertainment as

conducted
fine

the field affords.

SYNOPSIS:

fairly inter-

Hilary Farrington, author,

pressed by his publishers and confines himself to his work so closely that
his wife feels herself neglected.
Darrell
is

esting amusement.

SYNOPSIS:

OPINION: The marital problem play
so frequently employed by the designers
of productions for "emotion stars" is

Doris

Macon,

sweet-

heart of Robert Melchoir, U. S. Secret
Service operative, advertises for an experienced safe cracker. Boston Blackie,
known to be a crook, but who as yet has
no police record, responds and agrees
to go with her to a flat belonging to
Captain von Hoffmeier. Doris disguises
herself as a man. They escape with the
papers and a bunch of phonograph records which Boston has seen fit to take
also, but their car is run down and
Doris escapes to
Blackie is captured.
Here her
her sweetheart's apartments.
Capt. von
sweetheart brings Blackie.
Hoffmeier also arrives in time. When
the papers prove valueless, the captain
insists upon the arrest of the criminals.
But Blackie places the records on a

phonograph and proves von Hoffmeier

a

agent. The captain is killed in
escaping. Blackie joins the Secret Service and Doris and Melchoir are happily
united.

German

McKnight, free verse devotee, breaks his
engagement to Nora Gail and implores
Eloise to elope with him. She pretends
to agree, meaning to thus bring her
husband to a realization of his neglect.
Farrington is at first credulous but Nora
guesses the plan and the two then conspire to bring their respective loved ones
back into the fold by seeming to do
everything in their power to aid them in
eloping. The complications which ensue
are many and varied, but Eloise finally
grasps the significance of their plans,'
summons her uncle, a Bishop, marries
Nora to McKnight and goes on a second
honeymoon with her husband.

Dorothy Gish

in

PEPPY POLLY
Five Part Comedy Drama; Paramount.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Published March 30.

OPINION:

A

pretty girl plus an orto be considered about
all that was necessary to make a picture
that would win the public to the star and
the producer's banner.
But it's been
some time now since the device has been
utilized, which may be the reason Paramount took such a story for the latest
Dorothy Gish picture. The story is very
similar to those that have gone before,
but it is made brighter than usual by the
active star and in spots more horrible than
usual by the capable but very unpleasant
work of Josephine Crowell. A few unique

phan asylum used

twists have been worked in to advantage
but in the main it is the same old plot,
about as good and about as bad as usual.
It will not advance the star's popularity,
though the Gish audience may take
kindly to it because of her occupancy of
the star role.

SYNOPSIS:

Polly Shannon impresses
Monroe with her "pep" and is
recommended for employment to Mrs.

Judge

)ne of the Mi; momi'iitx from

"A Silk Lined BurKlnr," with
De Grnsiie (Unlvergnl)

I'riMcilln
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He mi

mill

Sam

Benedict, member of a committee to investigate the Melville reform school for
girls.
Polly goes along, meets an old
friend now an inmate and learns that
conditions are deplorable, *he committee
being deceived. She plans with Judge
Monroe to commit a theft and be sentenced to Melville to investigate.
But
the death of the judge after she is an
inmate complicates matters and she is
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Bessie Love in

Rothapfel Program
Sold in Nine Cities

A YANKEE PRINCESS
Five Part Comedy Drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by David Smith.
Published April 25.

Charles
sentative

OPINION: Five reels of pretty photography depicting daintily decorated
sets and landscapes may possess certain
optical charm, but they do not constitute
That

photoplay.

a

is

practically

what

is

demanded of them in this case. Bessie
Love is a very pleasant young lady, but
she ought to be supplied with something
to do if Vitagraph expects her work to
popularize their program.
The present
concoction has very little to lend it
general interest. The fact that it glorifies the Irish race may win it a favorable
reception with patrons of that nationality, but so sugar-coated is the whole
that there is good ground to doubt even
this.
Screened* without exploitation it
may not seriously disappoint those who
come with no great expectations. It
certainly will bear no great strain.

SYNOPSIS:
an
rich

exclusive
father.

Patsy O'Reilly is sent to
college by her suddenly
The aristocratic students

have nothing to do with her until
she claims to be a princess, when they
demand a coat of arms. Her father buys
the heirlooms of the destitute English
Windbournes.
Lord Windbourne appears and becomes engaged to Patsy,
money being the object. When she
learns his true character and breaks the
engagement he tells the truth about the
heirlooms, threatening to publish the
deception.
But Larry Burke, a young
Irishman, appears with proof that he is

BESSIE LOVE
"A Yankee Princess," her

latest Vita-

graph" play

the

victim

of

In

secution.

the
the

cruel

matron's per-

asylum she meets a

young doctor whom she learns to love
and the two finally manage to bring the
truth

to

Polly

light.

released

is

and

they are married.

the real Lord
accepted.

Windbourne, proposes and

is

RF ONF
w

^

Schwerin,

Samuel

special

repre-

Rothapfel and
Independent Sales Corporation in the
marketing of the Rothapfel Unit Programme, returned this week from a trip
through the South in the interest of the
programme. After visiting Pittsburgh,
Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati, Nash-,
ville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Birmingham and Montgomery, Mr. Schwerin returns to New York with a hundred per
cent sales record on the trip, having
placed bookings in every city visited.
The trip was made in seven days.
Mr. Schwerin reports that in his fifteen years' experience in salesmanship,
he has never handled a proposition that
was accepted more readily and with a
greater degree of confidence by the buyers than has the Rothapfel Unit Programme. He said that they could not
better testify to this assertion than by
L.

their action in booking the programme
without the slightest hesitancy.

Vitagraph

Is

Pleased

With New Morey Film

will

In

F.
for

In "Beating the Odds," Vitagraph's
next Harry T. Morey publication, that
company claims to have the last word
in the type of drama best suited to the
big star.
The story is adapted from Irving R.
popular novel, "The Money
Allen's
Maker." The play was directed by Paul
Scardon and the cast includes Betty
Blythe,
Jean Paige, Eulalie Jensen,
Charles Stevenson, George Majeroni,
Robert Gaillard, Robert Mowbray and
Frank Norcross.

OF THE HUNDREDS THAT
ARE GLAD THEY PLAYED

"MICKK Y"
THE SENSATIONAL PHOTO PLAY

READ THIS VERY CAREFULLY
PRINCESS THEATRE
L.

M. Rubens, Gen. Mgr.

Micky Film Corporation,
Chicago,

Joliet,

111.,

April

9,

1919

111.

Gentlemen:

We don't know what's the matter with your "Mickey" Film. At the fifth repeat showing
we were no more able to handle the attendence than at the first snowing. Under any ordinary circumstances we can handle the entire show-going population of this city in two days, but the trouble with
"Mickey" is, we have discovered, the same people come to see it over and over again. I made the discovery last night when I recognized a patron waiting in line whom I knew saw the picture before. I
asked him if he hadn't seen "Mickey" He replid: "Hell-yes! This is the third time."
Well, if that's the way they feel about it, I'll keep on giving them "Mickey." Repeat
dates will follow in a few days.

Yours very

truly,

M. M. RUBENS.

WHAT'S THE REASON? BOOK IT AND FIND THE ANSWER
BOOKJNGS FOR THE STATE OF ILLINOIS NOW BEING ARRANGED
F. O.

NIELSEN,

General Manager

MICKEY FILM CORP.

CHICAGO

220 So. State St.
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ILLINOIS

PHONE:
Wabash 373

BIGGER RETURNS FROM NEWSPAPER SPACE
this week, the HERALD presents a series of advertising helps designed espewith a view to their practicability, simplicity and profit- getting qualities. Whether or not
the newspaper is the most important medium through which the exhibitor advertiser reaches his
public, it is certainly the one which presents the greatest problems and the greatest scope for his

Commencing

cially

individual exploitation.
Especially true is this of the small-town exhibitor, cramped by the incompleteness of his printer's equipment and similar typically small-town conditions.
chiefly directs the series.
It is to the smaller exhibitor, therefore, that the
In the specimen advertisements offered use is made only of the stock cuts which are furnished by the exchanges and such printing advantages as are available to the exhibitor in the
smallest town. The aim will be to illustrate with concrete examples the things that can be done
with this equipment by thoughtful preparation of copy and with due consideration of the proper
handling of illustrations and border rules.

HERALD

RULES AND THUMB
NAIL GUTS

The Sunlight
The atre

In the accompanying specimen advertisements we have used cuts of
stars that are furnished exhibitors
by exchanges at a moderate charge
printing office

be found
of

Cparwriounl

in

small-town

even the smallest
newspapers can readily supply.

The

first

case, has

consideration,

in

been for display.

"The

is

Sheriff's

Son"

show, anyway. In his case your effort must be to convince him that
your show is the best.

An

intensely interesting picture in

each

which Charles Ray
is transformed from

In the

actual composition of an ad no one

thing

And it is always the casual observer
who must be brought to read it.
The man who is seeking to learn the
attractions at the local theatres may
read the ads no matter how they
are set. He is going to see some

Charles Gay

any
which
faces
type
and

rules such as are to

Solidly set, with a minimum of
white space, your ad will never gain
a reading by the casual observer.

a mollycoddle

of greater importance than

into

a fighting wildcat.

the display given the various units.

But

it

is

the casual observer, the

man who has no idea of going to a
show, much less of reading theatrical advertisements, that you need to
reach to bring additional admission

fees into the

box

office.

CATCH THE EYE
duty of an ad, whatever
its nature or purpose, is always to
catch the eye. The gaze of the reader
moves across a page swiftly. It
is never the reader's intention to
read every word on that page. More
often it is his purpose to see if the
page contains anything which might
possibly be worth the reading.
He doesn't want to spend much
time. And he isn't going to go
deeply into anything that promises
to take more than a second or two.

The

WHITE SPACE

first

Quality, not quantity, counts.
isn't

It

how much you

say about your
picture that brings people in to see
it.

Today, Tomorrow
ana Wed nesday

may seem a wanton waste of
space, at first glance, but a moment's study will reveal the advantage in readability and attraction power gained by the sacrifice.

This

41

It is

how

effectively

you

tell

the

story of your attraction.
White space is no less eloquent
than type matter when used in its

proper proportion. There is an element of inconsistency about it that
attracts.

The

inconsistent always attracts.

i
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But

USE OF RULES

The

VOT!
I
wu

The rule is the only other mechanmeans used to present the copy

REMEMBER
HER AS

ical

"FORTUNE'S
CHILD"

attractively.

How

GLADYS LESLIE

men,

advertising

unskilled

their

in

lines,

have ever appreciated the possibilIN...

ities of

"MISS DULCIE

itself

the

common, simple

rule?

there any device which lends

Is

more

takes study.

It

takes inge-

can be of
can suggest
and execute. But after all he is only
intelligent printer

great assistance.

a printer.

He

He

doesn't see your busi-

ness from your angle.

many
or

skilled

it

nuity.

readily

rearrange-

to

You must

be the one to father the

advertising.

You mus; know what you want
and how you want it.
Then he can go ahead and carry
out your instructions.

ment, manipulation?

FROM

DIXIE"

rule

owes

bilities,

commonness

that

It is to

its

neglect.

more

vastly

It

that the

has possi-

possibilities

than have been brought out

A ROMANTIC LITTLE
TALE OF A LOVE THA T

accompanying
But the fact

CONQUERED ALL AND
GLADDENED HEARTS

in the

illustrations.

is made clear. Rules
can be manipulated to advantage.
The exhibitor who realizes the fact
should be able to use it in his daily
advertising to almost unlimited advantage.

YO UNG AND OLD
a a

Monday and

In

ald

succeeding articles the Herwill continue to submit speci-

men

advertisements which may be
retained by the exhibitor as practical
helps in the preparation of his advertisements. Specific information
on the writing of advertisements
will be given and the practical mechanics of handling stock illustrations and border rules will be discussed.
The Herald invites exhibitors
to communicate with the "Exhibitors' Bureau" with reference to
e
advertising problems.
series of
1

The point of it all is this
The big problem is not
one of what to do as how

Tuesday
..AT..

Every exhibitor wants

A

THE PLAYHOUSE PERFECT

so

much

to do

it.

to advertise.

when he knows
who does not, can-

time has come

that the exhibitor

not hope to succeed.

Pal ace

j

i

A

specimen advertisements covering
your particular situation av ill be supplied upon request. A corps of advertising experts are at your disposal to aH vou in more eife~tive
exploitation of your theatre and

your pictures.

Theatre
Constance Talmadge
A

graphic illustration of what can

"Experimental Marriage"

be done with a thumb nail cut,
rules and type faces which are to
be found in every printer's equipment.
A little thought in the
making of the lay-out is the only

A

Marital Farce

in

Women's

Rights and
Feminism.

Accordingly, a great amount of
white space must be used.
The time that might have been
put in inventing something to fill
the space is better used in improving

words that were

The copy
picture,

doesn't
it

is

tell

true.

Much

He was an
old fashioned

and

Wednesday

young man.

could they be

happy together?

1:3:5
Evening

7:9
Watch the Experiment

really nec-

PALACE THEATRE

nvich about

But why

should it? Why tell the public the
very things that you want them to
come to your theatre to find out?
better to suggest.

suggest briefly.

Monday,

Matinee

How

essary.

the

DeLuxe

Tuesday
She believed

other requisite.

the few

in

And

to

Decorative and at the same time informative two-column lay-out which
involves the use of no equipment not obtainable at the small town
newspaper plant. Simple type and -borders set off by careful composition.
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motocraphy are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you -wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motocraphy and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of deportment,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motocraphy, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

sell.

Artcraft
The Romance

Happy

Valley, a GrifNot up to what audifith production.
ence expected after seeing Griffith's
name as producer. A. L. Picker, Rex
Mixed patrontheatre, Ironwood, Mich.
of

—

—

—

age.

Don't Change Your Husband, a DeMille production.

—Very

fine.

Why

can't

we have more like this? Big business.
John M. Stewart Wonderland theatre,
Kaufman, Tex. Neighborhood patron,

—

age.

The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
extraordinary.
production.
Attraction
Will stand all the advertising you care to
H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
R.
give.
High class patronage.
Greenville, O.

—

—

—

How

Could You Jean, with Mary PickThis is old, but very good.
ford.
George W. Summers, Dixie theatre, Clay
Small town patronage.
Center, Neb.
Selfish Yates, with William S. Hart
As poor a picture as I ever saw Hart
in.
No finish. R. A. Shobe, Kentland

—

—

—

—

Kentland,

theatre,
age.

Ind.

— Mixed

patron-

How Coud You Jean, with Mary Pick—A most highly pleasing subject,

ford.

logg,

Homestake

—

M. C. Keltheatre, Lead, S. D.

with a wealth of comedy.

Mixed patronage.

A

—

—

— Good

Cameron,

picture.
Drew well. E.
theatre, St. Paul, Minn.

Como

Jilted Janet, with Margarita Fisher.
dandy little picture to good business.
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Safford,

—

Rhodes. A very
pleasing production made doubly so by
the pleasing personality of Miss Rhodes,
Billie

—

who we

predict is a coming star. P. R.
Matson, Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

A

Pawn, with Sessue HayaDrew good
This actor's best.

Heart

kawa.

—

in

—

business on an off night. F. F. Latta,
Lyric theatre, Austin, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Rogue, with Mary
average Minter picture, and will please those who like this

Beauty

Miles

and

Minter.

the

— An

—

Harold Daspit, Atherton
Kentwood, La.

star.

theatre,

Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.

Good comedy. Will bring me business
on the rest of them.— E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre,

First National

My

Four Years

Ajo,

Ariz.

Exhibitors

mining

with
Lois Wilson.
—L. F. Keiler, Arcade—Very
theaPaducah, Ky.— General patronage.

good
tre,

picture.

Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.

Would

call

this

a

good show

for city

Will please the better class of
women in the smaller towns, but had
more walkouts than on any show in a
long time.— R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Detrade.

corah, la.

The Romance

Germany, by Am-

— Border

camp.
Alimony,

Lincoln.

— Played

of Tarzan, with Elmo
to
capacity
house.

—

Everybody more than satisfied. A. A.
Grand theatre, Annandale, Minn.
Neighborhood and transient patron-

Jewett,

— Good, but out of date —
age.
Summers, Dixite theaThe Life Mask, with Olga Petrova.
Neb. — Mining town.
Strong story well produced. Went over
with Charlie Chaplin.
— Fred Cosman, Electra theatre,
— Drew large crowd against big competi- Joseph,
Mo. — General patronage.
Easy to advertise. —W. T. Hayes,
Virtuous Wives,
in

bassador Gerard.
now. George W.
tre, Clay Center,
Shoulder Arms,

—

big.

St.

tion.

Dreamland theatre,
Mixed patronage.

Providence,

Ky.

with Anita Stewart.
of this will astonish
anyone who will bill it well. Play for
double your usual run and one-third
more than your usual extra rates. C. A.
Krause, Empress theatre, Owensboro.
Ky.

The drawing power

Headin' South, with Douglas Fairbanks.
dandy.
Could stand a little more
footage though. Drew us largest crowd
for many months.
Clay H. Powers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General

—A

—

—

A

Kans.

Hoop-La, with

The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. Did more on this than on Tarzan of the Apes. I trust they will now
produce The Son of Tarzan.— R. J. Relf,
Star theatre, Decorah, la.

—

—

patronage.

Fox

Bound

Morocco, with Douglas Fairbanks. Picture seemed to please. R. A.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
Mixed patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William S. HartStrong picture. Full house as usual when
we show Hart, and everybody pleased.

Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix.
One of the best pictures we have ever
shown. Big business on a disagreeable
day. John
N.
Stewart,
Wonderland
theatre, Kaufman, Tex.
Neighborhood
patronage.

E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

Fine.

in

—

—

—

—

For Freedom, with William Farnum.
Well liked.— H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind. High class

Border mining camp.

The Hun Within, with Dorothy

Love's

was

Jack Spurlock, Prodigal, with George
Walsh. This is a pretty good show.
George W. Summers, Dixie theatre, Clay
Center, Neb. Mining town.
Kultur, with Gladys Brockwell.— It did

—

Exhibitors'
fair.

—

—

Mutual

Law, with Gail Kane.
Most people liked

not draw

—This
— E.

—

My

— Splendid,
Drew

well.

Dreams, with

clever,
F.

— L.

Keiler,

Arcade thea-

was well

all

Rhodes.

it

It's

amusing, entertaining.

—

of a house, but

cast.
Billie

Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
The Midnight Trail, with William Rus-

tre,

much

— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz. — Border mining camp.
The Land of the Free, with an
star
—We ran this one night and drew
extra well.
the story of General
Pershing. — Loeffelholz Brothers, Audiliked.

it.

Craffets,
Pastime
theatre,
Seelyville,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

Girl of

—

patronage.

Gish.
pictures are dead here. Ordinary
picture.
R. H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
Greenville, O.— High class patronage.

— War

—

MARION DAVIES,

The clever and beautiful

Select ntnr vrhoac

next picture will be "Getting
Mary Married."
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torium theatre, Cuba City, Wis.— Mixed
patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara.— Did not

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
come near

the box office receipts of
Mickey and Hearts of Humanity. Pic-

ture will not please the masses. Lavishly
staged with rich settings, but this type of
picture does not appeal to our audience.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Kellermann. — Good, of
drew
kind, and
fairly well.
But they did not seem glad
they had come. — E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining town.
Hoodman Blind, with William Farnum. — Real production. A sure winner.
John Reimer, Majestic theatre, Avoca,
— Small town patronage.
The Liar, with Virginia Pearson. — Star
Gruber, Temple
and picture good. — F.
theatre, East Jordan, Mich. — Mixed patits

it

la.

J.

ronage.

The

Champagne Eyes.

Girl with the

—
—

Carman. A good program picture.
M. C. Kellogg, Homesteake theaMixed patronage.
tre, Lead, S. C.
Jewel

—

Laughing

—A

Hyde, with Will Rog-

Bill

100 per cent production. Photography great and the humorous subtitles
an added attraction. F. F. Latta, Lyric
Minn. Neighborhood
Austin,
theatre,

—

— Good

comedy drama. Title good
drew good business. B. C. Brown,

it

—

Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.

The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
Poor.
The only thing that saved it
was the beautiful scenery. And it was

—

editorially rated as a 100 per cent production.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre, De-

—

corah, la.

—

—

—

Gem

Stine,

theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—Min—

ing town.

The Talk

of the Town, with Dorothy
satisfaction to about an
average business. P. R. Matson, Crystal

— Fair

—

Theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
The Price of a Good Time, with Mildred Harris. Not liked. Good star, but

—

—

—

Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
Mabel's best picture of the year. Fine.
Some stayed for two shows. L. F.

Paducah, Ky.

—

—

—

—

Gem

theatre,

Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
picture.
Fine business. O. R.
Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn.

The

—A

—

fine

DeKalb,

— — Mixed
111.

pat-

—Will

Gem

—

satisfy any audience.
J.
theatre, Waverly, Kans.

M.

— One

Ind.

with Mabel Normand.

like

J.

Decorah, la.
Just for Tonight, with

tre,

Tom

Moore.

Picture that will make friends and business for most everyone. M. C. Kellogg,
Homestake theatre, Lead, S. D. Mixed
patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
A fine production, but many did not like
Geraldine Farrar in this kind of picture.
F. F. Latta, Lyric theatre, Austin,

—

—

As Belle Boyd in a scene from Pathe's
serial, "The Tiger's Trail."

—

poor play. A. A. Jewett, Grand theatre,
Annandale, Minn. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

For Husbands Only, with Mildred HarDrew good houses for two days,
which was absolutely due to title as the
star has only an ordinary drawing power
ris.

—

Picture pleased about 70 per
R. Matson, Crystal theatre,
Flandreau, S. D.

for

cent.

us.

— P.

Metro
The Only Road, with Bushman and

—

—

U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. Not as good as "O
Johnny," but much better than most
of

—

the

—

This star is a comer. A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw,
westerns.
Ind.

Wife,

with

Madge Ken-

Bayne. Fine picture.
Pleased all. L.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,
Wis.
Cyclone Higgins, D. D. Stay off this
one. The worst I ever saw Bushman do.
Keep him out of comedy. W. T. Hayes,
Dreamland theatre, Providence, Ky.
Mixed patronage.
A.

—
—
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of the cleverest comedy dramas
for some time. A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

we have had

RUTH ROLAND

—

Minn.

—

—

—

tre,

—

—

West Young

— L. F. Keiler, Arcade thea—
Paducah, Ky. — General patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
— My idea of a 100 per cent show. Boost
Relf, Star theathis
a special. — R.

—
—

Trail, with Viola Dana.—
This star always draws a good crowd
for me. J. M. Bailey, Gem theatre, Waverly, Kans.
$5000 an Hour, with Hale Hamilton.
Plenty of action. Very entertaining. All
around good. A. N. Niles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, 111.
In for Thirty Days, with May Allison.

—

— Good

Little

—

The Winding

Man, with Tom
production but the poorHe's
est Tom Moore has appeared in.
not at his best in Westerns. A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw,

Our

—

wood. Fine. J. M. Bailey,
Waverly, Kans.

—
—

ronage.

Sandy Burke

went

Fair picture. H. H. Billings,
Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine Island,
Minn. Small town patronage.
Sylvia on a Spree, with Emmy Wehlen.
This is a program picture that is good.
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East
Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

Girl,

picture

—

—

wood.

—

Peck's Bad
Very good.

—

very good. Fred Bosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
The Winding Trail, with Viola Dana.—
Big for me. Tied up my house record
with this one. O. R. Haus, Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn.
General patronage.
•Under Handicap, with Harold Lock-

The Landloper, with Harold Lock-

Hyde, with Will RogStory weak. Not up to
ers.
Disapthe usual Rex Beach subjects.
Homestake
Kellogg,
pointed. M.
C.
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Lead, S. D.
The Turn of the Wheel, with Geraldine
Farrar. An excellent production. Holds
interest throughout entire length. Keeps
them guessing. Clay H. Powers, Strand
General patCal.
theatre, Dunsmuir,

Go

Good change and

usual.

Bailey,

Bill
Star great.

Moore.

Lockwood

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. Mixed
patronage.
The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert Lytell.
Lytell in a different picture than

more.

Laughing

—

two nights.

in

now 100 per cent drawing card. Too
bad we can't have more. —A. L. Picker,
is

General patronage.

—

—

The Eternal Mother, with Ethel Barry-

—

theatre,

Packed them

Star theatre,
ronage.

A

Arcade

—

—

of the Wheel, with Geraldine
Acting good. H.
Farrar. Story poor.
H. Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan,
High class patronage.
Ind.

Keiler,

—

Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. Good
picture for high class people. Big house.
Will make good. G. C. Christman,
Gayaso theatre, Kansas City, Mo. Middle class patronage.

General patronage.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. Went
over- big.
Pleased everyone. Star and
production wonderful. J. E. Condon,

patronage.

—

—
—

Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.

Price of a Good Time, with Mildred Harris. Good picture. Star popular.
Drew well on bad night. W. T.
Hayes, Dreamland theatre, Providence,
Ky. Mixed patronage.
When a Girl Loves, with Mildred Harris.--— Features
Mildred Harris on the
paper, but William Stowell is the star.
A strong western, with an unusual story
and well produced. Fair business. J. B.

—

The Turn

Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
All right in every respect. Acting, directing and story good. A. J. Hill, Glen
111.
theatre,
Chicago,
Neighborhood
patronage.

Jewel
The

Phillips.

Goldwyn
ers.

nedy.

and

Paramount
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.
The kind of picture that pleases. Many
fine comments.
Ray gets the business.
John M. Stewart, Wonderland theatre,
Kaufman, Tex.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The

Kaiser's

Shadow, with Dorothy

—Audience runs away from war
pictures. — A.
L. Picker, Rex theatre,
Ironwood, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. —A pleasing production. Unusual
situations which any audience will enjoy.
—R. H. Sink, Pastime theatre, GreenO. — High class patronage.
Dalton.

ville,

Good Bye

with Shirley Mason.
nothing. Many complaints.
It's a joke.
John M. Stewart,
Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

About

Bill,

five reels of

—
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The Sunset

— Fair
tre,

NAZIMOVA'S NEWEST PICTURE, "THE RED LANTERN"

Trail, with Vivian Martin.

picture.

— Chas.

Dale, Topic thea-

Fairfax, Minn.

Fedora, with Pauline Frederick.

many costume

— Too

plays for Frederick. Bet-

—

H. H.
ter than usual.
theatre, Sullivan, Ind.

Wilson, Sherman

—High

class

pat-

ronage.

The Source, with Wallace Reid.—
picture with a moral.
Reid well liked
High
here.
R. H. Sink, Greenville, O.

—

class patronage.

The Vamp, with Enid

—A.
Glen theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.

good.
111.

—
Bennett. — Extra

Jill,

J.

Chicago,

Naughty Naughty, with Enid Bennett.
Give us
comedy drama.
more like this and we will have more pic-

— Excellent

—

Clay
ture patrons.
theatre, Dunsmuir,

H. Powers, Strand
Cal.
General pat-

—

ronage.

Good Bye

Bill, with Shirley Mason.
patrons served notice against any
more like this. Mrs. R. G. Jordan, HinsHigh class
dale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
patronage.
Old Wives for New, a DeMille producExceptionally good picture. Well
tion.
made in every respect. Rental too high
for drawing power.
E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre,
Ariz.
mining
Ajo,
Border
camp.
The Girl Dodger, with Charles Ray.
A corking comedy, just suits Ray's talents. Our audience certainly enjoyed it.
Ranks second to The Clodhopper. Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Playing the Game, with Charles Ray.
Excellent. A few more of this type and
Ray will have many followers. Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.
His Majesty Bunker Bean, with Jack

My

—

—

—

—

—

The great Russian actress

—

—

Pickford. Go the limit on
Story fine.
great comedy.

— M.

Homestake

logg,

this.

C.

It's

Kel-

theatre, Lead, S. D.

Mixed patronage.
Unclaimed Goods, with Vivian Martin.

— Fine.

Would have

pleased better

if

Many
the ending had not been so sad.
good comments just the same. Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

General patronage.

Bryant Washwell.
Story
burn.
pleased our Saturday audience. Mrs. R.
G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,

Venus

—

111.

in the East, with
Star draws fairly

— High

—

class patronage.

—

The Secret Garden, with Lila Lee. Miss
Lee has made quite a hit with our patrons, but

we

don't consider this to be as

good as either of her former productions.

— P.

R. Matson,
dreau, S. D.

Crystal theatre, Flan-

In Pursuit of Polly, with Billie Burke.
Best Billie Burke in months. W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College town.
The Silver King, with William Faversham. Received more compliments on
this than on any picture I have ever
shown. P. R. Matson, Crystal theatre,
Flandreau, S. D.

—

—

—

—
—

Huck and Tom, with Jack Pickford.
Everybody went away well pleased with
this
tre,

—

comedy. Paul Overton, Lyric theaWinchester, 111. High class pat-

—

ronage.

A

Desert Wooing, with Enid Bennett.
house. Very interesting. Patrons
pleased.
Berggren & Taddiken.
well

— Full

—

from the lavish production

West Coast (Metro)

Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans.

— Small

town patronage.

—

—

in a scene

—

—

theatre, Decorah, la.

Winning Grandma, with Baby Marie
This little star always makes
good here. R. A. Shobe, Kentland theaMixed patronage.
tre, Kentland, Ind.
A Daughter of the West, with Baby
Marie Osborne. Good kid picture. Does

—
—

—

—

not get over with adults. Fair business.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich. Mixed patronage.
Dolly's Vacation, with Baby Marie Os-

—

—
borne. — Very

best picture this

little

star

has ever made and we run them all.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. High class patronage.
Wives and Other Wives (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. Very fine. L.

—

—

F. Keiler,

— General

Arcade

—

theatre, Paducah,

Ky.

patroange.

—

Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. Fair
picture. Star drew them in. Nothing to
rave over.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,

— Mixed patronage.
A Law Unto Herself (Hodkinson),
Nothing
with Louise Glaum. — Just
extra. — L. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. — General patronage.
A Daughter of the West, with Baby
Marie Osborne. — A western story that
Ironwood, Mich.

fair.

Sambo

of space and pleased
everyone, as it had a bit of a story to
back up the star. Sambo is the real star.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre,

gives

—

lots

—

Portland, Ore. Suburban patronage.
Carolyn of the Corners, with Bessie
Love. Best picture she has made lately.
Played to packed house. Beautiful story.

—

— Karos

&

O'Leary, Queen theatre,
Eagle Lake, Texas. General patronage.
Miss Nobody, with Gladys Hulette.
Dandy little comedy. Paul Overton,

—

—
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— High

111.-

Baby Osno longer a
baby and the sooner they begin to buy
borne.

Dolly's Vacation, with Baby Marie Osborne. About the best of the series, but
the credit all goes to little colored Sambo.
He's a knockout. R. J. Relf, Star

Osborne.

Lyric theatre, Winchester,
class patronage.

The Voice

Pathe

just completed on the

of Destiny, with

— Marie

Osborne

is

real stories for her the sooner she will
please.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban pat-

—

—

ronage.

Put Up Your Hands, (American), with
Margarita Fisher. Good feature for a
Saturday showing. Fred Bosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph,
Mo. General

—
—

—

patronage.
Ruler of the Road, with Frank Keenan. A good program picture. Attendance small, but everyone liked the pic-

—
ture. — M.

Donovan, Portsmouth theaSuburban patronage.
A Dollar Bid (Hodkinson), with J.
Warren Kerrigan. An "O. K." program
feature.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Detre,

B.

—
—

Portland, Ore.

—

corah, la.

A

Dollar Bid (Hodkinson), with J.
Kerrigan. A fair picture to
good business. Rae Peacock, Mystic
Kans. Small town
Stafford,
theatre,
patronage.
The Girl from Bohemia, with Irene
Castle.
Fair program picture, with a

Warren

—

—

—

—

patriotic wind-up that helps it. Average
business.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
Suburban pattheatre, Portland, Ore.

—

—

ronage.

Select
Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. One of the trade papers
roasted this one. Take it from me this is
a good one. Fred Bosman, Electric

—

—

theatre,

St.

Joseph,

Mo.

— General

pat-

ronage.

The Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge. Good plot, but rather draggy.
Not enough action. Business good. H.
H. Rosson, Lyric theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Fine. Tacked house and every-

—

—

—
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Como

Cameron,
Minn.
E.

Half Million Dollar
Theatre for Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA.— A half million

|

motion

picture

|

dollar

|

capable of seating 3,000,

theatre,

1

prom-

|

How-

f

is

by G. Troup

ised to this city

|

|

ard of Macon, well known cotton
exporter and financier.
Plans inelude the installation of a $30,000
organ.
In addition, a
forty-piece
orchestra will play.
The site selected is at "Six Poirts," near the

|

Aragon Hotel.

|
|
}
|

|

j

Neal Reid, architect, will begin work on the plans
immediately, and construction will

|

be started

|

j

|
1
[

1
I
!
|
I
I

in the late spring.

Paul,

St.

The Dawn Maker, with William S.
Good picture. Pleased all. Can't
make a mistake on all Hart reissues. Ran

—

Hart.

j

theatre,

one

week.
Couldn't handle crowds.
G. C. Christman, Gayoso theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.
Middle class patronage.
The Learnin' of Jim Benton, with
Roy Stewart. Good picture with considerable comedy.
Pleased everyone and
drew capacity. M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore. Suburban patronage.
Wolves of the Border, with Roy Stewart.
Good picture. Stewart draws as

—

—
—

—

good as Hart

Como

my

in

theatre,

—

St.

—

house. E. Cameron,
Middle
Paul, Minn.

—

class patronage.

Madame

one pleased.
theatre,

— A.

Widaman, Centennial

S.

Warsaw,

Ind.

The Midnight Patrol, with an
—Jammed house for one

Could run two weeks.
time.

— G.

Kansas

C.
City,

star

all

week.

cast.

Couldn't spare

Christman, Gayoso theatre,
Mo. Middle class patron-

—

age.

The Forbidden
madge.

you can

as

City, with Norma Talas near 100 per cent

— Select runs

Strand
town.

get

theatre,

them.

—W.

Grinnell,

H.

la.

—

Mart,
College

Her Only Way, with Normal
madge.

— Miss

Talmadge

A

is

Tal-

always

— R.

a

good

bet.

Sink,

Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.

High

class patronage.

favorable picture.

H.

Up the Road With Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. Good comedy drama.
Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax,

—

—

Minn.

DeLuxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.
Great. And all that it implies.
Kellogg, Homestake thea-

— One word.
— M. C.

— Mixed patronage.
Arrabella, with Constance Talmadge. — One of the cleverest
comedies we ever screened. Drew large
crowd. — L. F. Kiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. — General patronage.
Her Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady.
Just a picture. That's
—
— C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
tre,

Lead,

S.

D.

Romance and

all.

J.

Neligh, Neb.

Small town patronage.

Triangle

You Can't Believe Everything, with
Gloria Swanson. This is some good picture.
R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. Mixed patronage.
Old Hartwell's Cub, with William Desmond. Good picture. Lots of action and
fair story.
Pleased everyone but failed

—
—

—

—

—

to draw.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban pat-

—

ronage.

The Flame of the Yukon, with Dorothy Dalton. One of the best pictures
I
have shown. L. A. Hasse, Majestic
theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Closin' In, with William Desmond.
A western play and a good one. Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N!

—

—

—

Y.

—

— Village

patronage.
Wife or Country, with Gloria Swanson.
A very good program feature. Don't

be afraid of it. Good box office value.
A. J. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond the Shadows, with William
Desmond. A good story with the pep.

—

Sphinx, with Alma Rubens.
Not as good as the average Rubens picture, and very small attendance.
M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Suburban patronage.
Hell's End, with William Desmond.
A little rough, but a cracker-jack picture.
Drew capacity. A. L. Lobarge, Majestic
theatre, Wausau, Wis.
Mixed patron*

—

—

—

—

Beans (Bluebird), with Edith Roberts.

— Not a very strong story, but seemed to
get over fairly well as the slender story
was well handled. — M. B. Donovan,
Portsmouth theatre,
Suburban patronage.

Which Woman

like
Ella
over this play.

—

—

—

Set Free (Bluebird), with Edith RobA cute little story, but not much
W. T. Hayes, Dreamland theatre,
to it.
Providence, Ky. Mixed patronage.

—

The Wild-Cat of Paris, with
— Not a knockout, but

Dean.

good

— M.

Priscilla

a pretty
picture, which drew good business.
B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre,

—
—

Ore. Suburban patronage.
She Hired a Husband (Bluebird), with
Fine.
Great star. She
Priscilla Dean.
Hayes,
can suit any class. W. T.
Dreamland theatre, Providence, Ky.
Mixed patronage.
She Hired a Husband (Bluebird), with
Portland,

—

—

—

weren't crazy
Paul OverLyric theatre, Winchester, 111.
High class patronage.
Roped, with Harry Carey. Simply not
enough can be said.
Clean comedy
throughout. Everybody pleased. More
like this would be welcomed.
Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class patronage.
Hugon the Mighty (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. Fine picture. Good
scenes. Star well liked. Drew good attendance. M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban patronage.
The Risky Road (Bluebird), with Dorothy Phillips. Cast was well chosen.
Though not Miss Phillips' best it pleased
large following.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
ton,

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Omaha, Neb.

theatre,

— High

Hand

Velvet

Fritzie Brunette.

Millionaire Pirate, with Monroe
Salisbury. Salisbury is a real actor, and
Picture story not
did his part well.
strong, but seemed to please and did
good business.- J. B. Stine, Gem theatre,
Mining town.
Clinton, Ind.

—
—

(Bluebird), with Ella
Hall,
but

Hall.— Patrons

The

Universal

erts.

Ore.

class

pat-

ronage.

age.

The

Portland,

—A

(Bluebird),
fair picture.

with
Drew-

good attendance. Got over fairly well.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth theatre,
Portland, Ore. Suburban patronage.

—

Vitagraph
All

Man, with Harry Morey.

— Morey

always good.

Betty Blythe beautiful on
screen. W. T. Hayes, Dreamland theaMixed patronage.
tre, Providence, Ky.
Find the Woman, with Alice Joyce.
This picture failed to please. Business

—

average.

—

— M.

theatre,

B.

Portland,

Donovan, Portsmouth
Ore. Suburban pat-

—

ronage.
Baree, Son of Kazan, with Nell Ship-

man.

— Good

vertise

the

show.
dog.

Good

— Mrs.

Hinsdale theatre,
class patronage.

business. AdR. G. Jordan,

Hinsdale,

111.

— High

Tangled Lives, with Harry Morey.
Sort of a depressing story. M. B. Don-

—

Priscilla Dean.
First Dean picture I
have had. Everybody liked it. John Reimer, Majestic theatre, Avoca, la. Small

— —

town patronage.
Sue of the South

(Bluebird), with
Edith Roberts. Good mountain story
wherein Edith Roberts pleases as she al-

—

ways does.
stormy day.

Good

despite

business

— B. Stine, Gem theatre,
Clinton, Ind. — Mining town.
The Sea Flower (Bluebird), with
Juanita Hansen. — About enough story
— M. B. Donovan,
for a good
J.

split

reel.

Portsmouth theatre,
Suburban patronage.

Ore.

Portland,

Will Marry Me (Bluebird), with
Pleasing comedy drama
that broke all Sunday records for me.
Not unusual, but a good picture. J. B.

Who

Carmel Myers.
Stine,

Gem

—

theatre, Clinton, Ind.

—
— Min-

ing town.

The Mortgaged Wife, with Dorothy
Phillips.

— Good,

Keiler,

Arcade

but did not draw.
theatre, Paducah,

— L.

F.

Ky.

General patronage.
Kiss or Kill, with Priscilla Dean.
Good crook story, with an ending that
Sends them out in good
is different.
humor. E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.
Border mining camp.

—

—
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Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
ovan,
Ore. Suburban patronage.
By the World Forgot, with Hedda
Mart,
stuff.— W.
H.
Nova.—Awful
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College

torium theatre, Cuba City, Wis.
patronage.

town.

la.

—

—

The Clutch

of Circumstance, with Cor-

—This
picture. — F.

inne Griffith.

what

is

a

I call

poor

Gruber, Temple
theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
A Gentleman's Agreement, with Nell
Shipman. This picture drew a good
crowd but cannot say anything in favor
of it. Just a picture.
M. B. Donovan,
Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Suburban patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne Griffith.
Beautiful clothes, beautiful scenery, but nothing to the story. Just a
program picture. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class
patronage.
The Business of Life, with Alice Joyce.
Did not see this picture and heard no
comments. Drew good crowd. M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Suburban patronage.
A Game With Fate, with Harry
Morey. An excellent picture. H. H.
Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine
Island, Minn.
Small town patronage.
The Green God, with Harry Morey.
Just fair.— A. N. Miles, Eminence thea-

program

J.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Eminence, 111.
The Marriage Speculation, with Mildred Manning. Good picture. Rather
original lines.— W. D. Martin, Badger
theatre,
Neillsville,
Wis.— Small town
tre,

—

patronage.

Her Husband's Friend (Arrow), with
Not half bad. A surprise
Mills.

finish.—R.

J.

Relf, Star theatre,

—
—

Mandarin's Gold, with Kitty Gordon.
better than the usual run of
World pictures. Star wears stunning
gowns. Chinese atmosphere in the settings.
Supporting cast good. Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Rasputin, the Black Monk, with Montague Love. A very good and well acted
picture, but will not entertain a mixed
crowd. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

—

—

The Grouch, with Montague Love.
Saturday business.

Star

grows in popularity.— A. D. Stanchfield,
Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed

—

patronage.

America's Answer (U. S. Official).
Fairly good. But don't charge any more
than regular admission. Paul Overton,

—

theatre,

Winchester,

111.

— High

class patronage.

Under Four Flags

(U. S. Government). Excellent of the class, but I find
war films are dead. W. D. Martin, Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

—

The Good-For-Nothing, with Carlyle
Blackwell. Good comedy drama. Will
please any audience. Blackwell at his
best.— A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

—

Specials
Hearts of the World (Griffith).— In a
class by itself.
Those that said The
Great Love is as good or better, need
attention. Thirteen reels that held them

—

without a walkout. R. J. Relf, Star
Decorah, la.
Mickey (U. S. Import), with Mabel
Normand. Great.
People went wild
over this one. Loefelholz Broz., Audiall

theatre,

—

—

(Atlantic),

—

work
Lewis. Star's
Mitchell
praised but they said the story was N.
E L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
G.

—

— Border

mining camp.

Just a Woman (Julius Steger), with
Charlotte Walker. Fine picture for the
of
people. Loeffelholz
class
lower

—

—

Auditorium

Bros.,

theatre,

Box Office Value?

Cuba

City,

— Mixed patronage.
Raffles (Hiller & Wilk), with John
Barrymore. — A fine show that pleased

Is the film you are running in your
theatre a money maker?
Pass the
word on
Does the picture draw the
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibitors
Herald and Motography's
"What the Picture Did for Me"
I

department.

Your box office is the test of
popularity.
Fill in the blank
and send to Exhibitors Herald and

NOW

Motography,

417
Chicago.

street,

South

Dearborn

Wis.

but didn't pull.— R.

J.

Decorah, la.
The Cold Deck (Ince Production),
with William S. Hart. Good Hart picPatrons pleased. A. A. Jewett,
ture.
Minn.
Annandale,
Grand
theatre,

—
—

Neighborhood and transient patronage.
(CommonThe Frozen Warning

—

wealth), with Charlotte. 10-20-30 meller,
but Charlotte's skating is worth price of
show. R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah,

—

la.

Those

Who

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Pay (U.

S. Exhib.),

—

with

Bessie Barriscale. Give us a few
Bessie and we will be satisfied. Loef-

—

like

Remarks

Auditorium theatre, Cuba

felholz Bros.,

Wis.

Title

Relf, Star theatre,

— Mixed

patronage.

Serials

— Much

Lyric

Law

Nine Tenths of the
with

City,

large

—

the Picture's

Is

Decorah,

An Accidental Honeymoon (Arrow),
Warwick. Very good.
Robert
with
Liked by all who saw it. L. F. Keiler,
Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. General
patronage.

Ariz.

What

—

Frank

World

Pleased

— Mixed

The Lightning Raider

—A

White.

Pearl

great

(Pathe),
serial

—

with

good

to

business.
Pearl's best. W. H. Ingraham, Rex theatre, Fairfax, Okla. High

—

patronage.

class

The Lightning Raider (Pathe), with
Pearl White. A dandy serial. Full of
pep and extra good drawing card. Book
it quick.
A. J. Hill, Ghn theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie, Walcamp. Starts with a bang. A

—

—
—

Name

of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age

—

western

fine

Opened

big.

theatre,

Ann

Gets all classes.
D. Stanchfield, Rae
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patserial.

— A.

—

Title

Star

ronage.

The Terror
Larkin.

— Fine

of the Range, with

—

George

Crowds increase

serial.

with each episode. L. F. Keiler, Arcade
theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patron-

—

age.

Hands Up

(Pathe), with Ruth Roland.
can say it's the best
ever ran. Loeffelholz Bros.,

—All

over.

serial

we

And

—

Auditorium theatre, Cuba

City,

Lightning

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Wis.

Mixed patronage.

The

Producer

Admission Prices
Raider,

with

Pearl

— Great. Wish my house was
— E. Cameron, Como theatre,
Paul, Minn. — Middle class patronage.
The Man of Might (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. — Only run one episode
looks like a winner. Capacity busbut
iness. — W. H. Ingraham, Rex theatre,
Fairfax, Okla. — High class patronage.
A Fight for Millions, with William
Duncan. — Every episode
of
White.
larger.

Remarks

St.

it

thrills.

full

No

mistake in booking

William Francis,
Greensburg, Ind.

it.

South

— Middle

age.
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New York

City, Apr. 15, 1919.

Mrs. Ellen O'Grady takes a wallop at
the cheap picture shows. After a tirade
on the iniquity of pictures and lambasting of the National Board of Review,
with headquarters at 170 Fifth Avenue.
Mrs. O'Grady, a deputy on the New
York police force, pointed out the remedy
for all cinema evils by calling attention
to Assemblyman John W. Slacer's bill,
which he introduced at Albany, to create
a censor board, giving power to the
board of regents to censor pictures, etc.
When a politician is on the outside looking in, everything connected with moving
pictures smacks of wickedness, but let
them once get their fingers in the doughbag, and the sky is the limit.

ROW

FILM

J. B.
Tyrol of the Tyrade Films
thinking of matching the
in "Your Wife and Mine"
against "Strangler" Lewis for a catch-ascatch-can, three falls within one hour.
"And the Children Pay" the admissions.
Jacques

Company is
strong man

Harry Poppe reports that wonderful
made on the new B. A.

which she was to use while going
through her part. When Mr. Hamilton
had finished, the dusky lady inquired in
the purest Vassar English, "Pardon me,
but is Mr. Hamilton staging 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin?'" Mr. Hamilton thereafter confined himself to straight English.

Charles Ver Halen has just secured by
a long lease a splendid country estate at
Mount Kisco. It is stated that in odd
moments Charlie expects to raise country gentlemen corn and spaghetti.

progress is being
Rolfe production.

The ubiquitous "Big Five" met

in sol-

emn

On the door of room 207 in the Fitzgerald Building, is the name of B. P.
Schulberg. "Bennie" is gunning for European rights for any big picture which
looks strong enough to stand the sea
voyage.

conclave at the Hotel Astor on Friday. One of the subjects discussed was
the "Astral Twinkle and Reflection of
the Sublunary Stars" and its effect on the
dough-bag.

Considerable discussion has arisen of
whether P. A. Parsons, of the
Pathe, or C. L. Yearsley, of the First Na-

late as to

Lillian Hall, the girl who put the "fun"
in funnel is going to have charge of the
punch bowl at the Screen Ball at WebLillian is one of the "Little
ster Hall.
Women," but watch your step, boys, she
sure will serve a full five fingers.

P. J. Hopkins, manager of Universal's
Buffalo exchange, and Tom Spery, manager of the Boston exchange, arrived in

town

this

week.

that Jack Cohen is to make
Boy Scouts movement universal via
"Boy Scouts Life Productions," of which
It is stated

tional,

is

the

better

piscatorial

artist.

Both have splendid records for casting,
and if rumor is correct and both have
made wonderful catches. We may be
able to stage a fishing bout.

the

Exhibitors, whose houses are located
the section bounded by 28th street
south, and 60th street north, will hesitate
before hanging out a red lantern for advertising Metro's coming special.
Even
in

Honest Dan Costigan is no
longer with us, there may be some danger in this display. Would suggest that
they furnish green shades for this secthough

tion of the city.

B. V. D. Storey

is

president.

A

rather amusing incident occurred in
the studio while J. P. Hamilton was directing Warner Bros', pathological picAmong the actors in this picture
ture.
was a mulatto, and Mr. Hamilton while
demonstrating to her how to act the part
also furnished her with a negro dialect,

G. Warren Landon of the Nicholas
Power Company, who is secretary of the

Pleiades Club, states that the annual banquet of the Pleiades to be held at the
Hotel Pennsylvania on April 27, will be
one of the biggest events of the year.
Mr. Landon desires at this time to call
the attention to members who belong to
the cinema industry that they should
make their reservations now.

REMEMBER

MACISTE

YOUR RECEIPTS
WITH
"CABIRIA"
AND AGAIN

IN

"The Liberator

"THE WARRIOR."
GET YOUR

ff

CONTRACT

NOW.
THIS MEANS

MONEY

CONTRARY TO ALL RUMORS, "MACISTE" WAS NOT

THE WAR. THIS PICTURE BRINGS
MACISTE BACK TO THE SCREEN, IN THE LATEST
FILM STORY FROM GABRIELE D'ANNUNZIO. A
SERIAL STORY IN TWELVE EPISODES BACKED BY
ALL THE POSSIBILITIES IN THE WORLD. A WORLDKNOWN STAR IN A WELL-KNOWN STORY, AND SURROUNDED BY A COMPANY OF MORE THAN A
THOUSAND. WRITE TO US FOR DETAILS AND
KILLED

FOR YOU.
WRITE OR WIRE

IN

COSTLY PRESS BOOK.

:::::::::

BEE HIVE
EXCHANGES
(R. C.

207

CROPPER, GEN. MGR.)
S.

WABASH

AVE.

CHICAGO
107

W.

MARYLAND

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS
TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Exchange Building
At 9th and Wabash
A

site for the new film exchange building has been decided upon at Ninth and
Wabash avenue, opposite the Famous

Players-Lasky Corp. exchange, Henry
Pyle reported to the F. I. L. M. Club at
its banquet last Friday night.
It is proposed that ten of the large
exchanges now located in the loop district each take a ten-year lease upon the
space required in the

new

building. Sev-

exchanges have already taken
the matter up with their eastern head-

eral of the

quarters.
The building, it is estimated, will cost
in the neighborhood of $1,000,000 and it
said space can be rented advanis
tageously at $1 per foot. This is considerably lower than most of the exchanges are paying at the present time.
Detroit architect is drawing plans.
The banquet was one of the best gettogether stunts put on by the film men
in years and starts the rejuvenated association out with a new spirit.

A

Trade

rules, effective

May

12,

were an-

nounced, their enforcement being placed
in the hands of the Grievance committee, including Fred Aiken, R. C. Seery,
Frank J. Flaherty, Ralph Bradford, and
Among the important
J. L. Friedman.
rules is a prohibition on C. O. D. shipments from or to exchanges. Violations
of contracts made with exchanges by exhibitors will be punished, and exhibitors
are invited to file complaints for unfair
treatment at the hands of exchanges.
The following exchanges were represented at the banquet: Unity Photoplay Co., Pathe Film Exchange, Select
Corporation, Universal Film
Pictures

Exchange, Inc., Metro Pictures Service,
Film Exchange. Film Clearing
House, Inc., Capital Film Co., Central
Film Co., Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, Doll-Van Film Co., Bee Hive Exchange Co., Vitagraph Incorporated, Fox
Film Corporation, Celebrated Players
Film Corporation, Triangle Distributing
Corporation, General Film Company, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Mutual Film Corporation, Greater Star Productions, Inc., W. W. Hodkinson CorSilee

poration, First National Exhibitors Circuit

Sol L. Lesser Spends
Two Days in Chicago
Sol L. Lesser, who recently acquired
S. rights to "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" and will have the Mack Sennett

U.

bathing girls appear in person with it,
arrived in Chicago Sunday from the west
coast and departed Tuesday for New
York.
He has completed arrangements for
staging his production at Indianapolis,
Cincinnati and Cleveland, but has not
decided definitely on the Chicago theatre
he will have. An important announcement is expected shortly after his arrival
on Broadway.
While here he
made his headquarters at the Midwest
Hearts of the World Company offices in
the City Hall Square building.

Max Levey

Setting Pace

For Exchange Managers
Max

Levey, energetic manager of the

Mutual exchange, who two weeks ago
staged a banquet at the Hamilton Club
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, is planning another little "blowout,"
the occasion being the first local showing of Sessue Hayakawa's new picture,
"The Courageous Coward." An orchestra has been secured to make the occasion more enjoyable to the press and
exhibitors.
a number of good ideas for
exploiting his pictures. During the past
week he spent an entire day searching
Chicago for a green van to help adver-

Levey has

"Diane of the Green Van."
He
failed only because there isn't such a
tise

thing in the city. When Bessie Barriscal's "Josselyn's Wife" arrives, Levey
has been promised a big display of the
book by Kathleen Norris in McClurg's

window.

Rothacker
W.

R. Rothacker,

Is

Back

who

has been sojourning at the Pine Forest Inn, Summerville, N. C, returned to Chicago Sunday night. Mr. Rothacker will leave this
week to attend the second annual meeting of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit in New York.

Exchange.

Tibbetts Stops Off

Funkhouser Wins Point
Circuit Judge Torrison granted Maj.
L. C. Funkhouser, former second
deputy superintendent of police, and
Joseph A. Thoney, former morals inspector of Chicago, a writ of certiorari directing civil service commissioners to turn
over to the Circuit Court for review full
records of proceedings of the trial at
which both men were ousted from their
positions.

M.

Laemmle

in Chicago

Carl Laemmle, together with his son
and daughter, arrived in Chicago from
the coast Saturday morning and left on
the 20th Century on Monday for New

York.

John Tibbetts, general manager of the
Transatlantic Film Company, London,
who is making an inspection of America's system of exchanges, paid H. E.
agent for Universal, a
visit last week.
Mr. Tibbetts is going to
Universal City. A number of years ago
Mr. Tibbetts and Mr. Rice's father were
associated together in a theatrical venture in England.
Rice,

publicity

Baker Visits Chicago
Tarkington Baker, general manager of
the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, stopped off in Chicago en route to
New York from Indianapolis. He left
on Monday for Manhattan.
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Jack Lait to Sell
300 Screen Stories
Negotiations
are
pending between
Jack Lait, the local fictionist, and Louis
B. Mayer, the Boston film producer, for
the sale of over 300 short stories written
by Mr. Lait.

The

deal,

if

will represent

consummated, it is said
one of the largest trans-

actions for screen material ever entered
into between a producer and an author.

Mr. Mayer

now

has the matter under

consideration.

The short stories that have been ap~
pearing in the Chicago Tribune for the
past several years, as well as Mr. Lait's
"Gus the Buss or Evelyn the Exquisite
Checker" and "Beef, Iron and Wine"
tales will be included in the transaction.
The "Gus" narrative would make especially
fine
material for a series of
comedies, while Mr. Lait's crook stories,
offer splendid themes for strong screen,
fiction.

Mr. Lait is at present writing the subfor Anita Stewart's latest production, "Mary Regan," to be issued through
First National. He also wrote the titles
for "A Midnight Romance," in which
Louis Mayer presented Miss Stewart.
Nate Phillips is acting as Mr. Lait's
titles

manager

in the deal.

Marion Davies Breaks

Hamlin Theatre Record
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses," in which

Marion Davies made her initial appearance as a Select star, recently broke all
records for the last five years at the
Hamlin Theatre in Chicago.
E. B. Rice, manager of the Hamlin,
says:
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses" was exhibited at my theatre last Sunday.
My
theatre is a neighborhood house and
seats only 296 persons.
It affords me
great pleasure to let you know that on
this occasion I broke all records for the
five years that my theatre has been in
existence.
When I booked this picture
I thought that I would have to make
this star, as my patrons were not acquainted with her.
But it seems that
the type of story, in addition to the
(

star's

charm appealed

to

my

patrons to

the extent of this record breaking business."
There have been several instances
lately

where Marion Davies has broken

old

established
records,
through the South.
F.

especially

Connell, in charge of the Screen
who has just completed a tour
the entire country, from coast to
J.

Magazine,
of
coast,

blew into Chicago this week, and
arranged for a newspaper campaign for
the Universal screen news.
A caller at the Rothacker Film Manufacturing

plant

last

week was

Sellers

Forzage, of the Macauley Photoplays.
Inc. Mr. Forzage came on to order fifty
prints of the feature

Destroy."

"Whom

the

Gods
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Fred and Frank Schaefer have moved
official quarters to their Crystal Theatre building, 2701 North avenue, while
Charles J. Schaefer will continue his
quarters at the Mailers building, keeping Charlie Pyle, of Bartola fame and
Acorn Sign Shop, with him as neigh-

Gold Mines
For the Exhibitor
Is Prospecting for

Who
THE

ELUSIVE DOLLAR.

We

to

beg pardon.

Right

renowned

world

What

are

the

C.

"The Profiteer"
Featuring

Alma Hanlon
and

stores.
there, after

Hauxhurst, president of the
Film Corporation of Omaha,

recent visitor to Chicago,
general survey of Central
West film outlook, leaving here for Detroit and other northern points.
Recently overheard across the table
of one of Chicago's famous motion picture dining salons, the "Brag Squad" of
various exchanges was holding a session.
In walked that "fire-eater" M. J. Mintz,
and after getting a substantial quantity
of it, blurted out with the fact, he had
just spent a minute portion of the past
week in Indiana and informed "the
boys," Chas. Olson and Ben Barton of
Indianapolis, Frank Heller of Anderson,
Andrews Brothers of Muncie, and the
popular Clyde Quimby of Ft. Wayne,
just simply extracted contracts from his
grip and signing them informed M. J.
to return early and often.
saw Pete Sarantos, of the Family
Ind.,
one of the
Elkhart,
Theatre,
Hoosier State's finest, hustling back,
home with his arms chock full of good
purchases picked up about the
film

was
making a
Neb.,

Jack

Sherrill

6 Reels

and

"Loop."

Doc Carter, former shipping clerk for
the Famous Players Exchange is now
holding down the same berth for the
Celebrated Players Company.
A pro-

you've ever seen him getting under

Judging from the smiles registered by
"the big three" of the Celebrated Film
Company, Louis B. Goulden, sales manager; George Levine, manager of city
sales, and John S. Mednikow in charge
of bookings at a nifty spread given at
the Winter Garden the other night, the
organization came to an agreement.
The Chicago exchange of the Famous
Players Lasky Corporation has given

know what we mean. But it
more than an invalided ankle to

you'll

keep Ishmeal out of the "loop" and a
pencil out of his hand.
Frank B. Rogers gave the exhibitors
of Chicago and Elgin a treat last week,
presenting "The Cry of the Weak," featuring Fannie Ward, with a special orchestra and all the trimmings.
Prof. Wm. J. Beidig, formerly a member of the University of Wisconsin staff,
and who wrote the story, attended the
Chicago showing of the Universal feature, "The Fire Flingers." Yes, Mr. Lesserman had a jazz orchestra and passed
out cigars. It's getting to be quite the
thing nowadays.
"Woman," Maurice Tourneur's big
spectacle, will be presented at the Ziegfeld theatre in an elaborate manner by
Messrs. Linick and Jacoby, the new
of the house.

Books Big Feature

Ivan Abramson's
latest creation

"Ashes of Love"
6 Reels

Zambreno, president of the
Unity Photoplays Co., announces that
"The Echo of Youth," starring Leah
Baird, which is being booked as a "Unity

Frank

Special," will be shown at the Rose theatre for one week, commencing April 27.
This is the first downtown showing of
the feature.

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at
Interpreted by

James K. Hackett
Effie

Ruby De Remer

Shannon

Hugh Thompson

and

Paula Shay

the

Westgate Hotel
200 Baths
200 Rooms
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

Circu-

Popular

lating

Priced

All Star Cast

Ice

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room

Two Screen

Masterpieces
Every

Writ e

— Phone—Wire

motion has been granted Ernest Schmidt
and henceforth Ernie will be manager
of the poster department.

the latest to invest, a sleek

Ishmeal, world's demon contract clincher,
blames an obese and burdensome ankle

managers

a

We

is

Buick roadster being just now the most
important thing in his young life. Who
ever heard of an automobile salesman
buying a motion picture theatre?
Speaking of automobiles, "Full o' Pep"

office.

O.

Globe

of Unity

takes

July 1, Jack? Understand all stop making it, midnight, June 30.
They tell us Stanley Neal, Vitagraph's
new representative covering Southern
Illinois, is getting them all on the dotted
line.
Just recently discharged from the
service after several months of the real
stuff with the A. E. F., but he has not
former civilian tricks.
his
forgotten
Formerly worked out of the Pittsburg

Mutual

sol-

Must be something in the film game,
all.
Look at the film salesmen that
"own their own" cars. "Hank" Peters

way

Woolworth

chances up

to seventeen returned
sailors, a real record.

after

If

is

right, so note these corrections of our
Should be, J. L. Souther,
last issue.
Iowa
traveling
Vitagrapher
former
transferred to the sub branch at Milwaukee, and T. Edward Delaney, assistant manager for the local exchange.
Our sleuths at last get desired results.
The famous Jack Haag, erstwhile directing genius of Madison Street's popular Bandbox theatre, has been discovered
directing Milwaukee's fair ladies to the
host of bargains as purveyed by the

and

to the "back-firing" of his "self-starter."

bors, occupying suite 1417.
arise

diers

Si lee

Film

Exchange
Lee Herz, Pres.

Consumers Bldg.
Chicago,
30

111.

Room
Has
Private

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.-

C^NylDI^NWTILM NEWS
VETERANS PROTEST
AGAINST U. S. FILMS
A

Calgary- branch

Navy Veterans and

of

the

Army

When Theatre Puts
On Fight Pictures

and

the Canadian Mili-

A sensational episode occurred in Toronto film circles when the police of East
Toronto division raided the Peter Pan
Theatre during an after show performance on the night of April 5 when the
prohibited "Johnson-Willard Fight Pictures" were being presented.
The theatre was filled with sport enthusiasts who had paid 50 cents each to
The police waited
see the presentation.

tary Chaplain Services have both entered

protests against the continued presentation

of

many moving

picture features

with an American war flavor on the
screens of Canadian theatres. The protests have been made to the Canadian

Government.
The Calgary Veterans, at a meeting
held a few nights ago, passed a resolution of protest which has been forwarded
to the Canadian authorities, and this was
followed by a letter of protest from
Major Gore M. Barrow of Calgary, asI

until the feature had been half shown and
then they swooped down upon the house.
A representative of the license department of the Provincial Government accompanied the constables to secure evidence and announcement was made that
proceedings against the persons responsible for the show would be instituted.

sistant director of chaplain services for
the west, to the Canadian adjutant-gen-

Ottawa.
Colonel William Beattie of Ottaw.a has
declared that before long something will
be done by the Canadian Parliament to
stimulate Canadian film production and
to secure more of the Canadian and British sentiment in moving pictures.
In every complaint it is pointed out
eral at

i

that there is no
interested parties
work done by the
more attention to
is desired.

on the part of
disparage the war
United States but that
to

Canadian achievements

Hymn
A

bill

to

Enid Bennett, the Paramount

if Bill

British National

Passes

Anthem

at the close of

was this cabinet minister who
recently warned Ontario exhibitors to
present more pictures with a British tone
or those which were being used would be
banned or trimmed by the Ontario cen-

The

feature had not
Ontario as it had
the Ontario Board of
changes were made in
in

ever, after

sors.

Exhibitors operating theatres which
give continuous performances are protesting that the playing of the National
hymn at the end of each performance
throughout the day will only cause confusion and will break up the continuity
of their presentations.
They have been
playing "God Save the King" at the end
of the final show each night and this is
considered sufficient.

"Common

Clay" Wins
At Ottawa Showing

"Common

Clay" fairly took exhibitors, reviewers and officials of Ottawa, the Canadian capital, by storm at
a special showing in the Imperial Theatre, Ottawa, on April 9.
The handsome
theatre was crowded with many representative

citizens

for

the

presentation,

which was given under the direction of
Charles Lalumiere, Montreal manager of
the Specialty Film Import, Limited. The
crowd showed considerable enthusiasm.

which

Ontario board.

has

yet been released
been rejected by

Censors.

officers seized the film and it will
be confiscated as its presentation in the
Province of Ontario had been prohibited.
The fight pictures have been shown
many times in Ontario in spite of the
disapproval of the Provincial Government, but only in military camps where
police officials and others had no jurisdiction.
The feature was presented at
regular intervals at these camps and an
admission fee was charged on such occasions.
The feature was then the property of Captain T. O. Flanagan, who
acted as Johnson's ringside manager at
Havana. Flanagan, who is a resident of
Toronto, is now associated with the Canadian secret service.

Several

howwas accepted by the
The print screened at
the picture,

it

Ottawa was the revised

Starts

Show

Imperial Bookings
The

Imperial, the leading theatre

of

Ottawa, owned by Harry Brouse, the
Eastern Canadian franchise holder of the
First National, presented Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seas" on
April 10, 11 and 12, which was followed
by Lucille Lee Stewart in "The Eleventh
Commandment" April 14, 15 and 16.

During the week of April 21 the feature
was Annette Kellerman in "Queen of the
Sea." During the week of April 28 the
scheduled feature is Nazimova in "Out
of the Fog." This is to be the first run
Canada of this attraction. Following
features include:
May 5, 6 and 7, William Farnum in "Riders of the Purple

in

Sage"; May 8-10, Billie Rhodes in "HoopLa"; May 12-14, "I Want to Forget";

May

15-17,

Harold Lockwood

Great Romance"; week of May
Pickford in "Daddy Longlegs."

in.
19,

"The

Mary

Selznick Buys Feature
Lewis J.
Selznick
purchased
has
"Break the News to Mother." This is
a B. S. Moss production which was to
have been state righted but since Selznick has purchased it, it will go through
their exchange.

51

at 7 O'clock

Fill Out Bill
"summer time" by the
Canada when the whole coun-

Films

film.

The adoption

It

Pathe's

Star,

received a rare collection of trench
spades, helmets, gas masks, etc.,
from admirers "over there."

compel the playing of the

performances in the theatres of Ontario
has been presented to the Provincial
Legislature at Toronto. It has been the
custom for many years to play at least
several bars of the National Anthem at
the close of performances, but the detail
is to be made compulsory, according to
the bill which has been presented by
Hon. T. W. McGarry, Provincial treasurer.

The

desire

Must Play National

Show

Police Stop
Enid and Her Trophies

of

railways of
try did not adopt the daylight saving
plan has made it necessary for the Orpheum Vaudeville Theatre of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, to start its Saturday night

show

performaccount of this
change in arrangements for the one performance, the management has decided
to present a film feature at the Saturday
at 7 o'clock to enable the

On

ers to catch trains.

night

show

The

only.

picture

is

shown

immediately after the close of the vaudeville bilk

at 11 p.

show really closes
The first feature to
way was "Roped," a

so that the

m. as usual.

be presented in this
starring
Harry
Universal
attraction
Carey. The picture was booked for the

one showing only.

'Digest'

Changes Editors

Miss Ray Lewis of Toronto, formerly
editor of the Canadian Moving Picture
Digest, has been appointed the London,
England, representative for Messrs. Jule
.-ind J. J. Allen, the Canadian film magnates.
She will select English pictures
to be handled in Canada by British Films,
Limited,

a

Aliens.

Walter

subsidiary

company

Greene,

of

the

formerly To-

ronto publicity manager for the Aliens,
has become editor of the Digest.

ENDAROFPROGRAKPUBLICATIG
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Apr.

with Gail Kane.
17 — "The Daredevil,"
"Cannibals of the South Seas,"
— Martin Johnson's
Rhodes.
with
'The Girl of My Dreams,"
—
—
with Henry B. Walthall.
Small Voice."
"And a
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"All of a Sudden Norma,
—
with Wm. Desmond.
a Funny Proposition,"
—"Life's
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Bonds of Honor,"
—
Rhodes.
with
"Hoop-La,"
—
with Lucille Lee Stewart
Eleventh Commandment,"
—"The
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Trick of Fate,"
—
Henry B. Walthall
with
Turning,"
Lane's
"Long
—
with William Desmond.
"The Prodigal Liar,"
—"What
with All Star Cast.
Wants,"
Every Woman
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
—"The Lamb and the Lion,"
Rhodes.
with
—
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "The
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Hearts Asleep,"
— "Diane
with Alma Rubens.
of Green Van,"

Nov.

IS— "Just Home Made,"

Nov.

Dec
Dec
Dec
an.
an.
an.
an.
in.

eb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

reels,

five reels.
Billie

five reels,

Affiliated,

Still

1

five

'

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

reels,
Billie
fire reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

five
reels,
five

five

final

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels,
five

in

Billie
reels.

reels,

five

in

five reels,
five reels,

STRAND COMEDIES
Dec.

one

reel.

"Dan Cupid, M. D.," one reel.
'Beans for Two," two reels, with Elinor Field.
They Did and They Didn't, ' two reels, with Elinor Field.
"Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.

4

Dec
Dec

Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.
26—'"Easy Payments," one reel.
2—' 'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
9—' 'Merely Marrying Mary," one reel, with Elinor Field.
Feb.
Feb. 16—' 'Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
Feb. 23— Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.

Jan.
Feb.

2—"The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor
Mar.
Mar. 9— The Door Between," one reel.
Mar. 16— "His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
Mar. 23—'"The Way of a Maid," one reel.

Field.

Field.

'

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

—
Feet and Flat Heads," one
—"Black
"Bad Men and Good Scenery," one
—
"Peaks, Parks and Pines," one
8— "A Maori Romance," one
16— "Vacation Land." one
22 — "Hitting the Pike," one
29— "High and Hungry," one
—'Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles,"
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
19 — "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."
—"Doing the Dells."
9 — "A Bit of God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
23 — "A Peek
Paradise," one
2 — "Columbia Highway." one
— "An Eyeful of Egypt," one
16 — "In Pyramid Land," one
23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one
30 — "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one
— Palestine Pilgrimage," one

Nov. 17
Nov. 84

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

6

one

Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

reel.
reel.

1

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

reel

reel.

Dec
Dec
an.
an.
an.
an.
an.
an.
eb.

"A

6

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Stitch,

"East Lynn with Variations."
— Sennett,
— Arbuckle, "Love."
9 — Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
Mason."
16 — Drew, "Once
23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30— Flagg, "Beresford of Barboons."
6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Widow."
23

2

a

27

— Sennett,

"The

— "Under

Greenwood Tree,"

1
8

STANDARD PICTURES

five reels

six reels, all star cast.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

S.

five reels,
'*
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

Griffith

May
May
June
June

Special.

'

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

—
with Wallace Reid.
Mike Moran,"
—"Alias
with Fred Stone.
"Johnny Get Your Gun,"
—
with Elsie Ferguson.
Marriage Price,"
—"The
Hart.
with W.
Husband,"
"The Poppy
—
(D. W.
Home,"
"The Girl Who Stayed
—
with Mary Pickford.
"Capt. Kiddjr.,"
with Elsie Ferguson.
20 — "Eyes of the Soul,"
Hart.
with William
20 — "The Money Corral,"
with Gloria Swanson.
27 — "For Better — For Worse,"
S.
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Girl's
five reels.
at
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five

6

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

S.

Griffith.)

Apr.

May
May

S.

— "Woman's Weapons,"PARAMOUNT
with Ethel Clayton.
—
with Pauline Frederick.
Daughter of Old South,"
— "A
with Vivian Martin.
"Mirandy Smiles,"
Bennett.
Enid
with
—
Feathers,"
and
"Fuss
with Wallace Reid.
8— 'Too Many Millions,"
—
"
Mason.
Shirley
with
16 "Good-Bye,
with Charles Ray.
22— "String Beans,"
—
Ethel
Clayton.
with
22 'The Mystery Girl,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
22— "Quicksand,"
—
Clark.
Marguerite
with
29 "Little Miss Hoover."
with Dorothy Gish.
29— "The Hope Chest."
with Bryant Wash29— 'The Way of a Man with a Maid,"
burn.
—
with Pauline Frdeerick.
of the Shadow,"
—"Out
with Vivian Martin.
"Jane Goes a-Wooing."
Lee.
with
12— "The Secret Garden,
with Wallace Reid.
19— "The Du*> "
with Bryant Washburn
28— "Venus
the East"
with Dorothy Dalton.
2 — "Hard Boiled,"
with Enid Bennett.
2— "Happy Though Married,"
with Margaret Clark.
—
Patch,"
9
"Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Bill
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

1

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

6

five

in

TIMELY PICTURES

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

with Elsie Ferguson.
"Arizona," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
"Greatest Thing in Life," Griffith Special.
the

Little

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES

Nov. 24
Nov. 24
N«v. 24

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

2

BIG,

—
—
16— "Squaw Man,"
Hart.
with William
16— "Branding Broadway,"
— "Out of the Shadow
with Pauline Frederick.
with Fred Stone
12— "Under the Top,"
with Elsie Ferguson.
19— "His Parisian Wife,"
with John Barrymore.
19 — "Here Comes the Bride,"
26— "The Romance of Happy Valley,"
DeMille.
26— "Don't Change Your Husband,
Hart.
with William
2 — "Breed of Men,"
1

reels.
five reels.

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

at

9

Life," seven reels.

"Little Women," seven
16— "False Faces,"
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
28— Flagg, "Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."
It— Sennett. "Never Too Old."
Impropaganda."
19— Flagg,
26— Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
— Stagg, "One EveryandMinute."
Rings."
2 — Drews, "Romance
16— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
Tailors."
9 — Sennett, "Rip &
5

2

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. g
Mar. 16
Mar. 25
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

1—
— "Sporting

FOX FILM CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.

9

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Dec

12— 'Some

Jan.
Feb.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

"Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
9 "The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
16 "Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
16
"You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
28 "Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
23 "Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
28 "The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
2 "Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
Mar.
2
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
Mar.
9
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Mar.
Mar. 16 "Three Men and a Girl," five reels with Marguerite Clark.
Mar. 16 "Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Mar. 23 "Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
Mar. 23 "Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Mar. 30 "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Mar. 30 "Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Mar. 30 "The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
6 "The Test of Honor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
Apr.
6
"The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Apr.
Apr. 13 "Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
Apr. 13 "The Roaring Road," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Apr. 13 "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Apr. 13 "Let's Elope," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Apr. 20 "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr. 27 "The Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

—"Woman Woman
9 — "Every Mother's Son,"
—
23 "The Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20— "Wolves of the Night,"
4 — "The Siren's Song,"
18 — "A Fallen Idol,"
1
"The Jungle Trail,"
15 — "A Woman There Was."
VICTORY
19— "The Call of the Soul,"
—
26

I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, All Star Cast.
six reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.

I

9

PICTURES

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
2
"Luck and Pluck," five teels, with George Walsh
Mix.
16
"Hell Roarin' Reform," five reels, with
Forbidden Room," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
2
Walsh.
16
"Never Say Quit," five reels, with George
Mix.
30 "Fighting for Gold," five reels, with
13_"Pitf a lls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
27
"Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
11
"The Coming of the Law," five reels, with
25 "The Divorce Trap," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

—
_"The
—
—
—
—

Tom

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES
"The Girl with No Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
23"Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Kathenne Lee.
9—'"Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
23- "The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
6- "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray
20- "The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.

29-

9

4- "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
18- "Words and Music," five reels, with Albert Ray.

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

Nov. 17- "Fan Fan."
Nov. 26- "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

THE GREAT NINE SERIES

"Fighting Blood."
—Theda
William Farnum
"The Serpent."
Bara
—
—
12 "Regeneration."
"The Broken Law.
19—IWilliam Farnum
"Under Two Flags."
20—Theda Bara
8— "Infidelity" (Dr. Rameau).
'The Soul of Broadway.
9— Valeska Suratt
29
6

Li la

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

in

in

in

i«

In
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EXHIBITORS HERAL D AND MOTOGRAPHY
Feb.
Feb.

"The Darling of Paris."
—
Tbeda Bara
— William Farnum "Hoodman Blind."

1«
28

RANCHO SERIES

in

in

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE3 AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
June

—Tom Mix "A Roman Cowboy."
23 — "His Musical Sneeze," two
28 — "Money Talks."
6 — "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two
with Tom Mix.
25 — "The Merry Jailbirds," two
9

AMERICAN RED CROSS

reels.

"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one reel.
"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave," one reeL
"The Helping Hand of Sicily," one reel.

reels,

reels.

15— "Virtuous Husbands,"

two

reels,
reels.
reels.

RAINBOW COMEDIES

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

'In the

"Where

in

26— "Doggone Tough Luck."
— "Landing an Heiress."
— "The Bearded Lady."
16— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas."
28— "The Pousse Cafe."
2 — "Fireman, Save My Child."
— "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
16— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
23 — "Out and In Again,"
30— "A Cow's Husband," half
6 — "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
13 — "Subbing
Tom Mix,"

"How She Hated Men," one
'"Hoovenzing," one

2
9.

'Parson Pepp," one reel.
"Fang's Fate and Fortune," one

"Hearts of Love " six

half reel.

reel.

INC.

"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with BToncuo Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
reels

Finley

of Sunset Gap," two reels.

"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere," two reels.

"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day,"

split reel.

"Love's Lucky Day," one

"Oht the Women," one

to

—
—
16—
28—
—
26
2

reel.

FILMS, INC.

reels.

Mae

"The Brand." seven reels
— "A
Man and His Money,"
—
"Daughter of Mine,"
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
13 — "One Week of Life,"
20 — "The Pest,"
with
27 — "The Stronger Vow."
—
of
Finest,"
"One
the
11 — "Leave
To Susan,"
18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson
6

4

It

reel.

Bolsheviki," five reels.

"Camille," six reels.
'The Marvelous Maeiste," six reels.
"Monster of Fate."'

Uncle Sam Will Do for Two Cents."
"The Truth About the Liberty Motor."

20

27— "Hang

It

Bull," two reels.

Mar.
Mar.

INC.

drama.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-ll."

FORT PITT THEATRE
Battlefroat." eieht reels
OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

"No Children Wanted."
I
I

five

"The Locked Heart,*'

Apr.
Apr.

May
May

five reels.

Visit to

New

Orleans."

—
of Pink Pajamas," two
—"A
"Proposing
two
Fish," two
29— "Poor Innocent," two
12 — "You Know What
Mean," two
26— "The Big Idea."
7— "Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
9— "The New Breakfast Food."
23 — "The Potum
Swat."
—
Pair_

1

15—'The

reels.

Bill,"

reels.
reels.
reels.

Jelly

I

reels.

of

"The Midnight Alarm."
—
— A Baby," two
— "Wanted
"The Sea Wolf," two
— "Circumstantial
Evidence,"

6

20
4

4

reels.
reels.

two

reels.

BENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

reels.

"Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
"Little Miss Grown Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother " five reels.

"A

27

Nov. 17
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

COSMOFOTOFILM

'

Inc.

Dec

"Hypocrites," six reels.
"I Believe,
six reels.

Italian

to

CAPITOL COMEDIES

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

reels,

Tom

—
All!"
8— "Carrying Old Glory
the Seven Seas."
Feb.
—
Feb. 10 "Canada's Mountain of Tears."
—"Where The Spirit That Won' Was Born."
Feb. 17
F-lv 24— "Roueh Stuff."
— "Good Eat."
Mar.
9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar.
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23 — "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
6—
Apr.
— "Cut Out."
Apr. 13 "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
—
Apr.

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness," two reels.

"Her Moment," seven

Tom

Mae

It

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

Special)

Madge

18—"What

2

"Bombs and

Beach

to

Sheriff," one reel.

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
"Why—the

(Rex

five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with
Kennedy.
Marsh.
five reels, with
five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
five reels,
Mabel Normand.
six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Gardenia," six reels.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
an.
an.
Jan.

ESSANAY COMEDIES
"Sophie's Birthday Parry," one

Tom

Woman

EBONY COMEDIES

New

Mae

five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
"Shadows," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
"The Bondage of Barbara,"^ five reels, with
Marsh.
"Sis Hopkins," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"The
on the Index," five reels, with Pauline Frederid

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

"When You Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

"Snakeville't

Tom

five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with Mabel Normand.
six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
six reels, with Frank Mclntrye.
Marsh.
five reels, with

1

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.

reel.
reel.

DUPLEX
"Shame," seven

—
—
—
17—"Thirty a Week,"
24 — "A Perfect 86,"
— "The Hell Cat,"
8— "A Perfect Lady."
—
16
"Too Fat
Fight,"
22 — "The Racing Strain,"
29 — "Go West, Young Man,"
12 — "Day Dreams,"

9
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 30

May
May
May

split reel.

CLOVER COMEDIES
"From Caterpillar to Butterfly," one
"A Widow's Camouflage," one reel.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
"The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day,"

Nov.
Nov.

Feb.
Feb.

reels.

BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS —Ned

"The Raiders

2—
—

Sept.
"The Turn of a Wheel," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
9
Sept.
"Peck's Bad Girl," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Sept. 16— "Just for Tonight," five reels, with Tom Moore.
Sept. 28
"The Kingdom of Youth," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Sept. 80
"Laughing Bill Hyde," with Will Rogers.
7
Oct.
"Hidden Fires," five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

"Tobin's Palm," two reels.

reels.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

SHERRY SERVICE

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"The Rose of Wolfville," two
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two

with Edna Mayo.

"The Married Virgin," seven

half reel.

L.

reels,

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS

reel.

WM.

reel.

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

"The

reel.

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

9

for

reel.

"The Camouflage Baby, one reel.
"The Pipe of JPeace, one reel.

Dec.
Dee.

Dec
Dec.
Dec.

—
Testing of Mildren Vane,"
—"The
"Hitting the High Spots,"
16—"Sylvia on a Spree,
28— "The Poor Rich Man,"
—
2
9

80

"Her

May

fiv ereels, with
Allison.
five reels, with Bert Lytell.
five reels, with
Weblan.
five reels, with Francis X. Bushman.
Inspiration." five reels, with
Allison.

Emmy

May

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
— "The Gold Cure,"
with Viola Dana.
Spender,"
with Bert
20— "The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May
— "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith
—
6

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

five reels,
five reeli,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
Storey.
"Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with
Allison.'
"Satan Junior," five reels, With Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The
of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with Mary Allison.
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"False Evidence,' five reels, with Viola Dana.
"After His
Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with
Allison.

18—"The

Ian.

8

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
F»b.

—
—
10 —
17 —
24 —
31 —
—
14 —
21 —
28 —
—
12 —
17

24

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

3

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

7

May
May

5

May

Way

Own

Emmy

May

SCREEN CLASSICS,
"Blue Jeans," seven

Photo by Signal Corps U. S. A.
Copyright by Committee on Public Information
Signal Corps operator loading his Universal Motion
Picture Camera in a dugout on the firing line in France.

INC.,

SPECIALS

with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Ritt Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser," seven reels.
"Pals First." six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Uermany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All Star Cast.
reels,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation^" seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for
seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

EyO

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Universal on the
Firing Line
The U.

Government selected the Universal
Motion Picture camera for the exclusive use of
the
military
operators
during the war.
No
other motion picture camera was accorded such
distinction, as the Universal is the only camera
embodying the special features of compactness,

Sept.

Dec.

Mar.
Apr.

Apr.

under war conditions.

Sept.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

Under the most trying tests to which a motion
camera has ever been put the Universal

performed creditably every time.

The Universal is the ideal, in fact, it is the
only motion picture camera for the explorer,
traveller and those making educational pictures
where compactness is such a prime consideration.
Martin Johnson's famous Cannibal Isle
pictures were made with a Universal.

2

reels,

with Fannie Ward.

six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

five

and E. K.

with Baby Marie Osborne.

reels,

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
15
"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
12 — "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
6 — "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
22
17

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
of the Weak," five reels, with
five

9

4— "The

May

Cry

Fannie Ward.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Oct.

Dec.
Dec.

picture

six reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
six reels, with Gaby Deslys.

1

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

S.

strength and mechanical excellence needed for
the trying work of recording military operations

—

"Her Man,"
—
"Infatuation,"
—
"Common Clay," seven
27 — "The Unknown Love,"
Lincoln.
20 — "The Sawdust Doll,"
8

INC.

PAT HE SPECIAL FEATURES

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

Dec
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

— "The Border Raiders,"
Larkin.
— "Milady
the Beanstalk,"
29 — "Dolly's Vacation."
reels,
5

with Betty Compson and George

five reels,

1

with Baby Marie Osborne.

reels,

five

o'

Baby Marie Osborne.
— "A Vagabond of France," four with with
Henri Krauss.
— "The Old Maid's Baby,"
with Marie Osborne.
with Helene Chadwick.
"Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
— "The Sawdust Doll,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
80— "The Challenge Accepted,"
with Zena Keefe.
6— "The Drifters,"
Warren Kerrigan.
with
20— "The Law That Divides,"
with Kathleen
27 — "Fighting Through,"
with E. K. Lincoln.
10 — "Come Again Smith."
with
Warren Kerrigan.
16— "Made
episode of eight one-reel
America,
24 — "The Love Hunger,"
with Lillian Walker.
10 — "The Forfeit,"
with House Peters and Jane Miller.
24 — "The End of the Game,"
Warren Kerrigan.
with
five

26
23
23
20

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

reels,

five

five

reels,

J.

five reels,
six reels,
five reels,

in

Clifford.

J.

series.

first

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
Fate," five reels,

five

6

— "Thunderbolts

of

J.

with House Peters and

Anna

Lehr.

It is light in weight; there are no bulky pro
truding parts. It is easy to operate, quick to
load and set up. One master gear operates all

moving parts

in perfect unity.

The Universal is built to stand the roughest,
hardest usage to which a moving picture camera
can be put. Write for descriptive booklet and
prices.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.

"Eyes of Julia Deep,"

"Money
"Hobbs

"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"All the

"When

Man

a

Rides Alone,"

five reels, with William Russell.
reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
reels, with Margarita Fisher.
five reels, with William Russell.

"The Amazing Imposter," five
"Molly of the Follies," five

"Where

the

West Begins,"

PERFECTION PICTURES

Burke

& James
ILL.

Eastern Branch:

225 Fifth Avenue,

7

10

Feb.

1

inc.

248 East Ontario Street

CHICAGO,

lao.

Ian.

New York

— Kleine,

"Quo

Vadis," eight reels.

— Selig, "Brown of Harvard," six
Daly.
— Essanay, "Men Who Have Made

reels,

with

Love

to

Tom Moore

Me,"

and Hazel

six reels, with

Mary

MaeLane.
Essanay. "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
21
Edison, 'The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Fan.
-mniv, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Rasanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Kdison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

—

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

— "Her Great Chance,"
— "Road Through the Dark,"
—
Heart of Wetona,'
— "The
"In the Hollow of Her Hand,"

reels, with Alice Brady.
five reels, with Clara Kimball Youutf.
five reels, with Norma Talmadge.
five reels, with Alice Brady.

five

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
—
with Constance Talmadge.
Lady's Name,"
— "A
with Mitchell Lewis.
"Code of tbe Yukon,"
—
"Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "The
with Constance Talmadge.
"Romance and Arabella,"
—
with Marion Davies.
"The Belle of New York,"
— "Children of Banishment."
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
with Alice Brady.
World
Live
—"The
"The Probation Wife,"
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadge— "Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
In,
five reels,
to
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

$600 to $3 120 Yearly
From a Little
Waste Space

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case.'' with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
Oct.
Oct.

Nov.

Dec
Nov.

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

6—' 'Tony America,"

five reels, with Francis McDonald.
'The Pretender," five reels, with William Desmond.
'Reckoning Day," five reels, with Belle Bennett.
1— 'Love's Pay Day," five reels, with Rosemary Theby.
24
'Deuce Duncan, five reels, with William Desmond.
'The Silent Rider," five reels, with Roy Stewart.
16 "Irish Eyes, " five reels, with Pauline tSarke.
22 "Crown Jewels," five reels, with Claire Anderson.
29 "Wife or Country," five reels, with Gloria Swansea.
26 "Unto the End," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2
"Restless Souls," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
9
"Secret Marriage," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
16
"Child of M'sieu," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne
28 "Breezy Jim," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
2
"Wild Goose Chase," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
9
"The Railroader," five reels, with George Fawcette.
16
"It's a Bear" (specail), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
23 "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
30 "Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
6
"Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
13 "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
20
"Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
27 "The Follies Girl," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

1«—
17

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

The Greatest Payer
Your Theatre Can Have
to all the country the greathas ever known.
What are you going to do to cash in on your share
of it?
Why not start right now by sending for our
book showing that the Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine
is earning $60 to $250 clear profit per month in many
a theatre lobby, for many a concession, in ball rooms
and skating rinks?
Every day come letters from exhibitors and concessionaires who want the Butter-Kist Pop Corn Machine
to attract and expand the enormous business let loose
est business activity

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

Oct.
Oct.

Lure of Luxury,"
with Ruth
—"The
"Together,"
—
with Violet Mersereau.
—
"Hueon, the Mighty,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
with Daphne,"
—"Dealing
with PriscilU Dean.
—
"All Night,"
with Carmel Myers.
8— "Set Free,'
with Edith Roberts.
16— "The Cabaret Girl,"
with Ruth
88 — "The Light of Victory,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
SO— "The Sea Flower,"
with Juanita Hansen.
80—"The Cabaret Girl,"
with Ruth
—
"The Natures Girl,"
with Violet Meserea*.
13 — "The Craving,"
with Francis Ford.
20— "The Game's Up,"
with Ruth
27 — "Who Will Marry Me?"
with Carmel Meyers.
3 — "Sue of the South,"
with Edith Roberts.
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
with
Brunette.
24 — "The
White Savage,"
Carmel Meyers
3— "A Taste of Life,"
7

five reels,

14

five

Not. 18
Not. 26
Not. 86
Dec.
Dec.

Dec
Dec
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.

Clifford.'

reels,

five reels,
five reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Fritzi
Little
five reels.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.

6

—

Here comes prosperity

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

it

by the new era of peaceful prosperity.
J

Pays 4 Ways Look!
—Motion makes people stop and look.
2 — Coaxing fragrance makes them buy.
3 — Toasty flavor brings trade for blocks.
4

— Acts as drawing card to your attractions.

BLUEBIRD SPECIALS
"Eagle's Wings," five reels, war drama.
"Even as You and I," five reels, with Lois Weber.
"Come Through," seven reels, with Herbert Rawlinson.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
— "Modern Love,"
with Mae Murray.
—
"The Talk of the Town,"
with Dorothy
—
"Fighting
Freedom.
—

9
Sept.
Sept. 28
6
Oct.
12
Oct.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
pr.

reels,
six reels,

:\e.iuuo

five reels, with Harry Car«v
"Kiss or Kill," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"Vanity Pool." fire reels, with Mary Maclaren.
"Wild Cat of Paris." five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"Danger, Go Slow," five reels, with
Murray.
"After the War," five reels, with Grace Cunard.
"Roped," five reels, with Harry Carey.
"Creaking Stairs," five reels, with Mary MacLaren.
"The Wicked Darling," five reels, with Priscilla Dean.
"The Scarlet Shadow," six reels, with
Murray.
"Light of Victory." five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.

7

2S

Phillips.

'

"Three Mounted Men,"

—
2—
16—
80—
13 —
27 —
10 —
24 —
10 —
17 —
24 — "A Fight for Love,"
31 — "A Silk Lined Burglar,"
— "The Amazing Wife."
14 — "What Am
Bid?"
21 — "Fire Flingers,"
—

Nov. 18
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

five

for

"The

26x32 inches
its

Mae

five

reels,

with

The Coupon Brings the Book; a Small
Payment Brings the Machine
Our Easy Payment Plan makes the Butter-Kist Fop-Corn
machine pay for itself sometimes it not only buys itself,
buy pays your rent and pays a profit at the same time.
Don't let anything stop you pin the coupon to your letterhead and mail it now. Be first in your territory to seize

—

Earle Williams.

the opportunity.

VALUABLE

"Everybody's Girl," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"Miss Ambition," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Dawn of Understanding," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Beloved Imposter," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Hoarded Assets," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Captain's Captain," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Adventure Shop," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
27
Jan.
"The Enchanted Barn," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Feb.
3
"The Highest Trump," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Feb. 10 "Fortune's Child," five reels, with Gladys Lesl-'e.
Feb. 17
"Silent Strength." five reels, with Harry Morey.
Feb. 2* "The Lion and the Mouse" (special
Alice Joyco).
Mar.
8
"The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. 10 "The Wishing Ring Man." five reels, with Bessie Love.
Mar. 10 "From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

—
—
—
—

—

1

"The Mating," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"The King of Diamonds," five reels, with Harry Morey.

—
—
—
—

And

—

six reels, Special, with Harry Care*
six reels, with Priscill? Dear
six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
I
five reels, with Mae Murray.
six reels, with Rupert Julian,
Exquisite Thief," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.

Mission,"

takes up.

reproduce its tcosty flavor.
no extra labor, no trouble. An
It operates itself
average of only 90 bags a day means about $1,000 a
year profit.

Mae

"By the World Forgot," five reels, with Hedda Nova.
"The Girl of Today," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Diplomatic

it

Everybody loves pop corn and there is no better
pop corn than Butter Kist. No other machine can

VITAGRAPH
"A

—

an ornament

that's all the space
any place.

coupon

This

has

started many a man on
the road to new profits.

Each
like

read

this

and

horse-sense to

nothing

costs

postage stamp

on "ad"
had the

know
but

it

a

to inves-

tigate.

K.olcomb & Hoke
Mfg. Co.

—

166

Van Buren

St.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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For Proofs, Photos, Prices

HOLCOMB

&

HOKE MFG.

CO.

166 Van Buren St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Without obligation, send me your free
Ilutter-Kist book
"America's New Industry"— with photos, sales records, and

—

estimate of

how much

your machine.

I

i

can make with

I
'

i

I

.

Name
I

Business

Address

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
Dec

— "A Gentleman of Quality,"
—
—"Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"

17
24
31

five reels, with Earle Williamj.
five reels, with Gladys Leslie
five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The
Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Third Degree," six reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).

—
14 —
Unknown
21 — "A
28 — "Two Women."
28 —
— "A
12 —
19 —
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
16— "The Zero Horn,"
with June Elvidge.
—
18
with Barbara Castleton.
Sylvia,"
—
7

6

Nov.
Nov. 25

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and

"Fighting Destiny,"

26
23
Mar. 30

an.
an.
an.
r
eb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6

3

of Honor," five reels,

reels,

with Dustin

Pun am

Dustin Farnum.
with Florence Reed.

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

five reels,
five reels,
'"J" 8 '
"The Grough," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Love Net," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"What Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"Under Four Flags," five reels,
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle Blaclcwell.
Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin s Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
"The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
"The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
"The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montaeu Love.
"The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.

reels.

SERIALS
Vitagraph, "The Woman in the Web."
Universal, "The Lion's Claws."
Vitagraph, "A Fight for Millions."
Universal, "The Brass Bullet"
Gauinont, "The Hand of Vengeance"
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. 'The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal^ "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

Mar. 8
Mar. 10—
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Western Stars," seven

of

six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with

"A

—
—
—
18—
tO— The
»7 —
—
10—
17 —
24—
—
6

—
'The Light
—
— "Adele.
Man
— "A
"Her Code

6

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Dec 23—
Dec 30

!an.
an.

Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

—
—
—
—
7
14 —
21 —

28—

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
The

'The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
'The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

The

Chosen Prince," eight

"My

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

Husband's Friend," five reels. "Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six
"Sunset Princess."

(Robert C. Bruce Scenvct)

reels.

'The Wolf

—

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

"Nine-Tenths of the Law," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Devil's Playground,
seven reels.

—

REX BEACH PICTURES CORPORATION

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
10 — "An Indian Love Story," one
17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
24 — "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one

ten reels.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
"The Vigilantes," seven

reels.

DAVID BERNSTEIN

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Is

"Enlighten Thy Daughter," seven

reels.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY
"Birth," six reels.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY

"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."
"A Rustic Romeo."

"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

—

FELIX
"Stolen Orders," eight

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS

F.

FEIST

with Kitty Gordon.

of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.
"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbe»-Rob«rt*o».
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."

"Taxzan

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION
'The Froien Warning,"

five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY
reels,

reels,

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

eight reels.
of the World," seven reels.

"Daughter of Destiny,"

with Enid Markey.

"Tempered
"Italy's

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
Who

with Nat Goodwin.

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

27

Girl

five reels,

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

Bobby."
— "You Couldn't Blame
Her."
6— "For Love or Money."
18— "Salvation Sue."
20— "Four of a Kind."
—
30

"The Curse of Eve," seven

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
"A

16— "Qh, Baby."
23—"Good Gracious,

"Rimont,"
"The Eyes

one

reel.

"The Marriage Bond,"

"Welcome Home."
"Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."

The

3

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.
Feb.

reel.

1

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION
Woman,"

31

reel.

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesbtt Thaw.

"Joan the

of the Tetons," one reel.

"Nature Rest and Motion," one reel.
"Horizon Hunters," one reel.
"The High Horse," one reel.
The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

CO.

The

'The Barrier,"

reels.

reels, with Lillian Walker.
of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

Grain of Dust," six

"A Romance

five reels,

Steel," five reels, with

Flaming Front."

Italian

Mme. Petrova.
Mme. Petrova.

with

official

war

film.

"Pershing's Crusaders.''

"Romance

Didn't Think," six reels.

56

of Tarzan," six reels, with

Elmo Lincoln.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," 6re reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives." six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.

FOUR SQUARE PICTURES
"Madame Sherry "

If

your musician

The

Submarine eye," seven reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe

"The Cast-Off,"
"Men."

"A Woman's

five reels,

or

with Bessie Barriscale.

Experience," seven

reels,

with

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
"Conquest of Canaan," five reels.

—

fails to

INC.

Mae Murray.

with

six reels,

the orchestra

arrive

INC.

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES,

if

you can still open
your show on time with the
best of music if you have

Mary Boland.

FRATERNITY FILMS,

"A Mormon Maid,"

sick

is

with Gertrude McCoy.

fire reels,

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

Cremona

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

th<

HARRY GARSON
"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

reels,

with Blanche Sweet.

theatre orchestra -organ
which is different.

eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

GENERAL, ENTERPRISES
"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The

Woman

and the Beast,"

five reels.

"Moral Suicide," seven

"When Men

reels, with Leah Baird.
Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

D.
"The Birth of a Nation." nine

W. GRIFFITH

with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrei
reels,

Style

HOPP HADLEY

O

"The Vow.'

The solo instrument with the

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
'Maciste," six reels.

human

voices.

HARPER FILM CORPORATION
'Civilization," ten reels.

HAWK
"Monster of Fate,"

Two music rolls enable operator to follow the action of the
picture with ease and accuracy.

FILM CORPORATION

five reels.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
"Around the World

in

80 Days," six

reels.

HILLER AND WILK

Plays any 88 note player

"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."
"Wrath of the Gods."

roll.

"Woman,"
"The

eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

A#)r.

10— "Chriatus."

134 note solo

HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS

roll is

orchestra within

a complete

itself.

THOS. H. INCE
"The Bargain,"

six reels, with

W.

S.

Hart.

A

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
••Babbling
ln«

Tongues."

with Grace Valentine.
Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
jHuman Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

The Marquette Piano

JESTER COMEDIES
two-reel

comedy

a month, with

Factory and General
2439 Wallace St.

Twede Dan.

JAMES KEANE
"The Spreading Evil," seven
/

every theatre.

Write us today for information regarding this
most modem instrument and its adaptability
to your theater.

"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
•[or Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
'The Geeze> of Berlin."
]The Sinking of the Lusitania."
^rashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

One

size for

five reels,

Co.

Offices

CHICAGO

reels.

LEA-BELL COMPANY
"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

reels.
iniiiiinimiiiiii
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS,
"Whom

INC.

Would Destroy."

the Gods

MASTER DRAMA FEATURES,
"Who'i Your Neighbor?" seven

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION

INC.

The

with Christine Mayo.

reels,

B. S. MOSS
"The Power of ETil," five reels.
"The Girl Who Doesn't Know," five reels.
"Tn the Hands of the Law." five reels.
"Break the News to Mother," five reels.

THE

JOHN W. NOBLE PRODUCTIONS,
"Shame,"

INC.

with Zena Keefe.

six reels,

OGDEN PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Lust of the Ages."

with Lillian Walker.

five reels,

SIDNEY OLCOTT PLAYLETS,

SCREENS

INC.

'The Belgian," with Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant.

We Have

OVERLAND PICTURES CORPORATION
'The Hand of Fate."
'The Russian Revolution."
"Man's Law."

The

All

REPUTATION
QUALITY

Do

PRICE

DE BERRI SCENIC

PARAGON FILM COMPANY

Whip," eight

It

922

W.

MONROE

It

Now

Co.
CHICAGO

ST.

reels.

LEONCE PERRET PRODUCTIONS
"Sura

"A

of Glory," six
Soul Adrift," six

with Dolores Cassinelli.
with Dolores Cassinelli.

reels,
reels,

HARRY RAPF

An Advertising Service

The Mad Lover," with Robert Warwick.
The Struggle Everlasting," with Florence
"Wanted

for

Murder,"

Reed.
with Elaine Haramersteia.

reels,

five

Exhibitor

HARRY RAVER

Let us help you do advertising; that will

'The Public Defender," with Frank Keenan.

'The Hand of the Hun," four
'The Master Crook "

The

Liberator," serial, with

get you results. We SPECIALIZE
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
that's why we do it better.
:-:
:•:

reels.

Maciste.

RIALTO DE LUXE PRODUCTIONS

The

Unchastened Woman," seven
"Conquered Hearts."

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

reels.

six

Mary

with

reels,

Boland.

The National Poster

SELECT PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
"Humanity,"

PROGRAMS

TYPE ONE SHEETS

SEND FOR SAMPLES

SCREENCRAFT PICTURES
"The Prodigal Wife,"

for the

5 South

six reels.

printers

SELIG SPECIALS

Wabash

&

Printing Co.

Ave., Chicago

exclusively for the theatre

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Santcai
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santchi and Frits*
Brunette.
City of Purple
Santchi.

The

Dreams,"

six

FRANK

reels,

with

Bessie

Eyton

and Thoasa*

SENG
SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

Parentage."

"Upstairs and Down,"

five reels,

S-L

J.

Wave,"

eight

reels.

six

with

reels,

Emmett

Shipping Cases and'
other Specialties

Dalton.

ERNEST SHIPMAN
LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five reels,

T. L.

with Enid Markey.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime of

Signs

Fire Escape

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

cents in quantity

to

WILLIAM STOERMER ENTERPRISES
Tidal

manufacture Complete

EXIT
SIGNS
65
70

with Olive Thomas.

PICTURES

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

The

We

ROBINSON

105

West Monroe

St.,

&

CO.

Chicago

WRITE FOR CATALOG

the Hour," five reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS
"Lady of the Dugout,"

six reels.

FORD PHOTOPLAY
"Berlin Via American," six reels, with Francis Ford.
of Today," six reels, with Francis Ford.
"The Fourth Generation," six reels.

DESIGNING

"A Man

U. S.

-

CONSULTING

-

SUPERVISING

EXHIBITORS BOOKING CORP.

The

Zeppelin's Last Raid," five reels, with Enid Markey.
"Those Who Pay," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.

William

EDWARD WARREN PRODUCTIONS
"Souls Redeemed," with Sheldon Lewis and Charlotte Ives.

LAWRENCE WEBER PRODUCING

"Weavers

L.
of Life," five reels, with Helen

T.

Braun

ARCHITECT
CO.

Hayes and Howard

Hall.

189

W. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO

WESTERN IMPORT
"Mickey," seven

reels,

with Mabel Normand.

MAYFAIR FILM CORPORATION
"Persuasive Peggy," six reels, with Peggy Hyland.

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS

NEWFI ELD'S PRODUCING CORPORATION
"Alma, Where Do You Live,"

six reels,

with Ruth

McTammany.

58

The makirts of a

yhmmounizMackSenn&tt

COMEDY

M »B

T RA 0 E M

(read very fast, prestissimo!)

junket

^ convulsions

Mix well
fling on the

screen**

and

house

attaboy
high jinks
field

W

day *]f

bean-feast

and

the

rocks!!
all

^r*^ -all aboard

that rumpty-

tumpty-

revel

disport

* Long

vive la^bagatelle!(singthis)

live folly

!

,***>,

*f

I

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE Director General

%<6PJctitm(*i
'Ms ii

EXHIBITOR S HERALD AND IOT.OGRAPH.Y

'11

^e^/onder
oftheyear
Los Angeles Record says:
THE
another triumph
"Mark
tip

for

Dean and

the Universal.
The volatile Universal Star has created a superb role in 'The Wildcat
of Paris.' The story has been produced on a big scale with spectacular effects and sensational situaThe rumble of war is but a
tions.
background for the big love theme
that dominates. This story is well
worth seeing it is the kind of
screen play to cause one to enthuse
over both plot and execution."
Priscilla

—

Universal
Special Attraction

By order

i|

of the

Positively

Board of Directors

No Bookings

I

of

MARY PICKFORD'S
Forthcoming "First National"

|

release

"Daddy Long Legs"
Will be accepted by this

Company's Exchanges
i

Until further notice

THE FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT,
6

and

8

West 48th

Street,

New York

City

Inc.

D.HAMPTON
Presents

Desmond never

inter-

preted a stronger character.
his

The

vividness of

portrayal will stand

out as the greatest work
of his career.

It is

v

a picture that

will

grip every audience with
its

tenseness,

its

high-

drama and its
smashing story of a
strung

mad
is

hunt for gold that

black

and

flat like coins

mints of

hell.

soft

and

from the

in

TKe Mir\ly
11

of
Hell

Released through

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY

Exhibitors Mutual

Bankfrt and Enporten

DIVISION

OF

FILMS

for th*

Producer

Select Pictures Corporation

presents

Alice Brady
in
By Louise Winters

Directed

arie, Ltd."
by KENNETH WEBB

Scenario by Jane

As clean and as breezy as the American GirPxt portrays

Murnn

E XII

I

151
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Men—

Virtuous

Read What Those Who Know Say: —
"SHOULD PROVE A PROFITABLE SUCCESS." -Wids.
"IT

IS

GORGEOUSLY STAGED— HAS AT LEAST SIX BIG PUNCHES."
Harriet Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.

"IT HAS

THE GREATEST FIGHT
WILL EAT

IT

EVER saw, EVEN INCLUDING 'THE SPOILERS.' THE AUDIENCE
UP."— Robert E. Welsch, Managing Editor, M. P. News.
I

"NUMEROUS MOB SCENES— all

of them realistically directed by ralph
coln WAS SEEN TO ADVANTAGE IN THE STAR ROLE."
M. Head,

ince.

e.

k. Lin-

N. Y. Herald.

MELODRAMA, WITH EXCELLENT COMEDY RELIEF— POSSESSES REAL ENTERTAINMENT QUALITIES—THE BALL ROOM SCENES are the most extensive ever shown on the screen."

"IT IS A BIG

Edward Weitzel, Associate

Editor,

M.

P. World.

"STRONG MELODRAMATIC APPEAL— FULL OF ACTION— EXTRAORDINARY FIGHT SCENES — PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS EXCELLENT— ACTING OF A HIGH ORDER A SURE FIRE CLIMAX."
Helen Rockwell, Exhibitors Trade Review.

"THERE ARE MANY EXCITING AND THRILLING SCENES WHICH WILL APPEAL TO MOVIE AUDIENCESHAS GREAT COMEDY RELIEF and wonderful mob and FIGHT SCENES."
W. Stephen Bush,
"IT IS A

Billboard.

REAL ENTERTAINMENT— IS SURE TO BE A BIG
Henry Cole, Exec.

"WILL

Sec'y.

M.

P. Exhibitors'

BOX OFFICE

SUCCESS."

League, N. Y.

MAKE BIG MONEY for

Morris Kashin, Managing Director

the exhibitor."
SYMPHONY AND BROADWAY THEATRES, New

"EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD SHOULD SEE

York.

IT."

Paul Sweinhart, Managing Editor, N. Y. Clipper

"A SPECTACULAR FOREST FIRE marks one of the high points,
SELECTION FOR THE STAR."—Wid's

e.

k.

Lincoln

is

admirable

IS BIG MELODRAMA WITH RAPID SERIES OF BIG PUNCHES. THE PRODUCTION
EXTRAORDINARILY STAGED AND EXCELLENTLY PLAYED BY NOTABLE CAST."

'"VIRTUOUS MEN'

Martin

J.

Quigley,

Managing

Editor, Exhibitors

IS

Herald-Motography.

"RIP-SNORTING MELODRAMA WELL ACTED -PHOTOGRAPHY SUPERB

FIGHT SCENES ALONE

WORTH THE PRICE OF ADMISSION."—
Mark Vance.
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hing Big Success!!!
A Flood

and Phone

of Letters, Wires

from

Calls

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
From Coast to Coast has followed
first New York presentation of

the

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
Starring

LINCOLN

K.

E.

Personally directed by

RALPH INCE
Something new in the picture industry— 'THE PICTURE PLUS."
The most comprehensive, unique and original "Direct to
the Public" exploitation campaign ever offered.
'

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
The Greatest Money Getting

A Ralph

Title of the Year
Ince Film Attraction

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
Wire

— Write—Phone or

Arthur H. Sawyer

Call to secure

your Territory

Herbert Lubin

ri^5lkj

PICTURES

Bryant 3271

1476 Broadway, N. Y.

Foreign Rights Sold to

Frank Brockliss, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
J.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN REVIVALS

SMASH ATTENDANCE RECORDS
The four great Essanay-Chaplin comedies, "A Night in the Show",
"The Bank", "Police" and "Shanghaied" are now breaking all attendHere is just
ance records in all the big show houses of the country.
one sample out of many:

These four pictures and
through the

also the Essanay-Chaplin, "Triple Trouble", are now booking
Ask for these at any World Branch office.

World Film Corporation.

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System
Distributors

12

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Dead Cats I
W. W. Hodkinson has begun and

will continue to offer
motion picture productions of the higher type .to exhibWe are not doing this
tors singly under contract.
know
exhibitors
prefer the system of
merely because we
bookings,
but
because
wide open
we too, consider it a
marketing.
sane step in picture
y

You have been

told for years by producer-distributors, by
organizations that have to sell the product they make,
that pictures cannot be sold singly because the overhead
cost of distribution is too high. Therefore, they have
insisted on selling "program" or "star series."

IF
I

Program or star series are all right conducted by a neutral
concern which has no interest in issuing weak or unfit
product, and which has the ambition to select only the
best product.

We

tell

you that program and star

series,

under present

producing conditions, are the refuges of scared producerdistributors who know that they are going to have a good
many poor, weak pictures in between their stronger
pictures. They have a lot of pictures that will not stand
alone and that you would not buy except where you take
them sight unseen in programs or series.

Programs and star
of producers
pictures they
selves,

who

series are the "safety first" devices

lack

courage or confidence

in

the

make. They want a "sure thing" for themwith you, the exhibitor, taking the gamble.

motion pictures.

We have taken one of the motion picture industry's
dead cats, tied in a bag weighted with scrap iron and
thrown it over the rail to sink. Any and all productions
distributed through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
are available to you individually under contract. We
invite you to buy, on merit, exactly what you want.

dreams and theories
have a persistent
way of coming true.

Other companies

HODKI NSON
was and
great

again

is

the

first

merchant

becomes

first-run factor.

in

will follow

our

lead.

Watch and

a

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue New York City
,

Distributing through PATHF. Eccheutge^ Incorporated

see.

1

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPIIV

R. C. Aitken
Late of
is

open

the

to

Gaumond

Co., Ltd.,

purchase the rights for

Great Britain for

all

kinds of

films.
Address I he

Glasgow Film Service
52

Howard

Street,

Glasgow,

Scotland.
Cable address:

Code

—A. B.

ReFlex, Glasgow
C. $th edition

14
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f

American Film

Company

Inc.,

i

Pfese/?fs

4
By

L.

V.

JEFFERSON

Directr,

l

by

ROY W. NEILL

5>

much as the ladies.
You can spread yourself on the
advertising, book it for a week

Here's a pielure that every lady,
whether she has a charge account or not, will want to see.
If she has one she will doubly
enjoy it. If she hasn't one it will
please her just the same. Men
will chuckle over the funny in-

Fisher subjects
"Money

Isn't

now

Everything"

cidents as

and feel confident of its satisfying your patrons. "Charge It To
Me" has action pep speed. It
is another Margarita Fisher suc-

— —

cess.

obtainable at your nearest Pathe Exchange
'Molly

of

"Fair Enough"

the

Follies"

"The Mantle of Charity"
"Tut l'p Your Hands"

<9

Produced by

i

American Film Company,
Samuel

S.

Distributed

Inc.

PATHE

Hutchinson, President

=SP=
15

by

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

A Reel Announcement
Jones, Linick and Schaefer
have booked our new Christie Specials
for their
for a

McVicker, Orpheum and Rialto Theatres

AND

week's run

Lubliner and Trinz
nave

given

us

a

contract

for

20

DAYS
AND

Ascher Bros.
have

given

us

a

contract, for

their

ENTIRE

chain

of theaters.

The

first

of the 2 Reel

Christie Specials will be released

May

12th

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
207

S.

Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

TH

BIG

RELEASED THRU

"UNITY"

"THE ECHO OF YOUTH"
"WHEN MEN BETRAY"
"THE ACCIDENTAL HONEYMOON"
"THE STRUGGLE EVERLASTING"

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS CO.
Frank Zambreno, Pres.
M.
207 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

J.

Mintz, Mgr.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H

DO YOU WONDER
THOMAS

J.

DUFFY
Chairman

HERBERT
J.

O.

L.

The

ROBERT

S.

THE OHIO
BOARD OF CENSORS

Industrial Commission of Ohio

MAUDE MURRAY MILLER

DEPARTMENT OF FILM CENSORSHIP

ELIOT

CLARK

233

HAYES

Chairman

SOUTH HIGH STREET

CHAS. G. WILLIAMS

MAURICE

COLUMBUS

Secretary

Address

all

to

MR. JAMES KEANE,
1010

March

S.

r

28th, 1919

CITY

Dear Mr. Keane:

have been a member of the Ohio Board of Censors since the censorbecame effective in Ohio in 1913. Many films have been brought
to us touching on the social evil.
Some of them I have passed for exhibition in Ohio because I thought they would teach a lesson to the older boys
and girls in this state. Some I have rejected because they portrayed the
subject in too gross and repulsive a manner, a fault which would lessen the
I

ship law

value of the picture as an object lesson.
In co-operation with the effort of the United States

men and women

bring to the attention of the
increase of the social evil,

"The Spreading

I

feel

justified

in

of this

HAGUE

Communications
the Board

CHANDLER BUILDING

NEW YORK

My

<*\

Government

to

w
H
Y

country an alarming

stating that the film entitled

submitted by you for censorship yesterday is the
highest type motion picture on the subject of the social evil which has been
brought to the Ohio Board of Censors.
It is forceful yet without a single
objectionable scene, but which I believe for that reason will more strongly
impress the young people of this country who may see it.
Your picture
proves that it is possible to teach a lesson along this line without vulgarity
Evil,"

or coarseness.

?

n
Very cordially
yours,

» 7

„
WK1
MMN

(Mrs.)

MAUDE MURRAY

LG

MILLER,

Chairman Ohio Board

M. M. Ruben's Princess Theatre,

Joliet,

111.,

Plays

of

Censors

"SPREADING

EVIL'

four days at 50c top
WIRE IMMEDIATELY FOR FIRST RUN IN YOUR CITY

Greiver Productions
6th Floor Film Exchange Bldg.

Phone Harrison

2451

Exclusive Distributors Illinois, Indiana

is

CHICAGO,

and Southern Wisconsin

ILL,

EX HI

I!

I

TORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

BOOK NOW

MR. EXHIBITOR

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
Typical Episodes

in

THE EYES tTe WORLD
Orr

the furious hand-

**^*"^*"—

to-hand combat of

two
girl

hand

rivals for the

of a

on one of California's

highest

cliffs.

C1717

the kidnapping of
Sibyl

Andres and

the wild chase of the forest
rangers in search of her.
n S esca^o
§FE tne exc
John Willard
'

of

t'

vict

ar<ij

con.his

wanderings in the
Bernardino mountains.

pathetic

the blandishments of tKa
fashionable Mrs. Taine in
her efforts to ensnare the young
artist, Aaron King.

gJ^J£

the clash of social forces as
represented by the charac-

"THE Ev^ES OF THE
WORLD," which typify dangerous
ters of

tendencies of our civilization.
of the
SEE1 one
mances of

sweetest

ro-

our times

brought to a happy issue against
great obstacles.

MR.
Harold Bell Wright
AUTHOR OF
Tfi8

Ey6S

t*J^e

WOrld

the magnificent views of
southern California
ery in

mountain and

vale,

forms the background
citing picture's

of

which

this ex-

romance

Sibyl
,

Andres

The loveliest heroine in the
pages of modern fiction."

THE EYES EWORLD
the finest photodramatic presentation
of a popular novel of adventure ever made

is positively

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

OHIO

INDIANA

ILLINOIS

For Dates Wire

— Write

or

Phone Immediately

WISIMA FILM COMPANY
H. A. SIMS, Manager
724

CHICAGO,

Consumers Building
Telephone Wabash 1477 and 1478
19

ILL

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTO GRAPH

EXHIBITORS

of ILLINOIS!!
HEED THIS WARNING
YOU MUST ATTEND
0

The

Convention of

First

M otion Picture Association
of Illinois

at

Hotel Morrison, Chicago

1:00 p. m., Tuesday, April 29, 1919
This association has been formed for the sole purpose

CENSORSHIP

OTHER

combating
and
legislative measures which are threatening our industry.

of

Confidential information will be revealed at this meeting,

which you are entitled to

awaken every

K N O W and which fact will

exhibitor to the dangers which confront us.

General Executive Committee
[Motion Picture Association of Illinois
W. J. West
Galesburg.
Carl Mueller
Rock Island,
Nathan Ascher

P. J. Schaefer

Joseph Schaefer
II. .1.1. M. Levy

.

.

Harry Ortenstein.

F. J. Dittman

.

.

.

Maurice Choynski..

Sam Katz
Henry
V. R.

m.

V. Meeteren.

Dee ItohinMon
W. W. Watt*
has.

VV. D.
L. M.

Iiamb
Rurford

HubenH

has. Diehl

Thos.
.

.

.

Ronan

.

.

111.
111.
III.

111.

Waukegan,

111.

Jacksonville,
Moline,
Danville,

111.

111.

111.

Fox Film Corp.
Fekhardt
Yandawalker, ,lr
Doll-Van Film CorpJ. L. Friedman
....Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Central Film Co.
R. C. Seery
Select Pictures Corp.
Fred Aiken
F. B. Rogers. .Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Floyd Ilrockell
C. W.
D. M.

.

Hopp

Jon.

Green Luttrell
(

Langdon

John Frundt
YVm. E. Hcancj

<

Chicago,

\Ym. Sauvage
H. G. Redmond
Carl Mueller

Freeport,
Alton,
Fast St. Louis,

111.

Peoria,
Springfield,

111.
III.

Kockford,
Aurora,

111.

111.

Joliet,

111.

Decatur,

111.

Elgin,

111.

Qulncy,

111.

Illoomington,

III.

.

A. Siegfried
Frank Thielen
.1.
Hoeiller

W.

It.

Lyons

MOTION PICTURE

ASSOCIATION
OF ILLINOIS
Peter J. Schaefer,

III.

Rep. N. A. M. P.

I.

Lewis F. Jacobson. Gen'l Counsel N. A. M. P.

Sam

Atkinson, Field Secretary

....Greater stars Production, Inc.

Lee Herai
it
C. Cropper

Film Co.
Hive Film Co.

Silee
Ilee

Important Meeting General Executive Committee, Hotel Morrison, 4
20

P. M.,

Monday,

April 28
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V

DEALERS
Alabama

Maine

Queen Feature Service

Co.,

Birmingham

New

Pine Tree State Amus. Ent.,
Portland

Jersey

Ohio

Trenton Theatre Supply
Co
Trenton

Maryland
Pal more

Arizona
Finney

J. C.

Phoenix

Vyne Brothers

Prescott

& Homand. Baltimore

»

~

Massachusetts

T

Toledo
T

,

_
_
_.,
Ilex Film Exchange ... Alban\
Blanding Electric Supply

F.

Gatelee

<Sr

Co.,

Binghamton

Co

Charles Oxenhani.

lVfinnP«inttl
lVimiieSOia
Feature Film

California Film Exchange,

San Francisco
Walter G. Freddy,
San Francisco
Braun Corp
Los Angeles
California Film Exchange,
Los Angeles
Mutual Film Corp. Los Angeles
Fox Film Co
Los Angeles
Adolph Friese Optical Co.,
Los Alleles
Southern Electrical Co.,
San Diego

Oklahoma

,

John

Co.,

'•

Inc.,
St.

.

F Adams

Duluth

Oregon

City

Mason .... Rochester
Watertown Film Exchange,
Watertown

Chas. E.

National Equipment Co.,

& Supply
Oklahoma City

Co

Buffalo
Buffalo

New York

Paul

Universal Film

.Brooklyn

Charles Farrell
Chas. Beseler Co.,

Winona

Ben Huntley

Cincinnati

American Theatre Equip.
Co
Columbus
Peerless Film Supplv Co.,

New York

Springfield

California

M. Prince

L.

Service Film
P.

& Supply

Co.,

Portland
Port land

Sabo

Pennsylvania

DISTRIBUTORS

Hansen
Reading
Comerford Amusement Co.,

J.

G.

Scran ton

FOR

Rhode Island

Power's

Connecticut
James

F.

Corrigan.Waterbii y

lumbia

United Theatre Equipment Corp.

Thompson Washington
.

Exhibitors' Film Exchange
A-. Spellbring. .Washington
<-»

ply*

Co

Jacksonville

Tampa Photo & Art Supply
Co.
Tampa
.

Colonial Film Exchange,

Sioux Falls

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

&

Kansas City Machine

Film & Sup-

Supply

A:

Greenville
Co
Warner Theatre Supply Co.,
Columbia

South Dakota

New York City
Omaha, Neb.

Detroit. Mich.

Florida
Consolidated

South Carolina
Greenville Film

Minneapolis, Minn.

Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

A. Dresner,
H.

E. S. Taylor Co.,

Providence

Cameragraph

District of CoB.

&

i

i

E.

H. A.

Tennessee

Supply Co.

& Sup-

Consolidated Film

Memphis
Co
Amus. Supply Co ... Nashville
ply

Kansas City, Mo.

.-

Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
Georgia
Consolidated
ply

&

Film

Co

SupAtlanta

Atlanta, Ga.; Dallas, Tex.

Texas

Denver Theatre Supply Co.

Consolidated Film ifc SupEl Paso
ply Co
Southern Film Service,

Denver, Colo.

Houston
San Antonio Film & SupSan Antonio
ply Co

G. A. Metcalfe
Illinois

San Francisco,

ply

Co

Cal.

Utah

Mcintosh Stereopticon Co.,
Chicago
Moor, Hubbell & Co.. Chicago
Standard Electric Co...Joliet
Co-operative Amus. & Sup-

Pacific Amusement Supply Co.

Uake Theatre Supply
Salt Lake City
Co

Salt

Los Angeles, Cal.

Springfield

Virginia

Catalogue ig gives complete details
C. B.

Indiana

Nicholas Power

Gaiety Supply Co.
.Bluff ton
Indianapolis Calcium Light
& Film Co
Indianapolis
.

.

Company

INCORPORATED
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PIONEERS OF PROJECTION
New York,
Gold Street

&

Supply

N. Y.

Co.,

Louisville

North Carolina

Missouri
M. Stebblns. Kansas City
Louie Theatre Supply
St. Louis

('has.
St.

Lousiana
Consolidated
ply
ili'orfji

&
New

Film

Co
Vi v

i

Co

rj l<<

.

Nc v.

<
(

supnleans
irleans

&

M. P. SupNorfolk

Universal Film & Supply
Co
Charlotte

H. A. Johnson Co
G. A. Metcalfe

Seattle
Seattle

West Virginia
Charleston Electrical SupCharleston
ply Co

Wisconsin

Montana
Theatre Supply Co.

Virginia Film
ply Co

Washington

Kentucky
Antler Film

Haynes & Co. Richmond

Craver Film
Butte
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Supply

Co.,

Charlotte

Theatre Supply Mfg.

Co.,

Milwaukee
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UKING
upon

importance of the
been

refuse lo support

A beautifully loyal attitude for professed leaders
of mankind
We wonder just what part the instinct for self-

made him the target of a multihim from every corner of

has

of these suggestions,

predicated on a knowledge of the exhibitors business,
the

reveals

that

fact

carry

to

would land the exhibitor
Recently

if

landed the exhibitor

them

New York

a

of soldiers

lot

foment

to

tearing

riot,

a

down the flags, etc. Consistent with the original
ommendation the publication might have added
would

result in consid-

erable valuable newspaper and other publicity.
cite this incident, not in criticism of

any pos-

wrong motive that might have prompted the
publication of this recommendation
because verj
obviously it was just a very silly blunder but simply

—

that

is foisted

much

of

"•first"'

I

—

of the ridiculous advice

upon exhibitors with reference

eminently

is

name
now in

lit

component

as a

of the First National Exhibitor-

general convention in

New York

City.

This organization can rightfully lay claim to being
chronologically and in the matter of prestige,

first,

many important
was the

Jt

to their

in

events.

first to

assemble and maintain a group

of leading exhibitors in a cooperative plan of film

distribution

meaning

was

it

;

first

on a large scale to give a real

"open booking'';

to the phrase,

was

it

to capitalize to the fullest for the exhibitor the

sible

illustration

M K word

I

part of the

rec-

that

the exhibitor succeeded in getting a lot of folks

killed in front of his theatre it

an

r

Circuit, Inc.,

the showing of a picture

based on an anti-Bolshevism theme that the exhibitor decorate his theatre with red flags and then
a

Sunday

ministers toward

exhibitions of motion pictures.

into execution

in jail.
in

many

attitude of

hostile

carried into effect, would have

was recommended

We

!

the bankruptcy court.

in

recommendation was made by

a.

trade paper which,

employ

loan.

lite

preservation, financially, plays in the tremendously

many

Careful consideration of

as

will

and must adver-

length.

the trade.

if

motion pictures in bond selling campaigns they

very obvious lad

great

tude of suggestions shot at

It

phia persists in sanctioning Sunday exhibitions of

The

at

tise effectively

IB

the

advertising to his public has

the exhibitor must advertise

dwelt,

that

year

past

tin-

exhibitor's

ing power of certain great stars;

it

was

first

draw-

first to offer

the independent producer a stable market

for

his

product.

Among

the very newest of the great motion picture

enterprises, the "First National''' has established an

enviable record and fullest congratulation

advertising.
officers

is

due

its

and members.

Exhibitors are urged to build jungles in the lobbies
of their theatres; to go in for stunt advertising that

frequently would
receipts, etc.

cost

— and

all

much

as

the while

as

a

whole week's

wonderment

UXDEli

ex-

itors

pressed in certain quarters that exhibitors continue to
hurl nine-tenths of the advertising recommendations

campaign

is

into the waste paper basket.

the leadership of Peter J. Schaefer exhibin

have undertaken

Illinois

of self-preservation

of attacks that

An

example
is

an

interesting

of that type of molesting busy-body

seeking to have

picture

affording

is

industry

a
at

hand

in

who

and

have been launched throughout

elaborate campaign has been worked out

\arioiis

points

throughoul

the

It

declare that

if

pigmy heights,
the War Loan Committee in Philadel-

the
ina\

of exhibitors of

commencement

find

awakening

the

make

themselves

opposed but

it

a

and

of the rank

the state undoubtedly will
of a real

march

of progress.

be an unpleasant surprise to those

been seeking to
to

of ministers, rising to their

lile

mean

the running of the motion

country.

A Hock

vigorous

state.

this coupled with the fortunate

PHILADELPHIA

a

against the multitude

who have

football out of the industry

vigorously

anil

intelligently

should have a very salutary effed for

the business.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Call Illinois Exhibitors to

Arms

as

"The Island

Confronts Theatres
Grant Local Option on Sunday Question

in

Government

in

Missouri

Film

"The Pest," Goldwyn D,

Normand
"Blackie's

-25

27

Reviews

15

60
10

66
12

63
66
2
4,

Fox Film Corporation

45

"The End

of the Road," Public Health Films D,
five parts, with Richard Bennett
46

18
21
14

Arthur Levey
Lightning Coin Changer Co
Lyon & Healy
Motion Picture Association of
Pathe Exchanges, Inc

66
67

1

13

65
20
68

Illinois

Phillips

66
22

Nicholas Power Co
Robertson-Cole Co
Select Pictures Corporation
L. Pictures
A. Teitel

6,

six parts, with

10.

Sin," Harry Garson Productions D, eight parts, with Blanche Sweet. ... 47

"The Unpardonable

3,

1919

11

66

-

Unity Photoplays Co
Universal Film Manufacturing Co
W'estgate Hotel
,
Wisima Film Co

47

7

0

S.

47

5

8

Greiver Productions
Greater Stars Productions
Glasgow Film Service
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

Tom

46
"Bolshevism on Trial," Select D, six parts
"The Homebreaker," Paramount C-D, five parts,
46
with Dorothy Dalton
"The Jungle Trail," Fox D, five parts, with Wil-

MAY

60

64, 65

—

of the Soul," Artcraft D, five parts, with
46
Elsie Ferguson

Volume VIII

59,

52
57
58

61, 62, 63

First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc

"Eyes

Dolores Cassinelli

53, 54, 55, 56,

Advertisers

Me," American Pathe C-D, five
45
parts, with Margarita Fasher
"The Cry of the Weak," Pathe D, five parts, with
45
Fannie Ward
"The Courageous Coward," Exhibitors Mutual
45
D, five parts, with Sessue Hayakawa
"The Follies Girl," Triangle C-D, five parts, with

"The Unknown Love," Pathe D,

49, 50, 51

American Film Co., Inc
Bee Hive Exchange
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
DeBerri Scenic Co
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co
Eastman Kodak Co
Exhibitors Supply Co
Famous Players Lasky Corporation

It to

Farnum

parts,

35
43

Canadian Film News
Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications
The Open Market

Chicago Judges
32
Laemmle
Returns
New
York
ImCarl
to
After
portant West Coast Trip
36
37
First National Holding Annual Convention
Select Branch Managers Attending Convention
40
in New York This Week

liam

five

48

Up and Down Film Row
What the Picture Did for Me

London Stories
30
Clergy Urged to Oppose "V" Loan If Theatres
31
Open Sunday to Aid
Goldwyn's Easter Special Wins Endorsement of

Thomas

48

:

Redemption," Metro D,

Exhibitors Bureau

28

Film Pictures in France and Belgium. ... 29
Shurtleff and Brockliss Unite to Produce Jack

Olive

with Mabel

Departments-

to

"Charge

48

five parts,

The Cutting Room
The Export Field

Marshall Neilan Productions Will Feature First

Fox

Loan Propaganda.

with Bert Lytell

Re-

Program

five parts,

48

25

2f>

Law Be

Metro D,

Allison

of Peace," Liberty
five parts

Trade Paper's "Exploita-

.•

Exhibitors Demand Censorship
pealed in Maryland
National's

of Intrigue,"

"The Price

Bill Ts
\'.,

Is Irate at

tion Hint"

When

May

25

New

York State
Censorship Loses
Lost

with

New Danger

17
3

60
10

Nv
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Grant Local Option
Call Illinois Exhibitors To Arms
On Sunday Question
As
Danger Confronts Theatres
For New York State
NEW YORK.— Governor Smith Sat- State Convention to Be Held at Hotel Morrison

New

urday signed Senator G. F. Thompson's
bill, which gives to all communities in
the state the right to adopt or prohibit
the Sunday motion picture theatre. It is
purely a local option measure, but its
passage is hailed as a signal victory for
the N. A. M. P. I., the state exhibitors'
organization, and other motion picture

Monday, April

Aimed

tion

Combat

29, to
at

Legisla-

Heart of Industry

A

bombshell, which will startle the motion picture exhibitors of Illinois
be exploded at the first convention of the newly formed Motion
Picture Association of Illinois to be held at Hotel Morrison, Chicago,
Tuesday, April 29.

will

organizations.

Assemblyman John W. Slacer

of Buf-

on the measure and
had been passed by both
houses, opponents of the bill did not
The governor was besieged
give up.

falo lead the
even after it

fight

with demands to veto the

of the surprises of the past week
was the action of the Assembly in passing a bill providing for the appointment
of a Board of Motion Picture Censors in
New York State by a vote of 77 to 57.
The chance of the measure becoming a
is

—

—

in the state.

Secret Is Carefully Guarded

bill.

One

law

Although officers of the organization are carefully guarding the
matter to be brought' up, it is intimated that legislation not censorship
legislation
is threatened which may mean ruin to scores of exhibitors

Confidential information to which only exhibitors are entitled
revealed at the session.

it is declared, must be taken immediately and it must be conPowerful forces are aiming an unexpected blow at every theatre

in the state,

it is

said.

intimation of what was in the
air was given
Monday when leading
exhibitors from Chicago and the northern part of the state gathered at the
Morrison Hotel to sound the call for the
convention.
First

Censorship Loses
In Missouri When
Film Bill Is Lost
JEFFERSON
be no censorship

CITY,

MO.— There

in

it.

The Hackett

bill originally introduced
censorship. A substitute
bill was drawn up, adding a tax on theatres which would net the state about
$150,000 per year.
A few days ago, the reform machinery
was started in motion to pass the substitute bill. Speaker O'Fallon ruled that
it could not be considered until the orig-

provided

inal

for

Hackett

was a wild
rooms and

bill

was disposed

search
clerk's

There

of.

the committee
The bill
dockets.

are

baffled

and helpless.
It has been suggested that the Mississippi and Missouri rivers be dragged for
the missing papers.

Schlank,

of the
has resigned.

president and general
Capital Film Company,

disagreement
It is understood that a
between Mr. Schlank and the owners of
the company over Mr. Schlank's policy
disguising re-issues resulted in
decision of the owners to obtain a
chief executive.
of

the

new

World Plan Succeeds
The refinancing plan

of

the

World

Film
Corporation
has
been
carried
through successfully, according to announcement of B. N. Busch, secretary.
This is taken to mean that the finances
of the company have been placed on a
basis satisfactory to the officers and directors of the company for the carrying
through of expansion plans which have
been under consideration for some time.

L. Friedman. Celebrated Players Film
Corporation; R. C. Seery, Central Film
company; Fred Aiken, Select Pictures
Corporation; Floyd Brockell, Greater
Stars Productions; Lee Herz, Silee Film
Company, and R. C. Cropper, Bee Hive

J.

Film company.
Every possible means of reaching exhibitors and impressing them with the
importance of the coming session is
being used.
It is expected that there
be a tremenduous response, and
that the convention will be one of the
best attended every held in Illinois.
will

emergency, PUBLICITY MUST
BE AVOIDED FOR THE PRESENT."

this

however, that the
emergency now confronting exhibitors
far overshadowed the censorship question in importance.
All

three

The

call

stated,

Leading

Men

Sign Call

for the convention

is signed
Schaefer, Illinois representative of the N. A. M. P. I.; Lewis F.
Jacobson, general counsel of the N. A.

by Peter
M.

P.
tary.

I.,

J.

Sam

and

Atkinson,

field secre-

In addition it carries the names of the
general executive committee members:
Chicago exhibitors Peter J. Schaefer.
Nathan Ascher, Robert M. Levy, Harry
Ortenstein, Maurice Choynski, Sam Katz,
Henry V. Meeteren, V. R. Langdon.
John Frundt, William E. Heaney, and

—

Capital Drops Schlank
Ike

to Talk

C. W. Eckhardt, president of the F. I.
L. M. club of Chicago, and Charles Lamb
of Rockford and W. D. Burford of
Aurora, prominent down state exhibitors,
declined to give out definite announcement of what danger threatened.
"We appreciate the good will of the
Hekald," declared Mr. Burford, "But in

of

could not be found.
Advocates of censorship

manager

Time Not Yet Ripe

will

passed by the Missouri legislature at its present session.
And therein lies a story with a laugh
bill

be

to

Action,
certed.

owner

believed to be slight, however.

is

Joseph Hopp.

—

Dee Robinson,
Watts, Springfield;
Lamb, Rockford; W. D. Burford.
Aurora; L. M. Rubens, Joliet; A. Sieg
Decatur; Frank Thielen, Elgin:
fried.
Quincy; W. R. Lyons,
Hoeffler,
J.
Rloomington W. .1. West. Galesburg;
Carl Mueller, Rock island; F. J. Dittman,
Freeport; William Sauvage, Alton; H.
G. Redmond, East St. Louis; Charles
Waukcgan; Green Luttrell,
Mueller,
Jacksonville; Charles Diehl, Moline and
Thomas Ronan, Danville.
Downstate exhibitors

Peoria;
Charles

W.

W.

Charles Giblyn Resigns

NEW YORK.— Charles

Giblyn, who
has been director general of the Selznick
Pictures and under whose management
Olive Thomas productions were handled
has tendered his resignation to Lewis J.
Selznick.
It has been learned through
Myron Selznick that from henceforth
there will be no director general in the

company.
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"Could Not Get Along
Without Report Dept."
IDEAL THEATRE,

|

|
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Omalia, Neb.

TO EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY: I an,

|
|

herein enclosing our subscription
for one year for the HERALD.
//
truly is a very, very good

1

|
|

|

paper and the exhibitors' coinments I could not get along Wlth-

j

out.

I

success,

|

|

§
|

;

Exchange Men Assisting
Exchange managers C. W. Eckhardt.
Fox Film Corporation; D. N. Vandawalker, Jr., Doll-Van Film company;

Wishing your paper continued
I

(Signed)

|

MRS.

./.

A.

DOSTAL,
Ideal

—

25

§

remain.
Respectfully.

Mgr..

Theatre,

Omaha, Neb.
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Government Official Is Irate at
ON THE JOB
Trade Paper's "Exploitation Hint"
Albert E. Smith, Pres. of VitaProposal to Hire Soldiers to Tear Down Red
graph, Going Over a Scene With
Flags

Is

Declared as "Calculated to

Wm. Duncan,

Produce Violent Disorder"

—

at

the Serial Star

Hollywood Studio

WASHINGTON, D. C. A trade paper "exploitation hint"' in connection
with the Select Feature "Bolshevism on Trial" the gist of which was to
encourage the flying of red flags to he torn down by soldiers has aroused

—

—

the ire of government officials.
Vigorous protest against permitting this advertising scheme to he
carried into effect has been made by Secretary of Labor Wilson in letters
to Attorney General Palmer and Postmaster General Burleson.
Blaisdell Issues Statement

George F.

Moving Picture World, in which the
printed, has issued a statement declaring it to be "a
every one concerned would do his best to correct."
Blaisdell, editor of the

"exploitation hint"'

was

blunder which
Secretary Wilson, however, has directed the attention of the Department oi Justice to the editorial, which called upon proprietors of motion
picture houses "to placard their neighborhood with red flags advertising
the piece and to employ soldiers to tear them down, all with a view to
exciting interest in its production."

The suggestion, if carried out, government officials declare, is most dangerous,
and would invite rioting all over the
country.
The editorial is regarded as
"calculated to produce violent disorder."
Text of Wilson Letter

The complete

of Secretary Wil-

Palmer

and Postmaster General Burleson

is

as

follows:

"In 'The
is

the

Moving

Picture

World' of

1919, startling editorial advice
offered to moving picture establish19,

ments concerning methods of securing
patronage for a photoplay entitled, 'Bolshevism on Trial.'
Elaborate preparations are apparently being made for the
production of this play. It is described
as an exposure of Socialism and Bolshevism.' but the editorial advice is calculated
to
produce violent disorder

Shall
Dean Martin,

in

manner proposed.

"I call your attention to the following
quotation from the editorial in question,
and especially to the part which I underline
"

text

son's letter to Attorney General

April

wherever the play may be advertised

:

'Run an extra show at night.

showing

Have

school

children.
Work all of the crowd stunts. Then
"put up red flags about town and hire
soldiers to tear them down if necessary,
and then come out with a flaming handbill explaining that the play is not an
argument for anarchy. Have the bills
ready printed, so that you may get them
out quickly or the idea may boomerang.
Work out the limit on this and you will
not only clean up but profit by future
business."
a

special

for

Dangerous Editorial Advice
"I

have

never

We

in

all

my

experience

seen more dangerous editorial advice. Atj
a time when our country is struggling
with the problem of readjustment from
a way to a peace basis, when there is, ofj
necessity, great difficulty in making readjustments and a consequent spirit of J
unrest, this publication proposes by deceptive methods of advertising to stir
every community in the United States
into riotous demonstrations for the purpose of making profits for the moving
picture business and the owners of this,
particular photoplay."

Be Slaves?

Union forums conducted under the auspices of the People's Institute, New York, and chairman of the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures, in outlining his conception of the board's work and his policy as chairman, recently said:
Dr. Everett

director of the Cooper

MY SOLE REASON FOR ACCEPTING THIS RESPONSIBILITY IS THE FACT
THAT THIS ISSUE BETWEEN THE ADVISORY AND THE COERCIVE
METHODS OF HUMAN IMPROVEMENT INVOLVES THE WHOLE QUESTION
OF WHETHER FREEDOM IS POSSIBLE IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY.
Dr. Martin, an eminent educator,
the National

Board

of

is

giving his time and his talent to the advisory

Review because

of his

abhorrence of the mental slavery that

work
is

of

a part

of political or legislative censorship.

America to remain free must preserve its free institutions. AND THE FREEDOM OF
THE SCREEN IS NO LESS IMPORTANT FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF
NATIONAL FREEDOM THAN THE FREEDOM OF PRESS AND PULPIT.
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Demand Censorship
Law Be Repealed in Maryland

^lUHlliimilltimiMlimi

Exhibitors

Declare Three Appointees Drawing $3,000 Per
Year Each Neglect Duties Entire System

—

Farcical Waste of
BALTIMORE, MD.— Branding the state

j

I

i
s

censorship of films

in

Mary-

land «as "farcical" and useless waste of public funds, exhibitors have
started a movement to wipe from the statute books the bill which created
the board several years ago.
It is charged that the three censors
Mrs. Marguerite Harrison,
Charles Harper and Mr. Guild- drawing $3,000 each per year, are not on
the job and the office is run by a stenographer.

1
!

I

—

—

charged, are cut in a ridiculous way, and objectionable
films passed.
As a result of accepting the censorship board's ( ). K. as a
recommendation for features, exhibitors claim, they have run films which
they would otherwise have avoided and in doing so have offended patrons.
films,

it

is

Louis Schlichter, president of the Exhibitors' League of Maryland and owner
of the Bridge theatre, one of the most
popular in the residential sections of
Baltimore, is leading the fight to have

the

law repealed.

Exhibitors Best Censors
He declares that more intelligent censorship can be had by leaving it to exhibitors to censor their own program.
"It is a fact that pictures have been

shown

my

theatre since the establishment of the censorship," he says,
"that 1 would not have otherwise shown,
simply because I accepted the stamp of
the censor for what it should be worth
as protection to me, as an exhibitor,
and to the public. In reality it means
nothing.
could it? Mrs. Marguerite
Harrison, one of the members of the
board, is in Europe. Mr. Charles Harper
lives down on the Eastern Shore, and is
seldom in Baltimore. Mr. Guild, the new
member, cannot often be found at the
in

How

office.

"The actual state of affairs is that the
work of the board, which the state is
paying more than nine thousand dolyear

thority to step in and stop the showing
of any picture. The law already provides

"Most

a

for,

is

I

|
I

|

of the exhibitors feel that there

or else none

at

|

[

governing collection of the theatre
ticket tax, soon to be issued by the
bureau of internal revenue, define
four classes which are exempt from
the tax when admitted free. They
are:
Children under 12 years of
age, bona fide employes of the
place of amusement, municipal offixers on official business and solor sailors in uniform.
All
other persons are subject to the
tax, which is 1 cent for each 10
cents, or a fraction thereof, of the
price of admission.
If a theatre sells to a soldier or
sailor a $2 ticket for $1, the tax is
10 cents on $1, not 20 cents on the
regular
price.
Admissions by
passes are subject to the tax unless
in the exemption class. If the pass
entitles the holder to a $1 seat, he
must pay 10 cents. The dramatic
critic who occupies a $2 orchestra
chair must pay 20 cents.
The law provides the tax shall
be paid by the person paying for
the admission, and that places of
amusement shall keep a record of
amount of tax collected.
the
Monthly returns and remittances
must be made to collectors of internal revenue on or before the last
day of the month following that for
which the return is made.

1
1
1

I

\
!

I
|

I

j
I

1

I
I

1
I
j

|

f
f
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Southeastern Theatre
Men Elect Patterson
ATLANTA, GA.— With

all."

a large

number

of representatives present the Southeastern

"Sunnyside" Completed
Charles Chaplin has completed "SunnyEdna Purviance is the leading
side."
woman. The cast includes: Albert Austin, Henry Bergman, Tom Wilson, Loyal

Underwood,

Tom Wood

and Park Jones.

entirely in the
hands of the stenographer of the office.
"Now it isn't possible for any one

lars

|

for that.

should be no censorship, but that if it
does exist it should be universal and
national. If a picture isn't fit to be seen
in Maryland, it shouldn't be allowed to
go into Pennsylvania. That frequently
happens. Some states accept what others
reject and vice versa. Also, sometimes
pictures are so hastily cut that the continuity of the plot is destroyed, which
is obviously unfair to everybody.
That
the whole question of censorship is stupidly and absurdly mismanaged and that
the censors are certainly not on the job
is
the complaint of the exhibitors. In
their opinion the public should demand
censorship that is adequate and valuable,

|

— Regulations

diers

Pass Objectionable Films

Good

iiiiiitiminiiui'niuti

Four Glasses Exempt
From Paying War Tax
WASHINGTON.

1

Funds

iimimuiMrtifluunilitiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiHiiiiiihtiiitLtni

Managers

association

formally
in

or-

Atlanta and

were elected as follows
President, Willard C. Patterson of the

officers

Criterion theatre, Atlanta.

Vice-President, Percy Wells of Wilming-

left

ton,

N. C.

Secretary,
tre, Atlanta.

person, or any th.ree persons adequately
to censor all the films shown in the
It would require all their time,
state.
every day, and no human being's brain
would be capable of judging the merits
of pictures after watching them steadily
for even three or four hours. It would
take .50 or more people, working in relays, to cover that end of it, and if that
were done, the question arises, is it fair
for the state to appoint people to judge
what is fit for you or for me to see?
are free to use our own judgment
in the books we read, or the legitimate
plays we see. People who like the sensational will seek it anywhere and everywhere. The mere censoring of films will

was

ganized at a convention held

Ben Lee Smith of Tudor thea-

Treasurer, H. L. Cardoza, representative
of the Wells interests in Atlanta.
Executive committee, E. A. Schiller, representative of Loew's interests, chairman
Miller. Augusta; Walter Brockin,
Itainbridge, Ga.
Joe Burton, Toccoa, Ga.
E. L. Stringer, Marietta, Ga. ; W. S. Mudd,
Birmingham, Ala.: and George Warren,
Columbia, S. C.

Prank

;

(

There were representatives of the leading
motion picture houses present from Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, and the two Carolinas.

We

Many

matters of interest to the exhibitors
The purpose of the association is to work for the betterment of the
industry and for mutual protection of the
The meeting was an
exhibitors' interests.
executive one.

were discussed.

do nothing to reform them. As for some
photoplays not being exactly the thing
for children to see
well, there are books
which are not for the young, too. It

—

the parent's business
question.
is

Shows

to

decide

Authority
he continued, "a
motion picture exhibitor has the reputation of his house to consider. He is not
going to do anything to endanger it,
and if he does the police have the au"Besides

all

General Parts With
Three More Features

that

Police

Through arrangements made with
George Kleine, World Pictures will distribute in the future "The Unchastened
Woman," "The Unbeliever" ami "Con

that,"

nedj aerial (Oliver Film*,
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quered Hearts."
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Marshall Neilan Productions Will
Feature First National's Program
Director of Mary Pickford's Latest Pictures to
Supervise Series of Six Pictures Costing
Approximately a Million
Marshall Neilan has just entered into a contract to make a series of
"Marshall Neilan Productions" for distribution through the First National
Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
Announcement of this deal which is of major importance to the trade

was made

this week' in

New York

by James R. Grainger, general representa-

Mr. Neilan.

tive for

Has Directed Pickford
Mr. Neilan, who is claimed by many to be the greatest motion picture
director, has been prominently identified with the productions of high

He

calibre for several years.

has directed

Mary

Pickford in

many

of her

most notable productions and was the director of "Daddy Long Legs,"' the
latest Pickford subject, which is called by competent critics who have
reviewed

privately, the greatest Pickford production.
the First National means the introduction of a new
director-star, adding a third name to the exclusive circle originally occupied only by D. W. Griffith and Cecil B. DeMille.
it

The contract with

Mr. Neilan has never undertaken the
direction of so-called spectacles, but has
confined his 'attention to the production
of really human drama and in this particular
leader.

field

he

an

is

identified with real successes.

"Mr. Neilan's work, particularly during the past two years, has stamped him
the greatest director of motion pictures,"
said Mr. Grainger.
"Mr. Neilan without
question has a higher average of really
successful pictures than any other director.

"The Neilan productions have
shown great originality and indicate
director has a

all

that

fundamental under-

human nature, which enables
make pictures that appeal to and

standing of

him

to
satisfy people of all classes.

Mr. Neilan

MillerTStarts First Film

For Independent Corp.
Charles Miller who signed recently
with Frank G. Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation to produce
a series of special productions for Independent's program of special releases,

commenced work on
series

at

the

of

the

Bacon-Backer studio

this

the

art.

Announcement

acknowledged

Began With Biograph
Mr. Neilan's introduction to the film
business was with the Biograph Company during the time this company was
making the leading product of the industry and throughout his long association with the business he has been

the

has done more to promote genuine artistry as applied to the motion picture
than any other man in the history of the

first

has just purchased.
Albert Cowles who

Several players of reputation and real ability have been placed
under contract."
It is understood that a series of six
productions will be made by Mr. Neilan
for the First National, and that the sum
involved is approximately a million dolbig successes.

in

the

is

direction

Lloyd Joins Goldwyn

NEW

YORK. — Frank

joined the Goldwyn staff.
rected William Farnum in
productions.

Lloyd has
Mr. Lloyd di-

many

of his

World Rights Sold for
Augustus Thomas
Sidney Garrett, president of

Series
J.

Frank

Brockliss, Inc., film exporters, has closed
a contract for world's rights except the
United States and Canada, for the entire
series of six Augustus Thomas feature
photoplays, the first of which, "As a

Man

Thinks,"

is

soon to be published

by Producer Harry Raver of Four Star
Pictures, under the new Raver plan of
production, involving co-operative equality between producer, author, star and
director.

This important series of productions
be distributed throughout America

will

by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,
through the Pathe system of offices. "As
a Man Thinks" will be the first production to go out under the new Hodkinson sales policy of unreslricted open
booking.

lars.

State RightlBuyers
Flock to New York

NEW YORK.— The influx of state right
buyers continues. F. O. Nielsen of the
Mickey Film Corporation. Chicago, L.
Berman of the Arrow Film Exchange,
Philadelphia, Sam Grand of Boston, L. O.

Northrup of Kansas City, Harold Bezelt
of the Lone Star State Film Exchange
are visitors in New York.

Newman

Vacationing

NEW YORK.— Frank

R.

Newman

Warner Brothers

NEW

Sell

Feature to Frank Hall
YORK.— "The Other Man's

Wife" has been sold to Frank Hall of
the Independent Sales Corporation by

Warner

Brothers. This feature is in five
and was directed by Carl Harbaugh, who was formerly director of the
Fox Film Corporation. Warner Brothers
state that the Gerard feature which was
directed by William Nigh is complete.
It was also said that the premier of the
Gerard picture will be held out of town.
reels

of

Pantages theatre. Salt Lake City,
has been visiting the home office of the
Universal. Mr. Newman is spending his
vacation in New York and expects to
have a conference with Mr. Pantages in
Chicago, on his return west.
the

assisting Mr.
of his productions, was formerly with the Ince forces
on the coast.

Miller

Important

"Undoubtedly, the announcement that
Mr. Neilan is to make pictures individual!}' for distribution through the First
National will be received with great inIt means that he
terest by exhibitors.
will be spurred to even greater efforts
than ever before, which should immethe Neilan productions
diately place
among the very foremost.
"Mr. Neilan plans to start work immediately upon his own productions.
We have already accumulated several
very valuable literary products, consisting of novels and plays that have been

week.
Mr.

Miller has under consideration
three novels, all by well known authors,
the screen rights to one of which he

Is

MARSHALL \EILAN

Moss Takes Over Symphony
B. S. Moss added another theatre to
his
circuit
when he arranged with
Thomas Healy to take over the Symphony theatre, at Broadway and NinetyYork, for a long
fourth street.

New

Chautard Picture
NEW YORK.— A "Scrap of Paper"
Title

adapted from "Plunder" will be the
picture made by F.mile Chautard.
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first

term.

house

Under

the

open on

new

May

direction

the

with pictures,
orchestral selections by an orchestra ott
fifty, two solo singers and a pipe organ!
recital.

will

2
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Fox

to Film Pictures in France and Belgium
Verdun, the Marne, and Chateau Thierry Will
Be Background for After-the-War Dramas on

Program Offered American Exhibitors

Fall

The Fox Film Corporation is planning productions for the coming year which promise to be the sensation of
the film world. A letter to all Fox managers giving the first information of the big plans which are now under way
was sent out from the New York office this week.
This letter discloses the fact that William Fox is negotiating with new stars of world-wdde fame and with
some of the foremost writers of the day.
He has spent days upon the battlefield and in other points of interest, picking locations and arranging to use
these historic spots, so fresh in the memory of this nation, as the background rind setting for powerful, modern,
after-the-war dramas and stories of today.
Productions Will Not Be War Pictures
announced that these new productions will in no sense be war pictures. They will be tremendous dramas
and spectacular productions played by American companies, but will be enacted upon the battlefield of Verdun,
the Marne, Chateau Thierry, instead of upon the hills of Fort Lee or the outskirts of Hollywood.
It is

The letter, which makes this announcement to Fox managers follows:
"Dear Sir:
"I know you are beginning to wonder
what the Fox Film Corporation has in
store for the exhibitors and the millions
of movie fans for the coming year.
I
have no doubt you have begun to receive
inquiries from the live exhibitors of your

New stars of the world-wide
Stars who are the equal of those
who now stand at the head of our own
group; and you and the exhibitors who
"First:

fame.

territory.
"I have just received a series of cables

One Jump Ahead

notice that a writer for
of the leading London
periodicals, after describing him as the
"living embodiment of all that stands for
what is best in the world of pictures" and
"a man of ind' mitable courage and of resourcefulness and inexhaustive ideas," intimates that Mr. Fox came to the old
world 'to discover whether it is not
possible to utilize the motion picture in
welding together the bonds of unity that

—

I

of

Nations

This judgment of Mr. Fox and
sion

was written upon

his mishis arrival in Lon-

don. Since then both he and Mr. Sheehan have been extremely active.
"Naturally, Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan
will disclose to you the full detail of their

world-wide, gigantic program at the coming convention of the Fox Organization.
Nevertheless I think it is proper that I
should give you a hint of what may be
expected.
Anticipation

"From
ceived,

I

Runs High

the cablegrams which I have recan assure you that Mr. Fox con-

templates some wonderful productions to
be made on the other side with American casts and our American stars. Among
the things which we may anticipate on
the result of the negotiations now being
carried on by Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan
on the other side are:

with

battle caldron.
"These battlefields, these points of
great historic importance will only be incidental scenery "locations"
to the
great love stories, human dramas and big
spectacles for the production of which

Mr. Fox

The Bioscope, one

President Wilson's League
is destined to promote."

cluttered

"Think what it would mean to you who
probably never see Verdun in actuality, to see upon the screen the players in
a modern drama of life and heart interest, living their parts on the very spots
which not so long ago were a seething

"Those of us who know Mr. Fox and
know his way of keeping just one jump
ahead of popular desire, expected some
such thing as this when he and Mr. Sheehan went abroad. I think the newspaper
interviewers
in
London must have
divined something of Mr. Fox's purposes
and plans, for

are

of
tired
and
dusty
fellow
travelers, the stay-at-home movie fans
will see them as the setting for romance,
drama and spectacle.
"Think of the wonderful moment in a
motion picture in which an episode of in-

hosts

will

seen.
Is

when they

interest

tense dramatic emotion is enacted within
the shadows of the shell-battered
Rheims Cathedral!

from Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan, which
indicate that next fall the Fox Film Corporation will be in the market with a
series of the most spectacular productions which the film industry has even

Fox

them in even a more interesting light.
For instead of viewing these points of

WILLIAM FOX
play them know that the box office drawing power of these stars is unexcelled by
any in the land.
"Second:
Stories by the most celebrated authors of today men and wo-

—

men

world renown.
"Third: These stories to be filmed in
the old world spots which are today the
of

points of keenest interest to the entire
American population. They are spots ot
indelible memory to those two million
boys who went across the water to fight.
Every American who sent a loved one to
the other side yes, every American who
reads the newspapers and keeps pace
with the time, is now wishing that he
could go to the other side and see the
battlefields of France. Thousands will go.

—

"Hut through the productions planned by
Mr. Fox, the millions who must stay behind will have the same opportunity to
see these wonderful historic spots that
the favored few travelers will have.

Expect
"I

am

to

Delight

Fans

not sure but that they will view

29

is

now

—

planning.

Productions to Be Costly
"Other scenes will be laid in Monte
Carlo, Rome, Milan and other points of
old-world fame. These productions will
be costly, of course, but they will be
made possible through the expansion of
the Fox Film Corporation and the extension of its studios and producing facilities to France and England.
Verdun,
The Marne, Chateau Thierry, Belleau
Woods and other historic spots will be
almost as easily available for locations as
the hills of Fort Lee or the outskirts of
Hollywood.

"With the knowledge that this news
you now have for exhibitors will be the
best news for them and their patrons
which has ever been announced by any
film

corporation,

I

am

sincerely,

"Jack G. Leo,
"Vice President, Fox Film Corporation."
Mr. Fox is expected to return some
time

in

May.

Work on Second

Picture

Albert Ray and Elinor Fair,

who

re-

picture,
completed their first
"Married in Haste," for William Fox,
began this week on their second, which
bears the title. "Words and Mu>ic."

cently
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Shurtleff and Brockliss Unite

To Produce
New

Jack London Stories

Organization in Producing Field Begins
Work May 1; Opens Negotiations for
Distribution of Product

Under the name of C. F. Shurtleff, Inc., a new producing company
enters the motion picture field with C. F. Shurtleff and J. Frank
Brockliss of 729 Seventh avenue, New York, as its sponsors, and the

this

week

Jack London stories as the subject of its scenarios.
Mr. Shurtleff returned from the coast a short time ago with all rights
llis combination with Mr. Brockliss came as a
to the London stories,
distinct surprise to the trade.
No time is to be lost. Actual work on the first picture is expected
to be under way. Negotiations for distribution have already been opened.

Mr. Shurtleff stated
tive

of

the

Hkrai.ii

mensely pleased with

that

representahe was im-

his

arrangements

to

a

would

no restrictions upon our muknow that I have 'sesuch an association with Mr.

set

progress.

tual

cured

I

Brockliss.
The incorporation of C. F.
Shurtleff, Inc.. as the new organization
will be called, is being taken care of.
expect to commence active production about May the first, on the Jack
London stories, each of which you understand will be made in a tremendously

We

big way.

Big Pictures

Believer in

am

firm believer in big pictures
and contend that the ever-growing number of big houses in the country must
have big pictures, if they are to survive.
trip
This idea was at the bottom of
to California a short while ago, which
resulted in my acquisition of the Jack
London material.
"I

a

my

"No reasonable expense will be spared
make these pictures right and I
know that it was my plans and ideas for
to

reproducing

London's

Jack

wonderful

material in a befitting way, that attracted
the favorable opinion of both Mrs. London and Mr. Brockliss, who thought well
enough of the proposition to put his

own money

it.

"As a matter of fact, as far as I am
concerned, the Jack London material is
only the beginning of big producing that
will be done by the C. F. Shurtleff, Inc.

THE LATE JACK LONDON
\\

in

hose stories will soon appear in photoplay form.

organization.

Experience Is Valuable
with Mr. Brockliss and continued, saying, "In interesting capital in my proposition I had more than the mere obtaining of money in mind; 1 was anxious
to secure as an associate a man in whom
could have faith and confidence as
I
well,

a

man whose

vision

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

and

ability

experience in the distribution end
of the industry has naturally taught me
many things that the average producer
is ignorant of and you can just bet I
am taking advantage of all these .facts
in

my new

venture.

my

"Coupling

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiii

experience

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

in

with
um

Mr.
iimiiiinnni|

|

TO EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY:

HERALD
I

MIGHT AS WELL BE WITHOUT A SCREEN ON WHICH TO
SHOW MY PICTURE AS BE WITHOUT THE "HERALD."
Very

truly yours,
L. W.

Bijou
HnmHiiPiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiin

§

Theatre.
I

niiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiii

mi

n

I

inniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iinuniiii

can't expect to profit.

went out and picked what

inn

mi

i

m

iiiiihiiiiiii
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That
I

is

think

was

the biggest thing that I could find in
the stories and I am going to add to this,
the biggest I can find, in directors, casts,
settings, etc., so that the Jack London
pictures will be in a class by themselves:
as money makers."

Brockliss

Well

Satisfied

Mr. Brockliss' statement on the sub-j
ject indicates that he, too. is very happy
in his new undertaking.
part, "Yes, indeed, it is

It follows in;i
deeply rooted!
feeling that Mr. Shurtleff and I are em-j
barking on one of the biggest enter-j
prises that this business has seen, and
From my]
I mean big from every angle.
experience in all parts of the world, a si
far as pictures are concerned, I am en-J
thusiastic about the possibilities of Jackj

my

material,
is

made

the

nent language.
j
j
§

STEVENS.

I

SHURTLEFF.

in the right wayj
favorite author ofH
many countries and his works have been
translated into practically every promi-

Bind en-

closed one dollar ($i.oo) for renewal of my subscript ion to the
for one year. I am sorry this has escaped mx attention for so long.

(Signed)

I

London

Alpena, Mich.

|

money,

why

Jack London

BIJOU THEATRE,

1

I".

Brockliss' sixteen years of film knowledge, not only in this country but also
in England and Europe, which has already given him an international reputation; everyone connected with the organization feels that we have a wonderful foundation."
When asked by the "Herald, if Mr.
Shurtleff had any special message to the
"exhibitors," lie replied. "Yes, simply
tell them that I realize that a picture
has to be big today to make money in,<
the box office and if they don't make

"My

"Might as Well Be Without
Screen as Without Herald"

|

C.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipniiii

"With the aid of Mr. Shurtleff's comj
plete knowledge of film distribution and!
exploitation, and his executive ability
to gather a harmonious and efficient ov-t
ganization about him. 1 am confident!
that the new corporation will enjoys
great prosperity. I am able to assure!
Mr. Shurtleff all the capital he needs to*
make the pictures in the manner befit-j
ting the tremendous reputation of thef
author whose works he lias obtained.*

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MO TO GRAPH
Nine Years

of Success

Watterson R. Rothacker, President of Rothacker Film Mfg.
Co., Which He Organized and

Launched

Clergy Urged to Oppose "V" Loan
If Theatres Open Sundays to Aid
of Philadelphia Sabbath Observance
Association Takes Startling Stand at
Presbyterian Ministers' Meeting

Officer

in 1910

—

PHILADELPHIA,

PA. Declaring that the temporary opening of motion
Sundays to further the sale of bonds in the forthcoming
Victory Loan will be used as an entering wedge to bring about a continual
open Sunday and finally the wide-open conditions sought in the Rourke bill
picture houses on

recently killed in the Legislature, Presbyterian ministers at a recent meetingwere strongly urged not to support the loan if the plans of the Loan Committee in regard to the "movies" is carried out.
This suggestion was made by Rev. Percy Shelly, an officer of the
Philadelphia Sabbath
)bservance Association at a meeting of Presbyterian
<

ministers at Witherspoon Hall.

A

resolution strongly

vigorously

protesting

condemning and
Sunday

against

sports in Fairmount Park, sponsored by

Assistant District Attorney Brown and
now under consideration, was adopted
the
meeting.
Similar resolutions
at

were adopted at meetings of Methodist
and Lutheran clergymen.
Claims Theatres Were Paid
"The churches of this country paid out
millions of dollars for bonds and gave
their hearty support to the prosecution
of the war to a successful end," said Rev.
Shelly.
"They supported the Govern-

ment heroically and worked incessantly
the cause.
The movies granted
Four-Minute Speakers and did much, but

for

they were well paid for their work, and
they did it only for the pay.

The

Rothacker

"They were making

Film

Company

will celebrate

its

ninth birth-

day next month. The month of May
(marks nine years of success for the concern, in a field in which it was the
pioneer.
It was the first organization in
the world to specialize in motion pic-

Hj

j

tures adapted for industrial exploitation,

commercial education and general advertising and publicity.
Watterson R. Rothacker organized
and launched the company in 1910, and
its growth and achievements have become part ot* motion picture history.
Nine years of success, however, have
not turned the head of the young man

who

conceived a big future for the advertrailer, the educational outdoor,

tising

and the industrial picture.
is the same "Watty'' today that he
was back in the days when he managed
the Chicago Billboard office.
film

He

Besides

looking

turers' Association, National Association
of Motion Picture Industry and Society
of Motion Picture Engineers.
Mr. Rothacker also has to his credit
the first booklet on the subject of moThis was pubtion picture advertising.
lished in 1910 and previous to that time
and since, he has contributed a number
of articles on the subject of motion picture advertising. These have appeared
from time to time in t^e Scientific American, Printer's Ink, Advertising & Selling,

members of

Association,

Ohio

from

l.ambs

after

Club.

Commerce,

We

May Not

Support Loan
want us to stand by them, let
the shows on Sunday close.
If they do
not we shall not have anything to do
with the loan in any way," he said.
Loud applause followed this remark.
"If they

Mr. Shelly continued:
feel it is an insult to Christian
people, it is a violation of the law, and
we know it is only a way to a wideopen Sunday. Are we going to stand behind these violators and allow that
which is intended as a wedge for an open
Sunday to go into effect? Unless they
respect us we shall refuse to have anything to do with the Victory Loan."

"We

Chicago AsManufac-

Illinois

Ask Sunday Theatres
CINCINNATI, OHIO.— Motion
Exhibitors' League of the

Picture

Chamber of Com-

merce has forwarded to the Ohio General
Assembly at Columbus, petitions containing
names of 25,000 persons favoring local option on the question of Sunday movie
shows. The signatures were obtained in
48 hours.

—

lo increase the salaries of

of

days of show-

in their six

but they weren't satisfied
and
wanted the other day.
have had
one, the Sabbath, and they want to take
that," continued Mr. Shelly.

Judicious Advertising, Novelty News, London Bioscope, and the various motion picjournals published
ture trade
in this
country.
Besides making prints for a number
of the largest distributors in America,
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit developing and printing all being done at
the Rothacker plant arrangements are
now being completed to issue a new single reel novelty subject, a new single reel
review subject of high magazine type and
A busy plant
a single reel super-scenic.
you will agree!

the manifold
duties
of
the
Rothacker plant, Mr.
Rothacker finds time to serve on a number of important boards and committees.
He was one of the first vice-presidents
of the original Motion Picture Board of
Trade; is chairman of the membership
committee of the N. A. M. P. I.; chairman of the studio committee of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers; served
as a member of the co-operation committee appointed by William A. Brady, president N. A. M. P. T.; acted on the Advisory Committee Bureau of motion pictures, American Red Cross; is a member
of the National Cinema commission and
a member of the following clubs and associations exclusive of a number of fraternal organizations:
Chicago Athletic
sociation

dol-

by the war

Manufacturing

j

I:

millions' of

lars
ing,

New Submarine Picture
NEW YORK.— Winthrop Kelley
J.

Mr.
has just arrived from California.
Kelley is here to confer with the Will
iamson brothers, as it is understood he
is to direct a new submarine picture.

May Raise Censors
COLUMBUS, Oil 10, — Senator Wlnttemore of Summit has
Board

of

a

bill

Censors

$3,000 a year.

31

in

the

\\ II

Senate

$1,500

the
to

I

I

\

H

It

I

SKi:

1. 1.

liuerlcan Film < <>. tar.aaaking handji
with ftflaa Hons, daughter <>f J. K. I..
Moss, commander Rpynl Canadian
\:nnl lt4'*rr\*', i\ lio ataada.
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But
Goldwyn's Easter Special Wins
His
Endorsement of Chicago Judges come
He
and
been
have

a dream.
transformed

in

into his soul.
just leaving the house, as he

"The Eternal Magdalene*' Opens Indefinite Run
At Band Box Theatre After Being Strongly
Approved by City Leaders
Carrying the endorsement of noted
Chicago jurists, law and order officials
and mission workers, "The Eternal Magdalene," Goldwyn's Easter offering, has
opened an indefinite run at the Band

Box

Chicago,

theatre,

crowds.
Previously to

to

capacity

being presented to
the public ,the picture was given a private showing, to which justices of the
Municipal Court, social workers and city
officials were invited.
The verdict was
unanimous. All present pronounced it a
work of art a picture with a powerful
its

—

lesson.
Is Strongly

Among

Endorsed

many who

authorized endorsements on the film were: Harry B.
Miller, city prosecutor; Wells M. Cook,
justice of the Municipal Court; Harry
Fisher, justice of the Municipal Court;
Edmund K. Jarecki, justice of the Municipal Court, and Dr. Anna Dwyer, of the
Morals Commission and Morals Court.
Its plot is sweeping and stupendous,
being in the first reels a magnificent reproduction of the ancient city of the
time of Jesus showing abandoned women being saved from death by the
Nazarene.

Miss

the

Maxine

as the Magdalene of old is superbly beautiful and possessed of the haunting melancholy so
necessary for the part. Arrayed in the
unholy robes of her calling she beckons
a Roman soldier, forcing the smile of

allurement

Elliott

to
light up her
Biblical sequence

sorrowful
observed
here, the Pharisees gathering to stone
her to death, the pursuit, her capture,
the seething of the mob about her, the
interposition
of Jesus,
his
hallowed
words of wisdom and sympathy, "Let
him that is without sin amongst you cast
face.

The

is

the first stone."

Story Is Strong

Magdalene

rises

rene's message, "Go thou and sin no
more," to heart. The scene darkens and
two thousand years elapse. The time
is
now the present. The scene is any
one of a hundred American small cities.
The characters are You and the Eternal
Magdalene. Elijah Bradshaw, the financial pillar of Edinburgh, heads a reform
movement and invites a noted evangelist, Wainsday by name, to help rid the
city of its evils.

But while he lends his energies to the
movement, important events transpire
in his own home.
His pretty daughter,
Elizabeth (Margaret Marsh), has come
to the very brink of ruin, and while the
reformers plan to banish the scarlet women, Elizabeth makes a confession to
her mother. Made a fanatic by the spirit
of reform, he refuses to listen to the
pleas of daughter and mother, and Elizabeth is cast out.

Learns

and takes the Naza-

Is

Dream

He is shown his daughter, cast
out by him, seeking refuge in the houses
he had intended to cleanse. He sees her
attacked by mobs aroused by his own
words, and is helpless to protect her.
He sees his son arrested for the murder
of Macy, his secretary, whom he killed
to avenge his sister.
Finally, as one
blow after another falls upon him, he
sees his wife die from the shock of disasters that have come to the family.
Misery has been brought home to him. He
shown how those to whom he has
is
paid but scant attention live. He learns
that power and money alone cannot cure
the evils that have prevailed through
power.

centuries.

One

It

Bradshaw, giving way to grief, falls
into slumber and there appears before
him the Magdalene. She leads him to
where are revealed the results of the
movement to which he has lent his

He

relents.

Then, suddenly, he leaps to find that
he is in his own home and that he has

revelations

its

him.

Charity has
daughter is

commanded.

intercepts her
takes her into his
arms. The mask of death and the prison
walls have disappeared, and he finds his
wife and son there too. So, surrounded
by his family, he quietly puts an end to
the great reform movement that was to
cleanse Edinburgh.

Three Million Will
See Rothapfel Unit

Program
For the

first

time

First

Week

history of the
speaking stage

in the

theatre, either on the
or on the screen, a complete

program

of

entertainment will be given day and date
in more than forty-five cities throughout the country, when the first Rothapfel
Unit program is given to the public
in

May.

The

legitimate producer can cite instances where four or perhaps five road
shows in addition to his New York and
Chicago companies are playing day and
The producer of opera, musical
date.
comedy, burlesque or any other form of
theatrical entertainment can cite multiple
engagements of the same attraction, but
never in the history of the stage or
screen has the same complete program
played in more than six or seven cities
at the same time.
In booking the first Unit Program
in more than forty-five cities, a record
The opinion is
has been established.
not based on expectancy, but on the
actual bookings recorded at the New
York offices of Independent Sales Corporation and the Film Clearing House.

When

the

first

complete

program

is

published as now planned, in May, this
will be the record established.
Striking an average of the seating capacities of first-run houses throughout
the country, each averaging five shows
a day, and with at least fifty and probably more cities booked and in some instances three and four theatres in the
same city booking the Rothapfel Unit
Program, the same week, it is logical
to deduce that from three to four million persons will have seen his program
the first week that it is presented.

TWO SCENES FROM "THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE"

This production, which was published April 20, Ih said to be In every respect one of the finest bits of creative work that has come
from the «<ioId\vyn studios. It touches a subject that lies deep at the foundation of family life In America.
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A

Business That Doesn't

Know

Credit

An Exclusive Interview With Col. Fred Levy of Louisville, Ky.,
in Which He G lves His Impressions of What He Terms
Most Striking Feature of the Motion Picture Ind ustry Today
FRED LEVY

OL.
to

refers

|
|

Man

without a Country"
an outstanding peculiarity of the motion picture
trade today.
His comments on
this and suggestions of zvhai
must be done to bring this huge
business to the perfected system
deserves which follozu touch
it
upon a mighty important phase

1

\
1

|
|
{
|

|

illustrate

to

I

1

f

\

'it

iiMimmnim

'

new

offices of the

Big Feature

Rights Corporation in the National
Theater building at Fifth and Walnut in
Louisville, and requested him to tell
iwhat impressed him as being the most
striking feature of the motion picture

was put by Col. Levy
himself, who went directly to the subject.

experience has taught me that
jthe best way to go about getting any
business into the best possible shape is
ito find out first what is wrong with it.
fits good points will take care of themselves. Find out what needs changing.
Don't try to jolly yourself into the belief that there isn't anything the matter
(with it. Make yourself a lawyer against
yourself and set about to prepare the
strongest case possible. When you do
this you will be able to pass judgment
on that business that will bring it into
>good shape.

"My

1

"When

I was a boy one of the books
made the deepest impression on me
Edward Everett Hale's famous

tstory,

'The

Man Without

a

Country.'

especially struck me, the most
forceful that could possibly have been
.given that story.
f "So, when I thought about the motion
picture business contrasting it and its
methods with the other business I have
engaged in, there flashed into my mind
one fact suggested in a way by boyhood

The

title

memories.

"A Business Without Credit"
"That may seem a remote parallel,
but

it

is

little

more

startling for a

man

be without a country than it is for
a business to be without credit.
"The motion picture industry is one
of the greatest in the United States today, but it is a business without credit.
"There, to my mind, is the strongest
indictment that can be brought against
the motion picture business today. And
it
must be admitted a sad commentary
to think that this great industry has
been conducted in such a way that to-

to

COL.
Kirst

FRED LEVY

National

Franchise
Ky.

Holder

of

Lousivllle,

know the system of
the most potent instrument of true business, but continues to
be conducted with methods that hark
back to primitive people who refused
to engage in anything but direct barter
because they hadn't developed their
business relations to the point of trusting one another.
"When I became identified with the
motion picture industry I was amazed to
find that such a thing as credit was unknown. With me credit has been a
day

industry today.
The question

that
Ijwas

mi

niiliiliih*

may

good

is

ance committee is good for a frontier
town, which cannot obtain anything better, but it doesn't compare with the per-

wasn't asked Col. Fred Levy by the representative of the Herald who found
the

Illliillilliiil

f

be argued that a strict cash sysfor any business; that it insures honest dealings and automatically
protects everyone against the predatory
adventurer. I can't accept this. A vigil-

is
lacking in the motion picindustry today?"
This question

in

Illllllfllllllllltllil

I

Discusses Cash System.
"It

What

him

in

I

1

\

tem

ture

Illllllllllllllllllllllll

I

lish a full system of credit ratings for
everyone in it and still they don't trust
one another.

of the fifth greatest industry.

I

A "League of Nations" is the
hope of the World. Col. Levy's
ideas and suggestions give the
thought of a "League of Notions"
in the film world that will work for
the good of everyone.

§

the film industry as "a

it

credit

does

which

not

is

In my experience with Levy
Bros. I have worked to maintain the
firm's credit on the highest possible
basis. And I am proud to say that there
is where our credit stands.
The invariable rule has been not merely to pay
every account when due but to pay it
before it was due and to anticipate payment for goods purchased as far as possible; profiting thus by the largest discounts but valuing far more the credit
rating it brought.

hobby:

"Imagine my surprise, therefore, upon
becoming identified with motion pictures when I found that I had no credit
rating whatever, for the simple reason
that there was no credit in the business.
I
could go to my bank and get $100,000
on a moment's notice on my name alone,
but I couldn't order a sheet of paper or
a film that rented for $10 unless I planked
down the ten spot cash.
"I must say that this situation jolted

me.

"My first thoughts were 'That is only
what can be expected of a business that
is as young as the motion picture indusThe people in it haven't had time to
try.
get to know one another, even.'
"This was a mighty poor excuse for
we haven't even
The people have had time to get

the situation, but today
that.

acquainted, they have had time to estab

33

fected rule of law.
"Again it can truly be said for the cash
system that it was justified when the motion picture industry was in an embryonic
state, when it was not certain that it
could be so perfected that public favor
would establish it permanently. In its
early stages, investment in it did seem
a hazard. That excuse has passed away.
The motion picture is a fixed star in the

business firmament.
"I am convinced that the lack of a
credit system will be felt more and more:
that the trouble of doing business on this.
'We trust nobody' axiom will not be put
up with by the business men and the
capitalists in the motion picture field.
"Lack of credit hampers the full development of the industry. It may be a
wagon
safeguard; it is also a curb.

A

with
less
will
"I

brake always set may be
danger of plunging down hill but
make slow progress.
the

told

mented on

a

business

friend

in
it

who com-

this peculiarity of the

motion

picture industry that it reminded me of
those heated trials we used to have in
Kentucky when the judge ordered everyone searched before entering the court
room to see if he had a weapon for fear

he would start something. The motion
picture industry takes credit away from
everyone who enters for fear some one
will abuse credit.

Suggests a Remedy
motion picture business has gone on amazingly without
credit.
It may be that the cash payment,
'films C. O. D,.' 'Pay your money or we
won't deliver the goods' is sufficient unto
the day. I cannot believe that it will conI feel certain that we
tinue to be so.
must prepare to establish a system of
credit for the motion picture business.
"It

is

true that the

"Full protection against abuses; safeagainst the dishonest must be
should have a credit
provided.
aeency similar to Dun's and Rradstreet's.
This should rate a man or a firm as they
meet their financial obligations anil
Such practices
every other obligation.
as holding out films, failing to forward
them to other exhibitors and the many

guards

We

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
contemptible

little sharp practices should
be stamped out, and they can be by an
efficient rating
bureau.
The benefits
from this will more than offset the losses
that are inevitable in a credit system,
through unavoidable business misfortune.
Careful
supervision
will
keep these
losses to the point where they can easily
be borne for the sake of the wider de='
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Col. Levy's Interests
COL. FRED LEVY, of Louisville,

|

|
|

|
|
f
1

|
|

I

[

|

He

|

president
Corporation,

.is

Rights

§

\

f

[

=
:

|

He

1

j

|

I

the Big Feature
which has the fran-

of

|

I

1
I

president of the Purisol Products

is

I

Central Pigment

1

owner of a big automobile

I

1

I

one of the owners of a chain of
bakeries operating in Kentucky and In-

|

diana.

|

interested with the B. F. Keith's
in the Mary Anderson Theatre,
the National and the Strand in Louisville.
He attends to large real estate holdings.

I

In public affairs Col. Levy has been
president of the Commercial Club in Louis-

s

ville.

I

|

Company.

|

He

|

|

.

He

He

is

I

|

is

1

interests

He

|

principal

is

company.

|
|

president, of the

is

I
1

vice-president of the National
Association of Retail Clothing and will become president in September.
He represented this body on the War
Service. .Committee
during the war at
is

first

1

I

|

.

|

,

Washington,

He

has beef] president of the Retail Merchants' Association of Louisville.
He is at present state chairman for the
campaign to raise a fund for Jewish war

I

.

I

I

su fferers.

He
the

served

four

years as

a

member

Board of Park Commissioners

in

of
Louis-

=
.

ville.

He

=

|
!

director

of the Louisville Industrial
Foundation, locating and assisting
new industries for Louisville.
He is on the board of the Jewish National Hospital in Denver.
He is a director of the Federation of
Jewish Charities- of Louisville.
lit
is a colonel on the staff of Governor
Stanley and was twice appointed on the
is

|

|

Gov. Beckham.
organized the Kentucky State Cloth-

staff of

He
iers.

This
is
a
truly
remarkable
list
of
achievements tor a man who has just
turned forty and all the more remarkable
because he has looked after all of them
himself, never taking an honorary position
and delegating the work to others. He has
been able to do this solely because he has
applied system and true business methods
to everything he has gone into.
It is evident, therefore, that
what Col.
Levy has to say about the motion picture
industry in the accompanying -interview is
illuminated by the light of an experience
in business and affairs that seldom falls to
one man.

result.

us

of the older heads in the
business, who perhaps have gifen
more careful study to the entire >ysn sm
of payments, may insist that the present
practice of making deposits on contracts
is necessary.
If this is one of the ;iiec
essary evils' of the business,
would Suggest that the man
whether he be exjribitor, exchangeman or producer— ptitti hg
up a deposit be allowed some interest on
that money.
However, if the exchange
allows such interest to the exhibitor, the
exchange in turn should be paid interest
on the deposits advanced to producers or
film

1

—

Bills

"Just as the reliable and substantial
business man is given some incentive for
paying his bills in advance, I would suggest that the exhibitor or exchangeman
be given a similar incentive.
In other
words, allow the man who pays for his
films thirty, sixty or ninety days in advance, a proper discount. With this custom in vogue, I daresay there will be few
films shipped open account, while the
ueople who do not enjoy the proper rating will be called upon to accept C. O. D.
shipments. As we all know, there is an extra collection fee upon C. O. D. shipments
and the fact that these shipments carry
higher valuations than ordinary also
tends to increase the expressage so
that the wise exhibitor or exchangeman
finds it pays to avoid getting C. O. D.'s
so as to save this extra attendant expense.
"Equally as essential as the rating
bureau for financial credits is the bureau
for keeping tab upon the unscrupulous
need
exhibitor and exchangeman.
I
hardly add that I mean the man who
takes a film into another territory other
than that for which he owns the rights;
the man who holds films long beyond the
period of his rental term; the man who
ruins films through careless handling,
poor machines and incompetent operators, in short, the man who does various
things that tend to hurt the credit of the
entire industry and whose 'bad acting'
hurts his fellow-exhibitor or exchangeman in that the latter, under the prevailing system, suffers for the actions of his
bad brothers.
"Verily, there is need for reconstruction of the commercial end of motion picand the sooner reconstruction
tures,
comes, the quicker will there be a lasting
'peace of mind' in the whole film world."
'

Company.

He

will

have a credit
system. Let us begin to think about it
and plan it. Let us build up carefully
and take time to make it as near perfect
as a business system can be.
Let it no
longer be said that the motion picture
business is the only one in-.which there
is so little mutual confidence that it has
no credit system. Let it be said, instead,
that it has the best system known. .That
is an aim worthy of our best and constant
let

Let Exhibitors Discount

Company.

I

that

means

all

stars.

.

1

I

"By

"Now, some

|

chise for Kentucky and Tennessee from
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
He is president of the Caxton Printing

I

ducting business

efforts.

president of the Rig Feature
Rights Corporation, is a man
who while still young has brought to
the motion picture industry a business experience that makes him singularly well qualified to pass sound
judgment on the business generally.
He is a man of affairs and wide interests.' He is the head of the firm
of Levy Bros, in Louisville, a retail
clothing house that has been the
leader in its line for sixty years.
Taking full charge of Levy Bros.,
fifteen years ago, he has made it a
model for sound business system. His
credit rating suffices to prove this.
At the same time he has throughout his entire business career conducted successfully other big interests, and has contributed his full
time to civic affairs and public services, enough to keep several men
busy.
A list of his interests to-day
is evidence.
He is the head of Levy Bros.

|

velopment and' the greater ease of con-

i

—

|
1

Champs

Golf
I
\

in

Comedy

Scenes showing Travers and Douglas,

known

golf professionals,

a

=

the well

|

championship match are an interesting

|

\
|

|

feature

of

"The

Amateur

Liar,"

in

the

published
comedy
I'aramount-Drew
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
April 20.
staged the closing scenes of this comedy on the Garden City, L. L, golf links
when the champions played for the benefit

of the

Red Cross
34

fund.

JEA
\

\

(

\I.HOI

\

newcomer to the screen, appearing with
Prank Keenan in "The l'i«l<Hook."

(

Pa

I

In-,

i

Arthur Ryan Denies
Being Converted to
Picture Censorship
Arthur Ryan, personal representative of
I).
W. Griffith, who recently appeared before the Chicago censorship commission,
in a communication to the Herald this
week, denied being "converted" to censor-;
ship and reiterated that he is "unalterably

npposed" to it.
His denial came as a result of an interview appearing in many newspapers in.
which Judge Hurley, chairman of the Chicago commission, is quoted as saving the
commission won Ryan over to censorship.
His communication is as follows
:

"To

stop the false report started by an interview
given the Daily News by Judge Hurley, chairman
of the Chicago Censor Committee, on March 28, in
which he stated that the committee had won me

over and hoped to do the same with Mr. Brady
at the meeting in the aldermanic chamber that;
same afternoon
"I herewith most emphatically deny the statement. I told the committee a week previously that
I
was 'unalterably opposed to censorship of any
kind,' and in three hours of catechizing -some of
I maintained that censorship
it not very pleasant
was the weapon of the dark ages known as intolerance-i— was a destructive force wherever used and
pointed to Russia and the Central Empires as most
vividly vital examples of what intolerance hadl
'

—

—

done to these great nations.
"Fortunes are spent every year

in our country
the truths of history, that we may
learn from the mistakes of the past a better wayj
tor the present and future.
"The truths of history today arc restricted to?
the limited few attending our colleges and univer-,
carry these truths
si ties; the motion picture can
to the entire world, without cost, while at the same
time bringing diversion to the masses.
"As tolerance would thus be compelled to givfl
way before knowledge and as the deadly monotony
of the cheerless existence of millions would be
brightened by this new art. two of the chief causes
making war possible would be removed. The motion picture is war's greatest antidote.
"I reiterate I am opposed to censorship of any
kind, as it is against the common law on which
the constitutions of our nation and separate comIt is un-American and
monwealths are founded.
we must fight it and kill it forever."
in

teaching

Ryan appeared before the Chicago board
four weeks ago and returned a week later
when officials of the N. A. M P 1. testified
before the commission.
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THE CUTTING ROOM

I

I
I
%

Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

H
I

THE

By

*

REPORTER
1
ft

Th ere Anything Wrong With

Is

the Industry?

We

have been hearing a lot of talk lately about the ills of the industry. It is a recrudescence of an agitatory movement that
started a long time ago. Just now one or two of the prominent members of industry are telling in lengthy letters to the trade
journals that the industry has this disease and that ailment.
One says that so long as the producer does any distributing, profits will be nil and the exhibitors downtrodden.
Another, that as long as exhibitors distribute there can be no success.
And still another says that while stars are in existence our troubles will be gigantic and that we can never get anywhere in
particular.
Now, The Reporter doesn't say that there isn't anything wrong with the industry, but it seems peculiar to him that each cornplainer has as a remedy the very system or business scheme that he is at present engaged in. It would appear that unless the
whole industry is changed at least three different ways to suit as many different people, there is no hope and we might as well
send the doctors home and call the undertaker.
But why? Is there any real reason for this attitude?
Take the producer; is he making money? No? Well, how does he keep in business? Yes? Then perhaps that is the reason why
bigger pictures costing more money than ever before are being made today. Perhaps that is the reason why the number of
producers is greater than ever today. It also seems to me that one or two pictures made gross revenues of over three-quarters
of a million this last year during war-time.
But the distributor, surely he is failing? But how is it, then, that Paramount will have a bigger revenue this year than last
twenty millions, it is estimated.
is it that Pathe is growing by leaps and bounds?
has Hodkinson made big strides?
But most likely both distributor and producer have cleaned the exhibitor?
Then why is Loew building more houses?
in the world can people like Kunsky, Ascher, Riesenfeld, Shea, etc., etc., pay
such prices as they are paying for real pictures?
is it they all say they are making more money now than ever before?
The writer has made several trips during the last eight months and practically every exhibitor he saw was enthusiastic and

—

How

Why

How

How

happy. Business is good.
Well, then, what is wrong with the business? We all seem to be making money. Of course, the unfit in any section or in any
business fall by the roadside. Players are getting bigger salaries, stories bring better prices and on top of it all prohibition
comes along to give us a boost. Why worry about growing pains that are the usual accompaniment of development and evolution?

We're growing,

FITTEST

and

too,

if

this

system or that

is

A NATURAL FUNDAMENTAL

IS

right,

it

spare time and attention to a bad case of "film diphtheria" that threatens to strangle us
ful.

I

Here

get quicker and better results.

Our

BROUGHT OUT

I

page the wonderful possibilities
of the national association founded on
political lines and working to make use
this

power

of the political

screen and

now

politician, lawyer, film

veteran,

same

in

I

article

Charlie, in

—

they

essential.

it's

We've
only

I

agree with

men

the

to

do

it

Charlie

morrow.

Pettijohn,

mentioned Charlie's
on the subject, and

recently published article,

a

some mighty

—

Pettijohn there.
if

will

get

together,

man and campaign

pointed out that his successful work in
Indiana was an example of what could
be done.
gives

the industry

that lies vested in

comes out and says the very

my

must come from within

salvation

but
vision must come to them so that they
may see farther than just today or to-

thing.

Peculiarly enough,

name

connection with such an organization. His notes
should be read and thoughtfully considered. They are opinions of a man who
knows what he is talking about because
he has been through the mill.
There is only one thing that Pettijohn
says that I do not agree with. He speaks
fine ideas in

work from the organization.
defensive? Why not offensive and
strongly so why let our enemies start

Prohibition Means More
Money to the Industry

ACCORDING TO SOME VERY

IN-

teresting figures compiled and quoted,

seems

fairly

well

established

tion 'picture business increases

that

it

mo-

from 22

30 per cent in dry territories. The
reporter knows that in Ontario, Canada,
the advent of prohibition, so greatly
to

was afterward found to be a bo'on.
Think of it an increase of 2:? per cent.
That is worth while to any exhibitor, no
matter what the size of his investment.
But remember that prohibition means
greater taxes. It must come because the
feared,

—

always cast their

of defensive

legislative local bodies

Why

eyes on pictures as a logical source for
the replacement of the liquor revenue.
But even at that we'll gain, as the North-

—

something and have
be
get

Must
if

better give our
we're not care-

Why

Has

ONCE BEFORE

the

IT.

over the country

all

refer to legislative restrictions and taxes.
a real worry.
waste time on trivialities?

is

Pettijohn
the Idea
on

THE SURVIVAL OF THE

will prevail in spite of full-page publicitv.

LAW AND NO HUMAN CAN CIRCUMVENT

much

better

going.

It

if

to stop it?

It

would

the foe could not even

would cost us

less

and

west territory
now.

testifies

cheerfully

rigbt

Warren's Hand Seen in
Hodkinson Advertising

HAVE YOU BEEN NOTICING THE
Hodkinson advertising? It certainly
me at first. Fred Warren's hand is

latest

fooled

seen behind very clearly, because
is

so similar to

style

ing everyone knows Warren originated
and maintained. As it put over the goods
for Goldwyn, I presume that Fred thinks
it should do the trick again.
That "dynamite" ad of last week was
certainly striking.

Another Director
Becomes Producer

EXHIBITORS, KEEP YOUR EYES
on that chap, Charlie Miller. He's a firstclass director and now he's going to
make his own pictures under the guarantee of his own name. More power to
him.

We

need more of this type of independent producer, because as a tried director
the finished product will be his aim and
not star glorification, nor yet story advertising without any picture.
Miller

through Frank Hall, and

will release

said to

have

behind him.

a lot of
It

New
to

is

England money

beats everything

(Continued

35

its

Goldwyn, which advertis-

fage 36)

how

the
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Laemmle Returns to New York
After Important West Coast Trip
Universal Executive Enthusiastic Over New
Feature Now in Course of Production;
Carl

Visits Important

Exchanges

Laemmle, president of the UniFilm Co., has returned to New
York from an extended visit to Universal City, and several cities of the West.

and other stage successes Mr. Laemmle

The

the best story Miss Dean
but that Director Sturgeon, aided by Mr.

Carl

versal

Universal

weeks

executive

spent

eight

Coast studios supervising the production of several new
Universal productions and discussing
future plans for distribution and producat the Pacific

tion with the directors and stars.
hile on the Coast Mr. Laemmle attended the premiere showings of "The
Heart of Humanity" at the Kinema thea-

W

Los Angeles, where Director
at
Holubar presented the master-drama in
his own manner for several weeks, and
also at the Strand theatre, San Francisco, where both Director Holubar and
his wife, and star, Dorothy Phillips, appeared in person upon the opening day
of the extended run.
tre,

Confers With Representatives
Mr. Laemmle, while at the Pacific
Coast Studios, conferred with Tom D.
Cochrane, Universal's representative in
the Orient, and during the last week of
his stay also conferred with John D. TipUniversal's European director, regarding conditions in the opposite ends
of the globe, future distribution policies
abroad and transportation conditions. He
also met a number of prominent Japanese officials, who visited Universal City
for the purpose of studying film production, Elbert Hubbard, II; Bob Wagner,
the members of the Naval Affairs Invespett.

tigation

Committee and

other internationally
while at the studios.

With Bayard
in

the

Law,"

a

number

of

prominent people

Veiller, author of "With"The Thirteenth Chair"

supervised the starting of production of
Chatterbox," which Mr. Veiller

"The

wrote for Priscilla Dean.

Mr. Laemmle

believes that the Veiller vehicle

not only
has ever had,
is

is making the production one of
most intense and unusual melodramas ever put into cinema form.

Veiller,

the

New Holubar

Production

Mr. Laemmle
witnessed the starting of photographing of Allen
Holubar's
latest
cinema drama. Mr. Laemmle refused to
divulge the details of this production,
but is apparently very enthusiastic about
it, and states that he is confident that it
will prove even a greater success than

While

at Universal City

also

"The Heart

Humanity."

According to
the Universal executive, Director Holubar has given Miss Phillips one of the
strongest supporting casts ever assembled for a Universal production.
William Stowell, who was seen as John
Patricia in "The Heart of Humanity,"
and who has supported Miss Phillips in
of

number of other Universal successes,
has a prominent part in the new Holubar drama.
Robert C. Andersen, who
proved such a capable actor in "The
Heart of Humanity," as Paul Patricia;
Stanhope Wheatcroft, who supports
Miss Phillips in "Destiny," and who
played opposite Mary MacLaren in "The
Amazing Wife," and Thurston Hall,
seen in Priscilla Dean's most recent finished drama, "The Exquisite Thief," and
a

Margaret Mann, the Widow Patricia of
the former great Phillips drama, are all
seen in prominent parts in the new
super-picture in the course of production

A UNIVERSAL FAMILY REUNION

Western studios, according to Mr.
Laemmle.
The new Holubar drama is like "The
Heart of Humanity" the entire creation

at the

Mr. Laemmle states
one of the most timely subjects
ever produced by Universal, and he believes it possesses a world wide appeal.
Banquet at Salt Lake
On the return trip from Universal
City, Mr. Laemmle spent one day at Salt
Lake City, where he was the guest of
honor at a banquet given by Manager
of the
that it

director.

is

Gus A. Hager of the Universal exchange; one day at Omaha, where he
conferred with Manager Curley Calvert,
and three days at Chicago, where he attended a sales conference at the exMr. Laemmle's two children,
change.
Julius and Rosabelle, returned to New
York with him. J. D. Tippett, European representative, accompanied Mr.
Laemmle as far as Chicago. He will sail
for London within a week.

Third Talmadge Appears
Norma and

Natalia Talmadge, sisier of

Constance,

will

appear

in

the cast in
picture, "By

Norma Talmadge's new
Right of Conquest," which follows "The
New Moon" and "Nancy Lee."

The Cutting

Room

(Continued from page 35)

New

England cash stocking can

dis-

gorge when the owners get hold of a
thing. But getting back to

real

old

Frank

Hall, Idea
and Progressive

Man

INDEPENDENT

SALES AND

Clearing House idea is coming along.
What was laughed at by all the wise ones
is apparently on the map. The Reporter
hasn't been able to do

much

investigating

but judging by some of
the product that is being ground through
the machinery exhibitors can look for a
pretty fair grade of material from this
source of supply. More will be said on
this subject later.

in this quarter,

First Jack

on Tap

London

Pictures

in Fall

JUST AT THE

MOMENT OF

WRIT-

ing this article the Reporter has learned
that the Jack London pictures that C. E.
Shurtleff and J. Frank Brockliss are making will be ready for release in the fall.
Some interesting information will be

given in the "Cutting
next week.

"Four Horsemen
Apocalypse"

OVER

86

Room"

about them

of the

OF

EDITIONS

—

—

Those who celebrated the arrival of President Carl Laemmle at Universal City, Calif.,
recently are (left to riuht
Eddie Lyons, kneeling, T. D. Cochrane, foreign representative, Dorothy l'hilli|iN, Hupert Julian, Mary MacLaren, Carl Laemmle, Monroe
Salisbury! I'riscllla Dean, Marie Wnlcamp, P. A. Powers, treasurer, Eddie Polo and
Lee Moran, kneeling.
> :
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above book have been sold think of it!
And what a wonderful story it is too.!
Translated from the Spanish it is difAnd it grips and holds.
ferent.
It would make a wonderful and timely
picture. Somebody will gobble it up one
of these days and we'll have, or should
have, another superproduction.
A whole country will want to see it and
what's important a lot of people will
come to see the "Four Horsemen" who
never saw a picture before the reader:

—

—

of the better kind of books.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

National Holding Annual Convention

First

Managers From All Parts of Country Assemble
in New York City to Make Plans For 19191920; Exchange Men Convene Simultaneously

—

NEW

YORK, April 22. The twenty-six largest theatre owners and operators in the United
States convened here Monday as members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. The occasion is
the second annual meeting of the franchise owners of the Circuit.
Simultaneously the managers of twenty-six First National exchanges owned and operated
by these exhibitors are holding their first annual convention in New York.
Both conventions are being held at the Hotel Astor, which, for the week is First National's offiheadquarters.
Plans for the meeting of the exhibitor members of the Circuit include the announcement, by the
Board of Directors for 1918-1919, of new contracts recently entered into by First National.

cial

The joint convention of franchise owners and their exchange managers
a form of co-ordinated effort without precedent in the operation of a
distributing or exhibiting organization.
Plans made by the members for
the purchase and publication of productions were referred to the convention of exchange managers, where the commercial problems concerning
them will be debated and uniform sales campaigns adopted for the distribution of the pictures.
Assistants With Delegates
In several instances the franchise owners are accompanied by men
associated with them in their respective theatre enterprises, and who, by
virtue of their financial and executive interests in the exhibiting activities
of these members, are directly interested in First National.
number of the branch managers are present with their assistants
and leading salesmen, to whom the trip to New York marked their first
visit to the home offices of the Circuit.
is

A

was

just a year

ago that the

first

annual meeting of the stockholders of
the original exhibitors' co-operative organization was held in New York. This

was

than a year after the formaby J. D. Williams,
manager. Up to the time of its inless

tion of First National
its

membership assembly the Circuit
had made comparatively few pictures.
Its announced policy of "big special
feature attractions only, distributed on
the open market system," had found
slight favor among the stars and proitial

ducers.
of the

Charlie

Chaplin was the first
stars to recognize

more popular

value as the true test of ability, and
as a fair and equitable booking method
its

for the exhibitors.
His first special, "A
Dog's Life," was presented at the Strand
Theatre, New York, the week of the
first

annual

receipts

for

meeting.
the seven

members ample

The box
days

justification

office

gave the
for

their

confidence in the policy which they advocated as exhibitors, and for the promotion of which they had obligated
themselves financially.

Story of the First Year
Authorization was given the Board of
Directors to proceed with negotiations
for contracts for th,e productions of
other stars, to be marketed through the
Circuit on an independent basis. Within
the year First National has released
through the theatres operated by its
members, "Tarzan of the Apes," "My

Four Years

Germany," "Italy's Flaming Front," "The Romance of Tarzan."
in

three additional features starring Madame Petrova, "Our Teddy" and "Whom
the Gods Would Destroy," in addition
to signing distributing agreements with
stars that have given First National the
second Chaplin production, "Shoulder
Arms," two of the series of special Anita

T. E. Larson

Frank Ferrandini

H. T. Nolan

Wm.

B. Clark
Max
Speigel
E. B. Johnson

P.
R.

J.

Sievers
Schaefer
A. Rowland
J.

Freedman

A.

Moe Mark

Branch managers in attendance at the
convention of First National exchange
executives include:
Cunningham

B.

Harrv Scott

Flovd Brown
A. C. Seery
Thomas B. Spry
Jack Brainard
E. M. Asher
Briant

C.

T.

R.

H. Clark

L.

Balsly

D.

Bickel

L.

Harry Weiss
J.
J.

W.

•

J.

S.

W.
W.

Fitzgerald

Beacham
Unger
Heenan
E. Lusk

R.
J.

J.

S.

J.
J.

Baker

A.

C.

E.

Holuh

Lee

A. B. Knox

Skirboll

H. Ashby
E. Knotts
P. Anderson

C.
J.

M. Johnson
H.

It

Nathan Asher
Henry Brouse

A. J. Gillingham
Jacob Fabian
A. J. Jones
Robt. Lieber

Cubberly
L. Goldberg

S.

S.

Schwarz

addition to the daily meetings, a
number of special events are being held,
including theatre parties and dinners.
In

Stewart attractions, "Virtuous Wives"
and "A Midnight Romance."
One of the most widely commented
activities of the Circuit was its contract

Mary Pickford

with

three special
of these.
"Daddy Long Legs," will be released
very soon. This was followed by a con-

feature productions.

for

The

first

tract with Norma Talmadge for twelve
specials, and an arrangement with Jack
Pickford for three features.
Announcement of the other contracts recently siened will be made to the members at the meetings next week.

Will Elect Directors
Chief of the official tasks confronting
the stockholders is the election of n
Board of Directors for 1919-1920 and the
discussion of plans for extension of the
Circuit's interests during the coming
year.
First National members present or expected are:
Fred Dahnken

P. V.

T. L. Tally

W. P. Dewecs
Tom Moore

H. Kunsky
E. H. Hulsey
D.
Williams
J.
Adolph Linick
E. V. Richards
T.

Church
Fred Levy
Theo. Saxe
E.

I.

Fischer

X. H. Gordon
L. Finkclstcin

M.

H. Boland
H. Schwalbc

T.

E.

A.

M AIM.

M. Mandelbaum

W. H. Swanson
H. Blank

Star of the
In

II

I

11(1

I

I

(

I.

Paramount piny

IRK
"I.oI'm

seem* from Hint feature.

Klopr."
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m

Convention Attracts Leadin
M

Del egates to First National Exhibitors Circuit
eeting
Representing Theatre Holdings Valued at Millions
In All Lead ing Cities of the Nation

—

NEW YORK,

April 22.
Franchise holders and branch managers of
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc., convened here yesterday in
extraordinary session.
Exhibitor-members of the circuit representing the strongest combination of exhibitor interests met for a week's conference.
The session was called at the Hotel Astor by James D. Williams, manager of the circuit, who welcomed the visitors and outlined the program
of the week.
Introductory to the business features of the convention the following
program of addresses was arranged for the first day's meeting:
"Advertising," by C. L. Yearsley; "Reverse English," by E. J. Hudson; "New York Viewpoint," "by George Blaisdell; "Trade Journals In
the Industry," by William A. Johnston; "Helping," by Lesley Mason;
"Celluloid," by George Blair of the Eastman Kodak Company; "Prospects," by Harry Schwalbe; "Booking Chaplins," by A. B. Knox; "Optical

by J. D. Dannenberg; "Troubles," by George Grant; "Conby William Morgan; "Concentration," by James Beecroft of the
Herald; "Co-operation," by Lee Goldberg; "Value of Short Subjects,"
by Floyd Brown; "Inspection and Projection," by W. E. Lusk.
Anita Stewart Signs Long Term Contract
Among the announcements of importance which have been made
thus far in the convention are the following:
Anita Stewart is signed for a long-term contract following expiraIllusions,"

tracts,"

tion of present contract.

Marshall Neilan is signed for a series of six pictures to be issued
through First National.
Six special feature attractions, representing an aggregate negative
cost of more than a million dollars, will be published in the next eight
weeks, it was announced.

3.X

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Exhibitors to

New

York City

Important Announcements Made at Gathering Stir Entire
Industry; Anita Stewart Signed to Long Contract;
Marshall Neila n Productions Are Assured
The schedule includes the first special produced by Mary Pickford at
the head of her own company; the third of the series of eight Chaplin
comedies the third Anita Stewart First National feature, an eight-reel
special, a sensational production that ha*s been shown in the larger cities at
$10 a seat, and a five-reel human interest story that has just been completed in England.
Dates of Publication Not Yet Decided
;

No specific dates have been set for any one of the six productions,
because of the differences between territories in first run play dates. Positive prints and complete complements of advertising matter for each of the
eight will be in possession of all First National exchanges within two
months, so that the managers can establish their own releasing calendars.
The current one of the six is the Macauley Productions feature,
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," an adaptation in eight reels of the
famous novel by Charles R. Macauley.
Another will be "Daddy Long Legs," the initial Mary Pickford special attraction to be distributed by First National Exhibitors' Circuit. This
is the screen adaptation of Jean Webster's famous story and the play that
has scored a tremendous success for several seasons. It was produced by
Miss Pickford's own company. Marshall Neilan directed it.

—

Top Row Robert Lieber, President, Indianapolis, Ind.; J. D. Williams, Manager, New York; Harry O. Schwalbe, Secretary and Treasurer,
Philadelphia; Peter J. Schaefer, Chicago; Aaron J. Jones, Chicago; Nathan
Ascher, Chicago; H. H. Hulsey, Dallas, Texas; E. Mandlebaum, Cleveland,
O.; N. H. Gordon, Boston, Mass.; E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans, La.
Bottom Row George Trendle, Detroit, Mich.; M. L. Finkelstein, St.
Paul, Minn.; I. Ruben, Minneapolis, Minn.; A. H. Blank, Des Moines, la.;
Fred Dahnken, San Francisco, Calif.; Fred Levy, Louisville, Ky.; W. P.
Dewees, Vancouver, B. C; J. B. Clark, Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. B. Johnson,
San Francisco, Calif.; W. H. Swanson, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Left T. L. Tally, Los Angeles, Calif.; A. J. G-illinghain, Detroit,
Mich.; Henry Brouse, Ottawa, Canada; William Sievers, St. Louis, Mo.
Right Tom Moore, Washington, D. C. Thomas Saxe, Milwaukee,
Wis.; J. T. Kunsky, Detroit, Mich.; Adolph Linick, Chicago.
Insert H. T. Nolan, Denver, Col.

—

mm

—

—
—

;

i

*
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Branch Managers Attending
Convention in New York This Week
Lewis J. Selznick Prepares His Organization To
Select

Exploit Olive Thomas, Eugene O'Brien,
and Elaine Hammerstein Films
For the purpose of preparing for the
exploitation of the new Selznick pictures
with Olive Thomas, Eugene O'Brien and
Elaine Hammerstein, twenty-one branch
managers of Select Pictures, Inc., convened in New York the early part of the
present week to discuss matters of vital
interest
S.

with

General

Manager Arthur

Kane and President Lewis

J.

Selznick.

Business Is Important

Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday
were
devoted
entirely
to
business.
Thursday, it was planned by Lewis J.
Selznick to take the entire party on a
special train to Providence, R. L, where
a ball in honor of Miss Olive Thomas

was planned.

Lotz, Denver; James O. Kent, Detroit;
A. H. McLaughlin, Kansas City; B. E.
Loper, Los Angeles; H. .A. Rathner,

Minneapolis; H. G.

Till,

New

Orleans;

Henry Siegel, New York; C. W. Taylor,
Omaha; M. Milder, Philadelphia: Leo F.
Levison, Pittsburgh; H. L. Knappen,
San Francisco; Albert W. Eden, Seattle;
J. C. Ragland, St. Louis; V. P. Whitaker,

Washington.

News Hounds Dine
At Keen's Chop House
A luncheon was given in honor of
Ben Grimm and Charles Condon, who
have just returned from the army, at
Keen's restaurant, on Saturday. It was
one of the fullest representations of the

motion picture trade press in its history.
George Blaisdell made an address and
his topic was the "Unpardonable* Sin."
Charles Condon spoke on "Freedom
Versus the Kitchen Place." Ben Grimm's
Among
subject was "More Publicity."
those present were Charles E. Hastings,
Joseph P. Reedy, Arthur C. Brilant,
Pete Smith, Fritz Tidden, Charles Condon, William J. Reilly, James Beecroft,
Jerome Beatty, Paul C. Hines, Joe
Kelley,
Lawrence Reid, Pete Milne,
Walter K. Hill, Ben Grimm, Lynde
Denig, Arthur Northam, James L. Hoff.
Epes W. Sargent, R. C. McElravy,
George Blaisdell and Alfred C. Chal-

Robert C. Bruce Starts
On Trip for Educational
Robert C. Bruce, scenic director of
Films
Corporation,
the
Educational
leaves next Saturday for Quebec to begin his annual trip to secure scenic material for future releases.
Mr. Bruce's
route is kept a trade secret at Educational headquarters, owing to the fact
that on one of his previous expeditions,

LEWIS

J.

SELZMI

K.

The program called for dinner at the
Astor, a show and a windup at Palais
Royal, Monday; a dinner, another show,
and Ziegfeld's Midnight Frolic, Tuesday,
and dinner at the Astor, a third show,
and then the Century Roof, Wednesday.
The convention attracted more than
usual interest in view of the fact that
Lewis J. Selznick only recently acquired
entire control of the company by buying
the holdings of the Zukor Famous Players-Lasky group.
Another interesting feature was furnished by the coming east of Myron
Selznick with his entire company, and
the purchase of the George Backer
studios.

Those in Attendance
managers attending

the convention were:
T. O. Tuttle, Atlanta;
Chas. R. Rogers, Boston; S. S. Webster,
Buffalo; Fred C. Aiken, Chicago; Harry
H. Hicks, Cincinnati; Sam E. Morris,
Cleveland; C. C. Ezell, Dallas; H. E.
District

when

various places he intended visiting were announced in the press, three
or four other cameramen suddenly decided
to visit the same vicinity.
During the
months that he is away Mr. Bruce will
journey into little frequented corners
of the western hemisphere and he has
no desire to encounter any rival cameramen during the course of the trip.
This is Mr. Bruce's sixth annual trip
and he plans to be away at least ten
months. It is interesting to note that
he has already evolved the scenarios
for the scenics he will return with

Marion Davies Goes South
Marion Davies and her company expect to leave New York this week 1o
complete exteriors for her newest production, work on which has been under
way for three weeks at the Paragon
studios in Fort Lee, which C. F. Zittel
took over for several weeks. It is expected that Miss Davies and her company will go to Charleston, S. C, or
some near by place.
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Projection Society

Dances and Dines
And Enjoys Oratory
The American Projection Society is
much elated over the success of the
dinner and dance given at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York, on April 12.
society, which now numbers fiftymembers, has for its purpose theimprovement and uplift of the art of

The

five

projection. More than seventy-five people attended, dancing until one o'clock,,
when the banquet was served.

President Benjamin Turner introduced
G. W. Landon, advertising manager of
the Nicholas Power Company, as toastmaster, following an elaborate spread..
Air. Landon proved equal to the occasion and kept the crowd in good humor
throughout the evening. He immediately
"passed the buck" back to Mr. Turner
by introducing him, and the society'spresident was compelled to respond to a.
brief address of welcome.

W.

C.

Francke responded

to

Mr. Lan-

don's request for a speech, and talked'
for the Precision Machine Company.
Will C. Smith, general manager of the-

Nicholas Power Company, also gave an
interesting talk and was followed by

Hugo

Riesenfeld, managing director
Rialto and Rivoli theatres, New
York, who brought the banquet to ai
close in a clever and humorous manner.

Dr.

of the

Among

those present were: President

Turner and wife, Vice-President"
J. LaRose and wife, Secretary and Treasurer John Burkhardt, Jos. Basson, John
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. John Reisner,
Mr. Seifferth, J. Richardson, Mr. and
Mrs. Rabell, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. FitzGerald, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Bowen, Mr. and Mrs.
Hector McKinnon, Mr. and Mrs. Thos.
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rubin,
Edward Robin, Mr. and Mrs. Baird, Dr.
Hugo Riesenfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lott, F.
Benj.

1

:

H. Richardson, J. J. Wilkinson, the
Misses Basson, McKinnon, Asbury and'

Brown.

The machine people were represented
by the following: For the Precision
Machine Company, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Francke, Mr. and Mrs. Narcy, Mr. and'
Mrs. B. F. Porter and Miss Porter. For
Nicholas Power Company, Inc.,
the
President Edward Earl, Treasurer Alfred D. Bell, General Manager Will C.
Smith, Assistant General Manager S. S.I
Cassard and wife, Miss Anne Struse,
Advertising Manager G. W. Landon,
Assistant Sales Manager F. J. Bird and',
wife. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Raven, Mr. Oswald, Mr.

Uhlmann, Mr. DeHarte and Mr. Abrams.

Cincinnati Wins Prize
Upon

his return from Universal City,
President Carl Laemmle of LT niver=al''
has announced that in the exchangemen's contest for gross business oni
prior
to
released
Bluebird
subjects
March 10. for the month ending April]
10, that the Cincinnati exchange, under
1

the jurisdiction of Lou Baum, had es-j
tablished a record for business of the]
former program features. Universal ex-l
changes are being iudged according toj
new business contracted for during!
thirty-day periods.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Select

Managers Atte nding

—

New

York Convention

First Row
Henry Siegel, New York; Fred C. Aiken, Chicago; A. H. McLaughlin, Kansas City; Charles
R. Rogers, Boston; John C. Ragland, St. Louis; Max Milder, Philadelphia.
Second Row V. P. Whitaker, Washington; Sam E. Morris, Cleveland; James O. Kent, Detroit; Leo F.
Levison, Pittsburgh; Sherman S. Webster, Buffalo.
Third
Harry H. Hicks. Cincinnati; Albert W. Eden, Seattle; Harry E. Lotz, Denver; Charles W.
Taylor, Omaha; Bernard E. Loper, Los Angeles.
Fourth
Harry A. Ratturer, Minneapolis; Harry L. Knapper, San Francisco; H. Gifford Till,
New Orleans; Claude C. Ezell, Dallas; T. O. Tuttle, Atlanta.

—

Row—

Row—
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THREE SCENES FROM "FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE"

Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter and a typical

De

Mille ea.st appear in this exceptional story of dramatic strength and originalitv.

(Art craft.)

Virtuous

At

Men" Opens This Week

Tom

New Bennison

Moore's Rialto Theatre

Picture
Will Be Issued May 11

Louis Bennison has just completed
newest Betzwood production, "The
Road Called Straight," a fast moving,
full of action drama of the plains, which
presents the star as a son ot the West.

his

Million Dollar Playhouse Showing Ralph Ince
Feature to Big Crowds Public Receives
Feature Enthusiastically.

—

"Virtuous Men," the Ralph Ince attracproduced by Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin with E. K. Lincoln as the
star, opened a run, Sunday, at the Rialto
Theatre in Washington, the million dollar
playhouse owned by Tom Moore, president
of the Moore Features Corporation and a
tion

franchise holder in the First National

Ex-

hibitors' Circuit.

Following the showing of "Virtuous
Men" at the Fulton Theatre on Sunday
evening, April 6, Mr. Moore immediately
wired a request to give its inaugural public presentation.
He arranged for a run

S-L Picture

April

in his

new

million dol-

Theatre, commencing Sunday.

lar Rialto
20.

An

extraordinary lobby display was arranged comprising among other things
the original oil paintings of E. K. Lincoln and scenes from the play by Clarence F. Underwood, R. G. Morgan, Gustav Michelson and others. Several notables of

Washington public

the premiere of 'Virtuous

life

were

Men"

Rialto Theatre April 20, and Mr.
believes

a

record-breaking

at

Men"

will

the

Moore

attendance

have the honor

of being the first independent production
to have its inaugural presentation in the
United States at the million dollar theaMr. Moore's
tre at Washington, and
selection of this production indicates its
calibre and production.

Comedy

Possesses
"Virtuous

Men"

vein of comedy.

Relief

possesses an unusual
picture, which con-

The

situations with a delightful understandIn addition to
ing of comedy values.
these various scenes of a lighter nature,
many laughs are gained for the production through the use of effective comedy
subtitles written in a style calculated to
appeal to the movie going public.
'The situation which affords much
in "Virtuous Men" embraces
between E. K. Lincoln as Bob
Stokes and Danny Hayes, in the character
Following the quellof "Hick" Hogan.
ing of a strike by Lincoln. Hogan ap-

Louis

Bennison's first
"Oh, Johnny!"

Bennison

has

it

Is

The
comedy

of

a

11.

C. F. Zittel, Jr., Dies
From Tonsil Infection
only son of the widely
editor of The Evening
Journal and head of the Internationa!
Film Service and himself one of the most
C. F. Zittel, Jr.,

known dramatic

Tuesday

New

best loved
at the

York.

home

bbys

in

town,

of his parents

He was

barely ninescarcely two weeks.
Tonsilitis developed an infection, the
poison from which distributed itself
throughout the system.
Blood transfusion was resorted to, after specialists
gave the boy up, but without avail.

in

teen and had been

Welcome Innovation

introduction

Churchill. Jane
It will

Adler and John Daly Murphy.
be published by Goldwyn, May

popular and

to fight like Hell to get it."

beautiful and talented
distinguished herof worth-while screen

Henry Mortimer, Burton

died

had

starring

in

in
scores
productions.
Others in his support are

self

a scene

I

As

Ormi Hawley, who

amusement

pears with a black eye. Stokes to Hoean
—
you the black eye?" Ho"Who gave —
to me,
san to Stokes "Nobody gave

screen

his previous Betzwood successes, the star had
a hand in assembling a cast for the
new picture. As his leading woman

vehicle,

ill

Carlos E. Moore

at

will follow the presentation.

"Virtuous

intensifying its melodramatic appeal.
In the character of "Hick" Hogan,

time

Danny Hayes handles many humorous

Pleased at Premier

of the

tains innumerable punches and spectacular scenes, has many lighter moments.
Telling a story of great melodramatic
strength, the tension of these various
big situations is well balanced by a
strong vein of humor. This comedy relief has been introduced throughout the
story in such a way as to enhance the
value of the entertainment at the same

"The Road Called Straight" is the
work of Wilson Bayley, also author of

distinctive

Weds

Men"

Carlos E. Moore, manager of the Pitts-

marks the first time that a feature of this
magnitude and melodramatic strength
has been afforded a comedy relief. The
result adds greatly to the general enter-

burgh branch of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, was married in New York
City on April 10th, to Miss Sadie Bain
of New York.
Miss Bain is an artist

taining qualities of the entire production

of note in

element

in

"Virtuous

and marks a radical departure from the
general treatment usually accorded a
dramatic storv.

screen work.

Unit Program Complete

NEW YORK.— Director
has just completed the

Buys Michigan Rights
W.

S.

Butterfield of Battle Creek has

purchased

Michigan

Birth of a Race."
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rights

to

"The

apfel

Program
two

first

pictures.

Wally Van)
of the Roth-

A

six-reel

comedies and a
one-reel musical picturization. Mr. Vati
expects to start on the second program
wit bin two weeks.
drama,

one-reel

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
should take a sympathetic view of their
problem. One of the leading officials of

The Export

the British Chamber of Commerce recently said that owing to the gravity of
the transition period, it was necessary
for the time being to tread on the toes
of their friends. But seVing that they
were friends, he hoped that this would
be tolerated."

Field

Foreign Trade Information
REMOVAL OF RESTRICTIONS
ON IMPORTATIONS INTO
THE LEEWARD ISLANDS
The War Trade Board announce,

for

information, of exporters in the
United States, that they have been informed that the prohibitions against imLeeward
British
portation
into
the
Islands have been removed and that all
commodities may now be imported into
such territory without restriction.
the

RESUMPTION OF TRADE WITH
LATVIA AND LITHUANIA
Acting concurrently with the competent authorities of the other Associated
Governments, the War Trade Board announce that all persons in the United
States are authorized, on and after April
14, 1919. subject to the rules and regulations of the War Trade Board, to trade
and communicate freely with persons residing in Latvia and Lithuania.
In accordance with this authorization,
applications will now be considered for
licenses to export or import all commodconsignees or from consignors
in Latvia and Lithuania.
The procedure for the exportation of
commodities to Latvia and Lithuania is,

ities

to

in all cases, as follows:

Exporters should apply for licenses
Bureau of Exports, Washington,
D. C, or any Branch Office thereof, using
Form X-A.
contained
Commodities
in
the
2.
"Free List" for the Northern Neutral
1.

to the

W.T.B.R.

issued
648,
be exported freely
without the necessity of obtaining import certificates ("648" specifies cine-

countries

March

15,

(see
1919),

may

matographic
3.

The

films).
details of

import certifiLondon for shipments to

cates issued in

all

Latvia and Lithuania will be transmitted
by the American representative on the
Allied Blockade Committee to the War
Trade Board, Washington, D. C, where
the same will be used to verify the applications that
sideration.

are

presented

con-

for

EXPORTATION^ TO POLAND

.

The War Trade Board announce, supplementing W.T.B.R. 675, issued April 1,
1919, in regard to the resumption of
trade with Poland, that all shipments
made to Poland via Danzig should be
consigned to the order of the "Relief Administration, Danzig," for the account of
the actual Polish importer as subcon-

It is openly hinted that when
censored that the facts leak out
and that English firms are taking advantage of the compaigns and methods devised by American firms for doing business in neutral countries.
Complaints
are heard from every quarter that letters
is

from neutral countries take fom six to
eight weeks to reach the United States
and vice-versa. There is a feeling existent that Great Britain is doing everything in her power to deflect the trade

from America

to her own market, and if
one of the reasons for the
unusual and unnecessary delays on British censored mail is for the reason of
giving British concerns the first crack
at the market. If these unnecessary deis

said that

lays in the mail continue the

American

manufacturers will find themselves very
far behind in meeting European obligations, and doing business with little or
any profits. The cable service has come
in for an unusual amount of criticism,
and it is said that cables destined to
neutral countries are held up so long
that they are useless when they reach
their destination.

There would seem

to

be no reason why American manufacturers should not be given a square deal
on film export, except for the fact that
it
has been learned that Great Britain
and France have gone picture mad, and
that corporations are being formed both
in England and France by the score for
the filming of motion pictures.
The
wide-awake foreign picture producers
are employing American directors and
American stars for their productions

abroad, as they realize that otherwise
they cannot compete with the made-inAmerica brand. Many Englishmen and
Frenchmen are in this country at the
present time, investing capital in American companies for production abroad,

all

shipping documents

in

possession.

BRITISH CENSORSHIP

ON

AMERICAN MAIL
It

is

Jack

London

United States and Canada, for the entire
series

of six

Augustus Thomas feature
first of which is "As a

photoplays, the
Man Thinks."

"A House Divided," a J. Stuart Blackton
production, the foreign rights of which
have been sold by the Film Market Corporation to Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc.,
except Canada, which went to Frank G.
Hall of the Independent Sales Corporation.

The Epoch Production
dles

Co.,

which han-

"The Birth of a Nation," reports

having sold this picture for Portugal
and Spain to Salm, Ltd., of Lisbon,
Spain.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
the sale
dinavia.

of

"Bordy Region"

for

reports

Scan-

"The Masked Rider," produced by
William Steiner, is fifteen episodes at
San Antonio, Texas, with Paul Panser,
Ruth Stonehouse and Harry Meyers
playing the leads. The first ten episodes
have been completed. The United States
and Canadian rights are being handled
by the Arrow Film Co., and the foreign
rights by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Alpha Pictures, Inc., have sold the entire
foreign rights of "Reclaimed" to
the Mayfair Picture Corporation.
The British-American Pictures Finance
Corporation have secured the world
rights to H. M. Warner's latest production, "The Other Man's Wife."

James Beecroft.

BARGO ON

SEPT.

1

Official declares it necessary to step
on friends' toes during transition period.

reported that British censorship
on American mail is causing untold hardship to the film exporters in the United

consignee

on

BRITAIN TO MODIFY EM-

is
to be held in Chicago.
"American
firms which have large organizations in
England," said Mr. Kennedy, "are holding on the best they can. In view of the
special conditions at this time, the British feel that their position should be
understood in America, and that we

rival of the shipment the Relief Administration will, as promptly as possible,
forward the same to Poland, and will
indorse, over and forward to the Polish

rights

stories, which are to be produced by C.
E. Shurtleff, Inc., will be handled by J.
Frank Brockliss, Inc.
J. Frank Brockliss, Inc. have closed
a contract for world's rights, except the

the trade.

its

Duplicate shipping documents
should be forwarded to the Relief Administration at Danzig. Upon the ar-

foreign

All

and it is said that capital in England
can be had for the asking to promote
pictures, all of which would seem to
indicate that there will be an over-production of pictures,
both here and
abroad, and a consequent stagnation of

It has been learned from Washington,
under date of April 16, that the British
embargo policy, which has fallen heavily
on American firms, will come up for review and consideration of modifications
by British authorities Sept. 1. The Government has been informed by Philip P.
Kennedy, commercial attache to the
American Embassy in London who has
arrived in this country to attend the
National Foreign Trade Council, which

signec.

EXPORT NOTES

States.

mail
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
THE
Lowly beginning
film

serial

demanding

is

From

attention.

"BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL"

a

weathered the
which
and
super-leatures
caused many
features
storm ot
the country to ignore' it and
of the biggest exhibitors
reached a place of sueii importance tiiat the most exalted
a

few years ago

it lias

m

must now accord
Tlie people

serious consideration.

it

want

this

form of amusement.
running of a serial

itoriai reports following the

"THE HOMEBREAKEB"

Exhibno

leave

sat-

Oood work

by the star and

Edwin Stevens

are its best

points.

sufficient.

hail, the producers lag behind. They are still making serials ol tne •"uime novel type of ncaon which char-

"CHARGE

IT

TO

ME*' (American)

is

UNKNOWN

"THE
LOVE" (Pathe) seems to
have been made for a public at the white heat of patriotism. It is lamentable that it was not published at an
earlier date. Dolores Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln perform well their slight roles, but the bulk of the picture
deals with battlefield and camp activities, of which the
public has had about enough.
Jt must be expertly presented to gain notable success.

quite the

A

best thing Margarita Fisher has done in some time.
comedy ox errors, it affords tne star and sucfl ac L ors as
Emory Johnson, August Phillips and Bull Montana excellent opportunities, of

very satisfactory

whicn tney taKe

program

lull

advantage.

feature.

"THE CRY OF THE WEAK"

(Pathe) presents
an intensely human story
of real life that will create a profound impression upon
Real suspense is generated in the unfoldits spectators.
ing of the play and excellent acting by all concerned
lends it unusual realism.

Fannie Ward at her

best.

It is

"THE COURAGEOUS COWARD"

JUNGLE

TRAIL" (Fox) with William
a characteristic role maintains the standard
of his past productions.
The play is pretentious and
well done.
Famum fans particularly, and in lesser
degree the general public, wifl no doubt take to it kindly.
•'THE
Farnum in

acterized the hrst features. Attempts to better the quallint there can be no denial ol the
ity have been few.
value of a serial featuring big stars in a big story.

"THE UNPARDONABLE SIN"

(Exhibitors

value.

hign order. Faithful representation of Chinatown's underworld is the background for
A line example of screen
a story that rings true.

bines romantic settings

drama.

of play

"THE ISLAND OF INTRIGUE"

less a film creation of a

"THE FOLLIES GIRL"

(Harry Garson

Productions) has no superior among the big war pictures
of the day. Blanche Sweet, with the aid of Matt Moore
and a remarkable cast, has given life to Rupert Hughes'
widely read novel. Big in every way, and masterful,
there can be no question of its sales or entertainment

Mutual) cannot be said to eclipse the former work of
Sessue Hayakawa and his gifted wife, but is none the

many

(Paramount) may

ardent admirers of Dorothy Dalton, but will not
enthuse a neutral audience. Beginning well, it deteriorates ndo stereotyped and unconvincing piccure drama.
isfy

room for doubt on that point. Tne psychology of the
demand is complicated, too complicated 10 ue gone into
in this space, but the fact that such a demand exists is

A

(Select) should
unqualified success.
It is timely.
It is well
done. There are unlimited opportunities for exploitation
and for artful presentation, if due attention is given
to both of these angles the exhibitor should be able to
market the picture to great profit.
register

lent advantage.

A

ease.

(Triangle) surprises in

May

(Metro) com-

and a romantic story

Allison

is

at

home

to excel-

in this style

and has never appeared more thoroughly at
good program feature and all that that im-

plies.

It is not the dazzling portrayal of things
which the title and the mention of Olive

ways.

good
told and entertaining little story of family life.
program feature with a surprise ending that will clinch

"THE PRICE OF PEACE" (Committee on PubInformation, through Pathe) was made to sell Victory Liberty bonds and contains some of the best war
stuff ever photographed. A powerful argument to pre-

its success.

sent to prospective

theatrical
Thomas as the star

might lead one

to expect, but a well

lic

A

"EYES OF THE SOUL"

(Artcraft)

-THE PEST"

picturizes

(Goldwyn) contains a Mabel Norreminiscent of "Sis Hopkins" and "Mickey" and
a story of genuine interest. If the success of the two
last named features is any indication, the present publication should be warmly received.

without loss of effect George Weston's remarkable story.
Elsie F'erguson and support fit the requirements of the
book version to a nicety. It is a picture that will not
only please but enthuse.

mand

—

"THE END OF THE ROAD" (Public Health
Films) is at once a powerful preachment and an absorbing photoplay. Clinical drama, in that it deals in bald
terms with the more important aspects of the social evil,
it is best fitted for exhibition to selected audiences, but
Richard Bennett
it has been finely made in every way.
is

bond purchasers.

"BLACKIE'S REDEMPTION"
closely in the footsteps of the previous

productions and Bert Lytell

is

(Metro) follows
"Boston Blackie"

his usual satisfying self

an altogether desirable feature. The stories created
something of a furore as they appeared in the Red BoolMagazine, a point which the wise exhibitor will not
in

the featured player.

overlook in his advertising.
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REVIEWS
CHARGE IT TO ME
Five

comedy-drama;

part

American

Pathe
Directed by R. William Neill.
Published May 4.
OPINION: This is quite the best
thing Margarita Fisher has done in some
time. It is a comedy of errors, in which
a young wife unwittingly attracts a host
of admirers to her home, and is there
discovered with the eldest of the suitors

She tries
and complications follow that furnish ample maMiss
terial for the five-reel comedy.
Fisher has a congenial vehicle, and
makes the most of the role of the
Emory
young and resourceful wife.
Johnson, as the husband, is acceptable;
August Phillips has the villain's role and
in her boudoir by her husband.
to palm him off as her father,

Bull Montana as a thief, furnishes a
character bit that outshines the work ot
the others.
The piece is lavishly mounted, as is
the American Film Company's wont, and
it should fill the bill as a program offer-

ing very nicely.

SYNOPSIS:

by
her society friends that she should have
an allowance from her husband, as well
.as the privilege of charging everything
she wants. The approaching birthday of
Elmer, her husband, forces her to find

way

Minnie Davis

told

is

him

a present without his
She, therefore, takes her
"knowing it.
automobile and in a short while has
•earned enough to buy the material for a
smoking jacket. Her various fares, however, have become interested in her and
•each presents himself at the house with
a smoking jacket. Elmer discovers her
following a fitting of the new coat, in
her bedroom with an elderly man. She
Complications
tells him it is her father.
ensue when others arrive, and she tries
thief is discovered in the
to explain.
house, and detectives force her to confess the whole affair to her husband.
a

to get

attorney,

trict

Margarita Fisher in

get

into

the background for a large part of the
action, and it is reproduced with telling
realism.
The Japanese character, always interesting, is portrayed in studied
exactness to good effect.
It may not
be the star's best vehicle, but it is a
mighty fine picture.

frequent argu-

ments over the chess board upon the
Dexter mainsubject of criminology.
tains that "once a criminal, always a
but the judge believes there
to be found in the worst
Mrs. Dexter champions the
The judge is atcause also.

criminal,"
is

some good

of us.
judge's
tacked in his home and shot, and
while the police are trying to find the
culprit, a disheveled youth bursts in
upon Mrs. Dexter 'and begs her to hide
him. It is her brother "Buddy" and she,
panic-stricken, attempts to conceal him.
Her husband discovers the boy and
turns him over to the police, insisting
the law must take its course. The judge
recovers, Budd is exonerated when the
real criminal and his revolver are found
in the bushes and the story ends with
Dexter confessing that perhaps there is
something to his wife's and the judge's
theories after all.

Sessue

Hayakawa

SYNOPSIS:
in

his

Chinatown and wins

Hayakawa's latest publication by the
most critical is that it does not surpass

of

He has made
of his former efforts.
better pictures. But it remains true that
the present one is a high class piece of
work.
A little less dwelling upon de-

all

a

disappointed. Rei finally consents to
elope with Tom, believing Suki lost to
her.
A murder is committed and Suki
prosecutes a suspect almost to the point
of conviction when Tom confesses his
guilt.
When Suki refuses to go on with
the case he is branded a coward and
disgraced.
Only Rei still believes in
him. At length Tom confesses and prepares to stand trial for the murder, his
confession clearing Suki and leaving him

centration upon the big points of the
play would have added to the impressiveness of the whole.
But the sterling

Tsuru

Aoki, is about the best that they have
ever done.
Chinatown's underworld is

marry

Rei.

Thomas

in

free to

Olive

THE FOLLIES GIRL
Five-part comedy drama; Triangle.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Published April 27.

OPINION: A

velopmental detail and consequent con-

his wife,

Rei,

is

in

Hayakawa and

country.

of

in

Tom

Five Part Drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by William Worthington.
Published in April.
OPINION : The worst that can be said

of

born and educated
worships the customs

Suki,,

still

native, arrives
his heart.
He
goes to college to finis*h his law studies,
leaving Rei to await his return. But Rei
is led to believe that she should become
Americanized to please him on his return, so she learns the ways of the cabarets in the company of
Kirby,
son of the ward boss. Suki returns and

THE COURAGEOUS COWARD

work

America,

rection

dent

is

certain

timidity of di-

and paucity of actionable incilargely made up for by a story
simple, straightforward and out

that is
of the usual groove.
The title may be
a bit misleading if it is taken as promise
of anything similar to the Follies type

A

Ward

Fannie

in

THE CRY OF THE WEAK
Five-part drama; Pathe Extra Selected.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.

May 4.
OPINION: Ouida

Published

Bergere's

power-

ful story makes one of the best veThis
hicles Fannie Ward has ever had.
vibrant drama, in which a weak and
cowardly youth is accused of shooting a

judge,

is

remarkable

in several

respects.

For

fully two-thirds of the picture the
interest centers upon the efforts of a
district attorney's wife to hide her way-

ward brother in her own home, while
the police and her husband conduct a
Here
diligent search for the criminal.
is real acting by a very competent company of players and Miss Ward's work
throughout holds by its very brilliancy.
She runs the gamut of human emotions
and is ably assisted in putting over the
strong scenes by Paul Willis, who plays
It is an
the part of Budd, her brother.
intensely human story of real life that
will create a profound impression upon
its spectators.

SYNOPSIS:
and

his

young

Old
friend

Creighton
Dexter, the dis-

Judge

SeHMiie

Hnynkuwn mid

ft'nlure,

Tniiih

\<>kl

lil-

"The Courageous Coward,"
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«ift\ In n serin- from
diNtrlliutod by Exhibitors

talented
belnii

tin-

HlWortb

Mutual

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
of performance.
There is nothing bizarre about ft.
But it a lucid narration
ot a human little story is desired the
picture supplies that in good quality.
Miss Thomas has had better roles, roles
better suited to her type and manner,
but in this play the uniformly high gradesupport is a great strengthening force.
All things considered, a good, reliable

program

feature.

SYNOPSIS:

Edward Woodruff, aged

captialist, has disinherited his grandson,
his natural heir, upon his marriage to

an unknown young lady.
A granddaughter whom he has never seen
weighs equally heavy upon his mind as
he contemplates death.
Lesser relatives, feeling sure they will be mentioned in the will, are in constant attendance during his last moments. To
give him final peace, they permit the
family lawyer to bring to him him a
young lady who poses as his granddaughter. Under her cheering influence
he gets well.
She stays on. And the
grandson is finally permitted to return.
A most scandalous affair develops between the girl and the grandson, culminating in a bed-room expose by their
relatives.
Here they present their infant son and announce their true relations, the girl being the wife of the
supposedly erring grandson.
Happy
ending.

Elsie

Ferguson

in

baby and Larry

is

reconciled to the loss
sees through the

sight, for he
"eyes of his soul."

of

his

Richard Bennett

in

THE END OF THE ROAD
Five-part drama; Public Health Films.
Produced by the Committee on Training Camp Activities.
Published by Public Health Films.

OPINION: A

film

:

George Weston's

cellent
cast and
value.
selected
in the spirit that

A

Five Part Drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Emile Chautard.
Published April 20.
OPINION None of the dramatic posof

—

preachment against

prudery and ignorance in matters of
sex, produced with the educational aim
always in mind, this picture has the
added value of good production, an ex-

EYES OF THE SOUL

sibilities

Clever photography gives an added
touch ot perlection to the production.
It will not only satisfy
it will enthuse.
SYNOPSIS : Gloria Swann, a dancer,
an automobile with her
is * riding
in
wealthy admirer, Judge Malvin, when
the car narrowly misses running over
a wheel-chair containing Larry Gibson,
a Canadian veteran blinded by gas.
Pity causes Gloria to leave the automobile to wheel Larry home. It brings
her back frequently to cheer him and
in time is supplanted by love.
Gibson
protests in vain that she is ruining her
life.
Gloria sings a song of Larry's composition at the cabaret and its popularity
instantaneous.
is
It results
in Larry
securing a contract »for the publication
of all of his compositions.
The marriage of the dancer and blind veteran
follows.
A year later, there comes a

remark-

ably touching story has been lost in its
picfurization.
It is an excellent piece
Elsie Ferguson has a part
of work.
which calls for an effort such as is seldom demanded on the screen and plays
well.
Wyndham Standit wonderfully
ing, taking the part of a Canadian veteran, blinded by gas, and G Backus as
Judge Malvin, the two other central figures in the story, support her capably.

commendable

story
audience, viewing it
was undoubtedly the

producers' in making it, will find it a
meritorious composition.
It advocates

enlightenment of youth and the
spreading of the truth about social probThere can be no question as to
lems.
It is hardly probable,
its moral value.
however, that the general public, or
that portion of it which is to be found
in the average picture theatre, is as yet
educated to the point where it can accept such screen literature as it is ofThere are in it scenes to which,
fered.
the

though perfectly warranted by the purpose for which they are inserted, are
If,
a bit strong for general exhibition.
however, the audience is a thinking one,
free from prudery and false modesty,
the play has a real value. Claire Adams

Joyce Fair are actresses whose
ability should win them a high place.
SYNOPSIS: Mary Lee, at the age
of seven, is told the truth about life by
Vera Wagner, her playher mother.
mate, is deceived by her parents in the
approved manner. At graduation time
Mary Lee is sought in marriage by Paul
Horton, but she puts him off to study
Vera's mother sends her to
nursing.
New York to work, with instructions to
make a money marriage. Mary goes to
New York to work in a hosnital and
becomes acquainted with Dr. Bell. wh'<<

and

falls

in

love

Vera from

a

with

her.

They rescue

drunken companion on one

but are unable to. keep* hqr
from accepting the unlawful love of the
occasion,

-

i:i,sii:

KKIMH SON

what it will or will not mean to his
audience.
The play is a study of the
basic principles of Bolshevism and their
working out when put into practice under ideally favorable conditions.
The
failure of the Bolshevist recipe for perfect happiness is logically causated and
convincing.
A love story that runs
through it is at no time in itself exciting or uncertain as to outcome, but
forms a suitable core about which the
rest of the action revolves.
Acceptable
portrayal of freak roles is general. The
leads are all capable. Elaborate settings
and excellent photography present the
story in pleasing dress.
The first part
of the production may be treated almost
as a comedy, but when the action suddenly tightens up in about the fourth
reel there is an excellent opportunity
to work up suspense by the use of suitable music, and the finish allows great
scope for the employment of a patriotic
finale.
The preachment value is great.
With anything like judicious presentation the play should score an unqualified success.

SYNOPSIS:

Herman Wolff, Socialist
advocates an island community
out the principles of socialism.
Norman Worth, wealthy son of a capitalist,
becomes enthused and finances
the venture. He falls in love with Barbara Bozenta, a conscientious worker
for good.
On the island he is elected
leader, but finds his following of sevWolff
eral hundred unwilling to work.
leads a conspiracy to throw him out of
power and assumes leadership, immediMarately establishing Bolshevik rule.
riage as an institution is done away with
and license rules. At last he divorces
his wife and attempts to take Barbara
Norman escapes and resfor his own.
cues her just before his father's boatload of marines arrives to arrest the
Wolff is taken in custody and
party.
Barbara marries Norman.

leader,
to try

Dorothy Dalton

THE HOMEBREAKER

there are some surprisingly good
of humor in it which compel the
softening of criticism. Dalton fans posstill,

bits

sibly will be satisfied.

46

Miss Dalton and

Edwin Stevens make the most of the
situations offered them by the scenario.
Frank Leigh and Beverly Travis, the
and villianess, are too villainous
for comedy and not villainous enough

villain

for drama.

disgraceful proposition to Mary Lee,
she now accepts Dr. Bell's proNumerous sub-plots
nosal of marriage.
involving other characters add greatly
to the body of the whole.

in

Five Part Comedy-Drama; Paramount.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Published April 30.
OPINION: Starting out like a winner,
but rapidly deteriorating into a combination of well-worn comedy and amateurish drama, Dorothy Dalton's latest
And
photoplay is a disappointment.

exhibitor

and

is of no use to
disEvery exhibitor knows

It

titie.

When

a

•hlnea an (lie N«»ir of "IOjcn of
the Soul," mi /Vrli-raft picture.

OPINION:
cuss the

same

wealthy voung rnfhi later on.
she develops a. loathsome disease they see "that she receives proper
Dr. Belf and Mary Lee go t;o
rare.
Paul
France in the medical service.
Horton. a little while before, has made

Who

BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL
Six-part drama; Select.
Directed by iiarley Knoles.
published as a Special.

program

it

In the language of a kindly
would be termed "just a fair

picture."

SYNOPSIS: Mary

Maryvurv,

a travel-

ing saleswoman for Abbott & Son and
incidentally fiancee of Raymond Abbott,
the son, returns from a trip to find that
Raymond and his sister, Lois, are
spending afternoons and evenings with
Fernando Poyntier. a psuedo Russian-

nobleman, and

his

supposed

sister.

With

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
a picture he sends, necessarily that of
another, since his own face is in bandages. When he is dangerously wounded
he writes to her and she determines to
go to him. Jack permits her to cross
on his boat. At sea they meet a submarine and he is killed, though the vessel escapes.
In France, Doris learns of
the photograph substitution, but finds
she loves Townsend none the less. They
return to America, the armistice is
signed, and they are married.

Blanche Sweet

in

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN
Eight part drama; Harry Garson Productions.

Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Published as a special.

OPINION
it

ran

in

Rupert Hughes'

:

serial,

as

Red Book, aroused much

the

comment and enjoyed a wide reading.
If the picture may be considered an authentic

duplicate

no cause

But

sets used in

"The Jungle

which William Farnnm stars

Trail," in

(Fox)
the assistance of Jones Abbott, father of
Raymond and Lois, she decides to bring
them t o their senses.
Consequently,
she speeds up a bit with Jones as her companion.
About the time she has worried Raymond into thinking she is going
to

marry

his father, Poyntier
sister rob the house.

and his

The plot
further complicated by Poyntier attempting to "double cross" his confederate and elope with Lois. Mary stumbles onto the truth of the matter while
taking a yacht trip with the elder
Abbott. The arrest of the crooks folsupposed

is

lows

and

Mary wins Raymond back

again.

Five Part Drama; Fox.
Directed by Richard Stanton.
Published April 20.

ported death and

Mary engaged

to

Gar-

He wreaks

son.

the

latter

due vengeance upon
and marries Mary.

Dolores Cassinelli in

OPINION

Considerable expense has been gone to
furnishing the lavish settings called

in

by the script. It is not
win many new admirers
will

those already numhis following and deliver

satisfaction

regulation

a play that
to the star,

please

among

program

Farnum

SYNOPSIS:

to the

neutral.
publication.

A

Because he has no forRobert Morgan is refused Mary
Lamar's hand by her money-worshiping mother, who prefers Philip Garson,
wealthy but unprincipled. Grasping the
situation, the latter persuades Morgan
to go to Africa in search of a jungle
tune,

to a notribe where Wanada, a
falls in love with him and

native girl,
aids him to escape.
Returning home
with a fortune derived from the sale of
jewels stolen from the temple, he finds
his mother dead as a result of his re-

Because the play deals at
battlefields and overseas
camp activities and is supposed to transpire during the actual period of supreme
struggle there may be some difficulty
in presenting it in a manner that will
overcome the present opposition to war
pictures.
But presentation calculated to
put the audience in the properly patriotic
frame of mind will, in a measure, overcome this fault. Nothing more beautilength

OPINION: Though composed of the
incidents and plot factors typical of the
"animal picture" of olden days, excellent
production and careful direction
give the play the stamp of modernity.
The use of lions, tigers and half-clad
African natives may not be an unwelcome sight after the long departure from
the style. Of course the story is a fanciful and not wholly creditable affair, but
it supplies Farnum with another revenge
motive and affords ample opportunity
for the display of his physical prowess.
Anna Luther and Anna Lehr are the
most notable members of the support.
They please with their impersonations.

but it
bered

Morgan escapes

but

Six-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by Leonce Perret.
Published April 27.

in

THE JUNGLE TRAIL

for

tempt,

madic Egyptian

THE UNKNOWN LOVE

William Farnum

will

monarch whose pelt will bring a fortune,
sending along two natives whom he instructs to kill Morgan.
This they at-

:

with

ful
than the
wealthy social

first
life

which depicts
America, has been

reel,
in

If that which follows is less attractive optically, it is at least convincing and of general interest.
There is
not a great deal of story, and that which
there is might have been told in better
•equence, but E. K. Lincoln and Dolores Cassinelli carry their at no time
burdensome roles well. Evidently made
for a public at the white heat of patriotism, it is lamentable that it did not make
its appearance before cessation of hos-

done.

tilities.

the

story

It

is

a

there

war

It

it

attains

Blanche Sweet and Mat Moore perform
But no review would be complete without mention of the work of Wesley Barry and
Bobby Connelly, two youngsters whose
performances alone are worth advanced
admission prices.
SYNOPSIS: Noll Winsor, medical
instructor, finds Dimmy Parcot in a faint
the leading roles perfectly.

upon the street, takes her to his home
and learns that she is bound for Belgium
in search of her mother and sister, victims of Hun outrages. Noll, going over
with the Committee for the Relief of
Belgium, applies for passports at the

same time. When Dimmy is refused
passports because she is single they
agree to be married in name only to
facilitate matters. In Belgium they meet
Col. Klem, the German officer who has
outraged Dimmy's sister, Alice, and who
mistakes Dimmy for his victim. Undergoing many insults and affronts they
finally find Alice and her mother, secure
passports for them and start for the
Holland border.
But Col. Kle,m lures
Dimmy to his quarters and attacks her.
Noll arrives in time to rescue her. and
Eventual
a race for the border ensues.
escape and happiness follow.
4

'Ginger" for World

World

Pictures announces a

live-reel

feature with Garreth Hughes, Violet

SYNOPSIS:

Jack Toms, naval captain, proposes repeatedly to Doris Parker, wealthy society girl, but finds his
love unreciprocated.
At a house party
where the other young women receive
letters from their sweethearts overseas,
Doris obtains the name of Harry Townsend, a soldier to whom no one writes.
She writes to him and falls in love with
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is

pic-

pretends to be nothing else.
such a high standard of
excellence in point of story, production
and acting that there need be no fear
of unpopularity because of this fact.
For extended runs it is particularly well
suited, a play that will compel comment
and comment of the favorable variety.
Germany's mistreatment of women and
children is the unpardonable sin, and the
Hun atrocities pictured, though handled
in a manner to avoid all offensiveness,
should sell more Victory bonds than any
mere argument of words that could be
advanced.
Besides which there is entertainment value of the highest order.
ture.

One of the magnificent

of

wonder.

for

mer and Paul Everton
May.
The picture is

1

'a

1

as the stars, for

called "Ginger,"
described as a story of love and
adventure.
Paule Everton is no new-

and

is

comer
screen

in

Before he became a
he was prominent in the

pictures.

actor

legitimate theatre.
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May

Allison in

THE ISLAND OF INTRIGUE
Five Part Drama; Metro.
Directed by Henry Otto.
Published April 7.
OPINION : Some two or three years
ago Metro published "The River of Romance" with May Allison and Harold
Lockwood as the featured players. It
was a great factor in the later success
The present play is
of both stars.
strongly reminiscent of it in style
though in no sense a re-hash. There is
a certain mystery surrounding the action most of the way that upholds suspense to the point where the plot be-

comes

clear, after which the incidents
interesting- in
themsufficiently
selves.
May Allison is at all times the
center of the play, no other player scor-

are

ing individually, but the cast is uniform
Exceptionally striking
and satisfying.
photoplay of beautiful but never artificial background is a point in the production's

favor.

It

clean,

is

more or

A

less thrilling, and of popular appeal.
fine example of program quality.

SYNOPSIS

:

Maida Waring, daughter

of a millionaire, goes on a yachting trip
with a woman whom she believes an old
The woman and
friend of the family.
her family are really a band of kidnappers who take her to a lonely island
Upon the
and hold her for ransom.
island she meets Gilbert Spear, a disinterested young man who is camping
For a time she is in ignorance
there.
of the deception, but the gang despairs
of collecting the ransom and tries to
force her to write her father an implorShe refuses and escapes to
ing letter.

camp, only to find Spear has
been bound by the gang and left as helpThey get to the yacht and try to
less.
get away, but the gang pursues in a
motor boat and takes them prisoners
again. At this point her father appears
in a revenue cutter, the gang is captured
and Maida is free to accept Spear's devotion, which promises to end in the
usual way.
Spear's

Dramatic incident from "The Island of Intrigue," featuring May
spent. There is thought of cutting it to
two or three reels to facilitate exhibition, which may gain it a wider circulation,

but

it

the best in

is

its

class as

Five-part Liberty Loan Propaganda.
Compiled by the Committee on Public
Information.

Edited by Betty Howell.
Published through Pathe.

OPINION:

The

sustaining of inter-

straightaway
first glance
an order almost impossible of filling,
yet that is just what has been done in
est

throughout

"war
this

stuff"

five reels of

would seem

instance.

No

story

at

is

utilized

to

It is just a
hold the whole together.
compilation of scenes taken by the Red
Cross, the Marine Corps, the various
other organizations similarly placed in

a

position

to

get

the

material at

first

and strung together in logical
manner. The cutting has been carefully
hand,

The result is continuous action,
does not tire. But the big value
lies in the unquestionable authenticity of
The fighting is real fighting, with
it all.
real trenches, real charges and real dead
men. Belleau Wood and Chateau Thierry
are photographed while the action that
done.
that

transpired there is at its height. QuenRoosevelt leads a wedge of twentyfive planes against a German attack and
numerous machines are shot to the
ground. It is war as it is, without the
No
retouching of the artist's brush.
one who looks at it will regret the time
tin

the

dramatic

ele-

BLACKIE'S REDEMPTION
in

Five-part drama; Metro.
Directed by John Ince.
Published April 14.

THE PEST
Five-part comedy drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by W. Christy Cabanne.
Published April 20.

OPINION

:

ture of "Sis

given Mabel

OPINION:

A role that seems a mixHopkins" and "Mickey" is
Normand

in this,

her

lat-

and she gives it a porkeeping with those noteworthy

predecessors. It is the sort of thing that
she seems to do without the slightest
effort, and the sort of thing the public
most enjoys seeing her do. The story
is a
homely little affair involving the
petty conceits, prejudices and plottings
of a story-book rural community and
Alec B. Francis, John Bowers and
Charles
Girard occupy characteristic
roles naturally and effectively.
Goldwyn production standards prevail, and
there are none better. Altogether it is a

very satisfying

SYNOPSIS:

little

program

offering.

the girl-of-allwork about the Asher farm, operating
the ferry, doing the chores, a drudge
generally. At the big house on the same
Fisher entertains her
island Blanche
aristocratic friends at a house party, in
viting Jigs and loaning her a dress in
order that they may amuse themselves
The Ashers are infuriat her expense.
ated.
Gene Giles, Judge Fisher's secretary, is the only one who does not make
fun of her. As she leaves in a rage the
judge sees a ring upon her finger which
Jigs

is

his wife.
John Harland,
who is about to marry Rlanche, upbraids Ashers for allowing Jigs to reach

belonged

ment

Bert Lytell in

Mabel Normand

trayal in

Giles makes up
of the play.

ries

(Metro.)

it

stands.

est publication,

THE PRICE OF PEACE

Allison.

to

the big house and tells of stealing bonds
from the judge's safe and directing suspicion to Giles.
Jigs escapes,
proves Giles' innocent, is found to be
the real Blanche Fisher and finally mar-

How
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The

popularity

of

the

Boston Blackie stories in magazine form
and screen form thus far is a pretty
good guarantee of a sizable attendance

when

the title of the present publicadisplayed in front of your theatre.
That it should be so displayed, and
in big letters, goes almost without saying.
Bert Lytell is here the same attractive, convincing "Blackie" as before,
and he has here the valuable aid of
such actors as Henry Kolker, Joseph
Kilgour and Frank Currier, not to mention lesser lights of scarcely less ability.
The production is in the usual
Metro style and well directed by John
Ince.
typical
"Boston
Blackie"
story, there is little need to describe it.
Where the series is known, or elsewhere
for that matter, there should be little
question of the play's success.
SYNOPSIS: Boston Blackie, expert
crook, gains the promise of Mary Dawson's hand in marriage, resolves to go
straight and gives a little supper the
night before they are to be married and
leave for Honolulu.
Fred, the Count,
another crook, plants a string of pearls
on Blackie when police raid the place
and Blackie is sentenced to twenty years
in the penitentiary.
The warden persecutes him, but he finally escapes and
tion

is

A

.

goes with

Mary

to

a

northern lumber

search of Fred, the Count. The
warden trails him here, but allows him
to go free when Blackie does not take
advantage of an opportunity to kill him.
Blackie then catches Fred, the Count, in,
the act of robbing a lumber company,
fixes the guilt of both crimes upon him
and leaves for Honolulu with his bride

camp

in

ADVERTISING COPY THAT WILL BE READ
every

Practically
lished

is

pub-

picture

accompanied by a mass of

detailed information regarding every

angle of

conception and manu-

its

Here we show the steps by
which the copy is prepared for an
announcing
"Let's
ad,
Elope,"
Marguerite

facture, items that are all interest-

ing enough but entirely too bulky

days.

for use as advertising copy.

money on

the exhibitor

mass the
lights

them
them

who

salient

of general

points,
interest,

to suit his public
in the

best

It

is

picks from this

high

the

rewrites

and presents

manner

that gets

new

Clark's

which we are going

We

expect

one, so we'll have to confine ourself
to the facilities

see

picture

two
make some

The

to run for
to

the picture, so we're going

has in stock.

it

Let's

the salient points of the

list

production

Salient Points

:

to take a little time in designing our

1.

Marguerite

Marguerite has a lot of admirers
and we want everybody in town to
know that she is going to be at this

2.

It's a

3.

It is a farce

ad.

4.

is

the star.

Paramount

picture.

— comedy.

Fred Jackson, who has a cerwrote the play.

tain fame,

theatre.

The newspaper

real results.

Let's

what we can do with them.

plant

is

not a big

5. The stage play was called "The
Naughty Wife."
6. Our people liked "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch."

There are other points, but these
are sufficient.

Marguerite Clark

The

in
ManJuenteQartt

first,

of course,

is

The name
enough to draw

the

most

important.

of the

alone

a lot of her

is

Also,

friends.

a

it's

star

"Paramount

picture."

"LET'S ELOPE"

The

The

is probably next in imPeople are becoming partial to farce and comedy.
Fred Jackson became popular
first through his magazine contributions, so we'd better mention that.
It's not likely that the name of the
play will mean much to our small
town audience, so it will not be em-

Cabbage

phasized.

third

portance.

A Society Farce
by Fred Jackson

The

She Did and She Didn't.
She Loved

She Wanted

Him and She
to

Didn't Love Him.

Elope and She Didn't

Want

star of

"Mrs. Wiggs
of

to Elope.

What Did She Want?
Her Husband Knew.

Patch"

remind them of "Mrs.
Cabbage Patch."
Lets see if that is enough

We'll

Wiggs

PALACE THEATER

of the

Marguerite Clark
Star of "Mrs.

THURSDAY & FRIDAY

MATINEE & EVENING

Wiggs

of the

Cabbage

Patch"
in

"Let's Elope"

by

The placing of copy units in their logical order makes reading easy,
thumb nail cut, rules and standard type are the only requisites necessary
to the composition of an ad that will make itself read.
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Fred Jackson
Palace Theatre
Thursdav and Fridav.

1
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We'll
No. That's not enough.
read the story of the play and see

lapse of time to allow for setting up

what we can get from

as proof.)

that.

(Business of preparing copy and

There
That doesn't look so bad. We
might make a slight change or two,
but time is short and this is pretty
good as it stands.

(Business of reading synopsis.)

Ah

She didn't really want to
She was just trying to scare

!

elope.

husband, who was neglecting
And he was scared but didn't
her.
let her know it, trying instead to
help her elope and make her believe
he loved another woman. And he
her

made

come back

her

The

The

there

It tells all

And

is

DEAN
WHO HAS SET THE
FILM WORLD TALKING
See Her In

to catch the eye.

worth
idea

Over Night Sensation

PRISCILLA

form of the thing

general

ought

to him.

There's a possibility.

An

telling

it

is

to

about

that

tell

the

is

picture.

won't take them long to read

'

We

new.

can say,

"A

plot with a

it.

novel twist," "Sparklingly original,"

"Something New, Something Different." But that is all "old stuff."

How's this?
"Would you

elope

if

Catchy Novelty Used
For Houdini

advertising novelty that has caught
the fancy of the theatre-goer and has

urged you to?"

Old

Too

also.

stuff,

therefore been the

plainly

a

in

behalf of

the circumstances

appearance of Houdini,
"The Master Mystery," the super-serial produced by B. A.

to advertise the

OF PARIS"

Clark that

is

we can

better than the aver-

draw

it

up on paper,
we want

Wed.

case.

in

A

with

'does he escape?
See HouB. A. Rolfe's super-serial,
"

'The Master Mystery.'

HERE SHE
The Greatest

Tucs.

When

dini

over to the printer.

Mon.

simple means of connecting up
the success of a new star.
Mention of her phenomenal success
is made without specifically urging
Implication
the reader to attend.
is stronger than direct appeal in this

"How

the type and rules
it

STRAND

Rolfe for Octagon Films, Inc.
A sheet of paper but four or five
inches in size, this novelty herald contains no visible advertising copy beyond
the question, "Can you solve this mystery?" printed at the top of the sheet,
and a footnote printed at the bottom
instructing the possessor ^o hold the
sheet over the heat for a short while.
these instructions are carried out
the heat brings to the surface a scene
from "The Master Mystery," picturing
Houdini caught in the coils of the villains of the story, together with
the
following
reading
matter:

age.
we'll

AT THE

the handcuff king, in

use about
two columns
wide. We've got a star cut of Miss

and shoot

"The WILD CAT

of gaining no

it exploits is the invisible
ink herald manufactured as an accessory

five inches,

Now

means

of attention

the production

"She did and she didn't. She loved
him, and she didn't love him. She
wanted to elope, and she didn't want
What did she want? Her husto.
band knew."
Rather too long
That's better.
and complicated, but it can be
touched up. Let's see how we'll put
the ad together.

mark

amount

little

catch-line.

Under

Serial

An

your husband

IS

Serial Star

SHOWS
AT

AGAIN
Of Them

All

2:00

In Another Tornado of Thrills

3:15

Pearl White

4:30
5:45

7:00

The

LIGHTNING RAIDER

8:15

9:30

.(TO-MORROW ONLY)

Palace Theatre
A

simple and inexpensive way to call attention to the current episode of a serial that has been running for
Attention is called to the high lights of the attraction. Unnecessary details are omitted to lend value
to the blank space they might have occupied.

some

time.
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Red Heads — Dead Heads
Vitagraph to Open
a

rigid

selling

policy

in

all

its

terri-

because the exhibitor, as the
buyer, has become the dictator of the
market and insists upon buying his pictures in the way he wants to buy them.
A radical trend toward the "open market" has developed within the last six
months and an exhaustive inquiry just
completed through the exchange system
of Exhibitors Mutual reveals that the
small exhibitor has been quick to follow
the big exhibitor in buying on the "wideopen market.
tories,

Campaign

Billboard

For

Its

New Serial

Thrilling 24-Sheets Are Posted
To Advertise Latest Off ering
Vitagraph has perfected its plans for
one of the largest billboard campaigns
in its history in connection with the publication of the Antonio Moreno-Carol

Holloway

serial,

"Perils

of

Thunder

Mountain."

Have Eight 24-Sheets
Eight 24-sheet sketches by as many
different artists were submitted and from
these the selection for the stand was
made. The 24-sheet pictures one of the
big thrills in the serial, a novelty not
only in the matter of billboarding but,
likewise a thrill that may well earn for
itself the reputation of the most sensational spectacle that the screen has so
far witnessed.

The hero and heroine are shown on
the roof of a shack, being swept away
by a mountain torrent toward a waterfall that is sure to annihilate them.
The
poster is being printed in striking colors
and within a few weeks will cover stands
from one end of the country to the
other.
Vitagraph's billboard campaigns on its
serials heretofore have been potent aids
in

launching these chapter thrillers and

the stand of "Perils of Thunder Mountain" is by far the most enticing of all
of Vitagraph's series of 24-sheet smashes.

Albert E. Smith Author
"Perils, of

Thunder

Mountain"

was

written by Albert E. Smith and Cyrus
Townsend Brady. The serial is in fifteen episodes and is now well under
production. Antonio Moreno and Carol
Holloway are the stars and R. N. Bradbury and William Baumann are the directors.

"Perils
real

of

snow

Thunder Mountain" is
The greater part

a
of
the midst of

serial.

the action takes place in
vast reaches of snow. The serial

pany worked

for

weeks

in

com-

Truckee, Cal-

ifornia.

Picture Market Is
Wide Open Declares

Mutual Executive
The

picture market is "wide-open"
because the exhibitor has made it "wideopen." according to A. S. Kirkpatrick,
assistant general manager and director
of sales of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation, who declares in an
interview that the exhibitor dictates the
selling policy of motion picture distribution.
.Mr. Kirkpatrick asserts that the socalled "program" has been banished,
that "series booking" exists only where,
for his own protection, the exhibitor
wants to book series, and that the policy of booking a picture at a time is here
because the exhibitor has finally come
to a definite conclusion that the "wide-

open" market is the most equitable plan
under which he can secure product for
his screen.
He declares,

however, that no distributing organization serving exhibitors
of all classes can establish and maintain

Zion Films to Make
Important Statement
As to Future Policy
An announcement of paramount importance to exhibitors throughout the
country in relation to the future policy
and plans of the Zion Films, Inc., will
soon be made public by the officials of
the organization.
The purport of this
announcement is being kept secret because all the plans have not yet been
completed, but it can safely be said that
when they are made known, it will cause
quite a sensation, for it will mean the
introduction
something new and
of
novel in films.
Although but a new organization, the
Zion Films, Inc., have made a close
study of the field of the silent drama.
The officers have seen the fallacies of
the ordinary motion picture production
and they have come to the quick realization that only real heart interest stories
will in the future command the market.
It is in line with this policy that the
future plans of the company are being
carefully formulated.
The Zion Films, Inc., have just completed the first of the series of Sholom

Aleichem, Jewish

Mark Twain

stories,

which Alice Hastings is
the star. Others in this series will follow from time to time. A private showing of the picture will soon be held at
"Khavah,"

a

in

Every red-headed girl in Edmonton, Alwas invited to see "Empty Pockets,"
at the Empress Theatre free of charge by
Manager Hazza because of the prominence
berta,

attached to a red hair clue in the story of
The picture was presented
the picture.
during the first half of the week of April
Manager Hazza ran special space in
14.
the local newspapers for his offer and the
papers devoted considerable attention to
the unique proposition of the exhibitor.

her lamb died
and then her father signed the
poor little mountain girl away
to pay a debt and then she

fell in

love

with a handsome young stranger
who didn't tell her he was after
her moonshiner friends and when
he went away she was nearly

sold as an orphan
but he came back just in time
and they lived happily ever after.

The

prettiest love story of years
in wonderful outdoor mountain
scenery is the new Mae Murray

drama

'What am

I Bid

V

Broadway playhouse.

Sydney Abel, Head of
Fox Contract Dept.,
Sails for England
Another indication of the magnitude
the plans which William Fox and
Winfield R. Sheehan have formulated
for the extension of the Fox Film Corporation's producing and distributing
activities in Europe was given this week
when Sydney Abel, head of the corporation's contract department, sailed on
the Caronia for England.
He will meet
Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan in London.
The exact nature of Mr. Abel's mission
of

has not been announced, but it is understood that he will be absent several
months.
As head of the contract department, he is peculiarly conversant
with the details of the Kox distributing
organization and it is considered likely
that his work will be that of assisting
Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan in establishing new branch offices.
Mr. Abel has been in the distribution
branch of the film industry for twelve
years, as salesman, branch manager and
executive of the Fox and other companies.
For some time he acted as 'Select Exchange manager, Chicago, and has a host
of friends in the Windy City. During his
absence his assistant will have charge
of the Fox contract department.
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Here is a truly effective advertisement prepared by Universal for
the Casino theatre, Chicago. It is
an excellent handling of type and
art display and the outline of the
story of the picture, embracing
the upper portion of the ad, is
splendidly handled. The novelty
appearance of the absence of capOn
itals is particularly striking.
the whole a worth-while specimen of good exhibitors' advertis-

—

ing.
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With

New York

City, April 22, 1919.

Richard A. Rowland has returned to
New York with a lantern, and when he
hit Broadway he probably sighed "poor
old Diogenes sure had some job on his
hands." R. A. R. had a "Red Lantern"
and in case he met one of those honest
beings there was less likelihood of his
becoming fogged.
William L. Sherrill is about ready for
his return to New York and he expects
to bring home the bacon, in the shape

"The She Wolf" and "South of the
Santa Fe," the first of twenty-six two
reel Western dramas.
Slip into the United Theatre Picture's
office and get a ticket for "Going Up."
Lieut. Georges L. Vezine, of the British
Flying Corps, has joined the United, and
it is said that he threatens to make "sky
pilots" of J. A. Berst and Milton Goldsmith, et al. We may get United Theatre service via the Milky W'ay, or stars
delivered by our special "Spad Service."
Anything is possible nowadays.
of

James

L. Plunkett,

managing director

Strand Theatre made the fifth
anniversary of that Theatre the greatest
event of picture presentation in the hisof

the

tory of the industry.
Jules
Bernstein has been working
"Mickey" so hard that he has decided
to take her off for a rest until the
fall.
In the meantime Jules will cut

coupons and complete

Long

his

mansion on

Island.

Walter A. Grant
chief for

Warner

is

new publicity
on "Open Your

the

Bros,

Eyes."

Jim Styles has six new one-reel comedies and one five-reel drama which are
the latest things from the coast.
The
comedies are Walt Mason's and the

drama

is

a

Crane Wilbur.

President Wilson looks at all the
on board the S. S. George Washington on his return from France, which
the press agents say he will, he will be
deserving of the D. S. O. and will wear
If

films

blinkers for the rest of his natural life.
Latest statistics show that 97,000 feet
of film must be seen by Woodrow and
the returns are not all in. Arthur James
did not wish the President any ill will
when he instigated the idea, but his
imitators have certainly inflicted something on the Chief Executive.

Why didn't "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
lamp these pictures before they were
sent to the S. S. George Washington and
she would have been kept out "O" mischief for some time to come.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis arrived in
the Phillipines,

March

31, after a delight-

through Japan and China. They
expect to remain in the Orient about six
months.
Bert Ennis has been mingling with the
Congressmen and Senators for the past
week.
He says Washington is full of
"Virtuous Men."
Jack Weaver of the Universal has discarded his launch, and is now about to
indulge in real yachting.
Nothing less
than a seventv footer will do now and
Jack requires hot and cold running elecful trip

tricity for the galley.

Harry Poppe returned from Boston
Saturday and reports a large catch of
"Back Bay" beans. Harry says he had
a good time anyway.

J.

FILM

Expeditionary Forces, says "Speaking of
maze of Boche trenches
had nothing on our new subway system."

ROW

a labyrinth, the

============
B.

Hudson

Earl

selected Walter Hill to

one of the First National sightseeing cars about town this week, not
because Walt is a desert g.uide and can
scent an oasis in the dark, but for the
spiritual effect he would have on the
First National franchise holders.
Charles Condon of the medical department,
S. A., stepped down from Boston to mitt his sister Mable Condon, at
the Hotel Astor. Charlie had seven days
leave and said when he was leaving, he
would rather stay here than be a general
in the army.
"Honolulu, Hawaii," said Ben Grimm,
who has just returned from the Sunny
Island. Ben says the Shimmy dance will
never be as popular among the "Igohotpilot

George Bozderdich says he just purchased 1,200,000 feet of film. This is a
lot of film even if he didn't buy it.
Lesley Mason, who had a splendid tenday vacation at Lake "Filmup," has returned to the city looking much better.
Victor Kremer's third pilgrimage to
Pittsburgh within a month is completed.
Victor reports good business.
One of the best posted men in the
trade, Akiba M. Weinberg, is sitting back
and saying nothing these days, while
most of the trade is talking. But when
they get through, Mr. Weinberg will say
something.
Arthur Levey, the well known exporter
who just returned with the American

U

tontotts" as the Bulla-bulla drag.

William Desmond's Next Picture,!
Will Be Drama of Yukon Country
Robertson- Cole Star Forsakes Familiar Comedy
Roll to Produce "The Mints of Hell",
Directed by Park Frame
Ever since William Desmond, the
Jesse D. Hampton star, has appeared in
Robertson-Cole features published through
Exhibitors Mutual, he has played in the
lighter type of photoplay in which he
has always proved highly successful.
"Life's
Funny Proposition," "The
a
Prodigal
Liar"
and
"Whitewashed
Walls," all from the Hampton studios,
have gone over with a big smash. As
a matter of fact, motion picture enthus-

wood

Jenks,

who

also did the continuity

on "The Prodigal Liar" and "Whitewashed Walls." Park Frame directed
the production, which is a tale of the
frozen northwest, of a mad hunt for
gold in the valley of mystery where
many hardy adventurers have eaten
snow and died. This gold is black and
soft and flat, "like coins from the mints
flat

iasts have come to regard Desmond
purely as a comedian because he has
been associated so long with the farcial

It is drifted and hammered
of hell."
and ground and no one has ever known
where it comes from; it is generally
hidden in dark caves and whoever finds
it
becomes wealthy beyond dreams.

motion pictures.
is going to prove the fallacy
of this belief, however, when his next
picture, "The Mints of Hell," which has
just been completed, is published.

splendid idea of the exceptional type of
picture Hampton has turned out in "The
Mints of Hell" is contained in a minute
description of the various roles which
the principal characters enact.

side of

Desmond

New

Play

is

"Different"

"The Mints of Hell" will be totally
unlike anything Desmond has ever before attempted.
It is a drama of the

Yukon with snow

'From

acCalifornia, this picture has every element to
make it a high class selling production.

counts reaching

"stuff."

New York

all

from

Jesse D. Hampton, who produced
"The Mints of Hell," built an entire
town at Truckee, which is high up in
the Sierras, near the Nevada line, and
waited patiently for the snow to come.

When

the carpenters finished their job
wasn't a speck of snow on the
ground. Five times the company went

there

to

Truckee on

tips

from the weather

bureau, but on none of the trips did the
scheduled storms arrive. Finally a blizzard hit Truckee, and it was a "ripsnorter."
Nearly six feet of snow fell,
and after wallowing in the mighty white
for two weeks, the company obtained
some wonderful backgrounds, guaranteed to keep any audience cool during
the approaching hot months.
Story by James B. Henrdyx
"The Mints of Hell" is an original
story by James B. Hendryx, and was
made into screen form b" George El-

A

William Desmond appears as Dan
Burke, a loveable, two-fisted comer from
the "outside" who "blows in" his money
so cheerfully that he is suspected of
having a stake hidden somewhere.
Bill Weed, owner of the Bed Rock
saloon, an easy-going, big-hearted cuss,
who runs a straight game and is everybody's friend, is played by Edward Jobson.

Gaston Chaudiare, a

silent

man from

the valley of mystery and who possesses
a secret cache of the strange, flat gold,

enacted by Charles French.
Vivian Riche, charming leading woman, is seen as Aline Chaudiare, a beautiful and romantic girl, who knows the
wilderness by heart and the world at
large only through books.
Jack Richardson has his usual badman role as Clay Hibbing, a "mining
broker" and a good one not to trust.
Frank Lanning has another important
character role to perform in Maung, a
half-wit of the valley of mystery, who
knows where the flat gold is hidden.
Franz, Tom O'Brien, Mrs. A.
J.
J.
Costa and Walter Perry are others in
the cast supporting Desmond who have
is

prominent

roles.
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"What

Me

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright. 1919

The

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South
to the actual

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

Artcraft
of Happy Valley,

A Romance

— Nice

draws
a Griffith

but weak in
Not near the attracThe Greatest Thing In Life was.

production

box
tion

picture

The

value.

office

—

business.
C. A. Runyan, Gem theatre,
Bigheart, Okla. Oil workers and cattle

First National
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
Second time. Next to biggest day we
ever had. C. A. Runyan, Gem theatre,
Bigheart, Okla. Oil workers and cattle
men.

— O.

Ind.

Sullivan,

theatre,

— Mixed

patronage.

—

—

—

Owensboro, Ky.
Johanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford.

theatre,

City,

liked

it

— Raymond

immensely.
House,

Opera

Piper's

Virginia

Nevada.

Hart-

Selfish Yates, with William S.
Just a Hart picture. About break even
on these. H. C. Wilson, Grand theatre,
Staples, Minn.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. Big publicity opportunities.
Fine picture and did big business at ad-

—

vanced prices. Well liked by all. Ran
a week.
Eller Metzger, Rialto theatre,
Des Moines, la.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. He's made better pictures
Business good. S. C. Vale, Pictorium
theatre, Dennison, O.
Mixed patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.

—

—

—

I :.

K.

LINCOLN and CLARA JOEL

In the bis Ralph Ince production, "Virtuous Men," being distributed by

Fred

Stone.
By far the best thing this star
has ever done.
A few more like this
and Stone will be a better drawing
card than Fairbanks.
Turn-away business on a Saturday night.- P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
Breed of Men, with William S. Hart.
Fewer thrills in this than usual Hart
picture, but it will satisfy all classes.
Good business. C. A. Krause, Empress

Piper,

—A

Sawyer and Lubin

Johnny Get Your Gun, with

—They

Empty
iams.
A. S.

—

—

man

—

Greenwood Tree, with Elsie
moves too slow. Pat-

H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal.
Middle class patronage.
The Goat, with Fred Stone. -Give us
more like it. Fine. H. H. Wilson, Sher-

—

—

Hart. Personally we considered this to
be above this star's average productions,

—

men.

patronage.

it.

—

—

—

rons lose interest in

with Margarita

Cannibals of the South Sea, photographed by Martin Johnson.— Capacity

—

—-Picture

Woman,

La, with Billie Rhodes. This is
and will please children as
well as grown ups.
Got the crowd.
J. A. Beelman, Lyric theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Best class patronage.

—

the

Primitive

—

Hoop

His Parisian Wife, with Elsie Ferguson.
A delight for any intellectual audience. Don't play it to your serial or Saturday bunch. C. A. Krause, Empress
theatre, Owensboro, Ky.
Better class

Under

—

a fine picture

can do other than admit that Paramount is really handing out specials that
are real specials.
Played this to extended run at advanced prices and it
pleased one hundred per cent.
It's a
gem. C. A. Krause, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Best class patronage.
this

Ferguson

Smith, Empire theMich. Small town

River,

—

111.

—

— Harry

Fisher.
A corking good comedy drama
that will keep them laughing and add
to the star's popularity.
Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

— Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Change Your Husband, a De
Mille production — No exhibitor who runs

—

fair.

Iron
patronage.

atre,

but many of our patrons preferred him
in previous roles.
P. R. Matson, Crystal
theatre, Flandreau, S. D,
Border Wireless, with William S. Hart.
Very good picture. O. H. Schleusener,

—

—

—

Superba theatre, Alhambra,

Cal.

Kathlyn Willconglomeration of nothing.
Pockets, with

Widaman, Centennial theatre,
Warsaw, Ind.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
The comedy stunts are fresh as clover.

—

Biggest money-getter in a long time.
Simply great. Raymond Piper, Piper's
Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.

—

The Sign Invisible, with Mitchell
Lewis. Go after this. Should do as well
as Barrier or Spoilers.
We cleaned up.

—

— Middle — A.

class patronage.

—

L.

Picker,

Rex

theatre,

Ironwood,

— High class patronage.
The Romance of Tarzan, with Elmo
Lincoln. — Pleased as well as Tarzan of
Mich.

Shark Monroe, with William S. Hart.
different from other Harts.
Some

— So

excellent scenery of
the
snowlands.
Pleased and drew well. Majestic theatre,
Lexington, Neb.
The Goat, with Fred Stone.— Not so
bad as I expected. But only fair at that.
J. R. Baxter, Lyceum theatre, Spring
City, Utah.
How Could You, Jean, with Mary Pickford.
This is as good as anything we've
had from Mary. Pleased for two days
and drew big. Steve Farrar, Orpheum
theatre, Harrisburg, 111.
Mixed patron-

—

—

—

—

—

age.

the Apes, drew as well and will do the
same for you if you get behind it with
lots of advertising. 'Majestic theatre,

—

Lexington, Neb.

When

a

Fox
Woman Sins,

with

Theda

— Fair. Got good business, on
account of not having Theda for some
time. — Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre,
Berkeley. Cal. — Suburban patronage.
The Woman Who Gave, with Evelyn
Ncsbit. — Very
picture.
Best Evelyn
Nesbit picture yet. — Charles De Paul,
Dreamland theatre. Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich. — General patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Did
business on this
Bara.

fine

Exhibitors Mutual
Impossible

—

Susan,

with

Margarita

Fisher.
Fully up to the best of this star's
offerings,
which means very good.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

All of a Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale.
Very good picture.
Not
liked so well as Trick of Fate.
Star

—

53

fine

attraction and did not advertise

it very
strongly either.
It goes to prove that
a well known and well read novel is
a good drawing card. The picture pleased
everyone despite its western atmosphere.
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—
son,

Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinpatronage.
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Kellerman. Good picture for those who like
fairy tales.
The title draws the crowd.
A. Beelman, Lyric theatre, Ft.
J.
Atkinson, Wis. Best class patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with WillJ.

C.

111.

— Mixed

—

—

—
Farnum. — Popular

iam

Record

story.

Why

don't producers bass
and stop headlining the
producer?
It's the story that counts.
J.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
C.
Xeligh, Neb.
business.
drum the story

—

Tell It to the Marines, with Jane and
Katherine Lee. A splendid kid picture
but too much kid action. Did not please
the adults so well.
C. E. Zink, Alhambra
theatre, Knightstown, Ind.
Mixed pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

The Son-of-a-Gun (Sherry), with G.
M. Anderson. Very good western, but
question is if Broncho Billy can come
back.
I doubt it.
Bert Goldman, New

—

—

—

Princess theatre, St. Paul, Minn. Better
class patronage.
An Old Maid's Baby, with Baby
Marie Osborne.— Title drew big crowds
and picture went over big. All pleased.

—

Good

&

story.
Karos
theatre,
Eagle Lake,

O'Lary, Queen
Texas. General

—

patronage.

The Inn

of the Blue

Moon

—

The Wrath

—A

Pearson.
ing

of

that

Love,

O.

with

Daspit,

theatre,

all

at

A

really

big

spe-

lege town.

—

—

patronage.
Peg O' the Pirates, with Peggy Hyland.
Star is good but the picture is
poor. It is like a fairy tale and did not
give satisfaction. F. J. Gruber, Temple
Mixed pattheatre, East Jordan, Mich.
ronage.
Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.
Here is one that your patrons cannot
help but like, if they like any of Farnum's
pictures.
Has three fights during five
reels.
The last one is a dandy. Clay
II.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,
Cal.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

General
Wild Honey (Sherry), with Doris Kenbig.
Audience satisfied.
yon. Went
Fair business. A. L. Picker, Rex theMixed patronage.
atre, Ironwood, Mich.

—

—

—

Red Blood and Yellow (Sherry), with
M. Anderson. Good western. Pretty
good come-back for Broncho Billy. Drew

—

G.

fine.

—W. H. Mart, Strand
— College town.

theatre, Grin-

nell, la.

Marriage

Convenience (Sherry),
with Catherine Calvert. Should play to
No business.
no children admitted.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich
High class patronage.

—

A

for

—

Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
of picture the public wants.

The kind

H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan,
High class patronage.
Baby Mine, with Madge Kennedy.—
If they
It's all right for an old one.
don't say anything good they can't say
Ind.

SAZIMOVA

Is

Atherton theatre,

Kentwood, La.
Mr. Logan, U. S. A., with Tom Mix.
Very good of the class. Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. General

Opera House,

Piper, Piper's

—
—

—

cial.

—

—

—

—
advanced prices.
— Harold Daspit,

—

Virginia City, Nevada.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar. Her
best since she went to Goldwyn. W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. Col-

of

—

Fight, with Frank Mcnicely produced picture
without the slightest drawing power.
Because of its nature as obsolete as a
Poor business.
year old news reel.
C. A. Krause, Empress theatre, Owensto

— Very

— Raymond

—

Mix's releases, old or new,
because we know they are good and will
please.
Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Honor System, with an all-star
cast.
Advertise this big and put it on
play

—

Too Fat

—

Kentwood, La.
Bonnie Annie Laurie, with Peggy Hyland.
Better than the average program
Pleased good business. A. D.
picture.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Mixed patronage.
Ace High, with Tom Mix. Fine. We

—

—

—

Virginia

—

The Danger Game, with Madge KenBig business.
Clever star and
nedy.
Comedy element prevails.
production.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

— Better

Atherton

patronage.

Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore.
Fine settings. Photography extra good.
Our patrons like the star. C. A. Rollins,
Wigwam theatre, Sheffield, 111. General
patronage.
Joan of Plattsburg, with Mabel Normand. Since Mickey this star has
doubled her drawing power for the house.
Picture pleased. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
Mixed pattheatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
ronage.
Polly of the Circus, with Mae Marsh.
It's old but if you can get a good print
go to it. We got more good comments
on this than on Hearts of the World.

fairly good program offerwill please at regular prices.

—Harold

Hyde, with Will Rog-

boro, Ky.

—

—

Bill

— One of the best we have shown for
some time. — O. H. Schleusener, Superba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class

Intyre.-

atre,

—

Cleveland,

Laughing

ers.

Wausau, \Jjis.
Wild Honey (Sherry), with Doris
Kenyon. Good picture for a western.
Star is good and liked here. Will please

—

Gruber,
Everybody pleased.
F.
J.
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
Caught in the Act, with Peggy Hyland.
Why don't Fox give this little star
plays that would give her natural ability
some opportunity? J. J. Harwood, National
theatre,
class patronage.

—

—

—

Lawless Love, with Jewel Carmen.
great, picture good.
Story A-l.

Star

with Mae Marsh. Weak
But staged beautifully. W. D.
Martin, Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

(Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon.
Better than average program picture.
Good photography. A. L. Labarge, Majestic the-

—

—
—

Woman,

All

story.

an adept at make-up. A seene from
"The Red Lantern" (Metro)

anything" bad.

—

audience. Harry Smith, Empire theatre, Iron River, Mich.
Small
town patronage.

ordinary

—

Goldwyn
Shadows,

with
Geraldine Farrar.
Splendid production and one bound to
satisfy.
Good business with this. C. A.
Krause, Empress theatre, Owensboro,

—

Ky.
Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
Played up Rex Beach, the author, in
newspaper. Pleased big business. A. D.

—

—

theatre, Ann Arbor,
patronage.
All Woman, with Mae Marsh. One

Stanchfield,

Mich.
of

Rae

— Mixed

—

Mae Marsh's

— A.

Everyone pleased.

best.

Lape, Happy Hour theatre,
Groton, N. Y. Mixed patronage.
Go West Young Man, with Tom
G.

Moore.

—

— They

liked

Moore saves
Strand
town.

this
story.

one.

—W.

a weak
Grinnell,
theatre,

la.

Tom

H. Hart,

— College

Million, with Mabel Norpicture.
Star is new here.
A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Maus-

—

I..

— Small

town patronage.
The Venus Model, with Mabel NorGood clean
mand. Title misleading.
comedy drama. A. L. Lape. Happy
Hour theatre, Groton, N. Y. Mixed
tori,

Wis.

—

—

—

patronage.
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— Raymond

Piper, Piper's

Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar.
Wonderful picture. Cleaned up. Will
please any audience. A. L. Picker, Rex
High class
theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

—

patronage.
Blue Blood, with

—

Howard Hickman.—

Tust ordinary.— Ben L. Morris, Olympic
"theatre, Bellaire, O.— General patronage.

Peck's

Bad

—Very good

Girl,

with Mabel Normand.

light

comedy.

No

kicks.

Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Glorious Adventure, with Mae
Marsh. Not up to Mae's former work.
Play lacks merit. W. D. Martin. Badger
Small town
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
patronage.

—

—

—

—

Jewel
of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
A big picture. Good for inIt needs to
creased admission prices.

The Heart

—

boosted and advertised

be

Dodging a
mand. Good

—

—

big.

Three

scenes better than anything Griffith has produced in that line.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre.
Chicago. 111. Neighborhood patronage.
of battle

reels

—

—

For

Husbands Only, with Mildred
Star drew capacity house. Pic-

—

Harris.
excellent.
ture

Should

please

all.

Harry Smith. Empire theatre. Iron River,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—
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Sirens of the Sea, with Jewel Carmen
Simply advertised
this as "easy to look at" and made liberal
display of 11 x 14 photos and packed
them in. Made no promises and they
were pleased. J. C. Hewitt, Strand the-

and Louise Lovely.

—

atre,

Robinson,

111.

—

— Mixed

patronage.

Emmy

Eminence, Ky.

— Good
picture.
Drew well. —
A. Beelman,
Lyric theatre, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. — Best
Eye For Eye, with Nazimova.
J.

class patronage.

Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.
Very good. O. H. Schleusener, Superba
theatre, Alhambra, Cal.
Middle class

—

—

patronage.

My Own

— Even

United States, with Arnold
if

it

a

is

war picture

it

is
worth playing. The historical
part is splendid.
It drew well as we
ran it at regular admission. A. N. Miles,

still

—

Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Eye For Eye, with Nazimova. Fine
picture
with good
scenery.
Strong

—

appeal to the audience.

— Charles De Paul,

Dreamland

Sault

theatre,

— General

Marie,

Ste.

patronage.

Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
good story. Well acted. Star's work
clever. Will please any audience.
A. G.
Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neigh-

The

—A

—
—
borhood patronage.
Opportunity, with Viola Dana. — Book
this by
means. Full of pep. — L. A.
all

Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Small town patronage.
My Own United States, with Arnold
Daly. A good picture and has historical
value.
Meldrin and Clark, Opera House,
Edwards, N. Y. Village patronage.
$5,000 an Hour, with Hale Hamilton.
.This star is a comer. He is good in this

—
—

—

picture, which pleased my patrons.
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jor-

dan, Mich.

The

— Mixed

patronage.

Way

Nillson.

—

Flower

of the Dusk, with Viola Dana.
Good picture but very solemn and no
comedy. About one half the audience
suited.
Meldrin and Clark, Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y. Village patronage.

—

of the Strong, with Anna Q.
Good picture. Pleased. Fred
Electric theatre, St. Joseph,

—
J.

Lyceum

Baxter,

R.

theatre,

Spring

City, Utah.

The Girl Who Came Back, with Ethel
Clayton. This is a good little program
picture and will please.
Drew a good
house. Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre,
Harrisburg, 111. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. The best Clark
picture in some time and it attracted
much better than any of her late releases.
Two days good business to advanced prices. C. A. Krause, Empress
theatre, Owensboro, Ky.
The Dub, with Wallace Reid. A good
picture that played to good business.
O. H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle class patronage.
Happy Though Married, with Enid
Bennett.
delightful little play tha't
will earn compliments.
C. A. Krause,
Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best
class patronage.
The Winning Girl, with Shirley Ma-

—

—

—

son.

— Dandy

Used

—

show

—

—

—

Saturday.

—

for

all

—

—

—

—

Defense, with Pauline
ado about nothing.
Beautiful settings, but a
Star good.
Poor house
very unsatisfactory story.
for this star.
A. N. Miles, Eminence

Dane's

Mrs.

— Much

Frederick.-

—

theatre,

Eminence, Ky.

Little

—

Miss Hoover, with Marguerite

Clark.
While this is the
this star has appeared in in
it did not draw very well.
ability because of former

—

best

picture

long time
In all probproductions
a

the

The Hope

Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
is
making good.
Capacity business. Get it. Will F. Krahn,
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Suburban
patronage.

This

star

little

—

The Family

Skeleton,
poor.
Chas.
theatre, Fairfax, Minn.

Ray.

— Very

—

—

with Charles
Dale, Topic

—

Boots,

with Lillian Gish. They are
to like this and you can represent
it as very good|— C. A. Krause, Empress
theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Best class

bound

—

patronage.
The Bravest Way, with Sessue Hayakawa. Star not known here.
Fair

—

—

business. W. H. Ingraham,
theatre, Fairfax, Okla.— High class

Saturday

Rex

patronage.

family.

ing the best pictures. Will F. Krahn,
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Suburban
patronage.

—

—

—

—

Mrs. R. J. Jordan,
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. High
class suburban patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace Reid.
Good.
Get it.
It's another money
maker. Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre,
Berkeley, Cal. Suburban patronage.
The Trouble Buster, with Vivian Martin.
Ordinary.
No pep. Too slow.
Business fair. S. C. Vale, Pictorium
theatre, Dennison, O.
Mixed patronage.
The Son of His Father, with Charles
Ray. The best Ray film I ever ran.
Showed to a full house on rainy night.
it

G. Lape, Happy Hour theatre,
Groton, N. Y. Mixed patronage.

Good Bye Bill, with Shirley Mason.
Good little picture. Pleases. H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
High class patronage.
Jane Goes A'wooing, with Vivian Martin.
The lesser stars are at present mak-

—

—A

—A.

not giving satisfaction. P. R. Matson,
Crystal theatre, Flandreau, S. D.

Fuss and Feathers, with Enid Bennett.
A fair picture. No drawing power.

—

—

—

Sandy,

with

close to the

much

Jack

book

—

Pickford.— Sticks

story.
Enjoyed very
children.
Majestic theatre,

—

by
Lexington, Neb.
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton.—
A plain every day story. The kind that

movie fans enjoy. It is a good comedy
drama. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.
Little

Miss Hoover, with Marguerite
now drawing as good as

— Star
ever. — A. L.
Clark.

wood, Mich.

Picker,

— High

TWO SCENES FROM "YOUR WIFE AND

Cosman,
Mo. General patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. Very
good picture and business, doing well in
spite of rain every day of week run.
Eller
Metzger,
Rialto
theatre,
Des

—

—

Paramount

—

—

Mich.

—

—

the Fog, with Nazimova. Not
as Eye For Eye, but a good
picture and got over nicely.- Starland
theatre, Anderson, 111.
High class patronage.

Daly.

hood patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert LySplendid.
tell.
Pulled good for us.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence.

—

Metro

Out of
as good

—

Ky.

Sylvia on a Spree, with
Wehlen.
Another good one. A full house liked
N.
Miles,
Eminence theatre,
it.
A.

—
—

—

of program features.
Charles H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. -Neighbor-

Rex theatre. Ironclass patronage.

MINE"

—

Moines, la.
Opportunity, with Viola Dana. Should
go all right with a mixed audience.
C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre, Detroit,
Minn. Small town patronage.
The Great Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. Very good but not as good
as Pals First.
But star always draws
good for us here. Clay H. Powers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General
patronage.
Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
Very good. Patrons highly pleased.
Charles De Paul, Dreamland theatre,
Sault Ste, Marie, Mich. General patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

The Blind Man's Eyes, with Bert Lytell.

— A picture

throughout.

that keeps

you interested

Better than the usual run

IiIn

feature whieli

In

being exploited by Tyrnd Pictures, inc.. waa made
in miiIiI to be « i>iu Mior>
in ever] way,
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Pathe

—

Within the Cup (Hodkinson), with
Bessie Barriscale. Fair business.
Barriscale does not draw here.
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kans.

—

—

Cupid by Proxy, with Baby Marie
Osborne. Broke our Tuesday record.
Zero weather.
Dissatisfied fans were
few.
Shullsburg
Amusement
Co.,
Shullsburg, Wis.— Small town patron-

—

—

age.

the Cup (Hodkinson), with
Bessie Barriscale. One of the older ones
but a good show, with wonderful settings.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.

Within

—

—

Three X Gordon (Hodkinson), with J.
Warren Kerrigan. Although I have been

—

a

playing

late

little

me,

scared

this, as the

—

war

fin-

got by. Bert Goldman, New Princess theatre, St. Paul,
Minn. Better class patronage.
Come Again Smith, with J. Warren
Kerrigan. Simply great.
He is a big
drawing card.
The kind of pictures
people want to see him in. Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class patronage.
Rosemary Climbs the Heights (American), with Mary Miles Minter.
Drew
capacity and liked by all. Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
A Burglar for a Night (Hodkinson),
with J. Warren Kerrigan. Good picture
to big business.
Rae Peacock, Mystic
theatre, Stafford, Kans.
The Mantle of Charity (American),
with Margarite Fisher. Good business
in bad rain.
Star liked here. Eugene
Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
The Love Hunger (Hodkinson), with
ish

it

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—A fine picture to capacity business. — Rae Peacock, Mystic
theatre,
Stafford,
Kans. — Small town
Walker.

Lillian

patronage.

Castle.— One of
'the best Castle subjects that I have run,
but that is not saying much for none of

Convict

993, with Irene

r

—

pictures amount to much. M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Suburban patronage.
Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys.
Ex-

lier

—

cellent

—

Drew

production.

artistic

—

big

two nights and pleased. Ben. L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. General

—

patronage.

The

Recoil, with William Courtney.
secret service picAn extra good one.
Loeffelholz
ture. Book it by all means.
Bros., Cuba City, Wis.

A

Common

—

with

Clay,

Fanny Ward.

Good moral. Went
Powerful story.
over big. Fred Cosman, Electric the-

—

atre,

St.

Joseph, Mo.

— General

patron-

age.

Common

Clay, with Fannie Ward.
Children will
Strictly an adult picture.

As

box

not understand it.
tion it is good but ran third to Mickey
and Heart of Humanity for drawing
power. Well liked by the majority of
our patrons. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield
Neighborhood
111.
Chicago,
theatre,
a

—

—

Select

The Midnight Patrol, an Ince producMany favorable comments
—

th« word.

It's

— Clay

atre, Dunsmuir,

big in cverv sense of

H. Powers, Strand theGeneral patronage.

Cal.

—

—

—

class patronage.

Kaye, with Clara Kimball
Young. Fair. But not up to the usual
Young pictures. Clay H. Powers, Strand
theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patShirley

—

—

—

ronage,

t

The Heart

Wetona, with Norma

of

—

Talmadge. Fine picture.
Worth the
money. H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre,

—

great

in

it.

— Raymond

Opera House, Virginia

Piper, Piper's
City, Nevada.

The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.
Stewart a good card here and this is one
of his best. A. L. Labarge, Majestic
theatre, Wausau, Wis.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.
Good western picture. Our fans liked

—

—
— A.

D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann
Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
Madame Sphinx, with Alma Rubens.
One splendid all a round picture that
pleased immensely.
Raymond Piper,
it.

—

—

—
— High class patronage.
Piper's
Opera House, Virginia City,
Nevada.
The Savage Woman, with Clara Kimball Young. — Business good.
Star good,
Deuce Duncan, with William Desmond.
but her stories are awful. No pep. No
— A splendid program picture. Star's
Just a picture. —
C. Vale, Picwork
Good box office value. — A. G.
torium theatre, Dennison, O. — Mixed
Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago, 111.— Neighpatronage.
borhood patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Mystic Faces, with Jack Abbe. — ExLewis. — A good picture but did not draw.
cellent Chinese story.
Clean, and de— F.
Gruber, Temple theatre, East
serves
booking. — Mrs. R.
Jordan,
Jordan, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
— High
class suburban patronage.
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Lewis. — Pleased, but did not seem to
An Honest Man, with William Desdraw well. Old theme. — Fred Cosman. .mond. — Desmond
to a "T".
One
Electric theatre,
Joseph, Mo. — Gengood picture. — Raymond Piper, Piper's
eral patronage.
Sullivan. Ind.

S.

life.

fine.

J.

J.

111.

fits

it

St.

Opera House, Virginia

A

Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. Fully up to the average of this star's productions, which is
saying considerable. Drew good houses
for two nights.
P. R. Matson, Crystal
theatre, Flandreau, S. D.
The Forbidden City, with Norma Tal-

—

—

—

City, Nevada.
Truthful Tulliver, with William S.
Hart. A very good Hart offering that
will be sure to please and delight the
•Hart fans. Harold Daspit, Atherton the-

—

—

Kentwood, La.
Untamed, with Roy Stewart.

patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. One of the good ones. O. H.
Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal.
Middle class patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. Star's work is
fine.
Story improbable, but was well
received by patrons. J. J. Harwood, National
theatre,
Cleveland,
O. Better
class patronage.
Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.
Say Rastus, dat gal shore do pull some

High

—

— Mixed

—

—

—

—

—

Norma

here.

Constance

—

—

to whip up or
under the wire.
Auditorium theatre.

will have
will beat her

Jenkins,
C.
-J.
Neligh, Neb.
Children of Banishment, with Mitchell
Put it on the
Lewis. A poor picture.
shelf.
An absolute waste of film.- StarHigh class
land theatre, Anderson, 111.
patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Great. Can't be beat. Tie up
to this and go the limit in advertising.
Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley,
Suburban patronage.
Cal.

—

—

—

—

—

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball

—

Young. Clara just as lovely as ever,
though she has played in better pieces.
Pleased most everyone. A. S. Widaman. Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

Triangle

—

Raymond,, Piper,
it.
like
will
fiends
Piper's Opera House, Virginia (City, Nev.
Indiscreet Corinne,- with Olive Thomas,
"But not up to Olive's other
Fair business. W. D. Martin.
work.

— Good.

—

—

Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.
High Stakes, with J. Barney Sherry.
Here's a good one. Barney Sherry is

—

56

as

—

i

—

Alias Mary Brown, with Pauline Starke.
excellent oicture and took well.
Meldrin and Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y. Village patronage.
Old Hartwell's Cub, with William Desmond. One that has Desmond in a role
that
our patrons like.
It's
good.
Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre,
Cuba City, Wis. Mixed patronage.

—An

—

'

—

—

United

—

Adele, with Kitty Gordon. Beautiful
picture in which Gordon does splendid
work. Did not draw big as it was a war.

—
—

story.
T. B. Stine,
Ind.
Alining town.

Gem

theatre, Clinton,

3

The Light

of Western Stars, with DusFarnum. Personally thought it was
tame, but drew like a house afire and

—

tin

they liked it.—W. H. Mart, Strand theCollege town.
The Light of Western Stars, with Dustin Farnum.
Great.
Broke all former
records for a Sunday's business for us.
If you want to stand 'em up book this
one.
Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. A fair picture.
Business poor.
Star liked. Starland theatre, Anderson.
111.
High class patronage.
The Light of Western Stars, with Dus- 1
tin Farnum.
Did the biggest business
the house ever had. Picture great. Stara

atre, Grinnell, la.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Wolves of the Border, with Roy SteNot a good ladies, picture. Melo
wart.

—

dan,

—

Star is
Stories are always
ell as clean.
Mrs. R. J. JorHinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111
class suburban patronage.

very popular here.

good

Sullivan, Ind.

M

atre,

madge. Some picture. Everybody said
fine.
H. H. Wilson, Sherman theatre,

office attrac-

patronage.

Fine.
tion,
on this one.

A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Very good. Give us more like
this one.
Business good. Joe Brokaw,
Brokaw theatre, Angola, Ind. High

—

.

Lizzie E.
splendid.
Michigan
theatre,
class patronage.

Ohming. Dreamland
City,

Ind.

— Middle

Universal
Beans (Bluebird), with Edith Roberts.

comedy that will
— A very pleasing
certainly give good satisfaction to any I
audience. — F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark. — Rural patronage.
little

!
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The Wicked Darling, with
Dean.

— Great

title.

— Starland

ing.

Priscilla

Picture disappoint-

Anderson,

theatre,

111.

High class patronage.
The Light of Victory, with Monroe

—

Salisbury. A
our patrons.

picture that pleased all
Fair business in spite of
Grand theatre, Rochester,

—
— General patronage,
The Talk of the Town, with Dorothy
Phillips. — Title a
misleading.
an A-l program picture and should get
the money anywhere. — C. E. Waughop,
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Minn. — Small

bad weather.
N. V.

It

little

is

town patronage.

A Woman's

la.

Mounted

Men,

with Harry
Carey pictures we
have run. Star draws good here. Harry
Smith, Empire theatre, Iron River, Mich.
Small town patronage.

— One

of best

—

—

A

Society Sensation (Bluebird), with

—

Will go
Carmel Myers. A clean-up.
anywhere. F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark. Rural patronage.
Danger, Go Slow, with Mae Murray.
Good. She will soon become one of
our good drawing cards. This picture
heid interest from beginning to end.

—

—

—

Mrs.
Neb.

Omaha,

A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
class patronage.

J.

— High

The

Girl (Bluebird), with
picture which drew
big business, but did not get over very
strong.
M. B. Donovan, Portsmouth
Suburban pattheatre, Portland, Ore.

Ruth

Cabaret

Clifford.

— Fair

—

—

ronage.

Universal should keep up getting to the

— A.

Good

front.

Rex

Ironwood,

Picker.

L.

business.-

theatre,

Mich.

— By

— High

the Mighty (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. I don't consider this
as good as many of this star's other
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
pictures.
Hazen, Ark. Rural patronage.

—

—

—

—

Roped, with Harry Carey. Fine picOne of the best I have ever run.
Good crowd. Bad weather. Everyone

ture.

more than pleased. Book it. Great.
A. M. Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford, la.
Winner Takes All (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. Was well liked and
drew many good comments. H. C. Wiltheatre, Staples, Minn.
son, Grand
Mixed patronage.
The Model's Confession, with Mary
MacLaren. A beautiful picture and a
star that is better than usual program

—

run.
A. L. Labarge,
sau, Wis.

—

—

Harold Daspit, Atherton
Kentwood, La.

A

theatre,

Society Sensation (Bluebird), with

—Thank

Heaven I have
Enough corarun my last Bluebird.
ient.
A. S. Widaman, Centennial thetre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Cabaret Girl, with Ruth Clifford.
Carmel Myers.

—

One
larkc,

of

the

Cozy

best

theatre,

I

ever

ran.

— F.
— Rural
I.,

Hazen, Ark.

atronage.

Vitagraph

—

—

atronage.

Hoarded Assets, with Harry Morey.
Not
consider this one mighty weak.
n

Majestic theatre,

Nova. — Just
good. — F.

Morey's class at

all.

— F.

L.

Clarke,

What

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

Wau-

fair
picture.
Scenery
Gruber, Temple theatre,
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.

a

J.

—

Miss Ambition, with Gladys Leslie.

Not as good as it should
program feature. F. L.

—

The

Hazen, Ark.

be, but a

Clarke,

— Rural

good
Cozy

patronage.

Mating,

with Gladys Leslie.
Clean as a whistle. Pleased most of the
audience.
A trio of clever kids helped
Shullsburg Amusement
to put it over.
Co., Shullsburg, Wis.
Small town patronage.

The Business

—

of Life, with Alice Joyce.

— Very pleasing picture. Good business.
— Brockhouse and Weeks, Electric theArenzville,
— Small town patronatre,

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi!

and

Herald

tors

"What

the

Picture

Motography's
Did for Me"

department.

Your

box

popularity.

office

Fill

in

the test
is
the blank

of

NOW

and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn
Chicago.

street,

Title

Star

111.

age.

Producer

The

Dawn

Gladys Leslie.

Understanding, with
Not much, but will get

of

—

— F. L.
— Rural

by as regular program feature.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
patronage.

Baree, Son of Kazan, with Nell Shipman. Story interesting.
Scenery fine.
Acting excellent. Directing good. What
more can you ask? A. G. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—
—

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

ronage.

Wild Primrose, with Gladys Leslie.
Just a fair program picture. The star

is

good, but the story weak. F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

World
By Hook or Cook, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Some of our patrons may think it

—

a little coarse, but it is a fair picture.—
C. E. Waughop, Scenic theatre, Detroit,

— Small

town patronage.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Official)—
The greatest puller I ever ran. Gave
good satisfaction. Get this sure. F. L.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Minn.

—

—
—

Name

of Theatre

Transient or

Neighborhood Patron-

age
Title

Rural patronage.

Crook

of Dreams, with Louise Lovely.
Excellent. Miss Huff at her very best.
W. D. Martin, Badger theatre, Neills-

vilie,

Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

Specials
Those

Who Pay

—

—

Her Mistake (Film Clearing House),
Good drawing pic-

with Evelyn Ncsbit.

—

Can't see anybut poor picture.
thing to star. .C. M. Butterfield, Dreaiuland theatre, Clay, Ky. Small town patronage.
ture,

Woman

—

(Hiller

Star

Producer

Weather

(U. S. Exhibitors), with
Bessie Barriscale. An extra good seven
Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium
reelcr.
theatre, Cuba City, Wis.
Mixed patronage.

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

& Wilk)— Capacity

business to well pleased audiences. It's
a clean-up proper.
A. D. Stanchfield,
Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed
patronage.

—

Man, with Harry Morey.— Regular
rogram feature. F. J. Gruber, Temple
Mich. Mixed
heatre,
East
Jordan,
All

star

The Changing Woman, with Hedda

—

stuff.

all

the best picture we ever
Packed them in for three days.
far

class patronage.

Hugon

pat-

—

Mae Murray.

Modern Love, with

— Rural

The Common Cause, with an
cast.

—

patronage.

Three

Hazen, Ark.

theatre,

theatre,

Fool, with Harry Carey.

— Fair. Not as good as some of Carey's.
— Royal theatre, Milford, — Mixed
Carey.

Cozy

ronage.

—

Hearts of the World (D. W. Griffith)
If you can handle this get it.
Will G. Krahti,
It's a money maker.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Suburban

— Great.

—

patronage.
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Om^DI^N'WFILM NEWS
Canadian Photoplays
Appoints S h i p m a n

As Business Manager
Film, "Wapi, the
Walrus," Near Completion To Retain New

Firs;t

—

York Office

whaler frozen

company.
James Oliver Curwood, who now has
a monthly following of twelve million
the

readers through his recent affiliation with
the International Publishing Company,
has given the Canadian Company a two
year's option on all his published and

unpublished stories.
Start First Picture

production founded upon
"Wapi, the Walrus" which
ran serially in "Good Housekeeping/'
is now nearing completion at the BrunThe snow scenes were
ton Studios.
taken on Lesser Slave Lake, eighty miles
north of the fifty-fifth parallel, and at
thirty degrees below zero.

Curwood's

Author "On Location"
Mr. Curwood spent a month "on

lo-

cation" supervising the correctness of the
scenes.
He claims this to be his greatest film

drama.

fhe

great

a

ice,

Royal

Northwest

in

Photoplays

Canadian

established

The

Limited.

17
at
City, will

Street, New York
for the use of the Canadian

West

44th
be retained

company.

Quebec Exhibitor
Loses in

Law

Suit

Because he failed to notify the City of
Quebec, that the failure of the

Lachine,

close

city to

his

Ship Film by Air

its

George

Swanwick, manager of
the Princess Theatre, Hamilton,
Ontario, enjoys the distinction of
having received delivery of the first
commercial package ever shipped
to Hamilton by aerial express.
The package consisted of a box of
films from the Secretary Film Import, Limited, Toronto distributors
of Pathe releases. It required only
forty minutes for the delivery of
the box from Toronto, forty miles
away, the airplane flight taking
thirty-two minutes of this time.
The aviator was A. E. Parsons of
Toronto. He made the return trip
to Toronto with the wind in 24
minutes.

damaged

drain pipes had

theatre within the required time limit
for

prescribed

such

complaints,

Isaac

Rosenbloom, proprietor of the moving picture theatre at Ninth Avenue and Notre
Street,

failed to collect $2,500

He notified the city in August,
alleged.

1917,

it

is

Convict Robert Harris
alias Raoul la Branche,
two years in the penitentiary when he was found guilty at Winnipeg, Manitoba, of receiving money under
He obtained $500 from
false pretenses.
Arthur Senstaby and $300 from Oscar Roy
for the organization of a film road show and
for a moving .picture projection machine.
The machine was never delivered and the
road show never developed. It was found
that he had converted the money to his own

Robert Harris,

was sentenced

to

use.

To Rebuild Majestic

New Plan to

Tries

Boost Attendance

dam-

ages from the Municipality. He sued the
city for this amount but the action was
dismissed with costs by Justice Archer in
the Superior Court at Montreal, on April 15.
Rosenbloom should have applied to the
city for damages within thirty days of his
property loss which occurred in April, 1917.

This establishes a unique record as
the "farthest north" of any film drama
yet produced.

David Hartford of "Peg O' My Heart"
and "Bird of Paradise" fame is the director, and in a long cast of notables
are Ronald Byron, Wheeler Oakman,
Wellington Playter, Charles Arling, Dal
Clawson and Joseph Walker stand
sponsors for the photography.

in

the

a third of the picthe long Arctic night are
some of the features.
The project demands such concentration of management that Ernest Shipman
has disposed of all other picture interests
and will devote his exclusive time to

shown

ture

Dame

first

dane,

Mounted, and over

offices

Ernest Shipman has signed a two
years contract with the Canadian Photoplays Limited, of Calgary, Canada, as
business manager of the film productions
of Tames Oliver Curwood.
Nell Shipman of "God's Country and
the Woman" and other Canadian stories
by the same author will be the star of

The

A

lighting

Because Thursday had been showing up
as the poor day of the week, Manager
Miller of the Starland Theatre, Winnipeg.
Manitoba, decided upon an entirely new
policy for the theatre with respect to

programme changes. In future, the bill
will be changed on Monday, Thursday and
Friday.

In other words, the attraction on

Thursday will be for the one day only.
During the week of April 14, the feature
for the first half of the week was Emmy
Wehlen in "His Bonded Wife"; for Thursday only, Harry T. Morey in "Silent
Strength" and for Friday and Saturday.
Fritzi Brunette in "The Sealed Envelope."
;

Gage Goes

to

Regina

Herb. Gage, manager of the Allen Theatre
at Regina, Sask., will be transferred to
Winnipeg, Manitoba, shortly to assume the
management of the proposed new Allen
Theatre in that city. He will be succeeded
in the charge of the Regina house by 0.
Cloakley who formerly had charge of the
Allen Theatre in Calgary, but who has been
in Brandon, Manitoba, for the past fewl
months.

The Majestic Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, will be" rebuilt as a result of

done

to

cave-in.

the

rear

Manager

of

the

damage

structure

Morton

has

a

by a
large

force of workmen employed in the reconstruction and while the rear is being replaced the whole interior will be reHe expects to
decorated and refinished.
re-open very shortly.

Moxley

Still at

Regent

James T. Moxley, manager of the Regent
Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, who acquired the
Russell Theatre, Ottawa, for conversion
from a dramatic house into a moving picture and vaudeville theatre, is continuing
He
as manager of the Regent Theatre.
takes over the Russell Theatre, next September, but there is a strong possibility
that Mr. Moxlev will manage both theatres.

Shuberg at Convention
J.

Star of thv

RUTH IIOLAM)
new Patke serial, "The

Trnil," In a MtrlklnK pone.

TiKer'*

Kissock on Tour

A. Shuberg of Vancouver, B. C, owner

of the Province, Gaiety and Bijou Theatres
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, inspected his three
houses while on his way East to the April
meeting of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit at New York. He expressed satisfaction with the state of the moving picture
business in both Vancouver and Winnipeg,
his houses in Winnipeg enjoying great pat-

ronage.
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H.

E. Kissock, formerly with Superfeatures, Limited, Toronto film distributors,
has been placed in charge of the Western

Canadian tour of "The Heart of HumanUniversal special.

it}',"

the

ture,

which

is

making a

The

hit in

big

pic-'

Canada on

account of its Canadian theme, has already
played Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Regina and|
Brandon.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Arrangements Completed for
Chicago's New Film Exchange
Prominent Architects Preparing Plans— To Have
Final

Many Novel
F.

Features
I.

L.

Chicago's new film exchange building
soon be an actuality. Final arrangements were made last week with Messrs.
Berlin, Swern and Randall, architects,
for the preparation of plans and the
James Black Construction Company will
commence work on the structure as soon
as the present tenants nave vacated the
buildings at the northwest corner of
will

Wabash avenue and Ninth street.
The plans are being prepared under
the supervision of C. Howard Crane,
the Detroit architect, who built the film
Mr.
exchange building in that city.
Crane also designed Harry Davis' fine
theatre in Pittsburgh.
When completed the film building will

be twelve stories high and will cost, it
It will
is estimated, about $1,200,000.
contain over 15,500 ft wt of floor space
and will be constructed of reinforced
concrete.
The' building proper will be ample to
house all of the film exchanges doing
business in Chicago, as well as the accessory firms. A restaurant will be a feature

— Will

House

M. Club
of the new structure, and on the roof
a
modern projection room will be
erected, with a seating capacity of 400.
This can be divided up into four small
projection rooms if desired.
An or-

chestra

pit

and

complete

projection

equipment

The

will be part of the theatre.
building will have a frontage of

Wabash avenue and be 165
deep along Ninth street. The lot
upon which the building will stand is
valued at $300,000.
The F. I. L. M. Club will have club
rooms in the building and Charles Pyle
will act as agent for the property.
Mr.
Pyle also contemplates the erection of
95 feet on
feet

a similar building in Cleveland.
As all of the film exchanges will have
to remove from the "loop" before July
of next year the entire building will no

doubt be occupied upon

completion
next spring.
Those who have already
taken space are the Pathe Exchanges.
Inc., Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
(12,000 square feet), Metro Pictures Corporation and Fox Film Corporation.
its

Goodman Handling

Censors Endorse First
Greater Stars Picture

Del

George Beban's first independent picture "Hearts of Men," which just closed
|a two weeks' run at the Bandbox Thea-

Del Goodman, well known film salesman, recently discharged from military
service, has returned to Chicago as feature salesman, for Pathe and plans a
novel advertising campaign to make
"Goodman" a familiar name to every ex-

tre,

Chicago, has received the endorse-

of the Chicago Board of Censors
in
the
following letter received by
Messrs. Elliott and Brockell of the
Greater Stars Productions, Inc.
"Mr. Beban has always made clean
'Hearts of Men' is truly a
pictures
(beautiful production and above criticism.

ment

.

Accept our congratulations. It would be
an injustice to cut an inch of the 5,300
feet."

Celebrated Players
Christie's

Land

New

Specials

The Celebrated Players Film CorporaSouth Wabash avenue, have seured for distribution the Christie twoeel specials, the first of which is "Sally's
lighted Career," featuring Fay Tincher
nd Harry Depp, which has attracted a
reat deal of favorable comment. Christie
announces his series as "five-reel
stuff in two reels with a laugh every
ion, 207

fteen

feet."

Specials

Out

of

Pathe

hibitor in the city.

Playing to Capacity

at

Chicago Loop Theatre
The .Randolph
rapidly earning

theatre,

the

right

Chicago, is
be called

to

"The House of Hits." Following right
on the heels of the remarkable success
which attended the showing of Johnson's
"Cannibal" pictures, comes the even
.

greater success,

in

capacity houses

all

day long, witnessing "The Unpardonable Sin."

William H. Rudolph, representative of
Mr. Garson, who came to Chicago to conduct an intensive advertising campaign
in connection with the feature, has by the
judicious use of

and

fine

display

over in a manner

much newspaper

space
copy, put the picture
that has attracted unMr. Rudolph also put

usual attention.
on the big advertising campaign preceding the picture's presntation in Detroit.
It will be remembered that one of the
best sellers which appeared during the
period of the great war was the book of
this title that

Major Rupert Hughes wrote

own

observations and experiences

from

his

This book was used
by producer Harry Garson as the basis
for the picture, and all of the striking
incidents which bear the mark of authenA
ticities are pictured on the screen.
splendid cast headed by Blanche Sweet
was engaged, and the old director of
Mary Pickford, Marshall Neilan, had
at the front in France.

charge of the directing.
The almost unbelievable figures of the
large business that

"The Unpardonable

Goodman is now selling "The Unknown Love," featuring Dolores Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln.
He will soon

Sin" has been doing elsewhere throughout the country, stands an excellent
chance of being far excelled before the

add the Capellani productions, Virginia
Pearson productions, and the Shelton
Lewis and Frank Keenan pictures to his
list.
Goodman dropped a hint that Keenan will soon appear in a seven-reel special, "The Master Man."

engagement of this picture comes
end at the Randolph theatre.

Doll-Van Gets Feature
The Doll-Van Film Corporation, of
Indianapolis, has secured through Mack
Sennett and Sol L. Lesser, the Indiana
rights to "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," the
big Sennett comedy and announce it will
open at the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis,
on May 11. The famous Mack Sennett
bathing girls will appear in person at
each performance and a special stage
setting and six drop curtains have been
painted for the big feature.

Silverman Gives Showing

Atkinson in

Meyer

Silverman, representing the
Public Health Film Corporation, arrived
in Chicago from Pittsburgh on April 17
and held a private screening of the new
Health feature, "The End of the Road"
at the Universal projection rooms.

"The Unpardonable Sin"

W.

Town

Atkinson, general manager of
Metro Pictures Corporation, who has
been making a tour of all Metro exchanges from coast to coast inspected
the Chicago branch last week.
E.
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to an

Cropper Beginning Work
Of Exploiting "Maciste"
Exchanges
"The Liberator"

Publicity for the Bee-Hive
in

their

"Majciste"

campaign,
trade ads

in

fast taking form, the first
appearing during the week

is

of April 12.

The Italian papers of Chicago have already had the announcements, and every
newspaper in the states of Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin has been furnished
with press stuff and offered the entire
story in serial form, together with free
mats and rights for publishing.
Newspaper campaigns will be carried
as well as the usual line of lithos, cuts,

banners and incidental novelties, such as
Trade papluggers and throw-aways.
pers arc also carrying ads. In the eastern states, where the picture has just
been published, the reports are astonishing.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
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CHICAGO NEWS IN BRIEF
fly J. S.

^aitiitiHUfflHnniifflniiiiiiiiimiunmnuiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii'

F. O. Nielsen,

manager

of the

Film Corp., returned April
brief stay

in

21,

Mickey

tinction of presenting R.

E.

President Zambreno.
only been drawing
month or so.

for

City. Perhaps
will be shortly forth-

Frank B. Rogers, manager of the local
Pathe, branch was certainly up and at
'em, entertaining three "big" exhibs at
one sitting. Clyde Quimby of Ft. Wayne,
Otto Meister of Milwaukee, and Bill

Heaney

Chicago.

of

smiles, so

All

left

full

of

we guess everything was K. O.

Understand the popular Unity Photoplays salesman, H. W. Peters, suddenly
succumbed to a serious attack of appendicitis.

Harry Weiss and R.

C. Seery of the
First National exchange took the
Century for New York April 18 to attend the annual convention of the First

local

National Exhibitors' Circuit.

The secret of H. C Holah's success of
subtle salesmanship was displayed by a
visit to the Vitagraph office the other
day. Howard invites friend Exhib in to
name on the
his lair, bolts the door
dotted line thank you, call again, Adios.

—

—

If you thing John D. has trouble keeping track of the men on his payroll, just
drop off the lift at the sixth floor of the
Film building and watch Frank Zam-

breno being introduced to his sales force.

The other

night,

Tom

Doll-Van

Film

Corp

Mitchell of the

had

the

dis-

I

now

is

being coached on some

iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii»iiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiii^

after a

New York

another "Mickey"
coming.

Mac H.

Mordue

of the smoother tricks of the steering
wheel.
It seems his "car" can't stay on
the road.

Boland to

Seems Boland has
his

the

past

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at the

T. E. Delaney, assistant manager of
the Vitagraph office, informs us that the
big genial chap that came to the city

from Maquoketa, 111., last week, to start
in the realm of films, as an exhibitor, was
F. Gregory.
Tom surely handled him

Westgate Hotel
200 Rooms
200 Baths
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

with savoir faire plenteous, for prior to
leaving for home F. G. brought his two
'tiny' pals in to glad hand Tom.

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Kewaunee,

111.;

Every

Chas. Dahler,

Room

Abington, Abington, 111.; Sherman Katzenbach, American, Terre Haute, Ind.;
Charles H. Camp, Hippa, Benton. 111.; J.
H. Neis, Star, Ohio, 111., and W. J. Roy,
Chateau, Kankakee, 111.

Otto Ollinger, well known to the local
theatre men, has become affiliated with
the Silee Film exchange to cover the
city sales.

Chub Florine

tells

Every

Room

House, Savanna, III.; "Dady" Hines, Auditorium, South Bend, Ind.; Walter Taylor, Rialto,

Has
Private

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel

us that just as soon

as a few of the remaining members of
the Pathe sales force purchase motor
cars, the organization is to give an au-

tomobile parade along Boule Mich.

Priced

Ice

The following

well known exhibitors
were recent visitors to our Loop, giving
some of our best exchange managers an
opportunity to talk over affairs with that
"home flavor": D. W. Tulrath, Opera

Popular

Circulating

At the Junction
Delaware at Ninth

On Main and

-KANSAS CITY, MO.-

Ed

YOU WILL MAKE MONEY WITH
"MACISTE"

"THE LIBERATOR"

in

BECAUSE
GABRIELE D'ANNUNZIO'S IDEAL, PERFECT MAN OF
SUPER-HUMAN STRENGTH.
HAILED AS THE RIVAL OF DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.
THROUGH THE WAR UNHARMED. BENT AUSTRIAN
RIFLES ACROSS HIS KNEE.
RETURNS TO THE SCREEN IN THE LIBERATOR", THE
GREATEST EVER DEVISED.
"LIBERATOR" IS ONE WHO SETS FREE. MACISTE"
DOES JUST THAT.

The picture you CAN
for putting

it

NO TRICKERY TO HIS FEATS BUT THE GOD GIVEN
STRENGTH OF A PERFECTLY DEVELOPED MAN.
LIFTS FALLEN TREES.

BALCONY.

A 24 REEL STORY IN 2 REEL PARTS MEANS TWELVE
DATES OF BIG BUSINESS.

BREAKING ALL RECORDS WHEREVER PLAYED. NOTHING LIKE IT ON THE MARKET. EQUALED BY NONE,
SUPERIOR TO ALL.

MAKE MONEY with.

over than you ever heard

UPHOLDS A FALLING STONE

of.

Advertise it like a circus. More helps
Released in May. BOOK IT NOW.

BEE HIVE EXCHANGES
R. C.

INDIANAPOLIS

CROPPER, Mgr.

CHICAGO
60

MILWAUKEE

ENDAROFPROGRAHPUBLICATia
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.

— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seaa,"with
Rhodes.
—
?The Girl of My Dreams,"
—
with Henry B. Walthall.
Small Voice."
a
— "And
Barriscale.
with
Bessie
Sudden
Norma,
"All of a
with Win, Desmond.
—"Life's a Funny Proposition,"
—
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Bonds of -Honor,"
— "Hoop-La,"
with
Rhodes.
—
Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
— "The
of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Trick
with Henry B. WalthalL
"Long Lane's Turning,"
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
with William Desmond.
—"What Every Woman Wants,"
with All Star Cast.
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Affiliated,

Still

Hn.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

five

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
final

fire reels.
Billie

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

— "The Lamb and the
with
Rhodes.
—
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "The
"Hearts Asleep,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Diane of Green Van,"
with Alma Rubens.
STRAND COMEDIES
— "Dan Cupid, M. D.," one
2 — "Beans for Two," two
Elinor
— "They Did and They Didn't/' with
two
with Elinor
6— "Accidental Heroes," two
with Elinor Field.
— 'Some Mother," two
with Elinor
—"Easy Payments," one
2 — "How
Be Happy Though Married," one
with Elinor
—
9
Marrying Mary," one
with Elinor Field.
— "Merely
"Almost
Hero," one
with Elinor Feild.
3 — "Their Baby," one
with Elinor
— "The Wigwam System," one
with Elinor
9 — "The Door Between," one
"His
Wife's
Birthday,"
— "The. Way
one
of a Maid," one
—
OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
7— "Black Feet and Flat Heads," one
— "Bad Men and Good Scenery," one
— "Peaks, Parks and Pines," one
8— "A Maori Romance," one
6— "Vacation Land." one
—
the Pike," one
—"Hitting
"High and Hungry," one
——
"Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles," one
"Geesers and Geysers," one
in

five reels,
Linn," five reels,

Billie
reels.

in

five

May
May
May
May
May

five reels,
five reels,

4

reel.
reels,

reels,
reels,
reel.

reel,

reel,
reel,

2

Field.

Field.

Field.

reel,
reel.
reel.

6
3

1

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

6

reel.

12

reel.

9— "Bulls

and Bears."
!6— "Western Stuff."
2
"Doing the Dells."
9
"A Bit of God's Country."
6

at

— "A

Palestine

an.
an.
an.
an.
Feb.

8

'Greatest

five reels,

with Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

May
May

—

88—'"String Beans," five
88—'"The Mystery Girl,"
•9—'"The Hope
'

,

,

,

an.

an.
an.
an.
>eb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels, with Charles Ray.
five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
Hoover," five reela, with Marguerite Clark.
Cheat," five reels, with Dorothy Giah.
of a
with a Maid," five reela, with Bryant

Man

&

Stitch,

—
—
— Sennett,

11

"When Love

is

Blind."

Should Not Marry."

I

All star cast, five parts.

STANDARD
—"Woman! Woman
—
9
"Every Mother's Son,"
23 — "The Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20 — "Wolves of the Night,"
— "The Siren's Song,"
18 — "A Fallen Idol,"
— "The Jungle Trail,"
—
26

9

4

"A Woman There

PICTURES

I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, All Star Cast
six reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.

VICTORY
—
Call of the Soul,"
— "The
and Pluck,"
—"Luck
"Hell Roarin* Reform,"
— "The
Forbidden Room,"
— "Never Say Quit,"
—
for Gold,"
— "Fighting
of a Big City,"
— "Pitfalls
"Help! Help! Police,"
— "The Coming of the Law,"
— "The Divorce Tr^ap,"

PICTURES

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
five reels, with
Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

Tom

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES

May
May
Nov.
Nov.

17— "Fan Fan."
26— "Ali Baba and

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Wash

burn.
"Out of the Shadow,"

Apr.

five reels, with Pauline Frdeerick.
'Jane Goes a Wooing." five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Garden,
five reels, with Lila Lee.
five reels, with Wallace Reid.
28
'Venus in the East." five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
2
'Hard Boiled," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
'Happy Though Married," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
9
'Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
'Two Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
'The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
16
'Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
16— "You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
23— 'Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
23— 'Paid in Full," five reels, wiih Pauline Frederick.
28— 'The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.

18— "The Secret
The DuK."

26— "The

with Peggy Hyland.
with No Regrets,"
— "The Girl
Love Auction,"
with Virginia Pearson.
—
with Jane and Katherine Lee.
"Smiles,"
9— "Gambling
with Madlaine Traverse.
Souls,
28 — "The Rebellious Bride,"
with Peggy Hyland.
6 — "Married
with Albert Ray.
Haste,"
20— "The Love That Dares,"
with Madlaine Traverse.
— "Miss Adventure,"
with Peggy Hyland.
18 — "Words and Music,"
with Albert Ray.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

28— "Quicksand,"
19— "Little Miss

Dec 29— "The Way

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

9

19
2
16
Mar. 2
Mar. 16
Mar. 80
Apr. 13
Apr. 27
May 11
May 25

PARAMOUNT

Dec.

2
2

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—

'

Flagg, "Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."

June 1
June 15

DeMUle.

2— 'Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar. 2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9—' 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9—' 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16—' 'The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 26 ' "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
Apr.
'Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20— 'Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20
'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27— 'For Better For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18—' 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

18
19
26

"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

16—

'

22

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

in Life," Griffith Special.
16
'Squaw Man," six reels, all star cast.
"Branding Broadway," five reels, with William S. Hart.
6—' 'Out of the Shadow." five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
'Under the Top," Are reels, with Fred Stone.
'His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
'Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
'The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.

—

reels.

—
—
Sennett, "Never Too Old."
"Impropaganda."
— Flagg,
—
Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
— Stagg, "One Every Minute."
—
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
Sennett, "Rip
Tailors."

Dec.

"Why

Thing

12—
19—
19—
26—
86— 'Don't Change Your Husband,

seven

five reels.

BIG, TIMELY PICTURES
"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
Pilgrimage," one reel.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
1— "Arizona,"

Life," seven reels.

—
Women,"
— "Little
"False Faces,"

FOX FILM CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5

16

May

—
—
— "Out Wyoming Way."
"A Peek
— "Columbia
Paradise," one
—
one
— "An EyefulHighway,"
Egypt," one
— "In Pyramid ofLand,
one
'Mid Sahara's Sands." one
—
— ""Glimpsing
the Gondolas," one

3

2
9
6
3
0
6

— "Sporting

1

23
Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2
Mar.
Arbuckle, "Love."
9
Mar.
Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
Mar. 16 Drew, "Once a Mason."
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 Flagg. ''Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 Drew, "An Amateur Liar.'"
Apr. 27 Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."

reel.
reel.

14

!9

"I'll

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.

2

4

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

reel,

a

4

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

Field.

to

6

Billie

five

6

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Field.

reels,

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels.
five reels,

2
9

Field.

9

2
6

—
Gracious, Annabelle,"
with
Burke.
— "Good
Love,"
with Lila Lee.
— "Puppy
"The Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
16 — "Three Men and a Girl,"
reels with Marguerite Clark.
16 — "Extravagance,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
23 — "Partners Three,"
with Enid Bennett.
23 — "Pettigrew's Girl,"
with Ethel Clayton.
30 — "Little Comrade,"
with Vivian Martin.
30— "Peppy Polly,"
with Dorothy Gish.
30 — "The Sheriff's Son,"
with Charles Ray.
— "The Test of Honor,"
with John Barrymore.
—
6
"The
Rescuing Angel,"
with Shirley Mason.
13 — "Something
Do,"
with Bryant Washburn.
13 — "The Roaring Road,"
with Wallace Reid.
13 — "The Lady of Red Butte,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
13 — "Let's Elope,"
with Marguerite Clark.
20 — "Greased Lightning,"
with Charles Ray.
27 — "The Law of Men,"
with Enid Bennett.
— "Oh! You Women,"
Ernest Truax.
—
-"Vicky Van,"
with Ethel Clayton.
11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen,"
with Marguerite Clark.
11 — "The Home Town Girl,"
Vivian Martin.
11 —
Get Him Yet,"
with Dorothy Gish.
2

9
23

five

five

five reels,
reels,

reels,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

in

in

4

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

2—
9—
9—

the Forty Thievea."

THE GREAT NINE SERIES

Dec.

William Farnum
"Fighting Blood."
—Theda
Bara
—
"The Serpent."
—
12 "Regeneration."
19— William Farnum
"The Broken Law."
86— Theda Bara
"Under Two Flags."
8 — "Infidelity" (Dr. Rameau).
—Valeska Suratt 'The Soul of Broadway."
89
6

in

ia

in

i«

9

61

in

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Feb.
Feb.

—
Theda Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
— William Farnum "Hoodman Blind."

18
28

AMERICAN RED CROSS

in

"Rebuilding Broken Lives," one reel.
"Victorious Serbia," one reel.
"First Aid on the Piave," one reel.
"The Helping Hand of Sicily," one reel.

in

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.

Mix
"A Roman Cowboy."
—Tom
"His Musical Sneeze," two
——
"Money
Talks."
— "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
—
11
"A
with Tom Mix.
Soft Tenderfoot." two
—
9

in

23

RAINBOW COMEDIES

reels.

Mar. 28
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

6

"How She Hated Men,"

reels,

25

June 15

reels,
reels.
reels.

"Hoovenzing," one

Merry Jailbirds," two
— "The
"Virtuous Husbands," two

AMERICAN FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
"Hearts of Love " six

— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon Gas."
28— "The Pousse Cafe."
2 — "Fireman, Save My Child."
9 — "Wild Waves and Angry Women."
—
9.

16

of

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.
Apr.

"The Married Virgin," seven

2
Sept.
9
Sept.
Sept. 16
Sept. 28
Sept. 80
Oct.

INC.

SHERRY SERVICE

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"'The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience,"

six

reels,

five reels,

reels

Finley

It

"O'Garry Rides Alone," two reels.
"The Man from Nowhere," two reels.

six

CRYSTAL FILM COMEDY
"The Lady Detective and His Wedding Day,"

one

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

split reel.

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

split reel.

reel.

reel.
reel.

DUPLEX FILMS,
"Shame," seven

INC.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

reels.

EBONY COMEDIES

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

"When You Hit, Hit Hard," one reel.
"A Black and Tan Mix-Up," one reel.

ESSANAY COMEDIES
"Snakeville'i

New

one

Sheriff,"

"Sophie's Birthday Party," one

reel
reel.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CORP.
Bolsheviki," five reels.

"Camille," six reels.
"The Marvelous Maeiste," six reels.

"Monster of Fate.*"

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

Dec

COSMOFOTOFILM

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.
reels.

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,
reels,

INC.

drama.

Mar.
Mar.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

Apr.
Apr.

"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-91."

FORT PITT THEATRE
"The

Italian

Battlefront."

eight

— "Roueh
"Good

24
2

9—
—"The

Children Wanted,"

five

Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
Mountain of Tears."
Spirit That Won' Was Born."

Stuff."

to Eat."
Story of Steel."

"The Land

16

of

Enchantment."

—
—
——
— "Going Up."
11 — "Can the Poor

May
May

reels.

Fish?"
Goose Chase."

Pair of
—
—"A
"Proposing

CAPITOL COMEDIES

Pink Pajamas," two reels.
Bill," two reels.
15
'The Jelly Fish," two reels.
29 "Poor Innocent," two reels.
12
"You Know What I Mean," two reels.
26 "The Big Idea."
7 "Have Another."
23 "A Master of Music."
9
"The New Breakfast Food."
23 "The Potum of Swat."
fi— "The Midnight Alarm."
20 "Wanted A Baby," two reels.
4
"The Sea Wolf," two reels.
18
"Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.

—
—
—
—
—

1

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
"No

Do for Two Cents."
the Liberty Motor."

Will

17—"Where The
—

Nov. 17

Bull," two reels.

"Her Moment," seven

—
8— "Carrying
10— "Canada's

May 4
May
May 18— "A Wild

Inc.

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels.**
"Billy in Harness," two reels.

"Hypocrites." six
"I Believe," six

18— "What Uncle Sam
"The Truth About
87— "Hang It AH I"
20

23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve.*'
6
Apr.
"Cut It Out."
Apr. 13 "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 "A Visit to New Orleans."

HANOVER FILM COMPANY

"Bombs and

reels.

five reels,
five reels,

1

CLOVER COMEDIES
"Ohl the Women,

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

4

of Sunset Gap," two reels.

"Love's Lucky Day," one

five reels,

five reels,

reels

"From Caterpillar to Butterfly," one
"A Widow's Camouflage," one reel.

reels,

five reels,
reels,

2

reels.

"Troubled Waters,' one reel.
"Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day,"

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five

'Tobin's Palm," two reels.

BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS — Ned

Bill

six

with Catherine Calvert.

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE

"The Raiders

six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

to

Billy.

"Calibre .88."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

"The Rose of Wolfville," two
"A Ramble in Aphasia," two

reels.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
L.

Edna Mayo.

—
with Geraldine Farrar
Turn of a Wheel,"
— "The
"Peck's Bad Girl,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
with Tom Moore.
"Just for Tonight,"
—"The Kingdom of Youth,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—
"Laughing
Hyde," with Will Rogers.
7—
"Hidden Fires,"
with Mae Marsh.
Nov. 17 — "Thirty a Week,"
with Tom Moore.
Nov. 21 — "A Perfect 86,"
with Mabel Normand.
Dec 1—
'The Hell Cat,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
8— "A Perfect Lady,"
Dec.
with Madge Kennedy.
Dec. 15— "Too Fat
Fight,"
with Frank Mclntrye.
Dec. 29— "The Racing Strain,"
with Mae Marsh.
—"Go West, Young Man."
Dec 29—
with Tom Moore.
12
"Day
Dreams,"
with Madge Kennedy.
Jan.
—
"Shadows,"
Jan. 26
with Geraldine Farrar.
—
Feb.
"The Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsk.
—
Feb. 16 "Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
Feb. 28 "The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Fredericl
9 — "The Brand," seven
Mar.
(Rex Beach Special*
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
Apr.
6
with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
Apr. 20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow."
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
May
with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave
To Susan,"
with Madge Kennedy.
May 18 —
Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
— Rex
May 25—
"When Doctors Disagree,"
with Mabel Normand.
"The Fear Woman,"
with Pauline Frederick.
June

reel.
reel.

WM.

with

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

reel.
reel.

6

reels,

MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS

Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
—"William
"Out and In Again," half
—
"A
Cow's Husband," half
— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix," half

-Why—the

reel.

'Parson Pepp," one reel.
"Fang's Fate and Fortune," one reel.

"Doggone Tough Luck."
———"Landing
an Heiress."
"The Bearded Lady."

26
2

reel.

SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

one

"The Camouflage Baby," one reel.
"The Pipe of Peace," one reel.

reels.

BENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, John^iy," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

reels.

"Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
"Little Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels
"The Locked Heart," five reels.

RANCHO SERIES

Dec.

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

shadow of the Rockies."
"Where the Sun Sets Red."
'In the

62

PICTURE CORPORATION
—'TheMETRO
with May Allison
Testing of Mildren Vane,"
the High Spots,"
with Bert
16—"Sylvia on a Spree,
with Emmy Wehlan.
28 — "The Poor Rich Man,"
with Francis X. Bushman.
—
2

9—"Hitting

30

"Her

fiv

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Inspiration," five reels, with

ereels,

May

Lytell.

Allison.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

j

May
May

—
with Viola Dana.
"The Gold Cure,"
—"The
with Hcrt
Spender,"
—
with tihel Barry more.
"The Divorcee,"
— "In for Thirty Days,"
with May Allison.
3 — "Faith,"
with Bert
—
with Edith Storey.
10
"As the Sun Went Down,"
17 — "Johnny on the Spot,"
with Hale Hamilton.
24 — "Peggy Does Her Darndest,"
with May Allison.
— "Satan Junior,"
with Viola Dana.
10 — "Blind Man's Eyes,"
Bert
17 — "The Way of the Strong,"
with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24 — "That's Good,"
with Hale Hamilton.
31 — "Parisian Tigress,"
with Viola Dana,
— "The Island of Intrigue,"
with May Allison.
14 — "Blackie's Redemption,"
with Bert
21 — "False Evidence,"
with Viola Dana.
28 — "After His Own Heart,"
with Hale Hamilton.
— "The Amateur Adventuress,"
with Emmy Wehlen.
12 — "Castles
with May Allison.
the Air,"
6

IS

20
27

five

3

7

5

in

five reels,
Lyteil.
five reels,
five reels,
five reel:,,
Lyteil.
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lyteil.
five reels, witli
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lyteil.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five -reels,

SCREEN CLASSICS,

INC.,

*

EASTMAN
FILM

SPECIALS

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with R:ta Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.

first

"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly
"To Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.

tical

Sisters.

"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All Star Cast.

\

in

made motion

— to-day

plays

it

making the

pictures pracits full

part

best pictures pos-

sible.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eyej seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

,

PATHE EXCHANGE,
PATHE

Sept.

Dec.

Mar.
Apr.

Apr.

i

SPECIAL,

— "Her Man,"
—
—"Infatuation,"
"Common Clay," seven
27 — "The Unknown Love,"
Lincoln.
20— "The Sawdust Doll,"

Identifiable by the words "Eastman**
/in the film margin

.

INC.

FEATURES

six reels, with Elaine Hammerstein.
six reels, with Gaby Deslys.
reels, with Fannie Ward.
six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

8

1

2

five

and *'K#dak"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
and E. K.

ROCHESTER,

with Baby Marie Osborne.

reels,

N. Y.

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Sept.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
17 — "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
15 — "The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
12 — "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
—
Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
—"The
"The Cry of the Weak,"
with Fannie Ward.
22

five

five

reels,

reels,
five

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

9

6
4

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

— "The Border Raiders,"
with Betty Compson and George
Larkin.
— "Milady
the Beanstalk,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
29 — "Dolly's Vacation,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
26 — "A Vagabond of France," four
with Henri Krauss.
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
with Marie Osborne.
23 — "Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
with Helene Chadwick.
—
20 "The Sawdust Doll,"
with Baby Marie Osborne.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
80— "The Challenge Accepted,"
with Zena Keefe.
— "The Drifters,"
with
Warren Kerrigan.
20— "The Law That Divides,"
with Kathleen
27 — "Fighting Through,"
with E. K. Lincoln.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10
16
24

Oct.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
It Apr.

Dec

5

1

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five

—"Come
—
— "Made

6

—
—
—

Again
in

reels,

America,'

first

Clifford.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

Warren Kerrigan.

episode of eight one-reel

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Money Isn't Everything," five reels, with_ Margarita Fisher.
"Hobbs in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives," five reels, with Mary Miles If inter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
a
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.

"Eyes of Julia Deep,"

Ian.
Tan.

F«b.

7

— Kleine,

PERFECTION PICTURES
"Quo

Vsdis." eight reels.

1— Essanay, "Men Whs

Have Made Love

to

Tom Moore

Me,"

and Hazel

six reels, with

I

six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
tl
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Essanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
tdissn. 'The Wall Invisible." •uc reels, with SWirlrv Manno

Jan.

Mary

—

Dec.
v Dec.
J Jan.
fllan.

ii»

in

—

25

"The Water
"Mayor of Filbert"

(Special), with

BLUEHIRD
—
"The Game's Up,"
— "Who
Marry Me?"
—"Sue ofWill
the South,"
10 — "Millionaire Pirate,"
—

20
27

Mar.

3

May
May

McKee.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

I

4

IS

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

MscLane.
Cssanay, "Buggies of Red Gap,"
:

five

Belle Bennett.

— "A Lady's Name,"
— "Code of the Yukon,"
— "Who Cares,"
— "Cheating Cheaters,"

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
five reels, with Clara Kimball Youn a .

63

PHOTOPLAYS

reels, with Ruth Clifford.
five reels, with Carmel Meyers.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
"Sealed Envelope," five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
"The Little White Savage," five reels. Carmel Meyer*.
Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five

3

—
— "A

17

24

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

—

Silk Lined Burglar,"
— "A
Amazing Wife,"
—"The
"What
Am Bid?"
— "Fire Flingers,"

Mar. 31

of Harvard," six reels, with

five reels, with Hazel Daly.
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
reels, with Jack Conway.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
five reels, with Margaret Blanche.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Lily," five reels, with Alice Mann.

Little
(special),

6

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

Man

10— Selle^'Brown

— "The
Rowdy,"
—
"Toton"
—
"Democracy,"
13 — "A Regular Fellow,"
20 — "Devil M' Care,"
27 — "The Follies Girl."
— "A Place the Sun,"
11 — "Taxi" (Special),
—

Mar. 23
Mar. 30

series.

"The Love Hunger," five reels, with Lillian Walker.
"The Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
"The End of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Thunderbolts of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anna
Lehr.

"When

Constance Talmadge.

SPECIALS

J.

five reels,
six reels,
Smith," five reels, with J.

—

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
In,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with
"Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.

"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmaa.

five reels,

6

Apr.

I

five reels,
reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

o'

five

Mar. 10
Mar. 24

1

!

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels,

—"The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "The Belle of New York,"
with Marion Davies.
—
with Mitchell Lewis.
"Children of Banishment."
—
with Alice Brady.
World to Live
—"The
with Norma Talmadge.
"The Probation Wife,"
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—"Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.
—
"Marry Mary,"
with Marion Davies.
—

7
14
21

six reels, with Priscill? Dear
six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
five reels, with
Murray.
six reels, with Rupert Julian.
Exquisite Thief," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Fists," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Delicious Little Devil," six reels, with
Murray.

Mae

I

— "The
— "Bare
—
12
"The
28
5

— "Fortune's

Mae

VITAGRAPH

with Gladys LesFe.
with Harry More).
Alice Joyce).
Oirl
five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
five reels, with Bessie Love
"From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.

— "Silent Strength,"
—
"The Lion and the Mouse"
—
Problem,"
"The
10— "The Wishing Ring Man,"
10
17
24
S

10
17

—
—

Child."

five
reels,
five reels,

(special

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

May
May
May
May

— "Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"
with Gladys
"Fighting Destiny,"
with Harry T. Morey.
——"The
Cambric Mask,"
with Alice Joyce.
—
Unknown Quantity,"
with Corinne
— "The
"A Yankee Princess,"
with Bessie Love.
28 — "Two Women,"
with Anita Stewart (special).
28 — "The Usurper,"
with Earle Williams.
— "A Stitch Time,"
with Gladys Leslie.
12 — "Beating the Odds,"
with Harry Morey.
19 — "The Third Degree,"
with Alice Joyce (Special).
26 — "Thin Ice,"
with Corinne

Dec.

1*—"The

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

24

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
in
five reels,
six reels,
Griffith.
five reels,

31
7
14
21

5

Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and

Zero Horn,"

five reels, with June Elvidge.
'"Just Sylvia," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
"The Grough," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Love Net," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Sea Waif," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"What Love Forgives," five reels, with Barbara Castletom.
"Under Four Flags," five reels.
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"Courage for Two." five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
"The Unveiling Hand." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"The
Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Lore.
"Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
"The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
"The Quickening Flame." five reels, with' Montagu Love.
"The Price of Doubt," five reels, with
Star Cast.

Nov. 18
Nov. 86—

Dec 28—
Dec 80—

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

—
"The Light
—
—"Adele,"

of

"Her Code

of

5

26
23
Mar. 30

— "A Man

Western Stars," seven

—

8

IS—
—

—
—
17—
—

tO
J»7

8

10—

—
—
—

34

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

8

10

Hand

—
—
—
14 —
21 —
28 —

17
24
31

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

7

AH

reels,

with Dustin Farnom.

six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with

Honor,"

five

reels,

Dustin Farnum.
with Florence Reed.

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A

Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

reels.

SERIALS

6—

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Griffith.

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
—

NEWS REELS

Leslie.

Vitagraph, "The Woman in the Web."
Universal, "The Lion's Claws."
Vitagraph, "A Fight for Millions."
Universal, "The Brass Bullet."
Gaumont, 'The Hand of Vengeance."
Pathe, "Hands Up."
Pathe, "Wolves of Kulture."
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test." with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter' Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

THE OPEN MARKET
STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
"

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

ggj N N

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION

"The Deemster." nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"My Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

(.Robert C. Bruce Sctnict)
of the Tetons," one reel.
"Nature Rest and Motion," one reel.
"Horizon Hunters," one reel.
"The High Horse," one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

—

CO.

"Nine-Tenths of the Law," six reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
Devil's Playground,
seven reels.

—

REX BEACH PICTURES CORPORATION

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
"Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement,"
3 — "Indian Life," one
10 — "An Indian Love Story," one
17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
24 — "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one

ten reels.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
"The Vigilantes," seven

reels.

DAVID BERNSTEIN

"The Marriage Bond,"

•

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

"A

Slacker's Heart," five reels.

"Enlighten

EUGENIC FILM COMPANY
"Birth," six reels.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY
"Humility."
"Ivan the Terrible," six reels.
"Loyalty."
"Robespierre," seven reels.
"Tyranny of the Romanoffs."

*

—

A Bridegroom."
Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
Many
Wives."
"Too
"A Rustic Romeo."

FELIX

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,

five reels,

"Empty Pockets." seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

with Charlotte.

Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

CORONA CINEMA COMPANY

"The Light Within,"

five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
five reels, with Mme. Petrova.

"Daughter of Destiny,"

of Eve," seven reels, with Enid Markey.

Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Flaming Front." Italian official war film.

"Tempered
"Italy's

CREATIVE FILM CORPORATION
The

INC.

Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertsatv

"A Dog's

"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

Who

FEIST

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

reels.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

Girl

F.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS

'The Curse

reels.

"Alice in Wonderland," six reels.

"Stop,

"The Frozen Warning,"

Thy Daughter," seven

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM COMPANY

"Lost

"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

with Nat Goodwin.

ENLIGHTENMENT PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION

'

"Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."

five reels,

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

88-

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

Is

eleven reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

—"Qh, Baby."
—"Go
88—
"Good Gracious, Bobby.
SO— "You Couldn't Blame Her."
6— "For Love or Money."
18— "Salvation Sue."
80— "Four of a Kind."
87 — "Welcome Home."

i.

one

reel.

18

Jan.
i.
Jan.

reel.

1

EFFANGE FILM COMPANY

CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION
Woman,"

81

reel.

"Redemption," with Evelyn Nesblt Thaw.

"Joan the

eight reels.
six reels, with Lillian Walker.
of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

"The Wolf

"The

"The Barrier,"

"A Romance

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

five reels.

ATLANTA DISTRIBUTING

"The Chosen Prince,"
"The Grain of Dust,"

"Pershing's Crusaders."

"Romance

Didn't Think." six reels.

64

of Tarzan," six reels, with

Elmo Lincoln.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"Shoulder Anna," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
fire reel*, with Hoc. Petrova
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
reels.
Teddy,"
seven
"Our
"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.

"The Panther Woman,"

Lyon & Healy

FOUR square: pictures

Have Ready

Sherry/* five reels, with Gertrude McCoy.
"The Submarine Eye," seven reels.
"Should She Obey," seven reels, with Alice Wilson.
"The Great White Trail," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"One Hour," six reels, with Zena Keefe

"Madame

Fotoplayer

"The Cast-Off," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Men."
"A Woman's Experience," seven reels, with Mary Boland.

FRATERNITY FILMS,

INC.

"The Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena.
"The Witching Hour," six reels, with Jack SherriU.
"Conquest of Canaan," five reels.

FRIEDMAN ENTERPRISES,
"A Mormon Maid,"

with

six reels,

for Prompt Installation
Models of the Unequaled

Various

The Leading Orchestra

THEATRES,

for

MOVIE

Hotels,

Restaurants,
Dancing Academies, Private Ballrooms

INC.

Mae Murray.

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

HARRY GARSON
"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

reels,

with Blanche Sweet.

eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

GENERAL. ENTERPRISES
"The

Liar," six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace

Darmond.

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY
"The Woman and

the Beast," five reels.
reels, with Leah Baird.
Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

"Moral Suicide," seven

"When Men

D.
"The Birth of a Nation." nine

W. GRIFFITH

with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrc
reels,

Plays from Any 88-Note Player Piano Roll.
Two Rolls; there's no pause between pieces.

HOPP HADLEY
"The Vow.'

HARPER FILM CORPORATION

Piano Double Tracker Device.

HAWK
Fate,'

Aeolian, Flute, Vox
Mystica, Cornet, Me-

five reels.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION

lodia, Flute

"The

the Gods."
eight reels.

Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

Piano Muffler

Waves
Wind

Traps and Effects as

Bird Whistle

follows:
Set of Orchestra Bel Is

Teleferaph

Castanets
Horses' Hoofs (Imp.)

Auto Horn
Sleigh Bells

Tom Tom
Thunder

Siren

Snare

Drum

Door

Bell or

Cymbal

Automobile Exhaust
Locomotive Exhaust
Chinese Wood Drum
Positively the only instrumen t made with which the music
cue sheet accompanying every Feature Film can be
Telephone Bell

followed exactly.

W.

Tambourine

Oboe

HISTORIC FEATURE FILMS

six reels, with

Key

Bell

Triangle

6 Stops:

it—"Christus."

"Ta« Bargain,"

Double

Cow

[Bell]

Chinese Cymbal
Steamboat Whistle or
Locomotive Whistle

Principal

Write

THOS. H. INCE

[31)

Crackling Flames or
Breaking Brush

Diapason

As*,

Drum

Bass

Xylophone

Reed Organ and Pipes:
65-Note Range
Pressure Reed Organ,

"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

5 Cathedral Chimes
Genuine Locomotive

Pistol Shots.

Cello, Diaphone,
Flute d'Amour

HILLER AND WILK
"Woman,"

d'Amour

Viol d'Orchestra
Bats Swell Organ:

reels.

Tremolo
Pipes

for Orchestral
Effects

Great Swell Organ
Open Diapason
Treble Swe 11 Organ:

FILM CORPORATION

"Areuari the World in 10 Days." six

"Wrath of

—

it.

'Civilization," ten reels.

"Monster of

A

Five styles to suit all requirements.
school girl can play
Style 50 Gives the following effects, in addition to a
delightful orchestral pipe organ tone:
High Grade Player
Clarionet
Fire Gong
Echo

HANOVER FILM COMPANY
"Maciste," six reels.

The

exclusive double tracker does

for Illustrated Catalog

it.

and Easy Payment Terms

S. Hart.

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Babbling Tongues." five reels, with Grace Valentine.
"Married in Name Only," six reels, with Milton Sills.
,
"Human Clay," with Mollie King.
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life ar Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

World's Largest Music House
55-95 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Read What They All Say: Ever since we have installed the Fotoplayer the attendance has increased. The first night we opened up
with the instrument we broke all house records, and our theatre
has been opened for over two years. The Fotoplayer has proven
most satisfactory and has done for us more than you claim.

INC.

"The Doctor and the Woman." five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."
"The Sinking of the Lusitania."
'Trashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

DOWNER THEATRE

JESTER COMEDIES
One

two-reel

Messrs.

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

JAMES KEANE
"The

Spreading Evil," seven

me

Chicago

Catalog;

and Terms on Fotoplayers.

Name:

-

reels.

Street

LEA-BELL COMPANY
"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

LYON 6 HEALY.

Please send

CO.. Milwaukee. Wis.

reels.

City

65
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CUT OUT THE COST OF BANNERS
Here's a handsome sign, with interchangeable letters (not
lighted) to extend over sidewalk, hang under canopy, or on
front of building.
It takes the place of the banners you now must have made
for every show looks better can be read farther— and cuts
out all expense of making banners.
Practically indestructible changed on a minute's notice
no disappointments when you g€t an unexpected film.
A money-saver, and good advertising at the same time.

—
—

—

Specifications
One, two, or three line readers.
158 metal panels, with assorted letters, and blank spacers.
14 metal panels with punctuation marks and "&," "In," an
"The."
2 boxes to hold letters, etc.
Letters are white enamel. Background of all panels, anc
sign, finished in black, with handsome blue stippling, finished
with two coats of Vernosite spar varnish. Border in brown

and

any color

red, or

desired.

Prices

PAYS FOR ITSELF
Figure up what you
pay each month for
banners. You'll save
all

that

have

when

complete— F. O.
2 line single
F. O. B.,

you

We

Perpetual

this

Banner— r

2 line double face, 12

e a d y

for

talk

it

any unexpected
change — easily read
elegant
proof.
will

few

The
and

in

same

high

size,

— 172

panels,

all

$225.00

panels,

100

all

complete,

Chicago

160.00

also handle illuminated signs.
over.

MAIN OFFICE,

weatherWhat it saves
it

in.

Chicago

B.,

If

you need one,

let's

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

— and

pay for
months.

face,

long, 32

ft.

845

SO.

WABASH

Branch Sales

a

Chicago
407-408

BENEFITS

Mailers Bldg.

157

AVE.,

CHICAGO

Offices

Indianapolis
N. Illinois St.

Milwaukee
Second Street

133

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

ENJOYMENTS
of PEACE

THE

SCREENS
Our President said:
"The benefits and enjoyments

We Have

of peace

It

REPUTATION
QUALITY

All

PRICE

De berri Scenic

are well worth the sacrifice;" and certainly this exemplifies the spirit of the

922

W.

MONROE

Do

It

Now

Co.
CHICAGO

ST.

Motion Picture Industry.
Effective

Film Insurance

for

MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGE MANAGERS
nn

-

nn

new

films should be properly treated before they are
permitted to run through the projection machine. My
special process of seasoning and softening of new films
will positively toughen, creating an efficiently durable
All

and long-lived

Many

film.

of Chicago's leading exchange

managers

will at-

my method, which Is dona
by hand, giving personal service to every film treated.

test to the excellent results of

A.
112 Nsrlb La Salic SL,

TOM

ARTHUR LEVEY
Fourteen Fifty-Seven Broadway, N. Y.

TEITEL

CHICAGO

Telephone Frmklii 3516

PHILLIPS

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
CHICAGO
5728 S. State St.

Bryant 1058
(Returned with the American Expeditionary Forces)
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CHICAGO,

VIII

MAY

10,

No. 20

1919

dke ^Independent

jilm iradela^er

ETERNAL
i if

.

^3VVAGDALENE

S/ie isEveryw/iere

CHICAGO ^ M2&W
ri

MARTIN

\HED WEEKLY
tO.

DEARBORN

ST.

J.

Entered as second class matter, August

QU1GLEY, PUBLISHER
to.

1017. at Ik*

Post Office at Chicago.

III.,

under the Act of March,

3, 1S70.

ONE DOLLAR
A YEAR

Dog Gone You,
have undone me!
YOU
leading business man

Here

I

Fatty!
am, the town's
be dignified

—supposed to

at all times!

My

wife and children dragged me to a picture show last
night and I preserved my dignity and stroked my whiskers
and pretended moving pictures were not worthy of my notice
I did until your picture came.
Then I disgraced myself.
I
didn't want the people to know I ever even smiled or that my
grouch was a bluff.
But you made me roar until the whole town they were all there-

—

found

me

—

out.

men smiled at me and said, "Hello!" And
was invited to join the Country Club!
k.They have found out I am human! Now my whole life is ruined and
by you. Dog gone you!
After the show several

today

I

—

(Signed) A.
P. S.

— The worst of

for six weeks!

I don' t

that the theatre manager says he
see how I can wait. A. G.

it is

—

GROUCH.

won't show another of your

E FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
HpTirTkj-

jl

pictures

I

ADOLPH ZUKORPnji JESSE L.LASKYWtrPnsi CECIIB.DE MttLE/>/>WarCcami Wrrnlllil

Papamount Arbucku
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]

IQeeki

—

—

at one theatre
of
is
the initial booking
Goldwyn's great drama of compassion, "The Eternal
Magdalene."

That

A

solid

campaign
job

month's
in

a

thousand-dollar

advance; a special publicity

—such was Manager John Keane's

possibilities

It

run;

—

the

ofeAicciao

advance of the ultimate

in

was based on the recogepoch-making handling of a remarkable

public presentation.

nition of an

man on

estimate of the

art

this big extra production.

of

was an estimate made

test

advertising

It

subject.

Manager Keane saw

instantly the power, the broad
appeal, the universality of Robert H.
McLaughlin's mighty theme
the hunted woman of

human

—

ten thousand towns and forty centuries.

Your audience

will see

it,

too.

Goldytfyn

7Xe ETERNAL MAGDALENE

Her own company
1X1

Supervised and Directed by

Photoplay by

GEORGE

EARLE SNELL

E.

MIDDLETON

MissMichelena'S greatest contribution to
the silent drama even better than
her ^Salomy Jane" ancfSalvation Nell"
,

%

ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY

DIVISION OF FILMS

Bankers and Exporters

ed through

hibitors

Mutual

for the

producer

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Your theatre

will

create a positive
sensation

Loew's
will

New York Theatres

open at 10
to

a.

m. and close at 12

p.

m.

accommodate the crowds.
Loew's have booked it solid
in their New York Houses.

A

First National

Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

WARNING!
"Virtuous Wives"
..

"A

and

..

Midnight Romance"
211*6

••

Anita Stewart's
First National

— Louis B.

Mayer Productions

Next
"Mary Regan"
Leroy Scott's Sensational Novel
of Big Pleasure in New York.

A

First National

Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

ENDORSEMENT
U.

5 DEPARTMENT
of LABOR

Tl

WITH
HENRYrfB^WALTHALili

ENDORSEMENT

CONSUMERS LEAGUE
of AM ERICA

REAL P ICTURE AI LAST!

All the elements that go into the production of a money getter were
used to the utmost in this spectacular romance of Love and Intrigue

CAPITAL AND LABOR
Great Actors
Beautiful

Women

Monster Scenic Backgrounds
Sensational Exposures
Thrilling Complications—
Sumptuously Presented

BIG

Brilliantly

Acted

ENOUGH FOR A ROAD SHOW

THE MOST DISCUSSED PICTURE

IN

j

AMERICA—

because it takes America's Most Burning
Question and makes of it

THE SUPER-DRAMA OF THE GENERATION!
STA TE RIGHT BUYERS Investigate this

FROM THE NOVEL BY
W/1. HAMILTON OSBORNE

m

remarkable proposition before your territory

PRODUCED BY
NAT L. FILM CORRofAMER.
PRODUCERS OF

DIRECTED BY
RTRAM BRACKEN

"TARZ.AN"
FOR TERRITORY

A^tY

TO

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
126 W. 46 3^ ST.

NEW YORK

CITY

KE

]

is

gone.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MO TO GRAPH

CRANDALLS

HARRY

Entire Chain of

WASHINGTON,D.C
Theatres* Books the
HARRY RAVER
presentation of

AUGUSTUS THOMAS'
Famous Staae Success

As A
THan
Thinks
Starring

LEAH BAIRD
The

Picture Girl Beautiful

Directed by GEORGE IRVING

What
"

There

is

Wid's Says About This Picture

no danger of your going too strong in boosting 'As

about anything you say.
discussion which
figure

on running

the picture

is

is

It

A Man Thinks,'

for

it

will

:

back up

does justice to the powerful original play and offers a theme for

apt to start folks talking after they have seen the picture ....

this for extra time,

I

would

thereby profiting by word of mouth advertising which

sure to receive."

New York Telegraph says: "'As A Man Thinks' has all the earmarks of an Al boxAnd the Exhibitors' Trade Review predicts: "'As A Man Thinks' wiU undoubtedly go over big and attract considerable extra money into the box-office of every
And

the

office success."

theatre that shows

it."

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue, New York City

Distributing through PATHfi Exchange, Incorporated

ki QUI

in the greatest production

of her amazing
on

screen

and

career
stage*

,

,

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

'These alive

Exhibitors have hooked

AZ MOVA
I

The

RED LANTERN
r runs

RIVOLI ,7{ewYork, lweek - R I ALTO, De'Jioines, 2weeksLIBERTY, Kansas City, 2 weeks - ALHAMBRA ,Toledo, 1 weekCAIIFORNIA, £os Angeles, lweek -MADI SON,Detr^,l weekM1LE S -REGENT, Detroit, lweek- PLA7.A San Diego,! weeks BHANI)ElS,0wa/ia,lweek-TOM MOORE's Theatre Washington,
lweek -MERRILLj/Il^uvm^, 2 weeks- EL PASO,lweekDAlLAS,lweek-HOUSTON,lweek -BOSTON,<?Ju'ai^, 2 weeks SAVOY, Chicago, lweek- RIVIERA Chicago 1 week. - IRVING
PARK, Chicago, 1 week - MlRROR.jM.oUne, 1 week-ZlEGFIEID,
,

UBER1Y,2ittsburg,lweek- STANLEY, Tkiladelphia,lweek-TRINCESS, Spingfieid, lweek -MAJESTIC,
Jackson, lweek -AMERICAN, TerreJ(aute, lweek - ORPHEUM,
galesburg, 1 week-WOODLAWN, Chicago,! week-DAYTON,lweek
ELITE,iC^m^z^,lweek-NEWGAPiRICKj^/nn^(7/^, 1 weekNEW GARRlCK^^Paw^lweek-REX^ii^^lweek- STRAND,
'Syracuse, lweek- GRANDJUadison, lweek -MAJESTK^itmfw/t^
lweek and others pouring in *
Chicago, 1 weeks-

c

*W The above will increase
their runs and repeat!

METRO PICTURES

CORPORATION-

IBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

TAYLOR HOLMES
TAXI
just read George Agnew Chamberlain's story, "Taxi/Mm the
Cosmopolitan, will be in line at the various theatres of photoplay when the Exhibitors
show this picture. Some box-office attraction.

3,500,000 people

who have

Your patrons know that the name of Taylor Holmes in connection with any picture
a comedy of refinement that appeals to all ages of picture enthusiasts.

signifies

"Taxi" means an unusual opportunity of collecting profits. But furthermore it means
attracting to your house the kind of an audience that will be permanent, an audience
that will continue to give your house the high standing it enjoys.
Lawrence Windom directed this photoplay. The supporting cast includes the grotesque
Maude Eburne, Lillian Hall, Irene Tarns and Fred Tiden.

"Taxi"
Holmes
1457

—

a comedy that runs with a snap and a dash an hour's joy-ride with Taylor
Book it now and grasp your share of the profits.
as the chauffeur.
is

Broadway

Triangle Distributing Corporation

I

I

New York
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HARRY
ANNOUNCES

SHERMAN

o4.

THE

AN ARRANGEMENT WITH

First National Exhibitors Circuit
By which

that prominent distributing or-

ganization will hereafter circulate the

FAMOUS LEHRMAN COMEDIES

We

are confident that exhibitors will be

gratified

by the

significant

are both principals.

.'.

.'.

affiliation
.'.

.'.

.'.

as
.'.

Lehrman Comedies
STUDIOS: CULVER
CITY, CALIFORNIA

j

L6

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Pledge:
GRATEFUL to the exhibitors of the World
for their splendid support

couragement
pledge

all

in

my

my

and inspiring en-

past efforts,

energy, will and

hereby

I

power

to the

creation of such a high standard of film

comedies as will create their future interest
in

my

activities.

believed that the
artistic results

the

I

would

like to

consummation

means

mere monetary

far

more

returns.

.'.

have

it

of these

to

me

.*.

than

.'.

.'.

Henry Lehrman

17
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R. C. Aitken
Late of
is

open

the

to

Gaumond

Co., Ltd.,

purchase the rights for

Great Britain for

all

kinds of

films.
Address

the

Glasgow Film Service
52

Howard

Street,

Glasgow,

Scotland.
Cable address:

Code

—A. B.

ReFlex, Glasgow
C. 5th edition

18
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"VIRTUOUS MEN"
Directed by

Starring

RALPH INCE

LINCOLN

E. K.

PROVES A

STATE RIGHTS SENSATION
FIVE STATES SOLD
In

ARTHUR
BUYS

S.

Record Breaking Time

HYMAN
ATTRACTIONS
DETROIT,

Illinois

—

MICH.

—

Indiana

Michigan

CO-PARTNER ATTRACTIONS
PITTSBURGH, PA.

BUYS Western

—West

Pennsylvania

Virginia

ARTHUR S. HYMAN, GEN. MGR., ARTHUR S. HYMAN ATTRACTIONS, SAYS:
"'VIRTUOUS MEN' is the biggest box-office
attraction
"
acquired since I bought 'Hearts of the World'.
H. C.

I

have

SIMERAL, GEN. MGR., CO-PARTNER ATTRACTIONS, SAYS:
"I

bought 'VIRTUOUS

wise exhibitors in

MEN'

because it is the kind of picture the
been clamoring for."

my territory have

OTHER TERRITORIES BEING CLOSED DAILY
YOURS MAY BE SOLD TO-MORROW
ARTHUR

H.

SAWYER

I

HERBERT LUBIN

PICTURES
1476 Broadway,

New York

Phone Bryant 3271

Foreign Rights Sold to

J.

FRANK BROCKLISS,
21

Inc.

NEWS OF THE WEEK

"The Exquisite Thief," Universal D, six parts,
with Priscilla Dean
48
"Miss Adventure," Fox C-D, five parts, with
Peggy Hyland
48
"The Usurper," Vitagraph D, five parts, with

Exhibitors Organize to Fight Dangers
Confronting Them
29
Pennsylvania Bill Aims Body Blow at Distributors' Deposit Systems
30
Combat Censorship With Questionnaire at
Montgomery, Ala
32
Censorship Bills in Illinois Meet Strong OppoIllinois

Call,"

48
Exhibitors

parts, with Billie

Mutual D,

Kane Resigns Post

as

General

Manager

Rhodes

48

for

32

Select Pictures

May Take Over

General

Principal Exchanges
Government Film Shown Sundays
phia Despite Uproar

Departments

Film's

32

Heraldgrams

26
41

33

The Cutting Room
The Export Field

in Philadel-

Herrington Plan of Financing Exhibitor League
Put to Test
Many Important Announcements at Select Managers Convention
First National Announcements Set Every Branch
of Industry Talking
Goldwyn Will Star Tom Moore in Basil King
Novel and Stage Play
Spirited Bidding for State Rights to Ince Production "Virtuous Men"
William Fox Will Return Home Early in May
Is Report

43
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36
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38
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39

Bee Hive Exchange

Reviews

"The Red Lantern," Metro-Nazimova D, seven
parts, with Nazimova
"The Veiled Adventure," Select F, five parts.
with Constance Talmadge
"The Eternal Magdalene," Goldwyn D, six parts
"Oh You Women," Paramount C, five parts,
with Ernest Truex and Louise Huff
"The Love That Dares," Fox D, five parts, with

45
45
45

46

46
Madlaine Traverse
"What Am I Bid?" Universal D, six parts, with

Mae Murrav
"The Stronger Vow," Goldwyn D,

46
five

parts,

46
with Geraldine Farrar
"Getting Mary Married," Select C, five parts,
46
with Marion Davies
"False Evidence," Metro D, five parts, with Viola
47
Dana
"As A Man Thinks," Hodkinson D, five parts,
47
with Leah Baird
"For Better, For Worse," Artcraft D, seven
47
parts

VoK
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five
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"Big Four"

Earle Williams

"The Love
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Celebrated Players Film Corporation
DeBerri Scenic Company
DeVry Corporation
Famous Players Lasky Corporation
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc
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Glasgow Film Service
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
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CHRISTIE COMEDIES

GAUIiQNT WEEK LIES

oUTINQrCHESTERS

PICTURES

YOU KNOW
MAKE
MONEY FOR
WILL

CRAIG

YOU

KENNEDY

FILM
207

HOUDINI

CORPORATION
S.

Wabash Ave.

Chicado

—
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Trade Paper
The

policy governing the conduct of the

Ideal

HERALD

is

based

on a definite, concrete and uncompromising ideal of service
to and advancement of the motion picture trade.

The thoroughly

established reputation of independence

in itself a disavowal of the petty favoritisms

is

and prejudices

that tend to reduce reactionary trade media to the low
level

of

parasitical

grafters,

rendering nothing that

is

worthy of the name of service, yet collecting a tribute
from those elements of an industry that believe flattery
and mis-representation to be good advertising.

The HERALD
in the
its

believes in the

motion picture trade.

reader

motion picture and believes
It sees in the

— a governor of public opinion

generations.

It recognizes in this

of this

exhibitor

and future

industry a tremendous

commercial factor and also a powerful instrument for the
speedier

advancement of the world's

The HERALD

is

not unmindful

progress.

of

the

responsibilities

devolving upon the press of this industry. It believes that
the highest ideal is not only warranted but demanded,
and in the prosecution of this conviction it has set for
a standard of independence, impartiality and fair
play which means the continued furtherance of this trade
journal as spokesman for the highest ideals of the motion
itself

picture industry.

Martin

J.

Quigley
PUBLISHER

24

—

Editorial Comment oc tub
by MartinJ- QuiGi^y
DEAN MARTIN,
DR.theEVERETT
National Board of Review,

chairman of
quoted as

is

nesses the absence of credit relations

tremendous

&

Co. did a business of

Obviously, this firm

more than a

publication censorship:

could not invest in

.

.

.

.

In this brief sentence Dr. Martin has driven to
the very quick of the entire censorship controversy.

Dr. Martin agrees

—

as does every person

who

not view the subject through spectacles of prejudice
that there

is

its

Many

reasons are ascribed to account for the ab-

affords a

A

Therefore,
is

that actually remains for discussion

all

with respect

means

to

Dr. Martin sees in legalized censorship that widen-

ing tendency in which a government strews the pathways of its citizens with placards shouting "Ver-

*

'T'HE

maintaining proper

sees in the advisory plan of

*

recent decision of the Federal Trades

cut

short

a

practice

that

is

Com-

very timely and

threatened

serious

Obviously, the practice of putting out an old sub-

under a new name is thoroughly reprehensible.
aimed to hoodwink the public and at the same
time trade on the current prestige and advertising
which should not rightfully accrue to the benefit of

upon the individual and the group,
broadens and develops a calibre of citizenship upon

Tt is

responsibility

which the very existence of our type of government

persons engaged in marketing disguised re-issues.

predicated.

have seen during the past four years a graphic

example of the

running a people upon the
"Verboten" scheme of government.
results of

*

*

COL. FRED LEVY
HERALD touched
Levy referred

in last week's issue of the

upon

adroitly

to

a

subject

of

the absence of commercial

credit relations which exists almost throughout the
entire industry

and touches

off

the situation in the

following words:

"Lack

of credit

of the industry.

hampers the
It

may

development
be a safeguard; it is
full

also a curb."

Modern

business

foundation of

is

credit.-

conducted

From

Corporation down the entire

The unadulterated

re-issue is a standard thing.

are certain to have rather
future.

But

it is

more than

We

less of it in the

a step forward to have a permanent

ban placed on the trickery that has been a part of

*

widest possible interest to the motion picture trade.
Col.

*

mission in the re-issues matter
will

standards upon the screen a policy which, in placing

We

and the attention which

to the subject should be productive

of excellent results.

ject

is

Levy directs

results.

boten."

He

at

tive of great possibilities,

the best and the most equitable

of maintaining the highest standards.

this in-

of operation.

— such a time as they can be
—undoubtedly would be produc-

consistently effected

Col.

new plan

general introduction of credit relations through-

for ninety-eight per cent of the pictures offered for

American public with pictheme or in treatment.

but none of them

j:he film business,

sound basis for any conclusion that

out the film industry

tures that are unsavory in

&

of operations.

dustry wil not one day create a

no intention upon the part of the rep-

Swift

and every great business, must avail itself of the
fullest credit facilities to carry on their present scope
Co.,

utable producers of motion pictures, those responsible

exhibition, to affront the

business sufficient capital to

do more than a small part of this volume.

sence of credit in

does

a

dollars.

the packing firm of Swift

censorship as opposed to legalized, compulsory pre-'

billion

would mean

In the past year

sacrifice of possibilities.

follows with reference to voluntary post-publication

"
this issue between the advisory and
the coercive methods of human improvement involves the whole question of whether freedom is
possible in American democracy."

WMk

generally

upon

a

the United Stales Steel
list

TiummuiuuimiimmminniniuiimiiruiniinmminiinniraminHiin

of

American

busi-

many

recent re-issues.
*

THE
land

*

capable and energetic
is

*

Sam

Bullock of Cleve-

fathering a plan for the formation of an

exhibitors' association to be financed by the exhibi-

tion of slides in theatres of members.
Undoubtedly
this plan would make the treasury of the association

very strong, as various general advertisers have been
easting coveteous eyes toward the screen for exploitation of their products. We believe, however, that any
commercial plan no matter how graft-proof to be
a very had thing in connection with exhibitors' organizations.
Any exhibitor who is not willing to
meet his share of the cost of maintaining an organiza-

—

tion is poor

t

imber for membership.

—
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Brief Items of Interest
About Film Men and Affairs

Heraldgrams
has been

These are B. V. B. days; not B. V. D. days.

Anyway

— Buy

"U" branch

Victory Bonds.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN,

president of the Goldwyn
Corporation, will return to the executive
offices in New York the latter part of the present week
after an extended stay at the Goldwyn studios at Culver
Pictures

City, California.

LUCIEN VEUVE, who

hastened to France

when

ran amuck in 1914 and served throughout the
war in the French army, has returned to U. S. and has
rejoined the Gaumont Company.

Germany

PEARL WHITE,

Pathe's serial star,

is

the latest

motion picture actress to have a song dedicated to her.
It is entitled "Pretty Girls of the U.°S. A.," and was
written by Guillaume Dauvers.

IRVING CUMMINGS, who

has appeared in support of Clara Kimball Young, Nazimova, Pauline Frederick, Ethel Barrymore and other stars, has been signed
by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to appear in
pictures on the Pacific Coast, starting July 1. He will
alternate in leads and heavies between Paramount and
Artcraft.

What do you
for. picture,

think of the "Red Serpent" for a title
with prohibition and everything coming on ?

On

the day Albert Ray's first Fox comedy-drama,
in Haste," was put on the market, that young
man stepped out and married Roxana MacGowan, Sunday, April 6. He made it Sunday so he'd have all day
for the honeymoon.

"Married

JESSE J. GOLDBERG, general manager of the
Frohman Amusement Corporation, is back in New York
He brought east the
after a visit on the West Coast.
prints of the first Texas Guinan western drama and the
first

made manager of the Universal exchange in
Monroe Isen will manage the

the Mexican capital.

Mack Swain comedy.

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD,

identified for a

num-

ber of years as director for the World Film Corporation,
has been placed under contract with the Albert Capellani Productions, Inc. He just secured his release from
the army, where he served as a lieutenant in the field
artillery.

Begins to look as though the poor but proud authors were coming into their own. See where a New
York court awarded Agnes C. Johnston $500 for a
screen play she wrote and delivered but which the company tried to crawl out of paying for.

D,

at

Panama, Canal Zone.

W. GRIFFITH

will leave early in the fall for

another trip to Europe which will take him into France,
Belgium, Russia and Italy.

WARWICK

ROBERT
has been signed to a longterm contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to appear as a star in Paramount and Artcraft pictures. And as if this were not enough honor to be bestowed upon an actor-soldier, or soldier-actor, the same
day which brought this announcement to New York
from the West Coast brought also a telegram to the
home office from Los Angeles conveying the news of
the erstwhile captain's promotion to a majority in the
reserve of the United States army.
The promotion
dates from April 8 and is for five years and is given in
recognition of Major Warwick's distinguished service
member of the general staff of the A. E. F.

as a

There seems to be no doubt that Blanche Sweet
In "The Unpardonable Sin" she has
come back strong.
has "come back."

RUTH

ROLAND, the Pathe serial queen, is enjoying a few days' vacation on Santa Cruz island, her
publicist says, goat hunting.
Getting other people's
goats is not confined to the tiny Pacific isle, however.
Many wish it was.
DENIS J. SULLIVAN, former general manager of
the Mutual Film Corporation and for the last year manager of distribution for the government's Division of
Films, has been named general manager of Kinograms,
the news reel. He will give special attention to sales
and distribution work.
Not all the wild press agents have been captured
by the film industry. The U. S. shipping board and
who
fleet industry has one
J. W. Slaght by name

—

At Grauman's Theatre in Los Angeles during the
running of "Puppy Love," the Paramount feature starring Lila Lee, and in which Charlie Murray, through
the courtesy of Mack Sennett, appears in the role of
Lila's parvenu dad, the eminent comedian also appears
in "Reilly's Wash Day," a Paramount-Mack Sennett
comedy. So that Charlie registered "dubs," as the boys
used to say, and got away with lots of laughs in each
picture.

FRANK CURRIER, affectionaly known as
RICHARD ORDYNSKI,

a stage director for the
Metropolitan opera house, has sailed for Europe for
the purpose of producing a film in Poland featuring

Premier Ignace Jan Paderewski.

WTLLIAM CHAMBERS,

connected with the film
department of the American Committee on Public Information and stationed at Mexico City during the war,

—

sends out 4,375-word telegrams about his boss that
make the average M. P. P. A.'s stuff look like first
reader stories.

Metro's

grand old man because of his long association with
Metro in California, recently married Miss Mabel Olms,
a famous English dancer.

CARL LAEMMLE,

president of Universal, who
recently completed a tour of the United States, is authority for the statement that exhibitors everywhere are
enjoying a record business.
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Illinois

Film Men United to Oppose
Censorship and Sunday Closing

Bills

New

Motion Picture Association Made Permanent Body
To Smash Efforts of Enemies of Industry to Saddle
Obnoxious Legislation and Increase Taxes

On

Business

United by a common danger, exhibitors and representatives of other branches of the industry in Illinois
have joined hands for the first time in the history of the state for a finish fight with the reformers, politicians
and professional agitators who are championing legislation which would materially handicap, if not destroy,
the motion picture industry in Illinois.
Meeting in convention at Hotel Morrison, Tuesday afternoon, April 29, they made permanent the temporary organization of the Motion Picture Association of Illinois and unanimously approved of a state-wide
campaign against bills now before the state legislature which provide for censorship, Sunday closing and
increased taxation.

To Use

Theatres' Screens for Defense

Every senatorial district in the state is to be carefully organized. Every newspaper is to be called upon
Every theatre screen is to be used as an effective weapon to
to declare itself for or against the theatre men.
fight back at the men attempting to saddle exhibitors and the industry.
Within the next few days motion picture patrons will be greeted with slides pointing out the dangers of
Editorials will be submitted to newspaper editors with sound arguments as to why they
should be printed. Educational and propaganda work is to be carried on on a scale never before attempted in
the state. As the final punch, state representatives and senators are to be flooded with letters, personal appeals
and petitions.

political censorship.

Exhibitors who pride themselves on
keeping in close touch with every development in matters of vital interest were
startled to hear that in addition to two
censorship measures pending at Springfield, there is a bill introduced by Rep-

ent to assure the newly formed association that every member of their respective organizations would cooperate in
any steps decided upon.

resentative Church of Evanston which
would close the motion picture theatres
throughout the state on Sunday, and an
innocent appearing clause in a revenue

Assurance that the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry is
about to take energetic steps to smash
wild-cat producers and exhibitors, whose
offenses have caused much of the agitation for censorship in the country, was

which will confer power upon cities,
and towns to heavily tax all

bill

villages

theatres within the state.
Three hundred exhibitors attended the
session, representing every city in the
state

and every

district of Chicago.

Rep-

resentatives of the F. I. L. M. Club, the
Allied Amusements Association, and the
Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance were pres-

OFFICERS
The convention

elected the

|

following officers of the

I

association.

President— W.

W.

I

Springfield,

|

Schaefer, Chicago.

111.

Vice-President

I

1

—

Treasurer
Aurora, 111.
Secretary

—W. D.
— George

Springfield,

111.

Sam Atkinson
111.,

J.

Burford,

to

Take Hand

Every producer affiliated will submit
every film produced to the association
and will make every alteration of subtitles or scenes asked.
Producers failing to submit films or
failing to make alterations requested by
the N. A. M. P. I. will be read out of

Exhibitors
I

|

|

f

who show

films

for

to spend
sorship.

$86,000 fighting

1

of the constitution of the
United States which will give the same
protection to the freedom of the screen
as is given the freedom of speech and
press.
The resolutions were regarded as an
important step towards driving from the
industry the irresponsible producers and
exhibitors, who are blamed for the present threatening legislation.
Dr. Samuel Atkinson of Evanston was

27

cen-

|
1
|

|
|

|

f

M.

Hits at
Obscene Pictures
YORK, APRIL 29.— The

1

National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry yesterday took
radical action regarding obscene

|

N. A.

NEW
I

I

Every branch of the organization comitself to work tirelessly for an

political

(Continued on page 28)

made by

wild-cat producers not in the N. A. M.
P. I. will not be permitted to buy film
from association members.
The N. A. M. P. I. will assist in the
prosecution of all producers and exhibitors who produce or display salacious

amendment

of Evanston,

named permanent counsel

from pulpits, deliver his message from
Chautauqua platforms, issue "The Clansman" in book form, but when he expressed the story in motion pictures as
"The Birth of a Nation," was compelled

I

mitted

permanent field secretary of
the organization.
Lewis F. Jacobson, Chicago
attorney,
was unanimously

Need of United Effort
In opening his talk, Dr. Atkinson recalled unsuccessful efforts to organize
the exhibitors in the past and emphasized the present need of a united effort
to fight the enemy.
As an illustration
of the unfairness of censorship, he retold the story of Thomas Dixon, Jr.,
who was permitted to preach his sermon

the organization.

films.

Loper,

Jacobson.

Every Branch United

was unanimously named

the organization.

I.

received with enthusiasm.
Resolutions adopted by the N. A. M.
In substance, the prinP. I. were read.
cipal provisions are as follows:

new

Watts,

Peter

|

N. A. M. P.

called upon to give the principal address
of the session by Chairman Lewis F.

P.

I.

motion pictures.
Following a meeting of producers and distributors William A.
Brady, president, announced that
the association had gone on record
by unanimous vote to oppose the
production and exhibition of obscene pictures.

During the course of the meeting attention was directed to the
fact that the industry at large was
suffering from unfavorable criticism which is due solely to the
publication
of
few so-called
a
moral propaganda pictures.

1

J

I
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Pennsylvania

Bill

Aims Body Blow

At

Distributors' Deposit Systems
Measure Advocated by State Organization of A.
E. A. Requires Deposit

With

State for

Protection of Exhibitors
HARRISBURG, PA.— A bill, fostered by the American

J.

Herrington Backing

Bill

Fred J. Herrington, Secretary of the A. E. A. of Pennsylvania, is
authority for the statement that the bill aims to "take the sting Out of the
deposit system" and "will ultimately end the deposit system in this country."
He has written letters to all exhibitors in the state urging them to
give their support to the measure and see the members of the house and
senate from their district.
Under

the terms, of the bill, all distributors requiring advance deposits from
exhibitors for any purpose whatever will
be compelled to deposit with the board
of censors an amount of money or security equal to the amount of deposits
held by the distributors and paid by
exhibitors.
Lists Acceptable Securities
It further provides that the securities
deposited must be in bonds pf the United
States or of Pennsylvania, or the bonds
of cities, towns or other municipal districts of the state of Pennsylvania, or
bonds or mortgages on improved and unencumbered property in Pennsylvania.
The provisions of the bill are as fol-

lows

:

AN ACT
Requiring

persons, copartnerships, associations
and corporations distributing, selling or leasing
motion picture films and stereopticon views or slides
to exhibitors in the Commonwealth to secure licenses from the Pennsylvania state board of censors
to do business and to make certain deposits in
money or securities with such board for the protection of their exhibitors and giving the said

board power

to

revoke such licenses and certificates

of approval for the
views.

— Be

exhibition

of

films,

slides

or

enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania in General Assembly, and it is hereby
enacted by the authority of the same, that the word
"film" as used in this act means a motion picture
film; the word "view" as used in this act means a
•stereopticon view or slide; the word "distributor"
.as used in this act includes any person, association, copartnership or corporation of this Commonwealth or of any other state, territory or foreign country engaging in the distribution, sale or
leasing of films or views to exhibitors in this Commonwealth and doing business in this Commonwealth; the word "exhibitor" as used in this act
includes any person, copartnership, association or
corporation engaging in the exhibition of films or
views within this Commonwealth.
Section ! On and after the first day of January,
1920. all distributors engaging in business in this
Commonwealth shall procure an annual license from
Such
the Pennsylvania state board of censors.
license shall be granted upon the payment of an
annual fee of $50 and a deposit of money or securities as required by this act and shall continue for a
period of one year from the date thereof.
Section 5 The Pennsylvania state board of censors shall revoke the certificate of approval of any
film or view which has been exhibited or is being
exhibited under a lease from a distributor and shall
refuse to grant certificates of approval for any
views or films of a distributor who has failed tn
comply with the provisions of this act and shall
also revoke the license of such distributor.
Section 4 On and after the first day of January,
1020, every distributor desiring to do husiness in
this Commonwealth shall keep on deposit with the
Pennsylvania state board of censors an amount of
Section

i

it

—

—

—

or securities equal to the amount of deposheld by such distributor and paid by exhibitors
as a license or as part payments on contracts of
leasing or as a pledge or security for damages or
for any other purpose provided for in any contract
between the distributor and exhibitor.
All such deposits made by distributors under the

money
its

Menace of
The danger

provisions of this act shall be for the benefit and
protection of their exhibitors in this Commonwealth in the case of the insolvency of this distributor and for the faithful performance of all
contracts made by the distributor with the exhibitors and for the return of such deposits to the
exhibitor in any case where the exhibitor may be
entitled thereto.
All such deposits shall be delivered forthwith by the Pennsylvania state board of
censors to the State Treasurer for safe-keeping.
Section 5 Every such deposit of securities made
with the Pennsylvania state board of censors by any
distributor shall be in the bonds of the United
States or of this Commonwealth, nor estimated
above their current market value or in the bonds of
a county, city, borough, township, school district
or other municipal district of this Commonwealth
whose issue is authorized by law, not estimated
above their par value nor their current market
value or in bonds and mortgages on improved and
unencumbered real property in this Commonwealth
worth fifty per centum more than the amount
loaned thereon.
No one bond or mortgage so deposited shall be
for a less sum than $1,000.
All such securities
before their acceptance shall be approved by the
Pennsylvania state board of censors.
Section 6 The securities deposited with the
Pennsylvania state board of censors in compliance
with the provisions of this act may be exchanged
from time to time for other securities receivable as
provided herein, and so long as the distributor
depositing the securities remains solvent and complies with the laws of the Commonwealth such distributor shall be permitted to collect the interest or

—

—

Then he picked up
its

dangers to the exhibitors.
have given this measure careful
consideration and we figure that 50 per
cent of the pictures now being shown at
our theatres would be ruined by political

"We

censorship," he declared in conclusion.
"Gentlemen, we have to enter the political arena.
are driven to it by our
enemies.
are going to use the
screens to educate the liberty loving public of the dangers included in that meas-

We
We

a struggle."

Atkinson Loudly Applauded
Dr. Atkinson's address was followed
by enthusiastic applause.
It created a
profound impression and, incidentally,
added to Dr. Atkinson's reputation as a
convincing speaker.
Following Dr. Atkinson's talk, reports
were read from the committee on press
under Chairman Joseph Schaefer, the

committee on education and propaganda
under Chairman Joseph Hopp, and the
committee on permanent organization
under Chairman W. W. Watts. All three
reports were accepted unanimously. The
election of officers followed.

The meeting concluded with

have successfully blocked the plan
of the Liberty Loan drive
here to have motion pictures boosting
the loan shown Sundays during the campaign. They made such a spirited fight
on the measure that it was abandoned.
Considerable feeling has been caused.

(Continued on pngre 35)

Women Lead Move
NEW

I

|

pictures.

I

Mrs. Myra Kingman
named chairman of the

I

I
1

1
I
|

I

Convention
|

(Continued from page -7)

The

he
pointed out, is the most dangerous doctrine of legislation
a step back to the
feudal system.
He declared censorship to be illogical,
pointing out how censorship boards of
two communities never agreed as to what
should be shown and what should not be
paternalism

—

28

of

censorship,

For Better Films
YORK, APRIL 29.—The

National Federation for Better
Films completed a permanent
organization at a meeting here yesterday at the Hotel Commodore.
The object of the federation is
to carry on a nation-wide campaign for the maintenance of the
highest moral standards in motion

1

|

Illinois

instruc-

tions to exhibitors and other members
as to how to reach the senators and representatives from their districts, and

managers

The

—

We should be less than men we
should be cowards if we permitted censorship to be adopted in Illinois without
ure.

I

of

reels.

Buck censorship

and

As

isters

the

recently passed by the Illinois senpointing out the vagaries of its terms

date

Ministers Block Film
Boosting Victory Loan
LANCASTER, PA.— Lancaster min-

he

ate,

bill

of the approval of this act.
the bill has been

only recently introduced, no intimation as to its chance
of passage has been given. Distributors
are expected to oppose it.

control,

political

—

—

in force at the

of

pointed out to be the most threatening
phase of censorship showing how during the recent presidential campaign a
Democratic censor in Kansas "censored"

dividends on such securities.
Section 7 This act shall not interfere with or be
construed so as to make void any contract between

any distributor and exhibitor

Political Censorship

Hughes' picture from news

Exhibitors
Association of Pennsylvania, the terms of which will require the deposit of
securities with the board of censors by all distributors requiring advance
deposits from exhibitors, has been introduced in the legislature here under
the title of House Bill No. 1393.

Fred

shown. To show how personal prejudice
controlled censors, he gave several illustrations from his own experience.

I
1
1

1

Miller was
better films
committee and is to assume leadership in the work throughout the
United States.

Harriet H. Barry, who will open
offices for the federation in California, was named president. Mrs.
Miller is to maintain headquarters
in New York. Flora Warren Seymour, elected treasurer, will be in
charge of the work in the Chicago
territory.

Amy Meyer

j

}
I
I

I
I
j

j

}

{
I

j

j

j
{
j

j

I

of Newark,

was elected first viceDorothy Egbert, San
was named second viceLetitia
Halpenny of
Washington was named attorney

N.

\

J.,

president.
Francisco,
president.

for the federation.

j

|
I

•
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Exhibitors, Att ention

111 inois
A

1

providing for the censorship of motion pictures has been referred to the judi-

bill

ciary committee of the Illinois legislature.

Exhibitors throughout the state are urged to communicate immediately with members of
this

committee and point out that the measure

and viciously

inequitable, arbitrary

is

the best interests of millions of motion picture patrons throughout the state of Illinois

hostile to

and

to the

industry.
If this

measure

is

to be defeated decisive action

up to your patrons. Get them
before your local

civic, social

communicate with

to

must be taken

at once.

The

fight in

and commercial associations and get resolutions condemning the
to the various other

membership of the committee and of the House.

forces righting to curb and

and determined

Carry the

their representatives'.

measure which may be presented to the chairman of the committee and
representatives forming the

Put the question

hamper

the motion picture in Illinois are well organized

to carry their point regardless of the rights of the industry

and the general

public.

Meet

this attack

with

like

determination to convince the

Illinois legislature that the public

of Illinois does not want censorship of motion pictures.

Here are

The House,

the

names of the members of the judiciary committee. Address them, care of

Springfield,

111.

William Holaday

M.

Edward Shurtleff
J. A. Watson

J.

William Scanlan

Hennebry

F.

W. McCarthy

James A. Stevan
O.

P. Rice

Ryan

Frank

T. A. Snell
S.

E.

J.

C. A. Jones

Edward Smejkal
Edw. B. Lucius
Theo. K. Long

R.

Jas. J.

John Kasserman
H. W. McDavid

Michael Igoe

John

Charles Dahlberg

Arthur Roe

H.

Ben

S.

Hicks
G.

S. B. Turner

F. A.

McCarthy

Lee O'Neil Browne

Wm.

R.

iiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiNiiiii
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La Porte

B. Douglas

F. A. Caresche

Thon
Sidney Lyon

Charles Stubbles

Smith

Charles

M. Wagner

Wm.

Mooneyham

W.

W.

Weinshenker

R. E. Church

H. P. Castle

Johnson

M.

D. B. Ellis

Roderick

W.

E. A.

A. B. Lager

E. O. Perkins

Sol. P.

Fred B. Shearer

McCabe

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii

u
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J.

Parish

L. Smith

John

W. Thomason

E. L.

Wertz

John

P.

Wm.

H. Dietrich
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Combat Censorship
With Questionnaire
At Montgomery, Ala.

which was shaking with emotion. Mr.
Selznick followed with a few appropriate
remarks.

"Big Four" May Take
Over General Film's

Theatre Owners Use Effective
Weapon to Stop Agitation

MONTGOMERY, ALA.— Adopting

Principal Exchanges

a

course similar to that used by the Association of Motion Picture Advertisers in
answer to charges made by Mrs. Ellen
O'Grady in New York, R. B. Wilby,
manager of the Strand Amusement Company, and H. C. Farley, manager of the

Negotiations Pending in Big
Deal, Says New York

Empire Theatre Company, are combat-

system of General Film Company exchanges throughout the United States
and Canada by the United Artists the
"Big Four" may be consummated within
the next few days.
Appraisal Being Made

Report

NEW

ing a local censorship here successfully.

Woman Urges Censorship
Mrs. Warren D. Hall, Coosada, Ala.,
recently wrote a communication to newspapers, urging a censorship on Montgomery motion picture houses to eliminate alleged
tures.

"immoral and

filthy"

Will you say what percentage of pictures shown
Montgomery you personally see?
What percentage of those you see are in any
way "suggestive, immoral or filthy"?
Do you thfnk that all pictures should be produced to appeal only to a child's intelligence?
Or do you think that mothers should exercise
in

the same judgment in selecting pictures for children that they do exercise in the selection of stories
to be read ?
Would you be willing to grant to a committee
such as is advocated by you for pictures, the same
right to pass upon the books, magazines and newspapers read by you?
Have you ever suggested to any manager of a
theatre in Montgomery that some picture or some
scene of a picture which you had seen should be
eliminated ?

Theatre men believe there is little danger of the city's creating a local censorship board.

Censorship

Bills

In Illinois

Meet

Strong Opposition
Protests Cause

House

to Ar-

range Hearing in Chicago

May

3

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.— Vigorous
tests against the

pro-

passage of the censor-

ship bills have poured into state representatives in an increasing stream since

the

passed

senate

the

Buck

bill

three

weeks ago.

As

two
committee has been
delayed until a committee from the
house can hear both sides of the argument. A hearing has been arranged in
Chicago May 3 by Representative Lyons,
chairman of the license and miscellany
committee. He will be accompanied by
a result, consideration of the

measures

now

in

Kowalski,
Steinert,
Representatives
Boyle, Perina and McDermott.

The Buck bill is now in the hands of
The
the house judiciary committee.
Havill bill, a counterpart, is before the
license and miscellany committee. Both
bills create a state motion picture censor and deny "home rule" to Chicago.

—

An appraisal is now being made of the
General exchanges. An estimate of their
value will be presented to the "Big Four"
within a few days with a view of selling

ing,

Is your's a criticism of pictures as entertainment
entirely for children, or for adults?
Will you name three pictures shown in Montgomery in the past six months that were "immoral,
suggestive or filthy"?

of the entire

—

pic-

Messrs. Wilby and Farley, in answerasked Mrs. Hall fourteen questions
which as yet she has failed to answer.
Among the questions are the following:

YORK. — Purchase

Who

ARTHUR KANE
has resigned as general manager of
Select Pictures Corp.

KANE RESIGNS POST
AS GENERAL MANAGER
OF SELECT PICTURES
Kane, who has held the poGeneral Manager of Select
Pictures Corporation since its formation
in August, 1917, resigned last week. Immediately after the recent deal by which
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
retired from ownership in Select, ar-

Arthur

sition

S.

of

rangements were made by Lewis J. Selznick to reengage Mr. Kane after his
contract expired in August, to direct the
exchange system maintained by Select
Pictures.

Early last week, however, Mr. Kane
informed Mr. Selznick he had decided
to try his fortune in another enterprise,
and it was agreed to withhold the news
until the Select branch managers arrived
for the annual meeting at the Hotel Astor.
Mr. Kane conducted the conferences of managers as his closing duties
with Select.
"A week ago I decided my future activity," said Mr. Kane.
"Plans are complete.
They will be made known in due
course. But I have not taken a vacation
for five or six years and the first thing
I am going to do is to go away for
thirty days to ride, drive, fish and play
golf.
Soon after
return I shall have
an announcement to make that will. I
believe, be of interest to the entire business."
As a parting tribute to Mr. Kane the
members of the Select staff presented
him with a handsome platinum watch,

my

encrusted with diamonds and inscribed
with his initials. The gift was presented
by Sam E. Morris, the new general manager, in the name of President Lewis J.
Selznick, Treasurer Morris Kohn, the
department heads of the home office and
managers of the Select branches.
Mr. Morris spoke of the very high regard and warm affection in which Mr.
Kane is held by all members of the
Select organization. Mr. Kane was much
touched by the evidence of esteem in
which he is held by his associates of the
past two years and responded in a voice

M

30

the entire property.
Original plans of the United Artists
do not call for as many exchanges as
General has maintained; that is 26 in
the United States and six in Canada. It
is believed, however, that to secure the
exchanges wanted, the United Artists
are willing to buy the entire group.

For New York headquarters, the
United Artists have already taken over
the ninth floor of the Godfrey building,
formerly occupied by the New York exchange of General. President Oscar W.
Price was on the job the early part of
the week.
"Big Four" Begins Work
The "Big Four" will begin work immediately, booking for the first Fairbanks picture to be published early in
September.
President Price was the guest last Fri-

day of editors and representatives of
trade papers at a luncheon at the Astor
hotel,

those

present

being

Messrs.

George Blaisdell, Joseph Dannenberg,
Robert Welch, Leslie Mason and James
Beecroft of the Herald.

Plan 1,000 Seat House
For Brownsville, Pa.
BROWNSVILLE, PA.—The Wright
Amusement company
tion

will start the erec-

within a sliort time of a $200,000

playhouse which will seat 1,000, at which
both pictures and stage shows will be
presented.

Mitchell Lewis Will

Produce Independently
LOS ANGELES— Mitchell Lewis has
been released from his contract with
Select by Lewis J. Selznick and will head
a producing company of his own with
Kathlyn Williams as co-star, it is reported.

New Film Venture
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL— Rev.

Paul
H.
Brown have organized the Science Film
Producing Corporation, intending to
manufacture educational films in San
Francisco and vicinity. They also intend
to cater to the demand of churches for
film entertainments.

Smith,

F.

S.

Wythe and Edward
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Government Film Shown Sundays
In Philadelphia Despite Uproar
Chairman Mason Refuses to Submit to Sabbath
Observance Association Protest
Vote to Aid Loan

—Ministers

1
|

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— "The

Price of Peace," the

official

govern-

ment motion picture boosting the Victory Loan, is being shown in local
motion picture theatres Sundays, and the ministers are aiding in the drive
to

1

I
1

I

put this city over the top.
if

pictures boosting

Sunday have been completely beaten

it

I

"Kinograms is
the matter.
growing and needs more attentionAlso spring is here."
Mr. Ramsaye went to the theatres from the motion picture producing and distributing field. In
the last few months he has edited

1

a

1

government.

of

Liberty Loan Committee Shows Nerve
|

Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury, kept hands off the situation
here, leaving the

campaign entirely

in the

hands of the Philadelphia com-

Director John H. Mason's response to the protest of Dr. Thomas
T. Mutchler, secretary of the Philadelphia Sabbath Association, was to
mittee.

move

showing

up one week and it opened Easter
Sunday at the Majestic Theatre, Kensington avenue and York street.
Samuel C. Craig, former editor of the Presbyterian, and Rev. H. C.
the

of the "Price of Peace"

Stanton led a fight for the adoption of a resolution to cut off all support for
the loan at a meeting of the Presbyterian Ministerial Association the following day. The resolution was beaten, however, and in its place the
ministers adopted a motion to support the loan in "every honorable and
lawful way."

Mason Rebukes His

Critics

Director Mason in charge of the Liberty loan drive issued the following statement justifying the action of his committee:

"The
moving

'Price of Peace,' the wonderful
picture, is shown on Sunday
throughout the United States," the statement reads. "No charge is permitted to
be made. Therefore, to be shown in the
well-equipped theatres, it must be done

on Sundays. It is shown
large city on Sunday and

nearly every
all other days,
in fact it is a national and not a local
matter. The Victory loan and all that
it stands for is a noble and holy undertaking, and any day, be it Sunday or any
other day, is not made less sacred by any
spoken word or moving play that calls to
the people of the United States to do
their duty before man and God."
Rev. Percy Shelly, officer of the Philadelphia Sabbath Observance Association,
whose startling stand on the matter was
called to the attention of the industry by
in

the Herald a week ago, is this week answered by Adolph Zukor on behalf of the

N

.A.

M.

P.

not only unjust and unkind, but it
is false; and the reverend sir when he
made that statement knew it to be such.
"Much water has gone under the bridge
in the last four years, and much blood
has been spilled on the fields of France
and Flanders for the cause of individual
is

of individual thought and personal freedom. Villification and unwarranted attacks against the motion picture
and the men and women engaged in the
industry and particularly against their
patriotic work in behalf of the governliberty,

ment and

answering says:
"Throughout the last few years of intense turmoil, strife and war, of great
Suffering and grief, no class or profession
in

could point with greater pride to their
than the men and
I women of the theatre and motion picture.
W Their services were on call for volunteer
I and charitable performances at all times.
I

accomplishments

many

activities,

will

|
1

number

of official pictures for the
Incidentally he has
retitled many of the pictures shown
at the Rivoli and Rialto.
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Players -Lasky

May Open All Booking
NEW YORK— Announcement that
district

home

managers and members of the
Paramount are to meet in

office of

New York

the latter part of

May

has

to a report that the Famous
Players-Lasky interest may adopt the
open market booking policy.

given

rise

"Fatty" a B. B. Magnate
ANGELES, CALIF.—"Fatty"
Arbuckle has purchased a controlling in-

LOS

terest in the Vernon baseball club of the
Pacific Coast League.

find

Artists Willingly Aided
"The motion pictures contributed for
the Liberty Loans were made at the
solicitation

esteemed

of Secretary Glass and his
predecessor,
William
G.

They were made by
time away from their

artists

regular
pursuits to devote themselves to this kind
of work.
They represented not only a
great expenditure of money, but they
represented an investment on which not
one single artist ever hoped or ever

thought would result

"As

in

financial gain.

far as the other

matters involved
in the controversy, they are entirely
local to the people of Philadelphia, but
as

that."

its

1

I

|

small response from the great public that
has come to look upon villification as a
crime and upon unselfish co-operation as
a virtue.

who found

We

Mr. Zukor

pay

McAdoo.

I.

Rev. Shelly's Statement
Rev. Shelly said in part: "The films
granted 'Four Minute' speakers and did
much, but they were well paid for their
work and they only did it for pay. They
were making millions by the war in their
six days of showing but they weren't satisfied and wanted the other day.
had
only one, the Sabbath, and they took

;

The suggestion and charge made by the
Rev. Mr. Shelby that their work in behalf
of our country was done for profit and for

|

f

between Kinograms, a
in which he is interested,

reel
and his writing of frivolous fiction.
"Purely business and for business purposes," was his statement

were displayed on

f

can be installed.
Mr. Ramsaye is leaving for the
South on a vacation of some weeks
and on his return will divide his

news

in their fight.

(

Terry Ramsaye has resigned as
director of publicity for the Rialto
and Rivoli theaters, New York,
effective as early as a successor

attentions

The Sabbath Observance Association members who two weeks ago
threatened to oppose the loan

Ramsaye Resigns
As Publicity Man;
To Edit Kinograms

chairman of the committee of the

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry appointed to co-operate
with the Treasury Department, which
appointment was authorized by President
Wilson, I cannot in justice to the artists
whose co-operation was at all times at
my command, permit this untrue statement, given wide publication in Philadelphia, to pass unchallenged."
31
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Herrington Plan of Financing
Exhibitor League Put to Test
Sam Bullock

of Cleveland Launches Project in

Ohio and Pennsylvania

And

advertiser.

the

dues

to be $50

per year and if the league succeeds in
getting more than that amount for an
advertising slide, the excess goes into
the treasury.
While the idea is old, it has never
been given the fire test.
Mr. Bullock's communication in which
he explains his step is as follows:
"I herewith enclose you an outline of
a plan of organization we are now perfecting and about to put in operation in

Ohio and Pennsylvania, beginning with
Cleveland and Pittsburgh, respectively.
Is Herrington's Idea

"We

the 'Herrington plan,' inasmuch as our former national president
first introduced the idea several years
ago, again broached the subject after the
solit at Chicago, from whence we carried
the idea to the August convention at
Ocean View, Va., and were duly authorized to experiment and report at the
next national convention.
"Since that delightful gathering at
Ocean View all the screens of the country have been used almost daily by the
Army, Navy and Marine Corps, also
Messrs. Hoover, Garfield, McAdoo, Red
Cross, Y. M. C. A., K. of C. and kindred
city, state and national patriotic bodies,
working for Uncle Sam.
are still
doing it and stand ready to do so at all
times. This has made it possible for us
to do what we could not do two, three
or four years ago.
"All audiences are used to slide or film
advertising now. No exhibitor can deny
call

it

We

Cleveland

Pittsburgh

The so-called "Herrington Plan" of
maintaining an exhibitors' league is to
be put into operation in Ohio and Pennsylvania by Sam Bullock of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League.
In lieu of paying dues, exhibitor mem
bers are required to run an advertising
slide furnished the league at each performance. The league collects from the
Pay Dues Indirectly
Under Mr. Bullock's plan,
in the Ohio organization are

at

unless he has dodged his duty as a
American exhibitor. It is high
time we awoke to the value of a real
tangible proposition whereby we can
finance our own exhibitor organizations
by one (1) advertising slide under our
own absolute control.
have tried
all other means and methods, from million dollar expos to passing the hat to a
few willing exhibitors or "touching' the
producers.
All have failed miserably.
Our industry is in greater danger of
attack now than at any other time. For
instance, in Ohio one lone autocratic
Cincinnati politician has apparently pui
to sleep the Sunday opening bill.
Not
the church people, mind you, but a Cinci
politician
and I want you to publish
it

patriotic

We

—

my

this fact upon
also to add that

County instead
would kill him

responsibility.

if

he was

I

Take Part

In Jewish Feature

NEW YORK— A

cast

of

5,000

people is to be used in filming "The
Rebirth of a People," a historycycle of the Jewish race, to be produced by Zion Films, Inc., from a
story by David Pinski.
The production is aimed to depict vividly the important events
in the life of the Jewish people
from the days of Moses to the
present day, when the Jew at last
stands emancipated after a two
thousand year struggle.
It ends
with the restoration of Palestine
to the Jews.
The titling, editing, assembling
and cutting of "Khavah," the initial
Sholom Aleichem story produced
by Zion Films, Inc., is about finished.

wish

Cuyahoga
Hamilton County, we
in

of
politically in forty-eight

hours.

Organization Is Needed

"These and countless other problems
render real organization an absolute
necessity.
Labor organization demands
are only a flea bite in comparison. They
are the least of our troubles. Legalized
censorship graft in Ohio is costing me
more than the increases I have paid my
union operators since censorship went in
force in 1913
the operator at least earns

—

his

5,000 to

money.

"Briefly our plan is to fix our dues at
$50 per annum per theatre. The theatre
carries the membership, whoever the
owner may be. There is no lapsing in
dues.
offer the screens of our association to the highest bidder, the little
with the big shows. One super-artistic
slide,
changed weekly for fifty-two

We

weeks, run once each show, under an
absolute guaranteed association contract,
constitutes membership and pavs his dues
of $50 per year.
What the bids bring
over that amount goes into the treasury
also. We solicit no ads. We do nothing
but guarantee the running of that slide.
Agencies that are now using the exhib-

itor for an 'easy mark' on ad films will
find it necessary also to seek our headquarters. Get that.
shall not interfere with any maker or distributor of
said films. All contracts are to be made

We

with our executive board and ratified
a special

meeting of

all

members.

a chance for grafting by anyone.
slide will be a distinctive official

at

Not
Our
slide

possessing the highest advertising value
possible.
Any national advertiser will
verify this.
In those theatres which do
not run slides, a strip of film will be

used."

Capt.

Kaufman Back

Captain Al. Kaufman, formerly manager of Eastern studios of the Famous]
Players-Lasky Corporation, has returned
from France after serving seven months
as officer in charge of all motion picture
work in the Photographic Division of
the Signal Corps, A. E. F.
Captain Kaufman's chief work was the
compiling of a historical photographic
record of America's participation in the
war, and took him to England, France
Luxemburg, Belgium, Alsace and Ger-

many.

ALICE BRADY IN HER LATEST PLAY, "REDHEAD'

An "Dnzic," a cabaret queen, she attracts nnd marries n snendthrif t youth and then proves she enn make biscuits as well as dance.
(Select.)
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Many Important Announcements
At

Select Managers Convention
Delegates Return to Their Homes Confident of
Banner Year Under Guidance of
Lewis J. Selznick
NEW YORK. — Confident of the future of Select Pictures Corporation
under the personal guidance of Lewis J. Selznick and determined to establish an enviable sales record for the coming year, district managers for
Select, who attended the four-day convention here the early part of last
week, left for their offices Friday and Saturday.

Among

the

Announcements Stir Enthusiasm
many important announcements made during

the session

exclusively in Selznick pictures.

Both Sam E. Morris and Charles Rogers have been branch managers
Select organization and their choice to important positions was a

for the

popular one.
announcing

In

the
appointments,
president of Select,
enunciated as a fixed policy for his organization that promotions on merit
J.

Selznick,

from the ranks would be the rule

in

for
Selznick Pictures, Olive
being the first. From one end
of the country to the other, there has
been a persistent demand that this favorite actor be seen as a star in his own

selected

Thomas

the

future.

Morris Demonstrates Ability

R. Rogers, the new director
started his business career as
salesman.
In Buffalo he enmotion picture business as an
and then attracted attention
by purchasing state rights to "Three
Weeks" and exploiting it successfully.
He was made branch manager for Select
at Buffalo and a year later moved to
Boston as New England manager.

Harry Rapf Well Known
Harry Rapf, who will take charge of
jthe Selznick Studios, is one of the most
'prominent independent producers in the
I country and has produced many suc-

most recent includ"The Great Love," "Wanted for
™ Murder" and "Sins of the Children." His
(experience and judgment is expected to
•Icessful pictures, his

ing

1

1

p

an invaluable
productions.

'be
)

"*cl

Eugene

O'Brien

addition
is

the

to

Selnick

second

Farragut, Iowa.

1
|
1
1
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|
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:

En- |

B
J
g
WILCOXSON, |
J

closed find $i.oo for one year's
subscription to the
I
could not get along without it.
(Signed) G. G.
Unique Theatre.

HERALD

.

tinctive
ture.

support was an outstanding fea-

Hammerstein, the third Selznick
daughter of Arthur Hammerstein,
the theatrical producer. After marked success on the spoken stage, she turned to
pictures, her first being "The Face in the
Miss

star, is a

Moonlight." Among her other successes
have been "The Argyle Case," "The Mad
Lover," "The Accidental Honeymoon." "The
Co-Respondent," "Her Man," and "Wanted
for Murder."
all work and no plav for
managers.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings saw theatre parties and dinners arranged for their

was not

It

the

visiting

The greater part of
entertainment.
given over to renewing acquaintances, and Tuesday work began.

Monday was

Wednesday, salesmanship was the

prin-

Thursday, the
cipal topic of discussion.
concluding session was held.
In addition to the branch managers,
those attending one or more of the ses-

Selznick, president of Selznick Pictures;
David Selznick, secretary of Selznick
Pictures; Howard Selznick, Joe Unger.
General Manager of Select's Canadian
branches; Mr. O'Laughlin of Select's
Montreal Branch; Morris Safier of Bos-

Assistant General Manager J. J.
Purchasing Agent C. C.
Rotchford.
Ryan, Walter J. Porges, J. A. Derham,
B. L. Faralla, G. M. Sherrard, Treasurer
Morris Kohn, General Manager Arthur
Kane, Lester Adler, and Publicity
S.
Manager Vivian M. Moses.

ton,

Charles
of sales,
fia varnish
tered the
exhibitor

<

UNIQUE THEATRE

included:
Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Blank of Des Moines; Harry Rapf, Mrs.
Lewis J. Selznick, Mr. Finklestein of
St. Paul; Assistant Branch Manager Bedell of Chicago, and Mrs. Bedell; Phil
Cleveland salesman; D. J.
Selznick,
Selznick, Assistant Branch Manager of
Boston; Miss Edith Koch, private secretary to Lewis J. Selznick; Myron

.sylvania.

'

j "Could Not Get Along
| Without the HERALD" j

sions

Mr. Morris, the new general manager,
has been associated with Mr. Selznick
for a considerable period.
When Mr.
Selznick was vice-president and general
manager of World Film Corporation,
Mr. Morris worked his way up to the
position of manager of World's Cleveland Exchange. When Mr. Selznick left
World and formed his own company,
Mr. Morris was made treasurer and later
general manager.
When Select was formed Mr. Morris
was made East Central General Manager,
having jurisdiction over Select
branches at Detroit,
Cincinnati and
Cleveland.
He was a Cleveland exhibitor before entering the World exchange
there. He is a native of Oil City, Penn-

lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllB

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

were
Appointment of Sam E. Morris to succeed Arthur S. Kane as general
manager.
Appointment of Charles Rogers as director of sales.
Appointment of Harry Rapf as general manager of Selznick Studios.
Signing of a contract with Eugene O'Brien whereby he will become
a star under the Selznick banner.
Signing of a contract with Elaine Hammerstein, whereby she will appear

Lewis

''f

star

Clara K.
SAM

I :.

MOHUIS

NEW YORK— Justice

Mr. O'Brien first entered public
on the spoken stage, appearing in
support of Elsie Janis, Ethel Barrymore
and many other stars.
O'Brien Wins Popularity
Turning to pictures, his success was
instantaneous.
He appeared in support
of Mary Pickford and Elsie Ferguson
and later was starred by Famous Players-Lasky in "A Romance of the Underworld" and "Fires of Fate." Then came
the series of Norma Talmadge productions, in which Eugene O'Brien's dislife

3?

Donnelly,

of

New York Supreme

Court, has just
rendered a decision in favor of C. K. Y.
the

right.

Young Loses
Point in Select Suit

Film Corporation in its litigation to
prevent Clara Kimball Young from violating her contract to produce motion
pictures for that company for distribution through Select Pictures CorporaThis decision establishes the juristion.
diction of the New York Supreme Court
over Clara Kimball Young, who has
been in California since last summer, and
clears the way for the decision of the
application for an injunction restraining Clara Kimball Young from violating
her contract.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
First National Announcements Set
Nathan
Every Branch of Industry Talking
Mandelbaum,

Louis; N. J. Flynn; Aaron Jones,
Chicago;
Ascher, Chicago; Robert Lieber, Indianapolis; Col. Fred Levy,
Louisville; E- V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans; E.
Cleveland; A. L.
Frcedman, Cleveland; A. C. Barbian,
Ohio; John Kunsky, Detroit; E. 9
Church, New Jersey; George W. Trendall,
Detroit; N. H. Gordon, Boston;
R. H. Clark, New York; Jacob Fabian,
Newark, N. J.; L. D. Beggs, Philadelphia; J. B. Clark, Pittsburgh; Tom
Moore, Washington, D. C; R. D.
Craver, Charlotte, N. C; Frank Ferrandini,
Richmond, Va.; H. Brouse,
ers, St.

Convention Closes But Gossip Increases Twofold Charles Ray to Begin Work for
Circuit January 1, 1920

—

NEW

YORK, APRIL 29.—With definite announcement that Charles
has been signed for a series of independent productions to be published
by First National, beginning in 1920, and persistent rumors that Constance
Talmadge and the Lehrman comedies are soon to be added to First National's program, the convention of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
franchise holders and managers, which closed last Wednesday, has given
Broadway food for talk and thought to last several weeks.
Ray

Second Year Promises Big Things
appears that the organization has accomplished miracles
in the first year of its organization, the coming twelve months hold even
greater promises. Hints of a series of surprises emanated from every session. The trade has been prepared to receive announcements of importance
at frequent intervals.
Every franchise holder and exchange manager attending the sessions
returned home bubbling with enthusiasm and "confidential information."
It is said that the press has learned only fifty per cent of the real news of

Although

it

James D. Williams, general manager of
the First National, is happy over the frequent displays of appreciation of his
great contribution to the organization's
success during its critical stage, and in
accepting reappointment to his post feels
that he has the unqualified support of
every man in the circuit.

Williams Twice Honored
Williams was given two distinct surprises during the sessions.
When the
exchange managers formed the First National Sales Club, they elected Mr. Williams president without asking his consent and insisted on his acting. Harry
Weiss of Chicago was elected secretary.
Then Tuesday evening at a joint banquet of the franchise holders and ex-

change men, the exchange managers presented Mr. Williams with a massive silver cup bearing the inscription "To Our
Dynamo." Lieutenant James Anderson
was selected as spokesman and discharged his duty creditably.

The franchise holders met behind
closed doors Wednesday and discussed

Atlanta, Ga.; Jas.
Pa.; A. C. Seery, Chicago,
111.; L. Bickel, Dallas, Texas; Jack Brainard, Oklahoma City; H. J. Fitzgerald,
Milwaukee. Wis.; J. F. Cubberly, Minneapolis,
Minn,; .Harry Scott, Detroit,
Mich.; Lieut. Jim Anderson, Richmond,
Va.; Lee Goldberg, Louisville, Ky. Tom
Spry, Boston, Mass.; J. H. Von Tilzer,
New York; Mr, Faulkner, New Jersey;
W. J. Heenan, Phila.. Pa.; F. A. Fischer,

Pittsburgh,

Charles Miller Starts
His First Production

Attendance at Conventions

Members

of the First National Exhibi-

who

attended the meetings
Los Angeles; Fred
Dahnken, San Francisco; J. G. Von Her-

tors Circuit
T. L.
are:

Tally,

W. P. Dewees, Vancouver;
W. H. Swanson, Salt Lake; Harry Nolan,
berg, Seattle;

Denver; M. L. Finkelstein, Minneapolis;
Saxe, Milwaukee; A. H. Blank, Des
Moines; E. H. Hulsey, Dallas; Wm. Siev-

Tom

own

tions

will

of Independent Sales
and vice-president and a
director of the Miller company, commenced work Wednesday on the first of
Hall,

president

Corporation

the six special productions to be made
during the year, at the Bacon-Backer
studio.
Air. Miller has not announced

Florence
in

Billings,

who

has

several Vitagraph produc-

Stuart Holmes, co-starred with
Cassidy in Frank Hall's special,
recently acquired from the Warners,
"The Other Man's Wife"; Charles Stevenson, Vinden Friedly, Herbert Webster,
Maud Hill, Regina Quinn, formerly of
the Winter Garden, Basil Webb and
Warren Cook.
Ellen

an address by Robert Lieber, president

New Minneapolis Theatre

First National, to the exchange
men on "The First National, Past, Present and Future." in which he traced the
organization's development through the
of the

at-

Miller, Charles

whose producbe distributed by Frank G.

tions;

insist-

it

NEW YORK— Charles
Miller Productions, Inc.,

Divided":
been seen

One of the most interesting of the
many talks given at the conventions was

how

New

prominent parts in the first Miller production are Herbert Rawlinson, who has
the lead in Frank G. Hall's "A House

ence on account of the stress of other
business and Ralph Clark of New York
being named to succeed him.
Lieber Address Interesting

tained its present success, and telling of
its plans for the future.

New

New
New

the title but says that the story deals
with modern society with the action laid
in New York. Albert Cowles is assisting
Mr. Miller in the direction and Edward
Earle in cameraman.
Among the screen artists cast for

Hotel Astor was made the headquarboth conventions and everything
official was held under its roof, including
the dinners and entertainments.
Officers, who were so successful during
the past year, were unanimously reelected at the opening session. Only one
change was made in the directorate, Wal-

months, showing

D.
R.
Skirboll,

Beacham,

the company's program, is still under
contract with Thomas H. Ince and will
produce eight more pictures for Paramount before January 1, 1920, when he
will begin work for the First National.

ised

ters for

first critical

Boyd Cunningham, Washington,
C; W. E. Lusk, Cleveland, O.; C.

111.;

important developments.
Charles Ray, the latest star added to

announcement will come later.
There was an air of secrecy which prom-

editor.

retiring at his

Ottawa; Harry

Seattle, Wash.; Floyd Brown, Indianapolis, Ind.; Jacob Fabian,
Jersey; Mr.
Sueringer,
Orleans; Mr. E. V. RicHards, Jr.,
Orleans; Mr. Smith, Buffalo; £. I. Church,
Jersey.

matters of importance regarding which
official

Praise Publicity Men
C. L. Yearsley and Earl Hudson were
also paid a compliment by the exchange
managers, who, after deciding the Sales
Club should have a "house organ," named
Yearsley as publisher and Hudson as

Hayes

B. F. Stapleton,

Schwalbe. Philadelphia; J. D. Williams,
New York; F. V. Fisher, Seattle.
Exchange managers who attended the
convention of First National exchange
managers are: Harry Weiss, Chicago,

;

the gathering.

ter F.

Ottawa;

Ruben and Finkelstein announce plans

DolOrei CnKinelli mill

I

;.

K. Lincoln in n

cene from the I'udic piny, "The
Unknown Love."
34

for the erection of a millior dollar theatre in Minneapolis. Ruben and Finkelstein are First National franchise holders
in Minneapolis and leading theatre operators of the Northwest.
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W. W. Hodkinson

Will Publish Four
Big Productions by Early Summer
"As a Man Thinks," Issued April 20, to Be Folk

lowed by "The Best Man," "Desert Gold,"
And "The Westerner"
Five months ahead of the customary
time that the larger motion picture organizations begin their annual publication season, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces the inauguration on
April 20 of a series of, spring and all-summer big productions for the allies whose
pictures are distributed under the Hodthrough
kinson imprint
the
Pathe
branches in the United States.
Most
producers and distributors wait until
mid-September to begin the calendar
publication year and in past years much
of the summer dullness in the motion
picture theatres perhaps has been directly
traceable to the producers' unwillingness
to risk publishing big, pretentious pictures during July or August.
The most accurate reports obtainable
from every section of the United States
indicate a period of unprecedented patronage now being enjoyed by exhibitors
and comparatively few exhibitors can be
found who do not feel assured of the
heaviest patronage ever known during
the approaching summer. The Hodkinson sales plans therefore contemplate the
immediate aiding of exhibitors by giving
them what unquestionably will rank as
the most powerful and unusual productions ever before ventured upon a sum-

mer market.
First of Series Published

As

the opening smash that will create
and sustain big business in the theatres,
Harry Raver's production of Augustus
Thomas' New York stage success, "As a
Man Thinks," starring Leah Baird and directed by George Irving, was issued
everywhere April 20. This is the first of
the previously announced Four-Star pictures, deriving their name from an equal
apportioning and featuring of the author,
the story, the star and the director.
May 4, Jesse D. Hampton presents J.
Warren Kerrigan in a secret service
melodrama of action and mystery, 'The
Best Man" from the story by Grace Livingston Hill Lutz. This is an all-Ameri-

four weeks after May 4. This is the first
of a series of four Zane Grey pictures
produced under the supervision of the author and the executive management of
Benjamin B. Hampton, president of the

company.

"Desert Gold" is being diHayes Hunter, whose direction of another story of the same author,
caused his selection to make the first of
own productions.
Mr.
the
author's
Hampton has assembled a notable cast
that includes E. K. Lincoln as the daredevil Dick Gale of the story; Eileen
Percy, Ed Coxan, Marjory Wilson, W.
Lawson Butt, Russell Simpson, W. Herbert Bainbridge, Frank Lanning and
Walter Long.
Another producing unit about which
announcement is to be made separately
has completed Stewart Edward White's
famous success, "The Westerners," under
This
the direction of Edward Sloman.
production will have an early summer issue, and will be regarded as one of the
outstanding successes of the new season.
In the cast of "The Westerners" are Wilfred Lucas, Mildred Manning, Roy Stewart, Robert McKim, Frankie Lee and
Mary Jane Irving.
rected by T.

Each

of these productions, as well as

other productions past and present
or future to be distributed through the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, are to be
offered to exhibitors singly under contract on their individual merits and
values.

all

Helene Chadwick Stars
Helene Chadwick, the charming young
ingenue who has recently been playing
opposite Douglas Fairbanks, interprets
the title-role of "Caleb Piper's Girl," a
comedy-drama produced by
five-act
Astra, which will be published by Pathe
on May 18.

can action-drama with its scenes laid in
It
Pittsburg, Washington, Cincinnati.
opens with Kerrigan receiving a "mustnot-fail" assignment from the chief of
the Secret Service in Washington, and
brings him an hour later to the chancel of
a church, where he is married to a beau-

,

'

i

minute details on their part
paign to be waged.

cam-

in the

Many New Members Sign
Before the regular meeting was called
to order the following signed as members of the

new

organization:

Chicago
Louis Fitchenberg Julius Cohen
William Junurs
Edward L. Schibel
Edward Surens
Jacob Cooper
Henry R. Newell
James Biba
M. M. McFadden
Mrs. R. J. Delby
Lubliner & Trinz, M. A. Choynski
Peters & Foster
Andrew Karzas
Lee Herz
R. J. Lavoce
I. Van Rondel
Murray & Markey
George Paul
E. J. Degen
Carlyle Hansen
J. H. Frundt
Geo. A. Howard
J. L. Friedman
M. J. Quigley
F. B. Rogers
Benjamin Garretson S. Abrams
Frank K. Forsythe F. J. Flaherty
Henry V. Meeteren
W. B. Rice
E. H. Lansing
A. J. Lang
George Bong
J. P. Abrams
Herman Myers
E. J. Degarhart
'

Geo. Paul
W. J. Roy
Max Hyman
A. J. Gregory
William McGowen Verne R. Langdon
F. E.

Whitmer

L. B. Salkin

Ascher Brothers

Jacob Hoeffler

Rysdon
Clyde Elliott
Edward Scheibel
Floyd Brockell
Out of Town Exhibitors

E. A.

Herman Meyers,

Niles Centre,

111.

f

Morgan, Onarga, 111.
William Johnson, Moline.
Charles Lamb, Rockford.
J.

E.

H. E. Grant, Rockford.
D. H. Nestor, Kankakee.
William H. Cadoret, Kankakee.
J. F. Dittman, Freeport.
A. W. Barth, Carbondale.
W. D. Burford, Aurora.
F. C. Dufoe, East Moline.
Charles Diehl, Moline.
John G. Kaletes, Rockland.
G. B. Govell, East Moline.

H. E. Grampf, Rockford.
H. E. Kremer, Geneva.
J. C.

Miller,

Woodstock.

H. G. Redman, East St. Louis.
George Howard, Monmouth.
J. J. Rubens, Aurora.
L. M. Rubens, Joliet.
W. J. West, Galesburg.
Dee Robinson, Peoria.
W. W. Watts, Springfield.

Rock

Island.

Buys State Rights
N.

J.

W. Harden

Flynn and Charles

of the Firfst National Film

Company

of

Mo., returned from New
York recently with rights to western
Missouri for "Woman," "Tempest and
Sunshine," "The Still Alarm," "Once to
Every Man," "When the Desert Smiled,"

Kansas

he has never seen or heard of
The story is of the
his life.
Arsene Lupin, Sherlock Holmes type that
fairly tingles with electric excitement. It
is worthy of note that the Kerrigan productions are the only ones to be continued from the first Hodkinson releasing
year into the company's second year. J.
Warren Kerrigan's sustained and increasing popularity now leads to the announcement of the purchase of a series
of notable stories in which he is to appear in the coming year.
in

Completing "Desert Gold"
Zane Grey's story, "Desert Gold" is
now being completed in California and
the Colorado desert by Zane Grey's own
•company for publication either two or

Convention

Illinois

(Continued from page 28)

Carl Mueller,

tiful girl

before

The

City,

"The Fires of Hope," "The

Web

of In-

trigue," "Human Shuttles," and 54
gle reel western subjects featuring

sin-

Tom

Mix.

Four States Sold
Mike Rosenberg of
purchased the
production,
Keane's

just

who

ELAINE HAMMERSTK1N
hnn

contract with Selznlrk Picture*.

jtiMt Ni^m-ii n
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Seattle.

rights

"The

Wash., has
to

James

Spreading
Evil," for the states of Washington, Oregon, Tdaho and Montana, and is planning
an extensive advertising campaign covcrinc;

this

territory.

:
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IMPRESSIVE SCENE FROM "THE ETERNAL MA GD..LENE'

Hodkinson Employes
Capable Men to See
[New Plan to Success
Places Many New Officers on
Independent Basis

for

Campaign
As

a necessary preliminary to the most

sales campaign and policy of
regional exploitation for the benefit of
exhibitors, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, through its sales department,

vigorous

has affected changes or reorganizations
in a number of its regional representations within the past two weeks.
Announcement is made of the appointment of the following Hodkinson representatives, all of the men named being

ready and installed to work in close
co-operation with the exhibitors of their

all

territories

ATLANTA— E. L. Byers.
ALBANY— H. R. Wimsatt,

formerly

charge of both the Albany and Buffalo

in

territories

for

Hodkinson.

BUFFALO— H.

The Pharisees sathcr

to stone the

Magdalene to death. From part one of the Goldwyn
production.

LaMott LeVay, formerly with Goldwyn Boston organization.

BOSTON —W. H. Dunbar, succeeding
H. Bradley, formerly with Triangle.
DETROIT— D. Leo Dennison, for-

W.

Elmo Lincoln

Starred by "U" in
Serial to Be Published in July

Some

most unusual and daring
feats ever enacted before a motion picture camera are said to be included in the
action of the forthcoming Universal
serial entitled "Elmo
the Mighty" and
featuring Elmo Lincoln and Grace Cunof the

—

ard. The first three episodes of the new
serial were shown to Universal's reviewing committee April 15 and according to

expressions passed about in the projection room the new serial, as to theme
and to construction is one of the most
extraordinary ever viewed by the executives.

Lincoln

in

Feats of Strength

the new serial features Elmo
Lincoln and brings out many of his marvelous feats of strength the first few episodes of the serial bring out numerous

Though

thrillers in

which Mr. Lincoln does not

The action of the first three
episodes, for the most part, transpires in
the wooded hills of California, where a
big lumbering syndicate is seeking control of valuable timber lands patrolled
by Capt. Howard Armstrong, a forest
ranger and former army officer. Realizing that the ranger has knowledge of its
plans the syndicate engages a band of
lumber jacks to aid in keeping the government agent from interfering with the
plans laid out.
A masked motorcyclist,
who seemingly helps the ranger when he
needs aid, but who proves a complete
enigma to both the ranger and the syndicate plays a prominent part in the serial's
play a part.

story.

Miss Cunard is seen as Lucile Gray, a
daughter of a wealthy man and a former
Red Cross nurse who has met Capt.
Armstrong on the battlefields and who,
recognizing him in the woods, renews old
acquaintance with him. The leading char-

acters of the serial are introduced in the
first episode and from the very start the
serial picks up speed and interest and so
complicated do events become that, according to the previevvers, solutions to
minor parts of the theme of the firs:
three episodes could not be reached
within several fast and intensely interesting episodes.

Daring Motorcycle Riding
Tossing men of gigantic stature about
like flour sacks, Mr. Lincoln is said to
demonstrate that he is another Maciste,
and in addition to his great strength he
is called upon to do some intense dramatic
acting and some daring riding. One of
the

novel

introduced
episodes is the

thrillers

in

the

merly with Paramount and for the past
year manager of the General Film office
in Detroit, succeeds C. A. Meade, resigned.

INDIANAPOLIS—J. C.
SALT LAKE CITY— D.

Mack.

E. Schayer.
Rudolph Berger.
The Hodkinson offices in Philadelphia
are well manned by Charles E. Henschel;
Pittsburgh by C. E. Moore; Chicago by
E. C. Fielder, assisted by E. S. Rowley.
Mr. Fielder also has jurisdiction over
Cleveland, with D. W. Phillips as assist-

WASHINGTON—

Kansas City is handled by P. C.
Wreath, who previously has had jurisdiction over St. Louis. This latter office
is now placed upon an independent footant.

ing.

$2,000 Fire in Theatre

TAYLORVILLE, ILL.—The

Kincaid

managed by Dominick

Frisina,

theatre,

daring
early
motorcycle riding of James Cole, who is
cast as the Masked Rider. Not only does
Cole drive his motorcycle at rapid speed
through the unbroken trails of the great
woods in which much of the action takes
place, but he also rides the full length of
a half mile flume, or log chute, which

caught fire from crossed electric wires
and was damaged to the extent of $2,000.
be repaired and reopened at
will
It

runs from one high hill across a deep
ravine to another hill, curving almost 100
degrees and filled with running water
and logs. In one scene the Masked Rider
rides through the flume in pursuit of
Miss Cunard, who slides along on a log,
without slackening his speed at the curve,
Should the machine have skidded
at all.
only a few inches as it rounded this bend
in the flume, the rider would have been

"Little Orphant Annie," has been picturized in five reels. It will be distributed
by World Pictures. Only recently it was

serial's

thrown

at

least a

hundred

feet

to

the

rocky valley below.
"Elmo the Mighty," now nearing completion at Universal City, where Henry

—

directing the action, is from the
by William E. Wing and
that this
It is expected
Joe Brandt.
serial will be ready for release the second

McRae

is

script provided

week

of July.
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Riley

Poem

James Whitcomb

Picturized

Riley's

famous poem,

dramatized and had a run on Broadway
under the title of "Back Home." Thomas
Santchi and Coleen Moore are the featured players in the picture version of
this

immortal poem.

New Dean
Priscilla

Publication

Dean has begun work on

a

Special Attraction under
The
the direction of Rollin Sturgeon.
new vehicle bearing the tentative title
"The Chatterbox," was provided by

new Universal

Bayard Veiller. whose books and play,
"The Thirteenth Chair" and "Within the
Law," are well known.
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Goldwyn Will
Basil

Star

Tom

Moore

in

King Novel and Stage Play

"Lord and Lady Algy" Already in Course of
Being Filmed: "City of Comrades" Planned
For Early Fall
Screen

i

ii

rights

to

Basil

King's

Goldwyn producers
Lady Algernon,

novel

"The City of Comrades," and William
Faversham's recent Broadway stage success, "Lord and Lady Algy," have been
purchased by Goldwyn as starring vehicles for Tom Moore.
Work on "Lord and Lady Algy" is already under way at Culver City, and it
be published in the late spring or
summer. "The City of Comrades"
will not be produced immediately, and
will not be published until fall.
Screen rights to both the stage play
and the novel were secured by Samuel
Goldwyn only after spirited bidding with
other producers.
The story of "Lord and Lady Algy"
centers around the interrupted romance
of Lord and Lady Algernon Chetland,
his lordship's passion for betting on the

are

[

races, the social aspirations of Brabazon
'Tudway, the soap magnate, and the efforts of the Hon. Crosby Jethro to worm

into a liaison with

Lady Algy.

Tom Moore as Young Lord
Tom Moore is said to show to particu-.
advantage as Lord Algernon Chetland, the younger son of the Duke of
Droneborough, who is out of favor with
his father because of his sporting proclivities.
Moore's personal sportsmanlike bearing fits him well for the thoroughbred personality of the Lord.
Other characters in "Lord and Lady
Algy," that will undoubtedly prove the
wisdom and artistic discretion of the
lar

new

piece,

in manner, courageous;
Brabazon Tudway, the Commoner, who

made his fortune out of soap. Tudway is
a social-climber, crude, philistine, absurd.
The Hon. Crosby

Jethro, another part

which

will call for capable acting, is "a
bit of a bounder," a paid booster for the
socially ambitious. Then there are Lieut.

early

(

their

a blue-blood inde-

pendent, reserved

will

)

in

Standidge; Jemmet, the jockey; the Marquis, and other parts that call for the acting ability of principals.

Story of Basil King's Novel
"The City of Comrades," Tom
Moore will take the part of Francis
Worsley Melbury, the son of Sir Edward
Worsley Melbury of Montreal, one of the
In

leading men in Canada. He has taken to
drink and been literally kicked off his
brother's doorstep with the injunction
never to show his face to his family
The opening of the story finds
again.
him in New York, penniless and thirsty.
He decides to rob the house of an architect to whom he had a letter of introduction. He get inside the house, drinks the
cooking sherry he finds in the pantry, and
nearly robs the young lady in the house.
She is the heroine of the story. After his
She
reclamation he meets her again.
does not recognize him, but mistakes him
for his brother, whom he resembles. The
scene in which the two meet is very
adroitly managed.
It is plain to Melbury that the girl is
fond of him, but he does not dare propose marriage until he has told her that
he is the man who had entered her
room to rob her the first time they met.
Of course, Melbury's father and mother
have died in the meantime and left him
a lot of money. So that part is all right.

When

he

tells the girl the truth,

however,

she leaves him without a word. Eventually, however, the story works out to a
happy ending.

GEORGE

who has been

•

Brady Will Not

Renew Select Contract
NEW YORK— Alice Brady has fin-

ished her contract with Select and it is
understood that it will not be renewed.
Miss Brady's motion picture plans for
the future have not yet been determined.
She is considering- a number of offers.

Hammons

Off to Europe

Cor^orat'on of America, sailed Mondav
on the Adriatic for London. He will
tour European cities in search of singlcrcol subiects of foreign make. Mr. Hammons will complete an imnortant international business arrangement.

Increases Stock
Seal

Productions, Tnc.

Brooklyn,

WILLIAM RUSSELL

p»intN out the

liir.li Npotx in n atory to
cenarlnt. Stephen Fox.

IiIn

of

have iust increased their
capital from $25,000 to $50 000.
Grav
Seal is planning to soon release some
high class feature productions.
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office.

Long

Visit in U. S.

NEW YORK.— George

H.

general manager of the Vitagraph

pany

Smith,

Com-

London, England, sailed for
Europe on Saturday, having perfected
arrangements for a remarkable expanin

of Vitagraph's foreign business,
that war conditions make a resumption of normal business possible.

sion

now

Spent Two Months Here
Mr. Smith's last trip to America was
in December, 1916, but his whole time
in the United States on the occasion of
that visit was scarcely a week.
His
present trip has embraced almost two
months and he journeyed all the way
out

to

Vitagraph's

Hollywood

studio

and participated in the reunion of the
Smith family in Santa Barbara, California.
While here he stated that the picture business in England was never in
a

more flourishing condition.
George H. Smith is a brother of AlE.

Smith,

president

of

the

Vita-

graph Company. His visit offered him
the opportunity of participating in the
reunion of the Smith family which* occurred out in Santa Barbara, California,
about the first of April.
Attends Family Reunion
For the first time in thirty years the
father of Albert E. Smith, Mr. S. W.
Smith of Santa Barbara, had with him
his entire family of children, seven sons
and one daughter. There were present
the reunion Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company; George
Smith, general manager of Vitagraph's
London office; W. S. Smith, general
manager of Vitagraph's Hollywood studios; David Smith, director at the Vitaat

E. W. Hammons, vice-president and
general "'•anafer of Educational Films

The Gray

London

George Smith Sails
For England After

bert

Alice

H. SMITH
appointed general manager

of Vitagraph's

studio in Hollywood: John P.
scenario writer in Vitagraph's
Hollywood studio; Lieutenant Arthur
Victor Smith, who has just returned
after twenty-two months of service in
France witli the American Expeditionary Forces, and Fred Smith, who is in
Six of the
business in Santa Barbara.
brothers are associated with the Vitagraph Company.
The sister, Mrs. E.
H. Hunt, resides in Santa Barbara.

graph

Smith,
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Spirited Bidding for State Rights

To

Men"
Report from New York States Negotiations Now
Ince Production "Virtuous

Pending for Sale of All Territory

Throughout United States
—
NEW YORK "Virtuous Men," the every point connection
in

special feature produced by S-L Pictures,
bids fair to become one of the state
rights sensations of the present season.
Following various offers from leading
distributors desirous of buying "Virtuous

with the pic-

from the day the state rights buyer
books it to the exhibitor until the day
ture

The picture, which stars E. K. Lincoln,
was personally directed by Ralph Ince

it
is presented for its initial run.
In
order to facilitate the work of the buyer
in explaining this campaign to his exhibitor, the proper cut .accompanies each
story.
The entire plan is so arranged
that it is only necessary for the exhibitor
to use a pair of scissors and a little
common sense before using the material
in his newspapers, magazine, programme,

and contains

etc.

Due

In addition, an original layouf of
special ads in various sizes are available
for the exhibitor, together with several
unique novelties designed to attract pat-

Men," Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin have
decided that this attraction will receive
the widest exploitation through the me-

dium

of territorial sale.

at least six distinct "thrills."
to its spectacular effects and entertaining qualities
the
picture
appeals
strongly to state rights buyers who have
handled such special attractions as "The

Birth

of

World,"

a

Nation,"

"Hearts

of

the

etc.

Offers Said to Be High
Offers have been received from prominent territorial purchasers in every part
of the United States and Canada for
"Virtuous Men" and the prices are said
to be the highest ever received in transactions of this nature. Sawyer and Lubin
report the consummation of several sales,
the names of the buyers being announced
next week. State rights men, after viewing the production, term it one of the
biggest box-office winners he has viewed
in a long while.
They are especially
attracted by the comprehensive exploita-

campaign prepared to accompany
production and have already placed
orders for an extraordinary number of
copies of "The Picture Plus ," the origtion

this

—

inal

from

ronage

outlying

All of this material

is

neighborhoods.
clearly explained

—

and outlined in "The Picture Plus ,"
and has been hailed by state right buyers as the most comprehensive exploitation guide ever offered
with a special feature.

New
amusement

Robinson,

who

in

this

has

city,

secured

a

one of the principal
downtown corners and will immediately
99-year

on

lease

start the erection of a 2,000 seat house,
second to none in the country. Architect Fred Klein of Chicago will be in

charge.

S-L exploitation guide.

Contracts have been practically closed
with more than one-half of the territory
embraced bv the United States for "Virtuous Men." Sawyer and Lubin believe
that all records in the matter of state
rights sale will be broken with this picture.

Valuable

Exploitation Book
prepared to cover
is

The campaign

Buys Two Features
Sam Aronowitz, who
tered

the

state

Moines.

Ia.,

April

from

recently

rights

field

in

re-en-

features

for

his

territory.

FRUSTRATING THE WILY VILLAIN

IN

ing Chief Richardson extinguished a fire
in the Olympia theatre, West Broadway,
South Boston, which for a time threatened the entire block. Edward Murray,
the motion picture operator, discovered
the flames.

The

American

loss

was

$3,000.

Retitles Film

The American Film Company, Inc.,
sends word that its new picture featuring Mary Miles Minter, originally announced as "The Reign of Colleen
'

VMallev." has been rechristened "Mary

(

t'Rourke."

Des

passed through Chicago.
New York, where he purchased "Virtuous Sinners" and "The
Boomerang," Pioneer Film Corporation
22,

MACK

Fire at Boston Theatre
BOSTON, MASS.— Firemen under Act-

interested in five places of

is

It.

the role of "Moeket" in the S-L
production, "Virtuous Men."

connection

Peoria Theatre

PEORIA. ILL— Dee
at present

in

WILLIAM
who has

Davies in

New

Picture

understood that Marion Davies
will start work on a new production in
about ten days.
It

is

'THE CARTER CASE
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These

tions.

details

probably

all

will

be announced at the time of the annual

Burton Holmes Fans
Part of the Crowd Sam Atkinson
Drew to the Hoy burn Theatre,
Evanston, III. during the Burton
Holmes Travel Club Contest

convention of Fox branch managers and
the news will be disseminated through
them and through the trade press.
Fox Predicts Success
Mr. Fox's idea in visiting the European battlefields, it is explained, is to
determine their relative suitability as
locations.
Authors are reported already
to be at work on the stories which are
Mr. Fox is
to be put, onto the screen.
said to be greatly impressed with the
possibilities of the series of productions

he has outlined and in cabled messages
to his executive in New York emphasizes the opinion that they will have a
greater and decidely more personal appeal to the average motion picture patron than any productions released in
the history of the

Fox

organization.

Oliver Determined
To Uphold Standard
Set By First Film
Success of Craig Kennedy
Serial Assures More
Photoplays
With the completion by Oliver Films,
Inc., of its first production, "The Carter
Case," a Craig Kennedy serial, starring

William Fox Will
Return Home Early
In May Is Report
Arranges Details for Filming
Pictures on French
Battlefields

NEW

YORK. — William Fox

turn from

Europe the early part

will

of

re-

May,

according to a report current in trade
circles this week, and is expected to
have important announcements to make
shortly thereafter respecting the signing of new stars and the elaborated
plans of the Fox Film Corporation for
the

coming season.

Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager,
iwho went to Europe with Mr. F"ox, may
not return with him. Mr. Sheehan, it is
mnderstood, will remain to complete arrangements under way for extended production which it has been announced will
constitute an important part of the Fox
[program for 1919-1920.

Many Details Arranged
According to cabled reports received
(at the Fox offices in New York, Mr. Fox
land Mr. Sheehan have spent the last ten
days or two weeks in Paris, on the battlefields of France, at Rheims and at
Verdun.
They are now said to have
practically completed arrangements for
the filming of the series of big productions, announced last week, which will
have these historic places as their background.
It is declared to have been decided in
Iconnection
with these locations just
[what American directors shall be sent
to Europe and what stars will be featured in the various projected produc-

Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret Marsh,
the president of the new organization,
Oliver, has finished the first lap of
I.
what he declares will be a strong and
persistent race to reach the pinnacle of
photoplay presentation of constantly increasing artistic excellence and widening popular appeal. The results obtained
with the Craig Kennedy serial, which
gave to the well known scientific detective
stories
of Arthur B.
Reeve,
adapted for the screen by him and John
W. Gray, feature settings and an unusual cast have surpassed Mr. Oliver's
most sanguine expectations and justified his opinion that striving for artistic
perfection with popular favor leads to

phenomenal

box-office success.

In the choice of material for eventual
future productions, Mr. Oliver proposes
to take a step forward also.
He believes
to have observed a tendency to repeat, in
slightly different form, anything the public
has shown to have wanted by patronizing it.
It is Mr. Oliver's opinion that the thing the
public wanted last month or last year
is not necessarily the thing it wants to-

Exhibitors United
On West Coast to

Each Other

Assist

United Theatres Association
Promises New Idea in
Organization
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— With seveny-five

leading theatres of northern
California, representing an investment of

more

than

$2,500,000, already in and
applying for admittance, the
United Theatres Association is about to
try one of the most interesting experiments yet attempted by exhibitors.
Feeling that in organization there is a
far better opportunity to secure good attractions and reduce overhead expense,
the exhibitors of northern California
have banded together into a new kind of

many more

"exhibitors'

circuit."

To Inform Exhibitors
Through

it,
every exhibitor is to be
touch with what is being done
in the industry and what is likely to be
done.
He is to be given every benefit
cooperation of this kind can furnish.
The association has opened offices in
San Francisco, equipped with projecting
rooms. Men at the head of the organization represent large and important

kept

in

interests.
The officers

Charles

are:

Godard,

president; Louis R. Greenfield, vice-president;
James Beatty, treasurer; C. W.
Midgeley, secretary;, P. J. Hanlon, A. H.
Moore and L. E. Lund, directors; G. C.
Ringole, attorney, and W. DeLatimer in
charge of the review department.

Many

Cities

Represented

In the large cities but one theatre in
a district is taken and in smaller cities

one theatre.

The

represented in
Francisco.
Oakland, Sacramento, Fresno, Berkeley.
Vallejo, San Jose, Stockton, Modesto,
Palo Alto, Turlock, Lodi, Salinas, Visalia,
Woodland, Dunsmuir, San Luis
Obispo, Santa Rosa, Tulare, Oroville,
Grass
Valley,
Marysville,
Roseville.
Monterey, Red Bluff, Eureka, Ukiah.
Porterville,
Napa, Alameda; Lindsay.
Healdsburg, Auburn, Redwood
City,
Redding, Santa Cruz, Madera, San Rafael,
Chico, Merced and Burlingame.

membership

the

cities

San

are:

Cal.; Reno, Elko and Carson
and Honolulu, H. T.

City, Nev.,

morrow, no matter how

differently it is
is his intention to try for the public favor with
something new each time, keeping in
mind, however, that the fundamental
human appeal of true art, whatever disguise it may bear, yet remains the same
forever.
In shaping his own organization along
strict
business lines and cooperating
with and inviting cooperation of other
producers, Mr. Oliver looks forward to
the establishment of the motion picture
trade on a systematic business basis.
Such a system, once perfected, will be
instrumental in lifting the industry to
its highest plane.

dressed up.

Therefore

it

Activity at St. Louis
LOUIS, MO.— The Rainbow
Amusement Company has just increased
ST.

and acquired
Rainbow, Variety and Broadway
Theatres. This company will also build
its

capital stock to $350,000,

the

the

time

Gem

Theatre, in Sixth street, some

in the fall.

podrome

It is

vaudeville.

First Pearson

NEW YORK — Louis

Secures Jersey Charter
TRENTON, N. J.— The Jans Distributing Corporation has secured
do business in the State of

39

\

a charter to

New

Jersey.

rumored the Hip-

reopen next

fall,
with a
seating capacity of 3,000 to pictures and

will

Drama

Meyer, president
of the Virginia
Pearson Photoplays.
Inc., has announced that "The Bishop's
Emeralds," their first photo-drama, will
be published June S, through the Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
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"TAXI"

IS

TAYLOR HOLMES' LATEST

Denver Company Gets

Two Big

Productions

M. M. Kravetz of Merit Films
Closes Deal
sive

— Plans Exten-

Campaign

The Merit Film Company

of

Denver

has acquired rights to "The Unpardonable Sin" and "Hearts of Men."
The Merit company has the following

on "The Unpardonable

territory

Sin":

Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico
and Nebraska. The same territory has
been taken over for "Hearts of Men"
with the exception of Nebraska.
M. M. Kravetz, head of the Merit company, stopped in Chicago this week to
look over the exploitation stunts being
used by Jones, Linick & Schaefer in
connection with the engagement of "The
Unpardonable Sin" at the Randolph theatre, Chicago.
Mr. Kravetz is very enthusiastic regarding the prospective business for his

new

pictures in the Western territory.
planning a comprehensive exploitation campaign especially upon "The
Unpardonable Sin" which he believes
will set a new record for his territory.

He

story, this Triangle offering, whieh goes to exhibitors May 11,
said to contain a plentiful supply of laughs as well as a suspense-sustaining plot.

Taken from a magazine

is

Taylor Holmes' Latest Special
"Taxi" Called His Masterpiece
Triangle Comedy Star Given Excellent Supporting Cast in Fast Moving Screen Version
of Serial Story
Taylor

Holmes,

comedian

being

starred in a series of specials by Triangle, is said to have achieved the
greatest picture of his life in "Taxi,"
which is to be published May 11.

George

Agnew

Chamberlain

wrote

"Taxi," which appeared as a serial story
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine this winter.
According to those who have seen
the screen version, it has plenty of pep
and action, and a suspense-sustaining

Millyuns,

Miss Eburne was

slavey with Cawthorn in "The Canary"
at the Globe Theatre in New York at
the time "Taxi" was screened, and her
grotesque interpretation of a similar role
in "Taxi" is bound to add much to the
mirth of this photo-play. Lillian Hall,

who

played Beth in "Little Women," is
Mr. Holmes' leading woman.
Irene
Tarns and Fred Hiden are additional
members of an excellent cast.
Taylor Holmes plays Robert Hcrvey
Randolph, of an old New York family,
with an income of '$10,000 a year, which
he loses when the rightful heir, a little
girl, is discovered in the back row of a
chorus. When Taylor finds her, he sacrifices his income and seeks work as a
taxi driver.

Soon Pam, the

her proper place in

chaperonage

of

heiress, takes
society, under the

Mr. and Mrs.

Borden

mother.

Pam while she was still poor, seeks
renew the acquaintance, but finds his
undesired.
However,
still
attentions
Beamer is a stockholder in the Ajax
Taxicab Company, from which Pam derives her income, and he plans to get
to

control of a majority of the shares of
stock and then to impoverish her.
It is

chauffeur's lodgings.
acting the role of a

her

of

by

Cast Fortunate Selection

of-all-work at the

friends

Real Smash in Climax
then that Robert Randolph (Tay-

He

rounds up a
lor Holmes) interferes.
sufficient number of his friends to swing
the votes his way, and not only is
Beamer's scheme frustrated, but Randolph himself is made head of the comAlthough work as an altruistic
pany.
taxi driver has its lure, Taylor Holmes is
happy in the knowledge that he can now
offer

his

love

to

little

Pam, who has

wanted him all the time.
George W. Peters, cameraman, is credited with excellent photography, picturnight

ing

scenes

of

the

bright

Mr. Kravetz

left

Chicago on Tuesday,

April 29, to commence the exploitation
of the subjects just acquired.
Mr. Kravetz, who formerly was associated with Metro and made a record
with "Lest
Forget" in the Western
territory, has Lewis Goldstein associated
with him in the management of the

We

Merit Film Company.

H. C. Cornelius Joins
Iftutual Executive Staff

Duke Beamer, financial power and stage
door frequenter, who has been repulsed

plot.

In selecting the cast, the star and
Lawrence Windom, the director, consider
that they were fortunate in obtaining
the services of Maude Eburne to portray
the role of Sweet Genevieve, the maid-

old

is

lights

about Times Square and other sections
of New York that have been made
famous in history and literature.

H. C. Cornelius of Grand Rapids.
Mich., vice-president and secretary of
the company, will take an active part
in the management of Exhibitors Mutual.

•

Mr. Cornelius has been the active head
of the Wolverine Brass Works at Grand
Rapids and is heavily interested in other
western Michigan industrial and financial concerns.
He has been associated
with Mr. Clark in the ownership of Consolidated Theatres, Inc., of Grand Rapids, and was one of the group of Grand
Rapids capitalists who purchased control of the Mutual Film Corporation last
November and reorganized it as Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation.
The association of Mr. Cornelius with

management of Exhibitors
a result of the rapid development of the company since the first of
the year. Business has grown with such
tremendous rapidity that Mr. Clark
asked Mr. Cornelius to so arrange his
business affairs in the west that he could
devote most of his time to Exhibitors
tVie

active

Mutual

Mutual

is

and make his headquarters

New York

in

City.

California Senate Hits

Big Deal at Boise
IDAHO.— Motion
BOISE,
houses

At Temperamental Stars
pictuie

Boise belonging to Herman J.
the Inland Amusement Comhave been sold to the Majestic
in

Brown and
pany

Amusement Company, composed of B.
W. Bickert, Robert A. Davis, Jr., mayor
of

Nampa, and

their associates.

,40

SACRAMENTO,

CAL.

— Tempera-

mental film stars who quit their jobs in
the middle of a picture and join some
other company will be compelled to
Stick until a picture is completed, under
the provisions of two bills bv Senator
Lyon of Los Angeles, which have been
passed by the senate.
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

THE

*

REPORTER

Open Mark et Assured for 1920
THE PRESENT WEEK OF ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK FORECASTS THE IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS THAT
are about to crystallize.

The industry

is

to-day in a state of flux.

A

condition that has resulted from the "heating" process that has been going on dur-

ing the last year.

A

new grouping of forces is taking place and these forces will exert their power along new paths and lines of
Open booking, muchly advertised, extensively talked about and often heralded as being in our midst is finally

influence.
to

have

its in-

nings with practically the entire industry.

Many Claim Credit
MANY CLAIMS ARE BEING MADE BY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS TO THE CREDIT OF HAVING
brought about this new market condition, but in reality the credit belongs to no one in particular.
Open booking is development that has been caused by the alchemy of the various forces in the business under the effect of recent circumstances.
Of all factors, the Reporter's personal opinion is that the First National Exhibitors Circuit, by their policy commenced a
year or more ago, did more to bring' about or precipitate the present condition than any other single agency. The Big Stars
held the exhibitor to the program idea. And Paramount principally held the big stars.

Move Interested Stars
COMPETITION TO PARAMOUNT EITHER USED STARS OR BIG STORIES. PUTTING OVER THE BIG STORY
Chaplin

by special exploitation, i. e., Universal. But generally the majority trailed along with the program idea.
First National and Chaplin made a move. The other top-notchers took notice when they saw what sort of a proposition he had. A little later the secession of the "big ones" from the program company began.
Of course, the First National's strength in exhibitor outlet enabled them to make cash advance propositions to stars that were
mighty attractive.
It was logical, too, that the "Big Four," as they are now familiarly known or the United Artists' Association, should grow from
the desire on the part of these to be absolutely independent and sell their own product to the exhibitor direct. Thus saving all
commissions for themselves. Whether this argument is right or wrong is not the purpose of this article. But today the United
Artists must sell their pictures on the open booking basis, just as First National has been doing for over a year.
picture idea

Along came

Just as

Much

Profit in

Fewer Pictures

PRODUCERS AND EXHIBITORS HAVE FOUND THAT BY MAKING AND SELLING FOUR PICTURES A YEAR
in a big and exclusive manner, they can make as much and more real profit than by producing eigh t
resultant effects, too, on the market are better and of a more healthy sort. Runs are longer. Exhibtor
be better the pictures rent for more. And the theatres are being built with good-will rather than the stars

and exploiting each one

(

program

pictures.

advertising must

The

—

alone.

gives a better opportunity for bigger stories and bigger authors to come into their own on the screen. While it does
any degree diminish the value of a real star as a drawing card, rather it enhances the player's value because he makes
better pictures and fewer of them.
That is why today, Universal, Metro, Hodkinson, Vitagraph are all openly avowed to open booking.
That is why United Picture Theatres have risen to success on open booking. Pathe sees the value in selling pictures this way
and has organized a special feature department. Robertson-Cole and Exhibitors-Mutual are going to sell that fashion in thfc
coming year and Independent Sales Corporation's policy is based on it.
It also

not

in

—

Paramount's Position

PARAMOUNT

WITHOUT

NEW

ANNOUNCE

TO CONFORM WITH THE

WILL,
DOUBT,
ITS
POLICY FOR 1920
present market condition, which will shift the balance all to the side of the open market. Goldwyn has made no definite announcement yet, but Select is committed to the plan for the majority at least of its product. Fox's statement on the subject is
yet to be received.
So in 1920 the exhibitor should be in his paradise. The slate will apparently be clean. He can pick and choose. He will have
big pictures, big stories and big authors all directed by big directors. He will have unusual opportunities to advertise and there
is no reason why he cannot bring to his theatre a new audience.
The future of the distributing organizations will, of course, largely lie in the calibre of the production forces they have behind
them. Right now producing entities are shifting so swiftly that it is almost impossible to chart the balance of power,
but in 30 days the smoke will have settled and by fall, it will beplainly evident just which organization will take the lead.
(Continued on page 42)
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Robertson-Cole's New Productions
To Include Many Strong Features
Post Lenten Program Includes Desmond, Hay-

akawa, Warner, Bessie Barriscale,
Rhodes and Alma Rubens
An imposing

array of productions,
which are expected to measure up in
every respect to the high standard set

by

Robertson-Cole for all its photodramas, have been completed by various
Robertson-Cole, units for publication
through Exhibitors Mutual.
William Desmond, the Jesse D. Hampton star, has just finished "The Mints
of Hell," a stirring story of a mad hunt
for flat gold, in the wild country where
many a man has "eaten snow and kicked
in." "The Mints of Hell" is successor to
"Whitewashed Walls," which has met
with sincere approval, and has brought
additional

Desmond

enthusiasts
admirers.

into

the

fold

of

"The Courageous Coward"
"The

Courageous

Coward," relating
of a man to overcome a
supposed act of cowardice but which
was really the bravest deed a man could
commit for a friend, is the latest Sessue
Hayakawa contribution to the Robertson-Cole list of
Haworth offerings.
Thomas J. Geraghty wrote the story of
"The Courageous Coward," and his deftthe

struggle

ness in furnishing intense dramatic situations is once more evidenced by his
work in the new Hayakawa production.
William Worthington directed it.
The National Film Corporation proclaims "The Love Call" upon which little Billie Rhodes recently added the finishing touches, the best this popular star
has done since producing for RobertsonCole.
Taken from a popular novel by

Majorie Benton Cook, which appeared in
form in many of the leading newspapers of the country, "The Love Call"

serial

Billie

light comedy drama much on the
that has such popular appeal on
the stage. The star is seen in a sympathetic role, marked by her undying faith
in her father, a retired sea captain who
was loved by no one but his "Kid," as
Miss Rhodes is known in this producis

a

type

A

tion.
romance staged in the great
hills of the far west gives an appeal to

"The Love

Call" that few pictures con-

tain.

Few

actors are so hard to fit to storHenry B. Walthall. This noted
actor is of such a distinctive type that
it is a rare
occasion when a story is
written that suits his capabilities.
But
in "Modern Husbands," which the National Film Corporation has just produced, he has a role which was made
almost to order for him. The play is
probably the strongest in popular appeal that Walthall has been supplied
since joining National, and in his usual
finished manner he has made the character he portrays a living person "Modern Husbands" was written by Lee
Royal and directed by Francis H. Grandon.
ies as is

Alma Rubens

at

Work

Having recovered from a recent illness contracted after her short visit to
New York, Alma Rubens is again back
in
the Brunton studios preparing her
second picture for Robertson-Cole. "Diane of the Green Van," Miss Rubens initial offering, has been received favorably

The second Rubens

everywhere.

attrac-

tion is still unnamed, but
of the Yukon which will be noted for
the intensity of the action and its nuvery select
merous thrilling incidents.
cast has been engaged by the Winsome
it

is

a

story

A

Stars Corporation.
Bessie Barriscale
energies
to
her

is

still

making

devoting

all

"Josselyn's

Wife," taken from the novel by KathNorris, her finest work since becoming a star on her own accord. Little news has come out of the Brunton
studios regarding the production of this
sterling story, but it is safe to assume
that it will be a worthy successor to "A
Trick of Fate," and "Hearts Asleep."
leen

(Continued front page
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Schenck and Jose Ought to

Make Real Pictures
JOE SCHENCK, WITH
madge and Edward

NORMA TAL-

Jose, sounds like a

good

arrangement.
Schenck was, of
course, a strong factor in the old Select
lineup.

Constance

rumored,

will also

Talmadge,

it

is

come across with him

to First National.
If so he will be a
producing force that must be considered

the time.

all

Why
I

Did They Change

Name?

the

WONDER WHY THEY CHANGED

name from the "Red Republic" to
"Bolshevism on Trial?" While of course
it may be all wrong, it seems to me that
the former title possesses qualities that
the

are absent in

"The "Red

the second.

Republic" has advertising possibilities
while "Bolshevism on Trial" has an
academic flavor that rather repels.
I
see that Select are trying to put itj
over in a sensational and flaming manner.
But can it in turn be sold to the
public this way or will that sort of material repel rather than attract.
Most distributors have a mania (much
to the Producers' despair) for changing

Sometimes the result is justified,
but in this case well, I feel it would be
interesting to know the psychology of
the change.
titles.

—

Neilan Coming
Into His Own

"MICKEY" NEILAN HAS ARRIVED.
He

to

is

for

make

First

knockouts.

a series of eight pictures

They should

National.

Among

those

who know,

be;
it

Miss Pickford owes a whole lot
to Neilan.
The Reporter can well beis

said

And

lieve

it.

same

sort of

Neilan only puts the

if

work

that characterized

into his

him

own

series

before, the Neilan

series will be successful. Exhibitors, get
wise to the fact that such names as Neilan.
Dwan, Miller, Barker, etc., as directors

are coming to mean much to the public.
This is an exploitation tip that should

not be forgotten.

The Five-a-Year

Sent to Prison for
Concealing Lost Ring
ST. LOUIS, MO.—John S. Camp, proprietor

of

a

motion picture theatre at

Olive street and Theresa avenue, was
sentenced to two years in the penitentiary by a jury in Judge Garesche's division of the Circuit Court on a charge
of fraudulently concealing lost property.
The conviction was the first of its kind
in years.

Camp was charged with having attempted to retain possession of a diaring valued at $150 that was lost
the theatre May 6, last, by Thomas
Lynch, 5938 Romaine avenue. The ring
was found by a boy in the theatre and
turned over by him to Camp, who said

mond
in

I It I
V !: CASTLE,
Joined the Pamom
LitMky Corp,
:

Who

1i:in

l*l!iy«TN-

he lost

it

later.
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Plan

PRODUCERS, AS

I

SAID ABOVE,

have realized that they can make a whole
lot more money producing five pictures
or four pictures a year than by making

Of course the
expense is much
Our old friend "overhead" gets
higher.
But by the multiple
in his fine work.
unit production plan, which has several
making four
each
units
producing
or five, simultaneously at work, this
defect can be done away with entirely.
Mayflower, and several others, are workeight

studio

program
or

subjects.

producing

ing out this idea to a splendid conclu-

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

The Export

Distributors Collect
Five Per Gent Tax

Field

Under the new Revenue Tax
regulation, which provides for the
payment to the government each
month by distributors a sum equal
to five per cent of the amounts collected for film rentals, the following companies have notified exhibitors that the tax becomes due
at the same time that film rental

Foreign Trade Information
"The Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
announces that with the signing of the
treaty of peace

at

Paris,

Goldwyn

pic-

tures will be sold in all the countries of
Europe that have been cut off from distribution by the war. Goldwyn distribution will be established in Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia,
Germany, Austria,

Poland, Bulgaria and Roumania, and all
the lesser countries of the Balkans. Arrangements for distribution with a newly

American company have been
completed, and so soon as the treaty is

formed

signed at Paris the new venture will be
initiated.
Further details will be made
public at that time.
The step is viewed as a significant one
in the motion picture industry.
It means
the extension of American methods in

American ideals and Americanism in general to those whose need has
been clearly shown by the war. Goldwyn
executives have been guided by this
ideal, and not only by the promised ex-

pictures,

tension of their business, when it was
decided to undertake the responsibility
of extensive European distribution.

Means Wide

Distribution

With

the opening of Goldwyn distrithe new countries, Goldwyn
will have established its system in every
important trade center and country in
the world.
Samuel Goldwyn has issued a statement with reference to the new step
about to be taken.
"The picture industry is too important
a contribution to the life of the world
to be viewed merely as a business, and
it has been one of the first principles of
Goldwyn to assume that it would be a
good business only if it served the world
as a great institution of civilization.
Europe enters on a new phase of history
with the signing of the peace treaty and
it is appropriate that the motion picture
should play a great part in the regenera-

bution

in

tion of nations and the reconstitution of
their forms of living.
"I think that the producers of motion
pictures have for a long time taken too
humble a place in the larger affairs of

and other items become due:
Exhibitors Mutual.
First National Exhibitors

the world.
Newspaper publishers and
editors everywhere assume their importance in the general scheme of civilization, and rightly, and yet the motion picture touches humanity in a thousand
places where the newspaper reaches it in
a hundred. The world of tomorrow, the
tomorrow on which the sun is just be-

ginning to

rise,

will

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Fox Film Corporation.
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.

International Film Service, Inc.
Metro Pictures Corporation.

demand more and'

more

of the screen, more intelligence as
well as greater beauty.

Good Business Stroke
"What we are doing in definitely

,

'

of

a

as-

widespread

is
with that in
mind. To the lives of the millions who
have been, scarred by the ravages of
war, whose habits and beliefs of ordinary life have been uprooted, we are
trying to bring the ideas and ideals of
honor and courage, the vitality and energy and chivalry which is at the bot-

Pathe Exchanges, Inc.

Select Pictures Corporation.
Triangle Distributing Corp.
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Vitagraphy, Inc.
World Film Corporation.
This 5 per cent tax which becomes due May 1, 1919, takes the
place of the fifteen cents per reel
per day charge formerly collected
by the U. S. Government.

Is

suming the burden
European distribution

Cir-

cuit.

f

HIIMIH

llllimMMIIIIlllN

"II

American manhood and womanhood, and which Goldwyn pictures have

tom

of

always
I

faithfully to represent.
to hide that we bea good business stroke.

striven

would be foolish

lieve that this is
expect to be successful; that

We

is why
we have given so much attention to it.
But we would like the world that stands

outside the motion picture and views it
still as a novelty to realize that the men
who are engaged in it are men of ideals
as well as men of practical affairs.
want to do our share in making life
worth living, and we believe it is a great
one."

We

Screen Actress Dies
NEW YORK.— Mrs. Nellie B. Hopwho had a prominent part in the
Vitagraph special feature, "The Third
Degree," starring Alice Joyce, died at
Freeport, L. I., on April 25, following
a brief illness of pneumonia. Mrs. Hopper was the fourth wife of the noted
stage comedian.
per,

EXPORT NOTES
There have been no new issues by the
Trade Board for this week on mo-

War

tion picture films for export.

Constantine Potsios, representing Gaytis

& Mosco

of

Rome,

looking for films.

His

New

is in
York
offices are in the

Longacre building.
and Import Film Company,
Blumenthal, president, has just
closed an important deal disposing of
the Nazimova productions for a number

Export

Ben

European

of

countries.

volves nine productions,

The
of

sale

which

infive

have been produced and four are yet
to be made by Nazimova.
The pictures

made are "Revelation," "Toys
"Eye for Eye," "Out of the
Fop" and "The Red Lantern." The realready
of

Fate,"

mainder of the scries are yet to be
released and made through Metro. The
territorv disposed of is France, Belgium,
Alsace-Lorraine. Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Holland. Itnlv and Eervnt. The
purchaser was the Mundus Film Company of Paris.
T.

In

PAULINK FHHDKIUCK
"One Week of Life," a new Goldwyn

Frank Brocklis« secured the foreign
of- "Desert Gold," a Zane Grey

rights

production.

James Bcccroft.

Picture
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SYLVIA BRE LIHBR
Co-starred with Herbert Rawllnaon in
House Divided," n Frank G. Hull
Npeeinl fenture produced l>>
.1.
Stuart Hiiukton.
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

A NOTABLE

announcement

of the

week

is

ner.

that of

expectations.

is

staging lend a certain charm to the whole.
but acceptable.

Not the

star's best,

"GETTING MARY MARRIED"

(Select) shows
cunning of Anita Loos and John
Emerson, who prepared it. Incidentally, it is by far
the best thing that Marion Davies has done for the
camera and a very satisfying little film comedy.
"FALSE EVIDENCE" (Metro) is disappointing
in its finished state the

unquestionable value.
But the venture suggests a question. Why isn't a
similar effort being made to record the doings of the
Peace Conference? Why are not the Big Four being
made the central figures in a film chronicle that will
preserve their epochal activities for posterity?
Surely these men must realize the value of the film
in such a capacity. Can it be possible that the cameras
are on the job, the grist of their grinding being buried
for the present by strict censorship? The weeklies have
not covered the Peace Meet satisfactorily.
"THE RED LANTERN" (Metro) is an ideal motion picture for the public and for the exhibitor. To the
former it presents the well-liked Nazimova at her best.
To the latter it offers exploitation and presentation possibilities unexcelled.
As nearly perfect in itself as it
has thus far been possible to make a picture, there is
no limit to the success it may attain when properly
backed up by the theatre manager who displays it.
"THE VEILED
(Select) does
not advance the popularity of the farcical Constance
Talmadge, but neither does it detract from it. The star
has recently annexed a surprising following. They will
receive the present offering as typical of her.

only in that

it

does not provide Viola

Dana with

the

which she is at
her best. It is a serious play in every sense, and the
mark of drama is unmistakably upon it. An excellent
rollicking, light-hearted sort of role in

production, however, for the class.

"AS A

MAN THINKS"

(Hodkinson) constitutes

a picturization of the famous stage play by Augustus
Thomas with Leah Baird in the leading role. It is
heavy, and it carries a lesson of no mean import, but it
is at the same time entertainment of a high order.
A
well-made production.
"FOR BETTER,
(Artcraft) should
convince any doubters that may be left that Cecil B.
DeMille is a great producer, that a real story is the
most essential factor in the make-up of a photoplay,
that Elliott Dexter, Gloria Swanson, Tom Forman and
Wanda Hawley are artists in the true sense of the word,
and that the war is not obsolete as picture material. It
is one of the greatest pictures that has appeared on the
Artcraft program.
"THE EXQUISITE THIEF" (Universal) adds
more laurels to the new, but rapidly advancing Priscilla
Dean.
plot of many angles has been arranged in a
manner to extract from it every ounce of suspense and
interest, and the result is a composition of the first
water. Melodrama, it is true, but the very best variety.

FOR WORSE"

ADVENTURE"

"THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE"

fulfills

an average program production.
"THE STRONGER VOW" (Goldwyn) permits
Geraldine Farrar to don the mantilla of her operatic
"Carmen" and a personality of very similar design. The
story is not an extraordinary affair and rises to no great
dramatic heights, but a picturesque locale and attractive

secuted country are very likely to be passed over slightingly.
An authentic record of them is of obvious and

(Goldwyn)

but must not be considered, therefore, unsuitable for any other season.
It
is a year-around picture, an every-day picture, dealing,
as it does, with problems that confront mankind daily.
Marguerite Marsh is the star. The play is just what the
title promises, well done.
"OH,
(Paramount) was written
and directed by Anita Loos and John Emerson, a team
that may always be depended upon to do something extraordinary.
Ernest Truex and
It certainly is that.
Louise Huff are the starred players. The play is a bit
of satire, which depends for its success largely upon the
mood of the audience and the way it is presented.

was heralded as an Easter

Mae Murray's performance

The whole

Mr. Eicharcl Ordynski, a stage director of Metropolitan Opera House experience, that he has organized
a company to produce an epic history of Poland's recent
career with Jan Paderewski, the present premier, in the
leading role. With the greater nations of the world engaged in negotiations of international magnitude, the
important developments taking place in this much per-

special,

A

"MISS ADVENTURE" (Fox)

YOU WOMEN"

with Peggy Hy-

land, sets a new pace for that young lady to maintain.
It is the best thing that she has done to date, a play in
which she creates an entirely new characterization and a
most attractive one. Followed up with more of the same
pattern, her popularity should advance apace.
(Vitagraph) deals frankly
with the question of the wronged girl, so frankly as to
confine its circulation chiefly to the adult patronage.
But it deals with it cleanly as well as frankly and always intelligently. Earle Williams will not only please
strong story, but
his admirers, but make new ones.
a powerful one and well done.

"THE USURPER"

"THE LOVE THAT DARES" (Fox) features
Madlaine Traverse in a strong story built upon an old
plot.
The whole is composed of parts well done. Good

A

acting prevails throughout. The exhibitor's decision as
to its value must be based upon his reading of the
synopsis and his knowledge of his clientele's stand upon
drama of the sort.
I BID?" (Universal) has a certain
novelty in the way of story and much that is less unusual in the shape of events and characterizations that
have been done frequently and in much the same man-

"THE LOVE CALL" (Exhibitors Mutual) might
have been improved in a number of ways. Its story
But Billie
value and dramatic appeal is not great.
Rhodes is still Billie Rhodes. Those who like her may
It is not one calculated to add to her
like the picture.

"WHAT AM

following.
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Na2imova

Andrew Templeton, son

in

THE RED LANTERN
Seven-part drama; Metro-Nazimova.
Directed by Albert Capellani.
Published as a Special.

OPINION:
tracts

for

the

The

exhibitor

exhibition

of

who

con-

"The Red

Lantern" at his theatre will find himself
possessed of an attraction unlimited as
to advertising possibilities and rich in
the qualities which produce satisfaction
and make for long runs. It is a big picture in every way, though excellence of
detail has at no time suffered through
attempts to gain impressive dimensions
for the whole.

Whether the play may be said to fit
Nazimova's style to a nicety, or Nazi-

mova to personify the spirit of the play,
or the production to blend the two into
compact and unified perfection, is not
to be ascertained. Nor need it be. That
the composition is just that, a blending
of its many parts into compact and unified perfection, impressive and powerful,
is the important point.
As Mahlee, the Eurasian, daughter of
an English father and a Chinese mother,
Nazimova is in her element. A role admirably suited to her personality, she
devotes to its portrayal no less studied
effort
Acting
because of that fact.
every scene and incident with that
superb genius of the artist which erases
every trace of workmanship and presents

the

finished

product

in

naturalness, the star's identity
pletely

merged with

perfect
is

com-

that of the fictional

of the missionary in charge. Here she learns the ways
of the whites, becomes a Christian and
She falls in
a teacher in the school.
love with Andrew, who returns the affection, but deems the racial difference

an insurmountable barrier. Sam Wang,
also an Eurasian, a doctor educated in
America, explains to her the significance
of Andrew's coldness and finally wins
Mahlee to his aid in instigating the
Impersonating the
Boxer rebellion.
Goddess of the Red Lantern she wins
the Empress to their cause and the reThe whites seek
bellion takes place.
refuge in the mission. Coming here to
warn them of their danger she meets
her father, suffers a change ot heart and
He refuses
asks to be acknowledged.
and she returns to Wang a staunch advocate of the Boxer cause. The allied
armies storm the wall, rout the Boxers
and rescue the whites. Wang, dying,
gives Mahlee a poison which she takes,
dying as her father, half-sister and former sweetheart reach her side.

Constance Talmadge

in

THE VEILED ADVENTURE
Five-part farce; Select.
Directed by Walter Edwards.

Published in April.

Geraldine Barker finds a

veil in the pocket of Reggie Crocker,
fiance, traces its ownership to one

her
Hortense, proprietress of a beauty parlor, and rents the beauty parlor for a
week to bring Reggie to account. But
Reggie spends the week with Hortense
and does not appear. Meantime, Geraldine's brother is visited by. Richard
Annesley, a young man so upright and
strict morally that Geraldine is prevailed
upon to teach him a lesson. This she
does by making him fall in love with
her, steal for her and lie for her, then
propose in elopement. On the night her
engagement is to be announced Richard
is to be undeceived, but she finds that
she has fallen in love with him while
making him fall in love with her. The
happy ending occurs naturally.

audience at the
one of Chicago's loop
theatres, found excuse for muffled merriment in this latest of Constance Talmadge's farces. A morning audience, at
best, must be considered less susceptible
:

Dream,

humorous entertainer
than the crowd that has just stowed away
a satisfying dinner; which would seem
to argue that the same piece will please
to the wiles of the

Marguerite Marsh in

THE ETERNAL MAGDALENE
Six-part drama; Goldwyn.
Published as a special.

OPINION:
Simply because "The
Eternal Magdalene" was advertised as
an Easter special is no reason that it
may not be considered a year-round production.

There

to Easter
a serious

made

is

no

specific allusion
or plot. It is

in subtitle

attempt to banish narrowmindedness and prudery, to encourage
tolerance and the helping hand and do

away with much

that is evil in our present-day social scheme.
The production has been given
lavish
settings
and
careful
preparation
throughout.
There is a modern story of interest
which might have been dwelt upon at
greater length to advantage, but the
semi-allegory that makes up the most
of the action is lucid and fraught with
meaning for the every-day man and
woman. It's appeal is universal. The
title is striking.
The picture backs up

phasizes a single phase, and delivers a
whole of perfect parts not a mere sequence of individually excellent bits.

—

Against a background of gorgeous and

the

splendidly assembled settings a cast as
capable as it is numerous supplies the
necessary support and the fascinating
atmosphere of the Orient.
The production invites elaborate presentation. The exhibitor who supplies it
may with perfect confidence advance
his prices.
The picture will support
his promises.

SYNOPSIS:

SYNOPSIS:

gray

OPINION A morning

Bijou

character to be depicted.
Great as it is, however, the picture's
debt to the star is scarcely greater than
its obligation to the director.
With a
sense of dramatic values that never falters Albert Capallani has arranged a
difficult mass of picture material in a
manner that extracts the full value of
every situation, slights nor over-em-

title.

SYNOPSIS:

Elijah Bradshaw, leadheads a committee of reformers determined to bring one Wains-

ing

day,

citizen,

spectacular

revivalist,

to

town

to

wipe out existing conditions and expel
the scarlet sisterhood.
His daughter.
Elizabeth, because of his harsh family
government, has become entangled with
a young man of no means and now faces
ruin unless her father consents to their
marriage. He turns her from his home,
and his son goes forth to kill the man.

Mahlee, daughter of a

white father and a yellow mother, lives
with her Chinese grandmother in Pckin,
mocked by the orientals because her feet
are big and her features bear the European cast. When she attempts to cut
her feet down to the required size, at
the death of her grandmother, she faints
and is taken to the English Mission by

the afternoon or evening audience to the
full.
It cannot be called the best that
the star has done.
It begins a
bit
weakly, and there is room for fault-finding in appraisal of the supporting cast,
but after the premises of the story are
established and everything gets to working smoothly the interest is kept acutely
alive to the very finish.
Harrison Ford
is, as ever, a capable opposite.
The situations, as usual, approach the risque
but do not overstep.
It
should, all
things considered, provide the sort and
quality of amusement that the star's
name stands for in the public's mind.

In a dream Bradshaw is led by the Magdalene of Christ's time through the fu-

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
In

"The Veiled Adventure," nn oriR'innl
Htory written by Julia Crnwford
Ivem.

(Select.)
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and shown the consequences of his
Awakening, he relents, takes his
daughter back, and seeks a new and better way to remedy the social evil.
ture'

act.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Ernest Truex and Louise Huff

in

hides in the hills to escape prosefor the offense.
But the girl
nurses the stranger back to health and
they declare their love. When his father,
and the girl he was engaged to, come
to take him away, the girl is put on the
block for sale. The stranger returns in
time to save her.
officer,

YOU WOMEN!

OH,

cution

Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Anita Loos and John Emerson.

May 4.
OPINION: Anita Loos and John Emer-

Published

son, a team notable for the novelty of
the work they have turned out, live up
to their reputation in this, their latest
creation.
"Creation" is unquestionably
the right word, for the picture follows
no established formula and no precedent.
Ernest Truex and Louise Huff,

another team admirably

in

Emulating his namesake in every
act and thought he was sure of his accession to the chair. But the war took
him away, mussed him up, then shot
But the
Trim back home on sick leave.
office.

"Women's Rights"

A

specialists

couple of

had vested

and panted the female populace. The
males were minding the babies and doing
One girl retained frills
the housework.
and furbelows the despised dressmaker's daughter. Then Abe took hold of the
town and the girl and proved himself a
man.

—

-

Madlaine Traverse

in

THE LOVE THAT DARES
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Harry Millarde.
Published April 20.
OPINION : If your audience cares for
the old story of the wife, who in an
effort to save her husband from financial ruin, decides to submit to the ad-

vances of a millionaire admirer but is
saved from her sacrifice by a series of
rapid events which winds up with the
mistress killing him and
her husband clasping her in his arms, it
will like "The Love That Dares."
The story is presented with a well
chosen cast, splendid settings, and plenty
Madlaine Traverse is cast in
of punch.
the part of the wife and registers strong
millionaire's

Thomas
in dramatic scenes.
Santschi as the husband, Frank Elliott
emotion

as the millionaire, and Mae Gaston as
the mistress take their parts well. This
class of entertainment has been thoroughly tried out. Each exhibitor knows
whether his clientele cares for it.
SYNOPSIS: Perry Risdon, head of the

Risdon Iron Works, holds

THE STRONGER VOW

keeping with

the first, carry the leading roles and preserve the spirit of the creators.
The play, a satire upon the endeavor
of the feminine population to carry on
the work of the masculine members absented by the recent Hun hunt, cannot
be judged by ordinary motion picture
standards.
It is unique.
It is flippant.
It is comical, in the true sense of that
word. Its success or failure defies conExperience alone will tell. But
jecture.
there are advertising opportunities galore.
Its exhibition is an experiment
worth making. It should give a fresh
insight into the likes and dislikes of the
screen public.
And such an insight is
always of value.
SYNOPSIS: Abraham Lincoln Jones,
the boy orator, worked in the mayor's

old place wasn't the same.

Geraldine Farrar in

his nose to
the grindstone in an effort to avert finanHis wife, Olive, not knowing
cial ruin.
of her husband's affairs, lives extravagantly, and piqued at his paying little
attention to her, encourages Ned Beckwith, a millionaire admirer, to see her.
Olive leaves for an outing at Los Ange-

MADLAINE TRAVERSE
In a scene from "The Love That Dares."
(Fox.)
les and Beckwith follows.
So does Martha Holmes, Beckwith's mistress, whose
jealousy has been stirred. The latter's
telegram home brings Risdon.
Risdon
is satisfied his wife is faithful to him
and at her insistence confesses he must
have $80,000 within twenty-four hours
or go to the wall. Pawning her jewels
furnishes $30,000.
She asks Beckwith
for the other $50,000.
He names his
price and she is about to submit, when

Martha Holmes appears shoots Beckwith and clears Mrs. Risdon in her husband's eyes.
Friends have raised the
$80,000 needed and the happy ending results.

Mae Murray

in

WHAT AM

I

BID?

Six-part drama; Universal.

Directed by Robert Leonard.
Published April 14.

OPINION: A story of the backwoods
and typical backwoods people that exerts a mild but wholly genuine appeal,
Mae Murray's current production is
typical of her past work. Founded upon
the operation of an obsolete law supposed to be still in force in certain sections of the country, a law providing
for the public auction of the services
of poverty-stricken residents, it gets out
of the beaten track of film drama and
commands interest therefore. Mae Murray wears trousers and uses the language of the type much as such a charIncidents of
acter is supposed to do.
usual pattern bring about the complications necessary to the play's progress
and are satisfactorily portrayed. The
settings are authentic and show evidence
of careful selection.
SYNOPSIS: Old man Yarrow is a
slave to drink and promises his daughter's hand in marriage to the local sa-

loon-keeper when his
the

latter

refuses

money

him

is

drink.

gone and

To

town comes "The Stranger," who

the
aids

the girl in avoiding the saloon-keeper's

The two engage in a fight
and the stranger is shot. The saloonkeeper, learning that he is a revenue
advances.
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Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Reginald Barker.
Published April 27.
OPINION: A story that is ordinary
at best and creates but little suspense at
any time is given a certain attraction by
a picturesque locale, Spain during the
Easter carnival and later Paris being the
backgrounds provided.
Geraldine Farrar is at home in her characterization of
the hot blooded Spanish aristocrat, and
Milton Sills is, as usual, a convincing and
capable husband. Considerable expense
has been incurred in the making of the
play, a composition of optical beauty
being the result. The feud idea which
forms the basis of the plot is old enough
to present no mean difficulty in compelling interest. That Goldwyn has succeeded in doing so is a mark to their
credit.
Followers of the star and admirers
of excellently produced
pictures
will take kindly to the play. That it will
achieve greater success than that does
not seem probable.
SYNOPIS: At the Easter carnival
in
Madrid, Spain, Dolores Cordova,
beautiful aristocrat, meets Juan Estudillo, son of a family against which the
Cordovas have sworn eternal enmity,
and! falls in love with him without knowing his name. Pedro, jealous cousin of
Dolores, kills her brother and attaches
the guilt to Juan, now missing. Dolores
swears to avenge the death and goes to
Paris, where she is adopted by a wealthy
lady and given another name. Juan is
given a title by the King of Spain, thus
clouding his identity. They meet again
in Paris and are married.
Then Pedro
tells Dolores of her husband's true identity and forces her to lure him to an
Apache den. He comes, but is followed
by officers of the Secret Service. Thugs
bind him and Dolores pretends she is
about to stab him, when the officers
break in and arrest the plotters. Pedro
is convicted of the murder, and Dolores
resumes her place in Juan's heart and

home.

Marion Davies

in

GETTING MARY MARRIED
Five-part comedy; Select.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
Published in April.

OPINION:

The

superb

direction

of

Dwan

and the efforts of Anita
Loos and John Emerson in the preparation of the script have much to do with
the success of the newest Marion Davies
production. Marion Davies, whose lack
of animation and more or less lifeless
Allan

portrayal of star roles made her earlier
pictures somewhat monotonous in their
unreeling, seems to have learned from
experience some of the camera tricks
necessary to the profession and surpasses her previous efforts. Still a great
deal of the fun and most of the laughs
that the picture depends upon result
from the clever substitles and the work
of Matt Moore, whose small part is a
sparkling bit of realism. Altogether the

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
composition
one.

The

is
a thoroughly
lighter variety of

pleasing

romance

so rapidly gaining popularity.
Mary is the step-daughter
of John Bussard, cultured and cynical
Bostonian, whose death discloses a will
leaving his fortune to Mary providing
she does not marry for one year and
spends that* time in the home of Amos
Amos and family,
Bussard, a brother.
coveting the fortune, resolve to make
her life with them so miserable as to
force her to violate the conditions. Her

which

is

SYNOPSIS:

lawyers sends James Winthrop, eligible
bachelor, to see her and despite the interference of the Bussards they fall in

But Mary insists upon staying
love.
out the year in order that she may use
the fortune to reimburse a widow whom
John Bussard has defrauded. How Winthrop overcomes this obstacle and the
opposition of the Bussards makes up the
story.

Viola

Dana

in

FALSE EVIDENCE
Five-part drama; Metro.
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
Published April 21.

The massive Redwood
which forms a background for this

OPINION:
forest

latest Viola Dana production is in keeping with the grim austerity which distinguishes the fictional characters and
against which the theme of the play is
It is a grim story, dealing
directed.
with the old-fashioned, narrow ideas of
the Scotch community in which the heViola Dana's
roine is born and raised.
role is less becoming to her than the
recent light affairs in which she 'has
pleased so well, but she enacts it faith-

and effectively.
Joe King and
Wheeler Oakman assist splendidly. The
fully

not a pretty one, a stern recital
of the unhappiness brought about by
parental narrowness, but it is realistically told and impresses as being true to
life in localities similar to the one pictured.
It is far from the Dest that Viola
Dana has done, but it is a good program
picture.
tale is

ing in counting of costs.
Leah Baird.
the featured player, has done little in
the past that equals her work in this
production.
At all times equal to the
situations, and they are trying ones, she
acquits herself with honor. The theme
is, perhaps, a bit daring, but there is as
surely a place for the daring upon the
picture screen as upon the screen of
life.
Great in entertainment value, and
of excellent quality from whatever angle
considered, there should be no question
of its success.
SYNOPSIS: Frank Clayton, his wife
Elinor, and their small son, visit Paris.
Clayton meets and is fascinated by Mimi,

an artist's model, with whom he conHis wife discovers
ducts a flirtation.
them, but suspicion is diverted when he
introduces her as a writer of stories.
Back in America, one DeLota, who loves
Elinor, tells her the truth about her husband and Mimi. Piqued, she accepts his
attentions and is lured to his apartment.

He
learns of the visit.
suspects his wife of infidelity and the
man of being the father of his child.
DeLota's confession of a past involving a jail sentence served before and at
the time of the child's birth brings about
Her husband

reconciliation.

FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE

not only fulfills all demands but exceeds them.
Flawless, a negative adjective, is not a strong enough word to
decribe it. Perfection of scenario, staging, lighting, photography, etc., is there
also, but crowded out of consideration

by the excellence of the bigger factors
of the play's composition.
There is no
point upon which to hang even a suggestion for betterment. It is DeMille at
his best.

SYNOPSIS: Dr. Ned Meade, expert
children's surgeon, is about to accept a
commission in the army when his senior
physician convinces him that his duty lies
at home, caring for the crippled children
in
the hospital.
Sylvia Norcross, to
whom he is all but engaged, cannot see
the point of the argument, believes him a
coward and marries his best friend on the
eve of his departure for France. Some
time later her car runs down a little

whom she has
the only man left in New
York who can save the child. During
the treatment Sylvia learns her mistake
in judgment and finds that she still loves
Ned. Her husband is wounded so badly
that he decides never to return and Sylvia
But the army
is told that he is dead.
physicians restore his shattered face and
supply an artificial arm, so he returns on
the eve of the announcement of Sylvia's
engagement to Ned.
the happiness
of all is worked out forms the closing
episodes of a forceful and logical drama.
orphan

girl,

and Meade,

since ignored,

is

How

Seven-part drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
Published April 27.
OPINION : The finest example of screen
drama as it should be made that may
be found in a week's exhaustive search

market comes to the public bearing the title "For Better, For Worse."
It is a DeMille production and is a remarkable bit of screencraft. First, there
is a real story, a story of depth, plot
and universal interest. Second, there is
acting.
Gloria Swanson, Elliot Dexter,
Tom Forman and Wanda Hawley could
not live their own lives more realistically than they live the roles assigned to
them.
Third, there is production that
of the

4

'Free"

George

New Metro Film

Baker

is

now working on

"Free," a comedy by Will Irwin, which
Metro has purchased as May Allison's

next vehicle.
Upon its completion, he
will adapt "In That Bony Light," another Saturday Evening Post story, for
Bert Lytell, who started this week in
George Baker's adaptation, "One Thing
a Time O'Day," a circus story by
William Dudley Pelley. which appeared
originally in the Saturday Evening Post.
John Ince is directing.
at

SYNOPSIS:
promised

Gordon

Sandy MacTavish has
Madelon, to Lot
marriage, but Madelon falls

his daughter,

in

love with Lot's cousin, Burr McTavish.
Lot stops her in a forest one evening on her way home, attempts familin

and is stabbed by Madelon.
Burr happens along, finds that Lot is not
dead and sends Madelon home. Burr is
accused of the crime and Lot's friends
attempt to lynch him.
Madelon confesses but none will believe her story
and the lynching proceeds, Lot exonerating Burr upon promise of marriage from
Madelon.
He recovers and Madelon
prepares to keep her word, but lightning
strikes Lot and all ends well for Madelon and Burr.
iarities

Leah Baird

AS A

in

MAN THINKS

Five-part drama; Hodkinson.

Directed by George Irving.
Published through Pathe.
OPINION: Augustus Thomas' famous
stage play, "As a Man Thinks," afforded
the producer of the film version great
opportunities, and George Irving, directing for Harry Raver, has made the most
of them.
The staging and other technical departments have been handled in
the very best taste and without scrimp-

Gloria Swanson, WiiimIii IlmvU'.v and
Better, For
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I

lloii

I»«-y»«t in a

Worse" (Artcraft).

tenae scene from "For

—
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Earle Williams in

THE USURPER
Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by James Young.
Published April 28.

OPINION:
and

plainly

"wronged

Though

the

unmincingly

girl" question,

it

play

deals

with
the
has been so

produced as to avoid any offensiveness,
yet leaving no clouded issues nor unexplained

incidents

to

interfere

with the

complete understanding of all that transpires.
It is straight drama, all the way.
There is no comedy relief and little
wasted footage. "But Earle Williams has
a role which brings out the best that is
in him.
Louise Lovely, Bessie Eyton
and Frank Leigh lead a capable supporting cast. Of course the main thread of
the plot is a love story.
It has been
well made and photographed.
For an
adult audience it doubtless holds entertainment possibilities of no mean calibre.

SYNOPSIS:
rescues

Maddox,

John

Beatrice

Clive,

of

the

cowboy,
English

from a fall over a cliff. She
thanks him and invites him to tea at her
nobility,

Earle Williams in a big scene from the late Nat Goodwin's stage success, "The Usurper."
Priscilla

Dean

Peggy Hyland

in

in

THE EXQUISITE THIEF

MISS ADVENTURE

Six-part drama; Universal.

Five-part comedy-drama; Fox.
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.

Directed by Todd Browning.
Published April 28.
OPINION : Priscilla Dean's impersonation of the female crook in "The Wicked
Darling" won all who saw it. It was a
forceful delineation of charin the present publication
she has a role of similar advantages, plus
a crook story that leaves nothing to be
desired. It is a thing of engrossing interest from the first scene to the last.
There is never a moment when the action drags or the suspense lets down.
It is well done in every department and
the star's capable performance is backed
up strongly by the work of Sam

clean

acter.

cut,

And

DeGrasse,

Thurston

Hall

and

Milton

Ross.

The story, one of many angles and
complications, has been developed with
a keen eye to continuity and suspense.
Though there are high points of interest all the way through, the last reel
contains the finest bit of surprise action
that has been seen in a long, long time.
The picture is the best that has left the
Universal plant for months.
SYNOPSIS: Blue Jean Billy, lady crook,
holds up a house party single-handed
and escapes, followed by one Lord
The latter she takes prisChesterton.
oner in her apartment. He breaks his
bonds but continues as her prisoner, his
real identity being "English Harry," a
crook of renown on the continent. The
police are led to her apartment and she
escapes to a cabin in the woods prepared
for such an emergency.

"English Harry"

follows and is again made a willing prisoner.
Love develops and he persuades
her to return the jewels she has stolen,
when a detective appears closely upon
the heels of her chauffeur, just released
from custody. From that point on the
complications are so numerous and so
adeptly handled as to defy synopsis. The
ending is a happy one.

May 4.
OPINION As a harum

Published

:

scarum tomboy,

Peggy Hyland seems destined to create
a new screen character which will be
demanded by a large number of picture
theatregoers. There has been a steady
improvement in her pictures, especially
noticeable in the last few.
Little mannerisms, her smile, her

impulsiveness

—

natural and not studied are refreshing in their contrast with the weepy,
tragic "Oh, spafe my child" type of
heroine with which the screen has been
glutted for years. In "Miss Adventure"
she is given an opportunity to comThe story,
pletely display her talent.
although not new, is sufficient and the
exterior settings, the cast, and photograall

Fox
phy show intelligent direction.
seems unusually fortunate in finding
juveniles for his pictures and in this
several children, notably Gertie Messenger, add greatly to the picture's appeal.
It is an excellent production and will
please.
SYNOPSIS: Jane Cavanaugh, four year
old heiress, is adopted by Captain Barth,
an old seadog, when she is brought

ashore from a schooner whose crew has
mutinied and killed her father. The secret of her identity is kept by a smug-

When she
is sent to prison.
up, Captain Barth's ambition is to
have her marry his nephew, Albert. Albert, however, is unwilling, and to get
her out of the way arranges to have an
escaped convict kidnap her. The convict is the smuggler who knows who
Jane really is. Dickie Hamilton, who is
searching for the missing heiress, rescues her and finds she is the missing
Jane Cavanaugh he seeks. Albert's villiany is exposed and Hamilton and Jane
gler,

who

grows

are

married.
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home in England. The cowboy prospers and, five years later, buys the Clive
estate, the family being in dire straits,
stipulating that the family continue to
use it and treat him as a guest.
Beatrice
has become engaged to Lord
George, whom she does not love, but
Maddox learns of his disgraceful affair
with a servant girl and determines to
make him right the wrong. Beatrice
misunderstands and tries to elope with
Lord George. But Maddox cleverly prevents this, brings the truth to light, and
marries Beatrice.
Billie

Rhodes

in

THE LOVE CALL
Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Louis William Chaudet.

Published in April.

OPINION:
Rhodes

The

personality

of

Billie

given the bulk of the entertainment burden in this, her fourth venture in the field of full length features.
What power that personality exerts in
the case of your particular audience only
you can know and it is best that you be
is

governed chiefly by this knowledge. The
play, in itself, is a simple little thing of
few complications that impresses as
novel rather than strong.
It has been
well staged and admirably photographed,
optical beauty of no mean quality result-

William Dyer and T. Lloyd Whitlock perform well in support, though the
story provides opportunity for no very
striking bits of acting.
It is a western
story, evidently constructed with the
star and her abilities in mind.

ing.

SYNOPSIS:

Mate

Allen,

retired

sea-

with his grown daughter in a
little western town.
His ambition is to
education the daughter, but drink is his
master. A saloon-keeper insults the girl
and a quarrel ensues in which Allen is
killed and the girl revenges his death
by killing the saloon-keeper. The townsfolk then make up a purse to send her
to school.
On the way she falls over a
cliff and is rescued and nursed back to
health by a lonely sheepherder. She goes
on to college but finds the pursuit of
learning odious and the call of love
strong. Mounting her horse, she returns
to the sheepherder's camp and they decided to journey through life together.

man,

lives

THE TYPE QUESTION
It looks like a mighty big problem, this selection of type for newspaper advertising purposes, and a
great many exhibitors shrink from
tackling it, believing themselves too
busy to devote to it the time required to master its intricacies.
Instead, they draw up a pencil
design indicating in a general way
the appearance they want their ad
to present, let the printer use his
own judgment in setting it up and
scribble their O. K. on the proof that
is returned.
It's not the right way.
The fact is that this same printer
sets up ten or more general merchandise ads to a single theatre ad.
He has the habit of setting copy in
a certain way and according to certain rules that he has learned from
experience a way that may be perfectly all right for grocery and hardware advertisements, but is certainly
not in keeping with the spirit of the

—

Cheltenham Bold
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ABCDEFGHIJK
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abcdefghijklm
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abcdefghijk

abcdefghi
abcdefghi
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ABCDE
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ABCDEFGHI J
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12345678
12345678
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1234567
1234567
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123456
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12*45678
12345678
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1234567
1234567

abcdefghijkl
abcdefghijkl
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ABCDE
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and Small Caps.

abcdefghijklmno 123456
abcdef abcdef ghijklmno
123456
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123456

abcdefghi j
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ABCD

abcdefghijklmno 1234
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123456
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ABCDE
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ABCDEF

Italic

abcdef 1234
abcdef 1235

no denying

is

Caslon Old Style

S.

abcdefghijklmno

Old Style and

is

not in the
daily advertising of the exhibitor.

Italic

ab-defghij

There
But that place

its place.

that.

10 Pt. Chelt. Old Style and Italic

10 Pt. Chelt. Bold with Italic

ABCDEFG
ABCDEFG

Obviously the best thing an exhibitor can do to correct this condition is to learn enough about type
to mark copy plainly.
Then the
printer cannot go far wrong.
And it isn't as big a job as it
looks.
Contrary to the impression gained
by looking over the work of national
advertisers, the magazines, the billboards and the big city newspapers,
there are not more than a half dozen
type faces which can truthfully be
called standard. And not even this
number is always available for the
use of the advertising exhibitor, nor
necessary to his success.

123456789
123456789

8 Pt. Chelt. Bold with Italic

ABCDEFGHI
ABCDEFGHI

Marking the Copy

8 Pt. Chelt. Old Style

6 Pt. Chelt. Bold with Italic

In the smaller cities but three or
four of them will be found in the
printing establishments.
A working knowledge of these is sufficient.
The ornate type face is not always
so desirable as commonly believed.
Composition of copy and arrangement of the various units and general display in a manner to make it
present a picture rather than a mere
mass of printer's ink is of infinitely
greater effect and importance.
The common type fonts, the styles
that people read constantly and
therefore most readily, will be read
when the elaborately designed lettering is passed over and ignored.
For these flowery creations there
is little need in any case, and especially in the smaller newspaper ads
which are wholly the work of the
exhibitor. Hand-lettering, of course,

picture theatre,
It isn't his fault,
nor a reflection upon his ability.
It's the fault of a condition.

Italic

1234

abedefgh

14 Pt.

ABCDE

1234

abedefgh

Old Style with

Italic

abcdef

12345

24 Pt. Chelt. Bold

ABC

18 Pt. Chelt.

Old Style

abc 123 ABCD

abcdef

18 Pt. Old Style

<
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They almost

cases.

take

care

of

themselves.

They Look. Fine, these
polished and groomed

the forthcoming

Paramount picture written and directed by Anita Loos and John
Emerson with Ernest Truex and Louise

Types for Daily Ad

what goes on Behind
Closed Doors in their
country mansions and
town palaces is a
Stain Upon the Page

Huff

the small, daily insertion that
presents the problem.
It is

it

to aid the exhibitor in this

is

difficulty that we print the accompanying chart showing the simpler
type faces in a few of their sizes.
It is constructed to give the most
information with the least complex-

of Civilization.

George was of noble
blood, and Margaret
a serving maid.

Sir

Of course, they couldn't

printer can supply you, per-

haps, with a

"rude American," but
he had principle.

more complete chart;

a chart containing

type fonts

in

all

their

all

you can use but

at best

the existing
sizes.

Paste

doesn't

USURPER

In a

Society Study of
intense emotional

WED.

Ad copy

When
space

is

sary.

MAT.
and
EVE.

arranged to attract the better
class of patronage

a

quarter

or

half

ad.

show

the

See if the result
time to be well

to

is

it

as valuable a compilation as

frequently

And

the picture

program

is

come upon.
is

listed

simply as a

attraction.

Attractive

Booklet

gone

a highly advertised special has
to the exhibitor with less to aid

him

in presenting it, and the program
features that have been given such attention are few indeed.

Measuring 16J4 by 10y2 inches, it contwenty pages and cover, attract-

tains

vantage

lies in

There are
All sizes.

colors,

but the big adit contains.

the material

cuts,

cuts,

All varieties.

and more

cuts.

And

they are
really good cuts.
The subject matter of
the picture gave the designer wide scope
and he took full advantage of it.

There

specimen ads enough to
most exacting exhibitor. And
they are good ads. No matter how much
are

satisfy the

or

how

space he wishes to use, the
can find what he needs all
ready for clipping and submitting to his
little

exhibitor

week or two reference to the
become almost unneces-

chart will

appeal

STRAND

Use it
when you make up

over your desk.

spent.

A

TUES.

it

reference

your next

IN

MON.

and

it.

dicated.

Earl Williams

little

campaign

There comes to hand the campaign
book that is given out by the producer

But

a small por-

The present one will suffice for a
majority of occasions, and almost
any printer can supply the fonts in-

for

a

over."

it

ively printed in

tion of

The

"put

mapping out

in

Many

Your
was a

the stellar roles, will have

in

difficulty

ity.

marry.

Maddox

You Women,"

Exhibitors playing "Oh,

sons of nobility, but

John

Real Campaign Book
For "Oh, You Women"

The appearances

of the vari-

ous styles and sizes will readily fix
themselves in mind.
More and more time can be devoted to the writing of the copy
itself.
The arrangement will take
less and less of your time and present the copy to better advantage.
See if it isn't worth the effort.

printer.

Novel 24-Sheet
Last, but certainly not least, there is
the free 24-sheet. It doesn't say a' great
deal.
is

But

it

isn't

a catchy one,

necessary.

and the way

The

title

is

pre-

it

sented everybody that passes that billis going to read it.
Altogether, it's a mighty valuable edition.
And the publication of more of
like caliber is a thing certainly to be

board

desired.

page

DISTINCT NOVELTY IN MOTION PICTURE POSTERS

used, as in the exploitation

of a big special attraction, there

is

need of elaboration. A half page of
straight type is difficult to manage,
even with a free use of rules and ornaments. It has to be well done indeed to have real power that will
bring results.
The elaborate design is more easily handled and more effective.
But in such cases the film company has always a large variety of
mats, cuts and specimen ads prepared by men better equipped for
the job and with more time to give
to it than the busy exhibitor.
No need to worry about such

PRESENTS

ADOLPH ZUKOR

*v

- ANITA LOOS
JOHN EMERSON
PRODUCTION

TflUEXI

mt

I>ictrui-e

J
A striking 24-sheet being- distributed by Paramount through its exchanges absolutely
free to all exhibitors who book the John Rmerson- Anita Loos feature, "Oh, You Women!"
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Metro Issues Unusual Booklet
For "Red Lanterii" Exploitation
An

exploitation folder that comes as
the doctor ordered"
who advertises is a
striking affair of eight pages, newspaper
size, put out by Metro for the benefit of
the man who plays "The Red Lantern,"
the big Nazimova production.
It is the last word in aids to the exhibitor, and carries on the good work
which began with the purchase of the
picture rights to the novel, "The Red

near being "what
for the exhibitor

Lantern," by Edith Wherry.
Seldom has there appeared a motion
picture production with so many sound
arguments in favor of its booking by the
exhibitor.
In the first place, there

is the novel,
well known author and the wide
reading it enjoyed. A good word should
be said for Metro in preserving the
original title.
It has become an all too
common practice with many companies
to change the titles of popular books
upon the screen.

its

time spent upon
into its making,
but all so well

Advertising Opportunities
is Nazimova.
A star with
And suca clean record of successes.

tunities

come next

in order.

Rare is the play that permits of more
impressive, extensive or attractive adverThe lobby, the show
tising measures.
window, the billboards, the newspapers,
every medium that is available presents
oportunities that are boundless.
And Metro, proceeding along the same
liberal lines that have characterized the
entire preparation of the play thus far,
has turned out this folder to lend the
exhibitor an arm in mapping out and
executing his campaign.
Six hundred newspapers, covering the
United States, will carry from a half to
two pages advertising the play. Ten national magazines carry from a half to
That's a mighty good beginsix pages.
ning.
A lot of the exhibitor's
already done for him.

work

is

Excellent Line Cuts

there

cesses of a magnitude which makes reference to them a positive argument for
the current publication.
Skipping the details of production,

all

bxotic beauty

and

further comment, the advertising oppor-

Many

Then

and the money put
important enough
known as to need no
it

The Metro book

itself contains all the
material that could possibly be used in
a local campaign, and it is all good maThe specimen ads that are interial.
cluded are ads with real attraction value.

tke fascination

of
supreme art

•

IheR
IANTE
by Albert Capellani
from .Edith. Wherry's novel-

Directed

METRO
Distributed iy

PICTURES CORJOBJVrKXN"

No.

29-AD CUT

Reproduction of a two-column cut Metro
is furnishing exhibitors booking
"The Red Lantern."
ads that

instil in the reader a
desire to see the production.

ifie star

a tkousan

moods

definite

The

half tones and line drawings are
examples of what half tones and
drawings should always be and seldom are. In design and composition, as
well as in mechanical excellence, they
fine
line

reach a point of quality not often attained.

Then there are a host of lesser aids
show study in their preparation and

that

an intimate knowledge of the exhibitor's
problem. The suggestions are practical,
and they are not of a nature which confines their use to the biggest theatres
or exhibitors.
The paper available is in keeping also
So many designs and sizes of posters are
offered that choice is difficult. They arc
all good, though of course each exhibitor
must decide what he can use to best

in

a drama ofa
thousand delights

advantage.

w

Red lantern
Presented

by

A- ROWLAND S" MAXWELL
Directed by Albert CapeJ] am from
Edith Wherry's
vys nove
novel • -

RICHARD

DISTRIBUTED BTrjVf £,

KARGER

T R,0 PICTURES CORPORATION

L-Qee it a£
V*-S

No.

28-AD CUT

Simple arrangement of copy plus an artistic layout stumps "class" all over this
attractive ad, suitable for use as a four-column insertion.
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Though not

displayed

in

the

folder,

one of the most attractive cut-outs ever
devised may be had.
It is an almost
life-size

representation of

Nazimova

in

Chinese garb standing before a tapestry
background, a red lantern of striking
design shedding a red glow over her features.
An incandescent globe is used

and the effect is striksplendid feature for your lobby
or any location in the city where you
care to place it.
Altogether the producer's effort to be
of real assistance to the exhibitor is t
'^ost notable enterprise. It is the sort of
thing that brings producer and exhibitor
closer together and creates a mutual respect from which should spring co-operainside the lantern

ing.

tion.

A
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AND DOWN

UP

With

11

New York

*

*

Sidney Reynolds has just opened an
office at 42nd street and 5th avenue, New
York, and is to operate under the name
of the Supreme Pictures.
It is said that
John G. Adolphi will be associated with
Reynolds in his picture enterprise.

Harry Weiss, the genial manager

of

the Central Film Company of Chicago,
came very close to making all his expenses for the trip at the Hotel Astor,
is said, and he probably would have
done so except for the fact that "Curly"
Welsh and Walter Hill happened to have
it

more aces

in

*

*

times.
*

*

Harry Sherman has the goods, and

it

will be

surprising if the First National
doesn't mention the Lehrman Comedies
very soon.
*

*

*

Madge Kennedy; Wyoming, GerDelaware,

Marguerite

Norma Talmadge; New

Herbert
Margaret Marsh,

*

*

*

no time for conventionalities,"
said the boy as he appeared in the Astor
grill,

is

"sans wine, sans collar, sans
*

*

tie."

*

Edward Earl, president of the Nicholas Power Company, ran into a question at the First National convention on
"soft parts" which he was able to explain in his masterful manner. The complaining exhibitor admitted before the
session had finished that the 6-B Cameragraph contained more hard

steel

managements, "The Carter Case"
was finished without the loss of a

single day.

First Screen Ball

than a

*

At Webster Hall

may

Severance.

tor's luncheon bill-of-fare
be a slap
at the industry:
"Cinema Duck-au yez."
Sounds like a quack industry.
*
*
*

Joe Lee has been very busy of late
promoting libel suits. It is said he now
contemplates getting the War Cry in
"hot water."
*

*

*

*

New

Joseph Schenk Forms
New Producing Company

NEW

S.

YORK— With

Schenck as president,

Loew

Joseph
M.
Dave Bernstein

treasurer, and
vice-president, Film
Specials, Inc., has been formed to produce six special features during the coming year. Jose, who has been directing
Norma Talmadge, will act as director.

of

Win," the U.

government hygienic film being handled
by the Public Health Films, is doing a
"Turn-em-away business." This picture
is a splendid lesson, and we hope the
good work will continue.

Moses

number

the Hotel As-

We

*

A

of motion picture and speaking stage
celebrities
and art circle
notables met at Webster Hall,
York
City, on Thursday night for the first
screen ball of the season.
Ted Lewis
and his famous jazz band and two syncopated orchestras provided music for
continuous dancing. The ball was formally opened at midnight with a grand
march, under the direction of C. Roy

Since golfing is to be somewhat affected by laws which go into eeffct this
summer, it is said that Arthur James will
never miss the 19th hole.
mean in
this sense that he will not notice that it
has been removed from the courts, of
course.

The following item on

and

in

ful

battleship.
*

conceded

precisely fourteen weeks' time.
Despite the unusually heavy handicaps of being a
new organization and of filming the
picture during the three months of
the year when the weather conditions are least conducive to speedy
progress, and many minor incidents
which would have upset less force-

We

"This

is

Rawlinson

starring

*

It is said that "Fit to

The A. M. P. A. has selected by lot
the following stars to be sponsors for
battleships during the Victory Loan
drive: Arizona, Clara Kimball Young;
Idaho, Billie Burke: Pennsylvania, Anita
Stewart; Utah, Elsie Ferguson; Arkansas, Alice Joyce; New Mexico, Pearl
White: Oklahoma, June Caprice; Missisaldine
Farrar;
Clark; Nevada,

*

Lieut. Jim Anderson has returned to
the South.
are sorry to see him
go as were the potentates of Australia.

*

*

Percy Wells, president of the Howard
Wells Amusement Company, says that
the chicken dinner he was to have eaten
in the outskirts of Chicago last year
would have probably been a good one, if
the machine hadn't stuck in the mud and
left Wells, MacHenry of the Herald and
others between h
1
and breakfast.
* * *
When all is said and done Earl Hudson and C. L. Yearsley, who started with
the bunch and finished, were there at all
*

NEW YORK.— What

to be ta record breaking feat in film
producing efficiency was achieved by
Oliver Films Inc. in completing
"The Carter Case," a fifteen episode,
thirty-one reel Craig Kennedy Serial

Florence
Reed; Texas, Mary
Pickford;
Florida,
Mabel Normand;
North Dakota, Theda Bara. A telegram
of thanks has been received from Admiral Cowie.

the hole.
*

sippi,

B.

Set Producing Record

York,

City, April 30, 1919.

Percy Wells, who has temporarily
taken the most spacious quarters at 281
Lexington avenue, New York, is having
the time of his young life attending conferences at the Hotel Astor, while the
wife goes shopping.
*

J.

ROW =

FILM

the

Edward

Jose

activities,

as

*

Select Force Insured

become a bookgnawing the
contents between the covers of "The
13th Floor." The number has no horrors

Louis J. Selznick of the Selznick Pictures has just insured the members of
his organization through H. B. Rosen

for Vivian.

for $1,000,000.

Vivian

worm, and has

has

just finished

BESSIE BARRISCALE, STARRING IN "JOSSELYN'S WIFE

Two

»cene» (right and left) from the Robertson-Cole production adapted from Kathleen Norrls' novel, produced by B. B. Feature*
under the direction of Howard Hickman, and to be distributed by Exhibitors' Mutual. Center Miss Barrlscale and
her manager, J. L. Krothingham, going; over script.

—
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

The criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
the actual box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South
to

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

III.

Homestake

Artcraft

My

Cousin, with Enrico Caruso.

— Fel-

low exhibitors, keep away from this one.
Absolutely nothing to it. I am surprised
R. H. Sink, Pastime theat Paramount.
Middle and high
atre, Greenville, O.

—

theatre, Lead, S. D.

— Mixed

patronage.

The
ine

Woman God

Farrar.

away on

Forgot, with Gerald-

— Excellent.

this

Turned them
and heard nothing but

— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
— Border mining camp.
Branding Broadway, with William
with Douglas Fairbanks. —
Mr. Fix
different role for Hart.
Hart. —A
Fairbanks used
one of the
This
Patrons well pleased. — R. H. Sink, PasDrew well. Pleased
at this town.
time theatre, Greenville, O. — Middle and
—Arthur T. Goggins, Riverdale high
Book
class patronage.
theatre, River View, Ala. — High class
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tourneur propatronage.
your paduction. — Good melodrama.
Little Miss Hoover, with Marguerite
will
trons like this type of picture
Did
Clark. — Not a very strong picture.
catchy and should
surely please. Title
not draw very heavy. —Joseph G. Rhode,
Rhode Opera House, Kenosha, Wis.
—

class patronage.

S.

little

first

all.

it.

If

it

is

General patronage.
His Parisian Wife, with Elsie FerguJust
son. A very good production.
suited to Miss Ferguson. Pleased almost
every one. Miss T. Benesch, Bell theNeighborhood patatre, Chicago, 111.
ronage.
The Squaw Man, with an all-star cast.
An excellent picture. Elliot Dexter
does good work. Drew fairly well. R.
H. Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
Middle and high class patronage.
Border Wireless, with William S. Hart.
Went big for me. Pleased better than
the average Hart picture. W. O. Jensen,
Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb. Suburban
neighborhood patronage.
My Cousin, with Enrico Caruso. First
day big. Second day light. A. L. Picker,
Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich. High
class patronage.
The Squaw Man, with an all-star cast.
Good. Fine. H. H. Wilson, Sherman

—

—

—

—

—

— General patronage.

Exhibitors

A

'

Mutual

Trick of Fate, with Bessie Barriscale.
Another very good Barriscale feature.
You cannot go amiss. These all
dependable. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre,
Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.
The Eleventh Commandment, with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Canned after running
this once.
Some wonderful wall paper
in scenes.
De Luxe theatre, Somerton,
Ariz.
Mixed patronage.
Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. Fine picture.
Pleased
every one. A few more like this and
Desmond will be a big card. R. F.
Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patronage.
The Prodigal Liar, with William Desmond. A new star for us that brought
good business with weather and Lent
competition against us. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Treason, with Edna Goodrich. How
this was ever put out as a special gets
me, for it is not even a fair program
picture. Absolutely nothing to hold the
interest.
Harold Daspit, Atherton the-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

&

anon, O.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

praise.
Ariz.

It,

is

Till I Come Back to You, with an all
star cast.
Best picture of its kind I have
ever run or seen. Will rebook it. Great.
G. A. Hill
Son, Grand theatre, Leb-

Kentwood, La.
All of a Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Barriscale.
Very good.
But star not
popular here. R. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre,

—

—

—

—W.

Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. Very
good picture and clever star, but failed
to draw. Title seemed at fault.
Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.

K. Stull, Unique theatre, Bussey, la.
Small town patronage.
Under the Top, with Fred Stone.
Henkle
Pleased but drew poor. J.
Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Fairbanks always draws a house. PicG. W. Johnson, Mystic theture good.
Mixed patronage.
atre, Marmarth, N. D.
Johanna Enlists, with Mary Pickford.

Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
Great. Good business at advanced
prices.
Martin theatre, Globe, Ariz.
Tempered Steel, with Olga Petrova.
Very few liked this. Did not draw. Petrova has no drawing power. R. F.
Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.

theatre,

Sullivan,

Ind.

— High

atre,

class pat-

ronage.

Down
banks.

to Earth, with

—

Douglas Fair-

— Good picture and well

liked.

Neighborhood patronage.

First National

—

—

— Mary

in

a

—

good comedy drama that

—

should go over good in any house. P. K.
Anton, Royal theatre, New Castle, Ind.
Mixed patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
Drew fair and pleased likewise. J. Henkle Henry, Empire theatre, Winchester,
Va.
Say, Young Fellow, with Douglas Fairbanks. Pleased every one.
Give us
more comedy like this. M. C. Kellogg,

—

—

—

—

PRISCIL,t,A DEAN,
The vivacious Universal star, has become
imbued with the magic of spring.
pull
atre,

— Chas. Ryan, Garfield
Chicago,
— Neighborhood

them

in.

111.

thepat-

ronage.
Say, Young Fellow, with Douglas FairDoug albanks. Very good picture.
ways draws for me. Arthur T. Goggins,
Riverdale theatre, River View, Ala.
High class patronage.
Breed of Men, with William S. Hart.
Hart always goes good with our patrons.

—

—

Joseph G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House,
—Kenosha,
Wis. — General patronage.
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—
—

—

General patronage.
Empty Pockets, with an all star cast.
Very good picture with fast action from
the very first to last.
Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
A great picture. Cast outshown the star.
Star was plainly worried throughout the
picture. Needs big advertising to get big
results.
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Suburban patronage.

—

—

—

—
———

————

————
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The Romance
Lincoln.

— Better

of Tarzan, with

than

Apes.
Good business.
Globe, Ariz.

Tarzan

Elmo

of the
theatre,

— Martin

My Four Years in Germany, by Ambassador Gerard. From an interesting
and educational standpoint the best of

—

—

war

pictures.
Harold Daspit,
theatre, Kentwood, La.

the

all

Atherton

Fox
Fighting

num.

— Fine.

Bipod,

Book

William FarSomething doing

with
it.

—

the time in this one. J. W. Baird,
Crystal
theatre,
Plattonsburg,
Mo.
Small town patronage.
Queen of the Sea, with Annette Kellermann. Very good of its kind, but not
liked by all patrons.
R. H. Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O. Middle and
high class patronage.
all

—

—

—

—

—
land, O. — Better
fine

production.

—

—

Patriotic.
Plenty of action and
story. Good business.
H. F. Oelker, Casino theatre, Chicago, 111. -Working class and family patronage.

peat.

— —

good

When Men

Theda Bara.
has done more toward putDesire, with

This picture
ting Miss Bara right with my patrons
than anything she has ever made.— W.
B. Allen, Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala.

Mixed patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. Broke all records of my
house of last five years at advanced

—

Get

prices.

quick.

it

— Martin

theatre.

Globe, Ariz.

—

High, with Tom Mix. Very
Drew big. I
good. Plenty of action.
played it two days. Second day as good
as first. K. H. Hulquist, Chicago the-

Ace

—

atre, Chicago,

111.

—
— F.

Gruber, Temple theatre, East
Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
Great. Sold out as all Tom Mix pictures
do here. G. A. Hill & Son, Grand theGeneral patronage.
atre, Lebanon, O.
Cleopatra, with Theda Bara. Drew a
J.

—

—

—

—

A
house at advanced prices.
and magnificent production, but
do not think Theda Bara is the right type
Harold Daspit, Atherton
for Cleopatra.
packed

beautiful

—

Kentwood, La.
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix.
If you are looking for a thrilling western
one get this one. Boost it. It's worthy.
theatre,

— Martin

theatre, Globe, Ariz.

Lawless Love, with Jewel Carmen.
Clever western story. Did not draw.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann ArMixed patronage.
bor, Mich.
Caught in the Act, with Peggy Hyland.
We can't say enough for this one. My
people highly pleased. W. N. Allen,
Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala. Mixed patronage.
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix
Give us more
Great.
S. R. O. sign.
westerns on the same order. G. A. Hill
& Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O.
General patronage.
The Prussian Cur, with an all star
Pleased my patrons. Good drawcast.
ing power. Charles DePaul, Dreamland
General
theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

good pictures. William L. Shelton,
Ashland theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Mixed patronage.
All

— Loop patronage.

Other Men's Daughters, with Peggy
Hyland. Very good.
Star a favorite
here.

The Inn of
(Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon. Fine picture. Book
it.
J. W. Baird, Crystal theatre, Plattonsburg, Mo. Small town patronage.
Wild Honey (Sherry), with Doris Kenyon. A pippin. De Luxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz.
Mixed patronage.
The Street of Seven Stars (Sherry),
with Doris Kenyon. Story long and
tiresome.
Star does not attract. E. J.
Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge,
Neb.
Marriage (Sherry), with Catherine CalCan't say much for it. Just a fair
vert.
program picture. No pep. Harry Smith,
Empire theatre, Iron River, Mich. Small
town patronage.
The Oakdale Series, with Gloria Joy.
Pleased our patrons and got us more
business than come of the big features.

—

Goldwyn
The Turn
ine

Farrar.

Wheel, with GeraldFarrar is good in this.

of the

—

—

our patrons. J. W. Baird,
Crystal
theatre,
Plattonsburg,
Mo.
Small town patronage.
Friend Husband, with Madge Kennedy. A peach.
Funny in every way.
No criticism to offer. W. D. Martin,
Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.
One of the best pictures. Fine. H. H.
Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
High class patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.
Story depends upon physical action. Second day fell off 50 per cent. W. O. JenLathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb.
sen,
Suburban neighborhood patronage.
Too Fat to Fight, with Frank Mclntyre.
Would have been a pretty fair picture six months ago but out of date now.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
very good comedy to a good busiMabel is coming back again.
ness.
Martin theatre, Globe, Ariz.
The Fair Pretender, with Madge
Pleased

am

all

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—A

offering.
Madge
—Just a
Kennedy losing popularity here. — G. W.

Kennedy.

fair

Johnson, Mystic theatre,

—

—

I ran it.
A. L. Lape, Happy
theatre, Groton, N. Y.
Mixed pat-

sorry

Hour

—

ronage.

The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
Same old stuff. Business fair. W. H.

—

General
the Blue Moon

W.

—

—

—

— G.

Marmarth, N. D. Mixed patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
Well liked by Saturday rural patrons.
H. T. McKerring, Princess theatre,
Clare, Mich.
Small town patronage.
Honor's Cross, with Rhea Mitchell.
Did not please. Had a good house but

—

This
Pleased my patrons and drew well.
You cannot go
wrong on this one. Arthur T. Goggins,
Riverdale theatre, River View, Ala.—
High class patronage.
The Broken Law, with William Farnum. Splendid picture. Star well liked.
Big business. H. F. Oelker, Casino theatre, Chicago, 111.
Working and family
patronage.
a

fering.

class patronage.

The Spy, with Dustin Farnum.

is

—

—

Star's
work was poor.
Over-acted.
Theda Bara's popularity is fast waning.
J. J. Harwood, National theatre, Cleve-

—

wholesome entertainment. F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
I'll Say So, with George Walsh.— Re-

Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
situations got many laughs.
Well received as a whole. H. T. M'cKerring, Princess theatre, Clare, Mich.
Small town patronage.
All Woman, with Mae Marsh. Star
losing her popularity here. Just fair of-

— Comedy

—

American Buds, with Jane and Katherine Lee. This is the kind of a picture
that will get business.
Good and clean

A

Marriages Are Made, with Peggy HyA fair picture to an average crowd.
Poor title kept them away. Geo. H.
Done, Gayety theatre, Payson, Utah.
General patronage.
The She Devil, with Theda Bara.—

land.

—

—

Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College town.
The Auction Block, a Rex Beach production. Very good production.
Good
business.
Brockhouse & Weeks, Electric theatre, Arenzville, 111.
Small town
patronage.
Money Mad, with Mae Marsh. Just a

—
—

—

—

Marsh

fair

W.

D.

ville,

picture to good business.
Martin, Badger theatre, Neills-

Wis.

Too Fat
tyre.

theatre,

Frank MclnSherman
High class pat-

to Fight, with

— Good. — H.

Sullivan,

H.

Wilson,

Ind.

—

ronage.

The Racing

Strain, with Mae Marsh.
picture.
Had many complimentary remarks about it. R. J. Relf,
Star theatre, Decorah, la.

— Fine

—

Woman,

All

with

Mae Marsh. — A

real

and production.

Business builder in
every respect. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
The Turn of the Wheel, with Geraldine
Farrar. A good picture but not a special.
Poor business. Martin theatre,
Globe, Ariz.
star

—

—

—

—

'

Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.
Business good. Everybody likes Tom.
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre, Omaha,
Neb. Suburban neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Metro
The House of Gold, with Emmy Wehlen.
Most elaborate and beautiful and
gets over by that and good acting. Ben

—

—

L. Morris,

Olympic

— General patronage.

theatre, Bellaire, O.

—

Faith, with Bert Lytell. Pleased four
days. One of the biggest stars in business.
Jos. Koppel, Riviera theatre, Chicago, 111. High class patronage.

— —

Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
Business picking up on Lytell.
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre, Omaha,
Neb. Suburban neighborhood patronPleased.

—

—

age.

Pals First, with Harold Lockwood.
of the very best we have had. Business big.
It made Lockwood pictures
sure fire for the rest of his coming productions.
R. C. Brown, Star Theatre,
Viroqua, Wis. General patronage.

One

—

—

The Great

Victory, with an all star
put it on with only a piano and
went over big to a packed house.

—

Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. Mixed patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrer.
They all liked this but Sills sure appears

Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

as a weak hero. Good for any class audience.
C. A. Krause, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Better class patronage.

The Successful Adventure, with May
Allison.— An unusually pleasing picture.
Give us more like this. Metro pictures

—

—

—
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getting
are
Globe, Ariz.

better.

— Martin

AUTO ACCIDENT FURNISHES THRILL

theatre,

The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
Bayne. Mighty clever story and

—

and

—

—

both stars at their best. Capacity. A.
D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Mixed patronage.
In For Thirty Days, with May AlliGive us more of this kind of picson.
It certainly touched the spot.—
tures.
W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala.
Mixed patronage.
That's Good, with Hale Hamilton
Fairly good. Hamilton not liked here.

—
—

—

—

Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. JoMo. General patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. —-This is a
great picture. New prints. Play it big.
G. A. Hill & Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O. General patronage.
Broadway Bill, with Harold Lock-

—

seph,

—

—

wood.— Fine

Fair

picture.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
age.

— General

patron-

Boston Blackie's Little Pal, with Bert
A good picture and acting good.
Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, Ed-

Lytell.

—

business.
theatre,

Dreamland

DePaul,

Charles

—

—
—
—
Waverly, Kan.

wards, N. Y. Village patronage.
Riders of the Night, with Viola Dana.
Extra good. J. M. Bailey, Gem theatre,

—
—

Eye For Eye,, with Nazimova. Great.
Star getting better. Production wonderful.
Cleaned up.
Pleased all. R. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

—

Opportunity, with Viola Dana. Every
one liked the picture. Plenty of good
comedy. Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, 111.— High class pat-

—

ronage.

His Bonded Wife, with Emmy Wehlen.
business on this star. Average program picture. W. O. Jensen,
Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb. Suburban neighborhood patronage.
Johnny on the Spot, with Hale Hamilton.
A very good comedy drama.
They will like it. Martin theatre, Globe,

— Can't get

—

—

—

—

Ariz.

Satan,

with

Jr.,

Viola

Dana.

—Very

good entertainment. Viola Dana
ways good in this type of picture.

is

al-

Popular with our patrons.
Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. Just another dandy Lockwood picture. He was our best male
star here. Did as much business as with
big special productions. Fred Cosman,
Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Gen-

—

—

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Weaver

of

Dreams, with Viola Dana.

Fair program picture to fair business.
Charles
DePaul,
Dreamland theatre,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. General patron-

—

age.

Paramount
Arms and

— Good

the Girl, with Billie Burke

picture, but people are tired of
raid war stuff.
Unless the star draws for
you*leave it alone. C. E. Wautihop.
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Minn. Small

—

—
Ray. —This

town patronage.

String Beans, with Charles
is good in as much as it gets
away from the deep drama. R. H. Sink,
Pastime theatre, Greenville, O. Middle
and high class patronage.
Daughter of the Old South, with
Pauline Frederick. Star has no drawing
picture

A

—

—

—

Ferguson and support in a dramatic scene from "Eyes of the Soul." (Artcraft.)

Elsie

power.

— H.

H. Wilson, Sherman theatre,

Sullivan, Ind.

— High

class patronage.

Little Miss Optimist, with Vivian Martin.—Well
liked.— H.
T.
McKerring,
Princess theatre, Clare, Mich. Small
town patronage.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.

—

Good, clean, wholesome subject that the

women

folks will rave about.
Dorothy
increase her following by her
work in this film. Plenty of good comedy in it. Chas. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

ought

to

—

Chicago,

111.

—Neighborhood patronage.

The

Silver King, with William Faversham.
safe, sure bet on pleasing.
Worth advancing prices for. But you
must advertise. Advertise big and play
for double your usual run.— G. A. Bleicri,
Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best
class patronage.

—A

—

The
tin.

to

—A

Petticoat Pilot, with Vivian Mardelightful

this

little

'

star.

comedy drama
Pleased

all.

suited
E. J.

—

Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge,

son, Mystic theatre,

Marmarth, N. D.
Mixed patronage.
Here Comes the Bride, with John Barrymore. Hard for the audience to understand if Barrymore is acting a "nut"

—

or a "stew" in this. It will get by, but
Barrymore as a picture star will never
get anywhere if he continues like this .—
C. A. Krause, Empress theatre, Owensboro. Ky. Better class patronage.

—

Eve's Daughter, with Billie Burke.
Poorest picture this star has appeared in.
H. T. McKerring, Princess theatre,
Clare, Mich.
Small town patronage.
A Daughter of the Old South, with
Pauline Frederick.— Very good crowd and
best picture Miss Frederick has been in
for some time.
Geo. H. Done, Gayety
theatre, Payson, Utah.
General patron-

—

—

—

Here Comes the Bride, with John BarAmusing comedy drama. Fairly
good drawing power. Liberty theatre.
Seattle, Wash.
Downtown patronage.
rymore.

Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
this picture and Dorgaining popularity.—Joseph

liked

—

—

—

Neb..

The Hope
Our people

—

age.

Put

Pathe
Up Your Hands (American),

—

with

othy Gish is
G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House, Kenosha.
Wis. General patronage.
Come On In, with Shirley Mason.
This with repeat Arbuckle brought big
Saturday.
Great show. W. H. Mart.
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College
town.
Unclaimed Goods, with Vivian Martin.
A good western. Boost it big. Poor

Margarita Fisher. Best yet of this star.
American stars can all be classed as big
drawing cards. Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre,
Omaha. Neb.
Neighborhood
patronage.
When a Man Rides Alone (American),
with William Russell. Good story with
plenty of pep.
Big on an off night.
H. F. Oelker, Casino theatre, Chicago.

Bad weather. G. A. Hill &
Son, Grand 'theatre, Lebanon, O. Gen-

age.

eral patronage.

liam

—

—

—

—

business.

Happy Though

—

—

Married, with Enid
Bennett. Enid Bennett is surely comPatrons remarked
ing to the front.
what a nice production this was. Good
drawing title. Miss T. Benesch, Bell
theatre, Chicago, 111.
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. This picture pleases but star is
liked here .Mid draws well.
G. W. John-

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

Ill-

— Working

class

and familv patron-

Brass Buttons (American), with WilRussell.
Rather an odd picture.
Good but did not draw well. Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
Hobbs in a Hurry (American), with
William
Russell.
Russell
packs
the
house whenever shown. Picture fine.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth. N. D. Mixed patronage.
My Lady of the Beanstalk, with Baby

—

—

—

—

———

——

——
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Marie

Osbprne.

want

all

— Good

see

to

the

Patrons all
here.
too old to be cute.

Decorah,

atre,

colored boy

remark Marie

— R.

They

picture.

little

J.

is

now

Relf, Star the-

la.

The Mantle

of Charity (American),
with Margarita Fisher. Nice picture.
Minter has a certain following. R. F.
Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patronage.
A Daughter of the West, with Baby
Marie Osborne. Good. Every one liked
it.
M. H. Crooks, Palace theatre, Adair,
Small town patronage.
la.
All the World to Nothing (American),
A
with William Russell. Very good.
good attendance. This picture pleased.
Lewis & Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patronage.
The Heart of Rachel (Hodkinson),
with Bessie Barriscale. Picture went
Star very clever and
over a winner.
supporting cast wonderful. Novel well
Bert Goldman, New Princess theread.
Better class patatre, St. Paul, Minn.
ronage.
Put Up Your Hands (American), with
Margarita Fisher. A good light comedy

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

that will please. Star a favorite here.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Mar-

— Mixed

patronage.
Wedlock (Hodkinson), with Louise
Glaum. Fine picture. Pleased all who
saw it. R. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre,
Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
Molly of the Follies (American), with

marth, N. D.

—
—

—

—

Margarita Fisher. She truly makes a
Many
big "splash" with our patrons.
have her as their favorite. Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class patronage.

—

Cupid by Proxy, with Baby Marie
Osborne. The poorest picture we have
had with this little star but it seems to

—
by. — A.

N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky.
Infatuation, with Gaby Deslys. The
price we had to pay for this never began

get

—

to make the money a big special should.
We've had program features that could

Absolutely nothing special
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theNeighborhood patatre, Omaha, Neb.
ronage.
Dolly Does Her Bit, with Baby Marie
Osborne. A mighty fine little star and
picture combined. The little darky makes
good.— G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D. Mixed patronage.
Burglar For a Night (Hodkinson),
with J. Warren Kerrigan. Fine comedy
beat

this.

about

it.

— Mrs.

—

—

—

—

drama.— R.

J.

Relf,

Star theatre, Deco-

rah, la.

Where the West Begins (American),
with William Russell. Talk about a star
or western here it is. Very clever. And
Mrs. J. A.
beautiful scenes pleased all.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Rosemary Climbs the Heights (AmerA good
ican), with Mary Miles Minter.
picture with a mighty fine star. G. W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—
—

—

The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge. One of Norma's best. She

—

draws better for us than any woman
star.
L. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
Good Night, Paul, with Constance Talmadge. A very good picture and pleased

—

—

every one.

Give us more of these.

— Nice business and pleased im—W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
— College town.
Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. — Not as good as some of her
pictures, but pleased nevertheless. — E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Border

patronage.

mining camp.

Waughop, Scenic

—

theatre,

— C.

Detroit,

—

—

—

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Average Young production.
Young.
She always brings good business. Coli-

—

seum

theatre, Seattle,

Wash.

—
—Downtown

patronage.
A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. Just such clever pictures as this is what has made this star
popular. C. A. Krause, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Better class patronage.
Cecelia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davies. Good comedy. H. H. Wilson,

—

—

—

—

—

—

High

The Probation Wife, with Norma

Tal-

Sherman

theatre,
class patronage.

Sullivan,

Ind.

—

Another feather in her hat.
Pleased everybody and is a picture you
can face with the people with. Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Young. This is a fine picture. One of
her best. Good business. Give us more
like it.
G. A. Hill & Son, Grand theatre,
Lebanon, O. General patronage.
The Only Way, with Norma Talmadge.
Fine picture. What the regulars will
call a real show.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre,
Decorah, la.
The Death Dance, with Alice Brady.
Title kept people away.
Fine picture.
Star is clever. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
Romance and Arabella, with Constance
Talmadge. Clever comedy. Patrons all
liked it and left house with a smile.
R. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah,
Ky. General patronage.
The Silent Master, with Robert Warmadge.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
wick. — A

special that pulled good busiA. D. Stanchfield, Rae
Mixed pattheatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.

ness and pleased.

—

—

ronage.

The Probation Wife, with Norma

Talbetter

—
—

madge. This seemed to please
than most Talmadge pictures. Business
good. W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Suburban neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge. Very good. One of Norma's
best.
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo. General patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
Different from usual comedy roles taken
by Constance. We didn't think it would
go over well, but it did. Strand theatre,

—
—

—

—

Wash.

— Downtown

patronage.
Shirley Kaye, with Clara Kimball
Beautiful
production.
Fine
Young.

Seattle,

—

photography. This picture will please.
E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge, Neb.
The Studio GirL with Constance TalStar is drawing
madge. Very good.
better with every picture we show. Fa-

—

—

Select

—

Minn. Small town patronage.
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots, with Constance Talmadge. A pleasing picture.
Miss Talmadge is well liked by my patrons.
H. Sink, Pastime theatre,
R.
Middle and high class
Greenville, O.

E.

vorable comments. Clay H. Powers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General
patronage.
By Right of Purchase, with Norma
Talmadge. Star is an established favorSplendid production. A. D. Stanchite.
field, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
Good Night, Paul, with Constance Tal-

—

—

—
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madge.

sensely.
Grinnell,

la.

Triangle
The Hard Rock Breed, with Margery

—

—

Wilson. Fine western picture. W. D.
Martin, Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
The Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.—

—

Dandy

— De Luxe theatre,
— Mixed patronage.

western.

erton, Ariz.

Som-

Wolf Lowry, with William S. Hart.—
One of Hart's best Triangles and ought

—

to please the Hart fans.
Harold Daspit,
Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

The Law's Outlaw, with Roy

Stewart.

— Excellent western with unusual ending. — W.
D. Martin, Badger theatre,
Neillsville,

A

Wis.

The

Little Rowdy, with
fine picture.
Pleased

Comedy drama
young and

old.

—

theatre, Chicago,

Hazel Daly.—
majority.

the

appeals to both
Miss T. Benesch, Bell
that

111.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.
Hell's Hinges, with William S. Hart.—
pictures
always please. L. A.
Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.

—

Hart

— Small town patronage.
A Red Haired Cupid, with Roy Stew—A dandy western comedy. Best we
ever had. — Meldrin and Clark, Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y. — Village patronart.

age.

Wolves
art.

— Fair.

Hatton

Roy Stew-

of the Border, with

—Joe Anderson,
Opera House, Hatton, N. D.
That's

all.

Her Decision, with Gloria Swanson.
All will like this. They just can't help
Gloria is in splendid condition and
it.
going faster all the time. Raymond
Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia

—

Nev.
Society For Sale, with William Desmond. This one was only fair. Not as
good as other Desmond pictures. LoefCity,

—

—

felholz Bros.,

Cuba

City,

Wis.

Silent Rider, with Roy Stewart.—
very good western. Box office value
big.
A. G. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
High Tide, with Harry Mestayer.

The

A

—
—

—

Star unknown. E. CamSt. Paul, Minn.
Middle class patronage.

Fair picture.
eron,

Como

theatre,

Lily, with Alma Rubens.
very good picture. Business good
for Ash Wednesday and picture pleased

The Painted

—A

fine.

— M.

B.

Donovan, Portsmouth
Ore. Neighborhood

—

atre, Portland,

thepat-

ronage.
Life, with William Desmond.
Lots of action. Fair business,
Mrs. Lizzie E. Ohmflu scare.
ing, Dreamland theatre, Michigan City,
Middle class patronage.
Ind.
Mystic Faces, with Jack Abbe. Big
Patrons said this was one of
business.
the best ever. R. C. Wilson, Grand* theMixed patronage.
atre, Staples, Minn.
The Master of His House, with Wil-

Wild

Good.
due to

—

—

—

—

—

—

liam Desmond. Here is a picture that
ought to be reissued as a special, for it
is above the average in every respect.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Untamed, with Roy Stewart. Not up
Picture too slow
to Stewart standard.

—
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—

Harry Smith, Emfor one of this type.
Small
pire theatre, Iron River, Mich.

—

town patronage.

Universal

—

—

—

—

—

Diplomatic Mission, with Earle WilPlenty of romance.
Plenty of
Apparently pleased 100 per cent.
Schullsburg Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis. Small town patronage.
From Headquarters, with Anita Stew-

—

—

She Hired a Husband (Bluebird), with
A dandy comedy drama.
Priscilla Dean.
Pleased every one and drew fine. M. B.
Donovan, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
The Little White Savage (Bluebird),
with Carmel Myers. Good. With serial
made for us big business. Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean. Remarkable picture of Apache
Big business. W. D. Marlife in Paris.
tin, Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Three Mounted Men, with Harry
Carey. You will make no mistake in
The best this star
booking this one.
ever appeared in. Martin theatre, Globe.

—

A

liams.
action.

—

—

—

The

Cabaret

Girl

(Bluebird),

—
good. — Harry

with

Fair picture. Drew well.
Clifford.
Photography and
Seemed to please.

Ruth

direction
theatre, Iron River,

Smith, Empire
Mich. Small town

—

patronage.

My

Unmarried Wife (Bluebird), with
Exceptionally good pro-

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

—

—

Big.
Held the audience's interest
from beginning to end. Great deal of
padding but it pleased 100 per cent at
advanced prices. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

art.

—

The

Captain, with Alice
impossible.
De

Captain's

Joyce.

— Insipid

Luxe

theatre,

—

and

Somerton,

Ariz.

—
— Mixed

patronage.

Miss Ambition, with Corinne

—A

Griffith.

pleasing offering with those human
interest touches which every one enjoys.
Fair drawing power. Miss T. Benesch,
Bell theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Clutch of Circumstance, with

—

Corinne

Griffith.

—

—When

you

registered for your house boost

Ariz.

What

offering.

— Schullsburg

Schullsburg,
age.

Wis.

find
it.

Amusement

—Small

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi!

and

Herald

tors

"What

Picture

the
department.

box

Your

office

Motography's
Did for Me"
is

the

test

Motography,

417
street, Chicago.

South

of

NOW

Fill in the blank
popularity.
and send to Exhibitors Herald

and

Dearborn

Title

this

Fine
Co.,

Star

town patronProducer

One Thousand

Dollars, with Edward
Earle.
Patrons well pleased. M. H.
Crooks, Palace theatre, Adair, la. Small

Weather

town patronage.

How

—
—

—

—
Tangled Lives, with Harry T. Morey.
gram picture that should please any class —A good picture in every way. — F.
Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jordan,
of audience. — Harold Daspit, Atherton
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
theatre, Kentwood, La.
A Taste of Life (Bluebird), with Edith
The Captain's Captain, with Alice
Small business, but
Roberts. — Good.
comedy.
Joyce. — Very pleasing
PrinBrisco,
Lewis
—
&
a good picture.
F. L. Clarke, Coxy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
patGeneral
Ind.
—
cess theatre, Elwood,
— Rural patronage.
ronage.
A Diplomatic Mission, with Earle
The Light of Victory, with Monroe Williams. — Good
program
offering.
One every exhibitor Earle Williams
Salisbury. — Fine.
— Charles De
— Royal theatre, Paul, Dreamland popular.
Boost
should book.
theatre,
Sault
Ste.
— Mixed patronage.
Milford,
Marie, Mich. — General patronage.
All Night (Bluebird), with Carmel
The Common Cause, with Corinne
Myers.— Drew good business and seemed
—The war over for the exhibto please. — Ben L. Morris, Olympic theGood picture, however. — De Luxe
Bellaire, O. — General patronage.
Somerton, Ariz. — Mixed patronThe Lure of Luxury (Bluebird), with theatre,
age.
Ruth Clifford. — Did not draw very well,
The Man Who Wouldn't Tell, with
but seemed to please. — M. B. Donovan,
Earle Williams. —A good
part drama.
Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Based on the war but drew them in
The Cabaret Girl (Bluebird), with Ruth fairy well. — Miss T. Benesch, Bell theChicago,
—Neighborhood patalthough star
Clifford. — Nothing to
ronage.
A. Dostal, Ideal
quite attractive. — Mrs.
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood
theatre,
The Little Runaway, with Gladys Lespatronage.
—A very good program picture and
my patrons. — F. E. Noyes,
She Hired a Husband (Bluebird), with
pleased
Lyric theatre, Cornell, Wis. — Mixed patPriscilla Dean. — Although a new star
—O. R. Haus, ronage.
here business was
Scenic theatre, Hastings, Minn. — General
The Soap Girl, with Gladys Leslie.
patronage.
Good. Very interesting and pleased
The Amazing Wife, with Mary Mac- — M. H. Crooks, Palace theatre, Adair,
A very good picLaren. — Star's best.
— Small town patronage.
ture. — Starland theatre, Anderson,
One
Thousand Dollars, with Edward
High class patronage.
Earle. — A passable light comedy. — F.
(Bluebird),
Savage
White
The Little
Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jordan,
with Carmel Myers. —Just an ordinary
Mich. — Mixed patronage.
program picture. No attendance. — Lewis
& Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
World
— General patronage.
The Little Duchess, with Madge
Vitagraph
Evans. — Exceptionally good.
Pleased
means. Wish
A Gentleman of Quality, with Earle everybody. Book by
could get more
Business
not the
Williams. — One of the best,
— F. E. Noyes, Lyric theatre, Cornell,
Earle always a big drawing card
best.
— Mrs. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
for
Omaha, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Man of Bronze, with Lewis
every
A Gentleman's Agreement, with Nell Stone. — A special production
Delighted capacity business.
Pleased. — Ben
respect.
Shipman. — Pretty good.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann ArL. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
bor, Mich. — Mixed patronage.
— General patronage.
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LOUIS

B.

MAYER'S LATEST STUNT

drama, with the west as
is

its

setting.

It

a heart-appealing story of the striv-

of a supposed half-breed girl to
overcome the obstacles of blood. Fawn

ing
MUSIC SCORE

A MIDNIGHT ROMANCE

MIDNIGHT ROMANCE

I

the

is

character

the

attractive

actress

plays.

So
she

knows, she is the daughan Indian woman, but in reality

far as she

ter of
is

full-blood pale-face.

married the squaw

Her

father

youthful days,
a white woman.

in his

but deserted her to wed
Later Fawn was born to this couple,
but in her desire to be avenged on her
former husband, the squaw steals Fawn,
with the aid of the villianous snake,
LeGal. Love enters the plot when "The
Stranger" comes into the west to avenge
the death of his father, and meets Fawn.

"Herald"

|

Man Who Saw

|

Service in Flanders
Sergeant Harry E. Nichols, R. E., who
now touring the south in the interests
of the Herald, was familiarly known
along the British front in Flanders as
"the horseshoe Yank."
Mr. Nichols enlisted in the British Expeditionary Forces Unit I. W. & D.
Royal Engineers, at Chicago, in April
3917.
He served on the Flanders front,
Cambrai Sector and Ypres Salient building trenches, sapping operations, stringing wire at night in "No Man's Land"
and volunteering to follow the rifle battalions "over the top" to clean up the
dugouts with Mills bombs.
is

LOUIS

MAYER,

producer who has made a name for himself by
which
interested, has come forward with another new idea which may
B.

his clever exploitation aids to exhibitors for the pictures in

he

is

revolutionize the art of "putting over."
In presenting "A Midnight Romance," Anita Stewart's latest starring
vehicle, Mr. Mayer simultaneously has issued a song with the same title
and written by the star himself.
To exhibitors who book the picture, Mr. Mayer is going to supply
free slides including scenes from the picture and the words and music
of the song. Ins this way, the exhibitor will not only be able to
entertain his audience with an illustrated song but he will be able to
show them the cast and scenes for his forthcoming Stewart picture.
Mr. Mayer has prepared orchestrations for orchestras and bands. He
also intends to secure one hundred windows in prominent stores in as
many different cities and put an attract-o-scope in each window to throw
slides which will each night tell its song story to countless people the
country over.

He was

engagements
wound and
was nicknamed "the Horseshoe Yank"
by the Tommies.
Mr. Nichols also served in the SpanishAmerican war, on board the U. S. S.
Boston, in Dewey's fleet at Manilla, P. I.
He was then sixteen years of age and
was discharged in 1900 on account of
in several fierce

but never received a "blighty"

disability.

of the measure being adopted at the pres-

Kathleen Clifford

Winner

in Contest
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The Committee for Devastated France Fund have
been conducting a great moving picture
popularity contest, in California, which

aroused tremendous interest

among

all

The contest closed
classes of people.
April 19th at midnight at the Alexandria
Hotel in Los Angeles, amid scenes of
Kathleen Clifford, inand screen star, was
an easy winner by over 150,000 votes.
Nazimova ranked second with 70,000;
Mary Miles Minter, 58,000; Anita Stewart, 43,000; Charles Ray, 40,000; William
S. Hart, 35,000; Clara Kimball Young,

great excitement.
ternational stage

30,000; Mary Pickford, 25,000. The votes
Nearly every
sold at ten cents each.
Charles
star of note was represented.
Murray presided over the returns.

Massachusetts Sunday

Opening Measure Loses
BOSTON, MASS.— Refusal of the
senate to reconsider its action on the
Sunday opening bill which exhibitors
hoped to see passed has ended all chance

ent session of the legislature.

Robertson-Cole Acquires
Beatriz Michelena Films
Robertson-Cole has acquired possesscreen dramas featuring
Michelena.
All three of the
Michelena super-features will be published through Exhibitors Mutual. "Just
sion

of

three

Beatriz

Squaw"

is

announced as the

first

of the

series.

Because of her exceptional characterin " Salomy Jane" and other

izations

equally well
silent art,

known

contributions to the

Miss Michelena has long been

an established favorite with screen enthusiasts. She has not been seen in any

new productions

more than

for

a year,

for the simple reason that she has been
all

her time to the three fea-

which

Robertson-Cole have just

devoting
tures

acquired.

"Just Squaw"

is

essentially
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a

melo-

SGT. HARRY K. NICHOLS
Herald representative, who saw service
overseas with British forces.

C^N^DLTJN'WFILM NEWS
Toronto
Canadian Exhibitors to Convene
At Toronto Monday and Tuesday Refuses
For
Final Steps Toward Organizing Protective Association to Fight Control of

Plan

Business by Small Group
TORONTO, ONTARIO.—A general convention of
Canada

all

exhibitors

in

scheduled to be held in the Sons of England Hall, Berti and Richmond Streets, Toronto, on Monday and Tuesday, May 5 and 6, to consider
the organization of a Canadian-wide protective association for exhibitors.
Invitations have been sent to all exhibitors throughout the Dominion to attend
the congress and in these invitations it is pointed out that four independent film
exchanges have been forced to close during the past three years. The assertion
is made that there was a danger of the whole motion picture business in the
Dominion passing into the control of a few and the exhibitors should be prepared to protect their own interests.
is

Aim

to

Band Exhibitors Together

One

of the steps planned is the establishment of the "Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Protective Association of Canada" to replace the various Provincial organizations now in existence. Another proposed feature is the holding
of a special conference of shareholders of the new Canadian Exhibitors' Exchange Company, Limited, for the purpose of electing a permanent board of
directors. This conference is scheduled to take place on the second day of the
congress. Previous to this meeting, there are upwards of one hundred shareholders in the exchange company, all of whom are exhibitors in Canada.

As

a preliminary to the convention, a
general meeting of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Protective of Ontario was
held at the association headquarters, 143

Yonge

street,

Toronto,

on

Tuesday,

April 22, with President J. C. Brady in
the chair. Arrangements were made for
the entertainment and accommodation
of out-of-town exhibitors «who attend the
May convention, and a committee was
appointed for the purpose, this committee being J. C. Brady, William Sturgess,

Thomas

Scott, J. Alexander and Messrs.
Ferguson, Redway, Feighen and Cardie.
The Lithograph Question

A communication was received from
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen relative to
the price of lithographs and other accessories supplied by exchanges.
The
exhibitors had protested that this was
Intimation was given in the
too high.
letter that a general conference between
the exchange managers and theatre representatives would be held to thresh out
the subject.
The association also received a communication in which it was pointed out
that the Ontario Legislature had amended
Theatres and Cinematographs Act
the
of unto provide for the admission
accompanied children to moving picture
theatres on Saturdays and holidays up
to 6 p. m., when an exhibitor arranges
for the services of a matron to safeguard
Another amendment prothe children.
hibits the erection of a theatre within
two hundred feet of a church.

The
notified

Operators Serve Notice
Toronto Operators' Local
the

exhibitors' association

also
that

they would do business with churches
on the same basis as exhibitors. This
means that union operators will be supplied to churches which arrange to give

film

shows

in

Sunday school rooms

opposition to the theatres.

which announcement was also made regarding the special children's matinees
during Easter week.
"A Romance of

Happy Valley" was the attraction during
the first half of the week, but two features were presented on the afternoons
of the last three days only with regular
features at night.
The two special features for the children's matinees included Mary Packford
in
"Johanna Enlists" and Marguerite
Clark in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." The latter was shown on the morning and afternoon of Saturday, April 26.
During the presentation of "A Romance of Happy Valley" during the first
three days of Easter week, the eightpiece orchestra gave a special musical
program, and one of the stunts arranged
by Manager Jennings was the use of a
small organ for the playing of music
during the church scenes in the picture.

Theatre Proposed

Following the visit of Messrs. J. P.
Bickcll and N. L. Nathanson, president
and managing director respectively of
the Paramount Theatres, Limited, a subsidiary of Regal Films, Toronto, intimation has been made that the company will
shortly erect a handsome new theatre in
the Manitoba capital. Regal Films, Limited, has just closed for the Canadian release of "Bolshevism on Trial."
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feature.

Manager

Elliott of the Regent broke
continuity of the feature with the
presentation of a dramatic playlet as a
chapter of the film story. There were
two characters in this sketch which gave
the climax of the feature in spoken
words. The two characters worked under a spotlight and the whole of the
stage was draped in black so that the
two human figures stood out in wellnigh
weird
form.
The two people
worked back into the picture which was
continued until the finish of the story.
It was the first time that such a stunt

the

had been attempted in Canada and
proved to be highly successful.

Sam

»'

Manager Herb Jennings of the new
Allen Bloor Theatre, Toronto, took advantage of Easter season to distribute
attractive
Easter
greeting
cards
in

New

The Toronto Daily Star refused to
carry the advertisements of the Regent
Theatre, Toronto, for the presentation
of "The
Eternal Magdalene" during
Easter week on the ground that the picture was not proper.
The feature had
been passed by the Ontario Board of
Censors, and all other Toronto papers
readily accepted the advertising for the

in

Exhibitor Sends Out
Easter Greeting Cards

Daily Star
Advertising
Easter Feature

it

Freed Will Retire
From Theatre Business

Sam Freed, for a number of years proprietor of the Tivoli Theatre, Montreal.
Quebec, has quit the moving picture
business as a result of the death of his
father-in-law,
Mr.
R.
Goldstein
of
Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Freed has taken
over the business of R. Goldstein & Co..
and the Tivoli Theatre has been placed
on the market for the highest bid. The
Tivoli Theatre is situated at one of the
most important downtown intersections
of Montreal. Not long ago the owner of
the property refused an offer of over
one million dollars for the site, it is declared.

"The Unpardonable Sin"
Passed Without a Cut
The Manitoba Board of Censors passed
"The Unpardonable Sin" without a cut.
but recommended that the feature be presented before adult audiences only. When
Manager Davis of the Dominion Theatre,
Winnipeg, screened the first run of the
feature in Winnipeg, during the week of
April 21, this suggestion was followed.
The advertising for the picture included
an announcement that children under sixteen years of age should not be permitted to see the feature.

Lachine Theatre Change
The Royal Alexandra Theatre

at LaQuebec, has passed into the
hands of Mr. I. Roscnbum. who is the
proprietor of another motion picture
theatre in Lachine. The Royal Alexandra has been operated by Messrs. Jule
and J. J. Allen for a year or more.

ch ine,

,
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Canadian Outlook Optimistic

To Appeal

in Letter States That Many New Theatres Are Being
j
Erected, and Production of Films Is Being Undertaken on
Large Scale British Films Fail to Meet Demand
for Canadian Pictures

I W. A. Bach
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In Canada there has been a wonderful
awakening of a national spirit that was
not in evidence before the war.
The part played by Canadians in the
various campaigns throughout the world
seems to have brought the country to a
realization of

its

This condition

birthright.
is particularly

true in
the motion picture field and the writer
on his last trip a few weeks ago was
very much impressed with the strides
being made in all phases of the industry.

Building

Many

Theatres

For instance, in building of theatres,
Canada is far ahead of the United States
in proportion
to population.
Having
only seven million people, the country
to support more than eight
hundred theatres at any one period of
her history and, as a matter of fact, did
remarkably well to keep all of these
houses open during the war.

was unable

However, since the armistice was
signed, new houses are being planned
for practically all parts of the country
and particularly in eastern Canada.
The Loew interests, the Aliens and the
Regal company, are leaders in this race
for new houses, and such cities as London, Ottawa, Halifax, St. John, Kingston, Winnipeg, Hamilton, are going to
benefit by large expenditures of money by
these interests and others.
The fever has even spread to some of
the small towns and the writer was verj?
much interested to meet a veteran Canadian showman on the train to Toronto,
who is considering erecting a large new
house to cost some $200,000, in a city
of very moderate size.
Production Is Agitated

On the other hand, the recent agitation
for Canadian pictures has started a recrudescence of the production fever in
Canada.

The Canadian government has made
some remarkably fine motion picture
scenics depicting the beauties of various
parts of the country in a series of which
nine reels are now available, which are
being distributed throughout Canada by
the Canadian Universal Film Company.
This is in conjunction with a world-wide

propaganda campaign.
It

is

pany

also stated that a production

com-

soon be in operation in western Canada, producing the stories of
James Oliver Curwood, who has written
some excellent material on Canadian subwill

jects.

British Film Not Welcomed
few of the distributing companies in
Canada attempted to meet the demand
for Canadian pictures, as opposed to
those so completely American, by bringing in British films, but with the excep-

A

tion of "The Better 'Ole," it is my opinion that the experiment has not been
entirely successful.
One big picture put out by a large
distributing and producing company in
the United States was heralded in Canada, by this company, as being an all
Canadian picture.

:.:

i;:r.

.;'

..:-|,n

;

While

.

:

:

::

claim was fully justified,
unfortunately the director apparently
knew very little of the details of Canadian
life, and made one or two rather bad
mistakes,
which
were
immediately
pounced upon by the daily papers in Toronto and made a subject of editorial
this

comment.

No doubt this publicity looked very
well in a scrap book, but it is an open
question whether it helped the picture
any and as a consequence of this controversy, the picture had to be recut.
Warning in This Lesson
While the newspapers may have been
a little harsh with the picture, which
really had merit and was without doubt
more Canadian than most material coming over, it was a good lesson to distributers not to endeavor to camouflage
the issue by attempting to palm off as a
Canadian production a picture which
really only had a Canadian locale.
However, what is a much more encouraging sign for the future of the
production of the Canadian pictures is
the fact that a syndicate of Canadians
with considerable money to spend are
going ahead with the production of a big
Canadian story, but intend to make the
picture at present in the United States,
and thus to take advantage of the unequalled facilities that exist for production over here.
If this venture is successful, there is
no reason why it should not lead to the
establishment of a permanent production plant in Canada.

From all information available, it would
seem that 1919 will be the biggest year
for the Canadian motion picture industry
that has been enjoyed so far.
The people have money, the strain of
war has been lifted and the temporary
excess of unemployed does not seem to
be affecting the amusement situation in
the least.

Craig Kennedy Serial
Taken by Regal Films
Regal Films, Limited, Toronto, the
Canadian film distributors, announce the acquisition for Canada of

large

the Craig Kennedy serial in fifteen episodes.
The Regal company has been
exploiting the Houdini serial, "The Mas-

Mystery," throughout Canada with
considerable success.
The Canadian Universal is now releasing a series of travelogues and industrial
ter

made by official government
cameramen under the direction of the
Canadian Department of Trade and
Commerce.
pictures

Another notable purchase by a Canadian distributor was the recent purchase
by Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen of the
Canadian rights for the English turf
feature, "A Fortune at Stake."
This is
to be released through the Monarch
Film Company, Toronto, and other cities, a subsidiary company of the Allen
interests.
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Disputed
Case to Upper Court

Manager

Patrick Greenlees of the
Theatre, Woodstock, Ontario,
was recently fined $20 and costs for the
alleged offense of admitting unaccompanied children into his theatre. The decision of the local magistrate has been appealed on the ground that the case was
not given a proper hearing, it is said.
According to the exhibitor, a school
teacher bought tickets for about twentyfive children and the whole flock sat with
her during the show, it is claimed. Chief
of Police Moore happened to walk into
the theatre while they were enjoying the
show and laid a charge against Mr.
Greenlees without making any enquiries
in the matter.
Mr. Greenlees produced a letter in.court
from O. Elliott of Toronto, Provincial
Inspector of Theatres, in which it was
pointed out that there was no limit to
the number of children which a guardian
might take into a theatre. In spite of
this evidence a conviction was recorded.
This happened just before the Ontario
legislature adopted a new measure providing for special children's shows on
Saturday and holiday afternoons.

Princess

Famous

Players

Manager

At Montreal to Resign
Maurice Davis, formerly assistant manager of the Montreal branch of the Fox
Film Corporation, has a new independent film exchange in Canada's largest
city, to be known as Davis Amusement
Enterprises.
The address of the concern is 337 Bleury street, Montreal. He
has secured the Canadian rights for "The
Demon's Shadow," a ten episode serial.
It will be released through the J. T.
Malone Film Service, Montreal.

Announcement

is

also

made

that

I.

Montreal manager of the Famous Players' Film Service, has resigned. It is understood that Mr. Soskin also contemplates the organization
Mr. Soskin
of his own film exchange.
has covered the whole of Canada for the
Famous Players and has represented the
Aliens in various capacities through a
Soskin,

lengthy period.

"U" Feature

Sets Record

During the week that "The Heart of
Humanity" was presented at the Province Theatre, Winnipeg, 23,000 paid admissions were recorded and the receipts
totaled close to $8,000, according to an
announcement just made. This was a
new record for the theatre. The feature
was booked to play a return engagement
at the Gaiety Theatre, Winnipeg, during
the week of April 28. The Gaiety is controlled by the same interests which operate the Province.

Griffin

With Sunshine

that Frank Griffin has
ranks of directors making
Fox Sunshine Comedies at Hollywood
is regarded as added evidence of the increased production which William Fox
has planned for these pictures.

Announcement

joined

the

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
"The Betrayal" Will
Have First Showing

theatre on

May

time at that

first

Mr. Barry and as-

5th.

sociates have been working on the story
It deals with one of
for the past year.
the most vital topics now before the

world.

"The Betrayal"
in Chicago, and

will

after

there will be taken to

be set for a run

engagement

its

New

York.

William A. Brady announces the sale
of his big picture "Stolen Orders" for
to Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
acquisition of "Stolen Orders" for
Illinois by this firm is further indicative
of the fact that the Brady picture is today one of the strongest state right
propositions on the market.
It is announced that Jones, Linick &
Schaefer will shortly inaugurate an extensive campaign of exploitation on behalf of "Stolen Orders," believing that
the Brady picture will equal or better
in Illinois the remarkable business it is
doing in Ohio, New England and- the
country over.
Illinois

The

J. J.

McCarthy and Theodore Mitchell

are
in Chicago to take active charge of the

handled upon
has marked
previous feature productions with which
they have been identified.

engagement, which
the

same large

that

Doll-Van Secures Rights

To New Klutho Comedies
The Doll-Van Film Corporation has
succeeded in obtaining the exclusive
franchise for the entire states of Indiana
and Illinois on six two-reel comedies.
The first three of these comedies are
complete, and the last three are now in
the process of re-cutting and titling.
They were made in the Klutho Studios
in

"Red Lantern" Draws

will be

scale

Show

Schaefer Purchase
Rights to Picture

In Chicago Theatre
Arrangements have been completed by
the Lenox Producing Corporation with
Klaw & Erlanger, for the Illinois Theatre, Chicago, for the engagement of
"The Betrayal," an historical motion,'
picture drama by J. A. Barry, which will
be presented for the

Ascher Brothers to

Jones, Linick and

Way may

Victory

or

may

not be the
about the
present magnificent presentation which
"The Red Lantern" is receiving at
Linick and Jacoby's Ziegfeld theatre
this week, but the thing is certainly a
"victory" for its sponsors and a large
part of it must be attributed to the "way"
they are putting it on. Augmented orchestra, costumed ushers, vocal numbers
in keeping and a striking ballet performing an intertretive prelude are numbered

which

inspiration

brought

among

the incidentals.
And the Ziegfeld hasn't had a vacant seat since the
opening.

All Features

Of Vitagraph

Stars

Vitagraph has signed a contract with
Ascher Brothers Enterprises, Chicago,
whereby the fifteen Chicago and Rockford houses controlled by Ascher Brothers will play

of Vitagraph's feature

all

stars productions.

All of the Earle Williams pictures, the Alice Joyce pictures,
the Harry T. Morey pictures, the Bessie

Love

pictures, the Corinne Griffiths pictures and the Gladys Leslie pictures will

play over the entire Ascher Circuit, giving Vitagraph's features a dominant
place on the screens in Chicago.

The Ascher Circuit includes the Oakland Square, the Metropolitan, the Milford, the Kenwood, the Cosmopolitan,
the Frolic, the Terminal, the Adelphi,
the Peerless, the Columbus, the Calo,
the Lane Court, the Chateau, the Rosewood, and the Midway, Rockford, 111.

Two "U" Men

in

Town

E. Smith district manager for Universal for the territory embracing Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati,
was a Chicago visitor on Saturday and
,

Sunday.
Universal's General Sales Manager,
I. Snitcher of New York, also dropped
in at the local exchange Saturday.
J.

Jacksonville, Florida.

Fatty Filbert is starred and the cast
includes a galaxy of pretty girls and
comical
men characters.
Doll-Van
claims that these comedies are second
to none except Chaplin's, and from the
way they are being received by exhibitors throughout the United States, it
seems that their claims are fully substantiated.

Stink Bomb' Placed

Orpheum Theatre

In
The

"stink

bomb" made

its

reappear-

ance in Chicago last week, two of the
pesky little annoyers being placed in
the ticket office of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer's

Orpheum

theatre early FriPhil Owens, negro caretaker, who sleeps in the theatre, discovered them and called the police.

day morning.

They were removed by Policeman
Thomas Meagher. Although the police
are working on the case, no clew to the
identity of the man responsible has been
found.

The big Artcraft-Paramount

electric

sign over the entrance to Orchestra PI a
on Michigan boulevard, announces nightly
that the summer season for this popular
picture palace will open May 5.
1 1

"The Red Lantern," Nazimova's latest
production, opened last Saturday at the
Ziegfeld, and "The Fire Flingers," Rupert

Julian's

opened Sunday

big

Universal

at the Casino.

feature,
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'Tis rumored about Loop filmdom that
Henri "Noiseless" Ellman, one of the
Bee-Hive Exchange's busiest bees, lost
his little playmate, George West. Seems
George resigned April 19 to become affiliated with his brother, Billy West, who
is expected to arrive from California in

the near future to begin work upon comedies with a company of his own.
Frank J. Flaherty, genial manager of
the Film Clearing House, Inc., arises to
announce that W. S. Alton, city sales

manager, accomplished such effective re-

upon his recent visit to Milwaukee
that F. J. F. has added E. H. Hoyt to his
sales team.
Mr. Hoyt, well known as
the former Metro manager at Milwaukee, will cover Wisconsin, making his
headquarters at the "foamy City."
sults

Last week

we overheard Sam Rieger

of the Silee Film Exchange extolling the
wonderful results obtained in cleansing
film by Abe Teitel. That's nothing, murmurs Abe, "You should give a look at
the letter I received from Walter Maicr,
by Milwaukee, how I took care of his
'Detective Burns' film."
Modest boy.
that Abe is.
Sure!
R. E. Go'dsmith, Pathe's newest sales
representative about town, is full of
smiles these days. Old Chi must be slipping it to the youngster from old Man-

Mac H.
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Did you all note "fistic" Paul De Outo
running around the Loop the other day
with a portion of Uncle Sam's Army?
Whisper, Paul.
What, oh what, was

HER

name?
With the hull darn Mickey Film Corp.
down to New York last week, Maynard
Schwartz was sure a busy man keeping
the host of clamorers in

Never

mind,

line.

Just
because Si
Greiver bought a "cabriolet can" of the
Ford vintage is no excuse for leaving it
around the corner while signing up the
"Spreading Evil" for a week's run.
heap of our very best salesmen still depend on the "dogs" for locomotion.
Yes, sir, that charming young miss in
charge of books at the Film Clearing
Si.

A

House Exchange is no other than Ruth
Muller. As far as we can verify Ruth

SOME

held her former position
time.
Just a mere slip of a girl we refuse to
take chances. You will have to ask the
young lady the exact number of years.
No, positively NO! That rather large
party is Miss Mary McGranahan.

—

Old

Von Meteren is surely
home fires burning for his
who is expected to return
Service very shortly.
Then

daddy

keeping the
lad, "Rudy,"

from the
watch the

Rainbow

hattan Isle.

m

fireworks out around
Roseland.

theatre in

the
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Harry Rice, he of the ready smile
and the helping hand always extended
to exhibitors playing Universal productions, does not confine himself to the
local gentry. Peoria and "The Heart of
Humanity" came in for a share of his

attention last week when he departed
from hither to hence to assist in the exploitation. He left with a gripful of literature and a clean collar, Saturday.

Flanagan, the Universal saleshandles the north side, is the
first to receive a new Ford touring car
to cover his territory. It has demount
able wind-shield, detachable hubs, a
steering wheel, springs and everything
to make it comfortable and comparatively painless for the occupant while
running over northsiders.
T.

J.

man who

_

The York-Palace

theatre at

York and

Paulina avenues, will open next Saturday,
having been redecorated.
There's big doings around Pathe's exchange.
Ed Mordue is preparing to
stage a bout with a so-called champ of
another organization and can be seen
nightly doing roadwork with "Knockout" Brown, getting himself in trim.
Charles Henry Miller, who covers Chicago with Jewels, got into an altercation
with his "Lizzie" last Friday and she up
and back-fired on him. It took three
stitches in Miller's chin to close the gap
where the crank handle hit him.

The Universal salesmen reviewed

the

"Cyclone Smith" series of
Universal pictures, starring Eddie Polo,
on Saturday afternoon.
first

of

the

Frederick Young, of the Pathe
forces, is sojourning in Lexington, Ky.
Nate Joseph, manager of the Lincoln
theatre, has gone to Westbaden, Ind.,
J.

received a SPECIAL pick-up
J. Bayley, who is now at Dallas,
Tex., taking daily dips in the various oil
For full details see
lakes about there.
W. E."Doc" Banford of the Goldvvyn exchange.

Just

from H.

That was an awful slip of the pen
"Daddy" Hines registered in addressing
that postal communique to M. J. Mintz,
manager of Unity Photoplays, the other
Listen "Daddy," old deah, "B. S."
day.
is a long way from M. J.

Looks

as though central west exwould have to step some to

hibitors

keep out of the way of that
salesmen's squad now. The
change has placed an order
automobiles and soon every

Universal
local exfor seven

Universal
contract gatherer will be able to overtake the most agile exhibitor. The machines will be so equipped that they can
follow a theatre man right up stairs into
his office, and a pad of contracts attached
to the dash enables the salesman to get
his signature without leaving the car.
A patent hopper underneath the seat provides a place for signed contracts, and
salesmen will no longer wear out their
pockets carrying them around.
Miss Ruth Benjamin, who formerly
was employed as stenographer at Unity,
is now making the keys dance at the

Mutual

office.

George Levine, who

left Universal reCelebrated Players
back again with "U" having
is
been made manager of short reel subIt is said it took a couple of
jects.
But anyway
affidavits to get him back.
he's back, and happy.

cently
Corp.,

join

to

the

—

When

"framing" a guy
anything on the
small town joker, as Al Silverman, who

comes

it

to

haven't

fellers

city

for a few days' vacation.

was

G. M. Davidson, auditor out of New
York, paid a visit to the Universal exchange last Saturday.
O. R. Hansen, central supervisor of
the Exhibitors Mutual was confined to

can testify. Al was given the key to the
Beverly theatre the other night and told
to get a copy of the Herald to settle an
argument, and the local coppers pulled
him in just as he was unlocking the door.
Well, it cost him a dinner for six.

American hospital, Chicago, for a
week, undergoing a slight operation. He
left for St. Louis on Friday.
M. A. Salkin expects to pull down the
$250 prize money for the most Pathe
sales for the United States for the month
of March. Chub Florin, however, says
he's very much afraid Salkin will have
to slip half of it to him, if he's as good
as his word. But what's $250 between
friends. It'll all go to "help finish the
the

job."

Lesserman

has arranged another
treat for the exhibitors of Chicago and
environs. On Thursday, May 9, a private showing of "Cyclone Smith" will
be held in the Universal's projection
room, with special music and cigars.
Steve Bennis of Lincoln, 111., was a
caller in the Consumer's building last
T.

week.

A severe cold put Ted Myers out of
the running for a few days last week.
He was among those present at the
Pathe exchange, however, on Monday.
Al Martin, who formerly hung his hat
at 1052 Argyle street, and was a popular
figure around the loop is now working
out of the Indianapolis office of the BeeHive Exchange.
Sarg. Jack Higgins and James Travcrs
have been quite successful putting on a
sketch entitled, "Gold Stripe Heroes" at
outlying theatres, to assist the Victory
Loan campaign.

a recent visitor in Janesville, Wis.,

That "Red Lantern" display of the
Metro exchange's is attracting an unManager
usual amount of attention.
Cress Smith had the four walls photographed last week.

Nat

Harry
York and Cali-

representing

Deverich,

Garson, of Detroit, New
spent several days among us
while the Rothacker Film Manufacturing

mas comes
ber.

Decem-

in April as well as

/

Fielder) Hodkinson representa'transferred to
Chicago
from Cleveland but retaining the Cleveland management, has been given direction of the Indianapolis office as well.
E. S. Rowley, who has had considerable
experience in signing up exhibitors, will
be his Chicago assistant.

E.

C.

recently

tive,

Max

Levey, manager of the Chicago
for
Exhibitors
Mutual,
just
missed out on the prize av/ards made
monthly by Mutual.
He made a remarkable record for March, but his overhead expense kept him in fourth place
office

among

Mutual

the

exchanges

Money awards go

country.

of the
to the first

three.

We

find our old acquaintance
the job.
He

W.

Engelman back on

is

ing Al Rosenthal pile up bookings
the "Finger of Justice" in Indiana.

H.
aidfor

Arrow Film Corporation
Enlarging Sales Forces
Arrow Film Corporation have

sold to

two
and have sold to Silee Film
Corporation of Chicago the 6-act picture
"The Hearts of Men," starring Mile. Valkyrien.
They have also sold the serial,
"The Demon's Shadow," to Montreal
the

Variety

Pictures

Corporation

pictures,

buyers for

Canada.

all

The Arrow have taken on

six pictures

the past five weeks and are enlarging
their sales force, and to take care of the
added business have engaged new offices
with projection suite which they will

in

May

occupy after

1st.

The Arrow

also contemplate the opening of exchanges at three points in the
U. S. where there is a need for Independ-

ent exchanges.

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at the

Westgate Hotel
200 Rooms
200 Baths
Rates $1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

fornia,

Co. were finishing

Unpardonable

fifty

prints of

"The

Aurora must be "hitting the Gay White
en masse these days. W. D. Burford and Charles Lamb, exhibitors de
luxe of that place, reqently signed up for

"Woman,"

the latest of Doll-Van's acquisitions, at figures hitherto unheard of
Doesn't look
in that neck of the woods.

Income Tax and
Loan have Aurora terrified.
that

Sidney
District

the

Victory

Goldman has resigned
Manager of Universal to

Herman
change,

awarded
greatest

to

March over February.

$25
the
for

The two Busch

kiddies are going to think that Christ-

62

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
Every

|

Room
Private

take

Busch, in charge of the postExhibitors Mutual local ex-

receive a bonus of
to the exchange showing
increase in poster sales

is

Ice

Has
as

up the position he formerly held. Mr.
Goldman is now in complete charge of
Jewel productions out of Chicago.
ers at the

Priced

Sin."

Way"

like

Popular

Circulating

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction
Delaware at Ninth

On Main and

KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
G.

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY
With H.
Local No. 16169, Film Exchange Employees Union of St. Louis, Mo., has
proven a success, both for the managers
of the Exchanges and the Exhibitors.
The Exhibitors are unanimous in stating that films are now coming to them in
better shape than heretofore.
All film
sealed before leaving the Exchange
is
with the Inspector's number and name
stamped thereon, and if the film is found
to be not properly inspected, report is
made to the exchange, giving the inspector's number, and she is fined by the
Local for being careless in her work.
This local, which is the only one of its
kind in the United States has made for
better efficiency and working conditions
in this line of work.
Ed Sohn, the Mutual Film Co., is President of this organization.
Ben Abrams, one of the oldest films
salesmen in the game, is now taking contracts for Florence Reed in "TODAY"
and Robert Warwick in the
LOVER." Ben had bad luck in K. C.
on his picture "TODAY." It was refused a showing by the Kansas City

"MAD

Censor Board.
H. M. Berman, General Manager of
the Universal Film Exchange, is in Kan-

week looking over the local
Universal exchange.
A. L. Kahn, formerly with the Universal in Chicago, is now located in Kansas City handling Independent films.
Sends regards to Chicago boys.
At Fort Scott, Kansas, H. L. Stout is
sas City this

E. N.

rights picture

z

completing a new picture house,
seating capacity 800, costing $40,000. Mr.
Stout has made this new place strictly
everv respect.

in

It is built to

accomodate both vaudeville and legitimate attractions.
At Parsons, Kansas, Mr. Daniels of
Oswego and Chetopa, Kansas, is build-

new

ing a

house, seating capacity 400.

Tom

Henneberry, manager of a chain
of houses in Paola and Osawatomie, has
recently

just

alined

Wagner Amusement

himself with the
Enterprises of In-

dependence, Kansas.
This amusement
company operates three houses in Independence. The Bildorf, Best and Snark.
Arrangements have just been made to
enlarge and improve the Royal Theatre,
owned by Davidson Bros., Cherryvale,
Kansas.
J.

C.

DeWalt

sas City as the
resentative for

homa

is now located in KanAmerican Film Co. repKansas City and Okla-

territories.

Marcus Loew has started to remodel
the Garden theatre in Kansas City at a
cost of $100,000, seating capacity to be
:s,600.
This theatre when completed, will
be strictly modern in every respect and
will

Gayoso

will

Salisbury's

Wild Life

open

in

September.

Mr. Thomas

W.

Lamb, the well known architect of New
York City, is now in Kansas City superintending this work.

Manager G. C. Christman of the
Gayoso theatre, Kansas City, has just
completed a second run of three weeks
playing "MISS INNOCENCE." Played
to capacity houses during the whole run.

Houdini Serial Is
Meeting with Success
According to the Export and Import
Film Company, foreign film distributors,
Houdini in "The Master Mystery," the
serial produced by B. A. Rolfe, for Octagon Films, Inc., is now being shown in
every open country throughout the world,
and is meeting with phenomenal success.
Houdini is one of the most widely advertised
and consequently the best
known entertainer in the United States,
but his popularity in foreign countries is
hardly less than here. He made his first big
hit iii London and has appealed in the big
theatres there in uninterrupted engagements
of several months.

Eddie Polo in Western
scenario for Eddie Polo's new
Universal serial still being far from
finished, under the direction of Jacques
Jaccard, the popular star, has begun
work on a third two-reel Western drama
entitled "Buck Lawson Pays a Debt,"
Polo's first two-reel Western, "A Prisoner for Life," originally scheduled for
publication March 31, has been set for a
later date.
"The Gun Runners," with
Neal Hart, has been put on the program
for March 31, and this will be followed
by another Hart Western entitled "Bill
Brennan's Return."

The

Booked

in

many

Vaudeville
Theatres and
Picture Theatres
that have never
before run a Serial

THE BIGGEST

STAR

IN

THE

BIGGEST SERIAL

EVER PRODUCED

BOOK
INDIANAPOLIS

in

Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska.
These boys work under the name of
D. & D. Film Co. of Kansas City.

BREAKING ALL
RECORDS WHEREEVER RELEASED

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

be!-

Missouri,

just

modern

reports that the

C.

remodeled in July and enlarged.
L. B. Douglass and Leo J. Doty are
busy taking contracts on their Star

BEE HIVE EXCHANGE
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IT
R. C.

NOW
CROPPER,

Gen. Mgr.

——

"

"
'

''
'
'
'
'
''

'

|

ENDAROFPROGRAMPUBLICATIQ]
EXHIBITORS'

MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING

— "All of a Sudden Norma,"
with Bessie Barriacale.
—
with Woo. Desmond,
a Funny Proposition,"
— "Life's
with Sessue Hayalcawa.
"Bonds of Honor,"
—
with
Rhodes,
"Hoop-La,"
—"The Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart
— "Trick of Fate/'
Barriscale.
— "Long Lane's Turning," with Bessie
with Henry B. Walthall.
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
with William Desmond.
with All Star Cast.
—"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
—
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Rhodes.
with
—— "The Lamb and the Lion,"

!sn.
an.
an.
an.
an.
r
eb.

five

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
five reels,
reels,
Billie
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five
reels,

five

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

five

final

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

in

five

in the

— '^Hearts Asleep,"
— "Diane of Green

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

—
—
—
—

May
May
May

—
—

-

reels,
five reels,

Billie
(Special Cast), five reels.
five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
Van," five reels, with Alma Rubens.
"The Courageous Coward." five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The Love Call," five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
"Modern Husbands," five reels, with Henry B. Walthall.
"Josselyn's Wife." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"The Mints of Hell," five reels, with William Desmond.
"Just Squaw," five reels, with Beatriz Michelena.

"The Turn

Road"

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Feb.

Payments," one

"I'll

1— "Sporting

—
—"False

"Little

S

16

Life," seven reels.

Women," seven

2—' 'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
9—' 'Merely Marrying Mary, one reel, with Elinor Field.
16—' 'Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Field.

Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

'Their Baby," one reel, with

23

Elinor Field.
one reel, with Elinor

"High and Hungry," one
"Teetotalers, Tea and Totum
——
—
"Geesers and Geysers," one
— "Bulls
and Bears."
26 — "Western Stuff."
— "Doing the Dells."
9— "A Bit of God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
23 — "A Peek
Paradise," one
2 — "Columbia Highway," one
—
"An
Eyeful of Egypt," one
—
29

Field.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

reel.

8

12
19

Poles,"

one

reel.

reel.

2

Apr.

May
May
May
May

at

Mar.
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

reel.
reel.
reel.
"In Pyramid Land, one reel.
" 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.

Apr.

"A

,

—
—
6—

Palestine

Pilgrimage,"

reels.
five reels.

Faces,"

Dec 22— Flagg,

reel.

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Dec

4
4

'Accidental Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
Mother," two reels, with Elinor Field.

12— 'Some
26— "Easy

2—"The Wigwam System,
Mar.
Mar. 9—' 'The Door Between," one reel.
Mar. 18—' "His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
Mar. 28—' 'The Way of a Maid," one reel.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

s

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Dec

STRAND COMEDIES
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

— "Little Comrade,"
with Vivian Martin.
—
with Dorothy Gish.
"Peppy Polly,"
—
with Charles Ray.
"The Sheriff Son,"
6 — "The Test of Honor,"
with John Barrymore.
6^— "The Rescuing Angel,"
with Shirley Mason.
13— "Something
with Bryant Washburn.
Do,
18— "The Roaring Road,"
with Wallace Reid.
13 — "The Lady of Red Butte,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
13 — "Let's Elope,"
with Marguerite Clark.
20 — "Greased Lightning,"
with Charles Ray.
27 — "The Law of Men,"
with Enid Bennett.
— "Oh! You Women,"
Ernest Truax.
— "Vicky Van,"
with Ethel Clayton.
11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen,"
with Marguerite Clark.
11 — "The Home Town Girl,"
Vivian Martin.
18— "The Lady of Red Butte,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
18 — "The Final Close-Up, "
with Shirley Mason.
18— "The Busher,"
with Charles Ray.
25— "The Haunted Bedroom,"
with Enid Bennett.
25 —
with Dorothy Gish.
Get Him Yet,"

Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 80

CORP.

"Perfectly Fiendish Flannagan."
11 Sennett "Never Too Old."
19 Flagg,
Impropaganda."
26 Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
2
Stagg, "One Every Minute."
2
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16 Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9 Sennett, "Rip & Stitch, Tailors."
23 Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2 Arbuckle, "Love."
Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
16 Drew, "Once a Mason."
23 Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
6
Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
20 Drew,
An Amateur Liar."
27 Sennett, "The Little Widow."
4
Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
11 Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
18 Flagg, "Welcome. Little Stranger."
25
Sennett, "Love's False Traces.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
9—

—
—
—
—
—

FOX FILM CORPORATION

one reel

BIG,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
ARTCRAFT PICTURES
,

an.

Jan.
/an.
Jan.
Jan.
fan.

>eb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

'Out of the Shadow." five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
12— 'Under the Top," five reels, with Fred Stone.
19— 'His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
19— 'Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
„
26— "The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.
26— "Don't Change Your Husband, DeMille.
2— "Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
9
"The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
16 "The Poppy Girl's Husband." five reels, with W. S. Hart.
26— "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
"Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
20 "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
20 "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
27 "For Better For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
4
"The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
18
"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
25 "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

STANDARD PICTURES

Apr.

—"Woman! Woman
9— "Every Mother's Son,"
—
23 "The Man Hunter,"
— "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20 — "Wolves of the Night,"

May
May

18

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

June
June

PARAMOUNT

— "Out of the Shadow,"
6—"Jane Goes a-Wooing,"
12— "The Secret Garden,
19— "The Du»» "
with
86— "Venus
the East"
2 — "Hard Boiled,"
2 — "Happy Though Married,"
—
6

an.
ian.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Lec

—

—
— "A
—
15 — "A
4

1

Woman

May
May

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

26
9
23

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Abr.

— "Two

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 28
Mar. 23

9

— 'The Call of the Soul,"
2 — 'Luck and Pluck,"
16
'Hell Roarin' Reform,"
2 — 'The Forbidden Room,"
16 — 'Never Say Quit,"
30— 'Fighting for Gold,"
13 —
of a Big City,"
27 — 'Help! Help! Police,"
—
11
'The Coming of the Law,"
25 — 'The Divorce Trap,"

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
Wallace Reid.
in
five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
five reels, with Enid Bennett
"Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
Brides," five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
"The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
and a Girl," five reels with Marguerite Clark.
"Three
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Thr^." five re^ls, w«th F n'd Rennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.

—
—
—
28—
23 —
28—
2—
2—
9—
—
16
16—
—
9
16
16

I" five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels. All Star Cast
six reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.
Fallen Idol," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"The Jungle Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.

26

VICTORY PICTURES

five reels, with Pauline Frdeerick.
five reels, with Vivian Martin.
five reels, with Lila

9
9

TIMELY PICTURES

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

'Pitfalls

—
— The

——
—
—
18 —

Mar. 9
Mar. 28
6
Apr.
Apr. 20

Men

May
May

64

five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

19

4

'

Tom

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES
No

Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
'The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
'Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
'Married in Haste," five reels, with Alhert Ray.
'The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
'Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
'Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Girl with

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
17—"Fan Fan."
36— "Ali Baba and

Not.
Not.

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

the Forty Thieves."

THE GREAT NINE SERIES

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Suratt in "The Soul of Broadway."
—Valeska
—
Theda Bara
"The Darling of Pari*."
— William Farnum "Hoodman Blind."

0

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

lfl

in

81

in

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.

June

—
Mix in "A Roman Cowboy."
—Tom
"His Musical Sneeze," two
—
"Money
Talks."
6— "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20— "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two
with Tom Mix.
25— "Virtuous Husbands," two
6— "Merry Jailbirds," two
15— "Dabbling
Society," two
9
28

May
May
May
May

—
with Mabel Normand.
Hopkins,"
— "Sis
with Pauline Fredericl
"The Woman on the Index,"
9 — "The Brand," seven
(Rex Beach
16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
30 — "Daughter
with Madge Kennedy.
Mine,"
—
"Spotlight Sadie,"
with Mae Marsh.
13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
27
with Geraldine Farrar.
"The
Stronger Vow,"
—
with Tom Moore.
of the Finest,"
— "One
with Madge Kennedy.
"Leave
To Susan,"
16
28

five reels,

five reels,

of

6

4

11
18

25
1

It

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

—
Beach's "The Crimson
— Rex
Doctors Disagree,"
— "When
"The Fear Woman,"

May
May
July

June

reels.

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

reels,

reels.

reels,
reels.
reels.
reels.

in

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

— "Doggone Tough Luck."
——"Landing
Feb.
an Heiress."
Feb.
"The Bearded Lady."
Feb. 18— "6.000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas."
Feb. 88— "The Pousse Cafe."
Mar. 8 — "Fireman, SaTe My Child."
Mar. 9— "Wild WaTes and Angry Women."
Mar. 18— "William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
Mar. 23 — "Out and In Again,"
Mar. 30— "A Cow's Husband," half
6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
Apr.
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half
—
20
Apr.
and Peaches," half
Apr. 27 — "Seeing Things," half
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half
May
— "Sir Sidney,"
May 11—
May 18 —"Left
the Post," half
May 25 —"The Shell Game,"
Jan.

26
8

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood." six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reds.
"The Border Legion," six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

9.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
an.
an.
an.

half reel.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

"Pigtails

4

reel.

half reel.

at

8

—

—
"Carrying
— "Canada's

Do for Two Cents."
the Liberty Motor."

Will

Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
Mountain of Tears."
Won' Was Born."

8

10

17—"Where
84— "Rous*
2

'The Spirit That

"Oh! Teacher!" half reel.
"Hands Up," half reel.

to

9— "The
6

reel.

half reel.

1

18— "What Uncle Sam
20— "The Truth About
97— "Hang It A1I1"

— "Good Stuff."
Eat."
Story of Steel."
16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
— "Cut Out."
Apr.
—
Apr. 13 "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
—
Apr. 20 "Good Roads.
Apr. 27 — "A Visit
— "Going Up."New Orleans."
May
May 11 — "Can the Poor Fish?"

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

reel.

June
June

Gardenia," six reels.
with Mabel Normand.
Pauline Frederick.

five reels,
five reels, with

Mar. 28
Apr.
Apr.

Special).

reels

It

to

4

May 18— "A Wild

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
WM.

Li.

SHERRY SERVICE*

CAPITOL COMEDIES

"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage,"

with Catherine Calvert.

five reels,

"Red Blood and Yellow,"

five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with BTonciio Billy.

Mar.
Mar.

Billy.

Apr.
Apr.

"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

May
May

— "You Know What Mean," two
—
Big Idea."
— "The
"Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
— "The New Breakfast Food."
23 — "The Potum of Swat."
—
"The Midnight Alarm."
20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two
— "The Sea Wolf," two
18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two
12
26
7

I

reels.

9

6

reels.
reels.

4

reels.

DENNISON STAR SERIES

Inc.

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Soeedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness," two reels.

"Bombs and

Goose Chase."

INC.

Bull," two reels.

COSMOFOTOFIL.M
"Hypocrites," six
"I Believe," six

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION

reels.
reels.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,
"Her Moment," seven

reels,

INC.

drama.

Mar.
Apr.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21."

FORT PITT THEATRE
"The

Italian

Battlefront,"

eight

— "The
—
"The
24 — "The
—

24
Mar. 10
Feb.

6

May

4

Apr.

20

"Desert

five reels,

with Lillian Walker.

Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Thunderbolts of Fate." five reels, with House Peters and Anna
Lehr.
"The Best Man," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

—
— "As

reels.

Love Hunger,"

End

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Thinks." five reels, with Leah Baird.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
Gold," five reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
a

Man

"The Westerners,"

five

reels,

with

Roy

Stewart.

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
"No Children Wanted."

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels
"The Locked Heart," five reels.

"Miss Mischief Maker,"

"Little Miss

Grown-Up,"

an.
an.
an.
an.

RANCHO SERIFS

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

'In the

"Where

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

—
Dreams,"
—"Day
"Shadows,"
— "The
Bondage of

12
26

Feb.

2

six

i

fire reels, with Madge Kennedy.
reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
Barbara," five reels, with

Mae

6

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 31

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Tan.
Jan.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
— "The Gold Cure,"
with Viola Dana,
18— "The Spender,"
with Bert
20— "The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May Allison.
8 — "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
17 — "Johnny on the Spot,"
with Hale Hamilton.
24 — "Peggy Does Her Darndest,"
with May Allison.
— "Satan Junior,"
8
with Viola Dana.
10 — "Blind Man's Eyes,"
with Bert
17 — "The Way of the Strong,"
with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24 — "That's Good,"
with Hale Hamilton.

May
May

Marsh.

65

five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with
Allison.
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"False Evidence,
five reels, with Viola Dana.
"After His
Heart." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with
Allison.

—
—
—
21 —
28 —
—
—
12
7

14

6

May

Own

Emmy

May

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
SCREEN CLASSICS,
"Blue Jeans," seven

INC.,

SPECIALS

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

with Viola Dana.
"Lest
Forget," eight reels, with R5ta Jolivet.
'The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
!Hr ° wn Unite <* States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser/' seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All Star Cast.

We

Mar. 23— "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
Mar. 30 "Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
Apr.
6
"Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
20
Apr.
"Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 "The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May 4 "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch<
May 11 "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

reels,

May
May

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Mar.

— "The

20

Sept.

22
17
15
12

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

and E. K.

Lincoln.

Sawdust Doll,"

five

reels,

20
27

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17
24

Mar.

3

—"A Silk Lined Burglar,"
with
Heap
—
Amazing Wife,"
with Mary MacLaren.
—"The
"What
Am
Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
— "Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief,"
with
Dean.
—
"Bare Fists,"
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious
with Mae Murray.
Devil,"

Mar. 31
7
Apr.
Apr. 14
Apr. 21
Apr.

May
May

with Baby Marie Osborne.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
—
"The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "Carolyn of the Corners,"
9
with Bessie Love.
6— "The Silver Girl,"
Keenan.
— "The Cry of the Weak," with Frank
with Fannie Ward.

Mar.
Apr.

May

five

4

I

5

six reels,
Priscill?
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Priscilla
six reels,
Little
six reels,

VITAGRAPH

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

—
——
—
—

.

—
— "A

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Nov.

PHOTOPLAYS

reels, with Ruth Clifford,
five reels, with Carmel Meyet
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
"Sealed Envelope," five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
"The Little White Savage," five reels. Carmel Meyeri.
Taste of Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

— "Common Clay," seven
2
27 — "The Unknown Love," six

Apr.

— "The Game'sBLUEBIRD
Up,"
— "Who Will Marry
Me?"
3 — "Sue of the South,"
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
—

an.
an.

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES

Apr.

.

with Alice Mann.
(Special), with Belle Bennett.

five reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," <seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
18 — ''The Water Lily,"
25 — "Mayor of Filbert"

26 "A Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
Jan.
Feb. 23
"The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr. 20 "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

May
May
May
May

—
Child,"
—"Fortune's
"Silent Strength,"
—
"The Lion and the Mouse"
8—"The
Problem,"
10— "The Wishing Ring Man,"
10 — "From Headquarters,"
17 — "A Gentleman of Quality,"
24— "Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"
—

with Gladys Lesi-e.
with Harry Morej.
Alice Joyce).
five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Girl
five reels, with Bessie Lovs
Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
five reels, with Earle Williams.
five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
31
"Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
7
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
14
"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
21
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
28 "Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
28 "The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
5
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
12
"Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
19 "The Third Degree," six reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
26 "Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
10
17
24

five reels,
five reels,

(special

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
Isn't Everything," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Hobbs in a Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

"Eves of Julia Deep,"

"Money

!an.
an.
an.
in.
an.

"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"All the

"When

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Man

Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
a

PERFECTION PICTURES
as.

7— Kleine, "Quo

Vadis," eight

reels.
six reels,

— Daly.Brown of Harvard,"
— Essanay,
"Men Who Have Made
MacLane.

{ an.

10

Feb.

1

Selig.

Love

with
to

Tom Moore

Me,"

and Hazel

six reela, with

Easanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Jan. SI— Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Eaamnay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Eduwn, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

Mary

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
—
"What Love Forgives,"
with Barbara Caatleto*
«— "Under Four Flags," 6ve
with Carlyle Blackwell.
"Love
It—
a Hurry,"
with June Elvidge.
SO— "The Bluffer,"
*7— "Heart of Gold."
with Louise Huff.
— "The Roughneck,"
with Montagu Love.
10— "Mandarin's Gold,"
with Kitty Gordon.
17 — "Courage
with Carlyle Blackwell.
Two."
24— "The Moral Deadline."
with Frank Mayo.
8— "Crook of Dreams,"
with Louis Huff.
—
with Kitty Gordon.
"The Unveiling Hand."
17 — "The Hand
with Montagu Love.
24 — "Hit or Miss,"
with Carlyle Blackwell.
31 — "Love Defender,"
with Madge Evans.
— "The
Intruder,"
with Johnny Hines.
14 — "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
6

8

Mar.
Mar. lfj
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
7
Apr.
Apr.
Apr. 21
Apr. 28

May
May
May

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
for
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Invisible,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Little
five reels,
five reels,
"The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
"Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
"The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"The Social Pirate," five reels, with June Elvidge.

in

—
—
—
12 —
19 —
5

McKee.

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and

Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
an.
an.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

— "Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—
"Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
with Alice Brady.
"The Indestructible Wife,"
—
Arabella."
with Constance Talmadge.
and
— "Romance
with Marion Davies.
"The Belle of New York,"
—
with Mitchell Lewis.
"Children of Banishment,"
—
with Alice Brady.
World
Live In/'
—"The
with Norma Talmadge.
"The Probation Wife,"
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadfc*.
— "Marie.
with Alice Brady.
Ltd.."
— "Marry Mary,"
— "The Veiled Adventure," with MarionwithDavies.
Constance Talmadgs—"Redhead,"
with Alice Brady.
five

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

6

—
"The Light
—
—"Adele.
"A Man
— "Her
Code

26
23
Mar. 30

reels,
five

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There," six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm„u.

of

Western Stars," seven

reels,

with Dustin

six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night

in

the Show," two reels.

"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
"
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mysterv
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, ''The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

Farnom

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Soiicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

"When Men

"My

Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

D.

W. GRIFFITH

'The Birth of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert H^rrv*

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY
"Bobby Comes Marching Home."
"Brides for Two."
"Oh, What a Night."
"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 28."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."
"A Rustic Romeo."

HILLER AND WILK
"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

—

"Wrath

of the Gods."
eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Woman,"
"The

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

reels.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

INC.

Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Geezer of Berlin."
Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Throueh to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

"The
"For
"The
"The

"The Frozen Warning," five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanuth't Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Chosen Prince,"
"The Grain of Dust,"

"A Romance

eight reels.
six reels, with Lillian Walker.
of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

JESTER COMEDIES
One

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

two-reel

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

{Robert C. Bruce Scenics)

"The Wolf

—

JAMES KEANE

of the Tetons," one reel.

"Nature Rest and Motion," one reel.
"Horizon Hunters," one reel.
"The High Horse," one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

"The Spreading

Evil," seven reels.

LEA-BELL COMPANY

—

"Modern Mother Goose,"

"Snow White," four

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
10— "An Indian Love Story," one
17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
24 — "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

81

five reels.

reels.

HARRY RAPF

reel.

1
3

one

reel.

"Wanted

reel.

for

Murder,"

five

reel.
reel.
reel.

Is

HARRY RAVER

reel.

FELIX

F.

"The Liberator,"

serial,

with Maciste.

FEIST
SELIG SPECIALS

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Son tea*
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Santchi and Frits*

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.
"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.
"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robortsoa
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaptin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mme. Petrova.

Brunette.
City of
Santchi.

"The

Purple Dreams," six

"Upstairs and

Down,"

five reels,

S-L

"Pershing's Crusaders.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.

with

Bessie

Eyton

and

Tbobm

with Olive Thomas.

PICTURES

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

six

reels,

with

Emmett

Dalton.

ERNEST SHIPMAN

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five reels,

with Enid Markey.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

HARRY GARSON
reels,

reels,

SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front," Italian official war film.

"The Light Within/'

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

with Elaine Hammerstein.

reels,

"The Crime of the Hour."

five reels.

with Blanche Sweet.

eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

GENERAL ENTERPRISES

"Lady

of the Dugout," six reels.

"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

WESTERN IMPORT
"Mickey," seven

67

reels,

with Mabel Normand.

•
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MERIT FILM COMPANY
Announces purchase

of

"THE UNPARDONABLE

SIN"

With

BLANCHE SWEET
Directed by

Marshall Neilan

For

COLORADO
UTAH

WYOMING

NEW -MEXICO

NEBRASKA

The Picture Sensation of The Year
ALSO

GEORGE BEBAN'S

"HEARTS OF MEN"
COLORADO
UTAH

NEW MEXICO

For

WYOMING

MERIT FILM COMPANY
Guardian Trust Building
DENVER, COLO.

M. M. KRAVETZ

LEWIS GOLDSTEIN

PERFECTED PROJECTION

An Advertising Service

THE DE VRY
A

projector, embodying
scientific principles of construction. Is ideal for use in screening
film, and in small town theatres

portable

Exhibitor
Let us help you do advertising that will

get you results. We SPECIALIZE
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
:-:
that's why we do it better.
:•:

where no dependable

light current
exists.
Operates on either alternating or direct
.current, takes standard size reels and
I

CHICAGO,

Marianna Street

The National Poster
5 South

PRINTERS

ILL.

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION

PRICE

DE BERRI SCENIC
922

W.

MONROE

ST.

&

Printing Co.

Ave., Chicago

CONSULTING

T.

-

SUPERVISING

Braun

ARCHITECT
189

All

-

William

[•ami
SCREENS
It

Wabash

EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE THEATRE

DESIGNING

THE

We Have

TYPE ONE SHEETS

SEND FOR SAMPLES

The

REPUTATION
QUALITY

PROGRAMS

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

films, throws pictures up to 12 feet in diameter, and is so light that it can with
ease be carried from place to place.
Write today for a catalog fully describing
its application to your work.

THE DE VRY CORPORATION
1232

for the

Do

It

W. MADISON STREET. CHICAGO

Now

Co.
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS

CHICAGO
68

MAY

CHICAGO,

VI. VIII

17,

1919

No. 21

dke undependeni
J'ilm

hude lafeer

You Sa

iciures
You See
c

ffneBest
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyk
Ho East 4-2„c/ Street

SHED WEEKLY
SO. DEARBORN

MARTIN

ST.

J.
Entered as second class matter, August

Prttidtnt

New

York City

QUIGLEY, PUBLISHER
to.

:oi7. at the

Post Office at Chicago,

III.,

under the Act of March,

3.

1S70.

Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies
time for a

nonsense
and [the jazz of a joyful June. The Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies keep the
fresh breezes of laughter blowing all through
It's

Spring!

It's

little

the year.

They
your

you need for
Guaranteed under

are the box-office tonic
financial

system.

the pure fun and

Welcome
Spring.

comedy

act of 1919.

bloom in the
Jocund as June and as gay as a
as

flowers

that

bridegroom, the Sennett formula for boxoffice prosperity never is known to fail.
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To Kkk Your House for 18 Solid Week*
The Mightiest ferial ft* ef them all

in

the Universal v Tremendous .18-

week Box

w

Office Attraction Serial

NOW

Wire Your Nearest Universal Exchange

DO IT

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPIIY

When

Big

dances

to its

Business, seeking relaxation, squanders its swollen
profts on Big Pleasure, New York's whole glittering underworld

whim.

men craving excitement, cunning men
beautiful women without memories or hopes

Strong

shining palaces of night, recklessly
reputations and hard earned fortunes.

of doubtful past,
swirl through the
squandering health, morals,

To

play with the devotees of Big Pleasure means the opening of
the Golden Doors to the woman who has brains, beauty and nerve.
Such a woman is

"MARY REGAN"
Heroine of Leroy Scott's sensational
Novel of Big Pleasure as played by

ANITA STEWART
Presented by Louis B. Mayer
Directed by Lois

A

First National Attraction

4

Weber

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Our exchanges are

NOT

accepting bookings
of

"Daddy Long Legs"
until

it

each

in

has

its first

run

territory.

But you should know that

we

consider

it

by

far

Mary Pickf ord's
greatest picture

Directed by Marshall Neilan
Photographed by Charles Rasher

A

First National Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

THE BIGGEST EXCEL PICTURE RELEASED! BOOK

IT

FOR A CLEAN-UP!

PEGGY HYLAND

Miss Adventure
ANOTHER LYNN REYNOLDS ACHIEVEMENT
ANOTHER \N LLI AM FOX WINNER.
I

FILM CORPORATION

K X

II

I'l!

[TORS HERALD AND

MOTOGRAPHY

'VIRTUC
STARRING

E. K.

LINCOLN

I

THE STATE

RIC
A Fe
the Bi

Whi<

VIRTU
A

Clean-up

E

TERRITOF

NEW

JERSEY

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIi
ITORS EXCHANGE OF N.
A. M. FABIAN, Gen. Mgr
729

SEVENTH

AVE., N.

Y

OHIO

WEST PENNA
WEST VIRGINl
CO-PARTNER ATTRACTIOI
SIMERAL, Gen. Mgr
125, EAST LIBERTY
PITTSBURGH, PA.

C. H.

BOX

FOR

01
API

Arthur H. Saw
1476

BR
1

PICTURES

Foreign I
J.

FR

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MO TO GRAPH

MEN"

JS

DIRECTED BY RALPH INCE

SENSATION

ITS
r
foments

Hake
ES
If

MEN

ice Attraction

LUEADY SOLD

INDIANA
ILLINOIS

Mfli

MICHIGAN
ARTHUR

S.

HYMAN

ATTRACTIONS
ATHUR S. HYMAN, Gen.
FILM BUILDING

Mgr.

DETROIT, MICH.

CANADA
BIG FOUR LIMITED

I

!

PHOENIX BLOCK
WINNIPEG
CALGARY, VANCOUVER

'RITORY
lerbert Lubin
,

lit

N. Y.
3271

CKLISS, INC.

PICTURES

EXHIBITORS

HE

RA L

D

AN D

MOTOGR A PHY
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James Oliver
the story.

Curwood wrote

Hundreds of thousands

of
people read it in the October
1918 issue of The Green Book.

in

a Hurry"
a Man

"When

the pro-

YOU can

cash in at the box-office
this picture which is so funny it
will make even the operator laugh.

on

Now

Booking at Pathe Exchanges:
"Brass Buttons
"All the World to Nothing"
Rides Alone"
"Where the West Begins"

William Russell Productions

"Hobbs

Henry King directed
duction.

WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

Distributed by

'

pathe

—

,
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LUCKY AS A 4-LEAF CLOVER
That's what the 4 Essanay-Chaplin revivals are to the exhibitors showing them.

Read what

these critics say of

"A Night

Bank", "Police" and "Shanghaied" and you

will

In the Show",

"The

know why:

"Charles Chaplin in his old Essanay pictures proves conclusively that he deserves
the affection which his followers have given him."
New York Tribune.

—

all of

"The audience which filled the Rialto enjoyed Chaplin in an Essanay of the vintage
though it had been made last week and released yesterday." New York

—

of 1915 as

Review.
"See Charlie Chaplin in the roaring Essanay Comedy 'Police'. You will enjoy it
from the very start and it will make you forget your troubles and drive away the
blues."

— Cumberland (Md.)

News.

"Charlie Chaplin delighted Majestic Theatre audiences in a revival of his Essanay

comedy triumph, 'A Night in the Show', regarded as one
has done." Spokane, (Wash.) Spokesman Review.

—

"

'The Bank', the Essanay-Chaplin comedy appeals to
Erie (Pa.) Herald.

all

of the funniest things he

lovers of real

" 'A

humorr"

Night in the Show' shows the great comedian at his best. The picture was enjoyed the second time more than the first." Helena (Mont.) Record-Herald.

—

The 4 Essanay-Chaplin revivals, "A Night in the Show"
"The Bank", "Police", "Shanghaied" and also "Triple
Trouble" are now booking at all World Film Exchanges.

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System
Distributors

12
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COMING!
A

Smashing Dramatic

Success That Will

Make

Film History

AUCE
JOYCE
in

THE THIRD
DEGREE"
CHARLES KLEIN'S
Famous Stage
Directed by

Success

TOM TERRISS

VITAGR
Albert E.Smith. President
13

'3
*

Y
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FRANK

KEENEY

A.

PRESENTS

:

CATHERINE CALVERT
IN

"MARRIAGE

"MARRIAGE"

OUT OF THE
NIGHT"

of the

UNDERWORLD"

FRANK BROADWAY
A KEENEY
1493

NEW YORK
14
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HOME THE FACT

"DRIVES

That Motion Pictures Have 'Arrived'"—
this is

CHICAGO AMERICAN

what the

says about

THE

BETRAYAL
Story

A

and Production by

J.

BARRY

A.

Wonderfully Thrilling Motion Picture Drama With Special Music
By Joseph C. Breil, which opened Monday, May 5, for a
Feature Engagement at the

THEATRE

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

Jackson Boulevard near Michigan Avenue,

At

the time this edition goes to press

it

is

reviews or to give you a

What Evidence

We

The opening day audiences were

Here

are extracts

first

"It

tells

and

far better

*

*

"It's a great story of historic interest, cleverly directed

*

wallop than the

serials

a rousing reception

A merican:

and acted.

tingling

Love scenes spot it, a well told
story embraces every foot of it and the climax is a far
epoch before you.

show

criticisms to reach us:

The

the story of a country's crisis with an exciting

as a plot thread that spreads a live

the

Simply Great!

is

big and gave the

from the

all

on the Box Office.

line

Have

The Herald and Examiner:
romance

too early to print extracts from

has thrills enough for a sixteen week
seems like thirty minutes instead of one hour
and that is the answer to anyone who wants
It

serial.* * * It

and

can show."

to

15

a half,

know what kind

of a picture

it

is."
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SHOLOM ALEICHEM!
ZION FILMS,

Inc.

present

ALICE HASTINGS
with

GIACOMO MASUROFF
and

ALEX TENENHOLTZ
in

"KHAVAH"
Direction

CHAS.

E.

DAVENPORT

WILL MAKE MONEY
for you, for

the

"Khavah"

is

written

by

master pen of a genius, Sholom
Mark Twain.

Aleichem, the Jewish

Ready

for Release

Soon

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS, ATTENTION!
The Picture You Will Be Proud

ZION FILMS,
1400 Broadway

GREELEY
16

3992

to

Book

Inc.
NEW YORK

CITY
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Important Announcement to Exhibitors Everywhere
The Parex Film Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, N.
Furnishing

The WILLIAM

Y.

SHERRY SERVICE

L.

Announces That:

On and

May

1919, Sherry Service Feature
in All United States Territory by Sherry Salesmen, Under the Personal
Direction of William L. Sherry, and will be Distributed Solely Through the Film Clearing House, Inc.
TOUCH RIGHT NOW WITH THE NEAREST FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGE FORjTHE

After

Attractions Will

GET

IN

1,

Be Sold

FOLLOWING GREAT PRODUCTIONS BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SHERRY SERVICE:

"TWILIGHT"

"MARRIAGE FOR CONVENIENCE"

De Luxe

Pictures Production
In Six Parts
Starring

Frank A. Keeney Production

DORIS KENYON

CATHERINE CALVERT

(New

(New

—

In Five Parts

Release)

— Starring

Release)

"LOVE AND THE LAW"

"CALIBRE

Edgar Lewis Production
A Great Love Drama in Six Parts

Edgar Lewis Production
With Mitchell Lewis and Hedda Nova

(New

Release)

— Starring

ANDERSON (BRONCHO BILLY)

(New

Pictures Production

Six Parts

— Starring

Written by Virgie E. Roe

"MARRIAGE"

"THE STREET OF SEVEN STARS"

Frank A. Keeney Production

De Luxe

— Starring

CATHERINE CALVERT

Pictures Production

In Six Parts

— Starring

DORIS KENYON

With David Powell and Thomas Holden

By Mary Roberts Rinehart

"THE INN OF THE BLUE MOON"
De Luxe

De Luxe

DORIS KENYON

Release)

In Five Parts

Release)

"WILD HONEY"

Golden West Producing Company
In Five Parts
G. M.

(New

Six Parts

"SON OF A GUN"

38"

"OUT OF THE NIGHT"

Pictures Production
In Six Parts
Starring

—

Frank A. Keeney Production

DORIS KENYON
"A ROMANCE OF THE

In Six Parts

— Starring

CATHERINE CALVERT
"RED BLOOD AND YELLOW"

UNDERWORLD"

Frank A. Keeney Production

Golden West Producing Co.

CATHERINE CALVERT

G.

M.

ANDERSON

BOOK THEM ALL THROUGH
William L. Sherry Service

At

All Film Clearing

House Exchanges

A

17
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FIRST

TWO REEL

CHRISTIE

Special

ENTITLED

''Sally's

Blighted Career"
With

a Feature Cast

FAY TINCHER
MOLLY MALONE

PATRICIA PALMER

HELEN DARLING
rosco;e karns

HARRY DEPP

...And...

MARJORIE PAYNE

30

Follies Girls

Released

May

15th

BOOKED THRU
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
Wimmer
Indianapolis

Building
-

207 So.

Chicago

Indiana

MIDWEST FILM CO

Wabash
-

Ave.
Illinois

SUPREME SYSTEM,

INC.

Film Exchange Bldg.
Minn.

Toy Building
Milwaukee - Wisconsin

Minneapolis

18

>

YES - MR. EXHIBITOR
THIS

15

FAMILY

OUR WHOLE

NOW

-

FEATURED

IN

THE UNKNOWN LOVE"- "THE MASTER MAN
THE PI SHOP'S EMERALPS" ANP r
-."OH BOY!!

'DOLOR.ES
CASS/A/ELLI

—
^
.

—
XH

IP,

I

TORS HRRAL1)

A XI)

MOTOORA I'll Y

Trade Paper

Ideal

The policy governing the conduct of the HERALD is based
on a definite, concrete and uncompromising ideal of service
to and advancement of the motion picture trade.
The thoroughly

established reputation of independence is

in itself a disavowal of the petty favoritisms

and prejudices

that tend to reduce reactionary trade media to the low
level

of

parasitical

grafters,

rendering nothing that

is

worthy of the name of service, yet collecting a tribute
from those elements of an industry that believe flattery
and mis-representation to be good advertising.

The HERALD
in the
its

believes in the

motion picture trade.

motion picture and believes
It sees in the

— a governor of public opinion

reader

of this

exhibitor

and future

a tremendous
commercial factor and also a powerful instrument for the
speedier advancement of the world's progress.
generations.

It recognizes in this industry

The HERALD

is

not unmindful

of

the

responsibilities

devolving upon the press of this industry. It believes that
the highest ideal is not only warranted but demanded,
and in the prosecution of this conviction it has set for
a standard of independence, impartiality and fair
play which means the continued furtherance of this trade
journal as spokesman for the highest ideals of the motion
itself

picture industry.

Martin

J.

Quigley
PUBLISHER
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YOU CAN'TWITHGO WRONG
"THE ECHO OF YOUTH"

"

SEE

VOU HAVE DONE)' a scene
WHAT
Shepavd and
M Lean in

Charles Fichman, Pearl

from

"Tlxe

Jack

Echo of Yoxilh"

Mae

c

graphic film corporation

Tinee in "The Chicago Tribune"

ABOUT

IT—

We Recommend and Guarantee

It

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS COMPANY
Frank Zambreno, Pres.
207

M.
So.

Wabash
21

Ave., Chicago

J.

Mintz, Mgr.

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Illinois

Legislators

Hear

"Josselyn's

Bill

20......
to Censor Films Dies

mittee Room
Kansas Exhibitors to

Com-

Reorganize Old League
27

Wharton's Project

at

San Antonio

Is

Sound

Film

General

Sherry

;

Out

Pulls

.

28
for

Charles Pathe Here to Visit American Branch

Company
28
Exhibitors Pledge N. A. M. P. I. Aid in Driving
Out Salacious Pictures
29
A. S. Kirkpatrick Leaves Mutual to Return to
Producing Field
30
Exhibitors' Convention Preceded by National
Picture "Hell on Earth"

J.

A.

36

Film Passes

C,

with

parts,
I),

five

"Beating the Odds," Vitagraph
with Harry T. Morey

parts,

D.

five

Volume VIII

12

Frank A. Keeney Productions
Marquette Piano Company
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Illinois, Inc
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Nicholas Power

7
17
8,

£

*
Vitagraph
Unity Photoplays Company
Universal Film Manufacturing Companv
Westgate Hotel
N
World
}
Zion Films, Inc
".

.

45

MAY

,

17,

1919

14

65
23
68
24

Company

S-L Pictures
A. Teitel

45

1

19

44
44

5

6

Del Goodman

44

parts,"

2
4.

Fox Film Corporation
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

Select Pictures Corporation
W. L. Sherry Service

with

"Daddy Long Legs," First National C, seven
parts, with Mary Pickford
"The Home Town Girl," Paramount C-D. five
Martin

18

66
66

First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc

Taylor

Ethel Clayton

parts, with Vivian

66

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

D,

Holmes
"Vicky Van," Paramount

11

61
15

Eastman Kodak Company
Essanay

Barry Productions

five

52
57
59, 60
62, 63, 64

53, 54, 55. 56,

DeBerri Scenic Company

36

Brady
43
"Modern Husbands," Exhibitors-Mutual D. five
parts, with Henry B. Walthall
43
"After His Own Heart," Metro C. five parts, with
Hale Hamilton
44
Triangle

39
49, 50, 51

American Film Company
Bee Hive Exchange
"The Betrayal"
Burke & James
Celebrated Players Film Corporation

seven parts
43
"Greased Lightning," Paramount C, five parts,
with Charles Ray
43
"Red Head," Select D, five parts, with Alice

"Taxi,"

.'

Advertisers

Players-Lasky Studios on Long

Betrayal,''

46

Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications

Reviews

"The

parts,

34

.,

When

.

Up and Down Film Row
What the Picture Did for Me

District Managers to Gather in New
York, May 12
34
:
Frank G. Hall Is Interested in Two More Producing Companies
35

Island to Cost $2,000,000
Red Flag Incident Closed
Inspection

five

Exhibitors Bureau

Paramount

New Famous

parts,

The Cutting Room

New

for

46
five

Departments

33

Guy Empev Given Capable Support

parts, with

,

28

Membership Campaign

five

with Enid Bennett
46
"Bare Fists," Universal D, six parts, with Harrv
Caf ey
46
"Help! Help! Police!" Fox C, five parts, with
George Walsh
46

Fi-

nancially

Bankruptcy Asked

D,

45

J

27

This Month

Fxhibitors-Mutnal

"The Money Coral," Artcraft D, five
W illiam S. Hart
"The Pest Man," lodkinson C-D,
.. with J. Warren Kerrigan
"The Law of Men," Paramount D,

27
in

Wife,"

parts, with Bessie Barriscale

Against

Protest

May

Censorship

Wisconsin

to

9
66
13
21
3

60
10
16

Number

21
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EXHIBITORS ATTENTION
A

There will be

CONVENTION
at

On Wednesday, May 20th, 1919
1

of the

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION

of ILLINOIS

THE DAY THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HAS SET
FOR THE HEARING OF THE STATE CENSORSHIP BILL

THIS
If

IS

YOUR BUSINESS— YOUR PATRONS—YOUR AMERICANISM—
YOUR INDUSTRY from POLITICAL TYRANNY

you want to protect

ATTEND THIS CONVENTION
The

DON'T LEAVE

politicians in Illinois have already started to strangle you.

contemplated in the
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

state,

and

in every city,

town and

village

A law to censor each picture.
A law to close places of amusement on Sunday.
A law to increase the tax on "movies" to make up
A law to prevent children attending "movies".
A law raising license fees for your theatre.

ARE YOU A SLACKER

TO GEORGE

IT

Already there has been introduced or
where there is a "movie",

the deficit in whiskey revenue.

DO YOU WANT TO FACE RUIN ?

?

WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS TO

W. W.

WATTS,

President M. P. A. of Illinois, Majestic Theatre, Springfield,

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF

III.

ILLINOIS

207 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO
Write to the Field Secretary,

IF

THIS BILL GOES

SAM ATKINSON,

for particulars

THROUGH 50% OF YOUR PICTURES WILL BE RUINED
23
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'T'UE

motion picture should be

tertainment

of

practically

a

year 'round en-

uniform

seem

to indicate that

one of the big factors that mili-

during the coming season.

is to

be eliminated

Instead of working

moral

propaganda

whose uniform

films,

obnoxiousness has been laid at the door of the film

popularity.

Producers announcements for the summer months

tated against uniform popularity

so-called

industry.

Dr. Atkinson points out that practically without
exception these pictures were originated and financed

off

outside of the film business; that deluded groups of

mediocre productions during a time that the ex-

the reform element have been responsible for these

hibitor requires the greatest box office stimulant for

pictures, apparently

the maintenance of attendance several leading pro-

violators of various laws by depicting horrible

ducers have declared for the publication of big attrac-

ples of trangressors.

tions during the

coming summer

This scheme of reform

season.

Exhibitors can insure the success of this innova-

— which
them — by continuing

certainly

tion

cheapest during the

is

of greatest importance to

to seek the best

hoping

and not the

summer months.

there

is little

to discourage prospective

is

by no means new and

in its record to indicate that

name

achieved anything worthy of the
It is to be

N. A. M. P.

exam-

has ever

it

success.

hoped that the recent declaration of the
I.

an end to these

will effectually put

plagues of the screen.

T EADING

distributors have given the subject of

national advertising a great deal of study and
several of the experiments that have been undertaken

XTOWIIEJtE

have proven very costly.

A

recent communication from a prominent western

exhibitor emphasizes one of the outstanding disadvantages of national advertising of motion pictures, particularly

where current publications are cited in ad-

'

ful.

during the current legislative season

have the advocates of censorship been success-

Wisconsin

last

week became the

Without

to repudiate the proposition of censorship.

question, this indicates an inevitable trend toward a

permanent adjustment of

vertisements.

twentietli state

The

this problem.

decision

When a picture is advertised this week, for instance,
in a medium of national popular circulation and does

of the legislatures of twenty sovereign states directly

not come to be shown in the smaller cities and towns

that have been

until weeks

minds

and months

of readers

in the face of the elaborate censorship

made

is

experiments

tremendously significant.

later it appears old in the

and theatre patrons.

In this manner, according to our correspondent,
national

advertising

individual

of

attractions

TT

or

N >EB the leadership of Frank
I

Rembusch

.1.

a

groups of current attractions actually works a severe

^

hardship to the majority of exhibitors.

ture Exhibitors Association of America has been un-

campaign

dertaken.

for

membership

Paralleling this work

Motion Pic-

tor the

is

an

effort

to pre-

pare for the coming national convention which will

SAM

ATKINSON,

who

is

directing the anti-cen-

be held next

sorship fight in Illinois, has produced some interesting statistics with

respect

month

in St. Louis.

Now

is

the time

for heroic effort in order that the convention

to the origin of the

able to

^"nwiinraitm™™^
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make

a

record of real achievement.

may

be
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H era id grams
Harry L. Reichenbach, the publicity baron of
Broadway, spent a lew days in Chicago last week. In
a very un-Reichenbach manner he declined firmly to
Various appointments with
tell what it was all about.
a star of international reputation, in Chicago at the
time, might be taken as a clew.
J. J. McCarthy and his colleague, Theo. Mitchell,
slipped into Chicago quietly last week, their presence
finally being announced by a series of striking halfpage newspaper advertisements telling-the world about
"The Betr-ayal" and its initial exhibition at the Illinois

Theatre on Monday,

May

For a while the ex-kaiser was saying nothing and
sawing wood. Now he's cut out the wood pile.
Mrs. Vernon Castle interrupted the filming of her
production for Famous Players-Lasky to become
the bride of Captain Robert I£lias Treman, May 3.
The newly weds are spending their honeymoon in the
Adirondacks, where Mrs. Castle-Treman will pose for
the concluding scenes of the screen feature she has been
latest

on.

Miss Geraldine Farrar. who has just ended an
opera season of unusual brilliance and activity, will
leave

New York May

10,

for the

Goldwyn

studios, at

Culver City.
After all these transatlantic jaunts of President
Wilson's he ought to qualify as a film reviewer. That
i^if he looks at one-half of the pictures supplied the

George Washington.
William A. Brady and wife. Grace George, have
departed for a business and pleasure trip to Furope.

Roy

Items

About Film

West

of

Men

Interest
and Affairs

coast, expects to leave within a short time

fori

Europe.

James L. Burke, special representative for Frank
G. Hall's picture interests, returned to New York a few
days ago after a tour of the Film Clearing House exchanges east of Denver.

Guy Fmpey is the happy possessor of a 100-year-old
meerschaum and amber cigarette holder presented to
him by Victor A. Stewart, who just became associated

Guy Empey

with

productions.

5.

Samuel Goldwyn made a brief visit to Chicago on
Thursday for a conference with Aaron J. Jones. Mr.
Goldwyn was returning from a protracted sojourn in
Los Angeles.

working

Br,ief

Import, who has been
Los Angeles, has returned

A Herald reader wants to know where he can get
It seems he's around the
a nice little theatre to run.
house too much, in his wife's way, and he thinks if he
has a picture house to manage his wife will cease complaining about his hanging around the old fireside.

Humphrey,

Orral

and recently
tirement to

He was

last

for

many

years a

Broadway

stari

motion pictures, has announced his retake up ranching at Happy Valley, Calif.
with Cniversal as player and director.
in

Dario L. Faralla, deputy comptroller of Select Pictures Corporation, has been appointed comptroller of
the new Selznick Pictures Corporation a step in keeping with the statement of Lewis J. Selznick that all
future promotions in his company are to be "made from
the ranks."

—

ing

Sherman S. W ebster profits by the same policy, bemoved from the Buffalo exchange to take charge

of Select's Cleveland branch. David J. Selznick, despite
the handicap of being in the family, has been advanced
from assistant manager to manager of the New England
territory, and in turn has promoted Morris Safier from
salesman to sales manager for the territory.

An

New

all-day convention of the Interior Decorators
United States is to be held at the Hotel Astor,
York, on May 12. The film boys will have to

move

up.

of the

Aitken, of Western

spending several months
to New York.

Howard Hickman

is

in

Schmidt has resigned as assistant branch
Fox Film Corporation at Omaha, Neb.,
to enter a bigger field in the motion picture industry.
He is not privileged to announce the details of his new
C.

E.

manager

seriously

ill

with pneumonia

in

Hollywood.

for the

position at this time.

E. Richard Schayer, the

new head

of the Brentcollaborating with King
\\
Yidor on the story for the next Brentwood production featuring Florence Vidor who, for the first time
before the public, at least will be directed by her young

wood Scenario department,

is

.

Lucien Andriot, formerly cameraman for the World
Film Corporation and more recently an aviator in the
American Cinematographic Division, has been appointed a member of the photographic staff of the
Capellani studios at Ford Lee.

husband.
Charles G. Stewart, general manager of )ctagon
Films, Inc., is a member of the firm of Stewart & Morrison, Inc., producers of "Our Pleasant Sins,'' which
opened at the Belmont theatre. New York, last week.
(

as

is

Edgar Lewis and wife are a long ways from home,
testified by souvenir postcards received from them

from Nara, Japan.

George A. Smith, former director of serial sales
Pathe until entering the Division of Films, Department of Public Information, is now touring Europe on
a special train, on government business.
for

Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation,

who

just

returned to the

East from the

J

:
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Wisconsin Bill to
Censor Films Dies

Committee

In

Room

Vigorous Protest From All
Parts of State Ends
Agitation
MADISON, WIS.— The Oakes cenbeen reported by the
committee for indefinite postponement.
The action effectively smothers the
measure for the present session of the
sorship

j

has

bill

as it is now too late to introduce another bill.
Thus the danger
of censorship in Wisconsin has passed
for two years at least.
legislature,

;

I

Women

,

j

I

and Labor Protest
Action by the committee followed a
state-wide demonstration against the
bill becoming a law in which civic organizations, women's clubs and labor
unions

with

joined

exhibitors

de-

in

manding the defeat of the measure.
Mrs. Max Katz, prominent Milwaukee

I

•

woman

club

Hear Protest
Against Censorship Tuesday May 20

Illinois Legislators to

and

president
of
the
Alliance, is given a
great deal of credit for the defeat of the
bill.
In newspaper articles, public ad-

Sentiment Against Political Body Passing on
Films Growing as Exhibitors Rouse Friends
Of Industry for Battle
Motion picture exhibitors from

all

parts of the state of Illinois will

gather at Springfield Tuesday, May 20, to voice their protest against the
proposed censorship of motion picture films by the state.
W. W. Watts, president of the newly formed Motion Picture Association of Illinois, has arranged with Chairman Holaday of the House
Judiciary Committee to give a special hearing exclusively to opponents of
the Buck censorship bill on that date.

Chicago to Send Delegation

The

largest delegation will be from Chicago and the immediate vicinity.
Leading exchange men and exhibitors of the city have already pledged
themselves to attend, and managers of suburban houses are planning to
accompany the Chicago party.
Down the state, Mr. Watts has taken charge of stirring up interest
and is accomplishing results. All of the larger cities will be represented.
Springfield and the vicinity will have a 100 per cent attendance.

Woman's School

.

I

I

I

|l

I

I

dresses and interviews she strongly con-

demned

legislation which would
give a politically appointed committee of
three the right to dictate what films the
citizens of Wisconsin could and could

not see.
N. A. M. P.

One
I

any

of
the

against
the N. A.

the
bill

Has

I.

Influence

arguments
was the ultimatum of
strongest

M.

P. I. that passage of the
censorship bill would result in Wisconr sin's being cut off from being supplied
with, pictures by the leading film comI

I

I

panies.

The

Hi
:

committee considering the bill
conducted a public hearing, and following the testimony offered found that the
great

bulk of the

opposed the

people

of

the

staie

bill.

Raise Interesting Point
SEATTLE. WASH.— As a result of

a

being erected opposite a public
school here, the Parent-Teachers' association has asked the city council to
pass an ordinance prohibiting a theatre
being opened within 100 feet of the
corner of any school grounds.
theatre

Start Lehrman Studio
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Ground

has
been broken for the new Henry Lehrman studios. The site comprises 10
acres in Washington boulevard near the
luce and Goldwyn plants.

New
LIMA,
ing 1,200

Theatre for Lima

OHIO— A
is

new

theatre seatto be erected on the present

Empire Theatre site by William RusT. Dunlap Reed. A. Ritzier, Dan
Kirwin and Floyd Focht.

sell.

Plan $100,000 Theatre
ANDERSON. IND.— Neel M.

Mc-

Cullough and Fred E. Mustard have secured
an
option
on
property
at
Meridian and Twelfth
streets,
upon
which they will erect a $100,000 theatre,
seating 1.200 people.

In the meantime, plans outlined at the
recent Chicago convention of the association to arouse the public to the dangers

of censorship are rapidly being carried
out.

Newspapers Are Active
Editorials are appearing in the daily
newspapers. Theatres are running slides
pointing out the menace of political censorship and printing pointed paragraphs
in their house organs and programs. Motion picture departments of several newspapers are assisting in gathering petitions protesting against the bill becom
ing a law.
Many things which have happened outside of Illinois in the past few days are
expected to influence the legislature in
its decision.
The step taken by the N. A. M. P. I.
to put the fly-by-night producer of salacious films out of business has reinforced
the argument that the motion picture
industry can do more to raise the standard of films than any outside influence.

Wisconsin Action Impresses

convention for the 18th, 19th
20th, and they were very much surprised at the number that responded to
their first letter.
It looks as though the exhibitors of
the State of Kansas are waking up and
will try to reorganize the old Exhibitors'

calling a

and

League.

Much credit is due Mr. Savage and Mr.
Robinson as they have planned a big entertainment for the visitors and have the
co-operation of the Hutchinson Chamber
of Commerce and the Rotary Club.
In order to add a little local interest,
the}' have put on a voting contest whereby same Hutchinson girl, through the
courtesy of the merchants, will have the
opportunity of a free trip to California
for a tryout to get in pictures.

Sunday Question Stirs
HUNTINGTON. L.
— Benjamin
I.

Goldstein of the Palace theatre is heading a movement to have local theatres
opened Sundays and has petitioned the
town board for permission.
Church
people are fighting the proposition.

The abandonment

of the censorship
Wisconsin, Illinois' sister state,
has made a deep impression, it being
the twentieth state to kill a censorship
measure after investigating the matter
thoroughly.
Sam Atkinson and Lewis F. Jacobson,
acting for the Motion Picture Association of Illinois, gave a luncheon to Miss
Rose Tapley, a representative of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, at
the Hotel Morrison on Monday, preliminary to the meeting in Springfield on
the 20th, at which the trade press and
others were present.
bill

in

Kansas Exhibitors
To Reorganize Old
League This Month
KANSAS CITY.— Fred

Savage of the

Theatre, and W. C. Robinson
of Hutchinson, have received the authority from Harry Keifer of Salina. Kan.,
who was secretary of the Kansas State
Exhibitors' League, to send out notices

De Luxe
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Donovan Plans Comedies

NEW YORK.— Tt
P.

is

that Frank
of Macdon
to make a series
said

Donovan, former director

Pictures Corporation, is
of comedies featuring Gertrude

Shelby.
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BEST

|

REGENT THEATRE
Prairie du Chien, Wis.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

I

Enclosed find check for three

i

|

To

|

years'

|

ALD

AND MOTOGRAPHY
subscription

to

the

HERALD.

I
find the HERthe best film trade paper
the market today and I am

on
in

need of same ebery week.
(Signed) Geo. Gassen, Mgr.
Regent Theatre.
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Wharton's Project
At San Antonio

is

Citizens Subscribe $150,000
Preferred Stock in Full.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.— With

—
—

—
—

—

Fomby, Mrs. Roxana GunGoggan, Erhard Guenther,
Wm. C. Hogg. L. J. Hart, W. Leslie
Harris, Robert M. Harris, H. I. Hymans,
W. G. Higgins, Raymond Hood, F. L.
Hillyer, J. E. Jarratt, Albert Kronkosky,
J. F. Kline, Frank M. Lewis, Jack Lockie,
J. B. Martindale, T. W. Menefee, J. M.
Nix, Ike T. Pryor, Theo. M. Plummer,
Mrs. Ike T. Pryor, Dick O. Prassel, W.
C. Rigsby, Walter P. Shafer, Wm. Steinhardt, D. J. Sullivan, Ben A. Stribling.
Frank C. Suchy, Albert Steves, Jr.,
Stowers Furniture Co., Chas. Schreiner,
Dunn,

Chas.

Jr.,

Dr.

D.

E. S.

Thos.

ter,

J.

Schreiner,

Ernst Steves,

Sr.,

Thompson, Thomas Vann,
Woodward, Nat M. Washer, Frank

F.

L.

Wynn, A. W. West,
Martin Wright and T. H. Zanderson.
Irving Cobb, Holman
Day, Harry
Leon Wilson and other American writers will furnish the script for the photoA. Winerich, L. K.

plays to be filmed here.

Famous-Players Lasky
Stock May Be Listed
Application has been made to the New
York stock exchange to list the stock
of

the

A

Bankruptcy Asked
For General Film;

of 300,000 shares.

Profits

quarter of this year,

Pioneer Buys Feature

NEW YORK.— Harry

Rapf's produc-

of Cosmo Hamilton's novel, "Sins
of the Children," it is said, has been
purchased by the Pioneer Films.
tion

in

Country

Since United States

Entered War
NEW YORK— Charles Pathe,

cheva-

of the Legion of Honor and head of
the great international motion picture
organizations bearing his name, arrived
in New York April 29 for a stay in this
country of several months' duration. He
was met at the dock by Paul Brunet,
vice-president and general manager of
I'athe
Exchange, Inc.
This is Mr.
Pathe's first visit to this country in several years, his last being before the
United States entered the war, and at a
time when the German submarines were
making transatlantic travel dangerous.
lier

Sherry Pulls Out
Stockholders

Undecided As
to Pursue

To What Course

NEW YORK—

Stockholders in the
General Film Corporation are still undecided as to whether to have the organization liquidate its present indebtedness
and start fresh with new capital, or wind
up affairs of the concern and quit.
Decision must be made within a short
time as an involuntary bankruptcy petition is on file in the United States District Court against the company.

The

petition was filed by Max Sheinan attorney, with claims of the following creditors: The Interstate Film
Company, $4,000; Frank M. Williams.
$000. and Herbert H. Yudkin, $500. The

art,

petitioning creditors allege that the film
company is insolvent and committed an
act of bankruptcy in making preferential payments to certain creditors.
William L. Sherry, whose features
were handled by General, has made an
alliance with the Film Clearing House,
Inc., which will handle the physical distribution
'of
all
pictures
published
through the Sherry Service. He will
cover the United States with his own
salesmen again.
The pictures taken from General are:
"Romance of the Underworld," "The
Street of Seven Stars," "Out of the
Night," "The Inn of the Blue Moon."

"Red Blood and Yellow,"
"Wild Honey," "Son of a Gun," "Mar-

"Marriage,"

riage for Convenience," "Calibre .38,"
"Twilight," and "Love and the Law."

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

for the
says a New
York wire, indicate that 1919 will be
the best the company has experienced,
the first three months showing net at
the rate of $30 a share for the year. Dividend payments at the rate of $6 a share
per annum were resumed last month.

first

motion

A

Priscilla

tion. There are 108,000 shares outstanding, of no par value, of an authorized

issue

American

Had Not Been

for
picture
theatres
waged by friends of the silent drama
was lost when the city council refused to permit the theatres to open
on the Sabbath.
The motion picture question has
presented an interesting situation
here for some time.
petition
signed by 239 persons, many leading
business men, was presented.
counter-petition
opposing Sunday
shows, with 218 names, was presented by the ministers.

$150,-

Visit

Branch of Company

GREENSBURG, IND.— Fight

Sunday

000 of preferred stock fully subscribed,
the Sau Antonio Pictures Corporation,
which the Wharton Brothers of
in
Ithaca, N. Y., and Maclyn AFbuckle are
interested, has reached the organization
stage and expects to be in shape to begin production within a few weeks.
Maclyn Arbucklc has been elected
president; L. D. Wharton, vice-president
and general manager, and T. W. Wharton, supervising director.
Other officers are as follows:
Vice-President Charles Schreiner, Jr.
Vice-President L. J. Hart.
Treasurer R. D. Barclay.
Secretary W. H. Furlong.
Assistant Secretary W. C. Hogg.
In addition to the officers, the board
of directors includes F. M. Lewis, Ike
T. Pryor and J. E. Jarratt. R. J. Boyle
is counsel.
The following is a list of stockholders
who have invested $1,000 or more in this
Maclyn Arbuckle, T. B.
enterprise:
Baker, J N. Brown, H. J. Benson, Roy
Beitel, R. L. Ball, R. D. Barclay, Cole
Y. Bailey, J. K. Beretta, John Bennett,
Bernard Brown, R. J. Boyle, Fred W.
Cook, John B. Carrington, Wm. H.

To

Fight for Sunday
Motion Pictures

Sound Financially

.

Charles Pathe Here

Greensburg Loses

is

Dean

111

Priscilla Dean, popular Universal star,
Hollywood, Calif.,
ill at her home in

with pneumonia.

As Miss Dean's newest film
completed Olga Petrova, who
tilling a vaudeville engagement,
engaged to play her part and
the story on schedule time.

was not
has been
has beer,
complete

Buffalo Outlook Bright
BUFFALO, N. Y.— The city council
a unanimous vote has instructed Corporation Counsel Rann to prepare an
ordinance legalizing Sunday motion picture shows.

by

28
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CHARLES FA THE

As Mr. Pathe was much fatigued from
his long

journey he asked to be excused

from making any statement at the time,
and left almost immediately for the house
which has been leased for him at Forest
Hills, L. I.
It is expected that he will
grant an interview to representatives of
the trade press on some day within the
near future.
It is said at the Pathe offices that Mr.
Pathe has expressed much satisfaction
with business conditions as he finds them

reflected in the Pathe Exchange, and that
he feels a just pride in the great growth
in the organization since his last visit, a
growth which has been particularly
rapid during the past year.
Mr. Pathe's views with regard to the
present and future of the motion picture
business will be awaited with interest by
everyone in the industry.

Buy Oshkosh Theatre
OSKOSH, WIS.— Charles Stewart and
Tom Norman, the latter well known as
owner of the Rex Theatre, at Racine,
have purchased the Palace Theatre, this

the

place.
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Exhibitors Pledge N. A. M.P.I. Aid
In Driving Out Salacious Pictures
Taken

To Play "Peg'
Wanda Hawley Who Has Been

Crush Disreputable Theatres and
Producers Are Welcomed by Exhibitors
Throughout Country
YORK
— Decision of the National Association of the Motion
NEW

Steps

to

Chosen
In the

for the Titular Role

Famous Players-Lasky

Feature "Peg O'

My

Heart"

smash at the fly-by-night producers of salacious films
has been received with enthusiasm by the better class of
exhibitors throughout the United States.
From all parts of the country, telegrams congratulating the industry's
leaders on the stand they have taken have poured in. Offers of co-operation
have been received from reputable exhibitors in every community.
Will Crush the Disreputable Theatre
Picture Industry to

with both

fists

The ultimatum served upon theatre owners that they will be refused
clean pictures if they run any him disapproved by the National Board of
Review is believed to sound the death knell for the gaudy, cheap, disreputable theatres, which have brought criticism and abuse down upon the
entire industry.
Exhibitors' organizations, exchange men's leagues and all other organized units of the motion picture business are pledged to lend a hand in
strictly enforcing the policy outlined.
Within twelve months, it is predicted,
the vicious theatres with their suggestive
posters, misleading banners and appeals
to the morbid will become a memory.

To End Censorship Agitation
And with their passing the demand
for legal censorship of films
to disappear almost entirely.

is

expected

Believing that motion pictures of questionable moral theme publicly exhibited
threaten the very existence of the motion picture industry, more than 95 per
cent of the recognized producers of
screen stories met at the Hotel Claridge
in New York recently and took the decisive action which it is believed will
effectively cleanse the screen of sensational salacious films.
The plan of vigorous, aggressive action against the disreputable motion picture and particularly against the producers of pictures who' would seek to
profit financially by exploiting sensational scenes and stories on the screen
is taken as the result of unanimous action by the producer and distributor
members of the National Association
their own product to
as that of the producers not members of the association.

who have pledged
the

same scrutiny

Plan Is Outlined

The

effect as outlined in the
to serve notice immediately upon every exhibitor of motion
of
pictures in the United States
'there are about 17,000 that none of the

plan
resolutions

in

is

i

—

—

whom

agencies of the producing
companies would serve any theatres or
.exhibitor with motion pictures if he
should run for public exhibition any film
'that has been disapproved by the National Association.
'distributing

joint meeting of the producing
distributing branches of the Najtional Association of the Motion Picture
Industry held in the city of New York
the following resolutions were unani-

At a

•and

mously adopted:
First
That all members of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry shall sub
mit to it every picture produced and distributed
by them upon its request at any time prior to or

exhibition thereof, and shall acany and all rulings made by said National
Association in respect thereto.
Second— That all producers and distributors
shall attach at the beginning of the first reel of

after
cept

the public

every picture produced and distributed by them
such mark or stamp as shall be authorized and
issued by said National Association and shall remove the same upon order thereof.
Third That all members of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry shall forthwith advise all of their exhibitors that on and
after the 1st day of June, 1919, they shall refuse
to furnish any of their product for exhibition in

—

any theatre in which there shall be exhibited after
the receipt of such notice any motion picture disapproved by the said National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, or from which eliminations have been ordered or changes in titles or
subtitles have been ordered by it but not made;
and that the purport of this third paragraph be
incorporated in and made a part of all contracts
between distributors and exhibitors hereafter entered into.
Fourth That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry take all steps that may
be permitted by law to prohibit the exhibitions of
such pictures as are by it disapproved or from
which eliminations or changes in titles or subtitles have been ordered by it but not made.
Fifth
That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry shall adopt rules, regulations and orders with respect to the foregoing
and provide for their proper enforcement.
Sixth
That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry condemns the exhibition
of all pictures which are obscene, immoral, salacious or tend to corrupt or debase morals or that
are exhibited contrary to its rules, regulations or
orders.
Seventh That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry shall assist and co-operate with the proper authorities in any legal
proceedings, whether criminal or otherwise, that
may be undertaken to prohibit the exhibition of
such pictures and in the prosecution of those exhibiting the same.
Eighth That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry reaffirms its unalterable
opposition to any form of legalized censorship of
motion pictures prior to their exhibition.
Ninth That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry shall endeavor to cause
to be adopted an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States prohibiting the enforcement
of any law abridging the freedom of expression
through the medium of the motion picture to the
same effect as is provided in Article I of the ten
original amendments to the Constitution of the
United States that were declared in force December If), 1791, prohibiting the enactment of any
law abridging the freedom of speech or of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

press.

—

Tenth That the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry urge the passage of a
law by the next Congress of the United States
amending that section of the penal law of the
United Slates which now prohibits the transmission by mail or otherwise of indecent pictures or
literature so as to clearly include the prohibiting
of a like transmission of obscene or indecent motion pictures.

Exhibitors

who do

not

understand

clearly the attitude of the N. A. M. P. I.
are urged to communicate with officers
Co-operation of all
of the association.
is

wanted.

Burston Films Formed
NEW YORK.— Burston Films, Inc.,
has iust received papers from Albany of

They will manufacture
and exhibit motion picture films and
conduct theatres. Capital of $10,000. Directors are Bernard R. Witt of 215 Montague Street, Brooklyn, Anne Silverman
and Ethan R. Katz.
incorporation.

Tyrad in Los Angeles
The Tyrad

Pictures,

Inc.,
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NEVER EQUALED
ROYAL THEATRE
Salina, Kansas.

1

To
_

|
j

|

|
|

|
1

|
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AND MOTOGRAPHY

/ certainly enjoy receiving your
paper. I feel I could hardly book
pictures without the aid of your
valuable publication. The depart'
mcnt ."What the Picture Did For
Me" Jias been imitated but never
equaled. It sure is my stand-by.
Yours for continued success,

§
|
§
j

j

I

(Signed) William Thatcher,
Royal Theatre.
Salina, Kansas.
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distributors

opened a branch
in Los Angeles, of which Al Nathan is
manager, at 802 South Olive street.
of special features, have

mum

nun
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Kirkpatrick Leaves Mutual
To Return to the Producing Field

Dig

Resigns as Assistant General Manager and Director
Of Sales With Distributing Corporation

1798,

A.

A.

S.

Kirkpatrick,

S.

for

the

last

year

general manager and director
of sales of the Mutual Film Corporation
and Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Cor-

assistant

poration, has resigned, effective

May

3,

producing field.
Mr. Kirkpatrick refuses to reveal de-

to return to the
tails

of

nounce

May

7

his plans further than to anthat he leaves New York on
for Los Angeles, Cal.

Started as

Producer

In his new connection, Mr. Kirkpatrick reenters production after five years
distribution.
His first experience in
the motion picture industry was in producing and it was his original intention
in

to be a producer.
It was by mere accident that he enHe was.
tered the field of distribution.
for a brief period, a salesman for Metro
He entered the
on the, Pacific coast.
service of the Mutual Film Corporation
as a salesman at the Portland exchange
and was shortly appointed branch man-

ager there.
in

His ability was soon recognized and
May, 1917, he was transferred to the

executive offices, then located in Chicago.
He was first assistant sales manager and later sales manager, and in July
of 1918 was appointed assistant general
manager and director of sales.

"1

sincerely

Is Capable Film Man
Mr. Kirkpatrick is a thorough exchange man. He has applied the talents
which made him a successful engineer
to the management of the motion picture exchange system, adding his experience as a salesman in the picture field
to his knowledge of branch operation.
"1

am

details

not at liberty to announce the
of my future plans," said Mr.

Kirkpatrick.

"I

am

leaving

this

week

Any announcement to be
expect to
made will come from there.
divide my time between New York and
for the coast.

men

ture

tres to be

for allowing their thea-

open Sunday.

Recorder

Costello declared that the ancient
legislation did not provide for a
fine, but a "forfeit" of $1, which
the
defendants
paid.
each
of
Under the provisions of the act
the money is to be given "to the
poor."

known Mr.

Kirkpatrick's resignation.
"We have been closely and pleasantly
I am glad for his sake that
associated.
he is making progress much as I regret
his departure."
Prior to his connection with the motion picture industry, Mr. Kirkpatrick
was with the United States Steel Corporation in Chicago as a civil engineer.
tie left that post to become a consulting
engineer and went to the far west. In
that capacity Mr. Kirkpatrick introduced
many plans and systems for handling
traffic which have since been generally
adopted and are now in use by the
American Commission on Public Safety.

Up Ancient Law
To Fine Exhibitors

N. J.— "Blue laws" of
which virtually prohibit all
persons from walking on the street
on Sunday and compel the closing
of all places of business were invoked in a local court in charges
preferred against five motion pic-

Kirkpatrick

ing

i.nimmrmimilli

PASSAIC,

regret the loss of Mr.
from our executive office
announced William J. Clark,
staff,"
president of Exhibitors Mutual, in mak.

mnnii'i

.iNiiiiir
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Rothapfel Premier
Scheduled for

May

9

NEW YORK— Samuel

L. Rothapfel's
will be given its

Unit Programme
premier showing to the trade and press
Friday morning, May 9, at 10:00 o'clock,
at the Rialto theatre, according to an
announcement made by Frank G! Hall,
vice-president. Rothapfel Picture Corporation, in whose interests, Independent
Sales Corporation and Film Clearing
House, Inc., are handling the distribution of the Rothapfel Unit.
Following the presentation at the
Rialto, the guests will go to Hotel Astor,
where Mr. Rothapfel will make his headquarters, and here his guests will be
banqueted and entertained.
first

1

I

Clark Regrets Losing Him
He continued in charge of sales and
exchange? after the reorganization of
the company as Exhibitors Mutual DisconCorporation and
has
tributing
tributed much to the success of the
corporation.

new

Los Angeles, although

my home

1

am

retaining

New

York.
"I regret the severance of my cordial
relations with Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation, but I am glad to
return to the producing field."
in

IMPRESSIVE SCENE FROM "THE RED LANTERN'

Mitchell Lewis Stays

With Select Pictures
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The fact that
Mitchell Lewis has formed a producing

does not mean that
go through Select.
With the exception of possibly one speof his own
his pictures will not

company
all

cial,

of the

Lewis pictures are

handled by Lewis

J.

to bej

Selznick.

Here's an Opening

MERCHANTVILLE,

N.
J.— With
motion pictures every night in surrounding towns and none here, this city is advertising for some one to make use on
the motion picture theatre which has

been

idle for a year.

Industry Is Recognized
LOS ANGELES. CAL.— The Cham-S
ber of Commerce of this city is to create
a motion picture industry bureau to dol
justice to many enterprises in and nearl
(

this city.

Off to Bahama
NEW YORK.— Ernest

Islands

Williamson of
Williamson Brothers, who are about id
produce a new serial of under-sea productions,
yesterday.

left

for

the

New Prizma

Bahama

Islands,

Offices

NEW' YORK.— Prizma

Pictures have
taken spacious quarters at No. 71
West 23rd Street. They were formerl
iust

member of her supporting cast in » scene from the great story of
find
trite and lorron of the Hover Rebellion in the city of Pekin in 1000. (Metro.)

Vnzlmovn

in

the

.-i

30

Street.

old

Biograph

offices

on

14t

Killing the Indecent Picture
A

great victory in the fight against the indecent picture has been won.

Likewise, a great victory in the fight against censorship has been

won by making

the production and exhibition of obscene pictures commercially impossible.

The double

by the National Association

victory has been achieved

ture Industry in

of

Motion Pic-

sweeping condemnation of the indecent picture and the manufac-

its

turer of the indecent picture and by the official action taken by this body,

which means

that the producer of obscene pictures will be branded an outcast and that the exhibitor
of obscene pictures will be driven out of business because the reputable producers, sup-

plying him with 98 per cent of his pictures, will not serve
tionable 2 per cent.

The

HERALD

has repeatedly urged the action which

him

is

if

now

he exhibits the objec-

taken by the National

Association for the reason that the neglect of the industry to oppose actively the exhibition of unfit pictures resulted in a

weakened spot

in the industry's

armor against the

assaults of censorship.

This action of the National Association
sorship that has yet been delivered.

leading companies

is

committed

in

It

is

the strongest practical blow against cen-

means the industry

as represented by

all

the

an honor pact positively to prevent the exhibition of

obscene pictures through the tremendously effective agency of blacklisting the theatre
that persists in outraging the public and besmirching the industry through the show-

ing of indecent pictures.

There now can be no

intelligent or rational

argument contesting the

industry, thusly committed in honor to eliminate the unfit picture,

is

fact that the

far better consti-

tuted to protect the public morals than any politically created censor board.

No more

effective

means

of maintaining proper moral standards

possible of conception than this, in

upon the screen

is

which the companies and individuals which control

the destiny of the motion picture in the United States are banded together to compel

by force of the radical action of blacklisting the elimination of those few pictures upon

which the whole case

of censorship has rested.

The National Association has
The

indecent picture

is

risen

commendably

dead and with

its

to its great opportunity.

passing also passes the last vestige of

excuse for the imposition of a politically constituted censorship.
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MARGARITA FISHER GIVES A CUP

[

Continue Steps to
Drive Out Salacious
Fly-by-Night Film
NEW YORK.—

For the purpose of effectively carrying out censorship of independent film productions so as to
drive from the motion picture market the
salacious film made by
the N. A. M. P. I. and
of Review is holding a
ferences with leaders of

fly-by-nighters,

National Board
series of conthe better-film

movement.

The following committee

is co-operatDr.
E.
F.
Sanderson of the
People's Institute; Evarrt B. Martin, director of Cooper Union Forum; William
B. Power of the Department of Surveys
of the Methodist Board of Missions;
O. G. Cocks of the National Committee
for Better Films, and W. B. MacGuire
of the National Board of Review.
Among the leading members of the
X. A. M. P. I. devoting time to this
work are Arthur Friend, P. A. Powers,
J. Stuart Blackton, Paul Cromelin, and
Gabriel Hess.

ing:

Expect Griffith in

New York
NEW YORK.— David
George Swan, who was at Verdun as exnediente oflleer with Morjctan-Harjes unit
of the Foreign Legion, attaehed to the French army, and was the first member
of the "Flying A" staft* to win distinction at the front, accepts a solid gold
cup from the American star. Lieut. Swan appears in "Charge It to Me."

Lieut,

Miss Fisher's latest feature.

Cleveland Honors
Sam E. Morris on
His Leaving City
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Sam

E. MorSelect Picfor
tures
Cleveland,
Cincinnati
and
Detroit, surely was given some entertainment and testimonials prior to his
leaving for New York to become general
manager of Select Pictures and for
Lewis J. Selznick.
Mr. Morris, who is a native of Cleveland, was district manager for two years
ris,

district

manager

of the

and was esteemed highly by everybody.
He was the honor guest at a dinner
given by the Board of Motion Picture

Exchange Managers of the Chamber of
Commerce. At this dinner he resigned
president

as

the organization.
He
a silver desk set and

of

was presented with
a cigarette case.

The employes of the Cleveland exchange presented him with a gold watch
and a testimonial letter in which they
expressed their regret and their appreciation of his interest displayed in them.

Mr. Morris

soon

as

April 28. Mrs. Morris
or ten days, or as
household
goods are

left

will follow in a

the

week

shipped.

The new Euclid theatre had a very
successful first week, the opening week
ending April 27. The policy of two
changes a week will be continued. The
first attraction
was Elsie Ferguson in
"Eyes of the Soul," and Bert Lytell in
"Blackie's Redemption."
Th os. Carroll is manager and the orchestra is directed by Max Faetkenheuer.
Fred Shier, pioneer exhibitor, has sold
Deucan theatre on Broadway, Cleve-

his

land,

to

W. W.

turned around
Square.

Buck.

and

Freddie

bought

Sam Brodsky, of the
Cleveland, has returned
in the wilds of Ontario,
a big wood-pulp paper

the

then
Miles

Argus Company.
from two weeks
where he filmed
plant.

This Week
W.

Griffith will

arrive in New York on Saturday next, to
take personal charge of the arrangements for the spring opening of motion
pictures and stage productions. A. L.
Grey, general manager for Mr. Griffith
in the East, said that the leasing of the
George M. Cohan theatre settles the argument as to where the presentation is
to be held.
The first of the attractions, it is said,
will be "Broken Blossoms," a Chinese
production, featuring Lillian Gish. It is
contemplated to show some Chinese

by introducing Tomtoy dances
during the performance. It is said that
Mr. Griffith intends to present not only
his better known screen productions, but
some prologues, episodes and some

color

Charlie Adams, well known in the
west, has come to Cleveland, and is now
on the road for the Standard Film Service Co.

Dave Klein, Triangle salesman in
Northern Ohio, reports many small
towns just waking up, and business on

pantomime dances. "The Fall of Babylon," an expansion and amplification of
the Babylonian episode in "Intolerance,"
will be presented under the new title,
"The Mother and the Law."

the increase.

Meinhold, representing Marcus
Loew, was in Cleveland last week looking over the new Loew houses, the Mall
and Alhambra.

N. H. Spitzer to Sign

Mr.

Dr. Shallenberger Holds

Conference in West
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, arrived in Chicago this week for a conference with
Middle West buyers with reference to
current publications of the
pany.

Arrow com-

Garson's Second Film

Well

the second Blanche Sweet "The
Hushed Hour" also in that city. No
announcement as to whether the picture
for

will be sold outright
has been made.
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or

state

righted

Screen Star

contract for a new well-known star.
Mr. Spitzer stated that the R. D. Lewis
Film Corporation of Oklahoma, Texas
and Arkansas had signed contracts fori
all the Bulls Eye and Gale Henry pro-j

a

ductions.

Harry Garson was so successful with
"The Unpardonable Sin" opening in
Detroit, that he will give the premiers

Known

N. H. Spitzer, general manager of the
Bulls Eye Picture Corporation of Hollywood, Calif., spent last week in Kansas
City at the Equitable Film Corporation
offices.
Mr. Spitzer, when seen by the
Herald representative, said he was making a trip to Chicago to confer with
M. L. Cohen, president of the company,
to discuss the plans for the new studio
to be built in Hollywood, also to close

Winick

in Chicago

H. Winick, president of W. H. Productions, arrived in Chicago Sunday,

May
Mr.

4, for a few days' business visit.
Winick attended the opening of

"The Betrayal"
on Monday.

at

the

Illinois

theatre

—

—
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Exhibitors' Convention Preceded

By

National Membership Campaign
Frank J. Rembusch Heads Movement to Make
Louis Gathering June 1 1 Big Success
Insurance Feature With Dues

St.

With

the annual convention of the newly formed Motion Picture ExAmerica, Inc., opening at St. Louis, June 11, Secretary Frank J.
Rembusch has inaugurated a nation-wide campaign to bring the membership up
to the greatest possible strength before the national gathering.
Voluntary enlistments in the league have been heavy, and with energetic
appeals all along the line, it is expected that a heavy representation will be
obtained in every state in the union.
hibitors of

Succeeds

Two

National Organizations

The Motion Picture Exhibitors

of

America,

amalgamation of Exhibitors' League and the American
started last September and effected April 3, 1919.

:
j

Temporary

officers,

who

chosen
include Peter

their successors are

,

will act until
at the June

convention,
Schaefer,
J.
president; Marcus Loew, vice president;
Frank J. Rembusch, secretary, and Er-

Horstmann,

treasurer.
of the executive committee
from the various states will assist in the
drive for members in their territory. It
is hoped to line up all of the old members of both the Exhibitors' League and
I A. E. A.
The State Chairmen

nest L.

Members

The men

in

charge of the various states

are:

— S. Harris.
California — Sidney Grauman.
—

Arkansas

S.

Colorado -Harry Nolan.
Connecticut M. A. Sleepack.

—
— C. D. Cooley.
Georgia — Ralph DeBruler.
Idaho — Herman Brown.
— Robert Levy.
Indiana — Robert Lieber.
Iowa —W. C. Rice.
Kansas — C. E. Glauman.
Kentucky — Louis Ditmar.
Louisiana — M. Richards.
Maine — Alfred Black.
Maryland — Louis Rowe.
Massachusetts —Jacob Laurie.
Mississippi — E. M. Clarke.
Michigan — Charles H. Seaman.
Minnesota —Thomas Furniss.
Missouri — Hector M. E. Pasmezoglu.
Nebraska — H. M. Thomas.
New Jersey — H. Charles Hespie.
New Hampshire — Charles Bean.
New York— Ira M. Mosher.
North Carolina — Percy Wells.
North Dakota — Daniel Chamberlain.
Ohio — Samuel Bullock.
Oklahoma — A. B. Momand.
Oregon — C. W. Meighan.
Harrington.
Pennsylvania — Fred
Rhode Island — Fred Lovett.
South Carolina — George Warner.
Tennessee —
L. McElravey.
Texas — W. Hulsey.
Virginia — Jake Wells.
Washington — Edward Fisher.
West Virginia — Charles E. Feinler.
Wisconsin —Thomas Saxe.
District of Columbia — Harry Crandall.
Florida

Illinois

I|W

'.

,

J.

'

I.

.

J.

Dues Two Cents Per Seat
Membership dues in the organization
lave been placed on a basis of two cents
seat per year, based on the seating
apacity of each theatre. The subject of
lues was considered from every possible
)er

the result of the
Exhibitors' Association,

Inc..

is

angle during the meeting of the executive committee, and it was finally unanimously agreed that a seating capacity
was the only legitimate basis on which a
schedule of dues could be arranged that
would be fair to every exhibitor.
The Motion Picture Insurance Bureau,
a corporation of insurance men with its
principal office in Indianapolis, Indiana,
presented to the executive committee of
the M. P. E. I., Inc., a proposition to cut
present rates on lire insurance of members of at least twenty-five per cent; to
cut present rates of public liability insurance of members from a base rate of
twenty cents a seat to a base rate of ten
cents a seat a cut of fifty per cent
with a differential from the lower base
rate in certain cases; to cut present rates
of compensation insurance of members
(where such insurance is required to be
carried) at least twenty-five per cent, and
to make other rate reductions in various
special lines of insurance. These reductions were all shown to be possible
through handling motion picture theatres as subjects for "class insurance"
and applying to them the experience of
various mutual organizations, such as
hardware, lumber, millers and allied mutual companies, which have, for many
years past, saved hundreds of thousands
of dollars annually in insurance pre-

—

miums

for

their

osition, as far as the national organization is concerned, is that no exhibitor
can obtain the great reduction in his in-

surance rates covered by the contract
signed in New York, until he has become
a member of the M. P. E. A., Inc. The
dues, on the two-cents-a-seat basis, however, are so much smaller than the savings on insurance that the executive
committee and officers of the M. P. E.
A., Inc., are unanimous in believing that
every exhibitor in the country can not
do otherwise than see the benefit of
membership in the national organization
from a practical standpoint.

Receivers Appointed

For L-P Film

Company

BOSTON, MASS.— The
Parker Film

Company

Lincoln &
has been placed

by Judge James M. MorUnited States district
court in Boston, Attorney Harold H.
Hartwell of Stobbs & Hartwell. and Attorney Daniel W. Lincoln, being appointed receivers. This is the sequel to
the involuntary petition in bankruptcy
filed against
Lincoln & Parker Company, April 21, by Attorney Harrison
W. Bowker, who acted in behalf of
several New York and Worcester credin receivership

ton,

Jr.,

in

the

itors.

The Lincoln & Parker Film Company
has maintained a large suite of offices in
the Slater building, offices in

New York

and Boston, and a motion picture plant
in Auburn, and until recently has conducted an extensive business.
is
It
claimed that government restrictions on
the sales of stock owing to war conditions are responsible for the inability of
the company to meet its obligations.

New Moss Theatre
NEW YORK.— B. S. Moss will

open
one of the largest theatres in the Bronx
on New Year's Eve at Prospect Avenue,
near 161st Street, which will have a combination of vaudeville and pictures. It
is said that the theatre will have a frontage of 240 feet. They contemplate an
erection of a two-story theatre with a
seating

capacity

of

3,o00.

It

will

also

have an airdrome, which will seat about
3,000.

members.

Sign Insurance Contract
This proposition was presented by
Mr. Dale John Crittenberger, general

manager
ance

of

Motion Picture Insurand by Mr. Sharon E.

the

Bureau,

Jones, of Pittsburgh, Pa., secretary of
the Pennsylvania and Atlantic Seaboard
Hardware Association. Mr. Crittenberger was connected for six years with the
insurance department of the State of Indiana and is an insurance man of experience.
Mr. Jones, in the hardware business for years, has handled class insur-

ance for thousands of clients and is now
handling it for his association.
A contract covering the handling of
insurance for members of the M. P. E.
Inc., was signed with the
Motion
A.,
Picture Insurance Bureau and it is announced that within the next ten days
that concern, with Secretary Rembusch
of the M. P. E. A., Inc., will begin solicexhibitors
throughout the
itation
of
country to become members of the M. P.
E. A., Inc.
The lever in the

And support
whole insurance prop3?

in a acene Iron "Mi*ture," a new K<>\ i»l«y.

Adven-

2
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Guy Empey Given
For New
Many Actors and

Paramount
Capable Support
Picture "Hell On Earth" Managers

Screen, to Appear in his Support
In Forthcoming Feature
in

Many

well

the

final

known names
selection

of

are included

the

cast

for

Select Pictures Corporation's forthcom-

ing attraction, "Hell on Earth," in which

Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey will star.
In addition to Sergeant Empey, who
will play the part of "Jack Duncan,"
the
cast
includes
such well known
names as Evelyn Martin, Marguerite
Courtot,
Betty Blythe, Sallie Crute,
Charles A. Stevenson, William Dunn,
Frederick Buckley, Lilla May Lowry,
Harry Lee, Frank Norcross, Eugene
Strong, Arthur Donaldson, Joseph J.
Donahue, Betty Hutchinson, William
H. Stucky, Edward Elkas, Roland Osborne and Victor A. Stewart.

Appeared

in

"Over the Top"

Sergeant Empey has already achieved
fame as an author and actor, his early
book of the war, "Over the Top," in
which he later starred on the screen,
having placed him in the foremost ranks
of author-actors.

Evelyn Martin has the role opposite
Sergeant Empey. that of "Lucy Duncan."
Miss Martin spent several years
on the spoken stage, and she has recently developed into an unusually accomplished screen actress. Some of her
most recent and successful work on the
screen was with Theda Bara in "The
Tiger Woman" and with Marguerite
Clark in "Miss George Washington."
Marguerite Courtot, who is cast for
the part of "Fanny Bruce," is another

whose name

is

well

known

to

Another whose name is ecmally fato stage and screen patrons is
Sallie Crute.
Miss Crute made her stage
debut in "The Deep Purple." She was
also on the spoken stage with Douglas
Fairbanks before the latter became a
screen star.
Miss Crute's picture work
includes leading roles in "The Awakening of Ruth," "Blue Jeans," "A Wife by
Proxy," "The Avenging Trail," and "The
Light of the Dusk."
Charles A. Stevenson, who has the
role of "Mr. Lowring," is one of the
best known character men on the stage.
He is at present playing an important
part with Norman Trevor in "Toby's
Bow" at the Comedy in New York. Mr.
Stevenson has also appeared in several
widely known screen successes.

Author

an original story
"Hell on Earth"
by Sergeant Empey, but contrary to
general opinion it is not a war play, nor
a play in any way dealing with scenes
or incidents of the great war. It is being directed by Wilfrid North, who directed "The Battle Cry of Peace" and
"Over the Top."
is

screen

Miss Courtot has appeared in
"The Natural Law," "Crime and Punishment. "Feathertop" and with Paramount in "Rolling Stones" and "The

patrons.

Kiss."

Betty Blythe in Cast
Betty Blythe is a Comstock and Gest
stage star, having been seen in many

Exploiting S-L Film
Bert Lubin, representing Sawyer and
Lubin, stopped off in Chicago enroute to
Minneapolis, with a print of "Virtuous
Men," the S.-L. picture featuring E. K.
Lincoln.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

IN

representatives

managers and

of

Corporation

the

Famous

will gather
12 to discuss

here the week of May
plans for the distribution of the company's product during the coming year.
The call was issued by Walter D.
Greene.
in

miliar

is

YORK. — District

Players-Lasky

stage plays.

Empey

NEW
special

spoken successes under their management.
Her screen career includes "So
Long,
Letty,"
"Experience,"
"Who
Knows?", "His Own People," and many
others, including "Over the Top." Following her stage work for Comstock
and Gest, and before she entered upon
her screen career, she was for one year
under the management of Morosco in

Sergeant

New York May 1

In

Actresses Popular on Stage and

District
to Gather

Promotions Are Announced
Coincident with the issuance of the
call for the meeting, Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution, has an-*
nounced the following promotions in the
department:
Frederic Gage, formerly sales manager, has been promoted to the position
of secretary to Walter E. Greene, vicepresident
and managing director in
charge of distribution.
Sidney R. Kent, formerly special representative in supervision of the Kansas
City, St. Louis, Omaha and Des Moines
branches, has been promoted to the position of sales manager and took up his

new duties in New York May 1.
Myron H. Lewis, formerly manager

of*

San Francisco branch, has been promoted to the position of special representative with permanent supervision on
the Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha and
Des Moines branches.
John W. Allen, special representative,
has been placed in permanent supervision
of the Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis
the

branches.

W.

has been apMinneapolis
Mr. Hicks was formerly branch
manager for Goldwyn at Minneapolis
and previously had been associated with;
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in the St. Louis and Omaha offices.
Those Who Will Attend
Those who will attend the meeting in
New York next week are the following
Harry Asher, Bosdistrict managers:
ton; W. E. Smith, Philadelphia: C. E.
Holcomb, Atlanta: Louis Marcus. Salt
Lake City; Herman Webber, San Francisco, and the following special representatives: H. H. Buxbaum. Pittsburgh;
John W. Allen, Chicago; Myron H.
Lewis, Kansas City.

John

pointed
branch.

Hicks,

manager

"THE KNICKERBOCKER BUCKAROO"

Jr.,

of

the

:
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Metro Begins Work on
Pictures for

New Plan

Metro stars will be
Hollywood studios
for publication tinder the new policy
Metro intends following. At the present
time Metro is two months ahead on its
Five

stories

when those

pictures are

cleaned up on the one-a-week policy, the
new method will be started. Last year
Metro's releases were 86, 52 regular

weekly pictures, M4 specials, at two a
month, and 10 Nazimova and extra
Screen Classics productions like "The
and "My Own
Million Dollar Dollies
Future output yearly
United ^States."
While each
will be something like 36.
star will produce a series, the exhibitors
-

'

will

them

be able to book

individually

and not on a star-series basis.
The pictures about to be commenced
on the west coast are "Full o' Pep," by
Robert F. Hill with Hale Hamilton, directed by Harry Franklin. "One-Thingat-a-Time-O'Day," by William Dudley
Pelley with Bert Lytell, directed by John
Ince.
"Pliant Patrica," by Anne and
Alice Duffy with Viola Dana, directed by
Henry Otto. "Free," by Fa V. Durling
with May Allison, directed by George
D. Baker.
Family Trees," by E. Forst
with Emmy Wehlen, directed by Herbert
Blanche.

Two

for

started shortly at the

old system and

Frank G. Hall

Is

Interested in

More Production Companies

Hobart Henley and Gerald Bacon to Make Features for Distribution by Independent Sales
Corporation and Subsidiaries
Two more producing companies have been formed in New York city
and have signed contracts with Frank G. Hall, president of Independent Sales
Corporation, for the publication of their pictures through the distributing corporations of which Mr. Hall is promoter and chief executive.
They are
Hobart Henley Productions, Inc., formed by Hobart Henley, well known
director, recently with Goldwyn.
The Gerald Bacon Company, formed by Gerald F. Bacon, prominent producer of both stage and screen, for whom Oliver D. Bailey will act as director.
The Henley company will begin its first production in about three weeks.
The Bacon company will start its first production within two weeks.
Henley Has Been Successful
In signing Mr. Henley, Mr. Hall has
taken into consideration his work with
some of the leading stars of the screen,
including Pauline Frederick and Mae.

The Nazimova productions.

Representing Both

Talmadges
Beulah Livingstone,

in New York
who has been act-

ing as general press representative for
the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation
since January, will also be at the head
of the publicity department of the Constance Talmadge Film Corporation.
.

The Constance Talmadge Film CorNorma Talmadge Film

poration and the

Corporation will be housed in the same
318 East 48th Street, New
York. The two studios, however, are on
separate floors, and the two corporations
are entirely distinct and apart from each
other, with separate companies, directors and executive staffs. Constance Talmadge will begin work on May 26, it is
announced.
building at

Marsh Has Own Company
Margaret Marsh, popular screen

star,

whose most recent work was as co-star
with Herbert Rawlinson in the Oliver
Films,
Inc.,
production
"The Carter
Case," a Craig Kennedy Serial prepared
for the screen by Arthur B. Reeve and
John W. Grey, has formed a company
of her own for the production of two
reelers and it is announced that production will be begun at an early date on
several short subjects already selected.

Harry A. Bilger Dies
MEMPHIS, TENN.— Harry A.

Bil-

former manager of the Hopkins
Theatre at Louisville, Ky., and who, for
years, has been a well-known exhibitor
and showman in the south, died last
ger,

week

at his

home

in

Memphis,

Teini.

HOIilltT IIF,M,KV

of

Mae

NEW YORK.—

It

is

understood thai

biggest

Marsh
"The Glorious Adventure." "All
Women," "Money Mad" and "The Face
In The Dark." With Pauline Frederick,
he directed "One Week of Life." "The
Peace of Roaring River" and more rethe
Index,"
cently, "The Woman on
conceded by the press and trade
the best

work
is

Goldwyn

of the

the

the task of

first

director

to

who was

be

Mr.

star.

the art of direction.

probably better known
because of
one of the
most successful independent attractions
He is one of
of the past three years.
the screen's youngest directors.
Bacon's First Production
For his first screen play, Mr. Bacon
has the rights to Max Marcin's "Substitute Prisoner." Mr. Marcin is recognized as one of America's best known
Mr. Henley

pictures

playwrights, his most successful play of
House of
years being "The
recent
Glass," which was a big success on both
stage and screen. The author's play will
be produced and released under the title
"At Sunrise."
For the work of adapting Mr. MarMr.
play for screen purposes,
cin's
Bacon has Basil Dickey, formerly scenario editor of International Film Corporation and who wrote the continuity for
Chambers' novel. "The Fighting Chance."
Oliver D. Bailey, director of stage and
screen productions, will direct the Bacon
productions, his work to be under the
Mr.
direct supervision of Mr. Bacon.
Bailey will be remembered for his direction of the stage productions, "Over
Here," "Stitch In Time." "Traffic" and
"Branded." His ability as a director for
the silent drama is represented in the
screen successes, "The Melting Pot."
starring Walker Whiteside, and "The
Whirl of Life," co-starring Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Castle. Mr. Bailey has been
identified with the production phase of
the theatrical business for a number of
vears and is considered one of the profession's best production directors.

bis

work, reflected his ability
lines.

He

New Antioch Theatre
ANTIOCH,

directed

in

directorial

Frank Mclntyre
35

ILL.— P.

E.

Chinn,

a

man. will open a new
picture house in Antioch about May 30.
will be equipped with the latest and
It
best of everything, and will be called the
pioneer

Xew

theatre

Crystal.

Sells State

presenting Will Rogers

and

is

to the motion picture public
his creation of "Parentage,"

given

"Laughing Hill
Hyde," an adaptation from Rex Beach's

in

the Stanley Theatre on 7th Avenue near
the corner of 42nd Street has been taken
over by B. S. Moss interests.

Henley directed in
successes. With
starred,
Mr. Henley diMr.

their

in

rected

Henley

Moss Buys Stanley

whom

Marsh,

some

Goldwyn's production of "Too Fat to
Fight," another Rex Beach story, and
this, too, was pronounced a masterpiece

in

Rights

William A. Brady has sold "Stolen
Orders" for Kastcrn Pennsylvania and
Delaware to the Metro Film Exchange
of

Philadelphia.

EXHIBITORS HERAT
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D

New Famous Players-Lai Ly

Studios

Red Flag Incident
Closed

On Long

When

Film

Island to Cost $2,000,000
Passes Inspection
Ground Will Be Broken Soon for Structure Cov- "Bolshevism on Trial" Is
Given Clean Bill By U. S.
ering Entire Block Which Will Be
City in
NEW YORK— The

Famous

Players-

Lasky Corporation will soon break
ground for its new studio and laboratory
in Long Island City, which will occupy
respectively

the

entire

square

block

bounded

by Sixth and Seventh and
Pierce and Graham avenues, and the
block front on the north side of Pierce
avenue from Fifth to Sixth avenues.
The structure will cover, all told, over
140,000 square feet of ground area.

Owing

to the fact that the detail plans

and specifications of the laboratory are
farther
advanced, that building will

NEW YORK—

Itself
baths,

nasium,

green

rooms, club rooms, gym-

etc.

The studio building will be equipped
with the most modern sprinkler system
and elevators will be provided for the
quick and easy handling of all scenes
and properties. The roof of the studio
will be so constructed as to provide
floods of natural daylight so as to make
it
possible to take scenes practically
from sunrise to sunset without artificial
light.
Modern ventilating and air-cooling systems will be installed.
In fact,
every improved invention known to
modern science will be employed to

Whatever misunderstanding the
Government authorities
may have had in regard to "Bolshevism
on Trial," the big special which is being
it
was enseveral Government officials saw a special showing
of the film last week at Keith's Theatre
in Washington and announced that they
had no objection to the picture..

distributed through
cleared away

tirely

Select,

when

All Question Removed
This removes once and for all any
question as to whether the Government
will take any action to prevent exhibition

of

the

Government

in

of

attitude

of

the

to "Bolshevism
quite plain. The ob-

regard

on Trial" is now
jection originally

ment

The

film.

made by

Labor was not

to

the Departthe picture

itself in the first place, but to a method
of advertising suggested by an eastern
trade journal, for which neither the Mayflower Film Corporation, producers of
the film, nor Select Pictures Corporation, the distributors, were responsible.

These two companies have been completely absolved of

all

blame.

Immediately upon notice of the Government's attitude, Harry Chandlee, coauthor of the photoplay with Thomas
Dixon, representing the producers, and
U. McCormack, office manager of
Select Pictures Corporation, Washington Branch, representing the distributing
company, called at the Department of
Labor, explaining that their principals
were in no way responsible for the advertising suggestion and asking that the
officials settle the matter for themselves
by viewing the production.

J.

New

Be Ereeted in Brooklyn, N.
Players-Lasky Corpora t ion.

$2,000,000 Studio to

Y.,

by Famous

Special Screening Given

probably be started first. The group of
structures as planned will contain every

known

facility

for the

making

of high-

the studio building the most upto-date institution of its kind in the
world.

motion picture productions.

class

To Be

Will Cost

Fireproof
The square block will be covered with
the latest type of glass-enclosed studio
The studio
as well as open air stages.
building will be strictly fireproof, of reinforced concrete construction, and will
contain dressing room facilities equipped
with shower baths, toilets, and all of
the latest inventions and conveniences
for the artists.
Elaborate suites will be
provided for the directors and their assistants, and each director will be furnished with individual projecting rooms
equipped with the most modern type of
facilities for properly inspecting producStrictly

tions.

Large

scene

docks

equipped

with

modern machinery
handle

A

make

all

will be installed to
scenes and sets mechanically.

Two

Million

On

the block front adjoining, there
will be erected a three-story building to
be devoted exclusively to laboratory
purposes.
This building will also be
fireproof and modern in every respect,
and will contain every known contrivance for the proper developing of film.
The entire designing, planning and
construction of these buildings will be
in charge of the Fleischmann Construction Company of New York, who have
specialized for a great many years in
moving picture studios and laboratories,
and who have erected most of the big
modern theatres throughout the United
States and Canada. The group of buildings and open stages will cost, as estimated, about two million dollars.

and airy scenario department,
casting department, modeling departments, wardrobe rooms, property rooms,
light

be installed.
the notable features will be a
completely equipped modern theatre for
the demonstration and showing of films
to executives and artists, a complete
and up-to-date restaurant for the exclusive use of artists and employees, a
refrigerating plant, a sanitary barber
shop, hair dressing parlors, libraries,
reading rooms, locker rooms, Turkish
etc.,

First Cassinelli

A sensational Parisian stage success

will

Among

Film

from the pen of Pierre Wolff, the noted
French playwright, has been selected as
the story in which Dolores Cassinelli,

Cameo

Girl, will make her debut as
under the banner of the Albert
Capellani Productions, Inc. The production, which will be known as "The Gutter," is adapted from Mr. Wolff's "Le

the
a

star

Ruisscau."
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The

agreed and "Bolshevism
on Trial" was given a special screening
at Keith's Theatre before Mr. Roger W.
Babson, Director-General, Information
and Education Division, Department of
Labor, Mr. James P. Roberts, Assistant
Director. Mr. Frank T. Rawley, Director
of the Industrial Plants Division and
several other officials who. after reviewing the film, found nothing on which to
base any objection to its release.
After the showing, Mr. Roberts, representing the Information Division, Department of Labor, left immediately' for
New York and after a conference with
David Niles, Director of the Motion
Picture Branch of the Information Division, all objection which had been made
was withdrawn. This cleans up the affair
as the Government is not concerned with
the film now in any way.
officials

McClure Productions
Issue Two-Reel

NEW YORK.— McClure

Series

Productions

show a new series of two-reelers to
called the "Silver Chevron Series."
The pictures bear the official sanction
of the War Department and are to be
produced with the co-operation of the
heads of the military departments. The
pictures will be the official inside story
fiction form of the development of
in
America's industrial machine to its present day efficiency.
will

be

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Large Neighborhood
Fitzgerald Defends "C. O D."
Are Being
As a Blessing to the Exhibitors Theatres
Built at Cleveland
Abandoning of Cash Basis in Industry Would
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — Indications

H.

J.

Mean

Increased Rentals and Decreased

Men, He Says

Profits to Theatre
Recently

the

Herald

carried

an

with Col. Fred
Franchise
National
First
Levy,
Holder of Louisville, A" v., which caused
more comment and discussion in the
trade than any other idea expounded
cxchisiz'c

interview

years.

in

Col.

Levv declared

that failure

to

extend credit is hampering the full development of the industry and urged
abandonment of the cash basis with
proper safeguards.
This week the Herald presents an
interview with H. J. Fitzgerald, manager of the First National exchange at
Milwaukee, who hails the "C. O. D."
system as a blessing and declared every
other buincss would be better off on a
cash basis.
Col. Levy and H. J. Fitzgerald are
both experienced and successful film
men. Their taking opposite sides of
the question only emphasizes the fact
that there arc "always two sides to an

argument."

By H. J.
(Manager First

FITZGERALD
National

Exhibitors'

Circuit Exchange, Milwaukee, Wis.)
Every exhibitor who desires to reduce
the cost at which he obtains pictures, and
to reduce generally friction and misunderstandings in the picture business,
should give honest and unbiased consid-

eration to the question of films that
are delivered "C. O. D."
There are two classes of exhibitors in
this matter, it would seem: Those who
quietly pay the expressman, and those
who, upon finding film sent to them "C.
O. D." fly into more or less violent rages
and cancel their programmes.
Now if the reader is on the first class
if he does not take it as a personal insult to have films shipped "C. O. D." he
need read no further. There's nothing
he can learn here. But let the man who
"'gets sore" every time films come to

from him to reach the exchange from
which the picture is coming.
So if the exchange does not have his
check when the time for shipping the
film arrives the fault lies with the exhibitor, after all.
Yet when the picture
arrives "C. O. D." he is only too likely
to burst into a denunciation of the exchange, declaring that it intends to question his credit as if he would try to

—

swindle anyone.

Now

him stop berating that prinwhich makes
pay necessary before or by the time of
delivery.
Let him consider what would
happen if there were credit accounts and
films were paid for, say, thirty or sixty
days delivery, as most merchandise is.
let

ciple of the picture business

Would Mean Higher Rental
What would happen? There would

be
need of a greater force to attend to the
greatly increased bookkeeping in the
exchange office. More expense for the

exchange

— more

rental for the exhibitcourse, this exhibitor would
never "beat the exchange."
But there
He would,
is
always the other fellow.
or.

Of

and film exchanges would start having
"bad bills."
Then some statistician
would arise and tell the film world just
what percent of exhibitors' rentals were
bad in the United States last year.
Thereupon several big exchange men
would get "up in the air" and would
say: "Well, we'll just tack on ten per
cent to cover that, and to cover the
lawsuits we've' had over trying to collect."

More

expense

for

the

exhibitor!

Blessed indeed is he who is in a business which is on a cash basis.
That's
where all business should be. It isn't.
But the film business is.
So let the
exhibitor rejoice instead of "knock" the
"C. O. D." plan.

in

this

way

listen.

One Will Cost
at

$125,C0O

The first one to go up will be located
Hayden and Shaw avenues. East

Cleveland,

and

is

to

be

Shaw-Hayden Amusement

built

by

Co.

It

tin;

will
cost $125,000 and be constructed of reinforced concrete, steel and brick. There
will be a dance hall in it and also store

rooms.
This theatre will seat 1,000 people and
has already been leased to J. J. Mellert
for ten years. A $20,000 organ will be
one of the features. The theatre will be
.lesigned by the W. S. Ferguson Co.,
architects and engineers of the New
Fuclid theatre.

Terms

of

Lease Unusual

The other theatre announced is the
Fulton Square, which will go up at
Bridge avenue and West 32nd street. It
will seat 1,500. This house will be constructed by S. Somerfield, contractor,
and has been leased for fifteen years to
Montgomery, owner of the
G.
Golden Eagle and Camera theatres. The
approximate cost will be $150,000 and
the lease terms are very unusual as fol-

W.

First five years, $17,500 ? year:
five years, $4,000 a year: third
About $50,000
five years, $5,000 a year.
of the first five years' rental will apply
on the cost of construction.
The deal for the new Rialto theatre
on West 25th street has been completed
and work will start at once. This house
Sam H. Weis is the
will seat 1,100.
architect.

lows:

second

W. W. Lewis

of Nicholas

Power Go. Stricken
Lewis,

who

111

for the last three

years has been selling representative of
the Nicholas Power Company, Inc., was
suddenly stricken with appendicitis Saturday, April 26, and removed to the New
York Hospital, where he was operated on.
Mr. Lewis has been in New York for
the past few weeks on business and ha*
been in his usual good health, the attack
coming on at a moment's warning. Fortunately it was taken in good time and
his many friends will lie glad to learn
that he is doing as well as could be expected and a safe and speedy recovery
is looked for.

Let him read

closely and think.

Everyone Must Pay Cash
There are many big companies which
do not produce films. They buy them
For
just as the exhibitor rents them.
such a company as the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit gets its films
After it has seen
just like an exhibitor.
and chosen films the expressman brings
them to its door. The pictures are paid
If they were not First
for in advance.
National would expect to give tender
a check upon delivery. For it recognizes
the need of paying in advance.
When an exhibitor contracts for films
be understands that he is to pay for
them in advance. He knows the business is done that way. He has a calendar which keeps him posted on the date,
and his experiences with the mails have
taught him how long it takes for a letter

tres.

W. W.

—

him

that Cleveland will soon be covered with
large neighborhood theatres as well as
big downtown houses, were given further notice the first week in May, when
announcement was made of the sites and
details for two new- neighborhood thea-

instance,

Houdini at Hollywood
Harry Houdini, monarch of mystery,
has arrived at Hollywood, Cal., where
he started work immediately at the
Lasky studio under direction of Irvin
HI 1,1," PARSONS
— contract with *;oldfor <lis< rli>ut ion of < lapltal lomedlea

"SMILING

\\ h<>

wyr

iitiN

renewed

• •

•

1
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Willat on the big six-reel mystery picture written specially for him by Arthur
B. Reeve, author of the "Craig Kennedy" stories, and John Grey.

a
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Robertson-Cole Will Inaugurate
"Superior Pictures" Next Month
"The Man Who Turned White," With H. B.
Warner, Selected as Initial Offering Under
New Brand of Specials

Robertson-Cole again attain a position
of prominence in the important news of
lie
week, with an announcement that,
beginning with the first of June, they
i

'

will

inaugurate a

which

tions

will

new brand of attracknown as "Superior

be

Pictures."

Only the most pretentious and vital
photoplays, with a stirring public appeal,
will
be published by
Robertson-Cole
through Exhibitors Mutual, under this
category.

Warner Production Leads
H. B. Warner in the Jesse D. Hampton attraction. "The Man Who Turned
White." a
the

ever

big,

pulsating photodrama of

interesting,

mysterious sand
the Mediterranean, will be the initial Superior Picture
released by Robertson-Cole.
Superior Pictures will be "specials" in
every sense of this much abused term,
and must possess an extraordinary box

which

office

lie

down behind

\alue before going out under thi*

classification.

Cissy Fitz-Gerald
Will Soon Publish

New Comedy Series
Known Comedienne Is
Found at Work in Chicago

Well

Studios

as a Superior Picture will have to be a
special in every respect. And no production will come under the classification of

Superior until

it has passed
the test of
perfection Robertson-Cole has arranged for these offerings.
Superior Pictures will be built around
vital topics, prominent players, the best
supporting casts and produced by highclass directors.
When necessary, vast
amounts of money will be spent in obtaining the most elaborate plays, but
always the finest production will be
given.
In their study of the field, the Robertson-Cole officials have found that spectacles do not always attain the "special"
class in the eyes of the public. It is the
public which must be eventually satisfied, and it is the box office as well as.
the artistic merit which will be considered by Robertson-Cole in the selection
of Superior Pictures.
Exhibitors may feel certain that when
they book a Superior Picture they are
obtaining a "special" in every sense
production of the first rank.

rigid

—

Must Meet Standard
"The Man Who Turned White" was
tentatively selected several weeks ago as

W

orking quietly with a view of reserving announcement of her plans until
early in May, Cissy Fitz-Gerald, well
known stage and screen comedienne, is
about to publish a series of two-reel
feature comedies produced by her own
compan}-. Cissy Fitz-Gerald
Pictures.
Inc., at the Rothacker Studios, Chicago.
The comedies are to feature Cissy and
Bertye in various escapades along refined comedy lines mirroring the lives
of,

The
humor

the better class of suburbanites.

possibilities of this

lie

Id

for real

appear unlimited.

Mildred Considine Scenaroist
Preparing the scenarios, Miss FitzGerald has been assisted by Miss Mildred Considine. one of the most bril-

young writers now furnishing ma-

liant

terial for the screen.

Although the

first

four of the series have been completed.

Miss Fitz-Gerald has reserved announcement as to the titles and cast.

The series, it was learned, is to # be
published on a basis of two a month for

Superior Picture, but announcewas withheld until the
film had been found up to the Superior

states

Miss Fitz-Gerald established an international reputation through her stage
successes abroad and here under the

West, a broad statement, but one
upon which Robertson-Cole confidently

standard. Knowing just what Hampton
was doing with Warner, the Robertson
Cole officials were supremely confident
that "The Man Who Turned White"
would come up to their highest expectations. The same policy in the selection

rely.

of the

Robertson-Cole is staking its keen
judgment on inaugurating the series with
"The Man Who Turned White." This

Warner picture is hailed as one
most finished products ever sent

of the

out of

the

Will Be Specials Only
After a most exhaustive study of the

motion picture situation Robertson-Cole
have come to a decision regarding the
real merit of "special" productions, and
with the inauguration of Superior Pictures these views will be put into practice.
Any photoplay which is published

the

first

ment

of that fact

Warner picture will be purthe naming of the succeeding

first

sued in
Superior Pictures. Robertson-Cole have
the final say in the choosing of these
productions, and they must meet their
standard.

No
until

Superior Picture will be announced
it
has been definitely, selected as

Robertson-Cole
will
chance on a single failure.
such.

"WHEN DOCTORS

Normand hns another

DISAGREE," A

take

no

right

exploitation.

Success on Stage and Screen

management
was starred

She
of. Charles Frohman.
in "The Prince of Borneo"

"The Foundling," both Frohman
productions, the latter of which ran two
Turning to
full seasons in New York.
motion pictures, she produced a series
of
comedies for Yitagraph, notable
and

among which were "YYinksome Widow"
and "How Cissy Made Good." Later,
the Mutual Film Corporaand among her successes were
"Cissy's Innocent Wink." "A Corner in
Cats" and "The Widow Wins."

she

joined

tion

NEW GOLDWYN PLAY

role well salted to her peculiar talents in this story by Anna K. lirnnd.
'"Mlekey" nml -sis Hopkins" will want to see "When Doctors Disagree."
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

Katterjohn,

One

WRITER

MOXTK, KATTERJOHN.
some

most successful scenario

of the

has tied
up with
Lewis and Kathlyn Williams.

The

re-

ports say that he will write the scenarios
for these players in
productions they are
Mitchell
Lewis, who
lately

a

is

prominent

independent
about to make.
has been until

the

Select

has

star,

a

Kathlyn Williams
of the type eminently fitted for the
following.

Mitchell succeeds best in
strong-arm stuff, with a sob and
Properly handled this trio
a punch.
should make some very good pictures of
This is a combination of
real merit.
writer and stars that will lie interesting
to watch develop.
plays

that

virile,

m

Pantages Getting Interested
in Pictures

THE

SO THEY SAY.
magnate

BIG VAUDE-

reported as considering
active operations in pictures, both exPantages is a
hibiting and producing.

vi lie

power

in

the

is

West and Middle West and

his entrance into

be
not,

without its
however, to

indicate

that

picturedom would not
significance.
It would
the

Reporter

at

the

vaudeville

in

the nature of "specials."

will of

course release them.

Talmadge-Emerson-Loos
to

Make

"First National"

REPORTER WAS

THE

WELL,

right.
Constance Talmadge has decided
her lot with First National.
to cast
More than this, she has taken John
Emerson and Anita Loos with her.

They

will

with

pictures.

Loew

has

Hobart Henley, Actor, Director
Producer

HEX LEY WAS A VERY
player in his day.
lent
material for

FINE

He made some
Universal.

excel-

Then

he

got the directing bug and they turned
him loose on this work. He made good,
too.
"Parentage" was Henley's work
and of its kind it was undoubtedly a
most unusually successful picture. Henley has been making pictures for Goldwyn lately and now it is announced that
he will produce a series of four big ones
for Frank Hall.
Henley deserves suc-

D. Williams, Organizer and

j.

Diplomat Par Excellence
Just think of organizing this big group of men, all different
in character and characteristics and all
from different parts of the country.

write and direct

the

Kashin

Women!"

a

bids fair to

make

a record.

Constance is rushing her sister, Norma,
along at a great pace. Younger, she has
Not so
also a different sort of charm.
able dramatically, perhaps, but with a
keener and more penetrating magnetism
that certainly gets over from the screen

On

to the audience.

a

recent

trip,

the

Reporter heard dozens of enthusiastic
comments on her work and many predictions of her success in the future, all
of

which

now apparently coming

are

of

Lobby Display Fame

Independent Venture

KASHIN, FORMERLY OF MO.Y-

M.

Canada, a man of unusual merchandising ability as applied to motion
pictures, is now embarking on an inde-

Kashin managed
enterprise.
Midway Theater in Montreal where
he originated the Lobby Display idea.
From here he came to New York for
Fox and then took over the Broadway
Theater for Carl Laemmle of the Uni-

pendent
the

versal.

Kashin told the Reporter some

time ago that when he finished with the
Broadway, he was going to extend his
plan of theater operation and management to other houses, not only locally

over the country. Kashin states
a few days he will divulge the
whole plan. When he does the Reporter
will be there with pencil and notebook,
for it certainly should be worth while
but

Neilan, Ray,

him.

stories.

treal,

be

to

efficient staff.

in

should

it

strain and stress, in spite of conditions
and on top of it all keeping them all
happy and contented. Williams deserves
credit as do the various members of his

winning combination.
Emerson and Loos have put over a lot
of real successes during their collaboration and one of their latest, "Oh You
It

GOT TO

CERTAINLY

YOU'VE
hand

This part of the job must have been
hard enough, but then think of keeping
them together over the past period of

Pictures for

situation

—

Now

Frank Hall

true.

proved that the two can be merged and
handled together why not Pantages?

and

should not be

material

least,

was unsatisfactory, but simply that the
moving picture industry is so evidently
entering upon a period of great prosperity that Pantages deems it advisable
and a logical time to reinforce his show
interests

worker and has ideas
is no rea-

a hard

Mitchell

material,

splendid

is

REPORTER

besides artistic sense. There
son
why his forthcoming

Interesting Trio

of

He

cess.

of

*

THE

By

Talmadge

that

and Lehrman,
First National's Great

Haul

THE

CERTAINLY

all

in

hearing.

BIG

CIRCUIT

made

a clean up during the past fewweeks.
The above additions to their
producing units were announced during
tlie past convention week in New York
and represent a distinct strengthening
of

the

First

National's

position

in

distributing section of the industry.

Cohan and Harris Buy
"Four Horsemen"

SO IT

REPORTED.

IS

the

IN A
mentioned

Reporter

REthe

the

cent

By

"Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" as

issue,

wonderful

basis

for

a

big

picture.

the

a

the assurance of so

Hard on the heels of this comes the announcement that the above well known
theatrical company has taken the book
and will stage a tremendous spectacle

same token, the individual members
are also in a happy situation by having
for

the

give

the

much

coming season.
circuit

great

a

comedy department
come owing to the

tip-top product

Lehrman
boost

which

the

will

At any rate all the members
Reporter talked to were in high
and very much satisfied.
All of

the

glee

will

be welscarcity of Chaplin
that

pictures.
that

in

i>

a distinct

compliment

30

to

from the powerful scenes in its pages
the
picture
rights
were
Presumably
bought with the dramatic rights. It's too
bad that the picture could not have
preceded the spectacle, it would have
helped rather than hindered its success,
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The Betrayal" Opens to Big Business
At

Illinois

Theatre Engagement

"The Betrayal" had a record-breaking
opening at the Illinois theatre, Chicago,
on Monday, May 5.

The Chicago opening

of this produc-

which was also the world premiere
an auspicious one and
newspaper and billboard
campaign which was commenced early
tion,

exhibition, was
followed a big

week.

last

some
of

of the biggest dramatic
recent publications.

Auspicious Opening
"The Chicago opening has been very
gratifying," said Mr. McCarthy.
"With
only a few days of preparation every
performance was packed.
From the
opening the indications are that the production

Details of the presentation were handled by J. J. McCarthy, exploiter of "The
Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance."
The introductory advertising campaign
was under the direction of Theodore
Mitchell.

Produced in California
"The Betrayal," which was produced
J. A. Barry, is regarded as one of the
big surprises of the year.
The picture
was produced in California by the Lenox

by

Film Corporation, headed by Mr. McCarthy.
During the process of production and up to the opening exhibition tlo
information concerning the production

was disclosed.
The picture, which
where in this issue,

reviewed elsebased on an
historical sketch of the Hohenzollern domination of the German people and incidents leading up to and following the
Carl Schurz revolution.
The historical
sketch, however, only forms a background for an interesting drama with a
number of big melodramatic strikes.
First-night observers regarded the latter
scenes of the production as containing
is

is

moments

is

to receive

an excellent recepits run

tion from Chicago people during
at the Illinois."

An

excellent musical score by Joseph
accompanies the production.
The presentation of "The Betrayal"
necessitated a radical change in the
policy of the Illinois theatre, which customarily only houses leading stage attractions.
The only pictures previously presented at this theatre are "The Birth of
a Nation" and "Cabiria."
C.

Breil

Vidor Directs Picture
"Better

now under
wood Film

Times." the comedy-drama
production by the BrentCorporation, is being pic-

turized by King W. Vidor, author-director of "The Turn in the Road," from
his own storv.

New
UTICA,

Utica Theatre

N.

Y.— W.

H.

Linton, it is
reported, will erect a $50,000 motion picture theatre at the corner of Chapel and
State streets.
It will have a seating capacity of 1,200.

EXCHANGE MANAGERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK STATE

LINCOLN
Star

<>f

the

Sawyer and Lubin Production

"Virtuous Men," directed by
K;il|>h

I

nee.

Strong Attractions
Added to Schedules
Of First National
Six attractions starring Constance Talpro-

madge and twelve feature comedies
duced by Henry Lehrman are to be

dis-

tributed on the open market by the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit during the
coming year. Work on the first of each
series will be started during the present

month.

Announcement

of

the

acquisition

of

two features by First National,
made by the Herald a week ago, was received with unusual interest on the part
these

of exhibitors.

Schenck

to

Be Producer

Joseph M. Schenck, president of the
Norma Talmadge Film Corporation, wilU
produce the Constance Talmadge picAll the stories, continuities and
tures.
titles will be written by John Emerson
and Anita Loos, and they are to have the
final say and general supervision of each
picture before it is allowed to go out of
the studio.

The
madge

contract
pictures

for

the

Constance Tal-

First National only after spirited bidding with
practically all of the leading distributing

was secured by

contains an option in
It
favor of First National for an additional
six productions.

companies.

The following managers and salesmen held

their

first

convention at Onondaga

Syracuse, N. Y.. April 23:
M. W. Kempner, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.; A. E. Silverman, Folk
B. M. Moran, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; J. Hoban. Metro Film Corp; N. Stattiker. First National Exhibitors; C, I*. Saunders, Film Clearing House; Mr. Fox, Goodwin Film Corp.
Second Row H. K. Wlmsatt, Hodkinson Corporation. Inc.; F. S. Jensen. Goldwyn
Film Corp.; M. Saunders, Metro Film Corp.; F. S. Hopkins, Universal Film Corp.:
Geo. A. Hickey, Goldwyn Film Corp.; R. C. Fox. Famous Players-Easky Corp.; C. A.
Taylor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; R. C. Gardiner. Gardiner Film Syndicate.
Third Kow H. S. Gans, First National Exhibitors; M. Dobson, Famous PlayersC Markens, Metro Film Corp.; G M. Blackmail. Universal Film Ex10
Lasky Corp
change; F. M. Zimmerman, Gardiner Film Syndicate; Thos. Brady, Fox Film Corp.;
H. W. Kahn. Metro Film Corp.; F. Frayne, American Film Corp.; F. F. Hartich, Vitagraph, Inc.
Bottom How W. C. Fickeisen, Independent Sales Corp.; Mr. Hanover, Pioneer
Film Corp: G. L. Boss, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Basil Brady, Pathe Exchange, Inc.;
Thos. W. Doo-Lee, Doo-Lee Film Corp.
hotel,

Top Row

Film Corp.:

—

—

—

.

—

4C

Lehrman Comedies Features
The agreement whereby First National
acquires the Lehrman comedies stipuproduction is to have a
length of two reels and that
the subject matter must be equal to the
standards of screen quality in the special attractions of the stars and other
producers whose pictures are now or will
be distributed through First National exchanges.
Production of the first of the twelve
comedies will start as soon as the new
$100,000 studio Mr. Lehrman is building
at Hollywood is completed.
lates that each

minimum

—
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Alma Rubens
The Export

Signs
Pathe Contract for
Eight Productions

Field

Foreign Trade Information

Under

the name of Bruenner and PerH. H. Bruenner and Thomas O.
Persons who have been connected with
the Biograph Co. for a
considerable
time, opened an office in the Longacre
Building on May 1st.
Bruenner and
Persons will produce and also handle
productions for others and deal in for-

to
Furnish Stories for Series

sons,

eign rights for pictures deemed suitable
to the world market. The first of their
productions, said to be a propaganda
picture, is already completed.

South Africa is to be the location for
Sir K. Rider Haggard, famous English
Novelist.
It
has been said that the
African Film Productions, Ltd., of Cape
Town, South Africa, will make the following
pictures:
"King
Solomon's
Mines," which was filmed by Harold
Shaw, formerly of London Films, Ltd.;
two other pictures, "Winning a Continent" and "Symbol of Sacrifice," were
produced in Africa, and it is said that
these pictures are now in Xew York,
all of which are seven-reel subjects.
It
was learned today that Haggard's picture will be handled in America by the
International Photoplays Dist., Inc., of
which company M. A. Schlesinger is
president. Max Schlesinger, vice-president, and A. G. Smith, general manager.
It has been further said that this company is associated with the International Variety and Theatrical Agency,
Ltd., African Theatres, India Films and
Middle East, Ltd., which is sometimes
Picture
termed the "South African
Trust."
"Winning a Continent" and
"Symbol of Sacrifice" met with favorable views in England.

The special Danish mission
embargo on shipments of
Danish vessels on Monday of

lifted the

on
week.

films
this

The Apollo Trading Company has
quired the foreign rights to

"When

acthe

Smiled" and "When a Woman
Strikes."
Also J. Parker Read's big
"Forbidden Fire."
feature.
seven-reel
featuring Louise Glaum.

Goodman

Daniel Carson

Pathe Exchange announces that a conbeen made with Alma Rubens,
former Triangle star, and Daniel Carson
Goodman, the distinguished American nov-

Is

Nearing Completion

"A Desert Hero," "Fatty" Arbuckle's
new Paramount production, is rapidlv
nearing completion at the location in
Glendale, California. One hundred and
fifty people have been working for the
past ten days in what is probably the
largest interior set ever erected for a
western picture. The story is a travesty
on the conventional wild and woolly
drama, in which Al St. John is the "bad
man," Mollie Malone the persecuted
heroine, and "Fatty" the dead shot and
lion-hearted knight of valor and chivalry
who triumphs against all odds.

Mack Sennett bathing

beauties

and the big comedy. "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin." have been booked by the Masterpiece
Film Attractions for premier
showing in Cleveland in Keith's Hippodrome.

—She

Will

Make

Six Pictures

Per Year

during the coming year. The productions
will be made in the East and most of the
stories, it is at present planned, will be

from the pen of Dr. Goodman, who is
equipped for the work by his experience in literature and his intimate
knowledge of screen craft.
Has Been with Robertson-Cole
Miss Rubens recently completed two
special productions for Robertson-Cole
"Diane of the Green Van," the $10,000
prize story by Leona Dalrymple, and a
second picture under the working title
fully

of "Destiny."

Although she has only been in pictures
three years, che has been a star in her
own rjght most of this time. She made
her first appearance with Triai.gie-Fine
Arts and played opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "The Half Breed," and with
William S. Hart in "Truthful Tolliver."
Featured in 20 Triangles
She was featured in twenty Triangle
pictures, including "The Ghost Flow," "I
Love You," "Restless Souls." "The
Sphinx Woman." "Firefly of Touch
Luck," and "The Gown of Destiny."
Dr. Goodman is a well known author.
After writing several books, he entered
the motion picture field to prepare a

Lubin Company.
E. two years.
wrote "The Battle of Sexes" for
David W. Griffith and collaborated on
"The Escape," the eusrenic romance. As
literary director for Triangle, he wrote
the Taylor Holmes stories, including "A
Regular Fellow."
series of

He
He

dramas

Corbett serial "The
J.
Midnight Man" has been held up from
further production through the illness

James

James W. Home, who
production.

serial

soon

after

is

directing

He became ill
known as Cleo

his
wife,
film star, returned
It will be necessary to

Ridgely, the

from

a

operate
on Mr. Horne and meanwhile the production will be held up until the recovery of Mr. Horne.
hospital.

"The Carter Case"

S.

Delay Corbett Serial
The

Harry Grossman on
Trip to Advertise

for the

served with V. L.

Harry

Grossman, vice-president and
general manager of Oliver Films, Inc.,
is on a tour which will include many of
the principal cities in which the leading

"The

picture

theatres are exhibiting
Carter Case," the Craig Kennedy

serial,

which was produced under his personal
supervision.
Mr. Grossman will make
his first stop at Los Angeles and visit
the other cities on his return.
Carrying out the idea of Oliver Films,
Inc., to assist both exchanges and exhibitors in every way possible to enjoy
success and big returns with the serial.
Mr. Grossman will inaugurate special
advertising campaigns in the important
territorial centers, including local newspaper and widespread billboard advertising.

"Red Lantern" Success
"The Red Lantern," with N'azimova,
was a huge success at the Ziegfeld theaChicago, last week. At nine-thirty
on Saturday evening there was
a hold-out crowd of about five hundred
people. Admission prices were seventytre,

o'clock

five

and

fifty

cents plus the tax.

Before leaving Mr. Grossman stated
that negotiations are now under way for
cfosing the few territories that are now
open, that he will complete these during
his trip and that upon his return "The
Carter Case" will be in the hands of a
leading exchange in every territory in
the country.
He will be absent about

two weeks.

Arrow Gets Christies

New Film Opens Run

Christie Film
Company, has arranged with the Arrow
Photoplays Company of Denver for the
release of Christie films through that
company for the states of Colorado,

"Fires of Faith." the big special production made by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in co-operation with
the Salvation Army, opened its New
York run at the Harris Theatre, Monday evening.

Cleveland Books Beauties
The

Will Hereafter Shed Her
Light as a First National Star

for the porduction of eight pictures

elists

of
the

New Arbuckle Comedy

Who

tract has

Desert

James Beecroft.

Constance Talmadge

C.

H.

Christie,

of

Utah and Wyoming.
41
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

AN

"VICKY VAN"' (Paramount) supplies Ethel Clayton with the most congenial role she has had in quite
some time.
It is a mystery story well produced and
skillfully
Considerable interest is drawn
enacted.
throughout.
In every way a good program publication.

announcement that marks the first orderly and
well-defined effort to achieve w hat must Boon come
to lie a universal practice concerns the leasing of
Cohan's Grand theatre, at Broadway and Forty-third
street, by D. W. Griffith for what he calls a spring repertoire of plays.

"BEATING THE ODDS"

(Vitagraph) turns out
one has come to expect
when Harry T. Morey is scheduled as star. It is serious
drama, and rather heavy.
But it is excellently done
and at all times interesting. For the adult, since the
young will not understand it. it provides good entertainment.

The
custom

reissue was the first attempt to establish the
of repeating old and worthy productions of stars

to be just the sort of play that

It opened the way: but it didn't
presently popular.
Exprove, a complete success in the matter of results.
tortionate prices and similar causes may he the reasons.

Com-

Hut the possibilities are worth considering.

pare one of the recent tours of this country by Sarah
Bernhardt with a film tour of this country by Bessie
Barriscale when that actress has reached the age of the
French star. When the work of Sothern and Marlowe
are but traditions, the work of Nazimova will be as
fresh as

it

is

"DADDY EOXG

LEGS"'" (First National) will be
of fans with open arms.
Its reputation as a magazine story and, later, as a stage
production, will bring many to the screening.
Mary
Pickford's characterization of the star role and Marshall
A. Neilan's presentation of the play should satisfy.
A

welcomed by

today.

There are already enough

film masterpieces on
to begin the staging of repertoires for various stars.

hand

"THE HOME TOWN
pends for

its

A.

Barry)

is.

besides

it

being a well-made picture, a document of historical
value.
When the world is as deeply interested in a
single subject as it is today in the study of Germany
and the many phases of its national character, it is
well to supply that interest with digestible and authentic
material.
This J. A. Barry has done in the very best
manner, by the aid of a story cleverly told.

"GREASED LIGHTNING,"'

human interest
lacks in plausibility

and the well selected cast. What
more than* made up in beautiful

is

"JOSSELYN'S WIFE"

Exhibitors Mutual

(

)

jus-

heavy advertising and an extended run.
If not
Bessie Barriscale's masterpiece, it is certainly one of her
very best productions.
It is a strong story well acted
and capably presented.
tifies

with
the country

MONEY

"THE
CORRAL" (Artcraft) leaves William S. Hart in his western garb, but sets him down in
Chicago and against the background of the underworld
and the Gold Coast. It is a pleasing innovation. His
acting is among the best that he has done and the story

in stardom.

Hay picture
his best.

"RED HEAD" (Select) contains the usual cabaret
provided for Alice Brady's background, hut an Alice
Brady superior to most of her past plays. A character
study, yet a story not lacking in animation or heart interest, it provides screen amusement of the very best
type for the adult.

is

interesting

and

realistically told.

"THE BEST MAN"
for the

(Hodkinson) promises much

new booking plan adopted by W. W. Hodkinson.

is a picture that will please any audience and any exhibitor on its merits alone.
Kerrigan has seldom done

It

anything

"MODERN HUSBANDS"

(Exhibitors Mutual)
carries with it food for thought as well as entertainment
value.
Henry B. Walthall is given a role that demands
much of him. but he rises to every occasion with the ease
of a master.
Well done and beautiful, it should more
than please.

"AFTER HIS OWN HEART"

de-

settings and artistic direction.
It will deliver the satisfaction required of pictures of the calibre.

(Paramount)

Charles Ray, presents that popular star in
boy characterization that gave him his place
The exhibitor who ever made money with a
will do as well with this one.
It is among

GIRL'' (Paramount)

entertainment value upon the sentimental

story,
(.).

number

picture event of note.

And there are many angles to the question which the
exhibitor must find to his liking.

"THE BETRAYAL"

a great

better.

"THE LAW OF MEN"

(Paramount)

casts

Enid

powerful as it is tragic.
A splendid cast aids in drawing to a fine point the interest of spectators, an interest justified by the development of the play. An adult performance, but a might

Bennet

as heroine of a story as

good one.

(Metro) introduces

"BARE FISTS"

(Universal) deprives Harry Carey
and brings out acting genuis of
The exhibitor
a quality he has not heretofore exhibited.
who has a place on his program for western stories will
find nothing better than "Bare Fists."

the o]>erating table, the stretcher and the hearse as
comedy properties and Hale Hamilton's ready smile anil
bounding style of acting as the motivating force. There
may be those who will pronounce it humorous, but it is
rather an uncomfortable sort of humor.

of his trusty six-shooter

"HELP! HELP

"TAXI"' (Triangle) marks the highest point of
Taylor Holmes' achievement under the Triangle banner.
A romantic and lively little story is told in refreshing
manner. A < 'osmopol ilan appearance of the story was
widely read. The picture will please those who saw the
-ton and others. Genuinely good entertainment.

!

POLICE

the George Walsh admirers

!''

(Fox) should give

that they desire in the
way of spirited entertainment. At times ridiculous, alwavs improbable, it still generates suspense of excellent
A production typical
quality and holds it to the end.

of the star.
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REVIEWS
THE BETRAYAL
Seven-part drama;

J.

A. Barry Produc-

tions.

Directed by J. A. Barry.
Published as a special.
the
Following
closely
formula, J. A. Barry has pro-

Griffith
in

"The Betrayal"

play of opnaturalness and
a

beauty, perfect
great historical value.
In the years 1847 to 1849, Germany,
under the rule of Wilhelm I., grandsire
of the present ex-ruler of Prussia, was
forced to leave his country amid circumstances very similar to those that exist
today. What followed is of correspondHis
ing interest to the present world.
defeat was but temporary. The manner
which he contrived to restore the
in
power of the Hohenzollerns and the results of that restoration should be of
deepest interest to every right-minded
individual on the globe.
With only a brief subtitle to link the
picture to the recent war, "The Betrayal" tells the story of that other crisis
with the graphic realism and veracity
which marks the perfect historian. And
the film is ever a better medium for the
recording of history than the printed
^page.
Aside from the historical value, which
is the outstanding one, there is a love
and adventure story of no mean quality.
A well balanced cast of many members,
in which no star is featured at the cost
minor roles,
strength and
of
story
catches the spirit of the composition and
works together harmoniously and to the
best advantage.
Subtitles in simple black and white,
the well-photographed long shots, the
skillful bringing out of the "little things
that count," are all strongly suggestive
The same
of "The Birth of a Nation."
similarity is noticeable in the score provided by Joseph C. Breil, who wrote the
music for that earlier masterpiece.
"The Betrayal" was made with a purpose a big purpose and a democratic
one. The finished product is the attainment of that purpose. It is one of the
most significant publications in film history commercially and artistically.
tical

Alice

in

—

SYA OPSIS
r

:

Karl Sturm

With

is

a

German

father he
works for the freedom of the German
people.
fn 1847 the people rebel and
permits them to establish a
the K n
parliament. In 1848 this body offers the
king the presidency of the German confederation, but the sovereign refuses it,
calls out the army and re-establishes the
iron rule.
Karl and Professor Brunn.

youth with

ideals.

his

i

Bohemian

socialist

who

teaches

in

Ger-

many, are imprisoned. Karl escapes to
Switzerland. Irma Brunn, Karl's sweetheart, is told by Rudolf Berloff, German
officer and rival suitor for her hand,
But Karl
that Karl has been executed.
writes her a letter telling of an attempt
he is to make to liberate her father. Berloff gets the letter and prepares to preA chase ensues, the
vent the escape.
Rhine being the goal^ Berloff and Irma
reach a lighthouse on the coast and he
attempts familiarities, pursuing her to
Karl arrives.
the top of the structure.

The men

and Rudolf falls to his
Irma and her father escape
France and liberty.

death,
to

fight

Karl,

in

RED HEAD

Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by Jerome Storm,
Published April 20.

Five-part drama; Select.
Directed by Charles Maigne.

OPINION:

It is

impossible to

sit

through

this, possibly the most wholesome and
genuinely entertaining offerings on the
market today, and keep from wondering
what conceivable line of reasoning could
lead the powers that be to cast Ray in
roles or plays of any other variety.
Givtn'a pair of overalls, a straw hat, a
small-town background and support i:i
keeping, the result is a comedy of types
and manners with a truly universal ap-

peal.

young of both sexes
"Greased Lightning" more
enjoyment than rewards nine out of

The
real

of

ten

A

old and the

find

will

in

their

pilgrimages

blacksmith

shop,

a

theatre-ward.
patent potato

Published in April.
OPINION : Great story value and acting of the first water are the strong
points of Alice Brady's present publication.
The play opened at the Bijou
Dream, Chicago, on Sunday, May 4, and
at ten o'clock^in the evening people were
still standing in line awaiting their chance
to get in. "The Life of a Chorus Girl,"
was the secondary title displayed on the
lobby banner, which, with a three-sheet
of the star in oriental dancing costume,
may have been a factor in bringing this
about. But the play, for the adult, is one

worth

waiting for.
Alice Brady has
never done anything better.
Conrad
Xagel, the male lead, handles a congenial

role

to

members

perfect

satisfaction.

Minor

peeler and an automobile of miraculous
construction and behavior are cause for
laughter of deep-seated and spontaneous

small cast are as well
chosen. The story is of the metropolis
and the adult. Children will not understand it. though it contains nothing
which they should not see. The market
value of the whole should be great.
SYNOPSIS: Matthew Thurlow, ..idle
son of a wealthy father, becomes intoxicated in a cabaret and marries "Red
Head," a dancer with whom he has been
going about, on a bet. Next morning
he attempts to undo the deed, but "Red
Head" refuses to permit it. Thurlow.
Sr., disowns the boy. "Red Head" gives
up her position at the cabaret and uses
her savings to furnish a ilat. Thurlow
spends what money he has for drink and
is at last brought to the flat, unconscious.
Three days later, when totally sober, he
is
permitted to leave and declares his
intention of finding work just to show
the mocking world that he can keep a
wife. Three months later he is making
good in a position secured by his own
efforts, but he still refuses to be a real
husband to "Red Head." Then her parents, gentle country folk, visit them and
he plays the part of husband for their
sake. His father, hearing of his success,
calls to buy off "Red Head," but she reRealization of his love
fuses to sell.
for her finally dawns upon Matthew, his
father is won to her, and the happy end-

origin.

ing

'

—

Brady

GREASED LIGHTNING

OPINION:
duced

Ray

Charles

CHARLES RAY
Invents an auto in "(ireascd Lightning;,"
a new Paramount production.

Wanda Hawley and Robert McKim
have

them
than

roles of prominence and handle
excellently, but scarcely more so
do the other members of a large

and busy
it up as a

cast.
"find'

The

exhibitor who plays
lie disappointed.

will not

SYNOPSIS: Andy
blacksmith,

is

Fletcher, the village

about to buy

a

car

when

Flint, the town banker, warns him to
stay clear of his daughter, Alice, with
the contraption.
Since Alice was the
cause of Andy's desire in making the
purchase, he is dissuaded. But a luck;.'
trade brings a motored relic into his

possession and Flint is pacified.
car breaks down in the country

The

with
Alice and Iter father aboard and an
estrangement ensues when Alice departs
in the elegant machine of J. Armitage,
wealthy investor recently come to Piperville.
Some time later Armitage stages
an automobile race and Andy enters his
chasis.
While the race is on Armitage
robs the bank and flees. Andy pursues
in
car and captures the robber.
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follows.

Henry

B. Walthall in

MODERN HUSBANDS
Five-part drama; Exhibitors' Mutual.
Directed by Francis J. Grandon.

Published in April.
OPINION: Carrying with it food for
thought as well as good entertainment,
this picture contains many points which
lift it out of the ordinary in its appeal

The fastidious may
to theatre patrons.
find the plot a trifle weak, but the great
bulk of the people who pass through the
doors will be well satisfied.
Walthall, creator of many forceful roles,
is given an unusually difficult part and
rises to it. The cast, settings and photography are above average. Clever subRobertsontitles, which distinguish all
Cole offerings, are again in evidence. It
is a story of busy husbands, idle wives
and lounge lizards and a decided improvement on many attempts with this
admission

theme.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
SYNOPSIS:

Stephen Duane, broker,
too busy to pay attention to his wife

is

Genevive Blynn the play holds by its
very novelty.
Director Vignola has done wonderfully
well with the material although it was

or home.
Returning home at a late
hour he finds his wife in what appears to
be a compromising position with Bert
Brockwell, a he-vamp.
Dissipation following his separation from his wife

rather difficult to make several of the
situations ring true. Ethel Clayton wins
more sympathy than one would ordinarily expect in the circumstances.

brings financial ruin.
A year passes,
during which Duane continues to be a
failure, while Mrs. Duane, who becomes
the mother of Stephen, Jr., succeeds as a
milliner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Cos-

SYNOPSIS:

Ruth Endicott, following
marriage to Randolph Schuyler, a
man much older than she, meets Chester
Calhoun. A month with her husband in
New York disillusions Ruth. She finds
her

grove, friends, assist Duane to come
back.
Brockwell reappears and tries to
compromise Mrs. Cosgrove, but is interrupted by Duane and eventually is turned
over to the police on an old charge of
forgery.
Through the Cosgrove incident, Duane realizes the unfairness of his
accusation against his wife, and
the
Duanes are reunited.

that she

is practically a prisoner in her
house, with Schuyler's two maiden
sisters.
A relative in India leaves her
a legacy of fifty thousand pounds.
She
keeps this fact from her husband and
with the money establishes an apartment of her own in the house adjoining.
Disguising herself with a wig, she enter-

own

tains

Hale Hamilton

AFTER HIS OWN HEART

A

Five-part comedy; Metro.
Directed by Harry Franklin.
Published April 28.

OPINION:

The

operating

Taylor Holmes

an .-uiiii.siiiK .scene from
"Taxi," a Triangle play.

room,

days of Keystone, but this is the first
time these items have been incorporated
into comedy of the five-reel dimension.
They are not pleasant features. Yet the)'
might have been successfully employed
had the play contained sufficient humor.
Hale Hamilton works hard, stumbles
about and smiles broadly at every opportunity, but there are no incidents or
story angles that bring forth more than
mildly amused smiles from a chance
audience. A noon-day, drop-in gathering
at the Pastime theatre, Chicago, seemed
to find little in the play to amuse them.
It can hardly be called a fair example
of Metro's program publications.

SYNOPSIS

:

ous

summons

him

a

Thomas Duncan

believes

and answers a mysteriwhich promises to net

quarter of a million dollars. It
results in his confinement in the hospital of Dr. Spleen, surgeon to the superrich, who informs him that he is going
to operate to place Duncan's heart in
the body of Judah Corpus, ailing uncle
of Sally Reeves, Duncan's sweetheart.

Powerless to escape, Duncan smuggles
a note to Sally. She tries to prevent the
operation but is also imprisoned and the
made. Duncan is taken to his
dead man, only to awaken the
next morning to find that Dr. Spleen fell
dead of heart disease just before the
operation, that Corpus believes the operation performed and is a well man. that
his fortune has been recovered and that
attempt

home

is

a

Sally will

in

the

hospital and the hearse were used once
or twice by Mack Sennett in the early

his fortune lost

half-hour spent in

its

perusal.

It

is

as

good a picture as it was a story. Taylor
Holmes is called upon to don the personalities of wealthy clubman and, again,
leather-coated taxi driver, both characters admirably suited to his type. Irene
Tarns and Lillian Hall are young ladies
who appear to excellent advantage in
support. The details of production have
been well cared for. The complete result is a motion picture of no mean entertainment value, one that should win
the approval of the most exacting.
SYNOPSIS : Stepping into another's
taxi in the after-theatre jam, Robert
Hervey Randolph is happily present at
the crisis and rescues Vivian Vivierre,
chorus girl, from the persecutions of a
wealthy roue who has brought about her
discharge.
Randolph takes the girl to
his apartment, where he learns that she
is the missing cousin to whom his fortune rightly belongs.
He makes her
promise to stay in his apartment until
ten o'clock the following morning, buys
a chauffeur's clothes and job, takes the
car and reports at the garage.
Next
morning the girl comes into her own,
but begins a search for her missing benefactor.
Randolph keeps himself concealed, but maintains a strict watch over
developments. When the villain of the
stage-door episode reappears and seeks
to bring the girl back into his power by
wrecking the taxi company which brings
in her revenue. Randolph manages to
circumvent the calamity. The happy ending follows.

marry him.

VICKY VAN

in

TAXI

Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.

Five-part comedy; Triangle.
Directed by Lawrence C. Windom.

May 11.
OPINION: By all odds

May 4.
OPINION: Carolyn

Published

Published

the best thing

that Taylor Holmes has done since his
appearance upon the Triangle program,
"Taxi" has the elements that make for
popular approval. The story is a swiftmoving recital of light and romantic in-

Anyone who read
when it appeared in

cidents.

form
politan
lain's

it

in

story

Cosmounder George Agnew Chamber-

signature

will

recall

a
as

scene

follows

while

they

are

alone

and a few minutes later Schuyler is
found
dead.
Detectives
learn
that
"Vicky" and Mrs. Schuyler are one and
the same person and she is accused of
the murder.
The maid, however, confesses and Ruth and Chester find happiness together.

Harry T. Morey

in

BEATING THE ODDS
Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Paul Scardon.

May 12.
OPINION: Again

Published

work

does Harry Morey

his way from the
social scale to the top,

bottom of the
triumphing

this

time over more than the usual number
of obstacles and giving an even better
than usual delineation of the changing
character.
It is a
forceful story that
calls a spade a spade and progresses
steadily through a convincing series of
plot incidents to a logical culmination.
Gang politics figure in the early part of
the story, but only as an introduction.
After that the play becomes a study of
social
conditions and their influence
upon character, a study always told in
action and interestingly. Primarily a play
for the mature, since it deals with the
problems of the mature, it is a strong
production that should deliver something more than program satisfaction.
Betty Blythe and Jean Paige, as the bad
-

and the good women respectively, do
good work. Paul Scardon's direction is
excellent.

SYNOPSIS:

David Powell, graft colforced to hide from arrest in the
country. Here he engages in the real
estate business and soon becomes a
power in the little city.
Aterling,
who poses as his wife, endangers his
success by her misbehavior and they
separate. David later becomes a power
in the steel industry and completes his
reform when he falls in love with Rosalie Rogers, daughter of his senior busimarries.
ness associate.
When
Rosalie's father David is powerless to
speak, but another former admirer discloses her past to Rogers and he blames
Powell.
To save Rosalie the shock
David takes her to the mountains.
When, after the binth of their daughter.
Rosalie recovers, David tells her all and
she leaves him. For three years he labors to repair the damage that Rogers
lector,

is

Amy

Ethel Clayton in

Taylor Holmes

Bohemian

set,
and becomes
"Vicky Van." Schuyler learns
of the famous "Vicky Van," visits the
place and discovers that it is his wife.

known

in

the

the

pleasant

Wells* story furbishes a splendid vehicle for Ethel Clayton's exploitation. It is a mystery story.
Not so much of a mystery, however, to
the spectators as to the players, as the
heroine's motives are clear enough to
the former.
Miss Clayton has not had a role that
suited her better in some time and surrounded as she is with a cast embracing
such well known players as Emory
Johnson, Noah Beery, Jane Wolfe and

44

Amy

in
is

his anger has wrought, succeeds and
taken back by Rosalie.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Wary Pickford

could only happen upon the screen and
it lacks in plausibility it more than

in

what

'DADDY LONG LEGS

makes up

comedy-drama;

jeven-part

Na-

First

have

tional.

Directed by Marshall A. Neilan.
Published by First National Exhibitors'
Circuit.

I

OPINION:

I

"Daddy Long Legs,"

as a

magazine story, delighted many thousands of readers; as a stage play it enertained many thousands more, and now
that it has reached the screen, with
Mary Pickford in the role of the poor
ittle orphalT, it is safe to say millions
of her admirers will receive the whimThe
sical little tale with open arms.
story is one well suited to Miss Pickford
and Director Neilan, who has many other
uccessful Pickford plays to his credit,
has handled his material with a view of
bringin.L' out all the humor and pathos
the tale possesses.
The story, which begins with a semiallegorical series of well-built and splendidly photographed scenes, compares a
flower growing in an alley with one
under tender cultivation. Jerusha, portrayed by Mary Pickford. is seen an inmate of an orphanage, persecuted by the
matron, but despite her surroundings,

manages to keep up her own spirits and
those of her fellow inmates.
Mahlon Hamilton and Marshall Neilan
later become rivals for her hand, and
the story works out to a natural and
Taken as a
conclusion.
satisfactory
whole, it should furnish ample amusement for all, for, although the action is
slight, its characterizations are not over-

beautiful

in

and

interior sets

had

Standing and Stanhope Wheatcroft

SYNOPSIS:

Fenshawe has so
Nell
suitors she doesn't know what to
do, but against her parents* wishes she
looks with favor upon John Stanley, who
works in the village drug store. John
becomes ambitious and goes to New
York to seek his fortune. He sells some
valuable rugs to a wealthy lady and is
nersuaded by a discharged clerk to try
his luck at cards.
He loses and runs
away.
Nell goes to the city, secures

many

work

in his

old establishment and event-

ually rinds John, has his old place given
back to him and in the end they find

happiness.

JOSSELYN'S WIFE
Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Howard Hickman.

Published

in

May.

OPINION:
final

Sustaining interest to the

fadeout, this

a picture

is

recommend, and play
ordinary

A

baby found in an
Abbot by
Under
matron of the orphanage.
cruel dictatorship of this matron
is

christened Jerusha

ash
the
the
she

reaches the age of twelve years when a
benefactor known to her only as John
Smith sends her to college. She quickly
becomes a leader and is taken into the
better social circles, where she meets

who

become

instantly

'

took a young woman as his second wife.
A happy reunion follows and Mr. and
Mrs. Gibbs Josselyn go to make their
home with Josselyn's father and stepmother. Lillian Josselyn, the young
stepmother, has tired of her society
friends, and sets out to make Gibbs fall
A strange coincidence
in love with her.
leads the younger Mrs. Josselyn and the
older Josselyn to believe Lillian and
Gibbs have been untrue to them. A viobetween Gibbs and his
quarrel
lent

for longer than the
not her masterpiece,
it
certainly ranks with the best Miss
Barriscale has ever appeared in.
Kathlyn Norris' book provided un-

The morning

after,

the

found dead from a
wound and Gibbs is arrested.
bullet
After the trial has dragged several
months, Thomas Josselyn, the little
grandson, tells of how he was playing
"spy" with his grandfather in the early
morning hours and that "the gun exploded and grandfather went to sleep."
His story clears Gibbs, and opens up a
new and happier life for the couple
and their son.
is

If

usual opportunities for a photoplay of
strength and Director Hickman faith-

Blackston Buys

"Dawn"

purchased the
J. Stuart Blackton has
world motion picture rights to "Dawn"
from the pen of Eleanor H. Porter,
author of "Pollyanna."

and Jimmy McBride,

Pendleton

Jarvis

which ex-

hibitors can advertise heavy, personally
run.

formly, the men and women in her support are well chosen and capable. Ben
Alexander, the juvenile star with many
successful roles to his credit, adds much
to the human appeal of the picture in
The sethe part of Thomas Josselyn.
lection of exterior and interior settings
deserves complimentary mention.
It is a strong story, well acted, and
capably presented.
SYNOPSIS: Mrs. Gibbs Josselyn,
after the birth of a son, influences her
husband to forget the quarrel he had
with his father at the time his father

father follows.
elder Josselyn

Bessie Barriscale in

patrons.

SYNOPSIS:

We

scores of
featuring the poor country boy who
seeks his fortune in the city, only to fall
a victim to a city "slicker" and is rescued
in the last reel by his country sweetheart.
Vivian Martin is the country
sweetheart, and the home town girl,
while Ralph Graves is the youth who
loses the firm's money in a poker game.
Carmcl Phillips overacts the role of a
gum-chewing
stenographer.
Others
who prove capable, however, are Herbert

drawn, the subtitles are cleverly worded
and it is a typical Mary Pickford play
which is sufficient for most picture

can

settings, artistic
direction.
film productions

skillful

fully has reproduced it.
Miss Barriscale
has a part particularly fitted to her ability.
Yet many of the scenes test her
to the utmost.
Her success may be
attributed in some measure to the fact
that she does not have to divide her
effort to carry along a weak cast.
Uni-

Her

suitors.

farm
for the summer and here Pendleton
comes to fish and pay court. But she
her

sends

guardian

to

a

certain

refuses his offer of marriage, saying she
first write a novel and pay back
She succeeds in this
her benefactor.
and Pendleton again presents himself,
but this time she refuses because a spiteful child of wealth has pointed out the

must

man who marries an orphan.
Broken-hearted, she writes John Smith
Receiving no answer,
of her troubles.
she goes to his house for the first time
and finds that Pendleton is her benefacBarriers removed, they plight their
tor.
folly of the

troth.

Vivian Martin in

THE HOME TOWN GIRL
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.

May 11.
OPINION: "The Home Town

Published

depends

Girl"

for its entertainment value

upon

three things, viz: the sentimental story,
its human interest and the well selected
cast,

including

Martin.

The

of

story

course,
is

that

Miss
type

Vivian

which

Vivian Martin and Carmel Phillips

in
<
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an Interesting
ramount.)

I'ii

•»

«

from "The

Home Town

Girl.

1

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
William

S.

Hart

to compel Celia Hathaway, a wealthy
young woman, to marry him under threat

in

THE MONEY CORRAL
Five-part drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.

May 4.
OPINION: Hart fans will take kindly
A Montana
to "The Money Corral."

Published

the first reel will satisfy
those who prefer him as the hard-riding,
straight-shooting westerner, and the lo-

rodeo staged

cale then

in

moves

to Chicago,

which urban

background should meet the demands of
those who have been "fed up" on western stories. Jane Novak. Rhea Mitchell
and

Herschail

Mayall are leaders

in

a

Hart's character, a
cast that pleases.
typical one, shows up splendidly in contrast to the denizens of Chicago's underworld and the wealthy residents of the
Gold Coast. Both of these atmospheres
are realistically reproduced, some of the
street scenes being authentic. The story
concerns an attempt to ruin a leading
Chicago banking firm by one of its
trusted employes and the frustration of
the plot by Hart, engaged as night
watchman. A love story that rings true
interwoven to supply the necessary
is

sentiment.
acts.

It is

Hart neither poses nor overa picture that will satisfy.

Beeson, cowboy,
accepts the invitation of Mr. Collins,
Chicago banker, to come to the city and
take a position as night watchman
bank, recent robberies having resulted in
Brunei",
the death of two watchmen.
Collins' trusted lieutenant, is the instigator of the thefts and sends Beeson to
the underworld upon a false clue, planning to have him quietly murdered. But
Beeson comes out unscathed and conin his

Collins'
vinced of Bruner's duplicity.
petted daughter parades the westerner

gay house party, and

for the benefit of a
Rose, a poor relation, aids him to esHe resigns at the bank, but decape.
cides to stay in town for one more
night, knowing that another attempt is

Here be capthe bank.
his aids and exposes
them to Collins. Collins buys Beeson a
ranch in the west and Beeson persuades
to be

made on

tures

Bruner and

Rose to share
J.

finds both happy.

Enid Bennett

in

THE LAW

OF

place

for

drama

though

that

is

excel-

tragic, heavy, but al-

together interesting and natural, will find
what he seeks in "The Law of Men."
The producers have been skillful and
thoughtful in omitting the actual murder

and scenes of the dead man. The full
import of the event is made clear. Nothis

lost in realism.

And

the lurid de-

passed over. Enid
Bennett's performance of an emotional
role is tellingly handled. Niles Welch,
tails

1

are

charitably

as the clean-cut young artist, manages a
The best
difficult characterization well.
bit of acting in the piece, however, is
delivered by Dorcas Matthews. Few superior performances have been recorded
by the camera. The story is one of
depth. It deals with the problems, sins
and emotions of the mature. The youthBut
ful audience will not appreciate it.
masterfully constructed and preit is a

sented photoplay.

SYNOPSIS

:

Laura Dayne, struggling

sculptress, refuses to live in the

home

of

Bertram Wade, her guardian and a successful lawyer, and maintains her studio
in the artists' colony. Jamison Keene, an
architect, carries on an affair with Mrs.

Wade, whose husband's suspicions are
finally verified. Keene lures Laura to a

with him.

it

Warren Kerrigan

Five-part comedy-drama; Hodkinson.
Directed by Thomas Heffron.

May 4.
OPINION: If

Published

this is a fair sample of
the productions W. W. Hodkinson is going to offer exhibitors under his newly
adopted system of open booking, Hodkinson will succeed. It is a mighty good
clever
start.
J. Warren Keirigan and his
leading woman, Lois Wilson, hole the
center of the stage in a clever story,

employed
department at
Washington, is
f secure a code
message from a band of smugglers by
pretending to be one of them. He succeeds, but in making his escape, is captured by six men in dress suits and
hauled into a church, where a bride and
Rather
minister are waiting for him.
than reveal his secre't, he goes through
Complications
the marriage ceremony.

in

be-

George llayne, who has been
Europe fifteen years, and has returned

lieved to be

Harry Carey

in

BARE FISTS
Six-part drama; Universal.

Directed by Jack Ford.
Published May 5.

OPINION: A typical Harry Careyd
production with more than the usual plot
strength and better than usual background, the picture is as good as any
that this star has recently brought out.

Deprived of his trusty "shooting irons,"
by a story angle which gives rise to the
the star is compelled to give con-a
siderable attention to his acting, and
the result is a pleasant one. That he
really can act and act convincingly is a
fact established beyond question by the
work he does. This is not the only novel
angle the story presents, the whole con-stituting a realistic and thoroughly interesting bit of screen writing.
Betty
title,

Schade and Joe Harris
the roles supplied

fit

them and

snugly into
satisfy

com-

Jack Ford's direction is somewhat above the standard of his past
achievements.
Howard Ensteadt, a
youngster who appears as the hero's
pletely.

brother, is called upon for some
serious work and disposes of it in fine
fashion.
Altogether, the play is one
which should do as well as any of the
star's past publications and better than
little

most.

of the

New "U" Comedies

away
is

passed.

trial.
Returning, they find his
brother with the brand of the rusttiers upon his chest. Harry escapes and
goes gunning for the rustlers with the
sheriff's weapon. After exacting his revenge he returns to prison, but a witness
to the crime appears and establishes his
innocence.

Service
detailed

He

is

honeymoon.

ing:

Cyril Gordon,

set in, which prevent his running
finds that he
from his bride.

and promises

Connor before verdict

little

ceptable to any audience.

Secret

his guilt

entence. The day before he is to be
hung he persuades the sheriff to take
him to see his mother, who knows noth-

bubbling with humorous and novel situaand tense dramatic action. It is ac-

the

W

He admits

derer.

of them the man is shot. Harry is tried
for the crime, a gun found near is identified as his. and the court pronounces

tions

SYNOPSIS:

to

SYNOPSIS: After "Cheyenne" Harryi
has brought about the death of the murderer of his father, his mother prevails
upon him to lay aside his side-arms and
settle future disputes which may arise
by the use of his bare fists. Though he
is looked upon by those who know him
as a coward because of this fact, he is
true to his promise. Rustlers attempt to
steal his cattle and in a fight with one

in

THE BEST MAN

in

the

fails

This he does by an open confession, but
he suicides immediately atter, rather
than free himself by exposing his wife's
character. Laura and Denis begin their

MEN

serious

lently done,

crime.
Wade's fervent defense
gain him liberty. Then Laura
r
finds evidence to prove
ade the mur-

of

to save

Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Published April 27.
OPINION: The exhibitor who has a

ing

Lem

SYNOPSIS:

of exposing a family scandal.
After
several thrills furnished by the gang of
smugglers and several laughs provided
by his
humorous situation, Gordon
reaches Washington with the stolen
message and his bride. His success wins
him promotion. His bride, learning the
truth, is satisfied to let the marriage
stand, and so is Gordon. So the fadeout

country hotel with promises of a profitable contract and attempts familiarities.
Laura escapes and Denis Connor, her*
artist sweetheart, goes to exact justice
of Keene. Failing to locate the man, he
returns and marries Laura.
Keene is
found murdered and Connor is suspected

EILEEN PERCY
in

"Desert Gold," Being Produced

Grey Pictures,
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i>>

Zane

EHdie Lyons and Lee Moran are at
work on several new comedies in LT niverThe title of three are "Harsal series.
mony in a Flat," "The Bullshivfks." and
"Three In a Closet." Grace Marvin and
Mildred Moore are the feminine leads
in

the comedies.

a

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
George Walsh

in

HELP! HELP! POLICE!

How

Five-part comedy; Fox.

Directed by Edward Dillon.
Published April 27.

OPINION With

his

~

°.

A Word from

customary

disre-

things like elevators and
sidewalks and traction laws,
George Walsh lunges headlong into and
through another series of ludicrous but
extremely
is
It
laughable incidents.
ridiculous, this hodge podge of impossisub-titles
bilities bound together with

gard for

little

staircases,

frankly frivolous, but by some uncanny
juggling of mechanics it generates suspense that makes most uncomfortable
the cushioned opera chair, ruins a "shine"
for that observer whose nervous tension
eased by the shuffling of feet, and
is
makes of the final scene a fervently

welcomed

how

Just

release.

this

is

one of the mysteries
The observer feels a bit
of pictures.
ashamed of himself even as he enjoys
brought about

It

full.

is

the

stuff

Walsh's success is
made. The present publication should
do for the exhibitor anything that any
of his former ones have done, and more.
SYNOPSIS: Larry Weston, son of a
becomes fascinated
magnate,
rubber
with Eve Pendleton, daughter of a business rival, and involved in numerous difficulties arising out of his penchant for
Robert Trask, crook, burgles
speeding.
the hotel where all are staying and Larry
narrowly escapes arrest, suspicion reRescuing a
maining attached to him.
lady from her bed in a burning room,
he is again falsely accused of everything
from petty larceny to murder and reAn hour before time
leased on bonds.
for his trial he gets on the trail of the
real robbers and after many adventures
brings them into court on the very last
tick of the clock to save the bail

The happy ending

money

ensues.

Mollie King Returns

To Screen

for Series

Mollie King is about to return to pictures. A contract has been negotiated
between her managers, Sanger & Jordan,
and the American Cinema Corporation,
under the terms of which the fair star
of "Good Morning Judge" will make a
series of six pictures for that company,
-tarting at once. Miss King's compensation is reported to be about $10,000 a
picture.

The American Cinema Corporation is
newcomer to the motion picture in-

dustry and has acquired spacious studio
facilities and has placed under contract
a strong supporting cast for Miss King.
John Stahl, whose activities during the
past year have been centered about the
work of Florence Reed, will be Miss
King's director in this new series of
specials.

Third Ray-Fair Picture
Little Sport" is the
title of the third picture to be

"Be

a

engaging

made

for

William Fox by Albert Ray and Elinor
Fair.

The

picture

is

now

in

work

by William Fox Exhibitors Bulletin

One

of the outstanding developments
the film industry in its later phases
is
the great increase in service which
the producer is giving the exhibitor. In
the early days of the business many proin

ducers

thought

duty

their

ended

with

the making ,of indifferent pictures and
the sale of these to exhibitors. As men
of greater vision entered the business,
however, they developed the idea that
the producer's duty consisted not alone
in making good pictures, but in helping
the exhibitor to market them to the pub-

—

Pictures group.

lic.

A striking example of this policy is
given in the current issue of the William Fox Exhibitors Bulletin, published
This number of the Bullethis week.
tin contains something unusual in exhibitor

service

—a

symposium

of

the

views of four editors of trade papers on
the general subject, "How to Advertise
the Picture."
especially for
as a part of

The

articles

were written

Exhibitors

Bulletin,
aid to exhibitors, by
George Blaisdell, editor of the Moving
Picture World; Lesley Mason, editor of
the Exhibitor's Trade Review; William
A. Johnston, editor of the Motion Picture News, and Martin J. Quigley, pubHerald and
lisher of The Exhibitors
Motograph y of Chicago.

the

its

Abundance of Sound Advice
The articles were written from

the
standpoint of service to the exhibitor
and contain an abundance of sound advice on principles and methods of exhibiexploitation
of
motion pictures.
tor
While varied in their treatment of the
subject the editors unite in advocacy of
live advertising and publicity
on the
part of the exhibitors.
Pointing out that up-to-date exhibitors appreciate the importance of good
advertising, Mr. Johnston says:
"These exhibitors don't need preaching.
They want and appreciate help
and encouragement. And let me say that
the trend of thpught in the inner councils is to give them more and more aid.
The Fox Exhibitors Bulletin is one such
evidence.
"As for the exhibitors who have not
yet learned the lesson of advertising:
The time for preaching is past. The exhibitor whose eyes are open can readily
see what advertising is doing for others
and how others are doing it. The exhibitor whose eyes are open will take
advantage of the aids that the producers
are supplying. The exhibitor whose eyes
are open will follow the sign-post that
points to the highway of Big Money.
"The exhibitor who, 'having eyes, will
not see,' will be shunted to the roadside
and forgotten in the onward sweep of
the greatest, keenest, livest business on
earth."

—

—

—

Exhibitors in

at

Hollywood, under the direction of Scott
Dunlap, who staged the second Kav-Fair
"Words and Music By ,"
picture,
scheduled for early release under tin
F.xcel

the Editors of Four Motion Picture Trade Papers on
Most Vital to Every Exhibitor, as Compiled

the Subject

is

the picture to the
of which George

a

to Advertise the Picture

Mason

Two

Classes

divides exhibitors into two
major classes those who advertise and
those who do not. The latter class he
who
exhibitors
sub-divides
into
the
think they don't need to advertise, the

Mr.

—
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exhibitors who don't believe in advertising, and the exhibitors who don't know
what advertising means.
"The exhibitor who thinks he does not
need to advertise," says Mr. Mason,
"may be an exhibitor, but as a showman
he is a moss-gatherer. He is too easilysatisfied with the patronage he has, and
he will only have that so long as no
wide-awake competitor arises to dispute
his patronage with him.
"The second man is generally the
shiftless theatre owner who has nothing
to advertise, and wouldn't spend a nickel
as long as his box-office is busy.
"The third man is usually the struggling, well-meaning exhibitor who can't
understand why his townfolk pass his
theatre by to flock to a well-kept and
well-advertised house.
"The exhibitor who has such a theatre, and doesn't advertise it, ought to get
wise to himself.
"Advertising used to be regarded as
a speculation. Today it is recognized as
an investment and a service that is expected by the customer."

Advertise Every Picture
Quigley in his article raises a
point that will be of special interest to
exhibitors who have made it their policy to advertise only when they play a

Mr.

special attraction.

"A conclusion of greatest folly," declared Mr. Quigl ey, "is that only special
attractions are worthy of an exhibitor's
best publicity efforts. To allow a suspicion to form in your patrons' minds
that you are only half-sold on your program of a certain day is the surest way
to be left with a half-filled house. Your
day-by-day advertising forges a great
chain of publicity that binds jour patrons to your theatre.
"Lessening your efforts

on a single
picture results in a weakened link that
menaces the stability of the entire
chain."
Pointing out that selling a picture via
the screen is not a simple test, Mr.
Quigley asserts that so many things enter into the proper exploitation of a
motion picture that the exhibitor must
be an analyst.
"The dominant exploitation features
of a production may be pointed out to
him, but to obtain the fullest value for
his particular theatre he must carefully
consider the chief 'selling points' with
reference to the tastes and tendencies of
It is a grievous error to
his clientele.
hang your argument exclusively upon
personalities.

Must Convince Readers
type of play is it? What is the
story about? These arc questions which
mechanically occur in the minds of the
public, thereby creating an opportunity
for the exhibitor to answer the queries
parainterest-exciting
pungent,
with
graphs that result in convincing the
reader that this is a picture he wants to

"What

see.
" Titles

of

the

right

sort offer oppor-

—
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tunities for positive profit when used
adroitly in advertising announcements.
"Titles that pique the curiosity of the
reader, that effectively suggest romance,
sensation or humor cannot be used too

stars of world-wide

Fox is
The

—
—

Man
T.

doubt as to what is being
any time during the week.
Every Saturday advertise liberally, going more or less into detail as to what
in

is

during the next six

'on'

—or

there is a subject that
if
you are satisfied that it
stands
really does stand out, and you should
make it a point to have at least one
every week that does go to that one
extra hard and raise the admission price.
Take pains, too, to see that no one night
shall be fixed in the minds of your patrons as a special night.
the
out

"If in

list

—

—

Use Characteristic Logotype
"For your newspaper advertising use
characteristic logotype of the name
of your house in single, in double or
in triple column
so that your customers
instinctively will spot it when glancing at
the page.
"Make it a point to give heed to your

a

—
—

Make

typography.

attractive.
"Keep in touch with the right men on
your local papers.
them and know
them well, so that they will never be
in doubt that you are a customer of
the paper. Drop in on the editor an
occasional afternoon just as the paper
goes to press. Say 'hello' to him, tell
it

Know

him how your

announcement

bill

is

going; bring

in

an

publication on the
day following, so there will be no excuse for not having it in time. If you
possess a car take him for a ride, casually reaching the theatre just as the
besl thing in your program is going on.
"Under no circumstances lose contact
with that editor.
"And advertise your show according
to its strength. Don't mislead your public.
If you 'pull a flivver' don't be afraid

shows,

ment
three
ers.

put

of

all

Don't between

your

screen announcethe pictures you'll show for

on

Don't bore your customyou have on your slate some-

weeks.
If

thing really big, that's a different mat-

Circuit,

how

to

the

that he has disrecognize the "big

feels

to

utmost.

I.IKFOHIJ BRUCE
leiitliiiK man who is having
Geraghty, the ecenarioist,
prepare :i romantic screen
(

Well-known

Tom

.1.

story for him.

But three or four slides are enough
are not only tiresome, but patrons will not attempt to keep track of
them.
Favors Use of Billboards
"As to billboards, spend a little more
than you really can afford and that
same statement will apply in the case
of almost any advertising.
"Publicity is valuable only when it is
ter.

— more

right.

"Publicity is valuable only when it
reaches those who can reach you.
"Know your 'regulars.' and personally
keep them posted as to what big stuff
is
coming to your house. Learn the
names of your patrons and address them
If
accordingly.
you don't know the
name that goes with a familiar face in-

mutual friend.
"Don't smear your lobby with posters and stills. Use a few selected stills
in a frame and put them where they can
be seen. As for one sheets, have a care.
quire of a

If
they
them.

"In

not

are

artistic,

to

vertising a picture that you
will

make

a

hit

the

benefit

of

just exceeding
afford."

forget

when dubious

conclusion,

what amount of money
only you can get

just

with
it

your

as to
allot to adare satisfied
clientele if

the theatre, give
to that sum
you think you can

in

douht

the

what

Other Features of Bulletin
In addition to the discussion by the
trade paper editors, there are numerous
other features in the current Exhibitors
Bulletin that will prove of great interest
to exhibitors.
There are stories regard
ing the activities of progressive showmen throughout the country, as well as
short, gossipy items of a personal nature about exhibitors in different territories.
( >ne
of the features of especial interest
is

an important announcement regarding

the activities of William Fox in Europe.
This announcement nives details regarding the plans of Mr. Fox to produce
pictures on the battlefields of France,
as well as information concerning new
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The only difference is
made or broken in two

three crises, while the exhibitor, to

or

for

to apologize for it.
"Use slides sparingly.

hibitors'

covered

that generals are

—

seven

days.

Tally's

in the picture business, when
advertising means large income,
and when the exhibitor shall go the limit.
The best generals are those who know
just the right time to exert their forces

—

at

of

large

figure.

be

proprietor

Tally,

L.

moments"

community

will

to

vice-president of the First National Ex-

basis' of his discussion of the
topic, Mr. Blaisdell of the Moving Picture World takes a 600-seat house in a

shown

How

Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles, and

Newspaper Ads Valuable

"There won't be a day that any one
of your patrons, present or prospective,

Tells

Put Over Feature

For the

—

Mr.

Los Angeles Theatre

story in pictures. Your advertising
story or at least seventy-five per cent
of it also should be told in pictures
Your message in type may not be read
but your message in half-tone or line cui
illustration cannot be escaped.
In the
wording of your advertisements be brief.
Tn analyzing any and every picture you
will discover some fact of dominant appeal, whether it lie the star, the story,
the production or some other essential
of a good picture. Drive this fact home."

of detached dwellings in a
city of 25,000 inhabitants.
"There is a local daily perhaps there
are two
the advertising rates of which
hardly can be described as prohibitive,"
says Mr. Blaisdell. "Make a contract,
permitting a minimum of two inches a
day and yet capable of expansion to any

whom

Bulletin, which has forty pages,
has a cover printed on buff paper, showing Mr. Fox, Winfield R. Sheehan and
Abraham Carlos about to sail from New
York on the Aquitania.

conspicuously in your announcement.
"This being a pictorial art, the lavish
use of illustrations is not only consistent,
but absolutely necessary. Your film tells
its

fame with

negotiating.

keep his head above water, must meet
one of these situations almost every
week.
Mr. Tally knew that he had another
of them added when he booked the First
feature,
National
"A Midnight Romance." for a week, opening March 31.
That is to say, he feels that way about
every picture until he sees it. After a
view of the film he decides which way
to play his cards, and in this instance he
decided the proper procedure was to go
the limit on advertising.
Red Attracts Notice
So he featured a large picture of
Miss Stewart, a black half-tone against a
peculiar shade of red, as his chief advertisement. His philosophy in this was
"Red always attracts," says
as follows:
"A romance which takes
Mr. Tally.
place at midnight would suggest midGive the red
night fires, or moonlight.
the proper shading and you get the latI was not
ter, which is the proper idea.
too extravagant in praise of the picture.
The public is impressed by a conservative

Too many

statement.

making extravagant ones.

others

are

Having

ar-

rived at your color idea, fill it in with
the proper descriptive matter, and you
have something which the public will
read, and be impressed by.

To illustrate what Mr. Tally means by
proper descriptive matter one of his advertisements is here quoted.
Text of His Advertisements
" 'A Midnight Romance' is the title of
Anita Stewart's second special production which will be the attraction at
Tally's next week.
Miss Stewart has
the role of a maid in a fashionable hotel,
and the romance which early becomes
a factor in her daily routine compels her
to avoid a certain young man for fear
of losing his affection for her.

"To him she

is

a

moonlight phantom

of the beach and hotel gardens.
There
she meets him frequently at the mystery
hour, beautiful and captivating in her
Then two society
wonderful gowns.
plotters plan to victimize the young man
and her double role of maid bv day and
ladv by night becomes more difficult.
"The final complications and the situations in the production containing surdevelopments with the final
prising
denounement withheld until the closing
scene."

BORDERS— AN IMPORTANT ITEM
When

man

a

sits

down

to

work

on, jots

down numerous

lines

finally
suggest themselves
the one he wants and goes
about the writing of the copy.
Arrangement, of a sort, develops
automatically.
This can be done
over and rearranged to suit. And
usually the border is left to the dis-

that
finds

;

cretion of the printer.
And, quite as usually, the printer
throws in the heaviest rule at hand

and

time to time shown specimen ads
designed to illustrate the possibiliThe
ties of border construction.
materials used are to be found in

any printing plant in the
country.
In their arrangement lies
the value.
practically

Get Something Different

newspaper look over the borders
used in the advertising pages. You
will find that they run very much

It

it

a

go

—an ad of

Effective

The border is an important item.
has many duties to perform.

A

too heavy border can successfully keep the reader's eye from
crossing it and thus reaching the
copy enclosed.
Too light * border is quite as bad.
It may take away all the attraction
power that the composition might
otherwise exert, making the ad seem
but a part of some adjacent matter
which holds no interest for the
reader.
Thus the ad may escape
reading entirely.

otherwise be passed over.
To insure the reading of at least the big
items, to guard against loss of effect
through a handicap of this nature,
a little study of borders and what
may be done with them is certainly

worth while.
There are many kinds on the market.

And

it

is

usually true that the

printer has a more complete line of
borders than he has of type faces.
Which fact renders thought -along
this line of especial value to the
man who deals with the less pretentious printing establishment and
is correspondingly hampered by lack
of equipment.

alike.

There

be

will

little

der all your own.
the best results are to be obtained
by mixing the rules on hand, rather
than by sticking to the use of one
at a time.

Experiment.

worth

The

Herald
stage

variety,

for a chart

of borders
he has on hand. If he has not one
on hand, he can prepare it in his
composing room with little diffi-

He

furnish

it

But do not confine yourself
chart.
or the

to the
that white space,
complete absence of border,

Remember

a border in itself and a most effective one.
Remember that there

is
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in

this

issue

setting

atre recently.

instantly ap-

surely

reproduces

111.

Messrs. Burford
and Rubens, of Aurora, 111., used when
presenting Maurice Tourneur's special
production, "Woman," at their Fox thenovel

a

The efforts of these enterprising exhibitors invite comparison with similar
presentations in the largest theatres of
the country.
The set depicted the garden of Eden and was arranged with
lighting effects
brought
special
that
forth considerable applause at each perscreen

will

it.

Special Stage Set
Wins in Aurora,

portance to this feature.
The value of using "something

culty.
gratis.

work

the

advertising.
Do not neglect your copy. Don't
steal time from the other factors of
But give a little
ad composition.
thought to the border proposition.

formance.

Then ask your printer
showing the assortment

And watch

of advertisers in other lines of business.
border is a universal instrument, not confined to one line of

sure indication that advertisers
generally do not attach much im-

become

that

patterning of a

in the

a

different" will
parent.

may be
new borRemember that

numerous symbols

used

It is

Borders

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii

Study Your Borders

A border of just the right weight
and design may succeed in drawing
attention
to
copy which would

Ad

are

A

The next time you pick up your

at that.
less than 100 per
cent efficiency nine times out of ten.
lets

Result

we have from

In this department

his

desk to make up an advertisement
first thought is generally about copy.
He tries to think of a good angle to

The

picture

was

and

the

where Eve

at
is

thrown

shown

upon

the
the story
reaching for the

point

in

the lights were dimmed,
curtain rose and a dancer appeared
in the same pose.
Following the dance,
which was supplemented by special music, the picture was resumed.
The Fox theatre is a typical "small

forbidden

fruit,

the

town" playhouse. But Messrs. Burford
and Rubens' ideas are not "small town"

They are not the type of men to
confine themselves to one community
and close their eyes to what is going
on about them in the big world.
"Our house is too small." "The town
is too small."
"Our people wouldn't appreciate it."
These are excuses ever
ready on the lips of small town exhibit
ors when they are asked why they do
not arrange special stage settings, spcideas.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P
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UNIQUE PRELUDE TO PICTURE
Advertising Aids for
Vitagraph Serial
If the plan book which Vitagraph ha*
prepared for the use of exhibitors playing "The Perils of Thunder Mountain."
a forthcoming serial in fifteen episodes,
featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol
Holloway, is to be considered a fair indication of the magnitude which marks
the making of the picture, there should
be no question as to its complete success

as a serial attraction.
The story is the

work of Albert K.
Townsend Brady,
whose work needs no comment. Mr.
Smith is as experienced in the making
Smith

When

Special Stage Setting; Used by Messrs. Harford and Rubens
<.\ Theatre, Aurora, III.
at the

Presenting

cial

presentation

and

devices

similar

It

But they are half truths,
are true at

if

indeed they

ish

all.

can be done.

has been done.
And the results in every case have justified
the expenditure, and the trouble
gone to, which is scarcely worthy of
It

is

'Woman*

settings like this, with a dancer,

a singer, or similar

It

them

They

like

that.

And

off.

that

human agent to finmake people talk.

matter with synopses.

An added feature is a brief digest of
the whole calculated to instruct the advertiser in the use of the book itself. Altogether, it is a splendid example of cooperation and one that exhibitors should
receive with appreciation.

No one

denies
people talk about things thev

these things.

like.

The

consideration.

ing.

result

There

is
is

Cyrus

of motion pictures as Mr. Brad}' is in
story-writing.
The combination is an
ideal one for the work in hand.
Realizing this, perhaps, the Vitagraph
company has seen to it that the advertising angle of the enterprise should be
in keeping.
Accordingly they have assembled a book of sixty-eight pages and
cover that fairly brims with useful material for the exhibitor.
The book contains reproductions of
posters, a newspaper novel, program
notes, slides, advertisements, advance
stories, star cuts and photos, scene cuts
and photos, heralds, lobby displays,
lobby banners, lobby cut-outs and press

I

stunts.

and

word-of-mouth. advertisno better variety.

SAMPLES OF STRIKING TWO-COLUMN AND SINGLE COLUMN ADS

HELD HELPLESS BY THE
CLUTCHING CASKET

DAGGERofDEATH

DESCENDED!

_Jrn anet
the splendid

See What Happened Next
Don't Miss an Episode

PERILS

thing

Regret Will Pierce
You If You're Late

^

at

with

Antonio Moreno

TONIGHT

SKLSTii.
aerial,

See

PERILS

THUNDER

mountain

MOUNTAIN

Moreno

Antonio Moreno and

Holloway

Carol Holloway Are in It

Starring Antonio

and

srreat!

Carol

See Snou> Scene$ to Cool You!
See Stunt* to Electrify You!

TONIGHT & STAR
~ a« —

TONIGHT— Mott Thrilling
Epitoda of All - - •
ELEVEN

HIPPODROME

IHTOV IN

tew examples of (he buaineaa getting medluims available to exhibitor* playing the new
Others are shown la the 68-page campaign book being distributed b> that company.

The cuts reproduced herewith are but
Vitagraph

When You

ThundeR

Hotloway

RIVIERA

yOU'LL JUMP, TOO

of

VITAGRAPH-MADE

will thrill you ana Carol
through and through— It's

any showing of

PERILS

THUNDER
MOUNTAIN
It

ofspeed

leaped into space

a
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Gaining the Editor
W.mw
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JJy 5taff

Reporter

you.

Under him are the

men and women.

reporters, both

you have cultivated them to a point where they
consider you a good fellow and a
good friend, they too, can. and will
do a great deal for you. They arc
the people who put the punch or
pep into a story which wins it front
page position.
Value of News Story
A story in the news columns is
far more valuable than the ordinary
If

advertisement.
It is to get these stories in the
news columns that every producer,
distributor, and big exhibitor hires
In the smaller
a "press agent."
cities, a theatre manager cannot afford to hire a press agent, but he can
be his own press agent.
Your main purpose should be to
get your name and the name of your
theatre into the news columns just
The psycholas often as possible.
ogy of all this is to compel people to
think of you and your theatre every
time they think of motion pictures.
A few years ago, a borax company

had

a

coach drawn by twenty mules

driven across the country to adverThe sight was. so
tise its product.
unusual that the results were surprisingly
successful.
Practically
every man, woman and child who
saw that coach and the twenty mules
think of "Twenty Mule Team" every
time they think of Borax.

publicity and the friendship of the
newspaper boys made it possible to

—

idea runs

through

put

all

news

the boys in

nized" a

of

house.

encampments

France, he "recog-

home boy

in

the picture.

motion pictures of
soldiers, anyone with the least imagination could see a likeness of one
In

most

of the

of his friends in service.

fiewspaper boys were
Every little while, a story
appeared on the front page of the
newspapers that Hill Jones or Tom
Smith, who were with the marine
Well,

the

friendly.

corps, could be clearly seen in the
picture of the marines being shown
at Mr. X's theatre.
And the crowd packed in.
If the newspaper boys hadn't been
friendly they would have simply
said "bunk" in the way only newspaper men can say it and the stories
would never have_ appeared.

r

7-=:

mind

to see "Salome," but to watch the
bachelors and the other gay old dogs
It packed the
of the town file in.

(

or

in

to the theatre that night, not alone

Instances are plentiful.
The Personal Touch
)ne exhibitor worked a little stunt
week after week during the world
war to break into the news columns.
In every governIt was simple, too.

ment war picture

have

It was" a clever little
"Salome."
story and everybody had a laugh
when they read it. Not only that,
but a good share of the readers went

in newspapers is "made
news" not the genuine article.

•

1

got a story in the newspapers that
every old bachelor in the town was
crowding into his theatre to see

—

called

over.

it

Another manager

pounding an idea into

advertising
people's minds.
It the people who write the news
consider you a friend, they are going to stretch a point to make news
and a good share of the sofor you

pecially

:

Will

"'"

The same

There is nothing more important
to the motion picture exhibitor, esthe exhibitor in a city of
100,000 population or less, than the
good will of the newspaper editors
and reporters.
If yon don't know the men and
women employes in the editorial
rooms of the newspapers of your
city, get acquainted.
Don't content yourself with .handing the advertising solicitor a little
pleasant conservation, a cigar, or a
pass and depend upon him to see
that your theatre breaks into print
in the news columns occasionally.
In nine cases out of ten, if the advertising man gets a news story
printed for you, it has no punch to
it
it
is held down to take up a
minimum of space, and its position
in the newspaper is not preferred
space.
The editor is the king of the front
page. If he knows you well enough
to call you "Bill" or "Jack," and likes
you well enough to wish you success, he can accomplish miracles for

Good

s

It
wasn't exactly a "fake," because it might have been Jones or
Smith.
It
was an opportunity for

1

A third exhibitor, who was playing "Hearts of the World" for a
run of several days, called attention
to a reporter friend that there was
more weeping in the audience than
he had ever encountered since he
had been in the show business. It
was news. The reporter wrote* a
.snappy short story and the crowds
the women to
started to come
weep and the men to see if people

—

really

were weeping.

In the next two articles the subjects of "What Will the Newspapers
Print as News?" and "How to Make
Friends With the Newspaper Folk,"
will be taken up.

MAKING THE DIRECT
APPEAL TO KIDDIES
We
umn

a

reproduce in an adjacent colfour-column spread that ap-

Y

—
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AND DOWN

UP

With
New York

City,

May

C,

more

truly the situation in

Washington,

D. C, than any other picture that has
ever been presented there.

Joe Kelley,

Webster

who conducted

Hall,

said

all

the ball at

things

*

says "a
gold,

*

if

Closely"

*

*

*

Chester Beecroft says "a life preserver
time is worth five when too late."

in

*

*

"Why rely on life
preservers, take them as they come, and
strike out for your own salvation."
"Curly" Welsh says,
*

*

*

Frank A. Keeney believes it is better
to be sure than be sorry, which he exemplifies by having Frank Lappen for
his manager.
*

*

*

"The Unpardonable Sin" opened to a
capacity house at the Broadway Theater,

Robert Priest of the Film Market said
that conditions in the local market are
far superior to anything he might imagine.
Bob should know because he is
like "unto one of the beacons of Buttermilk Channel, down the Bay and Times

"Watch Me

Bedding, editor of the Cinema,
pot of tea is worth a pot of
delivered when needed."

being

equal, it would have undoubtedly been
the greatest affair ever held.
Joe admits that the angel ways failed to work
and instead of going up he went down
and across the "River Styx" in a Broadway hand-me-down instead of an asbestos suit of another color.
*

Tom

1919.

Bert Ennis, he of Lubin and Sawyer,
since lit? has returned to our midst and
forgotten about senatorial propaganda,
admits that "Virtuous Men" reflects

B.

J.

ROW
SSE=====E=

FILM

without tearing
*

*

down any

flags.

*

Bert Ennis stated today that he
rather be a state senator than
thing else, but Washington, D.
still alive to the possibilities of

would
someC, is
virtue

among men.

Square."
*

Wally Van has
the

Falls

of

*

*

Under
abashed
because he

retired

Niagara,

tal

has

from

been supplanted by other Falls of equal
magnitude.
*

*

*

Jerome Beatty of the Paramount
Corporation states that "married life is
one perpetual joy after another, including the children."
*

*

*

Brothers, who are probably
the most successful of the present day
producers, say that they have nothing
?
?
to say at this time other than ?
?
Next week they may have three
times as much to say of an illuminating
nature, on the Gerard picture.

Warner

—

date of April 4, a pictorial poscard was received frorh Louise Lewis

like

——

Yosaiwara, Tokyo.
Mrs. Lewis
does not desire us to mention the fact
that she sent this postal card to the
Herald and we will not, but at this time
must be recorded that Louise is a
it
splendid foreign correspondent.
*

*

*

Charles Verhalen stated today that it
was not a fact that he was drawing
spaghetti on the gardens of his estate
at Mt. Kisco, but is growing maccaroni,
sugar beets and other vegetables, out
of which he might make something
which would offset the July 1 ruling.
*

Vivian

*

*

Moses has returned

from

a

Wally A'an Explaining
JuMt

How

for

the

io S.
Rothapfe
a Scene Should Be Played
Rothapfei Unit Program
I ..

twenty-four-hour vacation at
and is now back at his desk.
*

.

his

home

*

*

Warner Brothers who have been
cessful

in

of

all

their

about to break loose

I

in

enterprises,

sucare

another one-mil-

lion dollar production.

"Unpardonable Sin"
Opens in New York
"The Unpardonable Sin" opened at
Broadway Theater, New York, Saturday night.
A number of prominent

the

film men attended the premiere.
The
house was packed to the doors. Blanche
Sweet and Major Rupert Hughes were
present.
The Kraus Mfg. Co. prepared
a pretty lobby display.
The large sized
paintings of scenes from the play at-

tracted

much

attention.

Sydney Cohen Leases
Bronx Strand Theatre
NEW YORK.— Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the New York State Motion
Picture Exhibitors League, has leased

Bronx Strand Theatre at Westchester-Union and Prospect avenues, for a
long term of years at an aggregate
rental of about $175,000. Same consists
of a closed and open-air theatre with a
the

combined seating capacity of

Max
Max

Lenox

the

for

home.

proved.
ing.

Spiegel Recovers

Spiegel

left

2,200.

of the Strand Theater
Hill Hospital yesterday

His condition is much imSpiegel had ptomaine poison-

—A

—

——
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What

Me

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright. 1919

criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motography are truthful statements relative
box office value of the pictures. If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures you are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South

The

to the actual

Dearborn

Chicago,

street,

III.

Artcraft
The Great Love,

a

—

liam

The Long Lane's Turning, with Henry
picture did not go
of kicks.
Action
my patrons. No pep. Star
is
not well liked here.
Good picture,
though, for its kind. Harry N. Smith.
Empire Theatre, Iron River, Mich.

Small town patronage.

The Daredevil, with

—

though an old picture

—

—

—

—

The Whispering Chorus,

—A

a

DeMille

wonderfully well produced picture. Strong story, but rather
gruesome. Seems to please, however.
H. L. Hensler, Bijou Theatre, Carrollton,
111.
Mixed patronage.
Till I Come Back to You, a DeMille
production. My patrons said it was the
best war picture they had yet seen.
Liked it much better than Hearts of the

production.

—

—

— M.

Homestake,
Kellogg,
Theatre, Lead. S. D. Mixed patronage.
The Great Love, a Griffith production.
Did not do much busiFair picture.
ness with this one. G. A. Hill & Son,
Grand Theatre, Lebanon, O. General
patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William S. Hart.—
Good Hart play. Big business. Star
draws here. W. D. Martin, Badger
Theatre, N'eillsville, Wis.
Under the Top, with Fred Stone.
Stone better than in his first, but the
public absolutely refuses to see him as a
Krause, Empress
picture star.
C. A.

World.

C.

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Neigh-

Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. A picture any audience
will enjoy.
Star is always good. Average business. H. M. Ferguson, Gem
Theatre, Centralia, 111. General patron-

—
—

—

age.
Girl of

—A

—

—

Omaha, Neb.

Ideal Theatre,

bcrhood patronage.

—

—

—Al-

it

—

tal,

—

—

Kane.

Gail

was good drawing card. Wonder why she is not making pictures any more.
Mrs. J. A. Dos-

—

—

Plenty

—

—

—

— This

over at all.
too slow for

A good society drama. Did not
son.
get over.
M. C. Kellog. Homestake

—

Walthall.

B.

of Songs, with Elsie Fergu-

Theatre. Lead, S. D. Mixed patronage.
Mr. Fix It, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Very good. It seemed to please a lot
Clay H.
better than Say Young Fellow.
Powers, Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.
The False Faces, with Henry B. Walthall.
Two days to extra good business
If
the exhibitors
at advanced prices.
had to crack down about three times the
usual rental and be talked into this by
some State Rights man they would
boost it, raise their prices and shout
"wonderful." Another winner in the way
C. A.
of a special from this company.
Krause, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Ky. Best class of patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
attraction,
Extra
strong
production.
with an all-star cast. 100 per cent proFred J. Cantlin, Park Theatre,
duction.
Lebanon, N. H. Mixed patronage.
Stella Maris, with Mary Pickford.
new copy and it went over big. Mary
always gets the money and pleases them
Cairns, Brooklyn Theatre, Deall.
J.
Mixed patronage.
troit, Mich.
The Romance of Happy Valley, a GrifBroke all records at the
fith production.
box office and pleased everyone. Louis
J. Maurin, Liberty Theatre, Reserve, La.
Mixed patronage.

— General

patronage.

—

—

—

Arcade Theatre, Paducah, Ky.

What action there was in this came
tion.
Didn't draw.
in the last four reels.
Walter W. Caddell. Princess Theatre.
Wauseau, O. Mixed patronage.
The Song

Funny Proposition, with WilDesmond. Good. — L. F. Keiler,

Life's a

1

produc-

Griffith

Soon

suit

EVELYN MARTIN
to

be seen in "Hell on Earth" in
support of (Juy Emney

Theatre, Owensboro,
patronage.

Ky.

— Better

here.

—

A

— H.

C. E.

Minn

is

bound

Waughop,

— Small

one.
Scenic Theatre, Detroit,
to

like

this

town patronage.

Exhibitors Mutual
His Birthright, with Sessue Hayakawa.
This Jap is sure some actor and he
Fair drawis producing fine
pictures.
ing power.
H. M. Ferguson, Gem Theatre,
Centralia. 111.
General patronage.
A Hoosier Romance, with Colleen
of
Moore. New
type
picture
that
Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal Theapleased.
tre,
Omaha, Neb, Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—
—

—

—

ronage.
A Bit of Jade, with Mary Miles MinReally a picture worth seeFine.
ter.
ing.
Pleased a large audience. Louis
J. Maurin. Liberty Theatre, Reserve, La.
Mixed patronage.
Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. A circus story that really shows a circus and
has real comedy. P. G. Estee, Star
High class
Theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—
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—

in

Pawn, with Sessue Haya-

of the best.
pleased. W.

—

—

First National

ceum Theatre,

Utah.
with Douglas Fairbanks.

— One

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
This is the best comedy ever made.

—

Everybody

Heart

—

Business big.
O.
Jensen,
Lathrop Theatre, Omaha, Neb. Suburban neighborhood patronage.

Border Wireless, with William S. Hart
good picture to good business.
Star draws well here. J. R. Baxter, Ly-

—
Spring City,

classes.

all

Everybody

—

It,

Star draws good
Smith. Empire Theatre.
River, Mich.
Small town patron-

kawa.

the Top, with Fred Stone.
This picture pleases the children, but not
the grown-ups.
Stone no star. G. W.
Johnson, Mystic Theatre, Marmarth, N.
D.
Mixed patronage.

Mr. Fix

most

— Harry

Iron
age.

class

Under

—A

My Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
very good picture and one that will

the exhibitor who fails to book it is
losing some easy money. Record crowd.

And

Thompson, Liberty Theatre.
Neighborhood patron-

P.

Pardeeville, Wis.
age.

—

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.

— Record breaker for attendance. Good
comedy. — E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
Big business. Two days. — Win.
Fine.
Woodin, Opera House, Tow anda, Pa.
Mixed patronage.
:

A

Dog's

Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
Packed them in on a
one.
I..
A.
Hasse,
Majestic
rainy
night.
Theatre, Mauston. Wis. Small town pat-

Hook

this

—

—

ronage.

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
all house records for a comedy

— Broke

can't help but make you
you advertise. C. A. Spainhour, Auditorium Theatre. Greensburg.
Kans. Small town patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
We broke all recBest Chaplin yet.
ords.
H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour
Small town
Theatre, Pine Island, Minn.

picture.

money

It

if

—

—

—

—

patronage.

—

——

——

——
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Fox
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum.
Extra good.
Capacity

two days.
Towanda,

—
Border mining camp.
— Win. Woodin, Opera House, — The
Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
Pa. — Mixed patronage.
Better than recent Marsh pictures. An-

When Men Desire, with Theda
—An exceptional picture. Bara is
actress.

Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
did not care for it and said so.
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

— They

— M.

Bara.
a real

A.
Choynski,
Newberry
Chicago, 111. General patron-

Theatre,
age.

—

Swat the Spy, with Jane and Katherine

—

Lee.
Better than lots of specials. Will
please any audience.
Fred J. Cantlin.
Park Theatre, Lebanon, N. H. Mixed

—

—

patronage.

Buchannan's Wife, with Virginia PearNot as good as the usual
Pearson
picture.
Clay
H.
Powers.
Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. Gen-

son.— Fair.

—

—

has been murdered by
poor vehicles. C. A. Krause, Empress
Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best class
patronage.
Too Fat to Fight, with Frank Mclntyre.
Just fair. Not a comedy drama.
J. Cairns, Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit.
Mich. Mixed patronage.

—

—

ture,
tre,

but price too high.

— Arcade

pic-

Thea

uenison, Tex.

Never Say Quit, with George Walsh.

Walsh popular and business good, but
what a shame this star should be accorded such poor stories and direction.
He would be an "ace" in the right people's hands.
The fellow that wrote the
subtitles in this picture ought to be shot.
A.
C.
Krause,
Empress Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Better class patron-

—

—

age.

Under Two Flags, with Theda Bara.
Played this two days and had the same
people come back the second day. Bad
weather, but did big business just the
same. K. H. Hulquist, Chicago Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Loop patronage.

—

—

True Blue, with William

Farnum.

—

One

swell picture. Business good. C.
E. Leininger, Grand Theatre, East Palestine. O.
General patronage.

—

The She

Devil, with

Theda Bara.— An-

other like this and I wouldn't be able to
get people in to see Bara on passes.
H. T. McKerring, Princess Theatre,
Clare. Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

The Soul

of Buddha, with Theda Bara.
high class production, but a little
slow for the average crowd. Harold
Daspit, Atherton Theatre, Kentwood, La.

—A

—

The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum.-— Not as good as Riders of the
Purple Sage, but they will like it. Business good. Martin Theatre, Globe, Ariz.
Salome, with Theda Bara. A stupendous and gorgeous production. Not liked
by all.
R. H. Sink, Pastime Theatre,
Greenville, O.
Middle and high class
patronage.
Fighting for Gold, with Tom Mix.
Tom Mix always draws here. Arcade
Theatre, Denison, Tex.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. Good picture. They only
wasted 3,000 feet of film. How can they
do it? Will F. Krahn. Lorin Theatre,
Berkeley, Cal. Suburban patronage.

—

—

—

—

.

The Hell

Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.-inferior to what we have been used
Local settings for
to seeing her in.
picture great.
M. C. Kellog, Homestake

Very

—

Theatre, Lead,
picture of
G.
Heller,

S.

D.

— Mixed

kind.

its

—

—

— A good
Business
— F.
Laurell.

fair.

Kelt",

J.

Star

Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Har-

—

Drew well on account of Charlie.
Fair picture.
R. F. Keiler, Arcade Thea-

ris.

—

Paducah, Ky.

tre.

— General

patronage.

Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Harris.
By all odds the best picture that clever
little star has ever made.
Good biiMness

—

and

twenty cents.
settings.
Clever
B.
Stine,
J.
Clinton, Ind.
Mining town.
ten

at

Elaborate
knockout.

——

Fine
story.

Gem

cast.

A

Theatre,

Metro
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova.
Stick up billing announcing Nazimova
and The Red Lantern and try to keep
'em

out.
Played to a dollar top and
dollar seats sold first.
Linick &
Jacoby, Ziegfeld Theatre, Chicago, 111.
High class patronage.

—

the

—

Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. Very
good, but not up to other Nazimova subjects.
Fred Cosman, Electric Theatre,
St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
The Great Victory, with an all-star

appointment here. Would go good in a
Hebrew neighborhood, I imagine. -Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chi-

they

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

A good picture for this kind, but
not enough action in it to suit the class
High class patronage
of people here.
cast.

would no doubt

enjoy this picture if
haven't had enough war stuff.
Harry Smith. Empire Theatre. Iron
River, Mich.
Mining town.

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
Too Fat to Fight, with Frank Mcln- — Star not liked here. Has no drawing
power. — Clay H. Powers, Strand Theatyre. — Very clever. — L. F. Keiler, ArDunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
cade Theatre, Paducah, Ky. — General
My Own United States, with Arnold
patronage.
means and get
Daly. — Book this by
Dodging a Million, with Mabel Northe schools to back you up in this hisPretty poor. — A. R.
mand. — No story.
picture. — Walter
torical
W. Caddell,
Bud. Opera House, Arlington, Iowa.
Princess Theatre, Wauseau, O. — Mixed
Rural patronage.
cago,

111.

tre.

all

of Mine, with Madge KenThey put her in
picture.
bad pictures. Arcade Thea-

Daughter
Poor
nedy.

—

—

too

many

tre,

Denison, Tex.
Splendid Sinner, with

A
—A

Mary Garden.

mighty fine picture and patrons
highly pleased. G. W. Johnson. Mystic
Theatre, Marmarth, N. D. Mixed patronage.
The Fair Pretender, with Madge Kennedy. Star grows in popularity. Pleased
big audiences. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
Theatre. Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Spreading Dawn, with Jane Cowl
well
Everyone
A good picture.

—

—

—

— G.

—

Johnson, Mystic TheaMarmarth. N. D.— Mixed patronage.

pleased.
tre,

—

—

W.

Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy. A good picture if audience is in
Did not
the right humor to enjoy it.
draw good second day. H. M. FerguGenson, Gem Theatre, Centralia, 111.

—

—

—

eral patronage.

patronage.

Flower of the Dusk, with Viola Dana.

— Poorest

Dana picture in a long time.
Business poor. W. O. Jensen. Lathrop
Theatre, Omaha, Neb.-^Suburban neighborhood patronage.
The Landloper, with Harold Lockwood. Lockwood never made a poor
one. J. M. Bailey, Gem Theatre. Waverly, Kans.
The Demon, with Edith Storey. Lots

Jewel
The Heart

—

of

Humanity, with Dorothy

Phillips.
Best that has ever been hero.
Hope to get a return date. C. E. Wau.u-

hop,

—

Theatre, Detroit.
patronage.

Scenic

Small town
Phillips,

—

of
Fine.

Minn.

Humanity, with Dorothy

Two

days.

— William

—

—

—

action

of

Waughop,

a

good

—
—

story.
C. E.
Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn.

and

— Small town
The Persian
— A pleasing

patronage.
Tigress, with Viola Dana.

—

Fred Cosman,
subject.
GenElectric Theatre, St. Joseph. Mo.

—

eral patronage.

Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
picture, but poor attendance
account of rain. Walter W. Caddell,

The

—A

good

—

Princess Theatre.
patronage.

Wauseau. O.

— Mixed

Why Germany

Must Pay, with an allthought war pictures would
pull, but they broke the season's record
to see this, and I heard no complaints.
A good money-getter for small towns.
R. C. Brown. Star Theatre, Viroqua. Wis.
General patronage.
No Man's Land, with Bert Lytell.
You can't go wrong on this one. J. M.
Bailey, Gem Theatre, Waverly. Kans.
The Successful Adventure, with May
Should please any mixed audiAllison.
star cast.

The Heart

Goldwyn

patronage.

— K.

Strand Theatre, Anderson,
Ind.
High class patronage.
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison.
That's all. Fred
Stand one day run.
Cosman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph.
Mo. General patronage.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge KenNot suitable for our audience.
nedy.
Worst vehicle star has played in. Dis-

—

—

—

The Brand, with Kay

The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. Fine. Record breaker. Receipts
and satisfaction.— Wm. Woodin. Opera
House, Towanda, Pa. Mixed patronage.

— Good

—

—
—
—

eral patronage.

Salome, with Theda Bara.

who

other star

best 1 ever screened.
Theatre, Decorah, la.

—

I

—

—

—

The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. Very good, but not as good

Woodin, Opera House, Towanda, Pa.
Mixed patronage.
The Price of a Good Time, with Mil-

ence.
C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre,
Small town patronage.
Detroit, Minn.

Friend Husband. Star is pretty well
liked
here.
Clay H. Powers, Strand
Theatre. Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.

dred Harris. Played this about a year
ago to no business at all. Played a return date on a Saturday now and packe.l
them in. Still consider it one of the

the Spot, with Hale HamilStarting to
ton.
Star getting better.
draw. A. L. Picker. Rex Theatre. Ironwood. Mich. High class patronage.

—

is

—

—

—
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—

—

Johhny on

—
—

—

—A

—
A

—

exhibitor's
Paramount
Marguerite Clark.
with
Under no circumstances allow it to
appear on ypur screen. Will do more
harm than you can overcome. Nothing
Majestic theatre. Lexto it whatsoever.
ington, Neb.
The Girl Who Came Back, with Ethel
Clayton. This is good. Went over tine.
Good business. Will
Patrons pleased.
F. Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.
The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray. A good picture, but star is out
Prunella,

—

—

—

—

—

With

of place in pictures of this kind.

Hart would have been

Lyceum

Baxter,

—

knockout.
theatre. Spring
a

J.

R.

City,

Utah.

One More American,

with George Be-

—

ban.
Just about the best of the Beban
Ben
pictures and that is going some.
L.
Morris, Olympic theatre. Bellairc.

O.

—

— General

patronage.

The Vamp, with Enid Bennett.

—

Good.
Enid is well liked by all of our patrons
and draws well. Clay H. Powers. Strand
Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Hired Man, with Charles Ray.
Ray always draws here. Play him big.
Sure to please. Walter W. Caddell.
Princess Theatre, Wauseau, O. Mixed

—

—

patronage.
The Bravest Way, with Sessue Hayakawa. A good subject, splendid setand direction. M. C. Kellog.
tings
Homestake Theatre, Lead, S. D. Mixed
patronage.
Rich Man, Poor Mar, with Marguerite

—

—

—

Clark.

— Good.

some

of the Clark pictures

— Clay

This

one

is

far

above

we have

—

—

Ray. Good picture, well received. E.
L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining camp.
Paid in Full, with Pauline Frederick.
Well acted, well produced and a good
attraction in every way. And it got the
money. C. A. Krause, Empress TheaBest class of pattre, Owensboro, Ky.

—

—

—

ronage.

The House of Silence, with Wallace
Reid is a bigReid. Too suggestive.

—

favorite here but this one hurt his drawFred J. Cantlin, Park Theaing power.

—

—

—

Mixed patronage.
Mike Moran, with Wallace Reid.
Good, but not his best. Louis J. Man-

tre,

Lebanon, N. H.

Alias

—

Liberty Theatre,
Mixed patronage.

rin.

A

La.

Reserve,

—

Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. Very good. Has all the sure fire
R. L.
stuff in it and is bound to please.

—

—

Hensler, Bijou Theatre, Carrollton, 111.
patronage.
I'ickford.
Story
Jack
Sandy, with
good. Star has lost his pulling power
since the newspapers aired the Navy
HomestaKKellog.
C.
scandal.— M.
Theatre, Lead, S. D. Mixed patronage.

— Mixed

—

—

—

Angel Child, with Shirley Mason.
dandy little picture. Should please anyF. G. Heller, Strand Theatre. Anone.

—

derson,

lnd.

— High-class

patronage.

A Daughter of the West, with Bab}
Marie Osborne. This picture made em
laugh. Pleased old and young. Be sure
to book it.— Walter W. Caddell. Prin-

—

Wauseau, O.

— Advertised

brought
Louis J.
serve,

in

and

Sambo

crowd.
Pleased all.
Liberty Theatre, ReMixed patronage.
the

Maurin,

La.

—

Brass Buttons (American), with Wil-

—

liam

Russell.
Best Russell picture for
time. Will please anyone.
F. G.
Heller, Strand Theatre, Anderson, lnd.
High class patronage.

—

some

Two-Gun
Bessie
picture

Betty

Barriscale.

(Hodkinson),

— Sure

a

is

with

surprise

and pleased greatly. Western,
with lots of laughs to it. Can lie called
the new type of picture for her.
Majestic Theatre, Lexington, Neb.
A Japanese Nightingale, with Fannie

—

Ward.

— Very

program

good

—

picture.

Pretty scenery. L. F. Keiler, Arcadi
Theatre, Paducah, Ky. General patron-

—

age.

Madam Who

—

(Hodkinson). with Bes-

Barriscale.
A great star and a great
picture.
One of her best. Harry N.
lennings, Pastime Theatre, Granville, N.
sie

—

— Mixed

pat-

The

Put Up Your Hands (American), wit"
Margarita
Fisher.
Dandy
picture.
Pleased all. Keeps them interested all

—

way through.

Star well liked her?.
Excellent business.
Harry N. Smith.
Empire Theatre, Iron River, Mich.

the

—

Mining town.

—

with Gaby Deslys. This
-tar does not draw.
Picture very good.
Walter W. Caddell, Princess Theatre,
Wauseau, O. Mixed patronage.
Infatuation,

—

—

The Narrow Path, with Fanny

— Truly

good.
tract because

Had

to cancel

W

ard

conKeenan's

this

I
could not run
pictures to a profit. Sorry, as this actMrs. J. A. Dostal,
ress is very good.

Ideal Theatre,

Omaha, Neb.

An Old

Maid's Baby, with Baby Mane
Isborne.
Big business with big afterschool matinee. Pleasing.— Win. Wood
Mixed
'a.
in, Opera House, Towanda.
patronage.
(

—

I
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—

Frank

with

Bells,

Keenan.

good

—

picture with a bad ending that
spoils it for a box office winner.
G. W.

—

Johnson, Mystic Theatre, Marmarth. N.
D. Mixed patronage.
Everybody's Sister, with Bessie Love.
Very good, but star does not draw for
me. F. M. Edgett, Lyric Theatre. Earlville, 111.— High class patronage.
The Amazing Impostor (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. Good. Star
good. L. F. Keiler, Arcade Theatre.
I'aducah, Ky.
General patronage.
Three X Gordon (Hodkinson). with
Warren
Kerrigan. Very
good.
J.
Pleased all. An entirely different story
for a millionaire's son type of story.
Majestic Theatre, Lexington, Neb.
A Law Unto Herself (Hodkinson).
with Louise Glaum. Miss Glaum is a
favorite here and this picture made her

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

more

friends. Just as pleasing in straight
roles as she was as a vamp.
Harry N.
Jennings, Pastime Theatre. Granville,

—

N. Y.

Y.

—

Pathe

cess Theatre,
ronage.

)sborne.

run.

Powers, Strand Theatre,
H.
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
The Son of His Father, with Charles

—

Winning Grandma, with Baby Marie
(

Select
The Savage Woman, with

—

ball Young.
A very
C. Kellog, Homestake

— Mixed

D.

Clara

poor picture.

KimM.

—

Theatre. Lead, S.

patronage.

The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge — In this picture Norma plays
a

—

part. Very good.
Walter
Princess Theatre, Wauseau,
patronage.

good Indian

W.

Caddell.

—

Mixed
The Indestructible Wife, with
Brady. — Dandy picture and drew

O.

—

for two days.
H.
Theatre, Centralia,

M.
111.

Ferguson,

— General

Alice
well

Gem

patron-

age.

Her Great Chance, with

Alice

Brady.

of average quality. — Fred Cos—Just Electric
Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
man,
— General patronage.
Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge. — Just the kind of picture everyStar getting very

body
here.

populai

likes.

—

I..

E.

Larkin.

Beckwith Theatre,

—

—

—
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Dowagiac, Mich.

— Middle

patron-

class

age.

business.

The 'Probation Wife, with Norma TalThe best this star ever made.

madge.

—

Fine.

Excellent.

— L.

F.

Theatre, Paducah, Ky.

—

D. Stanchfield,

Arbor,

Mich.

Her Code

Honor, with

of

— Classy

Reed.
|

—

patron-

United Picture Theatres

ArcadeGeneral patron-

Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge. Select pictures are all good and
this one a dandy, good comedy drama.
Photography excellent. C. A. Spain-

Rae Thea-

— Mixed

age.

Keiler,

age.

— A.

Ann

tre,

that's

a

safe

bet.

dramatic
United

is

a

class

hour, 'Auditorium

alone for artistic lighting and settings.
B.
J.
Stine, Gem Theatre, Clinton.
Ind.
Mining town.
The Light of Western Stars, with Dus-

Kansas.

tin

—

—

Theatre, Greensbnrg.
Small town patronage.

The Road Through

the Dark, with
Kimball Young. Very good. L.
F. Keiler,. Arcade Theatre, Paducah. Ky.
General patronage.
The Heart of Wet6na, with Norma

Clara

—

—

—

Talmadge.— Wonderful
Best bets

ness capacity.

Norma Talmadge

New

man,
Minn.

in

pictures.

Majestic

BusiSt. Paul are

picture.

— Bert

Theatre,

Gold-

St.

Paul,

— —

ronage.

Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. Popular star. United have made
good. M. A. Choynski, Newberry TheaGeneral patronage.
tre, Chicago, 111.
The Light of Western Stars, with Dus-

—
—

—

—A

beautifully made production that pulled well and, as far as
ti

Farnum.

n

—

— Walter

W.

J.

—

All in all,
Piper, Piper's

part.

Opera House, Virginia City, Nevada.
The Painted Lily, with Alma Rubens.
well.

— E.

Cameron, Como Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Wolf Lowrey, with William S. Hart.—
A fine western. Will draw anywhere.
K. H. Hulquist, Chicago Theatre, Chi-

— Loop

patronage.
The Americano, with Douglas Fairbanks. This star always pleases. L. A.
Hasse, Majestic Theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Small town patronage.
High Tide, with Harry Mestayer.
One of the poorest Triangle pictures we
Lizzie
Ohming,
have run. Mrs.
E.
Dreamland Theatre, Michigan City, Ind
Middle class patronage.
Deuce Duncan, with William Desmond. Clever western story. Capacity
cago,

111.

—

—

—

—

—

—

H.

Cantlin.

— Mixed

—

—

Mounted
very

—

—

—

—

A

Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
of Carey's best pictures. Played to
big business at advanced prices. A clean,
snappy western that will please them
all.
J. B. Stine, Gem Theatre, Clinton,
Ind.
Mining town.

——

Vitagraph
The Soap Girl, with Gladys Leslie.
Very good comedy drama. Good satisfaction.
H. H. Billings, Pleasant Hour

—

GLADYS LESLIE
In "A

Stitch in

Time," from the famous

stage success.

have

(

Yitagrranh.)

pleased pretty well, although it is not one they would rave
over as I expected. After seeing a few
of the real western boys Dustin was
kind of a joke in such a role. R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, la.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. Superfine production. Even better than
Farnum's Light of Western
Stars. Business fine at advanced prices.
J. B. Stine, Gem Theatre, Clinton, Ind.
Mining town.
Adele, with Kitty Gordon. A war
Fair drawing
story, but very good.
power. Miss T. Benesch, Bell Theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
1

—

Drew

J.

One

Clinton.

Progress,
Innocent's
Pauline
with
Starke.
Splendid while Pauline Starke
was in rags. She doesn't fit character of

story.

Pleased

picture.

class patronage.

popular

The Secret Code, with Gloria Swan-

— Raymond

—A

— Mixed

son.
Good dramatic feature with some
clever German spies outwitted in the
end.
P. G. Estee, Star Theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
High class patronage.

beautiful

—

Caddell,

O.

—
Saturday business.
Desmond
here. —
B. Stine, Gem Theatre,
Jnd. — Mining town.

—A

good

class

—

Triangle

latter

— Extra

town.

Town, with Dorothy

Men, with Harry
good western.
Gave
satisfaction.
F. M. Edgett, Lyric Theatre, Earlville, 111.
High class patronage.
The Scarlet Drop, with Harry Carey.
Only fair for our patrons F. M. Edgett, Lyric Theatre, Earlville, 111.
High

—

Deuce Duncan, with William Desmond. Good clean western. Drew fine

society girl in
good average.

of the

Three

Alice Brady.
picture to poor business. W. fi.
Strand Theatre, Grinnell, la.

—
—

Mich.

The Talk

Carey.

Norma

Princess Theatre, Wauseau,
patronage.

— Mining

River,

Fool, with Harry Carey.
western.
P.
Estee,
G.
Star
Theatre, Alexandria, S. D. High class
patronage.

—

to the finish.

—

Iron

— Good

Mart,
College town.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady.
Splendid picture.
Holds

them

(Bluebird), with Ruth

—

audience.
P'red
Park Theatre. Lebanon, N.
patronage.

—

The Death Dance, with

—

The Game's Up

A Woman's

City, with

—

—

Clifford.
Good comedy drama. Drew
very well. One of Clifford's best. Star
is a favorite and a good drawing card
for us.
Harry Smith, Empire Theatre.

Phillips.

Talmadge. Great every way and a great
drawing card. J. J. Harwood. National
Theatre,
Cleveland,
Better
class
O.
patronage.

— Fair

Has appeared

high

In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice B%ady.j*-They give Alice only ordinary stories. Some actually punk. Repoor box office. W. O. Jensen.
sult
Lathrop Theatre, Omaha, Neb. Suburban neighborhood patronage.

—

overworked flowing hair

star has

age.

General patronage.

The Forbidden

111.

tre,

—

—

it

parts.
to better advantage in
other features. P. G. Estee, Star Theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
High class pat-

,

—

bill

it

— Wonderful picture. Good
business. — C. E. Leininger, Grant TheaEast Palestine, O. — General patronFarnum.

The Heart of Wetona, with Norma
Talmadge. Good picture. Good business. People well pleased.
G. A. Hill
& Son, Grand Theatre, Lebanon, O.

—

—
Mounted Men, \vith Harry
Carey. — Book
and
like a circus
and the audience won't be disappointed.
— K. H. Hulquist, Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
— Loop patronage.
The Girl by the Roadside (Bluebird),
with Violet Mesereau. — Story poor and
Three

Florence
production
in

Hell Bent, with Harry Carey.— Photography bad in places. Subject good.
Fred J. Cantlin, Park Theatre, Lebanon,
N. H. Mixed patronage.

heard,

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Universal
Danger, Go Slow, with Mae Murray.
Well pictured crook story though somewhat drawn out. Pleased fair crowd on
B. Stine, Gem
—— Mining
town.

rainy night.
Clinton, Ind.

J.

Theatre.

A Woman's

Fool, with Harry Carey.
Did not go as well as the average Carey.
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo,

—

— Border mining camp.
Set Free (Bluebird), with Edith Rob— Fair comedy drama. — C. E. Lein-

Ariz.
erts.

Grant Theatre, East Palestine, O.
General patronage.

inger,

—
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Theatre,
Pine
town patronage.

The

Minn.

Island,

— Small

Mystery, with Earle Wilmystery picture that everyone

Grell

—A
liked. — E.
liams.

L.

Ajo, Ariz.

Franck,

— Border

The Common

— Fine.

Oasis

Theatre,

mining camp.
Cause, with an all

star

Best picture we ever run.
Arcade Theatre, Denison, Tex.
The Girl from Beyond, with Nell
Shipman. Fair program picture. Poor
cast.

business.

—
— Brockhouse

& Weeks,

Theatre,
Arenzville,
town patronage.

111.

tric

Elec-

— Small

The Man Who Wouldn't Tell, with
Earle Williams. Fine picture that will
surely get the money.
F. L. Clarke,
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. Rural patronage.
A Bachelor's Children, with Harry
Morey. Fine picture. My people like
Morey. Give us more like this. A. R.
Bud, Opera House, Arlington, la. Rurai
patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne Grif-

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

fith.
Very fair picture. The gowns worn
by the star will get the women. Bert
Goldman, New Princess theatre, St.
Better class patronage.
Paul, Minn.
A Diplomatic Mission, with Earle

—

—

—

Williams. This is great. Will certainly
appeal to most any audience. F. L.
Clarke,
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Rural patronage.

—

—

—A
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—

The Mating with Gladys Leslie.
very good picture and pleased my people.
Hazen.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Ark. Rural patronage.
The Desired Woman, with Harry T.

—

—

—

Morey. A nice, clean cut five reeler.
Miss T. Benesch,
Fair drawing power.
Neighborhood
Bell theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

—

patronage.

World
Rasputin, the Black Monk, with Montagu Love. An interesting story of the
Good
Russian revolution well staged.
business one day.- F. E. Noyes, Lyric
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Cornell, Wis.

—

—

—

Heart of Gold, with Louise Huff.
The most unique picture we have had for
some time. Enjoyed by most every one.
Interesting from beginning to end. Miss

—

T. Benesch, Bell theatre, Chicago,
Neighborhood patronage.

111.

Under Four Flags (U. S. Official)—
Very good of the kind but my patrons
are tired of war and want something dif-

—

Business

poor. F.
Lyric theatre, Cornell, Wis.
ronage.
ferent.

Noyes,

E.

— Mixed

pat-

Wives

Men

of

Reed.

ence

to pull.

Decorah,

— R.

—A

good

picture, but

Star theatre,

la.

Hearts of the World (D.

—

with

W.

Griffith),

an all star cast. Extraordinary.
Big. Orchestra helps put it over.— R. H.
Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
Middle and high class patronage.

A Romance
Lieut.
well.

of the Air (Crest), with
Hall.
Drew
Very good.
Luxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz.

—

Bert

— De

— Mixed

patronage.

Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. Liked by all who saw it. Run

—

Royal theatre,

—

P. K. Anton,
Castle, Ind.
Mixed

three days at 35 cents top.

New

—

patronage.
Intolerance (Griffith), with an all star
From a production standpoint the
cast.
Pulled good
greatest I ever screened.
business and pleased all. R. J. Relf, Star

—

—

theatre,

Decorah,

A Woman's Experience (Four square),
with Mary Boland. Star not a drawing
card and picture certainly would not.

—
Average business. — Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y. — General patronage.
Raffles (Hiller and Wilk), with John
Barrymore. — Drew big house and will
say
you can't please with this picture
don't
— Eugene Saunders, Palace
theatre. Harvard,
— General patron-

—

uninteresting yet.
patrons disgusted.
ester, N. Y.

Wives

No

business and

— Grand

theatre,

all

Roch-

Men

(Pioneer), with Florence Reed. Best offering we played for
Only objection was the
a long time.
length but still doesn't drag at all. Drew
very good. Miss T. Benesch. Bell theNeighborhood patatre, Chicago, 111.
ronage.
Hearts of the World (D. W. Griffith),
with an all star cast. Splendid picture,
Prices too big.
but poor business.
Dreamland theatre,
Charles JDePaul,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. General patronof

—
—

—

—

—

age.

An Accidental Honeymoon (Arrow
Well
with
Robert Warwick. Good.
done.
R. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. General patronage.

—

—

—
Mickey (Western
Normand. — Here

>.

Import), with Mabel

regular go-getter.
It's there in every way and creates more
Rer
favorable talk than any I've seen.
ceipts grow bigger every day and it's
good for a long run. Eller Metzger,
Rialto theatre, Des Moines, la.
is

a

—

the Picture's
Box Office Value?

Is

Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
Does the picture draw the
word on
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi1

if

Herald

tors

try.

"What

111.

the

and

Picture

Motography's
Did for Me"

department.

age.

Your box office is the test of
popularity.
Fill in the blank
and send to Exhibitors Herald and

Her Mistake (Film Clearing House),
with Evelyin Nesbit. Well liked by our
patrons.
Good pulling power. Charles
De Paul, Dreamland theatre, Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich. General patronage."

—

NOW

—

Motography,

—

street,

Serials

The Terror

of

417
Chicago.

South

Dearborn

Title

the Range (Pathe),
with
George Larkin. Money getter.
Good for short serial.— Lizzie E. Ohming, Dreamland theatre, Michigan City,

—

Star

Producer

class patronage.

Weather

—Just

finished it and packed them in from the
start.
A. L. Lape, Happy Hour theatre,

—

— Mixed patronage.
The Man of Might (Vitagraph),
William Duncan. — After running

How

Advertised

Groton, N. Y.

Competition

with
four

chapters would say "he's done it again."
And we did not think it possible. Makes
our best night of the week. Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

Admission Prices

—

The

Remarks

Lightning

Raider, with Pearl
consider this the best serial
and we have played all. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

White.

—We

—

The Fight

Millions

for

(Vitagraph),

—

William Duncan. Holds up fine.
Am on No. 12. Business very good.
S. C. Vale, Pictorium theatre, Dennison,

with

O.

— Mixed

The Lightning Raider
ers

Name

of Theatre

patronage.

Pearl White.

Gem

la.

Orphant Annie (Pioneer), with
Colleen Moore. The poorest yet. This
picture as it is in six reels is the most
Little

What

—

Hands Up, with Ruth Roland.

Relf,

J.

—

business.
A.
D. Stanchlield,
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed

—-Middle

Experience (Foursquare),

Mary Boland.

with

and had

this

patronage.

Specials

failed

boosted

capacity

Rae

Ind.-

A Woman's

Flor-

(Pioneer), with

—We

— Going

(Pathe),

Transient or

with

— C. A. Runyan,
Okla. — Oil work-

Neighborhood Patron-

big.

theatre, Bigheart,
cattle men.

age

and

The Lure

of the

Circus

Title

(Universal),

— Good
Getting
the business. — Lewis & Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind. — General patron-

Star

age.

Producer

with Eddie Polo.

The Fighting

serial.

Trail (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. Just finished this and
it is the best serial I ever ran.
Business
good and packed house the last show.
Kids nearly raised the roof the last
night.
F. E. Noyes, Lyric theatre, Cor-

—

—

Weather

How

—

Competition

Wis. Mixed patronage.
The Fighting Trail (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. You can not go wrong
with this one.
Book it and cash in.
nell,

Admission Prices

—

Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre,
River View, Ala. High class patronage.

—

Advertised

t

Remarks

The Iron Test (Vitagraph), with Antonio Moreno.

—

Getting better each episode.
Good
attendance. Lewis
&
Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

General patronage.

A Fight For Millions (Vitagraph),
with William Duncan. This picture will
draw. It broke all records at our house.
Make some cash profits. Arthur T. Goggans,
Riverdale theatre, River View,
High class patronage.
Ala.

—
—

—
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Special to Feature
Select Program for
May; Three Pictures
"Break the News to Mother"
Is on Schedule for Month
Select Pictures Corporation announces
the release of three productions for distribution as May attractions, including
a special, "Break the News to Mother,

Norma Talmadge

"The New Moon"

in

and Mitchell Lewis in "Jacques of the
Silver North," which was previously announced under the working title of "The
Gulf Between."
"Break the News to Mother" is a
drama based on the famous song of the
same name by Charles K. Harris. It is
the story of a mother's love which fails
to dim, even when her son is banished
from his home. Through the years that
follow she watches and prays for the
boy's return, and in the end her faith
and courage are rewarded. In the cast
are Pearl Shepard, Gertrude Berkeley,
Raymond Bloomer, Alice Gerard, ForRobinson, William Baily, Louis
rest
Chester
Smiley
and
Stern.
Joseph
The photography is by Andre
Barnett.
Barlatier.

Norma Talmadge's

May

"The

Select

New Moon,"

attraction

Russian
story by H. H. Van Loan which was
adapted and directed by Chester Withe)-.
In "The New Moon" Miss Talmadge
is seen as a young Russian princess who
falls under the new order for the nationUnwillalization of women in Russia.

for

is

a

ing to become the companion of a man
she dislikes, the princess disguises herIn
self as a peasant and flees the city.
the meantime, her lover, the prince, joins
the Bolshevist movement, but in the end
there is shown a reason for his sudden change of heart, and the princess
In addiand her prince are reunited.
tion to Miss Talmadee and her leading
man. Pedro de Cordoba, the cast includes Charles Gerard, Stuart Holmes.
Marc McDermott, Ethel Kaye, Harry
Sothern and Marguerite Clayton.
"Jacques of the Silver North" is the
title of
Mitchell Lewis' Select picture
for May.
This is the attraction which
was previously announced under the
working title of "The Gulf Between."
The story and scenario are by Herbert

Bradbury and Frank Howard
Clark.
It was directed by Norval MacGregor. Mitchell Lewis has the role of
Jacques La Rouge, a stalwart trapper
and guide of the frozen north. His leadMiss
ing woman is Fritzi Brunette.
Brunette's most recent work was with
Desmond in "Whitewashed
William
Walls."
The story is one of love and
romance the other side of the frozen
circle, and it affords Mr. Lewis innumer-

North

able

opportunities

for

that

particular

which has made him the
favorite
portrayer
of
north-country
In addition to Miss Brunette, his
roles.
cast includes Capt. C. A. Van Auk£r,
M unlock McQuarrie. Eddie Hearne.
Tames Gordon, James McDowell and
Fred Mack.
style of acting

Cameragraph Sales
The H.
very

graphs.

have

A.

busv

Johnson Co. of Seattle are
selling
Power's Camera-

They

sold

:.'

write
(>B

in

to say that they
to the

Cameragranhs

Weir Theatre at Aberdeen, Wash., and
2 (>B Cameragraphs to the new Angle
Theatre at Tacoma.

Spoor Takes Jump

S-L Executives on
Sales Trip to New
England and West

Out
By

States Rights to "Virtuous
Men" Being Rapidly Sold
New York

New Machinery

The troublesome jumping

of

film

i

i

which has been a constant
source of annoyance to the moving picture patron, has at last been reduced to
projection,

Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L Pictures has
left

of Projection

for a trip in the interests

Men," the special film production sponsored by Herbert Lubin and
himself. Mr. Sawyer will carry with him
two prints of "Virtuous Men," and has
arranged for special screenings in Bosof "Virtuous

such

a

minimum

negligible.

as

to

be

practically

This has been the bane of

ton, his first stop.

producers since the first picture was
thrown on the screen, and all efforts to
remedy the evil have heretofore proved

production

futile.

New

After exhibiting the
starring E. K. Lincoln to
England State Right buyers, Mr.

Sawyer will arrange for an extended
run of the picture at one of the leading
theatres in that city.
After covering
New England, he will embrace in his
itinerary practically all of the states west
of Denver.
Bert Lubin to Northwest
Bert Lubin of the S-L selling forces
also left Xew York on Monday for a
tour of the northwestern states in the
interests of "Virtuous Men."
He will
make his first stop at Minneapolis, Minn.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin report an
unusual number of sales in connection
.with their picture, and it is believed that
the entire country will be disposed of
within the next three weeks.
The first sale of rights for the production was to Arthur S. Hyman for the
states of Illinois,

Michigan and Indiana.

Mr. Hyman is
Hyman Film

general manager of the
Attractions of Detroit.
Mich., and recently successfully handled
large territorv for "Hearts of the
a
World."
Important Territory Sold
Following this. Sawyer and Lubin disposed of western Pennsylvania. We>t
Virginia, and Ohio to H. C. Simeral.
general manager of Co-Partner Attractions of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. Hyman insisted on ten prints of
the feature for his three states, expecting heavy bookings throughout the territory.

Uses Automatic Machinery
George K. Spoor, president of the
Essanay Film Company, by the SpoorThompson method of processing film by
machinery,

automatic

however,

reacheVl a practical solution of the

has
diffi-

culty.

"This was accomplished,"
Spoor, "through feeding the

said
Mr.
film into
the wet end of the machine in 1,000 foot
lengths, thus requiring, with the ordinary run of film, but two splices to the
reel, whereas under the old method anywhere from ten to thirty splices are

needed.

"As it is the splices that cause the
jumping and flickering of the film, it
can readily be seen with what smoothness the film can be projected, with but

two

thousand feet.
Reduces the Splicing

splices to a

"In the case of

many

various tints

in

same reel, more than two splices are
sometimes necessary, but even with
numerous tints the machine reduces the
splicing an appreciable amount over the
old method of processing.
"Not only does the reduced amount of
the

splices prevent the jumping, but it adds
And yet
life of the film.
that increases the film
life under this process, is that the film
There is never
is kept flexible and soft.
a mar nor watermark, the film passing
through, a system which removes all

greatly to the
another factor

surplus moisture from the emulsion and
dries the celluloid at the same time."

Cinema Equipment
Exposition Latest
Trade Innovation
NEW YORK. — The International
Cinema
formed

Equipment
to conduct a

Company,
Inc
permanent exposi.

tion of everything needed in the opera-

or studio, will open
on the second floor of the
Godfrey Building the latter part of the
present month.
E. S. Porter, prominently identified
with Famous Players at one time. Is
president; J. E. Robins, formerly with
Simplex, is vice-president and general
manager, and B. F. Porter of accessory
tion

of

a

theatre

for business

fame, is treasurer. A number of equipment companies have taken space, but
there will be only one company of each
There
line, such as lobby displays, etc.
will be public telephones, public stenographers and telegraph service, a private
room for conferences that exhibitors
may want to hold.
A model theatre will be built in the
center of the floor which will contain
a number of different screens.

PRIS(TI.I,A IJKAX

And support

1>i

forthcoming:

"The Kxquiniti' Thief," a
I'ni vernal

feature.

tiny" starring Dorothy Phillips and
Samuel Goldwyn on
jazz band will furnish the music.
Return from Coast
Announces Policies Samuel Atkinson Takes

Samuel

Goldwyn,

Goldwyn

president,

of

"Fewer and better

was

pictures,"

his

response to a question as to Goldwyn's

program for the coming year.
"Our sales record for the past year
It is proof that Golditself.
pictures have satisfied the exhibitor
and the public.
I,
however, am not
Although my pictures have
satisfied.
been as near perfect as it appears humanly possible to make them, I am
striving to reach perfection. And in my
ambition I have the backing of an organization loyal to the last man.
"No expense is to be spared to secure
More time is
the best of everything.

speaks for

wyn

devoted to every production made.
results are going to surprise everyin the trade."

to be

In response to an invitation tendered
by Miss Anna Gordon, head of the W.
C. T. U., Samuel Atkinson, manager of
the Hoyburn Theater, occupied the pulpit of the First Congregational Church
in -Evanston Sunday and gave a mas-

discussion

censorship.
address his
audience agreed that it had not realized
the dangers of political censorship nor
understood tjie ideals of the motion picture industry.
Katherine Waugh McCullough, noted woman attorney, was
among those who stated that her views
on censorship had been entirely changed
by Dr. Atkinson.
terly

of

Christie Bookings
Are Even Surprise

For

Evanston Church Pulpit

the

Corporation, returning from California, spent Thursday and
Friday in Chicago arranging business
details and renewing old acquaintances.
He stayed at the Blackstone.
Pictures

a

political
his

At the conclusion of

J.

L.

Friedman

Bookings which exceeded the wildest
expectations and fairly swamped the office force was the response of Chicago
and the central west to the announcement of the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, 20~ South Wabash avenue,
that it had secured for distribution the
two-reel special comedies.
the years I have been in business, I never remember of a feature
being grabbed so eagerly," declared J.
L. Friedman, president of the corporation. "With our selling campaign hardly
started, we have already set a new record for this territory."
The first of the features is "Sally's
Blighted Career," starring Fay Tincher
Christie

"In

all

and Harry Depp.

Harry Weiss Has Lost
Secretary; Gains Bride

"U" Auditors Meet

Harry Weiss, manager of the Central
Film Company and the First National
Exhibitors Circuit Chicago exchange,
and Miss Pearl Druscilla Ranke were
quietly married in Logansport, Ind., at

in

Chicago; Award Prizes

Down state bookings of "The Unpardonable Sin." the Marshall Xeilan pro-

position with
the First National office two years ago.
She wanted to quit at the end of the

duction, the Illinois rights of which were
purchased by Jones, Linick and Schaefer.

The couple

meeting of the auditors of the
Inc., was held last
week at the Congress Hotel, Chicago. G.
M. Dav'dson, superintendent of the Universal Exchanges, and Joe Schnitzer.
general sales manager, both of Xew
York, attended the meeting.
The following auditors attended: G. B. Howe,
F. W. Talbert, F. W. Barlett and A. F.
King, all traveling auditors, and Art
Schmidt of Cleveland, and Joe Friedman

on

of Detroit.

The
one

"The Unpardonable Sin"

Demand Down

In

State

more than satisfactory. They are
being made on a basis of house expenses
and advertising being taken out of the
gross receipts; then, a set rental for the
picture, and finally the net profits being
equally divided.
Xed Holmes and Johnny J. Jones are
handling the feature for Jones, Linick &:
Schaefer. They have closed with Finn &
Heiman for seven days at Moline, seven
days at Springfield and six days at Champaign, and with Rex Lawhead for five
days at the Lincoln Square, in Decatur.
In Chicago, the feature held up nicely
in its second week at the Randolph, and
indications are that the run will be extended five more weeks.
are

Bandits Blow Theatre
Safe and Steal $1,500
Three young men broke into the Logan Square theatre, 2~>42 Milwaukee avenue, overcame Janitor ,Peter Larson,
and after blowing the safe in the office
of Manager Walter Meakin, escaped
with $1,500

in

cash.

The money taken represented
ceipts
night

of

and

the

theatre

Sunday.

during

Manager

Meakin

keening
banking Mondays.

I.

of the bride's parents.

first

May

3.

a

day but was persuaded to remain.
will spend their honeymoon
an automobile trip through the

South, visiting the Derby at Louisville,

Mammouth

Ky.,

Mountain.

Mav

1.")

at

Thev

Cave
will

and

be at

Lookout

home

after

568 E. Fiftv-first street.

Luncheon

Arrangements are being made by
Lesserman, manager of the Universal

exchange, to give a buffet luncheon to
exhibitors and the press on Saturday.
May 17. Sig Goldman, general manager
of Jewel productions, will how "Des-

The matter of improvement in the
operating system was discussed as well
as topics relative to the general sales.
The five exchanges making the best
showing in collections in a period of
,

four

weeks were awarded

a prize.

City Asks Quashing

Of Funkhouser Writ
That Maj. M. L. C. Funkhouser, former second deputy superintendent of
police,
and Joseph Thoney,
former
morals inspector, were guilty of laches
in waiting from July 31 last, when they
were dismissed from the police department by the city civil service commission, until January to file petitions for
writs of certiorari in the Circuit court
is the contention made in a motion filed
before Judge Oscar M. Torrison by Corporation Counsel Samuel A. Ettelson.
Judge Torrison recently issued writs of
certiorari directing that the records of
'he commission's hearing be brought
into court.
The motion filed today asks
that the writs be quashed ami the petitions dismissed.

the re-

that he was in the habit of
the money in the theatre and

to Give

home

Miss Ranke accepted

Saturday

explained

"U"

the

V called

Universal Exchange,

J.

S.

Mednikow and Ernest Schmidt

of the Celebrated Players took a little,
spin around the city last week, and judging by the contracts that thev brought
back to the office it looks as though the
exhibitors were holding dates open for

them. We always knew it was in them.
"Graig Kennedy" is on the job at the
Celebrated Players office trying to solve
the "Master Mysterv" of the disappearance of Johnny Mednikow's three beautiful silk shirts: tough luck. Johnny, we

know how you

feel.

Goodman and Goldsmith
Novel Advertising Stunt
Goodman and Eugene Goldsmith

Del

who

charge of selling specials
local
Pathe office, have
adopted a noved means of introducing
their business to prospective customers
the exhibitors of Chicago and vicinity.
They have secured the services of a
crackerjack cartoonist to draw a few
"animated" advertisements for them which
out

are in
of the

—

are

bound

to get attention.

It

is

a rea-

sonable prediction that they will be the
best known salesmen in the Chicago
district within a fortnight.

Joe Brandt
The

Coming

exchange expects a visit
from Joe Brandt, treasurer and general
manager of Universal, this week.
local

Grossman

in

Chicago

Harry Grossman
Inc.,

New

flayers

of the Oliver Films.
visited the Celebrated

York,
Film Corporation

office

Satur-

day.

Bern man Inspects Exchange
II.
M. Berhman, general manager of
Universal film exchanges, spent four
days in Chicago last week, inspecting
the exchange.

j
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CHICAGO NEWS IN BRIEF
fiy J. S.
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One

of Illinois' newest screen palaces,

New

Empire, opened May 3, at
Moline. under the management of R. S.
Keppel, with the Houdini serial and a
Christie comedy. Fine opener and hard
the

to beat.

Frank

Flaherty,

J.

manager

of

the

Film Clearing House, Inc., is stepping
about like a young 125-lb. school boy
getting that Eastern Special ready for
departure to Manhattan.
Understand
Tom Saxe and George Fischer of Milwaukee and Sam Katz leave Wednesday
to attend the premier of the Rothapfel
Unit presentation at the Rialto Theatre,

May

Louis B. Goulden, of Celebrated Players' Film Corporation, has been hanging

around Indianapolis for the past several
days giving the Hoosiers an opportunity
to emulate Chicago's record for Celebookings.

brated

Honest,

Louis,

who

By

wins?

the way, F. A. Mills, former
of the California theatre, is now
covering the south side territory and
claims the sale end is almost as interesting as his former days of buying were.

manager

Considerably

less

expensive,

isn't

it.

M.?

A

belated report informs us, the wellknown film purveyer, Fred Young, is
now "clockin' " the ponies down around
Lexington, Ky. Seems "Chub" Florine
sold him a Big Ben before he left, but
as yet no official registers have been
wired.

The Colonial
and
are

theatre of Gillespie,

111.,

Grand theatre of Harrisburg,
now numbered among our best
the

musical
stalled

Not

film

having just

theatres,

in-

new Fotoplayers.
satisfied with

excitement,
of the

his

recent

Gotham

we understand Harry Weiss

First National Exhibitors'
contemplating another trip.
This time no grip nor contract blanks,
Circuit,

local
is

wee sojourn amid the rural atmosphere of (refused to name it) where
he can dream and relish our best poetical offerings. The peculiar angle to all
just a

the charming and chic Miss Ranke.
feels that "rest idea" is making a rather
this,

strong appeal to her wearied self. Certainly a "peculiar" incident. Sounds like
Mendelssohn to us. Before 'tis too late,
here's our best, of everything to you all.
Overheard one of our foremost exhibitors pay F. B. Rogers and his Pathe
exchange a most glowing tribute the
other day. Claims they have the finest of
everything.

And

say, haven't they some
the pay-roll. Knowing

beauty sauad on
said exhib as among Chicago's handsomest bachelors, we infer 'tis the
feminine eternal he refers to.
Lost! Lost!! Three regular silk shirts,
write, 'phone or wire F. A. Mednikow.
Celebrated Players.
We noticed that
Henri Ellman, of the Bee Hive exchange, has recently developed a propensity for silk shirts.
;i

pleted

J
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week's

a

Market"

at

run

with

their

Louis?

The

"Slave

H. Miller becomes the "chain" magof Litchfield, 111., having recently
purchased the Lyric and Royal theatres
from James Greig.
J.

nate

O. Friedman, one of Uncle Sam's
wounded buddies, who was recently
honorably discharged from the Service,
was in the city the other day and stated
he was about to launch forth in the exchange business, locating in Minneapolis.
With him go the best wishes for success
from his numerous Chi friends.
E.

No

offense.

Just

hint, that's all.

Notice the Unity Photoplay Company
has the Bandbox theatre playing one of
their hie specials. Gail Kane in "When
Men Betray." this week. "Nothing at
all." roars the
timid and nuiet M. J.

Mi^tz, general manager.

"Say, T'd feel
lonciOP'"" if Madison street or the loon
didn't force me to set 'em in." Just com-

understand that rendition of "Endearing Young Charms," by Paul Bese
at the Pantheon the other 4 evening was
by special request. Judging from the
effect it had upon Hank Peters seems
that

recent

of

spell

illness

was more

along the lines o' love than organic. And
by the way, maybe you think Paul Bese
can't get away with those melodies. Say,
he just makes that violin talk to you.
E.

F.

manager

Tarbell,

Tell us.

National

Company

the Star theatre, too.

of Vitagraph

exchange, was surely a nervous man
during the expose of the recent attempt
of the dynamiters to do away with the
nation's prominent citizens, keeping the
famous H. C. Holah under heavy guard.
Being in the limelight has its drawbacks.

We

Poster

now

and

Printing

home in its new
quarters at 50f> South Wabash avenue,
the southwest corner of Wabash avenue
is

and Congress

at

street.

W. Phayer

of the Supreme System,
Minneapolis, spent Sunday in Chicago and closed contracts for the Craig
Kennedy serial and the two-reel Christie
F.

Inc.,

Comedies.
of Max Levey's
can be seen almost any day out,
stepping around with Exhibitors Mu-

Aaron Saperstein, one

aids,

tual films.

We

9.

F. A.

Mac H.

pectedly and by the looks of the shipping room it seems that Louis is getting
things ready to journey off somewhere
with
posters and films.
What's up,

"Mame," who

is

so well

known among

Chicago exhibitors visiting the Exhibitors Mutual offices as to need no other
monicker, has been promoted to the
cashier's
department.
Miss Isaacson
held down the booking job for five years.

George
hibitors

now on

O'Malley, who handles ExMutuals on the north side, is

the books.

Only fourteen salesmen were hurt
the crush trying to get
versal projection room

in

Unilast
Saturday
morning when Henry Igle put on a
special show of some rare specimens of
mahogany.
Everyone stayed to the
into

the

finish.

note the three stars are back again
on the job, Harold O'Brien, W. Potter
and F. Evans have been a busy trio at

The DeBerri Scenic Company has just
completed installing an elaborate set of
scenery in the auditorium at DePaul

the Illinois theatre, LaGrange, 111., receiving the congratulations of hosts of
admirers this splendid theatre entertains. Yep
the same old gang, all dolled

University. Officials of the school are
greatly pleased with the work.

—

up

in

brand new "civies."

R. C. Cropper, is a happy man and
expresses himself as thoroughly satisfied with the way things are going at
the LaSalle theatre, where his U. S.

Film "The End of the Road"

is

drawing

the crowds.

Lubliner & Trinz have booked Eddie
Polo in "Cyclone Smith" for their circuit.
E. C. Fielder, the Hodkinson representative in the Pathe exchange, says
we don't know anything about the bolsheviki here in Chicago, that we ought
to see them work in Cleveland, his home
town. Well, we're satisfied to have them
Never heard of a Bullin Cleveland.

shevik working though,

regular

fire

are

—

having

a

flinger.

And George

Levine's eats right
his hand and he has a "welcome"

under both

the

Exchange

Mutual

the film celebrities of the city to his
offices for the past week.

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at

the

Westgate Hotel
200 Rooms
200 Baths
Rates $1 .50 and Up- "Mostly $1.50"

Circu-

Popular

lating

Priced

Ice

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
Every

out

mat

Room
Has

seats.

Speaking of "Hen" Ellman, they tell
us he has changed his hotel. The outlook is so much better from the Plaza

now

that the grass in Lincoln parkgreen 'n everything. The light is
is
better out there too, to look at that
bonus check Henry just got from Bee
Hive for selling a flock of Gale Henry

hotel

of

all

didjuh?

hard time
dodging that trio George Levine, Henry
Ellman and J. T. Flanagan, now that
they
are
equipped with high-power
Fords. The one Flanagan drives is a
Exhibitors

Max Levy

has a magnet which has been drawing

comedies.

Private

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Louis B. Goulden, salesmanager of the
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
dropped into the office Saturday unex-

60

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Incandescent
Is

Lamp Equipment

Given Trial

The Simplex incandescent lamp equipment, just placed on the market, is causing considerable comment in exhibitcircles.
The Exhibitors Supply
orial
Company, Chicago, reports the closing
of twenty sales since the mechanism
was offered about ten days ago.
In order that the practical merit of the
apparatus might be fully demonstrated,
arrangements were made with the Boston theatre, Chicago, which runs continuously from 9 a. m. until midnight, for
It
was
an experimental installation.
here a representative of the Herald inspected the device.
The operators of both shifts were
present and courteously explained in detail

the

working

advantages of

mechanism, the
and reported com-

of the

its use,

Chicago Theatre

in

plete satisfaction in every respect.

Has Many Advantages
Prominent features of the invention,
features not possessed by incandescent
lamp equipments hitherto brought out
are: a high-low three-way switch which
prevents the burning out of lamps by a
too sudden application of the full current strength; an arrangement which
more than a
of condensors: a mirror
placed back of the lightpoint which
focuses the waste light rays in such a
manner as to create a single source of
illumination and thus creates a sharply
outlined spot; a device by which new
globes may be instantly inserted in case

the one in use burns out, and controls

may

which

be

operated

from

without

the lamphouse.

The whole fits snugly beneath the
lamphouse, takes up little floor space, is
durably made and consists of few parts,
a point which makes for efficiency.
Numerous exhibitors and several elec-

men

visited the Boston at the
All
machines were in use.
seemed agreed upon its value.
Because the wattage required is low
trical

time

the

especially valuable for the
man who must use alternating current
The flickering, sputfor his projection.
tering carbons, the failing and at no
time easily controlled spot are all done
away with. And by the steadiness of
the illuminant the use of the three-blade
shutter is possible.
There is no doubt of the advantage
of the incandescent over the arc light
the device

is

projection purposes.
There never
has been a doubt. But, of course, the incandescent must be developed to a point
where it will give the same screen reAccording to those who should
sult.
know, the present mechanism is a great
stride toward that goal, if not the actual
achievement.

Rebuild Queen Theatre
CAMERON, TEX.— The Queen the-

pair

BUSINESS
INSURANCE

rUK lUUK

THEATRE

Immediate publication of the Houdini
"The Master Mystery," will be
made by World Film Corporation, acting as distributor on behalf of Octagon
Films, Inc., owner of this B. A. Rolfe
production. The territory covered by
World Film Corporation embraces the
states of California, Arizona, Nevada,
Montana, Northern Idaho, Washington,
Oregon, North and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and
serial,

Kansas.

For the benefit of exhibitors playing
serial an intensive advertising and
publicity campaign directed to the pubthe
lic

will be

conducted through the World

One
Corporation's organization.
of the phases of the campaign is the
posting of hundreds of twenty-four sheet
The
stands throughout the territory.
paper was posted on May 1st and reFilm

main on the boards for a
showin g.

thirty

days'

for

dispenses with the use of
single

World Will Publish
Houdini Immediately

which was partially destroyed by
summer, is to be rebuilt immediately by G. E. Cage, proprietor of the
Airdome.

atre,
fire

last

Hart Begins Work on
"Square Deal Sanderson'
The next William S. Hart picture will
be from a magazine serial called "Square
Deal Sanderson," it is reported, though
little
is
as yet being announced conIt is
cerning the picture or the cast.
understood, however, that Mr. Hart has
arranged to secure a particularly strong
company of players to enact the roles in
the production.
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BEE HIVE EXCHANGE
(R. C.

TOY BLD.
MILWAUKEE

CROPPER, Gen.
207 SO.

WABASH

CHICAGO
61

Mgr.)
W. MARYLAND
INDIANAPOLIS

127

—

ENDAROFPROGRAHPUBLICATIG
MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING

EXHIBITORS'
!an.
an.
an.
an.
an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

CORP.

— "All of a Sudden Norma,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Life's > Funny Proposition,"
with Wm. Desmond,
— "Bonds of Honor,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "Hoop-La,"
with
Rhodes,
— "The Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
— "Trick of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "I ong Lane's Turning,"
with Henry B. Walthall.
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
Desmond.
— "What Every Woman Wants," with William
with All Star Cast.
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
Billie
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

five
reels,

five

five

— Martin

Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"

final

installment, five

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

— "A Heart Pawn,"
reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
rppU. with Rillie Rhodes.
"The Lamb ami the Linn."
——"The
Turn in the Road" (Special Cast),
— "Hearts Asleep,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Diane of Green Van,"reels,
five
with Alma Rubens
— "The
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Courageous Coward."
— "The Love Call,"
with Billie Rhodes.
— "Modern Husbands,"
reels with Henry B. Walthall.
— "Tos6elyn's Wife."
Barriscale.
— "The Points of Hell," reels, withwithBessie
William Desmond.
— "Just Squaw,"
with Beatriz Michelena.
in

five

five

five

reels.

five

reels,
five reels,

five reels,
live
five
five reels,
five reels,

STRAND COMEDIES
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

—
Comrade,"
—
— "Peppy Polly,"

Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

five reels, with Vivian
five reels, with Dorothy

"Little

—
—
—
13 —
—
20 — "Greased Lightning,"
reels, with Charles Ray.
27 — "The Law of Men,"
with Enid Bennett.
— "Oh! You Women,"
Ernest Truax.
— "Vicky Van,"
Clayton.
Ethel
reels, with
reels, with Marguerite Clark.
11 — "Come Out of the Kitchen,"
—
Vivian Martin.
11
"The Home Town Girl,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
18 — "The Lady of Red Butte,"
—
with Shirley Mason.
18
"The Final Close-Up," five
18 — "The Busher."
reels, with Charles Ray.
6

6
13
13

—

13

five
five reels,
five reels,

4

4

five

five
five reels.
five reels,
reels,

— "The Haunted Bedroom,"
— Get Him Yet,"
five

25
25

five reels,
five reels, with

"I'll

with Enid Bennett.
Dorothy Gish.

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

— "Sporting Life,"
—
"Little Women,"
16 — "False Faces,"

Ian.
Ian.

19
26

1

5

seven
seven

reels,
reels.

five reels.

5— "Accidental

Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
12 — 'Some Mother." two reels, with Elinor Field.
26 — "Easy Payments," one
2 — "How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
9 — "Merely Marrying Mary," one
with Elinor Field.
16 — "Almost a Hero," one
with Elinor Feild.
23 — "Their Baby," one
with Elinor Field.
2 — "The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
0 — "The Door Between," one
16 — "His Wife's Birthday," one
23 — "The Way of a Maid." one

Martin.
Gish.

"The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"The Test of Honor." five reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Rescuing Angel." five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"The Roaring Road." five reels, with Wallace Reid.
"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Let's Ebpe," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

reel.

Field.

reel,

reel,
reel,

reel.

reel.

reel.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

"Impropaganaa."
—
Sennett, "Cupid's Day Out."
—
Stagg, "One Every Minute."
—
2 — Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16 — Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9— Sennett, "Rip & Stitch. Tailors."
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2 — Arbuckle, "Love."
9 — Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
Mason."
t-lagg,

2

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 16 Drew, "Once a
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13— Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 Drew, "An Amateur Liar."

—

—

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

6— "Teetotalers,

Tea and Totum Poles," one

— "Geesers and Geysers," one
— "Bulls
and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."
— "Doing the Dells."
9 — "A Bit of God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
23 — "A Peek
Paradise," one
— "Columbia Highway,"
— "An Eyeful of Egypt,"one one
16 — "In Pyramid Land,' one
23 — " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one
30 — "Glimpsing the Gondolas," one
— "A Palestine Pilgrimage." one
12
19

reel.

reel.

2

at

27
4
11

6

RIG.

19—
26—
26—

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

reels, with Fred Stone.
five reels, with Elsie Ferguson
five reels, with John Barrymore.
Valley," Griffith Special.

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
•Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

'Here Comes the Bride,"
'The Romance of Happy

"Don't Change Your Husband, ' DeMille.
2
'Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
9—' 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
9
'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
16
'The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 25—' "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reela. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
Apr.
'Capt. Kidd.Jr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20— 'Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20— 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27— 'For Better For Worse." five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4—' 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18—' 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
May 25— 'True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. Griffith Special.
1

—

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

May
May
June
lune

June

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.

— "Jane Goes Wooing "
with Vivian Martin.
— "The Secret Garden,
with Lila Lee.
—
u "
with Wallace Reid.
"The
Du
26— "Venus
the Fast."
with Bryant Washburn.
— "Hard Boiled,"
Dalton.
— "Happy Though Married," with Dorothy
Bennett.
— "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," with Enid
with Margaret Clark
— "Two Brides,"
with Lina Cavalieri.
— "The Girl Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16 — "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16— "You Never Saw Such
Girl,"
with Vivian Martin.
23 — "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
5

five

a-

12
19

five

five

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

reels,
reels,

reels,

in

2
2
9
9
9

Apr.
Apr.

five

reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five reels,

five

five

five

Farnum.

STANDARD PICTURES

Feb.

PARAMOUNT
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

TIMEUY PICTURE*

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

ARTCRAPT PICTURES
'Under the Top," five
'His Parisian Wife,"

19

is

Little

FOX FILM CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Little

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel

2
9

12—

—
Widow."
"The
— Sennett,
—
Drew, "Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
— Sennett, "When Love Blind."
Stranger."
18 — Flagg. "Welcome.
25 — Sennett, "Love's False Faces."

Apr.

May
May
May
May

May
May
1

1I1K'

1

une

— "The Man Hunter," six
9 — "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not." six reels
20 — "The Jungle Trail."
— "The Siren's Song."
— "A
Idol,"
IS
— "TheFallen
Lone Star Ranges,"
IS_"A Woman There Was."
ree
29 — "My Little Sister.

reels, with William
five reels, with Theda

23

Farnum.

Bara.
with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Kara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William aFrnum.
five reels, with Theda Rara.
with Evelvn Xesbit.
five

4

1

VICTORY PICTURES

— "Hell

Roarin' Reform," five reels, with Tom Mix
2_"The Forbidden Room," five reels with Gladys BrocW»ell
16
"Never Sav Quit." five reels, with George Walsh.
30 "Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
13
"Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell
27
"Help! Help Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
11
"The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
25,_"The Divorce T--ap." five reels, with Gladvs Brockwell
8
"Putting One Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
22— "The Wilderness TiailJ" five reels, with Tom Mix.
16

—
—
—

—
—
—

1

reels,

a

EXCEL PICTURES

five reels,

reels,
— "Paid in Full," fivefivereels,
with
— "The Winning Girl,"
reels,
—
2
"Good Gracious. Annabelle,"

Tan.

Pauline Frederick.
five
with Shirley Mason.
five reels, with Billie Burke.
2
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
9
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
16 "Three Men and a Girl." five reels with Marguerite Clark
18
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
28— "Partners Three." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
23 "Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
23
28

Feb.
Feb.

—
—
—
—

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

—

62

— "The
with No Regrets,"
9— "The Love Auction,"
with Jane
23 — "Smiles,"
9 — "Gambling
Souls,"
28 — "The Rebellious Bride,"
—
2(1

Girl

with Peggy Hyland
Virginia Pearson
Katherine Lee.
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five

five
in

reels,

4

in

and

five reels, with Albert Ray
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with Albert Ray.

Haste."
"Married
— "The
That Dares,"
— "Miss Love
Adventure."
— "Words and Music By,"
IS
«

20

five reels,
reels, with

five

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

—

"Fan Fan."
— "Ali
Baba and

Not. 17
Nov. 26

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

the Forty Thieves."

"For the Freedom of the World," seven
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.

THE GREAT NINE SERIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— Valeska Suratt 'The Soul of Broadway."
—
Theda Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
— William Fanium

9

in

16
28

in

"Hoodman

in

Blind."

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES

— "Money

Mar. 23
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
July

June

Talks," two paVts.
"Tom and Jerry," two reels, with Tom Mix.
"The Hou^e of Terrible Scandal," two reels.
"A Lady Bellhop's Secret,*' two reels.
"A Soft Tenderfoot." two reels, with Tom Mix.

—
—
—
—
25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two
— "Merry Jailbirds," two
6
15 — "Dabbling in Society," two
6

20
i

1

I

an.
an.
an.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

— "A Cow's Husband," half
— "Mutt,
the Mutt Trainer," half
13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half
20 — "Pigtails and Peaches," half
2? — "Seeing Things," half
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half
11 — "Sir Sidney," half

I"

It

8
10
17

to

Spirit

to

Visit to

May 4 "Going Up."
May 11— "Can the Poor
May 18— "A Wild Goose

reel.

reel.

reel.
reel.

1

8

reel.

CAPITOL COMEDIES

reel.

the
Shell

— "You

Post," half reel.

at

Game,"

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

half reel.

Teacher!" half
— "Oh!
"Hands Up," half

reel.
reel.

Mar.
Mar.

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

Apr.
Apr.

INC.

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

May
May

Inc.

12

26—
— "The

Know What

"Bombs and

23

9

4

18

reels.
reels.

"The Sea Wolf," two
— "Circumstantial
Evidence,"

"The Road Called Straight,"

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

reels.

W. W.

drama.

with Louis Bennison.

HODKINSON CORPORATION

Distributed through the Pat he Exchange.

— "The
— "The
24 — "The
—

24
Mar. 10

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

Mar.

"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21."

Apr.

May

FORT PITT THEATRE
eight

reels,

five

INC.

Feb.

Battlefront,"

two

BENNISON STAR SERIES

COSMOFOTOFILM

Italian

reels.

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

"Hypocrites." six reels.
"I Believe," six reels.

reels,

Mean," two

"Have Another."

Bull," two reels.

"Her Moment," seven

I

Big Idea."

—
Master of Music."
— "A
"The New Breakfast Food."
23— "The Potum of Swat,"
«— "The Midnight Alarm."
20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two
—
7

"Billie in Society," two reels.
"Bunco Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness." two reels

"The

Fish?"
Chase."

reel.

May 4
May
May 18— "Left
May 25—
— "The

June
June

27— "Hang

It

Hohenrollern, Sausage-Maker."
"Out and In Again," half reel.

6

Uncle Sam Will Do for Two Cents."
20— "The Truth About the Liberty Motor."

2

—
— "William

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

— "What

13

— "CarryingAllOld Glory the Seven Seas."
— "Canada's
of Tears."
—"Where 'TheMountain That
Won' Was Born."
24— "Roueh Stuff."
— "Good Eat."
Mar.
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
6 — "Cut
Apr.
Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
—
Apr. 20 "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A
New Orleans."
—
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.
reels.
reels.

Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

reels.

"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood." six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), fix reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

Apr.

6

Love Hunger,"

five reels, with Lillian Walker.
Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Thunderbolts of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anna
Lehr.

End

— "The Best Man,"
ARTCO
20 — "As a Man Thinks."

five reels,

4

with

J.

Warren Kerrigan.

PRODUCTIONS

five

reels,

with Leah Baird.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
five reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

reels.

"Desert Gold,"

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS

"The Westerners,"

five

reels,

with

Roy Stewart.

"No Children Wanted."

five reels.
"Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
"Little Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels
"The Locked Heart," five reels.

an.
an.
an.

RANCHO SERIES

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)
'In the

"Where

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

—
"Day Dreams,"
with Madge Kennedy
—
"Shadows,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
—
"The Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsh.
—
16
"Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
28 — "The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Frederici
— "The Brand." seven
(Rex Beach Special).
16— "A Man and His Money,"
with
Tom Moore.
—

Jan.
Tan.

12
26

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2

May
May
May
May
June

five reels,
reels,

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,

9
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 30

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

six

6
13

18

25
1

7

14
21
28

May
May
May
May

—
—
—
—
12
19 —
26 —

June

2—

6

five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"False Evidence,' five reels, with Viola Dana.
"After His
Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with
Allison.
"The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"Full of Pep." five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.

Own

Emmy

May

reels

cf Mine,"
—"Daughter
Sadie,"
— "Spotlight
"One Week of Life,"

five

20— "The
27 — "The
—
4
11

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
— "The Spender,"
with Bert
20— "The Divorcee,"
with Ethel Barrymore.
27 — "In for Thirty Days,"
with May Allison.
3 — "Faith,"
with Bert
10— "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
17 — "Johnny on the Spot,"
with Hale Hamilton.
24 — "Peggy Does Her Darndest,"
with May Allison.
—
3
"Satan Junior,"
with Viola Dana.
10 — "Blind Man's Eyes,"
with Bert
17 — "The Way of the Strong,"
with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24 — "That's Good,"
with Hale Hamilton.
31 — "Parisian Tigress,"
Dana.
— "The Island of Intrigue," with Viola
with May Allison.
—
13

—
—
—
—

five reels,
five reels, with
reels, with
five reels, with

Pest," five reels, with Mabel

Madge Kennedy.
Mae Marsh.

SCREEN CLASSICS,
"Blue Jeans," seven

Pauline Frederick.

INC.,

SPECIALS

with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with R;U Jolivet.
of
Legion
Death,"
seven
"The
reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
"The Million Dollar Dollies." five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser," seven reels.
"Pals First." six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.

Normand.

Stronger Vow," six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
of the Finest," five reels, with Tom Moore.
"Leave It To Susan," five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia." six reels.
"When Doctors Disagree," five reels, with Mabel Normand.
"The Fear Woman," live reels, with Pauline Frederick.

"One

63

reels,

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPIIV
"Why Germany Must

Pay," six

reels,

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

Star Cast.

All

"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All

Mar. 23— "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
Mar. 30 "Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
Apr.
6
"Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Apr. 20 "Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 "The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May 4 "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanchi
May 11 "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

Star Cast.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation^" seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye,* seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

May
May

:

PATHE EXCHANGE,
PATHE
Mar.
Apr.

Apr.

FEATURES

SPECIAL,

— "Common Clay," seven
27 — "The Unknown Love," six
Lincoln.
20 — "The Sawdust Doll,"

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

2

five

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

INC.

with

reels,

and

E. K.

May

Master Man,"

five

reels,

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

with Frank Keenan.

reels,

May
May
May
May

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Mar.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Apr.

May

five

five

4

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

—
—
——
—

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
"Hobbs

Hurry,"

five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fiaher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," five reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

in a

June
June

an.
ian.

an.
an.

an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

PERFECTION PICTURES

— Kleine,

—

Selig,

"Quo Vadis," eight
"Brown of Harvard,"

reels.
six reels,

with

Tom Moore

and Hazel

Daly.

Feb.

I

— Essanay.

"Men Who Have Made Love

to

Me."

six reels, with

Mary

MaeLane.
Esaanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes
SI Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond
Jan.
F.ssanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes
Essanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Cdison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

—

7

"The
— "The

19

2(i

McKee

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

—
Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "Who
"Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
"The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella."
with Constance Talmadge.
— "The Belle of New York,"
with Marion Davies.
—
of Banishment,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Children
World
Live In,"
with Alice Brady.
—"The
"The Probation Wife,"
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadb»
— "Marie.
Ltd.."
with Alice Brady.
— "Marry Mary."
with Marion Davies.
five

'

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

—
—
—
—

reels,
five

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
to
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance
"Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"The
Moon." six reels with Norma Talmadge.
"Jacques of Silver North," five reels, with Mitchell

Talmadgi

New

Lewis.

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case," with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm«m.
"Break

the

News

to

Mother,"

six

reels.

Woman,"

—
with Gladys Lesle.
Child,"
—"Fortune's
"Silent Strength,"
with Harry More}.
—
"The Lion and the Mouse"
— Alice Joyce).
8— "The Girl Problem,"
with Corinne
10— "The Wishing Ring Man,"
with Bessie Lov*
10 — "From Headquarters," Special,
with Anita Stewat*.
17 — "A Gentleman of Quality,"
with Earle William*.
24 — "Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"
with Gladys
31 — "Fighting Destiny,"
with Harry T. Morey.
— "The Cambric Mask,"
with Alice Joyce.
14 — "The Unknown Quantity,"
with Corinne
—
10
17
24

five
reels,
five reels,

(special

five

reels,
five

Griffith.

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels, with Bessie

7

Leslie.

Griffith.

Yankee Princess,"
— "A
"Two Women."
reels,

21

Love.

with Anita Stewart
— "The Usurper,"
with Earle Williams.
—
Time,"
with Gladys
"A Stitch
—
12
with Harry Morey.
"Beating the Odds,"
19 — "The Third Degree,"
with Alice Joyce (Special).
26 — "Thin Ice,"
with Corinne
— "The
with Bessie Love.
— "A Rogue's Boss,"
Romance,"
with Earle Williams.

28
28

(special).

five
five

5

in

five

2

Littie

9

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Leslie.

Griffith.

Love Forgivrs," five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
Poor Flag*," fire reel*,
18
"Love in a Hurry," five reels, with Carlyle Blaclcwell.
10 "The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
27 "Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
8
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
10— "Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
17
"Courage for Two," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
24
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Mayo.
8"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
10 "The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
17
"The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love.
24 "Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
31
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
7
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
14
"The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
21
"The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
28 "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

a—
— "Under

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
— "Ginger,"
with
12 — "The Unwritten Code,"
19 — "The Social Pirate,"
5

five

reels,

Violet

Palmer.

five reels, with Shirley Mason.
five reels, with June Elvidge.

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

six reels,
Priscill?
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Priscilla
six reels,
Little
six reels,
Blinding Trail," six reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
L'npainted
six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
I

WORLD FILM CORPORATION

the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mary O'Rourke," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.

7

— Silk Lined Burglar,"
with
Dear
— "A
"The Amazing Wife."
with Mary MacLaren.
14 — "What Am
Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief."
with
Dean.
5 — 'Bare Fists,"
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious
Devil."
with Mae Murray.
—

— "What

"Put

10

Taste of

6

"Where

/an.
Ian.

Little

"A

3

.

VITAGRAPH

26 "A Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
23 "The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr. 20 "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Jan.
Feb.

reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Fritzi
five reel*
Life," five reels, with Edith Roberts.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "Carolyn of the Corners,"
9
with Bessie Love.
6— "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "The Cry of the Weak,"
with Fannie Ward.

22
17
16
12

with Alice Mann.

(Special), with Belle Bennett.

five

Mar. 31

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Sept.

five reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
—
20 "The Game's Up,"
with Ruth
27 — "Who Will Marry Me?"
with Carmel Meye.
—"Sue of the South,"
3
with Edith Roberts.
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
with Monroe Salisbury
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
with
Brunette.
24 — "The
White Savage."
Carmel Meyer*
—

Baby Marie Osborne.

FRAXK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
25 — "The

Mar.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
18 — "The Water Lily,"
25 — "Mayor of Filbert"

in

the

Show," two

reels.

"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

NEWS REELS
Kinogranis. one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Jan.
Tan.
Feb.

— "The Light
26— "Adele."
23— "A Man
6

— "Her

Mar. 30

of

Western Stars," seven

reels,

with Dustin Paratua.

six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with

Code of Honor,"

five

reels,

Dustin Farnum.
with Florence Reed.

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test." with Antonio Moreno.
f
Pathe, 'The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

5

—
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Paramount

Flag6
Comedies
Everybody Says: "Great Comedies"
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG
popularity

in

with

Comedies increase

each release.
"The
thousands of new ad-

Last Bottle" won
mirers. "Beresford of the Baboons" won as
many more. "Welcome Little Stranger," the
newest one, will surpass them all.

Exhibitors Say:
—
Ala. "Very

Birmingham,
mount feature and

good.
With
a news weekly, they

—

—

—

'INDEPENDENCE B'GOSH'
good

Strand has
Theatres."

if

ever

not
run,

better than

featured at

a great comany comedy the
all

Praises

—

Exhibitor s'

Trade Review

"Plenty of satirical fun in these
comedies.
They rank with the

Moving Picture World — "Their humor

Paramake an
a

—

"Flagg's
edy, as

Press

Syracuse, N. Y., Journal "They
are a sure cure for the meanest
grouch or worst case of blues in
Syracuse."

best."

program."
Denver, Colo. "We certainly need them to offset
and to break the monotony of the rough stuff."
West Brook, Maine "These are very pleasing
and a relief from other comedies being marketed."
Kalamazoo, Mich. "Very good, especially to the
better class of people; they are very enjoyable."
Duluth, Minn. "Seem to strike a new vein of
humor. Their discontinuance would be a positive
loss to the Paramount program."
M. E. Mark, Prop., Strand Theatre, N. Y. City—
ideal

The

our Strand

ous

and

full-flavored

played."

and

they

continu-

excellently

—

—

THAT TO THE MARINES"

one of the most
captivating comedies ever produced anywhere."
is

New York Tribune— " 'PERFECTLY FIENDISH
FLANAGAN' is the most refreshing funny picture
seen on the screen in many moons."
Detroit, Mich., Free Press "James

—

Flagg's comedy,

'INDEPENDENCE

Montgomery

B'GOSH,'

is

de-

licious fun."

—
"Wid's" "James

Montgomery Flagg promises to
such notable comedians as Mark
Twain and George Ade, judging from the hit his
screen comedies score."
be listed

among

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
*S6Rtctu/vs

is

Exhibitors' Trade Review "'One Every Minute'
provided all the laughs necessary for any program."
Nashua, New Hampshire, Telegraph "TELL

«****,

« ADOLPH

are

ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MULE Director General

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

in the

Famous

"CYCLONE SMITH STORIES
HUNDREDS
tracts for

WITH

of houses have already secured their conthis great bin' new series of TEN special

Polo's nation-wide reputation in that sensational box-olBce serial winner. "THE HIRE OF
CIRCUS," you simply tack right on to his
tremendous popularity and keep right on gcttinK the
money. These eight pictures will be SPECIAL. Special
in story, setting*, production, direction, and exhibition.
.Many houses will play them as !• u as their features.
<;i:r torn < ovrii v< t in to-i>w

—

THE

Eddie Polo, H-rccI Western pictures (lie famous
"CYCLONE SMITH STORIES'* in whic h Eddie Polo does
some of his best work. TEN 2- reel winners thai will
"make" your program the fastest and best you've ever
had. And they might accidentally take the glory from
your big feature besides.

—

99

i

BOOK THRU ANY UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE
3

EMERALD MOTION
PRE

AMERICA'S

Positively

#

r

In

Tw<

No Misrepresentation

Watch

for future annouii

EMERAL1
1717-1729

[North Well

PICTURE

COMPANY

Its

OWN COMEDIAN

the
'feel

Only

and Original

Comedy Productions
No Camouflage
Be prepared

imts.

I

EDERICK

j.

for big surprises.

IRELAND, Pres.

Motion picture company
Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Exhibitors Notice
Bookings of "Daddy
will
.

Long Legs"

be accepted by First National Exchanges as soon as

its first

Frankly

run

your

in

—

has

territory.

is

it

it

the greatest

Box

Office

attraction of the year
We

know

This action

this
is

and want

taken

in

to protect ourselves.

worth

until

a

show you before you book

to

spirit of fairness to exhibitors

We

you see what

as well as

cannot expect you to pay what
it

actually does at the

it.

Box

it

is

Office.

MARY PICKFORD
In this first release
First National

plan

is

from her own studios proves again that the
the only plan for getting truly great pictures.

Don't Forget, Marshall Neilan directed
Photographed by Charles Rosher

A

Firtt National Attraction

6

it.

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H

The
The

Showman Seeks Novelty
Successful Showman Demands Novelty
Intelligent

Whom

the Gods Would Destroy

1§

Contains the most powerful of dramatic

^
^
^

It

has the most remarkable prologue ever produced.

It

possesses the

It

has as fine a cast of principals as was ever assembled.

tj

The theme "League

stories.

most sensational incident ever photographed.
of Nations"

is

the most timely subject,

in the world.

97%

of the Exhibitors
it

who have

have booked

it.

seen

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRA1M1Y

DO SOME ANNEXING YOURSELF -PROFITS
CAPTAIN BUD FISHER'S

MUTT and JEFF
ANIMATED CARTOONS
WILL HELP YOU GET THE CROWD

'CURRENT RELEASE
Z>l rv -31 L/IM

EL T

1

"X

"S^

film corporation*

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

A

strong, full-of-action melodrama of political intrigue.
A story of a politician's fight for the Governorship of his state and for a girl.

—

Winning he

This
Losing he wins her.
story tells how a woman's ambition brought disgrace
and shame into the lives of those who opposed her.
loses her.

Edward Warren

Productions,

Inc.

presents-

HOUSE PETERS
and ANNA LEHR
THUNDER BOLTS of FATE
in

Two

stars of sustained popularity across the nation

once was given bookings in the
big chains of theatres such as Marcus Loew and
Ascher Bros., Chicago. A drama of thrills and mystery typical of the popular tastes of millions of patrons of the country's motion picture theatres.

in a picture that at

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue New York City
,

Distributing through PATHF Exchange, Incorporated

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H

H arry

Ljarson

whose revolutionary presentation of
"The Unpard onable Sin lias created
a

new epoch

in the exploitation of

super motion dramas, will present a
series of four Special Productions
created by

Monte M. Katterjohn
who

you special
pictures of extraordinary theme and
quality; "specials
worthy of the
name because of their artistry, technical

will strive to give

perfection,

carefully

selected

casts, general production bigness,

and

coherent, entertaining story values.
All production details will be

under the individual management of
an arrangement which
the author

—

marks the inauguration

of

a

new

departure in the creation of quality
motion picture entertainment.

10

Follow the leaders. Get the Holmes Habit

of Happy

Patronage

MARCUS LQEW'S HOUSES
have booked the entire series of^Ti ian^le Holmes -

Comedies. -Why!

Refined Comedies are
in demand these days

released

by the

Triangle Distributing
Corporation
1457 Broadway

New York

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

12

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

D. W. GRIFFITH
RE PE RTO RY SEASON
Out from

the far places he

less treasure of his

comes once each year bringing with him the match-

long labor.

Up from the South with "THE
dramatic entertainment ever created.
Then from Babylon and
mightiest spectacle

man

BIRTH OF A NATION,"

the most popular

"INTOLERANCE,"

the

"HEARTS OF THE WORLD,"

the

glorified Palestine with

has ever conceived.

Last from the Fields of Flanders with
epic of the war made for the French and British Governments.

And now, from London and
showing

its first

to the

China,

DAVID WARK GRIFFITH

brings for

world

BROKEN BLOSSOMS
As

startling

an advancement

in the

cinema

art as

were the other triumphs of

this

world genius.

A

drama

It

is

D.

a

of

profound emotion

;

of exquisite delicacy

worthy expression of Mr.

W. GRIFFITH'S Repertory

;

of terrific strength.

Griffith's great talents in their rich maturity.

Season denotes a world-epoch in the history of

the theatre.

"BROKEN BLOSSOMS," other offerings
"THE FALL OF BABYLON," an expansion and amplification

Following the premier of
include

"Intolerance," and an American
LAW," based on the modern story as
"Intolerance," with additions and changes.
thrilling

Babylonian episode in

MOTHER AND THE

story,
first

are to
of the

"THE

related in

GEO. M.

COHAN THEATRE
New York

at 8:45 o'clock

13

MAY

13
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As Wei come
As our returning boys
from "Over There

SPECIALS
In

Two

Each one a

(2)

Reels

special in every

sense of the word

Booked by
Supreme System,

A. H. Bla nk Enterprises
Omaha. Neb.

Mia west

Emerald Film Service

Distributing Co.

Kansas

Milwaukee, Wis.

FAY TINCHER
Christie Comefdy Favorite

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Chicago,

1

J

Inc.

Minneapolis, Minn.

111.

City,

Mo.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAFH

Peace

Now

Y

Assured

All Exhibitors Agree

"WHEN MEN BETRAY"
Featuring

GAIL KANE and STUART

HOLMES

AND

"THE ECHO OF YOUTH"
Featuring

LEAH BAIRD and CHARLES RICHMAN

Are Specials That ARE SPECIALS
We Recommend and

Guarantee Them

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS COMPANY
Frank Zambreno,

207

Pres.

15

So.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Exhibitors Herald & Motography carries the
News of the field FIRST to the entire territory west of Cleveland.

Published
more than

Ch icago,

HERALD

reaches
fifty percent of the productive area
of the film trade w ith in twenty-four hours
after

it is

in

the

off the press.

This immediate contact with the big majority of
its readers gives the HERALD an unequaled
influence
a group of territories whose importance writes a verdict of either success or
failure upon every production issued.

m

Advertising to be fully productive must be
incorporated in a publication that reaches
attracts
holds the attention of possible buyers
of your product.

—

—

Such

a publication IS the

16

HERALD.

EXHIBITORS ATTENTION
A

There will be

CONVENTION
at

On Wednesday, Nay 20th, 1919
of the

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION

of ILLINOIS

THE DAY THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HAS SET
FOR THE HEARING OF THE STATE CENSORSHIP B;iL;L

THIS
If

IS

YOUR BUSINESS—YOUR PATRONS—YOUR AMERICANISM—
YOUR INDUSTRY from POLITICAL TYRANNY

you want to protect

ATTEND THIS CONVENTION
The

DON'T LEAVE

politicians in Illinois have already started to strangle you.

contemplated in the
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

A
A
A
A
A

state,

and in every

city,

town and

village

TOIGEORGE

IT

Already there has been introduced
where there is a "movie",

"or

law to censor each picture.

law to close places of amusement on Sunday.
law to increase the tax on "movies" to

make up

the deficit in whiskey revenue.

law to prevent children attending "movies".
law raising license fees for your theatre.

ARE YOU A SLACKER?

.

DO YOU WANT TO FACE RUIN?

WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS TO
President

M.

W. W.

WATTS,

P. A. of Illinois, Majestic Theatre, Springfield,

MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF

III.

ILLINOIS

207 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO
Write to the Field Secretary,

IF THIS BILL

SAM ATKINSON,

for particulars

GOES THROUGH 50% OF YOUR PICTURES WILL BE RUINED

MARTIN

J.

EXHIMTOM

QUIGLEY

Publisher
All editorial

copy and

H

business correspondence

should be addressed to

Chicago

office.

AND

Forms close 6 P. M.
Mondays.

MOTO(G]RAPHY

THE INDEPENDENT FILM TRADE
NEWS OF THE WEEK

"Mary Regan,"

Eight Speakers Selected to Combat Censorship
Springfield

Association

National

Makes

Effort

to

Coming

24

"Caleb Piper's Girl." Pathe D,

parts,

25

'

.

at Salt

parts,

with Marguerite Clarke

Unit

Program,"

43

with
43

five

parts,

Independent

Sales

44

Exhibitors Bureau
What the Picture Did for

28
29

41

34
39
46, 47, 48
33,

45

Me

,

51, 52, 53, 54, 55

and Down Film Row
Canadian Film News
Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications

Up

56
57
59,

41

60

61, 62, 63

Advertisers

American Cinema Corporation
Bee Hive Exchange

12

38

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
DeBerri Scenic Company
DeV ry Corporation
Emerald Motion Picture Company
Exhibitors Supply Company
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc
Fox Film Corporation

14

66
66
5

4,

66
6,

Harry Garson
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
David W. Griffith
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

41

2
7
8
10
1

13

9

Holcomb & Hoke Manufacturing Company.... 65
Lightning Coin Changer Company
67

with Mae Murray
41
"Rustling A Bride," Paramount C-D, five parts,
with Lila Lee
42
"Nearer My God to Thee," Hepworth D. five
parts
42
"A Stitch in Time," Vitagraph C-D, five parts,
with Gladys Leslie
42
"Sally's Blighted Career," Christie C, two parts,
with Fay Tincher
42
"Knickerbocker Buckaroo." Artcraft C-D, five
parts, with Douglas Fairbanks
42

MAY

44

Departments

27

"Delicious Little Devil," Universal D, six parts,

Volume VIII

"Rothapfel

The Cutting Room
The Export Field

C, five

"The Amateur Adventuress," Metro C-D. five
parts, with Emmy Wehlen
"Leave It to Susan," GoTdwyn C-D, five parts,
with Madge Kennedy

Helena Chadwick
"The Coming of the Law," Fox D,
with Tom Mix

27

Reviews

Paramount

five parts,

five

Complete Program

Lake

of the Kitchen,"

Red Butte," Paramount D,
with Dorothy Dalton
of

26

30
Universal to Celebrate Seventh Anniversary... 35
.Marshall Neilan to Begin Work on First Special
Feature June 1
37
Seattle Men Form Producing Company
37
New Billy West Comedy Series to Be Available
to Exhibitors Soon
38
Government to Meet Demand for Pennies at
Picture Theaters Reviews
39

"Come Out

43

"The Lady

;

sion

P E R,

First National D, seven parts,

23

Chicago Censorship Commission Impressed by
N. A. M. P. I. Action
25
P. L. Waters Heads Triangle Probable ExpanRothapfel Unit Program Pleases Critical Audience at Premier
National Exhibitors' Organization Has Taken
Up "Music Tax" Question
Exhibitors Urged to Have Insurance on NewValuation
Lewis J. Selznick Sets Example for Film Companies to Follow
Philadelphia Exhibitors Subscribe Fund to Wage
War on "Music Trust"
Two Employes Injured in Film Exchange Firm

A

with Anita Stewart

•

Bar

Clinical Films

P

'

Motion Picture Exhibitors
National Poster & Printing
Pathe Exchange, Inc

Tom

of Illinois, Inc

Company

Phillips

Nicholas Power Company
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
Triangle Distributing Corporation
Unity Photoplays Company
Universal Film Manufacturing Companv
Westgate Hotel
'.

24,

1919

17

66
68
66
20
19
11

15
3

60

Number

22
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Convention of Managers of First National
Exhibitors' Circuit Exchanges,

New

Astor,
RESOLVED:

The Hotel

York, April 22, 1919

That we, the undersigned managers of First National Exchanges,
express to Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Co. of Chicago, our appreciation for the splendid
cooperation he has given us and for the extremes to which he and his
organization have gone far beyond the usual limits of business practice
to relieve emergencies and assist us in giving satisfactory

—

—

service to our exhibitor customers.

FURTHERMORE: We

both merited and fitting that
Mr. Rothacker be told that to each of us here it is a fact, proven by the
statements of exhibitors to us, that no other group of exchanges can
boast of prints with superior tinting and toning, with clearer definition, with more carefully printed lighting effects, or with greater
quality in any particular, than that in the prints made by the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Co. for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

FURTHERMORE:

feel that

it is

The excellent system

by Mr. Rothacker

installed

emergency orders for replacements of short lengths of torn
or destroyed scenes and titles operates greatly to our advantage in
the promptness and accuracy with which they are filled.
for filling

FURTHERMORE: We

know, from our experience in the past with
the laboratory work of other concerns that the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co., in comparisons of quality, service, accuracy and promptness, eminently deserves the tribute of an uninterrupted continuation
of all laboratory work for First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

FURTHERMORE:

resolved that a copy of this resolution be
sent to Mr. Rothacker, and to the Board of Directors for First
National Exhibitors' Circuit.
It is

Seery, Chicago; Boyd Cunningham, IVashE. Lusk, Cleveland: C. R. Beacham, Atlanta; James Skirl
boll, Pittsburgh; L. Bickel, Dallas; Jack Brainard, Oklahoma City; H.
J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; Harry Scott, Detroit; J. F. Cubberly, Minneapolis; Lieut. Jim Anderson, Richmond; Lee Goldberg, Louisville;

Signed:

Harry JVeiss, R. C.

ington; JV.

Spry, Boston; J. H. Von Tilzer, New York; IV J. Heenan, Phildelphia; F.A. Fischer, Seattle; Floyd Brown, Indianapolis; F. W. Falkner, New Jersey; E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans; Percy Smith,
Buffalo; Harry Nolan, Denver.

Tom

We

.

have read the foregoing, and declare

original resolution.

Lieut.

Jim P. Anderson, Chairman.

Harry IV eiss,

Secretary.
19

it

to be a true

copy of the
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U.

PENNSYLVANIA

S. S.

Now equipped with
MA A
POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH
M
MA fill
1 A MM
A,

ff

I

m m&

JL

a 141

V* I 1 a

\

Ihe rrojector or service is
demanded ri I the oliK V lUL..
That's why, before leaving

New York

The Leader
NOW

of the Fleet

CARRIES

The Leading Projector

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Pioneers of Projection
90

NEW YORK,

GOLD STREET

Illustrated Catalogue 19 gives full details

20

N. Y.

Wrong Methods

THE
Exhibitors

competitors, their headlong rushes into untried prac-

Pennsylvania state branch of the American
Association has

made

a serious mis-

tices

and the consequent

that

is

take in carrying their grievance on advance deposits

judgment and broad

before the legislature of the state.

sal's

At the instance

of the exhibitors a bill has been

from

moment concerned with

posit system.

PROTBACTED

the

combination of the best elements of the industry to
wipe the obscene picture from the screen and prevent

from the burdensome de-

Exhibitors certainly are quite within

its

their rights in attacking this or

that

may

But

some.

any other system
them as inequitable and burden-

appeal to

this

certainly with the industry throughout

All that

all

personal ends.

This

bill

With

enacted would increase tremendously

quickly

effort to

realize

its

right
its

and

own

its

des-

AN

effort has become apparent to prostitute for
personal interests the splendid campaign that is
being waged in Illinois to safeguard the industry
against legislative and other assaults.
"This rotten business has riled a storm of protest
during the past week and there is every indication
that unless it is immediately cut short there will be
a concerted effort to rid the campaign of the ob-

recalled.

tit

anniversary.

is

celebrating

During the period

its

noxious element that

incidental

readjustments Universal has pursued an
even course, always making better pictures and always
a larger clientele.

it

The

first

means a serious sacrifice
campaign was initiated.

stampedes of

many

to the objects for

which the

It will also be regrettable if radical action will be-

great

come necessary at this time for the reason that a
harmonious organization must be maintained if the

has continued to remain independent

of the occasional

attempting this cheap form

sponsibility in this important work has not been sufficiently devoted to the cause to resist temptations to
work for personal aggrandizement when such a course

and commercially, have
taken place and throughout the developments and the
artistically

to

is

of graft at a critical time.
It is very regrettable that every one accepting re-

of the

Universal's existence the great developments of the

motion picture,

independent,

time

Grafting Prominence

Congratulations

them

all

have unrestricted guidance of

times.

mistake and bend every

their

bill

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

selling

all times.

It

have the

THE
seventh

principle that the greatest good of the

this principle kept unsullied the industry will

ability to

for state control of

will

the position of the

is

have demonstrated for

upon

would be opening the way not only
motion pictures from the angle
of censorship but also would extend the jurisdiction
into the very commercial heart of the business.
It is to be hoped that the Pennsylvania exhibitors
the industry.

The

times.

guarded at

within the trade.

if

make

industry at large must be placed above the individual
interest of any particular company must be jealously

This matter of advance deposits is distinctly a
trade matter and its proper place for solution and

the grip of the Pennsylvania board of censors

to

whole-hearted devotion to the'
provisions of the agreement. The National Association must maintain a firm grip upon the situation at

and outright enemies of the industry an
opportunity to enlarge on the provisions of the bill

is

now remains

industry unassailable

legislators

adjustment

resolution adopted

greatest acts.

is

the legislative halls of Pennsylvania, thereby giving

own

The

and the supplementary action decided upon will go
down in the record of the industry as one of its

no good reason why
controversy over deposits should be dragged into

for their

return only emphasizes the tremendous impor-

tance of the action taken.

the country harassed on every side by proposed legislation of various kinds there

Cochrane and

Great Act

exhibitors.

abstract question of relief

— Laemmle,

consideration of the recent stand
Association of the Motion PicNational
of the
it determined by the powerful
which
ture Industry in

approved securities equal in value to the amount of
are not at this

congratulate Univer-

Powers.

distributors to deposit with the state board of censors

We

that attend a business

We

vision.

able trio of executives

introduced which in event of passage would require

deposits accepted

ills

not conducted with keen intelligence, good

of its younger

best results are to be achieved.
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Brief Items of Interest
About Film Men and Affairs

Heraldgrams
Joe >Brandt, manager of Universal's serial department, is making one of his quarterly visits at Universal
City, Calif., where he expects to start two new serials
within the near future.

Mme. Margaret Barry, the Russian actress, is to be
an important member of the supporting cast being assembled by
the

Charles Febvre, manager of the Gaumont interests
Argentina, has arrived in New York. It is his second
visit in twelve months.
in

Morris Rose, president of the Pioneer Film Corporation, has returned to New York after a several
weeks' tour of the central west.

Stuart Blackton for his latest production,
title of which have not yet been an-

J.

theme and

nounced.

A

couple of years ago a scenarioist thought nothing
two screen stories in a night, a director
thought nothing of producing them in a week and a
leading man thought nothing of acting them. And a
lot of people who went to see them thought nothing.
of writing

Rex Beach, author of several successful Goldwyn
was elected president of the Authors' League

pictures,

by the Council

at their seventh annual meeting.

The latest addition to the F. O. C. (forms own company) is Cleo Madison. Cleo once held the world's
lachrymose record. 'Member those gobs of tears she
used to shed?

Wanda Hawley, who has done such consistently
good work in many Paramount and Artcraft pictures
and special productions from the Lasky studio, has just
been placed under contract for three more years to play
Will Rogers will leave the Ziegfield Follies at the
end of present month to begin work on some new pictures for Goldwyn.

The "legit" is grabbing off every screen actor it
can get hold of. See where Oliver Morosco has just
signed Francis X. Bushman to appear on the speaking
His contract

said to call for the highest salary yet paid a stage star. Louis B. Mayer put over the
deal.
The play is scheduled to open in Chicago about
September 5, Mr. Morosco having had one written especially for Mr. Bushman.

In

Lew Cody, who recently came into a fortune, is
giving little talks on "Matrimony" it is said, during his
spare moments.
Charles Miller of Charles Miller Productions,

who

leads.

stage.

Karl Formes, a member of the Metropolitan Opera
is going in for picture acting under the
Vitagraph banner.

Company,

New York

day owning a

little

California they

all

is

actors and actresses

dream

bungalow on Long

Island.

some
Out in

of

have their hearts set on a ranch.

Hugh Thompson,

producing the

Inc.,

of a series of special productions for release by Frank G. Hall, president of Independent Sales Corporation, through the Film Clearing
House, at the Bacon-Backer studio, New York, announces that the production work will be finished within
is

first

week.
Herbert Rawlinson, Stuaft Holmes and
Florence Billings have the principal supporting roles.
Looks like a strong combination.

the

One occasionally sees a diamond horseshoe stickpin
being worn by a prosperous film magnate, but the bridle
watch fob seems to be getting scarcer and scarcer.
Hamilton Smith, well known screen author and at
one time manager of the Kalem Company, has been
added to the Universal scene department by Eugene
Mullin, Universal script chief.
Mrs. Sidney Drew, widow of the famous screen
stage comedian, has decided to make a series of
two reel comedies similar to those in which she and
her husband appeared and is seeking suitable scenarios.

md

favorite leading

man who

just

completed work in the five reel picture issued on the
Rothapfel Unit Program, has been engaged by World
as lead for Evelyn Greeley in "Phil for Short."

takes ten steins of that 23^ per cent beer to
drunk, some of our westerns will have to
be lengthened from five to ten reels to get in the drinking scenes.
If

make

Frank X. Finnegan, short story writer, has signed a
year's contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to work in the scenario department under
Frank Woods' supervision.

it

a

man

redi-

Franklyn Farnum, who for the past few years has
been appearing regularly as a motion picture star, has
been engaged to play an important role in support of
Dolores Cassinelli in "The Gutter."

noted that "The Newspaper of the Motion Picture Industry" self-confessed has not yet discovered
that the First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., held a
rather important meeting in New York recently.

Although Postmaster General Burleson has boosted
the cost of telegrams twenty per cent some companies
continue to send out messages advising a panting public that their latest picture is the "greatest screen melodrama of the age."

George Seigmann has been mustered out of the
army and will resume work as

serve list of the tU. S.
rector for Universal.
It is

—

—
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Eight Speakers Selected to Combat
Censorship Measure at Springfield
Four Men of National Prominence Coming From

New York—Three Hundred

time the cards are distributed, explaining why censorship of films is not practical.

elected
newly
Choynski,
Maurice
president of the A. A. A., has secured
the signatures of over 300 women in his

Exhibitors Ex-

May 20

pected to Attend Hearing

Hess, Charles C.
Tapley, and Mrs.
William C. H. Keough have been selected to present the motion picture
industry's case against legalized censorship before the judiciary committee

W. Irwin, Paul H. Cromelin, Gabriel L.
Sam Atkinson, Peter J. Schaefer, Miss Rose

Walter

Pettijohn,

of the Illinois house of representatives at Springfield, Tuesday, May 20.
Three hundred exhibitors representing every city of size in the state
are expected to reach the state capital Monday evening and Tuesday

morning

to be present at the hearing

which

is

scheduled for 2 P. M.,

Tuesday.
Speakers Will

Welcome Questioning

go prepared
The men and women
the
judiciary
committee
ask.
members
of
to answer any questions which
the
advocate.^
point
raised
by
They believe they have logic to meet every
of censorship and will welcome the opportunity of answering them.
selected to address the assembly will

Messrs. Irwin, Hess, Cromelin and
Pettijohn are coming from New York
for the purpose of attending the hear-

spokesman. Mr. Schaefer as president of the M. P. E. A. represents exhibitors of the country.

their

Women

ing.

The former three recently appeared
before the Chicago censorship commission and made an able case in opposition
to censorship. They were assisted at the
time by William A. Brady, who is now
on his way to Europe.
Mr. Brady's place is to be taken by
Attorney Charles C. Pettijohn, who took
leading part in the exhibitors' fight
against unfriendly legislation in Indiana
a

recently.

Sam Atkinson and
will

represent

the

Peter
Illinois

J.

Schaefer

exhibitors.

Will

Miss Rose Taplev will appear as sperepresentative of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mrs. William
C. H. Keough is a former member of the
board of education and prominent in
women's organizations of the state.
Chicago's delegation of exhibitors and
exchange men wili leave for Springfield
Monday night. Already twenty-five have
signified their intention of attending and
more are expected.
That the exhibitors of Chicago and
vicinity are thoroughly aroused over the
impending state censorship bill was
demonstrated at a lively session of the
Allied Amusements Association, held in
Fraternity Hall on May 9.

cial

Spend $1,000 on Propaganda
While more than $1,000 has thus far
been expended in slides, stickers and
other forms of propaganda to defeat the
Buck bill, considerably more money and
effort is to be expended between now
and the date when the bill again comes
up for hearing in Springfield.

As

part of the

program

the

legislators.

the
present
week 100,000
cards will be distributed in motion picture theatres throughout the state upon
which theatre-goers will be asked to
vote either for or against censorship.
These cards are being distributed by the
various exchanges at the same time films
are delivered.

C.

PETTIJOHN

Mr. Atkinson gave an exceptionally briladdress at the organization meeting
of the Motion Picture Association of
Illinois and exhibitors nominated him as
liant

of the
Club, declaring
selves opposed to censorship.

Women's

cratic

Providence, R.

As

Men

another
method of spreading
propaganda Joseph Hopp has arranged
with the committee in charge of the
Four-Minute Men during the recent
Liberty loan drives, to secure speakers
who will address audiences at the same

23

I.,

"The End
PROVIDENCE,

Demothem-

Bars

Road"

of the

End of
Road" has been barred from showing in this city. The police commission,
given a private showing of the film, made
this decision. The film had been booked
R. I.— "The

the

at

the

Colonial

Theatre for a ten-day

showing.

"U" Anniversary Dinner
NEW YORK.— Universal gave a dinner Monday night at the Astor, at which
plans were discussed for the fitting celebration of Universal's seventh anniveisary, which will be celebrated in June.
The company came into existence on

May

20,

1912.

Must Have "Herald"
Fayette, Iozva,

March

.

31, 1919.

TO EXHIBITORS HERALD

AND MOTOGRAPHY:

En-

closed find our check for $1.00 to
renew our subscription to the

"Herald."
nearly

We

its first

do without

Enlist Four-Minute

CHARLES

ward who are members

various

salesmen working out of Chicago and
St. Louis have been instructed to talk
anti-censorship wherever and whenever
the opportunity offers.
Exhibitors who
come in daily contact with state law
makers were also urged to bring weight

upon the
During

SAM ATKINSON

Speak

have had
issue

it from
and cannot

it.

Nothing better

in the line of a
trade paper, we have them all
that arc any good.
Verv respectfully,

&

H. N. Hoyt
"Hum

iiiiKMii

11

1

Co.
,

(i ,iii

—
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National Association Makes Effort
To Bar Clinical Government Films
Asks Surgeon General Blue to Distribute Pictures on Non-Commercial Basis Under
Safeguards for
Determined

Young People

rid the

motion picture screens

Have you

—

W.

1

Shelton,

L.

manager

of the

I

|

I

he found

necessary.
Therefore he had a room built in
the balcony lined with heavy pla'e
glass and equipped with lounging

1
I

chairs.
Whenever a child cries in
the audience, a slide is flashed

1

upon

\

|

1

I

I

I
\

it

I

1

I

j

in

Ashland theatre, Kansas City, Mo.,
lias.
So many mothers brought
their babies to his popular house

|

in the

room"

a little "cry

your theatre?

I

|

United States
of suggestive or salacious pictures, the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry is taking every possible step to prevent the showing on
a commercial basis of "Fit to Win" and "The End of the Road" films
used by the government during the war to combat venereal diseases.
In New York, Gabriel L. Hess, Chairman of the Censorship Committee
of the N. A. M. P. I., has made a direct appeal to Surgeon General Blue
to have "Fit to Win" withdrawn.
Attempt to Stop "The End of the Road"
In Chicago, representatives of the N. A. M. P. I. have called upon
State's Attorney Hoyne and Mayor Thompson to invoke the state and
municipal laws to stop the showing of "The End of the Road" at the Lato

Room'
For Weepy Kiddies

Builds a 'Cry

j

screen requesting the
parent to "please take your crying child to the cry room upstairs."
The slide is shown only for a
few seconds and does not interfere
with the picture.
The Ashland theatre also has a
large baby carriage garage with an
attendant in charge.
the

1
I

1
|
|
1
I
|
1
1

I
j

Salle theatre.
If these two steps fail, legal action is to be immediately resorted to.
Exhibitors, who show these two films, will probably be barred by the
N. A. M. P. I.ufrom receiving any productions of companies affiliated with
the N. A. M. WM., in the future".

To

manager of the
Exchanges of Chicago, Indianapolis and Milwaukee, which are
handling "The End of the Road," ex-

Chairman

R. C. Cropper, general

Bee

Hive

pressed the belief that the exhibition of
the picture could not be stopped

Says

Government

Backs

Film

has the backing of the government," he declared. "They tried to stop
it in the east, but failed.
"Let them go to it. I am well pleased.
It is impossible to buy front page advertisements in the newspapers, and now
this picture is getting it for nothing.
During the first week, our receipts
showed a steady increase from day to
"It

day.
ness."

We

are doing a

The stand taken by
sociation on "Fit to

tremendous busithe National Asis most de-

Win"

termined.
"This picture was produced for the
United States Army by the American
Social Hygiene Association and other
co-operating agencies, and was used with
very beneficial results in the various

cantonments of this country and Europe
in the campaign agaii st venereal disease," says an official statement of the
"Since then, however, it
association.
has, in some manner, fallen into the
hands of certain private individuals who
are exhibiting

it

for their

own

personal

mixed audiences composed of
men and women and boys and girls.
Sets Dangerous Example.
"In addition to the immoral affect of
this picture on the minds of young peo
gain

to

pie, there is this serious condition to contend with: If pictures like 'Fit to Win'
are permitted to be exhibited, the obvious result will be that it will incite
unscrupulous persons to show other pictures built along the same lines."
The National Association recently
started a nationwide campaign to "clean
house" as far as the showing of suggestive or salacious pictures is concerned.
It was with this end in view that a recent
ultimatum was issued to the thousands
of exhibitors in every state in the Union
to the effect that they must either stop
showing indecent pictures or find themselves blacklisted by every producer and

distributor represented in the National
Association, which means 95 per cent
of the producers and distributors of the
country. Thus, an exhibitor who shows
a film condemned by the National Association will find himself unable to secure
any other films and he will therefore be
compelled to close his theatre.
This drastic action met with the immediate and universal commendation of
the press and clergy of the country,

—

considerable indignation is now
voiced over the fact that the Public
Health Service of the United States government is the first opponent to the
movement to give the public clean pictures and nothing but clean pictures.
Ultimatum Is Issued

and

The

however,

association,

mined to carry

is

deter-

fight to the last ditch
until pictures like "Fit to Win" are
barred from public exhibition, and actits

ing through Chairman of the Censorship Committee Gabriel L. Hess, sent
the following wire to Surgeon General
Blue. Mr. Hess is now awaiting the action of the Public Health Service before
making the next move in his campaign:
Surgeon General Blue,
Washington, D. C.

Public

Health

Service,

The National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry has been co-operating with various government departments for the furtherance of their
propaganda during the war. It desires to continue
this co-operation during the reconstruction period.
The association is, however, unalterably opposed
to the commercial distribution of the photoplay,
"Fit to Win," originally produced for exhibition to
If the Division of Venereal
selected audiences.
Diseases of the Treasury Department believes the
propaganda important and desires the co-operation
of the motion picture industry in placing it before
the public, you may feel sure of our assistance
provided first that the picture is not distributed
through commercial channels for profit. Second

—

—

exhibited directly under the auspices of
local boards of health or public health associations
co-operating with the Surgeon General's office.
Third that young people be not allowed to attend
Fourth that the financial returns
the theatre.
from the exhibition received from admittance fees
be devoted to some public purpose and not to the
profit of a commercial organization.
If you will agree to the above, cancelling your
arrangement with present commercial distributors,
the association will secure the co-operation of local
theatres for exhibition without expense.
In the absence of your co-operation the association feels compelled to use every means at its disposal to prohibit the commercial distribution and
exhibition of the picture as calculated to create
controversy and reflect serious criticism on the
that

it

—

is

—
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motion picture as a clean form of amusement.
this end producing and distributing members
of the National Association will publicly announce
their refusal to furnish their product to any exhibitor who exhibits "Fit to Win" for an admittance fee.
This will automatically debar the
picture from the leading theatres of the United

GABRIEL HESS,

States.

Censorship

sociation of the

Committee, National AsMotion Picture Industry.

Surgeon General Blue

expected

is

to

take several days to consider the matter
and discuss it with his staff. His decision

being awaited with con .ideraMe

is

interest.

Griffith Brings Staff

To New York Opening

NEW
rived in

YORK. — David W. Griffith arNew York Friday morning frcm

California to prepare for the opening of
his repertoire season at the Cohan Theatre,

Monday

are

his

night.

Accompanying him

Miss Ruth

sister,

Griffith;

his

Ruth Gilbert Griffith; "Billy" Bitzer, his camera man; Richard Bertelmess
and Hough Wortham, his technical manniece,

On

ager.

his

June

Griffith

Ohio,

when

celebrate

its

tures to be

here

way back

at

Columbus,

the Methodist Church will
founding, to direct the pic-

made

Bitzer

to the Coast in

stop

will

will

While
some scenes

of the pageant.

"shoot"

also to be used in this production, which
is

likely to be shown in every
in this country.

Methodist

church

Judge Holds Sunday Law
Does Not Include Films
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. — Judge
McReynolds

in

the

criminal

court in-

grand jury that the "blue
laws" of Tennessee adopted in 1803 do
not apply to motion picture theatres
operating on Sunday.
structed

a

Advertising Backs Stars

NEW YORK.— Selznick

Pictures will

back each of its stars with as intensive an advertisng campaign as was folexploiting
"Upstairs
and
in
lowed

Down."

Vola

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Chicago Censorship Commission
and Her Steed
Impressed by N. A. M. P. I. Action

This Little Film Star,

Vola

Vale, Appearing Opposite
Wm. Russell in "Six Feet

Four" Prefers One of the
American Film Co. Horses to
All the Gas Wagons Made

Step Taken by Industry's Leaders to Drive Out
Salacious Pictures Receives Favorable
Comment From Investigating Body
The plan recently adopted by the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry for the elimination of objectionable pictures was presented to the Chicago Censorship Commission at a regular meeting of
the body on Friday, May 9.
Following the presentation of the plan, various members of the body
expressed themselves as greatly impressed by the plan of the National
Association but definite action on the matter was postponed until the
following meeting in order to give the members an opportunity to digest
the program of the industry looking to the permanent elimination of the
objectionable type of picture.
The plan of the National Association was presented by Martin J.'
Quigley, publisher of the Herald and secretary of the commission.
Mr. Quigley's Statement
explaining the action decided
upon by the National Association, Mr.

After

Quigley said:

assume

"I

everyone

Waters Heads

Triangle; Probable

Expansion Coming
NEW YORK— P.

L. Waters, who has
been vice-president and general manager
of the Triangle Distributing Corporation, has become president and general
manager of both the Triangle Film Corporation and the Triangle Distributing
Corporation through a reorganization
effected a few days ago.
S. A. Lynch, president of the distribut-

ing corporation for the past two years,
retires.
He will continue offices for the
Lynch Enterprises in the Brokaw build-

however, and will have in charge
Fred Kent, until now vice-president of

ing,

Triangle's distributing organization.
H. E. Aiken, president of the Triangle
Film Corporation at the time of the reorganization, becomes chairman of the
board of directors.
Mr. Waters is one of the best known
men in the film business and his election is expected to be the forerunner of
a general broadening of Triangle's producing and distributing activities.
It is believed that Triangle will again
take charee of its studio at Culver City
when Goldwyn's lease of the structures
expires in October.

Morris Starts on Trip
NEW YORK.— Sam E. Morris,

Seeeneral manager, is away on
to Philadelphia and Washington,
where he will confer with Max Milder
and V. P. Whittaker.

lect's
a trip

new

the
in

chief
this

object of
investiga-

the elimination of unfit pictures.

tion

is

The

resolution

we have

before us dismost important action from a public welfare
standpoint that has been taken by the
motion picture trade. This resolution
was adopted on April 25, 1919, in New
York City, at a meeting of the officers
and directors of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. The
entire industry is represented by the
producers of 95 per cent of the pictures
in the National Association, and it has
absolutely gone on record to maintain
the highest moral standard of the screen.
"I believe this resolution solves the
The motion
entire censorship problem.
picture industry has gone squarely on
record to eliminate the unfit picture. As
indicated by this resolution, the practical means they intend using to eliminate the indecent picture is a warning
and instruction sent to every exhibitor
of motion pictures in the United States,
advising him that if he exhibits an unfit
picture after June 1st the reputable
closes

P. L.

that

concerned

what

I

believe to be the

manufacturers of motion pictures will
not serve him with films.
"If an exhibitor for the sake of getting a little illicit profit out of an
obscene picture puts it upon his screen
it
means he will automatically go out
of business.
It is not conceivable that
there will be enough pictures of this
type, the unfit type, to supply any such
theatre.
I may say if you put these all
together and run them consecutivelv in
a theatre there will not be enough films
to keep that theatre operating for more
than a period of a few weeks.
This
proposition of the National Association
goes farther than any possible censor-

shin plan.
"It strikes at the indecent picture at
its very source.
The members of the
National Association produce 95 per cent
of all the pictures made and exhibited
They are abin the United States.
solutely pledged to prohibiting the showEvery
ing of the indecent pictures.
member of the National Association has

25

pledged to submit all pictures to a committee of the National Association.
National Association on Record
"The National Association previously
has gone on record with general resolutions, made in a general manner against
indecent picture.
This is the first
they harve absolutely committed
themselves to a specific plan for combating and eliminating the unfit picture.
"The practical operation of the plan
means that no exhibitor can hope to
remain in business from the very day
that he exhibits an indecent picture.
"As to the standards that will be enforced in the selection of these pictures,
which are to be eliminated, there is here,
as you can readily see, the pledge of
the entire motion picture industry
not
any particular group, but the entire industry represented by all the reputable
companies. They have pledged to eliminate all unfit pictures; to stop them right
This plan goes further
at their source.
than censorship of any kind; it totally
eliminates the possibility of politcal interference along the line of showing pictures that some local group might be
interested in.
It eliminates any danger
that might exist in the case of a corrupt official, and it eliminates all these
other influences that have in the past
been brought to bear upon censor boards
to pass pictures that should not be
the

time

—

shown."

Lobbying for Censorship
Prior to the consideration of the plan
of the National Association a committee
headed by Rev. W. S. Fleming was
designated to go to Springfield to urge
the passage of a state censorship bill,
and the exclusion of Chicago from the
provisions of the bill at a hearing scheduled for Wednesday, May 14.
Rev. Mr. Fleming, while in Springfield, also will lobby against the proposed

boxing

bill,

a

measure which he has

the opposition against throughout
current legislative session.

led

the

Work for Better Films
NEW YORK.— It understood that
is

of the most prominent
women's clubs in the country have
formed a new organization known as
the National Federation for Better Film
Workers to fight censorship. Mrs. Harriet H. Rarry is president.

about

thirty
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Rothapfel Unit Program Pleases
Will Rogers Witty
Critical Audience at Premier
In Gaumont Graphic
Exhibitors, Newspaper Critics and Trade Press
Representatives Agree on Merit and Entertaining Quality of Productions
picturedom was represented at
the premier showing of the first Rothapfel Unit program at the Rialto Theatre, New York, Friday morning when
more than a thousand exhibitors, newspaper critics and trade paper representatives from every important center in
the United States gathered to see Samuel L. Rothapfel's complete program of
pictures from overture to curtain. The
expressions of opinion gathered at random from the exhibitors and the members of the trade and press present
were as one when the question of its
novelty came to issue and on its merits
as entertainment, all were agreed that
the Rothapfel program offered everything that the motion picture world has
Official

—

Independent Sales Corporation and
Film Clearing House, through which organizations the Rothapfel Unit Proof

gram

is

following the

distributed, said,

premier of Mr. Rothapfel's production,
that he has expected great things from
the former director of the Rialto and
Rivoli Theatres, but never, for once, entertained the opinion that his work as
a producer would measure up to the
quality of entertainment that flashed before him on the screen of the Rialto

Theatre.
"I had every confidence
Rothapfel, to deliver the

Samuel L.

in

goods,"

said

ture,

"The Rothapfel Unit

Rothapfel's

sue

of

Gaumont

No

Graphic.

comedian is more popular with the
American public than this witty
raconteur, who is starred in the
"Ziegfeld's Follies" and "Midnight
Frolic," and the announcement that
his witty sayings will hereafter appear regularly in Gaumont news
reels will be received everywhere

with delight.
No. 58 of the Gaumont Graphic

shows the christening of Uncle
Sam's newest superdreadnaught,
the "Tennessee," probably the last
battleship which will have champaigne splattered across its bow;
an entirely different kind of vessel,
the queerest craft since Noah's ark,
which a colored pastor is building
also

to carry the gospel of salvation to
darkest Africa; Chicago's welcoming of Lieut. Rickenbacker, America's ace of aces; the triumphal
entry of the French troops into
Constantinople; the big military
parade of war machinery in New
York's Victory Loan campaign,
where everything, from hand grenade to 30-ton tank, was made in the
United States, and many other
topics of current interest.

expected.

Opens With Overture
The program opened with the

"The President told Italy: 'You
but you won't get it,' "
says Will Rogers in the current is-

may Fi-ume,

over-

of 1919," Mr.

own arrangement, played by
Hugo Riesen-

the Rialto Orchestra, with

Following the overremarks by the proA
ducer were flashed on the screen.

feld conducting.
ture, introductory

Monte M. Katterjohn
To Begin Production
NEW YORK.— Almost a year ago

picturization of Massenet's "Elegie" fol-

lowed, and to this work, titled "The
Last Hour," the house gave its approval.
Scenes of the marines in action at the
battle of Belleau Wood, taken under the
supervision of Major T. G. Sterrett >of
the United States Marines were then

Monte M. Katterjohn, noted

shown.

The dramatic feature followed, a
screen version of an original story by
E. Lloyd Sheldon, titled "False Gods."
The comedy number, conceived by Mr.
Rothapfel and written by George V. Hobart, playwright, is titled "Wild Flowers" and presents, according to the
expressions of opinion of the critics,
something new in the comedy world.
There are no spoken subtitles. Poetic
titles embellish the action which cites
incidents in the lives of those who seek
|

pleasure.

Frank G. Hall Enthusiastic
Frank G. Hall, vice president of Rothapfel Picture Corporation and president

S.

I,.

ROTHAPFEL

Mr. Hall, "but he has done more than
that he has given to the screen something that the public has never before
seen completeness in an evening's entertainment marked by a quality that

—
—

raises

the

silent

drama

to

a

pinnacle

on par with the highest form of amuse"iiicmimniif

i

ment

LYRIC THEATRE,
Morrow, Prop.,

Bement,

the

stage

or

Mr. Rothapfel
and am proud of his accomplishments
and in this sentiment I express the
opinion of some of the most prominent
motion picture people, including exhibitors, producers and editors."
screen.

"Best of Its Kind"
C. E.

in

theatre — either

III.

I

congratulate

TO EXHIBITORS HERALD

AND MOTOGRAPHY: Am attaching

Gerald Bacon to Give

check

for $1.00 for
which please send your trade
paper for one year certainly is
the hest of its kind published.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) C. E.

—

MORROW,
Bement,

III.

Dinner to Trade Press

NEW

YORK,

MAY

13.— An

an-

nouncement

of importance in regard to
the initial picture he is making for publication
through the Film
Clearing
House is expected at a dinner to be
tendered the trade press May 17 by

Gerald Bacon.
at the

Bacon

The gathering
residence.
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is

to

as an author of virile film dramas, announced the
formation of his own producing organization to make a series of four special
pictures of greater than program merit.
This week it is stated that the long
period of preparatory thought and labor
is drawing to a close, and that actual
production of the first picture will soon
be undertaken.
The research and attention to detail
which has been lavished on this series
of stories probably creates a new record
For
in the annals of film production.
months past Mr. Katterjohn has lived
constantly in the atmosphere of his first
story, determined to make it a true "special" in every respect, and one calculated
to establish definitely in the minds of
exhibitors and the public the standard
which will be maintained in film dramas
bearing the Katterjohn name.

be

Charles Christie Is

A

Chicago Visitor

Charles Christie, brother of Al Christie, and general manager of the Christie
Comedy Company, stopped in Chicago
last week for a conference with J. L.
Friedman, of the Celebrated Players

Film Company, Middle-West distributors for Christie comedies.
Mr. Christie was on a return trip to

Los Angeles from

New York

and

re-

ported that at various Eastern distributing centers which he had- visited the
demand for "Christies" was constantly

on the increase.
Mr. Christie left Thursday,

Los Angeles.

May

8,

for
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Exhibitors Urged
To Have Insurance
On New Valuation

National Exhibitors' Organization
Ha s Taken U p "Music Tax" Question
High Cost of Building Now Settlement of Problem Facing Exhibitors May Be
Would Mean Great Loss
Made at Convention— Date of Assembly
To Many
WASHINGTON,

D.

Changed

C— Exhibitors

throughout the country who own the
property in which their theaters are located should take steps to protect themselves

The

from serious

loss in case of fire
by keeping their insurance at an amount
as nearly as possible commensurate with
the cost of the replacement of the property. Most of the fire insurance policies
now effective throughout the country, it

declared by experienced insurance
men, are for the amounts for which the
properties^ were originally underwritten

to June 25, 26, and 27

annual convention of the newly formed Motion Picture
of America, Inc., will be held at the Statler Hotel, St..
June 25, 26, and 27. It was originally announced for earlier
was postponed on account of conflicting with the Shriners'
at Indianapolis.

first

Exhibitors
Louis, Mo.,
in June but
convention

is

on

taken out before the war,
although the cost of building is today
more than 50 per cent greater than at
policies

that time.

Recent large

fires

have demonstrated

wisdom

of keeping insurance policies
up to date.
In several instances property destroyed was originally insured
for 75 to 80 per cent of its value; when
the face of the policy was paid, however, it was found to cover less than 50
per cent of the cost of replacing the

the

property destroyed.
Building construction has increased
from 50 to 80 per cent in cost, but in
most cases owners have not increased
their insurance.
Insurance men, in communications to clients as to renewals
upon insurance, have sent brief notices
hinting at the advisability of a revaluation of buildings and replacement cost
of other property, especially machinery,
for the benefit of the insured, and fire
insurance companies, it is declared, fully
recognize the increased value of buildings, owing to the costs of material,
labor and other items entering into construction, and will accept additional insurance.

Before increasing insurance, however,
property owners should consult buiiciers
or friends who understand values and
the appreciation in buildings, in order
not to overinsure.
As a general rule,
however, any building not depreciating
too greatly from age is worth not less
than 50 per cent more today than three
years ago.

Steps towards an intelligent adjustment with the Society of the American Authors and Composers of the so-called "music tax" imposed by that
organization on exhibitors throughout the country are being taken by the
officials of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.
If a reasonable agreement can be reached, the matter may be disposed
of at the M. P. E. A. convention to be held at St. Louis, June 25, 26, and 27.

Peter

J.

— Two scenes

Schaefer, president of the exhibitors' organization, this

be reached before the convention, many
exhibitors will demand a nation wide
organized fight on the composers and
authors.
There .are a number of city
and state organizations already waging

war on

the "music trust."

To

Discuss Censorship

Censorship will be another of the big
questions taken up.
There is a growing agitation for the formation of a
protective association in every state in
the Union to combat legislation against
exhibitors' interest and the censorship
campaign is making the question an
urgent one.
Although Mr. Schaefer was not alluding to the national organization at the
time, he told of plans in Chicago and

STARS IN

and intimated that exhibitors
the country must take similar

27

all

over

steps.

The insurance feature of the M. P.
E. A. will be emphasized at the convention, a contract having been entered into
whereby exhibitor members are to receive 25 per cent reductions on their
insurance.
At the convention, each state in the
Union will have but one official delegate.
Practically all of the states have
named their representatives.
Arrangements,

made
the

however,

to entertain a great

are

many

being
visitors

convention.

It is expected that
of the central west will be represented and that many non-voting delegates will come from distant points.

at

all cities

TWO NEW PLAYS

in which Tom Moore, with a ten days' growth, i- leen unying on himself.
Frederick In scenes from "The Fcnr Woman,'' written by Iaola Forrester

from "The City of Comrades"
1'niillne

week

admitted that the negotiations are under way but declined to go into details.
He indicated, however, that no agreement would be made which
would not be satisfactory to all exhibitor members of the league.
"The music tax question is to be one of the important items of business at the convention," he said, "It is probable that an agreement on the
matter will be reached."
If a satisfactory compromise cannot
Illinois to combat unfriendly interests,

TWO GOLD WYN

Left

Not Available

Details of Proposition

Rlght-
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE ALL THE LUCK

an important office he
appointment from members of the organization who have proved
their worth for advancement.

an occasion to

make

will

fill

his

Another Company
Seeking Enormous
Profits in Films
KANSAS

MO.— The

CITY,

American

Theatre Company has been
launched by a syndicate of Kansas City
men. Its object is to "own and operate
Classic

moving

picture

theaters

different

in

and towns and later to produce
manufacture
high-class
feature

cities

and
films."

The prospectus

of the company heras "an opportunity
to
share in the tremendous profits of the
moving picture industry," reciting the
salaries of leading stars,
the profits
made by successful pictures, and other
familiar facts.
Leland A. Wilson, president; P. H.
Hawley, vice-president; Albert O. Fulmer, secretary and Alonzo Schneider,
treasurer, are all Kansas City men. The
company is modestly capitalized at $1,000,000, with shares at a par value of
$10 offered for $5 each.
alds

Take Bobby Vernon, for

instance, in "A Rustic Romeo," a fort licom ins Christie
nirl. Patricia Palmer, a swell auto and everything'

Comedy,

he has a swell

Lewis

J.

Selznick Sets Example

For Film Companies to Follow
Policy of Promotion From Ranks Increases Executive's Popularity With Employes
and Strengthens Organization
the appointment of a new genmanager, director of sales, Pacific
representative, four branch
managers
and one comptroller, all advanced virtually "from the ranks," Mr. Lewis J.

With

eral

Selznick,

president

of

Select

Pictures

Corporation, has established a precedent
in the conduct of big business executives
by keeping within the bounds of his own
organization in the selection of other
executive material.
In each instance
President Selznick's policy of promotion
from the ranks was carried into effect,
thereby sustaining the rule that where a
100 per cent organization is maintained,
it is not necessary to go outside of that
organization in order to produce men
of dictatorial ability.

Sam E. Morris, the new general manager of Select Pictures Corporation, was
advanced to that important post from the
position of East Central General Manager.
Before that he was branch manager of Select's Cleveland Exchange.
Mr. Morris has been associated with
President Selznick in the motion picture
business for a number of years.

New
The

Office

Created

office of director of sales is a

new

one created by President Selznick at the
time of the Select convention, and its
present incumbent, Charles R. Rogers,
was advanced from the position of New

England manager.
Before becoming
New England manager, Mr. Rogers was
branch manager of Select's Buffalo Exchange.

H. E. Lotz, Select's new Pacific representative, was promoted by President
Selznick from the post of branch manager at the Denver Exchange. Mr. Lotz'
association with Select commenced at
the time he assumed the position of
Denver branch manager, less than a
year ago.
David J. Selznick, who succeeds Mr.
Rogers as New England manager, was
formerly a salesman connected with that
exchange, while S. S. Webster was transferred to the office of branch manager
at the Cleveland Exchange after serving
a year as branch manager at Buffalo.
Salesman. Made Manager
The new Denver branch manager,
Oren F. Woody, was elevated from the
position of Denver salesman, and Archie

W. Moses, who

has been appointed Buffalo branch manager, was a salesman
attached to the Buffalo office.
Included in this list of promotions was
the appointment of a comptroller for the
new Selznick Pictures Corporation.
President Selznick's selection for this
important office was Dario L. Faralla, a
young man who has served as assistant
comptroller of Select Pictures, in association with Comptroller J. A. Derham,
since the time Select Pictures was organized.

No

other changes are contemplated in
Select organization, but President
Selznick declares that whenever there is
the
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Mary Miles Minter To
Announce Plans Soon
NEW YORK.— Mary Miles Minter,
whose contract with American has exis here and is expected to announce
her future plans within a few days.
Officials of the American Film Company declined to make any comment

pired,

when asked

in regard to a report Miss
Minter had renewed her contract with
them.

"Sahara" Will Be On
Hodkinson Schedule

NEW
Read's
Louise

YORK,

MAY

production,

Glaum,

is

13.— J.

Parker

"Sahara," starring
to be published by

W. W. Hodkinson,

it
was announced
The Apollo Trading Company

today.

has purchased all foreign rights except
those in the United Kingdom.

Maxwell Karger East

NEW
rector
on the
day.
but he

YORK. — Maxwell

Karger

di-

general of production for Metro
coast, arrived in New York TuesGeorge D. Baker was expected,
will not arrive for about five days.

THANKS

MONARCH THEATRE
TO EXHIBITORS HERALD
AND MOTOGRAPHY: Encheck for one year's subWish that every check
I send out was sent as freely and
with the same spirit that this is
closed

is

scription.

sent.

(Signed)
W. A. CAS SIDY, Mgr.,

Monarch Theatre,
Midland, Mich.

EXHIBITORS'

11

AND MOTOGRAPHY

E RALD

Fund

to

Ouincy,

Wage War on "Music Trust"

Men

of City Refuse to Pay Tribute to
Print Long List of Publishers
S. A. A. C.
Not in Tax-Asking Organization
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— The Society of American Authors and Com-

Theatre

—

— commonly

referred to as the "music trust"
has bumped into a
tartar in Pennsylvania in the form of The Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia.
At a recent meeting of the league, more than $3,000 was pledged for
a finish fight with the "trust" and the battle is on.

posers

Raise $3,000 as Fund for Defence
"Defense or Tribute?" is the slogan adopted during the campaign to
keep the S. A. A. C. music out of every picture theatre in the city and
state, and it is having a noticeable effect.
There are no parades and hurrahs. The campaign is a common sense,
business matter. Advertisements appealing to exhibitors to stick together
are appearing in local trade papers.
In addition, the league is sending
broadcast the names of approximately 60 publishers, not in the "trust,"
whose music can be played without paying tribute.
Goodwin,

H.

C.

league,

is

in active

secretary

of

the

charge of the propa-

ganda being used to combat the trust
and has handled it cleverly. One of his
published appeals was as follows:
Society of American Authors
and Publishers, armed with a Supreme
first

"The

Court decision relating to cabarets, is
attempting to impose on exhibitors a
so-called tax for the privilege of exploiting
their music.

"The theater men
try are

"tax"

the imposition of this

fighting

as

grossly

plicable theatres.

of the entire coun-

unjust

Shall

joint the fight or shall

and

one

ap-

we in this territory
we show the yellow

streak?

"For years we have been building the
prosperity of the publishers of popular
music by permitting their song pluggers
to advertise their compositions in our
theatres
and
otherwise
popularizing
their hits. Our reward is this tax persecution.

Cary

&
&

London, England.
145 North Clark street. Chicago,

Co.,
Co.,
Ditson, Oliver,
ton, Mass.

Craig

&

Co., 178

Tremont

street,

111.

Bos-

Publishing Co., 181 Tremont
street, Boston, Mass.
Fischer, Carl, 46154 Cooper Square, New York.
Fox, Sam, Publishing Company, 340-346 The
Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gilbert & Friedland, Inc., 232 West Forty-sixth
street, New York.
Graham, Roger, 143 North Dearborn street,
Chicago, 111.
Granville, Bernard, Publishing Company, Inc.,
145 West Forty-fifth street, New York.
Hinds, Hayden & Eldredge, Inc., publishers,
11-15 Union Square, New York.
Hutzinger & Dilworth, 505 Fifth avenue, New
York.
Ideal Music Company, Chicago, 111.
Inter-City
Music Company, Brooklyn, New
York.
Jacobs Walter, 8 Bosworth street, Boston, Mass.
Jenkins', J. W., Sons, Music Company, Kansas

Fay,

Louis

J.,

Mo.

City,

Jungnickle, Ross, 15 Whitehall street, New York.
Kelly, W. A.. Music Company, 4720 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111.
Kendis-Brockman Music Company, Inc., 145
West Forty-fifth street, New York.
Krey Music Company, 361 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
Manning, Clarice, & Co., 967 Beachwood Drive,

Hollywood, Cal.

McCarthy &

New

West

Fisher, 148

Forty-fifth street,

York.

McKinley Music Company, 145 West

New York.
Morris, Joseph,
Chicago, 111., and

Forty-fifth

street,

"What

you going
meeting of

are

to

do about

it?

"At a
the
Exhibitors
League of Philadelphia over $3,000 was
pledged as a defense fund to defend any
action brought by the Music Society
against our members.
"Which do you choose:
"Defence with a band of resolute men

Penn
street,

Music

New

& Co., 119
New York.

Company,

North Clark

145

West

Arthur

Peiffer,

Philadelphia Exhibitors Subscribe

street,

Forty-fifth

C,

Maine

127-135

Al.,

&

Co.,

STARS

WHO

Inc.,

New York.
Remick, Jerome & Co., Chicago, Detroit and
New York.
Richmond, Maurice, & Co., 145 West Forty-fifth
street, New York.
Roberts, Lee S., 412 Fine Arts building, Chibuilding,

cago,

111.

Rosey, George, Publishing Company, 24 East
Twenty-first street. New York.
Rossiter, Will, 71 West Randolph street, Chicago, 111.
Schirmer, G., 3 East Forty-third street, New

York.
Schuberth, Edward, & Co., 11 East Twenty-second street, New York.
Sherman, Clay, & Co., Kearney and Sutter
streets. San Francisco, Cal.
Southern California Music Company, 332-334
South Broadway. Los Angeles.
Siebrecht, Arthur M., & Co., Lexington, Ky.
Smythe, Billy, Music Company, 423 West Walnut street, Louisville, Ky.
Snyder Music Publishing Company, 24 West
Forty-fifth street, New York.
Stasny, A. J., Music Company, Strand Theatre
building, New York.
Summy, Clayton F., Company, 64 East Van
Buren street, Chicago, 111.
Stone & Thompson, 143 North Dearborn street,
Chicago, 111.
Taylor, Tell, Grand Opera house building, Chicago,

111.

Company,

Triangle Music
Orleans, La.

821

Gravier

Urbanek
Chicago,
Victor
Chicago,

Bros.,

5026

South

Talman

Music Company, 1132 Masonic Temple,
111.

Volkwein Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Company, 222 West

New York.
White-Smith Music Publishing Company, 62-64
Stanhope street, Boston, Mass.
Winn School of Popular Music, 155 West 125th
street, New York.
Forty-sixth street,

The above publishers can furnish theatre owners with thousands of sheets of
music, including many of the late song
hits.
None belong to the "trust."

Bacon Starts

First

Picture Next

Inc., will

commence work on

series

Dickey this week. Mr. Dickey wrote the
from Max Marcin's play,
continuity
"Substitute Prisoner," re-titled "At Sun-

SHINE FOR UNIVERSAL

as follows:

Denn.

29

Dorothy

first of

of

—

Prlacllla

the

eighteen productions to
be made, next week.
Mr. Bacon will
occupy the Bacon-Backer studio following Charles Miller, who is now completing the first of the Miller features.
Mr. Bacon received the finished scenario for his first feature from Basil
the

in

Asher, Emil. 1156 Broadway. New Yor.
Ballinger, Edward L., Music Publishing Company, Los Angeles, Cal.
Berg, S. M., Columbia Theatre Building, New
York.
Bond. Carrie Jacobs, 746 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111.
Booscy & Co., 9 East Seventeenth street, New
York.
Boston Music Company, 26 and 28 West street,
Boston, Mass.
Browne, Ted, Music Company, Inc., 323 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
Carlson. M. L., & Co., 1131 Masonic Temple,
Chicago, 111.

Week

Gerald F. Bacon, who recently organized his own producing company, releasing through Independent Sales Corporation and the Film Clearing Hoibe.

"

is

avenue,

111.

of the tax small now
easy installments, but later when
the Music Society has you and other
exhibitors in line, as high and severe
as they see fit to make it."
The list of publishers whose music
can be printed without paying the tax

"Or payment

street,

New

determined to obtain justice?

and

Theatre

Astor

rise."

York.

street,

111.

" Piantadosi.

Phillips.

Mary MtacLaren.
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'

OK Boy!" A

Musical Comedy

for the

Screen

Pathe will soon present the above stage success with a superb cast of players. Creighton Hale and June Caprice have the
leading roles, while such well known players as Ben Laggert (upper left hand corner); Flora Finch (beneath), and Zena Keefe
(lower right), appear in support. Albert Capellani (at top on right), is directing.

Two Employes

Vaudeville Houses Book

Injured

In Film Exchange Fire
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. — Two
employes, Miss Helen Tinges and David
Olander, were painfully burned and eight
young women, employed at rewinding and repairing films, narrowly escaped
being trapped, when fire and an explosion completely wrecked the plant of
the Pathe film exchange, 04 Exchange
place.
The loss was estimated by Manager W. A. Calkins at $35,000.

The

fire

started in a vault in the cen-

ter of the building occupied

by the ex-

which was used as a storage
place for films, by a short circuit from
an electric drop light in the vault emitting sparks, according to employes of
the company.
The sparks are said to
have come into contact witli the highly
change,

combustible celluloid
a

terrific

walls

of

explosion,
the

vault

resulting in
blowing out the

films,

and

shooting

the

flames into every part of the building.
The force of the explosion was felt in
neighborhood business houses.

Houdini's First Serial
Houdini's great popularity with vaudeville audiences all over the country has
been the means of securing hundreds of
bookings for the handcuff king's first
screen vehicle, "The Master Mystery,"
the super serial produced by B. A. Rolfe
for Octagon Films, Inc.

A

Ball at Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The

ExLeague of Philadelphia and the
Exchange Managers' Association are in
charge of a ball to be given at Turngemeinde Hall, May 28. Prominent in
managing the affair are David Barrist,
hibitors'

Sam

Blatt,

Ben

Shindler,

Max

Miller,

Herbert Given, Abe Einstein and Judge
O'Donnell.

Big Bellingham Deal
BELLINGHAM, WASH.— W.

few of the vaudeville theatres which
"The Master Mystery" arc:
Keith's, Indianapolis, a big time vaudeville house; sixteen Keith & Proctor's
theatres throughout New York State;
the Empress Theatre, Denver: the St.
James and the Codman Square in Bos-

atres in this city,

Keeney's, Newark; the Majestic,
Paterson, and the Grand Opera and the
Cross Keys, Philadelphia.

Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has returned to Chicago after a

are playing

ton;

Quimby, who operates
site

at

which

Magnolia and Dock streets, on
to erect a theatre costing $150,000.

Rothacker Has Returned

business visit to

Perkins Sells Cameragraphs
George
tric

F. Perkins of the Perkins Elec-

Co. has been in

New York

He

recently.

states that sales of the Cameragraph
in his territory overtop other makes by
three to one.

30

S.

chain of thehas paid $50,000 for a
a

New

York.

"Hushed Hour" Complete

NEW YORK.— Blanche

Sweet

has

finished "The Hushed Hour," the
second big production under Marshall
Neilan's direction.

just
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Amazing Amer-

James D. Williams

ican - Australian

BEING THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF CLOSE-UPS OF PROMINENT PERSONALITIES IN PICTURES— THE MEN WHO MAKE THE MOVIES MOVE
Written Exclusively for the

By Roy
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiim
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THERE
motion

is certainly some motion in
pictures!
Lo, 1 have beheld
in a few short years so many of its

HERALD

McCardell

L.

they are not his subordinates, but
collaborateurs— that they are not
working FOR J. D. W., but WITH him!
But there was no mystery in this matter for me when I asked him where he
was born and, as we say down that
way, "raised." For he answered, "Parkfeel
his

monarchs and its magnates rise and fall!
Old Omar Khayyam might have had
in mind the many monarchs and magnates of moving pictures who have
passed, when he decanted upon the ob-

—

West

ersburg,

that overtook the sultans who
little space.
it so grandly for a
He spoke of them, as he speaks of all of
us, when he wrote in the Rubiayat of
motion pictures themselves:

*,

Parkersburg,
I

know

world

I

*

Don't

Virginia!

that dirty old,

old, lovable old

"WE ARE NO OTHER THAN A
MOVING ROW
OF MAGIC SHADOW SHAPES
THAT COME AND GO
ROUND WITH THE SUN-ILLUMIN'D LANTERN HELD
IN MIDNIGHT BY THE MASTER
OF THE SHOW."
And what do you think of

*

West

iiiiii[iii[iijii::ujiiis!

so

far

smoky

burg well?

old,

I'll

tell

oily

the

how

grow, if
and coal
America,
never an

1

1

1

in

un ti 11

)

1

1

1

1

n

i

:

n imiu-n

case of

the

in

1

autocrat!

can imagine James D. Williams,

&

Island,
two miles
nerhasset
down the muddy old Ohio
River, below town.
You can see young Jim W'illiams prowling with his boyish
compeers around the ruins of

the

mansion

mighty

once

of

and
Blennerhasset,
recounting the local legends of
rothat home of tragedy and

of

about

course,

HER

mance.
are akin to the seven
go
centuries of Omar when we
the
to
eye
mind's
the
back in
boyhood of Jim Williams and
ruins of
the historic haunted
Blennerhasset Island.
Here came Aaron Burr, who
the
had been vice president of
United States when Thomas
Jefferson was third president,
before.
just one short year

We

you what uncon-

made me think

of the

magnates

who had

of the movies
ruled their hour and

passed, not in seven centuries,
but in seven years!
Meeting James D. Williams
also made me think of old Mr.
O. Khayyam's first press notice
of the pictures that I quote
above, and, most of all, it made
me think of old Omar's creed to
enjoy the joy of living!
For when you meet with
James D. Williams you note
first of all that the joy of living
is vibrant in him.
It is no surprise, then, when you make a
search and survey of his personality and compile a card in-

dex of his
is

inu

Parkersburg juveniles on Sunwhen they should have
been at Sunday school, to Blen-

wine-bibbing old singer and
tentmaker of seven centuries
ago, when I met ud with James
D. Williams, but I did.
I thought of other monarchs

like

1

day,

in praise of the loaf of

can't tell

sciously

he

1

B.
0. coal hoppers
to bigger, dirtier old Cincinnati; or junketing off with other

bread, the jug of wine and
beside him singing in the wilderness?
But did you know
old Omar prophesied the moving pictures?

and

i

Harman

paean

I

1

you are from the soil of oil
and fire clay, in the heart of
you are always a democrat and

on the dirty old

do!

Persia seven centuries

You knew,

I

1

Williams, blue of eye, rosy of cheek, bare
of feet," "playing hooky," stealing rides

anyway, as a description
of life and its vanities, as a film
that flickers and is irised out?
And, mind you, this old versifier of wine, woman and song

his

as

u

motion picture magnate and monarch of
the dynasty of today, as "young J[im

that,

in

Australia,

as

:j

D. Williams.
But no matter
high you rise or how great you

-

dwelt
ago!

un:bi :i]:iin;iu:':[n]]n:itn::iNJiiit[: in

James

We

Virginia."

livion

lorded

1

iiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiimmiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiimiiii

traits,

you

that

George M. Cohan,

in

These

his

the
just

inspire

Washington,

Hamilton,
Heights of

in

a

Alex-

duel

on

Weehawken,
opposite New York City.

socially,

financially,

brilliant,

Ruined

politically,

who had been of the great
men of his day!
Harman Blennerhasset was a

he

young Irishman, an
from Europe because he

wealthy
exile
(

Taken

.111 111 I'M

feller,

methods of
and fair

loyalty
all

Blenner-

Burr, the brave and
was now a ruined man.

those James
D. Williams supervises with the enthusiasms of self-respect, in that they
traits

when, do you think,

is

of

friend

ander

find

a "a regular feller," much
that other notable regular

plain
Americanism,
dealing.

This

that Burr came to
hasset Island? Why, in 1805!
Burr had just killed the

in

California Exclusively for

the

Herald)

and Anita Stewart Conferring on
coming Anita Stewart l'roduetion

D. Williams

was born and

down

that way,
too!
Parkersburg is in the heart of
American.
Sucess is in the son of
Parkersburg in the oil of it, the coal
of it and the fire clay of it!
I

raised

—

For the success to fully flower it may
be best that you be transplanted even

—

31

a Forth-

had wed and

fled

with his own
daughter of

niece, the beautiful

the proud
of Man.

Governor of the

Isle

The two exiles dreamed of empires.
They were arrested and tried for treason, on the charge that they conspired
to set up a kingdom in the middle west
of America. It was not proven, and now
historians believe that their dream was

!
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to raise an army and undertake the conquest of Mexico.
It was this mystery and romance of
Burr and Blennerhasset and the local
legends and old traditions that rilled the
mind of young Williams and drove him
forth at nineteen from his humdrum
home town to adventure over the earth.
Some day, when he has time, James
D. Williams, mighty man in motion pictures, will affix on film forever the old
romance and drama of broken fortunes,
broken hearts and broken hopes that
center around the memories of Aaron

Burr and

Harman

Blennerhasset and the
beautiful and wonderful women who
loved them.
Of these ambitions and
these loves there is nothing left today
but fragments of history of when the
land was young and the ruins of a once
magnificent mansion on an island of
romance two miles below the oily,
smoky, prosaic town of Parkersburg.
Yet, as Kipling says:
"ROMANCE BROUGHT UP THE NINE-

FIFTEEN!"

James D. Williams, general manager
and organizer of the First National Exhibitors

Circuit,

greatest

picture

with hundreds of the
theatres of American

combined, with a hundred million dollars
in sound assets of amusement edifices

dreams a boy's dream of
old romance, and he has lived a man's
big

in

cities,

modern business romance.
He does not see it. None of us ever

life

of

sees our
venture.

own romance, our own

ad-

To Burr and Blennerhasset theirs was
no romance, it was a tragedy of falle:i
Lucifers

The boys of Parkersburg still row
down to Blennerhasset Island in the
twilight, but in the

day time, nowadays,

they show you the pride of their

city,

the new and beautiful Camden Theatre
pictures, of course, and they exclaim:
"Huh! Maybe you won't believe it!
But where this theatre stands there used
to be a grocery store, twenty-three years
ago, and Jim Williams clerked in the
grocery store that stood here.

—

"My pap knew him and went

to school

him, and played hooky with him

with

down

Blennerhasset Island, and now
lives in New York, and
he's got millions and millions that he
made out in Australia, where he owned
a hundred theatres finer'n this 'un! Yes,
at

Jim Williams

siree

!"

...

*

*

So, some day, James D. Williams will
film his great historical romance of Burr

and Blennerhasset, and it will be shown
Camden Theatre in Parkersburg,
W. Va.
But Parkersburg would prefer to see
"The Romance of a Parkersburg Bo}',"
the life story on the films of Jim Williams, "who used to clerk in a grocery
store, right where this theatre stands,
and now he has millions and millions,
made in the movies! Yes, siree.!"
And when this present day romance
of young American energy is filmed, it
will show young Jim Williams starting
out from Parkersburg with a circus at
]
a. m.
It will show him opening the
first penny arcade
in far away Vancouver, B. C.
It will show him openat the

ing the first moving picture theatre in
the same progressive British Columbia
It will show him
just eleven
years

going to Ausago with a
modest amount of money, and in less

town.
tralia

than ten years

it

will

head of "The Greater

Amusement

show him
J.

D.

as the

Williams

Enterprises Company," con-

trolling several scores of great theatres

in the
earth!

It

continent at the far side of the

will

show him

as the
advertise

first

man

in

the world to
motion pictures in newspapers! American moving
pictures in full page display advertisements in far off Australia!
This was as early as 1909. James D.
Williams saw at that time that D. W.
Griffith's Biograph pictures were the
best, and that the Biograph actors were
favorites.
By way of London he ascertained the
name of Griffith and advertised Griffith
pictures.
He could not find out the names of
the actresses and actors, so he gave
them names of his own invention in his
full-page
advertisements it
was the
Biograph Company's curious policy then
to keep secret the names of its great
new find and wizard of picture directing
Griffith- and the capable actors he selected!
all

—

—

—

—

So James D. Williams, Australian
moving picture theatre magnate, advertised Blanche Sweet as "Phyllis Dayne,"
and Dorothy Gish as "Elaine Blake," and
Henry Walthall as "Claude Markham,"
and Mary Pickford as "Claudia Thorpe."

Today Australian
became

fond

of

picture fans, who
the film players

first

ten

years ago, are ofttimes confused when
they see old favorites turn up, with,
as they think, new names!
That is just like James D. Williams.
When a thing he needs isn't, he makes

Exhibitors Favor

Wisconsin

Bar All Children
Join in Effort to Keep Youngsters From Theatres
MADISON, WIS.— Only temporarily
discomfited by the adverse committee report, 5 to 1, on the censorship bill,
friends of the measure today began marshalling their forces for a campaign to
prohibit attendance at movies, except
those specially recommended by local
voluntary censor committees, to all children under 16 years of age.

Here's the Surprise

And — most

interesting of all phases in
the controversy the motion picture exhibitors welcome the campaign and will
do all in their power to aid the plan of
keeping younger children from the

—

movies.

Ralph W. Jacman, who led the fight
against the censorship bill, said today:
"It would be a blessing on all concerned
if parents would only give more attention
to their children.

Pictures

so the old order passeth, like the
old order of the Biograph that denied director and actor the fame for their names
that their efforts and popularity had
earned.
And so has passed the once great

Biograph company itself.
New men and new measures are to
the fore. Among them, foremost of the

James D. Williams,

of Parkersburg, W. Va., and Australia.
Romance opens the show with a travelindustrial
fore, is

!

The most aggravating

thing in the business is the coming, unattended, to theatres, of children so
young that in many cases girl ushers
must serve as nurses in taking care of
these tots.

it!

And

Bill to

Made

for Adults

"The average motion picture film
produced with the mature spectator

is

in

mind."

"Big Four" Executives
Banquet D. W. Griffith

NEW

YORK,

MAY

13.— William G.

McAdoo, Oscar

Price,

Hiram Abrams

and other executives of the "Big Four"
tendered a banquet to David Wark Griffith at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel last night.
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

THE

By

The Convention
in

Toronto

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY in Canada is going through a
process of development very similar to
that of the past two years in the United
States.

With an

available population of nearly
seven million and an area greater than
the United States the eight hundred,

more or

less,

Canadian exhibitors have

had a great fight to prevent wholesale
imposition upon their rights. Exhibitors
in several parts of the

to

correct

their

country attempted

weakness by forming-

such as the First National Exhibitors in Western Canada.
The organization idea has been taking
deeper and deeper root with the result
circuits

meeting in Toronto
during the past week and discussing in
a practical way what has always been
the dream of every far-sighted Canadian
showman. This is no more than a proof

the

tective

exhibitors

association

of

exhibitors

based

on the First National idea and stretching
from Halifax to Vancouver. It is the
logical distribution system for Canada
with its scarcity of theatres and tremendous transportation problems. There
is no doubt that the present agitation
has been largely due to the policy of
two distributing organizations in Canada
who have not been content to distribute
films only, but have also attempted to
dominate the entire field by building or
buying their own theatres. Events in
Canada will be watched with great interest during the next few months, parthe

ticularly

aftermath

of

the

present

convention.

*

REPORTER

Griffith as a

raising the standard of the regular serv-

Showman
A GREAT

ice

PRODUCER HAS

showman and

turned

tures in repertoire in

THE

admitted to be one of the greatest, if
not the greatest, producers in the business today.
His idea to add unique
dancing and musical attractions to his
film programme is interesting" because
the advertising of one of the large distributing companies a short while ago
claimed that their pictures did not need
"Frills" such as the above to put them
over. To the Reporter it seems to be a
matter of deciding not so much whether
the "Frills" will put the picture over as
whether they will add to the patrons'
enj<tyment and consequent satisfaction
not only with the programme, but with
the house itself. In other words, they
are good-will builders.

The Menace

of

STATEMENT
they

are

OF

METRO

receiving

properly exploited, has had its value securely placed all over the country, and
as a result even the small exhibitor is
confident that he can book it for a much
longer run than usual and make money
in

the process.

The

on the market
will be apparent from now on and every
effort for longer runs is doing the ineffect of big pictures

dustry good.

a

organization

distributing

is

presumed that these
pictures will be sold on the initial purchase basis that constitutes open market
booking today.
It is

A Comedy
of

Factor
Importance

IN CONSIDERING

THE SUCCESS

achieved by the comedy, "Mickey." and
its

successor,

"Yankee Doodle

we should not

forget the

in Berlin,

man who

di-

both of these productions and
who is conceded to be a factor of importance in the comedy world by those who
know. F. Richard Jones has the comedy
sense which is a rare and unusual gift.
Under the Mack Sennett banner, Jones
has made two big winners. The trade
needs good and big comedies. The exhibitors doubtless join with the Reporter
in hoping that Jones will continue alone
the road he has started upon.
rected

Reissues

REISSUES ARE

REALITY A

IN

sword.
Throughout
two-bladed
country the Reporter has noticed

number

of exhibitors

who

the

Jack Pickford
Clears Himself

the

JACK

are advertis-

severely

ing a double bill. The double bill in itself is pernicious, but when the exhibitor
in order to carry out the double bill

SUFFERED

PICKFORD
from the gossip

spread

that

star

through the country concerning his navy
At all times, however, it
experiences.
waV apparently only gossip, and today
with this young man's statement in print,
Pickford seems to have entirely cleared

as one picture, he is doing himself and
the entire industry an injustice and injury; the patron of the double-bill house

himself of any taint.
Public opinion is a strong weapon and
no star, whether male or female, can hope

not deceived by these tactics but is
rather disgusted, and this feeling if allowed to grow does not help the patron-

to combat it successfully for
was unfortunate that Jack

idea

deliberately takes a reissue

old picture with a

of an

now well-known

is

films.

Robertson-Cole
Create New Standard
the Robertson-Cole
will issue a

known

first

ANNOUNCEMENT OF

A RECENT

new

Company

that they

series of pictures to be

as "Superior Pictures" should be

of interest to every exhibitor.

It

is

an-

nounced that these pictures, the first of
which will be the Warner feature "The
Man Who Turned White," will be of the
highest merit; by so doing the Robertson-Cole Company have set themselves a
standard which they cannot recede from
They are to be congratulated upon this

move and
tion.

it

Every

is

a step in the right direc-

effort that

'33

is

made towards

long.

It

Pickford
could not make his statement before, but
the rulings of the government had to be
obeyed.

week runs in
towns of populations about two to three
thousand is most significant.
The "Red Lantern," a big picture and

that

his pic-

York. Griffitn

is

age of motion picture

Immediate Effect of
Big Pictures Shown

show

will

New

of

worth while.

to

Those exhibitors who were the

condemn him should

in all fair-

ness see that his statement is given publicity in their theatres. The public should
be convinced that the gossip was at least
false,

Alice

if

not malicious.

Brady

Coming Strong
A FEW MONTHS

AGO

ALICE

Brady was not regarded as particularly
She was conceded to be good,
strong.
but not dangerous to the leaders. But today, a different condition of affairs preMiss Brady joins the Famous Players-Lasky and her pictures instead «f go-

vails.

ing through

the former indirect

Zukor

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
EXECUTIVES

WHO HAVE MADE

ROBT. H. COCHRANE

CARL

Vice-President

through Paramount.

mount
the

the

as

material
big special

And by

the

forthcoming
is
going to
nature,

Alice

same

Brady

without doubt appear in some
of her best and biggest parts. When
you stop to consider, the Select organization

was certainly well named.

They

de-

great aggregation of stars,
Young, the two Talmadges and Brady.
a

The Briggs
:edies

BRIGGS,

Select

As

Parabe
of

will

veloped

LAEMMLE

P. A.

President

channel of Select, will, now that Zukor
has withdrawn from Select, go direct
token,

L..

UNIVERSAL GREAT

WHOSE CARTOONS

others of well known reputation before
them in screen flesh and blood. This
new line of comedy material should be a
valuable addition to the exhibitors' pro-

Rollo

Manager
At Mutual Office
Sales

William J Clark Reorganizes
His Executive Office Staff
.

William

J.

Clark,

president

of

Ex-

hibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, announced this week the reorganization of the executive office staff.
It
was effected without a single change
in the personnel of the organization and
in line with the policy Mr. Clark announced upon his election to the presidency of the company in filling vacancies from the ranks.

IN

hundred or more papers throughout
the country have delighted thousands, is
having his human interest picture stories
produced in living character comedies.
The fans will soon see "Skin-nay" and

a

S. J.

New

Office Created

of assistant general manager, which was created some years ago,
was abolished and the position of director of sales and exchanges created.
Mr. Clark appointed S. J. Rollo, sales
manager, to the newly created position
lie
announced
that
henceforth
and
would, as president, be in active general
charge of the company's affairs.

The

office

gram.

Mr. Clark announced the following
organization of the executive staff:
H. C. Cornelius, vice-president and
secretary of the corporation, will take
an active part in the management of
its affairs.
Mr. Cornelius has arranged
his business affairs at Grand Rapids,
Mich., so that he can devote the most
of his time to Exhibitors' Mutual.
He
will make New York his headquarters.

Hubbard Runs Finance
G. Munro Hubbard, treasurer of the
corporation, who has been a member
of the executive office force since Jan-

uary

1,

will

be in complete charge of

the company's finances with S. F. Juergens as auditor.
S. J. Rollo is promoted from the position of sales manager to the newly created post of director of sales and exchanges with the management of the
field force and branch offices.
Colvin W. Brown, director of publicity, will have charge of pubheity, advertising, exploitation and special sales

promotion.

Syndicate Takes Over
Grand Rapids Theatres
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Through
purchase closed recently the Consolidated Theatres. Inc.. became the own-

a

Famous Englishman's Stories
on Screen. Rider Haggard
ONE OF THE MOST INTEREST-

ers and managers of two more motion
nicture theatres in Grand Rapids, making a total of seven theatres now controlled by this concern.
The two purchased are the Lyric and the Apollo,

of information that has come
along in some time is the fact that
Rider Haggard's stories are being filmed

ing bits

both on lower Monroe avenue.
According to General Manager Charles
Seaman, the Lyric and the Apollo will
be completely redecorated and man}- improvements made. Feature pictures will
he shown. Other theatres controlled by
the Consolidated Theatres, Inc.. are the
Majestic
Strand.
Orpheum,
Gardens,
Idlehour and Original vaudette, all except the first of which are on Monroe
avenue.

South Africa, and
throughout the world.
The Reporter is informed that "King
Solomon's Mines" is completed and is
in America.
Haggard it will be remembered was a writer of great force and
imagination, his stories have a different
atmosphere about them. With the advantage of being photographed in the
in their actual locale,

will be distributed

Complete "The Dark

actual settings of the story the resultant

ought to be tremendously absorbing if handled with even ordinary ability.
We shall doubtless see an announcefilms

Star'

Marion Davies. having completed her
'The Dark Star.'
last starring feature.

r

work, in the Biograph
started
Studios, under Robert Leonard's direction, on a five-reel feature as yet untitled.
It is said to be the screened version of a
recently put out novel.

has

ment shortly

that this material will be
released by one of the large distributing corporations.

POWERS

Treasurer

H. C. CORNELIUS
Vice-President sunt Secrctiirj ExhibitorN
Mutual Distributing; Corporation
•
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Universal to Celebrate Seventh Anniversary
Carl Laemmle, President and Founder, Recalls Fight
for Existence With Patents Company List of Stars
Includes Practically All Well
Today

—

Known

years
the age of the oldest
SEVEN
and largest film producing company

"Many new

is

world, which is about to celeseventh anniversary.
In that
seven years the Universal company has
in the

brate

its

grown from babyhood

to the size of a
youth, witn its best years ahead
and the best years of its history just
passed.
Universal's anniversary to be held during the entire month of June is memorable.
It not only brings to a close the
most successful years of its history but
marks the beginning of a new era in
Universal production that will, without a
doubt, be bigger and better than any of
the years past.

lusty

Is Largest and Oldest
The largest and oldest company in the
business. And all in the past seven years.
Considering what has happened and the
progress that has been made within the
past seven years and the wonders of the
motion picture industry increase.

The Universal company was founded
when the art of making and exhibiting
motion pictures was in its infancy. Many
of the business world were skeptical and
would not venture.
But consider the
changes which have come about. Seven
years ago not one Iheatre existed that
exhibited only motion pictures. Feature
productions at that time were unknown
to Broadway and great symphony orchestras were not dreamed of by even
the most farsighted exhibitors.
Long
runs were unheard of, newspapers payed
little or no attention to the productions
and the extensive advertising campaigns
now used were beyond the hopes of all.
In announcing the celebration of Uniseventh
anniversary,
Carl
Laemmle, president of the company, said:
"Universal has about completed the most
successful year in its history. During the
last year and in preceding years Universal pictures have
become known the
world over and the company now has
exchanges in every part of the world.
The Universal organization within the
last year has been greatly increased. An
extensive advertising campaign is soon
to be launched and all the Universal exchange managers are preparing the greatest year in Universal's history. There is
not the slightest doubt but that Universal's business within the coming year will
be increased at the very least fifty per

versal's

cent.

Panorama view

of Universal

<'i<>, Cnl.,

stories

by some of the best

authors in this country have been purchased and pictures much better than
were made last year are to be produced
next year. New stars will be added to
the Universal banner and within the
co.ning year the Universal company will
announce several events that will astound
even the most wise of the motion picture industry. The Universal Film Manufacturing
1912,

20,

Company was formed on May
and Universal's success is due,

without a doubt, to its policy of playing
the game squarely and in giving the exhibitor every cooperation and first con-

and safer position than it has ever enjoyed before!" The Universal took up
the fight of the Sales company against
the Patents company and through the
untiring efforts of Mr. Laemmle the in-

dependent market was kept open.

of the independent
the efforts of Mr.
Laemmle while associated with that
company and later with the Universal
were eventually awarded with a final decision being rendered in favor of the independent manufacturer by the United
States Federal Court.

doubt,

idation of the interests of several inde-

pendent film manufacturers who were at
time

that

distributing

their

pictures

through the Motion Pictures Sales Company, with offices at 111 East Fourteenth

New York City.
On May 20th, Mr. Laemmle,

street.

at

that

time manufacturer of the Imp films;
Charles Bauman of the New York Picture Company, and W. H. Swanson,

manufacturer of Rex pictures, combined
their interests and the Universal Film
Manufacturing
Company became a
reality.

War With

Patents

Company

may

be well to recall that at the
time the company was formed the Motion Picture Sales Company was waging
war with the Patents Company, an orIt

ganization which was endeavoring to
prevent independent manufacturers from

manufacturing film and selling them in
the United States.
The Patents Company claimed at that time that it was
illegal for any person or group of persons to make or
tures or operate

sell

films, exhibit pic-

camera without
from the Patents Company.
a

license
was at this
ported a
abroad for
tures in the

a
It

time that Air. Laemmle im"Prestwich" camera made
the purpose of making picUnited States.
At the time Mr. Laemmle sold the Imp
Film Company to the Universal he said,
"Under the new plan the Universal is
impregnable to assaults from without or
within.
It stands guard over the independent cause, placing it in a stronger

one of

and

Armed Guards Needed

Many

attempts were made to disrupt
the Universal company after it had been
founded and, due to the hostile attitude
of Charles Bauman, then president of the
company, he was voted out of the presidency on June 27, 1912, and Carl
Laemmle elected president. Mr. Laemmle
has been president of the company ever
since.
At one time a pitched battle took
place at the plant of the New York Motion Picture Company on West Nineteenth street, New York City, and at the
same time the Universal plant in Los
Angeles, Calif., was surrounded by an
armed guard to prevent the destruction
of the property by outside interests.
The offices of the Universal company

were first opened at No. 1 Union Square
and on October 1 the offices were moved
to 1600 Broadway, their present location.
In July of 1912 Mr. Laemmle made a trip
to Europe and opened the first American
independent manufacturer's foreign offices. In September of the same year the
announcement of the purchase of 12,000
acres of land in the San Fernando valley,
California, was made.
Universal
City was later erected on this land, but
at the time of the purchase, the Universal western plant was at Hollywood.
Calif. These studios are now used by the

L-K Motion

Picture
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Kompany.

Other Interesting Facts

On October
nounced that

1.

1912, the Universal an-

would increase its output to 28 reels a week and with the exception of the Patents company was the
largest film manufacturing company in
the world.

Film

it

Later that month the Crystal
its productions to

Company added

beat equipped and most complete motion picture plnntM
an outlaj of many mililonN of dollars.

tin-

iiiK

savior

the

manufacturer

sideration."

The formation of the Universal company was brought about by the consol-

The

Motion Picture Sales Company was, no

represent-

-
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the Universal company. In 1916 the Fort
Lee, New Jersey, studios were erected

and many Universal photoplays were
.produced at this location. Recently it
was decided advisable to produce all Universal pictures at Universal City, Calif.,
but the Fort Lee property is still owned
by the Universal. The directors at Universal in 1912 were Otis Turner, Herbert
Brenon, Thomas Ricketts and David
Powell.
The Universal company claims credit
for many of the important events in the
history of the motion picture industry.

The Universal introduced the first
stage stars to the screen.
The Imp company, later part of the
Universal, made the first two-reel pictures.

The Universal made

the

first

five-reel

Universal released the first actual motion pictures of war.
In September, 1912, Universal started
,

series

Mary

Pickford,

sereau,

Montgomery, Dorothy
White and Wallace
Ford Sterling, J. Warren KerFrank

Davenport,
Reid.
rigan,

Pearl

Anna Pavlowa, Annette

The scenario for the picture
was written by C. B. McCauly of the
New York World and directed bv Edwin

showing

pictures

of

S.

Porter.

Walker

Whiteside, Ethel Barrymore, Nazimova,
Blanche Ring, Frank Daniels, Marie
Dressier, Lula Glaser, Billie Burke, Stella
Mayhew, Eddie Foy, Edwin Stevens,
Bes sie McCoy, Jefferson DeAngeles, and
Bill Taylor.
'

Goldwyn Will Co-Star
Tellegen and Farrar

NEW YORK. — Lou
of Geraldine Farrar.

On November

23,

1912,

Universal re-

actual war scenes taken
during battles in the Balkan war.
Practically every well-known star on
the screen today at one time was in the
employ of the Universal and many of
them began their careers under the Universal banner. A list of the stars of the

leased the

first

screen who have appeared in Universal
productions follows: Owen Moore, Florence Lawrence, Ethel Grandin, King
Baggott, Phillip Smalley, Ann Little,
Vivian Prescott, Fred Mace, Francis
Ford.
Marion
Leonard,
Margarita
Fisher,
Lois Weber, Fritzi Brunette,
Wm. R. Daley, Wm. Shay, Harry Pollard, Grace Lewis, Vivian Rich, Leah

a

romantic ac-

was signed to co-star
with his wife, Geraldine Farrar, in Goldwyn productions. They will leave Saturday for the coast, where productions wil!
be made under the direction of Frank
Lloyd. Special plans for the productiors
Tellegen
will be made by Hugo Ballin.
came to this country in 1912 with Bernhardt.
His greatest stage success was
He married Oerald'nc
"Blind Youth."

a
|

|
|

1

Of Course You

Know 'em

centre is Mary
Pickford.
This was taken when
she and those posed about her
were members of the Universal's
Imp. Company. The others are:
in the

1916.

He

did four pictures for

ers affiliation.

3.

|

4.

|

5.

Thomas H. Ince.
Jack Pickford.

|

6.

Isabel

|

7.

Lottie Pickford

|

8.

|

9.

10.

Joe Smiley.
William Shay.
Mrs. Dave Miles.

11.

J.

12.

Hayward Mack.
Mrs. McDonald.
John Harvey.
George Loane Tucker.
Dave Miles.

|

13.

|

14.

|

15.

|

16.

Rea.

Mrs. Pickford.

18.

William Robert Daly.

20.

Tony Guadio.
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the

make

Ohio

legislature

had passed

a crime to pass a check

it

a bill

when

bad ac-

Governor Cox immediately signed the
and it becomes a law July 10.
Exchange managers have been troubled
time after time with checks which have
come back from the banks marked "not
sufficient funds."
The new law makes
it necessary
to have enough money in
the bank at the time of issuing a check,
so that it is covered. It also makes the
check itself prima facie evidence of inbill

tent to defraud in case it is refused by
the bank.
The penalty is one to three
years in the penitentiary and a fine of
$50 to $200 or both.

Morey

in

"Beauty Proof"

Vitagraph announces "Beauty Proof"
as its next photodrama, starring Harry
T. Morey.
It was written by James
Oliver Curwood, the famous novelist, and
deals with one of those strange, relentless man-hunts undertaken by the Northwest Mounted Police, the most daring
and efficient body of vigilantes in the
world.

New

Pioneer Feature

Los Angeles announced the completion of "The Long
Arm of Mannister," the second of the
specials which the National Film Corporation is making for the Pioneer. Henry
Special

B.

wires from

Walthall plays the leading role

production.
nister"
Phillip

j
j
1
j
j
|

|

iff
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HY

counts.

Farrell McDonell.

17.

RA P

a determined effort to eliminate

Moore.
King Baggot.

2.

|

,

enough funds in the
bank, was surely welcomed by the film
exchanges of Ohio, who are now making

Tom

|

|

in

"The Victory of ConParamount:
UnExplorer," "The
science." "The
known" and "The Long Trail." This
was before the Paramount Famous Pla\

(

the signer has not

'lilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllrllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

The one

|

Fairar

to

Tellegen, husband

and

tor of prominence,

List of Its Stars

that

Keller-

mann, Louise Fazenda, Louise Glaum,
Gladys Brockwell, Ella Hall, Louise
Lovely, Herbert Rawlinson, Edwin August, Robert Leonard, Max Asher, Cleo
Madison, Hobart Henley, Edna Mason,
Frank Lloyd, Allan Dwan, Wm. Shay.
Mary Fuller, Helen Ware, Carter
DeHaven, Jane .Gale, George Tucker,
Hobart Bosworth, Effie Shannon, Cyril
Scott, Tyronne Power, Ruth Stoiiehouse,
Jack Mulhall, Juanita Hansen, Lula
(llazer and Franklin Farnum.
In 1912 the Universal company was
commissioned by the Democratic National Committee to produce a campaign
reel becoming Woodr'ow Wilson
for

)

Ohio Adopts Drastic
No Funds Check Law
CLEVELAND, OHIO— The news

William Clifford, Al Christie, Violet Mer-

president.

pictures.

a

Baird, Barbara Tennant,

(

/

"The Long

Arm

of

in this

Man-

screen dramatization of E.
Oppenheim's sensational novel.

is

a

e
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Men Form
Marshall Neilan to Begin Work
Producing Company
On First Special Feature June

Seattle

Adventure Picture Co. Will
Make Short Scenics
SEATTLE, WASH.— Seattle is to
have a new film producing corporation,
which will specialize in the making of
portrayals of the
great Northwest.
The new company has heen named the
Adventure Picture Company and has for
single

scenic

reel

rugged

wilds

the

of

Jack Ranz of Bremerton as
Sill, principal camera
artist, and H. H. Brownell, at present
manager of the Mutual Film Corporation, as general manager.
Jack Ranz is an exhibitor and has a
well-earned reputation which is counted
on to play a large part in the success
officers

its

president; Jesse G.

new company.

the

of

Jesse

He

scenic photographer.

Sill

is

a

will resign his

position with the Robert Bruce Scenics

up active work with the Advencompany. Mr. Brownell is a camera man of many years' experience and
before coming to his present position
in Seattle with the Mutual he was on
the Universal Weekly.
In going into
to take

ture

this new work he says that his company
will look for the exceptional in scenery
that they will bring to the screen various workings of nature in tempest and
sunshine, going in for silhouettes and

—

picturesque cloud effects, thus revealing
a story in which nature is the actor.
In
addition the company will also make
single reels of animal and bird life taken
in native haunts.

new company promises

The

fifteen

single reel productions for the first year
and expects to be started next month.

Producer of Three Current Successes Opens Series
With Adaptation of Famous Book Now in
Ninth Edition
With one

of

his

productions playing

one of the greatest
successes of the season, with another
just concluding two and three week seasons in first run theatres in every territory, and with a third big special of
which he is the director on the verge of
release, Marshall Neilan on June 1 will
become an independent producer and director', and start active work on the first
to record business as

minimum

of the

he

attractions

terms of

his

of eight special feature
is

make under

contract

Exhibitors'

tional

to

with

First

the

Na-

Circuit.

Mr. Neilan's record as a director in
the last year is without equal in the
producing branch of the industry. The
first of the three big specials which he
has directed in that time was "The Unpardonable Sin." This has broken house

records in principal cities, at prices
times higher than the average admission charge for regular attractions.
The second production is Mary Pickford's "Daddy Long Legs," which is having its pre-release runs starting SunThe third is the adaptaday, May 11.

many

tion of the story, "Kingdom of Dreams,"
Mr. Neilan
Anita Stewart.
starring
will complete the production of this on
May 24. It will be fourth in the series
of Anita Stewart special attractions to
be distributed by First National Exhibitors'

Circuit.

Three Stories Cost Quarter of Million

The aggregate of the sums paid for
the screen rights to these three famous
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stories, and which were entrusted to
Mr. Neilan for production, totals almost
a quarter of a million dollars.
To each
of them, in screen form, he has given
the human touches which have been
among the outstanding features of
their action. All of the novel and unique

situations in "The Unpardonable Sin"
are the conceptions of Mr. Neilan.
In

producing "Daddy Long Legs" he has
given even greater evidence of his peindividual method of interpreting humor and pathos. With Mary Pickford in the role of Judy Abbott, "an
orphan mothered by an ash can," he has
built round her experiences in the John
Grier Home for Orphans innumerable
"bits" of action that are given plausi-

and extremely human excuses for
occurrence by his genius for the unusual.
His first production for First National
will be an adaptation of a famous book,

now

in

its

ment
made

of

its

ninth

edition.

Announce-

title, it is said, will not be
Mr. Neilan begins work on
it.
His contract for distribution does
not provide for stars in anv of his releases.
His productions will depend en-

tirely

upon

their

value

in

story

and

Arthur
iin

S.

tie

Kane upon

IiIn

presented to
retirement

ne :i manager of Select
1'ietureM Corporation*
i

I

the

changes

star

in

own.'

"That is the real test of the fitness of
individuals to remain a part of the inFor myself, I am more than
dustry.
willing to prove that I can make box office successes by my abilities as a director, or that I am incapable of doing so,
and to do it in a way that will leave me
no alibi if I fail, and likewise no 'I helped
him' types if I succeed.

Open Market Big Advantage
'The open market, the method of releasing each production as an independent attraction, are the two greatest advances of the last four years. It virtually
amounts to a guarantee to exhibitors that
within another year they will have a
much smaller percentage of ordinary attractions than is now the case. The producers who cannot make good on their
own abilities will suffer heavily. Independent booking enables the exhibitor to
avoid uncertain quantities."
Mr. Neilan is one of the youngest, if
not the youngest, of the directors with
big, recognized successes to their credit.
He is little more than thirty years old.
Information received from Mr. Neilan
by his personal representative, James
Grainger, who is now in New York, indicated that the studios of the young
director is having constructed will be
completed and available for use by June
1, so that it will not be necessary for him
to begin his initial independent attraction
without the facilities he has provided for
himself in the plans for the new structure.

Honor

C. A.

Thompson

CLEVELAND, O.— C.

A.

Thompson,

of the Cleveland Branch. World
Film Corporation, has been elected president of the Board of Film Exchange

manager

Managers, Chamber of Commerce, succeeding
when he

who

E. Morris,
S.
left Cleveland to

resigned

become gen-

manager for Lewis J. Selznick.
Mr. Thompson is very popular among
the exhibitors and exchange men.
eral

"This," declared Mr. Neilan. "is the
acid test for any director.
An ordinary
story can be made reasonably successful
-

37

Harry Miller Resigns
Harry C. Miller, for some time general
manager for Harry Moir's Boston, Rose
and Alcazar Theatres, Chicago, resigned
week.
Mr. Miller stated that within a short
time he would have an important anlast

Statement of Mr. Neilan
testimonial

insisted
upon certain
the action. He cannot blame
a staff of New York executives for his
failure to make good on the ground of
interference.
He is absolutely 'on his

that

until

direction.

elaborate

with the name of a star. I speak more
in reference to gross rentals from exhibitors than I do from the viewpoint of
the public.
But when a story is offered
strictly on its merits as entertainment it
becomes a different matter. Then, the
material must be in its footage, or the
producer has no alibi.
He cannot say

culiarly

bility

An

1

nouncement
future plans.

to

make with reference

to

Y
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\

HERBERT RAWLINSON

IN

NEW

SPECIAL FEATURE

stronger we have under contract a comedian who is 100%."
iss Ethelyn Gibson is the leading
lady to support Mr. Billy West, and
Charles ("Chuck") Reisner, who was
associated with Chas. Chaplin as co-di-

M

rector and writer, will fill the
pacity in our new productions.

same

ca-

Showing of
"Khavah" Given for
Trade in New York

Private

A
first

private

showing

of

"Khavah," the

Sholom Aleichem story ever

filmed,

was given to the motion picture trade
and newspapermen by the Zion Flms,
Inc., the producers, on Monday afternoon,

May

Hall, 113

12, at 3 o'clock, at

Wurlitzer

West

40th street.
The greatest interest has been mani
fested not only by the big exhibitors
throughout the country, but by film fans
as well over the initial story from the

A scene from Charles

Miller's first independent production to be distributed through
Independent Sales Corporation by Frank <;. Hall

New

Billy

West Comedy

Series to

Be Available

to Exhibitors Soon
Frederick J. Ireland of Emerald Motion Picture
Company Makes Announcement of Importance to Trade This Week
Frederick

J.

Ireland, president of the

Emerald Motion Picture Company, 17171719 North Wells street, Chicago, promises a pleasant surprise to the exhibitors

publishes his new series of twocomedies starring Billy West.
Work on the first of the series has been
progressing nicely and it is expected that
titles of several will be announced within
the next two or three weeks, along with

when he
reel

distribution plans.

"In presenting Billy

West under

the
banner of the Emerald Motion Picture
Company, I believe we are filling a longfelt want, and answering the call of thousands of progressive exhibitors," said
Mr. Ireland.

Public

Demands Clean Films

"I realize the fact that the demand for
clean, interesting comedies has been far

greater than the supply, and it has been
my desire and ambition to enter the field.
"But to give the public the productions
I thought they demanded, it was necessary to find a star sufficiently strong
enough to make our first appeal.
"After looking the ground thoroughly
I became convinced that Billy West
was the magnet of attraction, and I consider the Emerald Company very fortu-

over,

nate

in

securing his services.

West's
"Mr. West,

Talents

Recognized

has proven the
hold he has upon the hearts of the pubHis artistic talent has been fully
lic.
in the past,

recognized, and I do not profess to be
able to improve his artistry, but after
seeing a number of pictures in which
Mr. West was presented, I was convinced that he was never given the right
embellishments or ensemble to justify his
clever work.
"
he shadow of cheapness and rush
was always evident.
I

"In producing pictures with Billy West
as the star, the cost of production will be
given no consideration by the Emerald

Company.

The very

production

is

best in players and

our aim.
"We intend to produce clean, two-reel
comedies, and I have promised that each
one will be a revelation, from the standpoint of merit.
We do not intend to
make the vulgar laugh, and judicious
grieve. We have one object in view and
that

is

to please all classes.

America's

Own

Comedian

West is America's own comeand we know that the national
pride will always pull for his success.
"The studios are working day and
night on the pictures for Billy West, and
each member from the main office to the
laboratory is heartily working in co-ope"Billy

dian,

pen of Sholom Aleichem, wno is known
lar and wide as the Jewish Mark Twain.
Sholom Aleichem is known to millions
for his wonderful stories, all of which
have either been written in Russian or
Hebrew. But this is the first time that
the American public will have an opportunity to see for themselves just what
qualities have gone to make this Russian
genius, so beloved by the people of his
race.

The story of "Khavah" is taken from
the series of "Teveh der Milchekeh"
stories and tells forcefully of the love of
a Jewish girl for a Christian boy, son
of the village elder.
she disobeyed
her father by marrying her lover and
how she fares because of this is as enthralling a story as was ever written.
No expense was spared to make this production a classic in every sense of the
word. The strictest care was given the
picture as to detail and the magnificent
Russian village constructed for the production is said to be one of ,the finest
ever built for a motion picture story.
The title role of "Khavah" is played
by Alice Hastings, star of the original
"Turn to the Right" company.
Miss

How

Hastings

announce

that in accordance with the
original schedule seven Paramount-Drew
comedies will be released during the current season. Following the death of Sidney Drew, considerable speculation has
been evident among exhibitors, particularly those who have contracted for the
entire series of comedies, as to whether
or not they would be delivered.

ration to put Billy West over the top in
manner that his cleverness demands.
will
releases in a

surprises in

make announcement of our
week or two, and have many
store for the fans who have

followed Mr. West's career.
"I am delighted with the progress
made so far, and each day my satisfaction
is
greater
and my conviction

38

supported by Giacomo Mas-

Seven Paramount-Drew
Comedies on Schedule
NEW YORK.— Famous Players-Lasky

Job Awaits Veteran

a

"We

is

uroff and Alex Tenenholtz. The rest of
the cast is made up of Sonia Radin, Phil
Sanford, Billee Wilson, Ray Friedgen
and Anna Kehlman. The picture was directed by Charles E. Davenport.

Bert

Griffin,

late

sales

representative

Nicholas Power Company, Inc.,
who has been doing secretarial work for
the Y. M. C. A. overseas at Vladivostock
is expected home this summer.
He will
find his job waiting for him with the
Nicholas Power people.
of

the

1
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Government
The Export

Revision of Special Export License
Rac-53

The War Trade Board announce

Million Per

• effective April 29, 1919.
On and after April 29, 1919, Special
I Export License Rac-53 will permit the
• exportation by mail, without individual
export license, to all countries of writpen matter and printed matter, which

H
I

[(includes posters, heralds, etc.

j

The attention of the shipping
Us called to the fact that Special

(

public

Export

I

License Rac-53 is merely an export liand not a license to trade with the
enemy. Therefore, it does not apply to
shipments
destined
to
Germany or
Hungary, except that portion of the
Rhine provinces of Germany which is
included in the area of military occupation by the American and Allied
armies, with which trade has heretofore
been resumed, as announced in W. T.

I

B. R. 630, issued

I

-jcense

i

t

March

6,

1919.

The

I

I]
I

j
i

Special License Rac-53 has been
issued to the Post Office Department
and authorizes any local postmaster to
accept shipments of the character outlined above without the presentation of
an individual license of any kind.

When making

I

shipments under Rac-53
not necessary to note that license
number upon the wrapper ^ of the package, but all persons are cautioned against
attempting to export any articles under
the authority of that license other than
those enumerated above.
it

is

Foreign Notes

;

Robertson Cole Co. has just closed a
deal with the Oriental Trading Co. of
Soerabaya, Java, for the handling of
their
attractions in the Dutch East
Indies, Sartits Settlements and the Federated Malay States.
Karel Hymans,
head of the Oriental Trading, closed the
deal for his company. Leon Schlesinger.
with offices in the Candler building, will
represent the company in the United
States.

Bech,
just

Van

Siclen
purchased the

&

Co.,

Inc.,

nave

foreign rights to
four pictures, with Catherine Calvert,
who has been engaged recently by Famous Players. The pictures acquired
are "Marriage." "Out of the Night,"

"Marriage

mance

for Convenience"
of the Underworld."

and

"Ro-

Circuit Playing

"Bolshevism on Trial"
The

entire

circuit

of

Marcus Loew

Theaters in New York and Brooklyn is
playing "Bolshevism on Trial," Select
Pictures' great special attraction, to box
office figures which are setting records
in many houses on this circuit.
The records made in the Loew theaters back up
the experience of enterprising exhibitors
throughout the entire country, who are
availing themselves of the exceptional
exploitation possibilities of "Bolshevism
on Trial," and consenuentlv are "cleaning up" on this timely Select special.

to

In Chicago Film Circles

End

Intimate Studies of

Men

the an-

Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion

nouncement by the Treasury Department that 2,000,000 pennies a day will be
turned out by the mints at Denver and

Picture Business in the
Central West

it is hoped by the Governthat an end will soon be put to the

Philadelphia,

ment

shortage of pennies which has existed

new taxes went into effect.
story of the past eighteen months
is one of constant endeavor on the pari
of the Government to meet the demand
for pennies created by the war taxes. In
since the

The

November,
taxes went

1917,

when

the

first

of these

and extra pennies
were tacked on to admissions and the
prices of cigars and tobacco, it was
found that the supply of pennies was far
from adequate, and for some time many
communities faced actual shortages of
the coins, while more than one exhibitor
paid newsboys a premium for pennies.
into effect,

By increasing production at the mints,
the Treasury Department was finally able
to meet the demand and for the last few
months there have been few complaints
regarding the scarcity of one-cent pieces.
On the 1st of May, however, when the
taxes on sodas, toilet preparations and
other commodities went into effect, another shortage of pennies immediately
arose, and exhibitors, tobacco dealers,
druggists and others affected by the law
found it necessary to comb their communities for the elusive coppers.
During the past month, the United
States Treasury has been flooded with
requests for pennies. An extra shift has
been put to work at the Philadelphia
mint, and that plant, as well as the one
Denver, is devoting its energies almost
exclusively to the production of one-cent

at

pieces.

The two mints between them

Return
To the Stage Next

NEW YORK— Alice
will

appear

the

tion in

Fall

Joyce, Vitagraph

a dramatic producThe play called "The

Heart Thief" was written by Tom Terriss, who
is
Miss Joyce's director in

He

likewise support her
production.
The appearance of Miss Joyce on the legitimate
stage will in no way interfere with her
pictures.

the

will

legitimate

Vitagraph contract.

about

all

company

is

usu-

one man could

find

time to do.

For Frank Zambreno, president of
Unity Photoplays Company of Chicago,
however, it is a sideline his big job
the

management

of

eight

retail

meat markets, two wholesale commission houses and a provision company.
And at that, Zambreno puts more time
and energy into the Unity company than
most managers do. And therein is contained the secret of his success.
It was three years ago that Zambreno
decided to break into the film game and
organized the Unity company. He was
fortunate in selecting capable assistants

his company soon became one of
leading distributors of state right
features in Illinois, Indiana and Wiscon-

the

Election at Granville
PRINCETON, ILL.— Motion picture
shows on Sunday formed the leading
issue in an exciting election in the village of Granville.
The theatres carried
the day, winning by 133 to 77.
On the
women's vote the result was 32 to 29
in favor of Sunday shows and the men
approved of the Sundav pictures
0
1

39

ally

and

Sunday Theatres Win

to 48.

president and active head of

a live distributing

being

in

fall.

BEING

—

Alice Joyce to

star,

PRANK ZAMBREXO

will

be able to turn out two million of the
coins each day and will keep that rate
up for some months to come.

in

Loew

Day

Shortage
WASHINGTON, D. C—With

that

Export License Rac-53, issued
Dn February 1, 1919, to the Post Office
Department (W. T. B. R. 553), has been
I revised and reissued, the revision being
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Among the many features he has put
over are "The Echo of Youth," "When
Men Betray," "Vigilantes," "Struggle
Everlasting," "Accidental Honeymoon,"
"Sins of Ambition," "Babbling Tongues,"
"Libertine," "Berlin via America," and
the Shorty Hamilton five-reel features.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
niimilillltlimimiiitnnmituiiMtna

DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
THE

was made in England by an English producing company and does not come up to the requirements of
American motion picture audiences. It is long drawn
out, slow as to action, and contains but a germ of
a story, certainly not enough to occupy the stipulated
five reels.
Much remodeling will be necessary to fit
it for American exhibition.
"A STITCH IN TIME," (Vitagraph) Gladys
Leslie's latest publication, rises head and shoulders
above most of her past work. Ralph Ince's direction

legitimate actor will tell you, and frequently
writes lengthy newspaper or magazine articles to
effect your enlightenment upon the subject, that
his performance is never twice the same, that it varies
according to the reception given his work by the current audience and that this reception, or mood, is conveyed to him across the footlights by a sort of sixth
sense which he does not fully understand yet which
is most valuable to him in guiding his efforts.
The screen star, obviously, has no such guide.
His is a set performance, unvarying according to cir-

cumstance.

His work

is

the

same,

doubtless responsible for a certain part of its sucand the employment of a story somewhat heavier
than the usual Leslie vehicle comes in also for praise.
If the star's past productions have made money for
vou, this one should increase box office receipts.
is

no matter what

cess,

the character or passing mood of his audience.
It is here that the musician in charge of accompaniment has an opportunity to make or mar the production. By his skillful appreciation of the mob mood
of those in the seats behind him he can shade his
interpretation in such a manner as to achieve something of the effect which the speaking actor obtains

"THE KNICKERBOCKER B U C K A R 0

by his shading of inflection and mannerism.
The musician who does so is worth money. The
one who does not is a liability rather than an asset.
The exhibitor should determine which kind of a musician he is employing. It is a point worthy of study.
"COME OUT OF
KITCHEN" (Paramount) brings back the Marguerite Clark of the '"subdeb" stories in a play of different cut but equal if not
superior quality. Clean, wholesome comedy-drama, of
the type that will interest equally any and all classes

THE

and

ages, it is a sterling representative
desirable tvpe of film entertainment.

of the

"MARY REGAN"

most

"THE AMATEUR ADVENTURESS"
comedy and
well done and
is

that

satire at
effective.

(Metro)
one and the same time, both
Either quality is present in

the picture's success. Together,
Wehlen is
the combination is a splendid one.
the featured player and fits well into the composition
without achieving a distinguished characterization, yet
living vip to past performances.
quality

assures

Emmy

"LEAVE
as satisfactory

"THE LADY OF RED BUTTE"

of

IT TO SUSAN" (Goldwyn) qualifies
program amusement but advances the

neither

Marshall and

star

(Uni-

it suffices

that should
audiences.

photography and a love story of pleasing attriengages in his usual hard riding and
bare fist fighting to rather more than the usual extent.
Arthur Rosson's direction is a thing to be lauded. Tom
Mix fans will declare it one of his best.
"ONE OF THE FINEST" (Goldwyn) dresses
Tom Moore becomingly in the clothes and character
(if
traffic policeman and presents a cross section of
human life that will be em'oved equally by the casual
observer and the theatre habitue. It is a naturally told
tale of thoroughlv probable, yet alwavs interesting, incidents. A first-class program publication, with the genial
bits of

Optically beautiful,
all times interesting, the plav is one
create a small furore among Universal
in

their

butes.

stead.

"RUSTLING A BRIDE"

(Paramount)

should

please where previous productions starring the adolescent Lila Lee have not. Moving with a care-free
abandon not characteristic of her other performances,
the star registers her best impression to date. A fine
supporting cast and excellent direction complete the
catalog nf the picture's virtues.

"NEARER MY COD TO THEE"

for a pleasant hour's pastime.

(Fox) teems
with action, at the same time containing some beautiful

been discarded and a fresh set of mannerisms
and maneuvers that are modern and skillfully han-

employed
speedy and at

establishes

"THE COMING OF THE LAW"

all

dled

(Pathe)

Helene Chadwick as a star of the five-reel classification.
Her first endeavor at this magnitude, it contains a
few flaws but also promises for her future. Not a play
about which a great deal will be said this way or that,

versal) contains a surprise in the person of a new Mae
Murray. The tricks that the star has used in the past

have

Thomas Hilding.

"CALEB PIPER'S GIRL"

Madge Kennedy makes

"THE DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL"

(Paramount)

takes Dorothy Dalton back to the rough west of earlier
productions in a story typical of C. Gardner Sullivan,
whose screen stories have an enviable record as successes.
It is given realism by a splendid cast including Tully

nor producing organization.
the most of a role that is somewhat out of her accustomed style and is successful
in making effective a story that would not have been
wholly so on its own merit.
prestige

0"

(Artcraft) is neither the best nor the poorest of Fairbanks' screen endeavors, but it is highly entertaining
film. Since comparison is the best means of description
where the busy "Doug" is concerned, it may be said that
•'lleadin' South" is the previous publication which most
nearly parallels this one. The locale is the same, the
story is similar, but of course the improvement in production which has developed since that time lifts the
quality of the whole to a point of superioritv.
(First National) owes its excellence as a crook play to the acting ability of Anita
Stewart and the skillful direction of Lois Weber. A
story of many complications and aspects that might
easily have been mishandled to sad effect has been conducted so deftly as to remove every trace of the drab and
hectic, leaving only the bright and the refreshing. A
numerous cast of clever screen men and women aid
materially. The play is a decided improvement upon
"A Midnight Romance," though perhaps not destined
for the success that belonged to "Virtuous Wives."

Tom Mix

Tom Moore

(Hepworth)
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at bis best.

arguerite Clark in

COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN
Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by J. S. Robertson.

working after their marriage she takes
advantage of her employer's offer. Mrs.
Claxtonbury learns of the account and
Mary confesses
accuses her husband.
she succumbed to his entreaties,
taken in by his wife.
Later she
aids a wealthy lady in breaking up a
budding match and then refuses the victim, who proposes, for his brother-in-

that

May 11.
OPINION: The

Published

and

exhibitor who has
exhibited to profit what he considers the
best of the Marguerite Clark publications to date should increase tha< profit
w ith "Come Out of the Kitchen." There
will be many who will call it the best
that she has done. None will deny that
it is a fine piece of screen entertainment.
As the daughter of a Southern Aristo-

is

law\

:

temporarily impoverished and act-

crat,

ing as cook in the ancestral home, rented
for the season, she is thoroughly at her
ease and employs the camera tricks that
made her a star to excellent advantage.

Madge Kennedy

in

LEAVE IT TO SUSAN
Five-part comedy-drama; uoiawyn.
Directed by Clarence D. Badger.

May 11.
OPINION: The

Published

amusement

strong points and the
of "Leave It to Susan" are
about equally balanced, and the result is
a picture that is rather interesting as it
unreeled, but leaves no lasting imis
pression. Beginning as a mystery story,
it prepares its spectators for that sort of

wanting.

broad melodrama.

Eugene O'Brien and Crauford Kent are,
perhaps, the most notable minor members of an extensive and harmonious
Light,
refreshing,
stimulating
of the best class, the test of
public approval will certainly not find it
cast.

SYNOPSIS: The

Daingerfields, south-

ern aristocrats, find themselves in seriThe head of the
ous financial straits.
family must have an immediate operation, so the ancestral place is leased for
the season to Burton Crane, a wealthy
Northerner. The four sons and daughters of the family masquerade as servants.
Crane falls in love with Claudia,
who poses as cook, and terminates his
engagement to Cora Faulkner, a young
lady in love with his money. But Crane
is an avowed foe of deceit and Claudia
conceals her real identity. One by one,
her brothers and sisters are discharged,
leaving the burden of the housework to
Claudia.
After the truth leaks out,
Crane decides that he can forgive this
one deception and marries Claudia.

Emmy

Wehlen

in

AMATEUR ADVENTURESS

weak points

a

picture,

only to

suddenly

switch

And along about

to

the

time the melodrama has reached its
highest point of interest the whole thing
becomes light and but mildly amusing
comedy.
This division of impressions
discounts in a measure some bits of acting that are in themselves of excellent
quality.
Perhaps it is such bits that
make the production the satisfactory
program publication that it is. Madge
Kennedy has had many roles superior
to this one, but she proves her ability
as an actress in making capital of every
opportunity offered
SYNOPSIS: "Q. T." Burbridge, capitaltraveling through the Arizona deswith his wife and daughter, Susan,
when the train is held up because of a
Susan's dog wanders away,
hot box.
Susan follows and is left behind. A little further on the train is again held up,
this time by bandits, and the robbers
Susan seeks refuge in a supescape.
ist, is

ert

comedy

of

Amateur

the

author

the

Adventuress"

at

the

professed uplifter of the down-trodden
working girl satire that is piercing and
at the same time highly amusing.
The
play is constructed in good form and the

comedy element

amusing and

satirical

those

is

Emmy
the

twist may be overlooked by
of that inclination without
to the photoplay's success.
Wehlen is not called upon by

not

damage

script

to

perform

any

DELICIOUS LITTLE DEVIL
comedy-drama; Universal.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Published May 12.
OPINION: A temporary disadvantage
which endures for the better part of

Six-part

the

reel,

first

which

in

a

not wholly pleasing
given the Irish character,

and

made up
picture,

for

when

in

the

it

latter

becomes

rather broad
depiction is
is

more than
part of the
a sparkling

innocent young lady's
misadventures, while
adventures
masquerading as a notorious cabaret
In this portion the producers
dancer.
have taken great pains to make the picportrayal

of

an
and

attractive, and that
It
admirably attained.
moves speedily and entertainingly
culmination which is satisfactorily
Mae Murray's role is a
expected.

ture

optically

has

been

end
also
to a

undis-

departure from the style that has
marked her work in the past, a departure that is worthy of commenda-

tinct

and promises much for the

future.

SYNOPSIS: "The Delicious Little
Devil" finds the family finances in bad
condition, and she decides to take strong
measures to remedy them. Her natural
dancing ability enables her to impersonate a cabaret figure at the moment
in hiding after a notorious escapade in
Paris and gain employment in a new
and pretentious road house as solo
She is a sensation over night.
dancer.
A young frequenter of the place falls
in love with her, despite the objections
of his wealthy father, who gives a party
in her honor hoping that she will disgrace herself before his son and lose
This she fails to do, but the
his love.

excuse for the production.
antly

in

tion.

quite sufficient
It is pleasmoves swiftly. The

itself

Mae Murray

noticeable in recent
Universal Specials continues. That this
is the best thing Mae Murray has done
under that banner is a safe statement.
If you have been able to use her work
satisfactorily in the past, you can increase your business With this publica-

becoming
of "The

directs

The
her father's mining expert.
tity,
happy reunion furnishes the fade-out.

The improvement

Published
cloak

;

tion

Five-part comedy-drama; Metro.
Directed by Henry Otto.

May 5.
OPINION:
Under

posedly deserted cabin, where she meets
a young westerner who is about to reveal his identity when the train robbers
enter. The westerner declares himself a
The
kidnaper and Susan his captive.
bandit leader declares himself in on the
deal and the party goes to h s "hidThe kidnaper sends Burbridge
out."
a demand for ransome, but Burbridge translates it into code and answers the summons
with a posse. A member of the bandit gang
succeeds in tying the kidnaper to a post
and seeks to have his way with Susan,
but that lady outwits him and binds him
When the posse arto. the same post.
rives Susan 'pleads for the kidnaper's
Some time later he attends a
release.
reception given at the Burbridge city
home and Susan learns of his secret iden-

extremely

or unusual bits.
With what is
given her she appears to advantage at
all times.
William V. Mong contributes
a character part that is excellent.
difficult

SYNOPSIS: Mary Wood is stenographer for William Claxtonbury, a man
of advanced years, who serves as head
of an organization devoted to the care
of the working girl.
He repeatedly asks
Mary to open a charge account and buy
clothes with his money.
When her
sweetheart te'ls her that he has decided
to be unselfish and permit her to go on

appearance of the French nobleman witli
whom she is supposed to have shared a

Gladya Leslie

in

"A Stitch

in

Vltagrraph Feature
41

Time." a

scandal creates a crisis. The nobleman
pursues her to her home. Her lover and
A timely rescue and
his father follow.
the establishing of the real identities of
all bring about the happy ending.

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPH
Lila

Lee

SYNOPSIS A

in

RUSTLING A BRIDE
Five-part comedy-drama;
Directed by Irvin Willat.
Published April 27.

OPINION:

The

Paramount.

alluringly adolescent

getting used to her director.
At least in "Rustling a Bride" she
performs in a more carefree manner

"Cuddles"

is

than in any of her previous vehicles.
She gives a very artful and finished presentation of a lonely little Kentucky girl
transplanted amid rough western cowboys. Edith Kennedy's story is not remarkable for its originality and credit
must go to director Irvin Willat, Cameraman Henry Kotani, a Japanese, and
fine
supporting cast headed by
the
Monte Blue, for putting over an ordiIt's a
of rather frail fabric.
different type of story from "The Cruise
of the Make-Believe," "Secret Garden"

nary

tale

and "Puppy Love" and therefore should
please where the others possibly did not.
SYNOPSIS: Nick McCredie, a cowboy discovering the name and address of
a Kentucky girl upon the fly leaf of an old
school book, writes to her and as a joke
sends the photo of Pen Walton, a fellow
cowpuncher. In time a warm friendship
springs up between Emily and Nick and
when her grandmother, an only living
relative, dies and she is proposed to by

man who

covets the farm, she
He
flees to the west to marry Nick.
meets her at the station and tells her he
is "Mr. Andy" and that Nick sent him.
She is disappointed for Nick has inWalton, who thorstantly won her.
oughly hates Nick, manufactures evidence incriminating Nick as a horse
thief.
The cowboys go in search of Nick
while Emily falls into the hands of Walton.
She is held prisoner in a deserted
shack in the desert, where Walton has
Emily makes
secreted valuable horses.
her escape, turns the horses loose and
reaches the ranch just in time to save
Ezra, her
Nick from being lynched.
guardian, arrives just as the wedding is
about to be performed and is silenced
by the heel of one of Nick's friends.

an old

MY

NEARER

GOD TO THEE

Five-part drama; Hepworth.
Directed by W. Arthur Northam.
OPINION
A picture must poscess
the saving feature of a strong story or
decided novelty if it is to triumph over
faulty
construction and old-fashioned
These things
methods of production.
the present publication does not contain.
:

English-made attraction, it may
measure up to European standards, but

An

not qualify as acceptable for
In
the
first
presentation.
place the title is against the box office
But that might be
value of the thing.
changed. It would be impossible, however, to curtail the excess footage sufficiently to bring the story value up to
There -ire some
the required point.
pretty scenes that have been rather well
photographed, but pretty scenes do not

it

does

American

make
The

hunchback

:

is

employed

organist in an Episcopal church, at
other times working as school teacher.
In the latter work he is associated with
him a beautiful young girl, with whom
A London
he is violently infatuated.
gentleman of sporting tendencies appears
and marries the girl, whom he quickly
wins with his polished manners and arAfter the wedding the
dent courtship.
husband goes back to the ways of his
bachelorhood, frequenting the public
places and spending his time in one prolonged debauch. The girl tends a store
from which they derive their livelihood.
Her husband mistreats and abuses her.
however, circumstances
end,
In
the
straighten themselves out and she mairies the hunchback, whose love has never

as

satisfying photo-dramas.

exhibitor who contracts to play
the picture should take every precaution
to prepare his audience for what is comIt is possible that much will be
ing.
forgiven if the foreign origin of the production is sufficiently impressed upon the
public.
The picture will not deliver
satisfaction on its merit alone.

faltered.

respondingly
successful.
Al Christie
personally took charge of the direction
and the finished product shows the mark
of his genius. Fay Tincher, as the country girl who goes to the city and secures
a position in the chorus, incidentally en-

countering numerous laughable adventures, has a role that suits her perfectly

and makes the most of

it.

The

cast in-

cludes many young women of similar
pulchritude who, as members of a Revue chorus, dance nimbly and with just
the right measure of abandon.
A jazz
musical score has been prepared to ac-

company
tion

is

the

comedy and

'most

effective.

the combina-

Where

"girl

comedies" have been successful, and that
is everywhere, there should be no question of the success of this one. A good
beginning, the comedy promises well for
the series.

Gladys Leslie

in

Douglas Fairbanks

A STITCH IN TIME
Five-part comedy-drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Ralph Ince.

May 5.
OPINION: The

Five-part comedy-drama; Artcraft.
Directed by Albert Parker.

Published

direction of Ralph Ince

makes greater than

story which

arid

a

the

usual

bine to

demands upon the star comproduce in this a Gladys Leslie

publication of better quality than

is

that

Appearing first as the
lady's average.
stereotyped maid-of-all-work which she
has portrayed so often, the first scenes
pass without a great deal of warmth being generated, but later on she discards
slavey, faces serious
problems and proves herself mistress of
The last
the situation at every point.
well done and
reel is the strongest.
convincing screen narrative.

the

ways

the

of

A

Eugene Strong, Agnes
Ayres and Earl Schenck appear to advantage. They wear their character perIn

the

cast,

effectively.
and
bits of individual actThe whole
ing that are worthy of note.
is a much better picture than this star

gracefully

sonalities

Each contributes

made

long time.
Worthington Bryce, engaged to Lela Trevor, society girl, is
urged by his wealthy father to give up
has

in a

SYNOPSIS:

his
his

studio

in

father's

the

artists'

business

and

colony, enter
settle

down.

But Worthington refuses, determining
Phoebe
to show that he has real ability.
Ann, the little girl who takes care of
his studio, is left orphan by the death
of her mother and Bryce takes her in.
His father cuts off his supply of money
and he pawns most of his possessions,
but Phoebe Ann sells a short story
which he has written and laid away,
and fame follows. Lela, who carries on
an affair with Dick Moreland but seeks
to marry Brice for his money, is given
the credit for his success by Phoebe
Ann.
But when Phoebe Ann permits
Bryce to believe her the recipient ot
Dick's attentions, to shield Lela, a servant tells the truth and Bryce finds that
he has loved Phoebe Ann all the time.
Happy ending.

Fay Tincher

Two-part comedy;
Directed by Al E.

OPINION:
have

Christie.
Christie.

The

single

won

for

reel

Christie

themselves

a

most enviable position in the short subject field.
The specials, of which this is
the

first

May 18.
OPINION: "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo" may well be taken as the rep-

Published

He has
made pictures that were better, and he
has made some that were not so good.

resentative Fairbanks photoplay.

This one just about strikes the average.
Incidentally, it is better than most of
his recent publications.

"Headin' South" is the past production
most resembles the present. The
locale is the same and the story is simiThere is about
lar in general outline.
that

the

same amount of

riding,

fighting,

plotting and general activity in each.
Marjorie Daw, Frank Campeau, William Wellman and Albert McQuarrie are
prominent in support. Their work is of
known quality, and in the present instance typical of past performances.
The market value of a Fairbanks picture is almost a set figure, according to
the exhibitor's location and patronage.

You know what you have done with the
star in the past.
Knowing that this
production
will
stand
up favorably
alongside anything he has made thus
far it should be a simple matter to determine its desirability.
SYNOPSIS: Teddy Drake, New York
idler, upon being suspended from his club
for annoying other members with his
breezy manner, decides that selfishness
is
humanity's greatest fault and goes
west to cleanse himself of the trait. In
a little western town, Mercedes and her
brother Henry have just sold their ranch
and the sheriff leads an attempt to rob
them of the proceeds. Lopez, one of the
gang, escapes on the train with knowledge of the hiding place of the funds.
The gang plots to hold up the train.
Mercedes is confined in the local jail.
Henry is held prisoner in a desert hut.
Teddy changes clothes with Lopez and
is chased about the countr.v-side, learns
of the situation, enlists on the side of

in

SALLY'S BLIGHTED CAREER

comedies

in

KNICKERBOCKER BUCKAROO

to be published, should be cor-

42

Mercedes, and

is

imprisoned with

her.

learn that the money is hidden
They take Merin a deserted mission.
cedes with them to the place, but Teddy
breaks jail and follows. Henry escapes
and also makes for the mission. When
all arrive Teddy outwits the gang and
The U. S. Marshal
saves the money.
Teddy
arrives to take in the criminals.

The gang

wins Mercedes.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Dorothy Dalton

Anita Stewart in

MARY REGAN

THE LADY OF RED BUTTE

Seven-part drama; First National,
directed by .Lois Weber,
published May 11.
OPINION: The unquestioned ingenulity of Lois Weber was severely taxed in
the production of this complicated story
of a young woman's struggle against
heredity and the force of public opinion,
but with the aid of Miss Stewart, the
Shaw,
Brinsley
Frank Mayo,
star,

George Hernandez and other players
that

is

of

she has turned out a picture

like ability,

a distinct

improvement upon "A

Midnight Romance," last previous publication of the Anita Stewart-First National combination.
In essence a crook play, the drab and
unpleasant side of the plot has been

i

Most of the
kept in the background.
scenes depict the homes of the wealthy
and the brilliant night life of the
Chicago is the locale and
cabarets.
some of the locations are authentic.
To Miss Stewart's sterling ability as
an actress the picture owes its greatest
With a role that called for cleandebt.
cut character delineation and a fine understanding of dramatic values, she has
proved herself mistress of the situation
Excellent work by a large
at all times.
and capable supporting cast serve but to
emphasize the work of the star. The
theme of the play is not new. But entirely fresh incidents have been utilized
in the working out of the story and some
unusual plot twists lend novelty to the
whole.

The story
at all times,

is told in terms of action
and the action is swift and

It is the sort of a picture
continuous.
that will appeal to any and all classes.
And it will please one as well as another.

SYNOPSIS:

Mary

Regan

is

the

daughter of a convict and a lady of the
aristocracy who was misled into a mistaken marriage.
Left an independent
income by her mother, she struggles to
remain honest despite the attempts of
her father's associates to make her a
criminal.
Robert Clifford, a noted detective, asks her to marry him, but she
puts him off until she can be sure that
she will not succumb to the influence of
heredity. Dick Bradley and Police Commissioner Loveman, blackmailers, attempt to enlist her aid in defrauding Osborne J. Morton of the fortune about to
be inherited by his erring son, Jack,
whom they promise to save from the
primrose path. Mary attempts to save
Jack from their clutches, only to be misunderstood and enmeshed in the plot.
She marries Jack to save him, but his
father misunderstands and breaks up
the match.
Jack is quickly drawn back
into the net through the advances of
Nina Cordova, adventuress.
Clifford
learns the details of the plot, brings the
elder Morton to a cabaret where Jack is
held captive and a fight ensues. Jack is
killed.
His father realizes his mistake
in judging Alary.
Mary marries Clifford.

New

Five-part drama; Paramount.
.Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.

May 11.
OPINION: Dorothy Dalton

published

has laid
aside her fine raiment for the time being and in "The Lady ot Red Butte" is
attired in western garb of the days of
1800. She appears as the proprietress of
a gambling House in a run-down mining camp which is "cringing dog-like in
the yellow sand as though expecting another kick from fate." The story is by
C. Gardner Sullivan, who has built up a
exploit Miss
Tully Marshall contributes a fine bit of character work as
"Spanish Ed," a renegade, and Thomas
Holding is convincing as Webster Smith,
an evangelist.
Faro Fan, who conSYNOPSIS:
ducts a gambling den, also harbors several homeless waifs in "Suicide Paradise."
An evangelist, Webster Smith,
whose mind has been affected by overFaro
work, wanders into the village.
Fan gives him water and listens to his
plea, "all ye who are sick in body and
mind, come and be healed."
He denounces Fan, however, when he learns
she owns the gambling hall.
"Spanish
Ed" spreads a malignant fever throughout the town, and a saloon keeper endeavoring to fumigate his place with
burning whiskey sets fire to the place.
The fire spreads rapidly and Faro Fan's
establishment is only saved by shifting
Smith attacks Faro Fan in his
winds.
wrath and she strikes him upon the head
with a cane. The blow restores his mind
and he goes to the nearest town for
supplies.
"Spanish Ed" forces his way
into Fan's quarters, but she orders him
out and through the night awaits the
return of Smith. Thinking the man at
the door is "Spanish Ed" she fires and
fairly

She realizes
faints.
later that she loves the student and intolerance has given way to love in his

wounds Smith, then

in

interesting story to

Dalton's artistry.

heart.

Helene Chadwick

in

CALEB PIPER'S GIRL
Five-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by Ernest Traxer.

May 18.
OPINION: Helene

Published

Chadwick's initial
attempt at starring in the five-reel length
proves to be a program success. That it
is not more than that is perhaps due to
the story, an ordinary affair which offers
nothing new in plot complications or
action but

is

well told for

what

it

is.

Spottiswoode Aitken appears in the cast,
and Aitken's characterizations are al-

ways interesting as well as masterful.
William A. Lawrence also acquits himThe production is done
self with credit.
in the style typical of Pathe; nothing
nothing ornate, just good,
The audience
that expects just an evening's entertainment will be satisfied.
SYNOPSIS: Caleb Piper, an eccentric
old man, is unable to meet the mortgage which is about to come due and
Mary,
faces eviction from his home.
his daughter, in an attempt to save the
wreckage, turns the old homestead into
spectacular,

modern picture-making.

Tracy Carter, employed by a
a hotel.
motion picture company "on location" in
the vicinity,

comes

to

the

hotel,

hears

Mary's story and secures her a position.
She goes to the studio and tries out, but
is
discharged at once as impossible.
Carter then persuades the director to
put her back to work and pay her with
money held out of his salary. She lives as
cheaply as possible and sends her money
home to her father, who absent-mindedly uses the currency as book-marks.
Carter and Mary are married and return
home to find the old man about to be
dispossessed, but the money is found in
time and the homestead saved.

Frederick Picture

Pauline
Frederick is rapidly progressing on her third Goldwyn production at the Culver City studios.
It is
"The Fear Woman," and is described as

modern, vivid and human drama.
"Fear Woman" is by Izzola Forrester,
author of Geraldine Farrar's newest
Goldwyn Picture, "The Stronger Vow."
a

Dorothy Dnlton, n» Faro Fan,

in

shootinK her brnrfnrtor
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"The Lady of Hed Untie,"

.-ml*

In inlntnke for n
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Mexican.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"False Gods"

is the feature of the prosets are magnificent and the
story does not lag. E. Lloyd Sheldon
wrote the scenario. The acting of the
two stars is worthy of special comment;
Hugh Thompson and Grace Darling being happy selections. The comedy touch
at_ the end will De especially well received and the "Epigram" of the worm
and the duck is clever.
George V. Hobart contributed the
comedy in "Wild Flowers," an original
potpouri of fun and nonsense. This comedy is as Frank Hall says, "Something
new under the sun," and is a fast fun

The

gram.

maker.

Rothacker

By

Is

Honored

First National

Men

At Recent Convention
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, was signally honored at the recent
convention of the First National franchise holders.

Enthused by his perfect system of
keeping exchanges supplied with excellent prints of all First National pictures,
they adopted the following resolutions:

Tom Mix

ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM

in

THE COMING OF THE LAW
Five-part drama; Fox.

Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Published May 11.
OPINION : If a medal is to be awarded
the director who succeeds in getting the
most action in five reels, let the judges
carefully consider Arthur Rosson.
In
"The Coming of the Law" he has put
Tom Mix through as strenuous a series
of stunts as any film hero ever attempted
and has found time to weave in some
beautiful bits of photography and a refreshing little love story. It is a high
class western production.
The story is not novel but you forget all about the familiar fabric as you
see Mix risking his neck in daring horsemanship and fisticuffs. Brownie Vernon
makes a pleasing, red-blooded type of
heroine, while George Nicholls as the
ever present "bad man" would incur the

—

any normal fan. There are a
baker's dozen of fist fights, plenty of
hard riding, frequent gun duels and sevdislike of

eral

new

Hollis,

arriving

at

Dry Bottom,

N. M., to settle up his father's estate, rescues Nellie Hazelton, a
rancher's daughter, from Big Bill Dunlavey, the boss of the small town, who
is trying to force his attentions on the

young woman.

OPINION: The first S. L. Rothapfel
unit program which was presented for
the inspection of invited guests at the
Rialto theatre, New York, last Friday
morning, was a complete success judging from the applause with which it was
received. It represented the consummation of Mr. Rothapfel's idea of what an
evening's cinema entertainment should
be, gained through his years of experience as managing director of two of

New

York's

photoplay theatres.
for two hours and a
presents a unique variety of
finest

The program runs

quarter and
entertaining subjects beginning with an
introduction on the order of a news reel
with exceptionally clever subtitles, a
fantasy of unusual brilliance, a feature
which will stand the acid test with the
best of the present-day offerings and

—

startling original comedy
this
is the composition of the first Rothapfel
Unit Program which is about to be offered to the exhibitors of the country.
Much was expected from Samuel L.
finally

a

Rothapfel when he announced what he
to undertake. And he has de-

was about
livered.

thrills.

SYNOPSIS: Kent

Complete program; Independent Sales.
Directed by Wally Van.
Published through Film Clearing House.

SYNOPSIS: "The Wood of Fair
Water," the opening number on the program, depicts the achievements of the
Marines at Belleau Wood. Mr. Rothapfel
was formerly a member of the
Marine corps and this is out of compliment to his old associates. It is on the

Learning that Dunlavey
almost ruined his father and is terrorizing every one, Hollis decides to remain
until he can establish law and order.
He successfully defends himself from
two or three attacks on his life, and
when he is finally beaten by Dunlavey's
gang and left for dead, is nursed backHollis
to health by Nellie Hazelton.
then runs for sheriff against Dunlavey's
candidate and is elected. He cleans up
the outlaws in short order and establishes law and order, incidentally win-

who has accepted gold in place of happiness and learns his mistake too late.
He gives excellent understanding to his

ning a bride.

role.

order of a news reel.
Massenet's "Elegie" was the inspiration for the fantasy of vanished youth
which was called "The Last Hour," and
which is a very diaphanous tissue with
very little body to carry it over, but
it
will do well as it is
something new and interesting. J. H.
Gilmore plays the part of an old man

nevertheless,
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Resolved, That we, the undersigned managers
of the First National Exchanges, express to Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company of Chicago, our
appreciation for the splendid cooperation he has
given us and for the extremes to which he and
his organization have gone
far beyond the usual
limits of business practice
to relieve emergencies and assist us in giving satisfactory service
to our exhibitor customers.
Furthermore,
feel that it is both merited
and fitting that Mr. Rothacker be told that to
each of us here it is a fact, proven by the statements of exhibitors to us, that no other group
of exchanges can boast of prints with superior
tinting and toning, with clearer definition, with
more carefully printed lighting effects, or with
greater quality in any particular, than that in
the prints made by the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company for the First National Exhibitors'

—
—

We

Circuit.

Furthermore, The excellent system installed by
Mr. Rothacker for filling emergency orders for
replacements of short lengths of torn or destroyed
scenes and titles operates greatly to our advantage in the promptness and accuracy with which
they are

filled.

Furthermore,
in

the

past

We

with

know,

the

from

laboratory

our

work

experience
of other

concerns that the Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company, in comparisons of quality, service, accuracy and promptness, eminently deserves the
tribute of an uninterrupted continuation of all
laboratory work for First National Exhibitors'
Circuit.

Furthermore, It is resolved that a copy of this
resolution be sent to Mr. Rothacker and to the
Eoard of Directors for First National Exhibitors'
Circuit.

Harry Weiss, R. C. Seery, Chicago;
Cunningham, Washington; W. E. Lusk,
C.
Beachman. Atlanta; James
R.

Signed:

Boyd

Cleveland;

Skirboll.
Pittsburgh;
L.
Brainard, Oklahoma City;

waukee;

Bickel,

H.

J.

Dallas;
Jack
Fitzgerald, Mil-

Harry

Scott. Detroit; J. F.
Anderson,
Lieut. Jim

Cubberly,
Minneapolis;
Richmond;
Lee Goldberg, Louisville; Tom Spry, Boston;
H. Von Tilzer, New York; W. J. Heenan,
J.
Philadelphia;
Fischer,
Floyd
F.
A.
Seattle;
Brown, Indianapolis; F. W. Falkner, New Jersey; E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans, Percy
Smith, Buffalo; Harry Nolan, Denver.

Goldwyn

Enlarging
Advertising Department
NEW YORK. — Goldwyn plans a more
Is

Pubextensive advertising department
licity centers will be opened in Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas City, New Orleans,
Chicago and Detroit and eventually the
entire country will be covered by men in
Lucy Huffeker
the exchange centers.
will join the Goldwyn's staff next week
Since
as an assistant to Ralph Block.
the latter joined Goldwyn, Howard Dietz
has been added.

THE SIGNATURE AND THE SLOGAN
Your banker knows your signa-

He

ture.

can spot a forgery at a

That

is your safeguard.
safeguard have you where
advertising is concerned?
If you signed your name differently to every check, using sometimes the full name, again the initials, then a combination of the two,
the poorest of forgers could rifle
your bank account at will.

glance

What

Yet a lot of exhibitors are just
that careless in their advertising.
The typography of their theatre
name varies with every insertion.
And every day or two they come
upon a catchy slogan in the work of
some other advertiser and appropriate it to their own use.
This fluctuation can have no good
effect.
It may have a very serious
one, in that it imparts that same
flavor to your theatre as a whole.
The best plan, perhaps, though it
is not always that, is to have a hand
drawing made of your theatre name
and your slogan and have it made
up in sizes to suit your varying

escape without carrying
brain that message.
But

the

It,"

is

not

entered

expresses no individuality.
might describe any show.

It

a particularly good

to
it

line.

It

"Strand Shows Are Good Shows"
a line which identifies itself with
the Strand theatre and no other. But
It would have to be
it is too long.
printed in type too small to make it
readily readable, if it were brought

down

to a length that
reading.

Choose

A

A

of

artist

who

The same

is

simple one.
The
draws up the work should

the

true

keeping with

too

is

But

theatre

name

is

And

shorter,

a

your individuality.

(The

for.

raramount

On

Many

Aids

L,

"Fires

Faith,"

of

mous Players-Lasky

Laxky

a

forthcoming Fa-

production, featur-

Presents

FIHC$ of FAITH'
Catherine Calvert, Eugene O'Brien
fhowin?
In

Authentic Scenes of Salvation

KNOW

w Ruby

de Remer

Commander Evangeline Booth
MOU fUffiB

LACKS

Army

Activities,

UHMIUl

Dog-Gone her bletsed heart!

her?

You

bet

he knows her!

Why!

Carrying coffee to him that

girl

got a dent in

her "tin derby" as big at an apple—took a chance with

"shrap"
Ho,

you

to

warm

hit hollow "middle".

mothers, you

fathers, you sisters and you
"Apple Pie Lizzie", the girl who
had every reason to hate men, yet who, in a seething
caldron of them, found the solace of friendship, the companionship of "good women" and the love of the man.

em-

brothers!

ploying a slogan in connection with
your theatre signature is taken as
self-evident.)

Come

to see

Alt H

A

long line is taboo.
The line
should be short enough to be read,
or absorbed, whether or not the
reader wishes to read it.
"A Good Show" is such a line.
The eye cannot light upon it and

Booklet

s

"Fires of Faith

Contains

established:

of

simply shows

It

A

working

line that

never change that. The slogan
should be as permanent.
It follows that it should be selected with care. And the following
suggestions should call attention to
points worth considering in this seadvisability

illustration.

the qualities a slogan should possess..
line as good as that is worth

You

lection.

only an

that's

doesn't carry the imprint of

it

Army

be able to strike the right medium.
Now for the slogan.

Your

You'll Like It.
rough pencil sketch of
your theatre name with the line, in
quotes, beneath it.
It speaks for

Make

itself.

JeSSe

too ornate design will not do, as

Let's see.

had its birth in
camps, where many a
good American idiom came into be"You'll Like
ing, has possibilities.
little

It speaks itself.
be used for a slogan ?

itself.

it

Palace Theatre.

but here is another fault. The word
"Ultimate" is not an everyday word.
Lots of people will not know what
And nobody except the
it means.
higher class patrons will care to repeat it. Furthermore, it begins with
an open vowel. People are partial
to consonants.

Avoid Ornate Designs
will not always be in
the rest of the lay-out.

Can

Common Words

space.

it

repeats

would enforce

"Your Ultimate Choice"

the

Every rookie that

line.

the service dreamed about
that line for a week or two after his
arrival.
It's the sort of line that sticks.
It

is

its

the

is

Beginning Monday

RIVOLI
.

Monument Square

One

«>f

the catchy ml* prepared
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Salvation \rm>

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
The incorporators are Mayer
Gordon, New York; Samuel Cohen, NewYork, and Isaac Weinstein, New York.

$50,000.

Real Advertising Aid
From the Exchange
A frequent complaint of the advertisis that the campaigns
him by the producers of
the stunts suggested and the

ing exhibitor

out-

lined for

pic-

tures,

ads

designed, are in a great majority of instances of such scope and involving such

an/ outlay of funds as to prohibit their
use by any but the largest theatres.
The complaint is well grounded. The
press books contain much of unquestionable value, but they seldom explain the
method by which the average exhibitor
can utilize it to a profit.
It is here that the exchange publicity
man has a chance to render a great serva

ice,

The

worth while.

service

ex-

needs real personal help, help
from a man he can see and talk with,
explain his problems and ask for suggeshibitor

tions.

Such a man

is

Harry Rice

of the Chi-

A recent
disclosed him laboring
diligently over a mass of proofs just returned from the printer, quarter-page
spreads, two and three column lay-outs
of many sorts and designs, and a whole
strip of twenty-five-line single-column
cago

Exchange.

Universal

visit to his office

This well-balanced ad was clipped from the Kansas City Star of April 27.
It reflects credit upon the Apollo Theatre advertising man. The advertisement was constructed on a specimen lay-out printed recently in
"Exhibitors Bureau."
ing Catherine Calvert, Eugene O'Brien
and Ruby de Remer, presents unusual
advertising possibilities for the exhibitor.

The Salvation Army alone, out of all
the organiaztions that went deeply into
war work for the comfort of the men
in khaki, comes out of the fray uncensured and free from adverse criticism.
are the heroes' heroes.
And the
world is their friend.
Realizing this, the producers have prepared a sizable campaign book of

They

pages suggesting methods
by which the exhibitor can reach the
whole of his population and reach them
effectively.
The book is full of graphic
twenty-four

illustrations of possible advertisements,
specially prepared layouts, scene cuts
and mats that may be secured at the
exchange, paper also available, and an
extensive list of practical pointers relative to publicity and special stunts that

may

be utilized.

The

appearance
Evangeline Booth,

the

picture of
commander of the
Salvation Army in the United States,
is in itself a big point worth pushing.
Linked up with a chronicle of some of
the deeds done by this organization in
the camps and on the firing line, there
is no limit to the profit this fact may be

made

in

to yield.

Story in Book

Form

Then there is a novelization of the
story by Charles Kenmore Ulrich which
may be put on sale in local book stores
if
it
The usual
is not already there.
book value is thus assured.
Similar methods may be used with a
song, "Fires of Faith," with words by
Louis & Young and music by M. K.
Jerome, all popular contributors to

Measures for interesting the local
Guard Unit or the returned
soldiers in your town are also outlined.
Local conditions will, of course, govern
National

work

the exhibitor in

Of importance,

of this kind.
also, is a list of some

eight hundred and twenty-five local Salvation Army units, with the names and
addresses of their captains is given.
There should be great co-operation obtainable from this source.
The possibilities of interesting the
school board, the pulpit and the press
readily present themselves.

Notable Cast of Actors
though not of least importance, are the purely pictorial advan-

And

lastly,

The

a big one, it has
a story of magnitude and is directed by Edward Jose,
These points
a genius of known skill.
have not been neglected in the campaign
tages.

picture

a cast of notables,

is

it

is

book.
All too many of the present-day pictures have, in themselves, few or no
themselves
striking points
that lend
readily to big exploitation.
"Fires of
Faith" is one of the big ones in this respect. The wise exhibitor will not overlook the fact.
And don't forget, if you play the picture, to play up the "Doughnuts and
hunCoffee for Doughboys" angle.
dred ways of doing so leap to mind at
the mention of the word. They are all

A

good.

New Film Concern
The Plaza Amusement Company, West
Hoboken, N.
ter

to

J.,

has been granted a char-

produce motion pictures and to

American songdom, especially prepared

promote

for the occasion.

The

theatricals

concern

has

a
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of various kinds.
capitalization of

specimen ads.
He was a mighty busy man. But he
had time to stop and explain that the
picture

was "The Fire Flingers,"

the

Saturday Evening Post story featuring
Rupert Julian and filmed by Universal.
He had time also to introduce William
J. Meidig, author of the story, who was
going over with him the advertising possibilities.

Mr. Meidig, whose literary work extends over a period of twenty years and
includes many successes, is certainly the
man to pick out the points of the story
which may best be dwelt upon to catch
the popular fancy. Study of that sort of
thing, he says, is one of the most important phases of the author's success,
whatever be his medium.
This certainly looks like working from
It certainly should get rethe source.
Coupled with the statement of
sults.
Mr. Rice that he is spending upon the
exploitation of this production exactly
nine times the amount of money customarily allotted to a single feature, it promises much for the success of the feature.
All this in behalf of the exhibitor who
books from this single exchange. And
all this gratis.
Looks very much like the "Co-oper-

ation" so
covered.

much sought and

Griffith in
Corinne

Griffith's

so rarely dis-

"Thin Ice"
next Vitagraph fea-

It is
ture will be entitled "Thin Ice."
an original scenario by Corporal Shannon Fife and is a society drama of the
type that Miss Griffith has appeared in
It is beto such advantage heretofore.
Mills and the suping directed by
porting cast includes L. Rogers Lytton,
Charles Kent, Eulalie Jensen, Henry G.
Sell, Walter Miller, Alice Terry, Jack

Tom

McLean and Walter Horton.

—

:

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
many who became
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Brea king Into the
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J}y Staff

is the

articles

May
in

The

17.

an early

third will be printed

issue.)

wizard at
making the public read his newspapers, has a favorite little illustration which serves better than a definition of what news is. It runs like

Arthur

Brisbane,

dog

bites

a

a

man, there

nothing unusual about it. Dogs
quently bite men. BUT IF A

BITES A
real

is

fre-

MAN
DOG—well, that's news-

news."

is the unusual, then, that the
exhibitor must be on the lookout for,
if he wants his name and the name
of his theatre to appear in the news
columns of the daily newspapers
the best form of publicity obtain-

It

able.

necessary to have a man
bite a dog out in front of his playhouse, however.
It

]

isn't

Anniversaries Real

News

exhibitor has a number of
legitimate and easy ways of getting
into the newspapers. Observing anniversaries. is the simplest illustration.
It is good policy for any exhibitor to make his anniversary
week a special occasion by booking
unusually strong attractions, giving out souvenirs, and advertising
heavier than usual.
As a business man celebrating the
first, third, or fifth anniversary of
the day he started in business, he is
entitled to a news item. The friendly
city
editor will undoubtedly be
pleased to run a picture of the exhibitor and possibly a picture of the
playhouse.
In arranging to have the story
printed, don't forget the interesting
little features which will make that
story be talked about
how you
have doubled your seating capacity,
the title of the first picture you ran,

Any

1

.

—

how you have

gradually improved
the quality of your productions from
the old two-reel thrillers to the present five-reel artistic productions,
and a dozen other items.
Anniversaries are certain to add
prestige to your standing in the
community. It gives you a reputation of success and of permanence
a valuable asset to anyone asking
the public to patronize his place of
And the accompanying
business.

—

11111

is

iniiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiI

invaluable

not only for increasing your crowds
during the anniversary week, but
in building up your patronage.
These occasions come only once a
year, however, and it should be the
aim of every exhibitor to keep his
name and the name of his theatre
This
before the public constantly.
means be constantly on the outlook
for news the papers will print.

When this same exhibitor played
"Shoulder Arms" to a standout
crowd, he was very careful to let
the newspapers know that a door
was torn from its hinges and a window smashed

most

of them.

is important enough to
warrant a special study on the part
of every exhibitor. Read the news-

makes

If

they laugh

weep more than

usual,

usual, or stay in the theatre for a

—

second performance it is news. If
they block the streets trying to get
school auIf
in
that is news.

—

thorities

report children are "skip-

ping school" to attend a matinee
performance of some particular picture that is news. If some particular
church denomination or race

—

not sustain

Make

doubly good news.

it is

the most of these opportuni-

ties.

in

an exhibitor in a little
Illinois, who has a news
is

would entitle him
employment on a big daily.
sense which

to

Children attending his theatre anhis adult patrons by eating
peanuts, shouting, whistling, stamping and doing a dozen other things
To try to get all
all children will.

noyed

of the children to his theatre on one
night of the week, so they would not

annoy adults on the other nights, he
set aside Fridays as "Kid Night,"
ran a serial and two slapstick comedies.

To his surprise, he found that
Friday soon became a favorite night
for many grownups he had never
numbered among
trons.

his

regular

They enioyed watching

pathe

children cheer the heroes, hiss thes
villains, and roar at the comedians.

Friendly Reporter Helps

He told the story to a friendly
reporter, who saw the news value
of it, and played it strong. The result

what

just

If

your com-

The Exhibitors Bureau

1

finds gratifica-

encouragement in the Kansas
City Star of Sunday, April 27, in which
appears the advertisement of the Apollo
theatre, that city, reproduced on the opand

tion

posite page.

There
city

yourself

Kansas City Theatre
Uses Striking Ad

I

—

certain picture it is
news, and if the objection is one
which the judgment of the great
bulk of common sense people will
a

to

Ask

stories news.

petitor gets a story in the paper,
don't think that he is being favored.
Study it. Find out why the newspaper printed it. And then dig up a
story for yourself.
Educate the newspapers to refer
to you as John Jones, manager of
the Grand theatre, not simply John
Jones. Be active in civic affairs as
John Jones, manager of the Grand
simply John Jones.
theatre, not
Make the public think of the theatre
every time they think of you.

—

objects

strong

Publicity

papers.

Study your crowds.

it

Opportunities for publicity present themselves every day. Watch
for them.
Grasp them. Make the

Practically every newspaper man
appreciates the value of a story dealing with crowd psychology and consequently this presents an excellent
opportunity for the publicity-seeking exhibitor.

more than

in the fight to get in.

The newspapers played
it was real news.

Study Your Crowd

this
"If a

"""

newspaper publicity

second of a series of
on how to break into the
news columns of a daily paper. The
first
appeared in The Herald of
(This

News Columns

Reporter

regular patrons

on other nights.

was capacity crowds Fridays

and (he bringing

to
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the theatre of

Subscribers

who

read

the

April

26

Herald will doubtless associate at once the specimen advertisement appearing in that number with the
Apollo offering.
Appearing in a position a little below
and to the left of the center of- a page
devoted to theatrical advertisements, the
nullifies
Apollo's
display
completely
every ad of similar size on the page and
holds its own with the three and four
column splashes that have positions of
vantage at the top.
issue

of

the

Why?
There

is not a cut in its make-up, and
of the others contain them.
There is no ornate striking type face.
The neighboring ads are made up from
the same fonts.
Tt must be the use of rules and white
space.
And that is just what was advocated by this department.
But credit must not be taken from the

many

Apollo advertising man.

After

all

it

is

copy and his genius
it was that prepared it and made it the
winner of the page.
Tt is good copy, too.
Tt tells enough,
without telling too much.
It instills
his

ad.

It

is

his

curiosity, without making a direct
for it.
Tt has
simple continuity
it goes along.
Altogether the advertisement

bid

and

builds as
cess.

is

a suc-

—

—
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"HIS DEBT,'

Sessile

Hnynkiinn

ANOTHER

BIG ROBERTSON-COLE

PRODUCTION

said to have : particularly striking role in his latest piny, which nan written by
\<\
\\ illimn Worthinprton.
It will he distributed through Inhibitors Mutual

is

I..

V. Jefferson

and direeted

on at the Appletoa in a BIG
vaude villains need apply!
And the result was all that Mr. Winninger had not expected during those
first blue days after he signed up for a
picture that cost as much as his whole
vaudeville program.
One star, and one
feature, packed the thousand seats, until
the manager wondered if the house
could stand the unusual strain.
When the last show was over and Mr.
Winninger stood in the lobby of his
to be put

way

iircus
Exhibitor Bills Pictures Lik<
JOSEPH WINNINGER, OF APPLETOX. W IS.. FINDS IT
PAYS— WHY HE FAVORS OPEN BOOKING PLAN

I
I

Joseph Winninger, manager of the Appleton theatre, Appleton, Wis., is an oldIt has long been a
time show man.
characteristic of the theatrical profession that the

more

a

show can be

billed

around town on towering billboards, the
more satisfied both theatre management
and actors will be. But while Toodles
Tiptoes

enjoys

scantily

clad

seeing

little

herself

match

girl,

as

the

furin-

frock forms a
with huge flakes of
snow-such-as-never-was falling from a
Belgian blue sky on the biggest billboards in town, Charlie Chaplin as a
doughty dough-boy cares nothing about
it.
The reason is Charlie doesn't see
them.
But Mr. Winninger, manager,
stance,
striking

whose

scarlet

contrast

—

—

the public
sees them— and what is more
Next to his home and firesees them!
side,
Mr. Winninger loves billboards.
Perhaps it is a relic of the bygone show
(whisper) that Mr.
days, or it may be
Winninger has found that they are
money-making propositions, those bill-

—

—

boards!

The Appleton

theatre, with a seating
is the fifth
show of
souls.
Road shows
have always found a home at the Appleton, and vaudeville artists and nearartists find a haven at the same place
in their turn, and, together with a moving picture play, delight audiences of

capacity of 1,000,
the city of 18,000

Appleton citizens, and the Lawrence
College boys and their co-ed friends
sometimes, and sometimes they don't!
Mr. Winninger never needed to gamble
'On stocks he gambled on the probabil-

—

vaurlevillains delighting his
audiences and found plenty of risks.
.Playing to Empty Seats
Then he grew tired of dusting so
many seats that were never used and
wondered if it wouldn't be a good idea
to run a partition in his theatre. A thouity

of

his

sand-seat house in an 18,000 town

is

i
I

too

anyway, reasoned Mr. Winninger.
"I might sprea'd on the gush a little

l>ig,

thicker," he said to his stenographer.

might say that

who

"1

going to
sing 'Rose of No Man's Land' next
week is called the second Melba, but I
suppose if I told a tale like that my
theatre would be No Man's Land the
next week for a fact.
I have a reputation

for

telling

this girl

the

truth

is

that

is

more

troublesome than helpful."
But along come the latest release of
Charlie
Chaplin "Shoulder
Arms."
News of it spread to Appleton, and Mr.
Winninger gasped at the price he must
pay for its rental. "It can't be done."
said he.
"How can we pay a vaudeville
bunch and pay a price like that tor a

—

picture?"
"Cut out the vaud!" said the First Na-

Film man.
Mr. Winninger studied
over and then thought
tional

—

boards.

He

the matter
the billbilled vaudeville acts that
of

—

were supposed to be comedies why not
bill the supreme comedian of them all
in the same way? Even though he could
not come in the flesh, he could come on
screen as lifelike as he could be
and the audience would he treated to
real comedy.
the

Uses Billboards for Chaplin
Mr. Winninger signed the contract.

Then he started telling the details of
the comedy through the newspaper ads
let the billboards do the rest. From
three-sheets to twenty-four-sheets, he
Liberty Loan posters
went the limit.
which had served their time, old posters
from the various campaigns, dog-eared
election notices, and the posters from a
circus that passed througli Appleton last
summer were torn down to make way
for Charlie Chaplin's magic name, and
pictures of his shoes and cane and the
ever-present little mustache. Vaudeville
was not mentioned. A BIG picture was

and
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— no

theatre to receive the congratulations of
his friends, he heard two college boys in
earnest conversation as they put on their
overcoats.
"Yuh know, I didn't feel at home here
tonight," said one.

"Why

not?" asked his

pal.

Missed the Old Joke
"Because some fellow on the stage
didn't tell that story about the goat

who

and then stand waiting while a girl asked him for the ten

had

no

nose,

I've
millionth time how it smelled?
heard it here every night for two years,
and I miss it so!"
"Stand back and give me air!" was Mr.
Winninger's remark as a brand new
truth dawned on him.
"That remark settled me for good,"
"I'm a changed
said Mr. Winninger.
man! I still tell the truth, but I'm booking big pictures and putting them over
big.
I've played 'Tarzan of the Apes,'
The Romance of Tarzan.' 'A Dog's
Life,' 'The Kaiser's Finish,' 'Pershing's
Crusaders,' and the three Petrova pictures.
I've given them all a regular
house billing, using billboards, and

plenty of newspaper space, as well as all
the novelty heralds that may be obtained with the pictures, and the best
part of it is that I have made money on
all
of them.
I
move the admission
price up and down to suit the production, but most of the time it is 'up.'
"And there's another thing! Far be it
from me to tie myself up with a regufar
program. I think the open market plan
of booking productions is the best for
exhibitors, producers, and stars.
It is
the only system!
I think every regular
orogram is on the decline and I would
hate to tie up with any one concern.
I'm open for booking big attractions,
but thev must be good ones. Remember that reputation for honesty T have!"
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Public

s

Opinion of Nazimova Productions

AS TOLD TO THE EXHIBITORS OF THE NATION IN THE LANGUAGE
OF DOLLARS AND CENTS THROUGH THE BOX OFFICE WINDOW
The man who makes

pictures, the

man who

sells

them

to the exhibitor,

and the exhibitor himself, are too

The same

close to the inside always to judge unerringly a production or series of productions.
sionally, of the professional critics.

is

true, occa-

Personal viewpoints frequently lead to mistaken impressions, defective cal-

culations as to the public taste, and these things cost money.

The

What

it

public

is

the source, in the last analysis, of the industry's revenue.

What

the public supports thrives.

rejects dies.

The Nazimova Productions published under the Metro banner are among the most important publications
on the market. The makers have faith in them. They are putting great sums of money into their manufacture
and exploitation.

As

a consequence, the exhibitor

must be asked big

And

rental prices for their exhibition.

the exhibitor

cannot afford to experiment blindly with attractions of this magnitude.

The Herald, appreciating

these facts, has secured the following authentic reports from representative ex-

who have run some of the Nazimova pictures. These
keeping their own personal opinions in the background.

hibitors in all parts of the country

down

the verdicts of their patrons,

As an

indication of public opinion they are invaluable.

Summary
By an overwhelming majority Nazimova's personality and ability as an
actress is declared the most important
point in the popularity of her productions.
A point long held by the more
thoughful and sincere of those interested
in the advance of motion pictures is thus
established.

exhibitors have set

It is

acting that the public

wants to see. They will pay any price
and go any distance to see it, providing
they are certain of finding what they desire.

But Nazimova's acting has never been
solely relied upon by the producers of
No department has been
her pictures.

And that is why so many
neglected.
exhibitors mention in their reports the
excellence of the productions as whole
productions.
The combination of star and story,
according to the reports, is also a matter
In the Nazimova
of great importance.
productions a very high average seems to
have been struck. This selection of story
for star or star for story is a matter
given deep thought by most producers,
yet occasionally an ingenue is seen trying to handle a story that would try the
most accomplished emotional actress.
The Nazimova successes illustrate graphically this point which has been fervently
but without complete success argued by
thoughtful men in the trade.
The greatest of the many important
truths which a reading of the reports
makes clear is the ease with which higher
admission prices are gotten. It is clearly
shown that the public will pay the price
for what it wants, providing it gets just
that. The Nazimova productions have an
individuality peculiarly
distinct.
The
public knows just what sort of photoplay
it is goine to see when it comes to the
theatre. If that sort of thing is the rieht
sort of thing (the amusement the public
demands), the price is of neglible importance.
And higher admission prices
mean better pictures.

The following representative reports
are selected from a long list of correspondents' letters:
S.

HAYMAN, LYDA THEAGRAND ISLAND, NEB.— My

A.

TRE,

the Nazimova productions, most decidedly, and her great
acting is the chief point of their
popularity.
So far her stories have

patrons

all

like

met with warm approval and

believe she

is

going to lead the

I

field.

KOPPEL, RIVIERA THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.— The NazB.

J.

imova

productions
outdraw
the
I
Chaplin comedies in this house.
attribute this popularity firstly to her
virile acting, though her stories are
also liked very much. Yet the star's
personality seems to be the most important item.

JAMES J. PALMER, PALACE
THEATRE, HAMMONTON, N. J.

—

I

played Revelation to capacity.

It

was a very satisfactory picture.
Nazimova is. in every sense "a good
star" and the patrons like both herself and her stories.

— My

patrons agree that the Nazisplendid in
that opinion
by their attendance.
I
raised my
prices for "Revelation" and did fine

mova productions are
every way and express
business.

H. P. THOMPSON, LIBERTY
THEATRE, PARDEEVILLE, WIS.

—The majority of my patrons do not
like the
find that

Nazimova productions.

my

I

people are not up to the

standard set by Nazimova in this
picture, "Revelation." They did not
like it, so I have shown no others.
I worked hard to put the first one
over on a two-days' showing, but lost
money both days. They seem to like
neither the star nor the story.

WATERVILLE AMUSEMENT

COMPANY, LYCEUM THEATRE,
WATERVILLE, N. Y.— Our patrons like the

The

Nazimova productions.

and the story comes in for
same amount of praise and
difficult to say which is the more

star
about the
it is

important.
A. L.

I

PICKER.

RON WOOD,

REX THEATRE.
MICH.— Packed

SCHLEUSENER, SUPERBA THEATRE, ALHAMBRA,
CAL. — A splendid combination of

houses always result when we advertise a Nazimova production and the
patrons always like the pictures.

star and story seems to me to be the
outstanding reason for the success
of the Nazimova productions.
It is
hard to say which they like the best.

The

H.

O.

HARWOOD, NATIONAL

THEATRE, CLEVELAND, O —
J.

J.

The box

office value of the

Nazimova

production is very good, the entertainment value splendid. Good stories
and direction, with splendid
acting, are the chief points in their
popularity.
"Toys of Fate" is particularly good.

TOE ANDERSON. HATTON
OPERA HOUSE. HATTON, N. D.
49

versatile acting of the star is
greatest point in their favor,
though the public also thinks well
of the stories.

the

BEN

L.
MORRIS, OLYMPIC
MAJESTIC THEATRES,
BELLAIRE. O.— These pictures are

AND

wonders

for

artistic

They pleased immensely

production.
all

who saw

them, and caused talk, but they did
not get us business. The first two
got lots of favorable comment. The
personality of the star is their greatest asset, but my people have not
seen enough of the pictures to get
well acquainted.
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THOMAS, R1ALTO THE-

H. M.

ATRE, OMAHA, NEB.— My

Pierre C. Levy Strikes
It Rich in Oil Again

patrons

"Eye for Eye," the only one of
the Nazimova productions I have
played. They like Nazimova and the
work she does. The pictures are
good in both entertainment and box
liked

Pierre

office value of these pictures is
They vary in entertainment

They are not for children.
value.
The character acting of the star is
the chief element in their popularity.
either like the star very
well or violently dislike her. There
such a thing as making these
is
"classical pictures" too classical, too
deep for the average audience. Put
her in modern dramas, stories of
today.

Levy's long list of revenue-getters. He
has plans under way for the construction
of a new and modern play house in Fort
Worth, which will play the legitimate
and musical attractions. This up-to-date
play house will be situated in the center
of Fort Worth's business section.

The patrons

MEGALEAN, RIVOLI
F.
A.
THEATRE, DENVER, COLO.— My
think

The

day.

star

this

star,

is

great,

the

on the screen toplus the wonderful prostar

duction given the pictures,
plays complete successes.

make
They

the
like

the stories, too.
F.

GRUBER, TEMPLE THEA-

J.

TRE, EAST JORDAN, MICH.— The
dramatic power of the star

is the chief
point in the popularity of the Nazimova
patrons like them.
productions.
They liked the story of "Revelation,"
but not that of "Toys of
The star will make
Fate."
good if they give her the

My

right

Talmadge

Bowen, proprietor

of the Dreamland theatre in this city, has purchased motion picture theatres at

Norma Talmadge's forthcoming

Tenino,

in

connection with

Projection Aids Success
Of "Fires of Faith" Film
"Fires of Faith" which
the Harris Theatre,

being shown
York, is
making a big success. Columns of space
have been devoted to it by the press and
at

In

Select

leased by Select during May, has already
been booked for the week of May 11 at
the Rivoli theatre in New York, while

Bucoda and Tono, which

he will operate
the one here.

praise

at Rivoli

picture, "The New Moon," which is one
of the three attractions that will be re-

is

is

it

success.

In

this

picture

raphy and surroundings are

putting the

makes
cast,
all

for

its

photog-

that could

be desired.

Projection contained the final punch to
"put it over" properly; and the high
quality of the screen presentation was

accomplished by Power's
graphs.

CITY'S

is

picture on the screen that

and

4.

New

universal.

the final analysis

other advance Metropolitan bookings include the entire Loew circuit, beginning
with May 19th, the Goodwin theatre in
Newark for the week of May 18 and
Proctor's Troy theatre on June 1, 2, 3

ONE OF KANSAS

vehicles.

Washington Exhibitor
Buys Three Theatres
CASTLE ROCK, WASH.— Roy

con-

Worth, has again struck it rich in the
Granger Oil Belt in northwestern Texas.
During Mr. Levy's recent visit to New
York he was informed of a new gusher
which will be known as "The Duke."
This new find adds another to Mr.

good.

most wonderful

who owns and

motion picture
theatres in the state of Texas, including
the Hippodrome and Strand at Fort

CHAS. H. RYAN, GARFIELD
THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.— The

patrons

Levy,

trols several of the larger

office value.

box

C.

fi-B

Camera-

REPRESENTATIVE SUBURBAN THEATRES

FRED COSMAN, ELECST.
TRIC THEATRE,
JOSEPH, MO.—The public
likes the

Nazimova

pictures

they are so well
worked out in every departThey are all good
ment.
subjects and the story, as
well as the star, pleases.
The artiste always puts her
heart and soul into her work
and I have not seen her

because

over-act.

JOHN HAFNER, PRIN-

CESS THEATRE, DONORA, PA. — Repeated
"Revelation"

using

after

"Toys of Fate," and cleaned
The star was unknown
up.
time,
but they
first
the
The
surely like her now.
next one will be a scorcher.
Nazimova herself is the big
point of merit in the productions.

A. H. WEST, BABCOCK
THEATRE, BILLINGS,

MONT.— "Revelation"

did
of
Fate" dropped to ordinary.
"Eye for Eye" did very

good

good.

business.

My

"Toys

people

now

Nazimova very much.
star

and the

ductions have

class

won

like

The

of pro-

them.

LOEFFELHOLZ BROS.,
THEAAUDITORIUM
TRE, CUBA CITY, WIS.
— We ran "Revelation" on
Christmas, and it pleased
very well. The patrons like
both the star and the story.
They seem equally good, a
fine combination.

The Gladstone, under the management of John
failure as an amusement center to a success.

G. Hiatt, has advanced from a
It seats 1,100 persons and plays

only first-class attractions.
50
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright. 1919

The criticisms contained in this department of Exhibitors Herald and Motggraphy are truthful statements relative
to the actual box office value of the pictures.
If the picture you wish to know about is not included, write Exhibitors
Herald and Motography and the information will be sent you promptly. Using blank form on last page of department,
write us your experience with the pictures ytou are showing. Address Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 South
Dearborn

Chicago,

street,

III.

H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago,,

Artcraft
The Poppy

Husband, with William S. Hart. Acting good. Ending too
H. Schleusener, Superba
abrupt. O.
Alhambra, Cal. Middle class
theatre,
Girl's

—

—

—

patronage.
My Cousin,

Nothing

Sherman

Enrico

with

to brag
theatre,

—

on.
H.
Sullivan,

Wiison,

Ind.

— High

patronage.
His Parisian Wife, with Elsie Ferguson.
Better than most pictures with
O. H. Schleusener, Superba
this star.
class

—

—

Alhambra,

theatre,

Cal.

— Middle

tre,

S.

Caruso.

H.

class

fine

tre,

Under the Top, with Fred Stone.
Very entertaining. Circus story always
gets the money. O. H. Schleusener,

—

Superba theatre, Alhambra,

Don't Change Your Husband, a De
Mille production. The most remarkable
production I've seen for a long time.
Boost it to the skies. A sure perfect
production in every sense of the word.
Nothing but good can be said of it.
Miss T. Benesch, Bell theatre, Chicago,

My
Don't
It

Cousin,

patronage.

Enrico

with

know why they

— L.

Dowagiac,

—

age.

The Goat, with Fred

Stone.

—My

first

showing of Fred Stone and patrons not
very well
next one.

He may

satisfied.

liam

power!

them

—

He

in.

— Mrs.

He

draws
Turned people away on this.
sure has

A.

J.

it.

Dostal,

— High

fairly

Ideal

class

theatre,

suburban pat-

ronage.

Caruso.

call this a special.

it's Caruso's first picLarkin, Beckwith theatre,
Mich. Middle class patron-

E.

Funny Proposition, with WilDesmond. Talk about drawing

Life's a

Omaha, Neb.

drew because

ture.

— Middle

Exhibitors Mutual

—

— Neighborhood

Cal.

patronage.

class

patronage.

111.

111.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — Fine
picture.
Everybody
pleased. — H. H. Wilson, Sherman theaSullivan, Ind. — High class patronage.
Breed of Men, with William
Hart.
—Another
Hart picture. Capacity
business. — G. W. Johnson, Mystic theaMarmarth, N. D. — Mixed patronage.

be better in

This was kind of slapstick.
theatre, Marmarth, N. D. Middle class patronage.

Guy W. Johnson, Mystic

—

Bonds

Honor, with Sessue Haya-

of

—
—

Excellent picture.
Good business.
H. E. Daigler, Mission theatre,
High class patronage.
Seattle, Wash.

—

Alhambra,

Cal.

— Middle

Cousin, with

Enrico

—

—

good

tre,

with

—

Sudden Norma, with Bessie
Star has no

— Fair picture.
—H. E. Daigler,
Seattle, Wash. — High
with

Birthright,

Mission theaclass patron-

star.

HayaVery

it.

Busi-

Sessue

— First time for this
Patrons spoke well of
ness
— F. M. Childs, Kozy
Villisca,
— Mixed patronage.

theatre,

—

— —

A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. This star's name a big drawing card, but this picture cannot begin

—

to come up to Virtuous Wives. It tell
the second day's run. It hurts when you
pay a big price. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Idea!
High class sutheatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

—

burban patronage.
Raffles, with John Barrymore.

—

Extra
Best picture of its kind we have
ever run. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium
Mixed patrontheatre, Cuba City, Wis.
fine.

—

Gun,

—

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
picture,
but rental awful for
small town. J. L. Meyers, Liberty theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Ivesdale, 111.

If

Fred

lively comedy drama which is
for an hour's entertainment.
Chas.

this

—

—-Fine

—

—

age.

Stone. Title may scare some into staying away but there is very little gun play
in

—

ronage.

—

Your

—

a Still Small Voice, with Henry
B. Walthall.
Picture truly very good,
but star simply is not liked no matter
what he appears in. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. High class

—

Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville, Kas.
Small town patronage.

Get

And

—

Say, Young Fellow, with
Douglas
Fairbanks. Fine. Lots of action. Berg-

—

Klug, Empress theatre,
General patronage.

Passing of the Third Floor Back, with
Forbes-Robertson. A number of people
stated it was the best picture they had
seen in a year. Fred Cosman, Electric
theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General pat-

patronage.

Johnny

C.

Zumbrota, Minn.

First National

—

&

—

isfied.—-A.

la.

class

Caruso.

—

fair.

you want disappointment in your house
book this. But please keep your price
down. Very poor. Chas. Dagler, Abingdon theatre, Abingdon, 111.— -Mixed

gren

—

His
kawa.
good.

—

My

—

—

age.

—

Dolores

with

—Wm.
—

Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
The Temple of Dusk, with Sessue
Hayakawa. Another big picture of this

patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
All Harts go well here. Big house and
patrons said one of Hart's best. H. H.
Cone, Lyric theatre, Wymore, Neb.
Railroad town.

—

Come,

Moroni, Utah. Small town patronage.
The Eleventh Commandment, with
Lucile Lee Stewart. Good, but lack of
a big star was a drawback in bringing
the people. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
Betty and the Bucaneers, with Juliet
Day. Poor picture. Audience not sat-

—

—

We

All of a
Barriscale.
draft here.

Jr., with Mary Pickford.
extra as a picture but it gets
the money. O. H. Schleusener, Superba

theatre,

Lafayette

Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln. This is a
good one. About the only feature we
ever ran that under the same conditions
drew as well the second night as it did
the
first.
Call,
Kozy theatre,

—
Life's a Funny Proposition, with William Desmond. — Good comedy drama.
People
this kind. — H. H. Wilson,
like

— Mrs.

A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
—High class suburban patronage.
J.

suburban patronage.

camp.
Captain Kidd

— Nothing

His popularity rapidly increasing.

kawa.

Say, Young Fellow, with
Douglas
Fairbanks.
Average. E.
L.
Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining

—

pleasing the better class of people.

star,

grace: darling,
Alilx-nriiiK'

Men,"

in

the S-\.

NtiirriitK

'
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Picture!
Iv .

"Virtuous

I<tncolii.

The Panther Woman, with Mme. PeGood work by Petrova. Fine

trova.

—

out-door

scenes.

But

subject

did

not

—

—
—

—
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please.

— Fred

Cosman, Electric

straight Marsh pictures
light.— Dr. F. M. Childs,

theatre,

— General patronage.
Passing of the Third Floor Back, with
Forbes-Robertson. — A-l.
Patrons
deSt.

Joseph, Mo.

—-Middle

patronage.

class

— Mixed

—

class patronage.

Fox

Jewel

Fighting for Gold, with Tom Mix.
R. H.
Fine. Plenty of action and pep.
Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
Middle and high class patronage.
Say So, with George Walsh.
I'll
Titles clever. Light, breezy story. Audience pleased. G. P. Plotner, Princess
theatre, Scandia, Kans.
Rural patron-

—

—

The Heart

Humanity, with Dorothy Phillips. Business beyond all expectations.
Coliseum theatre, Seattle,

Wash.

not hear any remarks. Personally,
think the picture rated too high. A. C.
Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota, Minn.
General patronage.

did

with Theda Bara.
Pleased.
Business fair.Sin,

The Heart of Humanity, with an allcast.
Good business. Worthy of
extra advertising. Book it and boost it.

—

On

— General

— M. Barnes, Barnes
Cal. — Best patronage.
i

patronage.

George Walsh.
Too much Fourth Lib-

the Jump, with

BEATHIZ MICHEL.E1VA,

Walsh saved it.
erty Loan advertising. War over last
November.— C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre, Clay, Ky. Mixed patron-

In

age.

ness.
W. H. Mart, Strand
Grinnell, Ia.
College town.

—

Infidelity, with an all star cast.
Picture good, but they do not like Adult
Only pictures here and this is the last
one I play. K. H. Hulquist, Chicago
theatre, Chicago, 111.
Loop location.

—

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. Good picture. Lots of

—

Fair

action.

business.

—A

—

Hammerly,

Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O. Mixed pat
ronage.
The Land of the Free, with an all-star
This is the life story of Pershing.
cast.
It is the only real war picture we have
ever run. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium
Mixed patrontheatre, Cuba City, Wis.

—

—

—

ag.

Marriages Are Made, with Peggy HyGood comedy drama. Pleased all.
C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre,
Clay, Ky.
Mixed patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara. Fine picture and good run on two days. This
sure is a money-getter. Book it. J. PWilson, Wilson's theatre, Astoria, 111.
Small town patronage.
Bonnie Annie Laurie, with Peggy Hyland.
A very good comedy drama with

land.

—

—

—

—

—

—

character acting fine, but star was a
disappointment. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
When a Woman Sins, with Theda
Bara. Excellent picture. Fair business.
A. Hammerly, Lyric theatre, HamilMixed patronage.
ton, O.
Some Boy, with George Walsh. Fair
Chas.
Dale,
picture.
Business
fair.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Topic theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
Infidelity,

with

an

all-star

itors

—

—

—

Goldwyn
and His Money, with Tom
Nothing to it at all. Fair busi-

A Man
Moore.

—

—

The

Exhib-

theatre,

—

Woman

on the Index, with PauFrederick. Fair. H. H. Wilson.

line

Sherman

—

—

theatre,

Sullivan,

Sis Hopkins, with
Good picture, but
Keiler,

Arcade

Ind.

Mabel Normand.
no

had

Smallest crowd

power.
F.

production,
l>>

iMiituol

drawing

—

Leo.
Paducah, Ky.

in a year.

theatre,

— General patronage.
Back to the Woods, with Mabel Normand. — Good business. Average picture.
— A. C. Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota, Minn. — General patronage.
Heart of the Sunset, with Anna Q.
Nillson. — Great picture. Drew big here
and pleased
Give us more
this
one. — C. A. Spainhour, Auditorium theaGreensburg, Kans.
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — Very
good. — Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. — General patronage.
like

all.

tre,

Spotlight

to

draw well

for

above the
your advertising. Chas. H.

ordinary in

Ryan,

Mae Marsh.

with

Sadie,

good and it ought
you if you push it a
It's

Garfield

little

theatre,

—

Chicago,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.
The Turn of the Wheel, with Geraldine Farrar. They said it was too slow.

— E.

—

L.

Oasis

Franck,

— Border

theatre,

mining camp.
Fighting Odds, with Maxine

Ariz.

Ajo,

Elliott.

splendid production. A big story well
directed and acted. It will go anywhere.

A

— H.

P.

Thompson, Liberty theatre.
Wis. Neighborhood
pat-

—

Pardeeville,

ronage.
cast.

Didn't go over. Another based on illegitimacy. Why don't they forget that
old stuff? And still they kick on censorship.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
Neligh, Neb. Critical and exacting patronage.
Woman and the Law, with Marion
Cooper. You can boost this as a big
special and raise your prices without
Harold Daspit, Atherfear of results.
ton theatre, Kentwood, La.

—

first
Robertson-Cole
Squaw," distributed

her
•Must

—

—

—

4ar

—

Mich.

—

—

Very good.
Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy theatre, Villisca.
Mixed patronage.
Ia.
The Rainbow Trail, with William Farnum. Splendid. Big business. Charles
DePaul, Dreamland theatre, Sault Ste.
Marie,

—

—

—

—

—

—

of

High class patronage.
Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Harris.
Paid big price and lost money, i

age.

A Woman's

theatre,

patronage.

—

Barnes,

Cal. — Best

Ia.

business

The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. A fair picture. O. H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal.

Cannot boost this too highly.
Barnes theatre, Fillmore,

lighted.

M.

Villisca,

made
Kozy

Strain, with Mae Marsh.
good. Goldwyn's program generally good.
L. F. Keiler, Arcade theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Paducah, Ky.
The Spreading Dawn, with Jane Cowl.
Poor. The poorest Goldwyn I ever
ran.
A. R. Bud, Opera House, ArlingRural patronage.
ton, Iowa.
The Floor Below, with Mabel Normand. Played in opposition to Mickey.
D.
business. A.
capacity
Pleased
Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Stanchfield.
Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Face in the Dark, with Mac
three
But
Dandy.
Marsh. Good.

The Racing

—Very
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
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After His

— Good

theatre,

Metro
Own Heart, with

Fillmore,

Hale

Ham-

A

for Hamilton.
subject
he appears best in.
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General
ilton.

—

patronage.
The Parisian

Dana.

—

Tigress,

with

— Combination

Viola

of star, story and
title
that takes well.
Business good.
Star very popular here. Chas. H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.
The Return of Mary, with May Allison.
One of the most intense and heart
pulling pictures we have had the pleas-

—

ure of running. You could have heard
a pin drop at any time during the whole

—

performance. Clay H.
theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

Powers,

— General

Strand
patron-

age.

Blackie's

Redemption, with Bert Ly-

—Very good. One of Bert Lytell's
best. — Fred
Cosman, Electric theatre,
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
The Successful Adventure, with May
Allison. — Fair
picture. — L.
A.
Hasse,
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
Her Boy, with
Shannon. — A papicture and a crackerjack. —
M.
Bailey, Gem theatre, Waverly, Kans.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. — Superb.
Heavy but satisfying. People pleased.
Good drawing card. — M. Barnes, Barnes
theatre, Fillmore, Cal. — Best class pattell.

St.

Effie

triotic

J.

ronage.
Paradise Garden, with

Harold LockWilliamson, Pastime theatre, Merryville, La. Local patwood.

— Good. — H.

L.

—

ronage.
$5,000 an Hour, with Hale Hamilton.
by. No one enthused over star.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

Got

—

The House of Mirth, with an all-star
Not for my patrons. They like

—

cast.
light

and laughter, not the morbid.
Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre.
Hinsdale, 111. High class suburban pat-

—

ronage.

The Gold Cure, with Viola Dana.
Very good. Fair busine = s. M. Barnes,

—

Barnes

theatre,

class patronage.

Her Boy, with

—

— Best
Welch. — Good

Fillmore,
Niles

Cal.

H. H. Billings. Pleasant
picture.
Small
theatre. Pine Island, Minn.
patronage.

—

Hour
town

—

——

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert
Splendid. Star is getting to be
a box office attraction. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed patronage.
Boston Blackie's Little Pal, with Bert
Lytell.
A very good program picture.
Will please the average audience. R. C.
Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
General patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. Always a clean-up. A. L. Picker, Rex
Ironwood, Mich. High class
theatre,
patronage.
Lytell.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Paramount
Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray
big on account of popularity

— Business

of star.
Story
theatre, Seattle,

just

average.

Wash.

— Good

— Liberty
class

ol

patronage.

The

Silver King, with William Paver-

—

Exceptionally
good picture.
sham.
Joseph G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House,
Kenosha, Wis.— General patronage.
The Silver King, with William Faversham. A well directed and detailed picR.
ture, but does not get the money.
H. Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
Middle and high class patronage.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. Good. Drew big

—

—

—

—

—

regular
patrons.
L.
E.
of
outside
Larkin,
Beckwith theatre, Dowagiac,
Mich. Middle class patronage.

—

The

— Up

— O.

with Charles Ray.

Ray

standard.

It's

H. Schleusener, Superba theaAlhambra, Cal.— Middle class pat-

good.
tre,

Sheriff's Son,
to the usual

ronage.

The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— A
lure

that gave

—

pic-

satisfaction

excellent

to

good business. Joseph G. Rhode, Rhode
Opera House, Kenosha, Wis. Genera!

—

high class patronage.
Out of the Shadows, with
Fair one.
H. H.
Frederick.

—

—

Sherman

— Neighborhood

111.

Pathe
Gaby

Infatuation, with

Deslys.

—

I

play

to a packed house. The picture as
whole is good and will go over, al-

Gaby
a

thought the photography is very poor.
good. H. P. Thompson, Liberty
It's
Pardeeville, Wis.
Rural pattheatre,

—

—

ronage.

West Begins (American),
William Russell. Good picture.

with

the

—

— H.

Drew

E. Daigler, Mission theWash. High class patron-

well.
ater, Seattle,
age.

Where

—

—

— Fine.

All RusKeiler, Ar-

pictures good.
Leo F.
Paducah,
Ky.
theatre,
cade
patronage.
sell

— General

Paulino
Wilson.

Go Get 'Em Garringer, with Franklyn
Farnum. Only fair. Got by for a Saturday showing. Fred Cosman, Electric
General pattheatre, St. Joseph, Mo.

—

(Hodkinson), witii
Great picture. Big
J. Warren Kerrigan.
H. E. Daigler, Mission theabusiness.

—

Seattle,

—
Wash. — High

—

of the Times, with Frank Keea fair offering. Star not well
known here. G. W. Johnson, Mystic
Mixed pattheatre, Marmarth, N. D.

nan.

— Just

—

—
—

liam Russell. Excellent picture.
Star
well liked here. H. E. Daigler, Mission

Frank Keenan.
Exceptionally good regular program feaFred Cosman. Electric theatre, St.
ture.
Joseph, Mo. -General patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward.
Very good. Interesting story. Drewgood business. Jos. G. Rhode, Rhode
Opera House, Kenosha. Wis. General
Silver Girl, with

—

—

—

Wash.

theatre, Seattle,

— High

class pat-

ronage.

White

Bessie

Lie

Barriscale.
start to finish.
R.

—

Decorah,

The
Castle.

—

—

ronage.

patron-

class

age.

The

—

ronage.

The

Come Again Smith

tre,

General patronage.

Brass Buttons (American), with Wil-

West Begins (American),

the

William Russell.

with

—
—

Good picture
son), with Louise Glaum.
and those that came liked it. But below
average Sunday business. A. C. Klug,
Empress theatre, Zumbrota, Minn.

Todd

Where

(Hodkinson),

— Held
J.

with

from

them

Relf, Star theatre,

la.

Girl

from Bohemia, with Irene

— Gave

general

satisfaction.
Earlville,

— F.

M. Edgett, Lyric theatre,
High class patronage

—

111.

Burglar for a Night (Hodkinson),
with J. Warren Kerrigan. One of the
best program feataures. Kerrigan never
did better work. Lois Wilson is charming.
Harry N. Jennings, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

—

high class patronage.

Put Up Your Hands (American), with
Margarita Fisher. Pleasing picture. H.
theatre,
Seattle.
Daigler, Mission
E.

—

—

—

Wash. High
The Heart

class

patronage.

of Rachel (Hodkinson),
Fair
picture.
Bessie
Barriscale.
with
Good cast. Drew well. Leo. F. Keiler,
Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. General

—
—

—

patronage.

The Goddess

of

Lost Lake

(

Hodkin-

Select
The Probation Wife, with Norma Tal-

—

madge. Broke all her past records for
box office receipts and attendance. J.
Kuhn. Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleve-

—

land, O.

A Pair of Silk Stockings, with ConTalmadge. All to the good.
stance
Clever.— R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la

—

AUGUSTUS THOMAS' FAMOUS STAGE PLAY REACHES SCREEN

theatre, Sullivan, Ind.

A Woman

Chicago,
theatre,
patronage.

of Impulse, with Lina Cav-

Another opera star
— Awful
—W. H. Mart, Strand thea— College town.
Something to To, with Bryant Washburn. — Business fairly good. Production
good.
Story weak. — Coliseum theatre,
Seattle, Wash. — High class patronage.
Three Men and a Girl, with MarguerNot as good
Clark. — Attendance
as she should draw. — M. M. Rubens,
— Down town
Princess theatre, Joliet,
stuff.

alieri.

that flivvers.
tre, Grinnell,

la.

fair.

ite

111.

patronage.

Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton.

One of Miss
well satisfied.
Clayton's best. L. E. Larkin, Beckwith

Patrons

—

Dowagiac, Mich.

theatre,

— Middle

class

patronage.

The Roaring Road, with Wallace Reid

— Business

uniformly large.
Roberts a

Theodore

play.

Liberty theatre, Seattle,
class of patronage.

Excellent

wonder.

Wash.

— Good

Two Brides, with Lina Cavalieri.
Absolutely nothing to this picture. O.
H. Schleusener, Superba theatre, AlhamMiddle class patronage.
bra, Cal.
Venus in the East, with Bryant Wash-

—

—

burn.

— Clean,

story.

To

delightful,
interesting
Jos. G. Rhode.

fair business.

—

Rhode Opera House, Kenosha, Wis.
General high class patronage.
Little Comrade, with Vivian Martin.
Pleasing comedy drama. Did not draw.
Story too light. Title only fair for box
office
value.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield

—

I.ciih

Iliiinl,

Henry

Cl'ne, niic. Rlnlnr imnrnr and Bobby \\ nnl In »
"As n Man I'h inks." <\v. W. 1, ..I kins, ,,i
1
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.
Absolutely her very best picture. She
truly showed she could act in this.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. High class patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Star always pleases and this is
Mrs. R. G. Jordan,
a good picture.
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. High
class patronage.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball

—

—

—

—

— Fine.

Dandy. A surprise. The
only thing Clara has done well in a year.
R. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah.
Ky. General patronage.

Young.

—

—

The Indestructible Wife, with Alice
Brady. Her first comedy drama and
not any better than her other pictures.
Star not popular here.
F. G. Heller,
Strand theatre, Anderson, Ind. High
class patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young.- A very good picture.
M. C. Kellog, Homestake theatre,
Lead, S. D. Mixed patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. This star needs no introduction

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— Wal-

to picture fans. Always pleases.
ter W. Caddell, Princess theatre,
Mixed patronage.
seau, O.

—
—

Who

Wau-

Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
—Good. O. H. Schleusener, Superba

Alhambra,

theatre,

Cal.

— Middle

clasj

wasn't good?

—

—

—

ronage.

Experimental Marriage, with Constance Talmadge. Fine. Clever. Drew
wonderfully. Both Talmadge girls winners.
Leo. F. Keiler, Arcade theatre,
Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
Romance and Arabella, with Constance Talmadge. She pleased in this,
but we notice her popularity is waning.
Her stories are too weak. People want
big stuff.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal thea-

—

—

Omaha, Neb.

Audi-

It's

fair

111.

Without Honor, with Margery Wilson.
dandy good story. Just what the
people want. E. Cameron, Como thea-

—-A

—

Paul, Minn.

tre, St.

By Proxy,

with

Roy

Stewart.

—

—This

is

good. Western and comedy. J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre,
111.
Ivesdale,
Small town patronage.
For Valor, with Winifred Allen.
Very good picture but sad. Good business.
W. D. Martin, Badger theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.

—

The

Am

Silent Rider,

sorry
angle has.

I

w ith Roy
r

have used

They are all
Kozy theatre,

Childs,

all

Stewart.

Stewarts Tri-

fine.

— Dr.

Villisca,

F.

M.

la.

Mixed patronage.
Closing In, with William Desmond.
pleases.
This one is
extraordinary. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba City, Wis. Mixed
patronage.
Toton, with Olive Thomas. A dandy
picture, but star has no drawing power
here.
Not known. Starland theatre,
Anderson, 111. High class patronage.

Desmond always

—

—

—

—

—

Universal

A

Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.

— Picture well liked. Fine business. — H.
E.
Daigler,
Mission theatre, Seattle,
Wash. — High class patronage.
Smashing Through, with
Herbert
Rawlinson. — Mighty good picture to big
new

—

here but pleased.
9019 5-9
Small town patronage.
ville, Wis.
W. D. Martin, Badger theatre, Neills-

— High

the Mighty (Bluebird), with
Salisbury.
Good.
Business
light. Didn't know the star, but they'll
Dr. F. M. Chiids,
eat the next one.

—

—

tre,

Bros.,

— Mixed
patronage.
a Bear, with Taylor Holmes. —
weak story. Just a
picture. — Starland theatre, Anderson,
—High class
patronage.

patronage.

A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Not up to Constance's standard.
But it pleased. Fred Cosman, Electric
General oattheatre, St. Joseph, Mo.

— Loeffelholz

torium theatre, Cuba City, Wis.

class

suburban

business.

Star

5-A— Ex Herald

—

Hugon

Monroe

DANKER

—
—

patronage.
The Studio Girl, with Constance Talmadge. A very pleasing picture. This

—

—

The

Ordeal

Sherman

—

Sullivan,

theatre,

Ind.

—

—

F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah,
Ky. General patronage.
Hell Bent, with Harry Carey.— Will
get money any place and please any audience.
K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.
Loop location.
The Light of Victory, with Monroe
Salisbury.
Last two pictures of Salisbury were poor. People disappointed in
the ending. Don't like him drunk.
Mrs.
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
The Little White Savage, with Carmei
Myers. Good light comedy drama with

—

—

—

—

—

—

Gem

Stine,

busi-

—— Min-B.
J.

ing town.

Reward, with Franklin Farnum.

$5,000

— Pleased.
picture.
Childs,

New

star here.

I

enjoyed the
F. M.

— Dr.

Patrons seemed

to.

Kozy

Villisca,

theatre,

la.

Mixed patronage.

The

Silk-lined Burglar, with Priscilla
Dean's best picture to
date. Fine cast, with Sam DeGrasse doBusiness poor.
ing exceptional work.
Dean don't seem to have made a hit here
as yet. J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, ClinMining town.
ton, Ind.

Dean.

— Priscilla

——
The Bride's Awakening, with Mary
Women patrons
MacLaren. — Pleased.

admire

star's

this

elaborate in
picked.
Mrs.

—

its
J.

—

This picture
Cast well

work.
settings.

A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,

Omaha, Neb. High class patronage.
The Scarlet Shadow, with Mae Murray.— One of 'Murray's best. Fair Sunday business despite rainy weather. Star
does some of her best work and has a
B. Stine, Gem
——Mining town.

splendid cast.
Clinton, Ind.

J.

The Wicked
Dean.

—This

with

Darling,

truly pleased

all

theatre,

Priscilla

who came

to see it. At times people could hardly
keep to their seats, so intense their emoMrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
tions.
Omaha, Neb. High class patronage.

—

Sealed

—

with

Envelope,

Fritzi

111.

Vitagraph
of

Wetona, with Norma

The Common Cause, with an

cast.

—

—

111.

—

*J.

patronage.

Triangle
Shadows,

—

star.
office

like

General patronage.

with William
This pleased our patrons.
Desmond fine. J. L. Meyers, Liberty
theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
Small town patronage.
The Fly God, with Roy Stewart.—Did
you ever see a Stewart picture that

all-star
cast.

—Wonderful picture. Strong
theatre,
business. — Idylhour
Excellent
— Family patronage.
Canton,
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Gladys
A few
Leslie. — Best work of this
will
more
this and the box
A. Dostal,
be highly pleased. — Mrs.
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. — High class

Talmadge. Pleased everyone with it.
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre, New Castle,
Mixed patronage.
Ind.
In the Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady.
Not up to the usual high
standard of Brady pictures. Fred Bosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.

—

fair

usually pleases.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.

fine.

—

the

Myers draws

pleasing story.
ness here and

Viroqua, Wis.

Beyond
Desmond.

pat-

——
The Door Between (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. — Very good picture.
Lots of action. — K. H.
Business
Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago,
— Loop location.

— High

The Marionettes, with Clara Kimbail
Young. Extra good picture. Ran this
with Arbuckle in The Cook, which
made an extra strong program. Pleased
100 per cent.
B. C. Brown, Star theatre,

—

— Mixed

Brunette. Good program release. Mystery story well produced and well acted.
Drew fine business. J. B. Stine, Gem
Mining town.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.

class patronage.

The Heart

la.

Leo

The

of Rosetta, with Alice
Extra. H. H. Wilson,

— Fine.

Villisca,

The Talk of the Town, with Dorothy
Good picture, but from trade
reports expected better. Drew well.—
Phillips.

—

town.

Brady.

theatre,

ronage.

—

draws well. H. G. Thorpe, New
Grand theatre, Crosby, Minn. Mining

star

Kozy

A Woman Between Friends, with
Alice Joyce. Fair crowd. Good picture.
A. C. Klug, Empress theatre, ZumGeneral patronage.
brota, Minn.
The Girl in His House, with Earle
Williams. A real picture. Lots of comments on it. J. L. Stapp, Lyceum theatre, Platte City, Mo.

—
—

—

—

MAY AND HER DIRECTOR
May

Metro star, and Maxwell
Karger, director-general of Metro, pose
for a brief moment for the camera.
Allison, the
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H
When Men

Baree, Son of Kazan, with Nell Ship-

— Northern picture. Comments
vorable. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. — Border mining camp.
A Gentleman's Agreement, with Nell
Shipman. — My people were undivided in
man.

their

fa-

comments on

and picture.

this star

think the star is good, but the story
is weak.
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre,
East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Captain's Captain, with Alice
Joyce. Poorest Joyce picture I ever
Nobody liked it. I played
played.
I

—

—

—

Arms and

Shoulder

am

Pathe

a

News

— W.

reel

O. JenOmaha, Neb.
sen, Lathrop theatre,
Suburban neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Girl, with Alice Joyce.
with

this,

I

Wonderful
fail
111.

still

alive.

Big business. Never
Idylhour theatre, Canton,

picture.

on Joyce.

— Family

—

patronage.

The Cambric Mask, with

Alice Joyce.
Increased our admissions on this but
She should
it is not Alice Joyce's best.
have a better looking leading man. PeoMrs. J. A.
ple grumble over this one.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
The Green God, with Harry T. Morey.
Just a fair picture. Did not take good.
L. Stapp, Lyceum theatre, Platte
].

—

—

—
—

City,

Mo.

Betray

(Graphic), with
people are tired of this

— The

—

Business
fair.
Heller,
F.
G.
Strand theatre, Anderson, Ind. High
class patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand.— Dandy business.
Pleasing
picture.
Good for return booking. M.
Barnes, Barnes theatre, Fillmore, Cal.
The best patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. The first picture ever used

stuff.

—

—

— General

patronage.

—

Broke records.
Ewo days.
Book it.
Boost it. Many compliments. Mrs. R.

—

Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
High class suburban patronage.

Jordan,

G.
111

—

The

Warning
(CommonSome class to

Frozen

wealth), with Charlotte.

Book

Boost

— F. E. Noyes,
— Mixed pat-

Small house second night.
Lyric theatre, Cornell, Wis.
ronage.

Pleased everyone.
H. L. Williamson, Pastime theatre,
Marryville, La. Local patronage.
The Birth of a Nation (D. W. Griffith),
with an all-star cast. Second time this
picture has played this town, but we did
fine business in spite of rainy weather.
Chas. Dale, Topic theatre, Fairfax,
Minn.
The Perfect Model (Arrow), with
Audrey Munson. Let it alone. Probably all right as an educational picture,
but as entertainment nix. A one-reel
this.

—

it.

it.

—

—

—

—

—
story in
reels. —
B. Stine, Gem
theatre, Clinton, Ind. — Mining town.
Life's
Greatest Problem (10-20-30),
with Mitchell Lewis. — A whale. Book
— Fred Cantlin, Park
and advertise
J.

J.

— Mixed

Lebanon, N.

theatre,
age.

H.-

patron-

Hearts of the World (D. W. Griffith),
with an all-star cast. Only one word
describes it. Magnificent. Two days at
75 cents top.
Good business. Pleased
everybody. R. L. Hensler, Bijou theaMixed patronage.
tre, Carrollton, 111.

showing. Very unsatisfactory entertainment. Good business. M. A. Choynski,
Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111. General
patronage.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Official).—
Best war scenes yet, but won't draw
much now. C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre, Clay, Ky. Mixed patron-

Fine picture. A little different from
other
productions. Loeffelholz
Bros.,

—

—

—

—

the Picture's

Box Office Value?
Is the film you are running in your
Pass the
theatre a money maker?
word on! Does the picture draw the
crowds? Tell the exhibitors in the
other states. They want to book the
same pictures. Tell them in Exhibi-

Herald

tors

"What

the
department.

Your

box

and

Picture
office

Young

Mother

Hubbard

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Mickey (Western Import), with MaPlay Mickey. Then play
bel Normand.
promise them a third reit again and
peat.
M. A. Choynski, Newberry theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Chicago, 111.
Wanted for Murder (Film Clearing
House), with Elaine Hammerstein.
Good war subject. Pleased the majority.

—

—

— C.

M.

—

Butterfield,

Clay, Ky.

—

Dreamland

Mixed patronage.

theatre,

test

of

NOW

Chicago.

street,

Title

Star

Producer

Weather

How

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

—

Auditorium theatre, Cuba

Wis.

City,

Mixed patronage.
Marriage for Convenience (Sherry), an
theme well done. Pleased about

old

Not

fifty-fifty.

exceptional.

— Majestic

Neb.

theatre, Lexington,

Name

of Theatre

Transient or Neighborhood Patron-

age

Serials

Title

Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Started like a house ahrc.

Star

The

Pathe

—

is

by itself on serials.
Arcade theatre, Paducah,

Producer

Might (Vitagraph), with

Weather

in a class

Leo. F. Keiler,
Ky. General patronage.

—

The Man
William

of

Duncan.

— Played

with Arbuckle comedy to better than average
business. Think this better than Fight
for Millions.— A. C. Klug, Empress theaMinn. General patrontre, Zumbrota,
it

—

age.

A

Fight for Millions (Vitagraph), with
William Duncan. Crazy and improbable
but full of pep and it's knocking 'em
silly.

Specials

the

The

(Kleine),

—

is

popularity.
Fill in the blank
and send to Exhibitors Herald and
Motography, 417 South Dearborn

age.

with Mary MacAlister. Good subject.
Fine acting. Everybody pleased. E. J.
Sharburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Quickening Flame, with Montague
entertainment. M.
A.
Love. Good
Choynski, Newberry theatre, Chicago,
111.
General patronage.
A Pair of Sixes (Kleine), with Taylor
Holmes. Book it. Good comedy drama.
M. H. Crooks, Palace theatre, Adair,
Small town patronage.
la.
A Pair of Sixes (Kleine), with Taylor
drama.
comedy
Holmes. Splendid
Paul Overton, Lyric theatre, WinchesHigh class patronage.
ter, 111.

Motography's
Did for Me"

—

Zeppelin's Last Raid (U. S. Exhibitors), a Thos. Ince production.

— Bunk.

Is

—

an English cast.
Audience complimented on the
'Ole, with

What

it

—

World
The Better

—

it.

Love Watches, with Corinne Griffith.
If your patrons like a good love story,
book it. Did not go very well here.

—

—

five

The Unknown Quantity, with Corinne
M.
A.
satisfactory.
Very
Griffith.
Choynski, Newberry theatre, Chicago,
111.

Gail Kane.

—

It

gets

the

—
Neligh,

coin.

J.

C.

Advertised

Competition

Admission Prices

Remarks

Jenkins,

Auditorium theatre,
Neb.
cal and exacting patronage.

Hands Up

How

—

Criti-

(Pathe), with Ruth Roland.
Good business. A HamLyric theatre, Hamilton, O.
merly,
Mixed patronage.

— Good

The Lure
with

—

serial.

Eddie

of the
Polo.

Circus

—A

(Universal),

money

—

Packs them and holds them. Wm.
Woodin, Opera House, Towanda, Pa.
Mixed patronage.
55
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than "The Birth of a Nation," due to
elaborate and unusual lighting ef-

UP AN D DOWN FILM ROW
=======
s===e==
With

the

fects.

J. B.

New York

May

be a burglar, don't be a porch climber,

W. E. Atkinson, Metro business manager, returned to his office on Friday,
after a three months' trip throughout the

you might

country.

City,

Rose Shulsinger says,

13,

1919.

you must

fall."

*

E.

"If

*

*

*

Lanning Masters, he of the

Empey

going to put Guy
jump- again.
is

*

*

"Inc.,"

over the

*

Jay A. Gove of the Fox Film Company has more work to do than most
any one man, but he gets away with

And

it.

it's

all

good
*

*

stuff, too.
*

so strong with him.

is

*

*

*

ness way, has returned to Chicago.
*

*

E. McBride, of the Fox organization, is ill at home, suffering from indigestion.
He has been away from his
desk for the past two weeks.
'
* *
*

James

Max

Spiegel of the Strand Theatre is
Atlantic City recuperating from an
attack of ptomaine poisoning.
in

*

*

It

now on

is

his way to
*
*
*

England.

+

J.

*

*

Garfield,

town

in

*

W.

*

of
last

Cleveland,
Saturday.

*

yesterday that
although having
only three characters and depicting a
simple love story, cost more to ptoduce

"Broken

that the proposition to send Strand programs on tour will be abandoned because
of the cost necessary to maintain a
traveling organization of such size.
*

Herman

Ohio, arrived

D.

good authority

on

understood

not.
*

Productions, Inc., have taken
quarters at 4<*> West 24th street. The office is in charge of Henry Howse, technical director for Harry Maze Jenks,
is

J. D. Williams of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit was guest of the "Big
Five" at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor
on Friday, May 9.
After the luncheon
Mr. Williams' select gathering of press
representatives and a few friends were
treated to the premiere showing of "The
Quiet Afternoon."
"The Quiet Afternoon" so impressed Mr. Williams that
he failed to make any comment as to
whether he would give $1.50 for the
Canadian and Madagascaran riehts or

*

Harma

who

*

*

Watterson R. Rothacker, who has been
making things hum about town in a busi*

*

Griffith

stated

Blossoms,"

night

Nazimova will leave New York
week for Los Angeles.

Lazarus Appointed to
United Artists Post
Paul N. Lazarus, one of the most
capable and popular advertising and
publicity specialists, has been appointed
chief of the advertising and publicity
bureau of the United Artists' Distributing

Brady Signs
With Adolph Zukor
Brady, whose con-

one of the stars on either the Paramount
During Zukor's
Artcraft program.
connection with Select, her pictures were
released on that program.

or

Alpha Reports Sales

NEW

*

to Universal

made ready

with Adolph Zukor recently expired, has renewed it and will become

this

serial scenarios.

are busy

Electrical Supply Co.,

NEW YORK.—Alice

*

way

Company.

Mr. Lazarus for some time has been
advertising and publicity director for
Vitagraph, Inc.

tract

Nebraska, is in New York. He has purchased the Gale Henry comedies produced by Bulls Eye for Nebraska and
Iowa.
*

the

material is still being received from Europe, including pictures from the Army
of Occupation in Germany and from the
Army in Russia.

Alice

M. Wintroub, manager of the Fontcnelle Feature Film Company, Omaha,

*

sufficient

scenes

stantial shipment is being
for Scandinavian countries.

10 o'clock.
*
* *

Joe Brandt is on his
City with an armful of

to furnish all the war
news weeklies can use for
some months to come, and additional

are

has been sending in some nice orders and
reports business as good. Then there is
A- y- D. Ehlerst, their Mexican representative, who is booming things in the
sister republic and has sent in some
good Cameragraph orders. Also, a sub-

The initial Rothapfel program was
shown at the Rialtc Theatre Friday

*

It is declared that the pictures have
never before been shown to the public.
The films already in possession of the
War Department, and not yet exhibited,

Cuban agent, Cuba

"Roxy" Rothapfel tendered a banquet
on Friday evening at the Hotel Astor.
There were about 400 guests present.

*

These films will constiand will be shown
in practically every city, town and hamlet in this country where there is a motion picture theater, as part of the "news
weeklies" put out by the different protute an official record,

people abroad as well as at home. Their

Later he went to Mutual.

The F-I-L-M Club met Fridav

at

phases of training, fighting and occupa-

Nicholas Power Co. Busy

to discuss a number of suggestions, and
to correct existing differences between
exchange men and exhibitors.
* *
*

morning

Army

making of motion pictures which
show American troops in all the

The Nicholas Power company

V. Hart, one of the oldest
film men in the history of the game, is
now associated with the Johnny Dooley
Film Comedies, as business manager.
Hart was one of the first exchange managers of the General in the hey-day of
career.

will

*

William

its

the

ducers.

*

Arthur Levey, the film exporter, sailed
for London, May 13.

are the "rail" thing.
*

special representa-

*

Corps of the

War Pictures
C—

D.
The Signal
has just completed

tion in Europe.

*

for

*

Oscar A. Price, president of the
"United Artists," thinks moving pictures
*

*

to Carry

Official

WASHINGTON,

Macauley's "Whom the Gods
Would Destroy," left on Saturday for a
week's trip through the East.
He will
visit all
First National exchanges to
boost the production.
tive

Ben Grimm remarked the other day
when he enters a restaurant he always orders "Canned Willie" or "Army
*

*

*

News Weeklies

*

Morrie Ryskind, of the Famous Players-Lasky publicity department, is handling the special advertising and exploitation on "Fires of Faith" now running at
the Harris Theatre.

Harry Reichenbach,

that

Beans," the habit

*

*

*

Alolphe Osso is expected back from
France this week.

"Me's

ile:id," snyH Herbert lintvllii.son.
scene f*om "The Carter Case."
(Oliver Films, Inc.)
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A

—

YORK. Alpha Pictures, Inc.,
reports the sale of "Reclaimed" for the
territory of New England to the Major
Film Corporation, of Boston; also the
Metropolis Comedies for the same territory.

C^N^DWNWTILM NEWS
Admission Tax May
Become Permanent
The

tax on theatre admission tickets

imposed by the Province of Ontario has
been made a "permanent measure," according to an announcement by Hon.
T. W. McGarry, provincial treasurer, at
Toronto.

ment

He

declared that the assessamusement tax" and

a "straight

is

not a war levy and that

it

may remain

force for years.
In Montreal the Civic Administration
has taken up the matter of the disposition of the revenue from the amusement
tax collected in that city, this revenue
having been turned over to the municipThe
ality by the Province of Quebec.
city authorities propose to turn over the
proceeds, minus the cost of collection,
The
to local hospitals and orphanages.
amount reaches about $175,000 annually
in the city of Montreal alone.
in

"Unpardonable Sin"
is

made

that

"The Un-

pardonable Sin," played to 29,800 people
Dominion theatre, Winnipeg,
at
the
Manitoba, during the week of April 21,
and the run was extended to a second
week. This success was obtained even
though the prices were doubled, general
admission at nights being 50 cents, with

box seats 75

The

cents.

Own
Moving
and

feature

was

passed without a cut by the Manitoba
Board of Censors, but at the suggestion
of the board the Dominion theatre recommended that children under the age
of sixteen years be kept from the theThe feature was shown six times
atre.
daily.

picture exhibitors of

Montreal

traces

of real

have

been

showmanship

Toronto

exhibiting
in

connec-

Maxine

and Olga Petrova in
stage plays or acts.
Maxine Elliott appeared in "Lord and Lady Algy" at the
Royal Alexandra theatre, Toronto, during the week of April 20 and simultaneously "The Eternal Magdalene," in
which she is starred, was presented on
the screen at the Regent theatre, the
large downtown theatre.
Olga Petrova
was at Shea's theatre, Toronto, during
the week of April 28 and Manager Rob-

of

Elliott

son of the Strand theatre, another large
film theatre, presented "The Panther

Woman."
At Montreal. Manager Crowe of the
St. Denis theatre showed "The Eternal
Magdalene" when Maxine Elliott came
city
while recently Manager
of
the
Holman
theatre
screened
Petrova
a
picture
when
Madame Petrova appeared at the
Princess theatre.
each occasion, the
exhibitor gave the film showing special

the

Pomeroy

On

'

advertising.

Film Excites Soldier
Real action was added to the presentation of a film melodrama at the Crystal

Vancouver, B. C, when James
Conners, a returned soldier, became so
excited that he fired a shot at a figure
on the screen from a revolver which he
theatre,

was carrying.
diately

The show was imme-

the police were
the soldier was arrested.

stopped,

moned and

sum-

He

was

H.

J.

Binney Re-enters
Producing Field

Announcement
Binney,

is

made

that

charged with carrying concealed
weapons. A number of people rushed
from their seats but there was no real

panic.

Harold

building, Toronto.
It is announced that
Miss Pauline Curley, now with Universal, has signed a contract to appear in
the productions of the Canadian company.
It is also declared that a studio
will be erected on a large site in the
vicinity of Broadview and Danforth avenues, Toronto.

tario,

is

Limited,

Grossman
suing

and

the

of

suit

year's license fees to

recompense

the theatres for part of the losses sus-

tained because of the ban on theatrical
performances during the influenza epi-

demic.

George Graham, proprietor of the
Avenue theatre, Winnipeg, and president
of the Manitoba Exhibitors' Association,
appeared before the city license committee at its recent session and asked for
consideration by the aldermen in arranging the schedule of fees for 1920.
The outcome of the conference was
that City Solicitor Murray asked President Graham to submit his arguments in
writing.

Right on

top

this interview, Mr.
"Civilization" at the
Avenue theatre during the week of April
28 and raised his prices to twenty-five
cents for matinees and thirty-five cents
for evening performances with an augmented orchestra each night.

of

Graham presented

Sherbrooke Exhibitor
Claim Unjust Fine
An echo of the battle which the exhibitors of Sherbrooke, Quebec, are putting up for Sunday shows was heard
when Judge Mulvena fined Adelard
Bayeur, proprietor of the Premier theatre, $40 and costs for an alleged infringement of the Lord's Day Act.
Incidentally,
it
is
announced that
there are twenty-three charges against
Rodolphe Vallee, proprietor of the
Casino of Sherbrooke, of operating his
theatre on Sundays.
The local exhibitors are complaining of discrimination
because exhibitors in other cities of the
Province of Quebec are not molested,
although the law is applicable throughout the province.

0-

work in the northern sphere. He was
the son of H. W. Bryan, manager of the
Union Trust Company, Brisbane, Australia.

Modern

Joseph

Manager Goes

Toronto,
Singer

On-

&

to N. Y.

George Nicholas, managing director of
the Independent Amusement Company

Theatres,
Co.,

for the alleged loss of profits.
arose over the operation of
several suburban theatres of Toronto,
the houses being of moderate size.

The

coming

of

RONALD BRYAN DIES

Toronto, for specific performance of a
contract or the return of $3,000, which
he paid in the deal along with $26,000

damages

'Flu'

Winnipeg,

Man.,
have placed another plea before the Winnipeg city council for a rebate of the
exhibitors

Ronald Bryan, an actor with the Nell
Shipman company, which went north
from Calgary, Alberta, on March 10 to
take winter scenes at Lesser Slave Lake
for the production, "Wapi, the Walrus,"
died on April 29 in the Royal Alexandra
Hospital at Edmonton, Alberta, from
influenza, which he contracted while at

Sues on Contract
Charles

Rebate Account
The

who

has been associated with
motion picture producing for about
fourteen years, has decided to enter the
Canadian field.
He has organized the
Canadian Photoplay Productions, Limited,
with headquarters in the Kent

J.

Ask for

Exhibitors

Performances

tion with the appearance in these cities

to

Plays to Capacity
Announcement

Screen Stars Rival

LOOKS LIKE ANOTHER SCRAP.
Herbert Ravrllnaon prepnreN to take on a
thug in the third eplaode <>' "The
Carter Case." (Oliver EilniN, inc.)

5;

of Montreal, operating the Strand, Regent and Moulin Rouge theatres, recently visited New York exchanges to
get a line on the latest pictures.
Willie Eckstein, musician-in-chief of
the company, who holds forth at the
Strand theatre. Montreal, also visited
New York for the purpose of enlarging
his library of selections.
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Chicago Chinese to Build Theatre
$100,000 Theatre Will Cater to Orientals Who Enjoy Comedies

|

and

"War Stuff" But Do Not Care
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
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Because
pictures

the

differs

taste

of

radically

Chinamen
from

the average American, a stock
of Chicago
to

^

erect

a

Chinese

is

that

for

of

company

being organized

$100,000 theatre to cater

to

Louis Sing, 208

prominent Chinese merOptions on three pieces oi
Work on
property have been secured.
the erection of the structure is expected
to begin within a few days.
several

chants.

Daughter Gives Idea
Mr. Sing says that he was
tracted

by his
Waves.

first

at-

the possibilities of theatres
three-year-old daughter, Silvery
to

After being given a peep at pictures two or three times, she now refuses to go to bed unless she has taken
picture show.
In time, the new corporation expects
to make its own film productions.
"We are going to build a nice little
theatre," said Sing, "one that will seat
The management
about 1,200 people.
will give the patrons what they like, and
in a

as our

mi

mini

i

mil

minimi

minimi

1

SEATTLE, WASH.— Acting upon
|
I

the Chinese, we will aim to give them
something funny. The Chinaman does
not care for what you Americans call
'vamps' shows. That sort of stuff makes
him sick. He wants something to laugh
Charlie Chaplin and Fatty Arbuckle
at.

patronage

A War

West Twenty-second

credited with being the originator of the idea, and with him are assois

ciated

urn

iiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiii

"Vamp" Plays

are his favorite screen artists.

orientals.

street,

i

for

will

depend mostly on

"We

Picture,

Too

put on a good war
picture, with plenty of smoke and action.
It now looks as if China was going to
have trouble with Japan, and a Chinaalso

Forbid Erection of
Theatres Near Site
Of Public Schools

will

Japanese war picture would crowd the
house at every performance.
"We intend to give our patrons a
vaudeville specialty at every show. Perhaps one day a good singer and the next
a musician.
The Chinese like music.
"Once a week we will produce a Chinese drama with real Chinese actors. I
don't know how good the actors will be,
but the Americans won't know whether
they are rotten or not, and it is against
all
rules
of
decency for a Chinese
auditor to criticise the players.
"Chinamen have no amusement resort
in the city.
They do not hang around
saloons, and, so far as the country going
dry July 1, it does not concern them. I
never knew but one Chinaman in mv life
who drank to excess. He's out in Rosehill cemetery."

IN

"THE LIBERATOR"
Booked

So great

in

JOHN KEANE'S
STAR THEATRE,
CHICAGO,
at the highest price
ever paid for a
Serial Picture.

BOOK

IT

the success of
this serial, that rival
producers are
breaking all records
in making similar strongman serials. This is
business insurance.
is

THE
GREATEST
TWENTY-FOUR
REELS OF
THRILLING SERIAL

EXCITEMENT
EVER PRODUCED.

NOW— PHONE WIRE OR WRITE
RIGHT NOW

BEE HIVE EXCHANGE
R. C.

MILWAUKEE

CROPPER, Gen. Mgr.

CHICAGO
58

a

petition from the board of education, the
public safety committee of the city council, at its meeting Wednesday afternoon,
ordered drawn a committee ordinance
prohibiting the operation of motion picture theatres near public school buildings.
The terms of the proposed ordinance have not been fully decided upon
and probably will not be fixed until a
hearing on the ordinance has been held.
The matter was brought to the attention of the council by Frank B. Cooper,
superintendent of schools, who based
his communication on a protest from the
Parent-Teacher Association of the Interlake school against the location of a
motion picture theatre across the street
from that school. In a letter to the city
council, Superintendent Cooper asserted
that picture shows near schools tend
to distract the attention of the pupils
from their studies.
He recommended
the passage of an ordinance prohibiting
picture shows across the street from
school buildings or within 100 feet of
the corner of any school grounds.
In an opinion transmitted to the public
safety committee Wednesday, Corporation Counsel Walter F. Meier held
that the city has authority to forbid
motion picture shows within a reasonable distance of public school buildings.
The substance of Mr. Cooper's request,
the corporation counsel said, is "sustainable not only on principle, but also on
the authority of adjudicated cases as
well."

INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
George West in Charge
Of New Comedy Sales

George Montgomery
Western Manager
For Sherry Service
George N. Montgomery, who was manager of the Chicago office for the General Film Company, has recently been
appointed by William L. Sherry in
charge of the sales exploitation of

all

service in offices west of Pittsburgh, re-

leasing through the Film Clearing House
everywhere.
Mr. Montgomery has had wide expeas manager of prominent exchanges and as special representative for
The sucthe World Film Corporation.
cess which he has attained well fits him
for the broad field now assigned him.
He has already actively taken hold of
the middle west and is building up a
sales organkation for Mr. Sherry that
is bound to prove a winner and be second to none.
Several appointments have been made
during the week, among which is C.
R. Michel at Minneapolis, as special repfor
Sherry service.
Mr.
resentative
Michel is one of the most popular and

rience

successful film men who has ever operated in that territory.
At Chicago, Joseph M. Lyon is in

charge

of

the

service,

and

has

George West, well known former
hibitor and film salesman, has been
pointed general manager of sales for
Billy West comedies, produced by
Emerald Motion Picture Company

A. A. A. Elects

Officers for

ap
the

At a meeting of the Allied Amusements Association, held in Fraternity
Hall on West Adams street, Chicago,

the
of

Chicago.
He has covered every angle of the film
game. He managed several theatres in
Chicago before leaving for the coast to
act as personal business manager for his
brother, Billy. He then returned to Chicago and affiliated with the Bee Hive
Exchange, covering city sales, resigning
to accept his present position.

Asks Dissolution of
Picture Corporation
Demand that the United States Moving
Picture Corporation be dissolved and the
proceeds divided among the stockholders
was made in a suit filed in the Superior
court by Ralph Fontana, who says the
management has operated several motton
picture theatres in Chicago, losing money
He states that the corpoevery year.
ration is insolvent, and requests that a
receiver be appointed and that an accounting be rendered showing what was
done with the stockholders' money.

MAURICE CHOYNSKI

Cremonas

Newly Elected President

Installed in

Seven More Theatres

taken

Cremona theatre orchestra-organs
ing the past few weeks.

are:
John Newman's Nixon,
Castle, Pa.; W. L. Brophy's Yale,

Okla.; Brichetto Brothers'
Crystal, Knoxville, Tenn.; Monte Crews'
Alamo, Fayette, Mo.; R. T. Megibben's
Regent, Cleveland, Miss.; John A. Gilbert's Elston, Chicago, and the Gem

Theatre, Mt. Carmel,

111.

Who Took

Poison
In Theatre Recovering

Irene Novotne, the 16-year-old Harvey,
girl who drank poison in a motion
picture theatre at 1161 West Madison
street, recovered sufficiently to return to
her home.
The incident happened during the
An inshowing of "Fighting Odds."
spired reporter announced it was while
"The Spreading Evil" was being shown.
Newspapers corrected their mistake the
following day.
111.,

hold of his
Clearing House.
»

active

MONTGOMERY
duties

at

the

Film

Mr. Montgomery is this week in St.
Louis and Kansas City and other appointments will follow. His permanent
headquarters are to be made in Chicago
in the Film Exchange building, 207 South

Wabash

avenue.

"Ned Cody" Entertains
People at Waukegan,
Waukegan

111.

talking over a week's
visit from Edgar Churchill, who said thai
he played under the name of "Ned Cody"
in William S. Hart pictures.
Churchill
claimed to be the heir to a $::.r>,000.000
is still

He departed suddenly when Hart
wired that he did not know Churchill or
Cody.

estate.
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the

following

officers

Robert Levy, treasurer.
Peter

J.

Schaefer, the

retiring

presi-

announced that owing to a contemplated vacation of eight months, he
would be unable to devote any time to
the business of the association, and theredent,

fore

declined re-election.

The

Girl

9,

Sam Atkinson, vice-president.
Max Hyman, secretary.

dur-

Muskogee,

May

Friday,

of A. A. A.

were elected for the ensuing year:
Maurice Choynski, president.

They

New

\.

1919

ex-

Seven progressive theatres in various
parts of the. country have had the Marquette Piano company of Chicago install

GEORGE

New

election of a Board of Directors
until a later date, the time

was deferred

the meeting having been taken up
with a discussion of the Buck State censorship measure.
Valuable suggestions
of

for combating the state bill were made
by Mr. Choynski, Robert Levy, Peter
AtkinJ. Schaefer, Joseph Hopp, Sam
son, Ludwig Schindler, Mrs. W. McFadden, D. W. Burford, Lewis Jacobson and

Adolph Powell.

Mintz Leaves Unity
M. J. Mintz, for several years manager of the Unitv Photoplays Company,
Chicago, of which Frank Zambreno is
president,
resigned
last
week.
Mr.
Mintz has made no announcement in
regard to future plans.

F.

H.

McMillan,

well

known

film

salesman, who has been suffering from
cancer for some time, is putting in his
snare time soliciting subscriptions to
the Herald.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
''Shepherd of the Hills"

CHICAGO NEWS IN BRIEF
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M. Lyon has

Joseph

Mac

^'

been appointed, to take charge of the William L.
Sherry Service with quarters in the Film
Exchange building. Joe has a host of
admirers in local filmdom and knows
both sides of the argument, having been
manager of the Star theatre on Madison
leaving there

street,

just

for

the

selling

of

Fox Film Corp.

films for the

Sidney Smith forsakes the sale of films
come back to his first love, resigning
from the Goldwyn sales forces to beto

come successor
ager

Harry Miller as manAlcazar,
Rose and Boston

of

to

He should prove

theatres.

a valuable
berth with the enviable
record established at the Kedzie Annex,
the popular house at Kedzie avenue and

man

for

the

Madison

a bit

H. mmm

m

""iiiiminilllHUIimttllll

MWUIWMUM
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rough to walk around a golf course

with.

Universal made a record with

its news
on Thursday, the cameramen catching return of Reilly's Bucks as they
marched down Michigan Boulevard and
the pictures were shown that evening at
the Pantheon, Riviera, Casino, Woodlawn and Rialto theatres.
L. Y. "Bud" Crump, Paramount salesman, broke his arm last week while

reel

cranking his Thomas flyer.
The commissioners of the
hibitors'

tending

May

Illinois

Alliance held a meeting
the meeting at Springfield

Exon
on

M.

the lawyer-sales
Players-!. asky Exchange, has been promoted to the office
Fred F.
of assistant manager, under

man

of the

street.

The H.

C. of L. seems to hold no terrors to big "Bill" Heaney.
should

Why

at

Randolph

Game

at

Operators' Offices
A

a wife who said her husa consistent loser at a weekly
crap game in the office of the Motion
Picture Operators' Union at 59 East
Adams street" caused detectives to raid
the place and arrest eleven men.

from

letter

band

"is

Ethel Richie Returns

Hirsch,

Famous

Ireswell.

(

Raid Crap

:.'().

Milton

Open

Will

Sunday, May 18, the Randolph theatre
will open an indefinite run of "Shepherd
of the Hills," the new Harold Bell
Wright film taken from his book and
directed by the author himself.
It is a
storv of the Ozark mountains.

leading
formerly
a
Richie,
with Balboa films, and who has
been absent from the screen for more
than a year, has been engaged by the
Universal to play an important feminine role in support of Mary MacLaren
in "The Weaker Vessel," which is being
produced at Universal City under the
direction of Paul Powell.

E^hel

woman

Understand the other day,

it?

Bill entertained a handful of his friends sardine sandwiches, shrimps, etc., departing

—

Star Jess Willard
Jess Willard, heavyweight champion
of the world, is to be starred in a sevenreel production being made by the Continental Pictures Corporation of Chicago, of which Fred L. Wilks is president.
It will be published in June.

the Madison Square theatre with
close to thirty-five cents change out of a.
for

dollar.

H.

W.

plays,

is

Peters, late of the Unity Photonow racing the Buick speedster

with the American Film flag flying at the

Film

mast.

Stan

Keely,

Film salesman,

former

Commonwealth

tells

Attractions

of the Arthur S.

which

Consumers building

is

in

to

locate

is

W.

G.

200 Baths
200 Rooms
Rates $1 .50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

E. F. Tarbell, of Vitagraph',

Third

Degree"

Manager

Rozelle of
his duties here
World has
after attending the funeral of his father
near Nashville, Tenn.
Geraldine Farrar made a brief stop in
Chicago Saturday on her way to the
west coast to begin work on her new
feature for Goldwyn. She arrived on the
Century; lunched and rested at the Congress, and departed on the Santa Fe.
The Gumbliner Theatrical Enterprises
have moved their offices to 164.'! Otis
District

building.

Packy McFarland?

tra Hall.

Sure they seem to be

Priced

lating
in front of the Casino Theatre,
Chicago, during the run of "The Kire
Flingers," the hig Universal feature.

A scene

for Chicago territory.
step exhibs. Holah makes
few misses, so get the old cheque book
ready to pay for a set in.
Some one tells us that James Salter of
Vitagraph is taking golf up for a pastime.
Fine, Jimmie. But whv this chummy stuff
with Marty Cutler, Bennie Yanger and

Watch your

Popular

Circu-

the dotted line.

has appointed H. C. Holah in full charge
of the expolitation and sales of "The

attraction.

Westgate Hotel

McCoy.

Looks like old times again to see
George Levine stepping around the Universal exchange getting the names on

Manager

first

Home at the

the

Charles L. Cassanav, sales manager
out of the local Vitagraph exchange, is
a busy traveler these days in and around
this territory and reports V (ictory> in
quantities at all points visited.
C. W. Jones, well remembered by the
old Reel Fellows and formerly associated
with Harry Miller, is now the managerial
genius for the Jacoby & Linick theatre,
the Republic. Just watch Jonesy make
the crowds flock into this pretty northside house.

located

While in Kansas City Make Your

the near future,

under the management of

the

Hyman
in

theatres,

in

Michigan avenue, has been taken over
for the summer for motion pictures by
Messrs. Goldstine and Voegli. Douglas
Fairbanks in "Knickerbocker Buckaroo"

We

new branch

down-town

cipal

us he is about to
paddle his own canoe. Come on Stan.
all hate secrets. Let's hear it.
Lee Herz, of the Silee Film Exchange,
reports he has just closed a deal whereby
his company will handle the physical distribution of all films to be distributed by
the

in Orchestra Hall

Orchestra Hall, one of Chicago's prin-

L.
returned to

A.

^'cture for

Restau-

Water

rant

In

Every

Room
4
Every
[1

t

Room

JS

Has
Private

Bath
Absolutely Fireproof

Albert Parker, director of Douglas
Fairbanks in "Knickerbocker Buckaroo."
passed through Chicago last Wedncsdav
and naid a visit to the local offices of
the Famous Players-Laskv Corporation.
He brought with him a print of the Fairbnnli-s-

Ice

its

opening

60

at

Orches-

Westgate Hotel
At the Junction
Delaware at Ninth

On Main and

KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Kan., visited Kansas City recently.

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY
With H. E. N.
R. Simmons, formerly with the Universal at Chicago, has been transferred
to the Kansas City office as city salesman. Mr. Simmons sends regards to all
of the Chicago boys.
L. B. Metzger, with the New YorkCity Universal exchange, is now at the
Kansas City Universal office.
J. Peska, formerly of Chicago, is
taking contracts for the Equitable
Film Co. at the Kansas City office.

E.

now

A. H. McLaughlin, manager of the
Kansas City Select office, has returned
from New York where he attended the

convention of Select managers.

Jack Abrams has purchased the state
rights for "Mickey" for Missouri and
Kansas and will have joint offices in St.
Louis and Kansas City.
A. F. Boudren has reopened the Glory
theatre at Kansas City, playing firstclass productions.

Harry Taylor,
at Kansas

city salesman
City, Mo., is

Pathe

for

the

wearing

a smile that will not come off. He is
winner of the second prize for the 160
representatives of the Pathe for the
month of March which carries with the
honor a $150 check.
A. Akers has just assumed charge of
the Famous-Lasky Players branch at
Kansas City. He was formerly with the
above firm as manager of the Omaha

branch.
F. H. Cassil is now
Fox Film Corporation
He formerly managed
atre, Tulsa,

Joe
ture

the
City.
Rialto the-

Kansas

the

Okla.

Hamm
theatre

representing
in

is

at

building a $:>0,000 pic-

Twelfth

and

When

streets, Kansas City.
will be called the Panama.

Highland

completed

it

U.

G.

Carter,

manager of the World

exchange, Kansas City, is in New York
on business.
L. Walters, formerly manager of
J.
the Buffalo Triangle exchange, is now
manager of the Southern Triangle Picture Corporation at Kansas City.
C. E. Hulah, formerly manager of the
Blank Enterprises at Des Moines and
Omaha, will take charge of either the

He

Herald representative business is the best it has been in five years.
W. O. Burkey has commenced work
on his new theatre on Eighth street,
Kansas City, Mo. It will have a seating capacity of 1,000 and will cost

stated

to

$25,000,

a

it is

estimated.

Novel Trailer Made
For "Virtuous Men"
Canada Rights Sold

Omaha

A departure from the usual methods of
announcing forthcoming attractions has
been made by Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, of S-L Pictures, in con-

America, has just completed entire cirUnited Exchanges. Reports
business fine in the western territory.

The Goldberg interests of Omaha,
Neb., will open their new million-dollar

nection with their first production, "Virtuous Men." This feature, a state right
offering, starring E. K. Lincoln and directed by Ralph Ince, is one of the most
elaborate made in several years.
Carrying out this idea, the usual slides
announcing the coming of new attractions will be replaced for "Virtuous Men"

house on Decoration Day.

by

Bucanahan has purchased
the Spillane theatre, Kansas City.
Joe Fox, Beau Brummel of Kansas
City's film row, is working day and night
boosting for the coming convention in

carry the entire main title of the production, which introduces E. K. Lincoln
and Ralph Ince, together with flashes of
a few of the biggest scenes in the proAn announcement, stating
duction.
"Virtuous Men" is coming to this theatre
"next week," will close the trailer.
It is felt that this method of exhibitor
advertising will prove more efficient than
the slides which accompany various productions. Sawyer and Lubin report that
various state right buyers have enthusiastically endorsed the new scheme. The
announcement trailer in question is but
one of several unique presentation aids
which have been devised to assist the
state right purchaser in offering "Virtuous Men" to the exhibitor after he has
acquired it for his territory.
Entire Canadian rights to the production have been sold to the Big Four

or Kansas City office for the
United Picture Theatres of America
Corporation.
E. J. O'Donnell, Central Division manager for the United Picture Theatres of
cuit of the

George

C.

Hutchinson, Kan., May 18-20.
J. H. Garson, representing Harry Garson's

special

production,

"The Unpar-

donable Sin," is traveling through Missouri and Kansas closing territory for
the feature.

Messrs. Sponsler and Goldstein have
taken a long term lease on the New
Centre theatre, Kansas City, Mo. They
will remodel the popular house and play
first run pictures.
F.

B.

Pickrel,

manager

of

Oklahoma

City Pathe exchange, won the $100 prize
for the best business produced in March.
Mr. Pickrel'has only been with Pathe in
that territory twelve months.
Lloyd L. Ware, owner of the Varsity

and

Bowersock

theatres,

Lawrence,

PUTTING A THRILL IN A THRILLING DRAMA

film

trailers.

These

trailers

will

Limited of Winnipeg, Canada, which will
distribute the feature through their Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver offices.
New Jersey states rights have been purchosed by Jacob Fabian, president of the
First National Exhibitors' Exchange, and
the picture opened at Paterson, N. J.,

Sunday.

New

Cissy Fitz- Gerald

Comedies Announced
new series of Cissy
comedies, "Cissy's Funnymoon," will introduce two new characters of American domestic life, "Cissy"
and "Bertie." The succeeding films will
carry the pair through the various farciThe

first

of the

Fitz-Gerald

cal situations created by "Cissy's" firmof rule and "Bertie's" ingenuous

ness

faculty of doing the wrong thing in the
The new comedies were
right place.

written bv Mildred Considine. whose
scenarios have won favor with directors
of some of the big companies, and who
is
now working on a play for Mary
Pickford.
With Miss Fitz-Gerald as "Cissy," the

strong-minded, and J. Gunnis Davis a?
"Bertie," the blundering, the cast for the
comedies includes Joseph Ke-rr, Beveiiy
Byrd, Leonard Mellin, Gertrude Mc-

Kenna, Ralph lohnson and Victor BeeEdwin Middleton is director. The
films are being produced in the Chicago
studios of the Rothacker Film Company,
which is co-operating with Miss Fit/
Gerald's company.

craft.

Director Stanton

taged
"<

ai
train wreck at South River, NT. J., am
heekerN," a forthcoming Fox production.

ii
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special feature In

—

''
'

ENDAROFPROGRAMPUBLICATIQ
EXHIBITORS'
(an.
an.
an.
an.
an.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
— "A Heart Pawn,"
Hayakawa.
—"The Lamb and the Lion," with Sessue
Rhodes.
with
—
"The Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "Hearts Asleep,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Diane of Green Van,"
with Alma Rubens.
—
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The Courageous Coward."
—
Rhodes.
Call,"
with
Love
— "The
Walthall.
with Henry
"Modern Husbands,"
— "Josselyn's Wife."
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "The Mints of Hell,"
with William Desmond.
— "Just Squaw,"
with Beatriz Michelena.

"All of a Sudden Norma," five reels, with Bessie BarriscaJe.
-—"Life's a Funny Proposition," five reels, with Win. Desmond,
"Bonds of Honor," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"Hoop-La," five reels, with Billie Rhodes,
"The Eleventh Commandment," five reels, with Lucille Lee Stewart.
"Trick of Fate," five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Long Lane's Turning," five reels, with Henry B. WalthalL
"The Prodigal Liar," five reels, with William Desmond.
—"What Every Woman Wants," five reels, with All Star Cast.
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas," final installment, five
reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

in

five reels,
five reels,

Billie
five reels.

in

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

F

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Heroes," two reels, with Elinor Field.
12
'Some Mother." two reels, with Elinor Field.
"Easy Payments," one reel.
'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2
9—' 'Merely Marrying Mary, one reel, with Elinor Field.
16
'Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
23— 'Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2— "The Wigwam System," one reel, with Elinor Field.
9—' 'The Door Between," one reel.
16—' 'His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
23
The Way of a Maid," one reel.

—

'

— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
19— "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."
— "Doing the Dells."
9— "A Bit of God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
23 — "A Peek
Paradise," one
2 — "Columbia Highway," one
9 — "An Eyeful of Egypt," one
—
6

Poles,"

one

reel.

reel.

reels.
reels.

"Impropaganda."
—
Day Out."
—
Sennett, "Cnpid
— Drews,
Stagg, "One Every Minute."
"Romance and Rings."
—
16— Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
Tailors."
9— Sennett, "Rip &

19
26

flagg,

r

a

2
2

Stitch,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

23 Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2
Arbuckle, "Love."
Mar.
9
Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
Mar.
16
Drew, "Once a Mason."
Mar.
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
Apr. 27 Sennett, "The Little Widow."
May 4 Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."

—
—
Sennett, "When Love
—
— Flagg. "Welcome,
25— Sennett, "Love's False

11
18

Blind."
Stranger."
Faces."

is

Little

at

reel.
reel.
reel.
"In Pyramid Land,
one reel.
" 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.

—
—
6 — "A

Palestine

Pilgrimage,"

FOX FILM CORPORATION
BIG,

one reel

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
12—' 'Under the Ton," five reeU, with Fred Stone.
19—' "His Parisian Wife," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
19
'Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.

—

26—

"The Romance of Happy Valley,"

Griffith

Special.

26—' "Don't Change Your Husband,
DeMille.
2
"Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar. 2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9 "Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Peb.

May
May
May

seven
seven

five reels.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Jan.
an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

May
May
May

2

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

5

16

— "Sporting

Life,"
—
Women,"
—"Little
"False Faces,"

1

6—
—"Accidental

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Jan.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

B._

STRAND COMEDIES
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—
—
—
—

Mar. 30 "Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
Mar. 30 "Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Mar. 30— "The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
6
Apr.
"The Test of Honor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
6
Apr.
"The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
Apr. 13 "Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
13
Apr.
"The Roaring Road," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Apr. 13 "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
13
Apr.
"Let's Elope," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
Apr. 20 "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
Apr. 27 "The Law of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 4 "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
May 4 "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
May 11 "Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
May 11 "The Home Town Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
May 18 "The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
May 18 "The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
May 18 "The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
May 25 "The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
May 25 "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.

—
—
—

—
—
6—
20— "Eyes of the Soul,"
with Elsie Ferguson.
20— "The Money Corral,"
with William
Hart.
27 — "For Better — For Worse,"
with Gloria Swanson.
— "The Money Corral,"
with William
Hart.
—
18
with Douglas Fairbanks.
—"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,"
9

16
25

"The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
"The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
"The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
"Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.

4

25

"True Heart

five reels,
five reels,
S.
five reels,
five reels,
S.
five reels,
Susie," five reels, D.
Griffith Special.

W.

TIMELY PICTURES

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

STANDARD PICTURES

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

May
May

— "The Man Hunter,"
9 — "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20 — "The Jungle Trail,"
— "The Siren's Song,"
18— "A Fallen Idol,"
—

six reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.

23

six reels,

with Evelyn Nesbit.

five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Lone Star Ranges," five reels, with William aFrnum.
There Was." five reels, with Theda Bara.
Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.

4

"The
— "A
— "MyWoman

1
Tune
Tune 15
June 29

VICTORY PICTURES

PARAMOUNT
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

6—"Jane

Feb.

—
"The Secret Garden,
—"The
Dub "
with Wallace Reid.
in the East,"
with Bryant Washburn.
2 — "Hard Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
2— "Happy Though Married,"
with Enid Bennett.
9— "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,"
with Margaret Clark
9 — "Two Brides,"
with Lina
9— "The
Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16— "You Never Saw Such a Girl,"
with Vivian Martin.
28— "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
23 — "Paid
with Pauline Frederick.
Full,"
28— "The Winning Girl,"
with Shirley Mason.
2 — "Good Gracious, Annabelle,"
Burke.
with
2— "Puppy Love,"
with Lila Lee.
9 — "The Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
16— "Three Men and a Girl,"
with Marguerite Clark.
16— "Extravagance,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
28 — "Partners Three."
with Enid Bennett.
28— "Pettigrew's
with Ethel Clayton.
Goes a-Wooing."

12

19

'

five reels, with Vivian Martin.
five reels, with Lila Lee.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Cavalieri.
five reels,
Girl
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
in
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels
five reels,
five reels,
Girl," five reels,

29— "Venus

Billie

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
June
June

— "Hell Roarin' Reform,"
2— "The Forbidden Room,"
16— "Never Say Quit,"
30— "Fighting for Gold,"
13 —
of a Big City,"
27 — "Help! Helpl Police,"
11 — "The Coming of the Law,"
lfl

25
8

—
—

22—

Tom

Mix
five reels, with
with Gladys Brockwell
five reels
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Pitfalls
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
"The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Walsh.
George
with
reels,
five
Over,"
One
"Putting
Mix.
"The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with

Tom

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES

—
—"The

with Peggy Hyland
with Virginia Pearson.
Katherine Lee.
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
in
Mar. 9
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
Mar.
five reels, with Albert Ray.
6
in
Apr.
reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five
Dares,"
20
Love
That
"The
Apr.
May 4 "Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
with Albert Ray.
five
reels,
Music
By,"
18
and
"Words
May
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

26
9
23

No

Regrets,"

"The Love Auction,"
—"Smiles,"
with
—
Souls."
"Gambling
28 — "The Rebellious Bride,"
— "Married Haste,"
—

—
—

62

Girl with

five

five

reels,

five reels,

reels,

Jane and

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Not. 17
Not. 26

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

— "Fan Fan." FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
— "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

"For the Freedom of the World," seven

"The Manx-Man," seven

great nine series

the:
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— Valeska Suratt "The Soul of Broadway."
18—Theda Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
88 — William Farnum
9

in

in

"Hoodman

in

Blind."

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES

Vlay
fuly

23 — "Money Talks," two parts.
6 — "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret," two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two
with Tom Mix.
26 — "Virtuous Husbands," two
6 — "Merry Jailbirds," two

Tune

15

liar.

16— "William
—

Mar.
Apr.
\pr.

May
day

reels.

—"Dabbling

reels.
reels,
reels.
reels.
two reels.

Society,"

in

Hohenzollern,

Sausage-Maker."

23
30

and In Again," half
—"Out
"A Cow's Husband," half
6— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half
— "Pigtails and Peaches," half
\pr. 20
27 — "Seeing Things," half
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half
way
11 — "Sir Sidney," half
—
18
vlay
"Left
the Post," half
day 25—
Shell Game," half
— "The
une
"Oh! Teacher!" half
—
|une
"Hands Up," half
ilar.

Vpr.

6

It

4

reel.
reel.
reel.

Vpr.

Spirit

Visit to

reel,
reel.

Vpr.

8

2

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

dar.

18— "What Uncle Sam
20 "The Truth About
87— "Hang It All!"

Will Do for Two Cents."
—
the Liberty Motor."
—
"Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
10— "Canada's Mountain of Tears."
17—"Where The
That Won' Was Born."
24 — "Rough Stuff."
— "Good to Eat."
Mar.
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
— "Cut Out."
Apr.
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20 — "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A
— "Going Up."New Orleans."
May
May 11 —
"Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18 — "A Wild Goose Chase."
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

4

reels.

reels.

"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood." six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

reel,

4

vlay

reel,

CAPITOL COMEDIES

reel,

at

reel,
reel,
reel.
reel.

1

8

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

— "You
—
"The

12
26

Know What

I

Mean," two

Mar.
Mar. 23

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

Apr.
Apr.

INC.

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,

May
May

Inc.

reels.

Big Idea."

7—"Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
9—
— "The New Breakfast

Food."

Potum of Swat."
— "The
"The Midnight Alarm."
20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two
—
— "The Sea Wolf," two
6

reels.
reels.

4

18

"Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.

in Society," two reels.
'Bunco Billy," two reels."
Harness," two reels.
'Bill ic

BENNISON STAR SERIES

'Billy in

'Bombs and Boll," two

reels.

with Louis Bennison.
"Oh, Johnny,"
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
'"Speedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
five reels,

COSMOFOTOFILM

"The Road Called Straight,"

'Hypocrites," six reels.
1 Believe," six reels.

W. W.

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY

Mar.

Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 "

Apr.

May

FORT PITT THEATRE
Italian

Battlefront,"

eight

HODKINSON CORPORATION

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

— "The
—
"The
24 — "The
—

24
Mar. 10
Feb.

The

with Louis Bennison.

INC.

'Her Moment," seven reels, drama.

The

reels,

five

Apr.

6

Love Hunger,"

with Lillian Walker.

five reels,

Forfeit," five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Thunderbolts of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anns

End

Lehr.
— "The
Best Man,"
ARTCO
20 — "As a Man Thinks."

five reels,

4

with

J.

Warren Kerrigan.

PRODUCTIONS

five

reels,

with Leah Baird.

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
five reels, with E. K. Lincoln.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

reels.

"Desert Gold,"

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
I

"The Westerners,"

'No Children Wanted," five reels.
'Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
Little Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels.
The Locked Heart," five reels.

an.
an.
an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

RANCHO SERIES
'In the shadow of the Rockies."
'Where the Sun Sets Red."

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
an.
jeb.

?eb.
/"eh.

lar.
lar.
lar.
Vpr.

Vpr.
Vpr.
Vpr.

lay
*Iay
|ilay

lay
une

—
Dreams,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—"Day
"Shadows,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "The
Bondage of Barbara,"
with Mae Marsh.
—
16
"Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
28 — "The Woman on the Index,"
Pauline Frederid
— "The Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach with
Special).
16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with
Tom
Moore.
30 — "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
with
Mae
Marsh.
13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
27 — "The Stronger Vow,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
with Tom Moore.
— "Leave To Susan,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
25 — "When Doctors Disagree,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
12

26

six

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

five reels,
reels,

2

reels,

with

Roy

Stewart.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

(All Two-Reel Dramas.)

,an.

five

five reels,

five reels,

five reels,

June

18—'The
20—"The

five reels, with Bert Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
Allison.
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Lytell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison.
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
five reels, with Viola Dana.
"False Evidence,
Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"After His
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
"The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.

Spender,"

with Ethel Barrymore.
— "In forDivorcee,"
Thirty Days,"
with May
3 — "Faith,"
with Bert
—
10 "As the Sun Went Down,"
with Edith Storey.
— "Johnny on the Spot,"
17
with Hale Hamilton.
—
24 "Peggy Does Her Darndest,"
with May Allison.
3 — "Satan Junior,"
with Viola Dana.
10 — "Blind Man's Eyes,"
with Bert
17 — "The Way of the Strong,"
with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24 — "That's Good,"
with Hale Hamilton.
31 — "Parisian Tigress,"
with Viola Dana.
—
27

—
—
—
—
5
12 —
19 —
26 —
—
7

14

21
28

2

Own

Emmy

9

6

4

11
18
1

It

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

six

"The Fear Woman,"

five reels,
five reels, with

SCREEN CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECIALS

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Dsly

"The Million Dollar
'To Hell With the

Dollies." five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
Kaiser,'' seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.

reels.

Pauline Frederick

63
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"Why Germany Must

Pay," six

reels,

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

Star Cast.

All

"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Man Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All

Mar. 28— "The Little Rowdy," five reels, with Hazel Daly.
Mar. 80 "Toton" (special), five reels, with Olive Thomas.
6
Apr.
"Democracy," five reels, with Jack Conway.
Apr. 13 "A Regular Fellow," five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Apr. 20 "Devil M' Care," five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
Apr. 27 "The Follies Girl," five reels, with Olive Thomas.
May 4 "A Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch*
May 11 "Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Star Cast.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of rate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eyej seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

May
May

Apr.
Apr.

— "Common Clay," seven
27 — "The Unknown Love," six
Lincoln.
20 — "The Sawdust Doll,"

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

INC.

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

2

reels,

five

with ,Baby

Mar.

and E. K.

— "The

25

17
16
12
6
9

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

reels,

May
May
May
May

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10
17
24

Master Man,"

five

with Frank Keenan.

reels,

Mar.
Apr.

May

five

five

4

Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Apr.

May

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

four reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

May
May
May
May

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
"Hobbt in
Hurry," five reels, with William Russell.
"Mantle of Charity," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"All the World to Nothing," live reels, with William Russell.
"Wives and Other Wives, five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
a

Man

Rides Alone,"

five reels,

reels, with William Russell.
five reels, with Mary Miles

Ian.
Tan.

Feb.

— Kleine,"Brown
"Quo Vadis," eight
10—
of Harvard,"
Daly.
T

Selig,

1— Eatanay, "Men Who

reels.
six reels,

Have Made Love

with
to

Tom Moore and

Me,"

six reels, with

Hazel

Mary

MacLane.

Apr.

—

10

—

—
—
—
28 —
28 —
31
7

14
21

—
—
—
—

6

12
19
26
9

—
—

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
— "What Love Forgives,"
with Barbara Castletos.

Flags," five reels.
five reels, with Carlyle Blsckwell.
to "The Bluffer," five reels, with June Elvidge.
H7
"Heart of Gold," five reels, with Louise Huff.
8
"The Roughneck," five reels, with Montagu Love.
10— "Mandarin's Gold," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
17
"Courage for Two." five reels, with Carlyle Blaclrwell.
24
"The Moral Deadline," five reels, with Frank Msyo.
8
"Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
10 "The Unveiling Hand," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
17
"The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love.
24 "Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
31 "Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
7
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
14
"The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
21 "The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
28 "The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
5
"Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
12
"The Unwritten Code," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
19
"The Social Pirate," five reels, with June Elvidge.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

five

reels,
five

Constance Talmadge.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Mar.

reels.

reel,

every Tuesday and Saturday.

— "The Light
26— "Adele."
23 — "A Man
80— "Her Code
6

of

Western Stars," seven

reels,

with Dustin Fsrnont.

six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
"
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mysterv
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph. "The Iron Test." with Antonio Moreno.
r
Pathe, 'The Lightning Raider," I'earl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe. "Terror of the ^ange," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case." with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe. "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

SPECIALS

six

Show." two

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

"The One Woman." with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm.ju.
Mother,"

the

Kinograms. one

New

to

in

NEWS REELS

New

"Break the News

Hurry,"

"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Alice Brady.
"Romance and Arabella." five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
"The Belle of
York," five reels, with Marion Davies.
"Children of Banishment," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
"The World to Live In." five reels, with Alice Brady.
"The Probation Wife," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Experimental Marriage," five reels, with Constance Talma<3b»
"Marie. Ltd.." five reels, with Alice Bradv.
"Marry Mary." five reels, with Marion Davies.
"The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance Talmadgi
"Re'lhead," five reels with Alice Brady.
"The
Moon." six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
"Jacques of Silver North," five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

in s

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

—
Cares."
with
— "Who
"Cheating Cheaters,"
—
"The Indestructible Wife,"
—

five reels,

•—"Under Four

IS—
— "Love

"A Night

an.
an.
Jan.

—

—
—
—

10

17
24

6

May
May
May

Essanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Hoimea.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Jan. tl
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Eaaanay, "The Curse of Ifeu," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

—
—

Ian.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

PERFECTION PICTURES

Child." five reels, with Gladys LesFe.
"Silent Strength." five reels, with Harry More).
"The Lion and the Mouse" (special Alice Joyce).
"The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Wishing Ring Man." five reels, with Bessie Lovx
"From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewat*.
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Two Women." five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Third Degree," six reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
"Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.

8—
—

2

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Minter.

— "Fortune's

June
June

with William RostelL

"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Rn«srll.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.

"Some Liar," five
"Mary O'Rourke,"

5

six reels,
Priscill*
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Priscilla
six reels,
Little
reels,
six reels,
reels,

VITAGRAPH

26 — "A Vagabond of France,"
23 — "The Old Maid's Baby,"
23 — "Go Get 'Km Garringer."
20— "The Sawdust Doll."
18 — "Caleb Piper's Girl,"

"When

I

reels,

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Jan.
Feb.

Little

.

— Silk Lined Burglar,"
with
Dear
— "A
Amazing Wife."
with Mary MacLaren.
—"The
"What
Am
Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief."
with
Dean.
— "Bare Fists,"
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious
with Mae Murray.
Devil." six
19 — "The Blinding Trail,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six
with Mary MacLaren

— "A Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
——"Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
"Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
6— "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "The Cry of the Weak,"
with Fannie Ward.

22

Nov.

reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Fritzi
five reels.
five reels,

five

Mar. 81
7
Apr.
Apr. 14

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Sept.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
20— "The Game's Up,"
with Ruth
27 — "Who Will Marry Me?"
with Carmel Meye>
3 — "Sue of the South,"
with Edith Roberts.
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
with Monroe Salisbury17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
Brunette.
with
24 — "The
White Savage,"
Carmel Meyer*.
8 — "A Taste of Life,"
with Edith Roberts.

Marie Osborne.

FRANK KEEN AN PRODUCTIONS
May

.

with Alice Mann.
(Special), with Belle Bennett.

five reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES

Mar.

— "The Water Lily,"
25 — "Mayor of Filbert"
18

reels.
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Cherokee Received Chaplin

James, proprietors of the American Theatre, Chero-

are willing to admit that every exhibitor can

something new almost every week
recently they thought they

knew

—

if

just

he looks for

how much

it.

Up

learn
until

business their

house could draw from this thriving prairie town, and the
country around

But just the other day they were forced to

it.

admit that there

is

business enough in Cherokee to pack the

American, and warrant a second engagement.

They had been showing one
C. E. Holuk, of the A.

picture a day,

when Manager

H. Blank Enterprises, Omaha, Neb., ap-

proached them to talk about a two-day engagement for Charlie
Chaplin

in

"Shoulder Arms,"

a First

National feature.

Used Newspaper Space and Cuts
For the

first

time

in the

history of their house they booked

merica

Then they "went
on advertising. They used a four-column cut of Chaplin
on the first page of their daily newspaper, with a line or two
giving the name of the picture and the date as on announcethe picture merely

upon Chaplin's reputation.

to it"

Industry"

ment.

Three days later they used a large "ad" and sixteen small
ones strewn through the paper, each with a small cut. Two
thousand heralds were distributed. Window cards were used
freely, and, in addition, both managers spoke of the picture in
every street group they met where they were acquainted.
The result was that such business was done as would
warrant bringing the picture back for a return engagement,
this being the first experience of its kind the American ever
had.
As for the crowd on both evenings the picture was
shown, it was so large that the lobby was constantly jammed.
At an early hour word was telephoned into the country that
farmers must not attempt a trip to town to see the picture as
the town people already were standing in such numbers as to
completely fill the theatre for the first two shows.

for this Valuable bookSEND
estimate how much money

Later, on the return engagement, those

who

And.

\>ou

your location

in

let

can

us

make

no matter where.

Thousands of theatre men and concessionaires have found the Butter-Kist Pop Corn
and Peanut Machine

their greatest payer.

$600 to $3,120 Yearly Income
for a small cash payment — the machine
And
all

buys

itself

on our easy payment

plan.

costing you from $2 to $ 0 a day to be without
90
this never-failing fountain of new-found profits.
bags a day means about $1,000 yearly profit.
It's

Played a Return Engagement

who were crowded

night got in, and with them came many other.*
had heard the picture talked over in the intervening days

out the

s

first

No

1

—

needed it runs itself as well as
you have to do is pour in the raw
corn and the peanuts and collect the money.
extra help

pays for

by those who had been fortunate enough to get in. Also there
was a good sprinkling of those who had seen "Shoulder Arms"

itself

—

all

before.

TBI

& James

are successful exhibitors, and they believe in
See the picture, and decide whether your patrons want it. If you think they do, go the limit on advertising.
Let the film exchange know what you did with the picture, so
that the good ones may get all credit that's clue them.

Sisk

these methods:

Pop

Com

mid Peanut Macliime

Peanut Roaster now nearly doubles the machine's
Another new attachment which sells salted
peanuts is a source of great profit.
The machine is an ornament to your lobby — occupies waste

value.

New Minter

Play for June

space only, and less than 5 square feet of that. Letters from theatre men prove that the Butter-Kist machine not only increases
the profits made on the usual attendance but that it brings
new patrons to the show!

American announces that "A Bachelor's Wife," with Mary
Miles Minter

in

the stellar role, for June. The production is
ambitious recently undertaken by the "Flying

one of the most
A," revealing Miss Minter in a distinctly new characterization
and is said to be the strongest of all the recent features in which
she has been offered.

"A Bachelor's Wife"

the screen

Va I u a b I
A 3 cent stamp is all it
costs you to get 'America's
New Industry "—a book full
of facts — and a lot of informa-

selected for this
to which the author, Joseph Frank-

is

title

refreshing comedy-drama,
lin Poland, originally gave the

tion especially for you.

name of "The Reign of Colleen
O'Malley," later changed to "Mary O'Rourke." It is believed
that the new title is not only a snug fit for the story, but offers
exhibitors a better opportunity for catchy and effective adver-

For Proofs, Photos, Prices
HOLCOMR & HOKE MFG.

H0LC0MB & HOKE

Name

MFG. CO.
212 Van Buren

/»HSI

St.

tlt'SS

Indianapolis, lnd.
Afirfreit*

tising.

65

CO.

212 Van Buren St.. Indianapolis, lnd.
Without obligation, send me ymirfreo Batter
Kist book— " America's New Industry"— with
photos, sales records, and estimate of how
much I cun make with your machine.

.
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MINUSA
Gold Fibre Screens
Unless you have a Minusa screen, you are not
giving your patrons as good a show as the balance
of your equipment could produce.
not get
every dollar's worth of value out of what you have
paid for?

screen draws the crowd, because the pictures are
soft toned, full of detail, and do not tire the eyes.

Why

A

poor screen drives customers away.

A

Minusa

FILL THIS
Length of throw

Every Minusa screen is built for the theatre
where it will be used. No one type will work equally
well in all places and under all conditions. Hence,
the Minusa is adapted for each place.

OUT AND SEND

Angle of throw

C

Current A. C. or D.

Size of screen in use...

\mperes now used

Width

Length of theatre inside
If stage,

Name

in

I

I

IT IN:

Hi

i*

of theatre inside

Distance from seats to screen

Arc or Mazda

there a loft?

light

of theatre

II

Proprietor

BUILT

BY)

Address

The minute

attention given to each detail of its construction
enables us to say that

America's Foremost Exhibitors

PERFECTED PROJECTION
is

ADMIT

assured with

THE

THE DE VRY

Ml

Portable Projector
is entirely self contained, smaller and
lighter than a suitcase, takes standard
and films, attaches to any light
socket, operates at the touch of a buiton
and is ideal for use wherever it is not
practical to use the standard size machine.

It

size reels

SCREENS

Money Can Buy
de berri Scenic Co.

are the Best

Write today for a complete catalog.

THE DE VRY CORPORATION
1232

Marianna

CHICAGO. ILL

Street.

922

An Advertising Service

Maker

get you results. We SPECIALIZE
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
:-:
that's why we do it better.
:-:

PHILLIPS

PROGRAMS

CHICAGO

WANTED— PICTURE THEATRE

TYPE ONE SHEETS

& Printing
506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago

in the Business
of Advertising Films and Slides

5728 S. State St.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
PRINTERS

CHICAGO

ST.

The Longest

Let us help you do advertising that will

The National Poster

MONROE

TOM

for the

Exhibitor

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

W.

Buy

Co.

or Rent

State Price

EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE THEATRE

"F.
66

I."

and Terms

Exhibitors Herald

.

VIII

CHICAGO,

MAY

31,

1919

No. 23

Cparamount Q)rQW

ffimeettes

!
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COMING! COMING ! COMING
Tho king Pin Serial Box Office
Attraction of thorn all. The
World famous GENTLEMAN JIM

JAMES J
in the

H

UNIVERSAL Serial Thriller-

% MIDNIGHT MAN

ii

pyour nearest Universal Exchange Now for reservation
Ask your exchange all about -the Unive real's big.nev^
Challenge Serial "Elmo the Mighty"
StarringElmo
Lincoln, vtar of Tarzan of the Apes "and Grace Cunard

—

3

^--ocr—
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They Couldn't Beat Her—
LOUIS

B.

MAYER'S

production with

ANITA STEWART
as

"MARY REGAN"
a combination that drew capacity crowds for seven
days to the Strand Theatre, New York, against the
heaviest opposition from the two other big first run
houses that the Strand has ever known.
is

There was nothing big enough to beat Anita Stewart
as the star in "Mary Regan," the famous novel by
LeRoy Scott of Big Business and Big Pleasure in New
York's joy ground.
Directed by

A

First National

Attraction
1

LOIS

WEBER

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
for the first time since

it

opened

AMERICA'S LARGEST THEATRE

Loew's Metropolitan

—Brooklyn, N.

Y.

with 4,500 seats, couldn't accommodate
the crowds

Thousands jammed the lobby and streets,
both afternoons and nights, waiting to see

That $10 per seat picture

'AUCTION OF SOULS"

A

First National

Attraction

ALBERT RAY
WITH

ELINOR FAIR
WORDS andSCOTT
MUSIC BYIN

THEIR

SECOND WILLIAM FOX PRODUCTION

DIRECTED BV

D U N LAI

FOX
E.XC E.L

PICTURES

FILM CORPORATION

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Triangle Special Presentation

"THE
Photoplay of Charles

MAYOR OF

F. Stocking's novel

presented with an

JACK RICHARDSON
J. BARNEY SHERRY
Released

all

FILBERT"
star cast of Triangle players including

BELLE BENNETT
BEN ALEXANDER

May

25th

^

1

'I

f

j

1457

Broadway

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION
rarroi

n

i

New York

Hayakawa 's Drawing Power
Has Never Been Disputed
Productions

like

this

make an

Malion Picture News about

art

of producing" said

"A Heart

in

Pawn."

Hayakawa's work presents something distinctive and
bit more satisfying than is to be found in random
photoplays. "Courageous Coward" contains a lot that

a

interest film fans," said Exhibitors

Bonds
taining

of

Honor"

way

that

Trade Reeiew.

and dramatic in an enterengrosses one absolutely." Screen

is

intense

Opinions.

Produced by

HAWORTH

Released by

Through

Company
of Films

Robertson -Cole

Division

Exhibitors Mutual

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

0
o

0
o

0
o

0
o

OYmgrican

0

Film.

Company

Inc., Presents

o

MARY MILES MINTER
"A Bachelor's Wife
By JOSEPH FRANKLIN

A

What's that?

The

picture

It sets
its

'em

all

POLAND

bachelor's wife?

Directed by

EMMET

J.

FLYNN

Yes, just that.

even more enticing than the title.
to talking the minute you announce

is

coming.

This

is

one of Mary Miles Minter's

best.

Think of the way such a picture and such a title
will lend themselves to an advertising splurge for

YOUR

Here's a bet that's too good to
overlook. Hop to it now. See the American Film
Company representative at your nearest Pathe
Exchange today.
theatre.

Produced by

Distributed by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
Samuel

S.

PATHE

Hutchinaon, President

Other Minter Successes

Now

Available

"The Intrusion of Isabel"
"The Amazing Imposter"
"Wives and Other Wives"
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights"
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"

loOoOPOoOoOoOeOoooOoOoQoOoOoQoOOQoOttOcOoQoC
9
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THE MOST TALKED OF
PRODUCTION of the YEAR
PLAYING TO RECORD BREAKING BUSINESS
IT'S THE BIGGEST THING ON THE MARKET

OPEN
YOUR
^^^^^j^^
^jj^jj^l

^^j^H^H

^^^^^^^

PRODUCED UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
For territorial rights and first showings
Communicate with our nearest representative
Warner, Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.
L. Warner, 605-606 Garrick Bldg., Chicago, 111.

J. L.

S.

Randolph

64

St.

Anderson, 208 Laurel St., Richmond, Va.
Standard Film Service, Cleveland, Ohio
Lieut.

Jim

P.

Standard Film Service, Cincinnati, Ohio
Standard Film Service, Detroit Mich.

WARNER

BROS.,

220 W. 42nd

Distributors for the

St,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

STATE HEALTH FILMS.
10

I
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HE PUBLIC
WILL CREATE A

NEW SCREEN IDOL

THE FROWMAN AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION presents
The most compelling, original and
captii/atinq character of the'screen

Embodying

the love, sacrifice, bravery and
glory of the women of the Great West in 26 smashall

ing, staggering, beautiful, high-art

ductions

composed from

two

reel pro-

stories originally written

for six reel productions.

To

be released one every two weeks on the

state right basis.

This

the second announcement, and
the entire world has been contracted for.
is

60%

of

These productions are original creations that
will form the featured part of any theatre's
program.

The

star,

method of staging, the
combine to form the great-

the story, the

advertising matter,

all

est state right offering of short length

productions

ever presented.

Contracts awarded to Independent Exchanges
of standing and progessiveness.

^R OHM AN
William LShemll,

Pres.

AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION
310 TIMES
New
BUILDING

n

{/ork City
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TO EXHIBITORS
If

you want

know what

to

what a picture
prowess

is

really

and

its

read the reviews

is

it's all

—what

about
dramatic

its

drawing powers are

by

OBSERVER
in

Herald and Examiner.

the Chicago

"Observer" writes

TION

of

his

for the

readers,

AMUSEMENT, and
LIGENTLY. He
-criticisms;' but
their

He

own

INFORMA-

not for their

he writes INTEL-

does not write

facts

which

teii

story.

writes exclusively for the

Chicago
ffftttflAH

S

%iiiiiiiiiiiHmiii'imimii;iiiimiiiimimiiiim^

AMERICAN PAPER

THE AMERICAN PEOPt-t fffr*!

FOR

-

ninmii

:iiiiimiiiiNii:!iiiiiiiii:iiiiii'iimmiiii:i
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An Emotional Masterpiece
Woman Makes

Which a

in

the

SUPREME CHOICE
*r m

Pleasure and Sin

OR]^^

Life to Its Utmost Without Love
or Self Respect

BOOK

Home, Husband and Children
All That a Good Woman
Holds Dear in Life

This Masterpiece
or

Your Competitor
...Through

WRITE

NOW

Will

...

ATTRACTIONS CO., Inc.
WIRE QUALITY
Kraft Building
Des Moines, Iowa
207

Iowa
S.

Nebraska

ARONOWITZ,

-

Kansas

Missouri

Wisconsin

Minnesota

North Dakota

Phone
Walnut
3 O 3 6
South Dakota

M. RAPHAEL, Secretary

General Manager

WATCH FOR BOOMERANG
13
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WORLD

"THE EYES OF THE
By
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

not book this Mammoth Production they
are passing up the greatest opportunity on the picture market today.

To

who do

Exhibitors

Read

this

and be convinced:

Hoyburn Company
Office Building

and Theatre

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

Chicago Office

Glo Davis Street

41 So. LaSalle St.
Tel.

Randolph 3456

April Twenty-Fourth

Nineteen Nineteen

MR.

H. A. SIMS,

C/o Wisima Company,
220 South State Street,
Chicago,
Illinois.

Dear'Mr. Sims:
wish to compliment you upon Harold Bell Wright's story, "The Eyes of the World."
has given splendid satisfaction to my patrons, and is all that you claim for it. No
exhibitor can possibly make a mistake in presenting this offering.
It has wonderful photographic effects.
The
It is the visualization of a great theme.
No thrill
story is wonderfully clean and much more appealing than a sensational picture.
has been overlooked to give it "punch." It is the finest presentation of a popular novel I
have ever seen.
Further than this, wherever it is shown it will add a greater prestige to the house than
I

It

any picture I know.
I want to thank you particularly
putting

it

for the

manner

in

which you co-operated with

me

in

over in Evanston.
Sincerely yours,

SAM ATKINSON,
Managing Director,
The Hoyburn Theatre.

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
Illinois

— Indiana— Ohio

Write

—Wire—or Phone

WISIMA FILM CO.
H. A. SIMS,

Room 402

Manager

Telephone Randolph 4480
14

1

7 N. Wabash Ave

CHRISTIE
TWO REEL
SPECIALS
One
month
release each

«

Nothino is beino spared
to tnake tneiH

FEATURES "*TWO REELS
the f/rjrt one rs

SALLYS BLIGHTED

CAREER
featuring

FAY TINCHER
Molly Malone Patricia Palmer

Harry Depp

and the

CHRISTIE FOLLIES

KLEIN
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Chicago, III.

Midwest Distributing Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Supreme System,
Minncapol**

Inc.

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Dangers

of Political Censorship Told to Illinois
Representatives
21
Famous Players-Lasky Expected to Adopt Open
Booking in Fall
22
Move to Prohibit Nitro-Cellulose Beaten No
23
Substitute Practicable
United Artists Outline Policy of Publishing All
24
Pictures Separately
S-L Executives Return to New York Enthused
26
With Series of Successes
Chicago's Criminal System to Be Basis for Yita27
graph Film
"Break the News to Mother" Will Prove Big
28
Success Declares Rogers
29
T. D. Williams Sounds Warning to Exhibitors.
Fox Film Corporation Establishes Twelve More
30
Exchanges in Europe
Chester Beecroft Finds American Films Popular
;

.

Throughout Europe
Hodkinson Offices to Have Prints

31
of

"The West-

Is

,

.

Departments

The Cutting Room
The Export Field

33, 34

Exhibitors Bureau

Up

and

What

Down

47, 48,

Film

Row

the Picture Did For

Me

.

.

.

.

51, 52, 53, 54, 55

Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications
The Open Market

Given First National

57,

62, 63^

American Film Company
Bee Hive Exchange
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Chicago Herald and Examiner
DeBerri Scenic Company

Eastman Kodak Company

Reviews

9
59
15
12

66
66

.-.

Essanay

W.

Griffith

D, six parts,

with Lillian Gish

"The

New Moon,"

Exhibitors Supply
41

Select

D, six parts, with

Norma Talmadge

41

—

Ray and Elinor

42

Fair

"The Final Close-Up," Paramount C. D.,
parts, with Shirlev Mason
"The Mints of Hell," Exhibitors Mutual D,
parts, with

"The Crimson Gardenia," Goldwyn D,
with Owen Moore
"Destinv." Jewel
Phillips

Volume

VIII

five

42
five

William Desmond
six parts,

43

D, six parts, with Dorothv
43

MAY

66

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Fox Film Corporation
Frohman Amusement Corporation
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

2
5

4,

6
11
1

Goodman and Goldsmith
Marquette Piano Company

60

Pathe Exchanges, Inc

68
66

Tom

Phillips

Quality Attractions Company, Inc
*
Robertson-Cole
Select Pictures
A. Tietel

43

.

18

Company

First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc

"The Master Man," Pathe D, five parts, with
41
Frank Keenan
"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," ParamountArtcraft D, seven parts, with Katherine Mac42
Donald
"Word and Music By ," Fox C-D, five parts,
with Albert

58
64
65

Advertisers

35

'

Universal Asks All Exhibitors to Aid in Anniver36
sary Celebration
Robertson-Cole Buy Export Rights to the Roth36
apfel Unit Program

"Broken Blossoms," D.

38
49
50

32

erners" in Fortnight

Voluntary Advertising
Feature Picture

Third Degree," Vitagraph D, seven parts,
with Alice Joyce
44
"Khavah," Zion D, seven parts, with Alice Hastings
44
"One of the Finest," Goldwyn C-D, five parts,
with Tom Moore
44
"The Blinding Trail," Universal D, six parts,
with Monroe Salisbury
45
"Ginger," World C-D, five parts, with Violet
Palmer
45
"Castles in the Air," Metro D, five parts, with
May Allison
45
•'The-

Triangle Distributing Corporation
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
Warner Brothers
Westgate Hotel
Wisima Film Company

31. 1919

61

13
Insert
7

66
8
3
10
58
14

Number

23
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A

comprehensive

lic

article

based on the results of a test of pub-

on the subject of legalized censorship

will be printed in

an

early issue.

HERALD

The

in

co-operation with Chicago exhibitors

con-

is

ducting a broad inquiry with a view of obtaining concrete data
with reference to the attitude of motion picture patrons of Chicago on this subject.

Below
The

is

a fac-simile

public's

answers

What Does

of

blanks

being

distributed

to the questions set forth will

the Public

among

theatre

form the basis of the

Motion pictures have become the greatest
public institution of the age. Motion pictures are of, by and for the public. Therefore, the public has the best and only right
determine how
shall be conducted.

(SEE

this

article.

Want?
The

to

patrons.

public institution

test

under

conducted
the

personal super-

vision

WILLIAM

of

HAY WILLIAMSON,
Writer and

REVERSE SIDE FOR QUESTIONNAIRE)

being

is

gator,
present

Investi-

who
a

will

detailed

(Reverse Side)

DO YOU WANT CENSORSHIP OF MOTION PICTURES?
DO YOU BELIEVE A BOARD OF CENSORS SHOULD BE
CREATED BY LAW TO DECIDE WHAT SHOULD AND
SHOULD NOT BE SHOWN UPON THE SCREEN OF

Ans

THIS THEATRE?

Ans

DO YOU THINK MOTION PICTURES SHOULD BE GIVEN
THE SAME FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION THAT IS ACCORDED NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, NOVELS, THE
SPEAKER'S PLATFORM AND THE STAGE?

Ans

analysis
public s

of

attitude

the
on

censorship.

Name
Address
space for your answer is not
this form kindly address a
letter to The Editor, Exhibitors Herald &
Motography,417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
If sufficient

given upon

Watch

management of this theatre a test of public opinion on
this important subject is being made by the above-named motion picture trade paper).
After recording vote kindly return this ballot to box office or mail to Exhibitors Herald & Motography.
(Through the courtesy

of the

17

for this Article in

an

Early Issue of the "Herald"

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

RAINBOW'S END
You

will find the

pot of gold with the

Essanay-Chaplin
Revivals, "A Night
in the Show,' "The
Bank,'

"Police,'

"Shanghaied."
Others have found
it.
Why not you?
Try to get an immediate booking from

any

of the

World

Film Exchanges
Don' t Forget
"Triple Trouble/

mmzajE
1333 Argyle

St.,

ansa

Chicago

George Kleine System
Distributors

18

Editorial Comment ot the W$$k

The

Campaign

Illinois

campaign against
THE
has been one
most comprehensive

censorship, which

Illinois

of the

dertaken,

is

something equally as effective and something that
answer as well the imperative demand for action.

will

yet un-

jMisrepresentation

Awaken-

rapidly approaching a decision.

ing at almost the eleventh hour, the industry in Illiunder the leadership of Sam Atkinson, has made

WITH

commendable progress

Commission should

The

in a short space of time.

case of the industry against censorship has

it

W.

ing Eev.

While the

credited to Eev.

present attitude of the Illinois legislature

is

not

now

ascertainable, the record of popular disapproval of

makes the eventual

result

This

i

disagreement over the plan of the

The disagreement,

decent pictures has developed.

:

method decided upon by the National Association.

In this statement he deliberately insults

To assume

how any

plan
it

is

still

human wisdom.

remains

a

tremendously

big,

important and

this

requires

immediate

and

decisive

In the prosecution of this action some in-

dividual or firm

may

be hurt.

But the hurt which

they might suffer, due to the operation of the Na-

If Eev.

Fleming wants clean
%

professes to

made

it

as-

innocently.

pictures, he ought to

:Jc

"Defense or Tribute?

THE

justly celebrated slogan, "Defense or Trib-

tional Association's plan,

is

nothing compared with

League of Philadelphia in their contest to escape the
demands of the Society of American Au-

exorbitant

thors and Composers.

This slogan tells the whole story of the music tax
Either an
matter from the exhibitor's viewpoint.
intelligent

and determined defense must be created
form of the seat ta"x will be col-

the condition of abject commercial and artistic slavery

or tribute in the

which the assailants of the industry are seeking
impose upon it.

lected.

The plan

who

ute?" has been taken over by the Exhibitors'

situation which the industry faces today in

connection

action.

absolutely untrue and

use clean methods in fighting for them.

worthy project.

The

is

pect of motion pictures could have

Granting that the

properly subject to considerable amendment,

the picture

is

and patronized by the American

intelligent person

otherwise would be crediting the creators of the plan

with more than

other monstrous statements,

having made eight months' study of the popular

assume that there are certain flaws in

the plan of the National Association.

be-

requires a great stretch of imagination to under-

stand

It is fair to

among

This statement, of course,

termination of the entire industry to eliminate picthe

week

public.

of

merely a questioning of

last

"Off-color pictures obtain the best financial

received, endorsed

course, has nothing to do with the whole-hearted de-

is

at

American public because, obviously, the picture

it

tures of the unfit type, but

Fleming when he spoke

that obtains the best financial returns

Association to curb the exhibition of in-

it

suggested by the outrageous statements

Rev. Fleming,
said

the

expected
THE
National

Chicago Censorship

ture.

returns."

Protection

the

fore the judiciary committee of the Illinois legisla-

most

certain.

is

sense,

hesitate in the future in appoint-

Fleming, a member, to represent

S.

public hearings.

whelmingly against legalized censorship.

legalized censorship

common

Everywhere
has gone over-

been placed before the public generally.
that public opinion has been tested

a view of protecting its reputation for at

least

nois,

of the National

Association

is

to

the big-

gest stumbling block that has yet been placed in the

path of censorship advocates.

Those who question

this

plan

should

first

offer

The demands

of the music society are inequitable

and unreasonable. They must be consistently opThe Philadelphia exhibposed and beaten down.
complimented
upon the aggressive
itors are to be
fight they are

10

making.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Brief It ems o f I n t e r e s t
About Film Men and Affairs

Heraldgrams
Arthur

J.

Ryan, export manager

Power Company,

Inc.,

of the Nicholas
has returned to America after

many years a dramatic director for
going overseas as a Knights of Columbus

ard Garrick, for

Frohman,

is

a year's jaunt of the Latin-American countries.

secretary.

Fannie Rice, twenty-five years a popular comedienne of farce, musical comedy and vaudeville, has been
persuaded to come out of retirement by J. Stuart Blackton and will take an important supporting role in a new
picture, featuring Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon.

Bob Moore, who has just entered the employ of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at the Fiftysixth street studios, New i'ork, was a member of the
Lafayette Escadrille and was seriously injured when
his aeroplane was shot down.

There has been a considerable increase of girth
of late among the trade paper representatives and it is
said the sale of peptinoids has greatly increased, owing
to the fact that the film folk have tendered more dinners
than their stomachs can get away with gracefully.
Antonio Moreno has signed a new contract insuring two more years of starring activities in Vitagraph

the

William A. Rudkin, Donald
ard

William

L.

Sherrill,

spending three months

president of the Frohman
returned to New York after

at his

Los Angeles

company

in Cleveland.

Somebody has discovered

production for the American
be based on a story by George
will be made at the Mirror studios,

first

Cimena Corporation
R. Roden. The play

will

Glendale, N. Y.

studio.

Robert Cummings and Clara Joel, who appeared
in "Virtuous Men" have returned to the stage for the
summer season, the former in "Dark Rosaleen," the
Belasco production, and the latter at the head of her
stock

Buchanan and South-

See where a Chicago girl cultivated a wonderful
voice while working two-months in the stock yards
and is now going to sing grand opera.
Mollie King's

Amusement Company, has

I.

the editorial staff of Pioneer's film

editing department.

serials.

own

Brown comprise

It has been announced that New York theatres have
had a banner year. And no "Red Banners" either.

William A. Brady has sent cable assurance of his
safe arrival overseas. He will spend some time abroad
taking care of arrangements for the foreign marketing
of his pictures.

that there are thirty-twc

original jokes. Wonder why some of our
ors don't use the other thirty.

comedy

direct-

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel for Exhibitorsin Chicago Saturday, May 17, en route to Indianapolis, his own home
town. On Monday Mr. Pettijohn went to Springfield to
lend his capable support to the campaign against cen-

Mutual Distributing Corp., stopped

J. A. Conant, formerly general manager of the
General Film Exchange in Cleveland, has been appointed branch manager for Select at Cincinnati.

George Grubel, owner of the Tenth Street Theatre
Kansas City, dropped dead recently from heart failure. He was one of the pioneers in the film business in
in

the central west.

sorship.

rumored that friends

of James R. Quirk, publisher of Photoplay Magazine, are considering forming
a searching party. When last seen the dynamic James
R. was heading for a trans-Atlantic steamer at Hoboken.
[e declined to disclose the purport of his venture abroad
but denied that he was called to iron out wrinkles in the
peace treaty. And since nothing has been heard from
It is

I

him.

What a world -of fun Harry Reichenbach is having
When
with his post card form of yellow journalism
D he will have to get his stuff printed in the
B-C
Times (N. Y.)

Elinor Glyn is arranging to have several more of
her books produced in film. "The Career of Katherine
Bush," scenariorized by Catherine Stuart, is nearing
completion at the New York Studios of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation with Catherine Calvert as the
star.

!

W

Frederick J. Ireland has something new in comedies.
the forthcoming edition of Billy Wests.

Watch

Noal Smith, long associated with the Lehrman
comedies, has joined Vitagraph's directorial forces at

Hollywood,

Joseph M. Schenck set many rumors at rest when
he announced Constance Talmadge will begin her first
picture for First National, May 26, and it will be titled
"Information Please."

Cal.

Richard G. O'Brien, professionally

known

as Rich-

Mme. Vera Amazar, who

is

cast for an important

role in the new Augustus Thomas Four Star production,
second of the Thomas series of six, now at work at the
Biograph studio, is to resume her work with the Chicago Opera Company under Campanini at the close of

her engagement with Producer Harry Raver.

Kind of anxious to see that new Vitagraph film Tom
Terriss is directing for Alice Joyce. It's to be a screen
story without a subtitle.

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O TO GRAPH
Dangers of Political Censorship
Told to Illinois Representatives
N. A. M. P. I. Officers Aid Exhibitors in Opposing
Passage of Buck Bill Sentiment in State
Overwhelmingly Against Measure
(SPECIAL TO THE HERALD)

—

SPRINGFIELD,

ILL.,

May 20.— Illinois

club

women,

representatives

Chicago exchange managers and exhibitors from all
parts of the state appeared before the Judiciary Committee of the House
today, to voice their opposition to the passage of the Buck motion picture

of the N. A.

censorship

M.

P.

I.,

bill.

W.

who gave

was
questioned sharply by Representatives Lee O'Neil Brown and H. M.
Dietrich. The questions took the form of opposing arguments rather than
Walter

Irwin,

the opening address this afternoon,

requests for enlightenment on the subject.

Peter

J.

Schaefer's

Rumor

Matrimonial

Puzzles His Friends
Peter

Is

J.

Schaefer, well

known

Chi-

cago exhibitor, married or about to be
married? Which?
This is the question which is puzzling
his friends, who immediately saw more
than a coincidence in the facts that Mr.
Schaefer declined reelection as president of the A. A. A. of Chicago, is preparing for an eight months' vacation
from all business worries and has been
extremely attentive to an attractive Chicago widow for some time.
Rumor has it that Mr. Schaefer be-

—

came

benedict at a quiet

a

mony solemnized two weeks
Again,
is

friends

insist

that

cereago.
the event

little

planned for early in June.
"I have nothing to say— yet"

Schaefer's

reply

to

all

is

Mr.

pertinent ques-

tions.

Hearing Continues Into the Evening
Interruptions lengthened the afternoon session so that adjournment
to evening

Theatre in Brookline
Appears Uncertain

spoke.

in
permitted
pictures
motion
have
Brookline appears to have failed. At a
mass meeting of citizens, most of the
speakers favored allowing theaters in

became necessary. At the evening session, Charles C. Pettijohn,
Sam Atkinson, Martin J Quigley, editor and publisher of the HERALD,
Mrs. Wm. C. H. Keough, Joseph Hopp and many leading Illinois exhibitors

One hundred

well

known exchange men and

exhibitors

from the

northern part of state gathered to attend the convention of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of Illinois at the Leland this morning, and the Judiciary
Committee hearing this afternoon and tonight. Included in the number
were: Peter J. Schaefer, D. M. Vandawalker, Floyd M. Brockell, J. L.
Friedman, Fred Aiken, C. W. Eckhardt, Cresson E. Smith, I. L. Lesser-

man and many

others.

Many Exhibitors Attend
Representative
exhibitors
and

ex-

change men from all parts of the state
assembled at Springfield to attend the
hearing and give the speakers their
moral support.
Chicago delegations left for Springfield Monday afternoon and night.

Exhibitors

from

other

parts

of the
Springfield
as early as Sunday.
The majority of
those within short distances of the state
capital made the trip Tuesday morning.
state

started

to

arrive

in

Reports from all parts of the state,
reaching the officers of the state association, indicate that the people would
vote overwhelmingly against censorship if given the opportunity.

Newspapers Oppose

Bill
in the state have
Bill in its entirety

Scores of newspapers

denounced the Buck
as the most dangerous piece of

legislasuggested in a decade.
Political
censorship, they declare
would be a
,

Steps taken by the N. A. M. P.

Southern Manager

drive

Bars Features; Has
Two-Reelers Only
features.

Nothing longer than

two

reels.
short
First
class
dramas, serials, westerns, and comedies.
Repeats nothing. Runs five
or six reels per day. Admission 10

cents to
the war

all

and no passes.

tax

Pays

himself.

This has been the policy of R.

J.

Edenfield, proprietor and manager
of the Dreamland Theatre, at Augusta, Ga., for the past four years,
and as he puts it "making money
and no kicks."

—

Edenfield runs five serials each
week. His house has 640 seats.

salacious

films

made by

I.

to

wild-cat

producers from the screens of motion
picture theatres throughout the country
are winning many friends for the movement to defeat the bill.
Proponents of the Buck Bill had their
inning before the Judiciary Committee
at Springfield, Wednesday, May 14, the
session beginning at 2:30 o'clock. Rev.
W. S. Fleming of Chicago appeared to
speak for the measure, being in Springfield for the purpose of boosting the
Buck Bill and opposing the state boxing bill.

Exhibitors Win Fight
ARCADIA, FLA.— Following a heated
debate,

the city council has voted to
permit theatres to remain open Sunday
nights if they do not conflict with church
services.

21

to

it.

Former Representative Charles F.
Rowley has offered to erect a $400,000
which
people,
seating
theatre,
2,000
could also be used as a civic center.

Kills Bill

For Sunday Opening
COLUMBUS, OHIO.— After the Sunday opening bill had
as to permit theaters
from 1 to 7 p. m. and
Sundays, friends of

been amended so
to be open only
then after 9 p. m.

the original bill
the vote to kill the measure.
Theaters are now permitted to remain
open by sufferance in many cities of
the states on Sunday, and it was felt
that the amended bill would do ihe exhibitors of the state a greater harm than

joined

in

good.

tion

calamity.

effort

the town but a vote showed 203 present
against the proposition and only 85 for

Amendment

Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the censorship committee of the N. A. M. P. I.,
and Paul H. Cromelin, vice-president of
the N. A. M. P. I., who were expected
to come from New York to attend the
hearing, were prevented by pressing
business engagements.

No

BOSTON, MASS.— Another

May

List

F.P.L Stock

NEW YORK.— The

board of governors of the New York Stock Exchange
have received the financial report of
Corporation,
Players-Lasky
Famous
and it is expected that favorable action
will be taken with the result that the
stock will be listed on the exchange
some time this week.

Clifford

With Howells

NEW YORK.— Eugene

Clifford at various times connected with different local
newspapers has become director of advertising and publicity for David P.
Howells.
He will inaugurate a foreign
campaign to put over the Howells' product.

Clark in New York
YORK. — James B. Clark

NEW

Rowland and

Clark. Pittsburgh,
ping at the Hotel Astor.

is

of
stop-
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Famous Players-Lasky Expected
To Adopt Open Booking in

To Be Starred

Fall

Announcement

of Walter E. Greene to District
Managers and Special Representatives Regarded as Specially Significant
YORK. — Announcement

NEW

of

York, the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

was host

and

Walter E. Greene, vice president of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that

poration

make an important
system of distribution is
generally taken to mean it will adopt a
policy of open booking.

May 14, at Castle Cave. All of the company's Eastern executives were present.

the

company

change

in

will

its

The announcement was- made
representatives
which opened here

of

policy will

become

Statement of

"We
details

"Our

are not
at

this

entire

May

the

company,

12.

The new

effective

W.

September

1.

E. Greene

in a position to give the

time,"

new plan

said
is

Mr. Greene.

still

in a tenta-

would be premature
tive state, and
make a detailed announcement now.
it

to

"I can say, however, that with the new
year starting September 1st, we will offer the exhibitor a booking proposition
unlike any of the present methods and
one which we are sure, he will receive
Since the beginning
with open arms.
of the current season, conditions have
brought about a big change, and we are
rapidly approaching a new era in this

industry.

"The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

is

always ready to anticipate new

conditions arising in the industry and
with the season of 1919-20 not far distant
we are now preparing our plans for what
will undoubtedly prove one of the greatest year's the industry has ever known.
"We hope in the very near future, to
give a detailed outline of our proposiConditions
tion for the coming year.
throughout the country as reported by
our district managers and special repreOur tensentatives are most favorable.

Th membership

to

ranks of the National

Association of the
dustry

have

been

Motion Picture Inmaterially

strength-

ened by the receipt of the application
of the Blackton Productions as members
of the Producers' Division, which will
be represented by President J. Stuart
Blackton. Several other producing companies have the matter of affiliating with
the National Association under advise-

ment, and two promnent companies have
advised that favorable action is anticipated at the forthcoming meeting of

The

Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing
has filed application for
membership in the Distributers' Division, succeeding the Mutual Film Corporation, which resigned about a year ago.
President William J. Clark is designated
as the representative of the Exhibitors'
Mutual, with Charles C. Pettijohn as
alternate.
The addition of this company makes a total of fourteen compa-

Corporation

nies affiliated with this important branch
of the National Association, which now
represents 95 per cent of the companies
distributing
motion pictures in this
country.
tfiMiitiiiiiiiiuiiiniittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinriiiiiriiriiiriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiililil^

outline

Discuss Exhibitor Service
Service to the exhibitor occupied a
great part of the time of the meetings in
that it is the ambition of the Famous
PlayersLasky Corporation to assist the
exhibitor in putting over his pictures
during the coming year in a manner
never before attempted in the business.
The men attending the meetings in the
New York headquarters of the company
on Fifth avenue, included Walter E.
Greene, Al Lichtman, Charles C. Burr, S.
R. Kent, John C. Flinn, Fred Gage, Eugene Zukor, A. G. Whyte, Harry Asher.
W. E. Smith, F. V. Chamberlin, C. E.
llolcomb, Dan Michalove, J. W. Allen,
M. H. Lewis, H. H. Buxbaum, Louis

Marcus. Herman Webber, Mr. Jones of
Australia, Louis Loeb, J. W. Toone, B.
P. Fineman, J. K. Burger, L. F. Guimond, A. O. Dillenbeck, Jerome Beatty,
G. N. Shorey, W. A. Bach, J. A. Causman, Albert Thome and Pete Smith.
In honor of the district managers and
special representatives in session in

ELLIOTT DEXTER

Who

has signed a long term contract with
Famous Players-Lanky Corp.

their directors.

of distribution activities
has met with the hearty approval of
these men-in-the-field gathered here and
everyone is particularly enthusiastic over
the outlook for 1919-20."
tative

visitors

National Association

convention of district managers and special

the

New Members Added

the

at

to

members of the home office organization,
to the number of nearly one hundred,

Will Rogers Says:

{
|

I

The famous cowboy philosopher
certainly knows how to size up
current events in a way which
appeals to the public.
He makes

"Toughest part about

this

|

these twenty miles?"

New
22

in

"In Search of Arcady"
Nina Wilcox Putnam, whose writings
the Saturday Evening Post have established her as one of the most popular fiction authors of the day, wrote "In
Search
of
Arcady," featuring
Billie
Rhodes, which Robertson-Cole will publish through Exhibitors' Mutual.
"In Search of Arcady" was regarded as
the best literary effort ever accomplished
by Miss Putnam, and has been made inta
an equally interesting and entertaining
photoplay. It is a very whimsical, comedy-drama, much on the same lines as
those in which Billie Rhodes has established herself as one of the screen's foremost actresses.
in

Keith Theatres Book
"Topics of the Day"
"Topics of the Day," the novelty
screen feature which presents timely and
witty paragraphs selected from the press
of the world by "The Literary Digest,"'

war

you keep him parading you keep
mind off not having a job.
"If you really want to honor
them, why not let the boys sit on
the stands and let the people march

his

Rhodes Star

f

a few pertinent remarks about
soldiers and parades in the last
issue of the Gaumont Graphic.
for the soldiers," Will says, "is
the parading when they get back.
"If the money spent on stands
and parades and the high prices
people paid for seats had been
split up among the boys they would
have had enough to live comfortably on 'til the next war.
"I guess they figure as long as

Billie

is
I

now being shown

in the

Keith vaude-

ville theatres.

Kinograms Show Flyers
The

\

principal feature in the latest issue of Kinograms is centered around the
challenge of the United States for the
honor to have the first "heavier than air"
machine fly across the Atlantic. The
start of the naval machines from Rockaway, Long Island, to Halifax is shown.

Helen Holmes in East

NEW YORK.— Helen
New

Holmes

is

in

York. She is expected to sign for
the production of a serial very shortly.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Twin

Move

Cities Will

to Prohibit Nitro Cellulose
Substitutes Practicable
Beaten;

Have Big Theatres
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— Plans

the construction of a twenty-story building in Minneapolis which will house the
largest and most elaborate motion picture theatre between New York and the

Delegates to National Fire Prevention Association Convention Rule Show-Burning Film

Does Not Meet Commercial Needs

Pacific coast have been announced.

announcement was
same group of men that
uncompleted
they had acquired the
Mannheimer building in St. Paul and
would build there a theatre similar to

NEW YORK— Defeat

Simultaneously

made by

the

It is reported
the one in Minneapolis.
that the Minneapolis structure will cost
upwards of $1,000,000.
While the St. Paul structure will cost
at least $600,000, the present Lyric Theatre building will be razed to make room
for the Minneapolis building, which will
have a frontage of 128 feet on Hennepin
Avenue and a maximum depth of 208

feet.

of these new houses
the Hamm, Finkelstein and
Ruben group, operating under the name
Twin City Amusement Trust Estate, a
total of eighteen theatres in the cities
of St. Paul and Minneapolis eleven in
Minneapolis and seven in St. Paul.

The completion

will

give

—

Parsons Will Produce
Three Films in East
NEW YORK.— "Smiling Bill" Parsons arrived in New York with Billie
Rhodes (Mrs. Parsons) and Isadore
Bernstein, general manager of National
Film.
Besides discussing various matters with M. H. Hoffman of Pioneer,
who handles the new Walthall productions, Parsons plans to make two Capital

comedies here.

One

of

them

will

be produced in New York and the other
in Atlantic City and Washington.
One
feature, starring Billie Rhodes, will also
be produced here in the East.
Parsons has just completed a deal

whereby he acquired the screen rights
to "The Confession," by Hal Reid. This
will be used as a vehicle for Henry
Walthall.
The consideration was $15,000.
"The Confession" toured the country for several years, with Theodore
Roberts and Orrin Johnson as co-stars.

Central West Film

To Gather

meeting of the National

Fire Protection Association held in Ottawa, Canada, May 6, 7, and 8, is
expected to quiet the activities of the "prohibition" element in the com-

munity who have been advocating the abolition of nitro cellulose until
such time as they can come forward with a really practicable substitute.
In opposition to the resolution the meeting was addressed by F. W.
Lovejoy, general manager of the Eastman Kodak plant J. F. Ancona,
the engineer who had been conducting the fire prevention tests for the
Eastman Kodak Company, and Albert de Roode, a member of the fire
prevention committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, and chairman of the Sub-committee on Insurance. The convention did not take kindly to the proposition of absolute prohibition and
apparently felt that no commercially practical substitute had yet been
found for the nitro cellulose film as far as the commercial presentation
of motion pictures was involved.
;

The convention went on
fore, as favoring

record, there-

only the introduction of

slow-burning film in private exhibitions,
churches and similar institutions, and homes, and the ultimate adoption of slow-burning film only when a
commercially practicable substitute was

in schools,

evolved.

the

Emancipation Film
Film

larg-

and most enthusiastic one ever held
special interest to the motion picture industry owing to the proposal for
adopting scientific rules for the storage
and handling of motion picture films.
The rules promulgated by the association are accepted generally by the underwriting
interests
throughout
the
country as standards upon which their
rates are based, and they are followed
by the state and municipal authorities
in the passing of fire prevention laws
and ordinances.
est

was of

Is

Capitalized at Million

NEW YORK.— The

Convention Well Attended

The conventon, which was

prove conclusively that the hazards of
motion picture film in commercial use
can be adequately safeguarded.
The
rules were presented to the convention
and were unanimously adopted.

Corporation

having

Emancipation
its

principal

New York

City has been incorporated. The corporation is capitalized
at $1,000,000, and has been formed to
produce and generally deal in motion
picture films, also to provide for the
same.
The principal
exhibition
of
stockholders are Edward W. Wassman,
New Garden, Long Island; William G.
Smart, Grantwood, N. J., and H. N.
Hoyt, Red Bank, N. J.
office in

of the MoPicture Industry has been for the
past two years working to bring about
the recognition on the part of the members of the association of the necessity
for proper fire safeguards, in order to
stabilize the industry and command the
respect of the community.
tion

in Chicago

Film exchange men from Detroit, Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee and
St. Louis will assemble at the Morrison
Hotel, Chicago, at 6 p. m., Thursday,

common
I.

of a resolution proposing the prohibition of

nitro cellulose film at the twenty-third annual

The National Association

Men

May 22, to discuss matters of
interest with members of the F.
Club of Chicago.

No

for

L.

The

Territories of these exchanges overlap
and there are many problems iri which
two or more of the cities are concerned.
It is possible that a central west film
men's organization will be formed, or
that co-operation will be established by
some other means.

Kashin to Produce
NEW YORK.— Maurice Kashin,

Prevention Rules Valuable

M.

rules proposed by the committee
of the Fire Protection Association at
the convention have been prepared after

much thought and after a conference
with representatives of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
In arriving at the rules the
committee was aided by the thorough
experiments which have been conducted
Eastman Kodak Company for
the past few years, under the direction
of Mr. J. F. Ancona, their consulting
engineer. These experiments the most
by the

for-

merly of the Broadway and Sympbony,
has arranged production with Jack Colin
of a one-reeler in which will be shown
his individual ideas on showmanship.

—

thorough and scientific ever undertaken
by any industry to determine the fire
prevention necessary for its product
,

23
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wyn

piny, "Strictly Confidential."
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United Artists Outline Policy of
Publishing All Pictures Separately
Pickford, Chaplin, Fairbanks and Griffith Productions to Be Offered on Genuine Open Booking Basis, Declares Hiram Abrams

NEW

YORK. — Big

in possibilities for

immediate realization of the

oppressive and out-of-date rental systems is the
initial announcement of United Artists Corporation which is made public
this week.
Outstanding is the fact that the pictures of Mary Pickford, Charlie
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith, which will be marketed by
the United Artists Corporation will be released and rented solely by the
individual picture. The announcement of the "Big Four" is refreshing in
its clear-cut and straight-from-the-ishoulder stand on this all important
point. The statement leaves no doubt whatever regarding the Company's
It is committed unalterably to open booking of the purest sort
policies.
and discards once and for all any sales plan that looks like open booking,
but that is merely another form of program or star series releasing, sugar-

long awaited reforms

in

coated.

Publish Sixteen Pictures Each Year

United Artists Corporation will release four pictures a year for Mary
Pickford, four for Charlie Chaplin, four for Douglas Fairbanks and four for

D.
be

W.
a

Griffith.

The

first

release

is

scheduled for September

1st,

and

will

statement, which bears the signatures of Oscar A.
Price, president, and Hiram Abrams, general manager, throws down a
challenge to old line distribution that cannot be mistaken.
"United Artists Corporation will deal
exhibitors by the single picture
only," says the announcement.
"The
booking of each release of each of the
four producing units will constitute a
separate and distinct transaction, so that
at no time will there be any obligation
that will prevent an exhibitor from running his own affairs in his own way, free
from the dictates of those whose sole

more than one picture at a time, and
no exhibitor will be obliged to run one

business it should be to serve him."
In a supplementary statement, Hiram
Abrams emphasized the fact that while
open booking has been talked about for
years and so-called open booking plans

have assured us that our plan is what
they have been waiting for these many
months. We believe that the exhibitors
of the country are business men first,

with

set of pictures in order to procure the
releases of another artist.
"I cannot emphasize too strongly the
fact that we will deal in single pictures
only.
will not sell in any other

We

way.

Buyers to Be Independent
"Hundreds of exhibitors of all

classes

have been tried and tried again, genuine
open booking had not been attempted on
a broad scale heretofore, because producers and distributors lacked confidence in their product.
Has Interviewed Exhibitors
"During the last year and a half," said
Mr. Abrams, "I have personally made
five trips that have carried me over the
entire country, for the purpose of sounding out exhibitors on every phase of film
rental.
To everyone with whom I have
discussed the matter, it is so obvious
that the program system and the star
series system are for the sole purpose
of protecting the 'weak sisters' on release lists, that I marvel that producers
and distributors persist in these prac-

when

the entire trade

loss.
let
me point out the
influence our system will
have over the entire picture business,
from production to exhibition.
Miss
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin. Douglas Fairbanks and Mr. Griffith know that each
of their offerings must be marketed individually and that each and every picture must therefore be the very best
their art makes possible.
In realization
of this, the United Artists have surrounded themselves with conditions that
make for perfect production. Thev will
have ample time in the making of each
picture and they will produce with their
whole heart in the work. Thus is every
production guaranteed to be as good as
the artist can make it. If the entire industry produced on such a basis, programs and star series systems would be

"Right

here

wholesome

there is the further thought that
system of production and our system of releasing would soon kill off the
over production that is sapping the inenergies
dustry's
and resources.
It
would be solely 'the survival of the fittest' and not the everlasting supporting
of the weak and the self-appointed.

Predicts

"We

are

coming

New

Era

into

the

field,

then,

one hundred per cent equipped for real
business.
From this dav forward, the
Pickford pictures, the Chanlin pictures,
the Fairbanks pictures and the Griffith
pictures that we will release, supreme
attractions of the screen, will be produced and distributed so that, picture
for picture, they will give to every exhibitor the greatest possible volume of
profits.
Truly, a new era in the motion
picture industry has begun."
United Artists Corporation has opened
executive offices at 720 Seventh Avenue,
New York. The announcement of the
first Fairbanks release is already bringing a tremendous volume of business
into the new offices, and bookings are
being recorded as rapidly as received
and in the order of their acceptance.

Novel Advertising Stunt
R. Grainger of the Marshall Neilan
Productions has devised an effective ad- I
vertising idea a printed post card, which
appears to be written by hand. It calls
attention to "Daddy Long Legs" as a box
office possibility, and then states that the
initial independent production made by
]
Mr. Neilan will be issued about Octo- j
ber 1.

—

I

knows why

unsound business to force
is
"It
weaker attractions on to an exhibitor's
program as a premium on the rental of
Exhibitors should
a good attraction.
not be obliged to play inferior shows
as part of the price of getting superior
films, nor should big stars be penalized
by making them carry the load of lesser
attractions.
"We intend to market the pictures
of the United Artists individually, picture for picture, each production on Jts
will not contract Tor
own merits.

"And

this

J.

they exist.

We

production so superlatively good that
each will find its ready market. If we
do not make pictures of the highest
quality, we will suffer the loss, not the
exhibitors, who, under the program or
star series systems, are obliged to take
the poor with the good, to their own

unnecessary.

Fairbanks picture.

The Company's

tices

and we are going to deal with them on a
sound business basis. They will be able
to come to us as independent buyers,
take what they want, and pass up what
they do not want.
"It will be our task to make every

Anderson Joins Warners

NEW YORK.— Lieut.
WILLIAM RUSSELL

'I'lif

American Film Co.
appear

in

star,

who

will soon

"Six Keel I'uur."
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Jim

P.

Ander-

son has resigned as Virginia manager for
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
to accept a position as representative
of Warner Brothers in exploiting "Open
Your Eyes."
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Misguided Propagandists
A Good

has received a communication from

romance and instead

find a sickening

Zinsser, director of the public information depart-

ravages of the social

evil.

The

W. H.

HERALD

ment of the American Social Hygiene Association,
Motion Picture Industry

of the

from

barred

general

seeking to have

in

exhibition

motion

in

picture

Mr. Zinsser's whole

he assails the suggestion of the National Association to

and through proper channels.

The

proper manner

social

hygiene ex-

charges that the National Association has

" a deliberate

and reprehensible attempt" to bring

control of this film into the hands of "the motion picture

The

social

hygiene expert

in

a long series of aca-

what the

intelligent

this disease is the greatest

world knows:

That

problem facing the health

authorities; that the government, through the selective

draft boards, obtained startling information on the subject

and that

it

is

campaign against

a great public duty to carry on a

it.

All of which has nothing to do with the outstanding

HERALD to make
matter. We welcome the

Mr. Zinsser has requested the
editorial

comment on

opportunity.

this

fact that this film

practical estimation of this situation does not

need to take into account what
motives of those

now

may

or

may

not be the

which

is

a subject

gross effrontery

place to witness this kind of propaganda

misguided

in its conception

and vicious

in its

responsible for the attempt to

picture in places designed and specifically

labeled institutions of

it is

type

effect.

Among

outrage the American public by the exhibition of this

Win"

is

its

mixed groups of the general public to an

to invite

...

and every one of

and not a theatre; that

for a clinic

amusement

"Fit to

and the necessity for combating

demic "Perhaps you are not awares," directs Mr. Hess'
attention to

trust."

A

picture

on the known prevalence of the

letter

ship committee of the National Association, in which

pert, in effect

"motion

the

to

his libelous

advance.

addressed to Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the censor-

in question circulated in a

from

case, aside

reference

trust," is predicated

its

have the film

with

intimation

so-called social disease

theatres the film, "Fit to Win."

Mr. Zinsser encloses a copy of a long

exposure of the

in

which he attacks the action of the National Association

made

Wrong

Intention Gone

amusement and entertainment.

intelligent

men

there should be no reason

for emphasizing the obvious conclusion that aside

from

revulsion engendered in the innocent, the big result of

the exhibition of a picture of this type before general

Our

opinion

is

that

prompted the production of

the

altruistic

this film

ideal

which

has long since been

tarnished by cheap, unscrupulous commercialism.

groups

in theatres is

a pandering to the morbid-minded.

For every person who comes to be instructed there are
a thousand

who come

to

wallow

in

the filthy thought

suggested.

But that

is

not the crux of the situation.

There

The question

that confronts

us

is

whether the

National Association acted fairly and wisely in making

an

effort to save the

men,

women and

having
theatres

this

American

children,

film cast at

for entertainment

where they had gone

to

a proper place for moral and health propa-

ganda pictures but that place

is

not the amusement

centers of the country.

mixed groups of

from the gross offense
them from the screens

where they had gone

diversion;

public,

is

witness

The National

of

of

and

sweet

Association, representing the industry

at large, has taken a wise
tion.

and thoroughly tenable posi-

In consideration of its

good name

it

can no longer

tolerate the film adventures of misguided propagandists.
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S-L Executives Return to New York
Enthused With Series of Successes
"Virtuous Men" Begins Run to Record Breaking
Business in Many Cities— First Bookings
Reported Heavy
Arthur H. Sawyer, one of the members

S-L Pictures, returned to
York this week following a coun-

of the firm of

New

try-wide

in, the

trip

tuous Men."

interests

of

"Vir-

Mr. Sawyer visited several

of the largest cities in Indiana, Illinois,

that the exhibitors were presenting "Virtuous Men" at increased admission prices
for runs of a week and longer.

Bert Lubin Also Returns
Another member of the sales force of
S-L Pictures, Bert Lubin, also returned
to

New

York, following a tour of the
in the interests of "Virtuous

Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia
and Ohio, as well as many of the far

Northwest
Men."

Western states. He reports that "Virtuous Men' is meeting with tremendous

Bert Ennis, Director of Publicity, is at
present in New Haven, Conn., where he
is preparing an advance advertising campaign for the presentation of "Virtuous
Men" at Poli's Palace Theatre, commencing Monday, May 19th.
An extensive

success in

all

sections

of

the

country

which have already been disposed of

to

state rights buyers.

Arthur

Hyman

Michigan, who is handling the S-L production
for Indiana, Illinois and Michigan, has
already received an unusual amount of
first run bookings from leading exhibitors.
Hyman, who achieved great sue-*
cess with "Hearts of the World," plans
to send several companies of "Virtuous
Men" out as road shows during the summer. Mr. Sawyer also stated that "Virtuos Men" opened at the Grand Theatre.
Columbus, Ohio, on Sunday, May 11th to
record-breaking business.
Receives Glowing Reports
Mr. Sawyer reported that H. C. Simeral, buyer of "Virtuous Men" for Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
Ohio, is booking the picture in the leading theatres of his territory and that exS.

of

Detroit,

hibitors are enthusiastic in their praise of
the production. During his tour he consummated arrangements with several
buyers of the picture to supply them with
reproductions of the original oil paint-

done by Clarence F. Underwood
and Gustav Michelson. These paintings,
which show striking scenes from the proings

duction, will be rented to the various exhibitors at a nominal sum and will serve
to beautify the lobby, at the same time
offering a most unusual display. In many
cities visited by Mr. Sawyer, he found

newspaper, billboard and street campaign
will be pursued throughout the run of the
picture in New Haven.

Universal Manager
Entertains Employes
As a part of Universal's seventh anniversary
celebration,
I.
Lesserman,
manager

Universal Film Manufacturing Company's Chicago exchange,
invited his salesmen, bookers, shipping
clerks,
stenographers, inspectors and
other employes and their families to a
little
party he arranged on Saturday
night on the fifteenth floor of the Conof the

sumers Building.
Over a hundred and fifty persons responded to Mr. Lesserman's invitation
and to the music of a splendid orchestra they spent the evening dancing, enjoyed themselves viewing a late Universal feature and at 11 o'clock partook
of an elaborate luncheon.
A fine musical program was also provided.
Miss Rebecca Laemmle, daughter of Joseph Laemmle, gave two dance
numbers that won deserved applause,
while Miss Louis Winter, Walter Hyland, J. Kenyon and George Levine each
added to the enjoyment of the evening
by their singing.

SCENES FROM PLAYS IN

D.

W. GRIFFITH'S

HERBERT LUBIIV
Of the firm of Sawyer & Lubin, producers
and distributors of "Virtuous Men"

Pay Higher License
For Sunday Opening
BINGHAMTON,
promise

N.

Y.— Upon

the

owners to pay a;
higher theatre license and not raise admission

of

theatre

the city council voted,
favor of permitting theatres to
operate here on Sundays and Mayor
Barnes signed the ordinance.
8 to

5,

prices,

in

To Build
FLINT,

$200,000

MICH.— W.

House

S.

Butterfield,

president of the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise Company, has selected a site for|
the new $200,000 theater to be erected
here with a seating capacity of 2,400.

Kill

New Censor

MADISON. WIS.— A

Bill

second effort to
have the House of Representatives pass
a censorship bill has failed. The measure
was beaten decisively.

REPERTORY SEASON

a
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Texas Guinan, an

With "44

Artist

'

g

Frohman Amusement Company

Appearing

Two-Reel Western Productions, Has
Lariat and Horses Which Is Surprising.

six

in Series of

D

Texas Guinan, formerly a New York untwist the lariat and an agility that
makes her lightly spring on the back of
Winter Garden star, and now appearing
a full-blooded mare, are the component
in a series of twenty-six two-reel Westabilities of Miss Guinan, and serves to
ern dramatic productions produced by
enhance her inherent dramatic ability.
If the motion picture public, ever expectant of the new and the novel, has a
place in its heart for a characterization
of might and brawn, and yet a proper
display of the truly feminine, then Texas
Guinan should become withal the reigning sensation of picturedom.

"Confession" Rights Sold
The

film

"Confession," the

rights

to

by

Hal

Reid. have been
purchased by the Pioneer Film Corporation for the National Film Corporation
Henry B. Walthall will be
of America.

stage

classic

starred.

Artistic Press

picture,

most recent Norma
"The New Moon."

methods used by the Chicago municipal courts and the police department in dealing with criminals will
Scientific

be woven into the plot of a feature production of the Vitagraph Company, it
was announced by President Albert E.

Smith of Vitagraph
long

a

conference

Harry Olson

last

with

Thursday
Chief

of the Chicago

after

Justice

Municipal

Court.

Albert E. Smith Here
President Smith arrived in Chicago at
his way to New York from the
Coast, spending several hours for
sole purpose of interviewing the

noon on

West
the

chief justice.

George

Randolph

Chester

has

been

selected to write the scenario and is expected to start within a few weeks.
Justice Olson has a mass of information,
dealing with the moron type of criminal, the most common in the country.
Mr. Smith's trip from the coast was

without

not

thrills.

In

crossing

the

mountains the dining car broke away
from the train and ran nearly a mile
before it could be stopped. As two of
Mr. Smith's children were in the diner,
the experience was not a pleasant one.
Fortunately, no one was injured.

Book

An unusually artistic and serviceable
press book has just been put out by the
Select publicity department on its company's

For Vitagraph Film

Twenty-

g
With Revolver, g

Skill

System to Be Basis

El

.

Star,

Chicago's Criminal

Talmadge

Important Plans Under

Asked

Way

regard to future plans of the
Vitagraph Company, Mr. Smith replied
that important announcements would be
forthcoming, but that he was not ready
in

to discuss

them

as yet.

He

Book Play
Another

TEXAS GUINAN

book

for Leslie

play

is

to

serve

Gladys Leslie's release for June.
j

the

Frohman Amusement Corporation,

has had a varied and interesting career
I

I

on the legitimate stage, and in motion
pictures, but her stellar honors came to
her as far as the screen was concerned,
in the Triangle production, "The Gun
Woman," a novel photo dramatic theme
which for the first time in motion pictures

portraved

a

"female

W

illiam

S.

Photoplay fans have been regaled with
heroism of the men of the Great
West in which pictures the female of the
species always played a minor part, and
yet history records that it was the woman whose word was the last law in the
building up of what heretofore was
desert and plain.
No prairie schooner ever traversed the
plains, no miner's shack ever harbored a
prospector, no "rustler" ever disturbed
the serenity of a herd of cattle unless
the

of the
events.

The Western Dance

Hall, which is not
a creation of fiction, could not have been

without those "Lost Souls" who pandered to the tastes of the returning
miner and the cowboy seeking to spend
his last in a few hours of joy. or staking his all on the turn of a card, and
this breathing, vital, dominant feminine
factor in the

life

of the

West

is

as

The

of the play is to lie "Too Many
Crooks," and it is an adaptation of the
novel of the same name by E. J. Rath.
Ralph Ince will direct.
title

Hart."

a woman guided the destinies
man who formed the life of these

confirmed earlier announcements
that Vitagraph will double the capacity
of its studios in the West before fall

typified

by

Texas Guinan in the productions
made by the Frohman Amusement Cor-

poration.

Quick on the hair trigger, sharp of eye,
with a supple wrist that can twist and

27

and in the future
on the coast.
J.

pictures

M. Quinn, general manager

of Vita-

passed through Chicago on his
East the day before President Smith

graph,

way

make

all

will

arrived.
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"Break the News to Mother" Will
Prove Big Success, Declares Rogers

New

Director of Sales for Select Enthusiastic
Over Box Office Possibilities of Special
Attraction Just Issued

Director of Sales Charles R. Rogers
has just sent to Select's branch managers in twenty-one cities throughout
the country a letter in which he enthusiastically

endorses the box

office possi-

"Break
Mother," which has been

bilities of the special attraction,

the

News

to

acquired by Select Pictures Corporation
for distribution.

Gertrude Berkeley, the latter being refor her wonderful characterization of the mother in Nazimova's
production of "War Brides." Raymond
Bloomer plays the part of the young boy

membered

of a lovable disposition but careless
habits, who brings great sorrow to the
old mother's heart, and the cast includes

Alice Gerard, Forrest Robinson, William Bailey, Louis Stern, Joseph Smiley
and Chester Barnett.

Rogers, who, before his elevation to

an executive position

home

Select's

in

made an enviable record
manner in which he put over

office

for

Convention in Northwest
SEATTLE, WASH.— Distributors

the

special

exhibitors

tions

put over as one of the most pleasing

visitors.

able to the

showmen

Is Full of

Oregon,

Idaho and Montana

campaigns in Select's Buffalo branch
and the New England territory, has
passed his judgment as an expert that
"Break the News to Mother" can be
and timely special attractions now

of

and
Washington,

hold a conven-

will

the

is

entertainment

of

president of the American Photo Player
Co., is seeking financial assistance here
for the purpose of erecting studios. The
Wicks Pipe Organ Company has offered
to donate ground for the building.

NEW

YORK. —James

F. P.-L.
A.

Creelman,

just out of the air -service, and formerly
on the staff of the World and American,
is now a member of the Famous Players-Lasky publicity staff.

is
the keynote of the
has a high-class romance
carries a big punch.
It is

it

War

Picture

—

the picture's leading juvenile he can
scarcely be called a hero is seen in an
army uniform, the fact is emphasized
in all publicity and advertising aids that
this is not a war picture, but a story of
village life.
It is a picture of peace and
quiet, of human faith and of mother
Select

is

Mother"

releasing "Break

the

and cigarettes for wo-

men.

Pal Trenton has the role of a college-bred radical, and Kathleen Kerrigan
(J. Warren's sister), of a female of the
parlor bolshevist species.
Maxwell Karger, who will give "Free"
his personal supervision, is elated at the
exceptional cast that has been obtained
for Mr. Baker's strong adaption of Will
Irwin's comedy for Metro.

W.

C.

tre,

to

seat at least 1,000 persons, will

The property

at present is occupied by
Carolina Theatre and three stores,
all of which are to be razed to permit
the erection of the new house.

the

Debate Sunday Question
SMITHTOWN. L. I.— Sunday open-

News

having already
been shipped to all exchanges. Advance
bookings in the metropolitan districts
at once, prints

of New York forecast the picture's success in that territory, for more than
fifty separate dates have been booked
within a very short time, some of the
most prominent houses being included.
The cast includes Pearl Shepard and

pert stenographer and private secretary,
who heeds the call of the new freedom

east.

love.

to

In "Free." which George D. Baker picturized from Will Irwin's Saturday Evening Post story. May Allison is an ex-

probably be erected here in the near
future, William C. Murphy of the Home
Amusement Company. having purchased the entire corner at Eleventh
street and North Carolina avenue South-

It is true that "Break the News to
Mother" does not deal in any way with
the war, and although at the very end

—

week

Murphy to Build
New Washington House
WASHINGTON, D. C—A new thea-

It
as well.
the kind of a picture that starts growing
on you from the first, and by the time
it is ended your heart is in your throat."

a

last

hair-cuts, votes

Creelman Joins

"Mother love

Not

Croswell Smith
from a twenty
months' trip around the world in the
interests of the government official film
service.
Leaving New York in July,
1917, he went first to Japan, thence
through Korea, Manchuria and Siberia
to Russia, where he remained nearly a
year. From Russia Smith went to Scandinavia, where he directed the distribution
of
American government films
throughout Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
He worked in connection with
the War Trade Board in controlling the
use of the American films in these countries, under conditions which eventually
brought the percentage of American
pictures up to 95 per cent of all films
shown.
A year ago Scandinavia was
seeing about 50 per cent of German
drama films.
For the past several
months Smith has been located in Switzerland in similar government service.

returned

Parlor Bolshevists in
May Allison Comedy

making prepara-

for

the war.
picture, but

YORK. — Guy

Seeking Studio Site
HIGHLAND, ILL.— H. J. Werner,

Film Board of Trade

Heart Throbs

Completes Long Trip

NEW

the

continuing four days.

avail-

Says Rogers: "A line in a Potash and
Perlmutter play says, 'Nowadays if you
want to entertain people you got to
pretty near break their hearts.'
That's
what 'Break the News to Mother' will
do
It is chock full of heart throbs from
beginning to end.
"Thousands upon thousands of soldiers
are coming home these days. 'Break the
News to Mother' links up with this,
though there is not a single battle scene
in the film, nor has it any reference to

Croswell Smith

He is not yet ready to disclose his
future plans, but they doubtless will be
in connection with the development of
the distribution of American films in
foreign territory.

and
The Northwest

tion in this city beginning July 15

of the industry.

Guy

HOME AT LAST

A

scene from the Select production, "Break
the News to Mother"

2S

ing of motion picture theatres is a much
debated question here. Manager A. B.
Wolf of a local motion picture house
has presented a petition signed by 200
citizens, requesting permission to open
Sundays. Ministers have joined in op>
posing him. The village board is undecided.
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D. Williams Sounds Warning to Exhibitors

J.

Manager of

First National Exhibitors' Circuit
Declares 'Single Picture' Booking Policy

Takes Protection From Theatre Owners and
Destroys Benefit of Big Advertising Campaigns
By

J.

D. Williams

that cannot assure exhibitors that they
will be protected so long as the} are
satisfied to pay the market price for any
-

(Manager,

First
National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Inc.)
Reform forces seeking to relieve exhibitors of the restraints and injustices
of the unequitable program contract systeni arc literally jumping the theatre
owners from the frying pan into the
in
fire
adopting the "single picture"
booking policy as the alternative.

]

>

This

method wipes

latter

out.

at

a

single stroke, the most vital principle of
business practice in the industry exhibitor protection.
It says to him, in

—

substance

"Here
it.

is

is

big star attraction. Book
is high, but the production
It gives you a great and

a

The

rental
exceptional.

popular

star,

less direction
sults at the

heavily.

wonderful story, match-

a

— guaranteeing
box

productions.

star's

Where Real Trouble

Exists

The

real trouble in the past was not
the star series contracts.
Exhibitors
wanted contracts for series productions
in which appeared stars popular with
their patrons. They needed no master
intelligence to point out the necessity
for thus protecting themselves.
The
great difficulty with the program system
was the latitude it gave producers and
distributors to use the star productions
as clubs to compel exhibitors to book
weak and inferior releases with unpopular stars. The open market promised to
destroy this club. Exhibitors welcomed

positive re-

Advertise it
every atom of

office.

Put behind

it

showmanship you possess. You don't
have to take any other subject to get it.
No strings, of any character, are attached.

It

is

a

single picture.

You

can

book the next production this star releases in exactly the same way."
There is no theory in predicting the
i

decline of quality in the work of any
star whose releases are so booked, by
the one-picture cancellation clause. If
exhibitors sign a contract for a series
of three or six star productions, confident that they are real box office attractions, and find that they are not up to
the previous standard, they are legally
privileged to cancel by respecting the

developments, so far as the exhibitor is
concerned.
He wants that particular
star.
He wants several others, because
he knows they are certain in popularity

and appeal. He books the single

I
!

i

picture.
results are phenomenal.
He enhances the local popularity
of that star. He gives that star the benefit of a bis: advertising campaign.
He
associates that star with his theatre. So
far, excellent.
But

He

exploits

it.

The

The Danger to Exhibitors
There are very few exhibitors withI

I

I

I

The exhibitor who
out competitors.
plays the single picture goes back to his
exchange to book the next one as an individual attraction. What assurance has
he that his competitor, knowing that the
door

is

open wide to him

to

capitalize

the other fellow's work, may not arrive
ahead of him, offer more money for the
second one. get it, and profit immeasureably from the money and effort the losing exhibitor invested to exploit the first

production?
There is no assurance against this with

I

j

]

|

the "single 'picture" policy.
It makes
cut throats of the exhibitors. They arc
placed always on the defensive, without
one item of consideration in their favor.
Advertising is cumulative in value. The
publicity promotion an exhibitor gives
to a star in one production helps popularize the next release in which that star
appears, providing, of course, that the
should
first attraction has merit.
the exhibitors be deprived of the right
and privilege of profiting from the
money they spend to advertise a star'
There is nothing that is fair or just in
any measure in a system that destroys
the very foundations of an exhibitor's
success. There is no equity in a method

Why

productions of Douglas Fairbanks,
D. W. Griffith. W. E. Hart, Charles Ray,
Anita Stewart, Nazimova,
Constance
Talmadge, or any other of the stars who
are high in popularity with the public.
Exhibitors tolerated the program sys'tem, submitting to the demands that
they take the bad with the good, because
they knew that the stars who were
money getters at the box office were, indispensable to their existence as theatre
owners and operators. They paid the
big premiums in unprofitable pictures demanded by the distributors so that they
could get star series contracts, with its
attendant protection.
Protection to Vanish
Now, the "single picture" policy
blandly refuses to give them the protection for which they have been compelled to pay so highly in the past, when
these stars were on programs. Where
is there anything constructive, progressive or beneficial to the industry in this?
It is making tumult out of chaos.
Practically every star series contract
in existence gives the exhibitors a medium of protection against the possible
the

J. D.

WILLIAMS

open booking as the means of avoiding
the

arbitrary

dictates

of

the

program

distributors.

The Norma Talmadge productions are
not a burden to exhibitors. Exhibitors
who have patrons with whom Miss Talmadge is popular welcome a series contract for her releases. It is their protection. There never has been a time when
exhibitors did not consider the productions of Mary Pickford an asset for their
theatres. They want the safe haven of
a series contract for her pictures. The
majority of them have, ever since she
became a popular star. But, they did

not want the less than ordinary subjects
they were compelled to take in order to
obtain Miss Pickford's releases on a

program.

The opinion
the

of exhibitors

is

virtually

same about the Chaplin comedies.
29

one-picture clause.
What is it that makes a successful
vaudeville theatre? The protection provided by its franchise in a circuit. In
that field of entertainment a star signs
a contract for one season or more. Each
house on the circuit is thus assured that
it will not be compelled to fight a losing
contest with opposition for a second
appearance of that particular star, in a
new act, after he or she has been heavily
advertised and "put over" to a successful
season of three days or a week on the
first appearance.
In the motion picture business the
exhibitor cannot have this protection
with stars whom he has popularized in
his theatre.

Open Buying

for Distributors?
not a large distributing concern in the business today that would
consent, for an instant, to the same conditions in its relations with stars and
producers that are imposed upon exhibitors in marketing star productions to
them on the "single picture" basis.
Would
Paramount.
United
Artists.
Metro. Select, or First National agree
to a "single picture" contract with any

There

is

of their respective stars?

Would Paramount

No!

contract for but
one DeMillc production at a time?
Would its executives consent to any
such arrangement, which would place
(Continued on papre 37)
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Fox Film Corporation Establishes
Twelve More Exchanges in Europe
Winfield R. Sheehan and William Fox Return to
United States After Important Business
Trip Abroad
Winfield

ager

of

returned

Fox
after

10

general

Film

Europe

from

May

tania

Sheehan,

R.
the

a

man-

Corporation,

months abroad. William Fox,
Mr. Sheehan left New York,
arrived home more than a week ago

whom

An achievement

of the visit abroad

is

the establishment of a dozen additional

exchanges, either opened or arranged to
be opened.

In Paris, which will serve

continental

distribution,

European center of
Carlos was put in

Abraham

Lyons, Marseilles,
were opened and are
in operation.
Branches in Italy, it is
said, will be Milan, Turin and Naples,
with headquarters in Rome.
Other
branches will be Brussels, for Belgium;
Amsterdam, for Holland, and Geneva,
charge.

Offices

Bordeaux and

With the exception of
Germany and Austria Fox offices now

cover the world.

Company Well Represented
The Fox Film Corporation has been
well represented in Great Britain, Aus-

South America, Canada, France,

Italy, Spain,

Denmark, Russia, Norway,

India, Java, China, Japan and Philippine
Islands in the past, but will be better
represented in the future, since the company, unlike many other film concerns,
prefers to market its own wares. Sydney

Abel

is

be

Many Theatres

matter is in a condition
similar to that of England.
There are
only 1,200 theatres there now.
Some
cities of 50,000 have no motion picture
theatre.
Within the coming year there
in this

twice as many as now exist.
has 1,000, and this number will
be doubled.
Mr. Sheehan refused to talk about
European production, stating that there
was nothing to be gained by discussing
these matters until all arrangements had
been completed.
Italy

in

Lille

for Switzerland.

tralia,

France

will

will .be

unannounced.

as the

Building

on the Maurebusiness trip of

several

with

released from the army there
plenty of labor available.

abroad now, carrying out the

O'Brien

small

Inventor

Declares His Affidavit
H. O'Brien, now making a
novelty film for the Rothacker Manufacturing
Company, has prepared a
sworn affidavit setting forth that he is
the inventor of the animated pj ehictoric
animals and manikins in "The Ghost
of Slumber Mountain" and he photographed them without a scenario.
His affidavit is an answer to a story,
given circulation recently, to the effect
that Herbert M. Dawley was the creator
and producer of this motion picture as
well as its director and maker.
Mr. O'Brien states that he is conWillis

improving his invention, on
which patents have been pending since
1915.
The program of the Strand Theater, New York, where "The Ghost of
Slumber Mountain" was screened the
stantly

of November IT, 1918, credits
as the producer.

week

work recently begun by Mr. Fox and
Mr. Sheehan.
From comparatively

Is

Of Animated Animals

him

F. P.-L.

Salesmen Hold
Beefsteak Dinner

salesmen of the New
of the Famous PlayersCorporation, to the number of
twenty-five, partook of a beef-

Officials

and

York exchange
Lasky
about

steak dinner at Castle Cave, N. Y., on

May

0.

There were present as guests of honor
President Adolph Zukor, First Vice
President Jesse L. Lasky, Al Lichtman,
general manager of distribution, and C.
C. Burr, assistant general manager. At
the request of Exchange Manager Arthur Whyte, Mr. Lichtman assumed the

management

of the distribution of wis-

dom and

nonsense, and by reason of his
intimate acquaintance with the individual
merits, weaknesses and foibles of those
present, measured fully up to the require-

ments of the occasion.
Noisy entertainment was provided by
a negro jazz band from the Clef Club
and two singers from the Piantodosi
Music Company put over a number of
good ones, chief among which was "Oh,
You Women!" recently published by
Piantodosi and dedicated to the Emerson-Loos Paramount production.
Those present were Mr. Zukor, Mr.
Lasky, Mr. Lichtman, Mr. Burr, Arthur
Whyte, Eugene Zukor, Harry Danto,
John McNevin, Ben Roman, Charles
Goetz, Nat Bier, Joseph Lee, M. Strimer,
W. G. Roosevelt, R. Gledhill, N. Goosman. R. Flothow, L. Rosenwasher, A.
M. Weinberg, J. J. Marks, M. Helborne
and H. R. Davis.

Business

Men

to Build

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA.— Local
men are to erect a modern
theatre in the west end of the
city at a cost of $55,000.
business

picture

Oppose Sunday Theatres
MUSKOGEE, OKLA.— Local minishave started a campaign to compel
the closing of theatres here Sundays.

ters

PARAMOUNT OFFICIALS AND SALESMEN

quarters,

the Fox London offices were moved into
the former headquarters of the Canadian army, the entire building that was
occupied by the Canadian War Ministry
being taken over.
The floor space is
about 100,000 feet. A film printing plant
will be constructed in London to take
charge of the large number of prints
held there a clear indication of the
enormous volume of business which the

—

Fox Film Corporation

is

prepared

to

transact within the next year.

Mr. Sheehan, on

arrival,

emphasized

the point that about 5,000 new theatres
are to be built in Europe now that restrictions on
building materials have

been removed.

A

country of 48,000,000
inhabitants, England has only 4,200 picture houses.
The government realizes
the value of the screen for propaganda

and

is doing everything possible to help
build new theatres.
For five years not
a theatre has been built; and now that
so many thousands of men are being

A

beefsteak dinner was given at Castle Cave, X. V., May 6, for the members of New
York exchange at which according to the Famous Players Lasky Press Agent
Messrs. Wit and Humor presided while Old Man Business, an uninvited
guest, vainly sought admittance
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Chester Beecroft Finds American
Films Popular Throughout Europe
Robertson-Cole Productions, Purchased by Scandinavian Film Agency, Are in DemandStars Popular With Theatre Patrons
An unprecedented
ity for

American

season of popular-

films in Continental

Eu-

by Chester Beecroft,
Scandinavian Film
Agency of Copenhagen in the United
States.
Mr. Beecroft has just returned
from an eleven weeks' business trip
abroad, where he went to confer with his
firm regarding distribution af the Robrope

is

who

represents

predicted

the

ertson-Cole pictures.
Before leaving for Europe, Mr. Beecroft, as representative of the Scandinavian Film Agency, purchased the entire
Robertson-Cole motion picture production for 1918 and 1919 and in addition a
large number of specials handled for foreign rights only by Robertson-Cole.
This deal involved nearly a million dollars and was the biggest foreign transac-

een of the super series of Jester comedies with Twede Dan.
Mr. Beecroft was the only man
licensed by the War Trade Board to export American made films during the
war. His latest trip is his fifth since 1914,
and his second since the cessation of
hostilites.

Cleveland Goes Back
To Central Time Again
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— One of the

Robertson-Cole Films Popular
"Every indication points to a record
year for Robertson-Cole films," asserted
Mr. Beecroft. "The type of production
which thus far has been issued by Robertson-Cole fits in ideally with what the
Continental European motion picture enthusiast regards as the best screen plays.

"Throughout Europe, American photodramas are in big demand a demand
that increases each week. American pro-

—

ducers have educated the foreign film enthusiasts up to a point where they will
accept only the most finished pictures.
No longer will they stand for 'junk' or
even mediocre productions. They must
have the best. In the Scandinavian countries, where there is very little motion
picture production, American pictures
are especially popular.

"The Robertson-Cole pictures

hit

just

mark.
Bessie
Barriscale,
Billie
Rhodes, Alma Rubens, William Desmond, Henry B. Walthall and Sessue
Hayakawa have all met with the approval of the Scandinavians. H. B. Warner is still an unknown quantity, but
there is not the slightest doubt but that
he will prove the same popular screen
hero that he has in the United States.
All of the Robertson-Cole specials have
been proved attractions of the first
this

water."

that

has

happened

in

the

long time was the action of the
ordinance
city council in passing an
time.
central
to
city
back
setting the
Cleveland had been on eastern time
a

in

for

tion of the year.

things

best

interests of the exhibitors of Cleveland

some time and

it

Other Purchases Made
dinavian Film Agency purchased the following specials for Continental Europe:
"Nine-Tenths of the Law," with Mitchell
Lewis; "Her Man," with Elaine Hammerstein; "Men," with Charlotte Walker;
"The Eleventh Commandment," with
Lucille Lee Stewart; "Those Who Pay,"

with Bessie Barriscale; "Just a Woman,"
with Charlotte Walker; "The Prodigal
Wife," with Mary Boland; "Devil's Playground," with Vera Michelena: "Where
Love Is," with Ann Murdock; "The $15,000 Mystery," with Detective Wm. J.
Burns, and "The Pendleton Round-Up."
The Scandinavian Film Agency also
bought fifty-two Billie Rhodes comedies,
twenty-six Capital Comedies and eight-

lar.
It would be nearly 9 p. m. before
darkness arrived, and this hurt business.
The newspapers started a test vote

their best to help
with the result that there were
100 to 1 votes for central time.
Louis H. Becht, one of Cleveland's
pioneer exhibitors, died of paralysis
Mr. Becht opened
after a long illness.
one of the first picture theatres in Cleveland, the Dreamland, on Euclid avenue.
Later he opened the Mall, and about two
years, with others, built the New Mall
At the time of his death he
Theatre.
was interested in the Lucier, a neighborhood.
Frank Greenwald of the Exclusive
Film Exchange, Cleveland, gave his first
bean party of the season at Avon Beach
May 15. Frank gives two or three each
year during the spring, summer and fall
months, and they have been very popular because any film man who cares to
may come, and they have a good time.

and the exhibitors did
them,

"Broken Blossoms" Run
Extended One Week

NEW YORK.— "Broken

Blossoms,"
Chinese romance offered as the
opening attraction in the D. W. Griffith
repertory season at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre, is being continued for a second
week, with daily matinees. The themetic
prologue and special music features of
production
were retained, with
the
Albert Pesce conducting the augmented
orchestra.
The Balalika orchestra and
Chinese orchestras render special music

from the stage. "Broken Blossoms" is
based on a story by Thomas Burke,
with scenes laid
trict of

the

in

London and

in

Limehouse

dis-

The

cast

China.

includes
Lillian
Gish,
Richard
Barthclmess, Donald Crisp, Edward Peil,
Norman Selby and other prominent
Griffith

players.
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Fox play

Levy Guest
of Chicago Three Days

Col. Fred

was very unpopu-

the

In addition to the star series the Scan-

WILLIAM FARNUM

In one of his popnlar western characters
in "The Lone Star Ranger," a new

Fred Levy, First National Exhib-

Col.
itors'

Circuit franchise holder of Louis-

ville,

Ky., spent three days in Chicago

on

recently

business

and grasped

the

opportunity of going through the plant

Rothacker

the

of

Film

Manufacturing

Company.
Col. Levy had

a number of matters to
take care of in Chicago, part of which
pertained to his motion picture interests.
He took a print of Mary Pickford's
latest production, "Daddy Long Legs,"

Louisville.

to

Eastern

Men

Organized

To Operate Theatres

NEW YORK.—The

Paramount-Es-

Theatre Company of 810 Broad
street has been formed with E. R. McGlynn as agent. They have secured a
charter from the Secretary of State to
operate motion pictures and other kinds
sex

of theatres.
They are capitalized at
is
divided into 1,000
$100,000, which
shares at $100 each. The incorporators
and shareholders are to be William B.
Pitnam of Newark, George W. Jacobs
of Newark, Phillip Borstein of Newark
and Emanuel Lindamann of Newark.

Delay Sunday Decision
HUNTINGTON. L. I.— Although
1,000 residents signed petitions requesting the village council to permit motion
picture theatres to operate on Sunday,
the matter was laid on the table thirty
Ministers have made a strong
days.
protest against the proposition.

Stern Back From Coast
YORK. — Charles K. Stern

NEW
Metro

is

back

New

of

York. He was
connection with the new
in

on the coast in
buildings being erected

at the studios.
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BELOW STAIRS

IN "UP STAIRS

AND DOWN"

"The Rules of the Game," each of which
maintained the nation-wide leadership in
for months after its publication.
of the popular publishing firms
which specializes in publication of reissues of big literary successes at moderate prices, holds the record of having
sold several million copies of Stewart
sales

One

'

Edward White's novels
American

the

form

this

in

to

public.

Plays Are Selected for

O'Brien and Hammerstein
"The Perfect Lover"
title

of the production

the

is

striking J

which Eugene 1

in

will make his bow as a Selznick I
The story of "The Perfect Lover" I
was adapted from "The Naked Truth," 1

O'Brien

star.

by Leila Burton Wells, which appeared I
in Harper's Magazine, and the producers I
feel confident

that

will

it

give the star I

most popular role he has ever had.
The first Elaine Hammerstein starring

the

vehicle

i
1

for

Selznick has already been
j
decided upon, and the popular granddaughter of the famous Oscar will soon
]
start work on it.
The play is from anl
original scenario by S. J. Kaufman, the!

Olivo

Thomas

as the baby vamp in an amusing- scene from the forthcoming Selznick
screen play taken from the stage success

Hodkinson Offices to Have Prints
Of "The Westerners" in Fortnight
Production of Great Authors
Pictures Reaches New York Producers

Negative of

Initial

Pleased

—

With

In contrast with all of the prevailing
standards of the industry, Benjamin B.
Hampton and the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation are to release in June, July
and August a sequence of bigger productions than have ever before been
launched in the United States during the
summer months. Not only exhibitor,
but producer interest in this innovation
will be keenly revealed in a few weeks
when Stewart Edward White's first great
screen production, "The Westerners,"
the initial production of Great Authors'
Pictures, Inc., begins playing in the
principal cities of the country.

Negative Arrives in East

"The Westerners" negative and working prints have just been received from
the California studios, where Mr. Hampton has been working- for months, and
the importance of the work that this new
producing factor has been doing is
immediately
apparent.
Mr.
White's
story has been made on all-star lines
instead
of
following
the
single-star
standards which have dominated pictures

many years. Every role in "The
Westerners" is filled by a player who
has been starred frequently by the larger
companies of the industry. If ever there
was a picture that would have carried
itself when merely well cast "The Westerners" would have done so.
Perhaps
for

Picture

well-known newspaper man.
will be announced later.

"Fit to

As Case
the

Blau
cases

in

of

Alfred

its

form of

a film distributor,

production.

Decline Advance Bookings
a fortnight prints of "The
esterners" will be in the hands of the
thirty Hodkinson offices across the na-

Within

W

This
showing to exhibitors.
production and all others offered through
Hodkinson will be offered to exhibitors
singly under the recently announced
Hodkinson open booking policy, and it
is worthy of comment that no bookings
of "The Westerners" have been solicited
tion

of

D.

Magis-

to continue

Harsten and

Isaac Slutzer permits "Fit to Win" to
be shown at the Gotham Theatre untili
the federal court.

of this powerful drama of the gold rush
The
into the Black Hills of Dakota.
directorial work of Edward Sloman contributes still another star element to the

Continued

Harlem Court

the question of

Roy Stewart, Mildred Manning, Robert
McKim, Graham Pettie, Wilfred Lucas
and little Mary Jane Irving are all stars

Is

NEW YORK.— Decision
trate

title

Win" Running

for this very reason Mr. Hampton has
piled on the added attractions in the
stars.

The

fitness

is

decided

in

Harsten, theatre manager, and Slutzer,
were arrested, charged
with violation of the penal code relating

obscene pictures and maintenance of
disorderly house, respectively.

to
a

Buys Southern Rights
Charles F. Schwerin, one of the most
prominent and successful operators in'
the independent field, has purchased
from Harry I. Garson. the rights to the
Virginia,
Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama,
North and South Carolina territory on!

"The Unpardonable

Sin."

for

or permitted in advance of the arrival
of the prints at the branch offices. More
than five hundred contracts with representative big theatres, offered in advance
of the completion of this story, have
been declined and returned to the exhibitors with thanks.

Other famous Stewart Edward White
controlled and to be produced
by Great Authors' Pictures, Inc., are:
"The Riverman," "The Leopard Woman,"
stories
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Open Enlarged Exchange
Officials

from

Select's

home

several hundred exhibitors

in

office

the

and

New
New

England district were the guests of
England Manager David J. Selznick in
celebrating the opening of newly enlarged quarters of the New England
exchange in Boston.

Theatres Increase Size
AKRON, OHIO.— Work begins June
1

to increase to 1,000 the seating capacity

both the Winter Theatre and the
Majestic Theatre. The total expenditure
will be $250,000.
of

j
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

THE

*

REPORTER

GET READY FOR PERCENTAGE BOOKINGS
As a

sequence

logical

in

the dis-

tributor's train of thought, percent-

bookings

ge

are

follow

to

open

market.

Two
bf

of the biggest distributors, one

them Paramount, according

reliable

information,

their plans to

book

have

to

laid

all

their pictures

the percentage basis to the big

on

first

company has already

share

and

of

the

too.
Picture houses in the great
majority enjoy a larger margin of

will

profit

guarantee to the

amount equivalent

to the old rental.

is

inconceiv-

able that the distributor

would do

It

viewpoint
because as he very
justly claims, production costs are
going up, not down, and in the
highly speculative business of production, one must get bigger returns than heretofore.
In other words the results obtained

by certain producers through

cer-

has
independent
channels
caused a shake-up in producing
ranks with the result that all producers want bigger returns and the
tain

mum

On

the flat rental basis, the

whole

burden is on the exhibitor.
According to his exploitation and
other factors, such as the weather,
depends his success with a picture.

The distributor has received his
money in all events.
Of course, if there is a big profit the
exhibitor really makes more out of
it

centage basis as suggested by the
foremost distributors is considerably more generous than that al-

lowed to legitimate houses.
Also it makes the distributor take
an active interest in the showing of
his product and he will take a
greater interest in the exploitation

and the money spent on this item of
showmanship. This will naturally
result in a greater effort in exploita-

tion

and may probably have the

ef-

ience in both sides of the game, exhibitor and distributor, feels that the

phy, 417 S. Dearborn street,
Chicago.

distributor's

The Re-

information

all

Register your opinion on
the subject. Address Exhibitors ylerald and Motogra-

this plan is fair

From what

plan,' exhibitors are entitled
to an opportunity to set forth
their views. For this purinvites
pose, the

ject.

parties.

with him more of the

by "THE REPORTER" is a
wide-awake analysis of the
situation. In view of the importance of the proposed

HERALD

Doubtless the guarantee
and the exhibitor's expenses will be
taken out first and the balance split

between the two

article

communications setting forth
personal views on the sub-

otherwise.

share

profits.

porter has at his disposal, the per-

The accompanying

by the distributor

include the

the

show

future is the general introduction of the percentage
booking arrangement.
Beginning this fall, the
larger theatres throughout
the country will be called
upon to book feature productions on the percentage plan.

flat

distributor of an

From

legitimate

The biggest marketing development of the immediate

course, the plans to be presented

to the exhibitor
will

their

What's Your Opinion

rental.

Of

than

laid

exhibitor's

percentage basis instead of a

idea the distributor

with him on a mutual risk basis.
In other words, he is willing to
share some of the chances with the
exhibitor providing the exhibitor

by booking on the

loses,

Under the new

which will make a good picture and
break a bad one.
From the exhibitor's angle, the percentage arrangement is really fair,

tributor feels that he can more
nearly approach what he considers
ko be the maximum revenue by geta

to

asks the exhibitor to get together

percentage plan before many of
the leading theatre owners and they
have expressed themselves as distinctly pleased with it.
In other
words, under the open market plan,
each picture on its merit, the dis-

profits

way

percentage

the

basis,

its

king

them

neighbors.

run houses.
[The other

distributor sees as the only

get

than the distributor.
33

fect of

making

a squad of

distributors send out

men on

exploitation mis-

sions to the various big exhibitors

over the country.

The Reporter, having had exped-

new move

will

be for the benefit of

and that the whole tendency of
bigger pictures booked on percentage will be to force longer runs and
all

consequently better profits to the
exhibitor'and a larger revenue in the
total for the big production.

may

be some distribupon receiving as
their guarantee an amount that exceeds their past rentals and which

Of

course,

it

utors will insist

will be in every way an absolute
guarantee to them of more revenue
than they ever got before. In this
while the distributor may
case,

profit

temporarily,

the

exhibitor

playing his product by virtue of
quality,

will

eventually

lose

its

out,
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other distributors will come
along who will offer the exhibitor

Premier Is Arranged
For Macauley Feature

as

a more favorable and fair working

The Strand Theatre, New York

arrangement.

United Artists to Be

WAS FORECASTED

on

THUS

IN

kett,

of the kitchen
in the splendid screen adaptation of
the popular stage play "Come
Out of the Kitchen"

National Film

Company Expands
National Film Company, together
with Izzie Bernstein of old time Universal fame, are making quite some
Parsons has another one-time Paralta star
It is to be
and a good one at that.

With

the acquisition of Kerrigan,

hoped that Kerrigan's new management
take kindly to the hints suggested
page for his new productions.

will
in

this

matter of fact the announcement
Harold McGrath's story, "Hearts
and Masks" will be the first picture, is
pleasingly promising and also that these

As

tures

on

the

new Paramount-Artcraft

open market program for next season,
it
should be a whirlwind booking for
any theatre.

on the coast.

strides

a

that

new productions

will

build

this

star,

Kerrigan, bigger than he ever was be-

Great Quartet of Directors
for

IN

DWAN AND CHAUTARD

and one to come. Certainly a great producing line-up for the Mayflower people,
whom you will remember I said were
coming and coming fast. It looks as
if the
weight of this producing power
will

be

coming
mighty

swung behind Paramount for the
year.
This should mean some

fine productions under the banner of F.P.-L.

Catherine Calvert to
Famous Players-Lasky

THE OPINION OF THE

PORTER,

"Broken

having

extended

an

York City

is

Bk>ssoms,"

showing

in

REnow

New

easily the best picture that

ever made, not even excepting
Birth of a Nation."

Griffith

"The
The writer
the

feels that this picture

superiority

of

Griffith

in

a

shows
most

manner, as a matter of fact,
"Broken Blossoms" shows in its greater
finish and depth of detail the matured
judgment and skill of Griffith as he is
at present, with nothing of the crudities
that cropped out in his earlier spectacles.
clear-cut

Then again

this later picture has not the

advantage of being a big spectacle. It
is a very simple story, rich in drama it's
true, but because of the practical touches
of human nature and the skill of the
director than anything else accounts for
its complete success.
As one of the pic-

by

managing director

of

the

Strand,

the Gods Would Destroy"
a vivid story of a young inventor
and a pretty Belgian girl, who were sent
through a hell of suffering, at last to
discover happiness. While the war background is entirely subordinated to the
love' theme, and there are virtually no
battle scenes, yet one is made to understand the whole scheme of German ambition, and the reasons for its downfall
through clever indirection.
The story opens in America, where
the young inventor, who has discovered
a powerful explosive, is induced by the
secret forces of Germany to go to a
the
German university to study.
German soul, even in peace time, offended the American, how he went to

I

How

1
1
I

•

I
1

1

J
i

1

I

I
1
j

I
Belgium, where he saved a burgomas- 1
ter's daughter from the Prussians in the
first days of the war, and how they lived
through the great struggle to see justice 1
done is graphically told.

Mayflower

TUCKER,

fore.

Latest Griffith Picture
Easily His Best

name

Joseph L. Pun-

"Whom

Ma rsueritc Clark comes out

the

same

the

tells

screening a considerable time before
booking, this in itself is almost essential to any percentage basis plan, as no
intelligent exhibitor would care to embark on bookings of this sort without
knowing exactly what he was contract-

OF

of

picture.

producing and distributing units will try
have their pictures available for
to

PARSONS

novel

been busy planning special music I
and effects which will accompany the I

detailed above, will be entered into.
Also the United Artists, as well as other

BILL

j

has

doubt that the percentage basis such as

ing for.

the

Charles R. Macauley.

page some weeks ago, the United ArPictures of Pickford, Fairbanks
tists'
and Chaplin are to be distributed on
their merit and there is probably no

"SMILING"

j|

stroy," the First National feature based

Distributed on Open Booking

AS

City, J

on Sunday, May 25, will give its first
showing of "Whom the Gods Would De-

MAY BE MISTAKEN. BUT

I

BE-

Catherine Calvert has the making
the Frederick of her palmiest days.
Its quite a
tribute to Miss Calvert that the melodramatic and underworld horrors that
the Keeney people put her in have not
absolutely killed her as far as Paramount
is concerned.
But at that she will need
considerable "good picturing" to recover
from the impression she has created in
the fans' minds.
lieve

of another Pauline Frederick

—

Pickford Wins Appeal

NEW YORK — The

decision granting

Cora Wilkenning a judgment of
$108,839.07 in a suit which she filed
against Gladys
Mary Moore (Mary
Mrs.

Pickford) last November was reversed
Friday in the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court and a new trial ordered.
The case will in all probability be tried
in the

June term of court.
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Gerald Bacon Secures
Lucy Cotton as Star
Bacon, who recently formed
own producing company, announces

Gerald
his

I

that he has signed Lucy Cotton, stage
star, for his first production, a screen I
version of Max Marcin's play, "Substi- 1
Prisoner," re-titled "Sunup," the I
tute
production of which will be started next 1
It
week at the Bacon-Backer studio.
was previously announced that Mr. Bacon 1
had titled the Marcin play, "At Sunrise," 1
but it was learned that a stage play is now I
|

under production by Smith & Golden
In deference
bearing the same title.
to Messrs. Smith & Golden, Mr. Bacon
has changed the title to "Sunup."
Miss Cotton, the star of the first
Bacon production to be released by
Frank G. Hall, president of Independent
Sales Corporation, is a popular stage
favorite,

her

latest

successes

in

1

1

1

the

spoken drama being "Turn to the Right"
and "Up in Mabel's Room."

Dies of Heart Failure
During Exciting Scene

SHEBOYGAN,

WIS.

— Reinhold

Krumming,
of

acute

53 years old, died suddenly
dilation of the heart in the

Sheboygan Majestic Theatre here dur- I
ing the presentation of "The Turn of 1
the Wheel," starring Geraldine Farrar.
It was near the end of the gambling
scene in which Geraldine Farrar and her
lover, who had been heavy losers at
roulette, were just beginning to win.
j

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
showing
Voluntary Advertising Is Given
First National Feature Picture
Auction of Souls" Has Active Support of Committee for Relief of Near East (Armenian
Branch) Throughout Country
The beginning

of a remarkable public

support of a feature attraction is seen
in the voluntary advertising of "Auction
of

the

Souls,"

First

National

picture

which has been started by the Committee
for the Relief of the Near East (Armenian Branch) of North Texas. As soon
as he
P.

had seen "Auction of Souls,"

Sites

this relief

of

Dallas,

C.

Texas, director of

work, sent out several thou-

atrocities as practiced by the
murderous, lecherous Turks upon the
Armenians, Syrians, Creeks, Jews and

Armenian

other helpless peoples of the Near East,
I feel that the scenes as depicted in this
picture are not at all overdone; in fact,
it would be impossible to overdraw the
numerous outrages perpetrated by the
Turks, but as produced one morning last
week, I give this film my most hearty

endorsement, and as the
has suggested that they

management
will

an

give

next Friday morninvitational
ing, as stated, I trust you will make it
convenient to attend."
With the added support of the hundreds of society people, educators, professional men and philanthropists who
saw "Auction of Souls" when it was
shown for the benefit of the Near East
cause at $10 a seat in the largest cities,
local
comthis direct propaganda of
mittees all over the country bids fair to
give the film one of the most remarkable voluntary advertisements in the
history of motion pictures.

Erect Large Playhouse
LIMA, OHIO.— One

of

the

largest

motion picture houses in Ohio is to be,
constructed here by the Sigma Theatre

Company,
rant

and

the

Empire Theatre, a restau-

saloon

make room

for

it.'

being

torn down to
cost $100,000.

It will

sand personal letters to influential persons in his district, urging them to see
the picture.

His letter was a declaration of sponsorship for this film, which, under the
name of "Ravished Armenia," was seen
by the foremost citizens of a number of
the largest American cities at $10 per
seat, the proceeds being added to the
$30,000,000 fund which was raised nationally to send food, medical attention
and other necessaries to the millions
perishing in the Near East.

Support to Be Universal
Similar support is to be given "Auction of Souls" everywhere by local committees of the Committee for the Relief
Mr. Sites has forof the Near East.
warded to the headquarters of this body

m New York

his recommendation that
interested in the Armenians, the
Greeks, Syrians, Persians, and all others
who have been crushed during the war
period by the "infamous Turk" to see
'Auction of Souls" and have others do
so, realizing what a tremendous piece of
publicity
the showing of the picture

all

will be.

Mr. Sites also forwarded samples of
the personal letters which he sent out
by the thousands, urging the supporters
of this relief to go to the Old Mill Theatre in Dallas to see the picture.
Printed
upon a rich brown stock, with deckel
edge, the invitation which accompanied
the personal letter, was such as would
appeal to the person of refinement and
discrimination.
Mr. Sites in his letter said that he
considered "Auction of Souls" to be an
excellent visualization of the atrocities

which were visited upon Aurora Mardiganian, the Armenian girl, who is the
central figure of the picture, and her
friends.
Continuing, he wrote:

Letter of Mr. Sites

'Through the courtesy of the manageof the Old Mill Theatre, I was
present at a special preliminary showing
of this great film one morning last week.
Having heard a number of speakers of

ment

national reputation, including Ambassador Morgenthau, and for the past two
years having read every informing book
or magazine article bearing upon the

George West, brother of the famous comedian, drives comedy
stages a real romance

Work

on

wedding scene

a

in

one of

new comedies which was

Billy West's

bamboo

of

most novel of the year.
The contracting parties were George

the

West,

brother

of

the

comedian,

now

general sales manager of the new Billy
West comedies, and Miss Rose Wieisberg, of 1332 South Albany avenue, Chicago.
An elaborate set had been constructed
early

m

the

week depicting

the interior

of a multi-millionaire's home, and while
the

company was working on
West conceived the

George
using

it

as

a

background for
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the scene

idea
his

of

own

and

Thereupon he consulted his
she agreed and the ceremony
was performed in the presence of the

May

wedding and one

set

fiancee,

entire

for a real

the

nuptials.

being rushed to completion at the Emerald Motion Picture studios, Chicago,
was halted for a brief period Thursday.
15,

off

company.
West, with

his funny shoes,
scrubby mustache, little
derby, baggy pants and everything, acted as best man, while Miss Ethelyn

Billy

cane,

Gibson, the leading lady, was bridesmaid. Frederick J. Ireland, president of
the Emerald company, directed the proceedings. An orchestra, which has been
furnishing dance music all week for a
ball room scene, played the wedding
inarch.

Nobody threw any custard pies, Billy
West's cane and derby performed perfectly throughout the ceremony, and
Mr. Ireland expressed himself as satislied with the whole scene.
The happy couple left Sunday evening on a tour of the country.

t

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Universal Asks All Exhibitors
To Aid in Anniversary Celebration
Company Anxious to Have All Theatres in
Country Run At Least One "U" Production
During Month of June
K

With

the

month

celebration

prizes, when awarded, will be distributed among the salesmen and other employes of the exchange.

of June

near at hand practically every depart-

ment

company

Universal

the

of

spurred

teeming with

activity

making the celebration month
Universal

one.

year

Universal

of June.

is

Want Film

banner

coming

proud of

records and achievements during the

past seven years and
celebrating

planning upon

is

manner

a

in

befitting

the

occasion.
the big studios in Universal City on the

west coast is working hard on vehicles.
Joe Brandt recently left New York for
the West to start new serials, and the
otber departments are joining in the
spirit of push for the anniversary month.

promises
exhibitor
the
of the best pictures ever produced
for release in the month of June, and
it is said these pictures will do as much
as any other thing to add to the success
of the celebration month and the beginning of Universal's eighth successful
vear.

The prizes
follows: The exchange showing the largest percentage
of increase in its gross volume of business actually played in the month of
June over the month of May Mr.
Laemmle will pay a $1,000 prize. To
the office making the next best showing
a prize of $500 will be given, and to
the exchange office making the third best
showing $250 will be given.
These
in prizes of $l,75d.

The Robertson-Cole Company have
taken over the entire rights to the
Rothapfel Unit, outside of the United
States and Canada.
This deal was concluded by representatives of RobertsonCole and Frank G. Hall, president of the
Independent Sales Corporation and vice
president of the Rothapfel Picture Corporation, immediately after the highly

will be distributed as

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

r

u

1

1

»

1

1

1

niii

1

hi;. mi,

n

successful showing of the initial unit at
the Rialto Theatre.

,,ni

Robertson-Cole
have
already
conarrangements whereby Jury's

Exhibitor Prevents

i

Theatre Panic
Fire
j
1
|
|
1

I
e

I
|

1

is

room and

finally restored

gram through

I

1

1
1

\

I

§
1
1
f

\
1

order.

The
|

blaze

was extinguished with

I

nominal damage.
Hill'

mi

whom

they represent in the United States, will take over
the distribution of the Rothapfel ProImperial Pictures, Ltd.,

Discovered

action by Herbert Weston, who made
a
speech in the Circle Theatre,
Thirty-sixth avenue and
Foothill
boulevard, when a film exploded,
and thus calmed the crowd therebv averted a panic, according to
Fire Chief Elliott Whitehead. While
Weston held the people in their
-rats, assuring them that there was
no danger and no necessity for a
disorderly rush for doors, he turned
in a fire alarm, explained that the
blaze was confined to the fireproof

projecting

cluded

When

OAKLAND, CAL.— Prompt

Fox

play,

"A

Fallen Idol."

Title Willard Picture
"Challenge of Chance" will be the title
of the Jess Willard picture now being
made by the Continental Picture CorFred L. Wilke, president, is
poration.
in
New York arranging distribution
plans.

Robertson-Cole Buy Export Rights
To the Rothapfel Unit Programs

Laemmle, president
the Universal company, has offered

his best effort, Carl

i

EVELYX NESBIT
In a scene from her latest

Universal

More than extraordinary plans are
made by Universal's sales departEvery effort will be made by this
department to make the anniversary
month the biggest in Universal history.
As an added inducement for every
member Of the sales force to put forth

total

to

some

being
ment.

a

is

the campaign.

Prizes for Sales Force

of

effort

In addition to the sales department
UniversaJ's advertising is planning some
novel effects and a large amount of additional advertising will be issued during

producing group at

Practically every

Every House

in

be made to have
every theatre in America run at least
one Universal picture during the month
of June.
Universal wants a perfect
score of 100 per cent for the booking of
pictures during the month of June. Every poster that will be used by an
exhibitor during the anniversary month
will carry a sticker with
the words
"Universal Anniversary."

Every

seventh

its

the industry during the

in

month
its

celebrates

a

is

toward

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillitiiriiiniiriiiiir

the British Isles. Jury's is
the foremost distributing organization in
all Britain, and the most expert handling
of the Rothapfel Unit can be expected
from this source.
Under recent arrangement. Jury's distribute in the British Isles, all the Robertson-Cole motion picture products and
in addition will buy for Robertson-Cole
the foremost European productions for
American distribution. Robertson-Cole,
as Jury's American representatives, have
already closed several important deals
including
British associates
for their
the recent purchase of Maurice Tourneur's, "The White Heather.'
In the Cinema halls of the Britsh Isles,

music has always had a dominant appeal for audiences, and always consti-
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tutes a prominent part of the program.
For this reason, the Rothapfel program
appears certain to find wide favor in
Britain. But in addition, the Unit is just
what exhibitors of Britain, as well as
those of France and practically every
other country in Europe, desire and will
purchase with eagerness because of its

completeness.
President Hall of the Independent
Sales Corporation, selected RobertsonCole as his foreign distributing agent,
being impressed with the thoroughness
with which this company handles all its
business.

Robertson-Cole have been feeling the
pulse of foreign exhibitors for some time
and their observations led to the deal
whereby they take over the initial six
Rothapfel Units, which are in big demand in many foreign countries. France
to obtain the
in particular is anxious
Rothapfel Unit. There it is customary
to book an entire program, and with the
embellishments which accompany the
Rothapfel Unit, such as music and efFrench exhibitors are expected to
fects.
create a big demand for the Rothapfel
Units.

Open Chicago Exchange
With

S. L.

Warner

in charge,

Warner

Brothers have opened an office in the
Garrick building, West Randolph street,
Chicago, and will exploit "Open Your
Eyes" in the central West.

Y

!

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H
Chicago to Have Million Dollar
Theatre; Will Seat 5,000 People
Balaban and Katz Select South Side Location for
Play House Which Will Equal Any in
Entire

World

According to plans just completed
Chicago will soon have one of the largest motion picture theatres in America
if not the world.
It is expected to open

speakers.

about April

J.

The

1,

1920.

which will be six stories
high, will occupy 225 feet on Cottage
Grove avenue, and be 125 feet deep, with
a 200-foot frontage on 63rd street, one
of the best locations for a neighborhood
house in Chicago.

Balaban and Katz Backers

the Riviera, one of Chicago's handsomest
motion picture theatres on the north
side.
It is estimated the new building
will cost $1,000,000 and will seat 5,000
persons.
The theatre will be built along French
architectural
lines,
with rest rooms,
smoking rooms, and a play room for
children.
The lobby is to be five stories in
height and will be patterned after the
chapel of Versailles, the room adjoining
the one in which the peace conference
sessions were held.

For Premier Presentations

Sam Katz

has announced that a scenic
artist will be employed to furnish sets
for each picture presented and the theatre will be used for premier presentations in the central west.
A fifty-piece orchestra of picked musicians under a well-known director will
furnish the musical accompaniment.
The site for the theatre was purchased
from Edward Bertha, a builder, through
Semour Marks, broker for Messrs. Bal-

aban & Katz. Rapp & Co. have been
granted the contract for the erection of
the theatre and it is expected excavation
will be started within the next six weeks.

First National Directors
Hold Session in Chicago
Officers of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Inc., were called to attend a directors' meeting at the Congress hotel, Chicago,

on Tuesday morning. Several matters of
importance were taken up.
The session
lasted all day Tuesday and Wednesday.
Those present were President Robert
Lieber,
Indianapolis;
Harry Schwalbe,
secretary
Philadelphia
and
treasurer,
James D. Williams, manager, New York;
E. H. Hulsey, Dallas, Texas; T. L. Tally,
Los Angeles Aaron Jones, Chicago, and
R. H. Clark, New York.
;

series of
to be

important
made.

an-

D. Williams Dounds

building,

The men back of the project are Samuel Katz and Abe Balaban, directors of

A

nouncements are

Warning

to Exhibitors

(Continued from page 29)
the next DeMille release within the competitive grasp of other distributors? No!
Would Metro consider it good business to contract with Nazimova for but
one picture at a time? Would they thus
leave the way open for another distributor to buy her next production, and get
the cumulative advantages of the great
advertising
and promotion campaign
Metro had given" to the previous Nazimova feature ? No
Would the promoters of the United
Artists Corporation have gone beypnd
the first stages of organization if they
had been unable to conclude contracts
with Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford,

Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith
which insured to their exchanges a series of productions by each of these
artists? Would they be willing to contract for only one "single picture" at a
time, knowing that every competing dis-

tributor had equal
opportunity with
them to obtain the next production of
any of these four producers? No!

As He Sees

And

the Question

exhibitors are supposed to
accept conditions that could not prevail
for a month with the sponsors for these
conditions without jeopardizing every
dollar invested in their enterprises.
Basically, there is comparatively no
distinction between the theatre and the
public and the exchange and the exhibitor.
The distributor wins prestige and
business by the quality of his attractions,
and through the popularity of the stars
still,

and producers whose output he

offers to

Exhibitors achieve position
and patronage for their theatres for
identically tbe same reasons, excepting
exhibitors.

that their market is the public.
No distributor would spend money to
exploit a star to exhibitors without the
positive assurance in a contract that he
could benefit from his efforts by releasing a series of productions in which that
star appeared.

Any

exhibitor who does not demand,
and get, the same protection for every
dollar of promotion money he spends
on a star of any value to his box office
is aiding his competitors to bring about
his downfall.

Rentals Should Not Vary

Fox Holds Convention

NEW

In New York June 1
YORK.— Fox salesmen from all

United States have been
convention to open here
June 1. Headquarters will be at the
Pennsylvania Hotel.
William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan,
who recently returned from a trip
abroad, are expected to be among the
parts

of

the

summoned

to a

The

picture" policy can have
practice in any effort
to establish fair rental prices for the
varying- degrees of quality in productions.
Stars and producers know how
much money they must receive in gross
rentals from each release to defray the
cost of production and allow a profit.
The present method of fixing rentals
according to zone or urban populations
is a feasible and fair basis of determina"single

no excuse for

its
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FRANK KEEN AX
Who

distributing; his product

is

through

Pathe.
If, by this system, Kalamazoo must
pay $100 a day for first run, the distributors can charge that amount. The fact
that the exhibitor makes an unusual

tion.

profit at that rental should not affect the
rental. The star or producer is receiving the amount which, in proportion to
population, is equivalent to the price pre-

decided

viously

zone
ceipts

upon

in

figuring

that

ratio to the total gross reneeded to pay production costs

in

its

and show the desired profit.
The star or producer should get his
or her production costs back immediately
upon release, because they must have it
as working capital with which to begin
next picture. After they are assured of this what more can they legitimately expect if the relation between
them and the exhibitors is to be equitable
the

and mutually

fair.

The

star or producer can insure the
profit desired on the investment in each
by arranging a schedule of
picture
prizes according to existing and wellknown factors, and by keeping the approval of all rental contracts, on this
basis, as an authority to be exercised by
them or by their representatives in the
individual exchanges or at the head office of the distributing company.

No

Benefit to Exhibitors

exhibitor who has contended with
the malicious practices of the program
system and where is there an exhibitor
who has not will most certainly agree
with the obvious import of the "single
picture" policy. It does not contribute
a single benefit to exhibitors which is
not now at their option. With but one
exception they are privileged now and
they have been privileged for months
past to book the new and recent productions of the stars and producers fostering it without being compelled to take
any other releases, of any character or
description. Further, they have had the
protective advantages of star series contracts whenever they were requested.
The "single picture" method strips
this vital thing from them.
It leaves
them without the most indispensable of
theatre assets the ability to profit tomorrow from the efforts of todav.

Any

—

—

—

—
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Who

Who's

The Export

In Chicago Film Circles

Intimate

Who

Studies

of

Made

Have

Field

Foreign Trade Information

Men
Their

Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

The War Trade Board announce that
the Export Conservation List as of May
9, 1919, is as follows:
Films, Moving Picture, as follows:

cured from the Department of Commerce. Tables prepared by the department show that, during the month of
March, our exports of unexposed film

Unexposed, X-20.
Exposed, but undeveloped.
Exposed and developed, X-20 or X-30.
On the unexposed X-20 and exposed
and developed, individual licenses are
not required to Canada and NewfoundShipment of these commodities
land.
to those destinations may be made under
special export licence RAC-63.

amounted

As

noted, an English corporation capiat $3,000,000 and known as the

talized

to 19,730,229 linear feet, valued
at $412,323, and exposed film to 11,522,371 feet, valued at $717,638.
Although we export unexposed film to

only twelve countries, thirty-seven countries now use our exposed films, according to the table prepared by the department, which follows.
France is our
largest customer for unexposed film, but
England imports the largest amount of
exposed films and, all told, is our heaviest customer.

Famous Players-Lasky-British

Producbeen formed. Financially
interested are Adolph Zukor, Maj. David

ers,

known as a coal land
Norman Holden, prom-

Davies, M. P., well

owner, and Maj.

C.

WHEN

W.

ECKHARDT

the F.

I.

M. club

L.

of Chi-

reorganized and its members looked around foT a president, they decided upon C. W. Eckhardt
of the Fox Film Corporation.
It was a rather remarkable choice as

cago

Mr. Eckhardt had been

Chicago less
than six months at the time. But in that
time he had smashed speed records at

making

in

friends.

remarkable that
Chicago six
months as when he came here in September, 1918, it was under instructions
The time was exto remain six days.
tended from time to time, until it apIn

fact,

it's

Eckhardt

Mr.

rather

was

in

pears that he has become a permanent
fixture in Chicago's film circle.
Just as he has been doing big things
for Fox here, he has started out to do
big things for the F. I. L. M. Club one
little item being to plan a million dollar

—

exchange building.

film

He was born

"early in

the

eighties"

Canton, Ohio, and entered the amusement business in the box office of the
old Criterion theatre in Chicago in 1898.
He graduated to being advance man and
P. A. for several road shows, and finally
in January. 1915, landed in Pittsburgh
and decided to stay there as film salesman for an independent exchange.
Tn
In the film game he rose rapidly.
September. 1915, he accepted the position of assistant manager of Fox's Pitts-

in

burgh exchange and eight weeks later
was made manager. Tn 1917 the home
office called him to New York and six

months
ager.

came
fall

made him a district manwas as district manager he

inent financier of England.
The company will build several studios in Europe
in
which Paramount stars will work.
Production will be in four months or
perhaps less, pending the arrival of producing units on the other side.
Capt.
A. H. Kaufman, who just returned from
France, will be production manager in
charge and will have his headquarters in
London. He sails shortly. C. A. Clegg,
at present head of the Eamous Players
Film Company, Ltd., English branch,
will be business manager of the new
company. Production will be in England, France. Italy and Spain. This new
move will give Famous-Players a better
outlet for its product in foreign fields.
Offices will probably be opened all over

Europe.

The Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
which some weeks ago made the first
announcement

of post-bellum European
expansion with the signing of the peace
treaty at Paris, now announces that exhibitors in

Germany, Austria, Hungary,

Czecho-Slovakia,

and

Jugo-Slavia,

Poland,

fact all countries that were cut
off
from distribution, have definitely
contracted for the showing of the entire
output of Goldwyn Pictures up to September, 1919.
Showing will start with
the signing of the treaty, which is now
in

before the

German

delegation.

This means that every Goldwyn picture that has been made will now be
sold in bulk to hundreds of European
Exhibitors. It means that Mittel Eurooa
get its first chance to see pictures
made under the Goldwyn "ars gratia
artis" emblem: for in the three years
that Goldwyn Pictures have been in the
making, perfect European distribution
was impossible.
Other companies that are making inroads into Central Europe are merely
picking up the ends which the war forced
them to let drop. For them this Teutonic and Slavic invasion is more or less
"old stuff."
But for Goldwyn, it is the
beginning of an adventure in new terwill

ritory.

later
It

to

Chicago for

and has

a six-day stay last
stayed ever since.

Foreign Notes

Ltd., has

Exports of motion picture film now
to about fifteen million dollars
a year, according to a report just se-

amount
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Th. Langgaard De Menezes arrived
from Brazil Saturday. Mr. Menezes rep-

some Brazilian bankers' interests,
are at the present time interested
the promotion of motion pictures.

sents

who
in

Mr. Menezes expects to be
for about three months.

in

New York

International Photoplays Distributors,
have purchased the Craig Kennedy
Serial, "The Carter Case," for Great
Britain and the entire Far East from
Inc.,

Export

& Import

Film Company.

Berman of the Sterling Films,
who have exchanges in Toronto

Charles
Ltd.,

and Montreal, has arrived in New York.
His headquarters are at the Knickerbocker hotel.
N. L. Nathanson of Regal Films, Toronto, is at the Claridge hotel.

Bech, Van Siclen & Company, Inc.,
exporters, have purchased foreign rights
to three Doris Kenyon pictures from
Parex Film: "Inn of the Blue Moon,"
"Street of Seven Stars" and "Twilight."
James Beecroft.

—

Purchases
Barton Theatre Interest

E. G. Sourbier

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— E.

G. Sourcounty treasurer, has purchased Ben
Barton's interest in the Alhambra, Lyric
and Isis theatres, becoming the partner
of the popular and well-known exhibitor,
bier,

Charles Olson.
Preparations are

now

being made to

entirely remodel the Lyric at a cost of
$150,000, making it a 2,000 seat theatre.
The management will run high class film
and vaudeville, giving Indianapolis one of
the finest appointed theatres in the Central

West.

Given Sunday Afternoons
PULLMAN. WASH.— Following

a
bitter fight, the city council has voted,
4 to 3, to permit motion picture theatres
to operate between 1 and 6 p. m. Sundays until September 1. At that time
the permission will be revoked or made

permanent.
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New
Frederick

Billy

West Comedies

President of Emerald Motion Picture Company,
Announces Series Will Be Available to Exhibitors About September 1

J. Ireland,

The Emerald Motion Picture Company's studio on Nortli Wells street.
Chicago, is humming with activity as
work progresses on the third of the
Billy West comedies.
Efficiency and
harmony are the watchwords of the
plant.
As each scene is struck another
takes its place and rehearsals begin at
once, reducing delays and lost motion
0
to a minimum.
Everywhere about the place, in the
developing room, the paint shop, the
carpenter shop, the prop, room and
wardrobe department the same efficient
of working can be noted.

method

Frederick

j.

in Fall

Ireland, president of the

Emerald company, who is also director
of the studio, is kept busy keeping pace
with his tireless comedian, Billy West.
West is here, there and everywhere instructing members of his company how
best to get certain effects.
That the new series of comedies, the
first of which will be issued about September, will surpass anything heretofore attempted by Mr. West, is evident
to one who has watched them in the

It is proposed, however, to complete
at least six two-reel pictures before publishing the first one.

Mary MacLaren

Starts

Fannie Hurst Novelette
The

big event of the week at Univerhas been the starting of production on "The Petal on the Current," the
Fannie Hurst Cosmopolitan novelette,
sal City

which Mary MacLaren will star, and
which is being directed by Ted BrownMiss MacLaren's leading man will
ing.
be Robert Anderson, who first rose to
prominence as Monsieur Cuckoo in the
"Hearts
of
the
production
Griffith
World," and who reached the zenith of
his screen fame in Allen Holubar's production "Hearts of Humanity."
In "The Petal on the Current" Miss
MacLaren will be seen as a department
store girl of New York's East Side, who
buffeted about roughly in the sea of fate
in

eventually finds happiness in the arms of
Fritzie Ridgeway
the man she loves.
and Ina Claire are in support of the star.

FREDERICK

Dean Out

NEW YORK— A

"Broken Blossoms" to
Be Artcraft Picture

NEW YORK.— "Broken

Blossoms"

will be published, through Artcraft as
a special when it has played a number

of

engagements throughout the country.

The

release will be as part of the Griffith

contract
It

a

Players-Lasky.

special run

in

Philadel-

and Boston, May 27. The
hicago engagement opens June 1.

phia,
C

Famous

with

opens for

May

26,

IRELAND

Danger

of

wire received at the

Universal office states Priscilla Dean
has been pronounced out of danger and
that her general condition is very much
improved.

making.

The stories are being supplied by
"Chuck'' Reisner, who has to his credit
as co-director and writer such famous
screen-plays as "Shoulder Arms" and
"A Dog's Life."
Surrounding Mr. West is as capable a
company of players as has ever been
assembled for comedy work. All work
in harmony with Mr. Ireland's and Mr.
West's ideas and as a result in the short
time that Mr. West has occupied the
Emerald studios two comedies have been

J.

President of Emerald Motion Pietnre Company, now making new Billy West
comedies.

General to Liquidate

NEW YORK— General

Film
will
liquidate.
Whether or not there will be
a reorganization has not been determined at this time. The United Artists
are expected to take over a number of
the exchanges of the General.

Leo Wharton at Astor

NEW YORK.— Leo

Wharton Brothers Studio
Y., is

Wharton

of
of Ithaca. N.

stopping at the Hotel Astor.

completed.

That there is. a keen demand for Billy
West comedies has been demonstrated
within the past week by the number of
inquiries received at the studio asking
when the first of the new series will be
ready for distribution.

I, eft

Regina Kruh Moves
NEW YORK.— Regina Kruh,
"Ella

Add Theatre

to

Chain

the

PITTSBURGH, PA.— The downtown

Wheeler Wilcox" of the Cinema

Cameraphone motion picture theatre has
become a link in the Rowland & Clark

trade, has taken new offices on the 10th
floor of the Godfrey building.

—

chain.

to Right
J. I,. Warner, who looks after the I.os Angeles interests of the Warner Brother* | II. M. Warner, Washington. 1>.
Albert Warner, who holds down the executive chair In !\'ew York City: Dave Warner, Detroil. Mich., and S. I.. Warner. Chicago
representntl ve. They have been in the tilni business for llfteen years and pretty nearly knovi ils every angle.
(
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

WHEN

"Mickey" took the country by stoim and
began knocking box office records right and left
the cry went up that this queer admixture of
slap-stick and melodrama was the type of amusement
the people wanted.
Not even from the ranks of pro*
ducers of film plays diametrically opposed as to style
came a single argument to refute the allegation.
Then, as if to prove such argument all wrong, came
"The Red Lantern," a serious drama with a tragic ending, that threatens to

rival

even "Mickey"

in

dents in the life of a little department store clerk, a
series that has no dramatic value and is only slightlv
entertaining.

"THE MINTS OF HELL"

('Exhibitors Mutual)
the exuberant William Desmond to serious
drama, thereby proving that he is an actor as well as a

confines
genial,

good natured and handsome young man.

Excel-

The

snow-stuff furnishes a pleasing background.
story will hold interest.
lent

money-

making attraction power.
The exhibitor who seeks to reconcile the two apparently opposite facts can draw but one conclusion. That

"THE CRIMSON GARDEMIA"
turns the long-absent

Owen Moore

(Goldwyn)

re-

to the screen at his

dramatization of Rex Beach's novel of the same
Romantic drama displayed against the picturesque
background of the Mardi Gras, it is screen pastime of

best in a

conclusion backs up the oldest claim advanced by
thoughtful men in the industry, viz.: That the type of
story matters not, that the style of production is sim-

title.

the best variety.

unimportant, that quality is first, last and always
the deciding factor in the test of public favor.
ilarly

"DESTINY"

(Jewel) lists Dorothy Phillips as the
But the cast includes a half dozen players who
might well be given equal mention in the stellar connecion.
It is natural, heavy, tragic, but a splendid example
of the type.
It should hang up an enviable box office

Much may

be gained by absorbing this fad and applying to the perfecting of quality the time spent in

experimenting with types and combinations of types

star.

for

t

production.

"BROKEN BLOSSOMS"

(L>.

W.

record.
Griffith)

sets a

new mark

for the leader of them all.
The genius that
has in the past, devoted itself to colossal production- is
turned to perfection of detail and artistry in the building of the simple and unpretentious drama. The result
is by all odds the finest play of the type that has been

produced

to date.

"THE THIRD DEGREE"

"KHAVAH"

(Select)

pictures sharply
with Bolshevism in
the saddle and peasant and aristocrat united to oppose
the advance of the monster. Norma Talmadge is ideally
chosen for the role of the persecuted •princess. The play
is serious of purpose and necessarily strong in subject
matter, but triumphs in that the end justifies the means.

(Zion Films) treats with enlightened
the racial problems that frustrate the romance of
a Jewish maiden and a Russian youth. It is cleverly
executed and authentic. While its appeal will be especially strong to members of the races in question, its
sheer dramatic value is sufficient recommendation.

effectively the Russia of today,

skill

"THE MASTER

smiling

"ONE OF THE FINEST" (Goldwyn) fits out the
Tom Moore with the uniform and brass buttons

.MAN** (Pathe) provides a characteristic role for Frank Keenan's powerful personality.
A drama of political intrigue and the struggle between
capital and labor, it is thoroughly interesting and at
all times natural.
Keenan has not had a more congenial role in

minion of the law and a romantic little story of
utter naturalness that cannot fail of pleasing.

of a

"THE BLINDING TRAIL"

ME*' (Para-

a powerful picturization of Hall Caine's
widely read novel.
Excellently done in every department, it stands erect without leaning upon the reputation of the book for support.
"Catherine MacDonakl
leads splendidly a cast capable and efficient in every
is

"WORDS AND MUSIC BY"

(Fox) marks the
second appearance of Elinor Fair and Albert Ray upon
the Fox program and excels the first in many ways. It
is, in all, a play which will stand considerably more

"THE FINAL CLOSE-UP"
Paramount, the producer.

It

is

(World) establishes Violet Palmer as
caliber.
The play is cleverly done in
that World finds most congenial. The close of
leaves a definite and lasting impression, and a
no

mean

one.

It

is

highly commendable screen fare.

THE

AIR" (Metro) does not com"CASTLES IN
pare well with such recent May Allison publications as
•"Peggy Does Her Darndest" and "The Island of Intrigue," but manages, despite a tendency to drag and a
pronounced familiarity plot outline, to hold the interest
It qualifies as acceptable entertainuntil, the finish.

than the usual amount of advertising.

reflect to the credit of Shirley

stands

"GINGER"
a star of
the style
the play
valuable

instance.

not

(Universal)

head and shoulders above the recent vehicles of Monroe
Salisbury. A story of strong men and a woman, it rings
The market success of the
true to the test of logic.
composition seems assured.

some time.

"THE WOMAN THOU OA VEST
mount)

follows

enacts the leading role intelligently and with the artist's
The public's verdict
appreciation of dramatic values.
cannot be otherwise than favorable.

'

-THE NEW MOON"

and

(Vitagraph)

the stage version closely and should equal on the screen
Alice Joyce
the success of the legitimate production.

(Paramount) will
Mason, the star, or

ment, but the star and
capable of better thing-.

just a series of inci-
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producing organization

are

a

f
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REVIEWS

fLillian Gish in

mands

IBROKEN BLOSSOMS

production has been given the
lent
feature, which occupies the six reels,

1

W.

Six-part drama; D.

Griffith

Produc-

tion.

W.

[Directed by D.

OPINION:
Eerence

BD. W.
|]the

for

Griffith.

Discarding his usual pref-

the

elaborate

and colossal,

has applied his genius in
present production solely to the arGriffith

Itistic and the spiritual side of story
The result is the finest
I picturization.
transference of life to screen that has

ever

been accomplished.
Minute attention has been given to
every detail, every effort bent toward

obtaining realism without sacrificing the

mental for
allowed

I true for the spectacular, the

I the physical. The story has been
IJ to work itself out to the logical

concluthe fact that the ending is
tragic.
Yet so splendidly is it executed,
I so
clearly is the underlying thought
Imade clear, that the usual opposition to
endings of the sort is overcome.
Lillian Gish surpasses her past pernotable as some of them
I formances,
were,
her present
in
impersonation.
I Donald Crisp is strikingly effective as
I her father. Richard Barthelmess is cast
Has a Chinese of unique characteristics
I and proves himself an actor of sterling
I sion, despite

I

ability.

A
I,
I

splendid musical score has been proeffect is that of

vided.
The combined
perfect entertainment.

l|

I

fine

I

I
I

||

revolts

against

the

customs of his country and goes to London.
Lucy, a sad-eyed little English
girl,
whose pugilistic father mistreats
her, passes his window, and in her face

I he sees the fineness of character that he
has sought all his life. After a particularly brutal beating at the hands of her
Ij
I father the girl staggers to his doorway,
falling unconscious.
I
He takes her in
I
and comforts her. That night her father
|i
wins a prize fight and is then told of his
I

I

l
'

I

strong.

will appreciate the picture's value.

"The

SYNOPSIS:

Princess Marie is a
friend of the Russian people, but when
the revolutionists overthrow the royalty
she is forced to disguise herself as a
peasant and open a little stare in Vlosk.
a village. Prince Michail, her betrothed,
disguises himself and joins the Reds.
Kamaneff and Kosloff, leaders of the
revolt, institute the abolition of matrimony in the province and Kamaneff
covets Marie.
His sister, whom he believes safely over the border, is lured
back by Kosloff and sentenced to be
registration
shot for disobeying
the
order. Michail finally locates Marie and
arrives as she is pleading with Kamaneff
for the. women of the village.
They
sentence him to death. Kamaneff's sister
is
executed and he. enraged, attacks
Marie. Michail arrives in time to rescue
her.
They escape across the border.

Frank Keenan

in

THE MASTER

MAN

Five-part drama; Pathe.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.

May 25.
OPINION: The

powerful

personality

of

Frank Keenan needs no comment.

It

is

sufficient to say that in this picture

it

unhindered by plot requirements and
permitted to shine forth unobscured.
That in itself is commendation enough
for most pictures, but when it is added
that the story of the play is a strong
is

strong

Master

Man"

attraction.

It

is

'

just

has

in

that

—

goodly

measure and quality the essentials that

make

for

satisfaction

in

screen

enter-

tainment of the dramatic classification*.
Especially should the play prove successful where the star is well and favorably known, for it compares well with
the best of his past performances, but
there is no reason why it should not deliver complete satisfaction to a strange
audience as well.

SYNOPSIS: Emanuel Blake is a dominent figure in state politics, ruling the
machine by sheer force of personality
and superior cunning. He is in love with
Janice Ritter, a poor girl who has been
educated by George Vanter, an elderly
gentleman of means, whom she marries
out of gratitude.
On the night of the
wedding her father, a half-wit, poisons
Blake is soon inVanter, who dies.
criminated in the murder of the Governor of the state anl feigns mental collapse, is sent to a. sanitarium, where he
is supposed to die, then returns as Edwin Blythe, securing work in the Vanter
mills.
Janice is accused of her husband's murder and brought to trial.
Blythe is foreman of the jury, but is unAt
able to bring about an acquittal.
length he tells the true story of the
poisoning and Janice's father is sent to
Blythe then prepares to
an asylum.
stand trial for his own offense, refusing
to flee with Janice as she urges and asking her to devote herself to the welfare
of the men employed in her mills.

in the Chinaman's
for her, takes her
home and beats her to death. The heartbroken Celestial brings her body back
to his home, performs the Chinese burial

daughter's

|

age-

the
the

Published

"The Yellow Man" is a
young Chinaman of high motives and

who

But

story, that it is well told and well acted
by supporting cast as well as lead, and
that the whole is presented in befitting
background clearly and naturally photographed, the picture must indeed be

Excel-

without padding. The character of
subject matter is such that only
adult audience will understand it.
a thinking gathering of reasoning

SYNOPSIS:
character

of the story completely.

home.

rites

presence

He comes

and

suicides.

Norma Talmadge

in

THE NEW MOON
Six-part drama; Select.

Directed by Chester Withey.
Published in May.

OPINION:

The

abolition

of

matri-

mony, probably the most reprehensible
the drastic practices of the Russian
Bolsheviki, is made the theme of the

of

present Norma Talmadge feature. It is
a timely topic and one that will have a
practically universal appeal.
That it is
also a topic calling for strong treatment
has been appreciated by the producers,
who have sketched the story in bold,
broad lines.
Norma Talmadge is well
fitted for the part she is called upon to
enact, a trying characterization that required insight and ability.
Her work
admits of no adverse criticism. Stuart
Holmes and Charles Gerard, as moving
forces in the revolution, satisfy the de-

Frank Keenan

In n s<-en«-

41

from hK polltlcal-aoctet] drama, "The Master Man" (I'nihe)
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lieving in the sight of heaven they are
wife.
Conrad departs on an
Antartic voyage while Mary seeks a secluded spot in Southern France, refusing to live with Lord Raa.
child is
born and when her father attempts to
have her return to Lord Raa, she refuses, stating the child's father is Conrad.
Her money gone, she returns to
London, where she is forced upon the
street to secure money and medicine
for her child.
The first man she musters up courage enough to approach is

man and

A

Conrad, who agrees
and protect her.
Albert

to share her troubles

Ray and Elinor

Fair in

F've-part comedy-drama; Fox.
Directed by Scott Dunlap

May
OPINION:

the

A

scene from "Words and Mnsic By—"
with Albert Ray and Elinor Fair (Fox).

first

Albert

picture

of

the

Ray and Elinor

radically

Fair, this

Katherine MacDonald

from many viewpoints.

in

WOMAN THOU GAVEST ME
Seven-part drama; Paramount-Artcraft.
Directed by Hugh Ford.
Published May 25.
OPINION: Hall Caine's widely read
novel raised a storm of protest when it
appeared in England several years ago.,
because the author found fault with the
existing divorce laws.
In England a
woman must stick to her husband
through thick and thin, only the male
member of the family being privileged
to secure a divorce. Upon this angle of
the story Hugh Ford has put the soft
pedal, leaving the matter up to his spectators to judge whether the woman was
justified or not in leaving her unfaithful
husband. But out of Mr. Caine's story
Mr. Ford has hewn a picture production
that is completely satisfying albeit a
little slow in the opening reel.
He has
very adroitly avoided the objectionable,
the crass and the obscene that would
have spoiled it as screen entertainment
and given us as strong a bit of drama
as has graced the silver sheet in some
time.

The brief outline of the story given
herewith, taken from Beulah Marie Dix's
synopsis, gives but a vague idea of the
strength of the tale.
A splendid cast,
including Katherine MacDonald, Jack
Holt, Theodore Roberts, Fritzi Brunette,
Milton

Sills

and Katherine

Griffith

terpret the various roles with
Fine settings and photography
inate.

in-

fidelity.

predom-

,

Daniel McNeill, having
suffered
in
his
childhood from the
cruelty of his landlord. Lord Raa, vows
that some day he will pull down the
nride of the house of his oppressor.
Years later, having accumulated a fortune, he purchases the Raa Castle and
arranges to marrv his voung daughter

Mary

to the oroflierate heir

of the

Lord

Raa.
The
refuses to give her a divorce

to

live

young man

with

leaves for a farcical honevmoon
with her.
By prearrangement he
meets Alm^> Lier. an actress, and in the
presence of his wife and a friend, Martin
Conrad is r een embracing Alma. Con-

and

i

trio

rad

none

is

a

far

display their talents.

Particularly pleas-

reproduction of a small town
with its interesting characters in the introductory part of the production. The
scene then shifts to New York.
Fox
has given an excellent supporting cast,
ing

is

a

a competent director and photographer
and effective subtitling. Eugene Pallette
as Gene Harris, a broken down composer, Edwin Booth Tilton as Thomas
Sullivan, manager of an opera company,
and Robert Bolder as Gus Hertz, a
musical publisher, take important parts
Exhibin the cast and play them well.

can well afford to advertise this
heavier than the usual picture.
SYNOPSIS: Brian McBride, a bookkeeper in a general store at Ossawatomie, Kan., spends his spare time composing an opera, while his sweetheart.
Millicent Lloyd, has established a local
itors

picture

Thomas Sullireputation as a singer.
van, opera manager, brings his latest
creation to Ossawatomie to try it out
and with the company comes Gene Harris, a former Ossawatomie boy, who has
had some little success as a composer.
Millicent Lloyd's voice wins her a place
with the opera company and she goes
east, where her success is instantaneous.
McBride, after completing his opera, fol-

who

fol-i

in

Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
Published May 18.

OPINION:

This story, adapted from
hot-weather tale published
last August in a popular magazine, is
about as substantial as the foam on the
soda water we'll all be drinking after
a

frothy,

It is just five reels

of a

life

who

has

of incidents

department store

little

more
The

than the usual
has nothing
to do with the picture except to describe
the

of luck.

final

scene,

the

title

well-known clinch

fade-out.

The subtitles have been cleverly illustrated and it is unfortunate that more
intelligence was not displayed in their
writing. They bear the stamp of a Sunday school fiction writer's efforts. Supporting Shirley Mason, who makes the
most of her role, appear James Gordon,
Frances McDonald, Betty Bouton, Eugene Burr and Mary Warren.
SYNOPSIS: Nora Nolan works in
the basement of a big department store.
She faints from the heat of the place and
is advised to take a vacation.
Jimmie
Norton, a reporter, gathering material
for a hot weather story, overhears her
say she has but $4.12 to her name and
thereupon he borrows $200 from his
wealthy father, sends it to Nora and she
departs for Winchester-by-the sea. Jimmie follows after being discharged by
the newspaper and thrown upon his own
resources by his father. A crook steals
Nora's money; she is snubbed by the
hotel guests and finally becomes a dishwasher to pay for her room.
Overhearing a couple of crooks planning to
she intercepts them
with a frying pan
wjiile Jimmie's
who has conveniently arrived upon the scene, binds
Then follows the final close-up
them.
with Jimmie.

rob the

office

and holds them

safe

at bay
father,

.

lows her, but has difficulty obtaining an
In the meanaudience with Sullivan.
time, Harris has failed to produce a new
opera and in desperation, steals Mccreation.

last half of it,
to compose the

He

fails

to get the
his effort

however, and

is unsatisfactory.
story to Gus Hertz, a
music publisher, who assists him in exposing Harris and getting his just reward. The opera is a success with Millicent as the central figure and the fadeout comes on a happy ending.

McBride

finale

tells his

Raa

Following the wedding, however,
ihe girl's womanhood awakens and she
title.

refuses

There

is

superior

stronger story interest, and it gives the
two young stars more opportunity to

Bride's

SYNOPSIS:

is

from

starring

of those

life

THE FINAL CLOSE-UP

amount

series

the less enjoyable and in fact

Mason

Shirley

clerk,

18.

Differing

deals with the

July 1.
in the

WORDS AND MUSIC BY—
Published

It

lowed the old Santa Fe trail westward
in the eighteen-fifties and sixties.

and Mary are swept together, be-

Hart in "Wagon Tracks"
C Gardner

Sullivan, the noted scenarresponsible for William S. Hart's
new Artcraft picture, produced under
supervision of Thomas H. Ince, and
following
Deal
Sanderson,"
"Square
which is now completed. "Wagon Tracks"
is
the suggestive title of this picture.
ist,

is
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SHIRLEY MASON

Inspects lier uniform in "The Final CloseUp," a Paramount picture.
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William

Desmond

That night
stranger is the murderer.
she leads him into the power of the
gang, there learns her uncle's true character, then aids him in summoning the

in

THE MINTS OF HELL
Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by Park Frame.
Published in May.

OPINION:

photographed

Brilliantly

Dorothy

undeniably authentic snow scenes
orm the back-ground for this virile

and

story

the

of

Yukon

country.

In

j

:

j

j

Six-part drama; Jewel.
Directed by Rollin S. Sturgeon.
Published as a special.
OPINION: A glance over the listed

style

plot

publications of the last few

the far places of the earth provides the
play with motive force. The characters
are well selected and capable. The use
of dog sledges as the sole means of
transportation necessarily slows up the
action a bit, but so picturesque is the
effect gained that this may well be exThe only remaining point of
cused.
weakness lies in the subtitles, some of
which could easily be dispensed with.
It is probable, however, that the public
will not pin complaints upon these techGenerally speaking, the pronicalities.
duction is unusual as to type and refreshing. Desmond fans will take espeThe general public
cially kindly to it.
should receive it well.
SYNOPSIS: Across the divide from
Sunset, an Alaskan gold camp, Old Man
Chaudiare has a gold claim which yields
He is the only man who
great returns.
has ever crossed the divide and lived to
return, and a superstition has sprung up
Dan Burke,
that the gold is accursed.
adventurer, follows Chaudiare after a

to

i

i

i

i

Owen Moore

for

the

SYNOPSIS:

Paul,
Hamilton and
are the children of poor
and rather old-fashioned parents. Paul
is a dreamer, Hamilton an emulator of

Mary Burton

young

Napoleon, and Mary

and educate him, promising to make
h'm=elf wealthy and care for the others
in return.
In ten years he is the most
feared man on Wall street, as well as
the most selfish and unprincipled.
Paul
is an id'er, living on Hamilton's charity.
Marv has been educated abroad. The
parents are also dependents.
Jefferson
Edwards, a business rival, becomes en-

Six-part drama; Goldwyn.

Directed by Reginald Barker.
Published May 18.
OPINION: Rex Beach's novel

was

atmosphere as well as plot and

The screen version is correspondingly wealthy in pictorial beauty
and dramatic strength. The Mardi Gras
a splendid background against which
display a mystery story, and "The
Crimson Gardenia," which is just that,
shows up to excellent advantage. Reginald Barker's direction has set the story
forth in logical, simple continuity. The
story interests and holds by its own
Owen Moore, Hedda Nova,
strength.

gaged to

to

Tully Marshall and a dozen others have
prominent roles, all capably contributing to a finished and convincing peradvertising
Extraordinary
formance.
The Mardi
angles present themselves.
Gras spirit may be carried out in lobbv
Additional
and theatre decorations.
stunts suggest themselves to all. A picture easv to advertise, it is also a picture that will back up the advertising.

domino and
part

in

a

Van

Roland

Dam,

Yorker, dons a b'ark
white gardenia and takes

the Mardi Gras.

A

beautiful girl

Mary and Hamilton

forbids

match.
The couple overhear him
prom'se Paul that he will buy him the
frepdom of a married woman he covets
and an open declaration of war follows.
In the financial crash that results, both
men are pauperized. Edwards is killed
by a crazed banker who has lost his fortune in the panic and Marv prays for
vengeance to overtake Hamilton. When
the husband of the woman Paul has
wronged kills htm the praver is answered. Paul falls dead from the piano
bench of a cabaret, where he seeks to
earn his living. With the de^th of their
mother, the full accounting has been
imde for Hamilton's selfishness. Wherethe

is

SYNOPSIS:
New

with

of the attributes of both.
Hamilton persuades his father to sell the home

in

wealthy

iust a real girl

some

THE CRIMSON GARDENIA

rich in
action.

fails

more genuine dramatic power
than "Destiny."
The picture begins
simply and builds rapidly and without
mincing matters to a point of unforced
tension, after which suspense is maintained and added to until the very finish.
Where another director would have
juggled the story to insure a happy ending, thereby destroying its naturalness
and individuality, Rollin Sturgeon has
held straight to his course and delivered
a series of big incidents that are tragic
in themselves, yet thoroughly justified.
That the matinee girl may not be disappointed because the man the girl loved
was killed, a device that has the effect
of a dream ending without the qualities which mark that last resort as objectionable is used.
Here, especially,
have director and writer of the script
distinguished themselves.
It is a big
story of modern life and the motivating
impu'ses of adults. It treats of realities
candidly, yet at no time approaches the
suggestive.
Children will be unable,
perhaps, to understand what it is all
abort; but there is not an adult audience
in the country that will not find in it
sixty or seventy minutes of decidedly
worth while entertainment.

to Sunset and is saved from a
death by freezing by Aline Chaudiare,
half-breed daughter of the mysterious
Burke
Chaudiare's cabin
In
miner.
falls in love with Aline, who refuses to
marry him because she has Indian blood
Clay Hibbing, a crook,
in her veins.
arrives and tries to jump the claim, but
Burke beats him to the Recorder's office
and registers the claim for Chaudiare.
Aline's father then proves that the girl
is the daughter of a white mother and

the way is left open
couple's happiness.

months

reveal a production of greater story

value,

visit

I

Phillips in

DESTINY

conforms to the locale. The
lure of pocket gold and the lengths to
which it leads the prospectors who haunt
the

The

police and effecting their capture.
happy ending follows.

Pour scenes from "The Mints of Hell,"
with Willinin Desmond stnrrlng. (Robertson-Cole production
Mutual.)

— Exhibitors'

accosts him as Emile Le Due and he
He follows
decides to play the part.
the girl when she is pursued by a band
of costumed cut-throats and saves her
When he leaves her at last he
life.
promises to return that evening at eight.
In the meantime she learns that he is
not her cousin, Le Due, and that her
Her uncle,
cousin has been murdered.
the
her
that
tells
a
counterfeiter,
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upon the picture explains that all this
is merelv what might have happened had
Hamilton's father sold the home, which
the wise parent did not do. and that
the family has found hanpiness and prosper->,r

through the well-guided industry

of Hamilton.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
stronger than race teachings and leads
to difficulties which make up the action
of the play.
cast that plays well up
to her lead makes for harmony of performance.
While the appeal will be
especially strong to members of the
Russian and Jewish races, since it deals
intimately with the beliefs and characteristics of both, it will also satisfy the
less interested because of sheer pictorial
value.
is

A

SYNOPSIS:

Khavah,

a Jewess,

is

in

love with Fedka, a Russian youth, and
determines to have the way of her heart
despite the objections of her father, who
seeks to marry her to a merchant of his
own choosing. When the father insists
upon having his way the young people
run away and are married. But Fedka's
family make life so unpleasant for Khavah that she returns to her own family.
The Czar has ordered the Jewish family
deported from the province.
When
Fedka learns that his wife has left him
he hastens to her home. But she publicly allies herself with her parents and
repudiates her marriage with Fedka.
United, the family leaves Russia to seek

new and happier

a

Tom Moore

life

in

a

new

land.

in

ONE OF THE FINEST
Five-part comedy-drama; Goldwyn
Directed by Hairy Beaumont.
Alice Joyce, as

Anna Sands

in a

scene from "the Third Degree" (Vitagraph)

May 4.
OPINION
Here

Published

:

Alice Joyce in

Sands'

record

THE THIRD DEGREE

lowly,

upon

and

Seven-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Tom Terris.
Published May 19.

OPINION:

Charles Klein's stage play,

"The Third Degree,"

told a many-sided,
complicated, yet always logical and interesting story.
The film version tells

same story, and it loses but little of
dramatic power in changing from the
spoken to the visual medium.
As Annie Sands, the central figure
about which the complications revolve,
Alice Joyce meets the requirements of
a difficult role with a cool competence
that
has always marked her work.
George Backus, in a comparatively
minor role, does second best work.
Gladden James and Anders Randolf also
measure up to standard without distinguishing themselves.
Though in seven reels, the play has
been so welded together that it seems
no longer than the accustomed five.
Straightaway continuity, sane direction
the

its

and unpretentious, natural photography
aid in lending the composition unity and
singleness of impression.
Drama all the way through, and of
the heavier type, it is a good example of
There are advertising angles
the class.
in plenty; the play is worth advertising;
hence it should be a valuable asset to
the exhibitor's program.
SYNOPSIS: Howard Jeffries Jr. and
Robert Underwood are college room
mates, the latter borrowing freely of the
former but never repaying the loans.
Howard marries Annie Sands, a waitress, to whom Underwood introduces
him, takes his wife home to a stern and
unforgiving father who has recently
married for the second time, and attempts to make his home with his
Jeffries
Sr.
looks up Annie
parent.

and

finds
learning of

honest but
which Annie

it

Howard

leave the parental roof.
for work unsuccessful,
he goes to the studio of Robert Under-

Howard's search

wood, now an
to

dealer,

art

and attempts

some money. Here he falls
and finds Underwood dead of a
wound when he awakens. He is

collect

asleep
pistol

arrested and put through the third degree, signing a confession under hypnotic influence.
Annie refuses to believe him guilty and seeks a woman who
to have visited Underwood
She finally enjust before his death.
lists the aid of Richard Brewster, counsel for the senior Jeffries, and learns the
present Mrs. Jeffries Sr. is the woman
sought.
the elder Mrs. Jeffries
gives Annie a threatening letter from
is

known

When

Underwood and

explains that she went
studio that night, repulsed him.
and that he suicided in his grief, Annie
goes on the stand and assume's Mrs.
to

his

Jeffries' guilt.

Acquitted,

Howard

appre-

ciates the circumstances and, when Mrs.
Jeffries tells her husband the truth, the
happy ending follows.

KHAVAH
Seven-part drama; Zion.
Directed by Charles E. Davenport.
Published by Zion Films.

OPINION:

The

fiction

of

Sholem

popularly known as "the
Aleichem,
Jewish Mark Twain," needs little comment. "Khavah," the first of his stories
to be put upon film, possesses the qualities that have made his written work
Dealing with the Russian
successful.

and Jewish national

life

and character-

play is strikingly unusual as
well as interesting for its dramatic value.
Alice Hastings is very effective as the
Jewess whose love for a Russian youth
istics,

the

•44

a

cross-section

of the plot incidents, it qualifies as
highly commendable entertainment. Tom
Moore in blue uniform and brass buttons
is

at

his

best.

The other members

of

the cast are well chosen and in all instances capable. The movement of the
play is unhurried, natural, and skillful
direction lends the whole the semblance
of life. Where Tom Moore has been exhibited to advantage before the picture

back up previous impressions and it
should establish his stardom where he is
Though not a spectacular
less known.
production, nor one of unusual distincwill

tion,

it is

a first-class

program

feature.

SYNOPSIS:

Larry Hayes, traffic officer, warns Frances Hudson's chauffeur
of speeding and incurs that spoiled young

Her influential parent succeeds in having Larry transferred to the
plain clothes squad. A little later Larry
is assigned to duty at the Hudson home
to guard the presents at a wedding taking
Here Hudson learns his
place there.
name and recognizes him as the son of
Frances apologizes for
an old friend.
When Hudson is called
her rudeness.
away on business he secures Larry as
guard for his wife and daughter. A love
affair develops between him and Frances,
despite the objection and interference of
a wealthy young man who wishes to
marry her. Gus Andrews, crook, whose
wife Larry has befriended and whose
child he has adopted, escapes from prison
and comes to kill Larry. The wife appears to warn Larry and Frances thinks
But when Larry captures
her a rival.
the criminal the truth comes out and
lady's wrath.

Alice Hastings in

is

every day human life that will
furnish standard amusement for the occasional theatre goer as well as the
habitue. A tale that is thoroughly probable, yet not stereotyped, commonplace
in that it deals with common people and
emotions, yet novel in the working out
of

their

romance

ripens.

},

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Monroe Salisbury

May

Violet Palmer in

in

THE BLINDING TRAIL

GINGER

Six-part drama; Universal.

Five-part comedy-drama World.
Directed by Burton George.

OPINION

:

Monroe

man

stricken

iblind lends power to this drama of the
ilumber country. A very human story is
;outlincd against a background of at-

tractive exteriors

and

interiors, the pro-

ducers having been unusually kind in
omitting the customary footage depicting the hewing of the monarch of the
forest and its cartage to tbe narrowgauge railroad with the donkey engine.
Similar
tactics
have been employed
throughout, with the result that the
story stands out strongly, unencumbered
by details unessential to its telling and
distracting.
Claire Anderson does well
with a frivolous role, but Helen Jerome
Eddy registers the best individual work
in the supporting cast.
Some striking
snow scenes are used to advantage. The
intermittent blindness of the hero necessarily slows up the action at times, but
Salisbury's genius overcomes this disadvantage.
It is the best role he has
had for a long time. Its success seems
certain.

SYNOPSIS:

Halverson, owner of a
timber country, brings his
daughter, Helen, and his niece, Adele,
to his mountain lodge.
Helen is infatuated with Jim McKenzie, the foreman,
who is blinded in an accident in which
he saves her life. Out of gratitude she
marries him when he regains his sight.
When their baby is born he is again
stricken, this time apparently permanently.
While Adele cares for him in
his home, Helen conducts an affair with
DuBrey, another member of the organsection

of

When Jim

learns of the affair
they quarrel and Helen leaves him. Jim
follows, finds the two in DuBrey's cabin
ization.

with DuBrey.
Helen is acshot and killed, the cabin
burns and DuBrey dies. Jim's sight is
restored and he marries Adele.

and

fights

cidentally

May 5.
Some
OPINION:

Published

Salisbury's strong

(characterization of a strong

CASTLES IN THE AIR
Five-part drama; Metro.
Directed by George D. Baker.

;

Directed by Paul Powell.
Published May 19.

this

attractive

char-

and thoroughly enter-

taining production, combined to produce
the total of excellent screen

Violet Palmer's role

is

amusement.

particularly well

fitted to the talents of the star,

enacts
its

it

with

possibilities.

a

May 12.
OPINION: "Orchestra

Published
true-to-life

acterizations and skillful direction have,
in

Allison in

and she

keen appreciation

of

Other members of the

title

that the

of this

many

scenes enacted

lend themselves
tion

actuality.

places.

a human recital and reveals, in its telling
an insight into human character that is
vivacious and enlightening. Though the
war is utilized in bringing about the
culmination, it is brought in naturally
and with good cause. The finish of the
play leaves a distinct impression, an
impression that is pleasantly lasting.
SYNOPSIS: Ginger is the daughter
of a crook who coaches her in the ways

of his profession. Attired as a boy, she
aids in a robbery, is captured and then
adopted by the kindly Judge Trowbridge. After five years spent in school

she returns and is sought in marriage
by Robert, the judge's son.. Tim, a childhood acquaintance, also seeks her hand.
Her father is released from prison and
tries to take the girl from the judge.
Unsuccessful, he starts a scandal involving her and her benefactor.
The
boys quarrel about it. Later they are both
soldiers in the trenches, where the comcause bridges the gulf. Ginger is
a Red Cross nurse.
Her father, also
in the service, confesses his deceit. Both

mon

boys are wounded, and Ginger takes
care of them. When all is straightened
out she marries Robert.
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star

more

readily to depic-

is

because

Principally

given them, a well-rounded performance
early part of the picture
concerns the child life of the tenements
and the World Company is at ease
The
in
establishing this atmosphere.
story is a simple little thing, but it is

in a theatre

by printed word than photographed

fact the picture

The

story,

auditorium, while a play was in progress,

cast do quite as well with the material

resulting.

D-2," the orig-

which appeared
in The Saturday Evening Post, had the
advantage over the screen production in
inal

Then,

of

drags noticeably
too,

the

role

in

this

many

given the

not one ideally suited to her per-

sonality and talents.

In

it

she

is

unable

more than approximate the success
that was hers in "The Island of Intrigue"
and "Peggy Does Her Darndest." George
Baker has made the most of the mateto

rial at hand, but there were obstacles
that could not be overcome. The story,
however, is interesting despite the handiIt is one
caps incident to its locale.
that will interest the young and the old,
The not too
the rich and the poor.
critical audience will receive it as stand-

ard entertainment.

SYNOPSIS: Fortuna Donnely, a romantic working girl, is employed as
usher by Eddie Lintner, manager of the
Ma'estic Theatre.
Eddie falls in love
with her and asks her to be his wife,
but Owen Pauncefote, an Englishman,
living in a rented mansion on Fifth avenue, New York, excites her love of
romance, and she accepts his invitation
to dinner in his home.
Eddie follows
and stands for hours in the rain outside,
to see that no harm comes to Fortuna,
taking a cold which developes into pneumonia.
Fortuna realizes that her real
love is for Eddie and prays for his recovery.
She is incidental in restoring to
Pauncefote -the wife he has been searching two continents for and then marries
Eddie.

EXH IBITOR

WHY THE

HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

S

SEX PICTURE?
nun

i i

/^iLEAN PICTURES"
perhaps,

pression,

is

a trite ex-

but

it

has a

deep significance and importance
Exhibitors should realize this and it is only
through their co-operation that the
wrong kind of pictures can be excluded
the motion picture business.

in

from circulation. The elimination process must begin with the exhibitor.
His
taste must reflect the desires of his audiences and a careful study of them will
prove to him that the majority of his
patrons prefer pictures portraying the
higher impulses and emotions of the human race rather than prolonged harangues on the bases ones.
It is my personal opinion that viciousminded people do not frequent motion
picture theatres. There are other places
more to their taste where their craving
for the morbid aspect of life can be satisfied.
So why cater to them or attempt
to amuse or interest them? They should
not be considered in connection with pictures or be allowed to influence the
choice of material for them.
Taken as a whole, the human race is
an idealistic one, and while their conscious minds are wrestling with the practical problems of their every-day existence the butcher, the baker, the candle-

—

—

Motion pictures should
construction of ideals and this can
only be done by holding an image of
wholesomeness in every detail of production continually before the audiences.
If the object of their vision is clean and
tion of thought.
aid

wholesome and
will

the other hand,

I

However, on
contend that no thought
any length of time, even
quality.

which dwells for
just through the duration of a picture,
can escape a taint of some kind if the
subject for discourse on the screen is
one of obscene tendencies. A subject of
this kind is apt to produce a new line
of thought which is distinctly undesirable.

It is

catering directly to the proc-

ess of destruction and

is

a very serious

matter for consideration.
*

*

ing

in all

it

cure viciousness by showits horrible detail and filling

the minds of an audience with

better.

Sex pictures are a waste of time to
everybody connected with them. Avoid

to

the

sex

subconscious

these

of

minds.
*

As

a

rule,

each

*

*

person

exists in the subconscious

an
which

creates

idealized vision of her or himself

mind that

dic-

conscious mind.
screen should be
built around the people of their imagination.
Show them doing the things that
they want to do, that they dream of
doing, that constitute their hopes and
ambitions, not the things that they have
tates

the

taste

The romances

of

the

of the

done and are trying to forget!
No one is interested in seeing mistakes
rehashed for entertainment. It leaves a
bad taste in the mouth and is apt to create a lasting impression that can do no
good, inasmuch as values are exaggerated and actions given undue importance
in order to drive the point home.
Matters of sex, vicious habits and violent
deeds actuated by intense emotional upheavals should be endowed with a minimum value in order to decrease their influence.

That which has no value

is

less

apt to attract.

Showing viciousness

to teach a lesson

blowing hot and cold with the
same breath suspicious and unconvincing and is a direct influence for destrucis

like

—

—

possi-

you make it a reality and give it a place
in the world which it does not deserve.
As a matter of fact, it has no substance
whatever, and the less said of it the

volting to high-minded people.

desires

its

eveh though they carry a trail of
destruction in their wake. By doing this
bilities,

the

are

discussions of this kind.
is

the dominant

They

are re-

Although

power beneath every

romance in the world, it is a subject
which needs fio exploiting. Sex is sex
and what more? Nothing. Surely it is
not a subject for entertainment or education. Less catering to the physical side
of life and more attention to the mental
and spiritual side of it will bring motion
pictures up to the level which they are
entitled to occupy.
Everybody in the

world has good impulses and pictures
should embody these rather than the
lower instincts, which reduce mankind to
a standard of animalism.
Mary Pickford, who is admittedly the
most popular star in motion pictures today, is an advocate of clean pictures from
every standpoint and no stronger argument can be brought to bear in their
favor than her own popularity, which is
a direct result of her adherence to high
ideals in all of her pictures.
It is this
quality which endears them to grownups and young folks alike.
Every age
finds in them the embodiment of their
ideals.
Stars
to blaze into

pathway.

come and go who attempt

glory through the scarlet
Oblivion is usually their por-

tion after the first flare.
Audiences are
satiated with filth. They have wallowed
about in it for a long time and eagerly
await the radical change which they realize intuitively must follow because it is
their own desire.
not give them
what they want and what is best for

Why

them

to

have?

•Sccnarioist for

Mary Pickford.
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ii

i

i

'

i

1

Well, so far
those bombs.
But,

the

if

we haven't got one

of'

postal authorities hadn't
quick, we'd probably

been so doggone
have gotten one.

However, there's worse things than
bombs, nowadays. Censor agitators fin-!
stance.

Some Memory
Al Whitman, so his P. A. says, can
remember when he and his wife were
only getting $75 a week joint in stock
at Minneapolis.
And there's a lota
others who would call that pretty fair

pickin'

right

now.

Better Let Loose at Least One-Wallop
E. Lanning Masters (Inc.) says
Jess Willard has never hit a man with
all of his strength.
J. Dempsey on the
other hand, says he wishes the fight
was going to be longer.

*

You cannot

maker their subconscious minds
weaving dreams, and their visits to
motion picture theatres are in answer

stick

thoughts

idealistic, their

this

reflect

o s e - U ps
By J. R. M.

C

MILDRED CONSIDINE*

By

Not

a chanct

"The Challenge of Chance" is Willard's moving picture, which he has
been filming out in California. Suppose it refers to the coming battle?
Anyway Jess is taking no chance on
his end of the purse.

No

Place for the Tripod
They're making it harder for the
News reel photographers every day.
How's a man going to snap those seaplanes going 120 miles an hour in midocean? It can't be done.

of Great Men
"I am in the market for big pictures." B. P. Fineman.

Add Famous Remarks

—

iumi

iiiimmiiiimi

She Knows Funkhouser's Out
There's a Chicago show girl who
doesn't wear any stockings.
There's a lot of 'em too that go
around without any feet in in their
socks owing to high price of Earning
cotton.

Looks That

Way

Evidently those Washington lawmakers thought they'd deal the fifth
greatest industry a helluva kick when
they slapped a tax on high hats and
Prince Albert coats.

Now

that the Illinois Senate has passed
censor bill the House hesitates;
probably afraid of being accused of passing the Buck.

the

Stealing Lee's Stuff

A

subtitle in "Virtuous

Men"

reads:

them babies." Sounds familiarly like a famous remark made at a
Chicago M. P. convention a few years
ago. 'Member it?
"I'll

get

We

See Depleted Ranks
If those Sennett Bathing Girl beauty
squads measure up to their photographs there'll be a lot of vacancies in
their ranks upon the return to California, we'll bet, unless Sol Lesser has
discovered some kind of an unbreakable
contract.

'

THE CATCHLINE
The

to the

classes.

admissions what the

"The

advertising catchline

sale of theatre

is

cry of the newsboy is to the sale of
papers. It is a chance to make the
appeal quickly, briefly and effectively.
It will be read, frequently,
when the rest of the copy is

glimpsed and passed over.
And the advertiser cannot find a
better teacher in the art of writing
effective catchlines than that same
personage, the ragged youth who
shouts the merits of his wares from
the corner curbstone and sells them
upon that advertising alone.
There are two varieties of catchlines in use, the
descriptive and
I
the inspirational.

Million-Dol-

lar

Spectacle,
in the Mak-

A

ing,"

and

"A

When

of Human Emotions" are familiar examples of

the

first

The

Band Box

thea-

—

Ch i

ca

this for

go

,

run. ''How
Would You Like
Chop Trees

in

i

developed imag-

|

ination.

|

cident

to a Girl's

Own Means

in

Heart

to a

In

Which

A Drama

the
of

Straight

"How Would

You Like
Chop

Man Out

Clothes?"

dressed man

Nobleman.

l

That Society Punishes a Faithless Wife More Severely
Than a Faithless Husband?
*

She
j

Knew He Was Meant

*

*

It

Was

forest.

Or-

A Romance Back
Some

to

is

in

Nature With Cupid as Chaperone.

to

have appeared recently

papers and press books.

in

news-

necessary to look up boxoffice records to determine the comparative box-office value of the

use that style of catchline to

sell

their shows.

Obviously, the attempt should be
to contrive lines of the second classification.
Tt would be idle to give
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amusit is

walk

more

than a block or
spend more than
a

Evening Clothes?"

But

it
is,

not
a mental picture
that would spur
a man or woman

*

of the better catch lines that

pic-

is

itself,

ing.

*

The

comic,
unusual. It

ture

dained That They Should Mate.
*

swinging an ax
upon a stately
monarch of the

1

|

Her and She Waited.

for

up a

picture of a well
of a

Is It

I

bet-

is

It sets

ter.

*

*

to
in

Trees

Evening

*

Weave,

to Deceive."
*
*
*

*

Why

*

Only"

production.

Democracy.

I

Vadis."

picture is a modern tale and an

Woman- Even

*

We
a

"Quo

But the present

Snowballs in Sitka.

West Makes

The inwas used

"Adult
*

*

another.
It isn't

Sell

What a Tangled Web
"When First We Practice

"Hu-

Driftwood,"
c h a r g ing fifty
cents admission.
The price dropped
to a quarter the
second day of the

Leads

It

Her

"O,

man

is

Straight

Which Crooks Remain Crooked and Crooks Go

She Could

You Love?" is a
particularly
faulty member of

to

CATCH LINES

*

Bull for the Girl

locally.

riety.

continue to

advertisers

a Bank Account All
She's in Love.

In

"You

the second classification that recently appeared

to the descriptive vaIn rare cases they may be
advisable, but the cases are so rare
as to merit little discussion. And in
such cases they will take care of
themselves.
"Would You Fight a Mad Bull
for the Girl You Love?"
The idea behind that line is ridiculous.
No adult audience is likely
to be greatly edified at the sight of
a man struggling with a bull, mad
or otherwise. And just how it could
come about that the hero should be
called upon to do this little thing for
the lady of his heart is beyond even
the more keenly

The

if»

Fight A Mad

used

—yet

class.

"Would

tre,

ulous

What

Powerful Drama

Tribune.

World's Greatest Newspaper. Three
Hundred People Employed in It's
Making!" might sell a copy to a
passerby who had never seen the
But the opposition newsie
paper.
who cried, "Governor's Life Endangered by Bomb Plot" would sell
twenty papers to the other's one.
The head-line, the scare-head on
the front page, is a striking example
A headof the catchline's power.
line extolling the merits of the paper
and its organization would be ridic-

The Read Called

Year

much thought

on the newsboy.

it

Morning

'

}'

"A

Just try

dime

to see

it

reproduced upon the screen.
The fault in both is one of composition, not of purpose.
The first
is calculated to appeal to the masculine sense of gallantrv. the instinct

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
to protect the female.
The second
appeals to curiosity, an emotion
particularly strong in women and
almost as powerful in men.
Both are emotions strong enough
to lead to the spending of money.
That is the ultimate purpose of the
catch-line. With a little more study
the same emotions might have been
reached effectively.
"Is Physical Fear Stronger Than
Love of Man for Maid?"' is a far

better

THE PICTURE OF THE MOMENT
Where does Socialism

certainly

H
ffi

Russia groans under the yoke.
Germany struggles in the demon's

Hj

grasp.

But

line.

it

And it makes the same
appeal.
"Safety or Happiness?" is
better yet.
It makes the same appeal.
It is shorter.
It makes the
appeal instantly. But it is faulty in
that it does not connect up with an
incident in the play. An illustration
of the incident would complete it
better than additional words.
Yet
a short sub-line might do almost as
bull fight.

Is

Similar

improvement

might

Bolshevik principles are
given a thorough trial.

every American
should see what happened

All

of

something

which

must come up

to

expectations, or

This

A wonderful production.
A touching love story.
A timelv topic.

incident in the play. The spectacle
of a man in a dress suit chopping
down a tree is surely not the point
of the plot. At best it can be but a
passing incident. It is not the impression that the person who saw
the play would carry away promi-

nouncement

THE
STRAND
THEATRE

And

another

piques his curiosity, that something
had better be there as advertised,

Bolshevik

colony.

be

nently in mind.
Which brings up another point.
When a patron is lured by the an-

millionaire finances an

experimental

the second example. But
be bet-

in this case the effort would
ter put upon the selection of

America next?

An American

well.

made upon

leave off and

Bolshevism begin?

than the one about the

from perfect
is

BOLSHEVISM ON TRIAL

Week

V

Specimen ad made up wholly
the next similar appeal is going to
on deaf ears. The dress suit incident appears in the play advertised.
But it is crowded out of
memory by a host of other incidents
of infinitely greater importance.
fall

NOVEL STAGE SETTING FOR "OUT OF THE FOG"

of catchlines.

There can be no set rule for the
writing of catchlines.
After all is
said and done, it is a matter of individuality.
The ingenuity of the
writer is the deciding factor.
But
every man can study the task in all
its phases.
He can learn what to
avoid. He can learn what emotions
bring greatest results when appealed
to.
Then he can formulate his own
plan of action.

New
"Devils

Salisbury Vehicle
Have Their Friends"

is
the
story purchased as the next Monroe Salisbury
vehicle.
The story was written especially for Salisbury by Elliott T. Claw-

working

title

of

the

latest

son.

New Ray-Fair Production
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair have begun

work on a new picture at the William
Fox coast studios. The working title is
"Be a

Little Sport."

Theatre
MEMPHIS,

Is

Reopened

TENN. — The

Crystal

which was destroyed by fire
weeks ago, is again in operation.
The owner and manager, Mrs. John
Theatre,

five

<i.

L.

Hopper, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, Topeka, Kant*., believe* In giving his
patron* more than good picture*. The IVaxlmovn feature set
In an artiHtie treat an well

48

Wright, purchased the A. A. Faris busidown the partitions, and
remodeled the interior to give twice as

ness block, tore

large a seating capacity as before.
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the best formula
solid" with news-

is

Of the two, the former
more important.
Too many exhibitors look upon
the pass as the one magic key to
the good graces of editors and reis

folk.

the

porters and therein make a grave
mistake. Courtesy comes first.
It is poor policy to offend any
employe of a newspaper if you expect to receive favorable publicity
in the newspaper's news columns.
The cub today is a reporter tomorrow and an editor within a short
He doesn't forget
space of time.
affronts or rebuffs.
Many exhibitors have unconsciously lined the newspaper writers
against them, and do not realize it.
In the ordinary course of events,
many things occur which an exhibitor feels will hurt his patronage if
they are printed a little fire scare
in the operator's booth, a fight in
the lobby, or a dozen other like
incidents which he feels will bring
discredit to his house.

—

Advertising a Poor Club

Taking up the two incidents mentioned, the fire scare in the operaNewspapers
tor's booth is news.
will print it. Don't try to stop them

—-simply
it

down

you.

It

about it
damage.

them

to tone
won't hurt
is unfortunate, but a story
won't do you any great

try to get
a bit so that
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Newspaper

Staff Reporter

Courteous treatment of all newspaper representatives and a judicious

paper

1

of

(This is the third of a series of articles
on how to break into the news columns
of a daily paper.)

use of the pass
for "getting in

1

:

til!:

-

=

Men

1

you continue advertising, you are
shown to be a bluffer. If you stop
advertising-, you have cut off your
chance of reaching a great
In

Don't Have String on Passes
Real

showmanship

is

shown

in

the giving out of passes.
If you
give people passes in such a way
that they feel it is not a gift with
a string tied to it, you have nothing
to learn.
It is a difficult

Newspaper

thing to do.

are particularly
sensitive on the pass question. Many
newspapers have adopted rules forfolk

bidding employes from accepting
passes of any kind. The reason is
that pass-givers too often try to barter them directly for favors.

From

surprising.

many

either case, you have
made enemies of people you need
as friends. If the threat is successful, it is a costly won concession.

people.

advertising for every $1 worth of
tickets he gives away.
And he never asks for notices. It
isn't necessary.
Every newspaperman in the city is his friend and
anxious to boost him along. The
amount of publicity he obtains is

Courtesy That Pays
Several times each year, he invites
all of the employes of the newspapers of his cities to the showing
of an exceptionally popular picture.
Sometimes he reserves a section for
them at a regular evening performance.
At other times, he runs a
special matinee late in the afternoon,
adding to his list of guests city officers and other dignitaries.
In one case, he is giving away a
section of seats which he could fill
with paid admissions. In the other
the cost of the special performance
is not a trivial amount.
But he has
found the expenditure well worth
while.

And he doesn't end there.
He cultivates editors and reporters as his friends.
When he runs

purely mercenary point
mighty good policy for
the average theatre to provide newspaper representatives with plenty of
passes.
Make them feel that you
are pleased to have them come to

out to a lake for a little fishing expedition he invites his newspaper
friends to go along.
Occasionallv.
he gives a little stag dinner for the
"boys."

your house as your guest.
One of the most successful exhibitors in the central west has an ironclad rule that no representative of a
newspaper is permitted to pay his

pany," he declares. "I started in for
the sole purpose of getting free advertising.
As a matter of fact, I
wouldn't stop now if they didn't
give me a line in the papers."

of view,

a

it is

or her way into his house. He makes
it a point to have his ticket sellers
and ticket takers find out who is
who on the newspapers, and refuse
to take their money.
He is getting $10 worth of free

"And

they're

mighty good com-

Newspaper men and women
worth knowing.

are

Get acquainted.

Unique Advertising
for "Virtuous

Wives"

Walking signs are as old as advertising
itself and have become so common
that
the great mass of them blend in with
the general scheme of city scenery and

As to a fight in the lobby or in
the theatre, however, it is a different matter.
Unless it is a serious
matter, it is not news. Printing the
story might give your house an undeserved reputation for rowdyism.

are not noticed at

However,

all.

remained for the Schade
Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, to use one that
it

was novel enough

to be startling.
An
with a white flowing beard was
employed, who stalked slowly through

A matter of this kind should be
taken up with the editor. If he is
a fair minded man, he will not print

old

man

a trivial story which would obviously injure your business.
In either case, DON'T

DICTATE BY THREATENING

TRY TO

peering into every one's face, intent upon
some earnest quest.

TO WITHDRAW YOUR AD-

He carried a lighted lantern by day
and night and seemed especially inter-

VERTISING.

ested in the women .that passed.
Few
people did not turn and look after him,
and then appeared the solution. Upon

Use

the

persuasion.

Mention that you have been friendly
and are an advertiser. BUT DON'T

TISING AS A CLUB.

in

a

peculiar position.

Tf

SCHADE THEATRE) TOLEDO, OHIO
I's«'d

unique methods of putting; «\<t the
National feature "Vlrtuoua Wive*"

Kir.si

49

district,

back was a sign, reading: "Looking
Wives."
Another unique feature of the First
National picture's showing was a huge
24-sheet cutout over the marquis of the
Schade Theatre, which attracted an
for Virtuous

that

you are

downtown

his

TRY TO USE YOUR ADVER-

Tactics of
They
kind are dangerous.
make enemies.
If they print the story anyway,

crowds of the

unusual amount of attention.
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UP

AND DOWN

^==SE^==E=EE With
New York

City,

May

20, 1919.

Parker Read had his commutation
ticket punched for California on Saturday, at which time he left on the Century.
J. Parker Read, Jr., states that he would
just as soon be on a desert after July 1
as in New York.
J.

*

*

*

*

ROW

FILM

*

J.

That

film of oil

which appears on the

troubled waters of the industry
flect the "Standard" image.
*

*

may

*

pany of

17 Battery place has acquired
to the Palasaide Laboratory and E.

title

*

A

*

*

year or so ago

all of the combines
sevens.
Seven Stars Seven
Streets, Seven Pearls, Seventh Moon and
the Seven Sutherland Sisters.
But today we have the "Big Four" and the "Big
Five" and someone may soon tiirow

in

sixes.

Ernest Williamson has just returned
from Nassau, Bahama Islands. Owing
to the lack of steamship facilities, it is
said, Mr. Williamson and his trusty man
Friday paddled from Key West to Nassau on a raft.
It is also said that in
case of a shark attack or an onslaught
of electric
eels,
Ernest had a beanshooter on his hip and his camera-man
had all his magazines loaded. Mr. Williamson's sojourn was for the purpose of
a preliminary survey and to locate the
best spot for training whales, diplodoci
and the octopus for his coming picture.
*
J.

*

Winthrop Kelley

torial

*
will be the direc-

head of Williamson Brothers' new

production.

Deep"

of the

We

would suggest "Devils

for a
*

*

*

*

Arthur H. Sawyer of S-L. Pictures,
has been visiting around with "Virtuous Men," must feel better since most
of that class are to be found in the Middle West. Mr. Sawyer traveled through
Illinois, Indiana and Michigan, to say
nothing of some other states.
*

*

*

"Jimmy" Mendelson has

hit the Bull's

He's special representative of that

Eye.

film corporation.

*

*

*

William L. Sherrill has returned from
the West, where he has spent the past
three months. Mr. Sherrill looks full of
pep and as prosperous as ever.

special music for "Daddy Long
Legs" for the reason that all modern
music has been written for quadrupeds.
*
* *

some

on

its trail.

*

*

*

the Goldwyn
scenario staff.
It is said that he is the
brother of Church Gates, the lumber
king of the Bronx.
*

*

on

*

who

Charlie Verhalen,

new farm up

his

crops are high and so
*

*

Bartlett,

is

now

located

state, says that his
is

commutation.

*

one of Selznick's

playing the lead in "Inserts,"
written and directed by himself.
is

*

is

in spite of the

*

Someone

*

*

didn't

mean French

Zane Grey Office

office of the Zane Grey
and Great Authors Pic-"
Hires, Inc., has moved from 3 East 44th
Master
street to 547
Fifth avenue.
prints of "The Westerners" for Great
Authors Pictures, Inc., and "Desert
Gold" for Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., are
on the way east. They will be published
as specials by the W. W. Hodkinson

Pictures,

Inc.,

Corporation.

Rivoli-Rialto Sold

NEW YORK.— Ownership
alto

of the Ri-

and Rivoli theatres has been secured

Rumor Goldwyn Change
YORK. — It has been rumored

NEW

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation will
change their plan of distribution. An-

that

Frank

Hall "Little
Napoleon" at a recent banquet, but they
called

ve

by a corporation reported as friendly to
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

*

going to play a come
"Boll Weevil," under
the direction of Gerald Bacon.

Lucy Cotton

back

M

The New York

*

Island.
*

pulled even stronger than an eight-legger
might be expected to do. Joe will soon
have to get two box offices in order to
handle the kale which is rolling in nowadays. Director Karl Eduards. who conducts at the Strand, had to compose

*

A trans-continental trip does not
even seem to put a nick in film folks,
while some of us have to work for two
weeks to make up for a trip to Coney

*

Managing Director Joseph L. Plunkett
certainly putting them over in great
shape at the Strand. "Daddy Long Legs"

*

who

*

is

*

*

"Fit to Win" must be in good condition, for it is certainly having the fight
of its life now, since the Association is

stars,

*

Paul Lazarus again demonstrates that
Having served
is a first-class artist.
so well as director of advertising and
publicity at the Vitagraph, he now is
united at 729 Seventh avenue.

duction.

Randolph

*

title.

he

*

*

is a!

Harvey Gates has joined

*

ran

He

*

Mystery Corporation, left for California
today. Mr. Burston expects to be away
for some time, supervising his new pro-

re-

Corn Products Com-

It is said that the

*

Louis Burston, president of the Silent

B. =S^=EEEE=ES=

K. Lincoln Studios.

Miss Margaret Campbell, formerly a
representative of the Herald recently
read "Westwood Ho," and immediately
struck camp and beat it for the West.
She is now at 418 North Alverado street,
Los Angeles, Calif. Our best wishes go
with all of the Campbell clan.
*

nothing soft about Frank Hall.
hard-headed business man.

pastry.

There

is

nouncement

will

be

made Monday

to

the sales force.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY DISTRICT MANAGERS MEET
OFFICERS IN

NEW YORK

Jim Grainger, that well known and
popular motion picture "impresario," is
still at the Hotel Astor.
*

*

*

Arthur Lang, the celebrated Latin-Amercan special representative of the Nicholas

Power Company, has returned to the
United States, although we have not
Arthur has spent about a
renewing old acquaintances and
making new ones all the way from Terra
Arthur also
Fuego to Caracas.
del
crossed the South American Continent
on a trans-Andian railway, a trip which
is a privilige comparatively few can enjoy. It is said that Mr. Lang established
temporary headquarters at Cape Three
Points, Monte Video, Porto Allegro, Paranagua, Rio de Janeiro, Porto Seguro,
Bahia, Villa Bella, Parahyba, Cayenne,
Quito, Truxilo, Arica, Valparaiso and
Buenos Ayres.
seen
year

him.

*

*

*

Ben Grimm has departed
and
Daily.

is

now

"asbestosing"

this

with

World
Wid's

—
—
—

—

Left to right Front row C. E. Holcomb, B. P. Fineman, J. A. Gnusman, Eugene
Zukor, Jerome Beatty, Peter Smith, H. O. Dlllenbeck.
Seeond row W. E. Smith, H. H. Buxbnum, J. W. Allen, Walter E. Greene, AL
Lichtmnn, S. R. Kent, Charles C. Burr, Louis Loeb.
Third row J. W. Toone, W. A. Bach, Harry Ashcr, P. V. Chamberlln, M. H. Lewis,
Herman Webber, Louis Marcus, Fred Gage, Dan Michalove, Arthur Whyte, J. K. Burger,
Herbert Clark nnd L. F. Gulmond.
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"What

Me"

Did For

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

You are

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

FOi THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
WHAT THE PICTURE DID 'FOR YOU and read in the HERALD

a co-operative service

It is

TELL US

every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "'What The
MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Picture Did For Me", EXHIBITORS

HERALD AND

Mr. Fix

Artcraft
Breed of Men, with William S. Hart.
\ very good Hart production. Always
draws the kids from everywhere. Keep
Miss T. Benesch,
ip the good work.
111.
theatre, Chicago,
Bell
Neighborhood patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.

—

Hart.

—A

Hart

is

that pleased all.
card.
G. W.
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
fine

a

Johnson,

—

picture

—

good drawing

— Mixed

patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William

D.

A good Hart

picture.

Hart.

S.

Good

business.

—

Hart always draws good here. G. A.
Hill & Son, Grand theatre, Lebanon, O.
General patronage.
Heart of the Wilds, with Elsie FerguScenery great. Acting good. Story
son.
A new role for Miss Ferguvleasing.

—

j

—

—

son that pleased.
M. C. Kellog, HomeMixed patstake theatre, Lead, S. D.

—

ronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
One of Hart's best. Drawing good.
Repeating it today. H. K. Hulquist,
Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111. Loop
patronage.
Blue Blazes Rawden, with William S.
Clay H. Powers.
jHart— Picture O.
iStrand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.— General
patronage.
Selfish Yates, with William S. Hart.—
Very good. Hart well liked here by the
(young generation. Walter W. Caddell,
Mixed
iPrincess theatre, Wauseau, O.
patronage.
Heart of the Wilds, with Elsie FerguPossibly the star is miscast, but
son.
the picture is one that pleased all. Beautiful scenery tinted and finished up in the
only Paramount-Artcraft style. R. J.
Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
He Comes Up Smiling, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Packed them in on this on a
Saturday, and it seemed to go over in
good shape. R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la..
The Goat, with Fred Stone. Not much
Can't understand why they call it
to it.

—

—

—

K—

—

Good

It,

picture.

with Douglas Fairbanks.
Took well. Fairbanks

—

always stands them up here. J. B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent City, Cal.
General patronage.
Say Young Fellow, with Douglas Fair-

—

—

banks. To my way of thinking this is
the best Fairbanks picture to date. J. C.
Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.
Mixed patronage.

—

A

Midnight Romance, with Anita
If you made good on Virtuous Wives you should do more on this.
An extra good picture. P. K. Anton,
Royal theatre, Newcastle, Ind. Mixed

—

—

—

patronage.

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
to largest crowd we have ever
had. Fine comedy. A. A. Jewett, Grand
theatre, Annandale, Minn.
Local and
country patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
A picture worth running from all standpoints.
J. G. Knapp, Strand theatre, San

—Played

—

—

—

—

Bernardino, Cal. Downtown patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo LinOutdrew
everyone.
coln.
Pleased
Mickey. Beth Drew Guhl, Pastime theaHigh class patrontre, Delevan, Wis.

—

—

—

age.

;

i

I

|

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

excellent

star

made

A

and

excellent

direction

— Harwood, National
Cleveland, O. — Better class pat-

this

1.

J. J.

—

I

Butterfield,

— Mixed

—

Always good. C. M.
get.
Dreamland theatre, Clay, Ky.

patronage.

Woman, Woman,

—

—

this

westerns

— Fairly

—

—
|

on

—

—

—

from audience. Lost money
yesterday and don't expect anything better today, second day. K. H.
Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.
Loop patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara. A 100 per
cent picture, with a 30 per cent draft.
Biblical subjects won't draw in an age of
flying machines, Fords and hobble skirts.
Its ability to pull is largely over estimated. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
Bonne Annie Laurie, with Peggy HyGood picture. H. C. Jones, Bijou
land.
theatre, Laurel, Ind." Small town patronage.
Pittfalls of a Big City, with Gladys
Brockwell. Interesting. A direct appeal.
A popular actress in a proper vehicle.
Well done. Satisfactory. M. A. ChoynNewberry theatre, Chicago, 111.
ski,
Mixed patronage.
True Blue, with William Farnum.
Pleased very much. Star well liked here.
G. P. Plotner, Princess theatre, ScanRural patronage.
dia, Kans.
Never Say Quit, with George Walsh.
Have seen him in better.
Fair picture.
He acts fine. Arcade theatre, Denison,
Tex.
The Strange Woman, with Gladys
Brockwell. An excellent story, with an
of grumbling

Thou Shalt Not, with Evelyn Nesbit.
This
Star becoming popular on merit.
particular piece stamps her as an actress.
M. A. Choynski, Newberry theatre,
Chicago, 111. Mixed patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
Fine western. Mix is a star here. Best

H. Sink, Pastime theatre,

High class patronage.
Headin' South, with Douglas Fairbanks. Fairbanks at his best. H. H.
Billings, Pleasant Hour theatre, Pine IsSmall town patronage.
land, Minn.
A Doll's House, with Elsie Ferguson.
Very poor. Good business. College
evidently knew their Ibsen. W. H. Hart,
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College
town.
The Squaw Man, with an all star cast.
An excellent picture. Boost it big.
F. G. Heller, Strand theatre, Anderson,
High class patronage.
Ind.
Greenville, O.

us.

The

ronage.

—

|

Gladys

with

Always draws

—Arcade theatre, Denison, Tex.
Darling of Paris, with Theda
Bara. — Poor photography.
Dark. Lots

for

theatre,

—
—

— R.

City,

star.

—

—

special.

— Good

—

—

—

a

Brockwell.

Big

—

First National
Stewart.

Fox
Pitfalls of a

with Evelyn Nesbit.
good picture from standpoint of

entertainment, but it offended religious
people with its frank doctrine of free
love. The picture has killed Nesbit here.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
The Forbidden Path, with Theda Bara.
Poor
Star is played out in this house.
business. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
When a Woman Sins, with Theda
Bara. This is the best picture Theda

—

—

EVE UXSELL
who adapted

to the wcrecn the Artcraft

"Eyes of the Soul," from George
We«ton'N Book, "Suit of the Earth."

play,

51
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Bara ever produced.
A good sermon.
Big business. G. Hill & Son, Grand
theatre, Lebanon, O.
General patron-

—

—

age.

—

everybody.
Good
business.
R.
L.
Hensler, Bijou theatre, Carrollton, 111.
Mixed patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.

Mr. Logan, U. S. A., with Tom Mix.
This picture is a thriller. H. C. Jones,
Bijou theatre, Laurel, lnd. Small town
patronage
Treat 'Em Rough, with Tom Mix.
Another Mix dandy. Is as good a draw-

—Very

ing card for us as any of the big ones.

audience on Sunday night. Beth Drew
Guhl, Pastime theatre. Delevan, Wis.
High class patronage.
Our Little Wife, with Madge Kennedy.
Pleased.
Goldwyn's productions are,

—
—

—

Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre, DunsGeneral patronage.
Western Blood, with Tom Mix. One
Mix is
of the best westerns ever run.
coming strong. Pleased all. C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre, Clay, Ky.
Small town patronage.
The Soul of Buddha, with Theda
There's
Bara. Touch this one light.
Theda
nothing to make a fuss about.
was loaded down with an uninteresting
theme. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theaSmall town patrontre, Neligh, Neb.
muir, Cal.

—

—

—

—

—

clever little comedy.
Star well
and is a sure comer. L. E. Larkin,
Beckwith theatre, Dowagiac, Mich.
Middle class patronage.
Shadows, with Geraldine Farrar.

Confession, with Jewel Carmen.

—

I

—

beautiful

Pleased

production.

—

—

large

a

—

—

Mixed patronage.

Go

West

—

Young

—

Man,

Tom

with

Moore. Very, good. O. H. Schleusener,
Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle

—

ran

fair.

—

Mixed patronage.
The Fair Pretender, with Madge Kennedy. Madge Kennedy well liked here.
Business light. Dr. F. M.
Pleased.
Mixed
Childs, Kozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

—

—

patronage.

A Man
Moore.
crowd.

Arcade

and His

— Good

Money, with

Tom

Played to big
picture.
Moore.
Everybody likes
theatre, Denison, Tex.

Tom

of Youth, with Madge
picture.
Well
clean
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,

The Kingdom
Kennedy.— Nice
liked
Ariz.

—
— Border

mining camp.
Nearly Married, with Madge Kennedv.
A mighty good picture, but Goldwyn's
are all good.
H. P. Thompson, Liberty
Pardeevillc,
Wis. Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.

—

—

The Bondage

—
—

—

of Barbara, with
as poor as they

Mae
make

Marsh. About
them. O. H. Schleusener, Superba theaMiddle class pattre, Alhambra, Cal.

—

ronage.

Shadows,
Magnificent

Geraldine
Farrar.
with
production, which pleased

Star

—

—

class patronage.

Metro
His Bonded Wife, with Emmy Wehlen.
was a dandy all the way. The
Metro pictures are the most consistent
on the market. A. J. Hill, Glen theatre,
Chicago, III. Neighborhood patronage.

— This

—

— A picture that
—
—

—

—

—

—

— —

—

A smile from start to finish. A. J.
Glen theatre, Chicago, 111. Neigh-

pep.

—

Hill,

borhood patronage.

The Parisian

Tigress, with Viola Dana.

— Fine. Splendid comments. — G.
Knapp, Temple theatre, San Bernardino,
Cal. — Downtown patronage.
The Return of Mary, with May
Pleased
big
good picture.
son. — A
crowds. — Meldrin & Clark, Opera House,
Edwards, N. Y. — General patronage.
Peggy Does Her Darndest, with May
Allison. — A very good comedy-drama
surely giving us our money'
Metro
worth just now. — John Hafner, Princess
— Mixed patronage.
theatre, Donora,
J.

Alli-

—

— Good

—A

picture that follows the
closely.
Pleased.
P. G. Estee,
theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
High

book

Pair of Cupids, with Bushman and
Bayne. Good comedy and well wOTth
booking. L. A. Hasse, Majestic theatre,
Mauston, Wis. Small town patronage.
Satan, Jr., with Viola Dana. Just the
kind of picture the people want, a special
on the regular program.- Give us more
John Hafner, Princess
like it, Metro.
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Donora, Pa.
$5,000 an Hour, with Hale Hamilton.—
Full of ginger and
Pleased everybody.

— Arcade

picture to good business.
Tom Moore is getting there fast. John
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.

Moore.

—

—

—

—

dred Harris.

A

—

—

—

—

— Very

—

—

May Allison. Just a fair picture. Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N;
Y. General patronage.

— Pic-

Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
good. Usual Saturday business
We could hardly ask
against Mickey.
more of a picture. Beth Drew Guhl,
Pastime theatre, Delevan, Wis. High
class^ patronage.
A Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
One of Normand's best. Star well liked
here.
Geo. W. Smith, Royal theatre,
Ashdown, Ark. Small town patronage.
Peck's Bad Girl, with Mabel Normand.
The kind of picture that suits this star.
Patrons well pleased. G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D. Mixed
patronage.
A Man and His Money, with Tom

Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Wonderful production. Battle
scenes great. P. K. Anton, Royal theatre. Newcastle, lnd.
Mixed patrdnage.
The Doctor and the Woman, with Milof

—

Goldwyn
Business just
ture fine.
theatre, Denison, Tex.

Jewel
The Heart

Faith, with Bert Lytell.

—

Laurell.

—

patronage.

would appeal to any audience. Lytell always pulls them in for us. Michael
Lyons, Palace theatre, San Francisco,
Cal.
Mixed neighborhood patronage.
The Testing of Mildren Vane, with

—

The Brand, with Kay

—

well pleased.
Dr. F, M.
theatre, Villisca, la.
Mixed

—

class patronage.

East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.
True Blue, with William Farnum.
very good story and acting great. Should
be boosted. M. C. Kellog, Homestake
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Lead, S. D.

—

Kozy

so far, clean and wholesome.
Dr. F. M.
Childs,
Kozy theatre, Villisca, la.

this picture with Shoulder Arms and a
lot of people liked it better than Shoulder Arms. F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre,

—

— Patrons

Childs,

—

liked

—

age.

The Floor Below, with Mabel Normand.

ERNEST TRUEX

Who

has just signed with V. B. K. Film
Corporation (or a series of comedy films

is

Go

Man, with Tom
Moore. Only fair. First two reels held
them, but last three fell down. R. J.

West

—

Young

—

Decorah, la.
The Danger Game, with Madge Kennedy. Pleased good business. Title does
not suggest comedy, but we would class
it as a high class comedy drama.
A. D.
Stanchfield, Rae theatre, Ann Arbor,
Relf, Star theatre,

—

—

— Mixed

patronage.
Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
I was afraid this would not make good,
but it did. Our small town patrons do
not know Bill Rogers.
Therefore bill
Mich.-

—

him as the hit of the Follies and whether
or not they like it they won't kick. J. C.
Hewitt, Strand theatre, Robinson, 111.
Mixed patronage.
The Racing Strain, with Mae Marsh.
Not much of a picture. O. H. Schleuse-

—

—

Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Middle class patronage.

ner,

Cal.
;

A

Splendid Sinner, with Mary Garden.
old picture, but a mighty fine one
except that the end is rather abrupt. R.
C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
General patronage.

— An

——
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Pa.-

Mildren Vane, with
Allison.
very pleasing star in a
picture that gave general satisfaction.
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jor
Mixed patronage.
dan, Mich.

The Testing

—A

May

of

—

The Testing

of Mildred Vane, with
very good picture
Allison.
Fine box offic
Star's work excellent.
value.
A. J. Hill, Glen theatre, Chicago

—A

May

—

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Island of Intrigue, with May Alii
Beautiful seen
son. — Splendid picture.
C. Knapp
ery.
Pleased the audience. —
San Bernardino, Cal.
111.

The

J.

Temple

theatre,

Downtown

patronage.

$5,000 an Hour, with Hale Hamilton.
A picture full of pep that took great
Meldrin & Clark, Opera House
here.

—

—

Edwards, N. Y. General patronage.
His Bonded Wife, with Emmy Weh
Star pleasing and the picture poor
len.

—
— F.

Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jor
Mixed patronage.
Johnny on the Spot, with Hale Haniil
A trifle slow in the first reels
ton.
J.

dan, Mich.

—

—

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
but the fifth gave the star the opportuMichael Lyons, Palace
nity he wanted.
San
Francisco,
Mixed
itheatre,
Cal.

—

—

neighborhood patronage.
Hitting the High Spots, with Bert LyVery good. A little above Metro
te 11.
Meldrin
standard.
& Clark, Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y. General patron-

—

—

—

age.

Emmy Weh-

Sylvia on a Spree, with
Star well liked. Usual good
D.
Stanchfield,
production. A.

jlen.

—

—

Ann

theatre,

Arbor, Mich.

—

Metro
Rae
Mixed pat-

ronage.

The Divorcee, with Ethel Barrymore.

— In

my

opinion Ethel Barrymore never
work than in this picture.
Michael Lyons, Palace theatre, San
Francisco,
Cal.
-Mixed neighborhood
did betler

—

:patronage.

.

Paramount
Good Gracious Annabelle, with Billie
Burke. — Drew well. Pleased well. Everybody satisfied. C. A. Krause, Empress

—

Owensboro, Ky.

theatre.
age.

— Best

The False Faces, with Henry
hall.

— Great picture.
Made

licity.

patronB.

Walt-

Will bear wide pubrecord run for us. Neff &

—

MacKenzie, The Picture House, Atlanta,
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

Poor Boob, with Bryant Washburn.
One of the best pictures shown in

—

a

Exceptionally good. G. W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
ID.
Mixed patronage.
long time.

—

Vive La France, with Dorothy Dalton.
Wonderful battle scenes. Star does
(fine work.
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre,
Newcastle, Ind. Mixed patronage.
The Home Breaker, with Dorothy
Dalton. Poor play. Good business on
Coliseum theatre, Sestar's popularity.
'

—

—

—

Wash.

—

—
— High

patronage.
Rich Man Poor Man, with Marguerite
Clark.
Not up to Miss Clark's standard,
but a good picture at that. Capacity
(business.
W. D. Martin, Badger theaSmall town patNeillsville, Wis.
tre,
ronage.
Here Comes the Bride, with John Barrymore. The worst piece of film we
have run for a long time. I don't mean
condition, but absolute waste in story
land as to drawing power, none whatsoMiss T. Benesch, Bell theatre,
ever.
•Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Extravagance, with Dorothy Dalton.
jattle,

class

—

—

I

—

—

)

—

H

—

to the mark in Paramount quality.
A.
way. C.
every
in
Satisfactory

Up

—

I

Krause, Empress theatre, Owensboro.
Ky. Best patronage.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
This picture drew the ladies. Star
gaining all the time. Had to turn tjiem
away. D. B. Jackson, Lyric theatre,
Rogers, Ark. High class patronage.
The Silver King, with William Faverwhich
Special
paramount
sham. A
doesn't get you anything special. Good
plot and settings but not for business
Miss T. Benesch, Bell theatre,
getter.
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

I

Venus in the East, with Bryant Washburn. The best Washburn for some

I
M

|

I

I

i
|
1

[I

I

j

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

time.

—

tre,

Alhambra,

O. H. Schleusener, Superba thea-

I

— Middle

class

pat-

— Story

—

—

—

ronage.

Vive La France, with Dorothy Dalton.

—Wonderful

A

picture. Star great.
war
picture that will go big. All it takes is
to get a full house in on the first show
and you will get them in on the rest of
the days.
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre.
New Castle, Ind. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

String Beans, with Charles Ray. Ray
always gets the business, although this
is a little weak at the start.— Will F.
Krahn, Lorin theatre. Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.

The Whispering Chorus. — We worked
on this but did not get hardly
enough to pay for film. Some raved
about it as great. Others walked out before
it
was over. Ben L. Morris.
Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. General
hard

—

—

Poor Boob,

Bryant Washburn.
Personally, we thought this a "cheap"
witli

picture, but as it pleased the audiences
we will class it as good. Washburn has
not yet arrived as a star with decided
pulling power.
C. A. Krause, Empress
theatre, Owensboro, Ky.
Best patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace
Brought average Sunday business
Reid.
against The Birth of a Race. They liked
it.
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre. Grin-

—

—

—

—

la.-

Hard
Good.

— College

town.

Dorothy Dalton.
Had no complaints on this picBoiled, with

—

Business

good. D. B. Jackson,
Lyric theatre, Rogers, Ark. High class

ture.

hard

with Ethel Clayton.
follow.— Joseph
G.
Opera House, Kenosha,

Girl,
to

Rhode, Rhode
Wis.— General patronage.

String

Beans,

with

—

—

Charles

Ray.

Good Kay picture. Joseph G. Rhode,
Rhode Opera House, Kenosha, Wis.
General patronage.
53

—

—

class patronage.

You Never Saw Such

—Very light
power. — Miss
T.

a Girl, with Viv-

Martin.

ing

theatre,
Chicago,
patronage.

111.

plot.

No draw-

Benesch,

Bell
— Neighborhood

The Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray.—
Played to Saturday crowds and they enjoyed it. But the regulars prefer Ray
in
other
than
the
western. C.
A.
Krause, Empress theatre, Owensboro.
Ky. Best patronage.
Little Women, with an all-star cast.
Did not have room for all. Heard nothing but praise on this. This picture will
draw the ladies. D. B. Jackson, Lyric
theatre. Rogers. Ark.
High class pat-

—

—

—

—

ronage.

Pathe
Brass Buttons (American), with WilGood. Star very fine. Attendance fair. Lewis & Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronliam Russell.

patronage.

nell,

Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton.
everybody. O. H. Schleusener,
Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle
Suited

ian

audience.

ronage.

The Mystery

]

Cal.

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
Marguerite Clark. Good picture.
Drew well. Clark always draws good
business for me. D. B. Jackson, Lyric
theatre, Rogers, Ark.
High class patwith

—
—

—

age.

Loaded Dice, with Frank Keenan.
Fine acting, but this star does not draw
for me. Picture good.
G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D. Mixed
patronage.

—

—

The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie
Ward. Have had few pictures that
pleased as few as this feature. Not a

—

Mo.

—

—

ever popular. Fred
St.
Joseph,
General patronage.

class subject that
Cosman, Electric

is

theatre,

Brass Buttons (American), with William Russell. A splendid picture with
good comedy. J. G. Knapp, Strand
theatre, San Bernadino, Cal.
Downtown
patronage.

—
—

—

Fighting Through, with E. K. Lincoln.
the way through.
all
M. A.

— Good

—
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Choynski, Newberry theatre, Chicago,
General patronage.
Carolyn of the Corners, with Bessie
Love. Pleasing picture. H. E. Daigler,
Mission theatre, Seattle, Wash. High
class patronage.
Three X Gordon (Hodkinson), with J.
Warren Kerrigan. Played this with
Lloyd's Crack Your Heels and did capacity and sent them away pleased. A.
C. Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota,
Minn. General patronage.
Go Get 'Em Garringer, with Franklyti
Farnum. Fine western. Plenty of pep
111.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and we pleased a large audience. Lewis
& Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

— General

patronage.

Enough (American), with Mar-

Fair

Fisher.

garita

with dandy

—

—A

star.

W.

mighty fine picture
Always gets the money

Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D. Mixed patronage.
Convict 993, with Irene Castle.
good drawing star and picture. F. M.
Edgett, Lyric theatre, Earlville, 111.
High class patronage.
Petticoats and Politics (Hodkinson),
with Anita King. An excellent novelty
Miss King
picture which pleased all.
Harry N. Jennings, Pastime theafine.
tre, Granville, N. Y.
Fair Enough (American), with MarThis pleased everyone.
garita Fisher.
Strong competition, but she drew them
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
in.
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Drifters (Hodkinson), with J.
Warren Kerrigan. Good in spots. Not
Lewis &
a strong Kerrigan production.
Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.
The Heart of Rachel (Hodkinson),
with Bessie Barriscale. I consider this
a very good picture and did more than
capacity business with it. They went
home glad they came. A. C. Klug, Empress theatre, Zumbrota, Minn. General
patronage.
The Eyes of Julia Deep (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. A splendid
picture with good comedy. J. G. Knapp,
Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.
Downtown patronage.
for us.

G.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Select

Good Night Paul, with Constance Talmadge. One of Connie's best, but they

—

—

Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge. The kind of picture that makes
one glad to be an exhibitor. Mrs. R. G.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre .Hinsdale, 111.
High class suburban patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. A very pleasing picture. The

—

—

—

—

sort of a comedy drama that will make
friends for both house and star.
M. C.
Kellog, Homestake theatre, Lead, S. D.

—

— Mixed

patronage.
Romance and Arabella, with Constance
Talmadge. A very good picture. O. H.
Schleuscner, Superba theatre, Alhambra,
Cal.
Middle class patronage.
The World to Live In, with Alice
Brady. Very good. Leo F. Keiler, Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Tal-

—

—

—

—

—

— College town.
The Whirlpool, with Alice Brady.
Nothing to brag about. — H. H. Wilson,
Grinnell, la.

tre,

Sherman

theatre, Sullivan, Ind.

with Clara Kimvery good Young subWent over big. Fred Cosman,
ject.
Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Gen-

Cheating

Young.

ball

—

has

Indestructible Wife, with Alice
ordinary.
Poorest Alice
ever made. J. G. Knapp, Temple

theatre.

San

—
Bernardino,

Calif.

— Down-

town patronage.

A Pair of Silk Stockings, with Constance Talmadge. This star is a money-

—

Always

pleases.
Never saw a
poor one of her's yet.
H. H. Cone.
Lyric theatre, Wymore, Neb. Railroad
getter.

—

—

The

Ordeal

Arrabella, with Constance Talmadge. Star is a winner.
Story light but pleased everybody. Mrs.
R. J. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,

—High

—

—

suburban patronage.
Marie Ltd., with Alice Brady. Good
picture.
Brady has following. R. F.
111.

Rosetta,

of

with

Alice

— Good picture. Good ending.—
C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre,
Clay, Ky. — Mixed patronage.
The Road Through the Dark, with
Clara Kimball Young. — An ordinary picture. — O. H. Schleusener, Superba theaAlhambra, Cal. — Middle class pattre,

ronage.

The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. Good in spots and poor in spots.
An average picture. Fred Cosman,

—

—

Electric theatre,
eral patronage.

St.

Joseph, Mo.

— Gen-

Hollow of Her Hand, with
Alice Brady. Very good picture. SevFair business.
eral good comments.
Joe Brokaw, Brokaw theatre, Angola.
Ind.
High class patronage.
The Death Dance, with Alice Brady.
An old one we repeated to good business.
Leo F. Keiler, Arcade theatre.
In

the

—

—

—

Paducah, Ky.

— General

patronage.

class

—
—

—
— One

Breezy Jim, with Crane Wilbur. Fair.
to Desmond or Stewart westerns.

Not up

—Dr.

F.

lisca,

la.

M.

Childs,

Kozy

theatre, Vil-

— Mixed patronage.
Everywoman's Husband, with Gloria
contains
picture.
Swanson. — A
— Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre. Cuba City, Wis. — Mixed
fine

five

It

reels.

patronage.

—

Hoop

La, with Billie Rhodes. A real
story and the star more than
good. P. G. Estee, Star theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
High class patronage.
A Regular Fellow, with Taylor
Holmes. Just a picture. Did not draw.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa.
Mixed patronage, j
The Wild Goose Chase, with Hazel]
Daly.
North Pole story well produced.
The kids will eat it up. Different. Dr.
circus

—

—

—

—

—

—

F.

—

—

M. Childs, Kozy
Mixed patronage.

theatre, Villisca, IaJ

United Picture Theatres
The Light

of Western Stars, with DusFarnum. Some picture. Should have
advanced prices. DeLuxe theatre, Som-

—
—
erton, Ariz. — General patronage.
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. — Good work by the
excellent
photography, but not much to the story.
— Fred Cosman, Electric theatre,
Joseph, Mo. — General patronage.
A Man in the Open, with Dustin Farnum. — Not as good as The Light of
tin

star,

St.;

Western Stars. Did not draw as well.
J. G. Knapp. Strand theatre, San Bernardino,

Cal.

— Downtown

patronage.

Universal

Who

Will Marry Me (Bluebird), with
Carmel Myers. A fine picture that is
sure to please the average audience. F.
L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen. Ark.
Small town patronage.
The Red Red Heart (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. An impossible story,
but well presented. Star well liked. Photography fine. E. J. Sherburne, Electric
Town patrontheatre, Cambridge, Neb.

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Hugon

the Mighty (Bluebird), wit
Universal ha
Salisbury.
If
produced more pictures like this the
might take the front lead. Michae
Lyons, Palace theatre. San Francisco

—

Monroe

—

—
Dean. — Good. A money-getter. — K. H
Hulquist, Chicago theatre. Chicago.
— Loop patronage.
The Game's Up (Bluebird), with Ruth
Bluebirds
Clifford. — One of the
comedy. — F. L. Clarke
date. A sure
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. — Small town
patronage.
Rpped, with Harry Carey. — Best west
years. — P. G. Estee. Star
ern played
D. — High class
theatre, Alexandria,
Mixed neighborhood patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscifl

Ill

finest

to

fire

in

Breezy Jim, with Crane Wilbur.
Good. Triangles always good. Haven't
had a bad one yet. And the prices are
right.
Triangle don't hold you up on
William Thacher, Royal theaservice.
Middle class patrontre. Salina, Kans.

—

—

of star's best.
Pleased. P. G.
Estee, Star theatre, Alexandria, S. D.
High class patronage.

Cal.

Triangle

—

age.

S.

patronage.

A

Rich Man's Darling (Bluebird),
Louise Lovely. A clever comedy
drama which drew well and pleased
everybodv. E. J. Sherburne. Electric
Town patrontheatre, Cambridge, Neb.

—

with

—

Secret Marriage, with Mary MacLaren.
Extra good. Story and acting perfect.
Very interesting. A. J. Hill, Glen theaNeighborhood patrontre, Chicago, 111.

age.

age.

Downtown

—

town.

Romance and

—

—

—

—Very

—

Brady.

—

Leffingwell's Boots, with Constance Talmadge. Great. Doubly great.
Will please all, from children to very
aged. Keep 'em coming. Walter Coddington, Home theatre, Rantoul, 111.
Rural and soldier patronage.

The

Cheaters,

—A

eral patronage.

ronage.

Brad}'.

—

—

madge. They liked this 'pretty well.
Not, her best.— W. H. Mart, Strand thea-

are all good.
E. J. Sherburne, Electric
theatre,
Cambridge, Neb. Town pat-

Mrs.

—

Cactus Crandall, with Roy Stewart.
Stewart always gets the crowd for us.
This picture is up to standard. Meldrin
& Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.
General patronage.
Daughter Angele, with Pauline Starke.

—
—

The Fly God, with Roy Stewart.—
good western comedy drama. Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre, Cuba
Mixed patronage.
City, Wis.

The Light of Victory, with Monroe
Knapp,
J.
Salisbury.
Splendid.
G.
Strand theatre, San Bernardino. Cal.

—
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—

patronage.

Vitagraph

—

—

—

A

Diplomatic

picture.

Poor

—
—

Mission. Real
good
attendance. Lewis
&

——

—

r
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Brisco, Princess theatre,

Elwood, Ind.

General patronage.

The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. A fine picture of the kind that
appeals to the larger towns much more
than to rural patronage. F. L. Clarke,

—

—

Cozy

—

Small town
patronage.
A Fight for Millions (Vitagraph), with
theatre,

Hazen, Ark.

— A fine western
Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorium theatre,
Cuba City, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
A Gentleman of Quality, with Earle
Williams. — My audience said
was one
of the most sympathetic pictures they
— Michael Lyons, Palace
ever looked
theatre,
San
Francisco,
Cal. — Mixed
William Duncan.

Noyes,

—

theatre,

Paul,

St.

sure has slipped.

—W.

O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb. Suburban
neighborhood patronage.
To the Highest Bidder, with Alice
Joyce. A fairly good Joyce production.
Rather improbable but variety is the
spice of life.
Miss T. Benesch, Bell
111.
theatre,
Chicago,
Neighborhood
patronage.
Love Watches, with Corinne Griffith.
Good entertainment. Star and support
jgood.
F. J.
Gruber, Temple theatre,
(East Jordan, Mich. Mixed patronage.
One Thousand Dollars, with Edward
Earle.
Poor. Vitagraph has the poorest
program picturs I get. A. R' Bud.
Opera House, Arlington, Iowa. Rural

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ipatronage.

The Common Cause, with an

i

all-star

— Simply

wonderful.
Great.
Best
war picture ever made, the people comment. Capacity business for two days.—
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha,
Neb. High class suburban patronage.
The Green God, with Harry T. Morey.
If you desire an absorbing mystery
this
will
fill
the
bill.— Schullsburg
Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Fortune's Child, with Gladys Leslie.
Wouldn't be surprised if Leslie took the
lead of any star on the screen stage.
Michael Lyons, Palace theatre, San
Francisco,
Cal.
Mixed neighborhood
patronage.
The Business of Life, with Alice Joyce.
cast.

—

—

—

— Good

& Weeks,

house

—

Good

business.
BrockElectiiic theatre, Arenz-

town patronage.
Tangled Lives, with Harry T. Morey.
I showed this two days to good busi-

ville,

—

picture.

111.— Small

—

Better the second night. F. E.
Lyric theatre, Cornell, Wis.
Mixed patronage.
Within the Law, with Alice Joyce.
Old but got big business.
Pleased
everyone. A good one to buy for a long
run. W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre,
Omaha, Neb. Suburban neighborhood
patronage.
ness.

Noyes,

—

—

—

All Man, with Harry Morey.
Good
picture.
No business on account of
school play in opposition. A. C. Klug,
Empress theatre. Zumbrota, Minn.

—

General patronage.

The Beloved Impostor, with Gladys
Very good little picture. Bert

Leslie.

—

Goldman,

Paul, Minn.

His
Morey.
story.

colleen

—

New

—

Own

—This

Princess theatre,
Better class patronage.

A Nymph

with Harry T.
truly a very pleasing

is

Gladys Leslie as the
is

right

there.

Book

little
it.

—

Irish
F. E.

— Better

class

of the Foothills, with Gladys

— Not much picture. Nothing to
— Charles De Paul, Dreamland theatre,
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich. — General patLeslie.

USE THIS BLANK
Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

Exhibit

it.

ronage.

World

—

—

The Quickening Flame', with June Elvidge.
Good and took well. A. J. Luck-

blank now and send
Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., ChiFill in this

to

cago.

—

—

Gem

achie,

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.

—

Ginger, with Violet Palmer. New cast
and all very good. Pleasing and entertaining.
M. A. Choynski, Newberry
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Chicago, 111.

Camden,

theatre,

Ark.

Title

Mixed patronage.
Palmer.

Ginger, with Violet
production and pleased

Promising

business.
theatre,

Chicago,

star.

111.

— Good

Star

patrons. Fair

all

— Kimbark

— Neighborhood

Producer

patronage.

Remarks

Special
eciais
Life's Greatest Problem
with Mitchell Lewis. This

—

(Blackton),

immense.
have had in
my house. Book it and push it. F. L.
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Clarke,
Small town patronage.

One

of the finest pictures

is

I

—

Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
best box office picture
ever made. Get it. —-Will F. Krahn, Lorin
theatre,
Berkeley,
Cal.— Suburban

Normand.— The

patronage.

Wives

Men

of

(Pioneer), with

Flor-

—Wonderful. Exceptional
satisfaction. Most splendid subject ever
shown in my theatre. —Walter Coddington, Home theatre, Rantoul,
— Rural
ence

Reed.

111.

and soldier patronage.

Wanted

for Murder (Harry Rapf).
Elaine Hammerstein. Good, but
we never advertised it right. Title
against the picture. If put over right
will make you some money. Title should
be changed. William Thacher, Royal

—

with

—

theatre, Salina, Kans.

— Middle

Title

Star

class pat-

ronage.

Producer

Greatest Problem (Blackton),
with Mitchell Lewis. The comedy in
this picture got it over. Otherwise very
disappointing. J.
Knapp, Strand
G.
theatre, San
Bernardino, Cal. Downtown patronage.
Life's

—

—

Remarks

'.

—

Hearts of Men (Hiram Abrams), with
George Beban. Very entertaining and
well done. Where Beban is popular you
have an exceptional feature. M. A.

—

—

Choynski,
111.

— Mixed

Newberry

Chicago,

theatre,

patronage.

When My

Ship Comes In (Film Clearing House), with Jane Grey. Story by
famous author well dramatized and satisfactory. Drew well.
M. A. Choynski.
Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111. Mixed
patronage.

—

—

—

Exhibitor

Name

of

Theatre

Transient

ronage

or

Neighborhood

^

Serials

St.

People,

Minn.

patronage.

at.

neighborhood patronage.
Fortune's Child, with Gladys Leslie.
Nothing to it. Poor business. Vitagraph

Wis.

Cornell,

theatre,

—

serial.

it

Lyric

Mixed patronage.
The Highest Trump, with Earle Williams.
A war picture. Third consecutive war picture Vitagraph put this star
No
in.
Isn't it a crime to kill him?
Bert Goldman, New Princess
business.

The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. Good. Will be a winner. Good attendance.
Lewis & Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General

—

—

patronage.
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piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiium

An

Interview

With

Company Explains

Director of Great International Film
Believes Better Stories and
of the

Charles Pathe

Fewer Productions

Motion Picture Industry

at the

j

Why He

[

Need

j

Is the

Present Time.

who has been intrusted with the adequate interpretation of his ideas.
Nothing should be left to the initiative
of the director except to adequately
carry out the ideas of the author.
It
would be to the advantage of the producer and the motion picture business in
general if the director and the author, by
means

of

royalties,

were interested

in

the final

ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii^

Charles Pathe, Chevalier of the Legion
of Honor and director of the great international organization bearing his name, is
acknowledged to be one of the master

minds in the motion picture industry.
His views on matters pertaining to the
production and distribution of pictures are
always welcomed by producer, distributor
and exhibitor alike.
He is a real pioneer, having been actively
interested in motion pictures from the time
of their inception.

By Charles Pathe

No

individual, no organization, can
hope to control the motion picture business.
Creative skill is not given to one
person or a few.
The history of the
business proves that exhibitors desire to
present good pictures to their patrons
without regard to the trademarks which
they bear. Good films do not depend so
much upon their stars as they do upon
the stories which they depict, and their
directors.
There can be no monopoly
of the imagination which creates the
story, or that which realizes it before,
the motion picture camera.

a

The independent producer who has
good story, adaptable to the screen,

and

who produces

there

will always be
have no difficulty

will

it

tributor for his film.

adequately (and
such producers)
in

finding a dis-

Monopoly

our
industry would have the effect of impeding its progress; there would be no
encouragement toward
constant
improvement in quality. Competition inin

We

evitably insures progress.
may all
hope for better pictures and a satisfactory growth in business as long as
the door is open to individual effort
and T fail to see how it can be closed.
Specialization Is Needed

Were

this
done many stories
insufficiently developed and
are lacking in the essentials, but which
under present conditions are put into
pictures, would never be produced and
this would be to the good of all: of
the stars who through such pictures
lose their popularity; of the producers
and distributors who through such pictures lose money and prestige.
Furthermore, such action would result in a very 'definite improvement in
ture.

which are

quality in the pictures which were produced, and, therefore, would be to the
financial betterment of all connected
with the industry. No producer should
accept a story unless he is convinced
of its future success as a picture. Even
if he
were to err in his judgment the
picture at any rate would not be a triviality.
In confining the production of
pictures to stories which meet with the
real appreciation of those competent to
judge the returns from each negative
would naturally be increased, and that

to a

pronounced degree.
Develope the Details

The scenario should be most carefully worked out and the details well
developed.
Owing to the fact that a
feature picture demands more situations
than

are

necessary

in

a

play

written

for the stage, I believe that the story
for the screen will always profit by the
collaboration of several authors, rather
than by the work of one person only.
Each of us has had occasion to makevarious
scenes
justified
criticism
of
which were part of a production justly
known as a masterpiece in its entirety.
This would prove that the author has
left too large a margin to the director

it

did not receive the attention
deserved; that the most impor-

dividends

depend upon those

or

six

reel

fea-

receiving the serious attention of

every important American distributor. It
has given us most excellent results, with
the inevitable result that there has been
a reduction in the number of pictures
which .we have released, and a corresponding increase in the average quality.
I had occasion to remark the last time

was here, upon the serious error
committed in making good productions stand the losses upon negatives
of little or no value. Open booking tends
that

I

which

is

to eliminate, or at least mitigate, this
trouble, since each film is booked upon
its individual merits. In this way the tendency is to produce well, instead of producing much, which, as Shakespeare
says, "is a consummation devoutly to be

wished."

Improvement Must Come
That the motion picture business is
good at the present, and that this condition prevails in most of the countries of
world,

ing, and have every confidence in what
will do, working in such harmony.

The

five

now

4s

You will pardon me if I express here
the pleasure I have experienced in finding the Pathe Exchange, Inc., in so exMr. Brunet has uncellent a condition.
derstood and applied the absolute principle in our industry, that success and
prestige cannot be obtained by quantity,
I have found the
but only by quality.
organization united and working as one.
filled with enthusiasm, and that which is
so rare,' animated with the feeling of
unity. I am proud of what the organization has accomplished and is accomplish-

dency should be curbed.
Would Decrease Production

a

which Pathe Exchange, Inc., has distribpictures under the so-called open
booking plan, a policy which, it seems,

uted

such service.

write, or will write, for the screen.
writers do not sufficiently develop
Their desire, and this is
their ideas.
natural under the conditions, seems to
be to turn out as many stories which
arc marketable as possible.
This ten-

which compose

Material

should deserve rather than demand or
beg. Our duty is clear; to improve and
to continue to improve. No business can
prosper unless it renders a real service.
And it is our duty to see that we render

who
Our

production of negatives would
be immediately reduced (and everyone
will admit that this is desirable) if such
producer understood the vital importance of studying with the greatest possible care each of the hundreds of scenes

Good

is a
source of gratification
us all.
But we should not lose
sight of the fact that we should strive
to retain the approval of the public now
that we have gained it; that we should
progress and no^ stand still; that we

tant in a film of the first quality is a
story of the first quality, and that the
story must take precedence of the star
in the production of pictures.
It would
seem that the main defect in the lack
of quality in pictures being known, it
should be easy to find a remedy, and
having found it to apply it; but unfortunately such is not the case.

Future

for

prices which are paid for
stories of good quality, either books or
stage successes, illustrate the demand
which exists for really good material. It
would seem that in view of these high
prices the screen should possess authors
who are as capable as their colleagues
of the printed book.
That the number
of good screen authors is as small as it
is, is
sufficient proof that our present
methods- of paying for their services are
bad.
I
have observed with interest during
the last twelve months the success with

with

my

which

Demand
The high

the

The most serious menace to the motion picture business is the lack of specialization in the making of scenarios.
At the time of
last visit to this country I noticed that this branch of the
industry

success of the picture.
They
would thus have the necessary encouragement to give to the film the care and
attention it deserves.

it

Moss Plans Theatres

NEW YORK.— B.

MARY MILES MINTER
The Americnn Film Corporation star
scene from "A Bachelor's Wife"

56

in a

new

theatres.

One

S.

Moss

will

be

plans two
in

Long

Island City and the other in Newark.

-

!

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Walter Early Handling
Three News Weeklies
Walter R.

Early,

connected

recently

with the Universal sales force, covering
the southern states for the Consolidated

&

Film

Supply Company of Atlanta and

Jacksonville, Fla.,

now

is

special repre-

sentative of the International Film Serv-

They tell us merry
was seen spying about

vel.

the

the

looking

after

three

State street, as Universal has
tribution of the news reels.

the dis-

Buys
"Tempest and Sunshine"

Elliott-Brockell

Clyde Elliott and Floyd M. Brockell
the Greater Stars Productions have
purchased the Illinois and Indiana rights
"Tempest and Sunshine," from J.
to
Frank Hatch Enterprises, Inc., and will
begin exploitation of the feature within
of

a short time.

"Tempest and Sunshine" is a picturizaMary J. Holmes' popular novel,
which was read by millions. It is expected to especially appeal to women.
tion of

Arthur

S.

Leases Office

Hyman, who

is

to

exploit

"Virtuous Men" throughout this vicinity,
has secured offices at 1314 Consumers
Building.
He will locate here permanently to handle big state rights productions, and has made a request for 2,700
square feet in the proposed new film ex-

change building.
R. V. Anderson, general sales manager of the International News Service,
stopped off in Chicago on Friday, en
route from St. Louis to Cleveland.

E.

Tarbell,

F.

graph exchange,

manager of the Vitaall aglow with smiles

is

—

He should be understand
these days.
the Ascher houses are signed up to set
in all of the big V winners.
EI. A. Sims of the Wisima Film Corporation announces his company is now
ready to handle all business on "The

Eyes of the World" at their new offices
Shops building. From the recent

in the

record
in

established

for

this

Anderson and Danville,

tion

still

holds

Where

for

is

New York

the new business that
Life Insurance Company

all

picking up about filmdom?
Accept
our Congrats, Louis, old pal.
If the present pace continues at the
Argosy Film Exchange, Hayes and Orr
will be renting another floor of the
Garrick Theatre building. Only recently'
took over most of the sixth floor.
Never mind, Tom; better luck next
year. Understand Tom Mitchell of DollVan Film Corporation had a "sure
thing" on the past Derby. Most of the
time "Preparedness" does pay, Tom, but
the
ponies are
temperamental
such
critters the best way is to just guess
is

and call it a day.
Lea-Bel Company

its

big
his

feature

produc-

enviable popularity.

While F. O. Nielsen, general manager
Mickey Film Corporation admits

of the

they recently purchased tin rights for
"Persuasive Peggy," featuring Peggy Hyland, for Indiana and Illinois, "'Mickey'
has 'em all calling for week runs, and
we have decided- to keep '''eggy' a
trifle quiet for a spell," says F. O. N.

now on

is

the third

having just
removed from the sixth floor, and the
smiling Jack Leaverton is there with the
glad hand as of old.
Lee Herz announces the Walter Baier
Film Company of Milwaukee will handle
all
Wisconsin business for the Silee
Film Exchange for the future.
floor of the Garrick Theatre,

James

J.

Crissis

was

many

a sure welcome
local exchanges

week, having just completed "the
job" with the Rainbow Division. Other
than a cute wee growth of hair upon the
upper lip Jimmie is the same genial
manager as before to his many patrons
of the Queen Theatre on North avenue.
Louis Brecka, former Unity representative, will cover the same territory for
the Bee Hive E2xchange.
last

"The End of the Road" holds no
terrors for Abe Teitel. Abe admits after
he gets through renovating and cleaning
it
there will be no cleaner film on
Madison street.
Oh, you women!

Did you all see that
sartorial creation that has been the talk
of the Consumers building the past fortnight?
Yes, sir, that
portly
though
debonnair chap wearing same is happy
Jack Willis of Filmcraft fame. Green,
but not too fresh, and above all strikingly becoming.
In a casual sort of

manager

Theatre,

way Cress Smith,

the Metro Exchange was
quizzed on the business outlook. "Say
man; there are not enough copies in
the whole country to handle my demands for the 'Red Lantern'." Modest
chap, that C. E. S.

of

Henry Dollman, president of
Van Film Corporation, made

the Dolla flying

trip
from
to
Indianapolis
Chicago
Thursday, returning the following day.

Henry Weixelbaum
57

of

the

Colonial

Rockford,

suffered a $3,000
theatre.
E. J. Flaherty,

Clearing

visitor about the

Hyman

We

changing the topic of
conversation, but the well known and
popular Japanese admiral, Louis M.
Noto, former Mutual exchange manager,
is make La Salle street sit up and mar-

the

of

Who's next?

loaded up with darts

weekly releases,
Hearst's News, Universal Current Events,
and the International News.
For several years Mr. Early made his
home in Chicago, but went South in
1915.
He was one of the original members of the Reel Fellows Club of ChiMr. EarJy will make his offices
cago.
at the Universal exchange, 220 South

Chicago,

Inc.,

ice,

interests

Dan Cupid

the Central Film
the other day, all

Company exchange
wonder
Pardon us

little

York last
Out of

111.,

is

fire,

House,
week.

who

recently

remodeling

his

manager

of the

Film

returned

from

New

the fourteen sacks of Cleveland mail dropped at Grant Park station
last Friday, one reached Fred Aiken,
manager of Select Exchange, about 2:30,
which was mailed by the Cleveland Select manager on Friday morning.
Messrs. Jacoby and Linick gave the
orphans of the Chicago Orphan Asylum.
5128 South Park avenue, a treat last
week by entertaining them at the Ziegf eld Theatre with a showing of "Daddy
Long Legs." The Chicago City Railway
brought them to the theatre, and each
youngster was given a box of candy.
Cliff Bestar is now galloping around
the country booking up exhibitors for
"The Spreading Evil" for Si Greiver.
Just at present he is covering the key
cities

of Illinois.

Ed Mordue agreed

to take Peters, the

dynamic Pathe salesman, home the other
night, and just to show he knows what
"service" means, he dumped him right
on the third floor. The
darn car skidded 'er something.
"Chub" Florine, while bouling along
Sheridan road in his classy Overland
the other evening, got into an altercation
with a Yellow Taxi, the taxi hooking its
hind wheel in "Chub's" fender, putting
him over against the curb. But "Chub"
got even, and now one taxi driver is
off into his flat

sadder, but wiser.
C. H. Miller took a walk last week.
He said good-bye to the Universal
bunch on the fifteenth floor of the Consumers building and is now taking orders
for
Exhibitors'" Mutual films on the
eighteenth floor.
Miller has sold Bluebirds around these parts since they were

hatched over on Dearborn
some three or four years ago.
first

Doll-Van Film Corporation
all

dolled up.

New

partitions,

is

street

getting

new

paint,

and on Monday Miss Hopkins was given
a new assistant, Miss Gustafson joining
the staff as stenographer.
Miss Gustafson formerly made curlycues at Ralph
Proctor's behest when Ralph graced
with his presence.

Chi.

The

F. I. L. M. Club held its regular
meeting at the Mor r son Hotel on
n
day noon. Routine business was transi

I

acted.
In

connection

with the showing of
the Road," the United
States public health film, at the La Salle
Theatre, Dr. R. S. Yarrows, vice-president of the Illinois Social Hygiene
League, is delivering five-minute talks

"The

End

of

on hygiene.

Abe Schiff has resigned his position
with Universal to accept one with Celebrated Players.
He is handling the

West and North West
*
fdr

sides of Chicago

Celebrated.

"Cootie" Silverman, brother of Ike

Sil-

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
verman, of the Bee Hive Exchange, who
traveled state of Wisconsin, was taken
sick with ptomaine poison and is still
very ill.
John S. Nednikow, who has been handling the bookkeeping department for
Celebrated Players, has been appointed
business manager of that office.
George Levine, of Universal, has established a remarkable record run on "The
Screen Magazine."
He has charge of
same in Chicago.
A. E. Rosenberg, Universal suburban
salesman, announces 85 per cent of his
territory booked solid on "The Fire
Flingers."
Miss Rebecca Laemmle, a
Little
niece of Carl Laemmle's, has been engaged to give two interpretative dance
numbers at the Rosewood Theatre on
Saturday, May 24.
Bruce Godshaw,
managing director of the Ascher Brothers, engaged her after seeing her at a
private theatrical performance.
Ever see a snow bird in May?
Get

George Levine
Everyone had
in Harry Rice's

to show you his act.
his or her "monogram"
office at that Universal

party last Saturday.

Alexander Parke has been added to
sales force of the Vitagraph Ex-

the

change, being assigned to the Indiana
territory.

Manager Ralph E. Bradford of the
Triangle Exchange has been making an
exceptionally good record with "Peggy,"
starring Billie Burke. Chicago bookings
approach a record and the down-state
campaign has opened auspiciously.
"Dad" Hoyt, who has been traveling
Wisconsin selling the 10-20-30, came into
Chicago Saturday to receive special instructions on the Rothapfel Unit Program.
W. C. Breimmer, formerly with Independent, has been added to the sales
force of Unity. Louie Brecka, who was
with Unity, has transferred his allegiance to Bee-Hive.
Arthur R. Telser, booker at the Goldwyn Exchange, put in his spare time
during the past two weeks selling to
Chicago theatres.
He reports he met
with considerable success.
Bennie Edelman, who was one of the
speed boys at the "U" exchange, has returned from the south after thoroughly
recuperating from his illness, and expects to be back in the game within a
few days.
President Tom Mitchell gave his
weekly sales talk to the Salesmen's
Union on Saturday, being assisted by
Walter Altland at the blackboard.
The Goldwyn Exchange has arranged
for a run of "When Doctors Disagree"
at the Ascher houses, immediately after
the premier at the Bandbox, which
started
Phil
field

Nash and Durrant's
For

Soloman has
enlist

in

form of an artistic and splendidly
assembled booklet giving the essential
information regarding the picture and
in the

impressing

Squadron, working
Clearing House.
Robert Boland, fashion plate and film
salesman de luxe, has a new scheme of
cutting down the H. C. L., or rather the
H. C. D. Send him a stamped return
envelope for the dope.

reader

the

with

the

high

class character of the enterprise.
The fact that Queen Mary, Queen
Alexandra, Princess Victoria, the Crown
Princess of Sweden and Princess Patricia of Connaught appear and take part
in the picture is assurance of its quality.
The story is built upon, but not wholly
dependent upon, the work that women

performed

in the

From
recent conflict.
drama has been de-

this basis a society

veloped which is said to be not only
unusual, but wholly meritorious.
Linen finish stock has been used for
the cover of the book. A photograph of
Queen Mary adorns the front, the title
of the play being the only printed information thereon. An eight-page folder
is contained, which sets forth the high
points

of

interest

composition and

in

tells

the
the

production's
plot of the

Price of Innocence"

First run presentations of

"The Price

of Innocence," initial production of the

Buffalo

Motion Picture Corporation of
which Stella K. Talbot

Buffalo, N. Y., in
is

in

starred, will be given in every key city
the United States within the next two

weeks.
It already has received its premier of
a week's run at the Washington Theatre,
Detroit, Mich., to exceptional patronage
and a season of seven days to big business at the Strand Theatre, New Orleans.
It opened for week runs on Sunday in Cleveland and St. Louis. The
remaining key city engagements will be
played next week.
The Buffalo Motion Picture Corporais headed by Frank L. Talbot, a
former exhibitor and well known showman as president. The production is
being released independently by all First
National Exhibitors' Circuit exchanges.
Likened in action and theme to the two
famous classics. "Shore Acres" and "Way
Down East," it is proving itself to be
a genuine box office attraction.

tion

1

play in story form.

Start

Constance Talmadge in
"Happiness A La Mode"
"Happiness a

Mode"

la

is

announced

the title of Constance Talmadge's
next Select picture, in which she will be
presented by Lewis J. Selznick.
Miss
Talmadge has already completed her
part of the production, and the finishing
touches are being added before the original print is shipped to New York. According to present arrangements, "Happiness a la Mode" will be released as a
as

June attraction, following "The Veiled
Adventure," her present offering.
The story concerns the marriage trials
and tribulations of Barbara Townsend,
played by Constance .Talmadge, and her
husband, Richard Townsend, played by
Harrison Ford. The couple are young
and attractive and happily married, but
a few tiny clouds which have gathered
on the matrimonial sky evolve into dangerous looking thunderheads.

"The Yellow Eel"

Production has been started on "The
Yellow Eel," the three-part serial picture, which is being made by McClure
Productions with the co-operation of
the Government. The director, cast and

members of the McClure staff left early
week for Bridgeport, Conn., where
they are now at work upon the opening
in the

scenes of the picture, which is to be
published under the sub-title of the
"Silver

Chevron

Series."

While in Kansas City Make Your

Home at the

Westgate Hotel
200

Rooms

200 Baths

Rates$1.50 and Up— "Mostly $1.50"

Canadian Exhibitors
Arrive in

quit the insurance

Flaherty's
Flying
out of the Film

"The

"Women Who Win"

The announcement of "Women Who
Win," a five-part drama produced by
Messrs. Percy Nash and Fred Durrant,
prominent in English film circles, comes

Sunday.

to

Stella K. Talbot Star in

Striking Booklet

NEW YORK,—

J.

C.

New York
Brady

and

Thomas

Scott of the Exhibitors Film
Exchange of Toronto have arrived in
New York and are registered at the
Belmont. Their visit is believed to be
in connection with the war now being
waged by Canadian exhibitors on the socalled "trust."

Absolutely Fireproof

Call

Southern Convention

ATLANTA, GA.— Members

of

the

newly formed Southeastern
Theatre
Managers Association will hold an important convention Here June 15. One
hundred and fifty prominent exhibitors
are expected to attend.

Phillips in

Dual Role

Allen Holubar is nearing the completion of the current super-production,
"The Right to Happiness," at Universal
City.
Dorothy Phillips, the star, has a
dual role in this production.
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Westgate Hotel
At the Junction

On Main and

Delaware at Ninth

KANSAS CITY, MO.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY
With H. E.
Nate Block, owner of the Crystal and
theatres, St. Joseph, Mo., has
purchased the Royal Theatre and will
remodel this place and play only first

Orpheum

class attractions.

Dr. W. W. Wertenberger, St. Joseph,
Mo., has just closed a deal for onefourth of a block on Seventh street, between Edmond and Charles streets, and
will shortly break ground for a beautiful

new

theatre.

N.'

a hearty "Welcome" sign on
door for all the boys in the film
game. His place is fast becoming the
Mecca for exhibitors and exchange men
while sojourning in K. C. Many merry
parties has Mr. Josephson put on for

certainly

W.

Fred Cosman, manager of the Electric
theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. is playing to
each
performance.
capacity
business
Fred is one of the oldest operators now
in the game; in fact, he s the third oldcelluloid
grinder i n
the
United
est
States, having been with the old Lyman
H. Howe Company twen ty years ago.
,

i

The

Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.,
was burglarized a couple of weeks ago,
The
safe blown and the office robbed.

burglar proved to be Charles Roe, discharged soldier from France.
He was
convicted and given a five-year sentence.

Noble Josephson, manager of the
Westgate Hotel, Kansas City, Mo., has

L.

Plans are well under way for a
$300,000 motion picture house,' to be located on Kansas avenue, Topeka. G. L.
Hooper of the Orpheum is interested in
the deal.

the boys.

C. J.

of

the

R. H. Holmes, owner of the Royal
theatre, Emporia, Kan., has just finished
and B-2 mainstalling new Powers
chines, also redecorating his place.

A

Rosen has taken complete charge

H. A. McClure of the Electris theatre,
Emporia Kan., is now only playing first

Topeka, Kan.
undergoing
open in about

H. A. states a new
class attractions.
$40,000 theatre will grace Emporia in
the near future.

Crystal

The house

Theatre,

now

is

and

closed,

will

The Crystal
Topeka and the

thirty days.

theatre in
picture house.

is

the oldest

first

moving

Quality Attractions

Miss Ruth Wright, the fair owner of
the Cozy Theatre, Topeka, was nearly
arrested by the Kansas Censor Board
week, and thereby hangs a tale.
The K. C. B. sleuth stole into Topeka
without a warrant for the owner of the
Cozy, who was, it is said, showing
Mildred Harris in "Borrowed Clothes,"
with scenes that had been cut out by
the K. C. censors. The sleuth failed to
attach the evidence, and when he obtained the warrant there was no evidence, as K. C, Mo., is quite a distance
from Topeka. E. W. Carpenter, manager of the Cozy, was smiling all day.
last

Rumor has it that William Bigby of
the Knights and Ladies of Security and
Miss Ruth Wright of Topeka will take

Opens New Quarters
S.

ity

Aronowitz announces that the Qual-

Company

Attractions

quarters

in

Kraft

the

has

Wanda Hawley.
S.

Press

A.

concern;
treasurer,

president.

The

Quality

company

controls

rights to "Virtuous Sinners" for

WHO

ONE

HAS

"THE LIBERATOR"

SEEN
IT

THE GREATEST SUCCESS IN THE
HISTORY OF SERIALDOM.
SURPASSING EVERYTHING ON
THE MARKET.

OR
PLAYED
IT,

THEN

READ THE STORYPLAY THE PICTUREBOOK IT NOW.

BOOK
IT.

WIRE PHONE WRITE— RIGHT NOW

EXCHANGES
BEE HIVE
CROPPER,
Gen. Mgr.

EIGHTH FLOOR

CHICAGO
59

the

Iowa,

Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, Wisconsin.
Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

ASK

FILM EXCHANGE BLDG.

new

president of the

is

M. Raphael is secretary and
and Mr. Aronowitz is vice

IN

MILWAUKEE

Des

Moines, Iowa, and has secured for its
first picture "Virtuous Sinners," starring

ANY

R. C.

taken

building,

MACISTE

TOY BUILDING

M.

his

overhauling,

Spurlock, owner of the Star, St.
Joseph, Mo., will remodel and decorate
his place this summer.
R.

z

over the Majestic theatre from
of Topeka.

and Roy Crawford

109

W.

MARYLAND

INDIANAPOLIS

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
High Building Cost
Fails to Halt Plans

For

Playhouse
New Theatres

Ohio.

"Topics of the Day," selected from the
press of the world by the Literary
Digest, which will be published weekly
by Pathe, is to be advertised nationally
by the Literary Digest in a way no
screen feature has ever been.
"The Literary Digest, in furtherance
of its general campaign, which, of course,
includes 'Topics of the Day,' will circularize every telephone subscriber in the
United States, involving more than
twenty million subscribers," states Paul
Brunet. "It spends each year $1,080,000
in newspaper advertising in which, from
time to time, the merits of 'Topics of the
Day' are set forth.
To further show
how thoroughly every avenue of publicity is utilized, 30,000 street cars per
month in the United States are utilized
in the advertising campaign; also during this special period of activity large
display of advertisements will be placed
in 4,000 newspapers, regarding the Literary Digest, which will include 'Topics
of the Day.'
Here is formed an excel-

ing the spring and summer despite the
high cost of building materials.
Scores of cities are to be given play-

houses exceeding more than 2,000 seating capacity. Jacob Fabian, who is just
completing the erection of a theatre at
Newark, has promised Paterson, N. J.,
a half million dollar picture house which
seat 4,000 people.

New Los Angeles House
At Los Angeles, a new screen theatre
seating 3,700 people is to be erected on
the present site of the First Methodist
streets.

Max

Activities

P.
erect a new
tion picture theatre at Decatur, 111.

moAt

George L. Law, owner of the
Exhibit theatre, has announced plans to

capacity.

Millions of dollars are to be expended
in the erection of motion picture theatres in all parts of the United States dur-

and Sixth

Many Smaller
W. Gebhart is to

Healdsburg, Cal., the Liberty theatre is
being remodeled to double its seating

Continue From All Parts
Of Country

church, Hill

"Topics of the Day"
Is Well Advertised

New

Reports of

v/ill

owitz.
Harry Thurberg and Harry Silvers of Chicago are to spend $130,000
erecting a 950-seat house at Hamilton,

new theatre in the east end of
Portsmouth, Ohio.
A modern picture
house is to be constructed at South
River, N. J., by the South River Amusement Company. George A. Pollard is
expending $8,000 to remodel a building
at 120-122 West Harrison street, Guthrie, Okla., into an 860-seat house.
erect a

W. S. Butterfield, genera' manager of
the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise association, now conducting three theatres in
Flint, Mich., will erect the New Garden
theatre,
seating 2,400 people.
Other
cities announcing new theatres to be
constructed are Birmingham, Ala., Milford,

Del.,

Bingham,

Utah,

Muscatine,

Elgin, 111., Enid, Okla., Milwaukee,
Wis., Wilmington. Del., Grand Marais,
Minn., and Spirit Lake, la.
la.,

New York, where a half million
dollar picture house seating 2,200 people
is to be erected.
The Regent theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich., will be completed by fall at a cost
of $300,000 and will seat 3,500 people.
The old Lyceum theatre at Allentown,
Pa., is to be replaced by a 3,000-seat
avenue,

house by Messrs. Chanock and Sender-

H

"Furthermore, the publishers have anall of the newsdealers in
the various parts of the United States
will be advised of these arrangements
with Pathe and certain instructions will
be issued to them to mention in their
house to house campaign the fact that
certain material from the Literary Digest
is
appear under the headline of
to
'Topics of the Day' in the leading theatres of their community.
Where there
is no presentation of the feature an ap-

nounced that

J.

Kramer and a syndicate have purchased
a site at Fordham Road and Valentine

lent selling point.

Love Returns to Screen
Montagu Love, having finished his engagement in "The Net," which marked
his first

appearance on the spoken stage

for several years, will again take up his
screen work in a few days, when World
Pictures begins the production of a massive feature picture that will employ all
the stars and supporting actors under
regular contract to the World.

peal will be made to the subscriber to
request his local theatre to present it."

T
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How Booth Put

Over

i4

had two trees in the lobby, with a stuffed monkey in
" R. R. Booth of the Paramount theatre,
each tree, and
Nebraska City, Neb., was telling of his experience with
"Tarzan of the Apes," when Mrs. Booth interrupted.
"Yes, and Bob, he was in the lobby, too, only he wasn't

Everybody knew he was there to help out," she
Mr.
merrily chucked the grinning "Bob" under the chin.
Booth, who has made a name and money for himself, constuffed.

1|

"That was the most effective display we ever had, I guess.
trees attracted a lot of attention, and so did the monkeys.
We had some cages made. They were set at one side of the
One could imagine there were
lobby, -kind of in the dark.
all kinds of wild animals in those cages, just out of sight. Over
the entrance we had the big banner advertising 'Tarzan of

||

Solo Theatre Orchestra-Organs

(|

all sizes

j|

can be played

||

by hand
by 88 note player roll (with operator)
by 134 note orchestrated solo role

|l

The

(without operator)

|1

and our wonderful

If

permits

double

tracker

jj

know how

other exhibitors in the smaller towns
a town of 5,488 population, but I
know it pays me to let a big feature be run in the key city
of the territory first.
Let the big man in the big city run the
picture, advertise it big, and get the people in his city to
talking about it, and the newspapers just can't help but reflect
that picture's success out in the smaller cities and towns of

Nebraska City

feel.

JiiJJJJ^^Hiiim'yi

Cremona

:

the Apes.'
"I don't

J'.',

Tarzan"

"I

tinued

^

is

following the film
using music cue sheet
1

and

instantaneous change of music

1

the territory.

Profited by Its City Success

'Tarzan of the Apes' was that way with me.
I waited
until it had been made a success in the city, then I grabbed it.
I booked the picture for Monday and Tuesday, the two worst
days I have, from a viewpoint of business.
"On Monday we smashed all former records. On Tuesday
afternoon I put on a matinee for children only, and the house
was jammed. Tuesday night we had to turn them away. The
kids brought their parents.
Often in my advertising T play
for the kids; they'll come and bring the older folks every time.
"Those monkeys in the trees got the kids. Every kid in
town talked about them. Then they proceeded to make life
at home unendurable until they were permitted to see that
picture.
Of course, I used heralds and my customary quarter
pages in the two daily papers in our town. This advertising,
which was copied after that used in the city, helped a lot, but
I really believe my lobby display did the most in this instance.
"And, by the way, the people in my town are yelling for
"

more Tarzan

pictures.

They want

see

to

the

rest

of

Style

Tarzan

Duplex

The solo instrument with the

Ij

human

||

Two

voices.

music

rolls

enable opera-

tor to follow the action of the
picture with ease and accuracy.

the

they hadn't read the book of 'Tarzan of the Apes'
before I ran the picture they read it afterward.
The local
book dealer reported a big rush on Tarzan books. Now it
seems all I can hear is, 'When is the next Tarzan picture
coming?' 'Tell them to hurry up with some more of the
series.

M3

If

Tne 134 note

pictures.'

roll

Used Telephone to Draw Trade

is

within

"Another instance of where I followed in the footsteps of
the exhibitor in the key city and put over a picture was in
'Don't Change Your Husband,' which made such a big hit at
the Rialto in Omaha.
I
followed the same plan as Mr.
Thomas. I put out plenty of paper and I had a girl call up
every housewife in the city and say to her over the telephone,
'Don't Change Your Husband, Mrs.
and then hang up.

A

a

solo reproducing
complete orchestra

J|
j

j

f

||
!|

itself.

size for

every theatre.

'

We

ran the

little

liners

Your Husband,' and we
long before

Plays any 88 note player

papers, 'Don't Change
had people talking about the picture
in

the

local

•

||

we

put it on.
"I almost forgot to mention our music in these pictures.
In 'Tarzan of the Apes,' our orchestra of five pieces that's
a pretty good orchestra in a town the size of Nebraska City
played some special jungle music. We advertised it; people
talked about it, and it made a hit."
C. E. Holuh, general manager of the A. H. Blank Enterprises in Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas, was listening as Mr.

—

I

roll.

Booth told of
"And, say,"
me on 'Tarzan

Your weekly music b ill can be made an
investment instead of an expense.
Why

not write us today for information regarding thi s
its adaptability to
your theatre?

his success.
said Holuh, "do you know what's happened to
of the Apes' within the last few days?
It was

most modern instrument and

The picture was going right along, all our
prints keeping right busy, when all at once we began to get

I

[

1
f

|

fg

a strange case.

,

The Marquette Piano

bookings from smaller towns all over Nebraska. Towns of
than 1,000 people would wire and write in, asking for
bookings for two days and offering prices such as towns of
that size seldom offer.
I couldn't understand it.
The number
kept increasing.
Finally I investigated and asked one small
town exhibitor point blank whv he booked the picture. He
told me the Ar rbraska Farm Journal was running the story
less

i

j

,

serially.

Now

I've got to

order three more prints

Co.

Factory and General Offices

CHICAGO

2439 Wallace St.
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ENDAROFPROGRAHPUBLICATIG
EXHIBITORS'

MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

—"The Eleventh Commandment,"
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
— "Trick of Fate,"
with Bessie Barriscale.
with Henry B. Walthall
—"Long Lane's Turning,"
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
with William Desmond.
with All Star Cast.
—"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart in Pawn,"
Hayakawa.
—"The Lamb and the Lion," with Sessue
Rhodes.
with
—
"The Turn in the Road" (Special Cast),
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Hearts Asleep,"
—
with Alma Rubens.
of Green Van,"
— "Diane
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The Courageous Coward,"
— "The
Rhodes.
with
Love Call,"
— "Modern Husbands,"
with Henry B. Walthall.
— "Josselyn's Wife."
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "The Mints of Hell."
with William Desmond.
—
with Beatriz Michelena.
Squaw,"
— "Just
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Debt,"
— "His
Rhodes.
with
"In Search of Arcady,"
—
with Henry B. Warner.
"The Man Who Turned White,"
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Broken Threads,"
—
five reel*,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

final

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five reels,
five reels,

Billie
five reels.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
"Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
Tune
June
June
June

2—' 'How to Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
9—' Merely Marrying Mary, one reel, with Elinor Field.
16—' 'Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.

Field.

28— 'Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2— "'The Wigwam System, one reel, with Elinor Field.
Mar.
Mar. 9—' 'The Door Between," one reel.
Mar. 16—' 'His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
Mar. 28—' 'The Way of a Maid." one reel
May 4—' 'His Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 11—' 'Nobody's Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 18—' 'Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 85—' 'For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
1
Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June

—

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
19 — "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western
—
"Doing the Dells."
— "A
Bit of God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
23— "A Peek
Paradise," one
— "Columbia Highway,"
one
—
"An
Eyeful of Egypt," one
—
6

Poles,"

one

reel.

Stuff."

2

9

—

Tune
Tune

five reels, with John Barrymore.
five reels, with Shirley Mason.
five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
five reels, with Wallace Reid.
13
five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Let's Elope,
20 "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
27 "The
of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
4
five reels, Ernest Truax.
"Oh! You
4
"Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
11
"Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
11
Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
"The
18
"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
18 "The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
18
"The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
25 "The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
25 "I'll Get
Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
1
"Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
8
"You're Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
8
Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
15 "Men,
and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
15 "Other Men's \Yive6," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.

6

to

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
— "An
—
—

reel.
reel.
reel.
"In Pyramid Land,
one reel.
" 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel.

June
June

Women

16

May

25

5

"The

five reels,

Griffith

2— "Breed

—
—
—

Woman Thou

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

— Stagg,
2
2

"One Every Minute."
Drews, "Romance and Rings."

—
—
—

16 Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9 Sennett, "Rip & Stitch, Tailors."
23 Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2
Arbuckle, "Love."
9
Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
16
Drew, "Once a Mason."
23 Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
6
Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 Sennett. "The Foolish Age."
20 Drew,
An Amateur Liar."
27
Sennett, "The Little Widow."
4
Drew, "Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
11 Sennett, "When Love is Blind."
18 Flagg, "Welcome, Little Stranger."
25 Sennett, "Love's False Faces."

—
—
—
—
—
—
——

—

—
—
—
—
—

"Why

"A Desert Hero."
— Arbuckle, "Hearts
and Flowers."
Sennett,
—
— Drew, "Squared."
FOX FILM CORPORATION
.

TIMELY PICTURES

Should Not Marry."

I

All star cast, five parts.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Barrymore.

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

Special.

'

—
— "Capt. Kiddjr.,"
with Mary Pickford.
of the Soul,"
— "Eyes
with Elsie Ferguson.
—
"The Money Corral,"
with William
Hart.
—
"For Better — For Worse,"
with Gloria Swanson.
—
"The Money Corral,"
with William
Hart.
18 — "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,"
with Douglas Fairbanks.
—
1

reels.

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.

Men," five reela, with William S. Hart.
2
"Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
9
"Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
9
"The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
16 "The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
26—"The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)

"True Heart
— "Square
Deal

Gavest Me," seven

TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

of

4

seven reels.
seven reels.
five reels.

BIG,

"Here Comes the Bride,"
—
with John
—
Romance of Happy Valley,"
— "The
"Don't Change Your Husband,
DeMUle,

19
86
26

8

Him

—
—
"A

6

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
6
Apr.
Apr. 20
Apr. 20
Apr. 27

May
May

Home Town

Life,"
—
"Little Women,"
—
— "False Faces,"

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES

Feb.

Women,"

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

Jan.

Law

— "Sporting

1

Tune 1
June 8
June 15

at

Apr.

June
June
June

May
May
May
May

reel.

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

— "The Test of Honor,"
—
"The Rescuing Angel,"
13 — "Something
Do,"
13— "The Roaring Road,"
—
6

Desmond.

STRAND COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
S.
five reels,
five reels,
S.
five reels,
Griffith Special.
Susie," five reels, D.
Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.

W.

STANDARD PICTURES
The Man Hunter," six reels, with William Farnum.
Mar. 9— 'When Men Desire," five reels, with Theda Bara.
Mar. 23— 'Thou Shalt Not," six reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Apr. 20— 'The Jungle Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
May 4 'The Siren's Song," five reels, with Theda Bara.
May 18—' 'A Fallen Idol," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Feb.

28

1— 'The Lone Star Ranges,"
June
'A Woman There Was."
June 15
29—
'My Little Sister," five
June

five reels,
five reels,
reels, with

with William aFrnum.
with Theda Bara.

Evelyn Nesbit.

VICTORY PICTURES

PARAMOUNT

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb!
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
—"Hard
"Happy Though Married,"
with Enid Bennett.
9 — "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,"
with Margaret Clark.
— "Two Brides,"
with Lina Cavalieri.
9 — "The
Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16— "You Never Saw Such a
with Vivian Martin.
23 — "Maggie Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
23 — "Paid
Full,"
with Pauline Frederick.
28 — "The Winning Girl,"
with Shirley Mason.
2 — "Good Gracious, Annabelle,"
with
Burke.
2 — "Puppy Love,"
with
Lee.
— "The Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
16— "Three Men and a Girl."
with Marguerite Clark.
—
2

five

2

reels,

five reels,
five reels,

9

five reels,
Girl
five reels,
five reels,

Mar.
Mar.
9
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 28
Mar. 28
Mar. 30—
Mar. 30
Mar. 80

Girl," five reels,
five reels,
in
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
Lila
five reels,
five reels
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The Sheriff s Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.

Tune

Roarin' Reform," five reels, with Tom Mix.
2—' The Forbidden Room," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
16—' Never Say Quit," five reels, with George Walsh.
30—' 'Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
13— 'Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
27—' Help! Help! Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
11
The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
25—' The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
8
"Putting One Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
22 "The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with Tom Mix.

Tan.

26

Feb.
Feb.

9

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
June

—

Apr.
Apr.

May
May

62

'Hell

—
—
—

— "The
— "The
23 —

EXCEL PICTURES

——
6—
20—
—
18 —
4

No

Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with Virginia Pearson.
with Jane and Katherine Lee.
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Gambling
"The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
"The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Words- and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Girl with

Love Auction,"

"Smiles,"

Mar. 9
Mar. 23

—
—

—

16—

five reels,
in Souls."

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion," six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

Not. 17— "Fan Fan."
Not. 26 "Ali Baba and the Forty Thievea."

—

great

the:

nine: series

"The Soul of Broadway."
—
Valeska Suratt
Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
—Theda
28— William Famum
"Hoodman Blind."
9
18

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

in

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

in

in

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES

— "Money Talks," two
—
with Tom Mix.
"Tom and Jerry," two
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot," two
with Tom Mix.
—

Mar. 23

reels.

May
May
May

4

6

15—

une

i

—

25

uly

8
10
17

Spirit

2

parts.
reels,

6

Apr.
Apr.

— "Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
—
"Canada's Mountain of Tears."
—"Where
'The
That Won' Was Born."
24— "Roueh Stuff."
— "Good Eat."
Mar.
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
6 — "Cut
Apr.
Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
—
Apr. 20 "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A
— "Going Up."New Orleans."
MTay
May 11 —
"Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18 — "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 —
"From Mud Dug."
— "The Land of the Ukulele."
June
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels.
reels,
"Virtuous Husbands," two reels,
"Merry Jailbirds," two reels,
"Dabbling in Society," two reels.

to

It

Visit to

4

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

—
Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
— "William
"Out and In Again," half
—
"A Cow's Husband," half
— "Mutt,
Apr.
the Mutt Trainer," half
Apr. 13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half
—
Apr. 20 "Pigtails and Peaches," half
—
Apr. 27 "Seeing Things," half
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half
May
—
May 11— "Sir Sidney," half
18
"Left
the Post," half
May
"The Shell Game," half
May 26—
—
Teacher!"
"Oh!
half
June
—
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

1

June

reel.
reel.

6

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

reel.

reel.

reel.

at

8

June

"Hands Up,"

reel.
reel.

half

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

INC.

HIGHGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES,
two

"Billie in Society,"

I

reels.

"The Potum of Swat."
—
Midnight Alarm."
— "The
"Wanted— A Baby," two
4— "The Sea Wolf," two
—

6

Apr.
Apr.

20

May
May

18

reels.
reels.

—
—

1
Tune
June 15

"Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
"In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
"A Wonderful Night," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.

Inc.

BENNISON STAR SERIES

reels.

"Bunco

Billy," two reels."
"Billy in Harness," two reels.

"Bombs and

— "You Know What Mean," two
Big Idea."
7— "Have Another."
23 — "A Master of Music."
9 — "The New Breakfast Food."
—
18

26— "The

Mar.
Mar. 23

reel.
reel.

1

Only Way."

CAPITOL COMEDIES

reel.
reel.
reel.

4

8— "The

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"The Road Called Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

Bull," two reels.

COSMOFOTOFILM
"Hypocrites"

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION

six reels.
"I Believe," six reels.

AUTHOR'S PHOTOPLAYS,
"Her Moment," seven

reels,

Last Raid of Zeppelin L-ll."

Italian

Battlefront,"

eight

Apr.

Two

12— "Day Dreams,"

—
"Shadows,"
— "The
Bondage of
16— "Sis Hopkins,"
—

five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
Barbara," five reels, with
Marsh.
five reels, with Mabel Normand.
on the Index," five reels, with Pauline Fredertcl

six

2

"The Woman
—
Brand," seven reels
— "The
"A Man and His Money,"
— "Daughter
Mine,"
— "Spotlight of
Sadie,"
13 — "One Week of Life,"
20— "The Pest,"
with
27 — "The Stronger Vow,"
—
"One
of the Finest,"
— "Leave To Susan,"
18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson
25 — "When Doctors Disagree,"
—
28

Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 30
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

6

4

11

June 8
June 22

It

— "The
"The

Fear

City

a

Man

Thinks,"

five reels,

B.

Warren Kerrigan.

with Leah Baird.

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

! an.

18— "The Spender," five reels,
20—"The Divorcee," five reels,
27— "In for Thirty Days," five

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10
17
34

an.
an.

Retl Dramas.)

shadow of the Rockies."
the Sun Sets Red."

26

J.

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

five reels.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— "As

BENJAMIN

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Jan.
Jan.

20

with

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS

"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.

RANCHO SERIES
the

five reels,

five reels.

(All
'In

4

"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.

"Miss Mischief Maker," five reels.
Miss Grown-Up," five reels.
"The Midnight Burglar," five reels.
"Wanted, a Brother," five reels.

"Where

6

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

"Little

"The Locked Heart,'*

five reels, with Lillian Walker.
five reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
five reels, with House Peters and Anna

reels.

OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
"No Children Wanted."

Mar.
Apr.

May

FORT PITT THEATRE
"The

— "The Love Hunger,"
— "The Forfeit,"
—
24
End of the Game,"
—"The
"Thunderbolts of Fate,"
Lehr.
— "The Best Man,"

24
Mar. 10
Feb.

INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
The

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

INC.

drama.

Mae

(Rex Beach

Special).

Tom

five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
five reels, with
Marsh.
five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
five reels,
Mabel Normand.
six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.
five reels, with
Moore.
five reels, with Madge Kennedy.
Gardenia," six reels.
five reels, with Mabel Normand.
Woman," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
of Comrades," five reels, with
Moore.

Mae

Tom

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr,
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

19

26

—
—
—
—
—

May

Way

May

Own

May

Emmy

Emmy

SCREEN CLASSICS,

"To

INC.,

Hell With the Kaiser,
seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.

reels.

Nilsion

6

May

SPECIALS

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with R5ta Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
'The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.

GOLDWYN SPECIALS
Anna Q.

7

June 2
June 9
June 16
June 23

Tom

"For the Freedom of the World," seven
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with

—
—
—
—
3—
10 —
17 —
24—
31 —
—
14 —
21 —
28 —
—
12 —
—
8

with Bert Lytell.
with Ethel Barrymore.

reels, with
Allison.
"Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey.
"Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with
Allison.
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The
of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with
Allison.
"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"False Evidence,
five reels, with Viola Dana.
"After His
Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with
Allison.
"The Lion's Den." five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
,
"Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
"Patricia," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Family Tree," five reels, with
Wehlen.
"One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell.

"The

63

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
Who Stayed at Home," six reels, with All Star Cast.

"The Man

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

June
June
June
June
June

"Revelation^" seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Kate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eyey' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the rog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Mar.

INC.

— "Common Clay," seven
— "The
Unknown Love," six

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

2

27

Apr.

20

May

25

—"The

reels,

five

FRANK KEENAN
— "The Master
Man,"
six

with Baby Marie Osborne.

Sept.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May

five

4

June

1

five

PHOTOPALYS,
reels,

INC.

with Virginia Pearson.

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,

June

Tom Moore

— Ess in

ay.

"Men Who Have Made Love

to

Me,"

'an.

and Hazel

six reela, with

Mary

MacLane.
Caaanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Jan. tl
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Eseanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

—

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

—
with Constance Talmadge.
Cares,"
— "Who
"Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
"The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "The Belle of New York,"
with Marion Davies.
—
"Children of Banishment,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
World to Live In,"
with Alice Brady.
—"The
"The Probation Wife," six
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmadu^.
— "Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.
—
"Marry Mary."
with Marion Davies.
—
Veiled Adventure,"
with Constance Talmadgi— "The
"Redhead,"
with Alice Brady.
—
with Norma Talmadge.
New Moon."
— "The
with Mitchell Lewis.
"Jacques of Silver North,"

an.
an.
Jan.

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

SPECIALS
'The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richm.m.
•<i>,».,i.

ihr.

Wpws

to

Mother,"

six

reels.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

— "The Little Rowdy,"
— "Toton" (special),
— "Democracy,"
6
13 — "A Regular Fellow,"

Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.
Apr.

five

five reels, with Hazel Daly.
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
reels, with Jack Conway.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

10
17
24

five reels,
five reels,

(special

Griffith.
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Griffith.
five reels,
five reels,
(special).
five reels,
five reels,
Leslie.
five reels,
in
five reels,
six reels,
Griffith.
five reels,
five reels,
Little
five reels,
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty Proof," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.

five

—

reels,
five

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
/an.

Daly.

1

2

2
9

PERFECTION PICTURES
with

Priscill?
six reels,
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Priscilla
six reels,
Little
six reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Little
six reels,
I

5

June 16
June 23

an.
an.

,

reels.
six reels,

— Silk Lined Burglar,"
with
Dear
— "A
"The Amazing Wife,"
with Mary MacLaren.
—
"What
Am
Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief,"
Dean.
with
— "Bare Fists,"
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious
Devil."
with Mae Murray.
19 — "The Blinding Trail,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
20 — "The Unpainted Woman,"
with Mary MacLaren.
— "The Big
Person,"
with Mae Murray.

5

an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

'

Feb.

Little

8

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

— Kleine, "Quo Vadis," eight
— Selig, "Brown of Harvard,"

reels,
Clifford.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Fritzi
five reels.
five reels,

five

VITAGRAPH

"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Mil** Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Signet of Shelba," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvfinne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.

7
Ian.
Tan. 10

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
—
"The Game's Up,"
with Ruth
— "Who
Will Marry Me?"
with Carmel Meyei.
3 —"Sue of the South,"
with Edith Roberts.
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
with
Brunette.
24 — "The
White Savage,"
Carmel Meyera.
—
8
"A Taste of Life,"
with Edith Roberts.
20
27

—
with Gladys Lesle.
Child,"
—"Fortune's
with Harry Morej.
"Silent Strength,"
—
— Alice Joyce).
"The Lion and the Mouse"
— "The Girl Problem,"
with Corinne
Mar.
with Bessie Low.
Mar. 10— "The Wishing Ring Man,"
with Anita Stewatt.
Mar. 10 — "From Headquarters," Special,
with Earle Williams.
Mar. 17 — "A Gentleman of Quality,"
—
with Gladys Leslie
Mar. 24 "Miss Dulcie from Dixie,"
— "Fighting Destiny,"
with Harry T. Morey.
Mar. 31—
7
with Alice Joyce.
Apr.
"The Cambric Mask,"
with Corinne
Apr. 14 — "The Unknown Quantity,"
Apr. 21 — "A Yankee Princess,"
with Bessie Love.
—
28
with Anita Stewart
Apr.
— "Two Women,"
with Earle Williams.
Apr. 28 "The Usurper,"
—
with Gladys
"A Stitch
Time,"
May
with Harry Morey.
"Beating the Odds,"
May 12—
—"The Third Degree,"
with Alice Joyce (Special).
May 19—
with Corinne
May 26 —"Thin Ice,"
with Bessie Love.
Boss,"
June
— "The
with Earle Williams.
June
— "A Rogue's Romance,"
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

—
—
——
—

six reels,
six reels,
five reels
reels,

six

Mar. 81
7
Apr.
Apr. 14

26 "A Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
23
"The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr. 20 "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Jan.
Feb.

five reels,

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

with Frank Keenan.

—
Japanese Nightingale,"
with Fannie Ward.
—"A
"The Bells,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
"The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The
Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
9
"Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
6— "The Silver Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
— "The Cry of the Weak,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "All Wrong,"
with Bryant Washburn.

22
17
15
12

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Nov.

1

PRODUCTIONS

five reels,

VIRGINIA PEARSON
8 — "The Bishop's Emerald,"

June

and E. K.

Lincoln.

Sawdust Doll,"

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five
five reels,

in

4

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Apr.

— "Devil M' Care,"
with Crane Wilbur.
Follies Girl,"
with Olive Thomas.
— "A Place
the Sun,"
with Margaret Blanchi
11 — "Taxi" (Special),
reels with Taylor Holmes.
18 — "The Water Lily,"
with Alice Mann.
25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
— "The Root of Evil,"
with Frances Mann.
8 — "Love's Prisoner" (Special),
with Olive Thomas.
—
15
"Lady Windemere's ran,"
with All Star Cast.
22 — "Upside Down" (Special),
with Taylor Holmes.
29 — "Dombey & Son,"
with All Star Cast.
20

27— "The

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

0—"What

five reels, with Barbara Castleton.
five reela.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
for
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Invisible," five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Little
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
All
"Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
with
five
reels,
Shirley Mason.
"The Unwritten Code,"
"The Social Pirate," five reels, with June Elvidge.

Love Forgives,"

•—"Under Four

Flags,"
—"Love a Hurry,"
with Carlyle Blackwell.
witn June Elvidge.
to—
"The Bluffer,"
with Louise Huff.
87 — "Heart of Gold,"
—"The Roughneck,"
with Montagu Love.
with Kitty Gordon.
10— "Mandarin's Gold,"
17 — "Courage
with
Carlyle Blackwell.
Two,"
with Frank Mayo.
24— "The Moral Deadline,"
8— "Crook of Dreams,"
with Louis Huff.
10— "The Unveiling Hand,"
with Kitty Gordon.
17 — 'The Hand
with Montagu Love.
24 — "Hit or Miss,"
with Carlyle Blackwell.
31 — "Love Defender,"
with Madge Evans.
7 — "The
with Johnny Hines.
Intruder,"
14— "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
—
21 "The Quickening Flame."
with Montagu Love.
28 — "The Price of Doubt,"
with
Star Cast.
—

18

in

8

5

12
19

—
—

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A

Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.

reels.

"The Bank," two

reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Tan.
Tan.

Feb.

Mar.

— "The Light of Western Stan," seven
with Dustin
26— "Adele,
with Kitty Gordon.
23 — "A Man
Dustin
Farnum.
with
the Open,"
with Florence Reed.
30— "Her Code of Honor,"
reels,

5

six
in

reels,

five reels,
five reels,

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
"
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
f
Pathe, 'The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

Faroum

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
HIRAM ABHAJIS

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

"Hearts of Men," six reels, with George Beban.

"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

"When Men

'The Deemster." nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.
"My Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six
"Sunset Princess."

D. W. GRIFFITH
"The Birth of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrus,

reels.

HILLER AND WILK

AY WON FIRM CORPORATION

"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
"Roses and Thorns," with Lenore Ulrich.

"Wrath

of the Gods."
eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Woman,"
"The

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

"Hard Luck."
"Marrying Molly."
"Apartment 23."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."

"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

—

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,
The

Sinking of the Lusitania."

"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy
''Destiny," six reels, with

reels.

One

JAMES KEANE
"The Spreading

with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."
five reels,

"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

"The Chosen Prince," eight
Grain of Dust," six

"A Romance

reels.
reels, with Lillian

"The Boomerang," with Henry

EDUCATIONAL. FILMS CORPORATION
(.Robert C.

The

HARRY RAPF

Bruce Scenies)

"Wanted

reel.

The

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Feb.
"Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—
Feb.
Life," one
— "Indian
Feb. 10
"An Indian Love Story," one
Feb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
—
Feb. 24
a Mexican," one
— "What
Mar.
"The Washington Air Patrol," one
81
1

one

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

F.

Brunette.
of Purple
Santchi.

and Thorns

with Olive Thomas.

SHERRY

"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

S-L
'Virtuous Men,

PICTURED

with E. K. Lincoln.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

six

reels,

Emmett

with

Dalton.

ERNEST SHIPMAN
LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"Mother,

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

I

Need You,"

five

reels,

with Enid Markey.

TOWER FILM CORPORATION

"My Own

"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.
I

S ES

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

Tempest and Sunshine."

"The Crime of

HARRY GARSON
Unpardonable Sin," eight

Ejtoa

"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert'..
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncuo Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.

"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
'The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two reWs. with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance." seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.

3

Bessie

"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"Pershing's Crusaders.

five reels,

with

SERVICE
L.
Available at all Film Clearing House Exchanges
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

"The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front," Italian official war film.

Hushed Hoar,"

reels,

six

five reels,

WM.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

FRANK HATCH E XTERPR

Dreams,"

Down,"

"Upstairs and

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.
"Empty Pockets," seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertsoa
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."

e
e

i

SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

FEIST

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

J.

with Elaine Ilammersts

reels,

Liberator," serial, with Maciste.

"The City

reel.

FELIX

five

SELIG SPECIALS

reel.

3

Murder,"

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Santo.
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Sa it hi and Fritass

reel.

Is

for

HARRY RAVE It

—

3

B. Walthall.

"Virtuous Sinners."

Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.
Jan.

COMPANY

reels.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION

Walker.

of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

'The High Horse," one

Evil," seven reels.

LEA-BEL

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
The

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

two-reel

reels.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Frozen Warning,"

Phillips.

Dorothy Dalton.

JESTER COMEDIES

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

INC.

"The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezer of Berlin."

"A Rustic Romeo."
"Oh,. Susie, Be Careful."
"Kiss the Bride."
"Tell Your Wife Everything.''
"Sally's Blighted Career," two reels.

"Rowdy Ann," two

Baird.

Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

the Hour," five reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

with Blanche Sweet
with Blanche Sweet.

"Lady

reels,

of the Dugout," six reels.

WESTERN IMPORT

GENERAL ENTERPRISES
"The Liar,"

six reels, with Jane Gail.
"Mather." six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

"Mickey," seven

reels,

with Mabel
/.l<»\

"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
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Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

EASTMAN

THE

FILM
SCREENS
REPUTATION
QUALITY

We Have It All

Do

PRICE

De berri Scenic
922

W.

MONROE

It

Now
tical

CHICAGO

ST.

in
Effective

Film Insurance

made motion

first

Co.

— to-day

it

making the

pictures prac-

plays

its full

part

best pictures pos-

sible.

for

MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGE MANAGERS
AM new

films should be properly treated before they are
permitted to run through the projection machine. My
special procveB of seasoning and softening of new films
will positively toughen, creating an efficiently durable

and long-lived

Many

film.

managers will atmy method, which Is done
by hand, giving personal service to every film treated.
of Chicago's leading exchange

I dentifiable by the words "Eastman
in the film margin

test to the excellent results of

A.
112 Ntflb La Salic

TOM

St.,

TEITEL

CHICAGO

" and " K#dak*

Telephone Franklii 3516

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

PHILLIPS

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
5728 S. State St.
CHICAGO

MINUSA
Gold Fibre Screens
Unless you have a Minusa screen, you are not
giving your patrons as good a show as the balance
of your equipment could produce.
not get
>
j ii
u
have
every dollars
worth of£ value out ofi what
vou u
:>aid for?
°r

Whv

i

4.

4.

"

A

poor screen drives customers away.

A

Minusa

FILL THIS
Length of throw
Current A. C. or D.

screen draws the crowd, because the pictures are
soft toned, full of detail, and do not tire the eyes.
,.

OUT AND SEND

,

If stage,

i«

,

.

IT IN:
Size of screen in use

Width

Amperes now used

of theatre inside

Distance from seats to screen.

Length of theatre inside

Arc or Mazda

there a loft?

66

.,

.

.,•

Every Minusa screen is built for the theatre
/
.„
J\o one type will work equally
where it will be used. XT
well in all places and under all conditions. Hence.
the Minusa is adapted for each place.
.

Angle of throw

C

In

light.

,

I.

VIII

CHICAGO. JUNE

7,

1919

No. 24

Fresh Breezes!
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT
Comedies
cool this

will

keep your theatre

summer with

the fresh breezes
of laughter blowing through it every two
weeks.

The summer was made
and laughter

—

for sunshine

this particular

summer,

especially.

Make sure your summer is going to be
a success by booking these comedies.
Folks want to laugh nowadays!

Let 'em laugh!

|-:

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

The

Vaitin0 for
the Universal Tremendous
Feature Serial: THE MIDNIGHT MAN
presenting the world renowned
Entire nation

JAMES

is

J.

RDETT
we are not ready to announce
ALTHOUGH
the release date of the Big new CORBETT
SERIAL "THE MIDNIGHT MAN" —

we

are tipping you off to the biggest serial
clean up in years. The great Corbett's name

and fame, backed by this simply amazing
serial of adventure, romance and love will
simply burn up your territory when it starts.
The way to play safe and to insure yourself of
this great big new winner is to arrange a
booking now or wire your exchange to hold
a booking for you to accommodate your open
date later.

ANY

UNIVERSAL
EXCHANGE,
or Universal, 1600 Broadway,

3

New York

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

first national's

booking policy
iT.S an organization owned and controlled by the biggest exhibitors in the world,
First National Exhibitors' Circuit's policies and systems in distribution were
determined more than two years ago by its members to accomplish

—Thereby

Open Booking

ferior productions forced

relieving them of the burden of rental contracts for inupon them as the premium for series contracts for star

productions they do want.

—

Elimination of Inferiority By uniting to give to capable stars and producers
sufficient latitude, in finances and market independence, to make bigger and better
pictures without having their booking opportunities restricted by the system which

compelled the strong to carry the weak.

Independence for Stars, Producers and Exhibitors
tem of distribution which places every star and producer
merits in the exchanges and at the box office.

On

occasions

box

office

first

release only, so the exhibitor

when

it

value of a

is

deemed advisable

inaugurating a sys-

strictly

on

his or her

own

to demonstrate to exhibitors the
booking policy is advocated for the

first

star, the 'single picture'

may

— By

decide for himself the advisability of book-

ing the remainder of the series in a single contract.

and future, never has been,
burden on exhibitors. The releases of these artists are sought
in 'star series' contracts.
Exhibitors refuse to book one star
production, advertise it heavily, play to big business, and then leave open the way
First National's star series attractions, past, present

and never will
by exhibitors

be, a

to a competitor to

This

is

annex the next of that

First National's only deviation

star's releases.

from a practice of 'open booking'

in the

"My
meaning of the phrase. The
Four Years in Germany," "Tarzan of the Apes," "Auction of Souls," "Italy's
Flaming Front," and others, are booked on the single picture basis, and independent of any other attractions.
fullest

big non-star, non-series specials, such as

That distinction always will exist in First National.
tween safety and danger to exhibitors.

It is

the line of equity be-

First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

This

is

what

Mary Pickford
thinks about

'Daddy Long Legs"
'Siuul

kwv* "ft "ttAJU^

The box

*Q

Su^tfJ^hA

offices confirm

"Try to book

it

it"

A

First National

Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

EXHIBITORS— STATE RIGHTS BUYERS
Read

WHAT TWO

MANAGERS SAID

SATISFIED

After Playing

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
In Their Theatres
TELEGRAM

No.

1,

GARDEN THEATRE, PATERSON,

N.

J.
Form

CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED
Telegram

Day

WESTE

1217

RaMrsr'i No.

Letter

Night Message

Night Letter
Patrons should mark an X opposite the class of service desired;

OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM

NEWCOMB CARLTON,

president

GEORGE

W.

E.

ATKINS.

FIRSTT

vici psesidckt

Send the following message, subject to the terms
on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

1919 MAY 18

3

II

J

L PICTURES

ROOK 1111

1476

WAY

JUST CIOSFiD RECORD BREAKING

NYC.

'-'.ITH

VIRTUOUS

LIEU

GARDEH TH2ATRS PAT3RS0B PICTURE A iai0CK0UT"HA7E

ARRANGED 70R A RETURN E?i5AGEMB5IT
JACOB FABIAI?
GARDEN TgEATRE PATERS Oil

NEW JERSEY RIGHTS FOR

fIJ.

-•

1ST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' EXCHANGE

OF NEW JERSEY

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
OWNED BY

M. FABIAN, Mgr.
SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
A.

729

PICTURES

Y

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
POLI'S

"PACKED 'EM IN" at
MILLION DOLLAR PALACE THEATRE,
TELEGRAM

No.

2,

ne

ven

£0nn

FROM PALACE THEATRE, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

- COMMERCIAL CABLES
POSTAL TELEGRAPH
CLARENCC
MACK
AV, Pots DE'.'

TELEGRAM
H.

NlOHT TElCO*AM

B£CEivtP

S

NUMBeft

Night LTTTU>cw*m
THE SCMOl* MUST WARM AM X 0*00
•ire the class O' siftvict om«<
I

I

OTMEHWISt TMt TCLCCtAM
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS
A FAST DAY TELEGRAM
SEJVD

]
I

THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH-CABLE COMPANY [INCORPORATED]
TRANSMITS AND DELIVERS THIS MESSAGE SUBJECT TO THE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS PRINTED ON THE BACK OF THIS BLANK

to
p—arcsuQ/ccf
fy+rroy

e*r /bOvrfog ftfa

ferw an Aoct Aenratf? wafcA

188 N

IH

27

t/fc

aqrrrcf

NL

f9-

6X

NSV HAVEN

CONII

MAY 19

b L PICTURES
1476 BWAY NYC.

ROOM 1111

VIRTUOUS ME IT PLAYING POLI PALACE THEATRE WITH CAPACITY OF
3400 SOLD STANDING ROOM BOTH AFTER1I00N AND EVENING SHOWS
0 C EDWARDS

MGR POLI PALACE THEATRE ITEV/HAVE"

COh'..

CROWD WAITING IN FRONT OF POLI'S PALACE THEATRE,
NEW HAVEN, CONN., FOR OPENING OF "VIRTUOUS MEN."

SOME CHOICE TERRITORY
WRITE—WIRE
ARTHUR

H.

I

STILL

OPEN

PHONE—CALL
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

1476

SAWYER

HERBERT LUBIN

Phone Bryant

PICTURES
9

3271

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

An Honest Declaration
the undersigned, hereby

I
5

not

been

announce

connected with

the

that

I

have

Eye

Bulls

Films Corporation since February 16, 1919.

The above Company have released four pictures
bearing the title Billy West Comedies in which
I

do not appear, and by

so doing, they wilfully

defraud the public.

For ten years I have worked earnestly and
incessantly, both on stage and screen, to
make my name a valuable trade-mark, and 1 do
not intend to allow others to profit by

my

labor

am now under contract to the Emerald Motion
Picture Company to produce genuine Billy

1

West Comedies,

and

no other company has

I

positively declare that

right or title to

Yours for truth and

my name.

fairness,

The Only and Original

P. S.
Bulls

—The

following are a

list

of pictures in

which

I

appeared

for

the

Eye Films Corporation:

"HE'S IN AGAIN' —(Bought

from King-Bee Assets)

"THE ROLLING STONE"
"SHIP AHOY!"
"THE CHAUFFEUR"
"LURED"
10

j

1

'The Lamb and the Lion"

\0

"The story is truly
human and appealing and

V»e»
BtV»-

moves with satisfactory
rapidity.
The appeal is

to**

0

H" aV

AS HOOP- LA

genera] and should captivate any kind of audience
in either the large or small

.V\ooV>

Nothing sensa-

towns.

w5"

.

eve*

Moti<"

tional, hut a clean, pleasing

entertainment."

—

Tom
be**
4
let*

Hamlin, Motion Picture News.

"Thrills and comedy that
Exstrike public favor."

Comment,

hibitor

n*

Re illy.

Dramatic
pic ta

Mirror.

r«

"The admirers of Billie,
and there are many, will
like the picture.

It is

built

for the star and fits. That
is what the public will be
most interested in knowing.

"It

Exhibitors Herald.

«

to
,V">g

A

of

AS BOOTS

,»1

U>ve Off
<Tbe

"
*uc,
c
.

i

Rod"**"'

ess

r

A

fAe

Produced by

Re,,ieU'

u Pstvebic\e

NATIONAL FILM

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

AS THE WEED

Released by
tl°n-.

Picture

w

Robertson -Cole Company
of Films

Division
Through

AS THE KID

Exhibitors Mutual

'

A STAR AND STORY THAT
WILL PACK YOUR HOUSE!
BOOK THEM NOW!

G LA DYS
E>

ROCKWELL
IN

THE WILLIAM FOX PRODUCTION

TRAP
DIVORCE
MODERN
TRAGEDY
AK

DIVORCE

OF

BEAL
PICTURES

DIRECTION BY FRANK
N/ICTO R_Y

FILM CORPORATION
<.«•#•

«

•«

• « •

<

11
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OL V E
I

LO VE

S

T
HOMA5
//V
PRIS ON E
f

if
*

AW
|
All

12
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

screen world still rings with the ovation and echoes
the plaudits that marked the appearance of United Artists
Corporation in the business arena of the Industry.

The

issue is clear and the Exhibitors of America have
instantly recognized in United Artists Corporation, not
only a champion for the relief of present-day rental evils,

The

but likewise a stalwart guardian of the future prosperity
of film exhibition.

Mary

Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and
Griffith, unquestionably the screen's foremost
are the greatest asset that the Exhibitors of
artists,
America have.

W.

D.

United Artists Corporation, by inaugurating an open
booking policy that is one hundred percent open hooking,
safeguards that asset to the Exhibitors.

United Artists Corporation

will release four pictures a
Pickford, four for Charlie Chaplin, four for
Douglas Fairbanks and four for D.
Griffith— pictures
as nearly perfect as human skill and genius and art can
make them and rented by the single picture only, each
on its own individual merits.

year for

Mary

W.

—

No

program contracts, no star series contracts, no
obligations binding an Exhibitor to book one set of pictures
in order to get another set
Single picture bookings only.

•UNITED
ARTISTS
COEPOBfflONjZy Seventh Aye.

United Artists Corporation seeks no protection for

itself.

the protection that comes with
complete freedom and independence. With single picture
booking the only real form of open booking the Exhibitor
at last comes into his own as absolute master of his affairs.
It

gives to Exhibitors

—

—

First Release

on September

A DOUGLAS

1st

1919

FAIRBANKS PICTURE

Bookings now bexni made in order
of their receipt and acceptance

New^Tcrk City

OSCAR A

PRICE. President

13

HIRAM ABRAMS.

General Manager
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When B-C WD
...

MEANS

...

"WHEN 'BEARCAT'
WENT DRY"
A story of the Kentucky
Cumberland's, where the elements of life are rugged and
where majesty and meagreness endure side by side.
Bearcat returns from his
exile whither he has been
driven by Federal still hunters, and from the mountainside

Blossom,

sees

the

The Second

Macauley Photoplays,

that day on there is war to
the knife between Bearcat
and
yet
and
Henderson,
when the time comes for his

revenge, he tries to save his
instead,

one of the

in

most thrilling scenes
modern fiction.
"Dying?" he scornfully

in
re-

"I hope ter God ye
but afore ye dies ye're
agoin' ter be married Maybe
I'm dying too I don't know
but I aims ter last long
enough ter stand up with ye

peated.

air,

—

—

Inc.

girl

he was to have married, in
another man's arms. From

life,

Sensational Film Production of the

To

be

Shown

to the

Trade Soon

"Bearcat" Stacy is a Alan
The Story is a Romance

The Tneme is New
The Cast Select
The Production
Tremendous

first."

The

terrible

was

mistake

the
righted
in
end, and Bearcat

and Blossom fulfilled the prophecy made on the

mountain side

that
I've

summer
done

doin' an'

evening:

"When

something worth

when

ye're a leetle

older yourself, Blossom,
you're agoin' ter marry me,
we're goin' ter dwell
an'
thar together."
bit

—

Distribution

Arrangements
i\nnounced June 30

Macauley Photoplays, Inc
515 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Harry

L.

Reichenbach

Special Representative
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Exhibitors RioW
Production's Values
Ten big
by wire

first

run theatres had asked

how quickly they could have

"Sahara" for pre-release before even
the first prints had been shipped to
the branches.
Before lithographs and accessories had
reached the stock shelves of our
thirty offices.

Orders have been placed for thousands
of copies of the first Hodkinson twocolor insert for use as heralds by
exhibitors at prices per thousand even
larger than the rental that hundreds
of exhibitors pay for a motion picture
to be shown in their theatres.

J.Parker ReadJr.'s
presentation of

C. Gardner Sullivan
Personally Supervised by

"By

Allan
is

Dwan

the richest production in

quality

and power as well as the strongest
emotional drama of the past twelve
months. It has every element and
sufficient length to enable you to
throw out all surrounding short
features

and play "Sahara"

alone.

Incidentally, there isn't a woman or
a girl in America who can resist the
fascination and the heart - grip of

"Sahara."

We

refuse to accept a booking or a
reservation on "Sahara" until you have
seen it at the branch office closest to
you.

WW HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue, New York City

Distributing through PATHE Exchangejncorporated

15
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•I \\i<+.'m*.

"IISV

A

Adakvtij star

supported

jj

by several

jj

.well

known

picture
similar
in typo to

jj "Shore Acres'"

m

screen
players

jj

Frank L.Talbot

and
"Way Down East'

preterits-.

K. TALBOT
STELLA
Broadway Newest Star
in

'y

ThGPriCG
of Innocence
A drama
Seared
of

Souls.

A mighty

tfood box-office attraction for
theatres tnat want real human drama.
Produced by The Buffalo Motion Picture Cor poration.
istributed through
irsi National"

Exchanges

fflflu
-£*T~;

ff^/u
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SHERRY

SHERRY

SHERRY

THEODORE

C.

Presents:

A

Six Part

DEITRICH
DORRIS KENYON in
" TWILIGHT "

Emotional Drama by Louis Joseph Vance and
Vingie E. Roe, also in

"WILD HONEY"
" The Inn of the Blue Moon "
"The Street of Seven Stars

and

5?

proven Kenyon Successes.
all

EDGAR LEWIS
Presents:

"Love and the Law"
by William Hamilton Osborne, High Priest of Dramatic Fiction, also

"CALIBRE 38"

1

by Roy Middleton, Master of Quick Trigger Pictorial Fiction, with

MITCHELL LEWIS and HEDDA NOVA

FRANK

A.

KEENEY

CATHERINE CALVERT in
"Marriage for Convenience"

Presents:

An Amazing

Social Analysis by E.

Loyd Sheldon,

"MARRIAGE"
by

Guy

also in

Bolton,

of the Underworld"
"A Romance
Armstrong's
and
Great Story,

Paul

"Out of the Night"
Another Sheldon Success.

THE GOLDEN WEST PRODUCING COMPANY
Presents:

GILBERT ANDERSON (Broncho
"
"Shootin'
A

Billy in

Mad

Fast Action Special

" The

Son

Two

Part Drama, in

of a

Gun "

Crackerjack Five Part Plains Picture, and in

One

"Red Blood and Yellow"
Most
Anderson's

of the

WM.

Successful of

L.

Five Part Fighting Features.

SHERRY SERVICE

New York City, Eastern New York, Northern New Jersey and Western Connecticut

Executive Offices:
729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

booked direct through the Wm. L. Sherry
Service, 72 9 Seventh Ave., New York. All
other territory sold direct by Sherry sales
force.

Distributed

SHERRY E

Film Clearing House

Through

j

SHERRY]
17
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Celeb rated PI ayers Film
Chicago.

A. H.

111.

Blank Enterprises

Crescent Film Co.

Omaha. Neb.

Mid west Distributing

Kansas

Co.

SPECIALS

City,

Mo.

Supreme System,
Minneapolis. Minn.

Milwaukee. Wis.

in

two

reels

Christie

Comedies
in

one reel
18
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Beginning July

1st,

You Must

Use U. S. Government Regulation

Film Shipping Cases

NuCode
Film Shipping Cases
are built to meet every
requirement of the new
law and even better

—

TESTED AND APPROVED BY
THE BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES—
Used Extensively by the Big
Leaders, such

as:

Mutual, Fox, Universal, World,
Famous Players, Triangle, Metro,
Goldwyn, First National Exhibitors, U. S. Government, American Red Cross, Ford Motor Company, International Harvester,
numerous Universities, and many
other organizations.

We

also

make Round

Tin

The Best Made
at Any Price
You can pay more but

get

no

"NU-CODES" are
maximum in quality

because

better,

the

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

and Galvan-

Write for Quotations on the Sizes
and Quantities You Need.

ized Iron Film Cans — Prices on request

RUSSAKOV CATV COMPANY
936-946
CHICAGO
West
Film Case

Department

Chicago Ave.

19
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'All

M. Organization Agitated

Chicago Conference
Triangle to Erect

in All

Centers

Country

43

26

Faces Censorship Fight

in

City

Battle in

.•

New York
May Bury

Stress of Business
ship Measure

The Cutting Room

Up

and

What

Down

45, 46,

Film

Row

the Picture Did for

Me

29

Censor-

47
48

49, 50, 51, 52, 53

Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications
The Open Market

60
62, 63, 64
59,

65

31

Advertisers

Exhibitors Organized at Hutchinson
Convention, May 19-20
31
Douglas MatLean and Doris May to Be Starred
by Thomas H. Ince
32

Rex Beach and Goldwyn Organize New Produc-

Company

39

Reviews

"The Bishop's Emeralds," Pathe D,

six parts,

with Virginia Pearson
41
"The Man Who Turned White," Exhibitors Mutual D, five parts, with H. B. Warner
41
"The Busher," Paramount C-D, five parts, with
Charles Ray
41
"When Doctors Disagree," Goldwyn C, five
parts, with Mabel Normand
41
"Thin Ice," Vitagraph D, five parts, with Corinne Griffith
42
"The Lion's Den," Metro C-D, five parts, with
Bert Lytell
42
"An Amateur Widow," World C, five parts, with
Zeena Keefe
42
"Putting It Over," Paramount C, five parts, with
Bryant Washburn
42
"Just Squaw," Exhibitor Mutual D, five parts,
with Beatriz Michelena
43
"The Ghost of Slumber Mountain," Herbert M.
Dawley, Special, one part
43

Volume VIII

33

Exhibitors Bureau

Kansas

ing

44

Departments

27

•

Illinois

43

Gladys Brockwell

United Artists to Have Fifteen Branch Offices in
Film Centers
28
Arrest Allentown, Pa., Exhibitor on Charge of
Burning Playhouse
29
Banquet Will Honor Men Winning Sunday
.

five

Enid Bennett

Pleasure Combined with Business at Exhibitors
National Convention
27

New York

Bryant

"The Unpainted Woman," Universal D, five
parts, with Mary MacLaren
44
"The Divorce Trap," Fox D, five parts, with

25

Officials

in

parts, with

Studio in East Declare

Plan Modern Exchange Buildings

C, five parts, with

"The Haunted Bedroom," Paramount D,

25

New

Wrong," Pathe

Washburn

at

JUNE

William T. Braun
Buffalo Motion Picture Corporation
Celebrated Players Film Corporation

66

De Berri Scenic Company
DeVry Corporation
Emerald Motion Picture Company
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

66
66

First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc

16

18

10

2
5

4,

Fox Film Corporation
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

11
1

W. W. Hodkinson

15

Macauley Photoplays
14
Marquette Piano Company
61
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.... 67
National Poster

&

Printing

Company

66

No-Code Film Shipping Cases

19

Pathe Exchange, Inc
Nicholas Power Company
Robertson-Cole
Select Pictures Corporation
W illiam L. Sherry Service

68
20

S-L Pictures
Triangle Distributing Corporation
United Artists Corporation
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

7,

1919

Insert
6,

7
17

8,

9
12
13
3

Number
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A

comprehensive

lic

article

based on the results of a test of pub-

on the subject of legalized censorship

an

will be printed in

early issue.

HERALD

The

in co-operation

with Chicago exhibitors

con-

is

ducting a broad inquiry with a view of obtaining concrete data
with reference to the attitude of motion picture patrons of Chicago on this subject.

Below

The

is

a fac-simile

of

blanks

beitng

distribued

among

theatre

public s answers to the questions set forth will form the basis of the article.

What Does

the Public

Want?
The

Motion pictures have become the greatest
public institution of the age. Motion pictures are of, by and for the public. Therefore, the public has the best and only right
determine how
shall be conducted.

to

(SEE

patrons.

this

public institution

test

under

conducted
the

personal super-

vision

WILLIAM

of

HAY WILLIAMSON,
Writer and

REVERSE SIDE FOR QUESTIONNAIRE)

being

is

gator,
present

Investi-

who
a

will

detailed

(Reverse Side)

DO YOU WANT CENSORSHIP OF MOTION PICTURES?
DO YOU BELIEVE A BOARD OF CENSORS SHOULD BE
CREATED BY LAW TO DECIDE WHAT SHOULD AND
SHOULD NOT BE SHOWN UPON THE SCREEN OF

Ans

THIS THEATRE?

Ans

DO YOU THINK MOTION PICTURES SHOULD BE GIVEN
THE SAME FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION THAT IS ACCORDED NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, NOVELS, THE
SPEAKER'S PLATFORM AND THE STAGE?

Ans

analysis
public's

of

attitude

the
on

censorship.

Name
Address
If sufficient space for your answer is not
given upon this form kindly address a
letter to The Editor, Exhibitors Herald &
Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Watch

management of this theatre a test of public opinion on
this important subject is being made by the above-named motion picture trade paper)
After recording vote kindly return this ballot to box office or mail to Exhibitors Herald & Motography.
(Through the courtesy

for this Article in

an

of the

21

Early Issue of the "Herald"
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Editorial Cqmmbnt ot the

Preparedness

THE

characteristic

proceedings of the Springfield Hearing will

linger in the

minds

rageous plot engineered by a clique of the legislature

upon the

to fix censorship

is

state

A

somewhere in the
is no exception.

*

TP\ ENVELOPMENTS

by fair means

within the industry continue

upon the indiWith the final passing of the proselling and booking pictures the the-

to place greater responsibilities

vidual exhibitor.

scheme was carried through

deliberate

representatives

of

the

industry

anything even approaching a
lative

to prevent

from making

statement of the

full

The

case against censorship.

attitude of the legis-

committee was fully determined

in

reason that the session was permitted was to seek
out opportunities to villify the industry and to insult

picture industry

is

not the

first

big

business to receive this brand of treatment from a

committee.

Other businesses have met it
repeatedly and have been forced to fortify themselves

a

situation
of

the

which will mean the
incompetent and the

unfit.

Under the

old plan,

when an exhibitor contracted

for service he could proceed to let the producer worry

about satisfying his patrons.

His job was merely

and running his theatre.

bill

tinue for

all

time to be a sufficient number of inferior

subjects going about begging for bookings to

Illinois

through a compact local

The new order adds tremendously
the

Wavering Policy
recent
THE
developed

Springfield hearing

on censorship

a rather peculiar situation with refer-

the industry

is

in a thoroughly

MANY

Having mapped out

a

plan which,

at the last

have decided to disavow
for the effort.

if

acted upon,

moment seemed

to

at least in part responsibility

trailers.

effect

ing anything more than the barest necessity in the

way of posters.
Where physical conditions permit, the

lavish use

a wise course to pursue.

Consider-

of lithographs

This was followed by an order to

exhibitors of the state to quit running the censorship

and

of this

exhibitors seem to act as if they felt they

were doing the distributor a favor in purchas-

would have made the voice of the people heard, those

work

the

Use More Paper

ridiculous position.

in charge of the

is

open booking plan.

public.

now

It

for information

and guidance. Its weekly record of news, comment
and criticism affords the means of being intelligently informed. And only the intelligently informed
exhibitor has a chance for existence under the wide

ence to the attitude of those in charge of the campaign
on the matter of bringing the question before the
stands

to the impor-

welfare of the exhibitor's business.

medium upon which he must depend

The

make

imperative that the exhibitor be constanilv and

tance of the trade paper as the greatest necessity to

assaults.

slides

pic-

intelligently alert.
in

organization must prepare itself for a finish fight on
censorship, Sunday closing and other legislative

it

it is

it.

The trade

As

Now

While the percentage of poor

different story.

tures will not be so large, there undoubtedly will con-

it

against

of

faces

prompt annihilation

a

The motion

man

atre

paying his

representatives.

leigslative

gram plan

advance of

the hearing and from surface indications the only

its

case

Test of Pictures

or foul.

the

*

*

of those present as an out-

abetted by a group of determined partisans whose

aim

incompetency

of

management and the present

ing the cost and

about

This swapping of horses

in

mid-stream usually

is

the results, poster advertising is just

the most economical within reach of the ex-

hibitor.

apparent change of face and

heart has been exceedingly bad.

is

With the constantly increasing

lithographs,

their

augmented.

A

good lithograph, extensively u^ed.

a biff factor in better business.

23

quality of

drawing power has been greatly
is
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Close-Ups
By

R.

J.

M.

The Week's Biggest Rumor
Arbuckle
and become

I-atty

tures

Maxwell Karger,

director general

for Metro, has returned to the \\
Coast after a business visit to

e

st

New

York.
D. Williams, general manager
First National Exhibitors
was recently presented with
a handsome silver loving cup by
members of the First National Sales
Club, composed of First National
J.

exchange managers.

Harry
New York

"Whom

ploiting

is

visiting

after

Eastern exchanges

back

principal

in

regard to ex-

the

Gods Would

Captain William D. Taylor has
resumed directing at the Famous
Players-Lasky studios, Los Angeles.
He was in France with the British

army.
H. Gueringer, assistant general

manager of the Saenger Amusement
Company, left New York a few days
for

New

Orleans.

Eugene Roth, of the California
Theatre of San Francisco, passed
through Chicago recently on his way
to New York.
A. Crane, who, seven weeks
was moved from Washington
to New York as New York manager
for the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora-

E.
ago,

has been given another promotion. He is now engaged in reorganization work and will tour the
George F. Lenehen succountry.
ceeds him in New York.

tion,

Edwin

J. Mayer, formerly assoeditor of Munsey's and later
director of Publicity for the Americanization Division of the United
States Bureau of Education, has
been added to Goldwyn's publicity

ciate

staff.

H. H. Van Loan has just finished
a story entitled "Cash on Delivery"
for Bessie Barriscale. Van Loan has
signed a contract with Myron Selznick to write three plays.

Kenyon,

formerly with
Metro, has joined Universal and will
write continuity.
G.

to
make on
will be his'n.

ments
before

Harry Palmer, the

cartoonist, has
secured the screen rights to "A
Regular Fellow" from the New

York Evening Telegram and

in

Destroy."

A.

poor film story writers.
Geraghty, who has been underwooding stuff for the screen for years
and yeah-rs, still has five more pay-

Tom

.

start production

Reichenbach

ago

establishing an exchange in Mexico
which will be operated by C.
M. May. He says American films
occupy a secondary place in Mexici

KUI^IUIIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIV

Yes, Indeed
Pity the

City,

of the
Circuit,

W.

John L. Day has just returned to
Famous Players home office after

June

L.

is

.

a

Theatre

It
building, Broadway, New York.
will be the eastern headquarters of
the Marshall Neilan Productions of
which Mr. Grainger is the personal
representative and general manager.

George J. Cooke, president of the
Alpha Lithograph Company, was
buried Friday at Greenwood CemeMr. Cooke, who
tery, Brooklyn.
died May 20, was 56 years old and

was well-known
and theatrical

in

Is

motion picture

circles.

Randolph Bartlett, of Selznick
Pictures is making a business tour
of the country in the interests of the
house of Selznick.

a contract?

it

Looks as though the exhibitors]
would have to study up on percentage.

We

can

"What

see

is

a

this

it,

tew

Grand Central Palace, New York,
to be turned into a Merchants and
Manufacturers Exchange, where you
can buy anything from a roll of film
to a motor boat.

m

Fish story-

Kathleen
agent says

Clifford's

First

National

truthful

press

queen of filmdom"
went fishing last Friday and caught
twenty-one
baracuda
off
Catalina
Island.
Each weighed six pounds and
"the

besides eating eighteen of them hersupplied several hotels.

self she

They may

build one for

John

"Please take care of the above in a
helpful manner in order to satisfy the
exhibitors

clamor to get news
remarkable box office

in their

concerning

this

winner," cautions John

J.

Jones, sales

manager of "The Unpardonable Sin."
The "Above" states that the U. S. has
been booked in every city in Illinois
but one, and the latter has no theatre.

By

a Hare's Breath
According to Hon.

Arthur James,

Edwin Carewe went up

in

an airyplane

and "came back

medium

Just

Maxwell Karger

insists

on

spirit in

new

circus story, we are told. This
ought to give the piece the proverbial
ghost of a show.
a

Boy,

Talmadge has cemmenced work on "A Temperamental
Wife," a John Emerson and Anita
Loos comedy, which will be her first
Constance

the

'em asking:

No, Clarice, Jess Willard is not
necessarily a shadow boxer because he
is
the films?

is

to

of

percentage thing?"

for thirty-five minutes
a rabit air fan."

contribution

typewriter

his

it

Letter flicker?

James R. Grainger has leased
suite of offices In the Capitol

to

going to quit pica baseball player.

is

call the

Janitor

Now

since Paul N. Lazarus, late
director of publicity for Vitagraph,
has dared to open a package marked
"From Gimble Bros." and found therein
a handsome gold-stamped cigar
case, everybody'll be sorry they didn't

open

theirs.

Circuit.

Maybe
Frenzied finance in Wall Street,
New York. Allen Rock informs us,
was temporarily suspended last
Wednesday while June Caprice
wielded the baton over a Boys Band

and sold doughnuts

Army

for the Salvation

drive.

Thomas H. Ince adds Doris May
and Douglas MacLean to his string
of "Ince-made" stars. Careful tutorage under luce's watchful eye have
prepared them for stellar honors.
24

so

Do you

suppose President Wilson is
delaying that trip until all the companies who are going to show him
films on the U. S. S. George Washington are represented?
Latest Coast scandal
Tom Ince returned to the west coast
with the following:
"Mary's Ankle."
"What's your husband doing?"
"23^4 hours' leave."

"Behind the Door."

"Some Honeymoon."
The whole bunch cost him
The "Ankle" cost $20,000.

$67,000.

—
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Triangle to Erect
New Studio in East
Declare Officials
Sale of Culver City Plant to
Goldwyn Part of New

National F. I. L. M. Organization
Agitated at Chicago Conference
Central West Exchange Men Start Movement to
Establish Strong Auxiliary to N. A. M. P. L
In Every Film Center in Country

Plan
Discussing the sale of their Triangle
Culver City studios, P. L. Waters, president of the Triangle Film and Distribut|ing Corporations, announced that the
disposition of these properties has been
under consideration for some time, and
that the sale of them to the Goldwyn
Company this week will enable Triangle
to begin, sooner than they had anticipated, their new plans.
In fact, the rental of these studios to

Goldwyn Company

!the

November

last

directly accords with the plan of Triangle to erect studios and to start proNot to
duction activities in the East.
minimize the advantages of California as
a production center, Mr. Waters referred to the advantages of the east in
variety of climate and locations, factors
which a number of producing concerns
lately have been emphasizing, as evidenced by the large studios now building
in

this vicinity.

"Furthermore," remarked Mr. Waters,
"both the stars and their supporting
leasts, and, in fact, the entire personnel
'entering into the production of films,
frequently express their preference for
Eastern locations, where they are free
from the monotony of even the most perfect climate, more contented in their
surroundings, and hence more enthusiastic about their endeavors."
While the plans for Triangle produci

activities are not sufficiently matured for specific announcement. Mr. Waiters made the statement that studios and
location had already been provided for
in the East, so that the stars and their
companies who shortly will be under the
Triangle contract may start work very
soon.
Just where these studios will be
located Triangle did not care to announce at this time, but a definite policy will shortly be forthcoming.

tion

i

!

C. Grainger on
Herald's Staff in East

brother of James
manager of the Marshall
Grainger,
Neilan Productions, has joined the staff
of the Exhibitors Herald and Motog-

raphv

in

C. Grainger,

the

agitation to establish co-operation between exchanges in the CenWest, started by the F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago, has blossomed over
night into what promises to be one of the most powerful organizations
within the motion picture industry a national F. I. L. M. club affiliated
with the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
A saving of hundreds of thousands of dollars to distributing companies and exhibitors, elimination of the dishonest exchange agent and exhibitor, and increased efficiency in every phase of film distribution are a few

—

of the

anticipated.

benefits

Results to

Although the movement

Mean

Benefit to Exhibitor

of and by exchange men, the exhibitor is
Rules of the F. I. L. M. organizations are to be
to share in the reforms.
uniform throughout the country. Exhibitors exerywhere are to be guaranteed a fair hearing on all complaints. Reduction of distribution costs are
to reflect to his advantage.
is

When officers of the Chicago F. I. L.
M. club invited representatives of exchange men's organizations in Indian-

two or more exchange centers are apt to
violate rules unconsciously, where a difference exists, and there is always more

Milwaukee, Detroit, Minneapolis,
St. Louis, Omaha, and Kansas City to
come to Chicago for a conference last
Thursday, it was with the intent of establishing
co-operation
between
exchanges in the central west for mutual

C. O. D. shipments are the subjects of
frequent debates. Many other questions
are constantly before distributors.

apolis,

advantage.
It

was merely

a coincidence that

Ex-

Frederick H. Elliott
I. and General Counsel Charles C. Pettijohn of the Exhibitors Mutual Film Corporation were in
Chicago to discuss matters relative to

ecutive

Secretary

of the N. A.

M.

P.

the erection of a motion picture exchange building here, and attended the
exchange men's conference.

or less confusion.

Oklahoma Exhibitors
Form Association
The exhibitors of Oklahoma have
banded together under the name of
Theatre Owners and Managers Association, to prevent the showing of salacious
and objectionable pictures, prevent adverse legislation and work for the betterment of the industry as a whole.
Ralph Talbot of Tulsa, Okla., has
been elected president: Thomas H. Boland, Oklahoma City, vice-president: A.
B. Momand, Shawnee, secretary; George
Pollard, Gutherie, treasurer.

Suggest National Organization

Edmund
Edmund

An

tral

New York

office.

Mr.

Grainger succeeds Jay Rescher who resigned to join the Submarine Film Corporation, with which he was associated
Mr.
for several years prior to the war.
Rescher was a lieutenant in the Aerial
Photographic Service, in which division
he won distinction. He patented several

Government while in the
service and made a complete photographic map of the Mexican border and

devices for the

the Gulf of Mexico.

When the subject of forming a cooperative organization for Central West
exchanges were broached, the idea apparently came to a dozen men at once
why not make it a national movement?
Mr. Elliott immediately suggested afwith the N. A. M. P. I. so that
the local exchange men's organizations
filiation

could become active local representatives
of the National Association and take
the lead in all matters of vital interest
to the film industry.
Secretary Robert A. Hess of the Film
Association of Wisconsin, President Nolan of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club
of Denver, Colo., and Ralph W. Abbott,
representing Indianapolis exchange men.
the
approval
of
hearty
their
gave

To Fight Music Tax
CINCINNATI, OHIO.— At

a meetMotion-Picture Exhibitors'
League, it was decided to protest
as a body against the proposed payment of an assessment for all music
played in theatres, as advocated by the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
Reorganization plans
were also considered.

ing

of

the

Eubank to Edit Films
NEW YORK.— Bech, Van Siclen

&

Co. Inc., have engaged Capt. Victor Eubank to edit and re-title the big productions which they are purchasing for the
foreign market.

project.

Take Judgment

NEW YORK.— A
has been

filed

in

for $1,148
for $1,148

since the meeting.

the City Court against

Twenty-Two

judgment

the Trans-Russian Film Corporation, of
112 West 42nd Street in a suit of Leroy
Garfinkel and Juan Kunzler. The plaintiffs sued on a note for $1,125 made by
the corporation on April 9 last and due

May

1,

Assurance of co-operation from other
exchange centers has been received

which was signed by Sherman

S. Krellberg as president.
not defended.

The

case was

A

Cities Organized
canvas, conducted recently, showed

exchange men in twenty-two exchange centers in the country are already organized under the name of F. I.
L. M. clubs, chambers of commerce, associations and other titles.

that

Working

rules of these organizations

vary greatly.

Exhibitors

25

served

from

Sam Rorke

in

NEW YORK.— Sam

New York
Rorke

is

here to

arrange for the releases of the Katherine
MacDonald Productions. He is staying
at the Knickerbocker.

"Big Five" Honors Warner
NEW YORK.— Fred B. Warren was
the guest of the "Big Five" at luncheon
Hotel Astor on Friday.

at the

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
$1,000,000 Policy
Plan Modern Exchange Buildings
On Eugene O'Brien
In All Film Centers in Country
Taken By Selznick
National Association Collecting Data for Purpose

—

Has Limit
Insurance on His Male

Select Executive

Of Housing Exchanges Plans for New
Chicago Building Up for Approval

Star

Erection of modern and completely equipped motion picture exchange
buildings in every film center in the United States within the next three
years is the aim of the National Association of the Motion Picture Association.

Data on the needs of the various cities is being collected with the
co-operation of exchange men. and within a short time a well-defined program is to be launched. In general, it is planned to induce local capital to
erect the building on the strength of leases.
Chicago Is First City to Have Building
Chicago will be the first city to have a film exchange building erected
under the new plan. A movement started by the F. I. L. M. club brought
conditions in the city into shape, where the N. A. M. P. I. was saved a great
deal of time in preparation.
arc very enthusiastic about the
project of standardizing film exchange
buildings and are co-operating to the
fullest extent with the new Committee.
ciation

the actual work of building will probably begin June 15. It is aimed to have
the structure completed by January 1,
1920. It will be twelve stories in height
and will have a floor space of 15,500
square feet on each floor.
For many months Executive Secretary
Frederick H. Elliott of the N. A. M. P.
I.,
has been communicating with the
Association's representative in the leading exchange centers with the idea of
gathering detailed information, including plans and specifications of any new
buildings either contemplated or now in
the course of construction. The results
are filed in the Real Estate Department
of the Association.

Griffith to Attend

Premier in Chicago

NEW YORK.— David

will

late in the

1

members

minim

srifiniiiiiriiH

n
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of the

»m

summer,

A

Fox

|

build a

Film

Corporation

will
building at

1
I

new film
Fifty-fifth street and Tenth
avenue, to cost $2,500,000. It is
expected it will be finished by

|

October

|
|

pany's eastern offices will be
located in the new building.

1.

The Fox Com-

I

of a

1

baby girl, born May 20. Mr.
and Mrs. Parsons have decided to
call the new little Orange, N. J.,

|

resident

£11111111
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mil

mil
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Started With Select
O'Brien's first screen appearance was
under the Select banner with Norma Talmadge with whom he appeared in eight
productions, and his performances in
these Select Pictures was of such a high
order that a nation-wide demand that he
be starred was the result. Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select, realized the
starring possibilities in O'Brien and as a
result, the recently organized Selznick
Pictures Corporation has announced the
acquisition of this well known actor as
first

its

male

star.

Eugene O'Brien's

first Selznick Picentitled
"The Perfect
Lover."
This will be followed by a
series of other stories in which O'Brien's
versatility and artistry will be given opportunity for full play.

will

be

|
j

j
j
§

,

£

1

The Famous Players-Lasky CorporaMaurice Tourneur's

will release it the latter part of
as a Paramount-Artcraft Special.

1
1
[
j

I

luiiiiiiiimmiiiiiir

Club Adopts Film Can
F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago, at its
regular meeting last week, adopted the
Russakov film can, known in the trade as
the "Nu-Code."

The

26

Alice Brady

Weds Son

Of Well

|

Famous Players-Lasky
Buy Tourneur Feature

Parsons.
it

In the early

for this business.

j

melodrama, "The White Heather," and
June

licity

Nan W.

§

spectacular production of the Drury Lane

I

1

j
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Girl

P. A. Parsons, director of puband advertising of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is the happy father

1

the last several years.

days of the pictures, the insurance of
a screen performer would have been impossible; today, however, the largest insurance companies, after careful investigation of the changed conditions in the
industry, and of the type of man engaged in screen work, declared themselves entirely willing and even anxious

ture

tion has purchased

It's

Colum-

make some

$2,500,000 Film

H

|

Asso-

iiiiiiiiiiiinnmiinmiiiiii

likelihood.

NEW YORK, May 27.—The

prevention expert.

individual

The placing of this tremendous value
on Mr. O'Brien's life is an indication of
the rise of the motion picture industry

(Special to the Herald.)

Ancona, the Eastman Kodak Com-

The

New

peculiar

of

fire

all

Building for Fox Co.

ify the data which has been gathered,
investigate the plans of proposed buildings, pass on leases, etc. In this highly
important work the Committee will receive the invaluable assistance of John

F.

in

Griffith will visit

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiw

the Executive Committee,
has appointed a Special Subcommittee
composed of Messrs. Al Lichtman (Famous Players), W. E. Atkinson (Metro),
and Lewis Innerarity (Pathe), to class-

pany's

Griffith left

scenes at the
Methodist Centenary celebration and will
go from there to the Coast after which
he will return to New York some time
bus, Ohio, to

Chairman Walter W. Irwin (Famous
Players),

accompany him

From Chicago

Elliott Visits Chicago
few days ago Mr. Elliott was in Chicago attending a meeting of the Exchange Managers of that city, the purpose of which was to provide a suitable,
centrally located building which will
conform with all the safety and fire reg-

the

W.

Saturday for Philadelphia where he will
attend the opening of "Broken Blossoms"
in Philadelphia on Monday.
On Wednesday he will be in Boston to attend the
opening there and he will arrive in Chicago in time for the premier Friday.
Richard Barthelmess and Lillian Gish

A

for

lion dollars.

in

Approval of the erection of the Chicago building at Wabash and Ninth avenues is expected to be made by the N.
A. M. P. I. during the present week and

ulations an'd provide
needs of the industry.

Lewis J. Selznick has had Eugene
O'Brien insured for $1,000,000, this being one of the first instances in which a
producer has protected himself by placing "limit insurance" on a male star.
Policies Being Written
H. B. Rosen, the agent in the transaction, said this week that the companies
are
limit
writing their
on
Eugene
O'Brien's life, and that several have already issued policies for one hundred
thousand dollars each, toward the aggregate total which will reach one mil-

NEW

Known

YORK. —Alice

Writer

Brady, daughter

of William A. Brady, the theatrical producer, and well known as an actress,
both on the stage and the screen, was
married to James L. Crane, son of Dr.
Frank Crane, the writer. Mr. Crane is
an actor.
The ceremony was performed by Dr.
Crane at his home early in the evening
and following the ceremony Miss Brady
went immediately to the Playhouse to
give her usual performance in "Forever After," of which she is the star.
The mother and sister of Mr. Crane
were Miss Brady's attendants at the

ceremony.

Editor Is Author
Harry Carr, editor of the Los Angeles
Times Magazine, wrote for Dorothy Gish
railroad story with newspaper atmosphere, under the title of "I'll Get Him Yet,"
a

and

it

was published on the Paramount

schedule

May

25.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Pleasure Combined With Business
At Exhibitors' National Convention
Extend Big Welcome to Theatre
Owners June 25 Early Reservations Indicate
Heavy Attendance

St Louis to

—

—

ST. LOUIS, MO. Complete arrangements for the entertainment of the
delegates from all parts of the country who will assemble at St. Louis, June
25 and 28 to attend the annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors

were made at a conference here this week between National
Rembusch and Chairman of the Convention Committee Hector

of America, Inc.,

Secretary Frank

H. Pasmezoglu.
Headquarters for the convention will be at the Hotel Statler and reservaIt is believed that the convention will be the
tions are already pouring in.
largest national gathering of exhibitors ever held.

Money Making Schemes Are Barred
The National Executive Committee have arranged that the meeting be
one of business entirely without any money making schemes and this is meeting
with the approval of every exhibitor. Everything to make the trip to St. Louis
one of real pleasure has been arranged.
The convention was originally planned for two days, but was extended
to four to include the great social features and entertainment by the city
of St. Louis. The entire industry is invited to attend as guests of the exhibitors.
St. Louis, being centrally located, it is
thought that it would receive a larger
attendance than any other city would.
St. Louis can be reached from any point
in the South and East in not more than

a day's time.

York

A

special train

from

New

being organized with the regular run of the Pennsylvania and New
York Central Lines and all along the
way, the trip will be a delightful one and
will pick up exhibitors all along the way.
Many exhibitors look to the convention as an annual vacation into which
they intermingle busifiess with pleasure.
Most exhibitors have been successful
during the last year and have been working hard and will be glad to take a little
outing at the end of the season.
Exchange of Ideas Valuable
An exchange of ideas will be valuable
On account of the many
to exhibitors.
problems confronting the exhibitor and
the various changes that are taking place
in the industry it is only natural that
exhibitors will take advantage of this
opportunity of this now.
National Secretary Rembusch has rereived
plate

is

word from exhibitors who contemstarting for St. Louis, Monday.

23, and then arrive there the day
before the convention. A large delegation from the west is expected and especially from the middle west on account
of the very centrally located position of
is
St. Louis and the fact that travel
equalized for all to a certain extent.
The Convention Committee asks that
all
exhibitors send in for reservation
An exhibitor
just as soon as possible.
from every city in the United States of
Many
any importance is expected.
prominent men in the industry have
promised to attend and numerous requests have been made to the National
Committee by various persons to address
the meeting.

June

Suggestions Are Welcome
The Convention will be devoted exclusively to the problems within and
without the industry as they effect the
exhibitor. Any one having any matter of
any special benefit to the exhibitors will

be welcome to present same. St. Louis
exhibitors are doing everything in their
power to make the convention a success.
There is nothing to keep the exhibitors from getting a wonderful lot of
benefits from this business meeting and
sufficient entertainment will be provided
The National
to make it worth while.
Organization has been consolidated and
re-organized into one body and now
offers exhibitor members benefits in dollars and cents return more than cost and
this feature is something that the National body has never had before.
This
fact is why membership is growing so
rapidly.
Some big surprises are in store
for the exhibitors who attend.
A great
deal of interest is manifested everywhere and prospects are very good for
the greatest gathering in the history of

Forward March to St.
the industry.
Any furLouis, June 25-28, everybody.
ther information address: National Secretary, Frank Rembusch, 1100, I. O. O.
F. Bldg., Indianapolis, Indiana, or Chairman of Convention Committee, Hector
Pasmezoglu, 302 Chestnut street, St.
Louis, Mo.

A

Convention Sidelights
delegation from New York

large

NEW YORK

expects

to

be

present

and

YORK, May

27.

they

New

Some one is wondering if the reason
the Executive Committee changed the
date from June 11 to June 25 was to be
Also menas near July 1 as possible.
tioned something about "Last Chance,"
and about Good Bye.

What

does this

mean ?

Exhibitors to Organize
CARTHAGE. TENN.— Exhibitors

attention.
Bob Sesse is calling
the meeting. Cowan Oldham, manager
of the Dixie Theatre, at McMinnville,
Tenn., is among the many assisting.

mand

Theatre for Negroes
KANSAS CITY, MO— A $40,000

WAR

HERALD)

introduction before

Wise the industry has lined up for a crucial test.
The general welfare committee of the Board of Aldermen
announces a public hearing for Wednesday, May 28, at which
tus

attack against the measure.

The proposed ordinance provides
Commissioner

for

the

naming

of the

of Licenses as censor for all films to be exhibited

New

York. The measure is aimed to produce
as under its provisions every exhibitor
would be charged a fee of one dollar for each picture.
The ordinance provides for a fine of $200 for the showing
of a picture without permit.
in the City of

substantial

revenue,

27

mo-

tion picture theatre seeking the patronage of negroes is to be erected at the
northwest corner of Eighteenth St. and
Lydia Ave. where the corner has been
It
leased by M. Eisen and M. Spicer.
will be styled the Lincoln Theatre.

—Following the

its

of

Tennessee and Alabama will meet in convention at Nashville June $ and 3 to orSeveral important matters deganize.

the Aldermanic Board of a censorship ordinance by Aid. Augus-

the industry will launch

have

their sleeves to propose
You know little old
to the exhibitors.
York; they will have their say.
Come on, we are for you.

some things up

CITY FACES CENSORSHIP
(Special to

NEW

LUCY COTTON,
Star of "Sunup," Gerald Bacon's feature,
available through Independent
Sales Corp.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Makes

"Doug

Charlie Laugh

advertising and publicity manager. Mr.
Lazarus goes to United Artists Corporation after a number of years in similar
work in the film field. For ten years
prior to his connection with the motion
picture business, he was on the advertising and promotion end of the publishing
business, some five years of that time
being spent with the Hearst group of
magazines Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Hearst's, Harper's Bazaar, Motor
and Motor Boating.
Mr. Abrams stated that he would very
soon be ready to announce the names
of his sales managers who are to be in
charge of the fifteen distributing depots.
Pending the announcement of the opening of these fifteen offices, all the business of the company and the advance
bookings of the first Fairbanks picture
for September are being handled at the
home office on the ninth floor at 729

Seventh Avenue,

New

York.

Kessels Leave Triangle

May Enter Open Market
NEW YORK.— It said Charles and
is

Adam

Chaplin likes to visit Fairbanks because he always has one of those "didja hear the
story about the
" up hi.s sleeve. Charlie is directing "Dour" in a
Boy Scout tilm just at present.

—

United Artists to Have Fifteen
Branch Offices in Film Centers
Hiram Abrams, General Manager of "Big Four,"
Makes Important Announcement— Names
Ralph O. Proctor
Hiram Abrams, general manager
United

of

Corporation, let it be
known this week that plans are under
way for the establishing of fifteen DisArtists

Depots

— as

the "Big Four"
branch offices will be called in the most
important film centers of the country.
Distributing Depots will be located in
New York City, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C, Boston, Pittsburgh, Detroit,

tributing

—

New

Minneapolis,
Orleans,
Denver, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Seattle and Dallas.
Following its first publication, a Douglas Fairbanks picture, on September first
next, United Artists Corporation will
release through its Distributing Depots its
Mary Pickford productions, its Charlie
Chaplin productions, its Douglas Fairbanks productions and its D. W. Griffith
productions.
As announced last week,
these pictures will be put out on the
basis of straight open booking, the "Big
Four" being committed to rental by the
Chicago,

Kansas

City,

single picture only.

Executive

Mr.

names

Abrams

Staff

also

Named

made

public

the

he has
chosen to head his sales organization.
Ralph O. Proctor takes the post of
Assistant General Manager. Mr. Proctor
brings to the organization some twelve
years of experience in every phase of the
film rental business, with several years
of exhibitor experience as a foundation.
He has literally covered every section
of

the

executive

staff

as Assistant

of the country and his wide acquaintance
with exhibitors and the problems peculiar
to different territories makes his
appointment by Mr. Abrams of prime
importance to the picture theatres of the
country. It bears out Mr. Abrams early
promise that his organization was to be
made of men who had won their spurs
on the firing line of the business.

Kenneth Hodkinson has been appointed
Business Manager and Assistant to Mr.
Abrams. Mr. Hodkinson has had a number of years of intensive training and
experience in the exchange end of the
business both on the Pacific coast and
in the East, and has been associated
with Mr. Abrams heretofore in the same
position that he will hold with the "Big
Four."
William W. Hines carries to his post
as Sales Manager of United Artists Corporation the experience of twenty years
in
the theatrical and motion picture
business. Among his earlier associations
were the publicity department of the
Keith circuit, advance representative for
the Frohman productions and an inde-

pendent film exchange which he owned
and managed. In more recent years
Mr. Hines has been identified with the
sales

management

of several of the big

companies, and was formerly with Mr. Abrams in the capacity
that will have his attention with the
"Rig Four."
Lazarus Publicity Manager
Paul N. Lazarus has been appointed
distributing

28

Kessel formerly 50 per cent owners of the New York M. P. Corporation
and part owners of the Keystone Film
and Majestic Film Corporations are no
Two
longer connected with Triangle.
years ago when Triangle bought out the
three above named units which produced
for it, the Kessels entered upon a contract for three years and Charles Bauman, the "B" of "Kay Bee" the famous
trade mark was given a year contract.
The Kessels' contract expires next
During the contract period,
February.
they were to act in an advisory capacity.
However, last week mutual arrangements were entered upon between the
Kessels and Triangle and the necessary
The Kessels
financial matters settled.
have their laboratory interests and may
enter the state right

field.

Hodkinson Appoints
Exchange Managers
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has announced the appointment of several more
exchange managers: George F. Lenehan,
New York; C. C. McKibbin, Cleveland;
Phil Reisman, Minneapolis, and Harry
H. Hicks, Los Angeles. Pathe salesmen
no longer handle Hodkinson features,
the special Hodkinson salesmen being
in the field

everywhere.

Film Panama Canal
News had added another unusual serial accomplishment to its interesting succession of pictures taken
from speeding planes and dirigibles.
"Over the Panama Canal with a Pathe
Camera Man" is the title of this little
show of sightseeing from the skies and
it is published in issue No. 41.
Pathe

Enlarge Oliver Offices
As

a result of

plans to begin produc-

on a larger scale. Oliver Films, Inc.,
has equipped several additional rooms
tion

in East 48th street to be
by the director, assistant diAlso a
rector and technical director.
new projection' room has been installed.
All of the offices will now be on the
ground floor and the entire second floor
will be given over to dressing rooms.
in

its

offices

occupied

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Banquet Will Honor

Men Winning Sunday
Battle in

NEW

points to a

when on Wednesday even-

Waldorf-Astoria in
banquet will be tendered by the Motion Picture Industry
of the State of New York, to Sydney
Cohen, Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel
I. Berman, in recognition of their sucing,

June

New York

cessful

18

at the

City, a

efforts

to

legalize

the

showing

motion pictures on Sunday.

of

William Fox in Charge
William Fox is devoting as much time

Chairman ot the CommitArrangements in making a huge

acting as

in

tee of

On

New York

YORK. — Everything

large evening

Arrest Allentown, Pa., Exhibitor

success of this affair as he does in perfecting a plan to encircle the globe with
a new series of pictures.
Among the features of the evening
will be a dance after the banquet in
which hundreds of the most noted screen
and stage stars and celebrities will parAlready many of the boxes in
ticipate.
the Grand Ball Room of the WaldorfAstoria have been engaged by screen
stars.

Another unusual feature

of this affair

will be the permitting of ladies to
at the tables with the gentlemen,

dine
thus

wives, sisters and sweethearts of
exhibitors, exchange men, distributors,
producers and others identified
with the industry will be afforded a
chance to reap the benefit of the influence of universal suffrage by getting
in on the ground floor.
the
the

Exhibitors Are Invited
Invitations will be sent out to

all the
exhibitors in the state of New York and
already a large number of up state managers have signified their intentions of
attending.
The seating capacity of the
ball room at the Waldorf is two thousand and it is expected to be taxed to
capacity.
The committee have a number of surprises for the delectation of
the guests which are expected to make
this testimonial dinner to Messrs. Cohen, O'Reilly and Berman, one that will
be remembered for years to come.

Charge of Burning Playhouse

Frank Emmett Accused of Plot to Collect $80,000 Insurance on Lyceum Theatre Destroyed
Three Years Ago

—

ALLENTOWN,

PA. Incendiarism, blackmail and romance are said to
be back of an arson charge preferred by direction of District Attorney Richard
W. Iobst, on which warrants have been served on Frank Emmett, proprietor
of the Regent Motion Picture Theatre, and Frank Wernett, a former employee.
The warrants, issued by Alderman Bower, allege these two with others
conspired to and did burn the Lyceum Theatre, for the purpose of collecting
insurance amounting to $80,000.
Fires Occurred Three Years

The Lyceum

It

now

in

turns out that no insurance was
After the second fire, Chief

ever paid.
Kranzley,

who had grown suspicious,
survey of the building and an inventory of its contents, which did not
harmonize with the claim made by Emmett and others after the blaze. It is
now stated that the insurance companies,
the State Fire Marshal's office and the
Allentown fire department invited a law
made

a

One

suit.

of

during the fire
blocking of a

allegations is that
Chief Kranzley, by the
door by a man not yet
the

under arrest, was purposely placed in
danger of cremation, from which he escaped only by a superhuman effort.
Case Was Baffling One
The case for a long time baffled the
best detective

talent

of the

State

Wernett has
been in jail four hours.
been unable to secure a bondsman.
According to the Allentown Police Department a number of other conspirators
Public feeling runs
are to be arrested.
high on account of lives and property
jeopardized and high insurance rates resulting.

Hall Leases Park Theatre
Frank G. Hall has leased the Park
Theatre, one of the

so far

Manchester, N. H., Elder
Sees His First Film

—

Manchester,
N.
H. Woodchoppers have come down from
the north country and expressed
surprise that this country was at
war with Germany, or that the war
was over, but it remained for
Arthur Shirley, elder of the Church
of God here, to come forth with a

burning the huge building.
According
to this confession, which is under oath,
gasoline was sprinkled over the floor,
electric light wires crossed and trains of
powder laid. It was planned to start
the fires by means of a candle which,
when burned down to the floor in an
hour, would ignite a nest of powder and
set fire to the whole place at once.
The
candle spluttered and caused pre-maturely a terrific explosion, which knocked
the firebugs off their feet.
Their worst
predicament was to rescue a girl who

surprise.

At a meeting held to decide
whether it was proper for Manchester to see a certain film production, Elder Shirley after the
the picture was shown was invited to speak on its merits or de-

the box office.

Woman in the Case
Another young woman, who is said to
have known some things, is said to have

merits.
He said:
"I have never seen a modern
picture in my life before, and I
have lived in Manchester a good
many years. I want to go on
record as
opposed to moving
pictures, and will not approve this
one."

bad an easy life since, the allegation
being that she demanded being taken

Arllne Pretty appears in rapport in
the Continental Picture Corporation Production.

care of.

Emmett, who
men

tion nicture

in his
in

dealings with

New York

mo-

and Phila-

is said to have posed as a millionaire, secured $10,000 bail after having

delphia,

29

legitimate

B. P. Schulberg, who recently resigned
from the United Artists, is to manage
American affairs for the John D. Tippett
Productions, a corporation just created
which will operate film distributing depots in all parts of the world.

possession of the District Attorney is
to the effect that on the third attempt
the conspirators wanted to make sure of

in

in

Schulberg With Tippett

insurance

in

was

Broadway

New

York, for the summer
season.
He will open the season May
28 with the Rothapfel Unit Program and
follow with specials from the Independent Sales Corporation program, the first
being "A House Divided."
houses

Fire

companies.
About two months ago, a former employee of Emmett, sick and down and
out, called on District Attorney Iobst as
an old lawyer friend, and made certain
revelations. The case was placed by the
District Attorney in the hands of City
Detective Jacob Nixon, who secured a

Marshal and the

number of sworn confessions.
The most startling confession

JESS WIIXARD ON SCREEN.
A acene from "The Challenge of Chance.-"

Ago

which occurred three years ago

this month, are still
Allentown business circles. It was a fine old theatre, on a valuable
location where at the time Emmett also conducted a motion picture theatre.
Twice within a month fires broke out, but were extinguished by the fire department. Finally on the night of May 15, 1916, the building was burned in the
most spectacular blaze in the history of Allentown.

odorous

fires,

1
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Robertson-Cole Company Gives
Aid to B. B. Features Officials
Judgment of Company's Experts as to What the
Public

Wants Credited by J.

L.

Here Comes the Bride

Frothingham

For Films' Success
announcing the change of the

Exhibitors Mutual release, from "Broken
Threads" to "Tangled Threads," Robertson-Cole issued a statement which contained much significant meaning.
statement
Kobertson-Cole
In
this

the type of pictures which would prove
the most profitable for exhibitors.
The
keen judgment of the officials of Robertson-Cole, their ability to sense what the
public wants, has led to our selection
of a series of plays that have gone over
in smashing fashion.
Never have they
attempted to hinder us in our production

said

efforts.

In

title

of the next Bessie Barriscale feature for

"It

is

not the purpose nor the intent

the
Robertson-Cole Company to
claim credit for the remarkable success
which has attended the productions,
made by its various allied producing organizations, and which are so ably handled on the sales and distribution by Exhibitors Mutual.
of

Credit to Robertson-Cole
"But a large measure of the accountability for the sensational success ofBessie Barriscale's recent attractions is
granted Robertson-Cole by no other
than J. L. Frothingham, general manager of B. B. Features, Miss Barriscale's

own producing company.
"In a letter received from Mr. Frothingham last week, he ascribed the reason
for

Miss Barriscale's

by the

fact

that

she

which struck
and which met with
pictures

veritable triumph
had been issuing
a popular chord
instantaneous re-

sponse.
" 'It

would have been impossible

for

us to get the trend of public desires in

"

'Josselyn's

Wife'

is

proving one of

Miss

Barrascale's
greatest
works,
'Hearts Asleep' is meeting with popular
approval everywhere, while 'A Trick of
Fate' was long ago established as one of
the most popular pictures issued by

Robertson-Cole.
" 'Now, with the firm support of Robinson-Cole we are producing another domestic drama which 1 have every hope
will surpass anything Miss Barriscale
has heretofore done.
This is no mere
inflated hope, but a statement backed by
the judgment of the entire production
force of B. B. Features.'

Strong Cast Provided
"Tangled Threads" is a story which
is said to afford Miss Barriscale every
opportunity to appear at her talented
best.
She is being supported by a cast
which includes some of the most popular players on the West Coast.
Among
these are Nigel Barrie, Ben Alexander,
Henry Kolker, Thomas Holding, little
Mary Jane Irving and Rosemary Theby.

Mr. Frothingham concluded his letter
with the assertion that his fondest expectations have been surpassed by the
success which the Barriscale features
have attained through the association
Exhibitors
with
Robertson-Cole and
Mutual.

Triangle to Publish

Thomas,

Prisoner,"

featuring

announced as Triangle's pubJune 8. This is the third in
their series of Olive Thomas' special
presentations. While the success of the
entire series seems assured from reports
which Triangle has received on "Toton"
and "The Follies Girl," unquestionably
is

proving their value as box-office attractions,
those who have seen "Love's
Prisoner" at a private showing believe
it to be even more meritorious than its

way of entertainment without the cooperation of the Robertson-Cole ofcials.' Mr. Frothingham wrote.
" 'The
Robertson-Cole company has
given us every assistance in selecting
the

predecessors.
"Love's Prisoner" was produced last
fall at the Triangle Culver City studios
under the direction of Jack Dillon, who
selected Toe King and William V. Mong,
well-known character actor, for
the
prominent roles in Miss Thomas' supporting cast.
This is an absorbing mvstery story in
which Olive Thomas as Nancv portrays
a feminine Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Horn of a lady mother and a burglar
father, she is unable to successfullv battle
with the temptation to steal: but the

30

she secures from the wealthy is
spent to relieve the sufferings of the
poor.
However, with heartless misunderstanding, the law steps in to stop this
philanthropic performance.
E. Magnus Ingleton, author of many
Triangle plays, who wrote "Love's Prisoner," is said to have produced a vehicle
admirably suited to the dramatic ability
of Miss Thomas. Steve Norton was thel
photographer.

to

Put Features
State Right Market

NEW YORK.— W.

8

Olive

i>

money

On

lication for

BESSIE BARRISCALE

recently married James L. Crane
here shimn as Nhe appears in "His
Bridal Night," a Seleet play.

W. H.

Third Olive Thomas
Feature on June
"Love's

ALICE BR A I) V

Who

H.

will

publish

more regularly during 1919 than heretofore.
A number of big features will go
The first
out on the state right plan.
is "Everybody's Business" which
be backed by a unique advertising
campaign such as put over "Mickey."
As many features will be published as
can be handled in the special exploitation system that W. H. will use for all
Harry J. Shepard is now;
its productions.
working out the details of the campaign
on "Everybody's business."

of these
will

1

Advertisers to Issue
Bulletin Each
The A. M.

Month

P. A. has decided to publish

monthly bulletin of four pages, first
Each issue will be edited
issue June 15.
by a different member and the list will
be drawn up by the Board of Directors.
Vivian Moses will turn out the first
The purpose of the publication
issue.
will be to keep those members who miss
a meeting posted on developments and
also a standing directory of all members!
with their correct affiliations.
a

—
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May Bury

Stress of Business
Illinois

Censorship Measure

Crush of Other Legislation Indicates Buck
Cannot Be Taken Up Before Legislature
Adjourns for Session
(Special

SPRINGFIELD,

to the

Bill

HERALD)

May 27.— Despite

the inclination of a group
of censorship partisans in the Legislature there is a strong impression here
that the Buck bill will not be enacted.
The reason attributed for this is not that the industry won its case
at the hearing on Tuesday, May 20, or that the legislators have listened
to the demands of their constituents, but simply that the bill is not likely
to be reached due to the crush of other legislation, mostly fiscal, which
must be passed at this session.

ILL..

Believe Lowden Would Sign Bill
has come from friends of Gov. Lowden that if the bill is presented to him for signature it will become a law. Those responsible for
this statement declare that because the bill has met with such little opposition within the legislature and has such strong backing from various
powerful organizations, particularly in Chicago, that the governor will
not take it upon himself to veto the measure.
The recess taken by the legislature
Goldstein Must Serve
until Thursday of this week to enable
members to go to Chicago to welcome
Three Year Sentence
the return of members of the ThirtySAN FRANCISCO, May 27.— Senthird overseas division, composed largely

Word

of Illinois soldiers, is liable to
big effect in preventing action
censorship bill at this session.
The censorship bill has been
place far down on the calendar

have a
on the

of three years imprisonment of
Robert Goldstein, Los Angeles motion

tence

producer,

picture

for

violation

of

the

MOLLIE KING
Besides appearing in the stage success,
"Good Morning Judge," will
star in an

Mollie King Marries
Millionaire Horseman
NEW YORK, May 26.— Miss Mollie
who

Espionage Act for the making and pres-

King,

comedy with her

is

entation of a film entitled "The Spirit
of 1776," was affirmed today by the U.
S. Court of Appeals.
The. objectionable feature of the film
was the picturing of alleged British at-

non-passage of the film

original sentence of ten years was commuted to three years by President Wilson.

given a
and un-

less

the usual rule is suspended there
only a fair chance of it being reached.
Strong opposition on the part of House
members to other bills higher up on the
calendar may result in a filibuster being
instituted. This is the big hope for the
bill

at this ses-

sion.

The censorship
into the House by

has been reported
a vote of 18
2.

bill

—

Amendment Talk Heard
Another fact which may defer
on the

bill is

action
that various members from
who are friendly to the

down-state
measure in its present form will oppose
any effort to effect amendments.
The strongest backing for the bill is
from Chicago and the Chicago forces

want the state bill enacted but with a
clause allowing Chicago to re-censor
pictures for exhibition in the city.
If a fight develops on this amendment
it is expected that the bill will be lost
in the crush of other legislation.

First National Holds

Busy Two-Day Session
Directors
hibitors

Thursday

of the First National ExCircuit,
Inc.,
adjourned last
after a two-day session at the

Congress Hotel, Chicago.
According to James D. Williams,
manager, the purpose of the meeting was
strictly
organization affairs.
Various
negotiations commenced at the recent
general meeting in New York were concluded.

Following the session Robert Lieber,
speaking for the directors,
First National affairs were
progressing in a very gratifying manner.
The. out-of-town directors left Chicago
on Thursday night. Mr. Williams and
Harry Schwalbe went to Detroit to witness the opening exhibition of "Auction
president,
said that

of Souls."

on

trocities

American

citizens.

The

American Cinema

Corporation picture.

has been starring

in

musical

brother, Charlie, surprised her friends tonight by appearing
at the theatre with Kenneth D. Alexander, millionaire horse owner, of Spring
Station, Ky., and announcing that they
had been married today in the Municipal

Building by a deputy city clerk. Warren
P. Sayres, a wealthy Kentucky distiller,

was best man.

Kansas Exhibitors Organized

Hutchinson Convention

at

May

19-20

One Hundred and Fifty Theatre Owners Join
Kansas Moving Picture Men's Association
Elect "Doc" Miller of Wichita President
HUTCHINSON, KAN.— The
picture exhibitors of

Kansas are

favor

But they believe they are
competent to do their own censoring,
and they think there is a good deal of
piffle and foolishness about the censorof censorship.

frequently works.
This was the sum and substance of
the censorship discussion at the state
meeting of the newly organized Kansas
Moving Picture Men's association, in
session here May 1!) and 20.
The organization was perfected the
opening day with practically all of the
larger exhibitors of Kansas enrolled as
charter members. There are 150 or moretheatres of Kansas included in the association, the roster shows.
ship

as

it

The
The

officers

Officers

elected

Chosen
by

the
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Leggett, of Kan•

—

Secretary Mrs. Chas. Baron of Augusta, Kans.
Treasurer Will
Myne, of Kansas
City, Kans.

—

State Fire

Marshal Speaks

T. Husscy. state fire marshal, addressed the convention and he highly
complimented the exhibitors of Kansas
for the fine condition of their theatres
as to safety and prevention of fires.
"The moving picture theatres of Kansas are in an excellent condition," said
Mr. Hussey, "and the owners of the
theatres are to be congratulated for their
fine spirit in co-operating with the state
lire marshal."
L.

Guests

at Ball.

as

guests at the entertainment and half held

newly

Miller, of Wichita,
of the Palace and Princess theatres of that city.

owner

— Dick

sas City, Kans.

The delegates enjoyed themselves

formed association are as follows:

—
President "Doc"

Vice President

motion
in

Convention

at

hall.

The next
ita,

in

session will be heftl at WichAugust, at which time the new

organization will complete
tion.

its

organiza-
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Douglas MacLean and Doris

To Be

Starred

May

by Thomas H. Ince

Popular Plays and Novels Chosen as Screen
Vehicles Series to Be Published

—

Through Paramount
Thomas H.

Ince announces the presentation .during the coming year, via

Paramount,

of

a

series

of

productions

featuring as co-stars, Douglas

and Doris May.

MacLean

These two players are

known to the thousands
lovers who have followed the
well

of screen

Ince pho-

toplays, for they have been acting under

the direction of Mr. Ince for

He

is

offering

them

stars only after a

two

years.

to the public as co-

thorough

woman for Charles Ray
productions for Paramount
and her popularity is thoroughly estabLee, was leading

in six of his

lished.

Stories Cost $67,000
further guarantee to exhibitors
that the new series will be a certain
box-office attraction, Mr. Ince has decided to use popular plays and novels as
their screen vehicles. The first five of
these have been secured at a cost of
$67,000, the productions and prices paid
for the screen rights being: "Mary's
a

Ankle," $20,000; "What's Your Husband

Doing?"
Half

$15,000;

Hours'

"Twenty-three and a
$12,000; "Behind

Leave,"

well known to the vaudeville public
of America, having been an actress and
playwright for many years.
Her dramatic ability sparkled in this bit of
drama that struck the comedy chord in
the American public and sent a laugh
rippling from Atlantic to Pacific coast.
is

"What's Your Husband Doing?" was

test that has

proved to him their merit. Douglas MacLean has developed a large personal
following through his support of Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett, Mary Pickford, and others.
Miss May, who has
been appearing under the name Doris

As

the Door," $10,000, and "Some Honeymoon," $10,000.
"Mary's Ankle" was a tremendous
comedy success on the speaking stage,
being written by May Tully. Miss Tully

written as a stage farce by George V.
Hobart and it created considerable of

Mr. Hobart is one of the
humorists writing for the
American public. His John Henry stories had a big circulation, and his name
is familiar to every short story reader.
Perhaps his most famous bit of playwrighting previous to "What's Your
Husband Doing?" was the musical comedy, "The Prince of Pilsen."
sensation.
best known

a

Mary Rinehart Story
"Twenty-three and a Half Hours'
Leave" was written by Mary Roberts
Rinehart and was recently published in
Among some
Saturday Evening Post.
of her other well-known works are "The
Circular Staircase," "God's Fool," the
"Tish" stories, and the "Bab" stories.
She is one of the foremost writers of
the present time and her works possess
an irresistible charm.

"Behind the Door" is from the imagination of resourceful Gouverneur Morns, and appeared not long ago in the
Metropolitan Magazine.
Mr. Morris is
one of the most popular spinners of
yarns before the public today and this
story was selected as one of the best for
the screen.

"Some Honeymoon" was

written by
Everhard Hall, and was published in a widely circulated edition by
George C. Sully, from whom the screen
rights were purchased. It is said to be

Charles

a bright, entertaining story, selected as
especially suitable to the talents of the

two young

stars.

Vigorous Prosecutions
To Follow Film Theft
The question

of the theft of motion

has caused practically
every producer, distributor and exchange manager in the business no end
picture

films

of trouble.

Through the efforts of the Film Theft
committee of the National Association,
of which Mr. Harold Pitman (Famous)
is
chairman, thousands of reels have
been restored to their owners during the
not yet
continued
recognized
by the light-fingered gentry as one of
the most unhealthy of their habits.
A special meeting of the executive
committee of the National Association
past year, but the association

The

:s

will be
stealing of films is

satisfied.
until the

fight

was called last week to discuss ways and
means to end this thievery. Too much
leniency has been shown the guilty
parties in the past, but a little surprise
awaits the next ones who are apprehended, as the association is determined
to make an example of them and give
them the fullest punishment that the law
provides.

The following committee was appointed to assist Mr. Pitman in perfectB. Adler
ing the details of the fight:
(Inter-Ocean), George Meeker (World
Films), Alfred Wise (Goldwyn), L. E.
Franconi (Pathe) and Wm. Wright
(Vitagraph).

"The Betrayal" Closes

Run

at Chicago Theatre

"The Betrayal" closed its run at the
Illinois Theater, Sunday evening, and
the playhouse is now being prepared for
the opening of the D. W. Griffith repertoire, which will be shown during the

summer months.
The Griffith presentation

in

Chicago

be similar to that at the Cohan
Friday, "Broken
Theater, New York.
Blossoms" will open the season with
synchronizing music and appropriate
It will be followed sucstage settings.
cessively by "Mother and the Law" and
will

"The

Fall

of

Babylon."

Harry Morey to Appear
Soon in "The Gamblers"
Harry Morey with the completion

of
picture under an undecided
title has started production on a special
picture, Charles Klein's "The Gamblers"
the famous stage play.
Vitagraph has controlled the rights to

his

latest

this play for some time and Mr. .Morey
was exceedingly anxious to do it. Helen
Ferguson is his leading lady and it is

under the direction of Paul Scardon, assisted by Tenny Wright.
32
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

THE

*

REPORTER
A comedy

Elagg Comedies

new appeal

into the market.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE

of children

and based on childish joys

discontinuance of the Flagg Comedies

is

interesting to the entire trade at large.

When James Montgomery

Flagg, artist

and possessor of a temperament such as
his, decided to produce comedies, there

was

a good deal of speculation as to the
possible success of this innovation.
It is now stated that these comedies,

which were largely satirical, went over
the heads of the audience completely.
The personal opinion of the Reporter is
that the trouble with these comedies was
not so much that they went over the
heads of the audience as the fact that
they lacked the elements of real humor
or fun, which made them unattractive
to the general public.

The

of people who enjoy
humor is very small; most people
the more broad and generous

proportion

subtle
prefer

style of fun that predominates
successful comedies today.

Existing

in

the

and sorrows should appeal to the public.
There is no doubt that many exhibitors
will be antagonistic towards this type
at first, but if they are
wise they will at least give the public
an opportunity to register their own
opinion one way or the other.

of production

Canadian
Production

ONCE

MORE PRODUCTION

IN

Canada has sprouted. This time in two
In the West, James
different places.
Oliver Curwood with Ernest Shipman
and the assistance of considerable Canadian capital, is making the first of the
series of outdoor pictures based on the
wild animal stories written by him.

new producing

organization has sprung up in Trenton, Ontario,
which formerly housed the ill-fated proIn the East a

ducing company that made special pictures with Holbrook Blinn.

Comedy

Values

There are many obstacles

to

overcome

THE ABOVE BRINGS US TO A
consideration of the

comedy values

that

market today.
Chaplin owes his wonderful success not
only to the creating of remarkably funny
situations and his own unusual make-up,
but also because he gains the sympathy
exist in the

of

audience

the

in

his

particular

Spare the Rod

Canada, and yet

a success.

made

these pictures are successfully

and are up to date in every way, there
.is no reason why they should not have
a

distribution in

large

this

An

well as in Canada.

country as

increase of high

grade production in Canada would undoubtedly serve to restore the balance
which has caused the Canadians to draw
their entire product from the United
States, which arrangement has not been
entirely to their satisfaction at

times.

all

Exhibitors to See Pictures
Before Booking

THE REPORTER

INFORMED

IS

two companies, the Para-

that at least

mount and Universal, plan
large number of pictures

to

have a
the

in

ex-

viewing by the
exhibitors before booking.
This will be a distinct advantage to the
bigger exhibitor and will give him the
advantage of examination several weeks
in advance, which has been practically
impossible in the past. It will have the

changes

Fall

this

for

effect of giving the exhibitor time to
think about his coming productions and

to

plan for their exploitation.

tremendous

a

in-

of the producing
will

it

be amply paid in the increased revenue
derived by result of a more true estima-

role

tion of the real value of the picture
its

in

which

possibilities,

is

and

another step

the stabilization of the industry.

With

the product open to examination before

purchased,

it

will

remove

evitably

automatically and
the

weaker

in-

produce

from schedule.

greatest success when he introduces the galaxy of pretty girls that
he has at his command. Exhibitors have
his

What's Doing

at the

United Artists'?

WHILE THE REPORTER VERY

told me, in the various parts of the
country, that the Mack Sennett Comedies
with girls were worth twice as much to
in

in

make

possible to

and distributing companies, yet

from the very first flash.
Arbuckle, who is undoubtedly the second
comedy value to Chaplin, depends more
upon his fun provoking personality
which seems to inhabit, in a more or less
degree, all very fat men.
Sennett, as the third in rank, seems to

them

If

producing pictures
is

While it will involve
vestment on the part

right

make

in
it

seldom feels called upon to report rumors or statements based upon rumors,
it is very evident that some development

drawing power, as those with-

importance

under

way

out.

of

Until the unfortunate death of Mr. Drew,

LT nited

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew were producing a brand of refined comedy which
was apparently making great strides to-

tribution plans of the "big four" have
been delayed and delayed again until
today they are one of the very few organizations yet to announce their policy

wards the
seemed to

heart
fill

of

the

public,

and

for the

a distinct want.

The Christie people and Lyons & Moran
work along much similar lines. The introduction of the Briggs comedies brings
line of material with a

an entirely new

"This hurts me more'n it does you,"
says Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long
Legs," the First National attraction.
"Yes, but not in the same place," says
the pantless one.
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is

Artists'

coming

organization.

in

the

The

dis-

year.

that when the
cleared away in this direction,
that the organization will announce a
plan of percentage bookings that will
be startling to the entire trade.
It

,is

smoke

stated,
is

however,
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The Export

Ralph Ince attraction, with Lucille. Lee
Stewart; "The Pendleton Round-Up;"
"William J. Burns." featuring the famous detective; "The Belgian," produced
by Sydney Olcott, with Valentine Grant
and Walker Whiteside the featured
players; "The Love That Rules;" and
two Beatriz Michelena Successes, "The
Woman Who Dared," and "The Unwritten Law."

Field

Foreign Trade Information
Exporters in local circles say that
are being sold for Europe, and
notably England, that a few months ago
could not find a buyer. One man, well
known in the field, estimated that England used about 600 features a year and
that the affect of the epidemic shut down
last iall and the consequent curtailment
of the production had sapped the market
films

,

of features available for foreign use. He
claims that there have not been sufficient gains in present-day output to make
up for the non-productive period. He
looks forward to the open booking policy as making the number of features
for abroad fewer than ever.
Since all
features made here are not suitable for
exhibition in Europe, this exporter fears
that a dangerous slump will result in
foreign trade.

Goldwyn announces that exhibitors in
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Jugo-Slavia, Poland, and all
countries that were cut off from distribution by the war have definitely contracted for the showing of the entire
output of Goldwyn pictures up to September, 1919. Showings will start with
the signing of the peace treaty.

of

The announcement
Goldwyn pictures

upon the signing

of the distribution
in

Central Europe

Peace Treaty
recalls statements made by reliable exof

the

porters that a number of the other companies have already disposed of their

product for Middle Europe and that no
announcement will be made until peace
is officially declared.
At this time there
is in New York a man who is an important factor in
atrical

what was the largest

company

in

Germany

the-

before the

war. He is acting through a well-known
export figure who has bought up the releases

of

companies
are going

practically all the
since 1914.
These
to be

shown

in

program
pictures

Germany and

Austria and involves what
the largest

sum

of

an export deal.

in

the

is

no doubt

knowledge

of the operations of these
men is no secret. The only drawback
to open declaration is the signing of the
peace terms at Versailles.

The War Trade Board announce,
the information of exporters, that

for

com-

modities may be re-exported from Scandinavia and Holland to countries which
have opened for trade with the Associated Governments under the same regulations which govern the exportation
of these commodities directly from the
United States to the ultimate destination.

These regulations are administered by
the Inter-Allied Trade Committees at
Christiania, Stockholm, Copenhagen, and
The Hague. Exporters who desire to
ship via Scandinavia or Holland may
now do so, but they should direct their
agents in these countries to apply to the
appropriate Inter-Allied Trade Committee so that they may act in compliance
with these regulations.

A

considerable amount of territory
has been disposed of on all the Robertson-Cole attractions, but there still remains some rights on such productions
as: "The Prodigal Wife," featuring Lucy

Cotton and Mary Boland; "Where Love
Is,"
Ann Murdock; fifty-two Strand
comedies,
featuring
Billie
Rhodes;
thirty Jester comedies, starring Twede
Dan; "The Zeppelin's Last Raid," Tom
Tnce special: "Those Who Pay," Tom
Ince special, starring Bessie Barriscale;
"Just a Woman," Julius Steger special
with
Charlotte Walker; "Nine-tenths
of the Law," a Mitchell Lewis production; "The Devil's Playground," featuring Vera Michelena; "Her Man," Ralph
Ince special with Elaine Hammerstein;
"The Eleventh Commandment," another

FOREIGN NOTES

'

money ever invested
To most exporters,

Travers Vale has been signed to

Tyrone Power
Adanac Films, Ltd.,

rect

in

his

series

di-

for

of Trenton, Onnight for Toronto
with Charles Berman of the Sterling
Films, Ltd., the latest of independent
distributors in the Canadian field. Berman will also be manager of distribution
with Adanac; handling in addition to the
Power series a number of special productions. Ike Soskin, general sales manager of the Famous Players Film Service is interested with Berman in the new

He

tario.

left

last

exchange.

making

In

his
will

next serial for Universal
travel over 10,000 miles

foreign

countries.
Headed by
director, the troup,

Kddie Polo
five

in

John

P.

McGowan,

including James Wilkinson, film editor;
Peggy Aarup, leading woman; Jean
Perkins, Virgil Miller, Ernest W. Smith,
Earl C. Miller and Hope Loring, will
leave on the Lapland for Europe on
June 7th. Earl W. Kramer of the New
York Exchange will act as business
manager. Tentative title, "The Broken
Idol."

Walter R. Greene of the Canadian
Moving Picture Digest, who has been
here for a week relative to a change in
policy of his paper, left Thursday night
for Toronto.

Emile
the

Houteman.

Monat Films

representative

of Paris

is

at the

of

Ho-

Astor. He is here to purchase films.
Canadian capital will back a million
dollar house to be erected on Victoria
Street. Toronto. Will seat 3,500. J. P.
tel

Bickell interested.
Jules Demaria, Chevalier de la Legion
d'Honneur, President de la Chambre

Syndicate de la Cinematographic Francaise (Association of France), has just
arrived in this country on a mission for
the French government. He is stopping
at the Biltmore Hotel.

—James

Beecroft.

TEACHING SAFETY FIRST WITH POWER'S CAMERAGRAPHS

\>rd

Motor Company has equipped

I(k auditorium with a number of I'ower's Camernieraphs and
with excellent results in the form of reducing aeeldents at its Detroit plant.
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is

holding' safety meeting
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How

Riviera Built

Up

P atronage

Its

Chicago Theatre Educate Patrons to Expect High-Class Program Each
Week Does Not Emphasize Stars or Pictures in Advertising
Charges Uniform Admission Prices for All Productions

|

—

§

mnuiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiH

"Don't misunderstand me, however.
do not judge a picture's value to us

All advertising of the Riviera Theatre,

Chicago's

beautiful

mo-

neighborhood

picture theatre, is conceived with
purpose of building up permanent
patronage on a policy of the best pictures obtainable at a uniform price.
Every dollar in newspaper notices, in
lobby displays, in prologues to pictures,
and in every other department, is expended with the aim of convincing people that every program presented merits
tion

We

by the box
it

plays.

receipts of the week
build for fifty-two weeks,

office

We

the

and not one week.

attendance

fact that we have these stars in
best pictures is a big factor in
building up the house's reputation. It
is these pictures which influence people
to go to the Riviera because it is the
Riviera. Our patrons have confidence in
our judgment. They are convinced that
if a picture has particular merit, we will

— that

the

management

is

of-

book

something worth while.

fering

No

attraction

is

advertised

prominently than others.

No

star

more
is em-

phasized.

Box

Office Mirrors Success

until very recently, no advance announcement of coming attrac-

In

fact,

was made
And the box

tions

"The

their

in the theatre lobby.
office figures tell the

story that Balaban and Katz have succeeded. People go to the Riviera because it is the Riviera, and not because
Mary Pickford, Nazimova, Sessue Hayakawa, Fannie Ward, Dorothy Gish or
a score of other stars are there on a
particular night.
"My recollection is that the biggest
week we had was brought by a split
program with Enid Bennett the early
part of the week and Bert Lytell the
latter part of the week," said Barney
Balaban, in discussing Riviera's policy
and aims.
''The reason is this. If we are showing
a five-reel feature, we can get our overflow from the first evening performance
into the second show twenty-five minutes earlier than if we show a sevenreel feature.
Hence, our attendance is
larger.
And as our price is the same
for
all
programs, our receipts are

greater.

it.

"We

could show a poor picture a week
would make no noticeable difference in our receipts. I would not want
to show two poor pictures in succession,

and

it

however.

"Some time ago, we decided to run
pictures a week where they merited it.
'Out of the Fog,' with Nazimova, was
the first picture we tried, and it had a
Since then, we have
successful^ run.
played all features a week if we believed
they were strong enough.
Keeps Prices Uniform
"Our prices are always uniform. We
refuse to make an advance for any picLast week, we decided upon a
ture.
slight raise in our evening prices, that is,
from 30 to 35 cents, or with the war tax
to 39 cents. The first
picture shown at this price was Nazimova in 'The Red Lantern.' It is a per-

included, from 33

manent advance, however.
"Our reason for not varying prices is
the discrimination which follows on the
part of patrons. If a house has the confidence of its patrons, and raises prices
for special pictures, the patrons immediately judge pictures by the prices
asked. If advanced prices are not asked
for some pictures, they are considered
inferior by the public."
Sees No Need of Repeats

Asked if there was any set rule
against repeat engagements, Mr. Balaban stated there was not.
"We have never played a repeat engagement, however," he said. "And I
see no likelihood of one. We only require one good picture a week, and we
have the choice of fifteen or eighteen.
We have always been able to find a
strong attraction and probably always

However, if the week came that
we couldn't find a new picture to meet
our needs, we would have no hesitancy

HALE HAMILTON
to he full of pep.
He has eleven
bottles of the stuff for his next Metro
pieture, "Full of Pep."

Ought

Six "Field Generals"

For Warner Brothers
Six "field generals" are to cover the
entire country in the interests of Warner

Brothers, it has been announced by Albert Warner.
Lieutenant "Jim" Anderson will be the first to start, going
through the South as far as Texas.
Production plans include four specials
for the present year, the first being
"Open Your Eyes" which is already being exploited.
The second "Beware,"
the work of James W. Gerard, will open
in
Detroit at the Broadway Strand,

June

1.

Paramount Salesman
Holding Conventions
There will be nine Famous Players
Lasky Corporation sales conventions
scattered

over the country during the
June. This idea is an outthe central sales convention*

all

week
growth of
first

in

just

finished

agers

here.

who have now

The

district

man-

returned to their

respective territories will call a meeting
of the sales force in their district to
acquaint them with the forthcoming
plans of the corporation.

will be.

repeating."
Riviera theatre makes a specialty
of its music, and its stage settings. News
reels, travelogues, and other short features are carefully edited and cut before
being shown. The management secures
four reels of these features each week,
and cuts them to a reel and a half, so
that only the best is presented.

Power's Cameragraph

in

At Atlantic City

The

Retitle

EVELYN GOSYVELL,
Who

the "Little Strung*'!-" in tin' Paramoiint-KliiKK I'omedy, "WeleonnLittle Stranger."
is

Burke Feature

play by T. JennysonJesse and H. M. Harwood which Frances Marion adapted for Paramount presentation with Billie Burke as the star,
has
been
retitlcd
"The
Misleading
"Billeted,"

The convention

of the National ElecLight Association, which was held
at Atlantic City, N. J., during the week
of April 11), on Young's Million dollar
tric

was largely attended. Motion piccommercial nature were
of
a
shown three times a day and the excellent projection furnished by two Power's
<>B
incandescent lamp equipment met
with very favorable comment.
pier,

tures

the

Widow."
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Porter Goes East
Harry Porter, of the Precision Machine
C ompany, who was a Chicago visitor, left
on Tuesday for Cleveland.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Stage

Women's War
Ready

Relief Series
for Distribution at Once

Capital Stock Increased
By Ohio First National
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— At a meeting

j

I

of the stockholders of the First National

The
the

first

Stage

of the two-reel productions of
Women's War Relief Series

ready for publication immediately according to announcement of
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal.
It is entitled "A Star Over Night," and
pictures

stars

is

David Belasco.

All of the money raised through the
distribution of the dozen photoplays is

be used by the Stage Women's organization for the maintenance of a
theater in the Grand Central Palace Debarkation Hospital No. 5, New York
to

It was for this purpose that the
City.
pictures were produced and it was for
that reason only perhaps, that many of
the stars who appear in the various casts
to
the
Stage
their
services
offered
Women's War Relief organization. The
writers of the plays also volunteered
their services and the authors are among
the best known in the country.
All of the series of pictures were made
in New York City, the majority of the
scenes being made at the Estee studios
under the supervision of Eugene Spitz.
George Terwilliger was the director and
Louis Dunmyre was the official photographer of the entire series.
In the series of twelve pictures to be
published many notable stars are to be
seen.
Many of them have never posed
before the motion picture camera before.
Among the more famous of the stars are:
Maclyn Arbuckle, Percy Haswell, Cyril
Maude and Violet Heming, David Bispham, Nance O'Neill, Alfred Hickman,
Yvette Gilbert, Edmund Breese, Shelley
Hull,
Robert Edeson, Lucia Moore,
Ralph Morgan, Mabel Taliaferro, William Courtney, Jane Grey, Gail Kane,
Conrad Nagel, Ethel Stanard, Enid Markey,
Montagu Love, Adele Rolland,
Galli
Curcia, Holbrook Blinn, Jeanne

Helen MacKellar, Ethel Intrepidi, Constance Binney, Otis Skinner,
Henry Miller, Blanche Bates, William
Jefferson, Daniel Frohmau, Henry Hull,
Victor Moore, Florenz Ziegfeld, Julia
Arthur, little Ben Grauer, and DeWitt
Eagles,

Jennings.
The authors of the series are: Ann
Irish, Samuel Hopkins Adams, Katherine
Kavanaugh, Howard E. Miller, Frederick A. Kummer, Rachel Crothers, Wallace
Clifton,
Calder Johnstone, Jack
Larric,
Bonstelle,
Mrs.
Otis
Jessie
Skinner and Ethellyn Brewer DeFoe.

Compliment Rothacker

On

His Developing of
"The Unpardonable Sin"
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has received a highly complimentary letter from the Big Feature Rights
Corporation of Louisville, Ky., in regard
to the prints to "The Unpardonable Sin."
"After

screening

'The

Unpardonable

that the good work of
Rothacker is not limited to thfe developing
and printing of First National
productions," writes Lee L. Goldberg,
secretary of the Big Feature Rights Corporation.
"With all due credit to Harry Garson,
Marshall Neilan, and other associates responsible for the magnificent production
of 'The Unpardonable Sin,' we feel that
a little tribute is due your organization
for the well-nigh perfect manner in which
you developed and printed this film.
"Never before have we noted a picture
with such wonderful clear photography
and truly artistic lighting.
Col. Levy
joins the writer in extending you our
sincere appreciation of your good work
Sin,'

we

find

in connection
"
Sin.'

Renew

with 'The

Unpardonable

Exploitation of

Recent Pathe Winners
"Common Clay," adapted from Cleves
Kinkead's prize Harvard play and starring Fannie Ward, has proved in still
increasing

figures

to

be

the

fresh

ideas for exploitation.
The revival of interest in "Common
Clay" is begun with the purpose of making it as near 100 per cent as possible.
And the same action will be taken with
"Infatuation," starring Gaby Deslys.

Five Metros
new

started at the

In

SHE'S A BOY,
BeHNle Love in this Hcene from "The
Little Bonn," a

new

written by Hidn

Yit.-iKrnnh feature
JoIiiinoii

Young

Under Way

productions

Metro studios

have

ton in "In His Brother's Place," a story
written by the star himself: Emmy Wehlen in "A Favor for a Friend" Viola
Dana in "The Microbe." published in
Ainslk's Magazine; Bert Lytell in a John

Blackwood comedy "It's Easy
Make Money," and May Allison
"Free," Wallace Irwin's story.
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This was accomplished by the
voluntary increase in holdings of the
various stockholders of the company.
Those present at the meeting were:
E. Mandelbaum, M. Horwitz, Charles
Pitner, John Honaiser, Harry Reif, John
Kalafat, M. Paul, I. H. Morris, F. Baisch,
S. Barck, A. Kramer, Max Schachtel,
Dave Schumann, Cleveland; C. A. Smith,
tal stock.

Dale, Dennison; Ire
Lisbon, John Harris,
B. L. Heidingsfield, Cincinnati; G. H.
Foster, Marion; C. A. Barbian, Akron;
August Llg. A. Burkhardt, Lorain; C. F.
Cnillicothe;

S.

C.

West, Oberlin;

Pfister,

Troy;

I.

H.

J.

Pfeiffer,

Kenton;

I

Sam

Lind, Zanesville; J. J. Murray, Warren; V. J. Bradford, Defiance; Carl Mil-

Fremont; Joe Trunck, Youngstown;
Harry Kress, Piqua; A. G. Constant,

ler,

Stuebenville; F. A. Kelley, Massilion.

Exhibitors Combine;
Close Three Theatres
EVERETT, WASH.— Organized unthe
Star Amusement
Company,
which filed articles of incorporation, C.
A. Swanson, manager of two motion
picture theatres in Everett, and Carl

der

McKee, manager

of a third house, took

over the remaining four houses.
three

close

of

They

In a
houses.
statement to patrons it is explained that
in order to continue operation successfully it was found necessary to make
these arrangements, as with the continual rising cost of everything it was
impossible to maintain the desired standards with the houses operating under
separate managers.
One amusement
house in the city which features vaudeville is the only playhouse not included
in the deal.
will

the

i

Quimby on Western

Trip

Fred C. Quimby, director of exchanges of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has

New York for a tour of the Pathe
exchanges, which wjll extend as far as
Chicago, including 'Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit.
Mr. Quimby's trip is in the' interests of
the forthcoming features on the Pathe
program, including Virginia Pearson in
"The Bishop's Emeralds," and Albert
Capellania's production, "O, Boy," featuring Creighton Hale and June Caprice.
left

been

— Hal Hamil-

H.

I

biggest

money-getting feature ever issued by
Pathe Exchange, Inc. Not content with
merely
exceeding
previous
records,
Pathe has planned a second campaign
for "Common Clay," with new advertising, new publicity and some entirely

Five

J

Exhibitors' Company for the state of
Ohio held in Cleveland at Hotel Statler,
the capital stock was increased by unanimous vote to $200,000.
Action was taken to that effect because
of the necessity for greater capital in the
handling of the volume of business. The
past year saw the First National's business ten times in excess of their capital
stock.
In order to accommodate the
vastly increased business this year it
became necessary to increase the capi-

to
in

"U" Buys Western

Story

Universal has purchased the Frederick
Bennett two-reel Western drama "Five
Thousand Dollars Reward." This will
be produced under the direction of
George Holt. Pete Morrison, Universal^ western star and Magda Lane will
have the leading roles.
_

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Universal to Give
Exhibitor Advance

View

Treachery Afoot

of Fall Film

Aim

to Show All Features Far
In Advance of Publication

As Universal approaches the conclumost successful year in its
career, it announces its new policy for
sion of the

the ensuing season.

Long before next fall Universal Exchanges will be in possession of new
productions to be shown to exhibitors.
The

exhibitor, consequently, who obhis pictures from Universal will
not only buy as heretofore under Universal^ open booking policy, but, in addition, will be able to see what he purchases far in advance of the time for the
showing of the productions he thus
books. This is a distinctly new departtains

ure.

Universal will show to the exhibitors

—

serial
"The Midnight Man," in
which James J. Corbett is starred.
There will be also products by Eddie

the

Polo.
There will be a
ring Marie Walcamp.

new

serial star-

There will be more of the Universal
Special Attractions starring Monroe Sal-

Harry Carey, Mary MacLaren

isbury,

and Priscilla Dean.

Priscilla

Dean

be cast in a limited number of
versal super-Special Attractions.

will

Uni-

Universal will show its improved
Screen Magazine, a weekly product,
which has behind it the co-operative advertising support of half a hundred of
the largest
country.

daily

newspapers

in

the

Minnesota Exhibitors
Form New Corporation
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— The

Thea-

tre Owners' corporation, with headquarters in Minneapolis and $50,000 authorized capital, has been organized

among

Minnesota motion picture theatre owners.
Its incorporation articles were filed
in the office of Julius A. Schmahl, secretary
is

of

state.

The new corporaticm

formed to operate

branches of
the theatrical business and to produce
and deal in motion picture films, vaudeville acts and to own, lease and operate
theatres and appliances used in the business.
Incorporators are William M.
Hay, Fairmount; L. G. Roes, Winona,
and F. E. Nemac, St. Cloud, and the
in all

directors include, besides

Furness, Duluth; J.
deen, S. D.; William

J.

S.

Hay, Thomas
McCarthy, AberSandon, Mankato,

and H. B. Smoots, Little Falls.

in the fedora seems bored.
Not so Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret
Marsh, principals in "The Carter Case," the big Oliver Films, Inc., Serial.

The gentleman

Work on

West Comedies
Goes on Apace at Emerald Studio

With the coming of bright, sunny
weather the Billy West comedy company, which is making a series of tworeel film comedies at the Emerald MoCompany's studio, Chicago,
has been busily engaged on outside loca-

Hugo

Riesenfeld,

June Films
managing director

of the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, has arranged for the presentation of the fol-

lowing features during the month of
June: "The Woman Thou Gavest Me,"
based on Hall Caine's novel of the same
name; William Gillette's "Secret Service," with Captain Robert Warwick and
Wanda Hawley in the principal roles;

William

S.

Hart

in

"Square Deal San-

derson"; Elsie Ferguson in "The Avalanche"; Irene Castle in "The Firing
Line"; Rex Reach's "The Crimson Gardenia"; Ethel Clayton in "Men, Women
and Money"; Tom Moore in "One of the
Finest," and a return engagement of
Nazimova in "The Red Lantern."

in these letters and M. E. Oberdorfer,
business manager of the Emerald Company, is kept busy answering these communications.

tion Picture

Robertson-Cole Units

Work on Four Films

tions.

Work has progressed rapidly during
the last two weeks and Frederick J. Ireland, president of the
company, announces that the fourth picture will soon
be started, Charles "Chuck" Reisner having put the finishing touches to the script.
Mr. Ireland will not publish any of the
pictures, however, until at least five have

been completed.
Several elaborate sets are being built
for the next picture and a large company
of seasoned players under Mr. Ireland's
direction will appear in support of the

comedian.

Riesenfeld's

Billy

who

These include

Noma

Catto,

Mrs. Ireland, Rhea
Laughlin, Theodore Lorch, Granville
Bates, Roseberg Hart, Lillian Deturk
and Mrs. Ella Walters. Mrs. Walters
plays "mother" roles in the various comedies now being filmed.
The Emerald studio is at present handling considerable outside work as well
as its own laboratory output. The plant
has a capacity of 40,000 feet a day and
only recently made and developed prints
for "The Birth of a Race" having rein

private

life is

edited and cut the picture

from

producing units of the
Robertson-Cole Company, Division of
Films, are bending every effort to fulfill the promises of the parent organization to give exhibitors, during the approaching summer months, the finest
type of photoplays as a bulwark against
the customary poor hot season business.
various

Four pictures are now in the course of
construction in California, which promise in every way to be the equal of anything that Robertson-Cole has thus far
issued through Exhibitors' Mutual.
Sessue Hayakawa is working on "The
Gray Horizon" with the Sierra Nevada
mountains for the background; William
Desmond on "Bare-Fisted Gallagher," in
San Gabriel Canyon; Billie Rhodes on
"In Search of Arcady," the story of an
American girl bored to death by titled
personages in search of her hand and
who runs away to adopt the gypsy

mode
and

of living to avoid their pursuit,
Bessie
Barriscale
in
"Tangled

Threads."

12,000

to 8,000 feet.

Inquiries from exhibitors from all parts
of the country are being received daily
relative to the first Billy West comedy
to be issued.
The growing demand for
clean, wholesome comedies is indicated
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The

Double Studio Capacity
Famous Players-Lasky

studio at Hollyits capaca million

wood, California, will double
ity, and handle approximately
feet of film weekly.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Manager

Who's

of one of the Famous PlayersLasky's most important branches.
Creswell isn't a man who writes his
policies on his cuffs and then sends his
shirt to the laundry and forgets them.
He believes there is only one place to
write a business policy for keeps and
that is on the hearts of the men and

Who

In Chicago Film Circles

Intimate

Studies

of

Men

women employed by

Who Have Made Their
Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the

Mrs.

Drew

Mrs.

to

Drew

Sidney

make two

Make
will

continue

to

edies for the V. B. K. Film Corporation.
As in the past, Mrs. Drew will prepare

own working

scenarios and will dicomedies in person. She will
play her famous character of "Polly"

her

rect

the

but henceforth will be the sister of a
frivolous
bachelor
brother.
Donald
McBride, a popular comedian who has
been associated with the Drews in many
comedies, has been engaged to play the
brother.
"Bunkered," a golf story and "The
Night of the Dub," a comedy of suburban life, are the first stories scheduled
for production.
Mrs. Drew is now preparing the continuity for the first picture and has engaged several well known
artists to appear in her support.
She
recently finished cutting and editing
"Squared" which will be published on
Tune 15th.
"We shall maintain the Drew standard
and style of humor," states President
Van Bueren, "and I am sure that Paramount-Drew comedies will continue to
fill
the long felt want of the picture
public for good, clean and wholesome

comedy

FRED

FRED
the helm
F.

for

CRE SWELL

CRESWELL. who
of the

Famous

holds
Players-

Lasky Chicago Exchange bark, has
his motto "he profits most who

serves

"the

F.

best."

science

He

has

of business

of serving others"

others
is

and "do

the

such

as

science

it now," but
one splendid advice for a practical man in every branch
of the film game.
Before entering the field of film distribution here in the Central West, he
became familiar with the needs of theatre-men through his experience as a
manager himself. During the early days
of the photodrama he operated theatres
in Indianapolis, Ind., and later extended
his theatre activities to Nashville, Tenn.
From this he branched out in film distribution work, during the days when
theatres depended largely upon the socalled state rights productions.
He confined
his
Southern
activities
the
to
states territory.
His success attracted
the attention of Paramount officials and
he was made branch manager of the
\ew Orleans office.
Feeling greater opportunities offered
in the Northern territory, he arranged
to enter the sales forces of the Paramount Artcraft Exchange, where he
soon made a sales record that reached
the attention of New York, and again he
was rewarded by being appointed assistant manager and later became Exchange

he has found the

first

19

Draws
First

Paramount-Drew com-

reel

May

him.

Two Reel Comedies

Central West

S-L Feature Draws
Big Attendance at
New Haven Theatre
New England Premier Made

films."

7,800 People

Day

One of the most successful openings
of the year marked the premier presentation in New England of "Virtuous

Men" on Monday, May

19.

The S-L

production, which stars E. K. Lincoln,
opened at Poli's Palace Theatre, New
Haven, for an engagement of three days,
after the most extensive exploitation
campaign which the Palace has ever
given a film feature. It played to 7,800
people during the afternoon and evening of the opening day. The Poli management, immediately following the first
showing, decided to book the production for the entire Poli Circuit.
Manager Edwards carried out an ununusual advertising campaign in the four
daily newspapers of New Haven, using
in
one week of advance advertising
more than 500 inches of space. His ads
consisted of teasers of large size, followed by big displays on the last three
days preceding the showing. One Hundred
and fifty twenty-four sheets were posted in
New Haven and the outlying districts,
together with three hundred one sheets,
three hundred half sheet cards and three
hundred window hangers. The Palace
took particular pains to impress upon
its patrons the importance of "Virtuous
Men" as a feature of the first magnitude,
using more than five thousand beautigold four-page folders
ful black and
which were given away at each show before the presentation. A rapid fire pub_

licity

campaign of

stories

was carried

in the newspapers every day.
ticular attention was given to the

on

William Russell Film
Retitled by American
"A Sporting Chance" supplants "The
Signet of Sheba" as the title of the next
William Russell release, according to report from the American Film Company.
While the whole action of the play cenabout a famous emerald called the
Signet of Sheba, leading the hero into
an amazing series of midnight adven-

Parlobby

display.

The extraordinary success of "Virtuous Men" at the Palace in New Haven
has been duplicated by the Grand Thea 2
tre of Columbus, Ohio, the Garden Theatre of Paterson, New Jersey, and the
Majestic Theatre of Newark, Ohio,
where the picture played to recordbreaking business during the past week.

ters

tures,
title

it

was thought

conveyed

a

that the

original

misleading idea of the

nature of the picture.

The

script of "A Sporting Chance"
from the typewriter of Stephen Fox,
and Henry King directed. Fritzi Brunette plays opposite "Big Bill" in the
role of "Gilberte Bonheur, a girl who
has played many strange roles." Others
in the cast are J. Farrell McDonald,
George Periolat, Lee Hill, Harvey Clark
and Perry Banks. The picture will be
is

published June

29.

that

the

Selznick wishes
entire

effects

it

of

to be

the

known

Selznick

Corporation have been moved
from 729 Seventh avenue and that the ofPictures

fices of the

Warren Kerrigan
Becomes Brunton Star

J. Warren Kerrigan will, in the future,
Production
appear as a Brunton star.
arrangements between Mr. Kerrigan and
Robert Brunton. covering at present a
schedule of ten pictures, have been made.
The new company will have its headquarters at the Brunton Studios, and all
of the star's pictures are to be personally
supervised and produced by Mr. Brunton.
The series will be published through the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

initial
production, the working
of which is "A White Man's Chance,"
was started this week under the direction of Ernest C. Warde. The locale is

The

title

Selznick at Biograph
Myron

J.

company

Johnston McCulley, and put into scenario form by Clifford Howard.

are located at the

Biograph Studio, 807 East 175th
includes not only the producing

st.

Star

This

staff,

Walcamp

in Series

Universal has announced a

but

the executive offices as well.
All business must be done at these offices and all
persons wishing to see Mr. Selznick will
have to do so at the new quarters.
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Old Mexico. "A White Man's Chance"
was taken from the magazine story by

new

series

Western dramas starring
Marie Walcamp, the serial actress who is

of

two-reel

known the country over. This series to
be known as the Tempest Cody series.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
To Display Films

Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn
Organize

New

Producing

Company

Will Screen Stories Written by Well Known
Authors Under Name of Eminent Authors'
Pictures, Inc. Capitalized at Million
Following closely upon the purchase of the Triangle studios at Culver
by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Rex Beach and Samuel
Goldwyn have announced the organization of a million-dollar corporation
to exploit on the motion picture screen all the works of a selected group of
well-known writers in the English language.
The corporation owns the exclusive motion picture rights for a long
term of years to all the works of the following authors Mary Roberts Rinehart. Basil King, Gouverneur Morris, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton
City, Cal.,

:

and

LeRoy

Scott.

To

Erect Studios in East

The Triangle studios on the west coast, which Goldwyn has just purchased, will be used in production, but with an eastern atmosphere essential
to

some

of the

new

productions, plans are

struction of a large studio near

New

now

in

preparation for the con-

York.

at

Methodist Conference
The National Association
tion

of the

Mo-

Picture Industry has just consum-

mated arrangements by which motion
pictures will be shown on a scale never
before attempted at the Centenary Celebration of the American Methodist Missions at Columbus, Ohio, June 20 to July
13,

1919.

feature of the National Asof cooperation is the
exploiting of the commercial picture
features, comedies, weeklies, serials, etc.
The officers of the Association firmly believe that thousands of new fans will be
recruited as a result of the Columbus ex-

The main

sociation's

offer

hibition.

Excutive Secretary Frederick H. Elhas sent an urgent appeal to every
producing member to submit to Dr. C. C.
Marshall, Joint Centenary Commission,
111 Fifth Avenue, New York City, a list
As
Df all films suitable for this purpose.
many of the pictures will have to be
screened prior to their final acceptance
by Dr. Marshall's co-workers, it is imlists
perative
that
these
be in Dr.
Marshall's hands at the earliest possible
liott

moment.

Goldwyn has had possession

of

the

Triangle studios under a lease since November, 1918. The purchase, closed last
week, is said to have been for cash. The
studios were built at a cost of $1,000,000
and cover 40 acres. Goldwyn at present
has eight companies at work there. The
plant

is

complete

in

every

detail

and

among

other things has a historical
library for research work.
The new corporation, organized by

Rex Beach and Samuel Goldwyn, is
known as the Eminent Authors' Pictures,
Inc.

The method

of production

be a
previous
methods. The closest possible cooperation will exist between the producers
and the authors. The adaptation and direction of each narrative for the motion
picture will be under the personal supervision of the author.
radical

departure

from

Has Ample
The organization

will

all

Capital

is

'IN

HhodeN

In

attempt will be made to compete
with companies who produce motion
pictures on a large scale. Quantity production as an end in itself has no place
in

the

plans

of

the

new

the quality at which the
It is assumed that each
finished picture will be given a showing
by exhibitors covering a period of time
commensurate with the time, intelligence and money expended on the pic-

spent to give

it

producers aim.

ture.

The

name

of

the

author

stamped on every

film presented
nent Authors' Pictures, Inc.

will

be

by Emi-

Theatres Get Current
DENNISON, TEXAS.— All motion
picture houses
on account of

were closed

Universal Discontinues

Exchange at Spokane

organization.

Each picture will be a special production. There will be no limit on the time

strike,

backed by ample
capital; and the recent purchase by the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation of the
largest studio property in America, will
give the producers of these new recordmaking pictures the most adequate
equipment in the motion picture field.

Blllie

No

last

Monday

the Electrical Workers'
employees of the Texas Power-

Light Company. The Union has made
a concession in respect to the four picture theatres of Dennison, allowing them
enough power to keep their shows running, with the proviso, that no power
This
shall be used for outside lighting.
agreement is only for five days.

SPOKANE, WASH.— After

having a
branch exchange in Spokane for several
years, the Universal Film Exchange, in
Washington street, has closed its doors
and will cover this territory from the
Seattle office, but will keep traveling
representatives in this district.
W. Potter, who has been district manager, will be assigned to another office
and announce that the company- is takingcare of all employees who wish to remain with the company elsewhere.

Ruby DeRemer With World
Ruby DeRemer has been signed by
World Film and work on her first production will be started as soon as possible.
President Gradwell said that no
expense would be spared in getting the
very best story and as strong a director
as

was obtainable, to make Miss Deof the most popular stars of
coming year.

Remer one
the

SEARCH OF ARCADY," NEW ROBERTSON-COLE PLAY

the winsome fortune teller

who soea

In

search of fame and fortune
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in

her

own

Inimitable way,

(Exhibitors Mutual)

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
has been said
ENOUGH
of the pictorial news

anent the good qualities
weekly.
That such an
attraction is a valuable adjunct to a feature
program is a fact so firmly established as to need no
further comment. But just because it is established is
no reason why exhibitors should cease to be critical of
the contents of each edition.
Indeed, it is the more
reason why extreme care should be exercised to make
each number as nearly perfect as possible.

Study of the audience and the spirit with which it
receives each item in the reel's make-up indicates clearly
the sort of thing that pleases and the sort of thing that
Exhibitorial deletion of the latter

bores.

is

"THE MAN WHO TURNED WHITE"

(Exhib-

tion with as fine a bit of individual acting as has been
done for the camera in months. H. B. Warner, the star,
and
is a performer of finished style and abundant
powerful personality. Others in the cast play up well
to his lead, the whole constituting a feature that approx-

to

recommend

to

"JUST SQUAW"

with

"The

(Paramount)

is

it.

(Fox)

Pitfalls of

a

(Exhibitors Mutual)

commonplace story somewhat

little tale

loosely.

As

recites a

far as acting

concerned, Beatriz Michelena and her support do
rather well, but the mechanical composition of the
feature could be improved by judicious re-cutting.
Accelerated projection may have the same effect. Properly exhibited the play will probably deliver satisfaction.

j

is

"THE BISHOP'S EMERALDS" (Pathe) marks
Virginia Pearson's initial appearance at the head of her
own company and promises much for the future of the
organization. It is finely wrought, realistic and entirely
human drama, lavishly staged and optically beautiful
as well. A fine beginning and a thoroughly worth while

"THE UNPAINTED WOMAN"

(Universal),
starring Mary MacLaren, is a melodramatic story telling
of the trials and tribulations of a little Swedish servant
who marries the son of a wealthy family, only to find
that she cannot please him. His death results from a
drunken brawl and she finally finds happiness with a
big-hearted youth who strolls along, leading an independent and carefree life.

feature.

"THE BUSHER"

|

f

WRONG"

naturally and
well.
Depending for much of its humor upon eccentric
types included in the cast, it has the advantage of uniformity and a diversified appeal. Pleasant amusement
for the not too serious minded.

humorous

(Goldwyn)

"ALL
(Pathe) proves to be the best
thing in the way of entertainment that Bryant Washburn
has appeared in for months. Modeled after the fashion
of the star's early "Skinner" successes, it has all the
qualities which made them that.
It should be enthusiastically received in every quarter.

of the star's former work.
,

tells a

it.

comes as a
Big City."
Similar in design and production, it provides Gladys
Brockwell with a role as congenial as the former one.
An abrupt ending leaves the impression of haste in
getting the picture out on schedule time, but this is no
serious fault.
It should do what former Brockwell
vehicles have done for the exhibitor.

"PUTTING IT OVER" (Paramount) with Bryant
Washburn as the star, sets a new mark for this Paramount star. Nothing has appeared in a long time as
pleasing as this sprightly, humorous little tale of a
drug clerk who makes good over night.
Zeena Keefe,

out.

of

a ghost story featuring Enid Bennett, who has the role
of a girl reporter and solves the mystery in her own
novel manner. The story drags in spots and aside from
remarkable lighting effects and a well balanced cast has

"THE DIVORCE TRAP"

"THIN

(World),

carried

well

"WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE"

companion picture

ICE" (Vitagraph) is a finely knit drama
Corinne Griffith is
of human impulses and emotions.
featured, though her role is scarcely less important than
any of the three who lead in support. Serious and
pointing a moral, it is none the less entertaining. It

"THE AMATEUR WIDOW"

especially

"THE LION'S DEN" (Metro) deceives its title
but will please its viewers whatever their expectations
may be. Bert Lytell, as a small-town minister, has a
role unlike any that he has appeared in heretofore but
one that will compare favorably with anything he has
done. A pleasing little tale of town life that carries a
worthy point and considerable entertainment value.

nothing especially

imates the ideal.

much

is

"THE HAUNTED BEDROOM"

Mutual) combines the best in photoplay construc-

surpasses in quality

atmosphere

others.

Many

exhibitors have already
wielded the scissors to their profit. More should follow
their lead.

itors

baseball

Jerome Storm directed and made a very good job

contains not the slightest suggestion of a plot, but builds
around a Mabel Normand characterization reminiscent
of Keystone days a series of madcap misadventures which
brought forth numerous laughs at the Band Box theatre,
Chicago, where it is now going into its second week.
Typical Normand foolishness for Normand fans and

For instance, the flood in some unheard of village,
the launching of the newest ship, the decoration of the
latest squad of heroes, all these, and others of like
character, are interesting, perhaps, but monotonous
when repeated week after week.
is clear.

in another "Clodhopper" hole. The story is replete
with humor, many unusually gripping moments and the

commend-

able enterprise.

The point

Kay

(Paramount) presents Charles
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REVIEWS
Virginia Pearson in

THE BISHOP'S EMERALDS
Six-part drama:

Pathe.
Directed by John B. O'Brien.
Published June 8.
OPINION: A high class society drama
presented with utmost skill and in
logical, straightforward sequence, "The
Bishop's Emeralds," the first work of
Virginia Pearson at the head of her own
company provides entertainment of the
Though the story poshighest type.

must have been trythe writer of the scenario, and the

sesses angles

ing to

the large cast. The picture is a splendid
in every sense, a drama that should
meet with universal approbation.
SYNOPSIS: AH, leader of a prowling band of desert thieves, robs a caravan
and captures the fiancee of Capt. Cecil
Beverly. When the girl learns that Ali

one

that

a white man she appeals to his honor
is taken to Mzab, where her party
Ali then dons white
arrives in time.
man's garb and meets her again. Captain Beverly, for whose crime Ali, (Captain Rand), has been cashiered from the
French army, is jealous of his devotion.
covetous Arab, with the assistance of
a dancer who loves Rand, lures the girl
Rand meets her and
into the desert.
holds the robber band at bay until the
is

and

A

director, these people have succeeded in
telling a complex story efficiently and

arrival

of

Beverly

is

with
Photographed
exceptional clarity, the sumptuous
tings are optically beautiful and

is

ex-

pleasantly.

free to

Beverly and his soldiers.
killed in the fight and Rand

marry

Dick Gordon,

alias

Five-part comedy; Goldwyn.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.

Published June

OPINION:
ture

Ban-

the home of Bishop Cardew, whose collection of emeralds
he covets.
The
daughter secretly marries the Bishop's
son, the Bishop's second and present
wife being the girl's mother, who be-

husband. Many dramatic scenes follow.
Finally Bannister quarrels with his accomplice, shoots the latter and dies of

is

Charles

Ray

returns to his

home town

after his downfall in the city.

scene from "The Busher."
(Paramount.)

A

H. B. Warner in

MAN WHO TURNED WHITE

Charles

Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.

THE BUSHER

Directed by Park Frame.
Published in June.

Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Jerome Storm.

sufficient

reason

character

sterling

why

is

in

itself

the public should

attend a showing of his pictures.
Add
production details of highest order and
a story that is simple, yet strong, logical, yet unique, and the sum total is a
film attraction of unusual merit.
The
Sahara is the locale in which the drama
is enacted, and it is faithfully and realistically reproduced.
Some of the most
remarkable
photography ever
desert
executed marks the unreeling of the
photoplay.
Park Frame seems to have
been at home in his staging and direction of the piece, credit being due him
for

a

really

remarkable

directorial

achievement. Assisting Mr. Warner, Barbara Castleton and Carmen Phillips win
especial honors, though there is not a
fault to be found with any member of

wholesome antics of the star. There
no jerking of the mood from the
comic to the serious. The whole is just
a series of incidents bordering closely
upon the slapstick and funny in the style
of Mabel Normand's always popular
Keystone efforts. Advertised with reference to the old Keystone days and the
recent "Mickey" the attendance should
be satisfactory. All that remains is to
present the photoplay snappily and with
musical accompaniment.
characteristic
A pleased patronage will result.
the

a

Warner

manner

should

can be no doubt as to its success. The
exaggerated melodramatic strain that is
usually introduced to strengthen the
comedy of five-reel proportion has been
omitted altogether, and the effect has
There is
been to better the whole.
nothing to distract the attention from

lieves Bannister dead.
Bannister's visit
to the Bishop's estate with the object
of securing the emeralds precipitates a
crisis, but his wife is true to her present

The

8.

Frank comedy, modeled

of "Mickey," the picbe received in the same
spirit and with but slightly less enSince the "follow-up" practhusiasm.
tically never attains the popularity of
the original, the public will probably
not applaud the present feature as
warmly as the former one, but there
after the

an international crook, is pleased
to learn that his daughter is visiting at

OPINION:

in

WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE

nister,

portrayal of H. B.

the big league.

Mabel Normand

set-

wound received. Lady Hester tells the
bishop the truth about herself and is
forgiven the deception. Happy ending.

throwing arm which attracts the manager of a professional ball team and soon
he is signed up for the season. He tells
his sweetheart he will- return to her
when he has amassed a fortune but soon
forgets Mazie when he falls into hands
Becoming afflicted
of an adventuress.
with a swelled head in the city, he loses
an important game just when his home
folks attend the game to see him pitch.
Weeks later, having lost his job, Ben
returns to Deacon Nasby and gets his
old place back. To save Mazie's brother
from ruin, he again agrees to pitch a
game for his home team, wins and incidentally gets his old place back with

the girl.

apparently faithful to fact in the veriest
Laid in England, the spirit of
detail.
preserved intact.
English
society
is
Virginia Pearson has a becoming role
which she handles expertly and naturalSheldon Lewis is mentioned in the
ly.
film as co-star and deserves the title,
although many of the minor members
Altoacquit themselves with credit.
gether, the play is one which backs up its
advertising in every detail.
It should
meet with unqualified approval.

SYNOPSIS:

SYNOPSIS: Ben Harding is employed
man by Deacon iSiasby, a baseHe is gifted with a remarkable
ball fan.

as hired

Ray

in

May
OPINION:

Published

Charles

Ray

village

is

cast

in

which we like him
This popular
Busher."

the sort of role in

best in "The
screen star should stick to his rube characterizations, for evidently it is what the
people want, judging by the applause
with which the picture was received at
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, last week.
The story is especially timely now that
the baseball season is well under way
and the exhibitor who does not draw
crowded houses with this feature does
not understand how to put on a show.
The story was originally written by
Prof. Earle Snell, of the University of
California, and tells a pretty little love
story interwoven with' some subtle bits
of diamond satire that will not fail to
please.
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Queen of the May, the
miser's haughty daughter, will
not admit Millie Martin, the ragged
daughter of Old Man Martin, to her
May Pole party. Whereupon Millie
breaks up the party. Next day she accompanies her father on the train to a
near-by town to pay off the mortgage.
Upon the train she falls in love with

SYNOPSIS:

18.

chubby John Turner, a young man who
believes he has committed murder and
is fleeing in disguise as his uncle, a noted
surgeon. Millie feigns a serious illness
and the supposed doctor advises immediate operation, hoping to get the
He
girl off the train at the first town.
succeeds, but is also made to detrain and
Numerous reassist in the operation.
markable incidents occur at the smalltown hospital, the upshot of it all being
the baring of the truth and the engagement of the young people.

EXHIBITORS. HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Corinne

of Graves and goes to his home.
Alice
follows, arrives first, and is accused of
the murder.
A dramatic finale brings
about the happy ending.

Griffith in

THIN ICE
Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by Tom Mills.

May
OPINION

Published

Bert Lytell in

26.

Despite plot complications that require considerable skill in
unravelling Director Tom Mills has presented this rather heavy drama in coherent and entertaining form. Suspense
has been well cared for.
The many
threads have been developed evenly and
:

naturally.
The crisis is brought about
just the right time and held at high
tension until the happy ending is effected.
The cast contains many characters, all
of considerable importance, and so well
do they perform as a whole that it would
be difficult to single out a certain member for signal honors. The performance
at

is
well rounded and convincing.
Because the motives and impulses governing the action are those of the adult,
the immature will not understand the
play.
It is as well so, for the appeal is
made directly to the present generation.
The play is one that should please audiences of this class wherever they are to
be found.

SYNOPSIS: Ned

THE LION'S DEN
Five-part comedy-drama; Metro.
Directed by George D. Edwards.

May 19.
OPINION: A homely

Published
Ihe

is

employed

the office of Benjamin Graves, a
crooked dealer in mining stocks, and speculates with the firm's funds.
Alice, his
sister, prevents his arrest by signing a
note for the amount stolen and putting
up as security stocks sold her father by
Graves. Alice marries an author of note.
Graves then wrecks the firm and notifies Alice that her stocks are worthless
and she must put up new security. She
goes to see him, only to find that he has
concocted evidence which would convince her husband that she has been his
mistress and insists that she gratify his
desires.
She escapes and returns home,
planning to rob her husband's safe to
pay the debt. Ned has been taken in
by her husband to test a theory regarding the reformation of criminals. When
he hears the story he threatens the life
in

little recital

of

which confront a small

town minister preaching modern gospel
when he interferes with the wealthy
hypocrites in his campaign for juvenile
betterment, the story combines pleasant
amusement with valuable propaganda.
There is nothing spectacular about the
offering, nothing to merit the abused
adjective "smashing," but where a clean,
naturally told and universally interesting narrative will gain a hearing the
Bert
play should satisfy completely.
Lytell, as a gentleman of the cloth, is
pleasantly engaging. A band of youngsters who figure in the plot and numerous small-town types lend aditional

Altogether it is combecoming touches
edy-drama desirable for its effect and
the

Wiriton

difficulties

point

makes,

it

entertainment
suitable

for

is fairly
strong in
value and of character
the consideration of the

whole family.

SYNOPSIS:

The Reverend Samuel

Webster, after a year's service in the
little
town, finds the community unchanged and juvenile life, his favorite
field of endeavor, but little improved.
Failing to enlist the monetary support
necessary from the wealthy he buys an
interest in a run-down grocery and the
boys of the town aid him in thus earning the money to build them a clubMr. Stedman, the local Midas,
house.
proprietor of the opposition grocery,
failing to best him in business effects his
discharge from the pulpit. Despite this
underhanded move, Webster rescues

Stedman from his burning store,
his support, his daughter's hand in
riage, and finally his pulpit and the
will of the community.
Zeena Keefe

wins
margood

in

triex to put

it

over on

Shirley Maion in a wene from "Putting l( Over." (Paramount)

romanand they contrive many secret
meetings thereafter and fall in love with
similar circumstances, meets her
tically

each other.
His funds exhausted, he
attempts suicide; but sailors shanghai
him and make a man of him during the
voyage.
Rhoda, fleeing her relatives,
assumes his name, never having heard

and hides

his real one,

in his

home town

Virginia.
His relatives take her in,
despite her protests, and she is soon
loved as a daughter.
fire and the return of her supposed husband brings
about a climax and eventually the -marriage of the young people.
in

A

Bryant Washburn

in

PUTTING IT OVER
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Published June 1.

OPINION

:

Here

is

a screen play that

going to create a demand for Bryant
Washburn. "Putting it Over" fits this

is

AN AMATEUR WIDOW
Five-part comedy; World.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Published May 26.
OPINION: For a pleasant little evening's entertainment of the lighter variety "An Amateur Widow" will serve

young

Pretending to be nothing
very nicely.
stupendous or epochal, it tells a human

Donald Crisp knows well Mr. Washburn's possibilities and by means of a
splendid story, exceptionally brilliant
photography and a very capable cast, he
has made of George Weston's story a
finished piece of work.

romance humorously and entertainZeena Keefe, as the heiress harrassed by numerous selfishly inclined
and meddlesome aunts, uncles and coulittle

ingly.

sins, performs naturally.
impersonating a young

Hugh Dillman,
man in similar

circumstances, provides a suitable opInto the incidents employed in
the development of the story many humorous touches have been woven.
Oscar Apfel's direction is characteristic
Published strictly
of past productions.
posite.

as a
the

program publication, it comes up to
World standard and will satisfy

who

are partial to World produccasual observer will accept it
as average screen entertainment.
SYNOPSIS: Rhoda Canby, not yet
eighteen, is harrassed by a host of relatives who live with her and hope to
share her fortune when she becomes of
age.
Irving Mason, a young author in

those

tions.

One of the tense kchic* from "Thin Ice,"
-mi nut Corinne tiriwith. (Vitagraph.)

Bryant VVuNhhurn

The

42

actor's style of acting better than

he has had
"Skinner's Dress Suit" days.

any

vehicle

since
It

is

his

the

type of story that will please all classes
and hidden away in it there is a moral
for those who have eyes and seek morals
in films.

SYNOPSIS:

Buddy works in a drug
mixing soda waters for $12 a week.
By calling his landlady "dearie" and makstore,

ing love to her daughter, he is allowed
certain liberties around his boarding
house.
He falls in love with a stenographer and in a moment of confidence
proposes and is accepted. He also tells
her he is making $50 a week. A cut in
forces at the drug store finds him without a job. He is also ejected from his
room, and a night in the park follows.
During the long hours he evolves a
scheme which the drug company puts
into practice and soon he has a position
with his old concern that pays him $50.
On the day he accepts the offer the
wedding bells ring out.
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Beatriz Michelena in

desirable

JUST SQUAW

feature.

Five-part drama; Exhibitors Mutual.
Directed by ueorge E. Middleton.

Bryant Washburn

Published

in

OPINION

May.

A

half-breed Indian she gives a convincing
Andrew Robson and
characterization.
Albert Morrison do scarcely less notable
work with the chief supporting roles.
The staging of the photoplay is atCoherently
and picturesque.
tractive
and compactly told, the story will provide entertainment of rather better than
Careful manipulation
average quality.
of the projector will materially enhance
the screen value of the production in its
The not too critical obpresent state.
server will accept it as standard program
film.

SYNOPSIS: Fawn
sister

of

a

believes herself the

half-breed

mother has warned him
the truth of her birth.

Indian,
to

whose

keep secret

Snake LeGal,

a

western outlaw, looks with e3'es of lust
upon the girl and realizes, as the picture opens, that she has reached maturA stranger comes to town seeking
ity.
vengeance upon LeGal for the murder
Romney, one of LeGal's
of his father.
also loves the girl, and is killed
trying to save her from his leader.
stage is robbed and the stranger captures the half-breed, who is believed
guilty.
As the posse is about to lynch
the Indian, Romney crawls to the scene,
aids,

A

dying confession and tells them
is in LeGal's shack, defenseIndian is released and hastens
less.
As LeGal dies he reveals
to her rescue.
Fawn's white parentage and the stranger

makes
that

the

of

a

Fawn
The

marries her.

any

Five-part comedy; Pathe.

Directed by William Worthington.
Published June 1.
OPINION: A light, swift-moving, inconsequental yet wholly diverting comedy of manners, "All Wrong" resembles
strongly the "Skinner" series which
brought Bryant Washburn his greatest
In comparison with
early popularity.
the majority of his more recent producthe present one shows to excelIn it the star is given
advantage.
to do the sort of thing that he does
best, and he moves through it with a
naturalness that seems lacking in many
The story is
of his other publications.
a ridiculous but lively and intriguing account of the matrimonial adventures of
a young man who seeks to try out a newmarried happirecipe for the old dish
It is cleverly worked out and emness.
The
braces many laughable situations.
market suffers for material of this type.
Few stars can handle work of the sort to
satisfaction.
Washburn can and does so
All of which
in the present instance.
argues a successful career for the
tions
lent

—

picture.

SYNOPSIS: Warren Kent

has

a

theory

would be permanently happy if they could carry through life
Acthe habits of their courtship days.

when he marries Elizabeth
Thompson, they live apart and he calls
on Wednesday evenings as in the old
days. The bride soon wearies of the arrangement, but Kent is obdurate. When
he loses his position he comes home,
cordingly,

baby clothes in the making, and is
so spurred to activity that he regains the
old job and a raise. Then he learns that
the clothes are for no child of his. Again
in
the dumps, things go from bad to
worse until the bride's mother and a
finds

MOUNTAIN

to his
little
niece and nephew.
The
story involves a hermit who lived in the
fastness of Slumber Mountain and whose
secrets were discovered by the author.
A mysterious glass which reveals the
life that inhabited the region thousands

of years ago is then introduced and
through this the prehistoric animals are
seen. Just how the ensuing scenes were
secured is kept a dark secret by the producer, and a single viewing of the pic-

ture fails to enlighten the observer.
It
does not look like the usual trick usage
of putty forms and stop photography,

but no other solution presents itself. Tt
is a reel that will leave a question in the
minds of those who see it.
In every
sense a novelty, it is valuable because
of that fact.
Tt is of a nature that permits of its being shown in connection
with any screen program. It will add a
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friend, with an unwitting but convenient salesman friend of Kent's, bring
him to a realization of the folly of his
theory through a series of near calamities
and narrowly averted scandals which are
so complex and amusing as to defy
chronicling in this brief synopsis.
girl

Enid Bennett

in

THE HAUNTED BEDROOM
Five-part drama; Paramount
Directed by Fred Niblo.

May 25.
OPJNJON This

Published

is

:

who

the story of a girl

down

a murder mysmost newspaper stories
holds a certain amount of entertainment
value.
However, it is not in C. Gardner
Sullivan's best vein.
The story seems
forced and although it is eerie and

reporter
tery,

and

creepy as
draggy.

runs

like

its

title at

times,

it

is

likewise

Stories of reporters who disguise themselves as servants to enter mysterious
households have served as photoplay
plots for some time and "The Haunted
i5edroom" is just another one of these.
Some novel lighting effects are intro-

duced by George Barnes, who photographed the scenes and Niblo's direction
is up to his former efforts.
SYNOPSIS: Betsy Thorne, a reporter
is assigned to investigate a mysterious
"ghost" story in an old southern estate.
brother of the woman who occupies
the house is reported missing and a
ghost has been seen walking about a
graveyard.
Gaining admission to the
house as a maid, Betsy meets Dr. Dunwoody and his son, Roland, with whom
Betsy falls in love. The young man is
suspected by his father of being implicated in the mystery of Arnold's disappearance.
Betsy sees the alleged
ghost and when she tells of it, Miss
Dolores orders her to be locked up in
her room.
She climbs out of the bedroom window, corners the ghost, discovers the missing man and exonerates
the suspected youth
He, in turn, admits his love for Betsy.

A

that married people

One-reel special; Herbert M. Dawley.
Directed by Herbert M. Dawley.
Published by World Films.
OPINION: The animals that inhabited
the world in the dim dawn of history,
their struggle for existence, their habits
of life and the strange surroundings in
which they lived, form the basis for this
most unusual offering. Unusual it undoubtedly is.
The opening scenes depict the telling of the story by an author

l

to

in

THE GHOST OF SLUMBER

-

unusual

ALL WRONG

judicious re-cutting of
the picture calculated to accelerate the
action and dispense with much apparently excess footage would do considerable toward bettering this production.
It has good points that should not be
allowed to suffer because of this direcThe work of the
torial mis-calculation.
star, for instance, is highly commendable.
As the white girl believing herself a
.

touch

Y
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Mary MacLaren

in

V. B. K. Corporation
Signs Ernest Truex

THE UNPAJNTED WOMAN
Five-part drama; Universal.
Directed by Tod Browning.

May 26.
OPINION: Mary MacLaren's

For

Published

following will doubtless like her

Unpainted

Woman"

a

large

in " i'ne

melodramatic

tale

of a poor Swedish servant who marries
the son and heir of a socially ambitious
family and is cast out by the citizens of
a small western town. The story moves
along swiftly, the various roles are interpreted by a capable cast and the little
touches of humor form welcome spots of
relief from the tense moments of the

drama.
Supporting Miss MacLaren appears
Thurston Hall, a manly hero, David Butler, who gives a fine bit as the husband,
Laura Lavarnie, as the mother and an
interesting youngster.
The story contains little that is new in the way of
screen plot but its simple, human character awakens an unusual amount of interest in the telling.

SYNOPSIS

:

ries

Gudrun settles upon a little farm
dies.
whence comes Martin O'Neil, a tramp,

who

touched by her helplessness,
assists her with the farm work, saves
her crops from fire and routs an obstreperous miser who tries to defeat her
is

ends.

A

dramati* scene from "The Divorce
Trap," featuring Gladys Brockwell.
(Fox.)
1

Lawson talking over the telephone,
while two doves nestle together on the
wires.

Alice

Brady Has Dual
Role in Select Farce

The finishing touches are being added
this week to Alice Brady's forthcoming

Gladys Brockwell in

THE DIVORCE TRAP

situation,

makes

it

difficult

to

judge the effect this feature will have on
It is probable,
the average audience.
however, that the dramatic strength of
the production and the care in selection
of cast and settings will make it pleasIt is a
ing to Gladys Brockwell fans.
companion picture to "Pitfalls of a Big
City," being similar in many respects.

William Scott again plays opposite
John Steppling as
Miss Brockwell.
Jacob Harmon, an unscrupulous divorce
lawyer, shares honors with the two

^SYNOPSIS:
phone

Eleanor Burton, a
Jim Drake,

tele-

marries

the
son of a millionaire, after a

girl,

worthless
quarrel with Frederick Lawson, a young
attorney, with whom she is really in

Drake is disinherited and refuses
love.
to try to make good without his father's
Finding his wife unwilling
assistance.
to join in high life with him, he hires
Jacob Harmon, a professional divorce
To do
lawyer, to secure him a divorce
so. Harmon arranges a tran which will
appear that Mrs. Drake is unFrederick
her husband.
faithful
to
Lawson, seeing through the trap, offers
Mrs. Drake his assistance and not only
defeats the divorce suit but succeeds
in having Harmon. Drake and their coA subtitle then
conspirators arrested.
asks. "We will leave it to the audience
if
they believe this will happen." and
the last scene shows Mrs. Drake and

make

it

Picture,

which she

OPINION : An abrupt ending, cleverly executed but which gives one the
idea that another reel should have been
added to extricate the characters from a
complex

"His Bridal Night," in
being directed by Kenneth
Webb. The story is by Lawrence Irving
Rising.
Katherine Stuart did the scenSelect

Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by Frank Beal.
Published May 25.

Series

versions of "The Good Little
Devil" was second only to that of Miss
Pickford. The current release of Erner.t
1 ruex is the 1-amous Players-Lasky presentation of "Oh You Women," in which
this
jovial
star
shares honors with
Louise Huff. His other screen productions include "Come On In" and "GoodBye Bill," both with Shirley Mason, and
"Caprice," with Mary Pickford.
Mr. Truex is now co-featured with
Edith Taliaferro in "Please Get Married" at the Fulton Theatre, New York.
He is the youngest male comedy star
on Broadway despite the fact that he
has been on the stage twenty-two years.
As Little Aulus in "Quo Vadis" he made
his stage debut when a mere youngster.
Among his best known stage roles aie
screen

Gudrun Trygavson mar-

Charles Holt, son of an aristocratic
family, and when the family refuses to
take her up and casts them both adrift,
Charles falls into bad company and soon
neglects his wife and baby. In a drunken
brawl he is injured and soon afterwards

Comedy

Ernest Truex, screen and stage star,
has been signed for a series of comedy
films by Amedee J. Van Beuren, president of the V. B. K. Film Corporation,
producers of the Paramount-Drew corned ies, and Timely Films, Inc., producers
of "Topics of the Day," released by
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Mr. Truex began his screen career
with Mary Pickford in "The Good Little
Devil," playing the role of Charles MacLance, which he originated in the
Belasco stage production of this fairy
play.
His work in both the stage and

is

ario.

In "His Bridle Night," which is a
happy farce of matrimonial difficulties,
Miss Brady plays the dual role of Vi
and Tiny Playfair, although contrary to

accepted

the

interpretation

of

their

name, neither one of the twins play fair.
Vi is a heartless little coquette, while
Tiny is a quiet and faithful soul. On
the night of Vi's wedding to Joe Damoral, Vi confides in Tiny that she is going out for one more little lark with
Lent Trevett, but before Vi has an opportunity to meet Lent, Tiny impersonates her twin sister and Lent thinks
he is holding Vi in his arms.
Then
comes the wedding, and after the wedding a little lover's quarrel. Vi runs off
with Lent and Tiny runs off with Joe.

Reeve and Grey Authors
of

New

Oliver Serial
W. Grey,

Arthur B. Reeves and John

authors of "The Carter Case," the feature serial and first out-put of Oliver
Inc., have completed the script
second episode picture that has
been accepted for early production by
the company. "The Carter Case," based
on the popular Craig Kennedy scientific
detective stories has been pronounced

Films,

for

a

a striking success.
It is understood that the new serial
does not deal with Craig Kennedy, but is

a

mystery

and
and sus-

serial of intense interest

with many promises of
tained mystery.
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thrills

Gilbert in "The Very Idea," Eddie in
"Very Good Eddie," Barney the boy detective in "The Dummy" and Richard
Kettle in "Over Night."
He appeared
with Lillian Russell n "The Jockey" and
"Wildfire."
Other plays in which Mr.
Truex has appeared are "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," "Alice-Sit-By-theFire," and "Little
Lord Fauntleroy."
With the Bellows Stock Company, Mr.
Truex played engagements in Denver,
Washington, Boston and Kansas City.
Production plans for Truex comedies
;

now being formulated by Mr. Van
Beuren, and details will be announced

are

Good stories are wanted
at a later date.
for the new comedy series and synopses
should be sent to the V. B. K. Film
Corporation, 220 West 42nd street, New

York

City.

Mitchell Lewis Starts

Third Select Feature
Significant from a box-office standpersonnel of Mitchell
point,
is
the
Lewis' forthcoming Select Picture, the
working title of which is "The Gulf BeSeveral
actors
of
national
tween."
prominence are listed among the members of Mr. Lewis' company, many of
whom are strong favorites with the motion picture patrons of this country.
They are, in addition to Mitchell Lewis,

Murdock MacQuarrie, Fritzi Brunette,
Capt. C. K. Van Auker, Edward Hearn,
Nelson MacDowell and others to be announced at a later date. Norval MacGregor, who directed Mr. Lewis' current Select attraction, "Children of Banishment," is directing the forthcoming
production.

"The Gulf Between" will bring Mr.
Lew's on the screen for the third time
for Select.

The Cumulative Advertising Campaign
There

is

cumulative

sound logic behind the
newspaper campaign.

Based upon the theory that a series
of well-directed taps will break a
boulder that might resist a single

mighty blow from a sledge, the
argument for thus building up advance interest is faultless.
But the plan is not automatic.

work

not

will

itself.

And

has a tendency to force the news of
the coming event into the background, possibly to make it completely forgotten.

The happy medium

is, of course,
That
of the advertiser.
series of semi-cryptic, semi-informative ads, readers or catchlines which
draw to the big splash that announces the complete details the at-

the goal

It

there are
Is

before launching such a campaign,

if

which may render

this

have

dishes

you

How many

year?

meals have you cooked?
pots an' pans a bore?

neglected.

first place, the taps that
thus break a boulder must be
"well directed." Just the right tap
in just the right spot will do the
work.
But there is only one right

And

ain't

In the

will

Ladies and Cooks

A

tention of every person whose wonder has been aroused by one or more
of
the
preliminary,
preparatory
steps, is a work of genius.
It takes time and toil to develop
such a campaign. It is no simple

matter to be dashed
lady must be a cook.

cook cannot be a lady.
makes funny rules.

But a
Society

the man who didn't happen to strike that spot might pound

away until Judgment Day without
making the least impression.
The policy of beginning with a
small insertion and gradually increasing the size as the playing date
approaches is the right one. So far,
general practice is on the right track.
To keep the interest at just the
right tension, however, is a matter
of more than size.
small insertion
that is too cryptic is of little value.
It may pique curiosity, but the curiosity is not directed at your theatre
or the picture to be advertised, possibly not even to the general subject of motion picture entertainment.
An equally dangerous extreme is
the advance reader or box that gives
all the information too soon.
To announce in detail a coming attraction
a week or more before its exhibition
is to nullify the advertising that may
be done during that week.
It also

an odd

Now
the

If

paign.

There is no question that the
opening night of the feature will find
a capacity audience present. Everything has been done to make the
Here's a Real
The highest

May

cook in
the world has been engaged to
give you a real treat. This is your

30.

salaried

invitation.

evening's program a complete and
satisfactory one. The picture is all
that the people have been led to expect.
It satisfies them completely.
They are glad they came. Thev are
glad they read all those "funny" ads.
The scheme has succeeded.
45

humanly

the occasion.

He

puts more effort
he did on the

this campaign than
last one.
He spends

more money

and time.

The night comes and he is prepared to handle the biggest crowd in
the history of his house.

Come Out

of the Kitchen

Put on your best bib and tucker.
Tell

"Hubby" he can come

if

he

wants to, but don't urge him. He
might fall in love with the cook.
Everybody loves her.

But the crowd doesn't

materialize.

He

does a fair business, perhaps, but
probably not more than he would
have done without the advance insertions.

Meal

Don't order groceries for

is

if

on

it

A

exhibitor

he thinks only for today,
tomorrow and possibly the next day
he will probably glance through his
calendar of advance bookings, pick
out a feature that he believes is going to be good, gets out his pencil
and starts to work on another campaign just like the last one.
We'll say he even goes further
than that. He books a special for

of this article

be granted that such a campaign has been devised. Let it be
supposed that the miniature campaign here presented is that camlet

the

for

unique way the whole thing was
conducted.

expended.

For the purposes

And

off in

moment. But the monetary return
is more than ample reward for the
effort

spot.

and commendation

proval

;

Your Boss a Stove?

How many
washed

valueless

it

big

a

The public thinks well of the
theatre. The management comes in
for a goodly measure of popular ap-

greedy;

certain things to consider carefully

facts

The cash drawer shows
profit.

The reason is
The unusual

plain.

appeals.

Repeated

too often it becomes the usual. The
dividing line is narrow at best. Man
seeks the unusual.
But there are
enough usual things in his life. He
resents having more of them thrust
in.
They "lose their punch." as the
popular expression has it.
The field of motion picture stars is
full of illustrations of an over-supplv
of the unusual.
There are all too
many cases of the star who made a
big hit with something unusual and

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
read to learn the news.

ous part of their

4*

Come Out of the Kitchen"
with

MARGUERITE CLARK
A FINELY
*

drawn comedy-drama that

will find

Marguerite Clark

a re-

The little
star of "Let's Elope" and "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" passed Love by in the parlor, only to have him
come to her open-armed in the pantry. She had her

FRIDAY

sponsive chord in every woman's heart.

*•

hands

SATURDAY

&
SUNDAY

dough, that one wisp of hair just wouldn't
stay put, and she couldn't tell him her real name.
in the

at

Five Course Repast that will Tickle

the Palates of the Whole Family."

1:30

5:30

3:30

7:30

If

Advertisement Must Harmonize
All of which does not mean that
Inhalf-pages are not to be used.
deed they are. But they must be'
well done, their spirit must harmonize with the mood of the reader, and

Screened

"A

It is a seri-

you are to
catch their attention while they are
engaged in this pursuit and turn it
to your profit you must present an
appeal in keeping with their mood.
A screaming half-page of glaring
type will get attention.
But it is
not the right kind.
Annoyance is
its chief ingredient.
If the copy is
read it is usually to learn the
identity of this raucous, blustering
individual who has intruded so of-'
fensively upon the reader's privacy.,
The copy must be good indeed to
win the reader away from the first
opposition and over to friendliness.
lives.

9:30

they must not

call for effort in their

perusal.

Again, the reader may be looking
goods advertisements in
the place he has been used to findin
them. If your theatre ad is there
staring impudently into his face, h
He has to
is not going to like it.
look for the dry goods ad. You've
made him work. And he doesn't like
to work. He holds it against you.

Casino Theatre

for the dry

'Your Theatre'

Suggested plan of lay-out for advertisement to follow up cumulative
campaign.
gained a great following, only to
lose it almost as quickly through doing the same old unusual things until they have become usual.

The same

principle applies to all

Especially

advertising.

is

it

opera-

Value of Position
"Variety is the spice of life," says
an old adage, and a lot of unthinking
exhibitors have made it their creed.

Not

Hang Up Your Apron!
Put away the dishes. Put out
the cat. Dress up the kiddies and
bring them along. Mile. Marguerite
invites the whole family to
dinner.
And you don't have to

wash

the dishes.

that there isn't truth in

and value.

it

In the selection of future

programs, the varying of attractions,
in almost every department of the
theatre it is good judgment to keep
out of grooves. But not in all.
Proceeding along this line of reasoning, the exhibitor

is

likely to find

himself peppering the reading public
tive

the case of the cumulative

in

campaign.
It is

good advertising, good show-

manship, so long as
telligently, sparingly,

it is used inand backed up

by a good show on every occasion.
There is no limit to the returns it

may

be

made

handled.

eggs
health.

are

to bring in

when thus

But geese that

lay golden

of

notoriously

delicate

Incidentally they are worth

tenderly caring

for.

with a rambling, disorderly and
wholly inconsequential series of
"freak"' lay-outs, varying in size,
jumping from this "spot" to that in
the paper, using this, that and the
other style of type and copy, reducing, in short, his advertising to
its lowest possible earning power.
People like variety in their amusement. That's a truism. But they
don't welcome it in their serious
business.
And the reading of the

newspaper

qualifies as that.
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They

But
come

let

us suppose your ad has

attention without any of
these disadvantages. The reader i
neutral. The job of getting his favo
is put squarely up to the ad itself.
to

A style of type that makes hi
bring the paper nearer his eyes be
cause he is not used to reading tha
style, is a point against the ad.
Lines of more than three or four
inches in length require a movement
of the head as well as the eye. Another movement is necessary to get
back to the beginning of the second
A series of jerky head and eye
line.
movements accompanies the reading
of the copy.
Have Readable Copy

An ad that has been running a
the top of a certain page is rnove
The paper must b
to the bottom.
raised, the page scanned, the ad located and the paper readjusted t
bring it into reading position.
All little things, apparently, but
mighty important ones.
The people of your town don't
come down and look at your lobby
display to find out what picture yo'
They don't care that
are playing.

much about

it.

that far to hear
son had to say

But they would go
what President Wilif

they

going to be there.

knew

he was

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
That

illustrates exactly the differ-

Rothapfel Issues
Fine House Program
With Feature Films

S. L.

ence between the interest the reader
feels in the news column of the paper and the interest he feels in the
advertising column.
The point is simple.

The thing

to do, obviously, is to

get a certain spot in your paper and
keep it. Get the upper right-hand
corner if you can if you can't, the
next best place.

Not the

least

notable of the innova-

tions introduced by S. L. Rothapfel in
connection with his Unit Program, in
itself an innovation, is the splendid fourpage house program furnished with the

service

for

the ^use

of

the

exhibitor

;

Then keep

it.

second
choice, don't jump to the upper
right-hand corner just because it
happens to be open for a day or so.
Stick to the place the reader is used

you have

If

to

take

to

a

seeing you.

your ad when cirVary the
cumstances warrant it.
copy always. But maintain readability, location and the proper spirit.

Vary the

size of

You'll find

pays.

it

Cameragraph Sales
Show Churches and
Schools Have Film
The
tion

a

various fields of service for momachines are indicated by

picture

few shipments made by the Nicholas

Power Company,

Inc.,

within the

last

few days: One 6-B Camer.agraph to Colcord
Coal Co., Montcoal, W. Va.,
through U. T. E. Pittsburgh branch;
One 6-B Cameragraph to Manhasset
High School through U. T. E. New York
branch; one 6-A Cameragraph to M. E.
through
Perrysburgh, Ohio,
Church,
U. T. E. Cleveland branch; one No. 6

Cameragraph

to

Beechwood Seminary

through U. T. E. Cincinnati branch; one
6-B to Electric

& Power

Co.,

Warren-

through U. T. E. New York
branch; one 6-B Cameragraph to Diamond Theatre, Birdsboro, Pa., through
U. T. E. Philadelphia branch; one 6-B
ton,

Va.,

Cameragraph
way, N.

J.,

within his theatre.
The question of

to

Empire Theatre,

through U. T. E.

Rail-

New York

similar to the

a house program
programs used by thea-

tres playing "legitimate" attractions has

been touched upon frequently but lightly
by exhibitors from time to time. Here
and there, about the country, exhibitors
have introduced programs of different
character from time to time, finally settling,

in

most

upon

cases,

contains the week's plays and suitable
in size for use in the mail.
The objection to this has been that
the folder was not actually used within
the theatre, that it was left at home or,
if presented to the customer at the entrance of the theatre, put in the pocket
and forgotten.
The continued darkened state of the
theatre has also operated against the
program of this variety. The last-minute changing bf short subjects, news
reels and the like, have also made the
printing of a folder for the whole week
unsatisfactory.
With the advent of Rothapfel's Unit
Programme this difficulty is eliminated.
The show is complete, a unit, fixed and

unchangeable.

The program

is

therefore

Accordingly, Rothapfel has printed an

and attractive program that is
to be supplied with the feature and carry

artistic

out

in

general tone and composition the

spirit of the

features.

The exhibitor who
will make of them a

plays the features
feature of unusual
magnitude, a decidedly special attraction.
The programs will heighten the
effect, will go hand in hand with the
rest of the show. Congratulations are
due the founders of such enterprise.

Through the Southern Theatre Equipment Co., Dallas branch, one 6-B Camkansas,

Brown Theatre, Stamps, Ar-

and one 6-A

Cameragraph

to

Arcade Theatre, Patterson, La.
Through G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, one 6-B Cameragraph to Wasco
Theatre, Wasco, Cal. one 6-B Cameragraph to Weir Theatre, Aberdeen. Wash,
and one 6-B Cameragraph to Western
;

Hospital Steilacoom, Wash.
A
find favor abroad.
large shipment has just been made to
Empresa Royalty, Madrid, Spain.

State

Cameragraphs

Another Book for Farnum
Another book by

a

ascertain-

able in advance.

branch.

eragraph to

a folder that

well-known author

has been purchased by Fox as material
for a production starring William Far-

num.
This is "The Joyous Trouble
Maker," by Jackson Gregory, the popular magazine writer and novelist, author
of "The Outlaw," "The Short Cut," "The
Wolf Breed," "Six Feet Four" and
innumerable short stories.
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UNIQUE LOBBY FOR
"THE STILL ALARM"
The

illustration

reproduced herewith

manner in which
manager of the Verdi

will give an idea of the

Joseph

Irving,

theatre,

Chicago, acquainted the people

neighborhood with the character
of "The Still Alarm," the big Pioneer
special being handled for this territory
by the Doll-Van Film Corporation, and
the fact that it was playing at his theain

his

tre.

As the photograph shows, no pains
were spared in making the lobby a positive attractive force.

No

resident of the

neighborhood, no matter how accustomed he might be to walking past the
theatre, could help

knowing

that

some-

thing unusual was going on there at the
time. And, his attention caught, he could
not escape knowing just what sort of an
unusual thing it was.
But Mr. Irving is especially to be congratulated for the automobile stunt.
Whereas the lobby could reach only
those whose duties compelled them to
walk past the theatre, the car carried
the message to them wherever they happened to be. The effect of the lobby was
multiplied many times by this measure.
This is the sort of enterprise that
makes the playing of big special attractions profitable. It would be impossible
to calculate the increase in attendance
which was thus assured.
Since the Verdi is a neighborhood
house, it follows that the innovation
would have worked quite as well in the
small town as it did in Chicago. It is of

corresponding importance as an illustration of what extended exploitation can
do for a picture, no matter what the size
or location of the theatre.

New

DeMille Special

After a brief rest following the completion of "For Better, For Worse,"
Cecil B. DeMille is now back at the
Lasky Hollywood studio, getting things
ready for his next picture, which will be
Sir J. M. Barrie's play, "The Admirable
Crichton."

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

UP

AND DOWN FILM
ROW
es====^
With

New York

May

1919
"Smiling" Bill Hines has joined the
Bill can afford to smile,
United Artists.
because his uncle Walker D. owns all the
Wouldn't you?
railroads in the country.
* * *

Hell-in-homes

City,

27,

in any houseon the screen is

Ham

ginia

—

matter.

She's

*

production now playing at the Cohan
Theatre for the second week.

F. Gentz of the Vitagraph pubchair said "suppressio veri, suggestio
folsi" and blamed it on Charlie Verhalen.
Then Charlie said, as he usually does when
writing to the news editor about copy,

They both asked what I thought
about it and I said "it sounded just as
though Tom Bedding were talking."
*

Every sixth man on the
Manhattan is about to become an

exporter of films.

Chester

Beecroft

*

seems

to

have

ac-

quired the angora of one W. A. Northam,
And W.
regarding the English market.
A. wonders if Chester has taken this matSing the funeral
ter up with the Jury.
hymn and call it a dead issue as the others

a bag full of
for publicity and he springs
them at the rate of five a week. Last was
the booklet for "When Bear-Cat Went
Dry." It's a bear.
*
* *
left

The

gastronomic
the Hotel
Astor, form more companies, sell more
film,
blast more hopes and pass more
"buck" than any other epicurean assemblages in the world it is believed.
artists

esoteric

*

William

George Landy

is

idly

forging to

daily

*

at

*

Sherry has everything

L.

re-

adjusted and is going ahead full blast.
He has a fine assortment of films to offer
and even offers Catherine Calvert in
"Marriage."

another one of the

young men who

is rapthe front. Mr. Landy
joined the Select Pictures forces in 1917,
as assistant to Vivian M. Moses, public-

industry's bright

of

affinity

meet

which

are.

Back To "Civies"

*

Harry Reichenbach has

tricks

"How come ?"

*

Wouldn't

it

seem rather strange

to

meet

that sunflower on

Ted Eltonhead without
*

*

*

Robert H. Cochrane says everyone
to

a

of

piece

the

Birthday Cake" but no one
carrv it away with them.
*

George Landy of

July

1.

*

Harry
Company

*

*

Shepard of the Towel Film

J.

said at the Astor the other day
that "Everybody's Business" will be better

than "Mickey."
Well "Mickey" seems to
be every exhibitor's business.
*

Now

there is chatter about a thirty-three
million
dollar
combine.
"Watson, the
needle."
*

*

*

Crane might have said,
Popping the question is all very well,
As a rule, an agreeable task,
But when you are forced into questioning "Pop."
You don't always get what you ask.
HjOwever, Cupid is a fast worker,
And when Alice knew that "Dad" was
safe on the other side,
She put one over on him.
J.

L.

Blessings

my

W. H.

Rudolph

children.
* * *

brand cigars

Thanks

to the
Bill, repeat.

*

donated
'Editorial"
"Big Five" on Friday.
'

*

*

That testimonial dinner which is to be
tendered to Messrs. Cohen, O'Reilly and
Berman at the Waldorf June 18 should
bring out a bunch of yearlings.

Margaret Campbell carried Stella Talbot through "The Price of Innocence"
in good shape, but now that Margaret
has gone away we, are wondering what
Stella will do.

is

New
is

"Universal
expected to

*

*

publicity department, who was a second lieutenant of
infantry in the A. E. F., is of the opinion
that one of his men was the bravest solOne day, acdier on the French front.
cording to George, "this man had his right
hand shot off and after being bandaged
up he hiked out into shell ridden 'No
Man's Land' looking for the hand. Of
course the hand was no good to him, but
Select's

month's pay was in it." No wonder
George is a successful press agent.

his

*

•

The domines
up

all

in

the

*

of the
air

as

*

Bronx seem
good "sky

to be
pilots"

should be, because of the fact that the
women on the screen wear dresses of the
front type and have skirts
back and
which are transparent and clingine. leaving nothing to the imagination. "If your
eye offend, pluck it out," but don't take
woman's dress away from her as you did
the beer from man, or you will have to
take to the cyclone cellar.
* * *

U

V

A

trade paper is advertising United Picture Theatres of America stock for sale

Sounds

ity

at much less than
like a bargain sale.
*

Select.

L. C. Stuart, Triangle's publicity expert,
will "Taxi" a Regular Fellow all over the
Marcus Loew circuit. This isn't a drive,

manager. Then came the call to arms
and when the armistice was signed it
found him a Second Lieutenant in the
Infantry. Now he is back again with

Eleanor
between

his lapel?

welcome

GEORGE LANDV

*

just secured the
license to be issued for Long
Sound navigation to a woman.
has the right to take deep draughts
Hell Gate and Copenhagen, after

*

*

licity

fith's

*

*

titles

"stet."

Robert Edgar Long is the publicity man
behind "Broken Blossoms," the D. W. Grif-

*

I

Will

D. Williams has been presented with
another loving-cup, this time by the First
No one ever gave
National Sales Club.
J. D. the "hic-cups."
*

*

good they

so

pilot's

Island

"Bennie" Fineman is looking for
and is spending money for them?
*

J.

*

first

shoes of world-wide fame.
*

*

Eleanor O'Keefe has

"Doug" and Charlie have been made
Boy Scouts and are to make scout picture.
Won't "Doug" have a laugh as well as
the rest of us, when Charlie appears in
those scout pants, bare legs and those Vir-

bad dope

is

hold, but Helen Holmes
well that's a different
bound to please.
* * *

*

B.

J.

island of

however, the pictures are
travel on their own legs.

quoted price.
*
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Prints of Comedies

Under the name of the "Lucky Thirteen," Fox is issuing new prints and new
paper on thirteen of its most successful
They include:
Comedies.
Sunshine
"Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells," "A
Smashing
"His
Vamp,"
Milk-Fed
Career," "Damaged No-Goods," "Shadows of Her Pest," "The Son of a Gun,"
"Hungry Lions in a Hospital," "Are
Married Policemen Safe?" "A Self-Made
Lady,"

Women

"A Neighbor's Keyhole," "Wild
and Tame Lions," "A Tight

Squeeze" and "Roaring
Midnight Express."

Lions

on

the

"April Folly" Under Way
Work on Marion Davies' latest starring vehicle "April Folly" is well under
way in the Biograph Studio, where the
star and a large company are working
on the screened version of Cynthia
Stockley's novel of the same name.
Conway Tearle plays opposite Miss
Davies in this feature and Esther Marshall is seen to advantage in the early
part of the story.

Mix

in

Three days

"High Speed"
after

Tom Mix

had

fin-

making "The Romance of Cow
Hollow" recently he was hard at work
under the direction of Edward Le Saint,
ished

enacting the role of Speed Porter in
"High Speed." "High Speed" is a story
by H. H. Van Loan, and is said to be a
veritable pyramid of thrilling situations.
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What

Me

the Picture Did' For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

TELL US

every week what the picture
Address, "What The
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values.
417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Picture Did For Me". EXHIBITORS

HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY,

A Heart in Pawn, with Sessue Hayakawa. A very good picture.
Patrons
commented upon it. Miss T. Benesch,
Bell theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighbor-

Artcraft

—

—

The Great Love, a Griffith production.
Did not draw quite as well as we exAction
Don't advance

pected

to.

it

reels.

—

Who

Girl

last

in

three

—

—

hood patronage.
What Every Woman Wants, with
Grace Darmond. Fine business. Everyone pleased. M. Van Craag, Central
Garden theatre, Kansas City, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

prices on this.
Eminence theatre, Emi-

A. N. Miles,
Small
nence, Ky.

The

all

town patronage.

—

—

Stayed at Home, a GrifWar stuff, but our pat-

—

fith production.
rons like it as it is only occasionally that
you get touches of battle scenes. It is
in seven reels and the story uses up
Business good.
the footage nicely.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Long Lane's Turning, with
Henry B. Walthall. Quite passable.
DeLuxe theatre, Somerton, Ariz. Gen-

Don't Change Your Husband, a DeMille production.
This is the kind of

scale.

—

—

A

—

— Suburban patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. — My patrons don't see anything
Griffith pictures to rave about.
They don't
the stars
them. — W.

A

in Pawn, with Sessue Hayapicture.
Big business. Star
draws fine. Has always good stories.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,

in

111.

—
—

—

Sullivan,

theatre,

Ind.

— High

class

pat-

ronage.

They

In a scene from "Love's Prisoner," a June
Sth Triangle Special.

—

Hart. They ate this up and said best
ever. Last reel exciting.
R. J. Relf, Star
theatre, Decorah, la.

—

The Whispering Chorus, a DeMille
production. They said, "We wouldn't

—

for anything have left before it was over,
but we don't want to see another."
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

— Border mining camp.
Don't Change Your Husband, a DeMille
production. — Fine
picture.
No
drawing power. — H. H. Wilson, Sherman
theatre, Sullivan, Ind. — High class pat-

patronage.

ronage.

—

Captain Kidd

— Pleased
previous
theatre,
age.

—

Mary Pickford.
Not as good as

with

Jr.,

fairly well.
releases.
Joe

—

Robinson,

111.

Hewitt,

— Mixed

Strand
patron-

Breed of Men, with William S. Hart.
very good one. O. H. Schleusener,
Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle

—

—A

—

patronage.
Captain Kidd Jr., with Mary Pickford.
Poor picture. Just broke even. Mrs.
R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
111.
High class suburban patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production.
Great picture. For a war
story it got over fine.
Will F. Krahn,
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Suburban
patronage.

class

—

—

—

—

Border

Wireless,

—

with

—

William

S.

— Family
—

patronage.

but

pictures,

OLIVE THOMAS

Old Wives for New, a DeMille production.
Extra
strong
production.
Raised adrnission and used orchestra.
Everybody satisfied. Fred J. Cantlin,
Park theatre, Lebanon, N. H. Mixed

—

— Fine

The Lamb and the
Rhodes. Not as good

—

—

— Subur-

Heart

kawa.

in

—

—

Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb.
ban neighborhood patronage.

Cal.

like

—

appreciate Bessie Barriscale.
Business big. Picture good. W. O. Jensen,

—

H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.
College town.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
Play suits the star. Well received.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining camp.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
Good attraction. Pleased all.
Hart
draws better with each picture. H. A.
McClure.
Electric
theatre,
Emporia,
Kans. General patronage.
His Parisian Wife, with Elsie Ferguson. Fine. H. H. Wilson, Sherman

Trick of Fate, with Bessie Barri—
At last the public are beginning

to

picture that will make money for the
exhibitor. The best in a long time. Get
Will F. Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeit.
ley,

—

eral patronage.

Exhibitors Mutual
The Courageous Coward, with Sessue
Hayakawa. Good story. Good acting.
Took well. Star draws good here. A. J.

—

—

Lukachie, Gem theatre, Camden, Ark.
Mixed patronage.
What Every Woman Wants, with
Grace Darmond. A mighty good title,

—

but can't say that

much
The

for the picture,
although it's fair.
star could have
made a lot more out of this picture. Big
business.
Smith
& Phillips, Empire
theatre, Iron River, Mich.
Mining town.

—

—

Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. Very poor. Patrons did not

—

like this.
People do not care about anything Mexican.
Poor business. Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class patronage.

—
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Empire

people

this

like

star.

Lion, with Billie
as other Rhodes

seemed

— Smith

&

satisfied.

Phillips,

theatre, Iron River, Mich/

—fin-

ing town.

Whitewashed Walls,
Desmond. Very good.

—

Good

patronage.

Gem

chie,

theatre,

with
William
Pleased mixed

business.

— A.

Camden, Ark.

J.

Luka-

— Mixed

patronage.

First National

A

Romance, with Anita
Stewart. Nicely staged and lavish settings.
Settings are real.
In six reels,
but it could be boiled down to five very
nicely.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
Not neas* as good as star's Vitagraph
pictures.
Cost three times as much.
Midnight

—

—

Fred
N. H.

J.

—

Cantlin,

— Mixed

Park theatre, Lebanon,

patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
Good business for two days against
strongest kind of local talent competition.
T. H. Nagle, Crescent theatre,
Shawano, Wis. Small town patronage.
A Dog's Life, with Charlie Chaplin.
Only picture I have been able to run
twice in six weeks and get away with it.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

—

—

— Border mining camp.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
— Broke house records for two days.
Pleased
— T. H. Nagle, Crescent
theatre, Shawano, Wis. — Small town patall

all.

ronage.

iBITORS HERALD

E X H
Fox

Hell Roarin' Reform, withTom Mix.
A picture that you can boost up to the
Will please all classes. Thos. M.
limit.
Jones. Auditorium theatre, Sparta, Ga.
General patronage.
Western Blood, with Tom Mix. One

—

—

ever

western comedy dramas I
Pleased.
E. O. La Roche,

best

the

of

—

saw.

Clifton,

theatre,

Vialta

111.

— Mixed

pat-

ronage.

Woman, Woman,

with Evelyn Nesbit.
won't get a picture bjfc
W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre,
Athens. Ala. Mixed patronage.
True Blue, with William Farnum.

— Very
One

A name

poor.

—

—

— M.
Kans.

of the best.

Waverly,

tre,

J.

Bailey,

Gem

thea-

—

—

II.
Vaughan,
Maquoketa, la.

New Orpheum

— Critical patronfor
extravaganza. — Ran

age.

%

it
Ali Baba, an
children matinee.
They all came and
from the noise they made they must
have liked it. E. L. Franck, Oasis theaBorder mining camp.
tre, Ajo, Ariz.

—
—

When Men
Drew

fair,

— Ted

ture.

Kansas

Desire, with

Theda Bara.

but do not thing

City,

much

of pic-

Help, Help, Police, with George Walsh.

— Good

picture.
Photography excellent.
Played to capacity. Mrs. H. Kelly,
Colonial theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.— Down-

—

town patronage.

—

Ky.— Mixed

patronage.
The Liar with Virginia Pearson.
Equal to a special in every respect and a
sensation from start to finish. E. O. La

—

Roche,

Vialta

theatre.

Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Heart

of the Sunset, with Anna
pictures please
Piper,
Piper's
House, Virginia City, Nev.

— Rex Beach
— Raymond

Q. NUson.
our people.

Opera
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kennedy.— Awful stuff.
Kennedy slipping
fast— W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la.

Clifton,

111.

— College

Laughing

town.

Hyde, with Will Rog-

Bill

— Excellent picture every respect.
—
—
nedy. — Fair. Star good drawer, but
picture didn't take very well. Avoid
one. — A.
Lukachie, Gem theatre, Camden, Ark. — Mixed patronage.
ers.

in

But did not draw. Intend to repeat it
and clean up. E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining camp.
Daughter of Mine, with Madge Kenthis
this

J.

Oh, Johnny, with

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. We stood them out in the
And
street with no extra advertising.
Book has
they we're not disappointed.
been widely read, but I didn't appreciate
how many knew of it until 1 ran this picR. L. Rensler, Bijou theatre, Carture.
Mixed patronage.
rollton. 111.
The Woman Who Gave, with Evelyn
Nothing remarkable and not
Nesbit.
cared for by our patrons. J. J. Harwood, National theatre, Cleveland, O.
Better class patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. Very good. Star new
here and took well. Story weak in few

—

places, but does not hurt the picture.
A. J. Lukachie, Gem theatre, Camden,

— Mixed

The
Drew

Pest,

patronage.
with Mabel

Normand.

good house and pleased fairly
it seems that since Mabel Normand appeared in Mickey the public expects every picture she makes to compare with the standard set by it and are
a
well, but

disappointed.

— Chas.

theatre, Chicago,

111.

H.

Louis

Bennison.

Good

Star not known.

Wilson, Sherman

picture. EL H.
theatre, Sullivan, Ind.

— High class patronage.
Back to the Woods, with Mabel Normand. — Good, but not up to Mabel's former work. Lacks punch. — W. D. Martin,
Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
The Face in the

Dark, with
Mae
Marsh. Star always draws well. This is
one of her best. Fine production and
supporting cast. A. D. Stanchfield, Rae
theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mixed pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Goldwyn

Ark.

Buchannan's Wife, with Virginia PearFair only. Wouldn't run it unless
son.
I had to.
C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland
theatre. Clay.

—
—

—

ronage.

—

Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
Excellent picture. Moves fast and is full
of novel stunts.
E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Border mining camp.
Ali Baba, with an all star cast. Very
good.
After
school
matinee.
Will
please women and children.
L. E. Larkin, Beckwith theatre, Dowagiac, Mich.
Middle class patronage.
Rough and Ready, with William Farnum. Some picture. If you want a keen
Farnum fight get it. Dr. F. M. Childs,
Kozy Theatre, Villisca, la. Mixed patronage.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
Mix is saving our financial life. He packs
'em in for us. G. P. Plotner, Princess
Rural patrontheatre, Scandia, Kans.

Tenth Street theatre,
Kans. Neighborhood pat-

Hill.

MOTOGRAPHY

age.

Riders of the Purple Sage, with Wilthem away.
Farnum. Turned
liam
Everybody pleased. This is sure a winner.
J.
theatre,

A N D

Ryan,

Garfield
pat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

The Border Legion, with lilanche
Bates. Too suggestive. Took it off after
first day.
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
Grinneli, la.
College town.

—

The Turn

—

Wheel, with Geraldine
H. Schleusener,
Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle
Farrar.

of the

— Very good.— O.

—

class patronage.

Too Fat

to

Fight, with Frank

Mcln-

— Even though war stuff went
over
Hewitt, Strand theatre,
—Joe— Mixed
patronage.
Robinson,
Hidden Fires, with Mae Marsh. — Star
good.
Does not draw here. — A. L.
tyre.

it

fine.

111.

Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
class patronage.

Picker,

High

ORCHESTRA HALL'S ATTRACTIVE ELECTRIC SIGN

—

Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy.
One peach of a show. Pleased everyone.
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre,

—

Warsaw,

Ind.

Too Fat

Frank Mcln-

to Fight, with

—An ordinary picture.— O. H.
Schleusener, Superba theatre, Alhambra, Cal. — Middle class patronage.
tyre.

Metro
Pals First, with

One
erty

—

Bert

Lytell.

Louis J.
of his best.
theatre, Reserve, La.

— Great.

Mann, LibMixed pat-

—

ronage.

—

Eye

Played
for Eye, with Nazimova.
picture to highest admissions we
ever charged and consider it one of the
best we have run. No mistake in playing
Smith & Phillips, Empire theathis one.
Mining town.
tre, Iron River, Mich.this

—

—

The Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
Drew well in spite of rain. Splendid
Good acting. Everyone pleased.
story.

—

— A.

N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
Her Inspiration, with May Allison.
Better than lots of specials. Will please
any audience. T. H. Nagle, Crescent

—

—

theatre,

Thin

downtown Chicago house 1m drawing; more than
usual crowds this
The current attraction is Dorothy fJish in "I'll Get Him Yet," with n
musical program consisting: of a vocalist, violinist and symphony orchestra.

poiiuliir

1

1 •

«

-

season.
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Shawano, Wis.

— Small town pat-

ronage.
Castles in the Air, with May Allison.
Good, but a theme that has been worked
to death.
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
CHOKING THE HUMOR OUT OF LLOYD

Boston Blackie's Little Pal, with Bert
Another good one. Bert Lytell
A. N.
is well liked here, and pulls well.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Lytell.

—

—

— Small

town patronage.
The Demon, with Edith Storey.
A comedy drama worth running in any
E. O. La Roche, Vialta theatre,
house.
Mixed patronage.
Clifton, 111.

—

—

—We

can't
with Viola Dana.
people than
Dixie theaW.
Mixed patronage.
tre, Athens, Ala.
Boston's Blackie's Little Pal, with
Fine picture and pleased
Bert Lytell.
L. A. Hasse, Majestic theaeverybody.
Small town patrontre, Mauston, Wis.

Satan,

Jr.,

find any that satisfies more
B. Allen,
this little star.—

—

—
—

—

age.

Peggy Does Her Darndest, with May

—

Capacity business with this
Allison.
will take all she can produce.
one.
W. B. Allen, Dixie theatre, Athens,
Mixed patronage.
Ala.

We

—

—

A

Pair of Cupids, with Bushman and
Bayne. Drew good and pleased. E. O.
La Roche, Vialta theatre, Clifton, 111.
Mixed patronage.
In Judgment Of, with Franklyn Farnum. Fine picture. J. M. Bailey, Gem
Theatre. Waverly, Kans.
The Gold Cure, with Viola DanaPleasing comedy drama. Satisfactory ofeverybody. Fred J.
Pleased
fering.

—

—

—

—

—

Cantlin.

— Mixed

Park theatre, Lebanon, N. H.
patronage.

The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. Bayne and Bushman are not

—

A
the drawing cards they used to be.
Miss T.
pleasing picture just the same.
Benesch, Bell theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Romance, with Harold
Lockwood. —-Good picture. Beautiful setDrew
Photography excellent.
tings.
well.
R. H. Holmes, Royal theatre, Em-

—

Kans.

poria.

— General

patronage.

Paramount

—

Seventeen, with Jack Pickford. A rePleased both
issue,
but satisfactory.
young and old. Thos. M. Jones, Auditorium theatre, Sparta, Ga. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
good. The star and Monte Blue
occupy the camera in most of the five
reels, and their acting certainly makes
you feel good. Boost it because it deserves it.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield theaNeighborhood patrontre, Chicago, 111.

—Very

—

—

age.

star

best

westerns.
A. N. Miles.

in

—

making comedies.
"The Marathon." a

I.loyd

Men

in

however.
Eminence, Ky.

This star draws better than Mary Pickford and is better liked.
Children will
like it.
Smith & Phillips, Empire theatre. Iron River, Mich.
Mining town.
Infatuation,
with
Gaby Deslys.
Plea sed better class, but lost money on
this.
Thos. M. Jones, Auditorium theatre. Sparta, Ga.
General patronage.
For Sale, with Gladys Hulette.—

Any good gambler

nie
Ward. This would have drawn
a
full
house if weather had been
good. It is beautiful, with good acting,

—

and

—The

a Girl, with

best

—

—

—

—
—

ing entire
will tak ea
I

lost.

program?
flier.

— Bert

I

did.

Suffice

Goldman,

it

New

to say
Majestic

theatre, St. Paul Minn.

—

—
—

Poor business to average picture. E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining camp.
Jane Goes A'Wooing, with Dorothy
Gish.
Good. Star coming big. H. H.

—

—

Wilson, Sherman theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
High class patronage.

—

—

very good picture.

them interested

—

The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— Give

—

us more pictures of this nature. R. H.
Sink, Pastime theatre, Greenville, O.
Middle and high class patronage.
Unclaimed Goods, with Vivian Martin.
Lots of gun play and thrilling action.
Star not as appealing as in other stories,
Majestic theatre, Lexingbut pleases.

ronage.

Good Gracious Annabelle,

with

Billie

— Very good. Get Good busiKrahn, Lorin theatre,
ness. — Will F.
Berkeley, Cal. — Suburban patronage.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark. — Good. Get this
Krahn,
Good business. — Will
one.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. — Suburban
it.

F.

Keeps

all.

—

The Japanese

Nightingale, with

—

—

Fan-

was well received. A. N. Miles.
Imminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small
town patronage.
Angel Child (Hodkinson), with KathClifford.

— Pleased.
— Chas.

—

Good

business.

Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. Family patserial.

—

ronage.

Charge

It

Margarita

To Me

Fisher.

(American),

— Light, airy
well. — Fred

that went
over
Electric theatre, St. Joseph,

with

comedy

Cosman.
Mo. Gen-

—

eral patronage.

Go Get 'Em Garringer, with Franklyn
Farnum. Wild and wooiy western with

—

plenty of the "wild."
my class of patrons.

Good

picture for

Did good
business.
Smith & Phillips, Empire theatre,
Iron River, Mich. Mining town.
Brass Buttons (American), with Wil-

—

—

liam Russell.

Many
Mrs.
Neb.

J.

— Best

him

like

in

to date of this star.
this sort of plays.

A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,

— Higli

Omaha,

suburban patronage.
Annexing Bill, with Gladys Hulette.
Fairly good.
No great drawing power.
We like the two leading players and
would like to see them in better plays.

— A.

class

N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.

patronage.

Pathe

—

When

The Eyes of Julia Deep (American),
with Mary Miles Minter. Good picture.

—
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—

Pleased

the way through. ExT. H. Nagle, Crescent
Wis. Small town pat-

ronage.

Ran with

Burke.

all

cellent business.
theatre. Shawano,

leen

—

New

J.

Love Letters, with Dorothy Dalton.

—

patronage.

—

111.

—

—

of Impulse, with Lina Cavalieri.
Grand opera stars and stories
like this won't go for us.
P. K. Anton.
Mixed
Castle, Ind.
Royal theatre,

it.

—

—

and

A Woman

theatre,

Suburban patronage.
The Man from Funeral Range, with
Wallace Reid. This went over good
Not as good, however, as some of his
others.
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
College town.
Grinnell. Ia.

Harold

Marguerite
Clark picture turned
out.
O. H. Schleusener Superba theatre.
Alhambra, Cal. Middle class patronage.
Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
No drawing power, but everybody liked
it.
Mrs. R. J. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111.
High class suburban patronage.
The Dub, with Wallace Reid. Good
Will please anyone. Will F.
all around.
Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Suburban patronage.
Good-Bye Bill, with Sherley Mason.
What can a poor man do when he's buy-

Three

Clark.

Eminence
—
— Small town pat- ton, Neb.
ronage.
The Sheriff's Son, with Charles- Ray.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. — Another
Good picture that pleased the audience.
Will
Big
business.
—
knockout.
Get
— Mrs. R. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
F. Krahn, Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
— High class suburban patHinsdale,
well,

Belie Daniels plays opposite
I'athe t tvo-rceler.

mi have to get used to this in

— Like —
This drew

Love Me, with Dorothy Dalton.
this

1

Man

Rides Alone (American),
Russell.
Fine
picture.
Good business. Star pulls good. Better

witli

a

William

—
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—

time.
Chas.
each
theatre, Canton, 111.

Kuchan,

Idylhour

— Family patronage.
The End of the Game (Hodkinson).
Warren Kerrigan. — Good. But
with
society clothes.
patrons prefer him
— Mrs. A.
Did not do good with
J.

in

this.

J.

Ideal theatre, Omaha,
class suburban patronage.

Dostal.

High

Neb.

Dollie's Vacation, with Baby Marie OsPleased children
borne. .Very good.
and adults alike. Good business.-'-A. J.
Lukachie, Gem theatre, Camden, Ark.
Mixed patronage.
The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie

—

—

Ward. Good
weak Drew
theatre,

tric

Photography
Cosman, ElecJoseph, Mo. General

picture.
Fred
well.

—

St.

—

patronage.
Silver Girl, with Frank Keenan.
Pulled good with serial.
picture.
Star does not pull good. Chas. Kuchan.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. Family

The
Good

—

The

Road

Through

Clara Kimball Young.

Wilson,

H.
Ind.

— High
—

—

—

patronage..

Dark, with

—

picture.
H.
theatre, Sullivan,

Sherman

—
—

—

Suburban patronage.

The World

—

In,

with

Alice

Brady. Absolutely the best this star
has done for Select. From big to average business. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
High class suburtheatre. Omaha. Neb.
ban patronage.

—

A. Jewett, Grand theatre. Anandale,
Local and rural patronage.
The Return of Draw Egan, with William S. Hart. Good. Film in fair shape.
Fine business on all Hart pictures. William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kans. Middle class patronage.
Wolves of the Border, with Roy Stewart.
A very good western. Triangle
program is O. K. Meldrin & Clark,
Opera House. Edwards, N. Y. General
patronage.

Minn.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Honor Thy Name, with Frank Kee-

Live

to

— A.

—

class patronage.

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Young. Has the merit of being different. Good business.
W. H. Mart, Strand
theatre, Grinnell, la.
College town.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
Can't say too much for Constance. Her
always stand up. Will
F.
pictures
KTahn. Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.

—

—

nan. This picture is just fair, although
it pleased some.
L. A. Hasse. Majestic
theatre. Mauston, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

clean western.

Alexandria.
patronage.

Triangle
Desert Law, with Jack Richardson.
story, but plenty wild and wooly
Pleased here beall the way through.
cause they want impossible westerns.
Smith & Phillips, Empire theatre, Iron
Mining town.
River, Mich.

Good

—

Roy Stewart

Cactus Crandall, with

Good

theatre.

—

patronage.
An Alien Enemy (Hodkinson). with
Louise Glaum. Good picture. Capacity
Sure did please.— Harry Clark.
houses.
Best theatre, Topeka. Kans. General

the

— Fine

— P.
S.

G. Estee. Star
D. High class

—

United Pictures Theatres
Her Code of Honor, with Florence
Reed. Very good, but somehow Florence Reed doesn't bring the results we

—
expect. — Miss T. Benesch. Bell theatre,
Chicago,
— Neighborhood patronage.
111.

Her Code
Select
with Constance TalHoneymoon,
The
madge. Here is a dandy one. All went
crazv about this one. Louis J. Mann.
Liberty theatre, Reserve. La— Mixed

—

Reed.

business.
St.

—

—

—

go to Niagara Falls
yourself, and O, boy, how "Connie" does
pull em. Everybody pleased here. Select
J. C. Jenkins, Audiservice suits
torium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
By Right of Purchase, with Norma
to

me—

Talmadge.— Satisfactory
drew
Ajo,

picture

that

— E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre.
Ariz. — Border mining camp.
well.

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Light, but drew
%ve ll._R. B. Elliott, Electric theatre, St.
Joseph, Mo. Transient patronage.

Young.— Picture good.

—

Silent Sacrifice, with Alice Brady.
Fair. But not nothing to brag about.
C. M. Buttertield, Dreamland theatre.
Clay, Ky.— Mixed patronage.

—

Her

Chicago,

theatre,

111.

Universal

T

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

town patronage.
Three Mounted

Men, with Harry
Carey. Big production.
Good clean
western. Will appeal to ladies and children as well as to men. Fred J. Cantlin,

—

MARY AND HER LAMB.
M inter in a scene from "A Bachelor's
Wife," an American Film Company
Feature.

Mljca

—

Park theatre, Lebanon, N. H.

—Mixed

patronage.

—

makes vou want

—

Bell

Danger. Go Slow, with Mae Murray.
This is a good picture. Book it. Pleased
all w ho saw it.
Murray is good. Better than the average.
Smith & Phillips,
Empire theatre, Iron River, Rich. Mining town.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
Carey truly knows his game. He sure
does draw everybody in. Big business
and safsfied all. Mrs. J. A. Dostal. Ideal
theatre. Omaha. Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
The Exquisite Thief, with Priscilla
Dean. Picture well liked by patrons.
Good attendance all day. H. M. Reinke,
Royal theatre. St. Joseph. Mo. Down-

—

—

patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.

class

—
—

—Transient

in the

Benesch,

—

suburban patronage.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Star is superb.
Young. \ ery good.
Good business. Will F.
Storv good.
Krahn. Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
High class patronage.
The World to Live In, with Alice
Bradv. Average. They don't like Brady
here.—W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, GrinCollege town.
nell, la.
Cecelia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davies. Good picture, but rather slow.
Did not please everyone. Louis J.
Mann. Liberty theatre, Reserve, La.
Mixed patronage.
The Honeymoon, with Constance Talmadge. A breezy comedy-drama that

Joseph, Mo.

—

—
—
—

Omaha, Neb.— High

Two

Open, with Dustin Farnum. Fairly good production.
Bad
weather
spoiled
business. Miss
T.

—

Ideal theatre.

—

A Man

patronage.
Her Better Half, with Alice Brady.
Alice Brady good for matinee. Does not
draw well with male audiences as she is
always a wife or woman abused by man.
Fred Cosman, Electric theatre, St. Joseph, Mo. General patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Pleased my audience.
Lewis. Good.
A. J. Luckachie, Gem theatre, Camden.
Ark. Mixed patronage.
The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies. The only lemon Select ever
gave us. This star's acting too stiff. No
Mrs. J. A. Dostal.
life to her acting.

—

of Honor, with Florence
picture.
days normal
R. B. Elliott. Electric theatre,

— Fine

The

The Wildcat

Pretender, with William Desmond. Like all Triangle Desmond releases this one proved more than a pro-

—

—

gram

show E.
theatre, Clifton,

O.

La Roche.

Yialta

— Mixed

patronage.
Keith of the Border, with Roy Stewart.
Book it. J. M.
Splendid western.
Bailey, Gem theatre. Waverly. Kans.
The Pretender, with William Des111.

—

mond.

—

— Average

Went

comedy-drama.

—

well with serial. Mrs. R. J. Jordan.
Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale. 111. High
class suburban patronage.
Going Straight, with Normal Talmadge. This picture did big business
This
for me, although its an old one.
Smith & Phillips. Emstar draws good.
Mining
pire theatre. Iron River, Mich.
town.
The Painted Lily, with Alma Rubens.
Good picture. Splendid photography.

—

—

—

—

—
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of Paris, with

Priscilla

— Great picture. worked with her
and this
the best picture she ever
made. — E. W. Carpenter. Cozy theatre,
Topeka. Kans. — General patronage.
The Millionaire Pirate (Bluebird), with
Monroe Salisbury. —Very good picture.
Dean.

I

is

One of Salisbury's best. Pleased all
who saw it. Star draws good here.
Smith

&

River,

Mich.

Empire

theatre, Iron
town.
The Scarlet Shadow, with Mae MurThis star is about the only Univerray.
Good
sal star we cannot make good.
Mrs. J.
picture, but star does not draw.
A. Dostal. Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
Dean. Went over very good, but not as
good as I expected from advertising.
Joe Hewitt, Strand theatre. Robinson,
111.
Mixed patronage.
Phillips.

— Mining

—

—

—

—
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The

Exquisite Thief, with Priscilla
Book it, felvery good.
Take our advice and advertise it

—Very,

Dean.
lows.

you book this picture
stand behind it and boost it for all you
Then give us your idea on
are worth.
like

a circus.

If

through this magazine.

it

Orpheum

Faytle,

—Peterson

&

McHenry,

theatre,

N. D.

The Sea Waif, with Louise Huff.— Patrons well pleased with Miss Huff in this
one. Her work was good. W. B. Allen,
Dixie theatre, Athens, Ala. Mixed patronage.

—
—

The Love Defender, with June ElGood production. Handled well.

vidge.

—

Star and support excellent. Photography
of World Standard. Satisfied customers.
George Booth, Douglas theatre, ChiMixed patronage.
cago, 111.

—

Vitagraph

—

The Usurper, with Earle Williams.
Absolutely very best work to date of this

He

star.

is

our patrons.

a regular

— Mrs.

J.

Omaha, Neb.

theatre,

matinee idol with
A. Dostal,

— High

class

Ideal
pat-

ronage.

The Golden Goal, with Harry T.
Morey Average picture. Average busi-

—
ness. — E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz. — Border mining camp.
Fighting Destiny,
with
Harry T.
Pleased
Morey. — Very best of this
star.

Interesting from beginning to end.
A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,
J.
Omaha, Neb. High class suburban patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Fair picture, but did not draw.
Joyce.
all.

— Mrs.

— G.

—

—

Hooper, Orpheum theatre, ToGeneral patronage.
peka, Kans.
Within the Law, with Alice Joyce.
Fine picture. A. R. Bud, Opera House,
Arlington, la. Rural patronage.
Two Women, with Anita Stewart.
Went over big for reissue. Patrons did
M. Van Craag, Central
not recognize it.
Garden theatre, Kansas City, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Dulcie from Dixie, with Gladys
L.

—
—
—

—

— Capacity

business.
First time
but well liked and want more of
pictures.
Picture excellent, with

Leslie.

for star,

her

good

cast.

pheum

—

J.

theatre,

Vaughan, New OrMaquoketa, la. Critical

H.

—

patronage.

World

Serials

The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. Swift-moving western
story that holds. Going fine here. Most
artistic titling, lighting and photography
of any serial I have shown.
J. B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. Mining
town.

—

— —

The

Pleased

all.

World

Louise

—

coming

pictures are

—

—

ronage.

Benesch,

Bell

theatre,

Chicago,

111

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Little Intruder, with

Louise Huff.

— Good. Pleased. Many comments.—A.
Lukachie, Gem theatre, Camden, Ark.
— Mixed patronage.
J.

The

Little Intruder, with Louise Huff.
Enjoyed by young and old.
Good box office attraction. Miss T.
Benesch, Bell theatre, Chicago, 111.

— Fine.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Courage for Two, with Carlyle Blackwell.
-Patrons remarked, "Very good."
Ted Hill, Tenth Street theatre, Kansas
Neighborhood patronage.
'City, Kans.
The Love Defender, with June Elvidge.
Average
yery good picture.
week day attendance. Pleased patrons.
Give me more like this. William Junius,
Maplewood theatre, Chicago, 111. Mixed

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Love Net, with Madge Evans.

—

picture that will please both young and
old.
Little star well liked here.
She
should produce more pictures. Thos. M.
Jones, Auditorium theatre, Sparta, Ga.

—

General patronage.

Fill in this

to Exhibitors

raphy, 417

S.

blank now and send
Herald and Motog-

Dearborn

St.,

Chi-

Neighborhood

Pat-

cago.

Title

Producer

—

Caddell, Princess theatre,

Wauseau, O.

Mixed patronage.

The Fight for Millions (Vitagraph),
with William Duncan. Episode 1 and
2 sure made a hit and by the crowd on
the first night we think it will take well.
Auditorium
theaLoeffelholz
Bros.,
Mixed patronage.
tre, Cuba City, Wis.

—

—

The Fight

(Vitagraph),
sure brings

Millions

for

William

with

—

Duncan.
Vitagraph

It

serials are all
crowd.
good. Don't be afraid to book them.
Stephen Arnott, Colonial theatre, Bruce-

the

Ind.

The Terror
George

Range (Pathe), with

of the

—This
— C. E.

Larkin.

a

is

very

good

Leininger, Grand
one.
Book it.
General pattheatre, East Palestine, O.

—

Title

ronage.

The

—

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.

Remarks

Marie

Kitty

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

—

—

Pearl

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on

The Lightning Raider (Pathe), with
White. Good picture, but not
drawing like Hands Up. Walter W.

—

Gordon.— Kitty

Scar, with

Office Reports Tell the

Story.

Star

—

Gordon seems to please the majority.
Fairly good from every angle.
Miss T.

The

—

Box

The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. Opens well with acGrows better with
tion and suspense.
each episode. P. G. Estee, Star theatre,
Alexandria, S. D. High class patronage.

Huff.

and so far I have had fair treatment
from exchange. Thos. M. Jones, Auditorium theatre, Sparta, Ga. General patfast

—

(Rolfe), with
two episodes.

Houdini. Have played
Advertised big. So far it has failed to
draw. J. Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

ville,

Heart of Gold, with

Mystery

Master

USE THIS BLANK

Red Glove. (Universal), with
Walcamp. Exceptionally good.

—

Drew

big crowds

first

—

The Man

of

Might (Vitagraph), with

—
—

Great pep and full of
action.
C. E. Leninger, Grand theatre,
East Palestine, O. General patronage.

William Duncan.

—

Star

—

showing. J.
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Mixed patronage.

on

Producer

Remarks

The Lightning Raider
serials.

stunts.
tre,

(Pathe), with
Pathe's
all
Pearl White sure does some
Stephen Arnott, Colonial thea-

White.

Pearl

—

—

I

have run

Bruceville, Ind.

The Iron Test (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. Loses drawing power
njar end.
Too one-sided. C. M. Butterfield, Dreamland theatre, Clay, Ky.
Mixed patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. Good serial. We have
played seventh episode and it grows bet-

—

ter all the

—
time. — P.

—

G. Estee, Star theaHigh class pat-

Alexandria, S. D.
ronage.
tre,

—

—

The Lightning Raider (Pathe), with
White.— Made more money on this
serial than any I ever played.
Geo. W.
Smith, Royal theatre, Ashdown, Ark.
Pearl

—

Small town patronage.
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MARGARITA FISHER CHRISTENS A SEAPLANE

William Gibson to
Be Star in Second

Thomas-Raver Film
Wooden Footed Dancer

Is

Given Leading Part by
Four-Star
Hanningford

William

known

Gibson, better
Gibson, or

as just plain Willie

"Cheero Bill" to his intimates, is cast as
"Davy," the second lead in Augustus

Thomas' new Four-Star picture drama,
produced by Harry Raver, and distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
Gibson is known as the most active
"single-footer" in the civilized world, and

when
wounded began to

since last August,

the

ican

sift

first

Amer-

back from

the French front, Gibson has practically

devoted

all

wounded

soldiers, especially

his

time

to

entertaining

amputation

cases.

Played Juvenile Leads

In an Italian peasant dress which she was wearing in a scene for "The Tiger Lily,"
the American Film Company star was whisked away from the camera to
Santa Barbara to break a bottle of Bevo on the prow of the "A-4228,"
said to be one of the largest planes ever built in this country.

Mr. Gibson played juvenile leads with
Cohan & Harris for years and made a
national reputation in vaudeville.
foot,

and

it is

in

men who have

J.

Parker Read, Jr.'s production, "Sadirected by Allan Dwan and

starring Louise

June

lease

1,

Glaum

is

tres of the nation.

Just what the Read-Dwan, GlaumSullivan combination means when found
in a single production has been proved
by the immediate activity of the first-run
accounts in the larger cities in seeking

"Sahara."

A circuit of theatres which has never
before been known in exhibition history
to be able to give a distributor one hundred days of bookings on a single production has stretched its playing time
to that limit in an effort to capture this
production for its cities and localities.
This total of playing dates it has attained
by doubling and even trebling its time
usually allotted to a picture with the
additional assurance of repeat playing
dates at the more important points, in
addition to the one hundred days called
its initial offer.

Another

metropolitan eastoffered to depart from
its usual policy of a split week in its
first-run theatre to provide a full week
as the first-run with doubled time in its
circuit
of subsidiary theatres.
Only
bookings of longer duration than normal
are in keeping with the importance and
drawing power of "Sahara," which has
the finest technical and directorial elements that have ever been seen in a picern

city

circuit in a

has

issued from the great studios
which "Sahara" was produced.
ture

Five

in

Hundred People

The W. W. Hodkin-

son Corporation has virtually established
a record in the speed with which this G.
Gardner Sullivan story has been distributed to its branches, with all accessories
and exploitation aids prepared, in readiness for an immediate release of "Sahara" to first-run houses.

for in

1

ready for pre-re-

in the larger first-run thea-

In Cast for "Checkers"
More than
in

500 persons are taking part
"Checkers," the big racing picture

which Richard Stanton is making from
the famous stage play of the same name.
In some of the racing scenes, to be
taken at
racetrack

the
in

noted

Downs

Churchill

Kentucky on the day

American Derby, it is
more than 10,000 persons

of the
expected that
will be

shown

in the picture.

principals in "Checkers" number
and include some of the best
known screen players in the East. The
title role is played by Thos. J. Carrigan,
who has had a long career in motion
Carrigan is
picture and on the stage.
said to be doing in this play some of
the finest work the films have seen in
a long time.
Jean Acker, known for
her work in serials and as one of the
prominent players in Fox features, has
the part of Pert Barlow, the beautiful
Southern girl whom Checkers saves.
Some of the other principals, all of
whom have not yet been selected, are
Ellen Cassity, Bertram Marbaugh, Peggy

The

thirty

Worth.
Young,

Matthew

Frank

Beamish,

Ed Wick, Robert

Tammnay
Elliot

and

Betz.

Start Barberton Theatre

BARBERTON, OHTO.—The
tion

has been placed for a

new

founda$75,000

motion picture theatre to be called the
finished in
It will be
Park Theatre.
September.
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the

cheering up Uncle Sam's
lost legs or

arms

in the

service that this young man has been so
invaluable to the hospital and debarkation authorities.

First-Run Theatres Will Present
"Sahara" Beginning Sunday June
hara,"

As

result of a bad accident he lost his right

who

looks enough like George
be his younger brother,
wears an artificial foot, but no one would
suspect it from the way he gets about.
When he was introduced to Captain
Johnson in charge of the wounded at
Camp Merritt, that officer refused at
first to believe that Gibson was shy a

Gibson,

M. Cohan

to

This was demonstrated and right

foot.

there

army officer commandeered
until further orders.

the

Gibson

Since that moment Mr. Gibson has
danced and otherwise performed on his
mechanical prop for more than 15,000
or armless soldiers.
charge of getting these
into the frame of mind to believe

footless
legless,
Army officers in

men
in

future

their

usefulness

despite

the

handicap of a lost member, say that
Gibson has been worth three times his
weight in gold to the debarkation service.

Kept

The

at It

actor himself

Four Years
is

a living example

what nerve and determination will do
When
to overcome physical difficulty.
the accident happened that deprived him
of his foot he was doing a triple clog
in one of his famous vaudeville sketches.
of

Instead

of

accepting the idea that he

would never be able to dance again with
only one foot, Gibson had himself fitted
with an artificial member and then devoted every minute of his pleasure to
finding out how to use the foot. Now he
does triple clog dancing, all sorts of heel
and toe work can dance anything in
Audiences cannot be convinced
fact.
that he is minus a foot until he takes it

—

view and wags the stump at
took four years of hard work
for this determined chap to achieve perfection in the handling of a mechanical
foot, but now he swears he doesn't know
it's there until he has to take it off at
off in full

them.

night.

It
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Loans and yet they

didn't lose any inadvertising.
It's my personal
opinion that nine people out of ten will
notice something unusual in your ad
if it's there.
If they get the idea that
they'll find new stuff in your advertisements they watch your ads. And it will
always excite the interest of the readers
of newspapers when they find one business house advertising the wares of
another house. It'll set them to thinking.
And that is the prime purpose of advertising.
It's to make an impression and
make it stick One of the Dallas clothing
stores has adopted the "policy of writing
its ads in a style used by Lieutenant
Streeti r who wrote 'Dere Mabel' the
comedy war book. This draw's attention
because the reader realizes that this
clothing store is advertising this publication.
Such things make people think.
And when they think they think in terms
of the advertisement and the people who
pay for that newspaper space."
"There used to be a time," said Daniel,
"when old timers thought that the de-

dividual

Enlisting

Merchants

a

Co-operation

Hal Norfleet, Manager of Hippodrome Theatre, Dallas, Tex., and
Department Store Executive Combine to Bring Business
to Each Other
Idea Practicable Everywhere

}-j

—

PDODDDDD
A system

of arranging the dates of
and special inducement offers for
shoppers in connection with the best attractions at the motion picture theatres
sales

in

Texas,

Dallas,

now by
dent

is

being worked out

L. O. Daniel, Junior, vice-presi-

the

of

Dealers'

Mercantile

Com-

and associated with Our Best
Store, one of the leading department

pany

in Dallas.
Realization that the motion picture
theatre is responsible for the bringing
thousands
residential
section
of
of
dwellers and those who live in outside
additions into the business districts of
the city is responsible for this step. The
plan has been tried in Dallas and it has

stores

proven practicable. Without the
knowledge of the theatre managers and
a dozen exhibitors of this city, Vicebeen

Daniel

President

mapped

out

special
sales at his store on the days that the
favorite picture stars or well exploited
features were in Dallas, with the result
that both the department store and the
Unnoticed by
picture shows profited.
the leaders of other department stores
in Dallas, Daniel played to the picturegoers who he felt would visit the business districts to see their favorite screen
He found that good motion
offerings.
pictures and good values in dry goods
were inseparable, that both were ac-

ceptable commodities and went hand in
hand.

Store and Theatre Co-Operate
At a recent consultation with Hal
Norfleet,

manager

of

the

Hippodrome

Daniel outlined his
idea for the working out of this plan.
Norfleet agreed that the scheme was
"zoologically" speaking a "bear," and
that it would work out for the mutual

Theatre

Dallas,

in

vertisements to mention each other. For
instance, providing Hal Norfleet is assigned to play Mary Pickford's new
First National Exhibitors' Circuit release which has created considerable favorable comment in
Dallas,
"Daddy
Longlegs," it will be nothing unusual for
the casual reader of the Hippodrome's
advertiMiient to find in it a statement
about the great sale on at Our Best Store
during the run of "Daddy Longlegs."
And a few inches further up the
page
the
reader
will
find
Daniel's
advertisement for Our Best Store. And
in a conspicuous corner of the ad it will
not be too much to expect Daniels to
say something like this: "and during
your visit to town to see 'Daddy Longlegs' at the Hipprodrome don't forget to
in.
The performances start at 11.
and
o'clock.
There's plenty of
time to drop in and select your Spring
outfit."
Other ideas have been worked

drop
1,

3

.">

out but Daniel desires to see them put
into practice before he permits announcement of them to be made. Everybody
loves success, says he, but they haven't
the slightest use in the world for the
man who makes a fizzle. He knows the
plan will work. Hut part of it may need
revision.
Is Beneficial to

Both

'TILL

stores' sales

brought people to

the business districts and this

made

busi-

No up-to-date
ness good for everyone.
man can in this day and time question
the fact that the motion picture theatres
are the greatest drawing medium in the
world. That is an indubitable fact. People will make a visit to the city to see
their favorite screen star when they wont
even come to town for medicine."

New
World

Pittsburgh Exchange
Pictures

announces that con-

tracts have been let for the
tion of a iive-story building

construcin

Pitts-

burgh.

"There's not a doubt in the world but
that this scheme would be beneficial for
both of us," said Norfleet discussing
the matter. "It's a form of co-operative
advertising and this is the best sort of
advertising in the world in my opinion
It's just this sort of advertising that put
the four Liberty Loans 'over the top'.
The big stores advertised the Liberty

WAIT

partment

Prizma Adds

to Subject

Prizma has added to its list of subfor
immediate release through
jects

World
tural

Park,"

Pictures, the following four nacolor films:
"Hawaii," "Glacier

"Old

Faithful,"

"The

Apache

Trail."

THE COWS COME HOME

interest of the picture shows and the department store. Incidentally, the Hippodrome and Our Best Store are
slightly removed from the center of
business activities in Dallas, as both are
an unusually large distance from the
theatres and department
rest of the
stores. But it happens that the Hippodrome theatre is the nearest show house
to Our Best Store. And having a perpopular
sonal acquaintance with the
manager of the Hippodrome, Daniel
took his ideas before' Norfleet.
The tentative plan worked out by Norfleet

and

would apply to any
any department store in the

Daniel

theatre and

United States. And it could be profitably
Neither Daniel nor Norfleet
adopted.
claim any credit for the origination of
this plan.

Both

state that

it's

merely a

mone;.
and
a
proposition
maker. Therefore, they are for it and
for it strong. The plan is simply this:
Reciprocate in Advertising
During the runs of the greatest attractions, Daniel is going to arrange to have
sales at his Our Best Store. These sales
will be advertised in the same newspapers in which the features for the Hippodrome are advertised. Tf possible they
intend to place the advertising matter on
business

the same page of the newspaper. One
of their ideas is for their respective ad-

in .shirtsleeves casting the long shadow is none other than Charles
Chaplin, said to be the most expensive cow herder in captivity. The scene i«.
from "Snnnyside." (First National.)

The gentleman
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Start Theatre on $70; Sell at $5,000
Braswell & Keaton, of Fordyce, Ark., Build up Patronage (or New

I

Playhouse— Sell Out and Will Try
mm
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Although the past year has been an
unusually trying one to motion picture
exhibitors on account of war taxes laid
upon the people and unusual patriotic
contributions by the public, nevertheless,
many exhibitors can point to extraordinary box office records.

An example

Fox

of

less than a year ago took over the Lyric
Theatre to very meagre patronage.
Fordyce was no "show" town, according
to reports made by every previous exhibitor who had attempted to run the

Refuse To Be Frightened
But Messrs. Braswell and Keaton had
sensed popular opinion and made up
their mind that Fordyce was a great
possibility

if

the right attractions
the very unprom-

With

ising capital of $70 they went to work.
The other day they sold the Lyric to a
Fordyce business man for a sum said
to approximate five thousand dollars; the
two partners retiring to take over another theatre in Louisiana.

mini

Pictures Are

Shown

and Keaton.

"Love or Fame" Title
Of Hammerstein Film
.

interview Mr. Braswell said.
"We attribute our success mainly to Fox
productions. One of our first killings
was made on 'The Honor System.' Another money-making spot in out show
career was Annette Kellerman in 'A
Daughter of the Gods' with 'The Spy.'
got advanced prices, while 'Trouble
Makers' was a strong drawing card.
"During this time, of course, we had
educated our patrons to the point where,
when we advertised a Fox production.

In

iiimiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiim

patra," and "Salome" also were added to
the Lyric program for a showing in May.
The new owner of the Lyric has made
the Fox service, including the Fox Sunshine Comedies, the backbone of his attractions. Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons also occupy a place of honor.
Winnfield, La., is understood to be the
prospective location of Messrs. Braswel!

Lyric.

show

imiiiiii

"Fair treatment for the Dallas office
assisted us materially in building up the
Fox trademark. This, combined with the
fact that every Fox picture told a virile
story and was not merely a new version
of some other picture, was another factor.
Of course, both Mr. Keaton and
myself believed in advertising lavishly
every special picture put on."
During the drive Mr. Braswell contracted with the Dallas Fox office for
"The Prussian Cur," "Queen of the Sea."
"Les Miserables,"- "Land of the Free,"
and "Why IWould Not Marry." "Cleo-

real

were booked.

iiiiiiiimni

they expected to see something a little
out of the ordinary. They were not disappointed.

what gameness, foreshowmanship can do in
the face of great odds was the case of
Messrs. Braswell & Keaton of Fordyce,
a little Southern Arkansas town of only
1,500 population, where these two men
and

sight

to Repeat at Winnfield, La.

an

—

We

The

first

photoplay in which Elaine
will be presented by Selz-

Hammerstein

nick is titled "Love or Fame," and was
written by S. Jay Kaufman, the well

New York newspaper writer.
Miss Hammerstein will be recalled for
her work in "The Argyle Case" and other
known

big productions.

The

cast for

"Love or

being chosen and work on the
Though only
play will begin at once.
just out of her teens, Elaine Hammerstein has grown to be one of the screen's
most popular young actresses. She will
appear in eight productions this year

Fame"

is

.1.

Parker Head,

presents Louis

Hodkinson Corp.

Famous

Players to Star

Sydney Chaplin, comedian of the stage
and screen has signed a contract to
appear in motion pictures to be published by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
His former work on the
screen included some of the most successful comedies ever published, "The
Submarine Pirates" being particularly
prominent as one of his own creations.
Others which are well remembered are
"Hushing the Scandal" and "No one to
Guide Him."
Mr. Chaplin's arrangement with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation calls
for four pictures to present comedies
running five reels each. It is also stipulated that these super-comedies will be
six months for production
more than ample time is given

allowed

make each photoplay

Standard Patch Ends
Trouble With Prints
Introduction of a standard patch in
St. Louis exchanges, brought about
bv John Caporal, J. Patterson, P. J.
Laughlin and James W. Rust, officers of
the Film Exchange Employes Union, is
given much of the credit for the excellent condition of film in the St. Louis

Glaum

by W. W.

Syd Chaplin in Series

that

for Selznick.

Jr.,

in "Sahara," to be distributed

so
to

as nearly perfect

in every detail as it is possible to make
them. The arrangement, it is said, involves over a million dollars.

all

district.

A

year ago, complaints of poor prints
Today, St. Louis has the
reputation of having prints in better
condition than most film centers in the

were frequent.
country.

New Kennedy
Goldwyn

NORMA TALMADGE
In

Russian girl in "The
Moon," her latest Select Picture.

east a* a

New

Pictures

Vehicle

Corporation

an-

nounces that Madge Kennedy is shortly
to begin work on "The Wrong Door,"
the new story written by Jesse Lynch
Williams, the purchase of which was announced last week by Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation.
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"In a Pinch"
Carter

Is First

De Haven Comedy

Capitol Comedies celebrate the beginning of their second yeaf of publishing
through Goldwyn with a honeymoon
comedy featuring Mr. and Mrs. Carter

DeHaven.
Capitol Comedy, "In a
the story of a stage door
Johnny's hilarious past which rises to
trouble him when he returns from his
honeymoon, firmly decided to settle
down as a sober married man. On every
hand, suggestions of his bachelor days
impose upon his good intentions; but, in
the end, his spirit remains strong and
he refuses to backslide.
This will be published on the Goldwyn program June 1. Others will follow
on regular schedule.

Their

Pinch,"

first

tells
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Exhibitors

W rite 'Herald' on Advertising Value

In an article in the April 26 issue of the HERALD, Robert Lieber, president of the First National Exhibitors Cirdiscussing the subject of trade paper advertising endorsed the policy of the Circuit in confining its adverMr. Lieber' s article evoked
tising to the five recognized publications devoted exclusively to the motion picture trade.
wide response from exhibitors. Communications indicating the attitude of oar correspondents on the subject are printed
cuit, Inc., in

beloiv :

Milwaukee Man's Idea
To Exhibitors Herald & Motography

:

I agree absolutely with the restricted advertising practices of First National Exhibitors' Circuit as it was voiced by
Robert Lieber, president of the Circuit,
in your issue of April 26th, that five
journals are sufficient in which to adverThis is because the average extise.
hibitor does not get much time to read
more than two, sometimes three, and I
think that if the producer would take
that additional money and put it into
production, the results would be much
Right now, a
better all the way 'round.
producer, when he puts out a picture and
the picture is not up to the usual standard, might feel that it is compulsory in
order to put the picture over to give
some of the smaller publications advertising so that they won't hammer his
particular picture; therefore, I don't believe that a producer should be forced
to advertise more than usual, because if
he has a good picture, the picture will
In other
practically speak for itself.
words, when we have a picture that
pleases and goes over very well with
is very little time lost amoflg
tis, there
the exhibitors to find out what that particular picture did, and the "mouth to
mouth" advertising from the exhibitor
to a fellow exhibitor does more to sell
a picture than pages of trade journal
advertising.
Take, for instance, Anita Stewart in
"Virtuous Wives." So far as the local ex-

hibitors were concerned, all they needed
was just a mere announcement in the
The picture broke all
trade journals.
house records for us, and we did not
hesitate to tell the exhibitor the merits
of that particular picture, and the answer
was that they had record bookings on
it

and did a record breaking business

on

it.

am

a very firm believer in advertisand always try to advertise to the
Formerly we had seven daily
limit.
newspapers to contend with, which
meant that if we carried full copy in all
I

ing,

seven there would necessarily be a great
This same idea
deal of duplication.
would apply in trade journal advertising.
Selecting the five publications, I
think is a move in the right direction,
and while there is bound to be some
duplication, T feel that they have absolutely covered the field thoroughly.
receive journals from time to time
for which we have
never subscribed.
A great many of these are never opened
but find the waste basket immediately.
No doubt, some of these same journals
which are thrown away unopened claim
a large circulation, and perhaps represent io the producer that such is the

We

when in reality they have no circulation at all.
think what the exI
hibitor wants more than anything else

case,

honest criticism on productions th^t
not influenced by the amount of advertising that the producer does, and the
is

are

journal that will give the exhibitor that
honest criticism, is the one that is going
to win out in the long run, and that is
the trade paper that will have the bonafide circulation, which is what the producer really wants.
Very truly yours,
George Fischer,
Manager, Alhambra Theatre,

you

cess in their venture and thanking
for your valuable space, I am,
Sincerely yours,
F. J. Zeemer,
Manager, Victor Theatre,

Jackson, Mich.

Opinion in

Illinois

Milwaukee, Wis.

To Exhibitors Herald & Motography:

Sense!
It's literally "all over
the lot," to use a trade simile, in the
article in your April 26 issue by Robert
Lieber, president of First National Ex-

A Word From Michigan
To Exhibitors Herald & Motography
There's an old saying that "In union
there is strength."
Although I'm the
Biggest Little Theatre in Jackson, still
:

I

teel that a

few words on

my

part in

National Exhibitors'
Circuit Trade Journal advertising policy
will not go amiss and when grouped
with the other opinions you undoubtedly
will receive will be a stronger endorsement for the stand the First National
has taken to eliminate a waste of good
reference

to

First

money

in unprofitable advertising.
Mr.
Robert Lieber, president of First National, said something in your issue of
April 26th when he declared that any
exhibitor who cannot be reached by advertising in one of the five mediums depending entirely upon the industry for
support is a man not sufficiently interested in the business to value it worth
while to try to advertise to him in any

medium.

When an exhibitor puts over a picture
and brings the crowd he is bound to increase the value of that picture in other
communities, for good news travels fast
and a picture that is going over big
travels

like

wildfire.

If

a

picture

—

Common

is

a

good one, why not give the exhibitor
a chance by giving him advertising co-

hibitors' Circuit,

and owner of the Circle

Theatre,
Indianapolis,
regarding the
trade journal advertising conservation
policy practiced by First National.
When I followed the carnivals, I read
trade papers covering that field.
When I played vaudeville and road
shows, I subscribed to papers authority
in that line and forgot the carnival news.
When I entered the motion picture
field, the motion picture trade journals
then commanded my attention, to the
exclusion of all others,
The motion picture field is covered
thoroughly by bonafide motion picture
trade journals that have the confidence
of
the motion picture exhibitors at
large.
The fact that any trade journal
covering a field, originally intended to be
entirely foreign to the motion picture,
heads one of its columns "Motion Picture Section," should be no reason for
a reliable producing or releasing company to dash in with their advertising,
even under the pressure of having their
product unfairly criticised by some unscrupulous editor.
ENTIRE MO-

THE

TION PICTURE INDUSTRY NOW
HAS SUFFICIENT BACKBONE TO
STAND ON ITS OWN FEET— AND
USE COMMON SENSE.
Yours truly,
M. M. Rubens,
Manager, Princess Theatre.

operation?

If this is done, the average
exhibitor will be willing to pay even a
little more to get some live wire advertising into the local field.
Yes, I think
that five trade journals should cover the
field like a blanket, in fact, two or three
could do it most satisfactorily.
The
average exhibitor does not go outside
such reliable journals as The Exhibitors

Joliet,

Letter

111.

From Missouri

—

Herald & Motography, the Trade Review, The World and the News and
maybe one other for the information he
is
seeking about a picture.
He relies

To Exhibitors Herald & Motography:
want to endorse every statement made
by Robt. Lieber, president of First National Exhibitors' Circuit and owner of

on the criticism of these publications.

the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, in his

I

am

a great believer in

strictly

mo-

tion picture publications as a source of
reliable news about coming motion picture events.
Those who think that, by

advertising in magazines and periodicals
with nothing more than motion picture
departments, they are helping the exhibitor with this class of genera! publicity are wrong.
Exhibitors don't read
them. I know it. Through local advertising I have benefited most directlv and
I think that in making this stand, the
First National have done so with the
motive in view to in some way help the
exhibitor who is putting their pictures
across. Wishing the First National sue-
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I

article

in

Exhibitors

graphy of April

Herald & Moto-

dealing with the question of advertising by producers in the
trade papers.
Every word of it is
"plain sense."
Any producing or distributing company advertising in the Herald, World,
Review, News or Wid's certainly has
covered the field. Few exhibitors have
time to read all five of the journals mentioned but every exhibitor reads two or
three of them.
Very truly yours,
Harold C. Craig,
Manager, Jefferson Theatre,
Springfield. Mo.

—

?G,
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Monroe

Salisbury's
Latest Picture Is
"The Blinding Trail"
Helen Jerome Eddy and Claire
Anderson in Support
The miracle

of

regaining lost vision

and learning that though one woman
has proved unfaithful, ariother who had

shown greater

loyalty during the dark-

ened months, remained unchanged, artbrought out in Monroe Salisbury's latest
special

Universal

finished

"The Blinding

attraction,

Trail."

Takes Part of Blind Man
Stuart Paton and John B. Clymer are
pro
the authors and Paul Powell has
duced the story in six reels. Mr Salisbury is seen as a wealthy lumberman
who prefers his quiet, finely furnished
pretencabin in the woods to a more
shortly
tious home in the city, and who
marriage to the attractive
his
after
daughter of one of his friends, is blinded
near
by striking a tree while sledding
With his blindness comes to
his home.
McKenzie the realization that his wife
is in love with
is unfaithful; that she
and that Adele,
camp
his
of
foreman
the
who had lived with the couple since
a comtheir marriage and served as
for Mrs. McKenzie, was the only

Paramount Secures
Screen Rights for
Two Plays and Book
Lasky, First Vice-President
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has acquired screen rights to William Gillette's "Too Much Johnson,"
Louis Joseph Vance's "The Black Bag"
and "Hawthorne of the U. S. A.," the
Cohan and Harris hit.
"Too Much Johnson" is the second
piece by William Gillette purchased recently by Famous Players-Lasky, "Secret Service" having been obtained some
few weeks ago as a vehicle for Captain
Robert Warwick. Written by Mr. GilJesse
of the

L.

"Too

lette,

produced on the stage

Washburn

"Hawthorne of the U. S. A." is another
play of the American stage. Produced
banks

from

She staggers
shot by DuBrey.
the cabin and falls outside the

door.

During the

scuffle,

McKenzie

is

thrown violently against a table, upseta blaze
ting an oil lamp which starts
which spreads rapidly. When his head
is
strikes the table, McKenzie's sight
surprise,
restored. He finds, to his great
his northat he can see, and, regaining
he squares accounts with the

mal power,
foreman, and finding that

his

wife had

died he seeks true happiness by marrying Adele.
'

Crest,

play

is

tli

not available.

Calif.

has been selected as
the title for the second of the ChristieSpecial pictures in two reels, featuring
Fay Tincher with a special cast, published May 25. The title of the feature
aptly describes the leading character in
the story, a girl who was so "rough and
western" on a Wyoming ranch, that her
father had to pack her off to boarding
school to be polished.

Deny Sunday Request
CEDAR RAPIDS,

IA.— Spirited opposition of ministers and laymen resulted in the city council of Marion declining to consider the request of B. W.
Umbrelt, owner of the Garden Theatre,
to be

N.

summer

J.,

will

as his

erect

there

early

this

supreme exhibitor accom-

and in recognition of thej
remarkable interest that local theatregoers have shown for screen entertainment.
plishment,

The

structure will cost half a million!

It will have a frontage of two
hundred and eighty-seven feet on Church
Street, and one hundred and twenty-five
The auditorium]
feet on Ellison Street.
will be one hundred and seventy-five
feet deep by one hundred and twenty-;

dollars.

five feet

seats

and

for
fifty

wide.

The

first floor will

have;

two thousand seven hundred
people, while the balcony will

accommodate one thousand two hundred
and

fifty.

Becomes Picture House
EL PASO, TEX.— The Texas Grand
Theatre, now devoted to dramas, will bel
completely remodeled and changed to a|
motion picture house early next fall. J|
C. Quinn, owner of two picture houses
here, is to be manager.

allowed to remain open Sundays.

'

Avalanche" an Artcraft

The Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-:
tion has purchased the screen rights to'l
Gertrude Atherton's sensational novel,

"The Avalanche," and picturizing it fori
Artcraft will present Elsie Ferguson inl
the stellar role.

Brockwell in "Sadie"
Following the completion of "The
Divorce Trap," Gladys Brockwell, tht
William Fox star, has begun the filming!
of "Sadie" at Hollywood. The story o:l
"Sadie" was written by Karl Edin Har
riman and the scenario by Ruth AnrJ
Baldwin. The picture is being directed
bv Frank Beal.
t

CLEVER POSTER FOR "THE BISHOP'S EMERALDS'

The Salisbury company

to go to Flagstaff, Ariz., and
beto three different cities in California
to
fore locations, where snow sufficient
permit sledding could be found. Claire

Anderson is seen as Helen, the unfaithand Helen Jerome Eddy is cast
Alfred Allen, Arthur Maude
as Adele.
and John Cook also have prominent
ful wife,

LOUIS MEYER

VIRGINIA

PEARSON
™
E

SHELDON

McCutcheon Author

George Walsh has begun work on
"The Seventh Person," an original
McF.
story written by Benjamin
Cutcheon, brother of George Barr McCutcheon, the famous novelist, and John
T. McCutcheon, the equally celebrated

Bishops

Emeralds

parts in the production.

cartoonist.

Regent and Garden Theatres of Paterson,

in

was forced

B. F.

theatre seating four thousand people will
be the permanent memorial and tribute
which Jacob Fabian, owner of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise
for New Jersey, and proprietor of the

Second Christie Special
"Rowdy Ann"

photoalmost entirely in the snowmountain regions near Pine

Blinding

"The
graphed
covered

4,

e leading role. The name of
the star to be presented in this photoin

Film
was
Trail"

Snow Scenes

Theatre in New York.
1912, it had Douglas Fair-

at the Astor

first

member

is

Bryant

ago.

panion

but

1894.
will be given the lead.
in

first

Louis Joseph Nance's novel, "The
Black Bag," published by the BobbsMerrill Company in 1908, was obtained
as a vehicle for Wallace Reid.
"The
Black Bag" is also the second Louis
Vance
subject
recently
anJoseph
nounced
Famous Players-Lasky,
by
"False Faces," the Thomas H. lnce special, having been released several weeks

November

of the household who really
took an interest in his case.
With the realization that his wife is
McKenzie also realizes that
disloyal,
tor
Adele has sacrificed her own love
him that Helen might marry him.
Learning that his wife is in the cabin
makes his
of his foreman, McKenzie
wav to the cabin. Here he finds his
with Duwife and engaged in a fight
her wrongrealizing
Helen,
Brey.
doing tries to aid her blind husband,

Much Johnson" was

Jacob Fabian to Build
Theatre at Paterson, N. J.
XFW YORK.— A motion picture

I0HN R

O'RRIl

I

rwis'

N

PATH EZ
I'his

24-Sheet

Ik

the Work of MnDnii and Marks a Sew Achievement for the Artist
(Pathe.)
In Originality and ltrilliant Color Scheme.
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Hod

Reported by "Mac"
tells us Chicago is to have
face in the game, presenting the
big V's to the local trade, W. W. Everitt
Welcome to the fold, W.
is the chap.
W. E.

Tarbell

E. F.

new

a

From

indications, that

all

team of human
and 'Gene

Goodman

Del

sky-rockets,

Goldsmith are getting 'em all with those
Pathe specials. There must be a few
left, so keep at 'em, you G. & G. specialbig

ists.

Understand Irving Mack, one of Chi-

known

now

caring
Film Corporation's local publicity affairs, is the proud pater to a young
son which arrived last week. Well, if sonny
keep growing it will not be long before he
measures up to daddy, that is in height,
cago's well
for Select

film

boys,

we mean.

weighed

Thompson (A.
Wabash avenue, May
the

in at catch

chow
23.
They
weights with Mawruss
C.)

New Joisy wild cat, and projecexpert S. E. Schaffer, contenders for
honors.
refuse to talk further, full details can be secured at the Film Exchange
building, although the Joisey kid hasn't a
mark on him.
Taiter, the

tion

We

The Emerald Motion Picture studio was
scene of an almost fatal end to the
funny little star. Billy West, the other
day.
It seems out of the dainty young
maids, Rose Burkhardt, could not quite
grasp the intricacies of a trick waltz step
and lo and behold, the gallant Billy to the
the

rescue to show the winsome miss. He did.
but the young lady missed her balance and
herein hangs the tale. Billy shot out of
the way like a comet and the Emerald floor
By the way, the dainty Rose
still holds.
hits the beam for just a wee bit this side
of :i(K)— ahem

That's surely an economical way of
entertaining Morris Hellman has.
On a
recent trip west Abe Stern, president of
the L-KO company, stopped over for an
hour or so visiting the local Universal
branch and for a pleasant pastime Morrie
starts comparing iron men.
Sid Goldman
becomes rather interested and the party
winds up with Hellman doing the honors
by entertaining the boys to a feast fit for
the gods at the Winter Garden.
Understand the bill was $22.39.
Gross profits
totalled $51.64
Is it any
for the day.
wonder that Morris buys a fillum theatre

and

who

O. R. Hanson, division mandeparted for Indianapolis on

Saturdav.

May 20-27 the Harvard Theatre will
stage a monster benefit for the 108th Sanitary train buddies of the Prairie Division
with the charming Misses Hazel Riley and
Mabel Reynolds as hostesses. Concluding
the screen diversion the happy throngs will
hie to Sixty-third street and Yale evenue
to enjoy a street dance.
Flanagan, flivver and film specialthe Universal office, is planning to
invade Indianapolis Saturday in his speed
boat and is willing to enter the sweepstakes if he is permitted to.
J. T.
ist for

Max

uncertain,

is

according

and Harry Ascher.

Maxwell Karger, director general for
Metro, stopped in Chicago last Friday on
his return to the coast from New York.
E. C. Bostick,
Strand theatres.
from a business

owner of the Merrill and
New York, has returned
and pleasure trip to New

us that Ralph Pjelou traveling Illinois for Vitagraph, is a regular
film
feature 'ace' at bringing home the
paper with the name on the dotted line.
Don't make any difference how high they
are, once let ivalph get his eye on them
and down they come.

Max
been

tell

Levey,

.

manager of

entertaining

many

high

officials

of

company during the past few days, including H. C. Cornelius, vice-president
who dropped in on his way from Grand
Rapids to New York; General Counsel

the

after spending a

week

Last

"The

New Moon"

ond week

at

is

the Bijou

shining for its secDream theatre on

State street.

M. Behrman, general manager of

H.

Universal

who

exchanges,

Chicago last week,
New York.

left

stopped off

H

\rry

Cohn, Chicagoan, who

is

a

in

on Thursday for

in

the

Film Exchange building last Wednesday.
Both of the spacious elevators were out of
service
all
afternoon
and
everybody
walked. It was hard on the fat ones.

John Ploner, who
William Randolph

is

now

looking after

Hearst's interests
around Universal exchanges, stopped off in
Chicago on Wednesday of last week.

Paul Rainey's

film,

"Heart of Africa,"
this

week.

di-

rector for Metro, has been at the Michael
Reese hospital several days for observation, it being believed that he might have to
Physicians
undergo a serious operation.

decided an operation is unnecessary, however, and he will be out in a few days.

Ralph E. Bradford, manager of the
Triangle exchange, returned last Wednesday from New York, where he attended a
conference with Triangle officials.

Sam Katz,

of Balaban & Katz, returned
the early part of the week from New York,
having hurried east to welcome relatives
who were returning after service in
France. While in New York he took advantage of the opportunity to view several
late feature films.

Ralph W. Abbott, manager of the Universal
Exchange at Indianapolis, spent
l'Vidav in I. L. Lesserman's domain studying Chicago sales methods.
Robert A. Hess and William Eschman,
Milwaukee exchange men, came to Chicago
last Thursday to attend the F. I. L. M.
meeting here and renew old acquaintanceships.

Fred Aiken, manager of the Select office,
from a three days' trip to

has returned
Milwaukee.

During the week Sid Goldman was made
personal representative of H. M. Behrman,
general manager of exchanges for Universal.
Mr. Goldman's headquarters will he
Chicago.

of

Music with your films is now the order
the day every Thursday at the Uni-

versal exchange. I L. Lesserman has a fine
orchestra to accompany the features at the

weekly showings.

The Ascher Brothers have signed little
Rebecca Laemmle, niece of Carl Laemmle's, to do her dance numbers at all
Ascher houses in Chicago.
Miss Sowyer has been made press agent
Ascher Brothers, succeeding Joseph
Schaefer. Miss Sowyer was formerly on

for

the staff of the Chicago American.

Harry

who

dishes out "U" pubJ. Neidig, author of "The Fire Flingers," went to Aurora and Elgin Sunday as guests of D. W.
Burford and Wm. Fay for a few days.
Mr. Neidig's story was written around this
licity

Rice,

locally,

and William

locality.

Coliseum,
May 10,
proms,
was
sighted T. Edward Delaney, assistant manager of Vitagraph; H. C. "Howling"
Holah of "The Third Degree" eminence,
and John "Dude" Langford, owner of
'he Lucille Theatre.
No money changed
hands but all admitted they had Lewis
slated to win.
No, Pete Kichos was left
home to guard the Hip Hip-a-dromes, but
up to press time we have heard nothing
from the expert auditors, now giving the
Lucile receipts the O. O.

At

among

the

ringside,

flimdom's

stellar

Ransley, of the Central Theatre Supannounces owing to the splendid increase in business, they have taken over
warehouse space at 160 North Wells
J.

ply,

Two thieves broke into William G. McAnoo's private car while it was sidetracked in the C. B. & O. yards and stole
$1,r>00 worth of the "Big 4's" attorney's
^Iverware.

Charles C. Pettijohx, who returned to

New York Friday

is

goes into the Olympic

has

Mutual,

forces,

Springfield.
The Select company is in
receipt of several letters from members
of the legislature thanking them for the
privilege of seeing the picture.

York.

now and then?

They

hobnobbing with governors
Thursday Ben was the
host of the governor of Illinois at a private showing of "Bolshevism on Trial" at
lect

nowadays.

There was considerable lobbying
Baseball at best
to

That was surely a half hour's wild sport
staged in
parlor on

here,
ager,

Bex Be

vdei.l,

sales

manager of

59

the

Se-

giving this enterprising concern an
opportunity to carry a large supply of
street,

exhibitors'
incidentals.
At the retail
branch a new machine has been installed
to furnish stenciled slides giving the trade

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
the

kind

fastest

of

service

along

these

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY

lines.

Says James Salter of Vitagraph to Ed

Mordue

of Pathe, "I cawnt shift the
blooming gears." Says Mordue to Slater,
"I'll drive the car," and the old Studebaker
leaped away with knowing hands at her
wheel.

With H. E. N.
Glen Condon, formerly a correspondent for a New York magazine, has been
discharged from the army and will take

No, Milton Simon is no longer an
habitue of our famous Loop.
He is now
located at Indianapolis, in charge of the
United Picture Theatres branch.

That ailing ankle of "FulFer-pep" Ishmael's is now said to be the result of
a narrowly averted catastrophe coincidental with his absorbing scrutiny of
the passing motor vehicles at Adams
and Wabash avenue. The burly traffic
cop who spends his lunch hour watching
trade shows in the Films Exchange
building it seems dragged him from the
danger zone just in the nick of time.
Ishmael is again looking 'em over. The
boys think he'll settle upon a Henry.

of the

manager

the position of
theatre, Tulsa.

Abe Schiff, a former Universal salesman, has taken over the north side territory

for

the

Celebrated

Players

company.

New

who formerly

OMAHA, NEB.— Charles

Grotte

re-

cently sold his one-sixth interest in the
Rialto Theatre at Fifteenth and Douglas

and has announced that he. will
start work on a new theatre as soon as a
suitable site can be purchased.
Architect John Latenser purchased the interest of Mr. Grotte for a reported price of
about $300,000.
streets,

Mr. Grotte returned recently from the

where he inspected the fa"million-dollar theatre" owned by
Sid Grauman, and which is said to be
the best moving picture house in the
world. He says the new theatre will be
patterned after this famous house.
Pacific coast,

mous

Nursery in Theatre
SOUTH TACOMA. WASH.— A

nursery for small babies is to be one of the
features of a new theatre being erected
here by George Sauriol.
The nursery
will be separated from the main part of
the theatre by a plate glass window,
through which mothers can watch the
performance but which will prevent crying from disturbing other patrons.

Wayne House

COLUMBIA

CITY.

Sold

IND.

— Merle

Anthes of

this city has purchased the
Fairfield theatre in Fort Wayne and will

take possession June

resided in

Broadway

theatre, Tulsa, Okla.

Dr. C. W. McCarty, secretary and
treasurer of the Majestic Amusement
Co., Tulsa, will go to St. Louis to attend the coming national convention of
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc.

Ma-

M. Lowenstein, manager
theatre,

jestic

Oklahoma

of the
City, has

re-

sumed charge of that house having returned from the U. S. Embarkation
depot, Newport News, Va.
Benjamin

G. E.

New

now manager of the
Oklahoma City. He

is

E.olly theatre,

theatres opened up unexpectedly
Sunday, May 11, and operated despite
warnings served by Mayor O'Hanlon
and City Attorney E. O. Galloway. Ministers insist that the case be fought.
Theatre owners want the law tested.

Chicago,

street,

at 39th

and Grove

and sends regards to

—

Seth Barnes and Frank Welch of WiKan., both members of the Motion Picture operators Local 414, are
expected home soon from France, where
they have served with the A. E. F.
chita,

O. K. Mason, manager of the Univerexchange, Wichita, Kan., and who
also operated the Regent theatre, states
business has never been better in his
eight years of experience.

Messrs. Larsen and Galbraith announce that they will open a new theatre
in

Midian, Kan.,

in

the heart of the El

Dorado oil fields. It will seat 350 and
will show Universal pictures.

The Princess
The

First

Exchange,

National

Jack

Brainard manager, Oklahoma City, is
busy remodeling the offices and taking
over the entire second floor of the building.
One of the many modern and
unique features of their show rooms,
will be a poster showing department.
The sample posters will hang on suspended swinging wall racks, on the same
principle
that rugs and
carpets are
shown.
A new projection room will be installed; also a rest room and a place
where exhibitors from out of town can

has

closed

opened

May

Wichita, Kan.,
vaudeville season and
19 with "Mickey."
This
theatre,

its

followed by "The Red Lantern"
and "Daddy Long Legs."
will be

While the present contract between
men and the Motion Picture

theatre

operators league No. 414 expires on June
when the new contract goes into,
1,
effect,

it

is

said

most

of

the

picture

houses are at present paying better than
the scale
sixty cents an hour for ex-

—

—

perienced, expert operators.

transact business.

John

Taylor, Select salesman out
of the Dallas, Tex., office reports bookings heavy on "Bolshevism on Trial."
John has been making this territory
S.

two years.

The Metro

office

of

Sam Brunk manager,

is

Oklahoma City,
moving over to

McCollister, owner of Wichita
Wichita, Kan., has installed a
Crystal Bead Screen, a new projection
booth and a modern ventilating system.
The house has a seating capacity of
1,500 persons.
C. C.
theatre,

To Erect New Theatre

tenant with the First National Exchange.

In Kansas City Soon
KANSAS CITY, MO.— Plans for the

A. C. King, the former manager of
the Rialto theatre, Tulsa, has purchased
the Strand theatre in Oklahoma City.
This house is now closed for a complete
overhauling. Mr. King is installing two

construction of a new downtown motion
oicture theatre have been made public
by Alderman William Flynn. who has
just returned from New York City,
where he secured rights for First National productions.

new Power's 6-B machines.
will

open

this

The Strand
week, playing "The Shep-

A
of the Hills."
chestra furnishes music.

herd

symphony

or-

Warner

of

the

Big

U

forces

operating out of Oklahoma City.
does "Bill" hang around Tulsa so

now

Why

much?

New

Freeport Theatre
To Be Called "Lincoln"
FREEPORT, ILL.— After a prize

contest which brought 5,000 suggestions,
John Dittman, who is soon to open a

new
Herman, manager of the Mutual
Oklahoma City, won the $75 prize

theatre here, has decided to call his
Miss Laura
playhouse the "Lincoln."
W. Clark was awarded the $25 prize for
being the first to suggest this title.

second best increased business for
Mutual offices in the U. S. Mrs. L.
Keeley, the charming Mutual booker,
shares in the above honors.

Seek Local Censorship
BEAUMONT, TEX.—An agitation

P. C.
office,

for
all

Speed Cisco Building
Contractors have
CISCO, TEX.
agreed to complete construction on a
new theatre at Mercedes in six weeks.

this idea.

the boys.

"Bill"

ture

system, Minusa screen and two Power's
0-B projection machines. A "cry room"
will also be a feature of the house, an
item in the Herald recently giving them

:

is

pic-

12,500.
The managethe latest ventilating

of

install

will

sal

1.

Test Sunday Law
HILLSDALE, MICH.— Motion

capacity

ment

Muskogee, has been appointed manager

was formerly located

$300,000 Playhouse
Is Promised for Omaha

Fort

F. C. Smith,

of the Majestic

ing

has started to establish a local board
Messrs, Breaux and Whitlow of Oklahoma City, Okla.. are rushing to completion a new $20,000 theatre with a seat-

60

of

Determined opposition by
many prominent citizens to the move-

censorship.

ment promises

its

defeat.
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Russell in

most surprising vehicle
presented by the American

"Some Liar"

in

in

what

the

minimi

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
ii

t

minium

mil

Russell

Not

can be played
by hand
by 88 note player roll (with operator)
by 134 note orchestrated solo roll

a Westerner.

of the previous Russell subjects,

fl
ii

all sizes

This is a lightning-like comedy-drama from the versatile
pen of Stephen Fox, originally announced under the title,
"The Signet of Sheba."

many

imimiiiiunw
liiHniKMM I

Solo Theatre Orchestra-Organs

ductions.

Unlike

iimnm

miiiuiiiililKMHIfll

Cremona

is

of his screen career
in

mi

unit

expected to be
when he is
"A Sporting Chance," which
Russell prolist of William

William Russell will be seen
the

follows

''iiiiiiumiiuiiuummiiiiuiiiiimiiiimiiiiiuiiiii

"A Sporting Chance"
To Be Published By American

"A Sporting

Chance" does not offer the "Flying A" star in the role of a
Westerner, but features a young New York millionaire whose
exploits, however, are no less hair-raising because he wears
tailored clothes and has a large bank-account.
Russell appears as "John Stonehouse," who has registered
at a big metropolitan hotel for the purpose of killing himself, but on the point of pulling the trigger is interrupted by
an incident that leads to an amazing series of adventures.
A beautiful woman of mystery and a priceless emerald are
the other two conspicuous figures in the absorbing train of
events.
As a climax to the narrative, the author has, it
said, provided one of the most sensational surprises in
is

(without operator)

double tracker

and our wonderful
permits

foUowing the film
using music cue sheet and
instantaneous change of music

the history of the screen.

Frtizi Brunette in Cast.
Brunette is seen opposite Russell in the role of "Gilberte Bonheur, a girl who has played many strange roles,"
and never, it is declared, has her exquisite charm been more
manifest.
The others in the cast are George Periolat, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Lee Hill, Harvey Clark and Perry Banks.
The production was directed by Henry King. It will be
published June 29.
Fritzi

Style

M3

Duplex

The solo instrument with the
Select Stars Mitchell Lewis

human

voices.

In "Jacques of the Silver North"
"Jacques of the

Silver North," a forthcoming Select
Mitchell Lewis is to be seen as Jacques La Rouge,
a half-breed Indian with a child-like heart and the ferocity
of a wolf.
The story is one in which Jacques becomes the
friend of an old trader's daughter, and one scene shows him

In

Two

music rolls enable operator to follow the action of the
picture with ease and accuracy.

picture,

long chase with his dog-team over the snowbound fields
base of Mount Shasta.
The shot shows the dogs
fighting through the swirling drifts, while far in the distance is seen the struggling team which Jacques is pursuing.
The object of the chase is a little cabin in a clearing of
pines, and around it lies snow so deep that it is buried to the
roof in the drift.
The team which is followed by Jacques
is driven by two desperate men who have stolen the trader's
daughter.
They reach the cabin before Jacques arrives and
are prepared to defend it against the big half-breed. Jacques'
dogs have bolted and have left him to follow the trail alone,
but in a short while he also arrives at the cabin. Then comes
a fight in which Jacques overpowers the two men and nescues
the girl.
The men are driven from the cabin and are forced
to flee without their team, but they have gone only a few
miles when their trail is picked up by a pack of wolves. The
men flounder through the deep drifts in their mad hurry to
escape, but they are overtaken and fall an easy prey to the
in a

at

The 134 note

the

roll

is

within

A

a

solo reproducing
complete orchestra

itself.

size for

every theatre.

Plays any 88 note player

roll.

Your weekly music bill can be made an
investment instead of an expense.

ferocious pack.

Why

Constance Talmadge Begins Work

not write us today for information regarding this

most modern instrument and

its

adaptability to

your theatre?

The

Constance Talmadge Film Corporation will begin
work on the first Constance Talmadge picture to be published
through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit May 26. Several
different stories have been purchased by Joseph M. Schenck,
president of the new corporation, but it has now been definitely
decided that "Information, Please" is to be the first picture.
No expense will be spared to make this First National
picture in every way one 'of the most satisfactory productions,
both from the artistic standpoint, it is said, and with a careful
view to the exhibitors' needs and popular appeal to the public.

The Marquette Piano

Co.

Factory and General Offices

CHICAGO

2439 Wallace St.
?
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ENDAR-OFPROGRAKPUBLICATia
EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.

—

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Eleventh Commandment,"
—"The
with Bessie Barriscale.
of Fate/'
— "Trick
with Henry B. WalthalL
"Long Lane's Turning,"
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
with William Desmond.
with All Star Cast.
—"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
— "The Lamb and the Lion
Rhodes.
with
the Roiff^ (Special CasT)7~fiVe
—"The
— "HeartsTurn
Barriscale.
Bessie
with
Asleep,"
with Alma Rubens.
—"Diane of Green Van,"
—
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"The Courageous Coward,"
— "The Love Call,"
Rhodes.
with
— "Modern Husbands,"
with Henry B. Walthall.
— "Josselyn's Wife."
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "The Mints of Hell."
with William Desmond.
— "Just
with Beatriz Michelena.
Squaw."

Jan.

five

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

in

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

May
May
May
May
June

Billie
reels.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Turned White," five reels, with Henry B.
"The
"Broken Threads." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.

—
—
—
—

June
June
June
June

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
," five reels,

in

Man Who

—

— "How
9 — "Merely
2

— "Almost

June
June
June
June
Tune

Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
Marrying Mary,' one reel, with Elinor Field.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Him

Women

—

— "Sporting

—
— "Little
"False

Life," seven reels.

Dec.

1

Jan.
Feb.

16

Faces," five

May

25

Woman Thou

5

— "The

Women," seven

reels.

reels.

Gavest Me,

seven

reels.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

16

a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
2
"The Wigwam System, one reel, with Elinor Field.
9
"The Door Between," one reel.
16
"His Wife's Birthday," one reel.
23 "The Way of a Maid." one reel.
4
"His Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field.
11
"'Nobody's Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
18
"Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
25 "For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
1
"Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.

— Stagg, "One Every Minute."
2 — Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16
"Pullman Porter."
2

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—Arbuckle, "Rip &
Tailors."
— Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
Arbuckle, "Love."
—
9 — Sennett, "The Village Smithy."

9— Sennett,

Stitch,

23

2
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 16 Drew, "Once a Mason."
Mar. 23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
Mar. 30 Flagg, "Beresford of Barboons."
Apr. 6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
Apr. 13 Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
Apr. 20 Drew, "An Amateur Liar."

—
—

—
—
Widow."
—Drew,
Sennett, "The
"Harold, The Last of the Saxons."
—
Blind."
11 — Sennett, "When Love
Stranger."
18 — Flagg, "Welcome,
25— Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
— Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
27

Apr.

May
May
May
May

reel.

Little

4

is

Little

1
June
June 8
June 15

Sennett, "Hearts and Flowers."
—
— Drew, "Squared."
FOX FILM CORPORATION

BIG,

'

TIMELY PICTURES

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.

"Why

Should Not Marry."

I

All star cast, five parts.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

ARTCRAPT PICTURES
an.

—
—
— "An
—

Field.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
an.

—
—
—
Law
—
Women,"
—
—
"Come
—
Home Town
—
—

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS

23— "Their

& "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum Poles," one
1! -"Geesers and Geysers," one reel.
19 -"Bulls and Bears."
26 -"Western Stuff."
2
"Doing the Dells."
9
"A Bit of God's Country."
16 •"Out Wyoming Way."
23 •"A Peek at Paradise," one reel.
2 "Columbia Highway," one reel.
9 •"An Eyeful of Egypt," one reel.
16 •"In Pyramid Land,
one reel.
23 " 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
30 -"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
6
"A Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel

to

Warner.

OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Jan.
Tan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

13

—

STRAND COMEDIES

to

five reels, with John Barrymore.
five reels, with Shirley Mason.
five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
13 "The Roaring Road," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
13
five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Let's Eljpe,
20 "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
27
of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"The
4
five reels, Ernest Truax.
"Oh! You
4
"Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
11
Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
11
Girl," five reels. Vivian Martin.
"The
18
"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
18
Close-Up,
" five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"The Final
"The Busher." five reels, with Charles Ray.
25 "The Haunted Bedroom,
five reels, with Enid Bennett.
25 "I'll Get
Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
1
"Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
8
"You're Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
8
Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
15
and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Men,
15
"Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.

of

6

May
May
May
May
May
May
May 18—
May
May
—

five

final

— "The Test Honor,"
—
Rescuing Angel,"
— "The
— "Something Do,

6

Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

19— "Here Comes the Bride," five reels, with John Barrymore.
26— "The Romance of Happy Valley," Griffith Special.
26— "Don't Change Your Husband, DeMille.
'

2— "Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
eb.
Mar. 2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9—' "Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9— 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16— "The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 25
The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
Apr.
"Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20 "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27— "For Better
For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18— 'The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
'True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. GrifFth Special.
June 1
'Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
f une

Feb.

STANDARD PICTURES

—
— "The

Man Hunter," six reels, with William Farnum.
9
— "When Men Desire," five reels, with Theda Bara.

23

Mar.
Mar. 23

—

Apr.

May
June
June
June

—

with Evelyn Nesbit.
with William Farnum.
with Theda Bara
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.

"Thou Shalt Not,"
—
Jungle Trail."
— "The
"The Siren's Song."
—
"A Woman There Was,"
15 — "My
Sister,"
—
29 "The Lone Star Ranger,"

six reels,

20

five reels,
five reels,

4

1

Little

1

VICTORY PICTURES

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar. SO

PARAMOUNT

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June

— "Hard Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton
2 — "Happy Though Married,"
Bennett.
— "Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch," with Enid
with Margaret
— "Two Brides,"
with Lina Cavalieri.
9— "The Girl Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
—
2

five

9
9

Apr.
Apr.

reels,

May
May

five reels,
five reels,
Clark
five reels,
five reels,
"Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Winning Girl," five reels, with Shirley M»«nn.
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Puppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"Three
and a Girl," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Extravagant e," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The Sheriff's Son." five reels, with Charles Ray.

June
July
July

—
—

16
16

28
23
28

—
—
—
—
—
16 —
16—
23 —
28—
30—
30—
30—
2
2
9

— "Hell Roarin' Reform,"
2_"The Forbidden Room,"
18— "Never Say Quit,"
—
16

Aug.

—
—
—
—
25
22 —
—
20—
—
3
13
27
11

6

Tom

Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Broekwell.
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
"Fighting for Gold," five reels, with
"Pitfails of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Broekwell.
"Help! Help Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
"The Coming of the Law," five reels, with
"The Divorce Trap," five reels, with Gladys Broekwell.
Over," five reels, with George Walsh.
"Putting
Mix.
"The Wilderness Trail."* five reels, with
"The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Broekwell.
"The Seventh Person." five reels, with George Walsh.

Tom

I

Tom

One

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Men

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

29—' The Girl with No Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
9—'"The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.

23— "Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
9—' 'Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
23— "The Rebellious Bnde," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.

6
"Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
20—' The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
By," five reels, with Albert Ray.

May 4—'"Miss Adventure,"
May 18—'"Words and Music

6—' 'When Fate Decides,"
June
June 15—' 'Cowdarice Court," five

62

five reels,
reels, with

with

Madlaine Traverse.

Peggy Hyland.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Not.
Not.

17— "Fan Fan."
26— "Ali Baba and

Apr.
Apr.

May
May

the Forty Thievea."

8

—
Midnight Alarm."
— "The
"Wanted — A Baby," two
—
"The
Sea Wolf,' two
—

20

"Circumstantial Evidence," two
— "In
Pinch," two
with Mr.
— "A aWonderful
Night," two

18

1
June
June 15

THE GREAT NINE SERIES
Peb.
Feb.
Feb.

0

.

reels.
reels.

4

reels.

and Mrs. Carter De Haven.

reels,

reels,

Valeaka Suratt
"The Soul of Broadway."
—
—
Bara
"The Darling of Pari*."
William Farnum
"Hoodman Blind."
—Theda

with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.

in

10
it

BENNISON STAR SERIES

in

in

"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison,
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES

"The Road Called Straight,"

— "Money Talks," two parts.
6— "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
— "A Lady Bellhop's Secret," two
11— "A Soft Tenderfoot," two reels with Tom Mix.
26 — "Virtuous Husbands," two
— "Merry Jailbirds," two
6
15 — "Dabbling
Society," two
6 — "Merry Jailbirds," two

with Louis Bennison.

five reels,

Mar. 23
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
uly

une
July

reels,

W. W.

reels.

reels.

4

reels,
reels,
reels.
reels.

in

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

Apr.

20

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
1'

May

24 — "The Love Hunger,"
10 — "The Forfeit,"
24 — "The End of the Game,"
— "Thunderbolts of Fate,"
Lehr.
— "The
Best Man,"

Feb.

—
"William Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
— "Out
and In Again, half
—
"A Cow's Husband," half
— "Mutt,
Trainer," half
— "SubbingtheforMutt
Apr. 13
Tom Mix," half
—
"Pigtails and Peaches," half
Apr. 20
— "Seeing Things," half
Apr. 27
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half
May
—
May 11— "Sir Sidney," half
the Post," half
May 18 —"Left
May 25 — "The Shell Game," half
"Oh! Teacher!" half
June
—
June
— "Hands Up," half
June 15 "Sweet Papa," half
—
and Pests," half
June 22
—
une 29 "A Frize Fight,"
—
Mar. 18
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
6
Apr.

five

6

a

"J'ets

uly
uly

—

6

13

Warren Kerrigan.

Man

Thinks,"

five

reels,

with Leah Baird.

INC.

"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
half reel.

8

J.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

reel.

reel.

1

with

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS

— "As

reel.

4

five reels, with Lillian Walker.
reels, with House Peters and Jane Miller.
five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
five reels, with House Peters and Anna

five reels,

4

reel.
reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

at

HODKINSON CORPORATION

BENJAMIN

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.

INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.

"Look Pleasant, Please." half reel.
"Downstairs and Up," half reel.

Distributed Through Film Clearing House.

SPECIALS

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

'Wanted
:

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2

May
May
May
May
1

une
une

five reels, with

five reels,

6

4

11

It

six

Mae Marsh.

TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
"Life's Greatest Problem."

"Her Mistake."

"A Woman's

HOTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM

— The Wood of Fair Water (Scenic).
2 — The Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
3 — False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
— A Thought of Equity (Epigram).
5 — Wild Flowers (Comedy).

reels.

1

five reels,

reels,

4

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION

"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
'The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

— "Carrying
—
"Canada's

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Old Glory to the Seven Seat."
Mountain of Tears."
17—"Where 'The Spirit That Won' Was Born."
8
10

24— "Roueh

—

2

Stuff."
"Good to Eat."
"The Story of Steel."

9—
—

16

May
May
May
May

"The Land

of Enchantment."
Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
6— "Cut It Out."
Apr. 13
"Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
Apr. 20— "Good Roads."
Abr.

23— "What

—
—
27
Visit
New
— "A
"Going Up."
to

Tune
Tune
June
itine

Orleans."

May 4
May 11— "Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18— "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 "From Mud Dug."
1
June
"The Land of the Ukulele."
8— "The Only Way."
June

Breakfast
of

8—

'

—

'

—

'

—

'

INC.,

SPECIALS

Sitters.

"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Germany Must- Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor." five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

—
Another."
— "Have
"A Master of Music."
"The Potum

87—' "In for Thirty Days,"

"The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly
"To Hell With the Kaiser," seven reels.

7

9— "The New
—

Spender," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
Divorcee," five reels, with Ethel Barrymore.
five reels, with May Allison.
'Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
10—' 'As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey.
17—' 'Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
24—' 'Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with May Allison
3— "Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
10— "Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
17— "The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24— "That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
31—' 'Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
7
The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison.
14—' 'Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
21— 'False Evidence, five reels, with Viola Dana.
28—' 'After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
5
'The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
12—' 'Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
19— 'The Lion's Den," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
26—' 'Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
2—' 'Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
9
'Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
16—' 'Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
23
'One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
'

'

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with R:U Tolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States." eight reels, with Arnold Daly.

CAPITOL COMEDIES
23
Mar.
Mar. 23

18— The
20— The

SCREEN CLASSICS,

—
—

Feb.
Feb.

Experience."

"Suspense."

five

five

'A Romance of the Air."
'When My Ship Comes In."
'A House Divided."

with Pauline Frederid

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

8

Murder."

Mabel Normand.
five reels,

Brand," seven reels (Rex Beach Special).
— "The
with Tom Moore.
"A Man and His Money,"
—
"Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
—
"Spotlight Sadie,"
with Mae Marsh.
13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
27 — "The Stronger Vow,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
with Tom Moore.
— "Leave To Susan,"
with Madge Kennedy.
18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
25— "When Doctors Disagree,"
with Mabel Normand.
— "The Fear Woman,"
/eels, with Pauline Frederick,
22 — "The City of Comrades,"
with Tom Moore.

9
Mar.
Mar. 16
Mar. 30

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

—
"The Bondage of Barbara,
—
"Sis Hopkins,"
with
—
— "The Woman on the Index,"

18
28

for

Food"

Swat"

63

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Apr.
Apr.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toys of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye. seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

May
May
May
May

PATHE EXCHANGE,

June
Tune
June
June
June

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar.

—— "Common
2

27

Apr.

June

20— "The
15 — "The

May

25

Mar.
Apr.

May
June

Sawdust Doll," five reels,, with
Little Diplomat," five reels, with

FRANK KEENAN
— "The Master
Man,"
five

reels,

8

— "The

Mar.
Apr.

May

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

PRODUCTIONS
with Frank Keenan.

Mar.

EXTRA SELECTED
—"The
Narrow Path,"
—

—
—
—
—
—

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
une
une

— "A Vagabond of France,"
——"The Old Maid's Baby,"
"Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
—
20 "The Sawdust Doll,"
18 — "Caleb Piper's Girl,"
26
23
23

four reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

I— Eaaanay, "Men Who

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
June
June
June
Tune
June

reels.
six reels,

Have Made Love

with
to

Tom Moore and

Me,"

six reels, with

Hazel

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mary

MacLane.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

—

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

—
Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—"Who
"Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
'The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella."
with Constance Talmadge.
—
"The Belle of New York,"
with Marion Davie*.
—
"Children of Banishment,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
World
Live
with Alice Brady.
—"The
"The Probation Wife,"
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmad**.
— "Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.
—
"Bolshevism on Trial."
—"Getting Mary Married,"
with Marion Davies.
—
"The Veiled Adventure,"
with Constance Talmadgt—"Redhead,"
with Alice Brady.
—
"The New Moon."
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Jacques of Silver North,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
five

to

five

reels,
five

May
May
May

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
In,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
reels,

reels,
six

reels,
five

Mother," six

reels,

"Riders

— "Fortune's Child,"
— "Silent Strength,"
—
"The Lion and the

10
17
24

with Gladys Lesl'e.
with Harry More}.
Alice Joyce).
"The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
10—"The Wishing Ring Man," five reels, with Bessie Lov»
10
"From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewath
17 "A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
24 "Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
81
"Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
7
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
14
"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
21
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
28 "Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
28 "The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
5
"A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
12 "Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
19
"The Third Degree," six reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
26 "Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
2
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love._
9
"A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
16
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
23 "Beauty Proof," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
30 "The Spark Divine," five reels, with Alice Joyce.

8—

five reels,
five reels,

Mouse"

(special

—

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

_

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
—"The Roughneck,"
with Montagu Love.
10— "Mandarin's Gold,"
with Kitty Gordon.
17 — "Courage
with
Carlyle Blackwell.
Two."
34— "The Moral Deadline,"
with Frank Mayo.
8— "Crook of Dreams,"
with Louis Huff.
10— "The Unveiling Hand,"
with Kitty Gordon.
—
8

—
—
—
14 —
21 —
28—
—
12 —
19 —
17

24
81
7

5

five reels,
five reels,
five reela,
for
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"The Hand Invisible," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
"Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.
"The Little Intruder," five reels, with Johnny Hines.
"The Scar," five reels, with Irving Cummings.
"The Quickening Flame." five reels, with Montagu Love.
'The Price of Doubt," five reels, with All Star Cast.
"Ginger," five reels, with Violet Palmer.
"The Unwritten Code," five reels, _ with Shirley _ Mason.
"The Social Pirate," five reels, with June Elvidge.

in

the Show," two reels.

NEWS REELS
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

— 'The Light of Western Stors," seven
26— "Adele.
with Kitty Gordon.
—
6

Apr.

23
13

June

8

SPECIALS

to

2
9

Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.

SELZNICK PICTURE CORP.

"Break the News

6

"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

reels,

"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case.*' with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmmi.

six reels,
Priscills
six reels,
five reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Priscilla
six reels,
Little
reels,
six reels,
six reels,
Little
six reels,
of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
I

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES

"Upstairs and Down," five reels, with Olive Thomas.

—
—

reels, with Duttin
six reels,
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
"Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.
"Playthings of Passion," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.

"A Man

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, 'The Lure of the Circus."
,
"
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mysterv
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, f'The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe. "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

with Taylor Holmes.

TRIANGLE

Apr.

Taste of Life,"

—"A Silk Lined Burglar,"
with
Dear
—
"The Amazing Wife,"
with Mary MacLaren.
14 — "What Am
Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief,"
with
Dean.
—
with Harry Carey.
"Bare Fists,"
12 — "The Delicious
Devil," six
with Mae Murray.
19 — "The Blinding Trail,"
with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman,"
with Mary MacLaren.
—
"The Big
Person,
with Mae Murray,
—

"A Night

five reels,
five reels,

five

FILM CORPORATION
— "The
Rowdy,"
with Hazel Daly.
—
"Toton"
with Olive Thomas.
—
"Democracy,"
with Jack Conway.
—
13
"A Regular Fellow,"
with Taylor Holmes.

Mar. 28
Mar. 80
6
Apr.

Little

"A

8

reels, with Ruth Clifford.
five reels, with Carmel Meyet.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
five reels. Carmel Meyer*.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.

five

VITAGRAPH
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Eaaanay, "Ruggles of R *d Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Jan. SI Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond MeKee.
F.ssanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Essenay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Boreage.
Edison. "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

May
May

— "The Game's Up,"
Will Marry Me?"
3 —"Sue of the South,"
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
24— "The
White Savage,"
—
20

27—"Who

Mar. 81
7
Apr.

PERFECTION PICTURES

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

reels,

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

STAR PHOTOPLAYS

five reels, with Fannie Ward.
12 "The Midnight Stage," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
9
"Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
9
"Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
4 "The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
4
"The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
1
"All Wrong," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.

16

Kleine, "Que Vadia," eight
—
— Selig^j'Brown of Harvard,"

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

five
reels,

Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.

Jan.
T
Ian. 10

Feb.

six

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

Baby Marie Osborne.
Baby Marie Osborne.

Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William RnsselL
"The Amazing Imposter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Signet of Shelba," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvdnne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.

an.
an.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

six reels,
six reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Feb.

.

five reels,

Clay," seven reels, with Fannie Ward.
six reels, with Dolores Cassinelli and E. K.

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Jan.
Feb.

1

Lincoln.

VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPALYS. INC.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

"The Unknown Love,"

Apr.

June

—"Devil M' Care,"
with Crane Wilbur.
— 'The Follies Girl,"
with Olive Thomas.
—
4
"A
Place in the Sun,"
with Margaret Blanch.
11 — "Taxi" (Special),
with Taylor Holmes.
18— "The Water Lily,"
with Alice Mann.
25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
—
Root of Evil,"
with Frances Mann.
—"The
8
"Love's Prisoner" (Special),
with Olive Thomas.
16 — "Lady Windemere's Fan,"
with All Star Cast.
22 — "Upside Down" (Special),
with Taylor Holmes.
29 — "Dombey & Son,"
with All Star Cast.
20
27

Little
five reels,
(special), five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

:

Farnum

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
HIRAM ABRAMS

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

"Hearts of Men," six reels, with George Beban.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

and the Beast,"

"When Men

reels.

HILLER AND WILK
"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.
"Roses and Thorns," with Lenore Ulrich.

"Wrath

of the Gods."
eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Woman,"
"The

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY
"Apartment 23."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

—

"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Caatleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

"A Rustic Romeo."
"Oh, Susie, Be Careful."
"Kiss the Bride."
"Tell Your Wife Everything."
"Sally's Blighted Career," two reels.

JESTER COMEDIES
Doe

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

two-reel

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

JAMES KEANE

reels.

"The Spreading

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

Evil," seven reels.

Frozen Warning," five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."

"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION

"The Boomerang," with Henry

HARRY RAPF

(Robert C. Bruce Scenict)
"The High Horse." one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold." one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one reel.
"Before Breakfast," one reel.

"Wanted

Murder,"

'The Liberator,"

one

reel.

serial,

Brunette.
of Purple

reel.
reel.
reel.

WM.

FEIST

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT,
six reels, with
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels,
"Empty Pockets." seven reels.

INC.

Elmo Lincoln.
with Nance O'Neill.

and Thasaas

SHERRY SERVICE

PICTURES

six

reels,

with Etnmett Dalton.

ERNEST SHIPMAN
LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five reels,

with Enid Markey.

TOWER FILM CORPORATION

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.

with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.
reels,

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION
"The Crime

FRANK HATCH ENTERPRISES

of the Hour." five reela.

AL AND FRANK JKNNING8 PRODUCTION!

'Tempest and Sunshine."

"Lady

HARRY GARSON

of the Dugout," six reels.

WARNER BROTHERS

with Blanche Sweet.
Sw__.
with Blanch* Sweet.

"Open Your Eyes."

reels,

WESTERN IMPORT

GENERAL ENTERPRISES
^Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace

E>ton

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

"Auction of Souls," eight reels.

five reels,
eels,

Bessie

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

"Our Teddy," seven reels.
"Sunnyside." two rerfs. with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.

Unpardonable Sin," eight

L.

S-L

"Pershing's Crusaders.
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.

The Hashed Hour,"

with

Available at all Film Clearing House Exchange*
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine CalverC;.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with B-roncho Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes- Rob«rtaoa
"A Dog's Lite," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
'The Life Mask," five reels, wkh Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Tempered Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front." Italian official war film.

J.

reels,

six

Santchi.

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

Tarzan of the Apes,"

with Elaine Ilammerstei

with Maciste.

Dreams,"

"The City

reel.

F.

reels,

SELIG SPECIALS

reel.

FELIX

five

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thorn** Sa n sc sa
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and Helen Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Sa.it. hi and Prints

reel.

8

for

HARRY RAVEIi

—

Is

B. Walthall.

"Virtuous Sinners."

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

Jan.

reels.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION

"The Chosen Prince," eight reels.
The Grain of Dust," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
"A Romance of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

81 —"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Magazine Screen Supplement,"
Feb.
—"Photoplay
"Indian Life," one
Feb.
—
Indian Love Story," one
"An
Feb. 10
—
"A Day With Caranza," one
Feb. 17
—
Feb. 24
a Mexican," one
—"What
Mar.
"The Washington Air Patrol," one

COMPANY

LEA-BEL

The

Man," nine

INC.

'The Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"For Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
"The Geezei of Berlin."
"The Sinking of the Lusitania."
•Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
'Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Dalton.

"Rowdy Ann," two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"
"A Full House."
"Oh, My, Dear."
"Anybody's Widow."

"God's

W. GRIFFITH

D.

"The Birth of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harrot.

AY WON FILM CORPORATION

1
3

five reels.

reels, with Leah Baird.
Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

"Moral Suicide," seven

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.
"My Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration," five reels.
"Finger of Justice," six
"Sunset Princess."

Woman

"The

"Mickey," seven

reels,

with Mabel

Norman i.

ZION FILM, LVC.
Darmond.

"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
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PERFECTED PROJECTION
Portable Projector

|

Let the Exhibitors Herald and

for pre- viewing films, and are reaping
the reward of their foresight by in-

1

Motography

The country's leading theatres are using

|

THE DE VRY

creasing patronage.

Let us show you

by

its

use

how you

— no obligation — write to

THE DE VRY CORPORATION
1232

Marianna

You

Help

|

too can profit

The Exhibitors Herald

1

CHICAGO, ILL

Street.

E

and Motography

E

in the Service

|

without

America's Foremost Exhibitors

|

tions

ADMIT

|

ployes

for

|

quests

of

E

help,

E

of theatre equipment that

E

are for sale or exchange.

THE

will print

Department,

charge,

of

and

film

applica-

em-

trade

positions,

re-

employers

for

will list articles

SCREENS

Money Can Buy
De berri scenic Co.

are the Best
922

W.

MONROE

E

for the

Exhibitor
Let us help you do advertising that will

SPECIALIZE

get you results. We
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
:•:
:-:
that's why we do it better.

PROGRAMS

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

TYPE ONE SHEETS

SEND FOR SAMPLES
The National Poster

&

Printing Co.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE THEATRE

DESIGNING

pers, inspectors, etc.,

E

are seeking

E

can obtain

E

through these columns.

CONSULTING

William

T.

.

SUPERVISING

Braun

E

can obtain

|

workers through these

E

umns.

competent

Send your wants
Service

col-

in to

Department.

|

the

E

Your name and address

E

will not be printed unless

E

so requested.

§

Tell the Herald

1

and

E= a

Motography

and the Whole
Trade Will Hear

I
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results

managers who need help

1

J

quick

1

W. MADISON STREET. CHICAGO

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS

positions,

Exhibitors and exchange

ARCHITECT
189

new

E

|

506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago

who

s'

CHICAGO

ST.

An Advertising Service

PRINTERS

Salesmen, bookers, ship-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

i

i

i

i

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 1 r l • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

l

CHICAGO, JUNE

No.

1919
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j
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MARTIN

SHED WEEKLY
SO.

DEARBORN

<T.

Entered as second

class matter.

]

.

August

Q V
ie.

I

G LEY

,

.'UBLI SH ER

ion. at the Post Office at Chicago.

III.,

under the Act of March.

3.

1S70.

ONE DOLLAR
A YEAR

Paramount Ai buckle
— COMEDIES —

Wei come:
EVERY

Paramount - Arbuckle
is as welcome as the

Comedy

discovery of a ten-dollar

bill

in

an old coat, the morning before
pay day.
They're waiting for his next,
Desert Hero" coming in June.

"A

They're ready to laugh again at
the ones already released.

Re-book and

,

,

.1

.

'em laugh!

let

I

-

-I.

T

—

11-1

1

!U

f
|

% FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION «H
LIASKY

Wct

Pra CEOL B DE MILLE D-rcar ywnrf

|

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

PICTURES
Tfa Famour "Cyclone Smiih" Stones

A

SERIES

of ten

complete in

master 2-reel productions, each story

itself,

"THE

LI

featuring the great

KE OF THE CIRCUS,"

Polo,

brilliant

that Is packing theatres to capacity in every part of this country. BOOK
this big series of ten.
Advertise POLO, and watch your
Polo's tremendous popularity will pull for you
profits grow.
Get your contract right
as big as your costliest features.
star of

now.

—

More

enduring than tablets of bronze

is

the

hold that these master-artists have on the

minds and affections of the millions. To
them has come the supreme tribute of the
seekers of happiness and the better things
of life men, women and children alike
who have enshrined them in their hearts for

—

all

time.

And

that they

may

give to the full as their

art grows in its maturing richness, they have

dedicated themselves to making the motion
picture screen free
for all that

is

— an

best in

unfettered

life's

medium

play hours.

To make

the pictures of
Chaplin, Douglas

Mary

Pickford,

Charlie
Fairbanks and
D. W. Griffith available to the entire film
world without the restrictions and obligations
and limitations of the program and star series
systems of film rental, United Artists Corporation has been created.

—

EacK production as nearly perfect as human
skill and genius and art can make it—-will be
rented on its own individual merits.
United Artists Corporation thus guarantees
to Exhibitors their full freedom in the booking and exploiting of the screen's supreme
productions.
to reap the

It

gives to

full

them the opportunity

benefits of their

own

ability

as showmen.
•

First Release

A DOUGLAS

September

1st,

1919

FAIRBANKS PICTURE

Bookings novo being

made

THEY WILL COME MILES
TO SEE HER

I

TH EDA BARA

inaTheda Bara super-production

A WOMAN
THERE WAS
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM FOX
DIRECTED BYJ.GORDON

EDWARDS

A ROMANCE OF THE SOUTH SEAS.
THE ETERNAL QUESTION OF THE

MAN AND THE WOMAN.

OB*^

JESS E

D.HAMPTON

vcsmona
presents

Ttt

LlFEi A FUMMY
PROPOSITION
wholesome
It is a
provides
comedy and
in-

«

incidents of comic
terest

which most any-

one can appreciate.
-Exhibitor's Herald.

rea<*

"Your patrons should

es

derive healthy

.

enjoy-

ment out
picture."

t\ve P'

3

comedy, we!? 3 "' Clev er
Produced

W 2&

p*

oi

nS

WHITEWASHED
"Exhibitors
this

will

new

find

Desmond

film a

wholesome, interesting and amus-

ing piece of screen
entertainment."

: ° Uch
Of
Th
° ne t«at
Cture ^
wiM Please
£J
audiences.all
drama

Splendid
Picture

good

Good

the light, pleasing variety.
The
production is of the
standard set by all
pictures handled by
the Robertson-Cole
organization."

— P.
Molion

S.

Harrison,

I'irrur,

?

USl -

v'ery

picture.
Puller."
C°mm,nt,
"" Picture

Morning Telegraph

to

We „^
tern

nes stwodayf

— Francis Agneiv,
"This picture belongs

^tions-

%

p°S?e

*»

y

P

New,

Released

Robe
Robertson -Cole Company

D v
Division
i

i

of

Films

fhrougt
through

News.

Exhibitors Mutual

B pxx i a

amsca
A Trick
There

is

ordinary in

make
tion

a

it

of

Fate

enough out of

for

this

first

the

story to

rate attrac-

any crowd

responds to exciting

that

fiction.

—Wid's.

Box

Office Reports in
Dramatic Mirror Boxoffice value — great: Above

—

average.

Barriscale's cos-

tumes appealed
to

especially

women.

Directed by

HOWARD HICKMAN
Admirers of Bessie
Barriscale will find

new

in

interest

appearance
picture."

Hearts Asleep

her
this

— Morning

Telegraph.
of a Sudden
Norma — Excellent.

All

is an entertaining
subject adequately

'It

handled. — Morning

Very Pleasing" Ex->
hibitors Comment

Telegraph.

Motion

'The

Picture possesses
heart appeal, builds to a
good climax and gathers
plenty of suspense along

the way.

in

Picture;

News.

can be

It

depended upon

to give

complete satisfaction."

Helen Rockwell Exhibitor's Trade Re-

Wife

Josselyn's

By Kathleen Norris

view.
"This

Is

a picture which ex.

hibitors can advertise heavy,

personally recommend and
play longer than the ordinary
run If not her masterpiece,

ranks with the
Barriscale
has
ever appeared in."
Exhibitors Herald.
it

certainly

best

Miss

—

"The production
made, so perfect

so

is

well

ordinary
detail so faithfully enacted
well
by a cast of
known

and competent

in

players, that

its

effect on

is

absorbing."

(he

Mac Dona Id ,
Picture World.

spectator

— Margaret
Moving

>
Released by

Robertson- Cole

Division

of

Company
Films

Through

Produced by
S3

B. B.

FEATURES

Exhibitors Mutual

m

PICTURES
JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

presents

772a/ Distinguished Artist

NORMA JALMADGE
in
kt

her latest Select Picture

THE NEW MOON

By H. H. Van Loan

A

Story of

of
Russia

Nationalization

Women
A

in

th]e

Directed by Chester With ey

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

"Murder Is A Crime, But I
Won't Commit Any More
Murders After September
While they use different words, this

is

what

is

being said to you, the Exhibitor, by certain
producer-distributors who announce that for
their coming season they will abandon program
or star series

and

sell

I

pictures singly on merit.

Their "new season" means September.
If they are going to change in September, why
don't you, the Exhibitor, make them change now?
The summer months are the ones in which you
can least afford to be tied up to a program of

unknown and uneven

quantities.

you should clean your

slate now, if you should
the doubtful and provably poor
series you have been buying, there is not one
producer-distributor who would threaten you
If

cancel out

all

with any form of punishment.

The days of threats are ended

in the

motion picture

industry.

W. W. Hodkinson has forced a

revolution in the
ranks of the producer-distributors by selling all
pictures singly on the basis of individual merit.

In less than two
followed his lead.

HODKINSON
definitely foresees the
crafty changes being

shaped

in the

market.

definitely tells you
that many of these
changes are not for
the benefit of you,
the Exhibitor.

months

six

companies have

We

advise you, for the benefit of your theatre and
yourself, to kick out whatever deadwood stars

and productions you still have and book pictures
on merit and value. We are not selfish in this,
for we advise you to book many of the other
powerful pictures available in the open market.

Why

should you "go along"

till

September?

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527

Fifth

Avenue New York City

Distributing through

,

PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

ill

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

A snappy, fast moving,

A

story of stageland
and the chorus girl who
thought she could leave it
for a home and husband*
Exhibitor

melodramatic comedy*
drama with a surprise finish*

Comment on Recent

One

of Fisher's best*

Fisher Releases:

—
—
"Elegant entertainment." "Big business two days." "Splendid picture
to big business."— "Good picture, good puller."— "Delighted our patrons."
"Three days to capacity business" — "Fisher productions very popular."
Produced by

Distributed by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
Samuel

S. Hutchinson,

PATHE

Pretident

|j

PIC TURE $jjl

?

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

"VIRTUOUS
MEN"
A GREAT PICTURE
E. K.

LINCOLN
A GREAT STAR

"Nobody gave it to
me. I had to fight
like hell to get it."

E. K. Lincoln, Star of "Virtuous

Men"

j

STATE
RIGHTS
The Lure

of the Siren

1476 Broadway,

ARTHUR H. SAWYER
HERBERT LUBIN

PICTURES
J.

New„York

PhonelByant 3271

FRANK BROCKLISS,

INC.,

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS

10

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

We Can

—
CJDr.

And Make You Like

Hugo

Reisenfeld,

managing

It!

director of the

New York City, when asked by a
New York Morning Telegraph, how

Rialto theatre,
reporter of the

the

Money

Help You Lose

Essanay-Chaplin revivals were going

theatre, replied:

in

his

fALAS WE HAVE LOST

MONEY—BECAUSE THE RIALTO HAS NOT
A THOUSAND MORE SEATS." <IThat has
been the experience

of exhibitors all over the

United States, in large houses and small.

you want

to lose

money

way?

in this

^Do

Then book

"A NIGHT IN
THE SHOW", "THE BANK", "POLICE" and
"SHANGHAIED". <JThey are the funniest of all
the four Essanay-Chaplin revivals,

the Charlie Chaplin comedies

and new

now

offered for the

Try

once

at

first

time.

prints are

to get

them

at

any World Film exchange.

IfflBHOEM
1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

George Kleine System
Distributors

11

fllll

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

THE FASTEST SELLING
SERIAL EVER MADE!
That's the Record

Made by

U
PAUL

PANZER

THE

t'n

MASKED RIDER"
The

Startling

and Sensational

Western Serial
Featuring

HARRY MYERS
RUTH STONEHOUSE
PAUL PANZER
15

BANG-UP EPISODES

There's a Punch in Every Foot of
Film That Gets the Money Every Time

Now

Booking Everywhere
For Open Territory Wire

Film corporation
Arrow
SHALLENBERGER,
W.
Prest.

E.

Candler Bldg., 220 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

wk

mm

mT^tk

mm imA mm* mi

*mW

I

Champion Heavyweight Boxer

I

of the

World

In

it

With

1

Arline Pretty
DIRECTED BY HARRY REVIER
the drawing
world known personality, possessing
A- famous
three of the screen's foremost stars
all

I

qualities that

have made

The happy-go-lucky smile of an optimist
The rugged, fearless stoicism of a real man
The frank, natural simplicity of the "true blue"
This is Willard in life and on the screen! Coming soon to the best theatres in this country, with
an avalanche of publicity such as no picture player has ever before known in a mammoth, spectacular, special production that will be fully worthy of the most exacting requirements of these theatres.

—

Look up your

theatre's largest run, then double the time

end

reserve

it

for this picture.

FOR METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION, ADDRESS

Continental Pictures Corporation
Suite 50J,

1482 Broadway,
New York

FRED L.WILKE,

President

E. Lanning Masters, Special Representative

13

Suite 924.
20S La Salle St.,

Chicago
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•HERE IT

IS!

The PICTURE

that

is

MAKING MONEY
EXHIBITOR

for the

TUOUj
INKERS
Wanda Hawley

Td

Norman Kerry

Make room

for

this

REMARKABLE MASTERPIECE
Distributed

by

QUALITY ATTRACTIONS

CO., Inc.

KRAFT BUILDING
DES MOINES, IOWA

207
S.

ARONOWITZ,

M. RAPHAEL,

General Manager

Watch

for

BOOMERANG
14

Treasurer
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NOTICE!

SQMETHING new yy
(THE ORIGINAL

MACK SWAIN

"AMBROSE" J
ANOTHER MACK SENNETT STAR

COMEDIES

OWN COMPANY.
WELL KNOWN STAR

IN HIS

AS ANY
IN THE WORLD, IN A SERIES OF
PEPPY CLASSY COMEDIES, SPICED
WITH SHAPELY BATHING GIRLS

AS

26—ONE REELERS

AND A LAUGH IN EVERY FOOT OF
FILM.
YOU NEED THESE
COMEDIES.

(THE FEMALE\
TEXAS GUINAN
BILL HART" /

WESTERNS

THE TWO-GUN GIRL OF THE
WILD AND WOOLLY WEST, QUICK
AS LIGHTNING, DARING AS THE
DEVIL, AND AS BEAUTIFUL AS THE

26—TWO REELERS

FAIREST ROSE.

A SERIES OF WESTERNS THAT
WILL THRILL YOUR HEART'S
BLOOD, AND MAKE THE PERSPIRATION RUN DOWN YOUR SPINE.

BUY THEM TODAY FROM THE

BEE
HIVE
Film Exchange Co.
R. C. CROPPER, Pres.
FILM EXCHANGE BLDG.

TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE

207 SO.

WABASH

CHICAGO
15

109

W.

MARYLAND

INDIANAPOLIS

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
OFFICIAL CALL 1919

NATIONAL CONVENTION

Mita

Motion Picture

of America

torpraM

HOTEL STADTLER
WEDNESDAY, JUNE

ST. LOUIS, MO.
-toFRIDAY, JUNE

25th.

27th.

£very Exhibitor Sn jrfmer/ca
Ss Snvited J/tnd {Requested Uo Attend.

A

Business Meeting

Exclusively

For Exhibitors,

By

Exhibitors,

Of Exhibitors.

Interspersed with

PLEASURE, A GOOD TIME AND
GET TOGETHER
More Exhibitors will attend this National Convention than any Convention in our history.
The National Organizations have been consolidated and re-organized into one body working on
sound business

basis.

An

The National Organization

is

offering real aid, protection

and benefits that more than paymember-

ship fees and the cost of attending the meetings.

Take your Annual Vacation
Attend your National Concention.
Benefit by the exchange of Ideas.
A Hearty welcome is extended you by

Some

you are not a member
You are all the more welcome
To come and join.
If

St.

Louis.

big surprises await you.

Forward March! to

St.

a

Exhibitors Organization without entangling alliances.

Louis, June 25-26-27.

Motion Picture Exhibitors

of

America, Inc.

National President, Peter Schaefer, Chicago, 111.
National V. President, Marcus Lowe, New York City N. Y.
National Treasurer, Ernest H. Horseman, Boston, Mass.
For full information, address,
National Secretary, Frank Rembusch, Indianapolis, Ind., 1108
•
For Reservation Address,
Hector M. Pasmezoglu, Chairman of Convention Committee,
302 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.

15

I.

0= O.

F. Bldg.
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FOR
ILLINOIS

"The End of The Road"
WITH

CLAIRE ADAMS AND RICHARD BENNETT

YOU
CAN
BOOK
IT

NOW

MOST TALKED OF PICTURE IN AMERICA. NOT
PROPAGANDA— BUT A WONDERFUL STORY
BEAUTIFULLY TOLD; UNCOVERING VITAL
TRUTHS OF LIFE.

ANY GOOD PICTURE CAN DRAW IN COLD
WEATHER— IT TAKES AN EXCEPTIONAL
FEATURE TO PULL IN CROWD AT 90°. " THE
END OF THE ROAD" PACKED THEM IN FOR
FOUR CONSECUTIVE WEEKS AT THE LA SALLE
THEATRE IN CHICAGO.

EVERYBODY WANTS TO SEE

WIVES,
MOTHERS, BROTHERS, SISTERS, FATHERS AND
SONS. THEY TALK ABOUT IT AND SEND THEIR
FRIENDS. YOU WILL PACK YOUR THEATRE TO
CAPACITY— IT WILL MAKE MONEY FOR YOU.
WIRE, PHONE

IT.

OR WRITE— RIGHT NOW

PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS
(SAUL BURSTEIN, Gen. Mgr.)
8th Floor, Film Exchange Bldg.

207 S.Wabash

CHICAGO, ILL.
17
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*

No

:

Exchange Manager wants a Picture
the Exhibitors do not want

Exhibitor wants a Picture his patrons
do not want

o:
0'

Exhibitor can get any picture that
will satisfy all his patrons

BUT
The ones

that will satisfy the greatest percentage

ARE

The Christie Specials
[Specials that are in reality Specials]

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH
A. H. Blank Enterprises
Omaha, Neb.

Crescent Film Co.

Supreme System, Inc

Kansas City, Mo.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Midwest Distributing Co.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Chicago,

Milwaukee, Wis.

111.

18
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MO TO GRAPH

V

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTO GRAPH

BROADWAY

1493-1505
EXECUTIVE
OFFICES

NEW YORK

May 23, 1919,

Mr- R. H. Clark.
General Manager,
First national Exchange of New York,
501 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Clark:
After reading the box office
reports from twenty-five of the Loew Theatres In
New York City which have played the First National
attraction, "Auction of Souls", I feel that it Is
only fair to tell you that this production, withis the biggest business
out a stngleexcept ion
geTit'er that has ever played our theatres.
,

We have shown several really
big specials, but "Auction of Souls" Is the greatest of them all, as a production, a3 a story, for
Its phenomlnal appeal, and, of equal Importance,
as a box office energlzer.
Yours very truly.

23
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OSCAR APFEL

Motion Picture
Produced by Col. W.N. Selig for the National
in the Near
Committee of the American Committee for Relief
in the principal cities for
East, and shown to society people
the benefit of the Armenians.

A

TT».

„i
First National

Attraction

26
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ARTHUR

S.

HVM AN Attraction*

Announces the Purchase of the

Illinois,

States of

Indiana and Michigan
For

Ralph Ince's Gigantic Production

The Great Melodrama of the Year
STARRING

E. K.

LINCOLN

Supported by a Notable Cast Including:
IRVING BROOKS
GRACE DARLING
CLARA JOEL
ROBERT W. CUMMINGS
AND 10,000 OTHERS
Cost $250,000 to Produce—Seven Months

ARTHUR

S.

in the

Making

HYMAN ATTRACTIONS

Consumers Building, Chicago
W. G. McCoy, Mgr.

WM. B. MACK
DANNY HAYES

Film Building, Detroit
I.

L. Carl,

Mgr.

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Road" Posters Torn Down
in Chicago Theatre Lobby
33
Louis Mayor Sends Invitation Urging At-

Police Order
St.

"End

of

tendance at Convention
34
Congress Asked to Clamp Sunday Lid on Washington, D. C
34
Labor Aids N. A. M. P. I. in Fight on Censorship
in

New York

City

35

State and Government Officials Probe Stock Selling Film Venture
36

Kinograms Feature Brings Controversy With
Alvin C. York
36
J. E. Williamson Buys West Indies Island for
Sub-Sea Photography
38
Influenza "Ban" Is Still Enforced in Australian
38

Cities

Hiram Abrams Finds Exhibitors Approve United
Artists

Booking

"Love's Prisoner," Triangle D, six parts, with
Olive Thomas
54
"The Little Boss," Vitagraph D, five parts, with
Bessie Love

Departments

The Cutting Room
The Export Field

42

ing in Chicago

43

New

Macauley Photoplays Feature Will Be
Given Trade Showing Soon
44
Fox to Erect $2,500,000 Plant in New York City 45

48

Up and Down Film Row
What the Pictures Did for Me

five

"The Road Called
parts,

Straight,"

with Louis Bennison

Volume VIII

53

Goldwyn D,

five

54

JUNE

58
67,

68

70, 71, 72

American Film Company

9

Arrow Film Corporation

12

Bee Hive Exchange
William L. Braun
Celebrated Players Film Corporation

74

15

18

Continental Pictures Corporation

13

Coburn Organ Company

74
74
74

Eastman Kodak Company

and Money," Paramount D,

63

Advertisers

DeBerri Scenic Company

Women

59, 60, 61, 62,

73

Reviews

parts, with Ethel Clayton

57

The Open Market

"Upstairs and Down," Select C, five parts, with
Olive Thomas
51
"Phil-For-Short," World C-D, six parts, with
Evelyn Greeley
51
"His Debt," Exhibitors' Mutual D, five parts,
with Sessue Hayakawa
51
"I'll Get Him Yet," Paramount C-D, five parts,
'52
Dorothy Gish
"The Fear Woman," Goldwyn D, five parts, with
Pauline Frederick
52
"A Woman There Was," Fox D, five parts, with
Theda Bara
52
"An Innocent Adventuress," Paramount C-D,
five parts, with Vivian Martin
52
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," First National D, eight parts, with Jack Mulhall. ... 53
"The Fallen Idol," Fox D, five parts, with Evelyn Nesbit
53

"Men,

55, 56,

Chicago Trade Events
Calendar of Program Publications

40

Has Auspicious Open-

41

Exhibitors Bureau

Robertson-Cole's Superior Pictures in Premier
at Broadway Theatre
Griffith Repertory Season

54

"Auction of Souls," First National D, eight parts,
with Aurora Mardiganian
54

'.

.

.

.

H

Essanay
Exhibitors Supply

Company

29
2

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc

19-26

Fox Film Corporation
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

6
1

W. W. Hodkinson
Arthur S. Hyman

8
27
75
16

Lightning Coin Changer Company
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc
New Era Films
Pathe Exchange, Inc

Tom

Phillips

Public Health Films
Quality Attractions Company, Inc
Robertson-Cole
Select Pictures Corporation
S.-L. Pictures
A. Teitel
United Artists Corporation
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

14,

74
76
74

1919

'

'

17
14
Insert
7
10
'

74
4,-5

3

Number
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KEEP THE CROWD COMING
DON'T LET HOT WEATHER STOP THEM
get

Be prepared
them at ail.

early,

Fans

more

will cost

you can

later, if

Universal Fans
The 8 and 10-inch Universal Fans are a mighty good buy.
Can use them anywhere, on either A. C. or D. C. current. No
adjusting needed.

Westinghouse and Menominee Fans, in larger sizes.
Place Your Order NOW. One show on a hot day without fans will drive away enough trade to pay for all the fans
you will need, twice over.

M enominee r ans

Universal Fans

60 Cycle A.C.

Either A. C. or D.C.
110-volt 220-voIt
$10. SO
$ 9.00

8-in'ch straight

8-inch oscillating
10-inch oscillating

15.00

110 v. 220 v.

12-inch straight
$23.16 $25.05
12-inch oscillating 26.90 28.80

$21.76 $24.53

16-inch straight
16-inch oscillating

16.05

18.00

D. C.

110 v. 220 v.

25.51

28.34

25.51

27.36

24.07

26.90

29.22

31.17

27.88

30.71

Westinghouse Fans
110 Volt, 60 Cycle, A. C. or D. C.
12-inch
12-inch
16-inch
16-inch

straight
oscillating
straight
oscillating

$24.50
29.50
32.00
36.50

Get All You Pay For!
Unless you have a Minusa screen, you are not
giving your patrons as good a show as the balance of your equipment could produce. Why not
get every dollar's worth of value out of what you
have paid for?
A poor screen drives customers away. A Minusa
Fill

This Out and Send

it

in:

Angle of throw

Length of throw
Current A. C. or D.

Length

screen draws the crowd, because the pictures are
soft toned, full of detail, and do not tire the eyes.
Every Minusa screen is built for the theatre
where it will be used. No one type will work
equally well in all places and under all conditions.
Hence, the Minusa is adapted for each place.

C

Amperes now used

Width

of theatre inside

Distance from seats to screen

inside
is

Size of screen in use.

Arc or Mazda

there a loft?

Proprietor

theatre

Exhibitors Supply Co., 845
Branch Sales
417 Mailers Bldg.,

light

CHICAGO
133

Second

S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago

Offices:

157 N. Illinois St.,
St.,

MILWAUKEE

29

INDIANAPOLIS
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Trade Paper

Ideal

The policy governing the conduct of the HERALD is based
on a definite, concrete and uncompromising ideal of service
to and advancement of the motion picture trade.
The thoroughly

established reputation of independence is
disavowal of the petty favoritisms and prejudices
that tend to reduce reactionary trade media to the low
level of parasitical grafters, rendering nothing that is
worthy of the name of service, yet collecting a tribute
from those elements of an industry that believe flattery
in itself a

and mis-representation to be good advertising.

The HERALD
in the
its

believes in the

motion picture trade.

motion picture and believes
It sees in the

— a governor of public opinion

reader

generations.

It recognizes in this

exhibitor

and future
industry a tremendous
of this

commercial factor and also a powerful instrument for the
speedier

advancement of the world's

progress.

The HERALD

not unmindful of the responsibilities
is
devolving upon the press of this industry. It believes that
the highest ideal is not only warranted but demanded,
and in the prosecution of this conviction it has set for
itself

a standard of independence, impartiality and

fair

play which means the continued furtherance of this trade
journal as spokesman for the highest ideals of the motion
picture industry.

Martin

J.

Quigley
PUBLISHER

30
/

Chicago

AFTEE
the

mouths

F.

L.

I.

Nation- Wide

Exchange Building

s

M. Association

T"

on the part of

of tireless effort

of

Chicago, the

assuming

achieve a thoroughly effective

local

man-

which prom-

means

of

com-

may arise in any of the various exchange centers.
The plan as outlined by Mr. Frederick H. Elliott,

number

will be the first of a

among
officials

batting without delay any adverse condition which

definite form.

The Chicago building

National Association has undertaken a plan

agers and independent exchange
ises to

district is

O rganization

nation-wide organization

of

project for the construction of a building to house the

motion picture interests of the

HE

1

exchange centers throughout

executive

secretary,

the country and, due to the importance of Chicago

affiliation

with the National Association allowing the

to be erected in various

as a distributing center, it

various F. I. L. M. associations and other local
organizations to retain their identity yet have in force
a working agreement with the national organization

undoubtedly will be the

most pretentious.

The idea

of a

motion picture center in Chicago has

many

excellent possibilities in

directions.

The

which

will admit of direct and speedy action when
the occasion requires.
Many big advantages are apparent in Mr. Elliott's
outline.
In the first place, it gives consideration to
the fact that there are many distinctly local problems

ex-

change building will be the means of centralizing film
activities,

exhibitor

The F.

achieving a big saving of time for the

and
I.

L.

others.

M. Association

of Chicago in this

which cannot be handled advantageously from New
York. It is a step toward placing upon the local
manager the authority and responsibility with which

work

has done an excellent service to the industry of the

Middle West and
will carry

it is to

he should be invested.
It is building a structure
is actually national in extent, thereby making
the National Association really national in sphere.
TJie plan is a good one and is entitled to the fullest
cooperation of local managers.
$ $
$

be hoped that the project

which

through to a big success.

A

Project of Note

THE announcement

Star Series

Fox Film Corporation
that it will erect a huge building in New York
City, at a cost of approximately two and one-half mil-

T

F

*

numerous

lion dollars, is of striking interest, not merely because

of the

it

indicates the growth

of the

and expansion

of this

com-

in

picture

production were as

ills

when

there

distribution

of the business

many

world would

air.

seemed

to

be

concord

a

of

thought on the subject of the open market and the
single picture booking plan

This company, in taking an entire block on Man-

of

hattan island, in which will be centered the executive

is

unique

magnitude and

in type.

entire project cannot fail to inspire respect for

the originality and commercial courage of the direct-

ing heads of the Fox company and genuine admiration for their splendid faith in the increasing great-

ness of the motion picture as a business and as an art.

a

among

a large

number

Mr. James D. Williams comes forconvincing

declaration

for

the

star

series plan.

part in the production of the motion picture from

studio facilities, has launched a project that

distributors

ward with

the various mechanical departments playing a

negative to finished print, and, in addition, elaborate

The

ideas

as original ideas in

attendant

Just

project.

in the history of the industry, both in

original

soon vanish in thin

pany, but because of the daring originality of the

offices,

merely provides for a general

Mr. Williams' insistence upon the star
•offers

series plan

a safeguard against just the condition about

which exhibitors have frequently complained most
It is the situation in which an exhibitor
loudly.
after building up a following for a particular player
in a locality suffers a loss through having the pictures
of this star transferred to the opposition.

The

and the special attraction
themselves to a different plan of distribution.
In the case of star productions, a one picture
cancellation contract appears to be both a protection
for the exhibitor and a safeguard for the distributor.
lesser star picture

commend
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By

"

Oh Woe
W. Wainwright
tions, London, who

Cine Produchas been in New
York buying film for Great Britain,
sailed on the Aquitania from Halifax.
of

J.

Jack Pickford, First National star, is
expected to arrive in New York some
time this week from the west coast.

Major Ivan Hay Beith, soldier, lecturer,
and author, has joined Cecil B. DeMille's
literary staff
studio.

Famous

the

at

Dawn

will be featured in a series

productions
Corporation.

M.

-

1

Me

is

Get out the crepe again. John Drew
has refused to go into pictures.

No

of

R.

Players-

Lasky

Hazel

J.

by Amalgamated

Film

indeed

Because the estate of Nat Goodwin
wins its suit against the Mirror Films,
is no reflection on the infant industry
is

it?

Or

is it?

Give us More
Rev. John Roach Straton, rector of
Calvary Baptist Church of New York
City, is advocating municipal control of
the stage and screen. He launched his
campaign in an address Sunday night.

Frank Keenan and wife are expected
in New York this week to visit their sonin-law Lieut. Col. Frank A. Sloan, who
has just returned from France.

never get anything?
Charles E. McCarthy has been engaged

Watterson R. Rothacker leaves Chicago this week to make a comprehensive
survey of conditions on the Pacific Coast
preparatory to publishing several single
including a novelty

reels,

reel,

a scenic,

as publicity director for the

Briggs
Fox.

He

comedies.

has

Paramountbeen

with

Chicago visitor

Charles A. Dean, manager of distribution for Educational Films Corporation,
has returned to New York after a business trip through the central west.

Eckhardt, manager of the Chicago Fox exchange, went to New York
on Saturday to attend a meeting of ex-

John C. Flinn, director of advertising
and publicity for Paramount, stopped
off in Chicago last week on his way from
New York to the coast studios, where

and the Rothacker Review.
Carl

Laemmle was

a

week.

last

C.

W.

changemen.
R. A. Rowland, president
has gone to Europe

of

Metro,

Olga Jaffe has joined the Marion
Davies company as secretary for Miss
Davies' director, Robert Leonard.

he will put the finishing touches to elaborate plans for the closer linking up of
production with exploitation during the

coming season.
John Cumberland and Corinne Barker,
known on stage and screen, have
been assigned important parts in Hobart
Henley's initial production for Frank G.
well

Hall.

Lieut. Burnell Manly, American ace,
is the newest Goldwyn player and has
been assigned a prominent part in Madge

Kennedy's

latest production.

Hiram Abrams, g. m. of the "Big
Four" says "our single picture policy
was inaugurated by exhibitors' demand." Now who says the exhibitors
Badly bruised and lacerated
Begins to look as though somebody
had dropped a coupling pin on government ownership of railroads.
D. W.'s right—
D. W. Griffith says "this film industry is so blamed big that you can't
tell the truth about it without lying,"
which reminds one of what they say
about the Celts: "Half the lies they
tell about the Irish ain't so."

That awful July thirst—
There's
no
stopping

that

man

Reichenbach.
Now he's after the
"dry law" and before July 1 swings
around will have 10,000,000 signed petitions before our lawmakers in Washington Because "Bear-Cat went dry"
is no reason why the U. S. A. should,
in Harry's opinion.

were films the Chicago cenwould have something to do this
week: "The Unmarried Mother," is at
If these

sors

Frank Nayes, formerly with Mack Senhas been engaged by Universal for
comedy.

nett,

the Victoria theatre; "Revelations of
a Wife," at the Imperial, and "Should

There Be Children" holds the boards
at the National.

E. Richard Schayer, scenario writer
for the Great Author Pictures, Inc., is
He went
a veteran of the world war.
to France as a war correspondent but
enlisted to get nearer the action.

Peter Milne, Arthur M. Brilant and
S. Fuld have been added to the pubFamous Players-Lasky.
licity staff of
Milne and Fuld are well known trade
paper writers, while Brilant is a veteran

H.

newspaper and magazine pian.
been signed by
Metro to play the lead with May Allison

Howard

Gaye

E. S. Hammons, vice president of
Educational Film Corporation, is touring
Europe. In London, he writes, he was
forced to visit fifty-three hotels before
finally

Pictures

Corporation

and casting

as

location

man

director.

Helen Lowell, who appeared in support of Thomas Wise in "Cappy Ricks,"
has been engaged to support Dolores
Cassinelli in her first subject as a star
for the Albert Capellani Productions.

David Kirkland

directing Constance

in her first production
National Exhibitors' Circuit.

Talmadge
First

is

for

thy sting
reading some of those

penned

in

love

camp and now being

read in breach of promise suits, one
feels that our army censors were not
onto their jobs or they would have
sent them direct to the Germans.
They'd never be able to fight after

reading 'em.

Dean, who recently was seriously ill with pneumonia, is rapidly recuperating and is expected to be able to
resume work within a month.
Priscilla

Harry Reichenbach, with Ruth Chatterton in tow, was seen about Chicago

A film test of Miss Chatterlast week.
ton was made at the Rothacker studios.
J. P. Mcvisitors last week.

Eddie Polo and his director

Gowan were Chicago
start

on their

first

lap around the

world soon.

Adolphe Osso is planning extensive
exploitation of French film productions
in the United States.

—Where's

letters

They

found accomodations.

Death

After

has

in "Free."

he

M. Brown has joined Selznick

Jack

Jules Demaria, Chevalier of the Legion
of Honor and president of the Association of Motion Picture Manufacturers in
France, is in this country interesting
American producers in an international
exposition to be held in France in the
summer of 1920.
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Open Booking Policy
Open booking is no open book for
lot of birds who made their mark on
the

the dotted line and let 'er go at that.

They thought they were doing a lot
when they "touched the pen" and put
up a deposit.
Studying the percentage tables in
the back of a 1919 diary won't help
them any either when it comes to
mapping out a program next fall.
We can see a lot of them wishing
for the old days when they took everything on the menu and paid the check
as they passed out.
This buying films a la carte is going
to get their goats.

Another Big 4
Suppose friend McAdoo has already
got the m. p. rights on Papa Wilson's
"My Four Years in France."

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
The newspapers could rewe can't make them. The

Police Order "End of Road" Posters
Torn Down in Chicago Theatre Lobby

advertising.
fuse it but

Morbid Appeal During Last Week of Run Stirs
Up Violent Protest and Results in Threat

vertiser with printing an indecent adver-

To Revoke

receipts far below advance estimates and attendance noticeably
from day to day, promoters of "The End of the Road" the
so-called "official government picture" dealing with venereal diseases
took
a desperate chance to make the fourth and final week of the picture's run at
the LaSalle theatre, Chicago, a successful one by dropping subterfuge and
making a bold bid for morbid patronage.
And tripped up doing it.
Within a few hours after the front of the theatre and the lobby had
been plastered with suggestive catch-lines, on Tuesday, May 27, Chicago
police stepped in and put an end to this form of advertising.

An

—
—

advertisement, apparently intended

appeared
Tribune

morning issues of The
The H erald-Examiner the

the

in

and

same day.
It had been "yanked" before Wednesday,

however, and everyone connected

with the LaSalle theatre and the show
itself pleaded "mistake"
"unintentional
error" and blamed a copy boy for picking up the wrong advertisement on his

—

way

to the

Chicago's film censor and inspector for

Morals Division, was notified Tuesday afternoon that complaints were
pouring into downtown police stations
in regard to the lobby display at the La
the

Salle theatre.

Hurrying to the playhouse, he was
greeted with a gaudy cardboard sign,
hung over the sidewalk, which brazenly

announced

"IMMORALITY

EX-

POSED."
Startling

Lobby Posters

Inside the lobby he found two handlettered signs, pasted over the posters

"WHERE

DO

Cropper Withdraws

From "End

of

j

1
I
1
|

|
|

|
|
1

|
|

C.

1

low Exchange managers. He therefrom
fore decided to withdraw

1

handling

|

f

rather than jeopardize
his friendly relations among the
exchanges and the producers.
Bernstine and Sam Stoltz
S.
have arrived in Chicago to look
after
the future of the Public

|

Health Films

|

|

|

it,

in Illinois.

COME

"SYPHILIS CAN BE CONTRACT-

ED BY A

|
I
I

[
[
!

[
[

1
I

1

i
1
I
1
[

1
f

newspaper

KISS."

was

advertisement

DO

FROM?"

COME

BABIES

Advertising permitted in the lobby was
not entirely free from suggestiveness.
Prospective patrons* were told of the
picture being "daring" and a strong
point was made of a "spade being called
a spade."
Deputy Frazier took occasion to discuss the entire history of granting a permit for "The End of the Road," and
placed emphasis on the fact that "Fit to
Win" and "The Solitary Sin" were refused even "pink" permits by the Chicago censor board.
He repeatedly pointed out that he had
been urged to grant "The End of the
Road" a permit by government officials
at Washington, Springfield and Chicago,
Surgeon
General
mentioning
Blue's

name

several times.

The Inspector demanded an interview
with the manager. A man from within
said he was "one of the managers" and
asked what was wanted.

"Those signs must come down, or
will

revoke

"I'll

this

theatre's

license,"

Deputy
take

Frazier.
care of it,"

responded the

manager.
"You'll take care of

it

before

I

leave,"

responded Deputy Frazier.
A step-ladder appeared and within a
few minutes the offending signs had
been taken down.
"I was so angry that I didn't stop to
take the wording of the signs or ask the
name of the man who represented himself as the manager," declared Mr. Frazier in discussing the incident with a
representative of the Herald.
"The signs were hand-lettered, and
had been pasted over the printed posters.
I found out that the attendance had been
about a third of what was expected and
that people have not turned out.
It
looked to me like an attempt to bolster
up receipts.
to

Eighty People Die
In Theatre Panic
VALENCE-SUR-RHONE. — F

I

de-

Submit Signs

"The manager

Road"

Cropper, general manager
of Bee Hive Exchange, has disoosed of his interest in the U. S.
Public Health Film, "The End of
the Road," which played at the La
Salle
Theatre,
Chicago, on
its
fourth week.
The picture was so severely censored and scored at Springfield by
anti-censorship
crowd, and
the
caused considerable discomfort to
Mr. Cropper on account of the antagonism aroused among his felR.

as follows:

BABIES

FROM?"

Agreed
|

They read

originally hung.

clared

newspapers.

"The End of the Road" closed its engagement at the LaSalle last week.
Second Deputy Charles E. Frazier,

The

larger than the ordinary theatre notice
and at the top had the startling caption:

"WHERE

off

as "co-operation" with the lobby appeal,

to get at a thing of this kind

tisement."

License

With box

dropping

way

only

would be for a citizen to swear out a
warrant charging the newspaper or ad-

of the LaSalle theatre
told me he did not think that the picture
had reflected credit on his playhouse and
it appeared to me he was not at all sat-

i

r

e

broke out Sunday in a motion picture
house here and a large number of persons were killed or injured. Early this
evening the list of dead had reached
eighty, the bodies of fifty-three children

and

twenty-one

found.
iation.

women

having been
to asphyx100 rescued

One man succumbed
The injuries of some

by firemen were

slight.

Cincinnati Exhibitors
Complete Organization
CINCINNATI, OHIO.— Organization
of Cincinnati motion picture exhibitors
into a permanent association to care for
the interests of the trade was effected at
a meeting of more than 50 exhibitors at
the Hotel Sinton.
The Greater Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors' League was the name
chosen for the new organization, which
is to be affiliated
with the association
operating under the Chamber of Commerce. Twelve directors of the league
were named, from whom officers are to
be ^chosen.

isfied."

Continuing, Deputy Frazier explained
that the censorship board had first offered a "pink" permit for "The End of
the Road" but had later granted a white
permit on a verbal promise that children
under sixteen would not be admitted unless accompanied by adults and that all
advertisements would be submitted for

I

seen

for SERVICE"
VI ALTA THEATRE
Clifton,

1

To

There is no getting away from
paying in advance for your' serviccablc trade paper.

I

due for another dollar
know.

33

\

Yours for

I

let

am
me

\
1

I
1

service.

(Signed) E. O. La Roche,

it.

"Rather suggestive," he commented.
have no control over newspaper

When

1

{

"We

111.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Vialta Theatre,
Clifton, III.

Termed Ads Suggestive

|

\

AND MOTOGRAPHY:

approval.

The advertisement appearing in the
Chicago morning newspapers of May 27,
and the signs displayed in the theatre
lobby and placed over the sidewalk were
not submitted to him for approval.
Mr. Frazier was shown the newspaper
advertisement by a representative of the
Herald.
It
was the first time he had

"YOURS
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Louis Mayor Sends Invitation
Urging Attendance at Convention

St.

Social Features Big

Gathering

— Important
Up

ST. LOUIS,
Park, a

trip

MO.— A

to

Drawing Card

Observation Tower, a

boat ride on the Mississippi, a banquet,
a ball, and a classy cabaret entertainment are just a few of the punches being
put into the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Inc., which is to be held in this city June
25, 26, 27 and 28.
City officials are joining hands with
exhibitors to make the gathering
an auspicious one, and the mayor is mailing out a personal invitation to each of
the 16,000 exhibitors in the United States.
All Lines are Invited
local

for exdistributors,
is

only,
producers,
supply dealers and men and women in
every other branch of the industry have
been invited to attend and take part in

hibitors

Clamp Sunday

C.
Blue Law
Sponsored by Strong
Organization
WASHINGTON, D. C— The closing

at Exhibitor's

Exhibitors Fight

himself. The meeting is for the purpose
of acquainting the exhibitors with the
national organization and with the benefits that it is giving to its members so
that every one will become a member,
if you are not a member, you will be all
the more welcome.

of

is

that of advance deposits.

Fred

J.

Herrington. Pennsylvania ex-

whose fight on the advance desystem was discussed at length in

hibitor,

posit
a recent issue of the Herald, and other
eastern exhibitors, are expected to ask
the convention to take action to put an
end to the deposit system.

Glad Hand and a Ready Smile will be
everywhere. Everybody is to leave the
Gloom and Glum and join in the "Community Singing."
Hector M. Fasmezoglu, Chairman of
the Convention Committee has been
working for many weeks to make the
convention the biggest thing in the history.
Hector is always foremost in all
that affect the exhibitors' interests in Missouri and as Missouri is
the great, "Show Me State," they propose at this occasion to "Show You."
so all that is necessary is for the exhibitors to "Show Up."

activities

Music Tax Also

World Seeks to Enjoin
"Unpardonable Sin" Title
NEW YORK.— World is seeking an
injunction to restrain Harry Garson, the
Blanche Sweet Productions, and B. S.
Moss from using the title "The Unpardonable Sin" on the ground that it produced a picture under this title in 1916,
starring Holbrook Blinn.

Up

Some

difference of opinion exists, however, and it is possible that opposition
will

Denies Receivership
NEW YORK.— Receivership for

crop out.

Promised activity of the exhibitors at
the convention on the music tax question
apparently is already bringing a solution
of this problem.
Officials of the national association declare that one of the biggest publishing
companies in the country is about to
withdraw from the combine and give his
music to theatres free of charge. It is
said that there has been a noticeable
falling off in his sales since many theatres refused to pay a tax to play his
products.

CONVENTION NOTES
They

a fact.

The Executive Committee have so arranged the constitution and by-laws that
each state is equal with every other
state.

Everybody

will

find

this

the

Adams-Bruhn partnership, asked by
Waldemar J. Adams following a dispute
with Carl Bruhn over the Swedish film,
"The Girl from Marsh-Croft." has been
denied by Supreme Court Justice Whitaker.
Mr. Bruhn was directed to file a
bond to protect his partner.

S2,000,000 Theatre Opens
L. Newman, president of the
Xewman Theatre, Kansas City's beauFrank

new motion picture house which
said to represent a total investment
of $2,000,000. opens his theatre June 5
to an invited audience.

happy

with Pleasure."
The big boss. Peter J. Schaefer. National President insists that every exhibitor shall have the chance to express

j

F. C. Stevens, exhibitor at 6qi

\

]
I

be sure of

j

//

f

1

1

situation.

The slogan of the Convention is "Forward March to St. T.ouis, June 25 a n d 2*
for a
Business Meeting Interspersed

Renews Subscription
By Special Delivery
East Main street, Newark, Ohio,
is so anxious to receive every
copy of the Herald that he
didn't trust the regular mail in
sending his subscription renewal.
Instead, Mr. Stevens sent his
remittance by special delivery to

{

its

arriving in time.

and

other

places

of

law.

A

f
I

j
\

1

1
1
1

recent census of theatre goers as

compared
with
church
attendance
showed that some 38,000 persons attended Sunday performances while only
7,000 to 8,000 went to church. Since prohibition was assured and the people who
have been working for it have been
thrown out of a job, there has been a
concerted and widespread attempt to put
blue laws into effect, and an organization
with "S. O. S." "Save our Sabbath" as
its slogan is now being formed for that
purpose.
From the figures gathered by the blue
law people themselves, it is apparent

—

—

that, in Washington at any rate, the majority of people are in favor of keeping
the theatres open, }-et it is the plan to
force Sunday closing upon them without
any regard as to how* they view it. The
motion picture interests of the city are
making plans to fight this and any similar legislation that may be proposed, but
unless they get the support of the people
whose amusements are about to be taken
away from them it is possible they will
fail of success.

Employes Avert Panic
In Lancaster Theatre
LANCASTER. PA.— An alarm of fire

is

|

theatres

troduced into Congress for the purpose
of stopping all business except newspapers and public utilities on that day.
This bill, which is similar to measures
which have heretofore been put before
Congress, would make it unlawful for
any person to labor or to employ any
other person to labor on Sunday, except
such persons as are accustomed to observe regularly some other day of the
week on which they refrain from working.
Fines and imprisonment are provided as penalties for violation of the

tiful

say Missouri is still an
oasis.
What is an oasis?
A. C. Zaring, President of the Indianapolis
Exhibitors Association said he
would not miss the National Convention
for anything in the world because it
gives him an opportunity to learn from
his fellow exhibitors all over the country, just what thej- are doing and in that
way see if he is doing the things he
should in his string of theatres. This is
also

all

amusement in the District of Columbia
on Sunday is proposed by Senator Jones
of Washington in a bill he has just in-

the social events.

Each week is bringing up additional
business of importance for the exhibitors
The most recent question
to consider.

'Lid'

On Washington, D.

Business Matters
for Decision

night in Forest

While the convention proper

Congress Asked to

Central Theatre at Ephrata created
panic recently when the auditorium
was crowded, but prompt action on the
part of employes in throwing open the
front and emergency exits prevented serious injury to any of the patrons.
A spark escaped from the "lamp
house." in the booth occupied by the
cinema operator, and set fire to a box
containing a lot of reels. Harvey Wise,
the operator, succeeded in extinguishing
the blaze with sand and was painfully
burned, but the iron-sheathed booth oreHalf
vented the spread of the flames.
a dozen valuable reels were destroyed
and the machine damaged.

in the

a

Continue Injunction Suit

NEW

YORK. — The

injunction

suit

being heard in Part Three of
the Federal Court on "Fit to Win" has
been adjourned till next week.

which

did.
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Labor Aids N. A. M. P. I. in Fight

On

Censorship in

New York

City

Welfare Committee of the Board of Aldermen
Hear Arguments for and Against Wise

Wednesday May 28

Bill

NEW YORK—

With the State Federation of Labor and exhibitors
of the state as allies, the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry launched its fight aganist the proposed Wise bill, which would
York city, at a special hearing
create motion picture censorship in
of the Committee of General Welfare of the Board of Aldermen held

New

Wednesday May

28.

Leading the fight for the passage of the bill was Mrs. Ellen O'Grady.
Fourth Deputy Police Commissioner, who recently issued a statement
to the press violently attacking motion pictures, and representatives of the
Catholic Federation of Brooklyn and the Junior Motion Picture League.
Committee Takes Matter Under Advisement.
listening
to the "pros" and "cons" of the argument from 2 to 6
After
o'clock in the afternoon, the committee took the matter under advisement,
announcing that after an executive session, it would report its conclusions
to the Aldermanic Board.
If the bill is reported to the aldermen, the N. A. M. P. I. and labor

HARRY CAREY
And a few
the

leaders will carry their fight to the council floor.

of the hundreds of admirers at

New

Follr Theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

"If

this

Everett

measure

is

Cooper Union Forum,

Chicago Newspaper
Dignifies Reviews
Of Motion Pictures
Chicago exhibitors, who for some time
have been fighting the type of newspaper
film critics who refer to motion pictures
as "movies" and treat the fifth largest
industry in an undignified manner, are
welcoming the reviews by Observer
which are appearing in the Chicago Herald
and Examiner.
The Observer writes for the information of his readers, not their amusement,
He does not
and writes intelligently.
write criticisms but facts which tell their

own story.
With this co-operation from the Hearst
newspaper, exhibitors are confident that
in time editors of other newspapers vyill
realize the importance of the motion
picture theatre and 'treat it accordingly.

Extend Time Limit
On Report for April
WASHINGTON, D. C — Announcement has just been made by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that exhibitors will be given
until June 15 to
for the period

file

their returns

from April 1 to
April 30. These returns were originally due by May 31.
Inability on the part of the bu r
reau to secure the printed forms
necessary for these returns is
given as the reason for allowing
the extension of time. Dozens of
varieties of forms have had to be
devised and printed to handle the
taxes levied by the new revenue
bill, and the Government Printing
Office has been unable to make deliveries

on time.

passed," said Dr.
of the

Dean Martin, Director
"it

is

going to

increase social unrest in the community.
I

know

public

that in the present state of the

mind

it

ought not to be passed.

The people

are beginning to think their

liberties are

being taken away from them

one by one."

Labor Opposes
notice,"
President of
"I

said

James

Bill

P.

Holland,

the State Federation of
Labor, "that the same people who are
back of this proposed ordinance were
opposed to baseball playing on Sunday,
and also beer to the masses."
"Isn't there a penal law to prosecute
offenders against decency?" asked Ralph
Folks, former Commissioner of Public
"Isn't that sufficient without
Works.
setting one man up to tell people what
they should see?"

W. Stephen

crying shame and tend to corrupt the
morals of city youths."
Alderman A. K. Wise is the father of.
the proposed bill, which the Catholic
Society of Brooklyn is sponsoring.
Miss Littledower, president of the
Junior Motion Picture League of Brook-

made a few remarks to the effect
that her league makes it a point to see
hundreds of pictures which are shown
and many of them are "obscene and indecent" and she trusts that the Board
of Aldermen will see fit to pass this

lyn,

ordinance.

Canon Chase insisted that under
power to license, the Commissioner
Licenses
censor.

is

every Sunday on Broadway and where
can you find a cleaner, more refined entertainment for a Sunday afternoon?"
Mr. Bush scored heavily against the
He read
bill by his ridicule and satire.
lines from cuts made by Pennsylvania
censors, together with titles which they
have substituted for those which have
been cut from the picture.
His remarks caused laughter even among the
sour-faced professional reformers.
Mrs. O'Grady Is Active

Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, Fourth Deputy
Police Commissioner, favored the ordinance, saying many pictures she had seen
were "disgusting." Answering the argument that Mayor Gaynor vetoed a similar ordinance, she said "The filth has
greatly increased since then."

to

the ordi-

nance under advisement and after considering

in executive session will reconclusion to the Aldermanic

it

port its
Board.

Attorney J. Robert Rubin,
very telling speech against the

made

a

bill.

Many Attend Hearing

Bush, representing motion

picture exhibitors of the state, said that
only four states in the Union have censorship laws.
He added "There are
50,000 people who see motion pictures

the right person

The committee took

his
of
act as

Among

those present for and against
were: Walter W. Irwin, W.
Stephen Bush, Sam Spedon, William
Hart, J. Robert Rubin, Samuel Goldwyn,
James Beecroft, Gabriel L. Hess, Sol
Berman, Sidney S. Cohen, Dr. Copeland.
Dr. Everett Dean Martin of the Board
of Review, James Holland, president of
the State Federation of Labor, Ralph
Folks, former Alderman, Grace Humiston, F. J. Sullivan, Catholic Federation
of Brooklyn, Mrs. E. Parmelee of the
Big Sisters' League, Martin Judge, representing the Catholic Federated Societies of America, E. F. Cooke, Howard
Clark Barber, superintendent of the Society for the Prevention of Crime, Mrs.
Adele Woodward, vice president of the
National Junior Motion Picture League,
Canon Chase, J. J. Mclnerny, Charles
Also
Haring, and Charles S. O'Reilly.
Frederick H. Elliott and Paul H. Crome-

the

bill

—

lin.

Mrs. O'Grady, who seemed to echo
the sentiment of the Mayor's administration, was particularly vitriolic in her denunciation, and among other things said

William T. Collins, chairman of the
committee of General Welfare of the
Board of Aldermen announced that the
committee would receive further sugges-

"The posters

tions.

in

front of theatres are a
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and Government Officials
Kinograms Feature

State

Brings Controversy

Probe Stock Selling Film Venture
Lee

Francis Lybarger's "Democracy," Million
Dollar Undertaking, Is Subject of Two
Investigations in Illinois

Lee Francis Lybarg-er, Chautauqua lecturer who modestly is acclaimed
in his advertising as "one of the world's greatest thinkers, authors
and
orators," has been invited to explain his plan of financing "Democracy"—
$1,000,000 film venture— to Assistant Attorney General Raymond S. Pruitt
of Chicago, and Secretary of State JEmmerson of Illinois.
Inquisitiveness on the part of state and government officials followed
activity of the Herald, which, in its April 26 issue, turned the
bright light
of publicity on the huge stock selling venture.
Royce Hamilton Denies Interest in Film
Immediately after government officials started to ask questions,
Royce
Hamilton, stock broker for Andrews & Co, of Chicago, issued
a statement
that he is not promoting nor has anything to
do with the "Democracy"
J
company.
was

It

Pruitt

Assistant

Attorney

General

who mentioned Mr. Hamilton's

name

He

in connection with the company.
apparently studied the prospectus

carefully

and

questioned several men
connected with the stock sales.
It is claimed that $110,000 worth of
stock in the company has already been
disposed of to small investors.
"It seems," said
Mr. Pruitt. "that
'Democracy' is headed in the same general direction as 'The Birth of a Race,'
a projected $1,000,000 film which
divorced several thousand investors from
their

money.

Thinks Cost Too Large
"M. K. Higginbottom of 123 West
Madison street is identified with the newcompany as its fiscal agent: he also was
identified with the race film.
"I am informed Mr. Lybarger is about
to devote 'the intellectual labor of a
lifetime' to the production of a twelvereel picture, the theme of which will
date back to remotest antiquity.
Assuming that, as 'one of the world's
greatest thinkers,' he can contrive to
squeeze the subject matter into 20.000
feet of film, I still do not see what he
intends to do with $1,000,000.
fine
motion picture can be produced for not
to exceed $100,000.

A

Salesmen Make "Clean Up"
"While working at his masterpiece Mr.
Lybarger draws a salary of $100 a week
—originally he drew $200 besides maintaining offices in the Woods Theatre
building and employing two stenograph-

—

ers.

"But my principal objection to
company, as far as investigation
progressed, is that it pays some of
Higginbottom's salesmen 35 per
commission. The company's 'blue

in three tense seenes

has

Mr.
cent

sky'
license provided that the total promotion expense should not exceed a quarter
of the amount collected."
Attorney Pruitt showed interest in
the undertaking the early part of last
week, and it was he who called the matter to the attention of Secretary of State
Emmerson. According to Mr. Pruitt, the
company was refused a license in Wisconsin.

for

NEW YORK.— Richard
sailed

May

A.

Rowland
from
for Eu-

S.,

which point he expects to sail
rope on the Aquitania. Mr. Rowland expects to join Count Cippico, who is well
known as the husband of Rita Jolivet,
in Halifax and they may sail on the
same ship for England.

Hero

tion's

NEW YORK.— An
arisen

over

the

odd

issue

which features Alvin

C.

situation has

Kinograms,
York, who with
of

the A. E. F. killed a score of Germans
captured
100
prisoners
single

and

handed.
At considerable expense, the Kinogram Publishing Corporation sent a
photographer to Pall Mall, Tenn., Sergeant York's home, to take pictures of
the village and

its

people.

No

Objection to Picture
It then took pictures of Sergeant York
when he landed in this country. He
made no objection. In fact, he appeared
to enjoy it.
Then, when the film was shown, E. A.
Kellogg, secretary for Sergeant Lloyd,
addressed letters to the Kinogram Publishing Corporation and to the Rialto
theatre, calling

ing the

film.

upon them to cease showThe contention was that

Sergeant Lloyd expected to produce a
picture himself for distribution, and it
was not fair to "steal from the nation's
greatest hero."
Rialto Declines to Act
Manager Riesenfeld of the Rialto has
taken the position that the film was
shown in many other theatres in New
York and he saw no reason why he
should cease showing it.

The

Kinogram

through R.
tion,
editor, stated that

Publishing
L.

Hall,

Corpora-

managing

it could see nothing
objectionable in the film and considered
publicity to any person deit "helpful
It will continue to
siring publicity."
it

through World.

Close Important Deal

NEW YORK.— P.
Von

Tilzer

of

the

A. Smith and Jay
National Ex-

First

change, have returned from an up state
They closed a contract for the
trip.
"Auction of Souls" and all the Mary
Pickford series for the Shea Hippo-

drome

of Buffalo.

THE SCREEN

from the famous stat;e success in which William
Artcmft Special for June 15
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York

Situation Arises Over
Feature Depicting Na-

Europe

31 for Halifax, X.

C.

Odd

distribute

Rowland Off

'SECRET SERVICE" REACHES

Major Robert Warwick

the

With Alvin

Gillette appeared.

It Is

a Paramonnt-

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

The Motion

Picture and Politics

A group of "gray wolves" of the Illinois legislature
nouncement

was going

of the industry that "it

recently took violent exception to the an-

into politics."

We do not know what interpretation the legislators placed on the announcement of going into
politics,

do

know

and we do not know what
that the industry should

will be the industry's official declaration

come

to an official decision

on

on the

this matter,

if

subject.

for

But we

no other reason

than to equip the representatives with an answer for such an occasion as the recent Springfield
hearing.

The motion

picture should and

must go

into politics,

cheap bartering for jobs and special privileges which
professional office-holder.

We do

not

is

mean any party

and by

mean any seeking out

we do

not

mean

that

the idea of politics near to the heart of the

or partisan alliances or any effort whatso-

ever to have a voice in the "invisible government," whether

not

politics

it

be city, state or national.

We

do

of political influences for the purpose of special privilege or material

gain in any shape or form.

When we

declare that the motion picture industry should go into politics,

we mean

that

it

should accept the responsibility that devolves upon every good citizen to take a close and active
interest in

good government.

Politics

is

rightly the business of

all

reserved for the professional alone, for upon this attitude of looking
business which
ative

must not be mixed with may be placed the

government wherever

The motion
people,

scheming

who

should not be

down upon politics as a sordid

responsibility for

bad and misrepresent-

and intimate contact with the great mass

to its great responsibility

good government

politician

it

exists.

picture, because of its unique

would be truant

to the cause of

it

the people;

;

if it

if it

did not lend

regards election to

office as

declined to lend the influence of the screen
influence toward driving

its

of the

from public

a license to seek plunder wherever

it

life

the

may

be

found.

The charge

that the industry in Illinois during the present anti-censorship campaign has

sought to intimidate members of the legislature through the force of the screen

No member who is

correctly representing his constituency need have

discussed upon the screen. But the legislator

any other important question

is

who

is

is

pure bunkum.

any fear of the issue being

ignoring the voice of his people on this or

naturally apprehensive and indignant about having the issue

placed before the people.

The motion

picture should be in politics. It should be ever ready to align the influence of the

screen with the cause of good government.

And

it

should not care

who knows

it.

Martin
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Williamson Buys West Indies
Island For Sub-Sea Photography

Will Breed and Train Octopus for His Use in
Future Productions Plans Series

—

of Thrilling Pictures
E. Williamson, who has just reJ.
turned from the West Indies, where the
Williamson Deep Sea Photographic Apparatus is operated, talked interestingly
about his recent flying trip there to get
to

new stories and
production on a new Sub-Sea

color for several

local

start

depths of the sea, but as far as the record
shows, I might quote from the Smithsonian Report, 1916, Bartsch: 'While
Pennant states that in those Seas the
eight-armed cuttle-fish, has been found
of such size as to measure 12 feet in
breadth across the central part, while

—

of the

did while

most ambitious things

I

Mr. Williamson,
wonderful little island.
Here's a picture of it, and here
are the papers. It is named 'Sandy Cay,'
and it rises up out of the ocean like a
bouquet of coconut trees ten miles out
to sea away from the main group of

"was

there,"

said

to purchase a

"Are you going to get married and
your bride there on your honey-

moon?"
is

Married

to be

"Well, now, that's a great idea and one

my

neighbor McCutcheon, the cartoonist,
carried through when he bought 'Treasure Island,' which is situated within
sight of mine. No
I'll tell you of my plan
and immediate need of a private Island.
I am carrying out my scheme to breed
and train Octopuses for work in my

storms

—

He

at

all

times."
big does an

Grow
"It

these

to

Octopus grow?"

Monster Size

hard to know the limit of size
the
great
monsters attain in

is

losers

thought

that

observed.

Their cold, china eyes tell that.
watch out and expect the worst

"How

The

The theatres in Melbourne, Victoria,
have only been closed six weeks since
the beginning of the epidemic, although
the continuous houses in the city must
not have sessions of more than three
hours, and special rules regarding ventilation and disinfecting must be strictly

am not sure yet. Then
are plenty of sharks near by,
though there is nothing friendly about
I

strain.

being reopened.

there

So

the

tion the Chief Secretary stated that as
soon as possible the restrictions would
be modified to allow of amusements

human

friendlly, but I

them.

feeling

through the restrictions.
the opening of the
theatres would assist in bringing about
that freedom from anxiety which he considered should pervade the community
now that the epidemic has got over its
worst stages. In reply to the deputaserious

Island is a fine
side of
for Octopus.
I have a great big
which seems to be getting quite

one

are

expressing admiration for the Government's desire to lessen the seriousness
of the epidemic, pointed out that the
members of his association had been

my

"The reefy

have

Szarka, president of the Federated
Picture Showmen's Association, while

trast.

home

date, this year, the theatres

W.

it has its stormy side which grinds
nature down, and the sunny side is in
that way molded and stands out by con-

life

Australian Cities

A deputation waited on the Health
Board recently and petitioned for a removal of the restrictions immediately.

most always

It's like

Enforced in

Still

loss at that period.

Work

which

Is

Easter holidays are usually a very profitable period for amusement owners, and
the restrictions caused much additional

"My little Island, 'Sandy Cay,' is a great
place for this work.
You might think
from the picture that the smooth, sandy
beach ran all around it like a race track;
but it is deceiving in appearance, for one
side is a mass of jagged reefs, torn by
and

Influenza 'Ban'

showmen

gets started.

drive in from that side.

the Indian Isles, when sailing in their
canoes, always take care to be provided
with hatchets, in order immediately to
cut Off the arms of such of these animals
as happen to fling them over the sides
of the canoe, lest they should pull it
under water and sink it."

To

Sub-Sea movies.
"I have some scenes in mind for a new
story which calls for a terrific battle
under the sea between the diver, in regular diving costume, and a great Octopus,
and, later, a battle to the death between
this giant Octopus and a shark."
"Can you get them, do you think?"
"I feel quite sure of it.
An Octopus
is very intelligent and cunning and anxious to fight any enemy within reach.
Yes, that part is easy. The hard problem I have been trying to solve is how
to make the Octopus stop when he once

wind

"

only been open six and a half weeks
out of over four months, and many

—

Island Ideal for

feet.'

further states that 'the natives of

influenza restrictions are still being
enforced in Sydney and many of the
country districts of New South Wales,
and may continue for some time, as the
epidemic does not seem to be getting
much better. After the raising of the
first restrictions at the end of February,
the scourge assumed so large proportions that three weeks later they were
again imposed, and all places of amusement were again closed up.

take

He

about 120

"He

in length; thus
extend, from point to point,

it

The

Islands."

Denies

making

Exhibitors Sustain Severe
Losses as Epidemic
Continues
SYDNEY, N. S. W., AUSTRALIA.—

Thriller.

"One

each arm was 54 feet

Top—Ernest Williamson of the Firm of
AYilliamson Bros. Centre "Sandy Cay," an
in the West Indies, Purehased by

—

[land
J.

E. Williamson.

son on IUk Tropical

Bottom—J.
IkI.iimI,
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I'.

William-

"Sandy

Cay.'"

A telegram received from Brisbane,
Queensland, reported that the "Flue" had
been discovered there, and that theatres,
So far
schools, etc., had been closed.
Queensland had been free of the scourge,
and the health authorities are taking drastic steps to prevent the infection

of

districts

outside Brisbane.
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G. A. Bush Puts Pict ures

Exhibitor Has a Slogan for Every Star Except Charlie
Chaplin Capacity Crowds Best Evidence That
His Advertising Carries Appeal

Cal.,

—

j
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G. A. Bush, proprieter of the Superba
theatre,

San Diego,

of advertising pictures

way

has a novel

Cal.,

shown

in his

thea-

tre.

He

has a slogan for every star except

Charlie

one

Chaplin.

weaves

some

a

bit

He
of

believes

that

if

mystery around

player, a bit of
or the thought

comedy about

another

of flowers or
clothes or sunshine about still others
it is the best way in the world to associate his patrons and his stars in Dne
common idea about to be presented at
his theatre.

Anita Stewart Mystery Girl

W

hen Anita Stewart

in

"A Midnight

Romance" was shown at Mr. Bush's
theatre, he advertised her as the "mystery girl of filmland."
Everywhere his
posters were seen there was also the
slogan: Anita Stewart, the mystery girl.
In his newspaper advertising and in his
folders
it
was always there, ever reminding the patron that behind the
scenes was mystery and in the heart of
the mystery was the "mystery girl of

—

filmland."

"There is no particular reason why I
Miss Stewart the 'mystery girl'
Mr. Bush said, "except that at one time
in her career she appeared in a number
of mystery plays.
But somehow, she
has always appeared to me as a 'mystery
girl' and I believed it a good stroke of
business to play on the credulity and
sympathy of my theatre patrons by always connecting her with mystery.
"You know, there is something fascinating about any play that has mystery
attached to it.
I
felt that by making
Miss Stewart a 'mystery girl' I could
always add interest to the plays in which
call

she appears.

the year I found that by a campaign
of unique advertising I aroused more
interest in the picture than had I merely
said it was 'A Midnight Romance' starring Anita Stewart.
"I always feature Norma Talmadge as
"the girl with love in her eyes" and
Constance Talmadge as the sunshine girl
of the films.'
"I have never adopted a slogan for
Charlie Chaplin.
I
do not believe I
could improve my advertising or increase

drawing power by doing so.
"But I do believe that if one can weave
a romance around some star and impress
his

the personality of that star constantly
upon one's patrons, the star will, so to
speak, become known personally to your
audience.
With Miss Stewart as my

'mystery girl' my audience is always
looking for something new and novel
when a Stewart picture is shown at my

Talmadge

Sisters

Draw

"With Norma Talmadge always the
her eyes,' and as love
is
a powerful drawing card, then my
patrons always wonder what kind of
love affair Norma is mixed up in this
girl 'with love in

time.
Sunshine appeals to the public,
and when Constance Talmadge is shown
on my screen my patrons expect to be
entertained with a picture that has sun-

shine in

country."

Chicago Sales Meeting
and

quarters at Hotel Sherman.
Distribution plans for the coming year were
discussed.
Those in attendance were
entertained at dinner Wednesday evening by Adolph Zukor, president of the
corporation.

Film Clerks Form
Union in Chicago
The Film Clerks Union, an organiza-

it.

"The wise exhibitor not only studies
human nature and makes the most of
his knowledge of human nature, but he
must study the trend of the times and
make his advertising fit in with any popular wave that may be
sweeping the

seven

"I found the combination went over
big in 'A Midnight Romance.'
Besides
being one of the really fine pictures of

in

nental Pictures Corp.)

theatre.

Sales

Picture Goes Over Big

ARLINE PRETTY,
\Vho Is Appearing; with Jess Willaru
"The Challenge of Chance." (Conti-

publicity

forces

in

the

Famous Players-Lasky exchanges

Chicago and Kansas City districts
gathered in Chicago the early part of
the present week, making their headof the

tion chartered under the

American Fed-

eration of Labor, with headquarters at
166 W. Washington street, has been

formed

Chicago.
schedule of wages has been
adopted and is being submitted to the
managers of the various exchanges.
Under the proposed plan shippers will
receive $40 a week (6 days) and time
and half time for work on Sundays or
holidays. Assistant shippers will receive
$35 a week: Vault men $25 and new men
$17.
The Union claims to have ninety
per cent representation in the Chicago
exchanges.
in

A new

ANITA STEWART IN THREE SCENES FROM "HUMAN DESIRE

In

Her Next Pirst National Exhibitors

Circuit Production Miss Stewart Has a Diversity of Pnrla Albeit She Appears Quite Contented
in the Central Picture.
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KING W. VIDOR GOES OVER PLAY WITH HIS AIDS

which exhibitors are taking the picture
is the most satisfying demonstration of
their new sense of freedom under our
sales policy. These men are taking the
picture for runs that will be absolutely
revolutionary. They are going to play
the picture for every penny of profit that
they can get out of it. They are going to
cash in on their ability as showmen.
They are taking this one individual picture as a property rich in possibilities
for big money, and without having to
figure or worry about any other picture,
they are going to make it work for them
as no picture was ever worked before.

Predicts Big Returns

"In other words, they are going to
get for themselves, not twenty-five or
fifty per cent of the box-office value of
a hundred per cent picture; they are going to get one hundred per cent of the
picture's value to themselves, and that
is possible only by taking each picture,
standing it on its own feet, so to speak,
measuring its possibilities without regard to any other picture, and then making the best of those possibilities."

Arrow

Sells State

At the table sits Homer H. Hobson. art
Hodges, general manager of

Rights Rapidly for
"The Masked Rider"

Hiram Abrams Finds Exhibitors
Approve United Artists Booking

"The Masked Rider," the fifteen episerial starring Ruth Stonehouse,
Harry Myers and Paul Panzer, which
has just been published by the Arrow

The young director

is seen wearine a cap.
director, while at the right is A.

II.

Brentwood Film Corporation.

sode

Film Corporation, is said to be one, of
most exciting and interesting serials

Declares Record Business Being Done on First
Picture Offered Under New Distribution
Plan Shows Theatre Men Favor It
Questioning of the scores of exhibiwho have visited the offices of the
United Artists Corporation on the ninth
floor of the Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh Aveque, New York, during the past
weeks,
few
has
convinced
Hiram
Abrams, general manager, of the equity
and sound business foundation of the
sales policy on which the pictures of the
Corporation are to be published.
While a considerable department is
busy with telegrams and correspondence
that keep flowing in, the executive heads
of the company have been engaged for
days with representative showmen from
every state in the Union who have gone
to New York to secure for their houses
the product of the United Artists. This
number includes Eugene H. Roth, of the
California and Portola Theatres in San
Francisco, and F. Baland, managing director of the Majestic Theatre in Detors

troit,

who made

the trip to secure the
an-

publication
Douglas
Fairbanks'
nounced for early fall.

Exhibitors

"Our

Demanded Policy

single picture

policy,"

said

Mr.

Abrams, "was inaugurated by Exhibitor
demand. In my investigations all over
found that picture theatre
to the point of exasperation with program and star series methods. They wanted to have the best in
productions, but they' wanted these pictures on a basis of freedom that would
the country

T

men had come

allow them to make as much profit out
of each big release as was possible.
"I got this demand direct from exhibitors themselves, face to face, man to man.
And that this demand was not idle talk,
that it 'was sincere, is proved by thz
unanimity with which these self-same
exhibitors are signing up for our first
release on exactly this basis. To have
theories about methods of release is one
thing; we can argue without end and
get nowhere. The proof of what exhibitors want is in what they buy, and not
a single exhibitor who has come to our
office
and we have been in touch with
hundreds has suggested the slightest
change in our open booking, single picture plan. That's the answer, isn't it?

—

—

Discusses
lie

Strength of

Pictures

"The pictures of Mary Pickford, CharChaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D.

W.

Griffith stand alone as box-office attractions. They are thoroughly sold to
the public; an exhibitor's campaign in
their behalf amounts almost entirely to
calling the attention of the public to
the fact that he has these pictures at his
house. Add to this hundred per cent
pulling power the quality that the United
Artists will be able to put into every
release, and you will understand what
exhibitors will be able to do with each

and every production when they get it
free and clear of any tie-up of any sort
with any other picture.
"I don't want to be premature in announcements regarding our first release
which is scheduled for September, but I
will say that the lengths of the runs for

40

the

ever released.
William Stiner produced the serial and
Aubrey M. Kennedy directed it. The
stars are all well known in the serial
world and are exceptionally good in this
serial.

The Arrow company report that three
quarters of the country was sold within
three weeks from the first announcement. It is claimed by Arrow that this
is
the fastest selling serial ever proSome of the territory was sold
duced.
by wire and the exchanges are now
making another record in booking the
feature.

Jungle Film in Chicago
"Heart of the Jungle," a Paul Rainey
production in which Charles S. Hart,
former director of the United States
Division of Film, is interested, opened
at the Olympic theatre, Chicago, June 1.
State's rights to the pictures are being

disposed

of.
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

THE

By

Tying

Up

of

Authors

*

REPORTER

increasing

certainly

bewildering

with

Owen Moore, Lew Cody and
Wm. Russell are the three players who
rapidity.

Proceeds Rapidly

FOLLOWING
ment

THE

ANNOUNCE-

Hodkinson people

of the

that they

have contracted for the productions to

made of: Stewart Edward White, Emerson Hough, Winston Churchill, Irving Bacheller, Goldwyn now announces

be

are destined to have productions of their

own made by Sidney

L.

Cohn

of

Los

Angeles. Cody seems to the Reporter to
possess the greatest potential value. He
has never yet been a star, but his work
in supporting parts has been uniformly
good for a considerable length of time.

all the productions
be made from the works of: Rex
Beach, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Basil
King, Gouveneur Morris, Rupert Hughes,
Gertrude Atherton and Le Roy Scott.

It is also

who

announced that

controls the Jack

C. E. Shurtleff,

London

stories,

has tied up one or two others on the
same plan. This move is indicative of
the increasing strength in the demand

good

for

stories

and clearly defines the

THIS

move

this

in

that

direction.

should

follow

ticularly

closely

page a

interesting

because

it

follows

Pettijohn that

if

would only appreciate

the exhibitheir poten-

in producing fiction for
magazine reading public of today,
doesn't in any way guarantee that they
can produce moving picture material of

successful

success.

not the slightest doubt that
with the granting of the proper recognition to authors their interest in productions will increase materially, since
a poor picture can do much to hamper
the progress of a rising author.
is

is

THE ANNOUNCEMENT THAT A
5,500-seat house will be

cago

is

opened in Chionly a straw in the wind that

shows the tremendous development that
due in the industry during the next
few years. Expansion is evident in every
section of the country.
Three huge
structures are going up in Minneapolis,
St.
Paul and Duluth. Philadelphia is
about to erect six new houses with an
investment of over three million dollars.
This is the situation in every part of the
country. Naturally this huge investment
looks to an adequate return on this
money. It is no wonder that the cry is
is

when these
modern palaces are springing up like
mushrooms, demanding a program suit-

for better pictures every day,

able to their quality.

Return of

"Mickey" Campaign

Rambeau

to

RAMBEAU HAS

to the screen.

was largely due

stories

she

know that this exploitation
outlay will be duplicated for each of the
productions released by the W. H. Producing Company.
There is not the
slightest doubt in anybody's mind that
the special exploitation was the cause of

should

that

to the nature of the

be

"Mickey's" tremendous success. Distributing organizations can well take a
lesson from this and if they would spend
a little more time in careful preliminary
work on such matters as exploitation, it

In the proper

subjects assigned to her.

very

a

popular

attraction.

would return them many cents on the

Independent Producing

dollar in future revenues.

Units Multiply Fast

THE NUMBER OF THE INDEpendent producing units

by the extensive exploitation camlaid out for "Mickey" will be

interested to

her earlier

pictures, but the Reporter believes
it

fited

paign

Miss Rambeau didn't ex-

the world afire in

Be Duplicated

THOSE EXHIBITORS WHO BENE-

RE-

turned to the screen and will be undoubtedly seen on the Pathe list.
Capellani is making her pictures and it
is
to be hoped that he can transpose
some of her wonderful dramatic ability
actly set

isolated

amalgamation for a political
campaign and protection throughout the

venture

PAR-

upon the statements made in this
few weeks ago and the assertion

of Charlie
tors

IS

the

MARJORIE

The next

this

Wonderfully Attractive

ANNOUNCEMENT

the motion picture production.
However, the fact that the above authors

There

available

Future of Motion Pictures

Enter Politics

to

unqualified

develop its true value.
It
is
strange that conservative New
England should be one of the first to see
the light and embrace the opportunities

Maine Exhibitors

better appreciation of the author's value

are

make

entire country.

that he will distribute
to

strength politically that they could
the power invested in the screen

tial

in

the field

is

Readin,' Ritin' an' Rithmetic have no
terrors for Zoe Rne, the Universal
Star, not with James J. Corbett
coaching.

41

Harry

J.

Shepard,

who

has charge of

these campaigns, deserves a lot of real
credit for his constructive work.
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Robertson-Cole's Superior Series
In Premier at Broadway Theatre
"The Man Who Turned White," Starring H. B.
Warner, Opens Run at B. S. Moss
Playhouse in
H. B. Warner, creator of the far famed
role of "Jimmy Valentine," and
who more recently scored another tristage

umph in "Sleeping Partners," is returning to Broadway, this time as star of one
of the most pretentious motion pictures
seen this year.
"The Man

Who

Turned White," which

Robertson-Cole is publishing through
Exhibitors Mutual as the initial offering
of its Superior Pictures series, has been
booked for a three weeks' run at the
Broadway Theatre by B. S. Moss. The

Warner
number

attraction

was selected over a
which Mr. Moss

of big pictures

personally screened.

Opens Sunday, June

The

1.

Broadway

showing

desert pictures ever seen upon
the screen.
In the cast supporting Mr. Warner in
his first Superior Picture, are Barbara
Castleton, who has the female lead; Jay
nificent

Dwiggins, Carmen Phillips, Wedgewoocl
Nowell, Walter Perry, Eugenie Ford and
Manuel Ojeda, all of whom fit into their
parts.

Warner in Dual Role
The story of "The Man Who Turned
White" was written by F. Willis McGrew and gives Mr. Warner the finest
opportunity he ever had to show just
what he is capable of accomplishing in
an artistic sense before the camera. The
star will be seen in a dual role, first as
Ali Zaman, the renegade white man
leader of an Arabian Band, and then as

Captain Rand, an officer

1

The smashing Jesse D. Hampton
drama of the mysterious sands of the
Soudan had premier New York showing
at
the
Broadway on Sunday night,
June

New York

To Be Erected by Moore
WASHINGTON, D. C— One of the

Who

Who

big Blanche Sweet offering, which has
held the Broadway for more than a
month. Mr. Moss, one of New York's
shrewdest showmen, pronounced the
Warner picture one of the most entertaining photoplays he had ever seen. He
values the name of H. B. Warner as one
of the biggest assets any Broadway
showing could possess, stating that
Warner unquestionably is one of the
most popular actors who ever appeared
before an American public.
The Broadway management is planning an elaborate showing of "The Man

Who

Turned White."

The

picture,

in

addition to the valued name of the star,
offers exceptional exploitation angles.

To Make Careful Selection
Superior Pictures, according to an announcement recently by Robertson-Cole,
are to be photoplays which will measure
up in entertainment value and production
to the approved specials. They will be
made with a view of showing in the
finest theatres, and with the run at the
Broadway, the series should receive a
flying

largest motion picture houses in the city
is

soon to be erected by the Moore TheaCorporation, on Fourteenth street,

tres

northwest, in the city's most
populated residential sections.

The new house

will

densely

have a greater

seating capacity than any of the

downtown

com-

and
have a large orchestra, special lighting and staging and many novel features.
pany's

several

houses,

will

declared that the new theatre is
but a part of the company's plans for
increasing its holdings, which include at
least two other large theatres in residential sections. The new theatre will
run nothing but first-run pictures.
It

is

gave it a
most elaborate production, sparing no
expense on any detail. He surrounded
H. B. Warner with appropriate type and
by strict attention to detail he obtained
what is said to be one of the most magthe

feature,

of

the

Robertson-Cole

Production,

"The Mints of Hell" (Exhibitors
Mutual.)

Brockliss Planning

European Premiers
For "Virtuous Men"
Sydney Garrett, president of J. Frank
Brockliss, purchasers of the entire foreign rights of "Virtuous Men," announced this week the consummation of plans
whereby the S-L production starring E.
K. Lincoln will be presented and exploited outside of the United States and
Canada in the near future. Mr. Brockliss stated that many sales to various
foreign buyers have been made, the latest being the territory of Scandinavia,

which embraces Norway, Sweden and
Denmark.
Frank Brockliss sailed for Europe
J.
recently and upon his arrival in London
will at once make arrangements for an
impressive trade showing of "Virtuous
Men." He is negotiating for one of the

London for this presThe showing will be given in
conjunction with a large symphony orbiggest theatres in

New Brooklyn Theatre
NEW YORK.— The Avondale Building Corporation has let a contract for
the erection of a theatre at Kings Highway Avenue and East 12th Street,

Sherman and Shampman
Brooklyn.
have the contract. Cost is to be $250,C00, complete.

To Hire Service Men
WICHITA, KAN.— W. "Billy" Green,
who

is constructing a new theatre and
roof garden here, has announced that he
He exwill employ only service men.
pects to have positions for twenty-five

men.

start.

"The Man Who Turned White" is pronounced as both spectacle and high class
drama combined. Jesse D. Hampton,

who produced

cash-

New Washington Theatre

inaugurates

the nation wide appearance of "The Man
Turned White" in the foremost
motion picture theatres. From one end
of the country to the other, the first
Warner attraction has been booked by
the leading exhibitors for showings of a
week and in some instances unlimited
run.
After his first view of "The Man
Turned White," B. S. Moss selected it
to succeed "The Unpardonable Sin," the

who was

iered from the army for assuming the
responsibility for a bitter charge which
should have rested upon another's shoulders.

WILLIAM DESMOND
Star

"U"
To keep

Issues Bulletins

the enthusiasm of its
salesmen during its present anniversary
month, the Universal home office is is-

entation.

chestra and considerable advance adverMr. Brockliss plans to have
simultaneous presentations of "Virtuous
Men" in London and Paris. The inaugural showing of the S-L production in
France will be held under the auspices
of the Mundus Film Company of Paris.
It is expected that the production will
be given its European premier within the
next fortnight and Mr. Garrett announced that the exploitation and advertising which has featured the picture on
this side of the water will be carried out
in detail in the United Kingdom and on
the continent. "Virtuous Men" is expected to prove a big summer attraction
in London and Paris and will probably
be given a run at prominent theatres in
both of these European cities.
tising.

alive

Leonhart in New York
NEW YORK.— Harry Leonhart,

suing a daily bulletin, full of tips, sales
talks, personal items and results of sales

father

contests.

Hotel Astor.
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of

"Poppy Comedies,"

is

at

the
the
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The
Griffith Repertory Season Has
performance
men and women
Auspicious Chicago Opening

transported bodily.
sensation was
less that of witnessing a masterly screen
than of viewing, as in a

Capacity Audience Greets "Broken 61088008"
At Illinois Theatre May 30 Picture Triumph
Of Director's Art

—

Following an extensive newspaper and

campaign the D. W. Griffith
Repertory Season opened at the Illinois
theatre, Chicago, on the evening of May
30, with "Broken Blossoms," a photoplay personally produced by Mr. Griffith
and including in the cast Lillian Gish,
Richard Barthelmess and Donald Crisp,
bill-board

capacity attendance.

to

Great as were the expectations born

rumor and report

of

of the

New York

holiday audience which
gathered for the occasion was ill prepared for the treat which they found
premiere,

the

awaiting them.

The

front of the theatre

was studded
which spread

with thousands of lights,
a rosy radiance over the entire block.
It was* the first step in the preparation
of the spectator for the picture which
was to follow. Walking the .ialf block
necessary to reach the entrance the
prospective auditor could not escape the
subtle influence of the color scheme.
Artistic

and Fitting Lobby

Directly in front of the entrance to
the foyer a scowling Buddha crouched
over an incense pot. A background of
work interwoven with cherry
lattice
blossoms with crimson light filteringthrough, completed the optical illusion.
The delicate odor of incense which perthe atmosphere
Oriental motiff.

emphasized the

The auditorium was
The
and decorated.

similarly lighted
lattice idea was

vaded

out in detail, cherry blossom
masking the orchestra pit. the
balcony supports and distributed arcarried
screens

tistically

over the entire lower

enveloped all save the figures of
the girl and the Buddha a sombre-hued
lantern appeared high in the foreground.
Another sprang into being back of it
and to the right.
Then, again, the haunting melody of
the guitar, slowly strummed.
Louder
and louder it became until a green rastill

'

diance disclosed the player, a Celestial
sable mourning gown, squatting and
humped over his instrument. Suddenly
the musical jangle of Chinese chimes
was heard beating a dolorous accompaniment. A figure the twin of the first appeared at his side.
Then the slow,
measured notes of a flute.
Between
them, apparently from nowhere, the erect
and vibrant figure of the third musician.
in

Audience Applauded Music
The love song finished, the chimes began again, mechanically, monotonously.
The lights faded. The curtain descended
and a storm of applause woke the
echoes.

A

brief preparatory intermezzo by the
orchestra and the curtains parted.
Against a screen steeped in scarlet the
outline of the film title appeared. Introductory matter disposed of, the picture
proceeded to the accompaniment of a

dream, real
in the toils
of real circumstances, responding to actualities.
Fiction
merged with fact.
Perspective dawned upon the screen.
Reality displaced fancy.
Call

The tragedy

for

Griffith

finished, the three central

figures of the simple but mighty story
dead, the atmosphere of the theatre was
that of a church at the close of the
funeral eulogy.
Stunned for a moment, the audience
seemed scarce to breathe. Then a shout

went

up.
"Griffith!

Griffith!"
The cry was
taken up and echoed.
Simply, almost shyly, the man who
had created this masterpiece stepped
upon the stage.
In words that were
halting and sincere he gave thanks for
the applause and asked that whatever
credit might be given be accorded to
Thomas Burke, whose story prompted
the composition.
Then, as though the
theme over-powered him. he spoke

warmly upon

the universality of humanthe abolition of race prejudice and
the banishment of brutality.
Pausing

ity,

suddenly, he apologized for allowing his
enthusiasm to carry him away, thanked
his hearers vet again and disappeared.
Thus D. W. Griffith's Repertory Season opened in Chicago.

pit

that fairly sang of the China
depicted in the early scenes.
To attempt to follow step by step
throughout the picture the work of the
orchestra, the lighting effects or the attitude of the audience would be futile.
First to China, then to the London of
the docks and mists, the audience was
selection

Negroes to Produce Film
LOS ANGELES. CAL.—With
Peacock as
Democracy Film Company
tain

Leslie T.

director,

Capthe

about to
commence work at the E. R. Jungle
Studio at Eastlake park of producing a
feature film

played

War.
of the

is

showing the patriotism

dis-

negroes during the World
Colored citizens are at the head

by

company.

PLAIN FOLKS, THESE, IN "TRUE HEART SUSIE

floor.

While the richly costumed girl ushers,
who might have stepped for the purpose from a Chinese temple of worship,
padded swiftly but noiselessly to and
(

fro about the duties of their office, a
delicately beautiful Chinese love song
played softly upon a Chinese guitar by
a concealed musician held the attention
by its verv simplicity and the tragic
appeal of the melody.
At last a deep reasonance, as of disIn a moment
tant thunder, sounded.
another, seemingly nearer at hand. The
The plush curtain
lights grew dim.
stirred.
The gong continued to boom
forth its solitary, melancholy note.
Utter
dark stage was revealed.

A

silence.

Novel Lighting Effects
Faintly, so slowly that the brain half
doubted the evidence of the eyes, a scarbroke at the extreme
let illumination
'eft.
Rerm'n" strange it revealed a
massive Buddha, the incense curling
lazily skyward through the blood red
1-

,

gloom.

A piercing green ray from the black,
and slowlv took shape the foot of an
Soon the
ornate and beflowered bier.
form of
then a
fac>

a

bii'-st

girl

of

was discerned faintly
amber radianc*e bared the

a"d form to view.

As though born

of the blackness

Dorothy Gish and Bobby Hnrron in
scene from the 1). AY. Griffith i>lnv to be issued
on the Art era ft program, Looks like : serious argument, doesn't it?
:i

which
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New Macauley

Photoplays Feature

Will Be Given Trade Showing Soon
"When Bearcat Went Dry" Introduced After
Being Heralded by Unique Eight Weeks
Blind Advertising Campaign
Heralded by a blind campaign, stretching over a period

of eight

weeks, the

second production made under the auspices of the Macauley Photoplays, Inc.,
"When Bearcat Went Dry," is nearing
completion and is promised for trade
exhibition the latter part of June.

"When

Bearcat

Went Dry"

is

*

preceding books, at least it is said to
have attained a greater sale than any of
his earlier works.
his

Taken in Cumberland Mountains
The Macauley Company has been
working on the film for five months or
since they completed "Whom the Gods
W@uld Destroy," and the company of
sixty players has been up in the Cummountains

for

the

past

Moroni, Utah.

whom

nine

Edward

Stacy, grandson of the orig-

inal Bearcat, who is the foremost character in the book, was found and verified
many of the incidents mentioned in the

shown on

story and
Bearcat,

town,

the screen.

contrary to belief

but

appellation

the

is

of

a

not

a

man.
he was

Long prominent in mountain life,
one of the big, virile figures of the Cumberlands which have prompted volumes
of fiction and fact and is one of the most
astonishing personalities ever portrayed.
Bernard Durning was chosen to play
the part of Bearcat Stacy, and Vangie
Valentine, formerly featured with Ziegfeld

in

his

Amsterdam Roof show,

is

playing the role of Blossom. Miss ValMr. Durning were both
entine and
chosen because of type and ability. The
picture is to be about six reels in length
and ostentatious as to production, sets

and faithfulness

to detail.

!

I don't see how any one can
run a picture show without the
Herald and Motography and

I

"What

the Picture

(Signed)

Did For Me."

William

Kozy

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— The

Cleve-

Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association have opened new club rooms at
130 Colonial Arcade, and devoted an
entire day to a house warming. Luncheon at 12:30 was the principal feature,
at which* time visitors were shown over

land

new quarters.
Henry Lustig is

the

president of the asGerson, secretary, and A.

sociation, Sam
Mauer, treasurer.

VAN'GIE VALENTINE
weeks, in the exact locale of the story.
Mr. Buck has given no little aid in the

making

A committee composed of Messrs. Gerson and Mauer and
Sam Brodsky were in charge of the entertainment features.
Exhibitors to the. number of eightywere present at the luncheon, and
to assist in the celebration incident to
the opening of the new headquarters. A
five

of the film, faithful to the story.
In the cast of principals are Bernard
Durning,
Evangeline
Valentine,
Lon
Cheney, Winter Hall, Walt Whitman,

gifts of local

Ad

decorated the rooms.

sell

Brady, N. K. Wilson, Gordon Rusand John Lynch.

On March
Sellers,

Henry Butterfield, Ollie
Mason Hopper and the above

number

14

mentioned players journeyed from Hollywood to Marlin, located in the heart
of the Cumberland mountains, many
miles inland
from Louisville, where
work has been carried on ever since.
Natives of the mountain district, some

of beautiful floral offerings, the

exchanges and newspapers,

Evans Leave for West

NEW YORK.— Mr.
Evans

left

this

week

and Mrs. James
for

California

to

her son, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr..
who has been visiting his father, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. Mrs. Evans was formerly Mrs. Beth Sully Fairbanks.
join
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Theatre,
\

To Open New Theatre
A

handsome new motion

picture thea-

be opened on South Chestnut
street at Seymour, Ind., early in June,
by E. A. Spray, president of the Columbian Amusement Company, of Frankfort,
tre

will

Ind.,

and Irvin Moss, manager for Mr.

Spray. Mr. Spray has had much remarkable success with the Chaplins released
by First National that he has signified
his intention of using all other First National attractions.

F. P. L. Stock Admitted
YORK.— Famous Players-

NEW

Lasky stock has been admitted to the
New York Stock Exchange and was
quoted on Saturday at 114%. Private
sales four months ago, only reached a
shade below forty.

Interesting Facts

About Fox Building
LOCATION — Tenth
nue, 55th to 56th streets,

ave-

New

City.

FLOOR SPACE— More than
Open New Club Room

I

Call,

Moroni, Utah.

|

York

Cleveland Exhibitors

I

AND MOTOGRAPHY

ture,

Natives Extend Hospitality
The cast of players were forced to
accept the hospitality of the mountaineers, making such accommodations as
were possible in the shacks and mountain huts of the region. Weekly trips
were made to Marlin town for supplies
of food and gasoline for the company.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

To

!

legion there.

from

the book of the same name by Charles
Neville Buck, author of "The Call of the
Cumberlands," "The Battle Cry" and
other books on the primitive peoples of
the Cumberland mountains and is said
to be more characteristic than any of

berland

KOZY THEATRE

1

had never seen a motion picwere induced to participate in small
character parts and local color was secured through the knowledge that Mr.
Buck was personally interested in the
film.
Mr. Buck has long lived amongst
the primitive people of the Kentucky and
Tennessee mountains and his name is
of

Valuable Department

150,000 square feet (about four
seres)

HOUSING — Executive

laboratory
5,000 employees.

fices,

of-

and studios,

CONSTRUCTION

—

Mar-

ble, brick, limestone, concrete,

and bronze; partitions of
and glass.
CapacLABORATORY

steel
steel
ity

—

of

3,000,000

weekly.

STUDIOS

feet

— To

of

film

accommo-

date twenty companies working simultaneously.

SPECIAL FEATURES

—

Unit plan offices, twelve projection rooms, employees' rest
rooms and gymnasium, restaurant, dressing

rooms

for 1,000

persons, twenty dark rooms for

cameramen, washed air system
of heating and ventilation.
TO BE READY—About
October 1, 1919.

ESTIMATED COST— More
than

$2",500,000.
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New

York
to Erect $2,500,000 Plant in
Building Will Be City in Itself Bringing Under
One Roof All Studios, Laboratory and Executive
Offices in East —Work Already Under Way

Fox

William Fox is erecting in the heart
of New York City the biggest motion
picture plant in the world, under one
roof.
It will be a Motion Picture City,

two minutes from Broadway.
The building, work on which already is
well advanced, will occupy practically a
whole city block at Tenth Avenue and
Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth streets, and it
estimated will cost more than $2,500,It will be the most completely
equipped and most efficient motion picture plant in the world.
Designed from
plans outlined by Mr. Fox as a result of
his long experience and years of observation of film affairs, the building not
only will include every practical modern
device for the expeditious and economical production of films, but will be so
laid out as to obis

000.

tain a maximum of
efficiency in administration,
a miniof lost energy

A

mum

American motion picture industry

is at
of a period of its greatest development and much of this development will come in Europe, where the
people, shut off from film production for
the duration of the war, are hungry for
America's pictures. It is as much to care
for the tremendous expansion which is
sure to come in the near future as to
provide adequate facilities for the present
organization that Mr. Fox is erecting his
new mammoth structure in the heart of
New York City.

the

dawn

—

To Be One Compact Unit
Besides the seven floors of the home
office building, the William Fox organization also, at the present time, has a
large laboratory building at Fort Lee,

275

tend

feet

along

The executions.
tive
offices
have
been laid out on a

the

of numerous consultations held by

for

m ent

n o u n c

e

details

this

ART,

WOOO

CARVING AND

Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager, made the anof

CARPENTER

SHOP

STUDIO FLOOR

WHERE OO
I

SCENES MAY
BE ENACTED
ATONE TIME

Mr. Fox with the

GYMNASIUM StWWtft BATHS.
GREEN R.OOM, LIBRARY,

STUDIO
RESTAURANT

most eminent

SS N G ACCCMM0PA1 IONS
FOR. 1,000 ARTISTS^

DR.F.

a

WARDkOBE ANO
PROPERTY OFPr

week.

activities

tory,

It

fices.

in

manifes-

tation

the

of

mendous

IN EXPERIMENTAL

WORK

LARGEST FILM PRINTING

ELECTRICAL
*l POWS*. PLANT

tre-

growth

six

THE

WORLD ARE

A

also
will

facilities

be provided to increase the physical

comfort

OfRECTEO

View of the Fox Film Corporation's New Building, New York City, Within
Four Blocks of Broadway, Which Will House All of the Firm's Eastern Operations.

Sectional

rowing business.

laid

that

WEEK

care

and

effi-

ciency of the 5,000

seven floors of the
Leavitt building at 130 West Forty-sixth
street, Manhattan, but for the last year
even this large space has been inadequate to care properly for the rapidly

Plans

FEET

years

ago. The Fox
home executive office now occupies

Plans

taken

PER.

Fox has

Mr.

IN THE WORLD
CAPACITY 3,000 000

PLANT

ADMINISTRATION OFFICES
FROM WHICH ACTIVITIES OP
63 BRANCH OfF'CES COVER.'sC

of the organization
since its inception

nearly

the
establishment will be arranged on the simplest of plans.

EXPERTS ENGA6EC

of-

outward

time

same

the

is

motion and

whole

HEADQUARTERS
OF C0R.PS OP"

and

administration

there will
of

minimum

effort in consultation and supervision and
the
at

— labora-

studios

result,

be a
waste

have three
and
basement
a
and will house all
the William Fox
east

cy engineers
country.
As

c i e n
in the

will
stories

film

effi-

I

The building

the

which is
development

unit plan,

Motion Picture City Under One Roof

safety

and comfort
employes.

street.
will be
of the

structure will be 150,000 square feet.
Every foot of this vast space will be
utilized exclusively for the William Fox
business.
In the plans ordered by Mr. Fox
elaborate precautions were taken to insure safety for employes. The building
Its walls
will be absolutely fireproof.
will be of brick, with a front of pressed
brick, while the main construction will
be of steel and concrete. The floors will
be of concrete throughout the whole
building.
The offices of the various departments
organization will be grouped
of the
according to the relation of their func-

and waste, and the
greatest

Fifty-fifth

The frontage on Fifty-sixth street
The total floor space
150 feet.

Made During Trip
by William Fox and Win-

eld R. Sheehan on their recent trip to
Europe call for an extension of business
which makes a radical enlargement of
roducing and laboratory facilities imerative.
While in France and in the
arious countries of the continent, Mr.
and Mr. Sheehan established ten
xchanges for the distribution of Fox
films.
These exchanges are in addition
'o the already comprehensive distributing system which William Fox has long
maintained for the benefit of his Euro:

pean exhibitors.
Returning from Europe, Mr. Sheehan
was quoted in an interview in the New
York newspapers to the effect that the

employes who will
be housed in the
building.
will

be

There
large

cheerful
N.

J.,

equipped with every modern appli-

ance for handling, developing and printing of films, and also extensive studio
accommodations in the New York district.
The eastern studios used during
the last year include six in New Jersey,
four in Manhattan and others in Yonkers, the Bronx and Brooklyn.
But not
even these have been ample to accommodate the William Fox eastern companies
during the year, and it was necessary
last winter to send four companies to
erect a temporary studio at Miami,
ance for handling, developing and printWhen the new building is in operation
all these scattered forces will be brought
into one compact unit, co-ordinated under one head, and in one building. This
plant, however, will not in any way
decrease the output of the Fox establishment in California or effect the plans
for plants in England and France.
The new building will have the entire
frontage on Tenth avenue and will ex-

45

and

rest

rooms on each floor, recreation rooms,
shower baths, gymnasium and other features which are designed to make for the
well-being of the employes.

Divided Into Three Sections

The

building will be divided so that
the making of pictures will be confined
to one section, the clerical offices to
another and the physical handling of the
film to a third.
Each of these three

departments

will

be

within easy reach
making the es-

of the executive offices,
tablishment one of the
in the world.

most compact

Direct communication with the Fox
branch offices on this continent and
abroad will be provided by a telegraph
office in the building having connection
with all telegraph and cable stations.
The basement, which has a floor space
of more than 45,000 square feet, will
contain all the departments that have to
do with physical administration of the

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
building.
There will be a high pressure
boiler plant, capable of generating 000
horsepower and a series of enormous
bins for coal. Here, too, will be a spa-

ministration offices.
Here will be the
large private offices of Mr. Fox, Winiield
R. Sheehan, general manager; Jack G.
Leo, vice-president; John C. Eisele, trea-

room equipped with everything
needed in the way of electrical apparatus

surer; Herman Robbins, assistant general manager; James E. MacBride, chairman of the executive committee, and
other officials. Grouped near the administration offices will be the offices of the

cious

There also
filter plant and

for such a large structure.

will be a hypo room, a
extensive quarters for laboratory research work, where a staff of chemical
experts will devote all their time to devising and improving mechanical apparatus and chemical formulas for the

improvement of photography, film developing, tinting and printing, and to general experimental work.
Arrange Physical Handling

The rear sections of the first and second floors will be devoted entirely to the
physical handling of film.
This will
include the laboratory, which has been
laid out to give a capacity of 3,000,000
feet of film every week, with the employes working on an eight-hour day
basis. The floor space of the laboratory
will comprise 40,000 square feet, and the
arrangement will be such that film will
go through the various processes of
development with a minimum of waste
effort.
It is the intention of Mr. Fox
make this the most thoroughly
to
equipped film laboratory in the world,
and to provide numerous features which
experts working under his direction have
developed for the exclusive use of the
Fox Film Corporation.
All the film editors of the corporation
have their offices in the laboratory
section and in addition there will be a
large room for the use of directors while
cutting and editing their productions.
On this floor also will be thirty-five
great fireproof and waterproof vaults,
which will contain negatives of the Fox
Film Corporation and in which prints
will be stored during the process of production.
will

Besides these facilities, there will be
twelve unusual projection rooms. These
are to mark a big advance over most
similar rooms; will, in fact, be miniature
theatres, equipped with every convenience for the comfort of audiences. Visiting buyers will find every wish anticipated here. The seats will be arranged
on a sloping floor, and will be upholstered.
Each projection room will have
a piano and provision for other music so
that photoplays will be seen in an atmosphere approximately that of a well-conducted theatre.
The length of these
rooms will be such that considerably
greater projection can be provided than
usually is possible in film manufacturers'
projection rooms.
In the laboratory section also there
will be a number of rooms for the examining of films.
Besides these there will
be a large sunny rest room for women
employees, with ample locker space; a
men's room with a large number of
lockers, and a gymnasium to be used by
employes during luncheon hours and
before and after work.

Air-Conditioning Plant

An

unusual feature will be a large airconditioning plant which will supply

washed

air

for the

whole structure, so

same temperature will prevail
throughout the building during all seaThis plant likewise
sons of the year.
will supply fresh, pure air for the build-

that the

ing.

The Tenth avenue front of the first
and second floors will be devoted to ad-

numerous departments and sub-departments contract, sales, financial, audit-

—

foreign,
advertising,
exhibitors
service bureau, printing, requisition, purchasing, etc.
ing,

The scenario department will be placed
so that it will be in close touch with both
the administration offices and the offices
of the photoplay directors.
In connection with the scenario department there
will be a large library space for filing
the books and manuscripts obtained by
illiam Fox for photoplay production.
Near the executive offices also will be
rest and recreation rooms for women
and men, and a large restaurant in which
the employes may obtain their luncheons
at cost prices.

W

The back portion

of the second floor
over to offices and dressing
rooms for the people connected with the
studios.
There will be dressing rooms
for 1,000 players. These rooms will have
will be given

toilet facilities

and shower baths.

"Extras" to Be Accommodated
"Extras" will come into their own in
the new Fox building.
Shunte,d about
for years, these actors will find in the
new Fox building two big, airy well-appointed rooms one for men and one for

—

women — where

they can

make up and

taurant for players, a lirst-aid room,
large room for the technical director and
<

his staff, and quarters for
interior decorators.

This comprises the broad plan of the
building, but the statement does not give
more ttian a rough, general outline of the
main features.
he factor on which Mr.
J.

Fox has

The William Fox staff
have commodious

of directors also
private offices,
situated so that they will be close to the

administration offices. And conveniently
near therri will be a large carpenter shop;
a shop where artists can make plaster
casts for sets; a room for scene artists:

working prop rooms; a sewing room; a
room: wardrobe department:
storage space for studio properties; and
a studio library where information redrapery

garding locations, costuming, sets, etc.,
will be assembled and catalogued for the
convenience of directors. This room will
be in charge of the studio research department, which is expected to prove an
important adjunct to directorial work.
Samuel F. Kingston, casting director,
will have his general offices on the second floor also, with private offices for
consultation with players and others.
The top floor will be utilized exclusThere will not be a
ively for studios.
post or other obstruction in the whole
floor, the roof being supported by big

There will be accommoflying trusses.
dations on this floor for twenty companies working simultaneously. Here, of
course, the lighting facilities will be an
It is estimated that
important factor.
the studio lights alone will cost $150,000.
and this artificial light will be supplemented by an unusual amount of window
space.
Each Fox star will have a large, wellappointed dressing room. Provision will
be made for shower baths, lockers and
toilet facilities, and the equipment will be
such as to make these quarters the most
luxurious dressing rooms ever used by

motion picture players.

Many Other Conveniences
Adjoining the studios proper will be
twenty dark rooms for cameramen, a res-
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laid

more emphasis, perhaps,

on any other, is that of safety.
architects are authority for the
statement that no person will be further
than 100 feet from an exit. Fire walls
will extend through the whole building,
than

The

from basement to roof, at frequent interany section can be immediand the spread of fire defi-

vals, so that
ately cut off

nitely limited.

Although the main entrance will be on
Tenth avenue, there will be three ramps,
or inclined roadways, on the Fifty-sixth
street side of the building, one extending to each of the floors. By means of
these, it will be possible not only to give
ingress for employes, but trucks and
motor cars can drive into the building if
'1 he
necessary.
ramp to the first floor
will be twenty-five feet wide and 100 feet
long and will allow trucks to reach a

platform in the shipping department,
i he ramp to the second floor will accommodate the employes in the executive offices and laboratory, while that
to the top floor will enable directors to
get props of any size into the studio.
The ramps are declared by building experts to be the best exits that have ever
been devised, for they will be wide
enough to prevent any jam during a hurried

emptying

of the building.

Entrance to Be Imposing

dress.
will

draftsmen and

The main entrance

will

be of

lime-

marble and brick, with bronze
trimmings.
A short flight of marble
stone,

steps will lead into a spacious reception
which will be handsomely decorated.
Off the reception hall will be a large
room for the board of directors of the
corporation.

hall,

Indirect lighting will prevail throughout the administration and executive
offices, it being estimated that the wiring
of the building alone will cost more than

One hundred large windows of
$50,000.
a type which opens in sections will allow
of perfect ventilation and let light into
The inthe offices from all four sides.
terior partitions will be of steel and
glass, so that exterior light will reach
even to the center of the structure.
These partitions will be equipped with
room-width transoms to insure a free
circulation of air.

An idea of the magnitude of the building may be obtained by a list of some of
The expenditure for
the minor costs.
plumbing alone "will be not less than $40.000; the air-conditioning plant will come
to $75,000; the heating system to upwards
of $30,000; and the sprinkling system,
which includes a 50,000-gallon water tank
on the roof, will cost $60,000 more.
architectural and engineering work
being done by William Fried, in association with Harrison G. Wiseman of
Carlson & Wiseman.
It is the expectation of the architects
that the building will be ready for occupancy by October 1, 1919» Work already
has progressed to an advanced state on
the excavations for the basement and on

The

is

the erection of the outside walls, and

it

planned to rush construction through
the summer so that the Fox forces can
move in some time this fall.
is
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own
sum

use money of the plaintiff in the
of $3,500 and is about to leave the
state with the money.

Announces Three Pictures As

Select

Star Series Attractions for June
"Daddy Long Legs" in
Olive Thomas' First Selznick Picture and ConNew Record at Detroit
Setting
a record far from being apstance Talmadge and Alice Brady
Michigan, "Daddy Long
proached
Features Are Published
Legs," the First National Exhibitors' CirIts

*

in

Select Pictures Corporation this week-

announced

important

an

list

of

Star

Series attractions for the month of June,
including Olive Thomas' first Selznick
Picture, "Upstairs
traction, like all of

and Down." This atMiss Thomas' forth-

coming Selznick Pictures, will be distributed by Select Pictures Corporation.
The two other productions on the Select
list for June are Constance Talmadge in
"Happiness a la Mode," in which she is
presented by Lewis J. Selznick, and
Alice Brady in "His Bridal Night."
"Upstairs and Down"
In the distribution by Select Pictures
of "Upstairs and Down," Miss Thomas
makes her official debut as a Selznick
"Upstairs and Down" is a screen
star.
adaptation of the popular stage comedy
of the same name by Frederic and Fanny
Hatton. It was directed by Charles Giblyn.
The story concerns the flirtatious
career of a "baby vamp" society girl who
plays both ends toward the middle. She
is engaged to one man and she thinks
she is in love with another. There is a
house party and later an innocent trip to
the city. The next morning a scandal
cloud looms over the horizon, but in the
end things are cleared up. Miss Thomas'
leading man in "Upstairs and Down" is
Robert Ellis and other members of the
cast are Rosemary Theby, Mary Charleson, David Butler and Andrew Robson.

"Happiness a la Mode"
The name of Constance Talmadge's
Select Picture for June, in which she is
presented by Lewis J. Selznick, is "Happiness a la Mode," a comedy in which
Miss Talmadge has the part of a young
married
band.

woman who

The

production featuring Mary Pickford,
having a premier showing in Detroit
which has grown into three solid weeks,
a week each in three of the city's largest

cuit
is

all within a short block of
each other, and showing every promise
of repeating its seven days of box office
record breaking which the super-production accomplished at the Adams Theatre
for its first week.
Given its first premier week at the
Adams Theatre opening May 11, "Daddy
Long Legs" brought 43,575 paid admis-

play houses,

•

sions to the house. The week of May 18
the picture was transferred to the Washington Theatre, directly across Detroit's
Grand Circus Park, from the Adams and

then to Miles Theatre, a block distant,
its third week.

for

Theatre Sues for $2,685
Rogers Leaves for West

In Possession of Police

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.— The

Royal

Picture Theatre Company has brought
a suit in the circu't court against Chancey
McCamish, also known as Bert Wilson,
and Raymond Rogers, attaching $2,685
The money
in the hands of the police.
was taken from McCamish at police
headquarters.
He is being held at
police headquarters for investigation in
connection with the blowing open and
robbery of the safe at the Royal Theatre early in the morning of May 19.

The attachment suit is brought for
amount taken from the safe.
The petition in the suit simply recites

$3,500, the

that the defendant has converted to his

Will Rogers leaves this week for Culver City, to begin work on a series of
pictures for

Goldwyn, the

first

of

which

will be an adaptation of the first of the
Billy Fortune stories which appeared in

The Saturday Evening Post
of "Doubles Stakes."

under

the

title

Lease Essanay Studio
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— The old
sajiay

studio

leased by

at

Culver

Wayne Mack, who

produce a series of
starring
derson.
first

City

little

Eshas been
plans to

five-reel features, the

Sunshine Mary An-

MIX HAS ANOTHER CLOSE CALL

divorces her husis played

part of the husband

Harrison

by

gins the night before Vi's wedding. Vi
confides to Tiny that she is going out
for one more "lark" before her marriage,
but Tiny interferes in the arrangement
by keeping the appointment in her stead.
The result is a general mix-up in twins
which continues throughout the story.
Until the very end the bridegroom is
never certain which twin is actually his
wife, but the inevitable unmasking finally
takes place and finds two happy twins
instead of one. Kenneth Webb directed
this
picture and the scenario is by
Kathryn Stuart. The two male leads are
played by Edward Earle and James L.
Crane and the others in the cast are
Daniel Pennell, Daisy Belmore and Mrs.
Stuart Robson.

Ford.

The

rift

in

their

marital lute comes when Dick Townsend
discovers that his wife is apparently allowing him all the freedom he wants.
He proposes divorce, and Barbara's
pride asserting itself, she acquiesces.
Before the matter comes to a point,
however, Dick is the subject of a frameup and his wife in turn brings suit
against him. Of course, there is another
woman in the case. The divorce is
granted, but Dick and Barbara each suddenly discover that it was not a divorce

which

they

wanted.

"Happiness

a

la

written by Edwina Levin and
the scenario is by Alice Eyton. It was
directed by Walter Edwards. Tn addi-

Mode" was

to Harrison Ford Miss Talmadge
supported by a cast which includes
Betty Schade. Myrtle Richelle. Paul
Weigel, Thomas D. Persse and A. Fremont.
"His Bridal Night"
"His Bridal Night," in which Alice
Brady is starred, is by Lawrence Irving
Rising. In this picture Miss Brady plays
a dual role, appearing as Tiny and Vi,
twin sisters who are alike as two peas
on the surface, but decidedly different
tion
is

in

nature.

The

story

is

a farce

and be-

"The Wilderness Trail" present* Tom Mix as a young (rapper who dares the perils
Hudson Hay country and the hatred of his sweetheart's father. (Fox.)
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Who's

Who

Arthur

Who

Studies

Made

Have

Men

of

For Central

Their
in

the

Central West

to

Chicago
Arthur

Hyman, who has opened

S.

Chicago exchange in 1314
Consumer's Building, arrived in Chicago,
Monday, accompanied by seven of his

offices for his

who helped in building his
Detroit exchange into one of the largest
in the central west.
assistants,

will remain in Chicago two weeks
arrange for the premier of "Virtu-

He
to

ous Men," the Sawyer and Lubin production, starring E. K. Lincoln and directed by Ralph Ince.

Chicago Manager
will remain in Chicago
as permanent manager. Mr. Hyman and
L. L. Hayes, head of his publicity department, will divide their time between
C. L. Winslow,
Chicago and Detroit.
Frank Drew, George Reitzel, E. C.
Mooney and R. J. Churchill, who accompanied Mr. Hyman to Chicago, will
also alternate between the two cities.
Opening of a Chicago exchange is in

McCoy is
McCoy

W.

G.

furtherance of his plan to cover the entire middle west, Mr. Hyman announced.
Branches will be opened within a short
time in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Minneapolis.
One of the Real Veterans

Arthur

S.

Hyman

is

one of the vet-

erans who entered the film business,
He
"the day the first film was made."

independent exchange in
the country in California years ago, and
was district manager for General in
New York city, before going to Detroit
two and a half years ago to start his
own exchange.
His policy in Michigan of having a
manager with each picture and of cooperating with the exhibitors in ad writing and publicity work of all kinds will
be followed out in Chicago.

opened the

D. M.

VANDA WALKER,

NOTHING
yet been

JR.

the film business has
found which is too big
for D. M. Vandawalker, Jr., general manager of the Doll-Van Film Corin

poration, to tackle.

They almost had "Van" stopped when
they offered him "Hearts of the World,"
as his company was only capitalized at
$50,000.

Without

a

moment's

hesitation,

however, he increased the capital stock
to $200,000; organized two complete road
show companies, and went to it.

When

"Yankee Doodle in Berlin"
came along, Vandawalker found that
even more capital was necessary so he
added on another $50,000, making it a
quarter of a million.
Down in Indiana Vandawalker's name
will always be associated with that of

Robert Lieber. He started to work for
Mr. Lieber in 1911 as poster boy and
second assistant manager and remained
with the company, when it was absorbed
by General. When Mr. Lieber retired
from General, Vandawalker became manager of the Indianapolis office. Then in
September, 1917, he and Henry Dollman
formed the Doll-Van company. It has
been growing steadily ever since, and
when it moves from its present quarters

new

film exchange building, will
"Van" came to
triple its floor space.
Chicago to handle the office and has

to the

first

Pa the Will Distribute
"The Thirteenth Chair"
Inc., will distribute
Leonce Perret's
feature
screen version of Bayard Veiller's phenomenal melodramatic success "The
Thirteenth Chair." The play, following

a

special

production in New York, ran for
a year to record business and
traveling companies played it in every

its

more than

section of the country.

Leonce Perret has taken the story and
brought forth what is said to be a picture which retains every feature of the
original play and has the added values
furnished by the screen to enhance it.
secured the screen rights to "The
Thirteenth Chair," after paying a record
price to the producer, William Harris,
Jr., since the principal producers in the
industry were eager to secure it.

He

Judge Brown In Film
World

Indiana, but occasionally
Illinois and
break into southern Wisconsin and Kentucky.

juvenile court.

The company
there ever since.
specializes in big state right features for

Foreign Trade Information

Goldwyn
the

Pictures Corporation was
organization to obtain export

first

and make a shipment of films to

license

Mexico

after the existent government
regulations were put into effect, according to Arthur Ziem, Goldwyn foreign
sales manager. He states that "Polly of
the Circus" created a sensation in Mexican theatres and other Goldwyn films
were given enthusiastic receptions.

The

Export

and

Important

Film

of New York, ioreign distribfor B. A. Rolfe's serial, "The

Company
utors

Master Mystery," starring Houdini, announces that foreign rights to the production have been closed for every open
country on the globe.

The port strike at Beunos Aires has
been lifted and importation ot film resumed. The port strike began in December and the harbor was completely
tied up. More than 200 ships were held
anchor, and other vessels which
at
should have been on their way to South
America with cargo were held at northern ports.

Fox

films

are

now

in

every country

on the globe outside of the Teutonic
Special Representative Darling,,
has been visiting Dutch East Indies, has practically completed his trip.

nations.

who

Hester Gareia, one of the largest exand renters of films in South.
America, has purchased the entire Fox
output for Peru, Chili, and Equador.
hibitors

Foreign Notes
Arthur Cohen of Exhibitors Distributing Corporation of Toronto, is stopping at the Knickerbocker Hotel.
The Master Producers, Ltd., of London have purchased William A. Brady's
production, "Stolen Orders," for Spain
and Portugal.
P. Wainwright has bought "The
J.
Thirteenth Chair" for England.
James Bee croft.

Pathe Exchange,

as*

Pictures will shortly distribute
a series of twelve two-reel featurettes
based on the most interesting incidents
and experiences of Judge Willis Brown,
famous throughout the United States as
haviiiK been the first to establish the

been

Trie Export Field

States.

Plans Four Other Offices
After Opening Up in

Motion

Marks in the
Picture Business

Hyman

Have Six Exchanges

In Chicago Film Circles

Intimate

S.

Salem Exhibitors Ask
Right to Open Sundays
SALEM, OHIO. — Permission

desire

run

to

sound out public opinion beany action in the matter, and
was laid aside until the coun-

fore taking
the request
cil's

next meeting.

picture show owners would operate their theatres on Sunday afternoons
and evenings. It was pointed out by the
show management that scores of people
from this city go to Leetonia and other

The

towns nearby where Sunday shows are
in

48

to

Sunday picture shows has been asked of
the city council by Salem theatre owners and their representatives. Strict compliance with all legal rulings and the
operation of their shows at a time which
would not conflict with church services
were promised by the picture show managers. While the council did not show
any hostility to the plan it expressed a

vogue.
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Goldwyn Corporation

to Conduct
Service Stations for Exhibitors
Press Agent to Be Stationed in Each Exchange
Efficiency Increased in Inspection arid
Renovation of All Films
With
change
City,

the

opening

offices

in

two new exSalt Lake
vice-president and
of

Omaha and

Felix F. Feist,

manager of

sales of the Goldwyn DisCorporation, announces that
will be in a position to give

tributing

Goldwyn

overnight
distribution
in
practically
every city of the United States. There
will be twenty-two Goldwyn "Service
Stations" in as many branch offices.
With this expansion of Goldwyn distribution goes the
determination expressed in the words of M. Feist to give
the Goldwyn Exhibitor the best service
and cooperation he has ever had offered

him since

is

nil.

"With regard to publicity matter,
Goldwyn is making special and progressive strides in the direction of an ideal
system. In every fair sized city of the
United States, Goldwyn will have a press
representative in a short time.
are continually striving for new
and more modern methods of dealer display.
And our striving has not been for
naught.
In fact, one of our latest

"We

achievements

opment
which

ment

of a

the invention and develfor lobby display

is

new angle

will be a saving
over the old type.

and an improve-

Bonus System for Inspectors
"With regard to the actual perfection
of the mechanism of dealer distribution,

of giving service," says Mr.
"has never been fully appreciated

Goldwyn is stepping forward firmly. It
was Adolph DuMahaut, Goldwyn purchasing agent, who saw that the present

inception

of the

Importance of Service

"The value

We

are going to show
exhibitor that we do appreciate it.
With the plans that Goldwyn is putting
into effect right along, there can be only
one result: that the business of the exhibitor will be the business of exhibiting
and not the business of exploitation. Exploitation is the task of the distributor.
Manufacturers of films must give their
customers time to say, 'Hello, call again,'

by the exhibitor.
the

patrons
"Of course there must be a certain
amount of physical cooperation on the
part of the exhibitor, but this must be
minimized. It is not minimized just yet.
to their

In an ideal exhibitor service, the distributor must make all things meet. At
the time that the picture arrives, the
dealer helps must be on hand to go with
Lobby displays, service ads, press
it.

E. H.

Left

or efficiency

picture

the

business.

Feist,

matter and the picture must go together

shipping

automatically locks
Perfection in shipping
was
equipment is even carried as far as the
perfection of the things shipped. With
regard to our inspection departments, we
are about to institute a system of bonuses to film inspectors in order to insure proper repairing.' For every complaint that is received in the Goldwyn
offices, a percentage of the bonus will be
deducted.
"In centrally located branches there
are bein.£>- nlaced film renovatin? machines.
This will insure the exhibitor
clean films and will practically eliminate
projection and more serious accidents.
AH in all, Goldwyn is out to give the
exhibitor a service that has been unprecedented in the motion picture industry."
case
devised.

that

Hulsey to Erect
3,500 Seat Theatre

E. H.

Texas

In Dallas,

E. H. Hulsey, of the Hulsey Enterprises,
Dallas, Texas, will commence

work January 1, 1920 upon a new theatre
at the corner of Elm and Ervay streets,
which will
represent
the
crowning
achievement of his career as a motion
picture exhibitor.
The new theatre will be equipped to
house any form of theatrical entertain-

ment, including motion pictures, vaudegrand opera and road attractions,
although it will be devoted principally

ville,

motion pictures.

to

Construction will begin January 1, Mr.
Hulsey announces, and the plans include
one of the largest pipe organs ever built
An orchestra of sixty
for a theatre.
pieces will be one of the features of the

new

house, as well as a tea room for
a children's theatre within the
main building and every comfort for his
patrons. A theatre on the roof will also
furnish distinct entertainment from the
theatre proper.
ladies,

Lawrence

new

manager of
manager of the

Stuart, formerly

the Old Mill, will act as

The house

theatre.

will

seat 3,500

persons.

Scenes for

New

Play

To Be Taken

in'

Chicago

Parsons and Billie
Rhodes will arrive in Chicago from New
York, Thursday, and take several scenes
around the stock yards for a forthcom"Smiling

ing

Bill"

W. W. Hodkinson

production, "The

Blue Bonnett."

Victoria Is Refitted
The

big Victoria Theatre in the Bronx,
York, has been entirely refitted and
There have been installed
remodelled.
two 6-B cameragraphs.

New

HULSEY OF THE HOUSE OF HULSEY AND THREE OF HIS THEATRES

a view of the lobby of
— (ton)(right)
view of interior.

John

!»«•

—

the Old Mill. Dallas, Texas (below) Interior of same. Centre Queen Theatre, Dallas, Texas, and
High! (top) Queen Theatre, Houston, Texas. Floyd Moan is manager of tlu- Old Mill.
Stefano of tin- Queen, Dallas, and C. A. McFarland of the Houston house

—
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DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK

WITH

the advent of the straw hat, the vestless
diaphanous summer dress and the thermometer habit comes, as usual, the demand for
light entertainment, farce, comedy, and at best the less
weighty of the dramatic offerings. From past experience the exhibitor has learned that the audience may
become as heated by the uproarous laugh-provoker as by
the emotionally trying society drama, but that the
audience doesn't notice the heat while it is laughing.
suit, the

The wise

exhibitor has always sought to choose his
accordingly.
But when signed up for a
complete program he has had to depend principally
upon his short subjects to obtain the desired effect. Of
corresponding value, therefore, is the relief from this
condition offered by the incoming vogue of open market
or merit system booking.
attractions

The hot weather need no longer be the death blow
There

to struggling theatre managers.

is

no longer

any reason why the heated season should not yield the
same revenue as the wintry one.

"AUCTION OF SOULS"

(First National) comes

Frederick, throws the investigating beam of the projector into the familiar mystery of heredity and finds
that much which has appeared true is false.
It is a
comforting discovery, although the subject matter is
not the most pleasant that might have been utilized,
and the story told in connection is an interesting one.

"WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY"

(First

National) pretends to be nothing more or less than a
war play but may justly lay claim to being one of the
best of these. Jack Mulhall and Pauline Starke are the
young couple whose destinies are juggled by the caprices of the

warring sovereigns, and a

fine

performance

is theirs.

"MEN,

WOMEN AND MONEY"

deals with a big theme, a
.humanity, and tells its story

tainingly and effectively.
in this sort of thing

(Paramount)
theme that is close to all
and teaches its lesson enter-

Ethel Clayton

is

at her best

and she has been equipped with

abundant working material.

"THE ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT"
wyn)

(Gold-

Bennison another opportunity to

affords Louis

upon the heels of many promises. It
makes those promises good. The story of Aurora Mardiganian is well known. Its newspaper popularity can-not but have a good effect upon the attendance. And

register that refreshing personality that

the picture not only will please but enthuse, even at

(Exhibitors Mutual) discloses the
"The Cheat," the Hayakawa of
dress clothes, Americanized manners and Oriental code.
Splendid characterization of difficult roles mark the
entire composition. It is typical of the star in his best

to the public

advanced admission

happy choice for

(Select)

is

an

es-

warm

evening's entertainment. In addition to this, it is one of the funniest and
most thoroughly diverting farces ever screened. Olive
Thomas has certainly found her medium. The play
warrants the warmest praise that may be given it by
a

publicity writer or advertiser.

tended run

It should stand

an ex-

easily.

"THE FALLEN IDOL" (Fox) rather misses fire
an impressive dramatic composition, but lovers of

as

melodrama

will find in

it

many

has

ability

It proves, at least, that Evelyn Nesbit
and that that ability is maturing with
is a good promise for the future.

exercise.

It

"THE LITTLE BOSS" (Yitagraph) follows the
old familiar lines of the "lumber camp" photoplay to
the old familiar conclusion. Bessie Love is the heroine
in this edition. The edition is as good as any that the
But, at best, it is just another
tale has been given.
repetition of a plot that must have lost a portion of its
charm through

over-use.

"PHIL-FOB-SHORT"
possibility of the screen

when

the

(World)'

illustrates

tradition

and convention

and production are abandoned. Evelyn Greeley
the star. The play is a light comedy-drama, never'

in style
is

jumping in
jump, altogether

serious, never

pected to

just the direction

it

is

ex-

diverting.

"THE FEAR WOMAN"

(Goldwyn) with Pauline

is

his in a story

east are nicely contrasted,
is

made by

the production.

It is first-class screening.

"HIS DEBT"
Hayakawa

of

vein.

PRISONER" (Triangle) provides
not of the physical variety in a crook
Joe King works
story of better than average quality.
opposite Olive Thomas, the star, to the end that a well
balanced performance is given. It is in six reels and
worth the extra one. Its success seems assured.
"LOVE'S

thrills that are

"AN INNOCENT ADVENTURESS"

situations to appease

their demands.

The west and

but a more important point

Sessue

prices.

"UPSTAIRS AND DOWN"
pecially

that appeals.

mount)

fails to

make up by reason

(Para-

of excellent staging,

and capable acting for the lack of a
There wasn't much to tell
in the first place, and the masterful telling accorded
Vivian Martin makes the
that little is not sufficient.
most of her slender role, but even her personality and
dilligence do not redeem the production.
THERE WAS" (Fox) presents
"A
Theda Bara in the role of an impulsive, semi-barbaric
princess, whose love for a missionary brings her to her
death. The picture is well directed and the atmosphere
skilled direction

story that holds interest.

WOMAN

of a tropical isle

the
is

is

well presented.

"I'LL GET HIM YET" (Paramount) is one of
most pleasing little comedies of the year. The story
unusual and Dorothy Gish, George Fawcett and

Richard Barthelmess lend to the various roles a naturalness that puts over the farcical situations that cannot
fail to

amuse.

I

m
Thomas

Olive

REVIEWS
Fury lead a
satisfactory support, but honors must
be given primarily to the star for a penetrating and pleasing delineation of charJack Drumier and James

in

UPSTAIRS AND

DOWN

Five-part farce; Select.
Directed by Charles Giblyn.

acter.

Published in June.

OPINION:
since a

It

is

a

long

time,

picture has appeared

indeed,

upon any

schedule that can compare with this delectable society farce in point of entertainment merit. Frankly a farce, it toys
with the improper lightly and yet in a
manner that brooks of no adverse comthe most unbending of the
It is "live"
straight-laced sisterhood.
screening, fast, daring in a highly proper
way, magnificent as to staging and pictonally beautiful.
As a stage play, the Hatton comedy
As a film
enjoyed great popularity.
play it should at least equal that record.
contains the elements that have
It
brought the farce to its present high
estate among the classes of theatre entertainment.
Olive Thomas, as the "baby vamp,"
who instigates most of the mischief, has
never done anything to approach her

ment from

present performance.

It will

be strange

appearance does not advance her
well nigh to the front ranks of stardom.
If she continues in the same vein her
if

this

success

is

assured.

Producers'

campaign

books

have

fallen into disrepute among practical exAnd with just cause in most
hibitors.

But the present picture is
probably best described in detail by a
simple reference to that work. Without
having read it, but granting that it contains the superlatives and enthusiasms
common to the species, it is safe to say
that it does not over-estimate the pic-

Because of the unusual nature of the
story exhibitors may be a bit chary about
trying it out upon their public, but with
the ever present demand for the unique
there should be no question of its satisfying powers. In six reels, a length often
inconvenient for straight program purposes, it is strong enough to overcome
whatever objection may be made thereto.

SYNOPSIS

Damophiha

:

Illington,

"Phil" for short, is the daughter of a
noted authority on the Greek language,
which she knows as well as English.
Because she dances on the green clad
only in the classic Greek costume the
When her
prudish neighbors object.
father dies she runs away from her guardian and engages as assistant instructor
to Professor MacWrath at Elmwood colFalling in love with MacWrath,
lege.
she seeks to reconcile him to the gentler
sex, which he abhors, but both ar« dismissed from service because the dean
finds them in what seems to be a com-

promising situation.
He flees to his
mountain lodge. She disguises herself
as a boy, claims to be her twin brother,
and spends the night at his home. Discovered and wrongly adjudged, the young
man insists upon marrying her. The
future looks rosy when he overcomes his
old prejudice against womankind.

instances.

ture.

the advertising matter. Consider
it' presents, then bankon the truth of its every statement. That
is the best criticism that can be written
of the picture.
SYNOPSIS: Alice Chesterton, engaged

Read

the

possibilities

Sessue

Hayakawa

in

HIS DEBT
Five-part drama; Exhibitors' Mutual.
Directed by William Worthington.

Published in May.

OPINION:

Few

performers

for

the

screen possess a natural personality so

eminently suited for the purposes of
photoplay making as Sessue Hayakawa.
Properly cast and unhindered by demands of a role calling for exaggerated
physical

effort,

his

present

delineation

Americanized Japanesed gentleman of means, struggling between the

of

the

teaching of

modern American

civiliza-

code of honor inhis Japanese ancestry is a
personal triumph.
A little less unusual, though high class
and distinctly worth while, is the production as a whole. At times it shows signs

and the
herited from
tion

strict

dawning greatness, but the best that
is first-rate program
There are several scenes
classification.
that, in themselves, are notable.
The
courage which dictated the unhappy ending is also commendable. And a tribute

of
it

actually attains

to the genuine quality of the entire attraction is the fact that no sense of de-

pression results.
Mechanically well nigh perfect, the picture is one that will back up the expectaof
is
tions
those whose attendance
prompted by previous publications of
the star.
SYNOPSIS : Goro Moryama, Japanese
owner of a fashionable gambling house,
accepts the worthless check of Blair
Whitcomb, who has lost his fortune at
Whitcomb attempts
the gaming table.
Moryama's life. Gloria Manning, Blair's
fiance, a nurse, saves Moryama's life. He
is about to propose marriage to her when
he learns of her engagement. Much as
he loves her, he determines to have his

revenge upon

Blair.

The

police

come

to

take Blair prisoner, but so earnestly does
Gloria plead for her sweetheart, even
after learning his guilt, that Moryama
relents.

Tom Carey, sets out to "vamp" Terrence O'Keefe, famed lady killer. Betty,
her sister, becomes engaged to Terrence
and the mischief begins with Alice's declaration that she has trusted him, only to
The complications which
be deceived.
ensue defy the most studied synopsis.
It would be an injustice to curtail them.
Suffice it to say that the events that follow one upon another are among the
most amusing ever screened.
to

Evelyn Greeley

in

PHIL-FOR-SHORT
Six-part

comedy-drama; World.

Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Published June 2.
OPINION: Stepping boldly off the
beaten track, discarding the hard and
fast rules that have come to be looked
upon as indispensable to the making of
modern photodrama, Oscar Apfel has
turned out in this publication an idylic
that

half romance, half satire,
as pleasantly refreshing as the
Evelyn Greeley, as
of Spring.

story,

little

is

breath

the child of innocence unspoiled by education and a foe of hypocrisy, achieves
some of the best work of her career.

tl»e "baby vinmi" tries her coquettish wiles upon
week-end party In "Up Stairs and Down" (Sebmick)

Olive TliomiiN us
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a

member

of

tin"

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
rival at the little cottage of her

lawyer

Island

the railroad cause
for complications, and how
she finally explains their presence to
her jealous husband after attempting to
hide them in closets and under sofas
gives but a vague idea of the picture's

Stark,

and two
unlooked

officials

many amusing

of

situations.

Pauline Frederick in

THE FEAR WOMAN
Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by John D. Barry.

Published June

OPINION:

DOROTHY GISH
In

an amusing
Yet," a

bit from
Paramount

Dorothy Gish

I'LL

Get

"I'll

Him

Picture.

in

GET HIM YET

Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.

May 25.
OPINION Paramount

Published

:

patrons
too
Dorothy Gish plays

cannot

many

their

if

they

of
all

give
these

measure

this one. The "Little Disturber"
in her black wig, hobble skirt and expressive feet extracts all the fun there is
to be had out of Harry Carr's story.
And it's brimful of fun, too, with one

up to

humorous
upon the

following closely
situation
heels of another, interspersed

snappy subtitles. No athumor. The farcical situations follow in natural sequence and
the whole offers a most pleasing evenwith

short,

tempt

at forced

ing's

entertainment.

At

least

many

hundreds of Orchestra Hall (Chicago)
patrons found it such and voiced their
approval by their applause at each performance.
Miss Gish's "Susie Faraday Jones,"
daughter of a wealthy and none too indulgent father, is as delightful a piece
of screen acting as has appeared in
some time. Richard Barthelmess makes
a splendid foil for her, while George
Fawcett, always original, gives a fine
interpretation of a crusty old man, one
bit where he is filling out his income
tax blank, and asks if he has been given
"the bill for the entire war," got a big
laugh.

SYNOPSIS

tells
fully.

is

up

the

Where such a story is welcome
there is every chance of the picture
registering unqualified success.
Because
her
father
SYNOPSIS:
warns her that alcoholism is a trait that
has been inherited by the children of
the Winthrops for four generations,
Helen YVinthrop breaks her engagement
to Robert Craig, lawyer, for fear of
bringing children into the world predisposed to drunkenness. They separate
and Helen visits Mrs. Sidney Scarr, an
When the latter foolishly
old friend.
deceives her husband, Helen shields her
and is disgraced.
"Bubbles" Wallace,
newly rich, becomes enamoured of her
and his mother engages Craig to break
She feigns
up the supposed affair.
drunkenness at the betrothal dinner and

Susie Jones owns a railroad that runs to the seashore, and in
order to improve the schedule she cuts
off the town of Rivera as a stop. Two
young men, her general manager and
superintendent, each attempt to make
love to her, much to that bored young
She meets "Scoop"
person's disgust.
McCreedy, a reporter, however, in
whom she takes an unusual interest.
Soon they are engaged but when he
asks her father for her hand and is
peremptorily ordered out of the house,
he decides he'll have nothing further to
do with a rich girl. Susie does not have
an easy time of it winning "Scoop" back
but finally agrees to give up every penny
of her father's wealth and they get married and settle down in Rivera. The ar-

They

proves Craig's love for her.
sume their engagement.

A

love with hirrf! Pulke, a pearl
however, seeks her hand and at-

in

tempts to take Stark's life. A terrible
storm sweeps the island and to appease
the wrath of the gods, Zara offers herself as a sacrifice. She is rescued from
the angry waves by Stark, who drops
exhausted upon the shore. Zara nurses
him back to health, and when the natives storm his cabin, she receives a
death blow as she attempts to hold the
door against the savages.

re-

Vivian Martin in

AN INNOCENT ADVENTURESS
Five-part comedy-drama; Paramount.
Directed by Robert Vignola.
Published June 8.

OPINION:

That the very best of direcand general ingredients of good pictures count for little
when a worthy story is lacking is proved
again in the current production. As far
as mechanical equipment is concerned
the play leaves nothing to be desired. It
is staged becomingly and directed with
intelligence.
The action skips along
briskly and there are no dragging motion, staging, acting

ments in the
But when

entire composition.
is said and done,

all

when

an hour has been spent in viewing the
play, nothing remains by way of pleasant
recollections to justify the expenditure
of those sixty minutes.

Vivian Martin does as well, perhaps,
any other actress with the material given her.
She portrays the character of the innocent and ignorant youngster whose good intentions entangle her
in many misadventures convincingly.
as could

Where

film fiction of the lightest fab-

accepted as entertainment, the picture may suffice.
Its general reception
is not likely to be a warm one.
SYNOPSIS Because her wealthy aunt
and guardian is about to evict a poor
family who lives upon the estate, Lindy
destroys the letter which she believes
demands that they vacate the premises.
A robbery is committed in the neighborhood and Dick Ross, a reformed
crook, who has been in Lindy's aunt's
service, believes Lindy in league with the
crooks, she having decided that he knows
of her fancied crime and half confessed to
him. To shield her he is about to conric is

:

in

WOMAN THERE WAS

Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.

Published June

OPINION:
semi-savage

:

dealing

to the Goldwyn standard. It
story intelligently and force-

Theda Bara

diver,

8.

Plays

with the
alcoholic habit, its results and the probability of transmission to posterity may
never be termed "pleasant amusement."
Such a play is the present.
But the
producers have done their utmost to
keep the ugly features necessary to the
telling of such a story in the background and engage the attention with
the pleasanter aspects of the story. As
a result some very excellent acting by
a cast including Milton Sills, Harry
Xorthrup and Walter Hiers is slightly
discounted because of the nature of the
subject matter, Especially at this time,
with the nation divided and keenly alert
upon the question of prohibition, a
liquor drama is an exhibitorial problem.
This one is, in a measure, a defense of John Barleycorn, though there
is in it no suggestion of propaganda.
Technically and structually the picture

falls

princess, comes upon YVinthrop
a missionary; ana immediately

1.

Theda Bara
princess

of

a

is

a

dusky,

South

Sea

Woman

tribe in "A
There Was," a role
that fits her peculiar talents remarkably
well.
The story was adapted to the

Adrian Johnson, from Neje
Hopkins' story, and does not differ materially from hundreds of triangle situations that have been enacted before the
camera. A remarkably realistic tropical
storm, which tears down huts, throws
trees about and strikes terror to the
natives of the jungle, is presented with
excellent effect. William B. Davidson
appears opposite Miss Bara in the role
of a missionary, while Robert Elliott is
cast as a nearl diver in love with the
princess.
The picture has plenty of
action. There is something doing every
minute of the five reels.
SYNOPSIS: Zara, a South Sea
screen by

52

Theda Bara as a dusky princess
Woman There Was" (Fox)

in "A.
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fess the crime, when the tramp who is
guilty and has been fed and clothed by
the generous Lindy, clears up the mysWhen Lindy tells him of the lettery.
ter he informs her that it was not so
important a document as she imagined,
that she is in no danger of arrest, and
they plight their troth.

Jack Mulhall

in

WHOM THE

GODS WOULD

DESTROY
Eight-part drama; First National.
Directed by Frank Bozarge.
Published in June.

OPINION: It is within the range of
hopes of those who have at heart the
development and advancement of the
motion picture that the not far distant
future will find our institutions of learning teaching the rising generation the
sciences and history, at least, by means
When such a state of
of the projector.
affairs comes into existence there will
certainly be no dearth of suitable "text
films" for use in the class room where
the history of the World War is being
taught.
Among other masterpieces of delineation that have appeared and will doubt-

continue to appear bearing upon
subject,
the Gods Would
Destroy" will certainly occupy a prominent place.
It is a graphic depiction of the war in
miniature, bringing out in particular the
parallels of Attila and his Huns, Moless

"Whom

the

hammed and his followers,, Napoleon and
The machinathe now deposed Kaiser.
tions of the German Secret Service, the
Despoiling of Belgium and the influence
of America's entry into the war are also
intimately dealt with.
Aside from this value, which is mentioned only in passing, the play is a
very fine example of photoplay making,
suspense building, character portrayal
r
here there is not a
and production.
pronounced aversion to war pictures the

W

success of this one

is

assured.

Jack Mulhall and Pauline Starke play
the leads to the eminent satisfaction of
Suitable support is
the most critical.
provided and the attributive details of
production could not be improved upon.
SYNOPSIS: Jack Randall, American
inventor, is invited to study at the University of Berlin but is expelled when
his Democratic principles clash with the
autocratic methods of the student body.
He continues his studies in Belgium and
is there when Germany perpetrates the
He has fallen
violation of that country.
in love with Julie Mathieu, a Belgian
girl, whom he safely escorts across the
front line trenches to safety after a
series of narrow escapes in which her
father, mother, sister and friends have
been slain. He then ioins the American
army and participates in the last two
years of the war.
When Peace is declared
he finds Julie and they are
married.

rants.

As

it

suggests, the picture deals

with the important role played by money
in the lives of the adults of both sexes.
It is a subject that will possess a universal interest and it has been well
handled.
Excellent technical preparation facilitates the delivery of the story in clear,
concise form.
If there are no extravagant crises, no intensely intriguing dramatic incidents, the lack is more than
compensated for by the absolute naturalness which is there in their stead.
Ethel Clayton, James Neil, Lew Cody,
Irvine Cummings, Winifred Greenwood
and Charles Ogle are numbered among
the extensive and capable cast.
SYNOPSIS : Left an orphan with two
thousand dollars in cash, Marcel Middleton goes to visit friends in New York,
where her phenomenal luck at bridge
nets her funds for her support.
Innocently, she becomes identified with a fast
set and finds making ends meet a difficult
task.
Cleveland Buchanan and
Julian Chadwick become suitors, but do
not include matrimony in their proposals.
Her luck at cards failing, she
becomes indebted to Buchanan. When
she refuses his attentions he resolves to
make himself worthy of her honest love
and reforms. Marcel engages as cloak
model at a fashionable costumers, Chadwick plans her ruin, but Buchanan
rescues her in time and they are married.

Evelyn Nesbit

in

THE FALLEN IDOL
Five-part drama; Fox.
Directed bv Keenan Buel.

May 18.
OPINION: A plot

Published
Ethel

Clayton

MEN,

in

WOMEN AND MONEY

Five-part drama; Paramount.
Directed bv George Melford.

Published June 15.
OPINION- Acquainted with the knowledge that the picture, while hardly one
from which to reckon future happenings
upon the Paramount program, is completely satisfying and will
fulfill
the
promise of the title the exhibitor should
feel no hesitancy about boosting the picture to the extent that that title war-

loosely
to

of many
woven and not always

inter-relationship,

A

Hawaiian nobifity, is s'killed at musical
composition and becomes something of a
sensation in New York society.
Here
she meets Keith Parrish, who loves her
sincerely, and Stephen Brainerd, a smuggler

masquerading as

dissipates

in

a

ture includes many big scenes of considerable individual dramatic power. Individual bits of acting by various members of the cast also retrieve to some
extent the prestige forfeited by a faulty
scenario.
The most important fact that the pic-

a gentleman,

who

covets her less honorably.
A transaction involving a jewel which
he has
smuggled through the customs office
places her in his debt.
Keith proposes
marriage, -but Laone realizes that she
should not wed a man of white lineage
and refuses him, attempting suicide.
Rescued by Keith, she is piqued when
he leaves for the bedside of his dying
father without waiting for her to regain
consciousness. Taking ship with Brainerd upon his yacht she reaches her native
village, where she repudiates a promise
made to Brainerd upon the yacht. Keith
follows. A terrific fight on the yacht
ensues.
Timely intervention by a revenue cutter brings about the desired culmination.

Famous
threads,
clear as

measure the impression that might have
been made by the voluminous tale had
it received a more coherent telling.
As
compensation for this weakness the pic-

5:.

ture discloses is that the star, Evelyn
Nesbit, is continuing to better herself
with each publication.
bit screen-shy
in her earlier pictures, and not wholly
free of movement, she is rapidly learning
the ways of the camera actress and there
is reason to believe that she will yet make
herself a goodly name among the fans.
The present attraction, while not in
itself one to reflect great credit upon
either star or program, will serve to
keep the lady in the public eye. It is
best considered as building material for
the future.
It cannot be highly praised
for its own merits.
SYNOPSIS: Princess Laone, of the

to Produce
"Huckleberry Finn"

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will picturize Mark Twain's immortal story, "Huckleberry
Finn," in the
form of a big special production, with
a large cast of picked plavers.
Work
will be started at the Lasky* studio. Hollywood, in about two weeks, under the
direction of William D. Taylor, who directed the Paramount pictures, "Tom
Sawyer" and "Huck and Tom." as well
as several productions in which Mary
I'ickford was starred for Artcraft.
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Louis Bennison

mer owner and goes

in

to the city.
Farthe former owner, plans to sell off
the timber and pocket the money, later
to sell the property.
Clayton Hargis,
whose father buys most of the timber
from Peggy, sends his son to learn why
his contract has been cancelled. Peggy
returns and an investigation is begun.
Farley flees the country. Peggy pursues and is kidnaped by Farley's son.
Hargis rescues her and wins her promise of marriage.

THE ROAD CALLED STRAIGHT

ley,

Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Ira M. Lowry.

May 10.
OPINION A review

Published

of a Louis

:

production

nison
self

chiefly

to

confines itdiscussion of that

a

actor's personality

and

style,

which are

The manner
comparative newcomer in the
practically

Ben-

naturally

one.

of

this

field

Aurora Mardiganian

is

His carriage, his
method of gaining effect without seeming to struggle for it, his ease under any
and all circumstances and the perfect aplomb which is always in evidence mark
him an actor in the full sense of that
much misused word.
In the present publication he wears
both the chaps of the cow country and
the finer raiment of the east, both as
though to the manner born, both becomingly. His work, as always, is that
of one who knows what he is about and
needs no advice from without. It is a
comedy-drama with the parts about
The mixture is such
equally divided.
that the best effects of both are gained
without including the nonessential.
Surely, if there is room for another
star

in

the already

crowded

film

interests are among the most extensive
in
the west, meets and woos Betty
Swiftmore, daughter of a packer, but
She becomes enthe lady refuses him.
gaged to one Stevens, an easterner of
light morals, but when ruin faces the
house of Swiftmore her father prevails
upon her to marry Boyd. She is his
wife in name only, until the crisis is
past, when she accepts Stevens' invitation to his country home only to learn
that he has lured her into a trap. Boyd
learns of her whereabouts and arrives

He then wins her
in time to save her.
love and happiness follows.
Olive

Thomas

in

OPINION: A well sustained mystery
element, a well rounded plot, a gathering impetus which keeps the attention
taut until the end, and natural characterconcerned in the working
make "Love's Prisoner"
a likeable and thoroughly fitting vehicle
The much-abused
for Olive Thomas.
crook drama, despite all that may be
said against it as a class, is one of the
most profitable forms of entertainment
all

out of the story

when

well done.

In this case

it

is that,

and appealing.
The story has several unusual twists
that

mark

dents

are
natural.

A

it

as

"different."

unusual

without

The
being

inci-

un-

spirited chase, which comes
along about the middle of the play, is
one of the finest examples of direction
and cutting that has been seen in a long
time.
Olive Thomas has a role that is well
suited to her ability and the complete
production should register favorably with
the nublic.
SYNOPSIS: Nancy, a daughter of the
slums, determines to triumph over pov-

to

$10.00

Per

Seat

general
heralded in
the

description of the picture itself
portant to dwell for a moment
OliVP Thomas in a pathetic moment from
the Triangle Special production

"Move's Prisoner"

rule

it

is

im-

upon the

box office value of the production.
The circumstances under which the
picture was made and originally exhibited are

erty and marries a wealthy man whose
death leaves her with a splendid home
and no funds. She dons boy's clothes
and becomes a thief to supply herself
with funds, giving to charity of her
spoils.
Jim Garside, a detective, is put
upon her trail and, meeting her at a
reception, falls in love with her without

knowing her identity.
from him as long as

This she keeps
possible.
But he
captures her as she is committing her
last crime preparatory to reforming and
learns her identity.
He offers her her
freedom, but she insists upon serving
her sentence. This done, he meets her
when she is released and they are married.

Bessie Love in

THE LITTLE BOSS
2.

OPINION:

Published in June.

"That

contrary

governing attractions
like
manner and with similar adjectives, not
only fulfills expectations but surpasses
them. And before going into details in

Published June

Six-part drama; Triangle Special.
Directed by Jack Dillon.

by

OPINION:
Picture,"

Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by David Smith.

LOVE'S PRISONER

izations

Eight-part drama; First National.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Published in May.

firm-

ament, Bennison should gain a prominent
place.
If there is no such place, some
of the established occupants had better
look to their laurels.
SYNOPSIS: Al Boyd, whose cattle

in

AUCTION OF SOULS

peculiarly individual.

The old familiar lumber
camp story, with the monarchs of the
California forests providing the same
beautiful background, the same plot in
which the foreman tries to cheat the

who owns

property out
of her rights, the young man with the
clouded identity who turns out to be the
all-wise hero at just the right moment,
is told again.
It is well told, too. Beslittle

girl

the

Love and Wallace McDonald are the
young couple whose happiness is threatened, and they make an admirable couple. A cleverly manipulated camera has
sie

caught the beauty of the forest scenery
and transferred it to the screen.
Technically no fault is to be found
with the production. It is probably as
good a narration as the story has been
given to date. But no good reason for
It will,
telling it again is apparent.
however, satisfy those who are not
.

over-tired of the plot.

SYNOPSIS:

Pcggv

lights of the facts in the case. No showman will question the drawing power
of a play answering the published description, nor its advertising possibili-

When assured, as he may well be,
that the picture makes good the promise the most incredulous exhibitor must
realize the value of the attraction.
In description of the play there is
little to be said that does not reiterate
the advertising and publicity sent out
by the distributor. Just as chronicled
therein, the persecution of the Armenians by the Turks and later the Kurds,
the monstrous deportation of the innocent, the journey across the parched
desert, the ravishment of the girls, the
sacrifice of the children, the murder of
the men and the butchery of the aged
is
shown with veracity. The hand of
Germany is dimly discernible in the
background.
The contempt for alien
authority is brilliantly depicted.
The
religious
element in the struggle is
treated seriously and in such a manner
as
to
eliminate
denomination lines,
Christianity as a general creed being
ties.

aliened against Mohammedism.
The acting of individuals is of less
moment than the combined work of the
whole,
though
Aurora
Mardiganian
does very well in the leading role and
such players as Anna Q. Nillson, Irving
Cummings and Miles McCarthy make
their portrayals impressive.
It is not a children's picture. It is an
offering for the serious-minded and the
thoughtful.
Incidentally, it is a great
argument for charity, both for stricken
Armenia and oppressed peoples the

world over.
Brutal,
savage,
so
realistic
to
as
bring the breath hurriedly and set the
hair to tingling at the roots, it is nothYet it is never
ing if not powerful.
vulgar, abscene or objectionable.
A
veracious record of fact, it is a picturization of one of the saddest pages of

modern
Winston,

child
of the wilds, leaves her recently inherited timber claim in the care of the for-
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familiar to all.
First National
has seen to that, and has not confined
its informative campaign to the trade.
The public already knows the high

history.

popular exhibition should meet
with a rousing welcome and recordbreaking patronage.
Its

USE MORE POSTERS
The Exhibitors Bureau urges the
adoption of the above slogan.
If there is such a thing as a set

lithograph. In which
case a brief discussion of it is in
order.

motion picture advertising, a
changing and ever advancing
department of the trade, those three
words express it.

People like pictures.
Posters Attract Attention
The phenomenal attendance of the
annual circus, which depends upon
the pictorial appeal of the poster almost entirely, is proof enough. In a

rule in
swiftly

The time has passed when

the ex-

might excuse lack of billboard representation on the ground
hibitor

that he could not be sure of the quality of his coming attractions.
The advent of the open booking
policy now adopted or about to be
adopted by practically all the leading
producers has made possible the picture-by-picture selection of the future program.
The exhibitor is at
last placed upon a firm foundation.
He can now stand as firmly behind
his offerings as the merchant of staple merchandise.
Now, as never before, can the motion picture theatre employ the farreaching medium of the bill-boards,
the shop windows and the public
places for the exploitation of his

wares.
It must be solely due to the tenacity of fixed habit that increased
activity in this department has not
already been noted. It may also be
due to the fact that the exhibitor
does not fully appreciate the possi-

bilities of the

less

direct sense the popularity of

motion pictures generally

is further
substantiation.
Where a mass of printed matter is

not even noticed, a picture will be

be informed regarding the attraction.

Cover

Town Thoroughly

One hundred

posters covering the
like a
blanket will tell many things more.
They will say, in effect, that the
picture has the unqualified support
of the exhibitor, that it must have
cost money to warrant this expenditure and hence must be good, that
this exhibitor must be a wide-awake
and industrious business man to
have gone to this length to convince
the public that he has a good show,
and that there will be a great attendance at the theatre.
Suspicion that the play may be a
mediocre affair highly exploited van-

town or the neighborhood

scanned and examined for a meaning. And it does not require a very
convincing picture to get results.
The fact that a single picture can not
describe a production fully is appreciated by the public.
Regarding it
as simply a sample, a chie to the nature of the whole, the whole is commended or disapproved accordingly
as the sample impresses favorably or

an argument for your show. Personal respect for your industrious
habits is another argument. The attraction of a crowd, whatever its
cause, puts the finishing touch upon

unfavorably.
But the present-day poster is, in
nine out of ten cases, a good argument for the picture which it represents.
With the advance in other
departments of the industry, the advertising men have not lagged behind. The coloration, the grouping,
the attraction and appeal of the pos-

the appeal.
All this in addition to the legitimate appeal of the poster.
"The objection," exhibitors of a.
certain class m6y reply, "is that the
thing establishes a precedent. If we
do this with one picture we have to
do it with all of them."
The answer is simple.

ter

Respect for expensive objects,
a natural emotion, instantly becomes
ishes.

have been carefully studied.

the exhibitors use them but
sparingly.
It cannot be a question of cost.
Lithographs are notoriously inexpensive.
ten-dollar bill wil lbuy a
hundred one-sheets of assorted designs.
Is there any place where a
ten-dollar bill will ^uy more pubStill

A

licity,?

One hundred posters divided up
between billboards, windows* and
cut-out stands will reach

more peo-

ple than ten dollars' worth of any
other advertising material. And it
will yield vastly greater returns at
the box office.
picture and a few explanatory
words at the bottom will inform the
public as extensively as it needs to

A

A Dramatic Moment Depleted in a Poster
Which Describes the IMay Accurately.
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Plctnrtsatlon of a single Rldlcnlona Incident Indicate* Spirit of Entire J'liot oplay.
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Do

a
picture.

and executing the lithographic campaign for a theatre will
more than earn his salary. Giving

the eye

his whole thought to the work and
studying the methods of others there
is no reason why he should not become one of the most important
members of the house staff.

it

with

all

of planning

of them.

Use

hundred posters for the first
Make that your rock bottom amount. Then increase it from
time to time until you have the town
or neighborhood accustomed to seeing your advertisement everywhere

may

light.

Keep going

up.

Never

of

of

Cut-Outs

your town?

cut-out is a success. Experience has demonstrated its value. It
is not hard to make, in case the exchange does not furnish it already

STUDY YOUR PICTURE
IS

Rembusch,

places

where the public

great.

The twenty-four-sheet

is

worth

while.

Twenty-four one-sheets
finitely more so.

are

Shelbyville,

at

Ind.,

has

a

formula for the consideration of pictures
which results in a maximum of effective
advertising, and hence a maximum of
business for each picture.
Like many managers, Mr. Templin
oversees his own advertising, feeling that
the best brains and experience in the

The drawing power of the finished
when placed in the stores
is

TEMPLIN'S FORMULA

Forrest C. Templin, who acts as managing director for the house of Frank

Three posters out of four are so
designed as to make first-class cutouts if a little time is put upon their
preparation. The expense is slight.

gathers,

of his theatres because he
the direction of his great
picture screen factory was taking more
and more of his time. So he gave Templin
free rein and no other string of
houses in the country have snappier advertising more effectively put over.
A typical example of how Templin advertises was shown in his recent treatment of the First National feature, "The

found

that

Fighting Roosevents." Mr. Templin asall the advertising matter which
is
sent along with the picture. Thoroughly going over the matter of adver-

sembled

TheoTemplin decided
that the most familiar and appealing advertisement of Col. Roosevelt would be
something picturing his famous "fighting
tising a film picturing the life of

dore

Roosevelt,

Mr.

face."

Some device which would hurl into the
eye of the reader or looker the famous
earnestness and virility, the characteristic open lips and celebrated teeth of the
great American was the best appeal.
Then he discovered the huge head of
Roosevelt, which formed a large part of
a 24-sheet which had been sent him.
He made a giant cut-out of the head
and mounted it on beaver board. This
he placed in front of the theatre for
several days before the appearance of
the picture. It almost blocked the lobby,
but it got universal attention. Here was
"Teddy" as everyone knew him! Nobody
friend or foe of the famous American
but what wanted to see him on the
screen.
This is why "The Fighting
Roosevelts" did a record business in the
Rembusch houses.
Mr. Templin's formula will aid any
.

up.

product,
or other

possibilities

it

than ever before. The man who gets
off in the lead has an immense advantage.
Who is going to be that man in

The

made

The

field.

have barely been touched upon.
The merit system of booking is
going to make competition keener

constant capacity attendance at
your theatre will more than pay the
way. The lavish use of lithographs
will bring about that attendance.
Do not confine yourself to billboards.

Use

big

It is a

cut.

A

management

business are none too great to be put
into the publicity end of the house. In
fact, it was largely because of his cleverness in advertising that Mr. Rembusch

in-

The billboard gets attention. The
show window gets quite as much.
A man whose duties consist solelv

was

first

attracted to Mr. Templin.

Long ago Mr. Rembusch was
to turn over to Mr.

Templin the

forced
active

—
—

exhibitor. He first studies the picture
as an individual. Next he decides which
one thing in it is most appealing. Then
he advertises that point to the limit.

Margarita Fisher in

"The Tiger

Lily"

New

American Production
Margarita

work

the

at

studios

Fisher

has

commenced

American's Santa Barbara

on her new production, "The

Tiger Lily." This is said to be a vivid,
swiftly-moving story from the pen of
Joseph Franklin Poland, and was selected in fulfillment of the American's
desire to present Miss Fisher in a role
that would be more exacting emotionally
than parts in which she has lately appeared. It is an absorbing story of the

romance

of a beautiful Italian girl living

America, and embodies a rare 'combination of humor and pathos that is
admirably suited to Miss Fisher's capin

abilities.

For the star Poland has created the
engaging role of "Pepita," known among
her people as "The Tiger Lily," because
of the tiger-like fierceness and agility
that comingle with her grace and purity.
Through her efforts to keep peace and

harmony in her
comes involved

little

community she

be-

chain of unusual
circumstances from which she emerges
as the affianced sweetheart of a young

American

in

a

millionaire.

Emory Johnson

is appearing opposite
Miss Fisher and the cast includes also
George Periolat, J. Barney Sherry, E.
Alyn Warren, Mme. Rosita Marstini,
Beatrice Van and Frank Clark. The pro,.
, ,
,.
One-sheet cut-outs which illustrate the realism to be gained by eliminating Auction s being directed by George L.
Cox.
the poster background and mounting on cardboard
,

.

,

;
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Cartoon Poster for

"Daddy Long Legs"

Commands

Attention

A

splendid example of bill-board exploitation' is the twenty-tour-sheet stand

furnished by First National
tion with

in

"Daddy Long Legs"

connecthe

publication under that banner by

first

Mary

Pickford.

The cut reproduced in this department
gives a good idea of its content.
The right lines have been followed
the preparation of the copy. Just
important information is given.
Words are used sparingly and the illustration is allowed to speak for itself.
The cartoon style is a recent innovation so far as posters are concerned.

out

in

the

many.
Value of Cartoon

Its merits are

With

cartoons

decorating

the

front

page of every newspaper in the country,
cartoons that are read and digested, the
public
mind has conceived a great
respect for the style.
Nine-tenths of
the reading public give their first attention to the cartoon as they take up their

An

Out-of-the-Ordinsiry 24-Sheet Posted in a Cartoon Effeet That Is Attracting Mnn>
That the Usual Attention in Connection with Showing of "Daddy Long
" Thi "
Was Reproduced Also as an Ad in the Saginaw (Mich.) News-Courier Lees
Recently

is trebled by the addition of data
showing which of the plays are espe-

value

daily.

cially suitable for certain classes of pat-

The attention is seriously given. The
poster which is done in the same manner will, receive the same quality of attention.
Information thus acquired will
be accorded the same respect that is
given the newspaper cartoon.
There is also the virtue of novelty.
Still
comparatively new, the cartoon
poster will draw many times the attention given the straight colored lithograph
or the printed announcement.
Attracts Theatregoers

ronage.

That such a paper stand will arouse
interest in any community is not to be
denied.
The exhibitor who affixes. his
name to the board will gather the reward.

With

the

poster rapidly coming into

wider use it is a timely bit of enterprise
on the part of the distributors. It is a
good foundation upon which to build a
great campaign.

A

brief but pointed argument for selection as the substitute for censorship
occupies the first page. Excerpts from
the speech of the late Mayor Gaynor of

New

York, in which he gave his reasons
vetoing the proposed censorship
ordinance for that city, are given on the
back cover. They are interesting and
for

worth reading.
Valuable Book for Trade
The right spirit is behind the publica-

Those

tion.

vitally interested in the film

industry cannot be otherwise than thankful for the volume. A charge of twentyfive cents per copy is made, evidently to
pay for printing, and the public as well
as the trade is invited to buy.

Hugo

Riesenfeld

Writes "Sahara" Score
musical genius of Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, managing director of the
Rivoli and Rialto Theatres, New York,
is revealed in the theme-sheet prepared

every thinking exhibitor in the country
has just been published by the National

for

A sizable affair of twenty-four pages,
printed on high-grade stock and suitably
bound, it may be kept as a reference
book indefinitely, after the timely value
of it has waned.
"Selection, not censorship, the solution," is the argument which the board
advances for the solution of the greatest
problem confronting the industry, and
the pamphlet contains a list of approximately nine hundred photoplays which
have been selected according to the plan
they advocate as suitable for universal
presentation.
Up-to-Date List
The list is brought up to date and contains future publications not yet even
shown to the press. Opposite the titles
are given the brand, the star's name, the

number of reels, the character of the
production and the publication date.
Considered solely as a reference volume the thing is of great value. But this

The next Anita Stewart release
produced under the direction of Louis
B
Mayer, will be "The Human Desire"
in

six

reels.

It

will

mark

complete
change in theme, atmosphere and
treatment from the three big Stewart
pictures produced by Mr. Mayer,
"Virtuous
VC5 V' A Mldr"'ght Romance"
..\}
Mary Regan." All of these might and
be
called
society plays, for they rested
almost entirely on the upper crust
of
humanity. In the first Miss Stewart
was
a society matron, in the second
a princess
and in the third a woman of the world
but
plentifully
supplied
with earthy
a

'

goods.

Dr.

National Board Issues
"Better Films" Pamphlet
A volume that will be of value to
Board of Review of Motion Pictures.

Next Anita Stewart
Production Will Be
"The Human Desire

The

foremost of musician-exhibitors
Parker Read, Jr.'s production,
J.
"Sahara." starring Louise Glaum in a
Gardner Sullivan story personally
C.
supervised by Allan Dwan and distrib-

by

this

uted by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
For days before a superb mounting of
at a special trade showing at
Dr.
Riesenfeld
Rialto
Theatre,
worked on the scoring of this production
and he confessed that rarely had there
ever been a picture that so challenged

"Sahara"
the

his musical interest.

Clark Back at

the scenario
recting.

know anything of babies except
gazing at the child Christ in
the arms of the Frampinii Madonna.
This picture inspires her with a passionate longing for babies, and on learning
tunity to

through

that

many

a

and Walter Edwards

of

cold

And

and hunger in
to come" here.

she does, disguised as a boy.
In
is taken in hand by a young
artist who receives the shock of his life
when he discovers that she is a girl.
Love then dominates the rest of the action.
In the supporting cast is Conway
Tearle, Naomi Childers, Vernon Steele
and Eulalie Jensen.

America she

is

di-

Normand

in "Upstairs"

Mabel Normand has begun work for
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation on "Uptairs," the story of which originallv appeared in magazine form. It was written
by Perley Poore Sheehan, and purchase
of it by Goldwyn for scenario purposes
was announced last week. The picturization is being directed by Victor Schertizinger.
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die

America she determines

Work

week's rest at Palm
Springs, Cal., Marguerite Clark has returned to the Morosco studio at Hollywood and has started work on her new
Paramount picture, "Widow by Proxy,"
adapted from Catherine Chisholm Cubbing's play which served as a successful
starring vehicle for May Irwin several
seasons ago. Julia Crawford Ivers wrote

Following

"The Human Desire" on the other
hand deals with the middle and poorer
classes of people, and its theme is
the
over-powering impulse of every living
being to propagate its kind. Miss Stewart takes the part of a poor Italien
girr
brought up in a convent, with no oppor-
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AND DOWN FILM
ROW
=======
With

UP

eeeess^ees^e^

*

*

*

reports that all is going
with him except a vacation and the
prospects seem out of sight.

Harry Poppe

*

*

Wives for New" recently, and
They said they liked Cecil B.
De Mille and wished he might be with
them all the time.
"Old

of

liked

.was in New Haven,
Conn., for the opening of "Virtuous Men"
at the Poli Theatre he purchased a goat,
with which he kidded the Puritans in front
of the theatre. Bert said the goat was
a riot and at the end of the run he gave
the angora to "Big Chief" Myers, manager
of the New Haven base ball club.
have since heard that the goat broke away
from the "Chief" and got on the Yale
Campus among the students. White they
were attempting to give him the "bums
rush," some passing soldiers thought the
students were passing the "buck" and an-

We

other riot started.
*

*

*

Regina Kruh, who

handling the pubfor Arline Pretty, says that Arline
had the time of her young life trying to
prevent being stepped on by Jess Willard
during the filming of "The Challenge of
Chance." Must have been like Gulliver and
the Lilliputians, only Gulliver wasn't as
is

licity

pugnacious.
*

*

*

Plunkett

is sad because his theatre is "stranded," as he only
took in about half a million dollars last
month. Well, now-a-day folks speak of
billions with so much glibness, that half a
million has the accoustics of "chicken feed."
is

said that Joe

*

*

*

Walter Irwin didn't take the rhetorical
water jump at the Aldermanic hearing at
City Hall last week. Probably figured he
would get his foot in it.
*

William Fox

is

*

*

going

to

have the big-

show on earth under one top at FiftyProducers
fifth street and Tenth avenue.
don't seem to be able to overcome that
Westward movement. W. F. couldn't go
gest

*

farther west unless he landed in the
Hudson. It shows total disregard for the
advertising pedestrians, we think.
* * *

We

don't hesitate to say that there will

he some house warming next October when
that Fox studio is opened and Messrs. Fox,
McBride, Sheehan, et al, move into the

new

executive

*
is

falling

New York

to

hold 'em.

Lois

Weber

rived from the coast Saturday and
ing at the Claridge.
*

The following
morning

mail.

dare hut

it

*

park-

*

dropped out of the

letter

hesitate

I

is

in

ar-

must be done.

at

taking

Read

*

the

VICTOR KREMER FILM FEATURES
Tilden Building,
105 West 40th St.
New York, May 29, 1919.

Mr. J» Beecroft,
Friend Jim:
Mr. Kremer is in the West where he negotiated
also consummated the biggest deal that was
ever completed in the state right field.
I am sending in check tor a year's subscription,
and am prompted to ask the question, "Why in hell
don't we get just a little of that "deleted" publicity
that all you educated (?) pen pushers seem to
be crazy to shoot about some of the big fellows
who are down to their last seven million, but you
take exceptional care never to mention some old
timers who made it possible for you and a hell
of a lot of other Buttins to get on Easy street and
become famous.
You guys are all alike and I might add that you
are about all occulists and are the genuine "gimme
kids" because you say "Gimme your right eye,
but you never start any reaction which would
relapse one solitary cent for said right eye."
You profess friendship and slap us poor simps
on fhe back and tell us to remember the shortest
verse in the Jewish bible, "Get the money," because that does not cost anything and before I
conclude this very excellent recommend (with apologies to that word reference) I want to tell you
that you and all other newspapermen with the supposed electric light brain ought to be in the livery
stable business because you are full of stalls.
Wake up. Thank You, I dare you.
Yours in mortal agony.
(Signed)
JIM MAHER.

and

•

*

*

,*

"Jim" Hoff, Chester Beecroft and "Old
Doc" Brown have been off on an extended
cruise up the Sound on the good ship
"Meda." No casualties were reported.
*

One day

last

*

#

week a curb broker exhib-

front of "729" had the hiccoughs.
Another broker asked him what the matter
was and he replied that he had been drinking beer. Well, all we've got to say is if
the beer of 2.75 content will raise the voices
of departed spirits in that fashion, we may
expect to exolode on the modern bar shellac of the Times Square section.
itor

in

*

*

has

leased

West and

it

is

the

five-reel features with Mary Anderson as the center of attraction. Her w. k.
sobriquet is "Sunshine Mary," you know.

make

*

*

*

Babylon, L. I., had a glimpse of the
"divine spark" on Decoration Day when
Alice Joyce arrived for the "week end."
*

*

Star

Essanay

reported will
is

Has New Speed Boat

E. K. Lincoln, star of "Virtuous Men,"
now the possessor of a speed boat,

said to be the fastest in the world.

Those fellows who spend most of their
time "making big ones into little ones" and

The

has been especially constructed unLincoln's supervision, and will be
ready for the water the middle of June.

b.oat

der

*

A caddy told us that Tom Terriss, who is
directing Alice Joyce, covered the eighteen
holes of Babylon in a few shots less than
a million. He said Tom had trouble keeping the pill on the course. The caddy
thought it was more the fault of "low visibility" than lack of direction.
*
* *

Completion

Sell

Rights to Serial

Rights to "The Carter Case," the
Craig Kennedy serial, have been sold
for, California, to the Feature Film Company, 144 Golden Gate avenue, San
Francisco, and for Texas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas, to the Southwestern Film
rorooration. 1911^ Commerce street,
Dallas, Tex.
58

Fred L. Wilke, president of the Continental Pictures Corporation, which is
producing the seven reel special, "The
Challenge of Chance," with champion
Jess Willard as star, returned to Chicago
early this week to confer with the
world's heavyweight boxing king and director Harry Revier. The company finished their work in California last Saturday and on Monday departed for the

Windy

City.

:

offices.

Wayne Mack
studios in the

*

and there are not enough apartments

^

much

"The Challenge of Chance"
Starring Champion Near

it.

The population of Los Angeles
off

When Bert Ennis

Before Big Fight

their off moments editing the Sing-Sing
Star Bulletin, were given an inside review'

well

*

Appear on Screen

B.

J.

New York City, June 3, 1919.
Jay Rescher reports safe arrival at Nassau, Bahamas, but said that old Neptune
gets his "nanny" something fierce.

It

Jess Willard to

Chance to See Willard
Mr. Wilke said that as the day of the
championship battle draws near, interest
in
Willard and "The Challenge of
This is the
Chance" grows intense.
only opportunity the millions of Americans will have to see Willard on the
screen, because the federal authorities
have prohibited the transportation between states of films depicting ring contests.
Leading exhibitors realizing this
and realizing also that Willard holds the
attention of the country now more than
any other man, have begun sharp bidding for the first run privilege on the
picture, Mr. Wilke declared.
"Aside from the fact that Willard is
champion and on the verge of defending his title," said Mr. Wilke before

leaving for Chicago, "1 am sure that
'The Challenge of Chance' will prove one
of the sensational productions of the season. You know, Willard can do a whole
He
lot more than perform in the ring.
is a master horseman and can do anything with a horse that any other man
ever did; and in this picture he gets
plenty of opportunity for display of his
The man's strength is
horsemanship.
phenomenal and he can lift a man of his
own size with the greatest of ease and
hurl him half way across a corral. This,
too, is one of the stunts he performs
in this production.

A Word

to Exhibitors

"The exhibitors may rest assured that
our method of distribution will be an
The picture has cost a
equitable one.
tremendous amount of money because

we have had, on occasions, to use hundreds of neople and thousands of horses
cattle, special trains for faraway
locations and other costly things, but
the exhibitors of the country may feel
safe in the knowledge that they will not
be asked to oay prices in excess of a
'The
figure justified by the production.
Challenge of Chance' is a big picture as
big from the standpoint of screen productions as Willard is among men. He
is
a giant and the picture will be a
I have assurances from the coast
eriant.
that the picture is a masterpiece of west-

and

—

ern drama.
"The oroduction is about finished and
only a few finishing touches remain to
It will soon be ready for
be put on.
screening and distribution."
4

'Spreading Evil" Opens

NEW YORK.— "The

Spreading Evil"

at the Harris Theatre on Decoration Day, doiner a two-thousand-dollar business for the day.

opened
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"What

the Picture

Did For Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITOR

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU

S.

HERALD every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
Picture Did For Me", EXHIBITORS HERALD
TELL US

and read

in the

AND

The Goat, with Fred

Artcraft
Captain Kidd,

— Very

Jr.,

Mary

with

Pickford.

Excellent for
poor Pickford.
children under sixteen years of age.
Drew poorly. S. N. Chambers, Palace
Theatre, Wichita, Kans. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

Branding Broadway, with William

—

—

S.

Hart. Fine. H. H. Wilson, Sherman
Theatre, Sullivan, Ind. High class patronage.

—

Eyes

of the Soul, with Elsie Ferguson.
Drew good. Fine picture. Miss Ferguson gains with each picture. Ralph

—

—

Palace Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
General patronage.
My Cousin, with Enrico Caruso. The
most complete failure during the past

My

—

Theatre, Winchester, Va.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart. Fairly good.
But not the kind
that gets over.
Hart wants western
stuff.
Will F. Krahn, Lorin Theatre,
Berkeley, Cal. Suburban patronage.
Branding Broadway, with William S.
Hart. Have played him in pictures my
patrons liked better. J. Henkle Henry,
Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.

—
—

—

Everybody

kicked.

— F.

L. Little,

Majestic Theatre, Camden, S. C.
Captain Kidd, Jr., with Mary Pickford.
A disappointment to us and to our
patrons.
Do not promise your patrons
too much when you advertise it. Chas.
H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Arizona, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Picture that pleased and drew well. J.
Henkle Henry, Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
For Better, For Worse, a DeMille production. Excellent picture.
Did not

—

—

—

—

—

advertise war stuff and it went big.
S. N. Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita,

Kans.

— General

patronage.

Border Wireless, with William

— Pleased

all p.atrons.

story myself.

I

The kind

S. Hart.
didn't like the

the kids

P. K. Anton, Royal Theatre,
tle, Ind.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

Talbot,

year.

—

Stone. Stone is
right but drew the poorest business
since
Cousin.
Stage
Caruso in
stars doh't draw unless in well known
book story. J. Henkle Henry, Empire
all

—

Exhibitors Mutual
Modern Husbands, with Henry

B.

— Surprisingly good. Well cast.
This star has been handicapped. Story
and photography excellent. — B. F. RothHigh

Majestic Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
class patronage.

My

—

—

The Prodigal

Liar, with William DesCapacity business. William Desmond promises to become one
of my best stars.
H. K. Rogers, Auditorium Theatre, Marion, Kans. General
patronage.
The Prodigal Liar, with William Desmond. Nothing to brag about. H. H.
Wilson, Sherman Theatre, Sullivan, Ind.
High class patronage.

mond.

— Great.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hayakawa. First time star shown here.
Patrons asking for more of same star
again
soon.
Big
business. J.
H.
Theatre, Mala.
Critical patronage.
Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. Fair picture. H. H. Wilson,
Sherman Theatre, Sullivan, Ind. High
class patronage.

—

Played to capacity.
K. Rogers, Auditorium Theatre,
Marion, Kans. General patronage.
Diane of the Green Van, with Alma
Rubens. Good
business.
Exhibitors
Mutual films always in fine condition.
Good picture. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, 111. Family patronage.

— H.

—

—

—

—

ture.

And

bad

with
Olga
pleasing Petrova picJ. Henkle Henry, Empire Theatre,

"all star"

we

—

weather.

— Brockhouse

&
111.

Weeks,

— Small

town patronage.
Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.

town.

— Played

—

—

—

Woman,

Electric Theatre, Arenzville,

The Squaw Man, with an all star cast.
One of the very best western pictures
we ever played. Turned them away at

—

Panther

— Highly

—

Usual Hart busiStrand Theatre,

prices.
L. E. Larkin, Beckwith Theatre, Dowagiac, Mich. Middle
class patronage.

—

The Fighting Roosevelts, a special
attraction.
Very good production. Instructive and contains some very interesting scenes. Poor business because of

—

Theatre, Dennison, Tex. General patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.

advanced

—

is right.
They make us
are looking at the real thing.
Big business. Raymond Piper, Piper's
Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.

feel

Jr., with Mary Pickford.
Worst Pickford I ever saw.
Patrons disgusted. L. M. Ridout, Star

— College

— Excellent.

—

Captain Kidd,

Grinnell, la.

—

patronage.

Winchester, Va.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
Acting by whole cast smooth as silk.

—

Hart picture.
ness.—W. H. Mart,

—

First National
Whom the Gods Would Destroy, with
Jack Mulhall. As a box office attraction
this is the best since the Heart of Humanity. Tom H. Boland, Empress. Theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General

The

Branding Broadway, with William S.
Good Hart. Big business. Hart
draws big. A. L. Picker, Rialto Theatre,
Ironwood, Mich. Mining town audience.

— Good

—

Petrova.

ronage.

—

—

The Courageous Coward, with Sessue
Hayakawa. Wonderful.
Hayakawa is

if

— Poor.

—

—

patronage.

this.

—

—

of Tarzan, with Elmo
Drew better crowd
than Tarzan of the Apes. Bert Norton.
Kozy Theatre, Eureka, 111. First class

—
Get Your Gun, with Fred
Stone. — Really splendid and Stone would
pull equal to Mix or Hart
kept in
such as
— George A. Bleich, Empress
Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. — Best pat—

—

New Orpheum

Vaughan,

Lincoln.

Cas-

Johnny

Hart.

—

Rothstein, Majestic Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
High class patronage.
The Temple of Dusk, with Sessue

The Romance

like.

New

—

universally popular.

Girl of
Dreams, with Billie Rhodes.
Good picture but she fails at box office.
Can't get people to liking her. Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.

—

—

quoketa,

Walthall.

stein,

Hearts Asleep, with Bessie Barriscale.
the use of always saying good?
She registers big in anything. Mrs. J.
A. Dostal, Ideal Theatre, Omaha,* Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
The Turn in the Road, with an all star
cast.
Very good.
Appealed to all.
Capacity business for four days. B. F.

— What's

Great battle scenes.
Lowenstein, Palace TheArdmore, Okla. General patron-

Knockout.

RUTH ROLAND.
Pnthe Star, and George Larkin In the
Nerial "The Tiger's Trail."
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atre,

it

twice.

— H.

—

age.

Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
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— Did

not

draw

well

as

expected.

as

Could have taken care of two days business in one. J. Henkle Henry, Empire
Theatre, Winchester, Va.
Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
Fine picture. Played to capacity matinee and evening performances. C. T.

—

—

Rook

—

Liberty Theatre, Sayre, Okla.

;

Neighborhood patronage.

Married in Haste, with Albert Ray and

— Very

Didn't think
much of it. Business poor. A. Peebles,
Arcade Theatre, Dennison, Tex.— General patronage.

Why

light.

—

I Would Not Marry, with an all
cast.
Drew me better business
than any Fox subject I have played in
the past year.
fair picture.
J. Henkle

—

star

—

A

Henry, Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.

When a Woman Sins, with Theda
Bara. Usual vamp stuff with a sugarcoated finish. However, Theda is sure
fire at the B. O.
R. L. Hensler, Bijou
Theatre, Carrollton, 111. Mixed patron-

—

—

—

age.

Say So, with George Walsh.— If
this don't get money, close up.
Fit for
any audience. A. L. Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Better class patI'll

—

—

ronage.

Thou

Shalt Not, with Evelyn Nesbit.
Kindly hang crepe on this. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
High class patronage.
Bonnie Annie Laurie, with Peggy Hyland.
One of the poorest Fox pictures
we have ever run and the box office said
Clay H. Powers, Strand Theas much.
atre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.
Under the Yoke, with Theda Bara.
Pleased.
Bad weather. Business fair.

—
—

—

—

—

—

M. Childs, Kozy Theatre VilMixed patronage.
lisca, la.
The Daughter of the Gods, with
Annette Kellerman. Wonderfully beautiful and artistic picture but a little slow
Harold Daspit,
for the average crowd.
Atherton Theatre, Kentwood, La.
A Branded Soul, with Gladys Brockwell.
Good to good business. A. C.
Klug, Empress Theatre, Zumbrota, Minn.

—Dr.

A Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
Mabel's diving the whole show. Awful
flat, the balance.— R. J. Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.
The Woman on the Index, with Pauline
Frederick.
Crackerjack
picture.
Better than average business for Tuesday. A. J. Allison, Liberty Theatre, Dusant, Okla.
General patronage.
Day Dreams, with Madge Kennedy.
Better than I expected from advance
reports.
Went over very well. Joe
Hewitt, Strand Theatre, Robinson, 111.
Mixed patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. Splendid picture.
Business
fair.
M. Barnes, Barnes Theatre, Fillmore, Cal. Best class of patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. Good pleasing pictuVe. Ben.
L. Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
A Woman on the Index, with Pauline
Frederick. A poor picture. F. G. Heller,
Starland Theatre, Anderson, Ind. High
class patronage.
The Stronger Vow, with Geraldine
Farrar. Very good.
Capacity business.
C. C. McCollister, Wichita Theatre,
Wichita, Kans. General patronage.
Back to the Woods, with Mabel Normand. Picture not up to Mabel's former
standard.
Big business on account of
Mabel's popularity here. W. D. Martin,
Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.
All Woman, with Mae Marsh. Pleased
Marsh fans. Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy
Theatre. Villisca, la. Mixed patronage.
A Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
Up to the average. O. H. Schleusener,
Superba Theatre, Alhambra, Cal. Middle class patronage.

—

—

Fox
Elinor Fair.

Goldwyn

F.

—

—

—

—

—

— General patronage.
The Danger Zone, with Madelaine
Traverse. — A very good picture. Theme
rather
— R. H. Sink, Pastime Theatre, Greenville, O. — Middle and high
old.

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
Audience disappointed after big billing

I

gave

—

I'll Say So, with George Walsh.
Good.
Plenty of action and comedy. Pleased

—C

the majority.
M. Butterfield, Dreamland Theatre, Clay, Ky. Mixed patronage.

—

edy.
L.
Hensler, Bijou Theatre.
R.
Carrollton, 111. Mixed patronage.

Queen

—

of the Sea, with Annette Kellermann. Proved very good card for
Saturday.
Pretty picture. J. Henkle

—

—

Henry, Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.

When Men

Desire, with Theda Bara.
Normal business. B. R. C. Clark,
Royal Theatre, Tulsa, Okla. General

—

patronage.

—

—

fair.

— A.

L. Picker,

— Better

class patronage.

Laughing
Very good.

Hyde, with Will Rogers.
Rogers looks good in pic-

Bill

—

Business good. R. L. Hensler.
Bijou Theatre, Carrollton, 111. Mixed
patronage.
tures.

—

A Perfect 36, with Mabel Normand.
Fine comedy-drama that will please and
money.

— Clay

Star

is

fitted

to

this

H. Powers, Strand Theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

—

Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.
This sure was a cute picture. Everyone
enjoyed it. Fair drawing power. Miss
T. Benesch, Bell Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Marriages Are Made, with Peggy Hyland.
Speedy little picture with strong
melodramatic finish. Best thing we have
had her in for some time. Good com-

—

Business

this.

—

Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

The Man Hunter, with William Farnum. Fine picture. S. R. O. for me for
two days. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
Grand Island, Neb. High class

—

—
—

—
—

kind.

patronage.

—

—

class patronage.

—

—

—

—

get the

—

—

Jewel
The Heart

of

Humanity, with Dorothy

— Played

three days.
Capacity
day. Longest run in
H. A. McClure.
this city of any picture.
GenElectric Theatre, Emporia, Kans.
Phillips.

business after

first

—

—

eral patronage.

BorrowedUlothes, with Mildred Harris,

— Good picture

with a moral.

—

good with any class. P.
Royal Theatre, New Castle,

Will make
K. Anton,

Ind.

— Mixed

patronage.

Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
A mighty fine picture. In fact,
can safely be acclaimed the best war picStill did not draw owing to
ture yet.

The Heart

—

of
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—

lateness.
J. Henkle Henry,
atre,
inchester, Va.

W

The Heart
Phillips.

Good

— Big

Empire The-

Humanity, with Dorothy

of

picture.

— W.

Run

days.

five

O'Shea, Empress
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General
patronage.
business.

The Heart
By

Phillips.

—

J.

—

of Humanity, with Dorothy
far the best production we

Book it and boost it big.
two nights to big business.
Brockhouse & Weeks, Electric Theatre, Arenzville, 111.
Small town patronever played.

We

played

—

it

—

age.

Borrowed Clothes, with Mildred Harris.

— Cracker-jack. Capacity house. — E. W.
Carpenter, Cozy Theatre, Topeka, Kans.
— General patronage.
Metro

The Red Lantern, with Nazimova.
Very good. May be truly called a rare
production.
Excellent work by star.
Good support and perfect photgraphy.
Fred Cosman, Electric Theatre,

Mo.

seph,

— General

St.

Jo-

patronage.

The

Parisian Tigress, with Viola Dana.
this big and clean up.
A. L.
Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Better class patronage.

—

—

Bill

In for Thirty Days, with Viola Dana.
picture.
Draws well. Patrons
pleased. J. W. Graves, Rex Theatre,
Purcell, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Good
The

—

—

Woman,, with Edith Storey.
Excellent picture. Drew well. A. N.
Miles, Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. Best

—
—

Silent

—

—

in a long while.

Equalled house record.
With proper presentation will run as
long as Eye for Eye. G. L. Hooper, Orpheum Theatre, Topeka, Kans. General
patronage.

—

—

Boston Blackie's

Little Pal, with Bert
clean
crook
picture.
Pleased.— Fred J. Cantlin, Park Theatre,
Lytell.

— Good

—

Lebanon, N. H. Mixed patronage.
Blackie's Redemption, with Bert Lytell.
Here is another good Boston Blackie
crook story. You can recommend it as
good screen entertainment to your patrons.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova.
Great.
S. R. O. five days at advanced

—

—

prices.

—

Grand

—

S.

A.

Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
High class patron-

Island, Neb.

—

age.

False

Evidence, with Viola Dana.
Pleased eight-tenths of those who
saw it. Drew well. Fred Cosman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General
patronage.
The Gold Cure, with Viola Dana.—
Good picture. Plenty of comedy. Drew
fair.
C. T. Rook. Liberty Theatre, Sayre,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Silent Woman, with Edith Storey.
Fine picture. L. A. Hasse, Majestic
Theatre,
Mauston, Wis. Small town
patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova. Fine
picture.
Book it and boost it. Big
house. Joe Anderson, Hatton Opera
House, Hatton, N. D. Middle class patronage.
Sylvia on a Spree, with Emmy Wehlen.
Average Metro subject. Meldrin &
Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.
General patronage.
Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
Clever story. Star growing in popularity.

Good.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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— Mrs.

R.
Hinsdale,
ronage.

J.
111.

WHOLE SIDE-SHOW

Jordan, Hinsdale Theatre,

— High

class

COMEDY

IN THIS L-KO

suburban pat-

Johnny on the Spot, with Hale HamilHale Hamilton
R. H. Holmes.

—

Don't think
ton.
Fair.
will ever draw for me.

—

Royal Theatre, Emporia, Kans.

— General

patronage.

Paramount
The Rescuing Angel, with Shirley MaFair.
Normal business. Medium
son.

—

—

Nothing to boast about. H. C.
Housten, Gem Theatre, Sherman, Tex.
General patronage.
picture.

Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
will come out thanking you for
It is choice and
this charming picture.
will
appeal to nearly every taste.
George A. Bleich, Empress Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Best patronage.
The Winning Girl, with Shirley Mason.
A simple story, but pleasing. Niles
Welsh in supporting cast. Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Believe Me Xantippe, with Wallace

They

—

—

—

—
—

—

E. L.
First class comedy drama.
Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Border mining camp.
Puppy Love, with Lila Lee. The best
O. H. SchleuLila Lee picture so far.
sener, Superba Theatre, Alhambra, Cal.
Middle class patronage.
The Cruise of the Make-Believe, with

Reid.

—

—

—

—

Lila wants to act. No drawLila Lee.
Did not go over. A. L.
ing power.
Picker, Rex Theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Better class patronage.

—

—Very
business. —
Win-

String Beans, with Charles Ray.

Only fair
good picture.
Henkle Henry, Empire Theatre,

studio."

admire and enjoy

Eat, with Enid Bennett.

Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
Patrons pleased. Drew
picture.

— Fine

normal.
age.

ronage.

burn.

The

Eternal

—

Temptress,

Lina

with

—

—

Good Gracious Annabelle, with Billie
Burke. Good picture. Two days to very

—

—

Patrons pleased. H. C.
Housten, Gem Theatre, Sherman, Tex.
General patronage.
near capacity.

Hard Boiled, with Dorothy Dalton.
Have used every Dalton picture since
she has been a movie star and this has
been the first poor one out of the whole
bunch. Could be condensed in two reels.
Miss T. Benesch, Bell Theatre, Chi-

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Sporting Life, a Maurice Tourneur
production. — A fine picture that drew
Henkle Henry, Empoor business. —
Winchester,

cago,

111.

J.

Va.

pire Theatre,

Here Comes the Bride, with John Barrymore.

— Pleased.

A

relief to see

Barry-

more in a part in which he is not drunk.
—Joseph G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House,
Kenosha, Wis.

— General

patronage.
Hidden Pearls, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Strong drama. Star does fine work.
E. L. Franck, Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—
— Border mining camp.
Battling Jane, with Dorothy
Very good. — C. E. Waughop,
Theatre, Detroit, Minn.
ronage.

Three
ite

Men and

Clark.

— Ladies

Gish.

Scenic

— Small town pat-

a Girl, with Marguer-

and gentlemen

will

but they ought to

—

— Star getting popular. Most of her pictures are good. — P. K. Anton, Royal
Theatre, New Castle, Ind. — Mixed patVery good, but did not draw
Cavalieri.
C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre,
here.
Small town patronage.
Detroit, Minn.

this,

(Universal.)

give popular Miss Clark better things.
Gerge A. Bleich, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky. Best patronage.

J.

chester, Va.

When Do We

"Ladies and Gentle— men—on my extreme right we have Billy Joseph, weight 384
pounds, doing a Julian Eltinge stunt; next is Slim Pepperson, 6 feet 8 inches
high, weight 10O pounds; then Madam Beaudet, Oriental dancer, and
next comes the L-Ko beauty squad. In the foreground is Dot
Farley and Bill Bevan comedians from the L-Ko

—W.

Oklahoma
Venus

J.

O'Shea, Empress Theatre,
Okla. General patron-

—

City,

in the East,

with Bryant Wash-

—A fair offering. Nothing to rave
over. — Miss T. Benesch, Bell Theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Chicago,
The Make-Believe Wife, with Billie
Burke. — One of the most pleasing pictures we have played in a long time. —
Win111.

J.

Henkle Henry, Empire Theatre,

chester, Va.

Jane Goes A-wooing, with Vivian MarPleased our patrotfs. Joseph G.
tin.
Rhode, Rhode Opera House, Kenosha,
Wis. General patronage.

—
—

—

Liar (American), with William
Did not please but very few.
Russell.
No sense in entire picture. Fred Cosman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
The Sawdust Doll, with Baby Marie

—

—

—
—

—

Drew well. Patrons
Osborne. Fine.
W. H. Moyle, Mission Theasatisfied.
Small town pattre, Ponea City, Okla.

—

ronage.

—

PicInfatuation, with Gaby Deslys.
ture fair, supposed to be a big one, but
Barney
did not make me any money.
Brotman, Rialto Theatre, Rock Island,

—

— Mixed

patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward.
One of Pathe's best. Capacity business.
C. C. McCoflister, Wichita Theatre,
Wichita, Kans. General patrenage.
111.

—

—

The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie
Ward. You will make no mistake when
you tell your patrons this is a very good

—
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—

Chicago,

tre,

111.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Yellow

Ticket, with Fannie Ward.
advertised this one big and went
after the business in every way I could,
but only got fair attendance.
Our patrons do not like too much of Russian
plays.
Clay H. Powers, Strand Theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

—

I

—

—

Put Up Your Hands (American), with
Margarita
Fisher. Went
over good.

—

Personally do not care for Fisher as a
star.
L. N. Cox, Princess Theatre, Ardmore, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

Prisoners of the Pines (Hodkinson),
with J. Warren Kerrigan. Personally I
thought it was a good show, but it didn't
seem to please the majority, especially
the women.— R. J. Relf, Star Theatre,
Decorah, Iowa.

—

Charge It to Me (American), with
Margarita Fisher. Nice clean farce.
Good attendance for a rainy day. W. W.
Cooper, Regent Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
General patronage.
The Japanese Nightingale, with Fannie
Ward. This is good. A new star with
us, but was well received.
C. N. Bartow,
Medora Opera House, Medora, 111.
Small town patronage.
Brass Buttons (American), with William Russell. Fine picture.
Big satis-

—

Pathe
Some

crook melodrama. Boost it, as it will
satisfy.
Chas. H. Ryan, Garfield Thea-

—

—

—

—

—

faction.

—

Grand

Island, Neb.

S.

A.

Hayman, Lyda Theatre,

— High

class patron-

age.

Common

Fannie Ward.
patrons seem to think

Clay, with

Great picture.

My

—

but it drew well. W. H.
Mission Theatre, Ponea City,
Okla. Small town patronage.
Common Clay, with Fannie Ward.
First class. S. R. O. four days.
Every-

it

too

deep,

Moyle,

—

—

body pleased. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
High class patronage.

—
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The Veiled Adventure, with Constance
Talmadge.
grand.

—

think

I

Charmed

—

ity business.

—

Dennison, Tex. General patronage.
Who Cares, with Constance Talmadge.
She is always good. H. H. Wilson,

tre,

—

production

this

my

patrons. CapacL. M. Ridout, Star 1 heaall

—

Sherman Theatre,

Sullivan,

Ind.

— High

class patronage.

The Midnight

Patrol, an luce production.
This is a good one.
Everyone
well pleased.
Ora Card, Electric 'lheatre, Craig, Colo.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Sauce for the Goose, with Constance
Talmadge. Was much liked and drew
pretty good.— J. Henkle Henry, Empire
1 heatre, Winchester, Va.

—

The House

of Glass, with Clara KimSimple little story. Seemed
Raymond Piper, Piper's OpVirginia City, Nev.

—
—

ball Young.
to please.

era House,

Her Great Chance, with Alice Brady.
Took well. A. J. Lukachie, Gem
Theatre, Camden, Ark. Mixed patron-

—

Good.

—

age.

Curtain, with Norma Talmadge. Finest picture I ever ran. Norma is the best in the business. A. R.
Bud, Opera House, Arlington, la. Rural

The Safety

—

—
—

patronage.
The Secret of the Storm Country, with
Norma Talmadge. Great. This will go
over big. In six reels and not a lagging
moment throughout the entire six. Clay
H. PdNvers, Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir,
General patronage.
Cal.
Up the Road With Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. One of the best of
this star's subjects that I have run.
R.
J. Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, la.
Mrs. LeffingweH's Boots, with Constance Talmadge. Another pleasing and
popular Talmadge subject. Fred Cosman, Electric Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
General patronage.
De Luxe Annie, with Norma Talmadge.

—

—

—

—

—

— They aren't

our people.

ter for

Select

—

—

making anything much

bet-

Kaymond

Piper,

\ irginia City,

Call again, Norma.
Piper's Opera House,

Nev.

Romance and

Arabelle, with Constance
ent over big. Story averW. O.
age, but pleased just the same.
Jensen, Lathrop 1 heatre', Omaha, Neb.
Suburban neighborhood patronage.
Ruling Passions, with Julia Dean.
Fine picture. Have a strike on here and
box office suffered accordingly. A. Peebles, Arcade Theatre, Dennison, Tex.
General patronage.
A Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. Good as ever. People want this
kind.
W. H. Mart, Strand Theatre, Grinnell, la.
College town.
The Belle of New York, with Marion
Davies.
For some reason or other
Marion Davies never gets over here.
This picture is only average. A. S. Widaman, Centennial Theatre, Warsaw, Ind.
The Probation Wife, with Norma Talmadge. Very good production, but did
not get the money. I think I fell down
on my advertising. J. G. Knapp, Temple
Theatre, San Bernardino, Cal. Downtown patronage.

Talmadge.

—

\\

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Triangle

—

—

From Two

W.

to Six, with Winifred Allen.
war play. Star very pleasing.
Martin, Badger Theatre. Neills-

D.

— Small

town patronage.
Beyond the Shadow, with William Desmond. Good melodrama. All pleased.
ville,

Wis.

—

Desmond

a favorite
Piper's Opera
is

Piper.
City, Nev.

here.

— Raymond

House,

Virginia

Hell's Hinges, with William S. Hart.

—

Big house. Joe Anderson. Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N. D. Middle
class patronage.
Keith of the Border, with Roy Stewart.

Good.

J.

J.

Gem

Theatre, Waverly, Kans.
Love's Pay Day, with Rosemary Theby.
Will please any kind of a crowd. E.
O. LaRoche, Vialta Theatre, Clifton, 111.
Mixed patronage.
Unto the End, with Crane Wilbur.
Peculiar ending.
Didn't make any big
hit.
Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy Theatre,
Villisca, la.
Mixed patronage.

—
—

—

—

—

Universal

—

Harry Carey. Picture
Personally believe he has made
better. Drew good.
J. E. Benjamin, New
Folly Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
Roped, with Harry Carey. Harry
Carey at his best. My patrons certainly
Bare

Fists, with

pleased.

—

—

—

did like this one.
Barney Brotman, RiMixed
alto Theatre, Rock Island, 111.

—
—

patronage.
Hell Bent, with Harry Carey. Fine
western. S. A. Hayman, Lyda Theatre,
Grand Island, Neb. High class patron-

—

—

age.

The Red Haired Cupid, with Roy
Stewart. Good western. Will draw anywhere. Stewart well liked here. Ora
Card, Electric Theatre, Craig, Colo.
General patronage.

— Good

— Fine western to big business. — W. D.
Martin, Badger Theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
— Small town patronage.
The Hard Rock Breed, with
Barney
Sherry. — Good western. —
M. Bailey,

—

The Wildcat of Paris, with Priscilla
— Drew well and pleased generally.

Dean.

Henkle Henry,
—
Winchester, Va.
J.

Theatre,

—
—
Pircell, Okla.

Harry Carey. Always
on Harry Carey. Go great
This one was a dandy. J. W.

Roped,

with

raise the price

for me.

Rex Theatre,

Graves,

Empire

Neighborhood patronage.
The Nature Girl (Bluebird), with Vio-

—

Mesereau. -Did not see much to this
though the star is a very cute
Barney Brotman, Rialto TheaMixed patronage.
tre, Rock Island, 111.
The Talk of the Town, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Big house. Joe AnGood.
derson, Hatton Opera House, Hatton, N.
D. Middle class patronage.
Roped, with Harry Carey. A real
western. Plenty of action. K. H. Hulquist, Chicago Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Loop patronage.
A Soul for Sale, with Dorothy Phillips.
A very nice picture. Clean at that.
Drew well. J. Henkle Henry, Empire
Theatre, Winchester, Va.
A Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
Wonderful photography. Splendid localet

picture,
actress.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Drew fair. B. F. Rothstein, Mation.
High class
jestic Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.

—

patronage.

Vitagraph

A

Gentleman

of Quality, with Earle
Williams. Fine. S. A. Hayman, Lyda
Theatre, Grand Island, Neb. High class
patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. Best picture this season. Everybody pleased. Stood them out each performance. Jack Howland, Tokyo TheaNeighborhood patrontre, Macomb, 111.

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice
Joyce. Here is a fine picture that drew
J. Henkle
tine business for rental paid.
Henry, Empire Theatre, Winchester, Va.
Miss Dulcie From Dixie, with Gladys
Fine program offering. S. A.
Leslie.
Hayman, Lyda Theatre, Grand Island,
Neb. High class patronage.
The Common Cause, with an all-star
One of the best war pictures we
cast.
Drew fairly well.
have yet played.

—

—
—
—
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Would have been

—

a

knockout six months
Empire Theatre,

ago. J. Henkle Henry,
\\ inchester, Va.

—

—

—

—

Good program offering.
Hayman, Lyda .theatre, Grand
Neb.— High class patronage.

rey.

A.

S.

Island,

The Whip (Pioneer), with an
Good picture. Ora Card,

cast.

—

—

Theatre,

Box

Story.

—
—

Stolen

star cast.

George Booth, Douglas Theatre, Chicago,

corah, la.

last reel.

— Alixed

patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
Very good business. Pleased some and
Advertised
others did not care for it.
big.
J. E. Benjamin, New Folly TheaGeneral pattre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
ronage.
The Sea Waif, with Louise HuffWill please all. Star well liked here.
Thos. M. Jones, Auditorium theatre,
General patronage.
Sparta, Ga.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
Held them out both nights. Patrons
enjoyed this picture very much. Samuel
Halper, Irving Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Middle class patronage.
Love in a Hurry, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley are
Their pica pair of favorites for me.
tures are always pleasing to my patrons

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

office.

W —

age.

Little Intruder, with Louise Huff.
production. Well directed.
Star well supported. Satisfied patrons.

my box

patron-

Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. Best picture I ever ran.
Packed them in at seventeen and twentyeight cents.
L. A. Hasse, Majestic Theis.
atre, Mauston,
Small town patron-

The

to

— General

— Barney

Brotman,

—

Rialto Theatre, Rock Island, 111. Mixed
patronage.
The Better 'Ole, with an English cast.
—Rental too high for the quality of this
program picture. Pleased a few. Thos.
M. Jones, Auditorium Theatre, Sparta,
Ga. General patronage.
Under Four Flags (U. S. Official).—
The best war film ever on a screen. E.
O. La Roche, Vialta Theatre, Clifton,
111.
Alixed patronage.
Human Driftwood, with Robert War-

—

Orders (Brady), with an allgood, with excitement in
J. Relf, Star Theatre, De-

— All
— R.

The Shepherd

—

—

— Good business. Good
Good
picture.
Went over very good for two
days. — Wm. F. Maher, DeLuxe Theatre,
Chicago,
— High class patronage.
star.

111.

Specials

the

of

Hills

(Harold

Bell Wright), with an all-star cast.
Disappointed.
First night big audience.
A. L. Picker, Rialto Theatre, Iron-

—

— Mining

town audience.
Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton),
with Mitchell Lewis. Fair.
Based on
work or fight law, which doesn't draw
or take much now.
C. M. .Butterfield.
Dreamland Theatre, Clay, Ky. Alixed
wood, Mich.

—
—

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on

—

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors.

now and send
Exhibitors Herald and Motography, 417 S. Dearborn St., ChiFill in this

blank

to

cago.

Title

Star

patronage.

Wives of Men (Pioneer), with Florence Reed. Star does wonderful work.
Story fine.
Worth twenty-five cents.
P. K. Anton, Royal Theatre, New Castle,
Mixed patronage.
Ind.
Red Blood and Yellow (Sherry), with
A rather slow westG. M. Anderson.
ern drama. No pep. E. J. Sherburne,
theatre,
Cambridge,
Electric
Neb.
Town patronage.
Mickey (Western Import), with Alabel
Normand. Stood them up for three
days at advanced prices. J. G. Knapp,
Strand theatre, San Bernadino, Cal.
Down town patronage.

Producer

—

Remarks

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

wick.

USE THIS BLANK

age.

— Good clean

and

Colo.

Craig,

all-star

Electric

T

World

111.

—

eral patronage.

The Wishing Ring Man, with Bessie
Love. Pleasing picture. Good business.
Jack Howland, Tokyo Theatre, Macomb, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Destiny, with Harry T. Mo-

—

—

R. O. out at every show.
B. R. C.
Clark, Royal Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
GenS.

Serials

The Master Mystery (World), with
Houdini. Wonderful serial. Went over
Capacity business. Mrs. C. L. Garbig.
diner, Majestic Theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo.— Eddie Polo is our

—

—

—

favorite serial star. Our box office indithat.
Barney Brotman, Rialto
cates
Theatre, Rock Island, 111. Alixed pat-

—

—

Title

Star

ronage.

Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. A picture that disappointed
somewhat. Not to be mentioned in the
same breath with "Tillie's Punctured
Romance," "Peggy" or "Poppy." Drew
fairly well at $.30 top price.
A good

—

many
seen

my

of

better

patrons

pictures

— Henkle Henry,
Winchester, Va.

$.17.

J.

Eyes

of the

World

— Great

said

at

my

they
theatre

had
at

Empire Theatre,
(Clune), with an

drawing power.
Ran three days. Last day business tripled.
P. K. Anton, Royal Theatre, New
Castle, Ind.
Mixed patronage.
A Romance of the Air (Film Clearing
House), with Lt. Bert Hall. A war picture with little action. Did not please.

all-star

cast.

—

—

—

J.

P. Neist, Forest Theatre, Forest City,

The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. Just finished. It has
positively been a life-saver.
It will sure
hold them. C. E. Waughop, Scenic Theatre, Detroit, Minn.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

Producer

Remarks

age.

The Man

of

Might (Vitagraph), with

William Duncan.

—

This serial cannot be
praised too highly. Barney Brotman.
Rialto Theatre, Rock Island, 111. Mixed
patronage.

—

—

The Iron Test (Vitagraph), with AntoAs good a serial as I ever

—
— C.

nio Moreno.
run.
Book it.
tre,

H. Smith, Star TheaGeneral patronage.

Wichita, Kans.

—

The Red Glove (Universal), with MaWalcamp. Great serial. Alarie Wailcamp is at home in westerns. I have

Exhibitor

Name

of

worked
her serials and they are great.
— Rural patronage.
— A. Hammerly, Lyric Theatre, HamilMickey (Western Import), with Mabel
ton, O.
Normand. — Clean up. Everybody raved
over
— A. L. Picker, Rex Theatre,
The Red Glove (Universal), with MaIronwood, Mich. — Better class patronWalcamp. — Going over fairly good.
age.
Children do not take to this as thev
The Shepherd of the Hills (Harold
did to "The Lure of the Circus." — H. O.
Bell Wright), with an all-star cast.
Tones, Washington Theatre, Sherman,
Played eleven days.
Capacity houses.
Tex. — General patronage.

Transient

all

la.

Theatre

—

rie

ronage

this.

rie
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Albert Capellani's

Debut

at

"Oh Boy" Makes

Chicago Theatre June 7

Twenty Girls, and 56
Make Introduction
An Auspicious One

Special Settings, Chorus of
Piece Orchestra Used to
"Oh Boy,"
rendition

of

Albert Capellani's masterly
the

Elliot,

Comstock and

Gest musical comedy success by G. P.
Guy Bolton and Jerome
Kern, starring Creighton Hale and June
Caprice, will have a most auspicious introduction to the amusement going pub-

Wodehouse,

lic

in

a pre-release of

Ziegfeld

Theatre,

two weeks

Chicago,

at the

beginning

June 7. All that skilled showmanship
and forceful exploitation can accomplish
will be done by the management to put
over this six reel special feature most
effectively.
Special settings have been
designed, and the real mirthful and beaupictorial feature of the original
story will be supplied by a chorus of
twenty selected beauties. An orchestra
of 56 pieces will render the original music
of the opera, wherein Jerome Kern, the
composer, exploits himself to his most
brilliant advantage.
tifully

Advertising Is Thorough
As planned, "Oh Boy" will meet the
eyes of the dweller in Chicago at almost
every turn, for special displays will be
made in the show windows of popular
stores, which will utilize the title while
exploiting some particular line of merchandise. These window exhibitions will
be tied up with big newspaper advertising on the part of the management of
the Ziegfeld Theatre.
The two weeks' run of Capellani's
latest achievement also, will serve to
fill
Chicago with the catchy, familiar
airs of "Oh Boy;" for all of the dealers
in musical records, both for the phonograph, and piano, will vigorously exploit
Popular dining and
these melodies.
•dancing resorts have promised to feature
the music.
All the big exhibitors are enthusiastic
over "Oh Boy" and the pre-release, according to indications, will have the effect
Balof stimulating the regular release.
aban and Katz, of two of the most beautiful houses in Chicago, the Riviera and
the Central Park, believe that in "Oh

Boy" Pathe has an unusually strong
drawing feature that wilt class along
with "Common Clay." This firm is now
building a magnificent 4800 seat house
at G3rd Street and Cottage Grove Avenue.
They will give to the advertising and
exploitation of "Oh Boy," all of the
strength of their organization, with many
novel and surprising features, which are
now being figured out.
In the first survey of the field made by

was found that
the greatest attractive power of the picture, of course, was that it was a producPathe Exchange,

Inc.,

light effervescent

—

and "The Red Lantern."
Critics Are Impressed
Critics who have seen "Oh Boy," and
who bring to their judgment long critical
experience and successful showmanship,
say that Capellani has accomplished the
task of transferring the elusive

humor

of a

musical comedy to the screen so that it
exercises all of its original appeal and
has something of merit, with the deft
art of a great interpretor. They say that
"Oh Boy" marks an entirely new achievement, therefore, and, being the first of
its kind is a perfect picture.
For purposes of exploitation also, they
point to the fact that the cast is one
that has an enormous following beside
Creighton Hale and June Caprice, a winning combination in themselves alone,
there is Zena Keefe, star of several well
known successes; Flora Finch, of John

—

Bunny comedy fame; William H. Thompfamous on the spoken stage as a
and character actor: J. K. Murray,
former musical comedy star; Joseph
son,
star

Conyers, widely known as the creator of
parts; Grace Reals, well known
to both the stage and the screen, and
"Lefty Flynn," the famous Yale football
Each
player, who impersonates himself.
one of these has a strong following.

"Rube"

E. K.

New Photo

A

Myron
Purchases
"Birth of Race" Film

Greiver of Chicago has purchased
the rights to the big spectacle "The
Birth of a Race" for Cook county, and
will soon be prepared to take bookings
Si

on

It

it.

is

proposed to open the

pic-

big "loop" theatre before it
goes into the outlying territory.
The picture originally was in twelve
reels, when it played a three-weeks' engagement at the Blackstone theatre, the
first film ever used as an attraction at
Since then, however, the
this house.
action has been condensed and as it
now stands it is in eight reels
Some of the most beautiful photography ever seen upon the screen is
shown in "The Birth of a Race." It
ture

at

a

stories, one a modern
European conflict and
its termination, and a survey of the life
of man from the time of Adam up to
tells

two complete

tale

of the great

the present.

has
houses wherever
shown, it is said, and many persons who
did not have an opportunity of seeing
it during its run at the Blackstone and
Playhouse, Chicago, will now be able
to witness it.

Throughout the

played

to

east the picture

capacity

Looking for Salesmen
The R.
Oklahoma

D.

Lewis

Film

City. Okla., wants
rienced film salesmen at once.

Company.
two expeSalesmen

seeking employment in the southern

ter-

do well to communicate with
company.

ritory will
this

Blackton Buys "Phantoms"
has purchased the
J. Stuart Blackton
screen rights for the world to "Phantoms," the magazine story by Wallace
in
serially
appeared
which
Irwin
Hearst's Magazine.

C4

of

Men."

Si Greiver

it

tion of Capellani, who has achieved surpassing distinction as the shaper of three
successive triumphs the Nazimova pictures, "Eye for Eye," "Out of the Fog"

difficult

and

spirit

LINCOLN

the Star of "Virtuous
S-L Pictures.

Selznick

Makes

Important Appointments
Myron Selznick announces two important appointments in the Selznick orFrank M. Dazey, well-known
photoplaywright, has been placed in
charge of the scenario department for
ganization.

Scl znick,

joined

and Frank

J.

Hampton, who

the

organization a few months
ago, has been made business manager of
the Selznick Pictures Corp.

Frank M. Dazey will be particularly
remembered as the author of "ManhatMadness,"

tan

one

of

Douglas

Fair-

banks' most popular productions, and of

many

of the

dies.

Mr. Dazey specializes

famous Sidney Drew comein

original

scenarios only. He has only recently returned from the European battle front,
where he saw action, as first lieutenant,
with the Field Artillery.
Frank J. Hampton joined the Selznick
organization on the Pacific Coast when
Myron Selznick, Olive Thomas and the
producing staff went there a short time
ago to make productions. Mr. Hampton
is a general efficiency man.

Cleveland Exchanges
Seek Mail Adjustment
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— The Board
Motion Picture Exchange Managers

of

of the Cleveland

Chamber

of

Commerce

has passed a resolution directed to the
postmaster-general, asking him to alter
the

rules

governing film

shipments.

Under the present rules, when a shipment is refused or held up, the sender
is

notified.

The board wants a
that when a shipment

rule put in force
of films is refused
or held up, it be shipped back to the
^nder and postage collected from him
\or the round trip.
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Frederick J. Ireland
New Era Film
Armenians Praise
National for
"Auction of Souls"
Resolutions of Gratitude

Fines Latent Talent
In Billy West Co.

First

of the Billy West comedy company, now
working at the Emerald Motion Picture
Company's studio, Chicago.

Passed for Showing

Of Film
DETROIT, MICH. — Members

of

the

Detroit branch of the Armenian General
Benevolent Union have adopted resolutions expressing gratitude to the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit for making
possible the public screening of "Ravished Armenia," under the title of "AucSouls," and are planning an
tion of
Armenian night at the Detroit Theatre
which shows this feature.
Dr. G. K. Boyajian, of 41 Sibley street,
Detroit, president of the Detroit branch
of the vast Armenian organization, which
is headed by H. E. Boghes, Nubar Pasha,
with headquarters at Cairo, Egypt, declares himself as feeling especially indebted to the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit for the release of the picture.

Shows Conditions

in

East

the picture was shown in New
York for charity," the physician said, "we
held a special meeting to discuss the possibility of subscribing sufficient funds to
make its showing in the middle west posIn my opinion 'Auction of Souls,'
sible.

"When

reports I have received from
those of my people who have seen it
upon the screen, will do more to bring
before the people of the United States
the actual conditions in the near east
and the lethal yoke under which our
people have struggled for centuries than
years of propaganda, lectures and even
a visit to the valleys of death and the
deserts of frightfulness.
"It is especially gratifying to us that
Aurora Mardiganian, one of our heroic
countrywomen, has promised to visit Detroit in person as we believe that she
may be able to aid many of our members in tracing loved ones who like herself miraculously escaped death.
"From the depths of the heart of every
Armenian in the world is being voiced
gratitude to those who have made the
exhibition of this picture possible. To
those of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit I wish to extend the thanks of
my people and to the producers of this
film, which is inspiring in its sincerity,
overwhelming attention to details
its
which picture heart-tearing tragedies so
unmercifully in order that through this
pitiless picturization you of America may
learn what cold type is inadequate to
express. To us 'Auction of Souls' comes
as a delegate to a peace table composed
of every living American."

from

Considerable latent dramatic talent
has been discovered in various members

all

Under the direction of Frederick J.
Ireland, president and director general
of the Emerald plant, the dramatic ability of the various actors and actresses
has been brought out.
Not the least of these is Miss Ethelyn
Gibson, Mr. West's leading lady, who
has shown remarkable histrionic talent
in several scenes which will be a part
of the

new

series of

Billy

West Come-

dies.

Taking this into consideration Charles
Reisner has written into a forthcoming
story a number of big scenes, not usually
associated with screen comedies, for
Miss Gibson.
While watching the Emerald forces
work one is impressed by the magnitude of the sets being employed for the
West comedies. These are complete in
every detail and represent the work of
a large staff of carpenters and property
men. Expensive Persian rugs, beautiful
draperies and expensive furniture such
as would be found in only the homes of

at

wealth are often a part of the fittings for
these comedies.

Exchange in Chicago;
J. G. Burhorn Manager
Another
Chicago's

to Star

In Lieutenant's Story
Lieutenant L. Anderson Reed, Infantry, U. S. A., recently released from the
service and back at his office in the
Metro studios, completed a pair of continuities since his return and then wrote
the original story of "A Favor for a
Friend" in which Emmy Wehlen is to
star, following her production of "Fools
and Their Money."

film

exchange was added to

already

large

list,

when

the

New

Era Films threw open its doors
on the eighth floor of the Film Exchange
building, 207 South Wabash ave., last
Monday.
J. F. Burhorn is manager, while F. G.
Schwartz, formerly with Celebrated Players,
is
looking after the details of
shipping.

Mr. Burhorn is an old Chicago showman, having run the Princess theatre
at 71st and Halsted street, several years
ago. He was also manager of the George
Kleine exchange in St. Louis for two
years and managed the Kleine exchange
at Dallas,

When

Texas.
General

Film Company
exchange in Pittsburgh, Mr.
Burhorn, who was manager of that office,
decided to enter the independent field
himself and the New Era is the result.
He will handle single and multiple reel
closed

the

'

its

subjects, educational, travelogues, comedies and features, from the libraries
of prominent producers.
The New Era
has secured several of George Kleine's
big productions starring Shirley Mason

and Viola Dana.
The morning's mail on Monday, the
opening day, brought Mr. Burhorn several orders and a check for a comedy
he

Emmy Wehlen

Opens

is

handling.

Mr. Schwartz is experienced in every
branch of the film field, having acted as
booker for Paramount, head shipper for
Yitaeraph and handled detail work of
this nature for seven years.

K. Young Buys 'Studio
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Clara Kim-

C.

ball

Young has purchased

the Selig stu-

and Allesandro streets
and will immediately make extensive
improvements.
dios on

Clifford

HERE'S A COOL AND ATTRACTIVE LOBBY

WHITE HOUSE THEATRE

Lost Brother Recently
who has devoted much
of his wealth toward alleviating the suffering of his countrymen, is now in communication with the State Turkish government, or its remnants, for the death
Dr. Boyajian,

of his brother, a naturalized citizen of
the United States, who, upon a recent
visit to

two

Armenia

little

sons,

America
was dragged from

to bring to

his
his

home

and, with hundreds of others,
driven into the very desert pictured in
"Auction of Souls" to be tortured and
starved until death
mercifully intervened.

Unique display at the White House Theatre, Milwaukee, M is., arranged h> otto Melater,
Manager! during run of "The Mints of Hell." the Itohertson-t ole production,
issued through Exhibitors' Mutual
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WATCH YOUR

STEP,

MADGE

Exhibitors Praise
Williams' Policy
The following letter has been received
by James D. Williams, manager of First
National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc:
"Have just finished reading your article
in the Exhibitors Herald in regard to
booking single pictures. Now, I don't
suppose it makes any difference what a

man in
"You

the sticks thinks.
are right; every word of your
article is the truth; but as you say, cut-

throat
Artists'

competition
to

sell

will enable 'United
their product in most

towns.
"I have been in the game since 1907
and have seen them all come and go
and I want
star and booking systems
to go on record that the star series is

—

the most fair to the exhibitor. He gets
protection, and if he builds up a following for a certain star he is assured of
a certain number of releases of that
star.

hold at
"I
from
series)

present

contract

(star

your Circuit: Chaplain,
Stewart, etc., and it's the only system.
Keep up this system by
I am for you.
a series of articles in the trade journals.
Yours very truly
It's

n scene

Harry

Lavner Is
Named Hodkinson's
Publicity Manager

Harry

S.

Lavner has been appointed
exploitation and publicity manager for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation proS.

ductions.

Mr. Lavner for many years has been
a theatrical advance man ahead of such
big Selwyn & Company successes as
"Within the Law," "Fair and Warmer,"
"Twin Beds," and other theatrical hits.
For the past eighteen months he has
produced each of the exhibitor press
sheets with all of the publications of the
Goldwyn Company and is credited by
with
having
exhibitors
themselves
evolved the most feasible and complete
press sheets or campaign books on motion picture productions.
In the Hodkinson organization he will

have even

fuller

opportunity to develop

the exploitation and publicity aids which
all
modern exhibitors require as the
basis of merchandising their shows to
the public. Mr. Lavner is a relative of
Mr. Archibald Selwyn and has received
the direct practical showmanship training that is made available in that splendid organization of theatrical producers.

Goldwyn resident managers, eighteen
strong, were assembled in New York for
the most of a week for the purpose of
discussing Goldwyn production and sales
plans for next season, with the result
that Felix F. Feist, vice-president of
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, made
announcement:
"Such variance of opinion was expressed concerning what the exhibitor
wants for next season that the probabilithis

are that the

policy when
be one that will

Goldwyn

"Resident managers evinced

Warner Brothers Deny

H. Mart,
Strand Theatre.
Grinnell, Iowa.
letter is one of a large

Recent

Rumor

in

Trade

The rumor

that has been circulated
throughout the trade that one of the big
distributing organizations would handle
the distribution of Warner Brothers'

newest production, "Open Your Eyes,"
Warners wish to strongly
is erroneous.
deny this.
As previously announced, Warner
Brothers will personally supervise the
distribution of "Open Your Eyes," as
well as all of their future productions.

Change

Title of

Next

Norma Talmadge Film
Select Pictures Corporation announces
this week that Norma Talmadge's next
of a
Select Picture will be "The

Way

Woman."

follow Miss Talmadge's
latest and current attraction, "The New
Moon," which is now being distributed.
It will

Way

of a Woman," which was
announced under the title of
"Nancy Lee," is adapted from Eugene
Walters' well-known stage play of that
name, which was seen for two seasons
at the Hudson Theatre in New York.

much

sat-

Crescent Film

Company

Distributes Carter Serial
A. L. Kahn, manager of the Crescent
Film Company, Kansas City, Mo., advises the Herald that they have recently
purchased the two-reel Christie Specials
as well as the Craig Kennedy serial,
"The Carter Case," for Kansas and
Western Missouri. The company reports
excellent business on both of the above.
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The above
number of favorable comments received
by Mr. Williams in reference to his
cent statement printed in the Herald.

re-

Robertson-Cole to Take
All Brentwood Features
Pleased with the success won by "The
in the Road," through its exploitation by Robertson-Cole, the Brentwood Film Corporation, through its
president, L. C. Haynes, has just entered
into a contract whereby its entire product for the ensuing year will be assigned
to Robertson-Cole. This contract calls
for the same rigid code of acceptance
governing all productions made by the
Robertson-Cole Units, which
various

Turn

originally

Discuss Fall Policy

finally announced will
suit every exhibitor.

announcement by Rex
Beach and Samuel Goldwyn of the formation of Eminent Authors' Pictures,
Inc., to produce the works of Gertrude
Atherton, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, Gouverneur Morris, Basil
King and Leroy Scott."

isfaction over the

"The

Goldwyn' s Managers

ties

W.

from the Goldwyn screen play "Strictly Confidential," a story of the stage
in which Madge Kennedy stars.

gives Robertson-Cole the

power

to de-

photoplay comes up to its
standard before publishing it through
Exhibitors Mutual. All Robertson-Cole
pictures are published through Exhibitors Mutual.
Under the terms of the contract with
Brentwood, Robertson-Cole will publish
"Better Times," the second King W.
Vidor production, as successor to "The
Turn in the. Road."
cide

when

a

William Fox Will Be
Rival of Marcus Loew
William Fox has the
YORK—
NEW
decks of his ship cleared for action, and
is about to wrest the laurels from MarThe Loew Circuit in the
cus Loew.
past has been paying nominal prices for
pictures, for the reason that he could
guarantee seventy days.
William Fox now looms up as Loew's
greatest contender by offering more

money for the best pictures in the market
and one hundred day guarantee. Fox
has been securing additional theatres
throughout the country, and it is said
he has a working agreement with one
of the big circuits west of the Mississippi which will place his pictures in
more houses in the United States than
that of any other producer.
.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Reported by "Mac"
Local lihndom adds another to the lists
of exchange managers.
now have with
us W. G. McCoy of Detroit, who comes
here to guide the policies of the Arthur
Hyman Film Attractions, located in the
Consumers building.
Make yourself at
home, "Mac" always glad to make room
for good company.

We

"Oh, Boy!" sings

F.

"Bonus" Rogers,

just now the happiest, snappiest, scrappiest exchange manager in the loop.

There's no holding him this week. The
reason?
"Oh, Boy!" Pathe's musical
comedy in celluloid opens at the Ziegfeld theatre, June 7, for a two weeks'

;

While week-ends may be O. K. passed

in

that busy metropolis, Galesburg, III., can't
get the angle why remissions should be
wired to Stronghurst.
not try Gales

Why

Farm

Just across the road from Galesburg, and she could then keep her eyes
on genial Bon Lucas of the Metro Sales
team.
?

Yes

He

John D. Rockefeller has

sir,

just returned to the city

May

a rival.
1 after

an extended trip through the Kansas oil
fields.
No other than one of our best
known Chicago exhibitors, Louis Frank.
Louis informs us the "big find" is already
spouting between 400 and 500 barrels per
day. Just out of Wichita in Butler County,
the best oil land in the U. S., quoth the

monarch, and it is known as
the Fox Offset Developing Company.
budding

oil

J. L. Friedman, president of the Celebrated Players Film Corporation, returned
May 30 after several days spent in New

York

City.

Imagine the Hoosiers were given an
opportunity to appreciate a whiff of the
Windy City motor speed last week with
Clyde Elliott of Greater Stars Productions
and the happy groom now benedict Harry
Weiss of the First National in the same

all

that's

I.

the

M. Club met last ThursMorrison Hotel and transL.

acted considerable business. Details for
the combination of the various exchange
organizations were discussed and the
matter of the organization of the film
shipping clerks was taken up.

week.
A. M. Silverman, assistant manager
of sales department at the Silee Film Excharge, has left for a two weeks trip

through
hopes to

Illinois.
Silverman says he
find as
contracts awaiting him in this territory as he found
cooties over in the trenches.
Well, we
hope so, A. M.

many

Sam (Khaki) May

of

Broadway

thea-

Gary, Ind., called on friends at the
Universal
exchange
last
Thursday,
booked a couple of special attractions,
and let Morris Hellman take him out
tre,

All aboard!
Del Goodman and Ray
Florine are completing arrangements to
run a special train to Toledo June 3 to

take care of all the fight fans who want
to be taken care of.
The special, which
will consist of a diner, two Pullman
sleepers and an observation car, will
leave Chicago on the evening of July 3,
and return immediately after the fight.
The following devotees of the manly art
have signed up for reservations
Billy
Peters,
George
West, Henry
West,
Harold Hill, Max Hyman, Max and
:

Harry Ascher, Morrie Salkin, George
Charlie

Bromley,

and

Fred

Dedel, William
George Paul, H.

Charles

Schaefer,
Pearl, Nate

Ellman, Ed.

Mordue, B. Edleman, Jack Miller, and
Harold Loyd and his
E. C. Fielder.
director, Hal Roach, who are expected
in Chicago on that date, will also ac-

company

the party.

to lunch.

Universal

predicts that during June
the company is celebrating its
seventh anniversary, you know) it will
have a big "U" feature in every theatre

(while

Chicago.

in

So

that's

Levine,

J.

the reason you see Georgie
T. Flanagan and those other

"U"

salesmen tearing
around
with
sheaves of yellow contracts sticking out
There's a reason. If
of every pocket.
you want to catch up to one of those
birds to talk to 'em you have to hire a
Packard and an experienced driver.

Jack Lait has disposed
Chicago Tribune

to his

of

serial,

the

rights

"The Red

Shawl," to Arthur H. Jacobs, who proposes making an eight-reel feature of it.

Notice the big changes around Pathe

exchange?
general

Partitions

summery

air

removed and

a

about the place.

—

—

country

F.

at

Joseph,

Looks as though Si Griever must be cashing in big with "The Spreading Evil" the
way he was tossing the coin of the realm
to the summery winds the other day in
front of the -Film Exchange building.

environs.

The
day

Maurice Hankinson, the "dare-devil"
manager of the Orpheum theatre, Gary,
Ind., was seen buzzing around the corridors of the Consumers building last

M.

Mintz, manager of Unity Photo-

was too busy looking

Unity plant
the high-sign

man
right,

the exhibs. down in that
are plenty big enough to handle

J.

plays,
of the

M.

J.,

after details

to give the Herald
All
last Saturday.

we saw

you.

Still

good.

Why

The Bee Hive exchange has moved
Film Exchange

to the eighth floor of the

worry?

up where the breezes blow.
Lots more room, lots more light, and
we hope lots more orders. They share
the floor with the New Era Films.
building,

Understand Louis Goulden, representative of Celebrated Players Film Corporais riding with the genial Weiss, perhaps getting a few pointers on motoring,

tion

ahem

Lee Herz, president of the Silee Film
Fxchange, has just closed a deal with
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the
Pioneer Film Corporation, New York,
for the Illinois and Indiana rights to
".Suspicion," featuring Grace Davison,
Warren Cook and Wilmuth Merkyl.

'

'Tis with regret many of the local film
men register the departure of the popular
W. E. Banford. assistant manager of Goldwyn exchange, on June 1 for Denver. "Doc"

us he will only be in Denver a short
leaving for Salt Lake City, Utah,
opening an exchange there for Goldwyn.
Best o' luck, "Doc," and let's hear from
you.
tells

while,

Film Exchange is arranging
showings of "Suspicion,"
"The Profiteer" and "Ashes of Love" in

The

for

Silee

first

run

Indianapolis.

I

That was some record Cresson E. Smith,
manager for Metro, established for his
exchange on "The Red Lantern" bookings.
Too modest to well, anyway, it put some

W. L.
Famous

of

publicity

for

Players-Lasky's Chicago exchange, is all smiles and enthusiasm
since returning last Wednesday from
New York, where he attended a meeting

—

dent in the national returns, at that.

From the tips Menikow of Celebrated
Players was handing S. R. Moses, former
Goldwyn representative, who is to cover
the south side theatres, a few more serial
and comedy records should be established.

HlLL, director

of publicity men called by John C. Flinn,
director-in-chief of advertising and pubPlans for the 1919-1920 season
licity.

ENID BENNETT
limiting' for a g'hoNt in
play, •The Haunted

67

the

Paramount

Bedroom."

were taken up and discussed in detail.
Mr. Hill prophesies that the September

-
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opening of the projected campaign tv ill
mark an ecpoch in his branch of the
industry.

Ziegfeld Theatre to
Show Select Picture
C. Aitken, branch manager of
Pictures Corporation's Chicago

Fred
Select

exchange, has signed a contract with
Messrs. Jacoby and Linick for an advance showing of Constance Talmadge's
forthcoming Select Picture, "Happiness
a la Mode," in which she is presented

by Lewis

J.

Selznick,

at

the

Ziegfeld

theatre, Chicago.

By the terms of the contract, the
booking on "Happiness a la Mode" is
virtually a pre pre-release, the play dates
being a week in advance of the regular
advance booking at Sig Faller's Bijou
Dream. "Happiness a la Mode" will
start a week's engagement at the Ziegfeld theatre on June 15. On June 22, it
will begin its regular pre-showing of
two weeks at the Bijou Dream. This is
the first time in the history of Constance Talmadge Select Pictures that a
contract has been issued for an advance
pre-release showing of her attractions.

"Mary Moves In"

Title

Of New Tincher Comedy
E. Christie has nearly completed
the production of a third Christie Spe-

Al

Comedy which

cial

Moves

In."

The

he has titled

"Mary
Fay

picture will feature

Tincher. with Harry Ham, Katherine
Lewis, Eddie Barry and Patricia Palmer,
making up a special cast. George Pearce,
Al Haynes, Edith Clark and Ward Caulfield complete the cast.
"Mary Moves In" is an original story
by W. Scott Darling, featuring Fay
Tincher.
The plot revolves about a
truck load of furniture with which the
newly wedded "Mary" desired to furnish
a city flat on the strength of "Father's"

promise of a ten thousand dollar check
to the happy bride and groom.

"Broken Blossoms" Run
Extended Indefinitely
D. W. Griffith's production, "Broken
Blossoms," originally intended merely as
the

offering of the Griffith repertory
season at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre,
New York, has become such a pronounced success any further plans for
a change of bill have been abandoned
for the present in order to afford the
public an opportunity to see this Chinese
first

romance.
Notwithstanding the presentation of
"Broken Blossoms" every afternoon and
evening, including Sundays, Mr. Griffith

may

yield to the demand of the public
offer special morning performances
at 10 o'clock daily, giving the full program exactly as now presented, includ-

and

ing the four orchestras.

Christie

Lobby Displays

Realizing the importance of theatre
lobby displays for comedies, as well as
feature productions, the Christie Film
Company is supplying all of its exchanges with a new series of rotogravure
stills

The

to

accompany

its

two-reel specials.

of these sets of eight eleven by
fourteen pictures accompany "Rowdy
Ann," the second Christie Special.
first

Cropper's Expanding
Business Demands
Larger Quarters
R. C. Cropper has leased part of the
eighth floor of the Film Exchange build-

South Wabash avenue. Chicago,
new home for the Chicago Bee

ing, 207

as

a

Hive exchange.

"Our business," said Mr. Cropper, genmanager of Bee Hive, "has increased

eral

a tremendous rate in Chicago
and its territory, that we have been
compelled to seek more space, and I

at such

believe that in securing the eighth floor

Film Exchange

'of the

I

have found a

enough to acfew months at

location big and spacious

commodate

us

for

a

an expression of
thanks is necessary to the exhibitors
who have made this increase in business
by their patronage. In this new move
I hope to be able to render them better
least.

I

and more

that

feel

efficient service; there will be

plenty of room where the salesmen can
give personal attention to the exhibitors,
and where the exhibitor can sit down
and arrange his bookings without interruption. I have felt our need of additional space for some time, but it is only
within the past week that I was able to
consummate the deal whereby I could
secure the premises."
The new quarters were formerly occupied by the General Film Company
and contain a suite of private offices,
three honeycomb vaults, two inspection
rooms, and racks for thousands of
posters.

The bookkeeping department

have an

will

entire

In fact, the
increasing force of Bee

office to itself.

rapidly

Hive employees
sact

their

will

various

crowding.
This new move

have room to tranwithout
duties

part of a
well defined and formed plan of General
Manager Cropper, for the expansion of
his exchanges and their growing business.

Leslie as

is

also

a

"Baby Vamp"

Ralph Ince has

just

completed "Too

Manv

Crooks," a picturization of a story
by E. J. Rath in All-Story Weekly, in
which Gladys Leslie will be seen in a
entirely
new to her
characterization
screen admirers. Miss Leslie will take
the role of a "baby vamp."

"Mary Regan" Popular
House records of the Washington, the
most pretentious motion picture theatre
at Bay City, Mich., which had reached an
altitude of sufficient heighth to appear
invulnerable, were badly shattered with
the first showing Sunday, May 18, on
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
third
Anita Stewart feature, "Mary

Regan."

PERCY MARMOXT

Who

appearing in support of Alice
Joyce in "Vengeance," a forthcoming
Vitagraph production.
is

Serial Co-Stars

Put on

Several Daring "Stunts"
Charles Hutchison and Anne Luther,
are co-starred in the Pathe serial,
"The Great Gamble," to be published

who

August

3,

are put through

many unusual

stunts.

Hutchison is called upon to leap fourteen feet from roof to roof; dive 105 feet
from the roof of a grain elevator; climb
to the top of a seven-story building by
bracing himself between two sheer walls
four feet apart; leap from the wing of
a hydroplane to the ocean forty feet below: swing on a rope around the corner
of a building into an open w-indow fifty
feet
from the ground, plunge over
Ausable Falls and through the rapids,
and wrestle a bear.

Miss Luther plunges into an alligator
infested pool in the Florida Everglades,
and later is pursued and treed by a pack
of wolves.

Goldwyn Signs Juveniles
Cullen Landis, one of the most gifted
juveniles in motion pictures, has signed
a five-year contract with Goldwyn, and
is to play opposite Mabel Normand in
her forthcoming production. He has just
finished an important role in the Rex
Beach play, "Star of the North," which
was directed by Reginald Barker, and a
part is being written especially for him
into the coming Will Rogers production.

Siegel
With

ten

Making Record
prints

of

Select

Pictures'

It is a story of the

"Bolshevism on Trial" booked solid for
three weeks in advance, Henry Siegel, branch manager of Select Pictures'
New York Exchange, is one of the
busiest sales executives in the motion
Mr. Siegel declares
picture business.

Under the title of
"Phillip Steele," the story appeared in
the Red Book Magazine.

that his activities will not slacken until
every neighborhood in the New York
territory has seen the attraction.

Curwood Story Screened
James Oliver Curwood is the author
of "Beauty Proof," the Vitagraph production with Harry T. Morey, reaching
the screen June 23.

Canadian Northwest.
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Rainbow Comedies

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY
With H.
W. H. Movle, manager

of the Mission

City, Okla., was a caller
Mr. Moyle
at Oklahoma City this week.
stated his house, which seats 350, was

Theatre,

Ponca

enjoying

an exceptionally good

C.

W. Wakefield, manager

den Theatre

Stillwater,

at

of the Gar-

Okla.,

is

busy

department of the "Big U"
exchange at Oklahoma City is in charge
of L. M. Pryer. This room is one of the
show places of film row. L. M. deserves a
great deal of credit for the system and

and a First National franchise
nison,
holder, has just completed a beautiful bungalow. Mr. Ridout only plays first run attractions at his theatre.

The R. D. Lewis Film Co., R. D. Lewis,
manager, of Oklahoma City, reports business never better. Mr. Lewis has gone to
San Antonio, Texas, to open up an exchange. He will also open up a place at
Little Rock, Ark., in three weeks. The regular publications of this company will be:
Christie Comedies, Gaumont News and

Graphic, Vod-A-Vil Movies, Bulls-Eye
Comedies, The Masked Rider and Shorty
Hamilton five-reel features.

W. Wood

Lookwa,

will

open an airdome

at

seating 300 persons.

Okla.,

C.
T. Rooks, owner of the Liberty
Theatre, Sayre, Okla., was a purchaser on
film row in Oklahoma City this week.

Al

F. King, auditor for the "Big U," is
in Oklahoma City, looking over the Universal office here.

Sam Benjamin, manager for Universal.
Oklahoma City, took the Herald representative into what he called his "Separator
Office."
Some plant that Sam runs. Efficiency everywhere with

all

Buy

Million Feet of
Old Selig Negatives

The

biggest deal probably ever nego-

boasts

service

men

of
in

positive

for

the Selig Polyscope Co., Ins., and
clusive Features, Inc., 130 West 46th

New York

City,

St.,

tures, Inc., acquires the world's rights
to over one million feet of Colonel William N. Selig's old negatives, and approximately four million feet of positive
prints.

Exhibitors

Change City

WALCOTT, IA.—Al

Blank and Gus

Schreiber, owners of the Liberty Theatre, sold out their business to Rudolph
Blank and Henry Ruwe, and have purchased a motion picture theatre at C®-

lumbus, Neb.

Women Extend Holdings
WARREN, PA.— Mrs. Frank Stenger
and Miss Violet Anundsson, owners of
the Utopian Picture House at Sheffield,
have purchased the Princess theatre in
the same city. They are enlarging the
Utopian theatre to increase its seating
capacity by 150 seats.

has

A. J. Allison, owner of the Liberty
and Bungalow theatres, Durant, Okla.," re-

Allison
put in
L.

will

new

The Liberty

renovate
seats this

will

play

near future. Mr.

the Bungalow and
summer.

M. RidoOt, owner of the Star

at

Den-

will be published once a week, alternately, under,, the new plan, Century animal comedies are to be released in the
year beginning in July.
Twenty-six
comedies are to be released and in th"e

to Credit Apfel

In Publishing His

Princess Theatre, Ardmore, Okla.,
E. P. states he will put in an
entirely new front at the Liberty.

in the

Published Alternately

The Century and Rainbow comedies

World

week.

"The Red Lantern"

'

better scale. Many new stars have been
added to the Century and Rainbow players' casts, many of them having been
cast in the most successful comedy pictures produced.
Messrs. Stern are now in California
at their studio and will remain there for
some time, probably throughout the summer season. While there they will supervise the productions of the new Rainbow brand and the Century productions.
Some time ago alterations were started
on the studio and many new innovations
have been added. Practically everything
new in studio equipment has been added
and the production facilities of the
studio are now without an equal.

successful comedy directors to assist in
the production of their comedies. Most
prominent among them are Fred Fishback and Billie Watson. Both of these
directors have formerly directed Mack
Sennett productions.

the

ports business fair.

go under the brand name

majority of the remaining fourteen comedies Edith Roberts and Jimmie Adams
will be featured.
Messrs. Stern have added a number of

former

Okla.,

will

"Rainbow" comedies.
To Cover Wider Field
The new policy of the Rainbow and

Century comedies covers a wider field
Century comedies,
than the past year.
within the past season, have enjoyed
longer runs, greater prosperity and a
wider showing than in any season before.
In the coming year the two comedies will be advertised more extensively
and will be produced on a larger and

whereby Exclusive Fea-

their

M. P. O. 552 of Ardmore,
just obtained a charter.

of

Ex-

E. P. Singletary, owner of the Liberty
Theatre of Marietta, Okla., was a visitor
last

comedies

re-issue

hands working

having eight
employ.

Stern, producers of
comedies, published through
Universal, have announced a new brand
of comedies, the first of which will be
The L-Ko comedies
issued in August.
have been discontinued and the last will
be released some time in July. The new

Abe

Century

prints

L. N. Cox, secretary of the Consolidated
Amusement Co., operating the Princess,
Palace and Theatorium of Ardmore, Okla.,
reports business a little dull. Mr. Cox has
been with this concern since its inception
three years ago.
The principal theatre
which this company manages is the Princess, which was built in 1916 and seats 1,268
and cost $50,000.

at

Started
and

Julius

negatives and old
has just been consummated by the Film Market, Inc., between
tiated

together. Sam was formerly with the Bluebird offices.
Walter W. Quade, formerly
with First National, Oklahoma City, is
Sam's right bower. The Universal's office

here

—

H. C. Houston, owner of the Gem
Theatre, Sherman, Texas, reports business
H. C. only plays Paramount and
great.
Artcraft program.

po:,;er

neatness of this place.

L.

E. N.

business.

looking over plans for a new $50,000 house
to be built this year, in the same block as
that now occupied by the Garden.

The

Latest Addition to
Universal's Brands
L-Ko Comedies Cease in July
New Brand to Be

Princess Theatre, Ardmore, Okla., one of
the Consolidated Amusement Company's attractive houses under

management

<>f

f,<>

I..

\.

<

<>\.

Work

Oscar Apfel will for the next three
years produce five-reel pictures at stated
intervals which will be known and designated as Apfel Productions, and will
be distributed through World Film exchange?. Mr. Apfel has completed "Phil
for Short" with Evelyn Greeley as the
star as his first production. The second
will be put in work next week with Miss
Greelev again as the star in "Bringing
Up Betty," by Charles Sarver and
adapted by Clara S. Beranger.
Mr. Apfel is one of the pioneer directors. He began his picture work when
five-reel features were just coming into
vogue. When Jesse S. Lasky started
making features Mr. Apfel was his first
director;

ENDAR-OFPROGRAHPUBLICATia
MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING

EXHIBITORS'

CORP.

—
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Eleventh Commandment,''
—"The
with Bessie Barriscale.
of Fate "
— "Trick
with Henry B. WalthalL
"Long Lane's Turning,"
— "The Prodigal Liar,"
Desmond.
—"What Every Woman Wants," with William
with All Star Cast.
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Fawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Rhodes.
with
"The Lamb and the Lion."
——"The
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Hearts Asleep,"
— "Diane of Green Van,"
with Alma Rubens.
— "The Courageous Coward,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
—
Rhodes.
with
"The Love Call,"
— "Modern Husbands,"
Walthall.
with Henry
—"Josselyn's Wife."
with Bessie Barriscale.
—
with William Desmond.
"The Mints of Hell,"
— "Just
Squaw,"
with Beatriz Michelena.
—
with Sessue Hayakawa.
"His Debt,"
— "In Search of Arcady,"
Rhodes,
with
—
with Henry B. Warner.
"The Man Who Turned White,"
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Broken Threads,"
— "Bare-fisted Gallagher,"
with William Desmond.

Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

five

final

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five reels,
five

in

Billie
reels,
five reels.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
B._
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

in

May
May
May
May
June
une
June
June

STRAND COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

2— 'How to
9— 'Merely

Be Happy Though Married," one reel, with Elinor
Marrying Mary, one reel, with Elinor Field.
16— 'Almost a Hero," one reel, with Elinor Feild.
23—' 'Their Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.

2—"The Wigwam

System,

16— "His Wife's Birthday,"
23— "The Way of a Maid."
4 — 'His

one

reel,
reel.
one reel.
one reel.

9—' "The Door Between," one

— 'Hearts

1

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

and

Hats,"

one

with

with

reel,

— "Teetotalers, Tea and Totum
12 — "Geesers and Geysers," one
19 — "Bulls and Bears."
26— "Western Stuff."
6

Elinor

Field.

Elinor

Field.

2

9

— "Doing
— "A Bit

one

reel

at

—
—
—
6—

"An Eyeful

— "Don't
—
—
—
—
—

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
Change Your Husband," DeMille.

"Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar.
"Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar.
"Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9 "The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16 "The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 26— "The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
Apr.
"Capt. Kiddjr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20 "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20 "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27 "For Better For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4 "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1 "True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. GriflFth Special.
Tune 8 "Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
June 22 "The Avalanche," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
2
2
9

—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Dec

PARAMOUNT

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

Boiled,"
— "Hard
—
"Happy Though
"Mrs. Wiggs of
—
— "Two Brides,"

2
2
9
9

2
2

6

with

Dorothy

Dalton.
Married," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
five

reels,

Cabbage Patch," five reels, with Margaret Clark.
five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.
"The Girl Dodger," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"Boots," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"You Never Saw Such a Girl," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Maggie Pepper," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Paid in Full," five reels, with Pauline Frederick.
"The Winning Girl," five r<"el". with Shirley Ma«on.
"Good Gracious, Annabelle," five reels, with Billie Burke.
"Fuppy Love," five reels, with Lila Lee.
"The Poor Boob," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"Three
and a Girl," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three." five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"The Test of Honor." five reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
9—
—
16
16—
23 —
28 —
30—
30—
30 —
6—
—
9
16
16
23
28
28

—
—

Jan.
Feb.

16

May

25

— "The

Life," seven reels.

Women," seven

"Little

"False Faces."

reels.

five reels.

Woman Thou

Gavest Me," seven

reels.

TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

2
2

— Stagg,

"One Every Minute."
"Romance
Rings."

—Arbuckle,
Drews,
and
"Pullman Porter."
—
Sennett, "Rip
Tailors."

16
9
23

Stitch,
— Sennett, "East &Lynn
with Variations."
—
"Love."
— Arbuckle,
Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
—
16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
23 — Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
6 — Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
20 — Drew, "An Amateur Liar."
27 — Sennett, "The
Widow."
of the Saxons."
— Drew, "Harold. The Last Blind."
11 — Sennett, "When Love
Stranger."
18
"Welcome,
2
9

Little

4

is

—
Flagg.
Sennett, "Love's False Faces."
—
— Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
Little

25

"Hearts and Flowers."
— Sennett,
— Drew, "Squared."
FOX FILM CORPORATION

BIG.

TIMELY PICTURES

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." AH star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Cleopatra."
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

STANDARD PICTURES

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

May

—
"The Man Hunter,"
—"When
Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not,"
20— "The Jungle
—

six reels, with

23

William Farnum.

with Theda Bara.
Evelyn Nesbit.
Trail," five reels, with William Farnum.
"The Siren's Song." five reels, with Theda Bara.
"A Woman There Was," five reels, with Theda Bara.
"My Little Sister," five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
"The Lone Star Ranger," five reels, with William Farnum.

9

five reels,

six reels, with

—
—
—

4

June 1
Tuna 15
Tune 29

VICTORY PICTURES

—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

— "Sporting

1
5

reel.
reel.

Egypt," one reel.
"In Pyramid Land,
one reel.
" 'Mid Sahara's Sands." one reel.
"Glimpsing the Gondolas," one reel.
"A Palestine Pilgrimage," one reel

26

June

of

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Jan.
Feb.

lune
[une

—

1
June
June 8
June 15

the Dells."

of God's Country."
— "Out Wyoming
Way."
—
"A
Peek
Paradise," one
— "Columbia Highway,"
one
—

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.

Poles,"

reel.

16
23

Tune
June
Tune
Tune
June

4- "Oh! You Women," five reels, Ernest Truax.
4- "Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
11"The Home Town Girl," five reels, Vivian Martin.
18
"The Lady of Red Butte," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"The Final Close-Up," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
18
18 "The Busher," five reels, with Charles Ray.
25 "The Haunted Bedroom," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
25 "I'll Get Him Yet," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
1
"Putting It Over," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
8
You're Fired," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
8— An Innocent Adventuress," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
15— "Men, Women and Money," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
15- "Other Men's Wives," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
22
"Hay Foot, Straw Foot," five reels, with Charles Ray.
22— "A Daughter of the Wolf." five reels, with Lila Lee.
29— "Girls," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
11

Field.

ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS

Jan.
Tan.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

13- "Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
13- "The Roaring Road," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
13- "Let's Elope,
five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
20- "Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
27- "The Law of Men,
five reels, with Enid Bennett.

'

May
Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 11—' 'Nobody's Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 18—' 'Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
May 25—' 'For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
June

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May

—
— "Never Say Quit,"
16
30— "Fighting for Gold,"
13 —
of a Big City,"
27 — "Help! Help Police,"
11 —."The Coming of the Law,"
25 — "The Divorce Trap."
—

Tom

Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"Pitfalls
five reels, with George Walsh.
Mix.
five reels, with
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
Walsh.
with
George
five
reels,
"Putting One Over."
Mix.
"The Wilderness Trail," five reels, with
"The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
"The Seventh Person," five reels, with George Walsh.

"Hell Roarin' Reform,"
2 — "The Forbidden Room,"

16

Tom

I

Tune 22

6

—
—
—

July
July

20

Aug.

3

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

26
9
23

Tom

Tom

EXCEL PICTURES

Men

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

— "The
No Regrets,"
— "The Lovewith
Auction,"
—
'with Jane
"Smiles,"
9 — "Gambling
Souls,"
23 — "The Rebellious Bnde,"
—"Married Haste,"
20— "The Love That Dares,"
—
6

Girl

five

70

reels,

five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
reels, with Virginia Pearson.

and Katherine Lee.

five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
five reels, with A'hert Ray
in
five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.
Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
"Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
"Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.

May 4
May 18—
— "When
6
Tune
—

Tune 15
June 29

five
in

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

«— "The

Apr.
Apr.

Not. 17— "Fan Fan."
Not. 26 "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

May
May

—

Midnight Alarm."

— "Wanted — A Baby," two
—
— "The Sea Wolf," two

20
4

1
June
June 15

reels.
reels.

—
—

18

"Circumstantial Evidence," two reels.
"In a Pinch," two reels, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
"A Wonderful Night," two reels, with "Smiling Bill" Parsons.

THE GREAT NINE SERIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Valeska Suratt
'The Soul of Broadway."
—
—Theda
Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
28— William Farnum
"Hoodman Blind."
9
18

in

RENNISON STAR SERIES

in

in

"Oh, Johnny,"

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
July

reels,

reels'.

6

reels,
reels.
"Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
"Dabbling in Society," two reels.
"Merry Jailbirds," two reels.

—
—

—

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

24 — "The
10— "The
24 — "The
—

Feb.

Apr.

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

May
May
May
May
une
{ une

_

June
June
[une
July
July

HODKINSON CORPORATION

W. W.

reels.

4

Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

parts.

6

Tune 15
July

"The Road Called

— "Money Talks," two
—
with Tom Mix.
"Tom and Jerry," two
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
—
"A
Lady Bellhop's Secret." two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two
with Tom Mix.
25 — "Virtuous Husbands," two
6

Hohenzollern, Sausage-Maker."
23 — "Out and In Again," half
30— "A Cow's Husband," half
— "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
6

1ft— "William

4

—
"Subbing
Tom Mix." half
—
"Pigtails and Peaches," half
—
"Seeing Things," half
—
— "The Cave Man's Bride," half

reel.
reel.
reel.

for

20
27

Apr.

20

4

five reels,

with Lillian Walker.

Forfeit," five reels, with House_ Peters and Jane Miller.
of the Game," five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
"Thunderbolts of Fate," five reels, with House Peters and Anna

6

May

Love Hunger,"

End

Lehr.
— "The
Best

Man,"

reel.
reel.

13

with Louis Bennison.

"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedv Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Mar. 23

five reels,

— "As

five reels,

with

J.

Warren Kerrigan.

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
a

Man

reel.

Thinks,"

five

reels,

with Leah Baird.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

reel.

——
—

11
"Sir Sidney," half reel.
18
"Left at the Post," half reel.
25
"The Shell Game," half reel.
1
"Oh! Teacher!" half reel.
8
"Hands Up," half reel.
15
"Sweet Papa," half reel.
22
"Pets and Pests," half reel,
29 "A Frize Fight," half reel.
6
"Look Pleasant, Please," half reel.
13 "Downstairs and Up," half reel.

INC.

"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON
"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.

—
—
—
—
—
—

PRODUCTIONS

INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.
Distributed Through Film Clearing House.

SPECIALS

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

'Wanted for Murder."

"A Romance of the Air."
"When My Ship Comes In."
'A House Divided."

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2—
—"The

Bondage of Barbara,"^

five reels,

with

Mae

Marsh.

"Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
—
"The Woman on the Index,"
with Pauline Frederic!
—
Mar.
"The
Brand," seven
(Rex Beach Special)
Mar. 16 — "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
Mar. 30 — "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
Apr.
with Mae Marsh.
Apr. 13 — "One week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
—
Apr. 20 "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
Apr. 27 — "The Stronger Vow,"
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
May
with Tom Moore.
May 11 — "Leave
To Susan,"
with Madge Kennedy.
May 18—
— Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
May 25 "When Doctors Disagree,"
with Mabel Normand.
with Pauline Frederick.
June 8 — "The Fear Woman,"
—
16

five reels,

28
9

reels

4

It

six

five

"The City

"Life's Greatest Problem."

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
five reels,

6

June 22

TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES

five reels,

of

Comrades,"

five reels,
reels,
five reels,

with

"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."

ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1—The Wood

reels.

Tom

2
3

Moore.

4
5

METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

— "Carrying
10— "Canada's

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Old Glory to the Seven Seas."
Mountain of Tears."
17— "Where 'The Spirit That Won' Was Born."
8

24— "Roueh

May
May
May
May

— "Good Stuff."
Mar.
Eat."
Mar. 9— "The Story of Steel."
Mar. 16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
Mar. 23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
Apr.
6 — "Cut
Out."
Apr. 13 — "Northern Sports Under Southern Skies."
—
Apr. 20 "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 — "A Visit
— "Going Up."New Orleans."
May
May 11 —
"Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18 — "A Wild Goose Chase."
May 25 — "From Mud Dug."
— "The Land of the Ukulele."
June
2

Water

(Scenic).
Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
—The
False Gods (Dramatic Feature).
—
— AWildThought of Equity (Epigram).
—
Flowers (Comedy).

GOLDWYN SPECIALS
"For the Freedom of the World," seven reels.
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.
"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reels.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

of Fair

to

Tune
Tune
June
June

It

18— 'The Spender," five reels,
20— The Divorcee," five reels,
27— "In for Thirty Days," five

with Bert Lytell.
with Ethel Barrymore.
with May Allison.
3—' 'Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
10—' 'As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey.
17—' 'Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
24—' 'Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with May Allison.
3—•"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
10—-"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
17—-"The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
24—-"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
31—'"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
7—'"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison.
14—'"Blackie's Redemption," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
21— "False Evidence, five reels, with Viola Dana.
28— "After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
5—'"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
12—'"Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
19— "The Lion's Den," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
26—'"Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
2- "Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
9- "Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
16- "Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
83- "One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
'

'

'

reels,

'

'

'

•

to

4

SCREEN CLASSICS,

.

"Blue Jeans," seven

June

8— "The

Feb.

7

Only Way."

CAPITOL COMEDIES
"Feb.

Mar.

Mar.

— "Have

23— "A

Another."
Master of Music."

9— "The New

23—"The Potum

INC.,

SPECIALS

with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, .with R;ta Jolivet.
"The Legion of Death," seTen reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States." eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
'The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.
"To Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels. All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance." six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

1

Breakfast Food."
of Swat"

71

reels,

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Apr.
Apr.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Toy! of Fate/' seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye, seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern," seven reels, with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

May
May
May
May
Tune
June
June
June
June

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES
Mar.
Apr.

Apr.

— "Common Clay," seven
27 — "The Unknown Love," six
Lincoln.
20— "The Sawdust Doll,"
—
"The

June 16

May

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

2

— "The

25

five reels,
Little Diplomat," five reels,

five

reels,

8

— "The

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

in

1

five reels,

8

six reels,
six reels,

six

with Frank Keenan.

—
"The Game's Up,"
— "Who
Me?"
— "Sue ofWillthe Marry
South,"
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
17 — "Sealed Envelope,"
24 — "The
Savage,"
— "A Taste ofWhite
Life,"

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

20
27

Mar.

3

reels, with Ruth Clifford.
five reels, with Carmel Meyci—
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury
five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
five reels. Carmel Meyers.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.

five

3

Little

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

,

Mar.
Apr.

A

May

4
1

June

five

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
June

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May

June

— "A Vagabond of France,"
——"The Old Maid's Baby,"
"Go Get 'Em Garringer,"
—
20 "The Sawdust Doll,"
18 — "Caleb Piper's Girl,"

four reels, with Henri Krauss.
five reels, with Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
five reels, with Helene Chadwick.

26
23
23

reels,
reels,
five reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,
reels,

I

2

VITAGRAPH
10— "Fortune's Child,"
17— "Silent Strength,"

five reels, with Gladys
Lesl'e.
five reels, with Harry More}.
Lion and the Mouse" (special Alice Joyce).
Mar. 3— 'The Girl Problem," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Mar. 10— "The Wishing Ring Man," five reels, with Bessie Lew
Mar. 10 "From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewatt.
Mar. 17 "A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
Mar. 24 "Miss Dulcie from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
Mar. 31 "Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
7
Apr.
"The Cambric Mask," five reels, with Alice Joyce.
Apr. 14 "The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Apr. 21 "A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
Apr. 28 "Two Women." five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
Apr. 28 "The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
May 5 "A Stitch in Time," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
May 12 "Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
May 19 "The Third Degree," six reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
May 26 "Thin Ice," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
June 2 "The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
June 9 "A Rogue's Romance," five reels, with Earle Williams.
June 16 "Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
Tune 23 "Beauty Proof," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
June 30 "The Spark Divine," five reels, with Alice Joyce.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

— "The

—

24

—

Distributed at AIT Pathe Exchanges.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William RnaselL
"The Amazing Impotter," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Signet of Shelba," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvdnne from Paris," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This Hero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

WORLD FILM CORPORATION

PERFECTION PICTURES

— "Courage

—

Two,"

with Carlyle Blackwell.

Feb.
Feb.

17
24

Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Kaamaay,
Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borsare.
tawaar.
Miaoa, 'The Wall Invisible," six reels, with Shirley Mason.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

May
May
May

—
—
— "The
Intruder,"
with Johnny Hines.
14— "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
21 — "The Quickening Flame,"
with Montagu Love.
28— "The Price of Doubt,"
with All Star
—
"Ginger,"
with Violet Palmer.
12 — "The Unwritten Code,"
with Shirley Mason.
19— "The
Pirate."
with June Elvidge.
—

an.

"Quo Vadis," eight
— Klelnc,
—
Selig^'Brown of Harvard,"

T

am. 10

r«k.

f

— Esaanay,
"Men
MaeLane.

1

«]-

Jan.

"Rt;rgles of

reels.
six reels,

Who Have Made

Love

with
to

Tom Moore

Me,"

and Hasel

six reels, with

Mary

Red Gap."

tl—Edison, "The

six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond MeKee.

"A

The

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
Tune
fune
fune

—"Who Cares,"
with
—
"Cheating Cheaters,"
—"The Indestructible Wife,"
— "Romance and Arabella,"
—"The Belle of New York,"
—"Children of Banishment."
—
World
Live In,"
—"The
Probation Wife,"
—"The
"Experimental Marriage,"
— "Marie. Ltd.,"
— "Bolshevism on Trial." with
five

reels,
five

Constance Taltnadge.

reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Alice Brady.
five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
five reels, with Marion Davies.
five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
to
five reels, with Alice Brady.
six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
five reels, with Constance Talmads*.
five reels,
Alice Brady.

—"Getting Mary Married," five reels, with Marion Davies.
"The Veiled Adventure," five reels, with Constance Talmadgu
"Redhead," five reels, with Alice Brady.
"The New Moon," six reels, with Norma Talmadge.

—
—
—
— "Jacques of Silver North."
— "Happiness
Mode."
— "Upstairs anda Down."
la

—"His

Bridal Night,"

five reels, with Mitchell Lewis.
five reels, with Constance Talmadge.'
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
five reels, with Alice Brady.

SPECIALS
"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case.'' with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anns* Case.
"Over There." six reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richman.
"Break the News

to

Mother," six

reels,

with Taylor Holmes.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

-

— "A Silk Lined Burglar," six
with Priscills Dear
—
Amazing Wife," six
with Mary MacLaren.
—"The
"What
Bid?"
Am
with Mae Murray.
21 — "Fire Flingers," six
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief," six
with Priscilla Dean.
— "Bare Fists," six
6
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious Little Devil," six
with Mae Murray.
19 — "The Blinding Trail," six
with Monroe Salisbury.
26 — "The Unpainted Woman," six
with Mary MacLaren.
— "The Big Little Person," six
with Mae Murray.
— "Riders of Vengeance," six
9
with Harry Carey.

Mar. 81
7
Apr.
Apr. 14

— "The Narrow Path,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "The
Midnight Stage,"
with Frank Keenan.
—
9
"Todd of the Times,"
with Frank Keenan.
9 — "Carolyn of the Corners,"
with Bessie Love.
—
Silrer Girl,"
with Frank Keenan.
—"The
"The Cry of the Weak,"
with Fannie Ward.
— "All Wrong,"
with Bryant Washburn.

16
12

reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.

EXTRA SELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

five
reels,

RLUERIRD PHOTOPLAYS

VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPALYS. INC.

June

4

and E. K.

with Baby Marie Osborne.
with Baby Marie Osborne.

FRANK KEENAN PRODUCTIONS
Master Man,"

— "Devil M' Care,"
with Crane Wilbur.
— "The Follies Girl,"
with Olive Thomas.
—
"A
Place
the Sun,"
with Margaret Blanch)
11 — "Taxi" (Special),
with Taylor Holmes.
18 — "The Water Lily,"
with Alice Mann.
25 — "Mayor of Filbert" (Special), with Belle Bennett.
—
Root of Evil,"
with Frances Mann.
— "The
"Love's Prisoner" (Special),
with Olive Thomas.
15 — "Lady Windemere's tan,"
with All Star Cast.
22 — "Upside Down" (Special),
with Taylor Holmes.
29 — "Dombey & Son,"
with All Star Cast.
20

27

—
Rowdy,"
— "The
"Toton" (special),
—
"Democracy,"
13 — "A Regular Fellow,"

Mar. 23
Mar. 80
Apr.
Apr.

6

Little

five

five reels, with Hazel Daly.
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
reels, with Jack Conway.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.

for

five reels,

"The Moral Deadline." five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Mar. 8r— "Crook of Dreams," five reels, with Louis Huff.
Mar. 10 "The Unveiling Hand." five reels, with Kitty Gordon.
Mar. 17 'The Hand Invisible, five reels, with Montagu Lore.
Mar. 24 "Hit or Miss," five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Mar. 31— "Love Defender," five reels, with Madge Evans.

—

7

five reels,

five reels,
five reels,

5

—
—
16 —

May' 26
June 2
fune

June

five reels,

Little

9

five

Cast.

reels,

five reels,
five reels,
Social
"An Amateur Widow," five reels, with Zena Keefe.
"Phil for Short," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley,
"Thro' the Toils," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"The Devil's Trail," five reels, with Betty.

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
"A Night

in

the Show," two reels.

"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank," two reels.
"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Apr.

June

— "The Light
2*—"Adele,
23 — "A Man
13 — "Her Code
—
6

8

of Western Stars," seven reels, with Dustia
six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.

"Playthings of Passion,"

five

reels,

with Kitty Gordon.

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, 'The Lure of the Circus."
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery."
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Vitagraph, "The Iron Test," with Antonio Moreno.
Pathe, "The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Universal, "The Red Glove," Marie Walcamp.
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man," with James J. Corbett.

Farnnm.

THE OPEN MARKET
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

STATE RIGHTS ISSUES
HIRAM ABRAMS
"Hearts of Men,"

six

reels,

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

with George Beban.

"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

"When Men

"The Deemster," nine reelt, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.

"My Husband's

Friend,"

five

D.

of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harr*

five reels.

HILLER AND WILK

AY WON FILM CORPORATION
"The Eternal Penalty," with

Mayo and Henry

Christine

"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

Kolker.

"Wrath

"Roses and Thorns," with Lenore Ulrich.

"The

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

—

"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life ©r Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

"Tell Your Wife Everything."
"Sally's Blighted Career," two

reels.

"Rowdy Ann," two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"

"A Full House."
"Oh, My, Dear."
"Anybody's Widow."

JESTER COMEDIES
One

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona," eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

two-reel

JAMES KEANE

reels.

"The Spreading

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

Evil," seven reels.

"Modern Mother Goose,"

"Snow White,"

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION

five reels.

four reels.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION

eight reels.
six reels, with Lillian

Walker.

"The Boomerang," with Henry

of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert Hall.

B. Walthall.

"Virtuous Sinners."

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION

HARRY RAPF

(Robert C. Bruct Sctnict)

"The High Horse," one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one

"Wanted

"Before Breakfast," one

"The Liberator,"

serial,

one

reel.

Brunette.
of Purple
Santehi.

reel.
reel.
reel.

Is

"The City

reel.

FELIX

F.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

Mme.
official

"Marriage,"

Bessie

Ejtoa

SHERRY

all

five reels,

with Catherine Calvert.
Billy.

"Marriage for Convenience," six

reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .88."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and the Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

S-L PICTURES*

film.

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

six

reels.

reels,

with

Emmett

Dalton.

ERNEST SHIPMAN

"Sunnyside." two reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"A Midnight Romance," seven reels with Anita Stewart.
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy," six reels.
"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.
"Auction of Souls," eight reels.

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five

reels,

with Enid Markey.

TOWER FILM CORPORATION

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

»

"The Crime

FRANK HATCH ENTERPRISES

of the Hour," five reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

"Tempest and Sunshine."

"Lady of

the Dugout," six reels.

HARRY GARSON
reels,

with

"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.

"Pershing** Crusaders.''
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.
"The Panther Woman," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita Stewart.

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States," with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

reels,

"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.

Petrova.

war

six

and

L.
SERVICE
Film Clearing House Exchanges
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
Available at

'Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.
"Empty Pockets." seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robert***
"A Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"The Light Within," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Daughter of Destiny," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
Steel," five reels, with

Dreams,"

WM.

FEIST

"Stolen Orders," eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

"The Hushed Hour," five
"The Unpardonable Sin,"

with Maciste.

SELIG SPECIALS
reel.

J.

with Elaine Hammersto'i

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Saatam
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santehi and B etes Ware.
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Saiioihi an4 Prions

reel.

Flaming Front." Italian

reels,

five

reel.

1

"Our Teddy," seven

Murder,"

reel.

—
Jan. 81 "Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
—
Feb.
"Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement,"
—
Feb.
"Indian Life," one
Feb. 10— "An Indian Love Story," one
—
Feb. 17 "A Day With Caranza," one
Feb. 24 — "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 8 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one
8

for

HARRY RAVEK

—

"Italy's

COMPANY

LEA-BEL

"Tile Frozen Warning," five reels, with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Moviea."

'Tempered

INC.

Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Geezer of Berlin."
Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillips.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

"The
"Far
"The
"The

"Kiss the Bride."

"A Romance

of the Gods."
eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Woman,"

"Apartment 23."
"Lost A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."
"A Rustic Romeo."
"Oh, Susie, Be Careful."

"The Chosen Prince,"
"The Grain of Dust,"

W. GRIFFITH

"The Birth

reels.

"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

WARNER BROTHERS

with Blanche Sweet.

"Open Your Eyes."

eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.

WESTERN IMPORT

GENERAL ENTERPRISES

"Mickey," seven

"Mother," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

reels,

with

Mabel Norman i.

ZION FILM.
"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Announcing the Opening
As pioneers

of

motion picture film for it was
Eastman Film that first made mo-

of

(Not Inc.)

Di stributing a SelectClass of Motion Pictures

man Kodak Company

has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry.
One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.

Single and Multiple Reel:

Travelogues

Comedy Dramas

Comedies

Dramas

From

the

Request

Libraries

Classics

Prominent Producers

ot

Details

for

will

manufacture

—
tion pictures practical — the East-

The New Era Films

Educational Subjects

in the

Jtkntifiablc by the words "Eastman*'
in the J*tm margin

Receive

and "Kodak

1

Prompt Attention

The Ne W Era
J. F.

FllmS,

Not

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Inc.

ROCHESTER,

Burkorn, Manager

8th Floor, 207 S.

N. Y.

Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

DESIGNING

-

CONSULTING

-

Perfect Screen
Means PERFECT PROJECTION
The

SUPERVISING

THE

William

T.

Ml

Braun

ARCHITECT

SCREENS

189

W. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO

We Have It All ^£° Do It Now
De berri scenic Co.

MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND STUDIOS

922

W.

MONROE

CHICAGO

ST.

TOM

Coburn Organs

PHILLIPS

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides
CHICAGO
5728 S. State St.

Perfect tonal results signify

every instrument

N

R

we make

FILM CONSERVATION
By my method

COBURN ORGAN COMPANY

films,

Builders of Quality Organs

most

220 N.

WASHTENAW AVENUE

CHICAGO,

of cleaning and softening

you reap maximum

results at a
serving the foreI
cost.
concerns in the country.

minimum

am

my process and be convinced
TEITEL, 112 No. La Salle St., Chicago
Try

ILL.
A.

Telephone Franklin 3516
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MARTIN

J.

Entered as second class matter, August

Q V I C LE Y
it,

.

PUBLISHER

ten. at the Post CMhce at Chicago.

III.,

under the Act o1 March,

3,

1870.

ONE DOLLAR
A YEAR

GYMNASTICS
WHEN
chin

the

mercury begins to
around the ninety

itself

degree mark and you

feel

dog

days have come play
mount-Mack Sennett comedies
1

cream and

the popular

Get

in

arrange
doses.

make your

will

summer

theater

resort of the town.

touch with your exchange and
for

these

They're

all

comedies

in

big

good any time.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -I ^SRY CORPORATION
* ADOLPH
ZUKOR^ JESSE L LASKY Via Pnu CECIL B DE MILLE

aPSBPft
-—
CaSL',^

Parastrong.

hey 're as refreshing as peaches and

ice

•

the

-.

DtrtitorGemt

/'

PICTURES
The Famous "Cyclone Smith" Stories

A

\ oiv

Booking

thru all

complete in itself, featuring the great Polo, brilliant
star of "THE LUBE OF
CIRCUS," that is packing
theatres to capacity in every part of this country.
this big series of eight.
Advertise POLO, and watch your
profits grow.
Polo's tremendous popularity will pull for
you as big as your costliest features.
(Jet your contract
right now.

THE

BOOK

Universal

Exch&nges

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Exhibitor who has shown
about the business he did with

Ask any

it

MARY PICKFORD
In her greatest production

(4

Daddy Long Legs
From Jean

Webster's Celebrated Story and Play

Directed by Marshall Neilan
Photographed by Marshall Neilan

will make 2 more
Productions for First National

Mary Pickford
A

First

National Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M O T O G R A P H Y

Chaplin pulls

Mows

Chauffeurs the Cows,
"New

New

Stuff in

"Sunnyside"

the Floors, Entertains

Woodland Nymphs

is the best description of "Sunnyside."
It is
the best sense, for there is a thread of pathos running through the story. Charlie appears in the character of
the hired man of a small town country hotel and store. His
manifold duties give ample opportunity for new and ingenious

real

Stuff"

comedy

in

business.

The

great comedian's latest offering

be pre-released at Jhe
release dates throughout

will

same

is in three reels and
Strand on June 21, the
country approximating the

New York
the

date.

Chaplin will make 5lmore for us.
He has made 3 in the past 18 months.

A

First

National Attraction

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND M OTO GRAPH Y

uesiion
is

COMfPANV
PHI LAD EC PHI A. PA.
OfFiCB or

JULES E.^VASTBAU/A

May 31,1919.
Mr. Samuel Goldwyn,
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
469 Fifth Avenue,
Hew York.

My dear Mr. Goldwyn
Will you be good enough to advise me
at your earliest convenience what will be your policy

of distribution of your pictures for next season?
If at all possible.

1 would consider

it a personal favor if you could ccme to Philadelphia

and discuss the matter with me in person.
Si
3inca*^ly yours,

jfiiimiMiimiiiimmmmHiiiiiiiiiim
r,

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

dures
Co

ion
>

FIFTH

AVENUE

June 3rd,

19 19.

Mr. Jules Mastbaum,
Stanley Company*
Philadelphia, Pa.

My dear Mr. Mastbaum :Regret that I cannot meet you in Philadelphia
this week. I am held here concluding details of the very
subject of which you write.
Frankly, as long ago as last December we saw
this coming, fie foresaw then the questions that you and
hundreds of exhibitors are now asking. We knew that this
fall would bring vast changes in the industry which no company wishing to hold leadership could afford to. ignore. And
we backed our belief by preparing half a year in advance.

Have therefore spent four of the past five
months on the Coast cooperating with our production forces
in the task of creating, far in advanoe of release, the powerful pictures needed to meet the new demands.
Since my return to New York, we have been going
over the distributing proposition with a fine-tooth comb. Aided by the presence and advice of our branch managers, we are
working out a sales and exploitation plan flexible enough to
meet the manifold needs and oonditions of the exhibitors of
America.

Naturally, no exhibitor can make his bookings
safely until he learns just what our policy is to be. We
expect to issue a definite and concrete announcement the
first week of July, and I shall then be very glad to run
over to Philadelphia and go over the whole proposition personally with you.
Very cordially yours.

/

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

Profits!
Utilize at once the Power,

Energy and Honesty employed in the production of
the Ford Educational Weekly.

FITZPATRICK

It

and Mcelroy
Chicago

conveys to the American

People the message of Indus-

Sole Representatives

FORD MOTOR, CQ

Progress, Universal In-

trial

Motion. Picture

Laboratories

spiration
It

help

will

theatre

and

and Happiness.

a

to

make

stable,

-gour

profitable

creditable institution.

Be The Power of your community.
Start

Today

FORD
EDUCATIONAL
Clip, Fill

Out ana Mail

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
469 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.
Send me,

free

of

rental,

Educational Weekly.

and

to nearest

one issue of the Ford
pay expressage from

I will

Goldwyn

office.

Manager,
Theatre,
City, State.

WEEKLY

f

WITH

every picture in which he has
appeared as a Robertson-Cole star acclaimed by the press, public, and exhibitor in superlative terms of praise for their dramatic
and artistic quality, Hayakawa has created an individual following in four thousand theatres in the
United States. Not a single one of his new series
has fallen below his exceptionally high standard
and on this record of consistency, one never before
equalled in six consecutive star pictures, exhibitors
have achieved an element of continued, steady
prosperity.

To this unique record he adds the distinction
of being alone in his chosen sphere, the interpretation of those parts which only an Oriental can successfully portray for an audience of the Western
World. Sensational or unpleasant subjects are always avoided and Hayakawa carries with him the
full support of those who love the mystery and
beauty of the Oriental World as well as the superb
finish of a great actor.

His productions are supreme achievements
from the Box Office standpoint as well as dramatically and artistically.
From the first his films have
been phenomenal financial hits and each picture

brought additional thousands to the ticket windows
of the theatres.

Box Office receipts represent the mercury in
the thermometer of public opinion and when they
go steadily up and up it is the surest indication of
the popularity of the star and his productions.
Hayakawa represents an unbroken series of successes.

Released by

Robertson-Cole Company
Division of Films
through

Exhibitors

Mutual

<A

SPECIAL

THAT

IS

A

SPECIAL

FAY
TINCHER.
of pretty
&

6x\d

givlr

bev-Jy

tn'Ro^dyAnriA ne^tvjJo reel

CHRISTIE
P CIAL
S

A. H.

E

book thvou^h

BLANK ENTERPRISES

CRESCENT FILM

OMAHA, NEB.

CO.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
207 South Wabash

CHICAGO
MID-WEST DISTRIBUTING CO.

Avenue,

SUPREME SYSTEM,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Inc.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EXHIBITORS HERA L D

AND M

OTOGRAPHY

Triangle Special Presentation

i

Said Mrs. Pirn, "You're very nice

But marriage
It
I

dwarfs

me

is

no paradise.

like a

stunted

tree.

must have freedom, don't you see?"
II

To

faithful Pirn

who

loved his wife

young

was
He was completely at a
It

To

the jolt of his

life.

loss

find a reason for divorce.

Ill

Beds and pictures, tables and chairs!

And

all

the furniture up the stairs

Pirn turned about and inside-out.

Precedents he had to rout.

IV

But "Blessings brighten in their
As soon as Pim was out of sight

flight."

His wife she wished for his return.
Oh! Fickle woman how she did yearn.

—

Poor hubby; habits had to break. But then his fortune he did make.
He became a chap of great renown.

SEE

TAYLOR HOLMES
IN

Down"

"Upside
Released by

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, June

22nd

home
and
hubby

To

11

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

SILEE FILM

EXCHANGE

PRESENTS

"SUSPICION
Five Reel Super Production
featuring

GRACE DAVISON
WARREN COOK
W1LMUTH MERKYL
AND ALL STAR CAST

"A

Still

Tongue Makes a Wise Head!"

O
Hear No

Evil

A

—See

WICKED

No

wife, a

Evil

—Speak

friend, a

false

No

Evil

servant with

in a house with a snake are
Madelyn, was not a wicked wife,
neither was Leonard White a false friend, but there was
a servant with false pride and Mrs. Pennington with
false pride, living

death without doubt.

her gossiping tongue.

SILEE FILM
LEE

HERZ,

EXCHANGE
President

Consumers Bldg.

Phone Harrison 3742

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FIRST CHICAGO SHOWING—JUNE 15
Band Box Theatre for Indefinite Run

_7

=

^________=

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

NOW

READY!

MARY HOLMES'
J.

IMMORTAL

CLASSIC

"Tempest and Sunshine"
AN ALL STAR CAST PRODUCTION

IN FIVE PARTS

THE FAMOUS STORY THAT

WOMAN KNOWS"

"EVERY
Twenty
Copies

IT'S

Million

of the

Fifteen

Book Sold!

Times on

the

Thousand
American Stage!

THE STORY THAT COUNTS!

THE STANLEY BOOKING CORPORATION OF PHILADELPHIA HAS BOOKED THIS
FEATURE ONE HUNDRED DAYS

Accept the Judgment of Your Box Office
and Secure this Attraction NOW!

MAIL THIS TODAY
GREATER STARS PRODUCTIONS,
CHICAGO,

DISTRIBUTED IN

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

Inc.

by

ILL.

GENTLEMEN:
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OFFICIAL CALL 1919

NATIONAL CONVENTION
Eilita

Motion Picture

of America

Irarpra

HOTEL STADTLER
WEDNESDAY, JUNE

ST. LOUIS, MO.
-toFRIDAY, JUNE

25th.

&very Exhibitor Sn J?fmer/ca
Ss Snv/ted J*lnd Requested

A

27th.

7Jo jittend*

Business Meeting

Exclusively

For Exhibitors,

By

Exhibitors,

Of Exhibitors.

Interspersed with

PLEASURE, A GOOD TIME AND
GET TOGETHER
More Exhibitors will attend this National Convention than any Convention in our history.
The National Organizations have been consolidated and re-organized into one body working on
sound business

basis.

An

The National Organization

is

offering real aid, protection and benefits that

more than pay member-

ship fees and the cost of attending the meetings.

Take your Annual Vacation
Attend your National Concention.
Benefit by the exchange of Ideas.
A Hearty welcome is extended you by

Some

a

Exhibitors Organization without entangling alliances.

you are not a member
are all the more welcome
To come and join.
If

You

St.

Louis.

big surprises await you.
to St. Louis, June 25-26-27.

Forward March!

Motion Picture Exhibitors

of

America, Inc.

National President, Peter Schaefer, Chicago, 111.
National V. President, Marcus Lowe, New York City N. Y.
National Treasurer, Ernest H. Horseman, Boston, Mass.
For full information, address,
National Secretary, Frank Rembusch, Indianapolis, Ind., 1108
Address,
Reservation
For
Hector M. Pasmezoglu, Chairman of Convention Committee,
302 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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We

want the world to know

Willis H. O'Brien, the man who
actually made "The Ghost of Slumber Mountain" has
to say about his new productions:

what

"The prehistoric animals and manikins used

in the motion picSlumber Mountain' were
invented and made by myself. The process employed was of
my own invention and development, on which patents have
been pending in the United States patent office since 1915.
I alone was responsible for making and animating these manikins and I photographed them without scenario.

ture production entitled 'The Ghost of

"Previous to the making of 'The Ghost of Slumber Mountain,'
I had. produced several motion pictures of this nature, some
of which were released, in which this same process was employed.
" 'The Ghost of Slumber Mountain' shows a marked improvement
over the previous pictures I had made, and the pictures of this

nature which I am now making for the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, show a decided improvement over
my work in 'The Ghost of Slumber Mountain.' My
process is being constantly improved and perfected.

"During the week of November 17th, 1918, my production, 'The
Ghost of Slumber Mountain' was publicly screened as part of
the regular program at the Strand Theatre in New York City.
The house program for that week, and other advertising carried

my name

as the producer of this subject.

"/ am at present, and have been for some time, employed
by the Rothacker Film Mfg. Company of Chicago, who
own and control all right, title and interest in and to my
process and current productions."

WILLIS

We

H.

O'BRIEX

have already completed a number

—

extraordinary productions they're
anything Mr. O'Brien ever did before.

great;

decidedly

of these
better than

EXHIBITORS HERALD AN D M O T O G
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HY

True to the Film
Even

as the

film

is

true to the subject.

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH
more than any other

projector, maintains the

steady evenness of natural motion

on the

screen.

due to the efficiency of its Intermittent
Movement which gives the longest practical
This

is

period of rest to every picture, thus enabling
the eye to grasp the entire detail of each view
before the next one

is

presented.

Projection of this distinctive kind, which
makes and holds patrons is always assured by

Power s Cameragraph

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
Incorporated

Pioneers of Projection
90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Illustrated

Catalogue No.

IS
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Give; Full Details

Editorial Cqmmbnt ot the^^k

and he must know how

Commercial Principles

THE form

any company

of booking adopted by

is

of advertising

not in itself that full guarantee of a fair deal

What

know

the exhibitor wants to

that he will be treated fairly

should be apparent to every exhibitor

it

master.

*

THEEE

is

were many who were slow

the biggest star

and squarely, that the

spirit of service as well as the letter of the contract

satisfactory picture
or

And, fortunately, the circle of distributors
whose organizations are animated with a spirit to
work with the exhibitor is constantly widening. A

glamor of

mediocre

made

exhibitor.

and unfailing sign of

•

is

to realize that

not big enough to render a

when encumbered with
Audacious

story.

a poor

have been

efforts

to slip past cheap, flimsy stories hid behind the

The always

big star's name.

a

result of this

is

certain

a dissatisfied exhibitor and a dis-

Also a certain lowering of the star's

satisfied public.

real progress.

one which he must

is

*

*

Better Stories

will guide the distributor in his relations with the

true

is chiefly

that this matter of advertising

which the exhibitor is seeking. Above and beyond
any particular type of booking the exhibitor is interested in the commercial principles practiced by
a distributor.

one to the other. As
of the nature

to sell

every sales promotional effort

prestige.

The wide opening -of the market and the breaking
down of the bulk sales plan is the certain cure of

Madness

BY common

consent

recognized that the con-

it is

tinued progress of the motion picture devolves

upon better and greater

stories.

But

lime that producers quit this

mad

and plays which

much

literary material

is

forcing

not about

is it

bidding for stories
of the

available

beyond any reasonable figure

From

indications a similiar process

is

There

reasonable limit and

to.

If this is not

valuable stories

without mercy

—

it

should be adhered

is

a

done most certainly the owners of
and plays will gouge the industry
and in the end laugh at it as an easy

mark.
*

*

in causing big stars

and their managers

to yield to

below even fair standards.

D.

the

ATDavid Wark

W. G.

various stages in the progress of the industry
Griffith has

made

the motion pic-

ture stand for something greater, something finer in

the realm of legitimate art.
in

"Broken Blossoms."

He

He

done

lias

it

again

has opened up a new and

wonderful manner of treatment.

*

it

long-hoped-for fewer and better pictures.

going

on with reference to literary material.

and

the temptation of issuing pictures that obviously are

Individual picture booking will bring with

is sound, commercially, players'
have been raised and raised due to competitive

bidding.

fixed publication dates

quantity requirements have been the biggest factors

?

For no reason that
salaries

Undoubtedly

this evil.

He

has distinctly

achieved a new advance for the motion picture.

ThelExhibitor

SINCE the

dawn

been looked upon as the most
trade.

Mr. Griffith's work should be and

of the industry the exhibitor has

With the evolution

vital factor of the

gratification

for

the entire

is

a matter of

motion

industry of the

picture.

of the industry during the

past year the importance of

the exhibitor's

has been emphasized even more.

must promote and
the public and upon the

As the

position

retailer of

the business he

sell

product to

ability with

the industry's

THE
noucement

trade will learn with great interest the an-

the Realari

of Arthur S.

Kane

of the

Pictures Corporation with

forming of

Mr. Kane as

he carries into this operation depends the commercial

Mr. Kane as a distributor of
the chief executive.
motion pictures has made an enviable record and in

advance of the business.

addition to this he has succeeded in a marked degree

hibitor has

chant.

He

The function

which

of the ex-

become that of a highly specialized mermust know his product and Ins public

in
tii

winning the close confidence of exhibitors. Success
Mr. Kane and Realart Pictures!

'
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Heraldgrams
i
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Close-Ups

>i

i

iiniiiumii

mi

visit

to

By

J.

Through before they
Lieut. I. H. Morgan, who was a photographic officer with the A. E. F. in the
St. Mihiel offensive, is now handling a

Pasadena, paid
D. C, last week.

camera for the Brentwood Film Corpora-

a

Washington,

isn't

George Ingersoll has been selected by
as publicity man for Eminent

Goldwyn

tion.

Barnes, one of San
prosecuting attorneys.

Francisco's

ablest

Lamar Johnson, a member of the William Farnum company, died recently while
out on location at Palm Springs, Calif. He
was with Eclair, Majestic, Selig, American,
Morosco, Brunton, National and Ince at
various times.
Bin Moore has been added
staff

torial

for

William

to the direc-

Fox

Sunshine

Walter Price

New York
for the

is

escaping the heat of
his country estate

by retiring to

summer.

Samuel Goldwyn has

delayed his pro-

Europe to take care of important matters demanding his attention in
regard to the domestic affairs of the composed

trip

to

Mitchell Lewis, Select star, is trout
fishing on the Columbia River. Washington, near the location for his next picture.
J.

Dunn

and Gus Alexander, comedians, have signed one vear contracts with
The former was reJ. Stuart Blackton.
cently with the 59th Coast Artillery overseas.

Fred S. Meyer, manager of the American Film Company exchange at Minneapolis, has been recalled to the home office
to fill an important position just created.

Roy H. Marshall, former assistant
rector at the Laskv studio who attained

di-

the

rank of lieutenant in the armv. has been
discharged from Uncle Sam's forces and
is

now

assistant to

King W. Vidor

at the

Brentwood.

Edmund J. MacIvor, a captain in the
United States armv. has accepted a position as salesman out of Goldwyn's Kansas
City

office.

general sales manager,
Art Schmidt of the Cleveland office, S. J.
Goldsmith of the Chicago branch, and
Gus Metzger of the Portland exchange,
are visiting Universal offices instructing
salesmen.

Joe

Schnitzer.

W.

Griffith is returning to the
after spending several weeks
in the east, arranging premiers for "Broken
Blossoms" in New York. Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago.
D.

West Coast

Bert Rothe, an

designer of note,
who has been connected with several film
companies, has been engaged as art and
technical director for Selznick Pictures.

T h eda Bara

is

art

working on another

pic-

ture for the Fox Film Company, although
her contract has expired.
J. J. Linger has been added to P. L.
Waters' Triangle staff and has been placed
He was formerly
in charge of exchanges.
secretary and sales manager for Regal
Films, Ltd., of Toronto.

Col. William N. Selig has left for Los
Angeles, where he will supervise the final
scenes of his animal serial.

Warren Kerrigan and

emphatically denying
their being engaged.
are

Alice Lake has been engaged to head
comedy which

S.

I.

We'll say Its easy
Bert Lytell, Metro star, you know,
who is working in "It's Easy to Make
Money" has to be a burglar, a minister,
a circus roustabout and a society leader,

all

in

five

reels.

Dubb's Back
Percy Dubb, whose invaluable hints
to exhibitors have marked him as one
of the foremost film exploiters in the
United States as well as Healy, 111., and
whose disappearance last February when
he canvassed the country to learn the
sentiment of theatre owners on the advance deposit puzzled his landlord and
local merchants reappeared in Oshkosh
this week loaded to the guards with
ideas on how to put the picture over.

The

first

t

new

in the film

of

great

the

Rand, well known

P.

HAWKER

a u

Walter

M.

nut on the west coast wants to
if
landed on the
ocean, where would Ruth RoLAND?

the cast for the next special
Al E. Christie will produce.

h o rity's
series

is

printed here-

west
of
the
Mississippi, has been appointed
sales manager
of the Los Angeles Distributing Depot of
United
States
Artists
Corporation
by

On "The
House Di-

Hiram Abrams.

vided"

rental

business,

with.

select
of
the

one

well
known
residences in

Gladden James, who was seriously ill
for a period of six months, has completely
recovered and will take a part in a new
Harry Morey production.
Albert Roccardi, veteran film actor who
appeared in some of the first single reel
and multiple reel comedies ever produced,
has been given an important role in support of Dolores Cassinelli in "The Gutter."
After a most successful business pilgrimage to the eastern film metropolis, Maurice
Tourneur, heading the producing concern
which bears his own name, is again on the
job at the Goldwyn studios, Los Angeles,
where he is making feature pictures

Fred Stone has started work on his first
picture under the direction of Frank Borzage. The story is "Billy Jim," by Jackson

your

city,

gang
movers, push
hire

a

the structure down the principal business street until directly opposite your
theatre. Then with the aid of the mayor,
city council, police and fire departments
distribute handbills calling out the populace.
When a sufficient number of the
townsfolk are gathered explode a charge
of dynamite. As the house rips in shreds
a huge banner unfurls bearing the inscription "See The House Divided at the
theatre tonight."

The banners mentioned can be obtained from Mr. Dubb, General Delivery,
Oshkosh Wis., at a moderate charge.
Don't Blame

And

B'Way—

didja hear

what Jack Lait

said
of

Gregory.

about

New York

Hate"

last

Jack Pickford left Los Angeles for New
York on June 4. to be present at the sign-

the
greatest assembly on earth and in history
of
hotels,
suckers,
theatres,
grafters, office buildings, pickpockets,
crowds, burglars, millionaires, yeggs,
haberdashers, chickens,
agents,
reporters, traffic bulls, quick touchers,
ambitious women, Bolsheviks, installment automobiles, silk dresses, cotton
underwear, loud shirts, semi-blondes,
citizens
and
leading
demi-blondes
from afar who have come in to get
drunk." Poor ol' N'York.

ing of a

new

deal.

Madge Kennedy and her husband, Captain Harold Bolster, are on their way to
the east after finishing the last scenes in
a

new

Goldwyn

picture,

"The

Wrong

Door."

Howard Hickman, husband to Bessie
Barriscale, who has recovered from pneuArrowhead
monia,
is
recuperating at
Springs, Calif.

Stanley H.
J. A. Quinn. who is in the east in interests of better films to be produced near

Lois Wilson
the rumor of

started

see the N. A.

give up

A

pany.

Comedies.
Eddie

We

I

going to censor pictures.

know

Authors.

Hattie Delare. who is a member of the
cast in Marion Davies' new production,
"'April Folly," is the widow of William S.

And now

M.

R.

organization

York

last

Twist of

made

the

Rothacker

a brief visit to

week.

20

New

it

is:

week.

in

Oh,

"I think that

Extra from Coast
Al E. Christie

"Hymn

his
s'awful.

Broadway

Here
is

announces that he
make any film productions in Europe on the site of the
late lamented war.
will positively not
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Congressman Mason
Asks Repeal of Tax

On

Picture Theatre
Resolution If Passed Will

Mean Large

Savings to
Exhibitors

WASHINGTON,
amounting

Realart Pictures Corporation to Establish Twenty
Offices Throughout United States;
Signs Well Known Stars

C — Taxes

D.

were collected
during the month of March on admisto $5,186,875.33

sions to theatres, cabarets, etc., according to a report just made by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. This is
an increase of $794,073.42 over the collections of March, 1918, which totaled
$4,392,201.91.

The theatre-going public of the country will be saved the expense of these
taxes, and the exhibitors will be saved
the inconvenience of collecting, reporting and paying them, as well as the expense of the rental tax, if Congress
adopts the joint resolution which has
just been introduced in the House of
Representatives by Congressman
of Illinois.

Form New Distributing Company
With Arthur S. Kane as Executive

Mason

calls

for

the

repeal of Sections 800, the admission tax,
and 906, the rental tax, of the new reveStrong pressure has been
nue law.
brought to bear upon Congress for the
repeal of the rental tax, and the admission tax also has been disliked, both by
the public and the exhibitors.

to

Herald)

the

—

NEW

YORK, June 9. The Realart Pictures Corporation, a national
distributing organization, enters the field this week.
The new company with headquarters at 110 West Forty-second street,
is headed by Arthur S. Kane, formerly general manager of the Select Pictures Corporation. The general sales manager is J. S. Woody, also formerly
of the Select organization. Ben F. Simpson has been named field manager.
Although no
been made

it

official
is

announcement has

learned

that

new

the

develop into one of the biggest distributing organizations in the industry and

company

is
carrying on negotiations
with several well known stars.

To Have Twenty
The Realart company
twenty

\

Mr. Mason's resolution

(Special

States

offices

for

the

Offices
will

establish

throughout

the

distribution

of

United
its

pic-

tures.

Mr. Woody plans to leave on a trip
through the various territories within a
few days for the purpose of establishing
the various branch offices. The branches
are to be operated independent of any
other organization.

Censorship Bill
May Be Lost in Shuffle

Illinois

SPRINGFIELD,
House passes

the

ILL.

— Unless

Buck censorship

the
bill

during the present week, Illinois will be
free from political censorship for at

two more years.

least

The

assembly
Fifty-First
general
opened the last week of its session Monday. A dozen bills, considered more important than censorship and with stronger champions, are still to be disposed of.
not unlikely that the Buck bill vyill
on the shelf when the law
makers depart for home.
It is

Announcement Real Surprise
The preliminary organizing of Realart
has been carried on very quietly. It has
been known that Mr. Kane immediately
following his resignation from Select
planned such an organization, but none
of the details were known until early
this week.

Big Future Indicated

From

plans decided upon by the proJ.

found

be

Federation of Women's
convention at Peoria, June 3,
passed revolutions favoring the bill and
wired Springfield urging its passage.

The

clubs

Illinois

in

Pennsylvania Bills
Are Near Passage
HARRISBURG, PA.— Three bills of

through

to exhibitors and distributors
appear to be certain of becoming laws
at the present session of the legislature.
The House has passed the Soffel Bill,
requiring bonds from distributors equal
to advance deposits in their hands, and
the Flynn Bill, which doubles the fees
charged for examining films. Both bills

lication
will be

generally believed that the pubplan of the new organization
on the individual booking basis.
The advertising and publicity manager
of the new organization is John Pond
Fritts,

to pass
pictures and cabarets.

a censorship

f

upon

D. Williams Sails

Williams, wife of
D. Williams of the First National
Exhibitors Circuit, sailed Thursday for
Europe for a three to four months' trip,
visiting her relatives.

J.

city

motion

J.

NEW YORK.— Mrs.

established
all

well-known newspaper man and

Mrs.

before the Senate.
the Leiby Bill,
which prohibits children between the
ages of 8 and 14 attending motion picture theatres during school hours, and
it has gone to the House.

Panama have

is

publication expert.

now

authorities of

this organization within a short

Expects Individual Booking
It

The Senate has passed

Censorship at Panama
WASHINGTON, D. C—The

WOODY

time.

interest

are

S.

that the product to be issued will compare favorably with the leading pictures
on the market. As contracts for various
products of proven worth have been in
the process of negotiation for several
weeks it is believed that a formidable
will
be available
of
attractions
list

moters of

ARTHUIl KAMI
the new company

Detroit
DETROIT,
it

seems

MICH.— Detroit

making a conceited

exhibi-

effort to
have all big pictures given their premier
showings here.

tors

certain that the organization will rapidly

Wants Premiers

are

21
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All Branches of Industry Joined
In Affiliated Picture Interests
New Organization on West Coast Will Combat

Engaged ?

Unfavorable Legislation and Be Active in
Political Matters

—

LOS ANGELES, CAL. Motion picture people of all branches of that
tremendous industry are about to unite for mutual protection.
In a few days the "Affiliated Picture Interests" will be incorporated.
A large number of important members of the industry have already signed
and as fast as the matter is presented it is believed that practically all will become members.
hibitors and their allied interests, "for
The official statement concerning the
the purpose of securing concerted action
move as given out, is:
"This corporation is intended to unify
the picture industry in all its branches
with the purpose of securing the results
of united action in all matters of com-

mon interest.
"We have had two

preliminary meet-

ings.

"At the first one a committee on
organization was appointed consisting of
Colonel W. H. Clune, Sid Grauman of
the city theatres; Michael Gore of the
suburban theatres; Michael Marlian and
F. E. Hancock of the Exchange Men's
Board of Trade, and Frank A. Garbutt
and W. J. Reynolds of the producers.
"This committee prepared incorporation papers and by-laws which were submitted at a second meeting and approved.
The incorporation papers will be forwarded to Sacramento in a few days.

On Membership

"The membership list is being circuand we are positive that all the
men concerned will become members."

Among

who have

those

Lustig

Hancock
W. H. Hepburn
D. O. Bershon

A.

E.

is

make

to hold real property to incur debt specifying, however, that "pecuniary profit is
not the object of this corporation."
It is to endure for fifty years with
to

The

Gow

Abraham Lehr
S. Smith
Frank A. Garbutt
Glenn Harper
W. H. Clune
to

sell

buy
goods, wares and merchandise
to

as its place of business and
have twenty-five directors.
There is no capital stock and membership is derived by the payment of $5.

William

proposed

and

is

Charles Eyton

A. P. Michael Narlian
E. C. Bidwell (Griffitn)
Sid Grauman
Harry Ballance
it

L.

Not Seeking Money Profit
The corporation is also enabled

Los Angeles

Miller

M. Young
Sevmour Tally
H.' E. Roach
Harry Lustig

H. Goldberg

That

G.

J.

Carl Jessen
L. L. Bard
F.

Lamb

Roy
J. S.

Michael Gore

ration

H. Ev Caulfield

J.

signed are:
Frank A. McDonald

A. B.

in the selection of candidates to run for
public office in the State of California,
and to assist in the election of those
candidates that are best fitted for the
offices for which they are selected; to
investigate the record of candidates offering themselves for public office; to
give the result of these investigations to
•the members of this association; to devise ways and means for raising money
for the purposes of this organization, so
that the expenses and burdens of its
operation will be borne equitably by its
members in proportion to their various
interests in the motion picture business."

List

lated

Charles H. Christie
Thos. H. Ince, Inc
Mack Sennett Comedies
Metro Pictures Corpo-

all matters of common interest; to
oppose the passage of unjust legislation;
to bring about by all proper means the
passage of just and helpful laws; to aid

in

this

or-

ganization a very potent affair is indicated by the incorporation papers.
These provide that the company is to
be formed of producers, exchanges, ex-

possibilities

of solidarity of this

industry are very extensive; those organizing it firmly believe and seem to
have abundant evidence to prove their
belief, that it will in a very short time
be able to act as one man in all matters
pertaining to the motion picture business and its relation to other interests.

Walker With Kerrigan
Walker is now playing opposite
Warren Kerrigan in that star's first
picture,
"A White Man's
Brunton
Chance." Miss Walker recently completed "The Embarrassment of Riches,"
"The Love Hunger," and other pictures
Lillian

John Emerson and Anita Loos, who are,
according; to a rumor, about to form a
permanent alliance while continuing to

Rochester

Madison,
\

j

\

\

I think the Herald is the paper
for the exhibitor. He should not

1

be without

\

it.

Your department "What

!

\

the

f

Picture Did For Me" offers the
finest basis for booking pictures

f

that I

know

(Signed)

1

of.

MAX WALKER,

Manager Madison Theatre.
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Actress Goes West
Cathrine Curtis, the New York society
girl, who has one of the leading roles in
Harold Bell Wright's production, "The
Shepherd of the Hills," passed through
Chicago, en route to the west coast, on
Tuesday.
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screen.

been selected as the place for the third

annual meeting of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
On invitation from the Eastman Kodak
Company the association will meet here
on Tuesday, September 23, bringing
some of the most notable figures in the
motion picture world, such as William
A.

Brady, president of the association;
Richard A. Rowland, Gabriel L. Hess,
E. Brulatour, P. A. Powers, Paul
J.
Cromelin, Frederick H. Elliott.
Desire to continue the campaign in
behalf of censorship reforms, Sunday
opening and other movements was responsible for the determination to bring
the association together in the summer
season instead of following the usual
custom of waiting until fall. Committees are in course of organization to
look after those movements and they
will be asked to report at the convention.

Members
the

If

the

association

will

executive board of
be guests of the

Eastman Kodak Company, which
them from

charter a car to carry
York City and back.

Another Film Concern
A. Lincoln Miller, short story writer,
has formed a new film company in Los
Angeles, Calif., and proposes to produce
a series of screen novelties from stories
of the late Joaquin Miller, his uncle.

the

Awarded

Is

Reappoints

III.

TO EXHIBITORS' HERALD

AND MOTOGRAPHY

1

Opposite Kerrigan she
of a star series.
has a role as Dorothy Charlton.

for

N. A. M. P. I. Convention
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Rochester has

J.

"Herald" Is Paper
For the Exhibitor
MADISON THEATRE,

write

will

New

Woman Censor
PA. — Governor

HARRISBURG,

Sproul has reappointed Mrs. E. C. Niver
Charleroi to be a member of the
Pennsylvania state board of censors of
motion pictures for a term of three years
to be computed from May 18, 1919.
of

May Dismantle Theatre
RAPIDS,
MICH. — The

GRAND

Power Theatre building is to be purchased by Commonwealth interests and
used for commercial purposes only, according to rumor. This would mean the
tearing

down

of the theatre auditorium.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Atkinson Appointed
General Manager by
Officials of Metro
Annual Convention in
New York City June 19-21

Calls

Announcement is made from the offices
of the Metro Pictures Corporation of
the appointment of William E. Atkinson as general manager, in entire charge
of the active business of the company.
Mr. Atkinson has hitherto been business
manager of Metro and has been with
the concern since shortly after its organization. Within the year he has taken
over the management of the exchanges,
been in charge
Foreign Department. His appointment as general manager brings
about an advancement for another original Metro man. Mr. Harry J. Cohen,
who now takes full charge of the Foreign Department. This branch of Metro's
business has grown to such proportions
the estabit has been made necessary
lishment of this special department.
Mr. Cohen was one of the organizers
of the Metro in company with Richard
A. Rowland and Joseph W. Engel, and
has had many years' experience in the
film business. He is one of the organizers of the old Famous Players Corporation with Joseph W. Engel, and at
the time that Mr. Engel disposed of
his interests to Mr. Zukor, Mr. Cohen
closed out his holdings.
The appointment of Mr. Atkinson as

and up
of

to this time he has

the

general manager comes as a recognition
of exceptional ability and hard work.
Mr. Atkinson already has assumed his
new duties and has issued a call for
the Fifth Annual Metro Convention to
be held in New York City at the Hotel
SubseAstor on June 19, 20 and 21.
quent announcements regarding this
convention will shortly be made by

Metro.

Corner Stone of New Fox Building
Layed With Elaborate Ceremonies
Speakers Praise Enterprise of William Fox in
Erecting Largest Motion Picture Plant

Under One Roof
—

NEW

YORK. The ceremonies attending the laying of the corner stone
yesterday afternoon of the new home of
the Fox Film Corporation, at Fifty-fifth
and Fifty-sixth streets and Tenth evenue,
were among the most unusual New York
has ever witnessed.
Appreciating the significance of his
undertaking, hundreds, disregarding the
inclement weather, witnessed the laying
of the corner stone and heard the representative speakers chosen for the occasion.

Professor Toy's band gave a concert

from 3 to 4 P. M., opening the ceremonies with "The Star Spangled Banner." Then the Reverend Mayer Kopfstein, Temple Adath Israel, New York,
paid tribute to Mr. Fox, lauding the
ability and determination which enabled
him to raise himself to the pinnacle of

success in

the

amusement

field.

ings of the new buildings, "stills" and
press books from such Fox successes as

"Salome,"

"Les
Miserables"
and
"Daughter of the Gods," as well as press
books and "stills" of the latest pictures

of the different stars.
special squad of police was required
to keep the street crowds in order, while
on the platform erected for the occasion
were many popular authors and players,

A

city

Newly appointed general manager of Metro
Picture* Corporation.

and

business

The new Fox Building is to be the
largest motion picture plant under one
roof in the world.
The building will
occupy virtually a whole city block and
will be a complete motion picture city
within two minutes travel of Broadway.
It will include administration offices, laboratory and Eastern studios of the Fox
organization, and is expected to be completed by October.

Reverend Father Justin Corcoran of the
Church of the Madonna, Fort Lee, N. J.,
spoke interestingly of the scenes he has
witnessed in his backyard across the
river, scenes staged for various Fox successes, and, though he admitted that he
could not help regretting that the Tenth
plant, when finished, will take
the place of Fort Lee as the center of

Avenue

Mr. Fox's Eastern film interests, he
nevertheless congratulated the producer

on

his latest enterprise.

President Dowling Speaks

On behalf of the City of New York,
Frank Dowling, President of the Borough of Manhattan, welcomed the Fox
Film Corporation's increasing activities
the local field and, while paying
in
tribute to Mr. Fox, commended the men
associated with him for their part in the
Mr. Dowling
success of the company.
also scored when he stated emphatically:
"I am opposed to censorship of motion
pictures.
I believe public opinion is too
strong to require such legislation."
Dowling's
address,
Mr.
Following
John C. Eisle of the board of directors
for the Fox Film Corporation, offered
Mr. Fox's regrets that he could not be
present himself, owing to a heavy cold.
This was a disappointment to the crowd.
In Mr. Fox's absence, Mr. Eisle thanked
the speakers for their interest and accepted the building and cornerstone on
behalf of the corporation.
Mrs. Fox, wife of the producer, and
their young daughters were present, and
also among the representative guests
for the occasion was the Rev. Dr. Christian F. Reisner of the Grace Methodist
Episcopal Church.
The

ATKINSON

educators

officials,

men.

Another Large Theatre
Planned for Flatbush
YORK.—
William S. Baker as
NEW
broker sold for John Schauf, Arnetta M.
Klinke and Carrie Giesker, 1393, 1395
and 1397 Flatbush ave., each 20x80 feet,
to the Argyle Holding Company, which
owns the adjoining plot of 80 feet on
Flatbush ave., making a total of 140 feet
on Flatbush ave., and running through
to Rogers ave., where they will have
a frontage of 180 feet, upon which plot
be erected the largest motion picture theatre in Brooklyn, with a seating
capacity of about 3,000.
The theatre is to be conducted by the
same management as now runs the Linden, Brevoort and Rialto, the most successful motion picture theatres in Flatbush section.
will

Herbert Wild East

NEW YORK.— Herbert
Huron, Michigan,
bocker Hotel.

laying of the cornerstone closed
In the big slab, which
the ceremony.
bore the single inscription, 1919, was deposited an interesting array of data and
pictures of historical interest to the company and to the industry. It included
newspaper clippings concerning the new
plant, photographs of all the company's
stars and of Mr. Fox and W. R. Sheehan, general manager of the corporation, letter

heads of the company, draw-
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Annual Pass
To Mother-in Law

1
1

1

1

I

1
I

[

§

Washington Theatre, Dallas Texas,

f

G.

Bessinger,

has hit upon the following unique
plan of advertising the Bessie Barriscale feature "Josselyn's W ife." He
used the following slide with excellent results

|

1
1

|

:

"Do you

j

"The

1

love your mother-in-law?
man that brings his
mother-in-law to this theatre Sunday, June 8. to see Bessie Barriscale
in 'Josselyn's Wife' wc will present

|

to him
passes.

|

jewel."

1

manager of

the

L.

Interesting Data in Stone

AV. E.

World

in

"A

first

and

his

good

f

1
1

mother-in-law season

mother-in-law

is

a

1
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
"GET THAT CURL, SONNY?"

of the big events of the affair

home with

the

aid

of

and drove
catchy music a

great selling talk for the film.
In the prominent cafes a printed card
placed on the table suggested to diners

"Try an Upstairs and Down CockIt will add zest to your meal,"
while another line on the card stated,
"Upstairs and Down, the photoplay, will
add zest to living; next week at Stanley
to

tail.

Theater."
Co-operation

with the Liggett drug
stores and Woolworth 5 and 10 cent
stores resulted in the Liggett advertising and selling at their soda fountains
a special "Upstairs and Down Sundae"
and Woolworth plugging and giving
special window display to the "Upstairs
and Down" foxtrot.
In addition there was an impressive
newspaper campaign launched and a big
poster display consisting of 24 sheet
stands, six sheets, etc., besides a number of attractive portraits of Olive
Thomas, which were displayed in stores
and various other public places.

Active at New Haven
The New Haven campaign was operated along practically the same lines

pursued in Philadelphia, the only differences being made to fit local conditions,

Mary Piokford and one

of her

f

reekle-faeed aid* in "Oaddy l.nni Less," her initial First
National feature

and the
obtained.

same successful results were
A big truck was hired, upon

which a pair of

Novel Exploitation

in Chicago
Introduces "Upstairs and Down"
Paradise Dancing Academy Co-Operates With
Select Manager — Campaigns in Philadelphia
And New Haven Also Effective
Select Pictures Corporation announces

showing of Olive Thomas' first
Selznick Picture, "Upstairs and Down,"
in Chicago will be accompanied by one
of the biggest and most extensive advertising campaigns ever launched in any
city.
Fred C. Aiken, Select's' Chicago
branch manager, has already completed
plans for two units in the big campaign,
and other arrangements are now in the
that the

course of preparation.
Dance Hall Co-operates

Mr. Aiken's

first

was

of

step in the Chicago

"Upstairs

to interest the

hold an "Upstairs and
the evening of June 12.

owner and

Down"

night on
Mr. Guyon, the

director of this

amusement

one of Chicago's biggest
advertisers and he has a contract for two
1-sheets on every elevated station platform in that city. In connection with
the "Upstairs and Down" night at the
Paradise, the arrangements include an
agreement by which Mr. Guyon will
advertise Olive Thomas, "Upstairs and
Down," and the Selznick Pictures Corporation on every 1-sheet at his disposal.
corporation,

An
the

is

additional line will give the
first

names

Down" night at the Paradise, there will
be distributed 1,000 photographs of Miss
Thomas, on the backs of which will be
printed the name of every theatre in
Chicago and vicinity where "Upstairs
and Down" will be shown.
Other plans for additional advertising
made by Mr. Aiken include an arrangement whereby several of Chicago's leading restaurants and cafes will use phoof Miss Thomas for menu
cards.
Select Pictures Corporation has
placed an order for fifty thousand 5x7
photographs of Miss Thomas which
will be rushed to Chicago as soon as
they are finished.

tographs

and Down,"
management of the
Paradise Dancing Academy in a plan
whereby the Paradise Academy is to

exploitation

and Down" is booked for Chicago engagements.
On the evening of the "Upstairs and

of

run theatres where "Upstairs

The Philadelphia Campaign
The
launched

Philadelphia

along

campaign

was

many new and

novel
lines.
First of all advantage was taken
of a motion picture ball being held in
the city; 60,000 "Upstairs and Down"
tickets to the ball were printed and distributed through the prominent down
huge pair of steps
town theatres.
with the words "Upstairs and Down"

A

painted upon them, were constructed in
the center of the ballroom floor and attracted no end of attention.
One of the features of the night was
made of the dance for the "Upstairs and
Down" Cup, while the music played
"Upstairs and Down," the popular fox
trot number published by Watterson and
Snyder. This contest proved to be one

24

pretty

girl,

stairs

were

built.

A

much resemblence

bearing as

Miss Thomas as possible, was engaged to stand at the top of the stairs
to

while a young man stood at the bottom.
publishers of the "Upstairs and
Down" foxtrot have agreed to send a
quartet of singers to the Palace theater
to push the song for the three days just
before the opening of the film, and with
many other novel advertising stunts
planned there is little doubt as to the
crowds that will flock to see the production.

The

Constance Talmadge Is
Given New Leading

Man

Constance Talmadge's first picture
since the formation of her own company
is now progressing rapidly.
With Anita
Loos, John Emerson, Director David
Kirkland, and six members of her company, she
to

made

Washington

exteriors
for
Wife," the first

a special three-day trip
week to take some

this

"The

Temperamental

First National
This modern domestic comedydrama is from the pen of John Emerson
and Anita Loos.
Wyndham Standing, who has just
returned from Florida, where he has
been appearing in support of Norma

of

the

pictures.

Talmadge

in the picture at which she is
work, "By Right of Conquest,"
by Arthur Hornblow, has been engaged
as leading man for this Constance Tal-

now

at

madge production.

Rabanus

at

New Haven

M. Rabanus, formerly general manager for the General Film Company, who
has just returned from service, has
joined the forces of Triangle, and will
represent the Distributing Corporation
as general manager of Triangle exchange at New Haven. Manager Rabanus replaces H. D. Posey, who has now
become associated with the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises at Atlanta, Ga.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Pennsylvania Censors Beaten in
Fight to Bar "Auction of Souls"

Ruth Roland Forms
Producing Company
NEW YORK— Ruth Roland, Pathe

Judge Patterson of Common Pleas Court Sustains
Appeal and Praises Production as
Highly Educational

serial star, has formed
Ruth Roland
Serials, Inc., which will produce
two
serials each year for Pathe.
She is the
author of the first serial which her company will make.
Miss Roland has a long list of successful serials to her credit, including
Pays," "The Red Circle." "The

—

PHILADELPHIA, PA. Declaring that the motion picture "Ravished
Armenia," better known under the title of "Auction of Souls," is a film of
an educational character, Judge Patterson, of Common Pleas Court of
Philadelphia, has handed down a decision overruling the action of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors, who condemned the picture and forbid its showing in the State of Pennsylvania.
The appeal from the decision of the Board of Censors was made by the
producers, the Selig Enterprise Company, for the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, official distributors of the picture.
In Philadelphia and vicinity
the picture will be handled by the Peerless Feature Film Exchange, of
which William Heenan is the manager.

Find Nothing Objectionable in Film
After viewing the picture himself, Judge Patterson said
"The court
finds it a fact and a question of law that there is nothing in the scenes
which make them sacrilegious, obscene, indecent or immoral, or of such
nature as to tend to debase or corrupt morals. Viewing the picture as a
whole, the court finds as a fact that it is educational in character. It is
not only a vivid portrayal of the story entitled 'Ravished Armenia;' but
it is also a picture of conditions as they existed in Armenia a few months
:

"Who

Price of Folly," "The Neglected Wife,"
"Hands Up!" and "The Tiger's Trail."

"Suspicion" Premier
At Bandbox Theatre
Lee Herz, president of the Silee film
exchange of Chicago, has arranged to
have M. H. Hoffman's production "Suspicion" given its premier showing at the
Bandbox theatre, Chicago, beginning
Sunday, June 15.
The drama, which was written for the
screen by Thomas Bedding, features
Grace Davison, Warren Cook, and Wilmuth Merkyl. An exceptionally attractive press book and sales aids of merit
are being supplied exhibitors.

Permanent Fox

aero."

The temporary

Praises Educational Value

Judge Patterson added a brief to

Censor's Case Collapses
his

decision which in part is as follows:
"This picture is capable of implanting
in the many millions of thinking and
unthinking Americans three convictions
which may reasonably determine the
public conduct of the American people
in the near future.
Fire, that the Armenian people deserve to be rescued, comforted and made free and secure for the
future by the use of the full power of
the Democratic Western people.
Second, that the concert of Europe, which
since the Crimean war at least, has signally failed to protect the Christian population of the near East and to establish justice in that part of the world,
should now be replaced by a more effective international organization.
"Third, if this enterprise of restoring
Armenia be a crusade, that it is an enterprise undertaking and a good cause with
unselfish enthusiasm. It is a crusade in
which the American people should ardently desire to take part."

Time and again during

the

hearing,,

McDevitt,

representing the producers, was on his feet to interrogate the
witnesses for the censors and try to secure from them something that would
back up the charges of the Board, but
in this he was unsuccessful for they
never had enough evidence to make it
plain to the court that the picture was
of an objectional nature.
After all the evidence had been submitted, Judge Patterson decided to review the picture himself and his decision
in favor of it is the outcome.
"Ravished Armenia" will now be
shown in Pennsylvaniaa, but under the
tile of "Auction of Souls."
J.

J.

Picture Theatre Burns
CLOVERDALE, CAL.— The Chica'

theatre here was completely destroyed by fire which broke out during
the night.

zola

title

of

Titles
"Sadie"

for

Gladys Brockwell's latest picture for
William Fox, directed by Frank Beal,
has given way to the permanent title of
"Chasing Rainbows." Another Fox Victory picture with Gladys Brockwell,
called "Gypsy" for working purposes,
has received as a permanent title "The

Sneak."

ST.

Dale Theatre Sold
PAUL, MINN.— The Twin

Amusement

company, owner
Hamm-Finkelstein and Rubin
has added the Dale theatre to

City
the

of

interests,

hold-

its

ings.

Renew Sunday Fight
ADRIAN, MICH.— Following

an

ef-

fort of the local W. C. T. U. to prevent
the continuing of motion picture shows,
managers of local theatres have secured
petitions signed by more than 2,000
people demanding their continuance.

EXCITING AND INTERESTING SCENES FROM "SQUARE DEAL SANDERSON"

Wtllinm

S.

Hurt

Ik

c'Hiim a square deal In the centre picture according to our way o' thinking. <>" the left, however, he hna
and fl^ht for it and over on the right he seems to have all the worst of the argument (Artcraft).

to pull hi* trusty six shooter
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
and
exchanges
Famous Players-Lasky Salesmen
Rocky Mountain
Hold Six District Conventions The
San
Los
New Plan of Publishing Pictures Explained in
ton, Cleveland
being present.

representing
Angeles, Salt
Lake, Denver, Seattle and Portland
(Ore.) exchanges, met at Los Angeles,
the

—Adolph Zukor Attends Session
Held in Chicago

General plans of the changed policy
of the^^Famous Players-Lasky Corporation were reviewed and the list of big
productions,

twenty-six of which are
completed, was presented to district managers of the fifth and sixth districts, held in Chicago last week.
High production quality, advertising
and publicity on a greater scale, and
pre-sale reviews, made possible through

now

completion of pictures, are among
the company's plans. Full details of the
new distributing arrangements, explained in detail at the Chicago meeting,
will be given the trade within a short
time.
Adolph
Zukor,
president
of
the
earlier

Fa mous Players-Lasky Corporation, was
present at the meetings and Tuesday
evening gave those in attendance at the
convention a banquet in the Rose Room
at the Sherman House, during which he
delivered an effective talk on his start
in the

motion picture business, his aims,
and future in the work.

past, present

Six Meetings in Country

Following the recent convention of
district managers and special representatives
of
the
Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation held at the home office,
meetings of the exchange sales forces
have been held during the last week in
six cities throughout the United States.
These meetings have been for the purpose of disseminating complete informa-

Francisco,

District

tion concerning next year's distribution
plans for the sales to the entire sales
organization.
Without a single exception the salesmen present voiced the utmost enthusiasm over the outlook.
One of the largest meetings was the
one held early in the week at 729

Seventh ave., in New York.
braced the organizations of

New

York

and Buffalo offices, comprising
District No. 2.
General Manager Al
Lichtman, F. V. Chamberlin and Arthur
G. Whyte led the discussions, which extended over a period of days.
The personnel of the Boston,

New

Haven and

Portland, Me., offices was
fully represented at the Boston meeting,
which was presided over by District
Manager Harry Asher, while at the same
time down in Atlanta the sales organizations of Atlanta, Dallas and New Orleans were getting their information on
the new sales plan from District Man-

ager C. E. Holcomb.
Allen and Lewis Preside
In Chicago the sessions were presided
over by Special Representatives John
W. Allen and Myron H. Lewis, the
offices represented being Chicago, Detroit,
Minneapolis,
Kansas City, St.
Louis, Des Moines and Omaha.
A big meeting in Pittsburg was in
charge of Special Representative H. H.

Buxbaum and Manager W. E. Smith of
the Philadelphia district, the sales forces
of the Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Washing-

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY DISTRICT MANAGERS AND SALESMEN
MEET IN CHICAGO

Managers Herman Wobber and

Louis Marcus presiding.

Nehls Enthusiastic

Over

New American

Feature Production

This emthe

N

salesmen of the
Pacific Coast states,

and

Detail

Cincinnati

R.

R.

Nehls,

general

manager

for

American, has sent a special letter to
all
"Flying A" representatives at the
different Pathe exchanges, stating that
"Trixie from Broadway" strikes him as
far and away the finest play Margarita
Fisher has ever had, and prophesying
that it is going to stand the severest
tests as a special box-office attraction.
"Agnes C. Johnston has given us a
story," he writes, "that, picturized, is

packed

with

pep

and

—romance,
—

dash

pretty costumes, funny lines thrills and
spice 'and all things nice.'
It's a play
of chorus girl life, with plenty of bona
fide

musical comedy atmosphere and

iir-

teresting peeps behind the scenes and
into the off-stage experiences of show
girls.
Pictures that deal with the theatre and theatre-folk have an irresistible
appeal to Mr., Mrs. and little Miss Fan,
and the exhibitor with an eye to business realizes how they eat 'em up— and
plans his bookings accordingly.
"In addition to the comedy and the
skillfully-handled
stage
atmosphere,
there is real drama, with strong situations that give Miss Fisher a chance to

prove she is 'right there' when it comes
to emotional acting.
A heap-big fight
between the little chorus-girl bride and
her jealous neighbor is developed into a
vital and thrilling episode, without being in the least offensive.
The fire
scene,

where the two

girls

make

their

escape from the burning barn, are intensely vivid and exciting to the nth
degree. Movie fires are apt to be somewhat tame affairs, but Director Neill
took care to make this one different.
Fans will hold their breath, sit on the
edge of their seats, and be unaffectedly

—

concerned as to the outcome it is all
so gripping and real."
Prints of "Trixie from
Broadway"
have been sent to all exchanges, and
publication is set for June 15.
Prominent in the cast are Emory Johnson,
leading man, Olga Grey, Frank Clark,
George Periolat and J. Farrell MacDonald.
-

Airdome

Is

Opened

VISALIA, CAL.— Mike

Top Row

(Left to right) — E. Dawson, Chicago;
H. Stakes, Omaha; R. H. Ramsey,
—McManus,
Kansas City; Bruce Burgess, Minneapolis;
H. Weeks, Detroit;
J.

Detroit; R. J.
C.
C. F. Rose, Minneapolis; T. H. Gibus, Chicago; M, Stahl, St. Louis; E. O'Neill, Omaha;
R. Allison, St. Louis.
Second Row T.
Stoddard, St. Louis; George M. Rowell, Detroit; T. Stover, Chi.
cago; H. A. Washburn, Chicago; C. Bond, Chicago; L. Y. Crump, Chicago; F. E. North,
Detroit; .1. H. Gilday, Kansas City; S. J. Mayer, Kansas City; A. W. Nicholls, Des Moines;
A. J. Irvine, St. Louis; F. R. Traub. Chicago.
Third Row M. M. Hirsch, Chicago; F. W. Weeks, St. Louis; F. F. Creswell, Chicago;
G. E. Akers, Kansas City; H. A. Ross, Detroit; J. W. Allen, Chicago; M. II. Lewis, Kansas
City; J. W. Hicks, Jr., Minneapolis; R. C. LiBcau, Des Moines; C. L. Peavey, Omaha; E. J.

—

W

—

Eichenlaub, Chicago.

Front

How — 14.

Brlent, SI. Louis; T. J. Blanch, Detroit: R. C. White, Chicago;
J. W. Bartlett, Kansas City; R. A. Flcischhc in, Minneapolis; A. L. Burnstcin, Minneapolis: 14. Crossiiian, Chicago; J. A. Muchmore, Des Moines; S. B. Rahn, Minneapolis;
A. II. Cole, Kansas City; W. I,. Hill, Chicago.
II.
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Barbis and
Mike Athens have taken a lease on the
American airdome, just east of the Mt.
Whitney building, and will conduct a
motion picture theatre during the summer months.

New MacManus
NEW YORK.—The

Production
MacManus

Corporation of No. 2 West 47th Street are
about to explode another bomb, a war
picture in all its essentials, depicting the
77th Division in action.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Public Sentiment Compels Censors
to Approve "The Unpardonable Sin"

The Joy Twins

Production from Showing in
Milwaukee Is Reversed When People and
Press Voice Protest

Ruling Barring

MILWAUKEE,

—

WIS. In the face of an effort made by a majority of
the local board of censors to bar it, "The Unpardonable Sin," Major Rupert
Hughes' patriotic story starring Blanche Sweet, is being shown in Milwaukee.
Popular protest compelled the censors to reverse their

first ruling.
of the board's ruling that the film was to be barred on
account of the danger of creating race hatred aroused wide discussion and
the board immediately found itself a target for criticism from all sides.

Announcement

Review Picture for Second Time
After newspapers had taken up the fight, the censorship board consented to reviewing the production a second time. The session was held
in the evening and extended past midnight.
Newspaper reporters, prohibited from attending, could hear angry voices inside the projection room
of the

Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company.

Shortly after midnight, Herman Fehr,
secretary and treasurer of the Majestic
Theatre company, and James A. Higler,
manager, were summoned by the board
of censors.
They were told that the
film could be shown if cut-outs ordered
by the board were made. They consented.
The censors also insisted that in newspaper advertising a line should be inserted to the effect that deletions had
been made in the film in subservience
to the wishes of the censors.

Eliminations Are Ordered

These are the written demands and
statements made by the censor board,
as

handed

to

Benjamin Friedman and

Herman Fehr:
"'Approval given to The Unpardonable Sin provided the following changes
be made in addition to those before the
review of May 30:

"In reel No. 1, cut out scene showing Blanche Sweet standing against the
wall
with
clothes
disheveled,
with
shadow of soldier standing beside her.
"In reel No. 3, where Belgian priest
is
shown, cut the part where he is
shown actually falling.
"In reel No. 3, eliminate subtitle, On
Every Side the Cruel Reminder of

Motherhood.
"In reel No.
soldiers shooting

3,

eliminate

.

scene

of

down people with ma-

chine guns and showing people falling.
"In reel No. 4, cut out subtitle, At

Malines

They

Encountered

Suslich,

Whose Specialty Is Searching Pretty
Women. He to Whom Chastity Is Hard
Should Be Counseled Against It.
"In reel No. 4, eliminate all searching of

woman

scenes where her clothes
by brutal soldiers."

are being torn off

Court Action Threatened

When

the censors ruled that the film
Benjamin Friedman of
Minneapolis, president of the Friedman
Film company and controller of the state
rights for Wisconsin, declared that the
"picture will open at the Majestic if we

was

go

LYONS AND MORAS

The Universal Comedians, both of Irish
parentage, both six feet tall and
both weigh 135 pounds.

to be barred,

to jail."

Guy

R. Radley, chairman of the cenboard, retorted that he would
call upon city authorities to recall the
Majestic's theatre license if the picture

sorship

was shown.
Returned

soldiers took an active part
the movement to compel the showing
of the feature. Captain Lee Spangler,
returning from France, issued a statement to the press that "What is good
enough for other American cities, it is
about time to consider is good enough
for Milwaukee."

Stanley Companies
Being Consolidated
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— The Stanley
company

Goldwyn Adds

to Service

has created a Bureau of
Photography, placing Ralph Block in
charge of organization.
It
will
have
complete charge of photographs, cuts
and similar matters.

W. S. Butterfield at Astor
NEW YORK.— W. S. Butterfield, of
DORIS MAY
Who recently signed a two
to star under Thomas

the

years contract

II.
Ince'H
direction for Paramount.

Butterfield

Circuit of Battle Creek,
Michigan, is at the Astor. Mr. Butterfield expects to return to Battle Creek

about June

15th.
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America, representing the

in time.

Motion picture theatres which come
into the new company are: Stanley, Arcadia, Palace, Victoria, Regent, Great
Northern, Family, Savoy, Princess, Ruby,
Auditorium, Globe, Rialto, Orient, Paschall,
Woodland, Empress, Broad Street
Casino, and Capitol, now in the course
of construction.

A new

is to be erected
streets at a cost of

Stanley theatre

at 19th and
$2,000,000.

in

Goldwyn

of

consolidation of several motion picture
and vaudeville theatres, has been incorporated at $15,000,000 with Jules E. Mastbaum as president. It will extend its
interests to all parts of the United States

Market

Seattle Firm Incorporates
SEATTLE, WASH.— Greater Features Company, of which Jack Lannon
president, Walter W. Kofeldt, vice
president, and J. T. Sheffield, secretary
and treasurer, has been incorporated as
Greater Features, Inc. Just prior to incorporation, Mr. Lannon purchased the

is

Northwest Consolidated Film company
interests.

To Produce in Michigan
HOWELL, MICH. —The Thomas

J.

Fawcett Photograph company has been
incorporated here to produce motion
picture films, the first to be titled "The
Live."
Captain Hesser will
Lives
Thomas J. Fawcett is
act as director.
president anil Lieut. Frisbee, secretary
and treasurer.

We
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ARTHUR GUY EMPEY

Work

"HELL ON EARTH''

on the Select Pictures Special
the

I

is Hearing completion at HioKraph Studios, New York.
nitcd States Involving an important question that Americans are

Chicago Exhibitors

Book

First Picture

Of United

Artists
Riviera, Central Park, and
Castle Theatres to

Run

Fairbanks Film
Although United Artists Corporation
will

IN

not publish

—

its
first production
Fairbanks picture until Sepfirst,
the advance write-up to
date, with the actual publication of the
picture still many weeks off, might well
stand as a record of pre-release business
for heavily advertised special produc-

Douglas
tember

—

tions.

her contract with Metro Pictures Corporation, thus setting at rest many rumors which have been prevalent in the
business for the last six months as to the
future activities of the great star. President Richard A. Rowland had affixed his
signature to the contract on behalf of
the Metro Pictures Corporation prior
to his sailing for Europe, and only the
matter of Mme. Nazimova's signature
was necessary to complete an arrangement by which Metro is assured of Nazimova's services for two more years.

General Manager William E. Atkinson
announced that the Nazimova productions will be even more pretentious than
those which have brought her international fame within a period less than
two years. An announcement concern-

Mr. Abrams' Statement

ing the productions will be made with
the detailed announcement of Metro's
"fewer and better pictures" policy which
will be made public before July first.

success in giant letters."
In addition to the theatres mentioned
last week as having secured an early run
of the Fairbanks picture, many others
have been added to the list during the
past few days.
Messrs. Balaban and

Katz were both in New York and arranged for a run of the production at
their Riviera and Central Park theatres
in
it

Chicago. C. E. Beck has also acquired
for Chicago's Castle Theatre.

Booked at Denver
Talbot, managing director
Is

A. G.
of the
big America Theatre in Denver, personally arranged for his run of the picture
at the United Artists Corporation offices
in New York and returned to Denver
with the production scheduled for an
early September showing at his house.
H. F. Jans' justly famous Goodwyn
Theatre in Newark, N. J., is also prominent among the houses that have already
secured the Fairbanks picture.

is

a story of reconstruction in

facing.

Nazimova Renews
Fox Managers Are
Her Metro Contract
Treated Royally at
NEW YORK— Before leaving for the
Annual Convention
Pacific coast, Mme. Nazimova Tenewed

In commenting on the business already
written, Hiram Abrams, general manager of the company, laid stress on the
quality of the houses that have signed
up the Fairbanks picture.

"It is not only the volume that is
gratifying," said Mr. Abrams.
"More
than that, the most representative showmen of the country are on our books
and this demonstration of confidence in
our methods, backed by their own
knowledge of the box-office value of our
product and by their faith in the even
higher type of picture that may now be
expected from the artists of our organization, has spread a spirit of optimism
through our company's ranks that spells

It

now

Fun Making and Business
Vie at Gathering in New
York City
NEW YORK. — Following one of the
most enthusiastic conventions
tory of the

in the his-

Fox Film Company organiza-

one hundred branch managers and
departed Saturday for their
homes, in all parts of the United States
and Canada.
Many important matters were distion,

executives

closed to the men at the final session.
Public announcement, however, will not
be made for several days.

There were six busy days crammed
with business and fun making. The entire group was entertained at "Up in
Mabel's Room" and "Monte Christo,"
and among other diversions were a trip
to Century Grove, a beefsteak dinner at
Castle Cave, and a half dozen other big
"feeds."

Keenan Completes Four
Of His

New

Productions

Frank Keenan, star and head of Frank
Keenan Productions, Inc., recently entertained a party of 30 at a pre-view of
"The Trap," a five part drama of the
shipping industry, at the Robert Brunton studios, Los Angeles. Mr. Keenan is
seen as John Benton, a shipbuilder, who
victim of a conspiracy which
is
the
brands him as a felon and sends him to
the penitentiary. The production called
forth warmest praise.
"The Trap" is the third of a series of
eight Frank Keenan star features, to be
distributed by Pathe.
The first and

"The Master Man," and
second are:
"The Gates of Brass." The fourth feature made under the working title of
"A Nameless Story," has been finished
and

is

now

in

Three year men gave a dinner
pan's in honor of

at

Tap-

Herman Robbins,

as-

general manager, and presented
him with a traveling bag and toilet set.
All attended the laying of the corner
stone of the new Fox building.
Before leaving, each man was presented with a leather wallet, the personal
Sfift of William Fox.
sistant

"Fit to Win" Wins
NEW YORK. — A permanent injuncrestraining Commissioner of Licenses Gilchrist from interfering with
the exhibition of "Fit to Win," the PubHealth film, has been issued by
lic
Judge Learned Hand. Distributors are
renewing their canvas to have the proshown generally throughout
duction
tion

New

York.

the hands of the cutters.

To Produce
Producing

New Comedy

Funnyface Ascot and Jennie Edde are
being starred in a comedy "Trouble
Inn," which is being produced by Sunshine Film, Inc., with Emil Harder as
director.
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LOS

in China
ANGELES, CAL. — Wealthy

residents of Canton, China, have formed
a company to produce motion pictures
there, according to word received by
James B. Leong, who recently appeared
in support of Nazimova.
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Crandall to
to His
Plans for

Coplay

Add Eighth Theatre

Philadelphia

Chain in Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTON,

October

Lobby Will Be Attractive

The entrance to the house will be from Georgia avenue into a foyer
50 feet long and 25 feet wide, with a ceiling height of 25 feet. The lobby
walls will be of marble with inset, self-lighting poster panels the lighting
of the lobby will be of the indirect-self-diffusing type.
;

colors, where special effects are desired.
The screen, hangings, etc., will be of
gold silk, beautified further by concealed
lighting. Lighting, ventilating and heating and cooling will all be done on a
new scheme, the last two being introduced from the ceiling.

Many
From

Theatres Planned

parts

of

the

country, reports have poured in during the past few
days in regard to new theatre projects.
all

Millions of dollars have been added to
the vast sum already expended in the
early spring for new motion picture
houses.
A list of the latest building activities
announced is as follows:
California

Bakersfield
Old Scribner opera house to be reat cost of $50,000 by Gregg Amusement

modeled
Co.

Delaware

— Strand

New York

Theatre Co. of

new Strand

theatre to seat 1,400.

Georgia
Augusta S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., to erect
$150,000 house, seating 1,500; Lenox Amusement
Co. to erect new Lenox theatre at cost of $40,000.

—

Iowa

Davenport

— Blanchard

Amusement

Co. to erect

2,500-seat house.

— Sisk & James erect $65,000 theatre.
Indiana
Indianapolis — David A. Coulter
erect $75,000
theatre
Ohio and
Seymour — Xew motion picture theatre being
erected.
South Bend — Blackstone Theatre Corporation
trect 2,500-seat house.
Greencastle — Olonzo
Cook remodeling opera
Cherokee

to

to
Illinois streets.

at

to

house

$15,000 cost.

at

New Albany— New
new

ing

Texas

& Rowley

house

at

erecting

new

theatre;

Ranger.

Campbell erecting $25,000 thea-

Wisconsin

will have a frontage of 135 feet on Georgia avenue and a
depth of about 72 feet. The total floor area will be approximately 10,000
square feet, and the seating capacity will be 1,000 persons, all on one floor.

Wilmington

theatre being erected.

W ashington

—

15.

begins erection of

being
seeking

tre,

The house

—

feet,

South Dakota

— New
Abilene — Robb
Spencer

— P. E. Boynton erecting new theatre.
— La Crosse Theatre Co. erecting $200,-

—Another

The outside of the theatre will be of
golden brown brick, laid in white mortar,
with cornice, coping and clerestory walls
trimmed in gold. The entrance will be
surmounted by a marquee of wrought
iron, copper and tiffany glass, to harmonize with the color treatment of the
building. This will extend to the curb
line and will be fitted with brilliant flood
lights which will bathe the entire front
of the house in bright light.
The interior is to be decorated
throughout in silver, black and gold, accasionally relieved by other harmonizing

25

interests

theater.

Seattle
W. T.
seating 550.

Week

large house in residential Washington is soon to be erected, ground having been broken at Georgia avenue
and Princeton street northwest, for the York Theatre, which will be the
eighth in the chain of Crandall theaters in this city.
It will open

D. C.

new

by

78

theatre,

— Erlanger-Nixon

will also build

Throughout the Country

During the Past

for

site

New Motion Picture Houses Announced

in Cities

— New

erected.

Kentucky
Albany Amusement Co.

erect-

Amherst
La Crosse

000 theatre.

In addition to the above, many other
theatres are to be erected during the
present summer as soon as sites caji
be found. Syd Grauman is to add Hollywood to his chain of theatres for
Southern California with a $200,000
theatre seating '2,200, and will later build

Pasadena, Long Beach, San Diego,
and possibly Santa Monica.

at

Universal Completes
Two Big Productions
Production

of

"A

Brother of

Little

the

Rich," a filmatization of Joseph
Medill Patterson's novel, and of "The
Right to Happiness." an original story

by Allen Holubar, has been completed
at

the

Universal

studios.

Frank Mayo, Kathryn Adams and J.
Barney Sherry appear in "A Little
Brother of the Rich." It is the story of
a girl, suddenly becoming poor through
the business reversal and death of her
father, becoming a popular theatre star

and marrying the producer who aided
her.

"The Right to Happiness" stars Dorothy Phillips in a dual role that of twin
sisters.
It
treats with the Bolsheviki

—

and American labor.

New Georgia Theatre
CARTERSVILLE, GA.— Harris Cope
and Wick Boggs, two young business
men, have leased
the Grand Opera
House and opened it as a motion picture
theatre.

theatre.

Louisiana

Crowley

— Southern

Amusement

Co. erecting

new

theatre in Parkerton avenue.

Boston

—

Massachusetts
Star Photo Co. erecting $150,000 theatre

Humboldt avenue and Waumbeck

1,500 at

to seat
street.

— L.
— R.

Petoskey

Alma

J.

Michigan
A. Moon erecting 800-seat theatre.
McLaughlin erecting 800-seat thea-

tre.

Missouri

— Maxwellton

Amusement Co. purchases and will complete theatre being erected by
Water Tower Realty and Amusement Co.; Toseph
Erber to erect $200,000 house, seating 2.500, in
East St. Louis.
Louis

St.

New York
New York — Syndicate to erect
Broadway, near

at

4fith

street;

5, 000-seat

Sam

theatre

Rothapfel to

erect 3 000-seat house; new Flaza, seating 600, remodeled at cost of $30,000.
Albany Frank P. Dolan to erect 2. 000-seat
Strand theatre; Roval Real Estate Corp. erecting
$40,000 theatre in South Pearl street.
Buffalo
Shea Amusement Co. to erect Metropolitan theatre, seating 3,500.

—

—

Westwood
tre to

— La

open Sept.

Grand Forks
theatre,

—

New Jersey
Forest Hopper erecting

new

thea-

1.

North Dakota

Kavanaugh erecting $80,000

A. J.
seating 1,000.

Ohio

Portsmouth— George Law erecting $25,000
tre.

Miamishurg

JESSE WII.I.AKD
Stnr of "Challenge of Cham-?," nHNlKtinK
an unwelcome vlwltor out of IiIn
room. (Continental Picture Corp.)

theatre.
Tiffin

— Weaver

brothers

— Sigma theatre being enlarged
Pennsylvania
— Central Hotel, purchased

Pottsville
to

erecting

be converted into theatre.
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thea-

$30,000

to scat TOO.

noun in
i

for $25,000,

who

Ik Im'Iiik

in'.

\
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i

feutured In the luteal Christie

Comedies.
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Universal Prepares
Arthur S. Hyman Opens Campaign
For Exploiting of "Virtuous Men"

Extensive Campaign
For S. W. W. R. Series

Salesmen Covering Illinois, Michigan and Wis- Three Men to Tour United
consin to Arrange Bookings for Sawyer
States and Canada
And Lubin Feature
Selling Films
Arthur

Hyinan, purchaser of "Virfor Indiana, Michigan and
Illinois, has launched
his exploitation
campaign in the Central West.
Although the intensive canvas of his
districts did not begin until the present
week, books were opened several days
ago and a score of important engagements have already been arranged.
Showing of the Sawyer and Lubin feature, directed by Ralph Ince and startuous

S.

Men"

ring E. K. Lincoln, will begin

June

in

Illinois

15.

Hyman
Anxious

Will Take Road

personally acquaint himself with all exhibitors in the Chicago
district, Mr. Hyman, himself, will canvas Northern Illinois.
O. L. Winslow
will carry the campaign into Indiana.
C. O. Brokaw has been assigned to
Southern Illinois.
L.
L.
Hayes has
been sent to Northern Michigan.
Five companies completely equipped,
will commence touring the three central
states the first of July.
Exhibitors are
to be provided novelty advertising accessories.
Co-operation in preparing
newspaper advertising, lobby displays,
and other features are being offered.
to

than three weeks' activities on the
of his salesmen, Simeral has secured more than twenty playing dates
for "Virtuous Men" in his territory.
In
several cases the production has been
booked for runs of three days and a
week.
Among the prominent theaters
contracted to present "Virtuous Men"
are the following:
Majestic
Theater,
Newark,
Ohio;
Grand Theater, Mansfield, Ohio; Strand
Orpheum
Theaters, Cleveland, Ohio;
&
Empress Theater, Akron, Ohio; Quimby
Theater,
Zanesville,
Ohio; Alhambra
Theater,
Canton, Ohio; and
Rondo
Theater, Barbarton, Ohio.
In addition
to these houses bookings have also been
secured in Martinsburg, West Virginia;
Springfield, Ohio; Alliance, Ohio; Sebring, Ohio, and Toledo, Ohio.
Simeral will present "Virtuous Men"
as a road show attraction in several
sections of Pennsylvania and Ohio. The
road production will carry advance men,
managers, complete orchestras, and play
less

part

in many of the larger
these territories.

advance prices

at

theaters

in

has taken advantage of the
comprehensive
exploitation
material
furnished by S-L Pictures, besides add-

Simeral

ing several original advertising stunts of

Simeral Has Success

H. C. Simeral, general manager of CoPartner Attractions, owners of "Virtuous Men" for western Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Ohio, reports an unusual number of bookings for the S-L
In
production starring E. K. Lincoln.

his

own.

Leases Wapello Theatre

WAPELLO,

IA.—W. E. Herrick has
leased the Keck theatre here, his lease
on the Gem theatre having expired.

For the

purpose

of introducing the
Relief Series to exhibitors. Universal will have three men
tour the United States and Canada visiting practically every large city.
William Howard and W. R. Wilkerson have
been selected.
The third is yet to be

Women's War

Stage

named.

To Carry "Stunt" Reel
men will carry with them

The

a

"Stunt" reel which shows the stars of
the series of twelve pictures in various
poses.
It will give exhibitors an idea
of all of the productions.
Besides this Universal is preparing
an extensive campaign and press book
on the entire series. This will be completed within the coming month and the
booklet in itself will be of great value
because of the many exceptional biographies that it contains.

Each

of

the

exhibitors

booking the

Stage Women's War Relief pictures will
be given a folio of photographs of the
24 largest and best
These are
series.

known

stars of the

mounted on heavy
paper and have been made up at a great
The series of 24 photographs will
cost.
be given to the exhibitor for lobby disThe photographs are
service.
play
among the best ever made of the stars
in the pictures.

Howard Is Well Known
William Howard, who is to cover a
large portion of the country in introducing the
with many
nessed the
Universal

stars'

series,

is

acquainted

stars and also witmaking of the productions.
expects to book the entire
series in the larger houses of the country and there is little doubt in the mind
of the Universal officials that the leading exhibitors of the country will be
more than glad of the chance to show
their patrons the greatest galaxy of stage
stars ever assembled for screen produc-

of the

tions.

Mrs. Drew Producing

New Comedy "Bunkered"
Mrs. Sidney Drew has begun the production of "Bunkered," a new two reel
comedy for the V. B. K. Film CorporaThis comedy is a golf story writtion.

Emma

ten by
also wrote
first

two

Drews

for

Anderson Whitman, who
"Romance and Rings," the
comedy made by the
reel
Paramount release. Most of

the action of "Bunkered" takes place on
the links and Mrs. Drew is staging the
exterior scenes on the course of the
Sleepy Hollow Country Club, at Scar-

New
County,
Westchester
borough,
York. Mrs. Drew is playing her famous
and familiar role of "Polly," and Donald
McBride as her frivolous bachelor
brother, heads the supporting cast.

Veteran Buys Theatre
REEDSBURG, WIS.— Although O.

V.
Kelley has not yet been discharged from
the army, he has purchased the Majestic
theatre here and will manage it as soon
as he is out of the service. P. W. Palmer,
of Edgerton, Wis., is in charge temporarily.
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Renewed

Efforts

to

Have Chicago

Censors Approve "Fit to Win" Film
Saul Burstein Declares Run of "The End of the
Road" Was Successful; Attendance
Totaled 45,691
With the premier of "The End of the Road" concluded at the LaSalle
theatre and bookings being made in Chicago and downstate, Saul Burstein,
representing the Public Health Films in Illinois, has renewed the effort
to have Chicago censors approve the companion picture "Fit to Win."
Elimination of several objectional titles and the cutting of scenes
arousing antagonism of the censors is to be suggested. Endorsements of
Dr. W. A. Evans, Health Commissioner John Dill Robertson, Rabbi
Rudolph I. Coffee, Secretary Bernard C. Roloff, superintendent of the
Illinois Social Hygiene League, and others are said to have been obtained.
Plafi

Showing

in Early Fall

"Fit to Win," it was said, will make its initial appearance in Chicago,
in the early fall.
Every effort will be made to secure the approval of the
authorities, but it was indicated that injunction proceedings will be resorted to if necesary.

A

flat

denial

of statements

that

the

box receipts on "The End of the Road"
weTe a disappointment in any way was
made by Mr. Burstein.

Box offices figures were produced,
showing the attendance from day to day.
The

total

weeks was
"In

attendance

the

four

we have secured 61
Chicago and 30 down
he declared, "Lubiner and Trinz

four

days,

booking days
state,"

during

45,691.
in

have booked the picture for 31 days.
The Gold theatre will run it nine days.

We

are greatly pleased at its record at
the LaSalle theatre.
Its run there was
opened on four days notice, where in
most cases productions are advertised at

two weeks ahead."
Does Not Seek Trouble
Speaking of Second Deputy Charles

least

E. Frazier's ordering signs taken

down

from the lobby of the LaSalle theatre
during the last week of the run of "The
End of the Road," Mr. Burstein stated
that the police inspector's request was

complied with instantly and that he had
no wish to arouse any antagonism.
"All

the advertising catch lines
used during the showing of the picture
were taken from the press book, which
was sent to Washington for approval
of

by Surgeon General Blue and Assistant
Surgeon General Pierce," declared Mr.
Burstein.

"The line 'Where Do Babies Come
From' which was objected to was taken
from a subtitle in the picture. Mr.
Frazier came to the theatre and ordered
They were
certain signs taken down.
removed immediately. He also ordered
another sign 'See this picture before you
take a chance' taken down. The young
man, who spoke to him, said 'All right,
Mr. Frazier, if you insist. But if you had a
daughter, wouldn't you want her to see
that sign?' Mr. Frazier said he guessed
he would, and the sign stayed up.
"We don't want to antagonize anyone.
All we want is to have as many people
see this production as possible. That is
what the government wants. The government stands in back of it."
Statement of Nat Royster
In a communication to the Herald,
Mr. Burnstein states that Nat Royster,
of the LaSalle theatre, says
he has never heard more words of praise
for any picture than he heard spoken
for "The End of the Road," and that receipts for the picture surpassed those of
many road attractions.

manager

Add Theatre
MASON

CITY,

to

Chain

IA.— A.

Diebold
J.
and M. Ford, owners of the Strand and
Palace theatres at Cedar Rapids and the
Palace at Waterloo, have purchased the
Regent theatre here and have placed
They are preJ. B. Martin in charge.
paring to erect another theatre at Waterloo.

In "Cownrdiee Court," from George Burr
McCutchcon's liook (Fox Film Corp.)

of sufficient size to accommodate twenty
to thirty producing companies is being
considered by local business men following a statement by Joseph A. Eliason
of the Hermann Film company, that
many of the big companies in southern
California are seeking new locations.
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is

directing

Norma Tal-

sister Natalie for a
forthcoming- First National picture,
takes a paternal interest in both.

"Daddy Long Legs"

in

Philadelphia Record

A week before "Daddy Long Legs,"
Mary Pickford's first picture distributed
by

National

First

Exhibitors'

Circuit,

was shown in Philadelphia, 180 days had
been booked for the attraction by the
Peerless Feature Film Exchange, holdFirst National franchise
Philadelphia and territory.
Never
fore in the history of the exchange
there been such a demand for any
tion picture thus far handled by
ers of the

for

be-

has

mothat

exchange and William Heenan, Manager of the Peerless,

booking

is

out for a record

list.

In addition to the 180 days, numerous
other contracts are being held up to
allot dates that will prove equitable to
all exhibitors.
The Stanley Company
alone has contracted for over 150 days,
quite a number of which are running the
Pickford picture for a whole week.
Several exhibitors asked for an allotment of a full week, where before they
have been in the habit of running a

new

picture each day.

Bonns Leaves Fox
who has been acting as
special representative for the Fox Film
Corporation, making his headquarters at
the Indianapolis exchange for the past
ten months, has tendered his resignation
to take effect June 14.
Before joining the Fox sales organizaEddie Bonns,

Mr. Bonns was associated with J.
R. Grainger, exploiting state right feaBefore deciding on plans for the
tures.
future he will spend a short vacation
tion,

at

Propose Studio Building
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— A building

PEGGY HYI.AND

Edward Jose, who
madge and her

his

bungalow,

Holland Avenue.
and friend ex-

59

Rockaway Beach, N.
hibitors and film men

Y.,

visiting
are invited to be his guests.

New York

To Tour With Airdome
FARMINGTON, IA.— G.

M. Samson,

Hour

theatre, has

manager

of the

Idle

and plans
from town to town during the
hot months giving motion picture shows.
purchased an airdome
to travel

outfit
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Film Actress and
Camera Man Lose
Lives in Accident

Fire Fails to Interrupt

World Exchange Serviec
The perfect system employed by
World Pictures to insure no interruption of service, whatever happens, had
a severe test in Philadelphia last week
when fire broke out in the Philadelphia
exchange of World Film Corporation.
The building was built on plans that
gives to the films the greatest protection and at the same time prevents the
spread of fire to adjoining structures.

Tragedy Interrupts Filming
of Historical Oregon
Photoplay
PORTLAND, ORE.— Edna

Gaynor.

who was to have been
"The Whitman Massacre,"

sixteen years old,

featured

in

Within

Oregon photoplay, and
George C. Held, camera man for the
American Lifeograph company, were instantly killed when a bus in which thir-

a

teen people were
Laurelhurst.

riding

overturned at

The automobile was one of three carthe company to Baker's bridge,
first

to

scenes

for

the

produc-

have been taken.

Meets Speeding Car

saw an automobile dashing up Hazel
Fern avenue and to avert a collision he
turned

the

car

abruptly

to

the

right

The automobile speeded up and as the
driver saw that he had cleared the sightseeing car he kept on going.
His machine was said to have been traveling
at least 35 miles an hour.
The car did
not stop and the identity of the occupants is unknown to the police.
The touring car skidded for a distance
of about 60 feet, when a wheel on the
right side gave away under the heavy
load, the car turning almost completely

around and tipping over on its side. The
12 passengers and driver were hurled
in a heap to the pavement.
Held was
thrown with such force to the pavement
that his skull was badly crushed and
he died instantly.
Miss
Gaynor's
body
was
badly
mangled and her skull fractured. She
died a few minutes afterward.

Production

The sightseeing

Work

Halted

bearing the mowas following about
two blocks behind two other automobiles.
The party was on its way to the
Baker's bridge, where an Indian camp
for taking scenes of the film, "The Whitcar,

Who

THOMAS MEIGHA1V
will play the leading; role In Cecil B.
Mille's Artcraft production, "The

De

Admirable Crichton."

Capital Managers in

National Organization
WASHINGTON, D. C— The Exchange Managers' Association of Washington, D. C, held a special meeting to
meet Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association of the
Motion Picture industry, who outlined
plans now well under way for the formation

of a

become

national film organization to
with the National As-

affiliated

sociation.
The local Managers' Association enthusiastically endorsed the plan and will
aid in every way in the perfection of the
new body. They think it is bound to
become an important factor owing to the
fact that it is located in the national
capital.
Mr. Elliott was a guest at the
monthly luncheon of the Rotary Club
on Friday, upon the invitation of Major

Raymond W. Pullman, Police Commissioner of the District of Columbia.

Rothacker Conducting
Survey of Conditions
Watterson

Massacre," one of a series of scenes
entitled "The Martyrs of Yesterday,"
had been established. The motion picture actors in the cars in the lead, not
knowing of the accident, continued on
their way.
As soon as word was sent
to them, they returned to the city and

Manager Moorman

Show

Frank J. Flaherty, manager of the Film
Clearing House, Chicago, handling the
Rothapfel Unit Program in this terrigave a private showing of the first
Rothapfel pictures on Thursday, June 5.
A large orchestra
at Orchestra Hall.
was on hand and about a hundred exhibitory,

tors

and newspaper representatives en-

instructions
to return to their homes, that work
would not be continued until after the
funeral of the victims.

joyed the two hour and a quarter enterSeveral out of
tainment to the full.
town exhibitors came especially to view
the program.

More States Are Sold

No Tax on "Oh Boy" Music

The Frohman Amusement company
has disposed of several more states for
its six part special production, "Once

Albert Capellani Productions, Inc., has
made arrangements with T. B. Harms
Company, publishers of the musical
score of "Oh Boy" whereby any part
of this music either vocal or instrumental
may be used without fee, in connection
with the exhibition of the film, whch
will be released by Pathe, June 22.

issued

Richards and Flynn,
to Every Man."
First
National franchise holders for
Eastern Missouri, have taken the MisTerritory of
souri and Kansas rights.

Iowa and Nebraska has been acquired
by Sheridan and Garland of Des Moines.
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Rothacker, president of

com-

pany, is conducting a careful and comprehensive survey of exchanges and releasing conditions throughout the United
States preparatory to issuing several
single reels, among which will be an extraordinary novelty reel, a beautiful
scenic and the Rothacker Review.
For this purpose, G. S. Anderson is
completing a trip which covers Canada,
Buffalo, New York, Philadelphia and
other eastern points. S. Calvert is making a trip through Kentucky, Indiana

and Wisconsin. C. P. Tobin is covering
Michigan.
E. O. Blackburn is visiting
Memphis, New Orleans and the states
Oklahoma, and Missouri.
of
Texas,
Stanley Twist is touring the Central
West. Mr. Rothacker is making the
survey on the Pacific Coast.

All

Arrow Printing
At Thanhouser Plant

Dr.

Flaherty Gives

R.

the Rothacker Film Manufacturing

tion picture party,

man

fire

fire.

The

big car was on its way to Baker's
bridge, on the Clackamas river, a short
distance from Oregon City, and was
said to be going at more than 30 miles
an hour. As E. E. Davenport, the driver,
approached the street intersection he

minutes after the

ager, left for Philadelphia to take charge
of the situation.
Meanwhile he had the
Washington, Pittsburgh, Boston, Buffalo
and Cleveland offices in readiness to
supply prints and advertising material
necessary yi order that no holder of a
World contract could suffer by reason
of inability to get whatever his contract
called for. Business is going on without
a single minute's delay because of the

rying

where the
tion were

fifteen

was reported to the New York office,
George R. Meeker, General Sales Man-

historical

the

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow Film Corporation, has

an-

nounced that hereafter all prints of pictures sold by the Arrow Film Corporation will be made in the laboratories of
the Thanhouser plant in New Rochelle.
This plant is fully equipped to take care
of an enourmous business and is already
handling about 250,000 feet per week,
although it is just starting.
The Thanhouser plant some years ago
was one of the busiest and most successful in existence and under the new arrangements it is expected to again build
up a reputation for the laboratory work.

Fifth Bennison Film
fifth and most powerful of the
western dramas in which Louise Bennison, the cowboy with the gun and smile,

The

is

"High

Pockets,"

Betzwood

picture

soon to be published by Goldwyn. "Oh,
"Sandy
Meade,"
"Speedy
Johnny!",
Burke of the U-Bar U" and "The Road
Called Straight" were the previous pictures in which the cowboy star did such
effective work.
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THE CUTTING ROOM
Editing the Excess Footage in the News and Publicity of the Week
Down to a Few Reels That Tell the Story Quickly and With a Punch

—

By

THE

*

REPORTER

Trii7Yilt7Yil?7ril>7Tti^

A New

Organization

Coming

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
pending concerning the formation of
a new distributing company.
Arthur
Kane, late of Select and his side partner Woody are popularly mentioned as
is

the leading lights in the

Kane

is

new

lineup.

without doubt one of the

executives in the

field

today.

finest

With prac-

tically his own organization he could
surpass his own record for fast organization building made with Select.
It is freely stated, too, that the capital
for the new proposition will come from
one of the biggest and most powerful
film men in the industry and will be the
channel through which a lot of superproductions will be released, instead of

through the routine process of the regular

company

at present in existence.

Rather strongly smacks of the Artcraft
idea put over some time ago, doesn't it?
At any rate keep the matter in mind
and look for some big product, such as
say the
Mayflower material, to go
through the fifteenth distributing organization
with its own
exchanges in,
existence.

Conflicting

IMMEDIATELY
the

announcement

FOL-

that an or-

ganization
for
production has been
formed, with a capitalization of thirtythree
million,
"friendly
towards the

United Picture Theatres" was the appearance of an ad in one of the local
trade

journals

offering

stock

United Picture Theatres below
ent quotation.

of
its

the

certainly giving their exhibitor partners

wonder how

the

two

situa-

tions could be reconciled.

Weber About
Make Important Move
LOIS WEBER, THE ONLY SUCCESSFUL woman director and today

Lois
to

the only director of ability
has arrived in New York and is
considering several propositions.
practically
free,

a similar

manner

to Neilan, Tucker,

not the
slightest doubt that her productions will
be of a calibre that will demand real
etc.

If this is the case,

there

is

and special exploitation.

prices

Her

recent successes with the Anita
Stewart pictures are still fresh in the
minds of the exhibitors and a series of
Miss Weber's pictures would be an asset to

any distributor.

Sennett's

Ambition

AMBITION

IS

A PECULIAR THING

when applied to the theatrical
profession.
comedian
always
The
aspires to drama and in many cases the
heavy would like to do comedy parts.
The opera singer wishes to be an actress
especially

exhibitor

the

lobby

display

Corporation's Strong

THE LISTING OF FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY Corporation's stock on the
New York Exchange is significant inasmuch

as

dences

it

marks one of the

that

could not say that Sennett will not
be successful, yet it has been the general experience of most people that a

one work is rarely successanother specialized line of endeavor. I imagine that the average exhibitor will be in the same attitude of
mind as myself, "from Missouri having
to be shown."
specialist in

ful

in

industry

the

first

evi-

receiving

is

acknowledgment of its importance and
permanent financial interest.
Opening
at 113, it has remained above par to
date. A very creditable showing indeed,
and one that indicates the great strength
back of this organization.

The

plainly indicated

policy of the or-

ganization to slowly but surely withdraw
all franchises and install their own organization in all countries of the world
will add to this strength, and there is

no doubt that

which renders understandable Mack
Sennett's ambition and announced decision to make melodramas during the
coming year.
While The Reporter, or in fact anybody

usable

produc-

Financial Position

ternational

of

various

his

Famous Players-Lasky

potential possibilities of Galli Curci,

all

and

practical

a
for

tions.

and the actress believes that she has the

a short time as an in-

in

company

they

tremendous factor not only

will
in

be

a

pictures,

industrial fabric of the country.
conversations with various members of the organization it is quite clear
to The Reporter that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has realized the
importance of the good will of the exhibitor as a business asset and that
every effort will be made to retain and
secure even a stronger position in this

but

in

From

respect.

A New

Novelty

for the Screen

KASHIN AND JACK COHN ARE

pres-

Such a confliction of facts is hard to
understand and it seems to The Reporter
that in permitting the sale of such a
small quantity of stock of fifty or a hundred shares to be advertised at bargain
prices, that the United Picture Theatres
Company were very short sighted and
a chance to

in

else,

Statements

ALMOST
LOWING

The Reporter was informed that she
would doubtless have her own organization and produce a series of pictures for
one of the big distributing organizations

Goldwyn's

producing a new novelty that should

Good Idea
THE DECISION OF

terest the average exhibitor very greatly.

GOLDWYN TO

and
answr the

It

is

called the Screen Letter Box,

press book a section devoted to lobby displays containing sketch work and drawing, is to be
Kasin, of lobby display
commended.

is

a

single reel

fame, often discussed with The Reporter
the possibility of entering a lobby display exploitation service along with the
other aids now given to the exhibitor by
the producer.
The very method that
Goldwyn is now about to embrace formed
the nucleus of many a discussion, but
in a more elaborate form even than
Goldwyn has taken up. However, it is
a good start on the road and there is not
the slightest doubt that there is room
for great progress to be made in giving

Douglas Fairbanks,"

include

in

their

new

made up

to

in-

various questions that the typical fans
want to know about pictures such as
"Is Bill Hart a Real
the Movies,"

The

idea

is

"How

Cow Boy?" "About
"How to Get Into
to

Play Cleopatra."

to get the fans to continue

to send in questions to be

answered and

as these questions arc typical over prac-

the entire country, the answers
apply and be of equal interest to
almost any house in the country.
As a novelty, the Screen Letter Box is
something distinctly new and should be
Kashin and
of value to any exhibitor.
Cohn deserve success for the idea.
tically

will
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OH,

THESE TEMPERAMENTAL, DETERMINED WIVES

[^a
Taylor Holmes tries to argue Anna Lehr out of getting; a divorce in "Upside Down," a
new Triangle Special. But she would be free so lie finds twenty pretty reasons.

"The Ghost

of

Slumber Mountain

HOW

THIS NOVELTY REEL, SHOWING PREHISTORIC
ANIMALS IN THEIR NATIVE HAUNTS, WAS MADESHORT HISTORY OF WILLIS H. O'BRIEN, INVENTOR

Few people who have witnessed "The
Ghost of Slumber Mountain" upon the
screen realize the painstaking care and
patience required to produce this single
reel

of

The

pictures.
film is the

work of Willis H.
O'Brien, now employed by the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company,
which concern has engaged him to produce a number of other novelty pictures,
and required months of effort on the
part of Mr. O'Brien.
The entire production was made without a scenario, the only material being
a sheet of titles.
Originally "The Ghost
of Slumber Mountain" was 3,000 feet in
length, but it was decided to cut it to
1,000 feet for obvious reasons.

When the picture was first presented
at the Strand theatre, New York. Mr.
O'Brien was given full credit for its production.
Since then, however, an attempt has been made to create the impression that the work was not done by
him, which is not the case. Watterson
Rothacker attest.
Mr. Rothacker first heard of Mr.
O'Brien in 1914 while in San Francisco.
Mr. O'Brien at that time was working
on a roof in San Francisco making his
plastic pictures, which were but
first
R.

length, featuring a
a cave man.
In 1916 Mr. O'Brien made a reel depicting prehistoric animals in action, en-

seventy-five

feet

in

Brontosamus and

"The Dinasaurus" and "The Missing Link." He followed these with two
nevelty films entitled "Morphorus Mike"
and "The Birth of a Flivver."
He went to New York in 1910 to make
pictures for the Edison Conquest protitled

gram, using three manikins he had made
1915.
The Manikin Films, Inc., was
formed and M,r. O'Brien elected president. When the conquest program was
discontinued Mr. O'Brien was asked to
in

edit a weekly of which a series of prehistoric animals in various poses was a
part.
In order to make these scientifically correct Mr. O'Brien consulted Dr.
Brown of the American Museum of
Natural History and much of the action
appearing in "The Ghost of Slumber
Mountain" is the result of suggestions

made by

Dr. Brown.
with Edison

Company, Mr.
O'Brien made "Curious Pete of Our Ancestors," "Rural Delivery 2,000,000 B.
"In the Villian's Power," "Mickey
C."
and His Goat," "Sam Lloyd Puzzle Picture" and "Nippy's Nightmare."
In the
last named production human characters
were used with manikins and it was
Mr. O'Brien's conviction that his preWhile

vious pictures lacked in human interest.
When the Edison Company sold out
to Lincoln & Parker, the plan to make
educational pictures was abandoned. At
this time he met Herbert Dawley, who

been working along experimental
and had, as a result, a small book
in which he had pasted a large number
of exposures of the plastic dinasaur.
Mr. O'Brien entered into an agreement
with Mr. Dawley and "The Ghost ot

had

lines

Slumber Mountain" was started.
The work was done entirely by Mr.
O'Brien, however, and his manikins were
used.

novelty

Mr.

has finished four
Rothacker
the
at
said are far superior

O'Brien

pictures

studios, which it is
to anything heretofore

34

produced along

this

The Rothacker Film Manu-

line.

facturing
Company
O'Brien's process and

improving upon

controls
Mr.
is constantly

he

it.

A

definite announcement
tribution, etc., will be made

as

to

dis-

soon by Mr.
Rothacker, giving a description of Mr.

O'Brien's

Ann

new

productions.

Little Is Hart's

Leading

Woman

in

NewJArtcraft Play
Ann

famed

for her delineation
character of Naturich in Cecil
B. DeMille's Artcraft production of "The
Squaw Man," appears opposite William
S. Hart in the latter's new Artcraft pic-

of

Little,

the

"Square Deal Sanderson."
story was written by Charles
Alden Seltzer and originally appeared in
Argosy. Lambert Hillyer adapted it for
the screen and he with Mr. Hart diture,

The

rected the production.

The role allotted to the star is one
of the quick-shooting, hard-riding type
a real Western, with plenty of action and
opportunities for convincing acting. Miss
Little, who appears as Mr. Hart's leading woman for the first time, is cast in
the role of Mary Branford, a young
ranch owner, beset by designing villains.
It is said to be one of these typically
Western roles for which she is so well
Lloyd Bacon, son of Frank
suited.
Bacon, whose performance in the stage
success, "Lightnin'," has been the talk
of New York this season, has a sympathetic role and the two heavy parts are
plaved by Frank Whitson and Edwin
Wa'llock.

Dorothy Green Given
Strong Cast by World
supporting Dorothy Green,
with Arthur Ashley, in
her debut with World Pictures as a star,
which is being celebrated with "The
American Way" now being produced
under the direction of Frank Reicher,
Prominent is that steris a notable one.

The

in

cast

association

ling

actor,

Carl

Sauerman,

who

sup-

ported Elsie Ferguson in "Such a Little
Queen," Channing Pollock's play, which
the late Henry B. Harris used to start
Miss Ferguson with on her way as a successful stage and screen star. Another
actor is Lisle Leigh.

Metro Lot Larger
the purchase by Metro Pictures
Corporation of the five-acre square across
Caheunga avenue to the east of the main
lot in Hollywood, the studios now cover
twelve acres. The addition will be used
for street scenes and outdoor sets. Space
is being cleared on the main lot for new

With

buildings for indoor, scenario offices and

property department, in line with the
extensive plans laid out by Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro, during his
visit to

Los Angeles a few weeks ago.

Film Makes Big Record
Robertson-Cole has issued a statement contending that Exhibitors Mutual has sold more rebookings on "The
Turn in the Road" than has been credited any other motion picture this year.
Scores of theatres which have shown
this production are arranging return engagements.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Robertson-Cole Will Not Decrease
Its Output During Summer Months
Officers Have Confidence That Favorable Business Conditions Will Continue Despite
Arrival of Hot Weather
In spite of the rapid approach of

sum-

mer, as indicated by the hot spell of the
past week, a sign which invariably presages the beginning of dull times in the
motion picture industry, RobertsonCole officials announced this week that
they are looking forward to no material
let-up in their production activities, nor
Exhibitors Mutual in their selling efIn fact they are serenely conforts.
fident that business will maintain the
fast pace it has set during the past three
months, and they are bending every effort to offset the handicap imposed on
them by the weather, by lining up a
series of productions that will compel
-

ficials

of

conjunction with the ofExhibitors' Mutual, through
in

which all its pictures are published,
Robertson-Cole has formulated a plan
which will insure the exhibitor an unending stream of high class pictures during the trying period between now and
the

fall.

List for Early

Summer

has now been definitely decided that
the following productions, every one of
which will bear the personal guarantee
of quality of Robertson-Cole, will be
published through Exhibitors' Mutual in
the course of the summer:
Sessue Hayakawa, in ''His Debt";
Billie Rhodes, in "In Search of Arcady";
Henry B. Warner in the first Superior
It

Picture,

W.

Vidor, creator of "The

Turn

Road"; and Beatriz Michelena

in

in

the

"The

Deadline."

Other Features to Follow

These offerings comprise but

a part of
of exceptional attractions which
Robertson-Cole plan for summer distribution through Exhibitors' Mutual.
Then there are "The Love Call," with
Billie
Rhodes; Henry B. Walthall in

the

list

"Modern Husbands."

good business.

Working

William Desmond in "Bare- Fisted Gallagher," succeeding "The Mints of Hell,"
a big show picture which will make an
ideal summer attraction; "Better Times,"
second of the Bre.itwood series by King

"The

Man

Who

Turned

White," which last week started an indefinite run at the Broadway theatre;
Bessie Barriscale, in "Tangled Threads";

Beatriz Michelena,
"Just Squaw," Bessie Barriscale in
"Josselyn's Wife," and William Desmond in "The Mints of Hell" which are
now producing big results wherever
they are exhibited.
Robertson-Cole consider this array
in

sufficiently strong to offset any tendency
towards a decrease in business.
There is a strong mixture of lighter
vehicles for the Robertson-Cole stars,
with a heavier vein of drama, making a
combination of offerings that is aimed to
satisfy the most varied type of audience.

Taylor Holmes' Latest
Comedy "Upside Down"
"Lovely Reason," a story by George
Chamberlain, furnished the plot
for "Upside Down," the latest Taylor
Holmes comedy to be published by Triangle, June 22.
It is said to give Mr.

Agnew

Holmes unusual opportunities for provoking mirth.
Taylor Holmes, as Archie Pirn, a man
infatuated with his own wife, is struck
speechless when
declares that she

the

lady,

Anna

Lehr,

must be freed from the

bonds of matrimony, that she may develop her individuality. She simply compels poor Archibald, the most faithful
husband in captivity, to furnish her a
"reason." The husband is completely at
a loss, but once forced along the way of
the transgressor he discovers his task,
becoming wonderfully congenial. And
before the end of the picture, in which
he turns things upside down generally,
his director, Lawsaid to have supplied twenty of the loveliest "reasons"
for divorce that man ever set eyes upon.

Holmes,

or,

rence C.

Windom,

Woman

rather,

is

Exhibitor Retires

MARSH ALLTOWN,

I

A.— Mrs.

Vir-

ginia E. Jones, owner of the Colonial
theatre, has retired, disposing of her
lease and equipment to Frank W. Op'

Merit Film Buys Rights
ALICE MANN
Productions, Inc.

Merit

Film has purchased rights to

Mack Swain comedies and Texas Guinan
series

cluding

P.-A. Special Proves

Good Drawing Card
In Illinois Theatres
The Paramount-Artcraft

Woman Thou

for

the

state of
City.

New York
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New

York,

in-

Gavest

"The

special,

Me,"

by

Hugh

Ford, from Hall Caine's well known
novel of the same name, is proving as
good a drawing card in the Illinois territory as any Famous Players-Lasky production that ever played there, according to reports.
W. D. Burford, manager of the Strand
theatre, Aurora, 111., and the manager of
the Princess theatre, Joliet, 111., in both
of which places the special has had a
run, were so pleased with the result that
they wrote in to the Chicago branch of
Famous Players-Lasky about it.
A notable fact is that the Chicago
Board of censors deferred action on this
picture for some reason or other and the
exhibitors

watched particularly

to

see

what

impression it made upon their
patrons as a result. In each case, they
reported, their patrons had nothing but
the

most enthusiastic praise

for the pic-

ture.

Announces

First Title

Joseph M. Schenck announces that the
first

pany

picture of the
will

be

Edward Jose Com-

"Mothers

of

Men," by

Denny William Warner and De Wit to
Kaplan. Mr. Jose will start work on
June :M and he is now engaging the cast.

He is collaborating with Charles Whitaker on the scenario which will be completed shortly.

New Red
The new

pice.

Heroine of "The Yellow Eel," a three-part
•erlal published hy HcClure

EMMY WEHLEX

In "Fools and Their Money," a new Metro
picture. Emmy has good support,
hasn't shef

Cross Films

single-reel productions of the
Bureau of Pictures of the American Red
Cross are to be released and distributed
by the Educational Films Corporation
of America. The new overseas negative
which has just been received in this
country is now being cut and titled for
distribution.
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Billie

Rhodes

Work on

at

Hodkinson Company

Picture for
"The Blue Bonnet,"

First

Army Story
New York— Will Be

a Salvation

ing Filmed in

Be-

Widely Exploited
"Smiling Bill" Parsons, president of
the National Film Corporation of America, recently signed contracts that places
Billie
Rhodes under the distributing
management of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and decided to "go the limit"
in the production of her new pictures.
The first example of "going the limit"

became evident
Rhodes and an

last

entire

week when Billie
company of fifty

players including a complete technical
organization arrived frorn California and

immediately began work* in New York
on "The Blue Bonnet," a story by E.

Magnus

Ingleton.

Salvation

Army

"The Blue Bonnet"

journals.

In

the

local

presentations in

size and imporwill
have the
friendly co-operation of the Salvation
Army, an organization destined to ride
cities and towns of
tance this production
all

national affection because of the
work with our
of
its
American Army in France.
in

thoroughness

arrangements for Miss Rhodes' second
big production. "The Little Boss of Big
Ben." a recent big Munsey's All-Story
Maqazine success. After the completion
of "The Blue Bonnet," the star and her
company will stop in Chicago and in
Texas for necessary scenes in her second
picture.

Advertise Extensively

New York

last

week

for

BILLIE

RHODES

Star of "The Hlue Bonnett." a National
Film Corp. of America play, distributed through W. \\ Hodkinson.
.

Trip to Broadway for
Pathe's Star Salesmen
Paul Brunet, Vice President and GenManager of Pathe Exchange, an-

eral

nounces that the greatest selling drive
in the history of the firm is on during
the month of June, which has been designated as Pathe Honor Month in honor
of

Air.

Chales

Pathe,

who

is

now

in

America.
All

of

the

firm's

salesmen are com-

peting in a great selling contest, which
Mr. Brunet declares is sure to break all
As
records in the history of Pathe.
prizes to the winning salesmen, trips
to New York and an excursion along

Broadway have been

offered.

Special buttons bearing a photograph
of Charles Pathe and the inscription
"Pathe Honor Month" have been issued
to the salesmen to wear during the great

The awards will be made
some time during July and the winning
salesmen will have their Broadway trip

June drive.

Production of "The Blue Bonnet" was
interrupted in

after receiving an ovation in the
Southern capital.
"The Blue Bonnet" will be made the
subject of an all-summer-long Hodkinson advertising campaign across the
country, beginning at once in the trade
ball

high

Story

a story of the
"over here." It

is

Salvation Army and
gives Billie Rhodes a fine opportunity
and the picture is being made in conjunction with the fullest facilities of the
Salvation Army and with many accessories and furnishings obtained -directly
from the army organization.
This production is being directed by
Louis William Chaudet, an imaginative
artist.
Among the members of the organization brought east with him are:
Ben Wilson, long prominent as a featured screen player; Stanhope Wheatcroft. Allene Hale and Irene Rich, tintechnical staff from the coast, including
Scott R. Beal, assistant director, and
Ross Fisher, cameraman.
Mr. Parsons has also concluded all

To

three days to permit Miss Rhodes to go
to Richmond, Virginia, for an exhibitors'
convention at which she led the grand

late in that

Theatres Combined
To Cut Film Costs
CALEXIO, CAL.— After a three
weeks' tour of the southern section of
the state N. O. Emert, manager of the
Emert theatre, announced that arrangements were about perfected for a combination of motion picture houses to
reach from Los Angeles to Ensenada
and to embrace

fifteen of the best places.
In discussing the matter Mr. Emert

said:

"We

are compelled to do this in

order to get the high-class films at a
reasonable
figure.
The combination
among the stars is such that they have
raised the price of their productions until
they are beyond the reach of the
smaller individual houses, so if we can
book 10 to 14 days in string we can get
a price we can afford to pay."

month.

Robertson-Cole Opens
Many Sunday Programs
With many New York

and towns
taking advantage of the Sunday opening
option law which was recently signed
by Governor Smith and voting for Sunday exhibitions of motion pictures, an
entirely new field has been opened up
cities

to film distributors.

Robertson-Cole and

Exhibitors'

Mu-

tual have been very successful in having
their feature productions selected for

Of nine cities
Sunday entertainment.
near Albany voting for Sunday theatres,
all opened with a Robertson-Cole production, five of them using "The Turn
in

Fifteen California

the Road."

Esco News Makes Hit
With Exhibitor Readers
Under the appropriate name of Esco
News, the Exhibitors Supply Company
of Chicago, is issuing a bulletin to exhibitors every few weeks which has been
very favorably received. Numerous requests from theatre owners to have their
names added to the mailing list have
been received.

While primarily an advertising pamphlet to introduce features offered by the
company and list staple supplies with
prices, the reader is put up in interesting style and is a valuable reference
catalogue.
H. A. R. Dutton, president of the company, conceived the idea and its success
has made it a permanent part of the
Company's sales
Supply
Exhibitor's
policy.

Begin $500,000 Theatre
ATLANTA, GA.— Work on the half
DOROTHY

\nil

I)

M.TO N

support In a new Paramount picture,
"Other Men's Wives."

million

dollar

theater

Howard is planning to
Points" will begin June
36

which
build
16.

Troup
at

"Six

Aaron Jones Entertains
Adolph Zukor and Marcus Loew were
guests of Aaron J. Jones at his summer
home. Flossmoor, 111., for several days.
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PARAMOUNT ENGAGES

Major Hughes' "Cup of Fury" to be
First Eminent Authors' Publication

PROJECTION EXPERT
TO SOLVE PROBLEMS

New Million

With a view to assisting exhibitors to
obtain the best projection possible and
reducing the damage of film to a minimum, thereby enhancing the presentation of Paramount and Artcraft pictures
to a degree commensurate with their
artistic qualities, the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has introduced an

new department

entirely

in

and General Manager -AI
for some time.
In charge of the new department, the
headquarters of which will be at the
tribution,

Lichtman

home office in New York, is Earl J.
Denmson, a projection expert and engineer.

Mr. Dennison's duties

will take

him

more or

intervals

at

every

less

regular

Famous

Players-Lasky exchange in the United States. Besides
establishing a standard system of film
inspection in the various branches he
will personally examine and report upon
all film in stock, look into complaints
from exhibitors and examine damage
cards which are now being distributed in
standardized form to all exchanges, to
be kept as a detailed record and check
upon every print in circulation. In this
to

—

Production Select Story Appearing
Recently in Magazine
"The Cup
ican

connection

with its distribution office, which will
handle the varied projection problems
which confront exhibitors. At the same
time it will eliminate so far as possible
the causes which, through incompetence
of operators or carelessness of inspectors, contribute to the damaging of prints
and consequent inadequate projection.
The proposition has been occupying
the attention of Walter E. Greene, vicepresident and managing director of dis-

Ready to Begin

Dollar Organization

its

life

at

history,

of Fury," a novel of

wide attention
in

in

Red Book

the

Amer-

most critical time in
which has caught nationthe

recent publication

its

is

Pictures.

It

seems to

me

that a great

to be the first picture

to be screened by
Pictures. "The Cup of

Rupert Hughes, who
est paid writers
his stories keep

look forward with intense interest
Cup of Fury'
under the auspices of Eminent Authors'
"I

to the production of 'The

in

Eminent Authors'
Fury" is by Major
is

one of the highworld because

the

up with the times, because America is his religion and he
dramatizes the terrific events that are
shaking the world.
The novel will be the first work
million-dollar organization
of
of the
which Rex Beach is the President and
Samuel Goldwyn, Chairman of the Board.
In
the
established
accordance with
policy which enlists the co-operation of
the author from beginning to the end
of picture production, Rupert Hughes
and the adapter Anthony Paul Kelly
are now building the continuity for pictures of the story.

Rex Beach to Assist
The experience of Rex Beach in preparing his own stories for motion picHis success
tures will be drawn upon.
as an author who has made good in the
motion picture field, won the co-operaSamuel Goldwyn.
Rupert
this
week,
In
conference

tion of

[ughes, Rex Beach, Anthony Paul Kelly
and Samuel Goldwyn discussed the lines
of development of the picture and the
points that determine the character and

RUPERT HUGHES

I

In "'The Cup of
strength of the play.
Fury," Major Hughes has a theme that
In enis intensely American in spirit.
listing the services
of 'Anthony Paul
Kelly, Major Hughes gains the point

view of a playwright whose "Three
Faces East" was a striking theatrical
success and whose work previous to
playwriting was motion pictures.
Beach,
noticed," says President
"I

revolutionary step has been taken in the
picture domain. The author has
at last been given the franchise.
It
carries with it a heavy responsibility, but
the opportunity is glorious."

moving

of

"that the

men who

are closest to the in-

dustry say that the day of the story has

dawned

in

motion pictures.

And

isn't

it

about time? When a man has sounded
a popular note in fiction, why not sound

same note of personality in pictures?
Both as a novelist and as a writer of
short stories, Major Hughes is one of the
His
highest paid writers in the world.
abilities and his personal interest in the
work we are gong to do and the pictures we are making will be an invaluthe

All

New York

Critics of the

New York

daily news-

papers were virtually unanimous in welcoming H. B. Warner's return to Broadway and the screen in "The Man Who
Turned White," the Robertson-Cole
feature
at

tual,

distributed by Exhibitors'
the Broadway theater.

Mu-

New

York.
T. E. Oliphant of the Mail, Harriet
I'nderhill of the Tribune, Allison Smith
of the Globe and critics for the Tele-

gram and Morning and Evening Suns
were particularly
comment.

able contribution."

Critics

Warner Feature

Praise

enthusiastic

in

their

Rupert Hughes Statement

EARL,

J.

DENIVISOIV

way

the blame for damage can be
placed exactly where it belongs, whether
it
may lie with the manufacturer, the
exchange or the exhibitor's operator.

Kokomo Theatre Change
KOKOMO,

IA.— Reece Walton has

purchased the Paramount theatre from
Merrill Moore, who has accepted a position with a Chicago film company.
-

Rupert Hughes says: "Authors have
been going about the world taking stor-

from the inexhaustible wells of human experience, and telling them to the
ies

public >to the public's delight in

its

own

But only one author was
impelled to take a hand in the
moving picture game with extraordinary
success and he is Rex Beach.
He
mastered the technic both of the art and
the business.
He became a partner in
the enterprises and shared the financial
portraits.

somehow

as well as the artistic responsibility.
result is extraordinary success.
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The

Ascher Manager Resigns
ROCKFORD, ILL.— Herman Bejach.
manager

of the

Ascher Midway theatre

here for the past eighteen months, has
resigned preparatory to establishing an
amusement business of his own.

Increase to Operators

WASHINGTON,

D.

C— Motion

pic-

ture theatre operators have been granted
an increase to SO cents per hour here.
The former scale was 60 cents per hour.

»
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Capellani Secures

Screen Rights for

Wodehouse's Novel
Will Star Caprice

"A Damsel

and Hale

in

in Distress"

and a pretty, venturesome daughter of
English nobility whom he rescues from
the consequences of an indiscreet escapade under cover of a London fog. Employing Yankee pluck, ner.ve and ingenuity, he attempts to span the social
gulf between himself and the girl with
whom he is in love and meets with
many highly amusing adventures before

Ralph E. Bradford, manager of the Triangle exchange, Chicago, has resigned.
Mr. Bradford left Chicago on Saturday

he attains his objective.

for Atlanta, Ga.,

The motion

picture rights to "A Damsel in Distress," a story by P. G. Wodehouse now running serially in the Sat-

urday Evening Post have been acquired
the Albert Capellani Productions.
Inc.
The exceptional screen possibilities of the Wodehouse serial coupled to
the advertising value of a Saturday Evening Post story, resulted in spirited bidding among producers for the screen

by

rights.

Star Caprice and Haie

June Caprice and Creighton Hale, who
have just completed work in '"The Unknown Dancer," their second subject for
Albert

the

Capellani Production, Inc.,
co-star in the film version of "A
Damsel in Distress" under the direction
of George Archainbaud while the pro-

will

duction will be personally supervised by
Albert Capellani. Philip Masi. recentlydischarged
from the United States
Aviation Corps in which he served for
eighteen months as a Lieutenant, will

Mr. Archainbaud in the direction
of the production while Lucien Tainguy,
erstwhile cinematographer in the United
States Signal Corps., will be responsible
for
the
photoplay.
Director
Archainbaud is now engaged in assembling a supporting cast.
With the purchase of "A Damsel in
Distress," P. G. Wodehouse makes his
second contribution to the Capellani
assist

program, his first being "OH BOY"
which he "wrote in collaboration with
Guy Bolton and Jerome Kern, and which
in picture form will be released by Pathe
Exchange. Inc., on June 22, with June
Caprice and Creighton Hale co-starred.
Typical

"A Damsel

Wodehouse Novel
in

Distress"

is

a

typical

product of the Wodehouse pen.
It is
described as a light, frothy romance.

The
a

young American playwright

Star Virginia Pearson
In "Impossible Kate"
The Virginia Pearson Photoplays
have started work on the second production with her own company, at the
Triangle Studios which they have taken
over at Riverdale, Xew York, under the
working title of '"Impossible Kate."
This original story by Frank Beresford,

abilities

Lynch

enterprises.

office

for

formed.

that

Two

company when
years

Goldwyn and opened
Goldwyn exchange.

later

the

it

was

he joined
Minneapolis

in

playing the part of an. out-

door young society girl.
Miss Pearson has been a devotee of
polo for several years and special arrangements were made with Gedney
Farms to stage a polo game in which
Miss Pearson will take part. The cast
will
include J. H. Gilmour, as the
wealthy father and W. B. Davidson, who
plays opposite Miss Pearson.

New Haven

Exhibitors

Abandon Sunday Fight
NEW HAVEN. COXX.— The seventeen motion picture house operators who
wanted to give shows on Sundays under the old laws, have abandoned their
court fight.
In the court of common pleas Claude
Frederick was fined §10 for operating
on Sundays. The 16 others were to
await action by the supreme court on
the appeal. Xow that the new Sunday
movie law is going into effect the movie
men have decided to stop fighting.

Mr. Frederick withdrew
and the 16 others will pay

RALPH

I

BRADFORD.

appeal

He has practically grown up in the film
business, having worked for C. H. Hite
in Pleasantville, O., years ago.
They

Dallas Exchange Head
Solves C. O. D. Problem
An idea of W. T. Yoder, manager of

came to Chicago and when Hite opened
the Old Majestic exchange in Fifth avenue. Chicago, Bradford joined him as
booker and later became city salesman.
The Majestic and H. & H. were later
merged and combined with the Mutual

his
fines.

O. D. has been lifted. With this statement, he can obtain his money from the
Preexpress offices within 24 hours.
vious^, there were delays of from 30 to
60 days, and he sometimes had as much
as $600 to $1,000 tied up in this way.

"U" Makes "Stunt"

Reel

Universal has ready for distribution to
its

exchanges

in

"stunt" reel which

the
is

United States a
expected to inter-

exhibitors. It will show flashes of
successful pictures of the past and coming attractions and criticisms in trade
papers on Universal attractions. It is
for the purpose of convincing exhibitors
that Universal "is producing the best of
pictures."

est

O'DAKK

A.

Mr. Bradford is well known in the central west and his many friends wish him
every success in his new field.
Mr. Bradford joined the Triangle
forces when he opened the Minneapolis

entirely different from any that Miss
Pearson has ever done. It gives her an
opportunity of displaying her athletic

.

l»KC;f;^

where he becomes conS.

is

the Pathe Exchange at Dallas, Tex., is
solving much of the difficulty exchange
managers in his vicinity have been having with C. O. D
collections.
In sending out film, Mr. Yoder sends
a letter to the exhibitor asking him to
return a signed statement that the C.

Leading woman with Eddie Polo, who is
on a trip around the world for I nlveraaL

E. Bradford
Triangle Manager
Joins Lynch Forces

nected with the

action of the plot revolves around

breezy

Ralph

38

Film Corporation.

In 1914 Mr. Bradof the Chicago office under R. C. Seery, then division manager.

ford

was named manager

United Artists

Name

Washington Manager
V. P. Whitaker. who has been closely
identified with film rental in the Washington, D. C. territory and Southern
points for the past six years, has been
appointed sales manager of the distributing Depot which United Artists Corporation will open in Washington.
Mr. Whitaker is the first depot sales
manager to be engaged by Hiram
Abrams, general manager of United ArtMr. Abrams is buildists Corporation.
ing the sales organization gradually,
selecting the men with great care, in the
hope that when the personnel is rounded

United Artists Corporation
have a sales force of specialists.

out,

will
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Pennsylvania and Ohio Exhibitors
Attack "Advance Deposit" System
Communications From Pittsburgh and Cleveland

Show Theatre Men Favor Two

Distinct

manufacturer.

Methods of Adjusting Question
That Ohio and Pennsylvania exhibitor*
determined to take every possible
action to do away with the evils of the
present "advance deposit" system, generally in use throughout the country, is
indicated by two communications from
readers
received
by the Herald during the present week.
are

Kliehan, 3500 Howley street,
Pittsburgh, takes issue with an editorial
appearing in the Herald .May 24, and de-

H.

C.

clares himself heartily in favor of a bill

now pending

Pennsylvania
legislature, which will requite exchanges
to deposit with the state censors an
before

the

to the total amount deposited with exchanges by exhibitors.

amount equal

A prominent Cleveland exhibitor, who
requests that his name not be printed,
offers a substitute solution of the "ad-

is

as follows:

"I don't want to 'hog' your columns, but knowing something of the effect of Herrington's antideposit bill and knowing that the cause for such
action justified almost any action by the exhibitors,
I herewith submit a plan that should meet the approval of any honest seller of film and in submitting it I do not want to be identified simply
1st

it

might weaken

— Let

its

effectiveness.

and exchanges in each
exchange zone agree upon one central bank
to act as trustee for all advance deposits
in

2nd

the exhibitors

that

zone.

represent a
deposits
— Said
exchanges he
cover
to

to

—

exhibitor.

know how

all

other states but I

do know_ what the deposit system is here in Pittsburgh. "A film exchange has a deposit up for
your service or contract amounting to anywhere
from $15.00 up to and including any amount. It
all depends what you pay for pictures.
If your
check is not in before it is time to ship your
films— well the outcome is that you do not get
any films. Yet the film companies can hold your
money but not protect you in case you fail to
send in your check. So it is a very poor system
that don't work both ways.
"Also in reference to putting same to in the
hands of the censor board.
There is no other
place to put it as that is the head of the film
industry in Pennsylvania.
far as

putting

it

in

the

politician's

hands,

industry has nothing on the exhibitors of
Pennsylvania when it comes to erecting and
equipping an office building for the purpose of
having for accommodations of the producer and
the exchange.
Two places for censoring pictures
are one in Pittsburgh and the other in Harrisburg which was offered by the National Association
and some of the prominent exchanges of the state.
"Now because the exhibitors of Pennsylvania are
trying to protect themselves against an evil which
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League tried to
eliminate, but failed, you give us a knock and say
we are playing politics. If the producer and exchange had come across with a little money to
help defray the expense four years ago and put
the censorship on the shelf, we would not be in a
position to put our bill into the hands of the
Censor board or politicians. We are fighting for
a just cause and I hope this bill goes through, as
that will give an exhibitor a chance to get a

sum
now doing

I do not think it could be adjusted
in the trade for some time to come, as the conditions of the industry are not as good as they were
three or four years ago.
"For the benefit of the exhibitors first, last and
all the time, I hope the bill passes."

The entire question of "advance deposits" is one of the matters scheduled
for disposal at the convention of the exhibitors to be held at St. Louis June
25-28.

"The Law of Nature"
Opens at Washington
P.

and

B.

Dana,

Publicity

director
for

the

Advertising

of

Arrow

Film

Corporation, has just returned from a
trip to Washington, D. C, where he
superintended the staging of the special
production "The Law of Nature." This
picture began a week's run at Shubert's
Belasco Theatre in Washington.
Mr. Dana reports that business was
unusually good and that apparently all
official

Washington viewed "The Law of

Nature." The picture played throughout
the weeki to the S. R. O. at every performance.

Lois

Weber

Settles

NEW YORK—

Lois
Weber, who
has ceased directing for Universal, has
made a settlement in regard to her contract.
She will not resume work until
fall.
It is reported that she was given
title to the Lois Weber studios.

sufficient
is

HE EVIDENTLY LIKES "CONNIE'

business with.
deposits to draw 3 per cent interest.
"To illustrate, say the smallest exhibitor now
has $150 tied up in advance deposits with various
exchanges.
He would better have it up in one
deposit, and if he changes from one exchange to

3rd

in

is

it

the

Letter from Cleveland

because

have been an exhibitor, and if you have not
been an exhibitor I will tell you, that the exhibitor has a hard problem in front of him all the
time.
It has always been onesided, the poor exhibitor is at fault all the time, if you listen to the
story of the exchange.
I will say we are not
infallible and are liable to error but the exchange
never makes a mistake it is always the poor

"As

vance deposit" system.

His communication

"In the first place. The National Association
has taken this deposit system on the floor at different conventions and all it ever amounted to was
resolutions taken.
The poor exhibitor never got
anywhere and still abides by the exchanges' request if he wants their product.
You know if you

"I do not

square deal, and not to finance an exchange distributor or producer.
"When an exhibitor builds a theatre he has to
pay 0 per cent interest on the money that he borrows; that is 6 per cent more than we get from
the Exchange.
"You say it is a trade matter. I grant you that,
but as far as a proper place for solution, would
say there is no place to take it within the trade,
where the exhibitors would get it eliminated or
adjusted, as it is a big financial benefit to the

— Said

Exchange No. 1
it makes no difference.
If not, exchange
notified the bank if delinquent.
No. 2 and the exhibitor jointly notify the bank of
Practically all the money
the obligation transfer.
will stay on deposit at the bank and the small
amount of clerical work at the bank will make it
possible to draw at least 3 per cent.
Of course,
all shows must pay one week in advance as usual.
That is no hardship. This plan is 'on the square'
There is a cool half million of
for all concerned.
our zone exhibitors' deposits in Broadway, N. Y.,
another

Do

banks now.

you wonder

at

Pennsylvania and

other states' banks coveting the use of this easy
money? To pass Herrington's bill is a cinch.
"We can head off trouble by mutually agreeing
on the above plan and save an endless amount
of exchange and exhibitor clerical work.
are
working out the details and Herrington knows it.
The fact is, they would not have introduced, I
don't think, except for the fact that the pro-

We

ducers and manufacturers invaded Pennsylvania
with a signed petition praying for another censor
board for Pittsburgh, thus sanctioning legalized
graft and helping to perpetuate censorship instead
of fighting it.
I
shall take a hand in defense of
the Pittsburgh boys if all the editors throw a fit
like the

"It

is

Trade Review

of

May

10 issue.

one plan or the other for Cleveland."

H. C. Kliehan's Letter

The communication from H.

C.

Klie-

han of Pittsburgh, answering the Herald
editorial,

is

as

follows

"I saw your editorial on 'Wrong Methods' in
regard to bill in the Pennsylvania Legislation or
deposit system, and will say that I do not agree
with you for various reasons.

Constance Talmadge and her leading man, Harrison Ford,
a .story
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"The Border Legion"

Goldwyn

Special

The Export

Is

Proven Big Success

Foreign Trade Information

"The Border Legion," a picturization
of Zane Grey's story of the west, starring Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosworth, is proving one of the most suc-

Metro has organized a foreign department with Harry J. Cohen, until now
general

cessful of the specials published by Gold-

Classics,

wyn.

to

Jim Cleeve.

She

is

legion.

When

companion attempts to
wrest Joan from Kells' grip the bandit
leader hurls him to the ground and then
shoots him, believing the pair have come
to learn the whereabouts of the band
her

robbed the express. Kells then
binds Joan to a tree, and, after lifting up
that

the

body

of his victim ties it to his horse
and sends the animal back toward the
camp with its dead rider as a warning
that a like fate awaits any other miner
who attempts to trail or spy on the border legion. Horrified at the fate of her
companion, Joan faints while tied to the
tree, and when she revives finds herself
in Kells' shack, held as a hostage.
The horse, carrying the lifeless body
of its owner, runs into the camp, and the
miners, fearing for Joan's safety, decide
to risk their lives in a battle with the
bandits.
The horse that brought back
the body of Joan's companion blazes the
trail to the lair of the bandits, and in a
thrilling pistol fight many of the bandits
are slain and Joan is rescued from Kells'
shack, Jim Cleeve, her sweetheart, playing a prominent part in the fight on the
gang and in the rescue of the girl he
laves.

Florence Killings and Stuart Holme* in a
scene from Charles Miller's independent production published through
Independent Sales Corp.

Ernest C. Joy Joins
Triangle as Manager
Ernest C. Joy, formerly manager of
productions for Harry YVarner at the
Biograph studio, has just been engaged
by Triangle as production manager for
the next Taylor Holmes special. C. T.
Horan, the author of the comedy, which
temporarily is titled "Three Black Eyes,"
will direct the production, which will blunder way the early part of next week
in a New York studio. This is the fifth
Holmes comedy produced by Triangle,
following this star's recent successes.
Bear," "A Regular Fellow,"
a
"It's
"Taxi," and "Upside Down." The lastnamed picture is scheduled for release

on June

II.

B.

22.

Elmo Lincoln Signed
Elmo Lincoln has

signed a two-year
with the Great Western ProHe will be featured
ducing company.
contract

a serial
tures.

in

trip

foreign

deto

stars

Lucien C. Wheeler, head of the Film
Dept. of Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc.,
has sailed for Europe on the Aquitania
to take up matters of importance in connection with the future plans of this exporting company.

Mr. Wheeler is taking with him a number of feature productions which are to
be sold in England and the continent.
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., is purchasing the foreign rights to independent
features.

Arrangements

for

the

distri-

bution of these features throughout the
world, are to be made by Mr. Wheeler,
whose itinerary will include England.
France, Italy, Spain and Scandinavia.

During Mr. Wheeler's absence, Mr. A.
is
acting head of the Film
Department.

Wortham

Captain "Al" Kaufman of Famous
Players will sail sometime this month
to take charge of the big production organization for Famous Pla3 ers in London.
-

James Beecroft.
*

Fleisher

*

*

Makes Change

bus-

Cleveland, to accept the posimanager of the 'Cleveland
as
branch of the Film Clearing House. He
took charge there Monday, June 2.

change,

tion

BESSIE BARRISCALE'S LATEST PLAY

Features production being issued by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual.
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now

abroad

Nate Fleisher has resigned as city
salesman for the Universal Film Ex-

iness men have leased the John Tumey
building and opened it as a motion picture house.

IS

It

to appear in productions under American direction. Metro will build a studio
abroad but the site of this will depend
upon observations made by Rowland
while in Europe.
Names of the new
stars will be announced later.
Harry R. Smith will represent David
P. Howells in London.
Offices have
been ,opened at :2'Ja Charing Cross Road.

similar to the "Tarzan" pic-

Theatre for Marshall
MARSHALL, ILL.— St. Louis

HEARTS ASLEEP"

Three scenes from the

Cohen will
when Mr. Row-

make arrangements with

forced to

Screen

for

Mr.

charge.

land returns from abroad.
velops that Rowland went

sheriffs risked death in their efforts to
break up the gang.
Joan Randall (Blanche Bates) is en-

break with him because of his shiftlessness.
Jim seeks revenge by joining a
bandit band that has long preyed on the
mining camp.
The following day the
pony express is help up and robbed of a
fortune in gold. Joan is heartbroken at
the news that Jim has become a bandit,
and accompanied by one of the miners
sets out on horseback in search of him.
On the way they are stopped by Jack
Kells,
leader of the thieving border

representative
in

make an European

The play deals with the days in the
Rocky Mountains when desperadoes
constantly preyed upon prospectors and

gaged

Field
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William Fox Buys

Two More Stories

Who's

For Farnum Plays
4

'The Wings of the Morning"
Latest Vehicle for
Popular Star

The announcement last week that
"The Joyous Trouble Maker," the novel
by Jackson Gregory, had been purchased for a William Farnum picture is
tollovved by news that "The Wings of
the Morning." a wide-selling novel by
Louis Tracy also has been bought for
Mr. Farnum. Louis Tracy is the author
of many popular books, among them
being "One Wonderful Night," "Flower
of the Gorse," "A Son of the Immortals,"
"The Stowaways," "The Message," "The
W heel O' Fortune," and others.
"The Wings of the Morning" is one of
his biggest successes, and was purchased,
it is announced, not only because it made
a tremendous appeal to the reading public, but because it is considered an ideal
vehicle for Farnum, the rugged, herculanean star.
With the hero a castaway with a
young girl on an island in the China

Who

In Chicago Film Circles

Intimate

Who

Studies

of

Made

Have

Men
Their

Marks in the Motion
Picture Business in the
Central West

Frank Keenan's New
Feature Is Regarded

As His Masterpiece
"The Master Man," Frank Keenan's

new

the

modern Robinson Crusoe

tragedy.
the

in

which Champion

Jess Willard is being starred by the
Continental Pictures Corporation, will
be ready for private screening in a very
short time. Also, the method of distribution that will be employed is expected to be outlined, together with a

statement

in

detail

of

the

amount

newspaper advertising

to be done by
picture to assist

producers of the
hibitors in the promotion of
has

It

the

already

of
the
ex-

been announced that

company purposes conducting

a nato the

billboard campaign prior
release of the picture.
An extensive advance publicity campaign, embracing hundreds of the leading newspapers of the country, has been
under way for several weeks past. In
addition, a system of scientific "spottins" has been employed to place special
publicity stories and pictures in spots
where they will attract the attention of
a specific class of readers.
tional

"House Without Children"
Will Be on Open Market
Argus Enterprises, Inc., producers of
Robert H. McLaughlin's latest problem
drama "The House Without Children"
will publish the production on the open
market. Foreign rights have been sold
to International Photoplay Distributors,
Inc.

written, out of three of

startling political scandals laid

with

virtually

contemporaneous

times, but no reference

is

made

to the

European war. The political story forms
the background before which men and

women work

out their destinies or are
the whirlpool of circumThe action is rapid and susstance.
pense is sustained to the end. Love inwith an unusual twist, runs
terest,

swallowed

CROPPER

<<f-)OSS" CROPPER

first saw the
light of day near Pittsburgh.
Pa., and at once took a very
early liking to motion pictures, in fact
his first favorite toys were magic lanterns and the old style kaleidoscope.
His first offense at earning a living
was for the Pittsburgh Calcium Light
Company, trying to persuade church
deacons, and the like to put on a slide
show and burn a little calcium for the
P. C. L. Co.
motion pictures actually began to move, he moved with
them as far west as Fort Worth, decid-

When

ing that

it.

Though

bare in the last twenty years, the play

r. c.

of Chance," the seven-

most

deals

—

"The Challenge

by

and moves rapidly
from one powerful climax to another. It
is said to be a model of direct continuity.
The original story is by F. X. James,
and is a combination of intrigue and

locale.

reel special feature

published

recently

a big tragic situation

Trouble Maker," which is western in its
atmosphere, as well as from such vehicles as "The Lone Star Ranger" and
"The Rainbow Train," other Farnum
plays. It is somewhat more in line with
this star's recent production, "The Jungle
Trail" although the latter is African in

"Challenge of Chance"
Is Ready for Screening

production,

Pathe, is characterized by the eminent
character actor as "a masterpiece of repressed intensity, most gripping in its
quiet, deliberate action." It begins with

story abounds in the romance
existence,
and in fierce battling savages. This role,
it will be observed, is a distinct departure from that offered in "The Joyous
sea,

of a

and got it right and left, until today the
Chicago Hive occupies the eighth floor
of the Film Exchange building and business is increasing at a wonderful gait.
Mr. Cropper is still far from satisfied
and plans on branching out still farther.
He loves the excitement of hard work
and is therefore deserving of success.
You can find him at his office from eight
in the moring until one or two the next
morning, working and planning, making
the Bee Hive exchanges bigger and better every day.

enough

Texas and Kansas were roomy
for

his

ambitions.

he could make so much
other people he could
earn more working for himself, so he
himself that

money

for

through the play.
Mr. Keenan as Emanuel Blake, attorney-general of a great state in the Union,
a master hand and power behind the
throne of machine politics, is said to
rise to every situation with surety of
emotion and conviction of expression.
The supporting company is adequate,
and the play is presented with regard
for correct staging.

The screen version is by Jack Cunningham, now engaged exclusively by
Mr. Keenan in the preparation of continuity for his productions.
tion is by Ernest C. Warde.

tography

Being an exceptional salesman and a
genius for organizing he agreed with
if

in

is

The direcThe pho-

by Charles Kaufman, who

the camera work on most of the
Pathe pictures in which Mr. Keenan appears.
did

the

opened an exchange and added one

later

Tennessee Mountain

at Dallas.

Another was added soon afterwards,
and so on until he owned a chain of
six exchanges.
It
was only natural,
therefore, that when Universal decided
to enter the Southwest they cast long-

ing eyes on the Cropper exchanges.
After much persuasion Universal bought
them and Mr. Cropper became district
manager for the entire Southwest, with
headquarters in Kansas City.
But ambition was not satisfied.
He
longed for the excitement of organizing
and hard work of the growing industry,
so he left behind him the easy chair of
comfort and started another chain of
exchanges, selecting the title of Bee
Hive.
Mr. Cropper went after business
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Drama

for Russell

Stephen Fox has commenced another
William Russell subject for the American.
It is to be a drama of the Tennessee mountains, and has for its tentative title, "The Other Side of Eden."
Fox wrote almost exclusively for Russell before joining the army, and since
he was mustered out several months ago
he has turned out several scripts for
the big "Flying A" stars. These include
the adaptation of

"Some

Liar," a story

by James Oliver Curwood; the adaptation of "Six Feet Four," the novel by
Jackson Gregory; and "A Sporting
Chance" and "This Hero Stuff." original

Fox

stories.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

DIGEST OF PICTURES OF THE WEEK
PRESENTATION

seems destined to become the
word used to designate that cross between variety
and concert, vaudeville and pageant, mimicry and
idealism which has come to form so important a part of
the programs of our leading theatres.
The word will
serve as well as another. The quesl ion remains the same.

What

shall determine the limit to

which introduc-

tory tableau and pantomime may be carried with safety?
Just at what point will it cease to be a part of the picture, an aid, and become a separate attraction, competitive ?

The limit in presentation has certainly not been
reached as yet.
Let steps forward be taken boldly.
There is plenty of room ahead. But it is well, at the
same time, to remember that it is presentation only.

HOUSE DIVIDED"

(Film Clearing House)

will stand as a lasting tribute to the directorial skill of
J. Stuart Blackton.
It is a big story, told in a big way,

by

a big

in.
It has a real story, is
told by a clever director aided by a real cast of capable
players, and should please highly wherever exhibited.

More work along the same enlightened

lines

cannot

fail

to advance this star's popularity.

"THE LITTLE DIPLOMAT" (Pathe) Forms another link in the Baby Marie Osborne chain which, according to exhibitorial report, has come to hold captive
a great majority of the American family audience.
It
better than most of them, not so good as a few, all
all a regulation publication in keeping with what has
gone before.
is

in

It is not inconceivable that an eventual conciliation
between vaudeville and the motion picture may be
brought about. Yet few indeed are the exhibitors who
hope for it or would knowingly aid in bringing such' a
thing to pass.

"A

Harry Carey has appeared

man.

sincere, it is

a

Never cheap, never trifling, never indocument to be stored away for

film

posterity when it has served its time before the present
Sylvia Breamer and Herbert Bawlinson
generation.
share the director's honors.

"TRUE HEART

SUSIE" (Artcraft) proves representative of D. W. Griffith and his old reliables, Robert
la ron and Lillian Gish.
A small-town story of few
frills and furbelows, but direct appeal and unusual realism, it is reminiscent of Biograpb, Reliance and Fine
I

i

Seekers after the stupendous may not like
the admirer of good film judgment and the recreation of life upon screen the play will be a welcome

Arts days.
it.

To

relief.

"TRIXIE FROM BROADWAY" (American) redeems the improbable by the use of the deceptively attractive, the impossible by the trick of speed and thus
secures a favorable bearing for a play that, on paper,
must have been as ridiculous as the slapstick comedy
plot.
Margarita Fisher's bounding style is the chief

reason

why

it

pleases.

But

please

it

does,

which

is suffi-

cient.

"YOU'RE FIRED" (Paramount) represents another pieturization of a short story by 0 Henry and surpasses most of the similar attempts that have gone before. Exceedinglv light entertainment, it gains prestige
from the work of Wallace Reid in the star role, Wanda
Hawley as his opposite and Theodore Roberts in a characteristic capacity.

ROMANCE"

"A ROGUE'S

(Vitagraph) will more
than please the admirers of Earle Williams and good
It is a crook story with Paris for its locale
pictures.
and the Universe as the field of its appeal. Rapid of
action and entertaining every inch of the way, it is
possibly the best thing that has borne the Vitagraph
program brand for a long time.

"ALMOST MARRIED"
material for

Metro

cast.

May

Allison,

makes suitable
Frank Currier and a typical
(Metro)

Refreshing comedy, well done, it should
Not wholly original, perhaps, but

satisfv completely.

handled in a novel manner and, therefore, perfectly acceptable.

"JACQUES OF THE SILVER NORTH"

(Select)

was evidently made to the measure of Mitchell Lewis
and gives evidence of careful cutting and fitting. A
typical Mitchell Lewis production, it probably stands a
better chance of success than his earlier and less known

"THE CITY OF COMRADES"

(Goldwyn) takes
through a series of mildly engaging events
which are of no great moment in themselves, but serve
an excellent end in the narration of a story that carries
a big point worth pressing. It may not be the best the
star has made, but it is a mighty good one.

Tom Moore

"PLAYTHINGS

OF PASSION" (United Picture Theatres) features Kitty Gordon and has Mahlon
Hamilton, who has a certain following, at the head of
the supporting cast. Just what it is all about is not
always clear and certainly it has an ending the like of
which is seldom come upon. It cannot be adequately
described in a word. See review.
x
.

"THROUGH THE TOILS"
Montague Love

seriously told story of unusual design

"RTDERS OF VENGEANCE"
bound

to be considered

(Universal) seems
one of the best pictures that

presents

A

and unusual de-

velopmental

incident, it should not go begging for
screen publicity. Where it is shown, no matter what the
class of patronage and no matter what the frame of
mind in which the public greets the screening, only satisfaction can result.

"THE OTHER MAN'S WIFE" (Film Clearing
House) might have found a warmer reception had it
come to the screen before the signing of the armistice.
But it should provide first-class amusement even at this
time for those w ho see it. Ellen Cassidy and Stuart
Holmes have the leads. A numerous cast handles the
minor roles well. The whole has the advantage of novelty and careful composition.
r

publications.

(World)

at the height of his dramatic power.

r

REVIEWS

Lillian

and steady, suspense-building
development can be marketed successfully there should be no question of the

Gish in

features

77?c/£ //£/4/*r S(/S/£
Five-part comedy-drama; Artcraft.
Directed by David Wark Griffith.

success of "Through the Toils."

Published June 1.
OP IN 10.X: "Those little touches"
which have played so great a part in
the establishing of Griffith's pre-eminence in the directorial field are chiefly
responsible for the entertainment power
In none of his
of "True Heart Susie."
recent publications have these appeared
so numerously or to better advantage.
The story is a small town affair retypical small
told in Griffith's inimitable style and feeling interpretation is given the various roles by
Lillian
Gish, Robert Harron, Clarine

the romance
town boy and girl.
lating

of

It

a

is

Seymore, whose "Cutie Beautiful" won
her

recognition

instant

in

"The

Stayed at Home," Raymond Cannon and an extensive cast of players
chosen with like regard for ability and
.

Though

picture,
in no sense a "big
an artistic one, finely done and
possessing an appeal that is universal.
The work of the individual players adThe direction is
mits of no criticism.
is

it

typical

the

of

The

element.

gifted
picture

Griffith

should

in

his

surpass

of his recent Artcraft productions
in pooular success.
SYNOPSIS: Susie Trueheart, typical
small town girl, sacrifices much to send
William Jenkins, her idol, through college. He returns to be the local minister

most

and

is

captivated

by

Betty

Noel

Graham,

writer,

writes his novel from his notes.
As
death approaches the deception is discovered, Rhona returns and the broken

engagement

is

Hopkins,

has been to the city and acquired
mannerisms, marrying her and then
learning her frivolous ways but swallow-

who
city

Susie protects
ing his disappointment.
her when she attends a rag-time party
without her husband's knowledge and
Betty dies without divulging her secret.
Later William learns of Susie's sacrifices
and long-suffering devotion but has

Then he is
to remain single.
told of his dead wife's perfidy and feels
free to marrv Susie.
vowed

:

company when it shows in the local
Her husband takes her bodily
from the stage. The neighbors hold an

mended.

Girl

Who
type.

SYNOPSIS:

goes to a little town to work and there
meets and falls in love with Rhona
Allerton, daughter of a noted author
whose best years have passed. The old
man fosters the alliance and then contrives to break up the love affair, writing
what he hopes will be his greatest novel
from the material thus gained at first
hand. The young couple are estranged
and Rhona goes to New York to study
singing.
Allerton falls ill and Graham

do as much for the exhibitor as the
majority of her previous publications.
Trixie Darling, chorus
SYNOPSIS
fellowgirl, gives of her funds to a
member of the chorus who is stricken
with tuberculosis until she finds herself
in want, when she accepts the invitation
of a man about town to a wine supper.
But as the party progresses fear seizes
her and she phones for a westerner
who has long paid her court, going home
Chiefly because she bein his company.
lieves him a real man and to assure her
future she marries him and goes to his
western home, where he forces her to
cook and perform other tasks which go
They quarrel and
against the grain.
she appears on the stage with her old
theatre.

Margarita Fisher

in

TRIXIE FROM

BROADWAY

indignation meeting in an old barn
fire,
whereupon Trixie
takes
rescues her rival and the instigator of
Her husband then exthe opposition.
plains that his scheme has been to correct old habits and they move into the
sumptuous home he has prepared for

which

Five-part comedy-drama; American.
Directed by R. William Neill.
Published in June.
OPINION: A colorful, sprightly and
rapidly-moving narrative which permits
Margarita Fisher to appear in the
habitual tights and disport herself in
the usual chaste abandon. "Trixie from
Broadway" is an improbable recital that
depends upon speed and the ability of
the cast rather than upon story for its
success.
The early part of the picture depicts
the usual film conception of Broadway
and chorus-girl life.
It is
attractive,
light-hearted fun suitable for the warm
months. When the dramatic element is
brought in it is well handled and so developed that the crisis finds an audience
The
well prepared and sympathetic.
ending is conventional but satisfying.
The play is not the best that the star
has made but it has the advantage of
novelty and brisk animation.
It should

her.

Earle Williams in

A ROGUE'S ROMANCE
Five-part drama; Vitagraph.
Directed by James Young.

Published June

OPINION

9.

Supplied with a vehicle
which might have been made to measure, so splendidly does it fit the style
and capabilities of the star, Earle Williams does some of the best work of
his career in "A Rogue's Romance." The
setting is Paris and suburban France.
Seldom has American reproduction of
European atmosphere been more successfully

:

The

achieved.

plot

'

s

OI

^e

crook type and it has been evenly developed and constructed in a manner that
extracts the full value from each of the
dramatic incidents which unfold the
story.

Montagu Love

The crook play

always interesting.
one of the most
In
enjoyable forms of screen drama.
the present instance none of the good

in

When

THROUGH THE TOILS
Five-part drama; World.
Directed by Harry O. Hoyt.

Published June

OPINION

:

per-

of Montagu Love is, in this
somewhat sinister but dramatically powerful publication, admirably set off by
the use of double exposure that is by far

sonality

most convincing recently employed.
story is cleverly constructed and
original.
As it unfolds upon the screen
the coming incidents cast no shadows
before them. Each brings its own surprise.
Each occurs naturally.
As a
the

The

war orphans and

the interest is never allowed to
lag from the time the play gets under
way until the final fade-out.
Ellen Cassidy, who appears in company with the star, is a sweetly pretty

and capable young

star.

Where

MARGARITA FISHER

Kimls dint Broadway imbits

good strong plot with novel

coiiiiict

irltn

ways of thv \\fHt in "TrixliFrom Broadway." (American.)

tin"

a

is

in

fleeing

from

his

pursuers to the house in the country
where they are kept he politelv but

result

lady.
Her work is
natural, unaffected and pleasant to look
upon. But the bulk of the credit for the
play's striking power must go to the

is

it

points are missing.
It has suspense, dramatic power, holds
It
interest and entertains refreshingly.
cannot fail of success.
Marier is the
SYNOPSIS:
Jules
leader of the cleverest band of crooks
in Paris and the secret service of two
continents have been unable tq^ bring
about his capture. He has adopted three

2.

The superb screen

well done

43

forcibly borrows the car of Mile. DepreThey meet
nay, alone in her chateau.
again later in society, where his idenShe
tity is unknown to all save her.
shields him because he tells her he has
resolved to reform since he has met
her.
Pearls are stolen at the party and
he recovers them, though suspicion attaches to him through the incident. But
he is also the means of saving the community from the graft of a ring of
politicians and eventually marries the
girl.

HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY

H IBITORS

E X

consents to an annulment
marriage.
Mary's reason is restored and she remarries Phillip.
the

actress

the

of

Ellen Cassidy in

THE OTHER MAN'S WIFE
Six-part drama; Film Clearing House.
Directed by Carl Harbaugh.
Published on the open market.

OPINION

Despite the opposition to
:
dealing with the recent conflict,
fancied or real, there must be a place for
the picture which deals with untouched
angles,
unpictured sidelights on the
plays

world struggle. Such is the business of
"The Other Man's Wife." While the
story is primarily a drama of love and
marriage, the war plays such an important part in its development that it cannot be ignored. Aside from the central
theme, minor plots have been introduced
that deal solely with the war and its
effect upon sundry lives, and it is here
that the unusual is taken up and depicted faithfully.
Stuart Holmes

a valuable aid to the
being up to the standard which he has set for himself. Ellen
Cassidy is capable and pleasing to the
star,

is

villainy

his

eye.

Tom Moore

is

Tom Moore

enlightened on » perplexing problem
in

"The City of Comrades" (Goldwyn)

in

Breamer

Sylvia

in

THE CITY OF COMRADES

A HOUSE DIVIDED

Five-part drama; Goldwyn.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.

Five-part drama; Film Clearing House.
Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
Published on the open market.

Published June

22.

OPINION: The surface thinker,
person who expects of the screen

the
the

stimulant provided by hair-raising adventures and eleventh-hour rescues, will
not enthuse over "the City of Comrades."
The citizen of serious mien, on the other
hand, the man who has at heart the
welfare of humanity and the progress
civilization,
will
accord it warm
of

OPINION:

The

directorial

skill

of

Stuart Blackton has never shown to
better advantage than in the present
pretentious and thoroughly worth while
J.

The

drama.

methods
utilized

of
in

and

artistic

the

realistic

gaining effect have been
about equal parts, combin-

praise.

ing to create perfect naturalness.

The "helping-hand" doctrine which it
advocates is a worthy one, and the
argument ior it is made without resorting to preachment. At all times a narrative, never a sermon, the play makes
up in point and impression what it lacks
in action and thrill.
Tom Moore is again seen in unkempt
apparel and unshaven, but his redemption occurs in the early part of the perSeena
formance and is permanent.
Owen again plays opposite the star and
does well with the slight role provided.

English story, the atmosphere of
is well maintained throughout, both in production and in the act-

It

It
is

is

amusement of the better sort.
It
screen fiction with a purpose.

is

Tom Moore

also

at

his

best.

It

.

SYNOPSIS:
who

Melbury.
an
Frank
has surrendered to drink

and reached the bottom of the

social
home of

attempts to rob the
Regina Barry but loses courage when
he eats a meaj found in the ice box.
Regina discovers him, sees the shame
in his eyes and allows him to escape.
"The Down and Out Club" reforms him
ladder,

and he obtains

a position

him again

her

recall

their

into

ing

first

life.

which brings
She does not

meeting but he

tells

her about it when he asks her to marry
him.
She refuses and he joins the
Canadian army to keep himself from goWounded in the
ing back to drink.
Halifax disaster he is nursed back to
health by Regina, who does not disclose
But he learns the truth,
her identity.
returns and they are married.

the

of

The

cast.

action

moves

steadily, deliberately, giving unto each
detail the footage deserved but not an
extra inch.
Truly wonderful as a production, it
The apis no less notable as a story.
The inpeal that it makes is universal.

cidents involved are such as might happen in any community. The war plays
a minor part and will arouse no opposition

A

to the play.

splendid

pect,

should succeed.
architect

An

that country

it

production

abounds

sentation

in every asadvertising and pre-

in

possibilities.

Chicago, made
a week's run.

it

It

a

The

Riviera,

complete success on
should do as well in

any community.

ried

him of a charge of bigamy,
declares that she was never marPhillip and destroys all the
to

clear

Mary

plot

involved and voluminous,

is

sincere and free from propaganda.
If the opposition to pictures
of the type is not too great in the community there is no reason why the picture should not deliver fair satisfaction.
SYNOPSIS: Despite the fact that he
is married and has three children, Fred
Hartley answers the call to arms.
J.
is

it

Douglas Kerr, who has long coveted
Mrs. Hartley and has secured a certain
power over her through his influence
over the workmen in her father-in-law's
factories, forges a telegram declaring
her husband killed in action and seeks
Though she is
to win her for himself.
aware of the deception she allows him
to believe he is succeeding in his plots
and keeps him at bay until her husband's return, when his plots are bared
and he is made to pay the penalty.

May

Allison in

ALMOST MARRIED
Five-part comedy-drama; Metro.
Directed by Charles Swickard.

Published June

OPINION

2.

Careful manipulation of
plot ingredients that have served many
producers and many stars, injection of
novel developmental incidents and attractive dressing of scenes and characters, plus wise calculation of cause
to effect have made of not overly promising material a photoplay that impresses
:

and pleases.

May

unstudied performance

Allison's

The work of Frank Currier,
Hugh Fay and William Percival in sup-

pleases.

SYNOPSIS: Phillip Carmichael, under the influence of liquor, believes he
is merely participating in a joke when
Later, he marhe marries an actress.
ries Mary Lord, whom he has always
loved, and they live happily for five
years. Then the actress returns to England with her son and claims Carmichael
as her husband and the boy's father.
To

The
but

evidence that might prove it. She then
loses her reason and wanders through
the hospitals and canteens back of the

The

front line trenches.
A

\

child dies

and

port harmonizes with that of the star.
The action is well distributed over the
five reels and holds interest throughout.

The

happy

ending

is

brought

about

naturally and follows a humorous complication that should be provocative of
merriment wherever exhibited.
As a whole, perhaps, the play is a bit
below the average of the star's recent

endeavors but
as a

first

class

SYNOPSIS
ter of
at the

still must be
program film.

it

classified

Adrienne Santerre, daughan Alpine inn keeper and singer
inn,

O'Connell,

:

falls in love with Carrey
American, who returns the

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
affection but tells her he cannot marry
her because of the difference in their
social positions.
She comes to America
and becomes a star in the "Midnight
Frailities," where Carrey comes with his
old-fashioned father. The latter, scenting an affair of the heart between his
son and the girl, calls upon her and
learns the truth.
To bring the boy to
his senses the girl and the father pretend to be married and go to the counThe boy cantry for their honeymoon.
not resist the call of his heart and follows. At length he is told the truth and
the happy ending ensues.

Harry Carey

in

RIDERS OF VENGEANCE
Six-part drama; Universal.

Directed by Jack Ford.
Published June 9.
OPINION: When equipped with a
strong story there is no doubting Harry
Carey's

power

impersonation

to please in his virile
of a sturdy son of the

That equipment has been provided in the present publication and the
star makes the most of the opportunity.
Revenge, a tricky theme that has defeated the efforts of many directors, is
here handled with insight into the story
plains.

possibilities of the

emotion and a photo-

play of quality

is the result.
cast numbers many members, all
of them capable.
Seena Owen is opposed to the star and makes the most
Directorially and as
of her opportunities.
regards detail of production nothing is
The play is a human
left to be desired.
It should
recital of a human romance.
surpass most of Harry Carey's previous
efforts in the estimation of the public.

The

SYNOPSIS:

"Cheyenne

Harry"

is

married to the girl of his heart at the
little
country church and as the procession leaves the portals thereof the
Buell faction, long enemies of Harry's
family, shoots down his wife, father and

mother.
Harry vows vengeance. Some
time later he returns to the locality,
after an "unexplained absence, and kills
three of his enemies, one at a time,
giving each a- chance to protect himself.
Then he rescues a girl from the hostile
Indians, only to learn that she has come
to marry Gale Thurman, whom he beHer influence
lieves his worst enemy.
reforms him and he promises to kill no
more. Then he is caught in the hills
with Thurman, surrounded by Indians,
and brings Thurman back home to die.
Vindicated in the eyes of the community
and the girl, he marries her and leaves

tings are in evidence and the snow scenes
are at once beautiful and genuine.
It
is
summer, the best season for
stories of the type.
Of the type the

splendidly representstrong portrayal of a
strong story is welcome the play should
succeed admirably.
SYNOPSIS Jacques, a half-breed, is
in love with Memory Baird, a white girl,
but realizes the hopelessness of his
passion.
W hen she is lost in the forest
he goes in search of her.
But she
stumbles into Raven's Roost, a lawless
saloon, where one Sherman, a man in
the full sense of the word, marries her
to save her from the lustful proprietor,
promising to have the marriage annulled.
Later he changes his mind and comes to
claim her for his bride, killing her father
when he objects. Jacques trails Sherman to Raven's Roost and into the
wilderness, where he has taken Memory,
rescues her and brings her back. Sherstory

present

is

Where

ative.

a

:

man

is

devoured by wolves and

Memory

marries the man of her choosing, Jacques going back to his beloved forest.

Wallace Reid

in

YOU'RE FIRED
Five-part comedy; Paramount.
Directed by James Cruze.

Published June

8.

OPINION:
Wallace Reid, Wanda
Hawley, Theodora Roberts and Henry
Woodruff, an attractive quartette of
players, occupy the center of the screen
during the unreeling of 5,000 feet of
very light and still very amusing comedy. An O. Henry story, and the longest
of these are short for screen purposes,
it
has been stretched considerably to
cover the necessary length.
But so
skillfully

has

this

been

done,

so

well

worked out the details of
the humorous situations which follow
have

been

each other rapidly throughout the course
of the play, that there is only the sen-

sation

of pleasure

left

in

the

wake

of

the showing.

Had Paramount attempted to make a
hot weather picture after the recipe of
the experienced exhibitor better results
could not have been attained. It is light
in the extreme, but catchy enough to
stand the strain.
Spirited presentation,
snappy music and suitable preparatory
subjects should make it a thorough success, but it is quite able to stand alone.

SYNOPSIS

Deering proposes
is accepted.
But
her father withholds his consent pending the passing of a month during which
Billie is to work at a job secured by his
own efforts, without being discharged.
His first engagement is at office work,
where he quits just before the manager
decides to lire him.
His next attempt
is as xylophone player with a society
orchestra.
Here he meets Helen but
disguises himself with a false mustache
and is forced to resign by reason of the
complications which follow. Next he. is
taken on as "halberdier," part of the
local color, at an Italian restaurant. Plotto

:

Billie

Helen Rogers and

ters seeking the ruin of Helen's father
gather here.
Helen and her father appear.
Billie
saves the day for the
capitalist, retains his position and wins

the

girl.

Love in Comedy Role
Montagu Love having essayed all sorts
of characters in which make up of original creation was a necessity, has started
a new picture which bears the title of
"Broadway Sinner." It will be directed
by Harry O. Hoyt. Mr. Love will endeavor to show his versatility in his
new play by delineating a comedy character.

the locality.

Mitchell Lewis in

JACQUES OF THE SILVER

NORTH
Five-part drama; Select.
Directed by Norval MacGregor.

Published in May.

OPINION: Mitchell Lewis' portrayal
of a characteristic role is the strongest
point in favor of this, his latest publication.
As the half-breed whose hopeless
love for a white girl prompts him to
risk life and limb in her behalf when
disaster threatens, all without thought
of self, his performance is realistic, convincing and masterful.
The story is a typical tale of the
Northland, where strong men, prompted
by strong emotions, battle for the objects of their desire against the elements
and each other.
Some excellent set-

YViillnee

Held extends (lie ulnd Iiiind to Theodore Roberta III "Vou'rc Fired,"
approach i* viewed with suspicion (Paramount),
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Baby Marie Osborne

Kitty

in

THE LITTLE DIPLOMAT
If
the exhibitors
box
reports coming into the Herald
from representative theatre managers are a iair indication there is a
distinct demand for the Marie Osborne
productions, particularly where a family
audience is catered to. And if the past
performances of the little star have
proved successful the present one should
increase her popularity.
The adult plot which is always provided for the entertainment of those
1

who do not hnd their interest wholly
absorbed by the antics of the juvenile
actress and her colored assistant is in
this case worked out in better detail
and more convincingly than has always
been true in the past. The youngsters

rather out-do their previous efforts.
It is typical of the star and the producing company.
In quality it surpasses similar efforts that have gone
before.
It should succeed accordingly.
SYNOPSIS : Marie is a French war
orphan adopted by the Wests to brighten
their childless home. The Wests possess
art treasures which are coveted by a
gang of thieves headed by Raymond

Brownleigh

including
and
"Chicago
Hattie," who is employed by the Wests
as governess for Marie. Trent Gordon,
who lives with the Wests, is in love
with Phyllis Dare, a neighbor girl, and

Marie and Sambo help him in his wooing.
After three attempts have been
made to rob the house Marie is largely
in
exposing
"Chicago
instrumental
Hattie" and her accomplices and bringing about the capture of the gang.

New

Serial

On Monday,

June 16, the first episode
of "Elmo the Mighty," Universal's latest
serial, will be
star in "The

"Tarzan of the Apes,"
role.

Elmo

published.

Romance

of
is

Y

it

feign

should.

it

tres.

office
office

Publish

about

Five-part drama; United Picture Thea-

15.

OPINION*.

II

and he persuades the minister to
drunkenness so Helen will come
back to him. He does and all ends as

in

PLAYTHINGS OF PASSION

Five-part comedy-drama; Pathe.
Directed by Stuart Paton.

Published June

Gordon

P

Lincoln,

Tarzan" and
in the leading

Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Published June 8.
OPINION: Actors moving as though N
in response to the pressing of buttons,
subtitles giving loose and unconvincing
expression to the story told in the action, photography of the most ordinary
variety, a story that is anything but
true to either life or good fiction, and
the best thing that remains to be said
about "Playthings of Passion" is that
Mahlon Hamilton and Kitty Gordon are
included in the cast.
And even these, who have established
the fact that they can act when opportunity presents itself, fail to make a
creditable showing with the material
here provided.
Mahlon Hamilton begins his life in this picture as a villain.
He ends it a suddenly created hero
whose villainy has outwitted the goodintentioned hero and won for him the
coveted lady, his wife, by the way, whom

he has married by his father's command.
There is no use in trying to unravel
the logic of the thing. There is no use
in cataloging the weak points.
It is
simply a title, alluring perhaps, perhaps
not, to which has been attached a story
The public will probably
of a sort.
state its opinion briefly and effectively
in terms of light attendance.

SYNOPSIS:

Harry Rowland

insults

Helen Langdon, his father's ward, and
his father forces him to marry her. They
live together, but as strangers, Helen
spending her time in the social whirl,
Harry confining himself to the piling
up of gold. A minister who has made
remarkable success of missionary
&
work in the slums calls upon Harry for
Harry asks him to influence Helen
aid.
to take an interest in the work and
promises him the aid he seeks if he succeeds.

The minister

is

successful

in

winning not only her interest but also,
She tells Harry
innocently, her love.

Universal Buys Story
For Monroe Salisbury
One of the best stories written on the
northwest country has been purchased
by Universal for screen production. It
is "The Brute
Breaker," by Johnston
McCulley.
Mr. McCulley is the author of several
widely read novels and is a well-known
magazine writer. He is the author of
"A White Man's Chance," "Broadway
Bab" and "Unclaimed Goods." The story
which Universal has purchased appeared
in

the All Story magazine.
Salisbury, star in the Univer-

Monroe

pictures "The Sleeping Lion," "The
Blinding Trail" and "The Light of Victory," wil be cast in the leading part
of this new story.
He will portray the
character of a man who tames the bullies of the northern logging camps.
sal

"Peg O' My Heart" Will
Be De Mille Production
"Peg O' My Heart," by J. Hartley
Manners, one of the greatest successes
in

history

the

filmed

in

of

the

California

stage,

by

the

is

to

be

Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation as a big
special production.
The play will be reproduced with exactness of detail. William C. DeMille
will direct and has been placed in exclusive charge of the casting and all
details of production. The selecting of
those to interpret the various roles is

now

well under way, and Mr. DeMille
has already chosen Wanda Hawley to
play the part of Peg, with Thomas Meighan in the leading male role. Olga
Printzlau. one of the most capable and
successful of screen writers, has written the

scenario.

William Russell Begins
On "This Hero Stuff"
Work has been begun at the American
studios on the production of William
Russell's new picture, entitled "This
Hero Stuff." The story was written by
Stephen Fox and is characterized as a
satire

on hero-worship.

It

will

offer

"Captain November Jones, U. S. A." There is, however,
nothing of the military about it, as the
action takes places in a western mining

"Big

Bill" in the role of

colony.
A notable cast has been engaged to
support the "Flying A" star. It includes

Winifred Westover, Mary Thurman, J.
Barney Sherry, Charles K. French, Harvey Clark and J. Farrell MacDonald. The
production is being directed by Henry
King.

American Signs Bramhall
Jack Bramhall, juvenile of note, has
been engaged by the "Flying A" to appear in support of William Russell in
that star's current production. "Six Feet
Four." He is playing the role of "Kid
Bedloe," one of the important characters in the story, which is an adaptation
by Stephen Fox of Jackson Gregory's
celebrated novel.
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MAKING MONEY ON A NEW STAR
"The picture is good and pleased
those who saw it, but the star is
new here and we lost money on the
showing."

The frequent appearance of that
statement over the signatures of
arouses
exhibitors
representative

tingly become a witness to his work.
Gratified at the box office receipts
for such a date, the exhibitor has believed the trick successful. But it is
more than likely that it is as truly
a failure as if no such atempt had
been made. Their attention directed

to the story, or other factor, it is
more than likely that those who
have seen the play will not even recall the star's name, much less associate it with his face and his work.

The next time that star's name appears, in bigger type, in the electric

speculation.

Why

should

it

be necessary for an

exhibitor to lose money, even for
one day, though losses of that character usually extend over a longer
period, in introducing a new player
whose ability, since it justifies the

booking of his pictures, must be
worthy ?

Why
star

isn't

that

is

the

new

first

to

picture of a

Ma\e

the

Acquaintance of.

nugene O'Brien

your patronage

as productive of box-office returns
as the ones that follow?
exhibitors
have been
Certain
known to insist that the producer
or the exchange should share with
him the loss which he has come to
consider inevitable. In some cases

exchange managers have even been

Star

"The
A

of

Perfect Lover

Ralph Ince Production

known to do so.
The result has been, in a measure,
satisfactory. The exhibitor has been
enabled to popularize the new star
without apparent loss and the exchange manager has found an outlet
for his stock.

Don't Mislead Pubiic

But in the aggregate both have
lost money. The money didn't come
in at the box-office.

How

could a

loss be avoided?

Obviously the scheme is a makeIt does not triumph over the
difficulty.
It goes around it.
Other exhibitors have employed
divers methods to no better ends.
Some have sought to advertise the
shift.

story

strongly that the public
to see the story alone.
Others have emphasized the director, the producer, the short subjects run in connection with the feature,
music,
the
anything that

HE MANAGEMENT OF THE CASTLE THEATRE INVITES A CRITICAL
1I INSPECTION OF EUGENE O'BRIEN'S INITIAL
STAR APPEARANCE ON
THE SELECT PROGRAM.
MR. O'BRIEN'S LONG RECORD OF SCREEN ENDEAVOR AS LEADING MAN
FOR MANY PROMINENT FEMININE STARS ON THE SCREEN IS SUFFICIENT
TO GUARANTEE THE ATTRACTION. AT A RECENT PRIVATE EXHIBITION
GIVEN BY THE PRODUCER THE MANAGEMENT VERIFIED THE ESTIMATE
ALREADY FORMED AND TAKES ESPECIAL PLEASURE IN SECURING THIS
STAR AND HIS PICTURES FOR THE CASTLE PATRONAGE. WE KNOW THAT
YOU WILL LIKE HIS WORK. WE DO NOT WANT YOU TO MISS HIS FIRST

PICTURE.

so

would come

would overcome the lack of a favored star. The aim has been to ignore the star, the thought to thus
put him over upon a public unwit-

The CASTLE

THEATRE

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, June

9,

10,

II.

Simple, dignified layout with Informative copy calculated to build up attendance for
initiiil
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performance of

a

nen

star.
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lights, he is as much a stranger as
before. -Then the loss, delayed but
as serious as before, is incurred.
It is strange that few, if any, have
gone about the matter in the
straightforward manner that stands
the best chance of getting the de-

sired result.
If a man

to introduce a
to his acquaint-

going

is

new-found friend

is

this,

that

and the

other thing, and I want you to know
him." His personal backing is given
his friend.

Inspire Faith in Star

Why

not employ the same policy
with the new star? The exhibitor
would not be playing his pictures if
he did not have faith in them. Why
not let the public know he has that
faith?

Why

not

Today

come out

in

his adver-

without beating about the
bush, and say, in effect, something
tising,'

like this?

"Here's a new star that I believe
is one of the best ever. I've seen this
picture of his and it's got anything
of its class beaten to a shadow. I
like this fellow. He's got the sort

the exhibitor must stand

the winning policy

is

absolute frank-

obvious.

more
him.

personality,

prosperity.
The public will no longer be
'"buncoed." No longer will the man
who attends motion pictures exhibitions buy his ticket blindly.
The
industry has passed that stage.
Then the thing to do, when a new
star is to be introduced, is to admit
candidly that the star is new.
Do
not try to keep the fact in the background. Rather give the star even
greater prominence than you would
give to one of established popularity.

Submit the thing frankly to the
Insist upon an answer.
public.
It
will come quickly enough.

is

Much

credit is due the firm of Luband Trinz for their advertisement
reproduced herewith which recently appeared in the Chicago papers.
Taking time by the forelock these en-

showmen

have

taken this
before
the actual arrival of the heated season
of the splenedid provision which has
been made for their summer comfort at
this popular north-side playhouse.
No weight is lost by the inclusion of
program announcements or similar house
publicity, in the copy.
The man or
woman who reads the ad cannot escape
the point made. And the point gathers
striking power by reason of its isolation.
terprising

means

of acquainting the

public

In the same issues the usual daily insertions appeared without curtailment
of space or copy. The daily message was

regular representation.

This
taken

showmanship.

is

There

in

is

at

it

a hint that

value

face

its

may

well be

by exhibitors

generally.
The summer season is always a problem. There is no better way
to combat it than by this frank, well

advised propaganda.

Sales of

don't know what sort of a
person this fellow it. I don't know
whether he can act or not. They say
he is good, and they like him in Milwaukee, but I've never seen him
myself. Maybe he's good. Maybe he's
just the one we've been looking for.

Cameragraphs

Are Reported as Brisk
H.

A.

Johnson

Co.,

Bremerton,

Seattle,

Co.,

sales of 2 6-B each to

A

Blending Combination

of

Offering* in

COOLED
PANTHEON

I'm trying him out to see.
Got mixed up in my bookings and
none of our old friends could come.
Suppose you come down and look
him over with me. If you like him
we'll put him on steady. If you don't
we'll let his first appearance be his
Let's get together and see if
last.
about.

Presented by

PANTHEON AS AN IDEA
Air blown through a stream

of running water—purified
and cooled.
Again as heretofore Pan-

theon alert for the comforts
of
the patrons have in-

we want him."

stalled

the finest fresh air

cooling system In America

so that the entertainment
can be enjoyed In a cool
and refreshing atmosphere.,

report

Osran Amusement

Wash.,

Theatre, Tacoma, Wash.,

worth bothering

Stand Behind Your Pictures
Using either method there is every
reason to believe the box office will
thrive. If the first is used the success of the star is assured and the
loss is avoided. If the second is employed the picture is played and goes
its way without loss of a single day's

gain

liner

I

isn't

the

Chicago Exhibitors
Make Strong Point
In Hot Weather Ad

the

he hasn't quite that much
faith in the star, if he has been forced
into playing the picture through a
miscalculation in his bookings, a
slip-up in express connections or a
similar cause, something like this
might do the trick quite as well.
"I'm experimenting on this one,
if

And maybe he

the popular

If

A

sorrv."

folks.

saved.

favorable

there, for those who might seek it.
less acute business sense might have
argued for a smaller display to distribute the cost of the "temperature
ad" over a period of a week or more.
Then there must be added to the credit
given for the composition of the design,
the thought back of it and the freehandedness displayed, additional credit
for maintaining the size and quality of

him that you like, too. I
you're going to want to see
of him. Come down and meet
I promise you you won't be

Or,

is
is

More than

of stuff in

know

campaign
decision

ever is the exhibreputation and
community standing a powerful element in his success. Now, as never
befone, will the confidence he can
create in the public mind bring him
ness.

In the event of popular disapproval the cost of a long "plugging"

And

behind his pictures or perish.

itor's

ances he does not resort to camouflage. "Meet Mr. Blank," he says,

"Mr. Blank

revenue, and without the loss of the
public's confidence and esteem.

New World
Weir Theatre,

Aberdeen,

Wash., and 1 6-B each to
Theatre, Pt. Angeles, Wash., and
Western State Hospital, Strilacoom,
Wash. The Queen Feature Service, Birmingham, Ala., have sold 1 6-B each

Dream

State Normal College, Normal, Ala., and
the Buck Creek Cotton Mills, Siluria,
Ala. G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco reports sales of ] 6-B each to Col. Dewey
Post Exc, Cavite Philippine Islands and
Varsity Theatre, Palo Alto, Cal.

Canadian business

The Peerkins

is

extremely good.

Electric Co. report

many

Cameragraphs; among them: 1
6-B each to Empress Theatre Revelsales of

Empress Theatre. KamC; Scenic Theatre. Melfort
Broadway Theatre, Vancouver, B.
Grand Theatre, Fernie, B. C; PrinC.
cess Theatre, Princeton, B. C; Ukranian
stoke,
loops,
Sask.:

B.
B.

C.

;

;

Labor Temple. Winnipeg, Man., Sher-

man

How
;i

the Pantheon Theatre, Chicago, makes
direct appeal to patrons in hot weather.
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Theatre, Moose Jaw, Sask.. and 1
6-A to Prov. of Faskatchawan Bureau
of Public Health.
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Clever Use of Boxes
In Loew Theatre

Ad

To Loew's Columbia theatre, Washington, D. C, is due credit for the enterprise displayed in the use of what
may well be called "home made" boxes
in

its

Amoved

[

advertisements.

The one reproduced herewith

Umt«i)
Program

but a
single instance of the success which has
been characteristic of the Columbia's
newspaper representation. A series of
similar insertions has been running in
the Washington papers for some time,
always holding their own against the
more involved and ornate productions of

competing advertisers.
The idea is a sound one.
The boxes are extremely

is

BRYANT WASHBURN
SUPPORTED BY

simple

SHIRLEY MASON

of

THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES
IT OVER"
AN ADAPTATION OF GEORGE WESTON'S
POPULAR STORY
IN

construction. Composed of rules which
are plentiful in any printing establishment, there is no great cost consequent
upon their preparation.
The rectangular shape of every item in
the layout makes for ease of copy writing and does away with the changes
upon proof due to composing room misinterpretation of involved directions.
The simple balancing of boxes further
cuts down the labor of the designer.
The points in favor of the style are

The advertisement is attractive,
easy to read, it gives the impresson of containing much information and
still
avoids the massed appearance so
common to layouts that say too much.
By prolonged usage the style has
come to be considered typical of the Columbia.
Yet it is a style that does not
tire.
Setting
forth
information
in
straightforward,
orderly
manner, attracting the attention of the stranger
and coming in for its rightful share of
the accustomed reader's consideration,
it serves its purpose well.

"PUTTING

"THE VILLAGE CUT-UP"

SUPPLEMENTED BY

it

BT

Will* in

is

v

an I>«

Wall

Clever, Intimate pictures of all the
favorite players at work and at play

Late mt Hetr*D*>a Opera Heaae

Seek Higher Art

1

in

overwhelming triumph of motherlove over the desire for personal happi-

ink are being spilled upon

published "Lady Windermere's Fan" brought forth a torrent of
criticism, favorable and otherwise, and
the fame already enjoyed by Oscar
Wilde was considerably increased. This
play has served as a starring vehicle on
the legitimate stage for such actresses
as Lillian Russell and Margaret Anglin,
and its presentation by Triangle as a
photoplay production is sure to attract
the attention of the theatre-going public.

The

cast, composed of feature players,
said to be exceptionally well picked,
and the settings and photography are
excellent.
is

Plan Billboard Campaign
One

Sometimes

that,

it

divides

of the biggest billboard and news-

paper advertising and publicity campaigns ever used to exploit a serial motion picture and will soon be launched
by Pathe Exchange, Inc., for "The Great
Gamble," the serial produced by Western
Photoplays,
Inc.,
co-starring
Anne
Luther and Charles Hutchinson, which
will be published on August 3.

moot

tion picture posters

is

and

moment

in

at

the

present

a

question,
gallons of
tons of paper

an effort to ascertain, once and for

it's exact location.
Precisely what constitutes an objectionable poster, and why it is offensive,
are something more than ethical quesThe photographic material used
tions.
for the questionable poster may, or may
not, be of a suggestive nature when it
is turned over to the artist to be put
If that individual
into its final design.
is not a highly trained and thoroughly
competent poster artist the resultant
paper will be repellant in it's crass vulgarity on the other hand if he really
understands his art he will produce a
poster which will have ten times the
pulling power of the vulgar variety, and
yet depict nothing that the most fastidious can fairly object to.
Technique Chief Factor
quite plain that the
It is therefore
question of poster technique is the chief
factor to be considered, and from that
point of view great credit should be
given to the New York Evening School
That institution has
of Industrial Art.
invited Daniel Petigor, vice-president of
the Ritchey Lithographing Corporation,
to deliver a series of talks on this sub-

all,

first

Advertising Posters
|

|

icmiiiiKiiiiaiiflainiian

is a mighty narrow line
decency from indecency
and modesty from suggestiveneSs. Just
where that line should be placed in mo-

When

Topical Tip*

Daniel Petigor, Vice President of Ritchey Lithographing Corporation,
Invited to Give Series of Lectures to Students at
New York Evening School of Industrial Art.

Triangle will publish June 15 the best
known of Oscar Wilde's stories, "Lady
Windermere's Fan." The story tells of
a mother who sacrifices her own good
name that her daughter's may be saved;
of the struggle against pride, and the

ness.

JEW

and
Cartoon
and

^iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiinnn^

I

final

MUTT

Reproduction of an attractive yet simple ad used by L,oew's Washington, D, C, Theatre,
the Columbia.

Triangle Will Publish

"Lady Windermere's Fan"

"PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE SCREEN
SUPPLEMENT" JUNE ISSUE

Har*

many.

—
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ject to the students in the poster designing classes.
The school is to be
congratulated upon its choice, for Mr.
Petigor, a founder of the Poster Artiste
Association of America, is the recognized
authority in this country on the lithographic poster.
It
is quite possible
that Mr. Petigor
may only discuss the artistry and craftsmanship of posters, but it should not be
forgotten that there is an ethical side
to the subject, for posters are displayed

and prominently, so that he
runs may read.
The tendency of
the small boy is not to run; it is rather
to stand studiously still, absorbing every
detail.
That fact furnishes the censor
with an argument, although, as a matter of common knowledge, paper of that
type is not often seen upon the billboards. This applies particularly to the
motion picture poster in contrast to the
other theatrical varieties.
Prohibition Seeks Outlet
Nevertheless, now that prohibition has
been put over, some outlet must be
found for the pent up energy of the
publicly

who

purity

leagues.

For the moment

the

motion picture poster is the shining
mark, next week it may be the advertisHosiery, or
for
Ladies'
ing matter

—

or
Corset
Compounds,
Beautifying
Covers.
You never can tell: but in any case
the motion picture industry will be perfectly satisfied to pass the buck.
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UP

V

AND DOWN^ FILM ROW
•

With

New York
If

the

Mayor

June

City,

Panama

of

10,

are good pickers

1919.

City orders

censorship for motion pictures, it will
be the only thing under the blue sky on
the Isthmus which is so censored except
the show houses on Fifth street which
are under the censorship of the medical
department.
*

*

^

*

*

Come

enough place for anyone
cation. Might be a good

quiet
to spend a vathing for Walis

a

Price to bring Virginia Pearson out
of the Forty-second street ice-box before he relegates her to the rural environment of the woods.
*

*

*

"mag-got" called me a nut the
other day because of an article printed
about him. I suggest he refrain from
film

shaking his

own

family tree, lest he find
*

*

Kugel, C.

H.

*

*

Bon voyage, Mrs.
Neptune be good

*

to

May

you on your way

*

*

*

old war-horse of pictures, Jesse

L. Lasky, departed from our midst a
day or two ago to commune with Nature
on the Pacific Coast and also to renew

picture acquaintances.
*

The

American

*

*

Cinema

has Louise Huff for a

star.

Corporation

They

sure

AH, HA! CRAIG

is

composed

F.

August

*

1912,

*

Warner

Brothers
such as "The
"Crystal Casket"

were shooting pictures
Glass

Coffin"

or

the

and maybe worse, but this was at the
Princess Theatre, Denver, Colo.
However, today they are at the top of the
heap and while that may "Open Your
Eyes," "Beware," they are among the
best sellers of the month.
*

*

VIOLET MERSEKKAU,

of rain which hit

Tenth

avenue and Fifty-fifth street, New York,
at the hour of laying the corner stone
of

the
a

new Fox

building,

unit

was unanimous

that a

good

sized

container of 2.75 would have had an in*

*

Harry McRay Webster has forsaken
cinema for the legitimate. Some

will be sorry, while others will rejoice.
t

#

Rose Shulsinger says

all

the

&

N. A. M. P. I. Issues
Booklet Covering New
Fireproof Film Cases

fault

is

with the "lights" "livers" and "hearts"
and she blames it all on the extras.
Don't know just how many extras she
had in mind or whose extras they were.

KENNEDY AT WORK

of the

Mo-

through
the
Transportation Committee of which P.
H. Stilson is chairman has just published
a
comprehensive twelve-page booklet
which discusses in detail and at length
the comparative merits of the numerous
film packing cases which have been submitted by manufacturers to meet the requirements of the new law which bePicture

tion

the

*

a contract with the H.
H. Picture Company to he Marred in
feature
under direction of
a
Herbert E. Hancock,

The National Association

spiring effect.
*

AVho has signed

didn't

look in, as the speakers and
"Poko" jazz of the band kept the audience good natured. The opinion, how-

have

over.

some

F.

*

ever,

D. Williams.

J.

*

Blumenthal, L.
Haring, Samuel Sheer and
L.

The down-pour

A. Pellate.

*

The committee

*

that Galli-Curi, the Windy City
colorature soprano, is trying to give her
husband the "gate" the time might be
opportune to sign her up. Suggest a
good title would be the "Stalemate," by

to star

F. Elliot.

In

*

Now

comes

and

John Zanft,

almonds dropping therefrom.

a few

The

early

1919.

18,

ter

A

it

avoid the rush.
Messrs. Cohen, O'Reilly and Berman
take to the ring at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria at seven P. M. Wednesday, June
of

Riverdale-on-the-Hudson

when

chips.

Industry,

comes

effective July 1, 1919.
full details of the reasons for
the classifications accorded the different
models the several types of cases are
graded according to the committee's
opinion of their suitability for the pur-

Giving

pose.
When the grading is completed
the cases chosen and endorsed by the
committee are shown in full page illustrations
which show clearly their
construction.
Upon the last page the law governing
the cases in which film may be shipped
Beneath it the
is
quoted in detail.
specifications which must be conformed
to are given also.
Men who are interested in the matter,
and it is a topic of common interest to
the exhibitor and the exchange man.
can find here all the information quickly
and concisely.

C. K. Young Wins Point
NEW YORK.— Clara Kimball Young
won

a point in her litigation with Select
Pictures, when the federal court declined
to issue a temporary injunction restraining the exhibition of the C. K. Y. production, "The Better Wife."

New Brady

Herbert Ravrlfnaon, as the detective, is sitting on the table making' a test which is being
watched closely by the others. A scene from "The Carter Case" (Oliver Films, Inc.)

50

Sales

Made

William A. Brady has sold Michigan
rights to "Stolen Orders," to James M.
Minter, of the Minter United Amusements of Detroit, and for Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas to the A. H. Blank
Enterprises of Des Moines.
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What

Me

Did For

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1919

You are

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
PICTURE
DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD
THE
TELL US WHAT

It is

a co-operative service

every week what the picture
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values. Address, "What The
MOTOGRAPHY, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicag o
Picture Did For Me", EXHIBITORS HERALD

AND

Breed of Men, with William

Artcraft

S.

Hart.

— Hart at his best. The
seemed to
draw better business than he generally
gets. —
Henkle Henry, Empire theatre,
Winchester,
title

The

Buckaroo, with
Douglas Fairbanks. Not up to expectations and did not cost what producers
Business good. J. Finley, Old
claim.
Tex. Transient
Dallas,
Mill
theatre,

Knickerbocker

—

—

—

patronage.

Don't Change Your Husband, a DeMille production. This is a bear. My
patrons like DeMille pictures better than
W. H. Mart,
Griffith program pictures.
Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College
town.
The Poppy Girl's Husband, with Wiladmirers were
Hart. Hart
liam
S.
Drew good. J. G. Rhode,
pleased.
Rhode Opera House, Kenosha, Wis.

—

—

—

—

—

Better class patronage.
For Better, For Worse, a DeMille production. Played to extended run at ex-

—

A

tra prices. Pleased exceedingly well.
genuine special and another demonstration of DeMille's being equal to Griffith.
George A. Bleich, Empress theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. Better class patron-

—

—

age.

Branding Broadway, with William

—

— Good

S.

picture. Drew well.
G. R.
Wright, Bluebird theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Hart.

Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Soul, with Elsie Ferguson.
One of this star's best vehicles. She

J.

Va.
Captain Kidd Jr., with Mary Pickford.
Packed them in, but do not think this
was up to Pickford standard. G. R.
Wright, Garrick theatre, Dallas, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Greatest Thing in Life, a Griffith
production. Kept all photos showing
war scenes out of sight, gave it a Saturday date, raised my prices, boosted it
swell business and they
did
a
big,
seemed to all like it, even if there was

—

—

—

much

war.

corah,

la.

— R.

J. Relf, Star theatre,

De-

Cannibals of the South Seas, photographed by Martin Johnson. Very good

—

as original picture. Drew a good busiClay H. Powness. Quite interesting.
ers,
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—

General patronage.
Hoop La, with Billie Rhodes. Made
a hit with both adults and children. Star
greatly liked. J. H. Vaughan, New Or-

—

—

theatre,

Maquoketa,

la.

— Critical

patronage.

Lie,

with

Elsie

Idaho.

—

— First

Hoop

class patronage.
La, with Billie Rhodes.

rop

—

Played
above average busiW. O. Jensen, LathOmaha, Neb. Suburban

on a Sunday
ness. Pleased all.
this

theatre,

to

—

—

neighborhood patronage.
A Heart in Pawn, with Sessue Hayakawa. A good picture, but so many of
my patrons do not like the Jap personally.
I
think he is great. This is one
of his best.
Smith & Phillips, Empire
theatre, Iron River, Mich.-— Mining town.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa. A wonderful picture, giving the
Jap actor a dual role. Hayakawa is truly
an artist and does big business. R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
The Turn in the Road, with a special

—

—

—

—

Above the average. Real feature.
advertising and did 25 per cent above
average business. H. Curtis, Crystal
cast.

No

—

Tex.

Dallas,

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Ky.

— Better

class patronage.

The Long Lane's Turning, with Henry
B. Walthall.— Didn't pull and many left.

Ferguson.— Fair.

—

no drawing card for us. Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
General patronage.
Captain Kidd Jr., with Mary Pickford.
No excuse for making this one, even if
is

—

—

—

borhood patronage.

The

Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. No good. Let it alone. R.
S. Tucker, Orpheum theatre, Moscow,

—

certainly puts her soul into the part.
Charles H. Ryan,
It's a good picture.
NeighGarfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

Star

—

Whitewashed Walls, with William
Desmond. Lacks the necessary punch
to make it satisfy. Not poor, but no one
George A.
will tell you it is good.
Empress theatre, Owensboro,
Bleich,

—

—

—A

—

Exhibitors Mutual

pheum

And a Still Small Voice, with Henry
B. Walthall.
typical Walthall picture
and a good one. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kansas.

Fair

offering.
Childs,
Cozy

Business
theatre,

bad.
Villisca,

F.

M.
la.

—

Mixed patronage.
Bonds of Honor, with Sessue Hayakawa. Very good. Star well liked here.

was her last for Artcraft. In short,
poor frcm beginning to end. E. H. Hulsey, Hippodrome theatre, Dallas, Tex.

Good

business. A. J.
theatre, Camden, Ark.
age.

Transient patronage.
The Goat, with Fred Stone. Three
extra good short reels saved the day.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
For Better, For Worse, a DeMille proBreaking all house records.
duction.
Wonderful picture. Ralph Talbot, Palace theatre, Tulsa, Okla. General patronage.
Johnny Get Your Gun, with Fred

Virtuous Wives, with Anita Stewart.
Played this "headliner" to poor busiCan't account for small crowd.
ness.
Well advertised. Pleased absolutely all.
C. J. O'Neill, Schullsburg Amusement
Small town patCo., Schullsburg, Wis.

it

—

—

—

—

Stone.

—A

—

sure

box

—

—

—

Cal.

——

—

— General

patronage.

The Auction of Souls, with Aurora
breaking
by
Mardiganian. Surprised
record of Hearts of the World and
Hearts of Humanity, both playing at
higher prices. J. Finley. Old Mill theaTransient patronage.
tre, Dallas, Tex.
The Panther Woman, with Olga PeShe absolutely does not draw
trova.
Lose at playing such stars. Mrs. J. A.
Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.

—

—

—

City,

—

ronage.

attraction*

Brought almost every kid in town in.
The best of Fred Stone's productions up
Miss T. Benesch, Bell theatre,
to date.
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger Man, with William S. Hart.
Poorest Hart picture I ever saw. Big
disappointment. Hart fans displeased.
B. Endert, Endert theatre, Crescent
J.

Lukachie, Gem
patron-

— Mixed

First National

—

office

—

NORMA T VI, M AIM.

mil

George Le <;» ur«'
"The Way of
-
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in
;i

tin-

I'.

Select

Woman"

play

—
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Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo LinTurn away business on second
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.

—
—

coln.
run.

—

Daddy Long Legs, with Mary PickOne of best pictures ever made.

ford.

—

—

Bar none.

Broke record. E. H. HulHippodrome theatre. Dallas, Tex.

sey,

Transient patronage.
A Dog's Life, witb Charlie Chaplin.
People claimed they had seen just as

good or better Chaplins. Only difference
we see is the high rental price. Never
again.

— Mrs.

J.

Omaha, Neb.

A. Dostal, Ideal theatre,

— High

suburban pat-

class

'ronage.

Shoulder Arms, with Charlie Chaplin.
A
money-getter. Chas.
Boehringer,
Princess theatre. St. Mary's, Kans.
Small town patronage.
A Midnight Romance, with Anita
Stewart. Did not please as well as Virtuous Wives. Drew well. F. K. Davis,
Princess theatre, Eastland, Tex. Gen-

—

—

—

—

eral patronage.

tre,

— Clay

H. Powers, Strand theaDunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.

Thou

— Star

—

Shalt Not, with Evelyn Nesbit.
as a

box

office

attraction

is

fail-

This picture is the best she has yet
made. It is for adult audience. Chas. H.
Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
ing.

—

On

the Jump, with George Walsh.
of the old school. Big busiHammerly,
Lyric
theatre.
A.

Good one
ness.

—

Hamilton, O.
The Darling

of

Paris,

with

Theda

— Reissue. 'Nough Said. — A.
theatre, Grand Island.
Neb. — High class patronage.
Want to Forget, with Evelyn Nesbit.
— Good picture. Drew good. Patrons
pleased. — A. P. Singletary, Liberty theaMarietta, Okla. — General patronage.
Hell Roarin' Reform, with Tom Mix.
—Very good. Drew well for two days.
— K. H. Hulquist, Chicago theatre, Chi— Loop patronage.
cago,
Salome, with Theda Bara. — Fine picture, but did not draw as well as exHenkle Henry, Empire theapected. —
Winchester, Ya.
Bara.

S.

Hayman, Lyda
I

tre.

111.

J.

tre,

The

Devil's
Wheel, with
Gladys
100 per cent show. One of
the best I ever ran. Star very well liked.
She is clever. Boost this. W. R. Champion, Opera House, Hazel Green, Wis.

Brockwell.

—

—

The Man Hunter, with William Far-

—

No use talking about this one.
wouldn't do any good. Floyd Stuart,
Old Mill theatre, Dallas. Tex.— Transient patronage.
The Soul of Buddha, with Theda Bara.
Pleased but small percentage of patrons.
H. T. McKerring, Princess theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Clare. Mich.
Fame and Fortune, with Tom Mix.
Performs stunts that look impossible.
Clay H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. General patronage.
Fighting Blood, with William Farnum.

num.

—

It

—

—

—

—

— Great.

Good

business.

— A.

Hammerly,

Lyric theatre, Hamilton, O.
Cleopatra, with Theda Bara. Only
drew fair. Pleased a certain element.
Others got tired of it. J. Henkle Henry,
Empire theatre, Winchester, Va.

—

—

—

—

Davis,

—

Princess theatre, Eastland, Tex.
patronage.

— General

Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.
well, but did not create any favorable remarks.
Too silly for adults.
W. O. Jensen, Lathrop theatre, Omaha,
Neb. Middle class patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.

—

— Finley, Queen theatre, DalTex,— Transient patronage.
The Bondage of Barbara, with MatMarsh. — Good program feature. — Leo F.
off.

J.

las,

Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.

Keiler,

General patronage.

One Week
erick. — Good

picture.

Goldwyn.

— M.

Grinnell,

Better than her
Mart, Strand
College town.

H.

la.

—

of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
it sure has a title that is fitting.
It is a fine picture and could be rated
100 per cent for entertainment value.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

Perfect Lady, with Madge Kennedy.
Madge is getting the crowds
for us and pleases them.
Clay H. Powers, Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.

—Good.

The Hell

Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.

—Good

—The
good. — Leo
Kerrigan.

—

Bennison. Good picture well played.
Peebles & Campbell, Arcade theatre.
Denison, Tex. General patronage.
Sis Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.
This one got the money, but picture was
F.
disappointing.
G. Heller, Starland

—

—

theatre, Anderson, Ind.

— High

class pat-

Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U, with
Louis Bennison. Drew well and made
a good impression in the first picture
with this star in my house. W. O. JenLathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb.
sen,
Middle class patronage.
The Brand, with Kay Laurell. Poor.
Long drawn out. Absolutely no drawing
power. Lost heavily on this. Leo. F.
Keiler. Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patronage.
The Pest, with Mabel Normand.
Awful stuff. Shame to wish this on the
W. H. Mart. Strand theatre.
public.
College town.
Grinnell, la.
The Pest, with Mabel Normand. Just
Business poor. Peebles & Campfair.
bell,
Arcade theatre, Denison, Tex.
General patronage.
The Kingdom of Youth, with Madge
Kennedy. Nice little picture. Star is
bringing more of them in at every performance. R. L. Hensler, Bijou theatre.
Mixed patronage.
Carrollton, 111.
The Woman on the Index, with PaulVery good, but did not
ine Frederick.
draw as expected. Leo F. Keiler, ArPaducah, Ky. General
theatre,
cade
patronage.
Speedy Meade, with Louis Bennison.
Ran this on circus day in connection
with return date on Shoulder Arms. Too
busy to hear what they did think of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
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—

Very

theatre,

patronage.

Game, with

popular actor

J.

Warren

in a

well se-

Mixed patronage.

The End

Game

of the

— Good

J. Warren
Drew well.
W. Cooper,

with

picture.

—

Photography good. W.
Regent Theatre, Wichita,

Kans.

— Gen-

eral patronage.

Jewel
The Heart

of

Humanity, with Dorothy

— Absolutely

Phillips.
in

shown

the

On

our house.

price

rental

failed

best

picture

account of high

make any money

to

with this, but it truly pleased the people.
Mrs. J.
A.
Dostal,
Ideal
theatre,

—

Omaha, Neb.

— High

suburban pat-

class

Husbands Only, with Mildred
good picture. Drew only
on account of bad weather. Leo F.

For

—Very

Keiler,

—

Arcade theatre, Paducah, Ky.

General patronage.

The Man Without
Holmes E. Herbert.

Country,

a

— Good

with

patriotic
picture.
little out of date, but did
good business because of story being
widely known. R. Ross Riley, W'igwam
theatre, Oberlin, Kansas.

A

—

Metro
The

—

ronage.

— General

of the

—A

like.

Arcade

Keiler,

—

fair

—

F.

lected part. Good direction and a satisfactory offering. Drew.
M. A. Choynski,
Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111.

Hopkins, with Mabel Normand.
But somehow gets the business.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Middle class patronage.
The Road Called Straight, with Louis
Sis
Fair.

Warren Ker-

J.

kind our patrons

The End

Harris.

—

Gordon, with

Paducah, Ky.

town patronage.

—
—

X

rigan.

ronage.

—

.

Hodkinson

picture.
Business poor.
Star
does not draw here. George W. Smith,
Royal theatre, Ashdown, Ark. Small

—

—

Three

One
And

—

now and

it

—

Kerrigan.

of Life, with Pauline Fred-

at

then would say it was a pretty fair western subject well photographed. R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, la.

Sis

Drew

Lay

From glimpses

feature.

General patronage

Goldwyn

theatre,

Jump, with George Walsh.
Star is all that makes this picture. Too
much Fourth Liberty Loan for enterthe

tainment.

of Blood, with Theda Bara.
Good business. Dr. F.
Kozy theatre, Villisca, la.

good.

M. Childs,
Mixed patronage.
Salome, with Theda Bara. Drawing
fair.
Not as good as Cleopatra. F. K.

first

Fox
On

The Heart

— Very

Parisian

with

Tigress,

Viola

Dana. A more than good picture from
every angle. Drew. M. A. Choynski.

—

Newberry

theatre,

Chicago,

111.

— Mixed

patronage.

Her Inspiration, with May Allison.
Extra good picture. Book it. We have
not had a good Metro crowd yet. Titles
generally poor this one in particular.
Meldrin & Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y. General patronage.

—
—

—

Faith, with Bert Lytell. Not as good
as the average Bert Lytell picture. Poor
business.
A. D. Stanchfield, Rae theatre.

—

—

Ann

Arbor, Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Red Lantern, with Nazimova.
Settings good.
Story weak. Not the
right type for Nazimova. Expected to
break house record. Floyd Stuart, Old
Mill
theatre,
Dallas,
Tex. Transient
patronage.
Eye for Eye, with Nazimova. House
packed matinee and night. Some actress.
Little heavy but the house was pleased
and praised it. M. A. Barbee, Wilbur
Orange,
Va. Neighborhood
theatre,
patronage.
Drawing bigFaith, with Bert Lytell.
ger every time shown. Good picture.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich. Better class patronage.
The Poor Rich Man, with Bushman
and Bayne. Very good. Meldrin &
Clark, Opera House. Edwards, N. Y.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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Toys

Naziof Fate, with Nazimova.
in a class by herself.
Business
good because star is new here.

mova
not

is

who

Those

saw

doubly

were

her

—

pleased. At advanced prices, too.
Raymond Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.

on a Spree, with

Sylvia

Emmy Weh-

— How do they do Letting Emmy
Wehlen cut up
a two-year-old
Story
— Miss T. Benesch, Bell theaChicago,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Revelation, with Nazimova. — One of
have
the best evening's entertainments
my house. — Raymond Piper,
ever had
len.

it?

kid.

like

fair.

tre,

111.

I

in

Opera

Piper's

House,

Virginia

Nevada.

Toys

duction pleased.

Rae

Stanchlleld,

— Mixed

Mich.

theatre,

— Picture

one of Gish's

Arbor,

Queen

J.

The Law

Gish.

Pleased

best.

Finley,
——Transient

particular
patrons.
theatre, Dallas, Tex.
age.

patron-

of Men, with Enid Bennett.
for our patrons.
Mrs. R. J. JorHinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
class suburban patronage.

— Not
dan,

Ann

patronage.

Paramount
Him Yet, with Dorothy

Get

I'll

—
—

Nazimova. ProWonderful star. A. D.

Fate, with

of

City,

—

High
The False Faces, with Henry B. WalThrilling Lone Wolf story that
thall.
drew fairly well. J. G. Rhode, Rhode
Opera House, Kenosha, Wis. Better

—

—

—

class patronage.

Peppy

Dorothy

with

Polly,

Gish.
Miss- Gish is becoming quite a favorite
and her continuance in good pictures
means her becoming a real box office
George A. Bleich, Empress theaasset.
Better class pattre, Owensboro, Ky.

—

—

ronage.

fair.

Ironwood,

—A.

Picker,

L.

Mich.

— Better

Rex

theatre,

class

patron-

age.

—They

Mike Moran, with Wallace Reid.
like Reid and he is drawing bet-

ter

along.

Alias
all

Good

they will

enjoy

Empress

theatre,

it.

picture,

— George

this,

A.

and

Bleich,

Owensboro,

Ky.

Best patronage.
Out of a Clear Sky, with Marguerite
Nothing to rave about. Story
Clark.
not suitable. Have seen better program
pictures.
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre,
New Castle, Ind. Mixed patronage.
The Squaw Man, a DeMille special.
Good. Fair business. Did not go as good
as we expected. Will F. Krahn, Lorin

—

—

—

—

theatre,

Berkeley.

Cal.

— Suburban

pat-

Something To Do, with Bryant Washburn. Very good Saturday picture. He
wants stronger stories. Mrs. R. J. Jor-

—

'

—

Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
High class suburban patronage.
The Family Skeleton, with Charles
Ray. Worst thing Ray has been in.
Slow action and very depressing story.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, EmiSmall town patronage.
nence, Ky.
The Gypsy Trail, with Bryant Washsome.
story.
Pleased
burn. Weak
Won't hold up for more than one-day
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre, New
rnn.
Mixed patronage.
Castle, Ind.
The Hope Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
Dorothy is coming strong. This is
good. W. H. Mart, Strand theatre,
College town.
Grinnell, la.
dan,

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Hard

Boiled, with

Went

Good.

Dorothy Dalton.

over big.

theatre,

— G.

Dallas,

Wright,
Tex. NeighR.

—

borhood patronage.
Let's Elope, with Marguerite Clark.
Light comedy-drama that will please the
majority,
although there is nothing
startling about it.
Charles H. Ryan,
Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neigh-

—

—

Uncle Tom's Cabin, with Marguerite
On account of critic's and exhibitor's reports I held back the showing
of this. It's drawing power astounded
me. It proved a real record breaker.
E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit,
J.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Too Many Millions, with Wallace
Reid.
He is a winner. Go your limit
on him. H. H. Wilson, Sherman theaClark.

—

—
—

tre,

—

Sullivan,

Ind.

— High

class

patron-

age.

—A

very

different
big.

—

Reid.

Clean and went
Jordan, Hinsdale

—

Hinsdale, 111. High class suburban patronage.
Out of a Clear Sky, with Marguerite
Slipping fast, due to poor stories.
Clark.
W. H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,
College town.
la.
Maggie Pepper, with Ethel Clayton.
Business,
Ethel Clayton coming up.
however, only fair. J. G. Rhode, Rhode
Opera House, Kenosha, Wis. Better
class patronage.
theatre,

—

—

—

—

—

Pathe

—

—

picture.
Mrs. R. J.

Common
Played

to

Clay, with Fannie Ward.
big business at advanced

It
is
worth
Pleased greatly.
boosting. W. O. Jensen, Lathrop thea-

prices.

—
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tre,

Omaha, Neb.

— Middle

class patron-

age.

Molly of the Follies (American), with
Margarita Fisher. Satisfactory. All my
patrons liked it. Leo F. Keiler, Arcade
theatre, Paducah, Ky.
General patron-

—
—

—

age.

The Cry of the Weak, with Fannie
Ward. This followed Common Clay.
Drew good attendance in spite of counter

—

Peculiar

attraction.

in

mounting.

its

— C.

Comments were varied.
Schullsburg Amusement

J.

Co..

O'Neill.
Schulls-

— Small town patronage.
Vacation, with Baby Marie
Osborne. — Fine. These child star pictures draw
and please
— Clay H.
Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
— General patronage.
The Intrusion of Isabel, with Mary
Miles Minter. — Not much different than
burg, Wis.

Dolly's

borhood patronage.

The Roaring Road, with Wallace

ronage.

—

—

J. G. Rhode, Rhode Opera House,
Kenosha, Wis. Better class patronage.

ness.-

Bluebird

The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— Reid
drawing bigger now.
Good picture.

Drew

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,
with Marguerite Clark.— The best Clark
picture in a long time. Drew good busi-

fine

all.

her other pictures, although it drew.
Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha.
Neb. High class suburban patronage.
Cupid by Proxy, with Baby Marie Osborne. This is one of the little star's

—
—
best. — W.

R. Champion, Opera House,
Hazel Green, Wis.
The Eyes of Julia Deep (American),

with

Mary

Miles

Minter.

—

— Drew
—

well

and pleased patrons. L. N. Cox, PrincArdmore, Okla. General
theatre,
ess
patronage.

Common Clay, with Fannie Ward.
Two days' run. A wonderful production.
Fair business. A few adverse criticisms.

—

your consideration. C .J.
Schullsburg Amusement N Co.,
Schullsburg, Wis. Small town patron-

Worthy

O'Neill.

of

—

age.

Select
ConExperimental Marriage, with
stance Talmadge. Up to her standard.
Good at box office. W. O. Jensen,
theatre. Omaha, Neb.
Middle
l athrop

—

patronage.
Red Head, with

—

class

Alice

—
Brady. — Went
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over

Splendid production.

fair.

King

Batsell,

theatre,

— C.

W.

Sherman, Tex.

General patronage.

New Moon,

The

—

Norma

with

madge. Personally, did not like
But it drew and I heard no kicks.
H. Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell,

Talthis.

—W.
la.

College town.

The Cavell Case, with Julia Arthur.
Good picture. Well acted. George W.
Smith, Royal theatre, Ashdown, Ark.
Small town patronage.
The Midnight Patrol, an Ince produc-

—

—

—

Great. Just packs them in. Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Middle class patronage.

tion.

—

Scandal, with Constance Talmadge.
Repeat. Not as good as' some of her
later pictures.
W. H. Mart, Strand theaCollege town.
tre, Grinnell, la.
Shirley
Kaye, with Clara Kimball
Young. Good high-brow picture but our
people don't care for these "financial"
stories.
Too deep. Didn't get over at
Piper,
Piper's
Opera
all.— Raymond
House, Virginia City, Nev.
The Lesson, with Constance Tal-

—

—

—

— Good average offering that
Relf, Star theatre,
pleased
— R.

madge.

all.

Decorah,

J.

la.

The One Woman, with an

all-star cast.

— Went over big and pleased —Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
— Middle class patronage.
The Midnight Patrol, with an all-star
cast. — A big money-getter at advanced
G. Knapp,
prices for three days. —
Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.
all.

J.

Downtown

patronage.
Half, with Alice Brady.—
Star drew well in a very clever piece of
F.
M. Edgett, Lyric theatre,
acting.
High class patronage.
Earlville, 111.
Cheating Cheaters, with Clara KimThis was great. Pleased
ball Young.
everybody and drew big business during
Lent's dull season. Mrs. J. A. Dostal.
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb. High class
patronage.
The Forbidden City, with Norma Talmadge. Great picture. Norma Talmadge
always draws. L. F. Keiler, Arcade theGeneral patronage.
atre, Paducah, Ky.
The Hidden Truth, with Anna Case
Another G. O. star, but story a little
better than most. Nothing extra about
P. K. Anton, Royal theatre, New
it.
Mixed patronage.
Castle, Ind.
The Savage Woman, with Clara KimDelayed showing. Showed
ball Young.
Business good. A
this only one day.
one-day picture. In other words, the
kind of picture not to make. W. O. Jen-

Her Better

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Lathrop theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Suburban neighborhood patronage.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses, with Marion
Davies. Did not please our patrons.
sen,

—

Stanchfield,

D.
Arbor,
A.

— Mixed

Rae

Ann

theatre,

patronage.
The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. Just an average picture. W. H.
Mart, Strand theatre, Grinnell, la. College town.

Mich.

—

—

—

B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
Alining town.
Keith of the Border, with Roy Stewart.
Fair.
Drew well on serial night.

J.

—

M.
Dallas, Tex.
Gi/or.nc

—

—

—

Kans.

—Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The

Fire Flingers, with Rupert Julian.

— Did

Good picture. Did not
comment. Disappointment in
M. A. Choynski, Newberry
Chicago, 111. Mixed patronage.

not draw.

create any
results.

—

—

Red Haired Cupid, with Roy Stewart.
Good picture. Pleases all. R. L.
Hood, Opera House, Noble, 111. Gen-

theatre,

eral patronage.

picture holds people spellbound.
Mrs.
J. A. Dostal, Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.

—

—
—

From Two

to Six, with Winifred Allen.

— Good

picture but war
Weather hurt business.

stuff

—W.

Badger theatre,
town patronage.

dead.
Martin,

is

D.

Wis.

Neillsville,

— Small

Roy

Stewart.
Whirlwind mystery story that went over
big and drew capacity. Stewart always
B. Stine, Gem
—— Mining
town.

pleases.
ton, Ind.

The
Drew

William S. Hart.
Hart goes over big for me.

Disciple, with

— Mrs.

M. R. Johnson, Wonderland
Okla.

atre, Tulsa,

Beyond
Desmond.

the

—A

— General

the-

patronage.
with William

Shadows,
good northwestern

—

that

pleased our patrons. J. L. Meyers, LibSmall town
erty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
patronage.
The Learnin' of Jim Benton, with Roy
Stewart. Excellent western film. Good
business and everyone pleased. W. D.
Martin, Badger theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Shoes That Danced, with Pauline
Starke.— A good picture, but one that
will not please all.
R. L. Hood, Opera
House, Noble, 111. General patronage.

—

—

—

—
—

Deuce Duncan, with William Desmond. Good. Desmond well liked here.
Dr. F. M. Childs, Kozy theatre, Yillisca, la.
Mixed patronage.
Old Hartwell's Cub, with William Desmond. Good.
Desmond draws extra

—

—

—

—

—

Loeffelholz Bros., Auditorhere.
theatre, Cuba City, Wis.
Mixed

well

cium

—

patronage.

What

Am

I

Universal
Bid, with Mae Murray.

Good backwoods

or mountain story well

produced. Mae Murray and whole cast
do exceptional work. A picture that will

—— Mining

please any audience.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.

J.

B.

Stine,

Gem

town.

The Deciding Kiss (Bluebird), with
Edith Roberts. Not much to it. A kindergarten
picture.
Chas.
Boehringer.
Princess theatre, St. Mary's, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Fire

Flingers, with Rupert Julian.
the rental. Poor
Vandegrift,
Star
theatre, Mt. Vernon, Til.
Best class patronage.

— Picture not worth
business. — Mrs.
Ed.
A

—

Soul for Sale, with Dorothy Philbig drawing card. Big business.
Pleased 100 per cent of our patrons.
She is a big hit here. Mrs. J. A. Dostal,
Ideal theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class
suburban patronage.

lips.

—A

—

—

The Empty Cab, with Franklyn FarGood. Newspaper story. Busi-

num.

—

— F. M. Childs, Cozy
— Mixed patronage.

theatre.

la.

The Wicked Darling, with Priscilla
— One of Priscilla's best efforts.
Her following increases. Fair business

Dean.

——

Gem

J.
B. Stine,
at advanced prices.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.
Mining town.

The Eagle (Bluebird), with Monroe
Good picture to a good
Salisbury.
crowd.

—
— Chas.

Dean.

— Another

Boehringer, Princess the-
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hit

for

this

Priscilla

star.

—

Her

—

The Amazing Wife,
Laren.

— MacLaren's

Pleased

Drew good

Mary Macwork on the
Sunday business.
with

finest

B. Stine, Gem
—— Mining
town.

all.

J.

theatre,

Clinton, Ind.

Vitagraph

theatre, Clin-

J.

well.

The Silk-Lined Burglar, with

screen.

Cactus Crandall, with

Villisca,

The Atom, with Pauline Starke. Cannot praise Triangle program too highly.
This was a very good picture. Meldrin
& Clark, Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.
General patronage.
The Reckoning Day, with Belle Bennett.
Good picture but people are weary
Failed to draw.
of German spy plots

—

Cliff

A

ness poor.

Triangle

Queen theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

lilack,

atre, St. Mary's,

Y

Miss Dulcie From Dixie, with Gladys
Leslie.
A charming star in a charming
picture. Fresh and clean. Delighted our

—
patrons. — C.

Schullsburg

O'Neill,

J.

Amusement Co., Schullsburg, Wis.
The Girl Problem, with Corrine

Grif-

— Seemed to please the
— Chas.
Boehringer, Princess theatre,
Mary's,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Wishing Ring Man, with Bessie
Love. — Star does not draw.
Sennett
fith.

ladies.
St.

comedy helped

to hold up business.
Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift, Star theatre, Mt.
Vernon, 111. Best class patronage.
The Wishing Ring Man, with Bessie
Love. Little Bessie is showing herself
as coming strong with pictures she has
had lately. Mrs. J. A. Dostal, Ideal
theatre, Omaha, Neb.
High class suburban patronage.
From Headquarters, with Anita Stewart.
Fine.
Business just fair. Peebles
& Campbell, Arcade theatre, Denison,
Tex. General patronage.
The Common Cause, with an all-star
cast.
Great and then some. Capacity
houses for two days. Patrons more than
satisfied. Best war picture we have seen.
J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre,
Maquoketa, la. Critical patronage.
The Lion and the Mouse, with Alice

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—A

good drawing attraction. Star
a favorite.
Packed them. Chas. Boehringer,
Princess theatre, St. Mary's
Joyce.

—

Small town patronage.
The Cambric Mask, with Alice Joyce.
Fair business. Not as pleasing as most

Kans.

—

—

—

Alice Joyce pictures. Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift, Star theatre, Mt. Vernon, 111.

Best class patronage.
A Stitch in Time, with Gladys Leslie.
One of the kind of pictures that makes
the cinema a popular amusement. Ordinary business. M. A. Choynski, Newberry theatre, Chicago, 111. Mixed patronage.
The Triumph of the Weak, with Alice
Best Alice Joyce picture that we
Joyce.
have hbd. Star a favorite. Berggren &
Taddilsen, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kans. Small town patronage.
The Girl Problem, with Corinne GrifFair picture.
Star not popular.
fith.
Business below average. Mrs. Ed. Vandegrift, Star theatre, Mt. Vernon, 111.
Best class patronage.
The Business of Life, with Alice Joyce.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

— Fair program offering. — Berggren &
Taddilsen, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
World
Inside the Lines, with Lewis S. Stone.
Fine picture. Consider World the most
consistent program on the market. Broke

—
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house

— Sidney

records.

Spiegel,

Community House, Winnetka,

111.

Jr.,

— High

class patronage.

Orphint

Little

Annie,

with

Colleen

— Far above any child picture
ever saw. Business
the face of a
rainy day. — H. Curtis, Crystal theatre,
Dallas, Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
Moore.

I

fine

in

Crook of Dreams, with Louise Huff.
Good picture but fair business. Star
good. Satisfied customers. — A. B. McCullom, New Empress theatre, Chicago,
111.
Mixed patronage.
The Bluffer, with June Elvidge. Ordi-

—

nary production to poor business.

—
— A.

D.
Arbor,

Stanchneld, Rae theatre, Ann
Mich. Mixed patronage.
The Little Intruder, with Louise Huff.

—

—Very

satisfactory picture. Good business.
Clean and full of pep. William
Junius, Maplewood theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

— Mixed

patronage.
Easy Money, with Ethel Clayton. Old
picture. Film in good shape. Average
program feature. Business poor. F. M.

—

—

Childs,
Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
Mixed patronage.
Three Green Eyes, with Carlyle Blackwell.
Excellent picture. Good business.
Many complimented it. R. Rosebush,
Esthena theatre, Chicago, 111. Mixed

—

—

—

patronage.

Specials
to Win (Public Health Films),
with Sgt. Raymond McKee. Here is a
real feature at last. Strong mixture of
comedy and tragedy. It tells plainly
what it attempts to tell. Showed first
day to men only, second day to women
only. Big business in two days of rain.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.
J. B. Stine,

—

Gem

town.
Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rapf), with Florence Reed. Good fea-

The

ture.

—

— Leo

F.

—

Keiler,

Arcade

theatre,

Paducah, Ky. General patronage.
Twilight (Sherry) with Doris Kenyon.
Star and picture fine. Had good drawing power for me. Barney Brotman,

—

—

Rock

Rialto theatre,

Island,

111.

— Mixed

patronage.

Wild Honey (Sherry), with Doris
Kenyon. Fine picture. Good business.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre. CanFamily patronage.
ton, 111.
Raffles (Hiller & Wilk), with John
Barrymore. Repeated to big business.
Nice picture— Leo F. Keiler, Arcade

—
—

—

—

Paducah, Ky.

theatre,
age.

— General

patron-

Hearts of Men (Hiram Abrams), with
George Beban. For heart appeal this is
one of the best dramas we have shown.
Give it your personal recommendation
in your advertising. Your patrons may
not have cared for Beban in the past
out this picture will sure please them.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chi-

—

cago,

The

111.

— Neighborhood

Silent

Serials
Mystery

—

Stine,

Gem

(B.

A.

Rolfe),

—

theatre,

Clinton,

Ind.

Mining town.

The Man

Might (Vitagraph), with
serial.
Excellent
Duncan.
of

—
William
Went over big. C. H. Smith, Star theaWichita, Kans. — General patronage.
The Terror of the Range (Pathe),
with George Larkin. — Good western setre.

rial.

Business

fine.

Owing

ness conditions, not drawing quite as
strong as some serials have done. J. B.

Gem

Stine,

Clinton, Ind.

theatre,

— Peebles

& Camp-

USE THIS BLANK

to local busi-

—
— Alin-

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

ing town.

The Lure

the Circus

of

— Best

(Universal),

serial I ever saw
attraction.Mackenzie

with Eddie Polo.-

—

as box office
Neff, "The Picture House," Atlanta,

—

&

Mo.

Small town patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. As good as the best.
Full of thrills. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
Detroit,
Mich. Middle class
theatre,
patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. Going strong. Some
serial.
A. P. Singletary, Liberty theatre,
Marietta, Okla. General patronage.
The Man of Might (Vitigraph), with
William Duncan. -Pretty good serial.
Above the average. F. K. Davis, Cliff
Queen theatre, Dallas, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
The Iron Test (Vitagraph), with Antonio Moreno. Went over big. One of
the best serials that I have played.
George W. Smith, Royal theatre, Ashdown, Ark. Small town patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
big.
over
Polo. Went
Eddie
with
Pleased our patrons. Mrs. J. L. Brown,
Lyric theatre, Tulsa, Okla. General patronage.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. This one is going
over good. G. E. Alzeda, Princess theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Denison, Tex.
The Red Glove (Universal),^ with
Marie Walcamp. Going over big for us.
Mrs. J. L. Brown, Lyric Theatre,
Tulsa, Okla. General patronage.
The Master Mystery (World), with
Houdini. First one that ever went in
this house, which plays only first class
Went over great. A. J. Allispecials.
son, Liberty Theatre, Dusant, Okla.
General patronage.
The Tiger's Trail (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland.- Here is another good one.
Pathe certainly has class in serials. Big

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors.
Fill in this

to Exhibitors

raphy, 417 S.

now and send
Herald and MotogDearborn St., Chi-

blank

cago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

—
—
—

—

—

Join in This Co-operative Service.
Report Regularly on

—

—

—

—

—

—

business for first two episodes. Ben L.
Morris, Olympic Theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
The Iron Test (Vitagraph), with AnFine serial. Good busitonio Moreno.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre,
ness.
Canton, 111. Family patronage.
The Lightning Raider (Pathe), with
Pearl White. No need to boost Pearl
White.
Any serial she plays in goes.
This is the best of all of them. Michael
Lyons, Palace Theatre, San Francisco,
Mixed neighborhood patronage.
Cal.
The Lure of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. Went over big. H.
O. Jones, Washington Theatre, Sherman, Tex. General patronage.
The Terror of the Range (Pathe), with
George Larkin. Fine. One of the best
And it holds
ever run in my house.
If you want a
out good to the finish.

—

—

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

—
—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

with Francis Ford. Interesting mystery
plot and worlds of fast action. Drawing
good business for dull season here. J.
B.

—

serial that pleases.

—

Fit

—
— Mining

Arcade theatre, Denison, Tex.
General patronage.
The Red Glove (Universal), with
Marie Walcamp. Fast action western
bell,

—

—

good one book
Royal Theatre,

it.

— William

Salina,

Thacbcr,
Kans. Middle

—

Exhibitor

Name

Transient

ronage

class patronage.

The

Tiger's Trail (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland. Great serial. Went over big in
Patrons want
first and second episodes.
more like it. F. E. Whitlow, Colonial
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. Colored

—

—

—

patronage.
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of Theatre

City
State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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Boosting Prices in Clay Center Was Easy
HOW EXHIBITOR JESSUP MADE MONEY ON
A BIG PICTURE IN A SMALL TOWN— HIS
PATRONS WANTED FIRST-CLASS PICTURES

kwT NOTICED
I

some
when

you had signed up

for

National

First

features,
Omaha the

was up to
What's the big idea?
Want to go into bankruptcy so you can
start anew or are you just taking a flyer
for the sake of experience? Surely you
I

other day, Jessup.

make a big feature pay
for itself in a town of a thousand people.
I'm telling you that if you have any
such idea you are headed for a swift
disillusionment.
Better see if you can
substitute a regular program."

don't expect to

"No, thank you.
stuff b}' heart.

directions,
and inside

and

I

I've
I've

know
used

it

tried

that

program

according to
it

backwards

out and when the gate is
counted, give me the features, the big
first class goods, every time.
The features are the boys who bring home the
bacon. People know they are getting
their money's worth then and they like
it."

"You talk as if you know what you are
talking about, Jessup. Who's been teaching you that line of optimism? Some
gifted First National salesman, I suppose."
"Well, old man, I'll admit a First National salesman gave me some instructions in that direction at one time. That
was when 1 looked on Clay Center as
I've
burg, somewhat like you do.
a
learned different since. Clay Center is
just a small section of a big city. Folks
here like the same kind of things the
people in New York or Chicago like.
They like modern homes, up-to-date
business methods, stores that offer a

selection from the best merchandise in
the market. Also they like to see just
as good shows as the wise guys in the
big towns can get. I used to feed them
the small pictures because I didn't think
they'd fall for the prices I would have
to tack onto the big ones. They fell, all
right, but it was because they had to
take it or go without. 1 just naturally

starved them without my knowing it and
1
guess without their knowing it, too."
*

*

from 10,000 people to 1,000. So
was the cautious exhibitor from the
larger community was thunderstruck at

a far cry
it

the rashness, as he thought, of Exhibitor
Jessup who dared to cater to his patrons
with any film that cost more than $5 a

day.

But Jessup wasn't talking theory. A
runs a house in a place the
size of Clay Center must stick close to
facts if he doesn't want facts to stick

man who
him.

*

*

The last speaker was W. E.
manager of the Dixie theater
Nebraska.

Jessup,
in

Clay

He

had run into
Hastings on some business matters and
while there had encountered an exhibitor from a third city. After a cigar they
both drifted into "shop" and the most
interesting part of their talk from the
motion picture man's angle was that embodied in the remarks already set down.
Jessup was the man who said he could
make money on feature pictures in his
home town of Clay Center. His companion was used to figuring the big pictures for a town of 10,000 people and he
thought he was going strong when he
landed a feature once in a month or so.
The man who spends his lifetime in a
city with a few millions in population
considers any community of 10,000 as
just a flag station put on the map because
Uncle Sam has a postoffice there. He
probably classes a place of 1,000 in the
same division. From his viewpoint perhaps it is, but in the judgment of a resident of either town he is wrong. It is
Center,

DRAMATIC MOMENT FROM "WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY

*

*

"Yes sir, they took in my old style
shows because they provided some entertainment.
Also they were cheap.

Then this First National man caught me
one day when my powers of resistance
had been weakened by a hard rain and
no business and he talked turkey. He
made me believe that perhaps if I had
a picture of the big time sort, people
would not have allowed the rain to keep
them away. I decided it was worth trying."

"Well, I'm interested," remarked the
exhibitor from the larger town. "How
did it work out?"
"I guess everybody in Clay Center had
just naturally been waiting for me to
forget and slip over a real picture," replied Jessup. "They took to it like ducks
to a pond. I had boosted the price so
as to make my losses as small as possible,
but nobody ever looked at the
price. They wanted to see that picture
and they saw it, as soon as they could
find an empty seat."

—

His words sent

his fellow exhibitor
thoughtful mood. If Clay Center liked real merit in pictures, why
wouldn't his own home town enjoy more

away
of

in a

them?
Clay Center

isn't exactly a place of
It is bigger than that.

1,000 population.

Recent estimates put the population at
1,062.
The Dixie theatre which Jessup
conducts has a seating capacity of 225.
It is a good farming country and the
farmers like the movies as a diversion.
The problems Exhibitor Jessup has to
face are similar to those any exhibitor
in a village runs up against.
His undoubted success with feature films makes
an item worth the consideration of exhibitors who make their living in centers
of population which have not yet attained to the dignity of a mayoralty
contest.

#
In

the

among
Apes,"

past

a|e

year Jessup has

shown,

pictures, "Tarzan of the
"Romance of Tarzan," "Persh-

other

Crusaders," "My Four Years in
Germany," and "A Dog's Life." His
most marked success was with the "Romance of Tarzan," though he has done
well on the others, too.
He has been successful in confining
himself to newspaper advertising and
heralds. A half page in the Clay Center
newspaper is the most he has splurged.
When he had the "Romance of Tarzan"
coming he got out a liberal quantity of
ing's

Scene from the IVIncauley production, which is being distributed through the First
National Exhibitors Circuit, a review of which appears
in this issue of the Herald.
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home-printed heralds but he is uncertain
whether the particular success attained

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
with that picture was clue to the reputation won through "Tarzan of the Apes,"
or to the widespread use of the heralds.

Jessup

believes in putting up prices
the goods. Usually he adds
from a half to a third to his regular
prices any time a feature appears at his
theatre. As he is an exponent of honesty
in advertising he has not found it dim-

whrn he has

educate

patrons to higher
They have learned to expect a
better production when prices are advanced. That is one thing they have
learned to look at when forming a judgment as to the nature of the advertised
picture. When they notice the prices are
to be raised, they will comment, "Jessup
has a good one coming this time.
guess I'll see it."
cult to
prices.

his

1

*

Someone with

a

*

*

bump

of curiosity in-

he made more money
on first class features than on regular
program releases, taking into account
the higher price the exhibitor has to pay
for the features.
"I sure do." replied Jessup with a

quired of Jessup

if

grin.

"How much more?" asked the other,
wondering what the grin meant.
"Oh, only about ">0 per cent more,"
was the answer.
This answer explained the grin. Anybody is bound to look pleasant when
thinking of an addition like that to his
regular income.
Of course, Jessup doesn't try any week
stands. The entire community and environs can see a picture in much less
than that length of time. Even if the
Dixie doesn't hold more than 225 people
at a sitting. The features will stand a

two-days run, however. Perhaps more,
but Jessup has been satisfied so far with
two days.
Jessup is so well pleased with the results he has gained from the First National that he insisted on giving this
further

testimonial:
the First National is good in
all ways from an exhibitor's standpoint.
So I expect to use several more of their
pictures in the near future. 1 have Chap"I

find

lin

in

and

1

'Shoulder Arms' coming soon
expect to clean up with it."

Talmadge Company
Takes Scenes in Fla.
Norma Talmadge, accompanied by her
M.

husband, Joseph

Edward

Schenck,

Director

Talmadge, Wyndham Standing, Garreth Hughes, and
Cameraman David Abel, have returned
from Florida where they have been
making scenes on a deserted Island near
Miami, for "By Right of Conquest."
This photoplay, from Arthur Hornblow's novel by the same name, is to
Jose, Natalie

Way

"The
of a Woman." It has
thrilling and sensational scenes,
as a yacht catching fire at mid-

follow

many

such
ocean, while the guests are
of their
on deck.

merrymaking

in

the midst

costume

at a

ball

Miss Talmadge has an opportunity to
prove in this picture her unusual ability
as a swimmer, for she jumps overboard
and swims from the burning yacht to a
deserted island, where an unusually interesting

love

"double"

is

story

then

used

in

Norma Talmadge

is

follows.
picture,

this

an

No
as

exceptionally

good swimmer, and startled all the populace at Miami, by her unusual feats in
the water.

Adolphe Osso Forming
French Clearing House
NEW YORK.— Adolph Osso, who
has lately returned from Paris, France,
stated today that the Adolphe Osso Corporation of Paris, France, is about to
become the Film Clearing House of
France. Headquarters are situated within
the shadow of the Cafe de Lopra. Mr.
Osso desires that all those who are engaged in the film business in Paris and
who are not thoroughly conversant with
the English language will use the Osso
Film Clearing House for translating
English and also for the dispensing of
motion picture information.
Mr. Osso is fast becoming an international figure in motion pictures, for the
reason that he is what might be termed
He exa "Trans-Atlantic Commuter."
pects to be both in Paris and New York

every two months, transacting business
both ends and not only advancing the
interests of his own corporation but the

at

international release
dustry as a whole.

of

the

picture

in-

Grainger in Statement
As to Neilan Activities
James R. Grainger, general manager
of the Marshall Neilan Productions, Inc.,
has issued a denial to the statement pubelsewhere to the effect that
lished
Christy Cubane, the director, is making a
series of pictures under the supervision
of Mr. Neilan.
Mr. Grainger states that Mr. Neilan
exclusively interested in pictures to
is
be directed by himself and issued as
Marshall

Neilan

productions.

for Nesbit Film
who show Evelyn Nesbit's
forthcoming William Fox picture, "A

Song

CAPT.

HARRY

E.

RICE, JR.

Publicity and advertising manager <>f I nliim OlfK- Co, Chicago exchange,
verMiii
who Iiiin been mode captain, infantry
section of OMeerM ItcMcrve
Corps of V. S. Army.
t

HUNGRY
\

Paul Mooney Leaves
Fox Film Corporation
Paul Mooney, for
and branch manager

57

years

five

for

the

district

Fox Film

Corporation, has resigned.
Mr. Mooney in point of service was
one of the oldest members of the Fox
distributing organization
and was in
charge of various important territories
in the
Middle West
latest assignment was

and

West.

territorial

His

man-

ager for the West Coast district.
Mr. Mooney states that he is considering forming a territorial distributing
organization with headquarters probably
at Cleveland.

Carl

Laemmle
Film

Secures
Old Friend

of

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
paid a visit to his old home in Oshkosh,
Wis., a few days ago, and while there
took the opportunity to photograph
many of his friends, and scenes of which
he has pleasant recollections.
Mr. Laemmle is to produce a feature
picture starring a young man and a
young woman from Oshkosh.
Applicants were photographed and the camera
will make the decision.

Rochelle House Sold
ROCHELLE, -ILL.— The Majestic
theatre has been sold by Manager J. H.
Lisey to Ben L. Berve, W. Carleton

Healy and Frank Allaben, who will
operate
it under the firm name of the
Rochelle Theatre company.

Crane Wilbur's Son Dies

NEW YORK.— Crane

Wilbur, formerly one of the screen's most striking
figures, lost his son last week. The boy
was ill a few days.

Exhibitors

Fallen Idol," will have good advertising
material in a song which has just been
written and dedicated to Miss Nesbit
The title of the song is "Fallen Idols."

LIONS? YEH!

scene from one of the l.llckv Thirteen
comedies being- issued by Fox.

ST.

Another Erber House
LOUIS. MO.— Joseph Erber,

owner

of the Erber Theatre, is to construct a new motion picture theatre at
:iO0 Collinsville Avenue immediately.
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Harry Reichenbach in

Sherrill Publishes

Five-Reel Film on
Two-Reel Contracts
William L.

president of the
Corporation, has

Sherrill,

Frohman Amusement

determined to publish "The She Wolf,"
a five-reel special starring Texas Guinan,
to the
thirteen

Exchanges contracting

lor the
two-reel
productions at no
greater cost to such exchange than what
is paid for the two-reel attractions.
This will afford the exchanges the

opportunity
either as a

book "The She Wolf"
Texas Guinan five-reel speto

or in turn to allow the theatres contracting for the series of two-reel attractions to have an extraordinary release,
together with the short length subjects.
Mr. Sherrill is of the opinion that "The
She Wolf" is possibly the most astounding, as well as novel, Western produc-

Big Advertising Stunt
Harry Reichenbach has a huge advercampaign under way for "When
Arrangements
Bear-Cat Went Dry."
are now being made with Grosset and
Dunlap, publishers of the book for a
popular edition numbering 300,000. Advance cards bearing the announcement
of the tilm will appear in 7,100 book
stores and in over 4.000 drug stores
The
maintaining a book department.
tising

fifm will be

and release

Buys Popular Novel

cial,

tion ever

made.

Letters are being continuously received recommending the policy of Mr.
Sherrill in foregoing an added substantial income by releasing "The She Wolf"
at no greater charge than for the two-

The plan

considered not alone a
generous and co-operative one. but a
clever business move on the part of William L. Sherrill.

Victor

is

purchased the screen rights to
"Told in the Hills," by Marah Ellis
With a large and carefully
Ryan.
chosen cast under the direction of a
prominent director, the production will
be started at an early date for publication has

tion as a big special attraction.

Company Goes

who

has been spending

the past two months visiting exchange
centers throughout the country selling
rights to Shorty Hamilton features, has

New

York.

Traverse,

to
who

Lake
is

now

a

plete scenes for that picture. The
pany will be away three weeks.

com-

To Reopen Playhouse
MENDOTA, ILL.— E.

Rochester Exhibitors
Entertain at Luncheon
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — Irving M. Salyerds and William A. Calihan, managers
the Lyndhurst and Regent theatres,
were the guests of honor at a recent
luncheon given by the Rochester Exhibitors' League at which many notables of
the industry were present.
A call to high ideals was sounded by
Samuel Rothapfel of New York City,
State Senator James L. Whitley, Majority Leader Simon L. Adler, Assemblyman Harry B. Crowley and E. M. Saunders, general manager of the Metro Film
Corporation of New York. John J. McInerney, hero of many battles on behalf
of the moving picture men, was toastof

master.
Vaudeville acts were furnished by the
local theatres and there was plenty of
music. In charge of the arrangements
J. W. Huber, editor of the
Picture Play News; George Kress, manager of the Hudson Theatre; Julius
Greenstone, manager of the Empire

were Erwin

and

manager

of the

Week

Enters Fifth

Blossoms" enters

"Broken
fifth week

in

the D.
the
at

W.

upon

Griffith

Geo. M. Cohan
any apparent waning
public interest and patronage.

in

To Produce "The Wolf"
"The Wolf." Eugene
Jane Novak

house.

will direct.

Walter's

IS

in

support.

James Young

ONLY ONE PICTURE FOR YOU

AND THATS

"VIRTUOUS MEN"
ILLINOIS, INDIANA

AND MICHIGAN

THE ONE BIG PICTURE OF THE YEAR

ARTHUR

S.

HYMAN ATTRACTIONS

FILM BUILDING, DETROIT

CONSUMERS BUILDING, CHICAGO
W. G. McCOY, Manager

I.
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stage

play, will be presented this fall by Vitagraph with Earl Williams as the star and

NO MATTER WHAT YOU SAY
THERE

its

reper-

season
Theatre without
tory

Gegenhardt
has rented the Palace theatre and will
reopen it at once as a motion picture
J.

John H. W. Fenyvessy,
Family Theatre.

Theatre,

at

William Fox production of
the Great Northwest, "Until Eternity."
under the direction of Harry Millarde,
has gone to Huntington Lake to com-

work on

Kremer Returns

Victor Kremer,

returned to

The Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

Madlaine

reel attractions.

completed in about ten days
probably July 1st.

will be

V

L.

CARL, Manager

Reported by "Mac"
The

motion picture convention at
but a short wav off and if that
special car is not already capacity tilled
you Chicago exhibs. better get busy and
show those boys from Missouri that the
"I WILL" spirit is not camouflage with
the City-by-the-Lake. but has a real meaning all its own.
Just pack up those worries of yours and set in touch with your
fellow exhibitors for June 25 to the 28th.
They're all line chaps out there and St.
Louis has plenty to show you during your
St.

idle

1919

Louis

another

New Manager
I.

John

W

is

J.

K.

willis

Understand Morris Hellman came up
for air last week with one more film theatre to his credit, taking over the Pullman
Listen,

theatre.

how

We
that

the

way he

piling

is

That was sure

for a dime

John

Morrie, be reasonable
D. got his grabbing

in

the

sorial parlors.
please." purrs

understand that J. "Big Noise"
is having a heap o' trouble with

big

Oakland

Worry

not,

expoit,

James

Oakland
all

—

will

J.;

6

Pathfinder

just drop our
Salter, a postal

soon conduct

of

his.

motor car
and your

itself

just like

other regular cars.

up bookings.

rumored the big fellows producing
the various news reels are about to meet
from the
substantial
competition
with
Windy City. M. J. Weil, manager of the
Castle theatre was caught picking off armfulls of celluloid scenes of the recent march
'Tis

terrible wallop friend
administered to Lee Hertz the

barber
other day

of

the film business in Chicago, having

been manager of the General Film Company exchange, general manager of the
American Bioscope Company and previous to that connected with the Unicorn Film Service. Mr. Willis also reorganized the Film Craft company.

Cooper

like

suc-

Mr. Willis
one of the

pioneers

clave of the Masonic Knight Templars.

just

to

ceed
Ralph
E. Bradford.

everything in sight.

is

build-

lers
ing,

Kenneth Fitzpatrick of the firm of
McElroy & Fitzpatrick, left on June 10 for
Indianapolis to attend the mammoth con-

the Vod-a-Vil Movies
ten dollar gold pieces

exhange
Mai-

the

in

that's

selling
selling

E.
of
of

i

all

Cutler, sales manager for the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, tells us

firm

film

That young man alighting from the lift
on the third floor of the Film Exchange
building the other dav was no other than
Ike Van Ronkel, manager for Goldwyn.

Max

s,

pointed manager of the
T r a n g le

now, Rep. Hoffman will
full
keeping track of
"Mickey." It seems she liked the hundreds
of houses she visited on her first visit and
is going to give them a return visit.

upon returning from his recent
Hoosier motor trip, reports he covered sixteen towns in four davs and signed 'em all.
It must be true, for partner Floyd Brockell
swears to it and heretofore "Brock" has
always used the very best of English.

i

Willis in the
C o n s u triers
building,
has been ap-

fairs are shaping
have his hands

tions,

1

a

Consumers building ton"$3.40
Lee took it all.

By

the way,
Lee sleeps in all union shops at the scale
rate, $2.00 per hour.
the

barber.

down
a

la

State street of the Prairie Division,
soap box and a vest pocket

Ivory

Eastman.
We'll admit Eddie Eckels of the Capitol
Film Corporation picked some financier
when the charming Miss Rose Cam man
joined his organization.
Slipped a neat
piece of subtle trading over on the Silee
Exchange the other day exchanging a perfectly good desk pad for a complimentary
desk blotter.

Another welcome face

will

be seen about

Chicago's film circles as soon as clear old
Liberty makes the "bull-pen" at
Camp Grant and hops the train for old
Chi with that honorable discharge tucked
under his arm. He sure did look like a
Fritz chaser the way he stepped it off
coming down Boule Mich with the 122 F.
A. of the Prairie Division.

Gettleston has been made manager

of Jewel productions and Universal special
features for the city.
Mr. Gettleston
was the Milwaukee Jewel manager before
coming to Chicago, and recently handled
the south side territory here.

Eckels &

F.
O. Nielsen, general manager of
Mickey Film Corporation, announces W. C.
Hoffman will represent "Mickey" throughout the Illinois territory and the way af-

Clyde Elliott of Greater Stars Produc-

1

i

the

moments.

arrayed in his usual classy sartorial
What keens him so young?
creations.
You'll have to see him. understand Ike has
a system all his own.

twenty years' experience he will
of the ins and outs of the trade.

know most

is

S. Keely, who is exploiting the grand
old "Spoilers" with brand new copies, reports the Lakeside theatre sets in for a
two-day run on the entire L. & T. chain,
excepting the Pantheon. This remarkable
film has not been seen for a considerable
length <>f time around this city and should

prove a money maker to all houses caring
to give their patrons a revival showing

on

J. J. Unger, who has charge of Triangle
exchanges under Percy L. Walters, vicepresident and general manager, is in Chicago appointing a successor to Ralph E.
Bradford, branch manager.

Charlie Chaplin comes

to

town June

"Sunnyside," his latest First National
comedy. It will appear only at the Ran16, in

dolph, McVicker's and the Rialto theatres
during that week.

The First National exchange has purchased the rights to Harry Garson's Production,

Hushed

"The

Hour," starring
for the state of Illinois.

Blanche Sweet

Marcus Loew and Adolph Zukor were
Chicago visitors last week to attend the
wedding of Miss Elsie Linick, daughter of
Adolph Linick, of the firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, which took place at the
Sherman Hotel Monday evening, June 2.

Frank J. Flaherty of the Film Clearing
house had a rival attraction on Thursday
morning when he gave a private showing
of the Rothapfel Unit program at OrchesThe return of the last boys of
tra hall.
the Prairie Division drew a bigger crowd
than Frank's show on Michigan boulevard.
The

National,

Victoria

and

Imperial

theatres, which have been playing dramas
at popular prices, turned to motion picThe National is showing
tures this week.

Harold Bell Wright's production, "The
Shepherd of the

Hills."

"Auction in Souls" at the Bandbox theon Madison street, is apparently
doing better at fifty cents than it did over
on Michigan boulevard at $10 a seat last
ater,

winter.

Abe Teitel informs us that he has been
compelled to enlarge his film renovating

Too much busiplant on La Salle street.
ness rolling in to get by in the old quarters and now the place looks like twin exchanges.

Sam Atkinson,

field secretary in charge
the central west territory for the N. A.
M. P. I., has moved his office and staff of
assistants to the Century building, occupying part of the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance
quarters with William Sweeney, secretary.
i>f

it.

"Bill"

Chicago was honored with a visit from
George W. Malone, popularly known as
"Governor," former branch manager of
Exhibitors Mutual, Milwaukee, on Friday.
Mr. Malone has been in the film business
for about twenty years and feels that with
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Walter Early, special representative for
the International Film Service in this territory, received a wire last week asking
him to accept the correspondence post for
Walter was
a N. Y. theatrical journal.
compelled to turn the offer down the salary staggered him

— $25

—

per.

EXHIBIT O RS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPH
Miss Mabel Strickrod, private secretary
Manager Frank B. Rogers of the Pathe
exchange, has resigned to accept a position
as stenographer with a law firm.

Dance Features Film

ti>

Mitchell & Hopkins, Ltd. (Let

Do

One

Tom

It), are

selling the single reel of the
recent Indianapolis automobile races, taken

by Harry Coburn. an Indianapolis camera
man.

Sunday Measure Loses
JAMESTOWN. N. Y.— The Jamestown common council by a vote of 8 to 3
have prohibited the opening of motion
picture theatres here on Sundays.

for $26, which proves that his brunette runabout will make over eight miles an hour.

one of the Majestic
ompanv's attractive hOVACI
Tulsa. Okla., (.len < onalon, manager.

Majestic

Theatre,

Amusement
in

will

Hollywood, Calif., where Bert
proceed to wreck the whole works as
to

part of the picture.

Be
Screened Second Time

headed

toward

Germany

and

Austria with his camera and doesn't expect to land back in the U. S. for some
time.
smiles these days,
"Only 10,000 feet left of that new film
exchange," he told a Herald representais

all

on Monday.

The operators are again causing exworry as to where the new

hibitors to

order asking for four men in each booth
will end.
The union enforced the newrule at Orchestra Hall, and at the Illinois, where D. W. Griffith's "Broken

Blossoms"

is

playing.

Syd Schwartz, who prides himself on
being the youngest film salesman in
Chicago, is making an enviable record
for himself in his

New

"The Sea Wolf" Jack London's novel,
which brought him into fame as a fictionist and proved him possessed of a unique
ability for character depiction and the
telling of a thrilling story, will be given
sumptuous special production at the

a

hands

Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

of

poration in Hollywood,

it

is

announced.

George Melford will direct.
The subject was done in pictures once
before about four years ago by Bosworth, Inc., with Hobart Bosworth in
the leading role, and the new production
serve, as did Cecil B. DeMilles recent Artcraft production of "The Squaw
Man." to show what wonderful advances
have been made in the motion picture art
in the last few years.
will

Alice Joyce to Star

In Justice Olson Film

Charlie Pvle

tive

to

—

Joseph Hopp's son Edward, writes his
dad from Paris, that he has been busily
engaged since the peace conference convened taking pictures of the sessions for
the United States government.
He is

now

<

"The Sea Wolf"

dinner.

moved

Era Films.

new connection

Syd puts

— the

hours a
day in the office of the new concern
and then spends the other fourteen
hustling around grabbing off contracts.
in ten

Alice Joyce is to be starred in the Yitagraph feature to be produced early in
the fall based on the new methods of
crime detection and correction as developed b3- the psychopathic laboratory
Court of Chicago.
of the Municipal
George Randolph Chester will write the
scenario. Tom Terris will direct.
Chief Justice Harry Olson of the Chicago Municipal Court has placed the
mass of information contained in the
criminal archives of his court at the disposal of Mr. Chester.

Joyce in "Spark Divine"
screen is "The
play especially constructed for Alice Joyce. William Carlton, Jr.. will be seen as Miss Joyce's
Eulalie Jensen. Frank
leading man.
Norcross and Mary Carr complete the
Tom Terriss will direct this latest
cast.

Soon

to

come

Spark Divine."

to the

a

Joyce picture.
Folks around the film trade who canMonday
for
celled their meat order
dinner,
in
hopes that Flanagan, the
demon "U" salesman would bring them

mess of fish from Janesville, Monday A. M. as promised, had to put in
a

hurry-up call for
caught a minnow.

a

steaks.

He

only

of

All-Indian subject to be published
by the Educational Films Corporation of
America, is ready for distribution and
will be shipped to Educational exchanges
this week.
the

Charles H. Miller, salesman for Mutual, has a receipt from the muncipal court

to be used in a forthcoming Metro picture. "It's Easy to Make Money," starring
Bert Lytell. The complete bar fixtures, rich
plate mirrors and glassware are to be

hit.

Second All-Indian Film

were fractured.

is

interesting "bits" in-

"The Passing of the Crow," second

J. J. Funk, an operator, 1533 North Park
avenue, was thrown to the floor when he
touched a ground wire in his projecting machine. Sunday night.
Both his shoulders

One of Chicago's old landmarks, the famous Au Revoir bar on South State street,

many

Broadway musical-comedy

Mrs. D. M. Van da walker, wife of Manager Vandawalker of the Doll-Van exchange, is at St. Luke's Hospital, suffering
from a nervous breakdown.

The South Shore Country Club gave its
members a treat Sunday by showing Harold Lockwood in "A Man of Honor" during

of the

corporated into "The Unknown Dancer,"
the new Capellani production in which
June Caprice and Creighton Hale are costarred, is a novel exhibition dance given
by Jessica Brown, a feature dancer now
appearing in "Come Along," a current

Seek Chinese Star
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.— The

Bul-

newspaper, is conducting a
contest to find a Chinese girl suitable of
being starred in a film to be made by
the newly formed Moon Kwan Producletin, a daily

tions.

Feature Draws Big Crowd
"The Unpardonable Sin" repeated its
Waukegan. 111., success at the Lincoln
Square Theatre

in

Decatur.

111.,

playing

to 6.500 people in a five-day run.
Ottawa.
Springfield.
Moline.
Rockford.

Champaign.

Bloomington.

Danville. Peoria and
to be played.

Galesburg.

Kankakee are

still

Pioneer at Buffalo
The

Pioneer Film Corporation has
opened an exchange in Buffalo.
The
new branch is located at 407 Iroquois
Bldg.. and is fully equipped in every detail.
Heretofore all business in the western section of the state has been handled
from the New York othce.

Begin "A Girl at Bay"
Corinne Griffith already has started
work cn "A Girl at Bay." her picture
It is adapted
to succeed "Thin Ice."
from a magazine story by Joseph GolTom R. Mills is directing the
lomb.
picture at Vitagraph's Brooklyn studio.

New Information Bureau
For the convenience of exhibitors.
William Randolph Hearst has established a free information bureau at 729
Seventh avenue, New York. C. F. Zitcharge of compiling information
about directors, distributors and productel is in

tions.

Opens June Schedule

Third Stewart Film
"The Painted World." the third of Vitagraph's series of Anita Stewart productions, is to be published June 16. It is
from the novel by Jacques Futrelle
which appeared in the Saturday Eivning
Post.
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Yitagraph inaugurated its schedule of
June releases with "A Rogue's Romance." a breezy play of adventure, starThe play deals
ring Earle Williams.
with the final law-breaking escapade of

Mons. Picard.
Arsene Lupin.

a

character

similar

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Oberholtzer Makes
Capital of Health
Films' Exhibition
Ellis

cating censorship,
cial

Board

State

of

showing

and "Fit

of

is

using the commer-

"The End

of the

Road"

meeting of the Civic Club
in Philadelphia, he said that the "moral
pictures" are simply an excuse for the
display of immorality and that their
a recent

only object is to get as much money
as possible from the door receipts.
"That is the object of 'The End of
the Road' and 'Fit to Win,' " he said,
"The moving picture is no place to
teach lessons that heretofore have been
taught in the homes and churches. They
are not subjects to be commercialized."

Drew Comedy
Is Filled With Humor

Latest
A

clever travesty of the old home
talent theatricals is presented in "Harold,
the Last of the Saxons," the ParamountDrew comedy published recently. Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew in their familiar
roles of Henry and Polly Minor take
part in an amateur play given for the
benefit of a war fund. Henry is cast as
"Harold, the Last of the Saxons," and
Polly plays the wife of "William, the

Conqueror."
Many laughable incidents take place
at. rehearsals, and at the dress rehearsal
Henry observes that "William" is entirely
too friendly with his darling
Polly.
It so happens that "William" is
portrayed by Pug O'Connor, former
prize fighter, and when Henry attempts
,

him things happen

to chastise

in

quick

sucession.

Mrs.
scenario

Drew

which

was

and

advises the Herald that he
showed to 24,000 people the week of May
26, in Fort Worth. Texas, at 50 cents top
price at the Byers Theatre.

road

show,

responsible for the
direction of this comedy

adapted

from

Universal Purchases
"Jim of the

Hal C. Norflett, manager of the Hippodrome, Dallas, Texas, announces that the
"Auction of Souls," which has just completed a ten day's run, broke all house records the first four days, at 25 and 50 cents
1

top prices.

A. F. Clavey, of the Best Theatre, Hillsboro, Texas, will open his roof garden on
July 1. It has a seating capacity of 600.

Range"

Attraction.

perhaps best

known

for
his many stories of Australia particularly
those dealing with the bush rangers of
the baby continent. The story is being
revised by H. Tipton Steck, who wrote
the continuity for "The Outcast of Poker
Flat," from Bret Harte's original story,
and for "A Man of Peace," in which
Harry Carey is now working on.

William Lytle, of San Antonio, Texas,
prepared to break ground for his new
million-dollar theatre.
The Lytle interests
is

own

Empire, Princess and the Royal

the

theatres,

San Antonio.

Leslie Wilkes, formerly with Goldwyn
at

New

S.

A. Lynch Enterprises out of Dallas.

Orleans,

is

now

Apfel Production

Having

finished "Phil for Short" with
Evelyn Greeley as the star, hi^ first
production under his three year contract
with World Pictures, Oscar Apfel has
started on his second, "Bringing Up

Betty," a Charles Sarver story with Miss
Greeley in the stellar role.

at Breckenopened by McElhenie
and Lamonettix on June 28. This house
cost $10,000 and will have a seating capacity of 460.
Mr. Lamonettin resided in
the Wilson avenue district, Chicago, before
making Texas his place of residence.

P. J. Cameron, owner of the Crystal Theatre, Dallas, Texas, has installed a new
Hope-Jones organ costing $12,000. P. J.
has been an exhibitor in Dallas for twelve

years.

H. J. Bayley, manager of the Vitagraph
exchange, Dallas, states he has had to orcomedies and
der extra prints of the Big
Vitagraph features to take care of the rush
Harry sends regards to the
in business.

V

Chi. boys.

W

allace Walthall is now manager for
Southwestern Film Company, Dallas.
Wallace was formerly manager of General
office, Dallas, Texas.

The Southwestern Film Company

traveling for the

Shannon, formerly a prominent
along film row in Kansas City, is
now the Hodkinson representative at Dallas, Texas.
J.

Merrill, manager of the Film
Clearing House. Dallas, Tex., gave a showing of the first Rothapfel Unite Programme
at the Old Mill Theatre, last week.
L.

Miss Elizabeth Tennery, formerly with

Company
now manager

General Film

the

City, Okla.,

is

Lewis Film Company,

at

Oklahoma

of the R. D.
with offices in Dallas,

Texas.

Ed Foy, who operates three theatres, the
Columbia, Ideal and Colonial in Dallas,
Texas, for the Foy Neighborhood Theatres
Company, has installed in each house new
45-Photoplayers.

Miss Emnia
Smith on May 26th
and the couple received a silver service from the Pathe
Fxchange employes.

William

Voder,

manager

of

the

Pathe

Exchange,

made

the

presenta-

tion and also acted
as groomsman.

Olive, the
n d king of
Ranger, Tex., also
owner of the HippoJ.

a

G.

mo

Dallas last week,

in

booking

attractions

for

popular

his

house.
R. G.

Sykes

Fairman, of

will

open the Grand theatre at Flectra, Tex.,
in a few weeks.
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Bryan,

Texas,

is

new

theatre. It will seat 500 persons, and cost $40,000.
tea room will be
one of the many features.

A

S. T. Stephens, general supervisor of the
Exhibitors Mutual for the southwest territory, was a Dallas visitor last week.

Alex Wall,
taken

a former Chicago boy, has

charge of the

hibitors Picture

ried

i

C.

W. R.
erecting a

las,

d

will

handle "The Carter Case" serial commencing July 1, also the Francis Ford serial,
"The Silent Mystery."

figure

W.

drome Theatre, was

New

The Xew Liberty Theatre

ridge, Texas, will be

the

D. J. Goughlin,
Pathe representative
out of Dallas, mar-

Universal announces the purchase of
"Jim of the Range," a widely read novel
written by G. K. Lancaster, a noted English author.
The story will be adapted
to the screen for a Harry Carey Special
is

George Davis, formerly manager of
"Hearts of the World" company, has purchased the rights to "The Unpardonable
will
Sin" for Missouri and Kansas.
It
open June 8 in Kansas City.

is

Florence
Ryerson's story of the same name, published in the Pictorial Review magazine.
The V. B. K. Film Corporation produced it.

Lancaster

M. M. Stewart, manager

of the "Mickey"

Win," as an argument for

to

censorship.

At

With H. E. N.

Censors

recently toured several cities advo-

MOTOGRAPHY

TRAMPING SOUTHWESTERLY

P. Oberholtzer, secretary of the

Pennsylvania

who

AND

Texas.

Producers and Exat Dal-

Company exchange

ENDAROFPROGRAMPUBLICATIOv
— "The Home Town Girl,"
Vivian Martin.
— "The Lady of Red Butte,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
— "The Final Close-Up, "
with Shirley Mason.
— "The Busher,"
with Charles Ray.
— "The Haunted Bedroom,"
with Enid Bennett.
25 —
with Dorothy Gish.
Get Him Yet,"
— "Putting
with Bryant Washburn.
Over,"
June
—
with Wallace Reid.
June 8 "You're Fired,"
—
with Vivian Martin.
June 8 "An Innocent Adventuress,"
—
with Ethel Clayton.
June 15 — "Men, Women and Money,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
June 15 "Other Men's Wives,"
— "Hay Foot, Straw Foot."
with Charles Ray.
lime 22
with Lila Lee.
tune 22 — "A Daughter of the Wolf,"
— "Girls,"
with Marguerite Clark.
June
— "The Rose of Granda,"
with Lina Cavalieri.
June

EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.

—
with Lucille Lee Stewart.
Commandment,"
—"The Eleventh
with Bessie Barriscale.
of Fate,"
— "Trick
with Henry B. Walthall.
"Long Lane's Turning,"
—
with William Desmond.
Prodigal Liar,"
—"The
with All Star Cast.
"What Every Woman Wants,"
installment,
— Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of South Seas,"
— "A Heart Pawn,"
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Rhodes.
with
"The Lamb and the Lion,"
——"The
Turn
the Road" (Special Cast),
— "Hearts
with Bessie Barriscale.
— "Diane ofAsleep,"
with Alma Rubens.
Green Van,"
— "The Courageous
with Sessue Hayakawa.
Coward."
—
Rhodes.
with
"The Love Call,"
— "Modern Husbands."
with Henry B. Walthall.
—
with Bessie Barriscale.
"Josselyn's Wife."
—
with William Desmond.
— "The Mints of Hell,"
five reels,

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five

five

final

•

—

—

—
—
—

June
June
June
June

Man Who

— "How

to

Be Happy Though Married," one

9

reel,

reel,

PARAMOUNT ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Dec.

Warner.

—
—
—
11
18 —
25 —
—
1

Way

6—
—"Teetotalers,

— "Bulls and Bears."
—
"Western
—
"Doing the Dells."
—
"A
God's Country."
16— "Out Wyoming Way."
—
12

"Geesers and Geysers," one

19
26

Stuff."

reel.

6

— "A

Palestine

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

Pilgrimage,"

"Little

reels.

reels,

— Drew,
"An
Widow."
Sennett, "The
—Drew,
—
"Harold. The Last of the Saxons."
11 — Sennett, "When Love
Blind."
18 — Flagg, "Welcome,
Stranger."
25 — Sennett. "Love's False Faces."
27

Little

4

is

Little

— Drew, "Squared."
— Sennett, "No Mo'.hcr to Guide Him."
— Arbuckle, "A Desert Hero."
— Sennett. "Hearts and Flowers."
— Flagg, "The 'Con' in Economy."

"Cleopatra."
Eight parts, with Theda Bara.
"Les Miserables." Eight parts, with William Farnum.
"Salome." Eight parts, with Theda Bara.

STANDARD PICTURES

Feb.

Mar.
Mar.

—

Apr.

May
June
Fune
June

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May

Feb.

Boiled,"
with Dorothy Dalton.
"Happy Though Married,"
—
with Enid Bennett.
"Mrs. Wiggs of Cabbage Patch,"
—
with Margaret
— "Two Brides,"
with Lina
—
"The
Dodger,"
with Charles Ray.
16— "Boots,"
with Dorothy Gish.
16— "You Never Saw Such
with Vivian Martin.
—
five

Girl

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

reels,

five reels,
five reels,

Clark.

Cavalieri.

five reels,
five reels,

Apr.
Apr.

May
May

five reels,

a Girl," five reels,

Pepper,"
with Ethel Clayton.
— "Maggie
"Paid
Full,"
with Pauline Frederick.
—
"The Winning Girl,"
with Shirley Mason.
— "Good
Annabelle,"
with
Burke.
— "Fuppy Gracious,
Love,"
with Lila Lee.
—
"The
Poor Boob,"
with Bryant Washburn.
—

28
23
28
2

five

2
9

16
16

June

five reels,
five reels,
five r<*el«.

in

reels,

— "The Man Hunter," six
— "When Men Desire,"
23 — "Thou Shalt Not," six
20 — "The Jungle Trail,"
— "The Siren's Song."
— "A
Woman There Was."
—
15 "My
Sister,"
29 — "The Lone Star Ranger,"

reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Theda Bara.
five reels, with Evelyn Nesbit.
five reels, with William Farnum.

23
9

4

1

Little

VICTORY PICTURES

PARAMOUNT
8
9
9
9

July
July

Aug.

Billie

reels,
five reels,
a Girl," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Extravagance," five reels, with Dorothy Dalton.
"Partners Three," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"Pettigrew's Girl," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Little Comrade," five reels, with Vivian Martin.
"Peppy Polly," five reels, with Dorothy Gish.
"The Sheriff's Son," five reels, with Charles Ray.
"The Test of Honor," five reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Rescuing Angel," five reels, with Shirley Mason.
"Something to Do," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.
"The Roaring Road," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
"Let's Elope," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.
"Greased Lightning," five reels, with Charles Ray.
of Men," five reels, with Enid Bennett.
"The
five reels, Ernest Truax.
"Oh!
"Vicky Van," five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
"Come Out of the Kitchen," five reels, with Marguerite Clark.

Hell Roarin' Reform," five reels, with Tom Mix.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
16—' 'Never Say Quit," five reels, with George Walsh.
30 'Fighting for Gold," five reels, with Tom Mix.
13—' 'Pitfalls of a Big City," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
27—' 'Help! Helpl Police," five reels, with George Walsh.
'The Coming of the Law," five reels, with Tom Mix.
11
25
'The Divorce Trap." five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
22—' Putting One Over." five reels, with George Walsh.
The Wilderness Trail." five reels, with Tom Mix.
The Sneak," five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
The Seventh Person," five reels, with George Walsh.

16—

2—' 'The Forbidden Room,"

—

five

—
—

EXCEL PICTURES

"Three Men and

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

—
—

23
28
30
30

Mar.
Mar.

—
30—
6—
—
13 —
13 —
—
6

—
—
—
—
11 —
13

20
27
4
4

TIMELY PICTURES

PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY

DeMille.

2— "Breed of Men," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Mar. 2—' 'Alias Mike Moran," five reels, with Wallace Reid.
Mar. 9—' 'Johnny Get Your Gun," five reels, with Fred Stone.
Mar. 9—' 'The Marriage Price," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Mar. 16—' 'The Poppy Girl's Husband," five reels, with W. S. Hart.
Mar. 26—' The Girl Who Stayed at Home," five reels. (D. W. Griffith.)
6
Apr.
"Capt. Kidd.Jr.," five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Apr. 20— "Eyes of the Soul," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Apr. 20— "The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Apr. 27— "For Better For Worse," five reels, with Gloria Swanson.
May 4 'The Money Corral," five reels, with William S. Hart.
May 18 "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," five reels, wi'h Douglas Fairbanks.
June 1— 'True Heart Susie," five reels, D. W. GrifFth Special.
8—' 'Square Deal Sanderson," five reels, with William S. Hart.
Tune
June 22—' 'The Avalanche," five reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

.

Every Minute."
— Stagg, "One
—
Drews, "Romance and Rings."
16 — Arbuckle, "Pullman Porter."
9— Sennett, "Rip & Stitch, Tailors."
23 — Sennett, "East Lynn with Variations."
2 — Arbuckle, "Love."
9 — Sennett, "The Village Smithy."
16 — Drew, "Once a Mason."
23— Sennett, "Reilly's Wash Day."
30 — Flagg. "Beresford of Barboons."
6— Flagg, "The Last Bottle."
13 — Sennett, "The Foolish Age."
20
Amateur Liar."

BIG,

Feb.

2— "Hard

Warwick.
cast.

2
2

ARTCRAFT PICTURES

—
—

all-star

"The Prussian Cur." All star cast, eight parts.
"The Land of the Free." All star cast, seven parts.
"Queen of the Sea." Five parts, with Annette Kellerman.
"Why I Should Not Marry." All star cast, five parts.

one reel

26— "Don't Change Your Husband,"

reels.

five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Jan.

Life," seven reels.

Women," seven

"False Faces."
— "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me," seven
15 — "Secret Service," seven reels, with Robert
— "White Heather," seven
with

June 1
June 5
June 15
June 22
June 29

reel.

Paradise," one
— "Columbia Highway,"
one
—
"An
Eyeful of Egypt," one
— "In Pyramid Land, one
—
'Mid Sahara's Sands." one
— ""Glimpsing
the Gondolas," one
at

2!)

May
May
May
May

Bit of

"A Peek

23

June
June

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

2

9

Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr.

Tea and Totum Poles," one

Feb.

May

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Field.

ROTH ACKER OUT-DOOR SUBJECTS
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5

16
25

TWO-REEL COMEDIES

reel.
reel.
"The
of a Maid." one reel.
"His Scarlet Past," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Nobody's Baby," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Three in a Row," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"For Love of Betty," one reel, with Elinor Field.
"Hearts and Hats," one reel, with Elinor Field.

4

— "Sporting

—
—

1

Ian.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reel, with Elinor Field.
Elinor Field.

Elinor

"I'll

2!>

Feild.
Field.

reel,
reel,

five reels.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
It
five reels,
live reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

2'J

STRAND COMEDIES

— "Merely Marrying Mary, one
with
16— "Almost a Hero," one
with Elinor
23 — "Their Baby," one
with Elinor
2 — "The Wigwam System,
one
with
9 — "The Door Between," one
16— "His Wife's Birthday," one
2

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 23

June

Billie
reels,
five reels.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Billie
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
"Just Squaw," five reels, with Beatriz Michelena.
"His Debt," five reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
"In Search of Arcady." five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Turned White," five reels, with Henry B.
"The
"Broken Threads." five reels, with Bessie Barriscale.
"Bare-fisted Gallagher," five reels, with William Desmond.

in

May
May
May
May

May
May
May
May

five reels,
five

in

11
18
18
18
25
1

reels,

reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

May
May
May
May
May
May

Apr.
Apr.

May
May

No

Regrets," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
'The Love Auction," five reels, with Virginia Pearson.

The

Girl with

23— 'Smiles," five reels, with Jane and Katherine Lee.
9—' 'Gambling in Souls," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
23— 'The Rebellious Bride," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.

6— "Married in Haste," five reels, with Albert Ray.
20—' "The Love That Dares," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
4
'Miss Adventure," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
18—' "Words and Music By," five reels, with Albert Ray.

—

6—' 'When Fate Decides," five reels, with Madlaine Traverse.
June
June 15—' 'Cowdarice Court," five reels, with Peggy Hyland.
June 29—' 'Be a Little Sport," five reels, with Albert Ray.

FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS

Law
You Women,"

Nov. 17— "Fan Fan."
Nov. 26 "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

—
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EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
THE GREAT NINE SERIES
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6

— "The End of the Game,"
—
"Thunderbolts of Fate,"

May

4

—

Apr.

20

Mar. 24

—Theda
Valeska Suratt
"The Soul of Broadway."
—
Bara
"The Darling of Paris."
28— William Farnum
"Hoodman Blind."
9
16

Apr.

in

in

in

WILLIAM FOX SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES

— "Money Talks," two parts.
6— "Tom and Jerry," two
with Tom Mix.
20 — "The House of Terrible Scandal," two
—"A Lady Bellhop's Secret." two
11 — "A Soft Tenderfoot." two
with Tom Mix.

Mar. 23
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
July

Tune
July

a

6

reels.
reels,
"Virtuous Husbands," two reels.
"Merry Jailbirds," two reels.
"Dabbling in Society." two reels.
"Merry Jailbirds," two reels.

—

15
6

BENJAMIN

May
May
May
May
une
une

Sausage-Maker."
—"Out and Hohenzollern,
In Again," half
—
"A
Cow's Husband," half
6 — "Mutt, the Mutt Trainer," half
13 — "Subbing for Tom Mix." half
20— "Pigtails and Peaches." half
27 — "Seeing Things," half
—
Cave Man's Bride," half
——"The
"Sir Sidney," half
reel.

11

reel.

at the Post." half reel.
Shell Game," half reel.
"Oh! Teacher!" half reel.
"Hands Up," half reel.
"Sweet Papa," half reel,
"Pets and Pests," half reel,
"A Frize Fight," half reel,
"Look Pleasant, Please," half reel,
"Downstairs and Up," half reel.

TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES

—
—
—
—
6—
—

13

2—
—"The

"Life's Greatest Problem."

"Her Mistake."
"A Woman's Experience."
"Suspense."

ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM
1— The Wood

Bondage of Barbara,"

five reels,

with

Mae

2
3

Marsh.

"Sis Hopkins,"
with Mabel Normand.
— "The
with Pauline Fredericl
Woman on the Index,"
—
"The Brand," seven reel* (Rex Beach Special).
16— "A Man and His Money,"
with Tom Moore.
30 — "Daughter of Mine,"
with Madge Kennedy.
— "Spotlight Sadie,"
with Mae Marsh.
13 — "One Week of Life,"
with Pauline Frederick.
20— "The Pest,"
with Mabel Normand.
27 — "The Stronger Vow," six
with Geraldine Farrar.
— "One of the Finest,"
with Tom Moore.
11 — "Leave
with Madge Kennedy.
To Susan,"
18 — Rex Beach's "The Crimson Gardenia,"
25— "When Doctors Disagree,"
with Mabel Normand.
— "The Fear Woman,"
with Pauline Frederick,
22 — "The City of Comrades,"
with Tom Moore.
16

five reels,

28

4

5

five reelt,

9

6

4

It

five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
reels,
five reels,
five reels,

six

8

five

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

reels.

May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June

une
} une

5

2
9

SCREEN CLASSICS,

2

1

Hell With the Kaiser." seven reels.
"Pals First," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
Fall of the Hohenzollerns," seven reels.
"Why Germany Must Pay," six reels, All Star Cast.
"The Great Romance," six reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"Shadows of Suspicion," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.
"A Man of Honor," five reels, with Harold Lockwood.

"The

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

"The Land of the Ukulele."
Only Way."

CAPITOL COMEDIES
—
Another."
—"Have
"A Master of Music."
9— "The New Breakfast Food."
23 —"The Potum of Swat"
— "The Midnight Alarm."
20 — "Wanted — A Baby," two
— "The Sea Wolf," two
18 — "Circumstantial Evidence," two
— "In a Pinch," two
with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
15 — "A Wonderful Night." two
with "Smiling

"Revelation," seven reels, with Nazimova.
'Toys of Fate," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Eye for Eye," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"Out of the Fog," seven reels, with Nazimova.
"The Red Lantern." seven reels, with Nazimova.

7
23

PATHE EXCHANGE,

6

Mar.

reels,

reels,

reels,

De Haven,
Bill"

Apr.

Parsons.

RENNISON STAR SERIES
"Oh, Johnny," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Sandy Burke of the U-Bar U," five reels, with Louis Bennison.
"Speedy Meade," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

"The Road Called

Straight," five reels, with Louis Bennison.

W. W.
24
Mar. 10

— "The

— "The

INC.

PATHE SPECIAL FEATURES

reels.
reels.

4

SPECIALS

"To

Skies."

8— "The

1

INC.,

"Blue Jeans," seven reels, with Viola Dana.
"Lest We Forget," eight reels, with Rita Jolivet.
'The Legion of Death," seven reels, with Edith Storey.
"My Own United States," eight reels, with Arnold Daly.
'The Million Dollar Dollies," five reels, with the Dolly Sisters.

Apr.

Feb.

—
—
—
—
—
—
12 —
19 —
26 —
—
—
16 —
23 —
7

14
21
28

reels,

to

Spirit
Stuff."
to

—
—

May
May

with Ethel Barrymore.
with May Allison.
"Faith," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"As the Sun Went Down," five reels, with Edith Storey.
"Johnny on the Spot," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Peggy Does Her Darndest," five reels, with May Allison.
"Satan Junior," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Blind Man's Eyes," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"The Way of the Strong," five reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"That's Good," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Parisian Tigress," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"The Island of Intrigue," five reels, with May Allison.
"Blackie's Redemption," five reeU, with Bert Lytell.
five reels, with Viola Dana.
"False Evidence,
"After His Own Heart," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"The Amateur Adventuress," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
"Castles in the Air," five reels, with May Allison.
"The Lion's Den," five reels, with Bert Lytell.
"Full of Pep," five reels, with Hale Hamilton.
"Almost Married," five reels, with May Allison.
"Some Bride," five reels, with Viola Dana.
"Fools and Their Money," five reels, with Emmy Wehlen.
"One Thing at a Time, O'Day," five reels, with Bert Lytell.

—
—
—
—
3—
10 —
17 —
24 —
3

10
17
24

Lytell.

reels,

20—"The Divorcee," five reels,
27—"In for Thirty Days," five

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar. 31

May 4 "Going Up."
May 11—
"Can the Poor Fish?"
May 18 —
"A Wild Goose Chase."
—
25
May
—"From Mud Dug."

Apr.
Apr.

Water (Scenic).

five

reels.

— "Carrying Old Glory the Seven Seas."
10— "Canada's Mountain of Tears."
17—"Where The
That Won' Was Born."
24 — "Rous*
— "Good Eat."
9— "The Story of Steel."
16 — "The Land of Enchantment."
23— "What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve."
—
—"Cut Out."
8

of Fair

Last Hour (Novelty with Music).
—The
Gods (Dramatic Feature).
— AFalse
Thought of Equity (Epigram).
—
— Wild Flowers (Comedy).
METRO PICTURE CORPORATION
— "The Spender,"
with Bert
an. 18

an.
an.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

five reels,
reels,
five reels,

6
Apr.
It
Apr. 13 "Northern Sports Under Southern
Apr. 20— "Good Roads."
Apr. 27 "A Visit to New Orleans."

Mar.
Mar.

Murder."

for

"Left
—
— "The

18
25

FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY

Feb.
Feb.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

'A Romance of the Air."
'When My Ship Comes In."
'A House Divided."

reel.

4

INC.

SPECIALS
'Wanted

"Heart of the Sunset," seven reels, with Anna Q. Nilsson.
"Blue Blood," six reels.
"Honor's Cross," six reels, with Howard Heckman.
"Social Ambition," seven reels.
"For the Freedom of the East" (Betzwood), six reds.
"The Border Legion." six reels.
"The Eternal Magdalene," six reels.

une
une

with Leah Baird.

Distributed Through Film Clearing House.

reel.
reel.
reel.

"For the Freedom of the World," seven
"The Manx-Man," seven reels.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

B.

reel.
reel.

GOLDWYN SPECIALS

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

reels,

five

INDEPENDENT SALES CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Thinks,"

"The Westerners," with Roy Stewart.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Man

"Desert Gold," with E. K. Lincoln.

—
—
—

25

June 1
June 8
June 15
une 22
une 29

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Warren Kerrigan.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

reels.

4

Mar.
Mar. 23
Mar. 30

uly
uly

J.

reels,

MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS

May
May
May
May

with J. Warren Kerrigan.
with House Peters and Anna

ARTCO PRODUCTIONS

— "As

16— "William

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five reels,
five reels,

Lehr.
"The Best Man," five reels, with

—

"Common Clay," seven
— "The
Unknown Love," six
Lincoln.
20— "The Sawdust Doll,"
15 — "The
Diplomat,"
— "The Profiteers,"
2

reels, with Fannie Ward.
reels, with Dolores Cassinelli

27

Tune
June

2!)

May

25

Little

five

five reels,
five reels,
reels, with

FRANK KEENAN
— "The Master
Man,"
five

reels,

and E. K.

with Baby Marie Osborne.
with Babv Marie Osborne.

Fannie Ward.

PRODUCTIONS
with Frank Keenan.

VIRGINIA PEARSON PHOTOPALYS. INC.

HODKINSON CORPORATION

June

8

— "The

Bishop's Emerald," six reels, with Virginia Pearson.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange.

Love Hunger,"
Forfeit," five

five reels,
reels, with

ALBERT CAPELLANI PRODUCTIONS,

with Lillian Walker.
House Peters and Jane Miller.

June

63

22— "Oh, Boy!"

six reels, with Creighton

INC.

Hale and June Caprice.

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May
June

— EXTRA SELECTED
— "The Narrow Path,"

STAR PHOTOPLAYS

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

five reels, with Fannie Ward.
12
"The Midnight Stage," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
B
"Todd of the Times," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
9
"Carolyn of the Corners," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"The Silver Girl," five reels, with Frank Keenan.
fl
4
"The Cry of the Weak," five reels, with Fannie Ward.
1
"All Wrong," five reels, with Bryant Washburn.

15

—

—
—
—

May
May
May
May

—

PATHE PROGRAM FEATURES

—
—
—
—
—

PERFECTION PICTURES
Tan.

—

Selig,

"Quo
"Brown

"The
—
— "The

19

26

— "Riders
— "Pretty

Tom Moore and

—

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
fune
Tune
Tune

— "Who Cares,"
with Constance Talmadge.
—
"Cheating Cheaters,"
with Clara Kimball Young.
—
"The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady.
— "Romance and Arabella,"
with Constance Talmadge.
— "The Belle of New York,"
with Marion Davies.
—
"Children of Banishment,"
with Mitchell Lewis.
—
World
Live
with Alice Brady.
—"The
"The Probation Wife,"
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Experimental Marriage,"
with Constance Talmad^*.
— "Marie.
Ltd.,"
with Alice Brady.
—
"Bolshevism on Trial."
—
Mary Married,"
with Marion Davies.
— "Getting
"The Veiled Adventure,"
with Constance Talmadgt—"Redhead,"
with Alice Brady.
— "The New Moon."
with Norma Talmadge.
— "Jacques of Silver North."
with Mitchell Lewis.
— "Happiness
a
Mode."
with Constance Talmadge.
—
"Upstairs and Down."
with Olive Thomas.
— "His Bridal Night,"
with Alice Brady.
to

five

reels,
five

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
In, ' five reels,
six reels,
five reels,
reels,

five reels,
five reels,

five reels,
six
la

reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,

SPECIALS

to

Mother," six

reels,

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
May
May
June
fune

July
July
July
July

7

5

—
—

2
9

with Taylor Holmes.

ESS AN AY-CHAPLIN COMEDIES
Night in the Show," two
"Shanghaied," two reels.
"The Bank." two reels.

NEWS REELS
Kinograms, one-reel, every Tuesday and Saturday.

with Belle Bennett.
with Frances Mann,
six reels, with Olive Thomas,
six reels, with All Star Cast.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Son," six reels, with All Star Cast.
five reels,

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Mar. 81

reels, with Ruth Clifford.
five reels, with Carmel Meyei
five reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Monroe Salisbury
five reels, with Fritzi Brunette.
five reels. Carmel Meyers.
five reels, with Edith Roberts.

Little

— "A

Priscilla

—
—
—

June

8

UNITED PICTI RE THEATRES

Light of Western Stars," seven reels, with Duttin Para urn.
"Adele." six reels, with Kitty Gordon.
"A Man in the Open," five reels, with Dustin Farnum.
"Her Code of Honor," five reels, with Florence Reed.
"Playthings of Passion," five reels, with Kitty Gordon.

CURRENT SERIALS
Universal, "The Lure of the Circus."
"
Francis Ford. "The Silent Mystery
Vitagraph, "The Man of Might," William Duncan.
Moreno.
Antonio
with
Test."
Vitagraph, "The Iron
Pathe, ''The Lightning Raider," Pearl White.
Walcamp.
Marie
Universal, "The Red Glove,"
Pathe, "Terror of the Range," with George Larkin.
Oliver, "The Carter Case," with Herbert Rawlinson.
Pathe, "The Tiger's Trail," with Ruth Roland.
Universal, "The Midnight Man." with James T. Corbett.
Vitagraph, "Perils of Thunder Mountain," with Antonio Moreno.
Universal, "Elmo the Mighty," with Elmo Lincoln.

—

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Silk Lined Burglar," six reels, with

—
— 'The

26
23
13

five

3

5

Apr.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

— "The Game's Up,"
— "Who Will Marry Me?"
—
"Sue of the South,"
10— "Millionaire Pirate,"
17 — "Sealed Envelope."
24 — "The
White Savage,"
8 — "A Taste of Life,"

reels.

"Police," two reels.
"Triple Trouble," two reels.

— "A
—
—
—
of Filbert" (Special),
—"Mayor
"The Root of Evil."
8 — "Love's Prisoner" (Special),
15 — "Lady Windemere's Fan."
22 — "Upside Down" (Special),
—

20
27

reel.
reel.

"A

27—

"Dombey &

reel.
reel.
reel.

"Everywhere," one reel.
"Model Girls." one reel.
"Front," one reel.
"Kiddies," one reel.
"China," one reel.
"Birds and Flowers," one
"Alaska Revelations," one

five reels, with Hazel Daly.
five reels, with Olive Thomas.
five reels, with Jack Conway.
five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
five reels, with Crane Wilbur.
"The Follies Girl." five reels, with Olive Thomas.
Place in the Sun," five reels, with Margaret Blanch)
"Taxi" (Special), five reels, with Taylor Holmes.
"The Water Lily." five reels, with Alice Mann.

4

Up

PRIZXA

Little
(special),

11
18
25

for

—
— "Home
—
14 —
21 —
2S —
7

Two."

five reels, with Carlyle Blackwell.
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
Little
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
five reels,
'"Phil for Short," five reels, witb Evelyn Greeley.
"Thro" the Toils." five reels, with Montagu Love.
'"The Devil's Trail." five reels, with Betty.
"Love and the Woman." five reels, with June Elvidge.
Wanted." five reels, with Madge Evans.
"'The American Way." five reels, with Arthur Ashley.
"Dust of Desire," five reels, with Ruby de Remer.
"'A BToadway Saint," five reels, with Montagu Love.
"Bringing
Betty," five reels, with Evelyn Greeley.

"Kilanea." one
"'Skyland " one
"Catalina." one

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY

Mar.

— "The Moral Deadline,"
with Frank Mayo.
—
"Crook of Dreams,"
with Louis Huff.
—
with Kitty Gordon.
"The Unveiling Hand,"
— "The Hand Invisible,"
with Montagu Love.
— "Hit or Miss,"
with Carlyle Blackwell.
— "Love Defender."
with Madge Evans.
— "The
with Johnny Hines.
Intruder,"
14 — "The Scar,"
with Irving Cummings.
21 — "The Quickening Flame."
with Montagu Love.
28 — "The Price of Doubt,"
with All Star Cast.
—
with Violet Palmer.
"Ginger,"
12 — "The Unwritten Code,"
with Shirley Mason.
19 — "The Social Pirate."
with June Elvidge.
—
26 "An Amateur Widow,"
with Zena Keefe.
—

June 16
June 23
June 30

— "The
Rowdy,"
—
"Toton"
—
"Democracy,"
—
13 "A Regular Fellow,"
20 — "Devil M' Care,"

1
June
une
une
June
June 29

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17— "Courage

24
Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

Mar. 23
Mar. 80
6
Apr.

Person," six

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Feb.
Feb.

"The One Woman," with All-star cast.
"The Cavell Case." with Julia Arthur.
"The Midnight Patrol," an Ince Production.
"Ruling Passions," with Julia Dean and Edwin Arden.
"The Hidden Truth," six reels, with Anna Case.
"Over There." six reeK. with Anna Q. Nilsson and Charles Richmau.
"Break the News

Little

Hazel

—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Unpainted Woman,"

'

of Harvard," six reels, with

five

reels, with Monroe Salisbury.
six reels, with Mary MacLaren.
reels, with Mae Murray.
of Vengeance," six reels, with Harry Carey.
Smooth," six reels, with Priscilla Dean.

Blinding Trail," six

"The Big

'

Vadis," eight reels.

Daly.
1
Essanay, "Men Who Have Made Love to Me," six reels, with Mary
Feb.
Mac Lane.
Essanay, "Ruggles of Red Gap," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Edison, "The Unbeliever," seven reels, with Raymond McKee.
Jan. 31
Essanay, "A Pair of Sixes," six reels, with Taylor Holmes.
Essanay, "The Curse of Iku," seven reels, with Frank Borzage.
Edison, "The Wall Invisible." six reels, with Shirley Mason.

an.
an.
Jan.

Priscilla

reels,

—

H

— Kleine,
10

Little

VITAGRAPH

Distributed at All Pathe Exchanges.
"Fair Enough," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"When a Man Rides Alone," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Amazing Impoater," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Molly of the Follies,' five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Where the West Begins," five reels, with William Russell.
"Put Up Your Hands," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Brass Buttons," five reels, with William Russell.
"The Intrusion of Isabel," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Charge It to Me," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Some Liar," five reels, with William Russell.
"A Bachelor's Wife," five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"Trixie from Broadway." five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Signet of Shelba," five reels, with William Russell.
"Yvonne from Paris." five reels, with Mary Miles Minter.
"The Tiger Lily," five reels, with Margarita Fisher.
"Six Feet Four," five reels, with William Russell.
"This
ero Stuff," five reels, with William Russell.

7

six

Fortune's Child," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Silent Strength," five reels, with Harry Morey.
'The Loan and the Mouse" (special Alice Joyce).
"The Girl Problem," fi\e reels, with Ceiinne Griffith.
'The Wishing King Man," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"From Headquarters," Special, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
"A Gentleman of Quality," five reels, with Earle Williams.
'Miss Dulc'e from Dixie," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
'Fighting Destiny," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Cambric Mask." five reels, with Alice Joyce.
'"The Unknown Quantity," five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"A Yankee Princess," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"Two Women," five reels, with Anita Stewart (special).
"The Usurper," five reels, with Earle Williams.
"A Stitch in Time." five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beating the Odds," five reels, with Harry Morey.
"The Third Degree," seven reels, with Alice Joyce (Special).
'Thin Ice." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
"The Little Boss," five reels, with Bessie Love.
"A Rogue's Romance." five reels, with Earle Williams.
"The Painted World," five reels, with Anita Stewart (Special).
"Too Many Crooks," five reels, with Gladys Leslie.
"Beauty Proof," five reels, with Harry T. Morey.
"The Spark Divine." five reles. with Alice Joyce.
"A Girl at Bay." five reels, with Corinne Griffith.
Cupid Forecloses," five reels, with Bessie Love.
The Hornets' Nest," five reels, with Earle Williams.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Ian.

reels,
five reels,
reels,
six reels,
reels,

I

5

2
June
June 9
June 16

26 "A .Vagabond of France," four reels, with Henri Krauss.
23
"The Old Maid's Baby," five reels, with Marie Osborne.
Mar. 23 "Go Get 'Em Garringer," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Apr. 20 "The Sawdust Doll," five reels, with Baby Marie Osborne.
May 18 "Caleb Piper's Girl," five reels, with Helene Chadwick.
Jan.
Feb.

— "The Amazing Wife," six
with Mary MacLaren.
— "What Am Bid?"
with Mae Murray.
—
"Fire Flingers,"
with Rupert Julian.
28 — "The Exquisite Thief,"
with
Dean.
— "Bare Fists," six
with Harry Carey.
12 — "The Delicious
with Mae Murray.
Devil." six
—
7
14
21

Dear

64
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SPECIAL,

HIRAM ABRAMS
"Hearts of Men,"

six

reels,

GRAPHIC FILM COMPANY

with George Beban.

"The Woman and the Beast," five reels.
"Moral Suicide," seven reels, with Leah

ARROW FILM CORPORATION

*

"When Men

"The Deemster," nine reels, with Derwent Hall Caine.
"The Accidental Honeymoon," six reels, with Robert Warwick.
"The Million-Dollar Mystery," six reels.
five reels.

HILLER AND WILK
"Raffles," six reels, with John Barrymore.
"The Battle of Gettysburg."

"The Eternal Penalty," with Christine Mayo and Henry Kolker.

"Wrath

"Roses and Thorns," with Lenore Ulrich.

of the Gods."
eight reels.
Silent Mystery," 15-part serial, with Francis Ford.

"Woman,"

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY
"Apartment 23."
A Bridegroom."
"Stop, Look and Listen."
"Sea Sirens."
"Too Many Wives."
"A Rustic Romeo."
"Oh, Susie, Be Careful."

"The

—

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
"Sins of Ambition," with Wilfred Lucas and Barbara Castleton.
"Life or Honor," seven reels, with Leah Baird.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,

i

"Tell Your Wife Everything."
"Sally's Blighted Career," two

reels.

"Rowdy Ann," two reels.
"Can Wives Be Trusted?"

"A Full House."
"Oh, My, Dear."
"Anybody's Widow."

JESTER COMEDIES

CLUNE PRODUCTIONS
"Ramona/' eight reels.
"The Eyes of the World," seven

One

two-reel

comedy a month, with Twede Dan.

reels.

JAMES K.EANE

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION

The

with Charlotte.
"Spanuth's Original Vod-A-Vil Movies."
five reels,

Spreading

•even

Evil,'

"Modern Mother Goose," five
"Snow White," four reels.

"The Boomerang," with Henry

HARRY RAPF
"Wanted

—

for Murder," five reels, with

"The Liberator,"

—"Bringing the Boys Back Home," one
Tan.
—
"Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement,"
Feb.
—
Feb.
— "Indian Life," one
Feb. 10 "An Indian Love Story," one
Feb. 17 — "A Day With Caranza," one
—
Feb. 24 "What
a Mexican," one
Mar. 3 — "The Washington Air Patrol," one
81

serial,

with Maciste.

SELIG SPECIALS

reel.

1

one

"The Crisis," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton.
"Beware of Strangers," seven reels, with Bessie Eyton and Thomas Saat
"The Garden of Allah," ten reels, with Thomas Santchi and fi'elen Ware.
~
"Who Shall Take My Life," six reels, with Thomas Saita*! ana

reel.

reel.

reel.
reel.
reel.

Brunette.

"The City of Purple Dreams,"

reel.

FELIX
"Stolen Orders,'

F.

FEIST

WM.

eight reels, with Kitty Gordon.

Sir Johnston Forbes- Roberao*

"A

Dog's Life," two reels, with Charlie Chaplin.
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany."
"The Life Mask," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
five reels, with
Petrova.

Mme.

"Daughter of Destiny,"

Steel," five reels, with Mme. Petrova.
"Italy's Flaming Front," Italian official war film.
"Pershing's Crusader*.''
"Romance of Tarzan," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Shoulder Arms," three reels, with Charles Chaplin.

"Tempered

"The Panther Woman,"

five reels, with
"Virtuous Wives," six reels, with Anita
"Our Teddy," seven reels.

"A Midnight Romance," seven reels
"Whom the Gods Would Destroy,"

Bessie

Ejtaa

and Tkoau*

SHERRY SERVICE

PICTURES

SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY
"Beyond the Law,"

with Anita Stewart.
six reels.

six

reels,

with

Emmett

Dalton.

LLOYD CARLETON PRODUCTIONS
"Mother,

I

Need You,"

five

reels,

with Enid Markey.

TOWER FILM CORPORATION
"Custer's Last Fight," three reels.

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

UNITED FILMS PRODUCTION

"God's Man," nine reels, with H. B. Warner.
"My Own United States." with Arnold Daly.
"Once to Every Man," six reels, with Jack Sherrill.

"The Crime

of the Hour," five reels.

AL AND FRANK JENNINGS PRODUCTIONS

FRANK HATCH ENTERPRISES
HARRY GARSON

"Lady of the Dugout,"

"Tempest and Sunshine."

six reels.

WARNER BROTHERS

eight reels, with Blanche Sweet.
reels,

L.

S-L

Petrova.
Stewart.

"Auction of Souls," eight reels.
"Sunnyside." two rerls, with Charles Chaplin.
"Bill Apperson's Boy," six reels, with Jack Pickford.

"The Unpardonable Sin,"
"The Hushed Hour," five

with

"Virtuous Men," with E. K. Lincoln.

Mme.

"Daddy Long Legs," seven reels, with Mary Pickford.
"Mary Regan," seven reels, with Anita Stewart.

J.

reels,

Available at all Film Clearing House Exchanges
"Romance of the Underworld," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Street of Seven Stars." six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Out of the Night," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"The Inn of the Blue Moon," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Marriage," five reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Red Blood and Yellow," five reels, with Bronco Billy.
"Wild Honey," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Son of a Gun," five reels, with Broncho Billy.
"Marriage for Convenience," six reels, with Catherine Calvert.
"Calibre .38."
"Twilight," six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
"Love and Xhc Law," six reels. (Edgar Lewis production.)

"Tarzan of the Apes," six reels, with Elmo Lincoln.
"Fall of the Romanoffs," eight reels, with Nance O'Neill.

"Empty Pockets " seven reels.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back," with

six

Santchi.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, INC.

"The Light Within,"

Elaine Hammerste't

HARRY RAVER

reel.

reel.

Is

B. Walthall.

"Virtuous Sinners."

(Robert C. Bruce Scenics)

S

COMPANY

reels.

PIONEER FILM CORPORATION

Hall.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION
"The High Horse," one reel.
"The Pale Pack Train," one reel.
"Nature Hot and Cold," one reel.
"Men Met in the Mountains," one

reels.

LEA-BEL

CREST PICTURES CORPORATION
"The Chosen Prince," eight reels.
"Tie Grain of Dust," six reels, with Lillian Walker.
"A Romance of the Air," five reels, with Lieut. Bert

"Before Breakfast," one

INC.

Doctor and the Woman," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Husbands Only," five reels, with Mildred Harris.
Geezer of Berlin."
Sinking of the Lusitania."
"Crashing Through to Berlin," seven parts.
"The Heart of Humanity," nine reels, with Dorothy Phillip*.
"Destiny," six reels, with Dorothy Phillips.

"The
"For
"The
"The

"Kiss the Bride."

"The Frozen Warning,"

W. GRIFFITH

D.

AYWON FILM CORPORATION

"Lost

Baird.

Betray," six reels, with Gail Kane.

"The Birth of a Nation," nine reels, with H. B. Walthall.
"Intolerance," nine reels, with Mae Marsh.
"Hearts of the World," with Dorothy Gish, Lillian Gish and Robert Harren.

"My

Husband's Friend," five reels.
"Perfect Model," re-issue of "Inspiration,"
"Finger of Justice," six reels.
"Sunset Princess."

PRODUCTIONS

"Open Your Eyes."

with Blanche Sweet.

WESTERN

GENERAL ENTERPRISES

"Mickey," seven

"Mather," six reels, with Elizabeth Risdon.
"The Warrior," seven reels, with Maciste.
"Crucible of Life," seven reels, with Grace Darmond.

reels,

"Khavah," with Alice Hastings.
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Mr ORT

Norman 1.
ZION FILM, LVC.

with Mabel

EXHIBITORS HERALD AND MOTOGRAPHY
Beginning

July

Government

You Must Use

1st,

Regulation

Film

Nu-Code
TESTED AND

Film Shipping

Gases

meet every requirement
the new law
and even better.

are built to
of

—

MADE AT ANY

You can pay more but

"NU-CODES"

S.

Shipping Cases

APPROVED BY THE BUREAU OF EXPLOSIVES

THE BEST

Used E

U.

—

PRICE

get no better, because

are the

maximum

in quality

xtensive!y by the Big Leaders, such as:
Mutual. Fox. Universal. World, Famous Players. Triangle Metro,
Goldwyii, First National Exhibitors." U. S. Government, American

Red Cross, Ford Motor Company, International
numerous Universities, and many other organizations.

We

also

make Round Tin and Galvanized

Harvester,

Iron Film Cans.

Prices on Request

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The mozt simple

and

practical

Write for Quotations on the Sizes and Quantities You Need

Locking Device made

RUSSAKOV CAN COMPANY
936-946
CHICAGO
West
Film Case

Department

Chicago Ave.

PERFECTED PROTECTION

An Advertising Service

THE DeVRY

—the universal
the

practical

motion
Let us
profit

projector

Exhibitor

—made

unlimited

Let us help you do advertising that will
get you results. We SPECIALIZE
on theatre advertising EXCLUSIVELY
that's why we do it better.
:•:
:-:

use of

pictures.
tell

by

its

—write to

—

CHICAGO,

Marianna Street

The National Poster

TOM

printers

ILL.

Printing Co.

exclusively for the theatre

America's Foremost Exhibitors

;

ADMIT

AM

THE

SCREENS

PHILLIPS

Money Can Buy
De berri Scenic co.

are the Best

The Longest in the Business
Maker of Advertising Films and Slides

5728 S. State St.

&

506 South Wabash Ave., Chicago

Employed, Open for
Proposition to
Theatre to Lease
Theatre, or to Buv in on a Theatre. Pictures,
Vaudeville or Both.
I
A LIVE WIRE
PROVE IT. Address ABC, care
Exhibitors Herald.

AND CAN

TYPE ONE SHEETS

SEND FOR SAMPLES

MANAGER, Now

MANAGE

PROGRAMS

DODGERS
LITHOGRAPHED BANNERS

you how you can
use no obligations

THE DeVRY CORPORATION
1232

for the

CHICAGO

922

66

W.

MONROE

ST.

CHICAGO

Sovereign of the West

.exhibitors

Herald

and

maintains incontestable

Middle West and

M

otography today
mastery over the

We stern

territory.

Within twenty-four hours after an issue
the press it is in hands of exhibitors in

is off

fifty

percent of the productive area of the film
trade
almost telegraphic service

—

!

Exhibitors Herald and Motography is unique
unique in service and unique in the
opportunity it offers to advertisers to reach
directly and quickly the most productive area
in the trade.
in style,

FANNIE

WARD

in the extra selected feature

The Crv of the Weak.
Produced by Astra

Directed by Ceo. Firzmaurice

PATHE

Written by Ouida BeroWe

APR

3 0
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